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Council agrees
on traffic cap
UCLA's landmark pact with

the city to halt campus expan-
sion if it results in traffic that

exceeds an agreed-upon cap
was approved by the Los
Angeles City Council on Fri-

day.

Last year, Westwood resi-

dents blasted UCLA for claim-
ing its master expansion plan

could add 40 percent more
square footage to its buildings

without increasing local traffic.

Although state-owned
UCLA is not bound by city

laws, campus officials agreed in

November with Councilman
2^v Yaroslavsky, who repre-

sents Westwood, to jointly

monitor campus traffic.

Inside
Ceremonies
go smoothly

Administrators say the first

divided commencement cere-

monies of the College of Letters

& Science went even better

than expected.

See page 3

Viewpoint

ASUCLA policy

is hypocritical

Columnist Ron Kagan takes

a critical look at ASUCLA *s

new Ethical and Social Respon-
sibility policy and finds it

lacking in light of Tiananmen
Square.

See page 7

Arts & Entertainment

Checking in at

the 'Grand Hotel'

Tommy Tune's latest musi-

cal is a grand spectacle for those

who only want to watch.

See page 8

1
Sportsr

Gym team wins

big at U.S. meet
Scott Keswick, along with

two other UCLA gymnasts,

won spots on the national team.

See page 16

ummer IVIonday
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rovesAssembly
new spending plan
Staff and wire reports

SACRAMENTO — The
Assembly narrowly passed a $56.4
billion budget Thursday after a

massive last-ditch lobbying effort

by Gov. Pete Wilson to recruit

rebellious Republicans to vote for

the state spending plan.

Although last-minute haggling

pared an additional $12.5 million

from state funding for the Univer-

sity of California — bringing the

total cut to $257.5 million — UC
President David Gardner said that

a registration fee hike exceeding

the expected 40 percent is not an

option in the near future.

"We are not going to increase

student fees — it is too late (in the

fiscal year)," Gardner said with a

laugh. Although every penny
counts at this point, he said he

considered the 40 percent fee hike

"quite sufficient."

Gardner will meet with the UC
chancellors on Wednesday to

consider options for further belt-

tightening measures.

The Assembly approved the

Governor vetoes bill

on non-resident fees

See BUDGET, page 4

Staff and wire reports

SACRAMENTO — Gov. Pete

Wilson vetoed a bill Friday that

would have allowed some undocu-

mented students to attend Califor-

nia public colleges and universities

without paying non-resident fees.

The bill (A.B.593) was an
attempt to write into law a practice

followed by state colleges and
universities, including UCLA.
Students illegally living in this

country were allowed to pay the

lower in-state reg fees if they met
all California residency criteria

except U.S. citizenship.

While at least 30 undocumented
students attend UCLA, most of

these students attend community
colleges, where the fee differences

are largest — California residents

pay $5 a unit while non-residents

pay about $103 per unit.

*The vast majority of these

students grew up in the United
Slates and went through elemen-
tary school, junior high and high

school here," said Marco Fire-

baugh, an aide to Assemblyman

See VETO, page 4

Have degree, will travel "If this policy is not
changed, I would seriously

consider changing the orga^

nizational relationship
between ASUCLA and
UCLA.''

Charles Ycxjng

Chancellor

denounces
new bylaws
By Stephen Berger

CHARLES COOLEY/Dauy Brum

A/evv/y graduateJ kinesiology major Rob Frey contemplates the future after the
life sciences ceremony on the 15th.

LAKE ARROWHEAD — Calling their

newly added bylaws "unconstitutional" and
warning that severe consequences may
follow if they are not repealed, UCLA
Chancellor Charles Young met with student

leaders at the annual associated students

Board of Directors' retreat last week.

Both undergraduate and graduate student

governments adopted bylaws last year that

require students appointed to dilfcrent

campus boards to vote according to the

governments' wishes or face possible

removal from their posts.

"If this policy is not changed, I would
seriously consider changing the organiza-

tional relationship between ASUCLA and
UCLA," Young threatened at the retreat.

He did not elaborate on the changes he

would initiate if the student governments
did not abandon the bylaws.

According to Young, the new rules

violate the policies of the ASUCLA
Communications Board, which oversees the

campus media, and the Board of Directors,

the student-majority board that governs
ASUCLA.

Both boards were created to be indepen-
dent from the student governments and the

administration, so their members could
make objective decisions, the chancellor
explained.

Although both governments appoint
students to each of these boards. Young said

See RETREAT, page 4

Chemical fire rages in Young Hall, injuring 16
By Matt Ball

"There was literally a

captain on every
floor. The coordina^

tion of the evacuation

lacked something. I

diink they panickei"

Barry Hoelscher

Summer Bruin Staff

A chemical fire raged in a

Young Hall stockroom Wednes-
day, injuring 16 people and forcing

300 more to evacuate the building.

The blaze was believed to be
ignited when a toxic solvent used
in chemistry experiments leaked

from a still onto a hotplate, said

UCLA Spokeswoman Jan Klun-

der.

No one was in the stockroom
when the flames erupted at about 3

p.m. The fire burned for about an

hour before fiicfighlci^ cxuii-

guished it

Fire officials said the cause of

the blaze is still under investiga-

tion. The laboratory stockroom
held other volatile chemicals, such

as sodium and elher, that also

could have started the fire.

Nine firefighters, two university

police officers and five other

people were treated for smoke
inhalation at the UCLA Medical
Center and released in good
condition.

The names cause<l an estimated

$8,000 to $11,000 in damage,
chemistry building officials said.

The chemicals consumed by the

See FIRE, page 5
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"You just have to take a

look at the athletes . . . they

have been told, *You can't

do it.' Special Olympics says,

Toucan/"
Sunny Gramount

Special Olympics draws thousands
Participants compete for gold, partake in

dancing, music, movies, meet celebrities

By Brigitte Brady

MICHAEL LAN

A young woman finishes a race in

Drake Stadium at Saturday's Spe-

cial Olympics.

Special athletes brought their smiling

faces and cheers of excitement to sports

competitions at UCLA on Saturday and
Sunday.

The 22nd annual California Special

Olympics drew more than 2,100 athletes to

the campus for summer games and festive

activities.

The Olympics, established for people
with mental disabilities, emphasize that

there is more to athletic competitions than

winning. The organization's oath is "Let me
win, but if I cannot win, let me be brave in

the attempt."

Laura Dennon, a second-year participant

in the women's 25-meter freestyle swim-
ming event, understands this oath.

"I was a little bit nervous before the race,

but I was ready to swim for the Special

Olympics," said Dennon, who traveled to

the UCLA event from Santa Barbara.

The 18-year-old won fourth-place in her

race. "Afterwards I felt great! I can't believe

that I could do it," she said.

A participant in the Softball competition

said he enjoys the games so much that he

returned for his fifth year.

"It is nice to be here. I like the friends I

meet, to win and to have fun," said Joseph

Fuerte, a 29-year-old from King County.

In addition to competing for bronze,

silver and gold, participants took photos

with celebrities, danced to the music of a

live band, watched a movie in Ackerman

Union and mingled at a nightclub set up in

Dykstra Hall.

Special Olympics relies almost entirely

on volunteers — approximately 3,500 this

year — to conduct the games.

Jennifer Wiese, a first-year volunteer in

the cycling competition, found the Special

Olympics more rewarding than other

volunteer-run events.

'This event is fun because we actually get

to interact with the participants. It is great to

see their endurance and their courage," she

said.

The Special Olympics is free of charge

and relies entirely on private donations.

"Most people think the games run entirely

on foundation grants. But the truth is that it

is the private citizen who makes the

difference." said Sunny Gramount, area

director of Contra Costa County's Special

Olympics group.

With tears in her eyes, Gramount
explained why she has returned to the

Special Olympics every year since its

inception in 1969.

"You just have to lake a look at the

athletes, whether they come in first or last,"

she said. "For so many years, they have been
told, *You can't do it' Special Olympics
says, 'You can.'"

Annual fine art exhibition lines streets of Westw( • 11

By Marina Dundjerski

Art ranging from iron sculptures

of steam locomotives to photo-

graphs of planetary nebula decor-

ated Westwood Boulevard last

weekend for the second annual

Westwood Village Fine Art
Exhibition.

About 100 artists from around
the globe — working in oils,

acrylics, water colors, photogra-

phy, glass, etchings and sculptures

— lined the street with their work.

The annual event is the only

such open-air exhibit of fine art in

Los Angeles. "Fine art is consid-

ered non-functional, as opposed to

craft art which is functional and
consists of jewelry, tea pots and
things that serve some purpose,"

explained Pauline Rogers, pubU-
cist for the exhibit.

The selection process for the

exhibit was very competitive.

Several hundred artists sent in

photographs of their work and

underwent a rigorous screening

process which narrowed the field

to the exhibition's 100 particip-

ants.

Westwood is planning a tre-

mendous revitalization and this is

just one of the plans in store," said

Hilary Gibson, a representative

from the Armand Hammer
Museum.
One artist at the event said he

hopes these art exhibits will restore

an artistic atmosphere to the

village.

"Westwood has gone through

the trauma of being likened to a

Skid Row of kids and the art was a

dying area," said artist Irwin

Brown. "How can you have UCLA
as one boundary and the Armand
Hammer Museum as another
boundary and not have art in

between?"

The artists were as diverse as

their craft. Brown, who calls his

work "ethnic Jewish paintings,'

has been a street art vendor for 33

years.

Marko Mavrovich grew up in

Yugoslavia and scenes from his

homeland comprise most of his

contemporary-impressionistic
acrylic paintings.

Willy Jean-Paul, who was bom
in Haiti, paints Haitian market

scenes in a style he calls "moder-

nistic cubism." This style incorpo-

rates circular patterns into

paintings.

While some shoppers were just

passing through, looking for

paintings to hang on their walls or

an pieces to adorn their shelves,

others like Travis Shinn, a Los
Angeles County High School of

the Arts student, were checking

out the work of their fellow artists.

"It's a place to see different people

and their different artistic aspects.

Everyone's creative here."

Others were more critical. "Art

shouldn't just decorate the sidew-

alk. It should change people," said

Mark Eakins, a San Francisco art

student who works for one of the

artists in the exhibition. "Good art

reflects society and with it one can

see into the future, but this is just

decorative art, it's just very hai^py

to look at."

Although there were some
UCLA students at the exhibit, they

were clearly not the majority. Last

year, UCLA had a booth for free

but did not have one this year.

*They were somewhat flaky in

their role in it. To organize a booth

seems to be a problem for them

because students are not in

school," said Scott Regberg, event

coordinator from the Westwood
Merchant's Association.

The event was sponsored by the

Westwood Merchants* Associa-

tion, the Armand Hammer
Museum and Del Mano Produc-

tions.

MICHAEL LAN

Artists display their wares in Westwood last weekend as part of the fine art exhibition.

'Necessary' pay raise approved for ASUCLA Board of Directors
By Stephen Berger

Next year's student members of

the ASUCLA Board of Du-eclors

will have a few extra dollars in

their pockets, thanks to the parting

words and voles of graduating

students and other board members
at their final meeting in May.

Students on next year's board
can now choose between a pay-

check of $300 per month — $100
more than their current stipend —
or the equivalent of a year's

registration fees divided into

monthly payments.
The new policy, which passed

with more abstentions than votes

in favor, is absolutely necessary,

said former undergraduate F*resi-

dent Dean Poulakidas in his final

meeting as a board member.
"A voluntary student body has

all but disappeared," he explained.

"Modem students can barely pay
the increased registration fees and

by serving on student government,

many give up their opportunity to

get a paying job
"

Graduate representative David

Gast said that low salaries may
result in a board comprised entire-

ly of wealthy students who do not

need jobs. "I want a board that is

economically as well as racially

diverse," he said.

Gast, the only student member
returning to the board next year,

abstained from the vote.

Although all board members,

including administrators, favored

the pay raise, some were worried

about public perception of the

decision.

"I feel uncomfortable with the

hike," said student representative

Kelly Wachowicz. "It is just like

when Congress gave itself a raise

during serious instability a couple

of years ago. It can be perceived

that the board is taking the same
uncaring attitude."

But despite a slight decrease in

the association's revenue during

the last year, it does not face the
same "financial devastation" as the
university, Poulakidas said.

The board also passed other
measures at its last meeting. They
voted unanimously to allocate

$25,000 for the creation of an
undergraduate government library

which will house records of ongo-
ing campus issues and past deci-
sions of UCLA committers.

"(The library) is important since
students are constandy coming and
going and don't have the perspec-
tive that someone who sits on the
board for years has," Poulakidas

See BOARD, page 5

"A voluntary student

body has all but dis-

appeared. Modern
students can barely

pay the increased
registration fees and
by serving on student

government, many
give up their oppor-

tunity to get a paying

job;'

Dean Poulakidas

Split graduation ceremonies get tliumlis up
By Kara Bouton

The class of 1991 made history
as the first to participate in the split

commencement ceremonies of
UCLA^s College of Letters &
Science.

For the first time, the college
divided its ceremonies among its

four divisions: humanities, life

sciences, physical sciences and
social sciences.

While some graduates said they
preferred to participate in one
large ceremony with all their

friends, administrators said the

new system overall got rave
reviews.

"It was better than any of us
imagined," said Edward Alpcrs,

dean of honors and undergraduate
programming.

The graduation was somewhat
more personal than in previous
years and the sound system was
much better, agreed Social Sci-

ences Dean David Sears, adding
hat everyone was able to hear the

speeches and they seemed to enjoy

CHARLES COCLEY/Oaily Bruin

Provost Raymond Orbach and other administrators line up at the life sciences ceremony

themselves more.

"(The ceremony) was very

close, very intimate," Physical

Sciences Dean Clarence Hall said.

Organizers distributed surveys

to gauge student reactions to the

new structure. Although not all the

surveys have been returned, the

initial response "looks pretty posi-

tive," said Lucy Blackmar, direc-

tor of undergraduate programs.

Students and their families who

attended receptions in the West
Center after each commencement
ceremony had nothing but positive

responses, Alpers added.

As a result of this year*s

success, administrators say UCLA

will continue to divide the cere-

mony in the future.

Before the graduations, many
students were concerned about the

number of guests they could invite

to their commencement. But
Alpers said that everyone who
showed up found a seat at the

ceremonies.

Students also worried that they
would not attend their graduation
ceremony with friends who were
enrolled in different divisions. But
Alpers said he heard no such
complaints during the ceremonies
and students were allowed to sit

with their friends, even if they

were not graduating with a degree
from the same division.

The university divided the Col-
lege of Letters & Science*s gradu-
ation ceremony because the

number of people who attended the

ceremony exceeded the capacity of
Drake Stadium. The stadium,
where the mass ceremony previ-

ously occurred, is uncomfortable
and unsafe for that many people,
Blackmar explained.

Student remembered as brave, 'joy' to be with
By Brigitte Brady

UCLA student Gabriela Gon-
zalez died just 10 days before her

graduation.

In the early morning hours of
June 5, her parents decided to

disconnect her life support system
after she suffered severe compli-
cations arising from a hereditary

disease.

Her friends and family, who
called her "Gabbie," said they will

always remember her as a coura-

geous and inspirational person.

"Gabbie was spunky and uplift-

ing. She did not like to be down,"
her sister Suzanne said. "She was
so positive, strong, brave and
courageous."

Gonzalez was a member of the

Chi Omega sorority and a devout
Christian. Her best friend and
sorority sister Holly Zell described

Gonzalez as her "joy."

"She would come toward me
and I would say, *It's my joy!' She
really was," Zell said. "She was the

wind beneath my wings. She was
so strong. She was one of the best

friends I have ever had."

Gonzalez, a fluent Spanish-

speaker, even found the time to

work with a quadriplegic woman
who spoke only Spanish.

"She was very loving and
outgoing. She had a real deep faith

in God. She was always going to

her church. That was a big part of
her life," said Lisa Hurley, a

sorority sister at Chi Omega.
Gonzalez suffered from chronic

granulomatous, a life-threatening

hereditary disease that blocks the

function of the immune system but

which can remain dormant for

years.

She became ill at the age of 12,

and doctors attributed the symp-
toms to the disease. However, she

did not suffer from any more
problems until a recent bout with

pneumonia.

"She never complained. She

See STUDENT, page 5 Gabriela Gonzalez
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VETO
From page 1

Richard Polanco (D—Los Angeles), who
authored the bill. "It is a cruel act for the

governor to veto this."

Higher education officials supported the

bill, arguing that the number of undocu-
mented students paying in-state fees

accounted for less than one j)ercent of their

student populations — making these stu-

dents' burden on state monies negligible.

But Gov. Wilson cited other laws that

render undocumented people ineligible for

public assistance. "It would be entirely

inconsistent with the provisions of state and
federal law that withholds from undocu-
mented aliens the fundamental rights and

privileges of California citizens to confer

upon them a tuition benefit that is based

upon legal residence."

A 1983 law had prohibited undocu-

mented students from being considered for

this residency status. But two years later, a

superior court judge declared the law
unconstitutional, setting the precedent of

Leticia A. This case enabled many undocu-
mented students to afford a higher education

by allowing them to be considered for in-

state reg fees and financial aid.

Polanco*s bill was written in response to a

state appeals court decision last November
to overturn Leticia A. The court ruled that

stale law prohibits classifying undocu-
mented students as residents.

That case was brought to the courts by a

former UCLA assistant registrar who lost

his job in 1985 when he refused to grant

undocumented students residency status for

fee reductions.

BUDGET
From page 1

budget by a 54-23 vote — the bare-mini-

mum needed to pass a budget in the 80-

member house — after Wilson urgently

telephoned reluctant Republicans and
implored them to support the package.
The action snapped a week-long dead-

lock in the Assembly, where Republicans
defied Wilson last weekend and rejected the

budget

Nine Republicans and 45 Democrats
joined together to send the budget to Wilson
five days after the constitutional deadline

for the Legislature lo pass a spending plan.

Left undecided were a series of tax

increases and spending cuts needed to

shrink California's $14.3 billion projected

deficit. The spending plan, A.B.222, was
the first of 1 1 budget-related measures to be

voted on by the Assembly.
Republicans who opposed the budget

said it contained too many taxes and not

enough spending cuts. Wilson eventually

swung nine of the 31 Assembly Republicans

to his side by promising he would veto the

budget unless a package of spending cuts to

reduce the cost of operating state govern-

ment was placed on his desk within 10 days.

Wilson, the former mayor of San Diego,

leaned hard on San Diego legislators to back

the plan. And it was eventually supported by
all three GOP Assembly members from the

area.

Democrats found themselves in the

unusual position of urging Republicans to

support a GOP governor by passing the

budget

"I can*t believe Vm standing up here

asking the Republicans to vote for their

governor's budget," said Assemblywoman
Barbara Lee. a liberal Democrat from
Oakland.

But few legislators from either party

found anything in the budget to enthusiasti-

cally support.

RETREAT
From page 1

that only the boards themselves have the

power to remove a member, not the

individual governments.

But many student leaders worried less

about Young's charge than about explaining

the circumstances which led them to adopt

the bylaws.

*The students enacted these laws because

they didn't feel like they were being

adequately represented," said Undergradu-

ate President Danette Martin, who serves as

a BOD member.
Poor communication about the seismic

fee policy "put the issue over the top" and

led the graduate government to adopt the

bylaw, according to BOD graduate rep-

resentative David Gungner.

He said that all graduate government

members disapproved of the 40 percent

registration fee increase, but knew they

could do nothing about it "But at the same
time, because of seismic repairs, there was
also a $54 increase in the fees which was
approved by the student majority Board of

Directors and people began to scream,

*What's going on?'" Gungner said.

When the members learned that a

student-majority board had approved a fee

increase, they felt they had no more control

over the BOD fee than they did over the reg

fee hike, he continued.

**There wasn't the level of communica-
tion between the Board of Directors and
student government that is necessary to pass

an action of this magnitude," Gungner said.

"So, because of this the graduate govern-
ment passed legislation that would make
board members liable to it . . . and so far, it

has worked."

"There wasn't the level of
communication between the

Board of Directors and stU'

dent government that is

necessary to pass an action

of this magnitude. So,
because of this the graduate

government passed legisla-

tion that wovdd make board
members liable to it . . . and
so £ar, it has worked.'

David Gungner

»

But not all student members of the BOD
agree with the reasoning behind the bylaw.
Some said if their opinions ever clashed
with student governments' views, they

would vote according to their own consci-

ence — despite the threat of removal.
"Members have a fiduciary responsibility

and should not be removed from office

because they choose to exercise that

responsibility," Young said.

Some members of the undergraduate and
graduate governments began discussing

plans to remedy this conflict. But others,

Uke graduate President David Lee said the

law serves a purpose and saw no need to

revise it

"If the chancellor wants to come to one of
our meetings and discuss it with us, that is

fine," he said. "But until then, I am not going
to change it"

There's only one way to come

out ahead of the pack. <o\o9
sroo
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grocery • produce • dairy • deli • bakery
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RICE
KRISPIES

%M.'. $2.37
Compare

at

$2.48
Why pay

more?

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

6:30 am - 3:30 am FrI & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

Chill Cheese Burger + Fries

+ Med. Soft Drink for ^:2 1 g
Breakfast Special

2 Eggs *- Homemade Hashbrowns
•»- Toast & jelly for $1,99

(213) 824-7966

936 Broxton Ave
In Westwood

Chinese Chicken Salad
(*oil free dressing)

Fresh Chicken Breast

Sandwich

$3.75

$2.99

13 oi.

COMPARE & SAVE! breadstiks Ralphs

Bing Cherries, lb

Fresh squeezed Orange Juice, 32 oz
Deli fresh sliced Roast Beef, lb

Deli fresh sliced Turkey Breast, lb

Total Raisin Bran, 13.5 oz
Jif Peanut Butter, 1 8 oz
Prego spaghetti sauce, reg, 30 oz
Milk, homogenized, 1/2 gal

Thusd are everyday prices, not sale prices

$1.79 $1.99
2.69 2.99
6.49 6.89
4.99 5.99
3.19 3.23
2.79 3.11

1.99 2.19
1.19 1.29

^H0VJH*':>

7\/H^

OPEN TIL ,

11 PM PARKING
105/ GAYIEY AVE. 209-111 1

58,200 STUDEAffS, WCl/tTY ^A/D

SrflfF SPEMD fiti rtVej^QE OF SmMO
e^CH ON (JW)C£WES EVEI^y HONTHI

DOESNI YOUK SUSINBiS DES£i(V£

THE/e BUSfNESS?

ADVEI^TfSE IN THE

StiffHEg ggUfA/f

82S-2161

BOARD
From page 2

said.

The library will provide under-

graduate as well as graduate
governments with a source of
history, he added. The information
will also help newly-elected mem-
bers have an easier transition to the

responsibilities of their offices.

ASUCLA Executive Director

Jason Reed said the library is a

"quantum leap forward" and "the

first step in making the student

governments more effective."

STUDENT
From page 3

would continue to do the things she
would normally do and denied
herself the sickness," Zell said.

Gonzalez* bravery even carried

over into the final days of her life.

"When she was in the hospital, she
couldn't talk, but she wrote on a
piece of paper: *rm not afraid to

die. The worst thing that can
happen is that I could die and that's

not so bad.' She was just trying to

pull through," Zell said.

According to her sister, an
infection stemming from pneumo-
nia spread through Gonzalez'
body. Her immune system failed to

fight it and she lapsed into a coma.
Gonzalez suffered a heart attack

and progressive organ failure two
days before her parents decided to

take her off the Ufe support system.

About 450 people attended the

funeral services. "We were not

expecting that many people. Peo-

ple had to stand outside of the

chapel to listen to the services,"

Gonzalez' sister said. "Everyone
was very caring and very sincere.

All her friends have been calling

and sending letters."

HRE
From page 1

fire account for about $3,000 of
that sum.

More than 20 fire departments— from as far away as downtown
Los Angeles and the San Gabriel
Valley -- raced to UCLA to

smother the fire. But chemistry
officials said the high number of
firemen made for a chaotic evacu-
ation.

*There was literally a captain on
every floor," said Barry Hoels-
cher, a chemistry lab manager.
*The coordination of the evacua-
tion lacked something. I think they

panicked."

He said the fire departments
drove the chemistry building safe-

ty team out of Young Hall with

everybody else — before puuing
out the fire with dry chemical
extinguisher.

Hoelscher also said he and one
other person called 911 at least

four times shortly after the fire

began. No one answered.

But 911 officials said the

emergency phone system func-

tioned properly on the day of the

fire.

Fire damage was limited to the

stockroom. Some ceiling tiles

were charred and one wall looked

like something had exploded next

to it.

Michael Jung, who operates the

lab, said the blaze will only set

back chemistry research for a

week at most. However, many
graduate students lost weeks of

research because they had to

abandon their experiments.

Stop

smoking
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SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES
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Preservation Hall
Jazz Band

PARI HAIR SALON
Halrsfyling by a

Vidal Sasson Acadenny Graduate

Perm Special
Hair Cut & Blow
Fantastic Highlight

Hair Coloring

European Facials

Full Legs Waxing

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

479-9325
473-0066

Friday, June 28 at 8 pm
Wadsworth Theater $20. 1 7.

9*

Traditional New Orleans jazz is alive and bouncing!

"Both young and old love the music of PHJB!"
(The Plain Deafer).

UCLA
(fffnR FO« THE
PfcKK)R MINC,

ARTS
For more information/Charge-by-Phone: (213) 825-9261

MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PLUS
(21 9) 4aO-t2M • (71 4| 740-2000

•Students wrth full-tinr>e ID. Student tickets not available at TicketMaster. Rush at sho¥»(time
fof students and Sf.CHizens (limited availability). Peffofmance will start on time. No late
seating.

Your
Chance

To

v\«>

o«^":<^'ev};i

While Saving Lives!
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The UCLA Blood Donor Center u anucipating a blood shofUge this summer.

Your donor appotncmem and blood donauon will aid someone who despenudy
needs your blood. And from May 20— July 1 5, the primary beneficiary may be

YOU I

fC WIN A TRIP TO: I

/\
[—

1

X

The Big Apple

or

^Ihe QoCden Qate

Thomas Cook Travel is offering UCLA siudenu faculty and staff blood donors the chance to win free airiarc

to two of our country s most popular cities. First prize m our random drawmg is two round-tnp tickets itom

Los Angeles to New York City. Second prizie is two rouixl-tnp tickets from Los Angeles to San Francisco.'

PLUS — A weeidy drawing for Dinner For Two at

AND — Each donor receives a discount coupon to

Westwood

4 hours
As alwavs. LCLA/ASUCLA employees— including career, casual and

most student** posiuons — wiU receive ume off to donate, plus four

h(4irs leave wiih-pay tor each donation. LCLA students conunue to

recave a meal iidiei tor all ASUCLA food facdiucs with each donauon.

To enter:

L A donor appointment must be made by calling 825-0850 or 206

5721. Your name must appear on our donor schedule to qualify.

(Appointments help mimmize waiung ume tor our donors.)

2. All blood donauons must meet all regular donor qualifications.***

'J

Be A Winner! Give Blood! Call now!
UCLA Blood Donor Center

825-0850 or 206-5721
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Welcome to UCLA summer
Summcnimc. Even the

name conjures up images
of frolicking in the surf,

tossing a beach ball around
with Frankie and Annette.

Beach Boys tunes float through

the air. Maybe even Gidget
will stop by and Elvis will

surf on up to the clambake
and sing a few tunes.

Those damn beach movies
lie.

Most of our summers here

consist of stiiring out the

windows of a classroom at

other, luckier students who get

to read out in the sunshine.

Or, even better, staring at the

sunshine after class through the

front window of Burger King
while you're flipping hot apple
pies and asking, "Do you want
fries with that?"

I'll say it again: those damn
beach movies lie like cheap
rugs.

I, like the thousands of

people before me, was fooled

into thinking that Southern

California during summer
turned from being some
crowded, smog-infested megalo-
polis into some Edenic para-

dise. What it actually turns

into is a more crowded, more
smog-infested layer of hell.

Now that I've vented a little

cynicism, I can admit that

maybe I went overboard on
that one; L.A. isn't really hell.

It's just a metaphor for hell.

L.A. isn^t really hell.

It*s just a metaphor
for helL

Welh I guess there are

worse places to be, like in a

windowless cubicle writing col-

umns for uncaring summer
school students. But at least I

can think about the sunshine.

So, why, then, are we all

here at the big UCLA? Cer-

tainly not the cheap summer
school class rates. Maybe it's

Photo Not Available

because we can go, any time
we want, to the myriad of
Southern California attractions:

Universal Studios, Disneyland,
Magic Mountain, Venice Beach
and any one of a number of
waierslide parks. Maybe it's

the beach and the bikinis.

G-A. is kind of a playground
for terminal adolescents like

myself.)

Or maybe we're here

because, gosh dam it, UCLA
is one of the top 20 schools in

the country and summer school
here is one of the best in the

nation and we just have to get
out in four years and the only
way we can do it is to lake
classes here even though a
week after classes are out
we'll forget everything we
crammed into our heads for

the final because, hey, it's

summer and who studies then,

right?

Then again, maybe not.

No matter why we're all

here, the fact remains that we
all are trapped like Gilligan on
this island we call UCLA. AM
it doesn't matter what city,

state (except Iowa), countty,
plane of existence or planet

we've flocked here from —
we're all in this together.

Summer is traditionally a

place where we "regular" stu-

dents come into wide contact

with the summer exchange
students and with those who
are visiting here from other,

less polluted, parts of the

country. This is our chance to

do some real cultural exchang-
ing: drinking songs, jokes and
cool foreign phrases to amuse
your friends with back home.

With a little cooperation and
good will, we can make L.A.
the beach party that was
promised to us in those 1960s
movies. And, even in this age
of cynics like myself, who
wouldn't want to hit the vol-

leyball around for a while with

Gidget and Moonpuppy? We
"natives" could even teach the

foreigners who Gidget is.

No matter why we're

all here, the fact
remains that we all

are trapped like GiUi-

gan on this island we
caUUCLA.

So let's make this a great

summer here on the USS
Chuckie. Why would you have
it any other way? There are

plenty of things to do and
plenty of ways to do them.

flvJo innuendo intended.) Get
involved. Go see things. I'll be
right there with you — just

save a spot in the keg line for

me.

Even if Frankie and Annette

don't saunter up, you can at

least claim not to have wasted
your summer watching other

people enjoy the sunshine

through the classroom window.

And tell Elvis to throw

another shrimp on the barbie

for me, mate.

Sqffer, the Viewpoint editor, is

a senior majoring in theatre

and dramatic literature.
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Helmet laws needed,

but tricky to enforce
By Cynthia E. Carr

I would Hke to throw in my six cents regarding the new con-

troversial motorcycle helmet initiative which Governor "Pete"

Wilson has recently signed into law over the protest of sundry

groups of bikers and civil libertarians. While a few months ago I

might have supported the side of individual rights over state

interference in this apparently small matter, I have since suffered

a dramatic reversal of opinion.

This reversal came as the direct and unmitigated result of an

accident my father suffered while riding home helmetless on his

Harley Davidson from his favorite biker bar last September. He
hasn't been home since.

The really ironic thing is that when I go to the convalescent

hospital to visit him and I talk to him about this new law, he

still maintains the right of the rider to choose his headgear. Of
course, my father doesn't remember his accident, or little since.

He has periodic fits because he, a man for whom "freedom" is a

ferociously necessary thing, awakens in a cramped, unfamiliar,

smelly place full of old people, with no idea how he got there.

He is wildly resentful of being in a wheelchair; he forgets that

he can't walk anymore, consistently incurring new injuries

because he cannot bring himself to terms with his new life.

The point is that bikers (I mean real bikers, not scooter riders)

seem to have a certain emotional need for independence and
manly derring-do which is generally not conducive to the

hospitals which too many find themselves in after suffering

severe head injuries in motorcycle accidents.

My father's biker friends (as opposed to his other friends) are

also staunchly against the helmet law, despite the long
uncertainties they have shared with us: Will he come out of his

coma? Will he ever get all of these tubes removed? Will he
ever feed himself? Will he ever move that arm again? Will he
ever walk? Will he ever talk? Next time, will he be able to rec-

ognize me?
They still do visit him. too, especially whenever his injury-

induced rage allows him to accept visitors without curses and
punches. Others have never been able to come and see my father

in his new life, however, knowing full well that someday they
could share it

My father has indeed been difficult to care for — and
expensive. Thank God the state has taken conservatorship of him,
otherwise, I would have had to quit school to get a job in order
to pay for the nurse to watch him while I worked. I know I

couldn't make the $2,000 per month the slate now pays for his

convalescent care and feed myself on any kind of starting salary
anywhere.

Since my father tends to get thrown out of these hospitals and
since the more troublesome the patient, the harder it is to find a
place for him (to the tune of two and three weeks of continuous
searching), now the state gracefully places him as needed.
Believe me, they carry more weight when he has been mistreated
in these places than we do.

I don't know how many bikers are supported by the state in

similar conditions to my father's, but I do know that the state
was lucky to get my father among them because he at least had
a modest ($40,000) estate to absorb in lieu of his care. As the
bikers themselves might say, most bikers don't have a pot to pee
in or a window to throw it out of.

Perhaps we could try to convince bikers to wear htlmels. but
I don't think we'd succeed. They are sensible enough folk if

taken on their own terms. However, they see the helmet issue as
one of individual rights and freedom. They are also quite capable
of erecting elaborate and well-entrenched defensive delusions.

A few of my father's friends, for instance, fervently believe
that my father's 55-foot flight through the night air last
September 2 would have broken a helmet as well as his head.
They also maintain that the alcohol which he had imbibed (in
shameful, but typical amounts) actually relaxed him and helped
him to survive. This may be true, but why can't these people
seem to address the role inebriation played in causing the
incident?

^

I think that I have spent all these many lines to illustrate the
following views: 1) Human heads arc generally much softer than
asphalt, concrete, brick walls, etc. 2) Bikers with head injuries
end up on state rolls at great expense. 3) Bikers may not be
very amenable to public educauon campaigns on the good of
nehnels. And 4) paternalistic laws can someUmes do good.

Carr is a graduate student of Islamic studies.
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Exposing hypocrisy: an open tetter to thie ASUCIA Board
Dear Board members:

Your recent half-page

advertisements in the
Daily Bruin touted your new
product sheets, designed to

inform customers which pro-

ducts sold in the Student Store
are from companies linked to

South Africa.

These product sheets are, no
doubt, part of your Ethical and
Social Responsibihty policy
which states that ASUCLA is

to serve as a model of "utmost
ethical and social integrity"

and that ASUCLA will seek to

do business "with companies
who function in an ethical and
socially responsible manner."
Your list of specific criteria

for evaluating the practices of
your business partners includes

affirmative action record,

respa:t for lawful labor union
activities, respect for the envi-

ronment and involvement with
South Africa. Does yom* con-
cern for "utmost ethical and
social integrity" extend beyond
these popular left-wing causes,

or is it merely a hypocritical

facade?

How do companies that deal

with mass-murderers and
slave-drivers rate on your
"ethical and social integrity"

scale? This month marks the

second anniversary of the Tia-

nanmen Square Massacre in

Beijing, yet there is no lack of
products in the Students Store

bearing a "Made in China"
label.

In June 1989. Chinese troops

killed hundreds of demonstra-
tors for democracy and arrested

On Principle

Ron
Kagan
and imprisoned many others.

Overall, the communists have
been responsible for the deaths

of over 20 million Chinese
since they attained power in

1949.

However, the American Left

has not attached as much
significance to the mass deaths

under the rule of the Chinese

communists during the second
half of this century as they did

to the slaughter of tens of

millions by the Soviet com-
munists in the first half of it.

To conduct business with

communist regimes is to sanc-

tion and condone slave-labor.

The Chinese hold an estimated

16 million prisoners in 5,000
forced labor camps. Much of

this Chinese gulag is devoted
to producing exports to the

United States. According to

Harry Wu — who spent 19

years in Chinese prison camps
for the "crime" of criticizing

the Soviet Union's invasion of

Hungary in 1956 — it is even
possible to trace the origin of

many categories of Chinese
exports to the United States to

specific prison camps.

1 wonder how many of the

clothing items in the Student

Store labelled "Made in China"
were manufactured from the

ten million meters of cotton

cloth exported to the West
from the New Life Cotton

Cloth Mill, a prison camp in

Jiangsu province?

Did any of the plastic items

or clothing sold in the Student

Store originate from Beijing

Prison Number One, where
some of the Tiananmen Square

student protestors are still

imprisoned? Rep. Frank Wolf
(R.,VA) who visited this pris-

on, reported (L.A. Times, June

16) that the prisoners make
very nice socks, featuring

writing in English and pictures

of golfers and pandas.

Unlike China, South Africa

is not a totalitarian state. Its

white citizens have, however,
perpetuated a system of racial

discrimination. While this sys-

tem is certainly to be con-
demned, why is racism

regarded as more deserving of
condemnation than mass mur-
der or slave labor?

Both the South African and
the Chinese regimes are faced

with challenges to their rule.

On one hand, the Left pays lip

service to the Chinese opposi-

tion at the same time that it

sanctions business as usual

with the Butchers of Beijing.

On the other, it wholeheartedly

supports the South African

opposition. Though this duplic-

ity may seem puzzling, an
examination of the ideologies

of these movements clears up
the puzzle.

The leading opposition group
in South Africa is the African

National Congress (ANC), and

its ideology is given voice by
Nelson Mandela, imprisoned in

1964 for acts of sabotage,

Mandela wrote that 'The peo-

ple of South Africa, led by the

South African Communist Par-

ty, will destroy capitalist soci-

ety and build in its place

socialism."

Upon release from prison in

1990, Mandela made clear that

To conduct business

with communist
regimes is to sanction

and condone slave-

labor.

he had never abandoned his

communist ideology: "The
nationalization of the mines,

banks, and monopoly industries

is the pohcy of the ANC" he
stated. In other words, Mande-
la's primary enemy is not

racism, but capitalism. He
would institute communism in

South Africa, the very same
system that has enslaved or

killed millions of people
around the world.

Unlike the ANC, the Chin-
ese opposition does not advo-
cate communism or violence.

While the brutal practice of

the murder of fellow blacks by
"necklacing" has become the

symbol of the ANC's struggle;

the Chinese opposition's sym-
bol is The Goddess of Demo-
cracy, a replica of the Statue

of Liberty erected by the

student protestors in Tiananmen
Square during the demonstra-

tions.

The dissident Chinese astro-

physicist. Fang Lizhi, described
the nature of the Chinese
opposition in this way: *The
Chinese people want a just,

rational and prosperous society.

. . . They can and must enjoy
the same inalienable rights,

dignity and liberty as other

human beings." He listed the

following proposals for the

democratization of China: free-

dom of the press and of

association, direct elections, the

release of all political prisoners

and the separation of the

Communist Party from the

government

Thus, the duplicity of the

Left with respect to South

Africa and China is really no
duplicity at all. Their support

of the moral ideals of social-

ism blinds them to the atroci-

ties of socialist movements
such as the ANC or the

Chinese Communist Party. For
the same reason, they are

unable to offer anything but

token support to the Chinese
student revolt, which seeks to

overthrow a socialist regime.

If ASUCLA is serious about

its commitment to ethical inte-

grity, then it must abandon the

sham-ethics of the Left It

must discontinue the sale of all

merchandise made in Com-
munist China. To act otherwise

is to renounce any respect for

•human decency and individual

rights.

Kagan is a graduate student in

biochemistry.
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Insui 9 § i Iff and defense of Vice President Dan Quayle
The recent UibuiaUons

involving President

George Bush's health
have brought many Americans
to a panic due to a collective
questioning of Vice President
Dan Quayle's qualifications to
be president of the United
States. If. God forbid, anything
should happen to President
Bush, 1 have the full confi-
dence of our vice president to
do an excellent job as our
national leader.

There have been several

comments around the UCLA
campus and even in this publi-
cation that Dan Quayle is

incompetent in nearly every
area, encompassing both fore-
ign and domestic policy. It

severely troubles me, however,
that these comments have gone
unqualified with no documen-
tation or specific examples
where the vice president is

lacking in credentials. Dan
Quayle, it seems, is seen by
many as being the laughing
stock of the Washington com-
munity.

1 cannot disagree that the
vice president is facing a
problem of image. However,
the vice president has histori-

cally been shown as an incom-
petent drag, unqualified to be
president. I would suggest to

the readers of this column that
it is not the job of the vice

president to be in the spotlight,
and that Dan Quayle has done
a very good job of nor over-

shadowing the president.

Dan Quayle's credibility

problem with the American
public began on a July after-

noon in 1988 when he was
selected as the vice presidential

Christopher
Wysocki
nominee by then vice presi-

dent, George Bush. As a brief

aside, Dan Quayle did not

even know that he was being

considered for the vice pres-

idency until his office received

a call indicating that the sena-

tor from Indiana may want to

get down to the Republican

National Convention in New
Orleans.

The nomination of Dan
Quayle look everybody by sur-

prise, and the media immedi-

ately began to track down the

background on the senator

from Indiana. Rather than

focusing on legislative accom-
plishments, the media chose to

focus upon the fact that Quay-
le joined the National Guard
during the Vietnam conflict

The media's suggestion that

Quayle was less than patriotic

by joining the National Guard
was very insulting, not only to

Quayle supporters, but also

very unfair to the National

Guard. Little attention was
given to the fact that during

Vietnam, the Indiana National

Guard was acceptmg all sorts

of people, not just sons of rich

newspaper owners. If Dan
Quayle had really wanted to

use his connections to get out

ot military service, he probably

could have done so. However,
he chose to serve his country

in the National Guard.

In addition to facing critic-

ism for joining the Indiana

National Guard, Quayle was

characterized as a mediocre
student who had bought his

way into political office when
he was elected to the House
of Representatives and the

United States Senate. Quayle's
financial standing could have
enabled him to piu^ue a rela-

tively easy and luxurious lifes-

tyle, but he chose to serve his

nation by taking elected office,

a job which always results in

personal fatigue and public

ridicule.

Now that the Bush Admi-
nistration is well into its first

term, the media has chosen to

produce a plethora of sound
bytes of the vice president

making factual errors. I will be
the last to suggest that Quayle
is perfect, but I do feel he has

received unduly negative media
coverage. By publicizing mis-

takes instead of vice presiden-

tial perfonnance, the media has

brought public ridicule to

Quayle and the Bush Admi-
nistration. I do not believe that

the media should be prevented

from publicizing the errors

made by the vice president,

but a sense of fairness should

be put forth.

Instead of criticizing the

aesthetic and insignificant

errors made by the vice presi-

dent, maybe a few of his

accomplishments should be

pointed out
He has proven himself a

capable foreign policy adviser

to President Bush. This was
most evident by his advice that

the cease fire in the Persian

Gulf was premature. It seems
clear that if President Bush
had followed Quayle's advice

of pushing the road to Bagh-
dad, ^iaddam Hussein would

not be in power, and the

world would be sleeping much
better at night

It is not the job of the vice

president to be viewed as the

expert in foreign and domestic

policy. Rather, the job of the

vice president is to advise the

president and to act as his

replacement in the event that

the president should become
incapacitated. Dan Quayle is

clearly qualified for the posi-

tion of president

Dan Quayle has done an

excellent job. He has offered

advice to the president (some-

times followed, sometimes not);

he has continued to work on

foreign policy formation by

acting as a qualified liaison

with foreign governments; he

has provided leadership for the

conservative Repubhcans who
are tired of higher taxes; he

has acted as a tremendous

fundraiser for supporters of the

conservative movement; and he

has done the most important

job a vice president has: he

has kept quiet when the presi-

dent is doing a good job and

he has absorbed criticism, thus

protecting the president from
unjust and internationally

damaging media attention.

Yes, Quayle is seen as a

laughing stock. Is he quahfied

to be president? It seems clear

to n)e that the answer is an

unequivocal "yes." His legisla-

tive record on budgetary policy

is exemplarily; his track record

on foreign policy is superb;

and his ability to draw upon
close contacts in the interna-

tional community have shown
that it is possible for him to

handle the duties of the presi-

dent of the United States.

What do I say to the

abundant supply of Quayle-
bashers who call for his

removal from the 1992 ticket?

I say nonsense. There is not

one shred of evidence to sug-

gest why Quayle is unqualified

to be president Quayle suffers

from an image problem,

granted, but qualifications do
not necessarily translate into a

positive image.

Go ahead and criticize, but
there are those of us who
believe Quayle is both quali-

fied and a desirable choice for

vice presidency.

Wysocki is a junior majoring
in political science.
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Alts
Music Stage

The British quartet Birdland looks and feels like a cross between a New York Ramones-style
punk attitude and the British indie scene.

Back to basics
Birdland takes the British indie scene by

storm after redefining the punk attitude
By Rob Winfield

Summer Bruin Staff

With their blond mop-top haircuts (^ la Warhol)
and Ramoncs-csquc feel (fcedback/count-off-one-

two-threc-four/rcally-short-song/morc feedback/
etc.), Britain's Birdland looks and feels like a
welcome throwback to the heyday of punk rock
fashion and defiant attitude.

Comprised of four members who simply choose to

be known by their first name only (singer Robert,

guitarist Lee, bassist Simon and drummer Kale), the

U.K. quartet has become a major success story in its

homeland, but still remain unknown, unsung heroes
in foreign lands.

Birdland will be performing at the Roxy tomorrow
night and English Acid on Wednesday evening to try

and turn this latter notion upside down.
Sporting five No. 1 singles on the British indie

charts (all m a row) and carrying the honorable label

"the best rock 'n* roll band in the world" (penned by
more than just a few major music -oriented publica-

tions, like "New Music Express") for its self-titled

debut LP, Birdland quickly has grown to be what now
i^ considered the rejuvenating force that the rock
music industry has been hoping for.

Never mind the likes of Guns N' Roses, Nelson or
any of those other dime-a-dozen puffy-haired
excuses for axe-grinding guitar playing and anar-

chistic songwriting.

Birdland lakes its attitude from the roots of
rebellion, with the likes of the Sex Pistols, the Clash
and yes, the Ramones creeping into its musical
performance.

Their infamous stateside debut occurred at the

famed New York nightclub, CBGB's (the birthplace

of some of Birdland' s most cherished influences and
the place considered to be the punk shrine of the

nation), where Simon's bass malfunctioned and he
proceeded to smash it on the stage and in his amp, just

two minutes into the set The remainder of the band
followed in suit.

"I remember that," quips frontman Robert. "Yeah.
Sometimes that happens. I guess it depends on how
you feel. But that's the exciting thing about Birdland.

We could play for two minutes or we could play for

50 minutes."

"And I guess it*s that kind of a punk mentality

thing," he adds. "And sometimes that can get

retrogressive. But I think when we get on stage, we
just do what we feel. We never rehearse anything. We
never rehearse our actions It's all self-expression,

doing what we feel is inside of us. That's what makes
gigs like the CBGB's one exciting."

As one can perhaps guess from Robert's state-

ments, it's in the live arena where Birdland finds its

wings, as the majority of its thrce-year-plus career

has depended on performing on stage in front of an

audience.

"I think that's where we do have our edge," he
says. "Performing on stage in front of people is a real

emotional thing, because you're communicating with
people. Certain parts of your heart and soul are up
there for show. And that's what a performance
should be. It should be very intense.

"We've always been into the type of performance
that Patti Smith used to do," he adds, "where you
could sec and feci the intensity, and you could icll

that she really believed in what she was doing.

Nowadays, it's really very pompous rock perfor-

mance, with bands hke Guns N' Roses leading the

pack. We're not really into that. So I think there's a
line in the middle that we've managed to reach
between performance and excitement, without being
too over-the-lop about it"

However, with all this talk about live performance
and how Birdland so thrives at it, Robert does admit
that the band wants to be able to use the studio to its

fullest advantage, loo.

"Basically," he explains, "studios are stifling and
boring, unless you have a great degree of freedom.
And since we've only made one album, we haven't
really learned to utihze what's available to us when
we go in. We haven't been able to turn the technology
around and use it to our advantage. I think we came
close with the album. Still, I would really hke more
time to understand it a bit more."

"But," he quickly adds, "1 do understand that

whatever you do in the studio, however live you try

and make it sound, it will always be condensed onto
that CD or piece of vinyl. You can only go so far. So
you'll never really have that attack you can get live

through the intensity and communication that takes

place between audience and band."
As to how Robert views their first major tour of the

United States, he doesn't expect Birdland to take off

immediately, despite the rave reviews from critics

and the positive response at college and commercial-
ly-oriented alternative radio stations. In fact, he
doesn't expect the band to find its niche in the states

for at least a few years.

•'Probably longer than that," he interrupts. "To
kind of breakthrough in any way, it's definitely going
to take a couple of years or more. It's a bit of a big

place. And at the moment, what we're doing is

relatively small. It's just causing a bit of a buzz
amongst people. And it's very small in terms of
record sales and how many people know who we are.

But to us, that's kind of exciting. We feci kind of
virginal at the moment. It's like itaiting all ovei
again. So I think it's going to be interesting to see
how it all works out."

Tune's 'Grand Hotel' is splendid on the surface but shallow
By Kimberly Chrisman

Summer Bruin Staff

Director/choreographer Tom-
my Tune called it the right show in

the right place at the right time.

And it is.

It's "Grand Hotel," the critically

acclaimed Broadway musical

about life and death in the some-

what faded grandeur of 1928

Berlin.

The show opened this month at

the Pantages Theater, another

paragon of faded grandeur, just

days after Tune won his eighth and

ninth Tony Awards for his latest

effort, "The Will Rogers Follies."

But this "Hotel" isn't quite as

grand as it seems. Any show in

which the players take their bows
when the curtain goes up needs to

get its priorities straight, and,

despite its touted five Tonys,

"Grand Hotel" is no exception.

The musical's multiple plots

follow the adventures and misad-

ventures of the occupants of

Berlin's grandest estabUshment,

ultimately focusing on Baron Felix

von Gaigem, a charming playboy

and aspiring jewel thief who
craves "the thrill of a careless

existence," while emphatically

declaring, "I am not a gigolo!"

Though pursued by Algerian

creditors and an irate, leering

concierge, the Baron manages to

flirt with both Flaemmchen. an
ambitious young typist, and
Grushinskaya, an aging French
ballerina who must simultaneously

resist the advances of Rafaella, her

Italian companion and confidante.

Between trysts, the Baron
shows the finer points of life to

Kringelein, a dying bookkeeper
with a suitcase full of Deutsche-
marks and an off-the-record mor-
phine addiction.

Meanwhile, empires crumble,

the proletariat grumbles and for-

tunes are made and (literally) lost

at the swirl of a revolving door. It's

an overly-theatrical tour deforce,
as sensational as it is insubstantial.

The right show at the rightplace at the right time ? Tommy Tune 's latest attempt at super-stardom is a nostalgic, dazzling, high-energy production of "Grand
Hotel — The /Musical," starring Lilian Montevecchi and a cast of overly exuberant dancers.

narrated by a sardonic, sniveling

octogenarian and underscored by a

chorus of bellboys, switchboard

operators and scullery workers.

The show, once hailed as having

the "best dancing on Broadway,"

now delivers the best dancing on
Hollywood Boulevard. Tommy
Tune's dazzling choreography sets

the pace — brilliantly — for two
hours of continuous action set

against a skeleton of steel and

chandeliers, the stage bare except

for a versatile battalion of chairs

and brass rails.

Tony Walton's elegant sets

showcase Tune's inspired direc-

torial scheme, which utilizes every

inch of the utterly refined edifice.

This tableau extends beyond the

stage into the cavernous Pantages,

an Art Deco masterpiece dating

from the early 1930s. Santo
Loquato's sumptuous costumes

complete the picture, along with

plenty of smoke and eerie green
lighting by Jules Fisher.

The mostly talented members of
the ensemble cast mostly lake

themselves loo senously. Most

accessible is Brent Barrett as the

Baron, probably because his

generic Eurotrash accent is less

obtrusive that the stereotypical,

borderline-racist inflections of the

multi-cultural Hotel guests and
staff.

But the rest of the characters

seem so ridiculously decadent (or

vice versa) that they don't inspire

much sympathy anyway. One
major exception is DeLee Lively

as the tap-dancing typist who'd
rather be in pictiu"es.

Her all-American jitterbug with
The Jimmys (Nathan Gibson and
David Andrew White) in the Hotel
coffee bar is one of two show-stop-
ping numbers in the otherwise
seamless production. The other is a

spectacular, celebratory Charles-
ton performed en masse and led by
the Baron and Kringelein (Mark
Baker).

Liliane Montevecchi is also

convincing as Grushinskaya,
though her part (like everyone
else's) is as flimsy and transparent

as the floor-length white tutus

she's forever taking off When
she's not dancing or being seduced
by the Baron, Montevecchi wears
elaborate furs and feathered hats,

strikes oh-so-dramatic ix)ses and
sings songs with titles like "fio/i-

jour Amour'" with as much dignity

as is humanly possible under the

Robert Wright and George
Fortest's 1958 score (with addi-

tional music and lyrics by Maury
Yeston) is vaguely nostalgic and
singularly forgettable, more remi-
niscent of a "Roaring 20s" night on
the Love Boat than the Jazz Age.
But at the "Grand Hotel," is^'t

everything?

STAGE: "Grand Hotel " Directed and
choreographed by Tommy Tune Book
by Luther Davis, based on the novel by
Vicki Baum. Songs by Robert Wright
and George Forrest Additional music
and lyrics by Maury Yeston With Liliane
Montevecchi. Brent Barrett and Mark
Baker At the Pantages Theater through
July 13 Tickets, $22-45. available at
the Pantages box office, all Ticketmas-
ter outlets and by calling (213) 480-
3232 or (714) 740-2000

Domingo and Savage influence 12-yearold star

CONCERT: Birdland at the Roxy tomorrow evening June
25, and English Acid on Wednesday night. June 26 Shows
begin at 8 p.m. Tickets available through Ticketmaster

Nikolas Nackley, the 12-year old opera sensation, is

currently singing in "The Turn of the Screw.

"

By Kimberly Chrisman
Summer Bruin Staff

Most 12-ycar-olds have never even been
to an opera, never mind in an opera. But
singing opera is kid*s stuff for sixth grader
Nikolas Nackley, who recently made his

professional opera debut m the Los Angeles
Music Center Opera's production of "The
Turn of the Screw."

lliough he claims to have been singing

since he was a baby, Nackley's stage career
hcgan at age six, when he appeared in a

revival of "Hello, Dolly" in his hometown
of Piedmont, Ca. Since then, he has played
the juvenile leads in "The Music Man,"
"Mame," "Oliver" and "Amahl and the

Night Visitors," as well as the role of Puck
>n "A Midsummer Night's Dream."

Nackley comes to Los Angeles to play
Miles in 'The Turn of the Screw," having
just completed an international tour in the

uUe role of "Juan Darien."
"My schedule's getting more crowded

because Tvc started getting bigger and
doing biggei companies and stull, explains
the "kind of soprano-ish" young artist.

"Now Fm doing four, maybe five shows a
year. Maybe more."
The Music Center production marks the

second time Nackley has sunj^ the role of
Miles. He will repeat the role in the fall with

the Opera San Jose, after a summer of
singing in opera festivals throughout Eur-

ope.

"It's really fun to do a show, then to do it

again in a completely different way," he

says. "My favorite part of performing is

getting to know more people and getting

different concepts from diMerent du"ectors."

Nackley was invited to perform with the

L.A. Opera after General Director Peter

Hemmings caught his performance in "Juan
Darien" in San Francisco.

"Mr. Hemmings" also saw Nackley
perform in a "much lower-budget" produc-
tion of "The Turn of the Screw" before

offering him his first "real" operatic role.

Nackley and his co-stiirs arrived in Los
Angeles in late May to begin preparations

for the June 22 opening.

"It was really quick," he says of the

rehearsal process. "It's only been, like, two
weeks, and that's what's scary about it. I've

never done anything that quickly, but

everybody already knew their music and
everything, so we went right into blocking."

Nackley describes Beiijaiiun Biitlcn s

1954 chamber opera as being "very diffe-

rent" from his previous efforts.

"It's not any harder, but it's *contempor-

ary opera' and you have to adjust to it," he
explains, with an air of authority. "You
don't have to change your technique or

anything, but you have to look at it with a
different attitude."

*This whole show has a great attitude to
it." he adds. "Everybody from the director to

the conductor to the stage manager is just

really nice."

The part of Miles is a natural one for
Nackley, who prepared for this production
by rereading the Henry James novella on
which the opera is based.

"I think he's just an ordinary boy in those
times, in the mid-lSOOs or early l8(X)s."

Nackley says of his character. "He's like

any other kid — he likes getting into

mischief and fooling around."
He laughs.

"I know / do!"

When he's not touring, training or
performing away from home. Nackley
enjoys playing Little League and Nintendo
with his classmates at home in Piedmont
His friends, he says, think that Nackley's
singing career is "really neat"

'They're beginning to joke around about
getting my autograph and stuff." he laughs.

*They really support me a lot and 1 really

miss them now. because I've been away for

almost two months."

But rigorous travel and performance
schedules are no problem for the adorable
preteen. who cites Fred Savage and Placido

Domingo as his major career influences.

"I don't get nervous very easily."

Nackley insists. "The only show I've ever
been nervous in was *Juan Darien.' because
I had to wear this wig that kept falling off."

Being the youngest performer in a
company of seasoned professionals doesn't
bother Nackley either.

"I think that all of the adults in the
production really accept me," he says.
"They u-eat me like an aduU, too. so I'm not
left out at all."

Nackley's own professional aspirations

are still unclear. When pressed, he admits
that he's always wanted to play the Artful

Dodger in "Ohver!"

"I've played Oliver three times, and
that's kind of milquctoasty." he explains.

Beyond that. Nackley confesses that he'd
love to be an actor when he grows up.

"Live acting is really my thing, but movie
acting would be fine with me." he says.

"And ifmy voice turns out in a good range. I

think I'll definitely want to keep singing

opcia. Deluiiieiy."

OPERA: The Los Angeles Music Center Opera
presents Benjamin Britten's "The Turn of the
Screw." June 25 and 28 at 8 p m . and June 30 at 2
p.m. at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion Tickets
available at the Music Center Box Office, Ticket-
master outlets. Of by calling 480-3232.
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From left to right, Placido Domingo and Gwyneth Jones act
out a scene from "The Girl of the Golden West"

Gold nish fever finds iove,

revenge in 'Golden West'
By Kimberly Chrisman
Summer Bruin Staff

"The Girl of the Golden West,"

Puccini's fairy-tale rendering of
the California gold rush, focuses

on a triangle of love and revenge

between Minnie, a beautiful

saloon proprietress; Jack Ranee, a

crooked lawman; and Ramerrez
(alias Dick Johnson), the danger-

ous outlaw they're both pursuing.

The action takes place in the

composer's wonderfully idealized

version of the Wild West, where
the local dance hall doubles as a

Bible school, where the bad guys
wear black and affairs of the heart

are settled by a hand of dirty poker
and a round of "whisky per tutti."

The Los Angeles Music Center
Opera recently presented its lively

mterpreiaiion of Puccini's cowboy
exu*avaganza, featuring a real dog,

a revolving saloon and a rousing

deus ex macluna finale.

The saloon, Minnie's rustic log

cabin and just about everything

else in the production were set on a

rugged hillside that seemed an
exact replica of Disneyland's Big
Thunder Mountain, complete with

glorious High Sierra sunsets and
snowstorms courtesy of designers

Eugene and Franne Lee and
lighting designer Ken Billington.

Dame Gwyneth Jones amazed
and enthralls the opening-night

Music Center audience in her

debut with the L.A. Opera and in

the role of Minnie, the irrepressi-

ble, pistol-packing "Girt" of the

opera's title, who is forced to

choose between the studly,
smoke-blowing sceriffo and the

sensitive, enigmatic bandito.

The versatile and accomplished
soprano staked her claim to yet

another operatic heroine, produc-

ing a motherlode of genuine
emotion and clear, lustrous timbre.

Placido Domingo elicited sym-
pathy and adoration as the mis-
understood miscreant Ramerrez.
Alternating between unabashed
sentimentality, sensuality and
cynicism, the renowned tenor
(who also serves as artistic con-
sultant for the L.A. Opera) tem-
pered his mannerisms with
poignant lyricism and subtle
aplomb.

In his debut as Jack Ranee,
bass-baritone Justino Diaz proved
himself more than equal to his

showdown with Domingo, acting

as both good and bad cop to

Domingo's robber before shther-

ing off into the sunset.

The enormous chorus of miners
and other surly types featured
hardy first-time p)erformances by
Louis Lebherz as Ashby, Michael
Gallup as Sonora and Michael
Smith as Nick. Bass Brian MatiJi-

ews also sang with authority in his

debut as trapper Billy JackrabbiL
Richard Buckley conducted the

augmented Los Angeles Chamber
Orchestra with appreciative
restraint, sustaining the frolicking

cadence and romantic pathos of
Puccini's most ambitious score
through three (uncut) hours of
musical mirth.

The enthusiastic opera-goers,
many sporting boots and cowboy
hats along with their evening wear,

responded with standing ovations
and well-deserved "Yahoos!"

OPERA: The Girl of the Gk)lden West"
by Giacomo Puccini. Libretto bv Guelfo
Civinini and Carlo Zanaarini Directed
by Harold Prince Conducted by
Richard Buckley. With Dame Gwyneth
Jones, Placido Domingo, Justino Diaz
and the Los Angeles Music Center
Opera June 12-23 at the Dorothy
Chandler Pavilion.

From left to right, Justin Diaz and Placido Domingo share a
whiskey and talk about life.

Music

New Age
music for

benefit of
South! Pole
By Linda Roberts

Riding the crest of the albums-
for-causes wave comes "Polar
Shift," a compilation of New Age
music to benefit Antarctica.

"Polar Shift" isn't the usual pop
politics album. It offers a nice
blend of soothing instrumental

music. No Cyndi Lauper or other
pop hellions here.

The music, performed by Van-
gelis, Enya, Yanni, Kitaro and
others is really quite nice.

The music helps create a calm
ambiance for writing and studying,
as I found during finals week. It is

the kind of music you would
expect to find in the background of
some picturesque movie, with
waves crashing and seagulls flap-

ping their wings. I don't normally
listen to this kind of music, but I

found "Polar Shift" to be a really

pleasant change from my usual
rock fare.

A quite beautiful "Song For
Antarctica," written and per-
formed especially for "Polar Shift"

by Yanni, is featured. "Polar
Flight" by Yes guitarist Steve
Howe with Paul Sutin and Con-
stance Demby is another of the

album's engaging new songs.

Some of the album's songs are

previously recorded material, but

considering my unfamiliarity with
this New Age-type music I didn't

mind. Because of the wide variety

of artists found on the album, it

provides a good introduction to

this style of music.

Released by Private Records,
the album's proceeds will go to the

Cousteau Society and the EarthSea
Institute for their work to help
preserve Antarctica. The issue is

very timely, as the Antarctic

Treaty Nations will meet on Oct.

15 to discuss the possibility of
declaring Antarctica a "Natural

Reserve Dedicated to Peace and
Science."

The Cousteau Society has
actively campaigned to preserve

the environment of the frozen

continent. They participated as an
observer in the previous interna-

tional meeting of the Antarctica

Treaty Nations. The Cousteau
Society wants to prohibit mining
on the continent and set up a plan to

monitor ii*s environment
How essential Antarctica is to

the world's ecosystem is often

forgotten. One major oil spill could
last virtually forever, creating

environmental havoc across the

globe. The continent's environ-

ment affects Earth's weather and
atmosphere in a substantial way.

Officials of the United States

government are among the few in

opposition to the continent's pro-

lection as a natural reserve. The
State Department's Economic
Bureau and the Departments of

Energy and the Interior oppose

restrictions on Antarctic mining.

I wholeheartedly recommend
this album to anyone concerned

about Antarctica's future, or any-

one just interested in owning a

bunch of good instrumentals on
one tape. This is an album you will

be glad to own and at least you can
be sure the profits won't be spent

planting palm trees at Janet Jack-

son's estate.

5top smoking

x^ Wondering what
Direction to take?
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825-2161

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut $10
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perri\

$30

$25

Straightening

Tint & Style

$25

$20

By Appointment
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

|̂^M%^^B|^^'^MM^^^^^^P^^Mil^t^^^^l

BRIM

JUST ONE BLOCK
S. OF WILSHIRE

$20.00 CUT & BLOW
-UCLA students, faojlty, & staff only-

-with this ad - expires 6/29/91

-good monday thru Friday only-

c/moN moivm^m
Westwood Marquis Hotel

930 Hilgard Ave

208-4477
•We Validate Parking*

STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
SUMMER SESSION I AND U 1991

FOR UCLA STUDENTS ONLY

Student Psychological Services provides individual and group counseling through offices in two
campus locations. Services are confidential and free to regularly enrolled students. The service is

staffed by psychologists, clinical social workers and psychiatrists who are familiar with the needs and
interests of university students.

SPS/Mid-Campus is located at 4223 Math Sciences Building, 825-0768 or 825-4207. SPS/South
Campus is located at A3-062 Center for the Health Sciences, 825-7985. For information or
appointments call any of the above numbers.

•GAY MEN^ RAP GROUP (SUMMER SESSION I & n): An informal supportive group for gay
males who wish to explore issues and feelings related to gay lifestyle. Facilitated by a psychologist,
the group is offered in conjunction with the Gay and Lesbian Association. Mondays 7-8:30 p.m.
The group will meet in 2412 Ackerman Union. No appointment necessary; just drop in.

•AMAC-ADULTS MOLESTED AS CHILDREN (SUMMER SESSION I): A support group for
adults who have been molested as children. A chance to explore issues and feelings related to
current relationships and self-esteem. Thursdays, 1-2:30 p.m. (Call 825-0768 for intake
appointment.)

DISSERTATION AND THESIS SUPPORT GROUP (SUMMER SESSION I & II): Four
sessions will be offered. Tuesdays, 3-5 p.m.; Thursdays, 3-5 p.m.; Fridays, 10 a.m.- 12 p.m. (Call
825-0768 for intake interview.) Wednesdays, 3-4:30 p.m. (Call 825-7985 for intake interview.);

•EATING MANAGEMENT(SUMMER SESSION I): A variety of techniques designed to control
excessive eating will be introduced in a supportive setting. Members will receive weekly assignments
and be encouraged to explore motives underlying excessive eating. Tuesdays, 4-6 p.m. (Call 825-
7985 for intake interview.)

•SELF HYPNOSIS FOR STRESS MANAGEMENT (SUMMER SESSION I): This group will

allow participants to explore self-hypnosis, auto-suggestion, and imagery techniques to explore ways
to gain increased self-control in stressful circumstances. Wednesdays, 4-5 p.m. (Call 825-4207 for
intake interview.)

•EATING DISORDERS GROUP (SUMMER SESSION I): A group to assist persons in dealing
with such eating disorders as compulsive hinging and purging, compulsive undereating, excessive use
of cathartics, etc. The group approach is designed to counteract the sense of isolation and to share
experiences with others whose concerns are similar. The format will explore personality issues and
a behavioral approach to change. Mondays, 3-5 p.m. (Call 825-7985 for intake interview.)
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Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon dlMxisticMi, Th«ir Boolcttudy, Fri Step
Study, AU 3525 12:15-1:15.

Tu« Ditcusston, W«d Ditctniion NPI
C8538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuaU who
hawa a dhnking probiem

J

Good Deals 7

)ULY SOLAR ECL IPSE . 'J Iter viewer essential to

view 7/n eclipse! Safe, alunriinized Mylar
Free eclipse info/guide Send $5 (5 for $20): J.

Kim— Eclipses DB, 1640 Brockton, LA 9002

5

SUMMER TIME PHOTOS - portraits, portfo

lies, done to your expectations at frugal

prices.Contaci Bruce, (213)204-3243.

CLUB.NARS

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
and up) on asthma medication needed for

research of new asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center Contact Beth, Jill or Lany at

(213)825-6745, 9am—5pm. Answering ma-
chir>c available after hours

HEALTHY MALE AND FEMALE volunteers,

IS—35 and 60—80 yrs, needed for research.

Positron imaging of the brain or heart.

Injection of radioactive isotope Bloods will

be taken $75 825-1118.

LX:LA research croup needs adult males
with FRAGILE X for a language study Will pay
$15/ session, approximately 6 sessions. No
travel necessary Please contact RaeLynne
Rein, PhD (213)455-2532

GRAND OPENING
Wednesday, June 26th, 1 991 ^^'^ "°\

at The Golden Monkey § Y*.^ „

Phone 213 576-0553 '>o^"^S

You must RSVP to receive complimentary admission
1 3660 Third Street Promenade, Santa Monica, Ca 90401

You must be 21 years or older

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

Wanted 15

cash paid for your used 501
jeans. Contact Carolina f21 3)51 8-3583.

Healtti Services 22

relationship/individual/group
therapy. Student rates, cour>selling center
1 2304 Santa Monica #221 . Liz Gould R.I. IMF
17869 213207.1790.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS
Dynamic, canng, professionally led ongoing
groups. Explore family problems, relationship

patterns, work and career concerm, esteem
issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com
municalion skills and self confidence. Mon-
day, Tuesday & Thursday evening groups
available. Lisa Frankel MFCC (213)398 9385

Opportunities 26

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY needs biling-

ual(Spanish) legal assistant. Ask for Kent,

(213)855-1861

BEVERLY HILLS horrM; needs live-in, part-time

person for errands and dog/bird care.

(Weekdays— late afternoons; weekends—
oHxnings and late afternoons) Call for details,

offers room with separate entrartce, full bath,

and other benefits. Drivers license and refer-

ences required. Call Henry, mornings
8:30—9:00. (21 3)273-2433 or leave rT>essage

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comnr^rcials, arxj television

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed Call today (818)563-2021.

COURIER for graphics lab. Great job in relaxed
environment S7/hr -t- .35 per mile. Own
car/insurance required. City Graphics, Brian

(213)938-3744.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL FOR INFOR-
MATION. (504)641-8003, EXT.8737.

ENTRY LEVEL POSITION in public relations

firm, specializing in authors and environnoen
tal issues. Responsibilities include light

iyp*rig,iSiiembUng press kits, and general office

duties. Assist in booking promotional tours

Must be computer literate and reliable. Mon

—

Thurs, 4 hrs/day, %S/hr Caroline O'Connell
Public Relations (213)276-2121.

FILE CLERK/ reception. PT/fT, experience
preferred. Beverly Hills orthopedic office

(213)472-7235.

$500 TO $1 500 weekly Process phone orders

at home. (714)464 9805 ext L40.

FREE! Loans ar>d grants for busir>ess, real estate

or new products. (714)464-9805 EXT. G10

Help Wanted 30

8 people needed now
Kam up to $f^/hr

Housecleaners
•Kiill4 Part Lime*

•Klexibic Houni*
•Lou of Work*

•Men, Wtanm, Studenta, etc. •

Call (213)453-1817

$30(yDAY Processing phone orders at home
People call you to order. For info

1^00-735-6197, ext 34811.

Amazing opportunitv' Manager/ a%<i<fanf for

combir>cd legal/ n>edical (gyr^ecology) office

Great pay! FT after graduation. Strong

academic records (213)281 6457.

AIDE FOR MAN IN WHEELCHAIR. Assist with

therapy, run errarnis, domestic chores. 20
hrsAveek, SSOO/mo. Must have car. In Santa

Monica. (213) 450-6719.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

or inlormaiion Cancer patents
Call Anna ihroughou: I A DfneM
(8i8) 966^883 i'orr^ you' panicpaiioo

4954 Van Noyi Blvd SMrms'> Oaks

V\T BREED SIXCESS
LKXKN

KNTKmAIN.MKM/MlSIC
PIHIJC REL\TI()\S

Intern at major WK.
firm in -Hollywood.

(livat oppoilunity to

learn and K'iin

firsthand experience.

Call Audrv'
(213) 659-6400

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or nrwe depending
on qualifications; Spanish/English skills; word
processing exp

,
good typing skills required,

filing, other office duties Law office— Sid

Diamond. (213)475-0481

FT/PT LIBRARY ASSISTANT. 30 hrs/wk. (w/

ber>efils) Computerized library. Sumnwr M-F,
Fall M-Th -f Sun. am. Strong administrative arni

clerical skills. Minimum typing 45 50 wpm.
Strong language skills. Attn, to clerical and
love of variety. Basic knowledge of Judaism an
asset. Pleasant disposition a must.
(213)474-1518 ext. 239.

MAKE $15O-$250. Sell 50 funny college

T-shirts to eager incoming freshmen during

freshmen orientation, and make $15Q $250
No financial obligation. More info.

1(800)728-1130.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES, National market-

ing firm seeks n>otivational individuals to help

with expansion. Training provided. Mr. Nad-
ley, (213)399 4967.

MEDICAL SECRETARY/ transcription Experi-

ence only- orthopedic experience preferred.

Beverly Hills, (213)472-7235.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. scries and
commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am 5pm.

PART TIME RESEARCHER needed by database
company. Neat printing, facility with num-
httfs and good organizational habits r>eces-

S4.'y. Sen hand-written resume dnd/of informa-

tive letter to Elaine Weinstock. MWLC 1 21 20
Wash ngton Blvd, Los Angeles CA 90066
$10.0(Vhr.

10 Help Wanted

PT SECRETARY. Small Real Estate Co. Culver
City. Flexible hours. (213)287-0358

RECEPTIONIST for prestigious B.H. Real Estate

firm. MUST have knowledge of R.E. typing &
computer. Rhoda 274-8505.

ROOM IN HOUSE. Private entrance and bath.

Employed female student preferred. Kitchen
priv. with utilities. $375/mo. 474-9854.

WANTED: sub-wholesalers. 3000 products to

sell. Be your own boss, no experience needed.
Send self-addressed, stamped envelope to: JCK
Associate, P.O.Box 568, Hatchinson, Kansas,
67504-568.

WHEREHOUSE CLERICAL: typing and filing

medical records. 55wpm, $6A»r. Culver City.

Call between 10-12, 2-4. (213)559-8823.

WRITER who is blind needs an assistant. (21 3)

396-5062.

Job Opportunities 32

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE -- OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS! No experience necessary. Will

train. Earn $40(Vnio. as an office manager for a
nationwide company expanding in areas.

FT/PT. (213)962-5898.

NEED MONEY? American Express Collegiate

Consultant, Commission -- incentive, flexible

hrs., certification for resume. Call 1 (800)

827-8440 or write CTI 5 West 19th St., New
York, NY 10011. FAX 1 (212) 675-1732.
POSITIONS LIMITED. CALL IMMEDIATELY.

NEED MONEY? American Express Collegiate
Consultant, Commission - incentive, flexible

hrs., certification for resume. Call 1

(800) 827-8440 or write CTI 5 West 19th St.,

NewYork, NY 10011. FAX 1(212)
675-1732. POSITIONS LIMITED.

CALL IMMEDIATELY.

PT ASSIST to Marketing Director fo." a photo-
grapher. Culver City $7/hr. Ask for Tania
559-4650.

SALES/MARKETING REP, PT, $7/hr. Century
City and Santa Monica. Ask for Tania
559-4650.

SALES PERSON needed for apparel industry.

Exp. necessary, self-nwtivated. Also secretary
needed. French fluency a plus. Call 622-71 28.

U. NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER seeks
motivated individual. Position requires strong
telemarketing skills to sell circulation and
classifieds. 30^40 hrs/wk. Must be flexible

and able to work on own. Send resume to:

2510 Main St, Suite 200, Santa Monica, CA
90405.

$WORK AT HOME$ clipping coupons
(714)464-9805, ext. 1020.

WORLDWIDE MOVIES CO Actors, actresses,

models, singers, makeup artists, scriptwriters,

producers and directors, exp/ no exp., starring/

participating in overseas motion picture pro-
ductions! If you can obtain a US. passport,
love to travel, and want to earn tax-free
money,send $25 plus $4 processing fee for

details and your directory of carefully re-

^parched producers and filming studios worl-
dwide. Mail your check or money order to
WORIDWIDE MOVIES, 7095 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028 Moneyback
guarantee if not fully satisfied!

Want to Work For
Montana State Gov't

ilieie is> only 1 source
for a complete weekly list of

openings
Send $22 for 6 weeks
subscription to MSJC

Box 5749 Helena. MT 51604

30 Internstilps 34

DOCUMENTARY SEEKS INTERNS for histori-

cal research on woman architect. Prefer wo-
man studies/architecture majors. Flexible

hours. 213-665-0264.

INTERNSHIP CREDIT AVAILABLE. Want
graded units for your media-related internship?

Looking for upper division units this summer?
Call Field Studies Development regarding

English 197F. 825-7867.

INTERNSHIP CREDIT AVAILABLE. Want
graded units for your media-related internship?

Looking for upp<;r division units this summer?
Call Field Studies (Development regarding

English 197F. 825-7867.

Child Care Wanted 35

2 BOYS, ages 6 1/2, 9. M-F, 3-5 P.M., must
have car, $5^r. to start. (213) 472-2492.

AT UCLA, 12:30-4:30 (flexible), tutor then
swim with 8-yr-old girl. Female preferrred.

CallDena (213)825-4117, (818)997-1751.

JULY 8 TO MID-AUGUST minimum. 4 days/
week, 1 night/ week. $7.5(Vhr. 2-yr-oid girl.

Experienced, references. Beverly Glen. Own
transportation. (213)475-0376.

NANNY WANTED FOR BRIGHT, CHARM-
INC 8-YR-OLD GIRL WITH PHYSICAL
HANDICAP to drive to school and be personal
aid. Begin in Aug. Hrs. 8—3:30, M—f . Live

in/out. Car necessary. Salary negotiable. Call

933-1406.

PICK-UP 2 GIRLS at school near UCLA. Car
and references required. 5-7, M-F. 282-2490
days, 474-5346 eves.

STUDENT TO HELP two 4th grades with
creative writing on campus. Aug.5-30th.

(213)476-8026. (818)990-2688

WANTED CHILDCARE FOR 7year-old boy
Mon-Fri 3-6pm. Must have own car & valid

driver's license. 5 minutes from UCLA.
(213)472-3773.

WONDERFUL 9 year-old girl needs driver/

mother's helper. M-F 3-6pm Start 7/1 5, Refer-

ences. (213)396-9700. FUN!

Apartments for Rent 49

$365 ROOM +BATH -fKITCHEN privileges.

Large N. Santa Monica townhouse. Non-
smoker, grad student only. (213)453-8508.

424 LANDFAIR, next to UCLA. Garden setting,

swimming pool, 2-bed/l -bath, hardwood
floors, balcony. Available July 1. 459-1200.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER
ST.(21 3)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMING AVAIL-
ABLE SOON. COMPLETELY RF-MODELED.
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND' GATED PARK-
ING. 11611 CHhNAULT ST. (213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (21.3)939-1732.

GUEST HOUSE FOR RENT: 1 very large room,
3/4 bath, kitchenette with refrig. & microwave.
Washcr/drycr privileges, patio. \/erf quiet

residential neighborhood. 1 5 min. from cam-
pus. Storage. $495 -f $100 cleaning fee.

(213)419-1222.

PALMS, 2-bed/2-bath, A/C, laundry, parking,

balcony. 3719 Delmas Ter., across from Brot-

man Hospital. $875. (213)837-1742.

PALMS, $675 & $1 125, 1 & 3-bedroorm, big

rooms, move- in bonus. 10-minutes to UCLA.
(818)377-2668.
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments tor Rent 49 Apartments for Rent

PALMS, $825/mo. beautiful 2-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Antoine 2 1 3-2 77-3900work
213-828-0740eves.

WESTWOOD, $725, single, walk to UCLA,
security building and parking. Full kitchen,

small refrigerator included. $350 deposit
(213)473-9122.

WESTWOOD-SUMMER RENTALS, NOW
AVAILABLE. 2 master bedrooms/2- baths.
Walk to campus/village. Summer
discounts-$999. (Through August '91 only)
(213)208 4835. ^^^
WESTWOOD ADJ., sunny, modern 2-bed/
2-balh. New kitchen, extra-large closets, MI,
patio, 5-min. UCLA, quiet building. $11 Oo'
(213)474-8608.

WESTWOOD 2bcl/2ba, security bidg, pool,
view, 3 biks to campus. $1100/mo.
(818)355-4604 or (213)475-4816.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 2 BEDROOM, $1 550.
UPPER, EXCELLENT VIEW, UNUSUAL
CHARM, GARDEN APARTMENT. MIDVALE,
NORTH OF LEVERING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$595, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, large

2bd/lba,$1600. 10990 Strathmore.
213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. WALK TO UCLA,
EXTRA LARGE, LUXURY U2 BEDROOMS.
CENTRAL AUR, EXTRA LARGE CLOSET
SPACE, WET BAR, FIREPLACE, PRIVATE BAL-
CONY, GATED UNDERGROUND PARKING,
INTERCOM ENTRY, DISHWASHER, RE-
FRIGERATOR, LAUNDRY FACILITIES. EXCEL-
LENT BUILDING. MUST SEE. 433 KELTON
AVENUIE. (213)208-8685

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2-bed-
room, $1450. Hardwood floors, new carpet,

laundry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1887.

WLA 1-bed apt., utilities paid. $585/mo. Call

Helen after 6pm. 476-5866.

WLA 2-BED/l-BATH $850/mo., bachelor
$45Q/nrK). Laundry, parking, easy to UCLA.
(213)822-6467.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowed, patio. (818)368-6732.

WLA, $800, 2bed/lbath. Living room, dining,

second floor, laundry, parking, balcony.
(213)550-7869, (818)990-6091.

WLA DELUXE 1 -bed/1 -bath. 5 min. walk to

UCLA. Full kitchen, AK, water paid, parking.

Available 6/20. $850—$950. Summer dis-

counts. Year lease. 208-8881.

WLA/PALMS - $850- 1 bedroom + den. $1 050 -

3bedroom, 2bath, Security Building.
(213)471-0883

GAYLEY MANOR APIS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people

across street from UCLA
walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
209-8798

LEVERING ARMS APIS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt

Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

475 Gayley
Right Across From Cannpus

Charming Contemporary 1

& 2 Bedrooms Designed

for Sharing

Now leasing for

Summer and Fall

Open Daily

825-3715

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,

sun deck, 2 car

parking in secure

garage, will allow 4

students per
apartment
From $1200 -

2 weeks free with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue

477-0858

0<>,S^'('
OT"

3 Blocks

\p
from Campus

**Now Taking
Reservations

for Fall**

Glenrock Apts
555 Glenrock

corner Glenrock &
Levering

824-9691

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry
facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCLA
Bachelors. Singles. 1 Bedroom.
2 Bedroom
Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 1 BD, 2BD
$725 and up
All amenities

-t-Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

REDUCED
Summer Rentals

Singles

Singles w/ Loft

Across from Campus
GAYLEY TOWERS

824-0836

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

$1375 and up 2 + 2

Patio, Secure, Prime

Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/ lease

10635 Wilshire

(213)470-3006

Casablanca West Apts

Short term

IBd, 1&2 Bath Apts

Quick Walk to UCLA
Pool, Sundeck
Gated Parking

530 Veteran Avenue
208-4394

Westwood Plaza

-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor, "Single, 1&2
Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

Apartments Furnished 50

$685 2-BEDROOMS Ea( h bedroom has own
entrance door. Good to share. Fenced 6-ft

locked Kate. lOam-Bpm. (213)450-2655.

Apts. Unfumlshed 61

Singles $750

2 Bedr/2 Baths $1350

utilities included

Security Building

Walk to Campus
Move in Bonus

10635 Wilstilre Blvd.

(213)470-3804

1 -BDRM, 2-BDRM AFTS Ohio and Sawtelle 1

l/2milesUCLA. Quiet, near buses. $400sec.
dep. $650 month-to-month Call 477-5758.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa

Monica. Refrig large patio, conven. shopping.

$(»85/n>o. 820-7049.

BEVERLY HILLS ADIACENT $695. 1 -bedroom
upper. Exceptionary bright. Beautiful, spa-

cious. Appliances, garage. 5 miles campus.
(213) 652-2699, (21.3) 876-2034

PALMS: IBD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

WLA, $825 MOVES YOU IN, 1 -bedroom in

clean, quiet building. UCLA bus stop.

$625/mo. 2577 Sepulveda (818)789-3076.

Apartments to Share 52

1 BEDROOM OF FOUR, 27. -balh, V, block
from beach, $505. Loaded contemporary. )uly

1. Molly: 207-0886, work, 3'i 4-6190.

A9 Apartments to Share 52 Room for Rent 54

1 LARGE BEDROOM in townhouse, facing

courtyard. Garage, pool, in S.F. Valley. $425.
(818).368-8935.

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APT. Room to

shasre very large. Security, pool, laundry,

$365. Must see. 820-0187.

BRENTWOOD $575 Share 2bcd/own bath

w/grad stud and dog. Grad student/faculty

preferred. 447-2235

BRENTWOOD, Wilshire/Barrington highrise,

ocean/city view. 2-bd/2-blh.
Gym,pool,securiiy. $65Q/'mo, including ulili-

ties. (213)312-0850.

FEMALE: 2 Bdyi Bth., parking, patio, laundry.

Spacious. Great location. $430. (213)

477-4453.

OWN ROOM in attractive 2bed/r/. bath apt.

UCLVWestwood conver.ient. Non-smoking
females only. $53Q/mo. (213)475-0271.

SM RENT CONTROLLED, 2bd, 5 blocks to

beach. 25 year old professional male looking
for similar or grad student. Quiet. $450 + $600
security deposit. 399-3719 Bennett

WLA, 2-bed/1-bath to share, $410/mo. each.
Close to shops and UCLA, available immed.
820^5489.

Roommates 53

2-BED/2-BATH luxury apt., lop floor, ocean
view, furnished, pool/jacuzzi. Roommates
needed for summer or next year. Walk to

campus. (213)208-2751.

$300/MO. Share master bd. w/private bath.

Clean, bright, security building/parking, A/C,

fireplace, balcony. (213)479-4795

$367, OWN ROOM, 3-bed/ 2-bath. Campus
close, non-smoker. Female preferred.

(213)444-4987.

FEMALE NEEDED to share room in 2-bcdroom
Westwood apartment. July only. $387.50.

Furnished, security, parking. Leave message
for Julie at (818)763-8363.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share master in

2bd/2ba. Secutiy bidgyparking. Pool. Walk to

UCLA. $425/mo. Debbie or Linda.
(213)475-9117

HOLLYWOOD. Own bedA>ath. Laundry, gar-

age, swimming pool, kitchen facilities, new
building, morning sun. $450/mo.
(213)464-8848.

MALE ROOMATE(S) share 2-bed/2-bath
condo. 1 mile UCLA, pool, parking, cable.

$400/mo. Stein (213)2 7 7-2 265,
(213)477-7131.

PENMAR PARK VIEW, brand new, bright

2-bedroom, parking, female,non-smoker.
(213)399-1810. $400/mo.

PRIVATE BEDROOM/ BATH, available for

quiet, peaceful, clean male/ female, gay/

straight. Nice, safe, older apartment in West
Hollywood. No parties. I'm quiet writer/

artist/Asia traveller. $400. Ron (21 3)654-691

1

SANTA MONICA, redecorated 2-bedroom,

PM parking, female/non-smoker,
(213)394-2175. $40Q/mo.

WALKING DISTANCE, large furnished one
bedroom for female to share Steet parking

$345. (213)824-0842

WLA/PALMS $475. Spacious, Luxury 2bd/2ba.

A/C. Dishwasher. Fireplace. Female.
(213)471-0883

Room for Rent 54

1 RtXJM W/ OWN BATH AND PRIVATE
ENTRANCE. Hotplate. 4 miles from campus.
$400. (213) 472 8269, after 6 PM.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
w/grad. Students. Kitchen privileges, washer/
dryer, pool Need car $450, utilities in-

cluded. Leave message. Abby (818)
783-5151.

BEVERLY HILLS, $50(Vmo Private bcd^alh/
entrance, quiet, parking, garden > pool pn-

vileges. Near buses Great deal! 277-3881

BRENTWOOD. Spacious furnished room,
private entrance, pool, garden, double closet,

microwave, 1 person, parking Ideal studying,

male preferred. $50(Vmo. 2 1/2-miles UCLA.
Summer ok. (213)476-1786.

BRENTWOOD, $375. Private room. 2mi from

campus. Share bath. Beautiful home. Unlim-
ited parking. Ada 472 7451.

HILGARD AVE Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $90(Vquarter Women students.

Mrs. Solat (213)208 8931.

LARGE ROOM, summer rent, Melrose area, for

quiet non-smoker, fully furnished, $35(Vmo.
(213)653 6224.

MAR VISTA, $475, furnished room with pri-

vate bath in home with use of kitchen, laundry,

cable TV, weekly maid service, many extras.

No smoking Available immediately.
3989626.

OWN ROOM, share bath, near Wilshire/

Barnngton. 1 5 mm LKZLA. $360/mo., avail

7/1, fem;ile pref. 478-1486.

PRIVATE ROOW BATH in 3-bedroom luxury
apartment. Huge, high ceilings, kitchen pri-

vilcgos nonsmokrr $525/mo,
(213)444-5528.

SANTA MONICA redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(213)394-2175.

WALK UCLA. Private entrance, furnished,

plH>»ie line, kitchen priveleges, ample parking

$455/mo including utilities, female.
(213)474-8188.

WESTWOOD, furnished room in house. $500,

1st and last. Non-smoking, no pels, utilities,

kitchen, parking laundry included. Available

)uly 1. (213)273-4712.

WLA, 1 -BEDROOM in large 4-bed apt.

$40(Vmo., 5 min to campus by car, girl,

non-smoker 473-1905.

Sublet 55

LARGE LUXURY SINGLE, ASAP- Sept 30 or

longer. Amenities, Near Campu, 1-2 people,

$706. Cheryl 825-0281/575-1014

SPACIOUS ONE-BEDROOM, air-

conditioning, three parking spaces, huge living

room, furnished. Call 213-208-4255.

SUMMER SUBLET: Westwood Chateau $200.

Brent (213)373-5836

SUMMER SUBLT FOR 1 FEMALE; parking,

security, Jacuzzi, Glenrock, $300, June/July-

August. Rachel (213)208-2449

House for Rent 56

WLA. New house for rent. 1 -bed/1 -bath, refrig,

stove, no dep., no util. pay, UCLA student

available. Call Christen (213)934-3265 after

8pm.

House to Share 57

MALE TO SHARE 1-bed in 3-bed house in

W.LA. $25a/mo. Near bus line. Street

parking. (213) 474-3173.

VENICE. SHARE HOME WITH 2 PROFES-
SIONALS in quiet cul-de-sac. Private pool,

opposite golfAennis. Washer/dryer. $650.
(213) 399-3029 or 688-5282.

House for Sale 58

HOME FOR SALE by owner. $21 0,000. Totally

redun 2-bed/1 -bath. 1 3 miles to UCLA. Great
for Ist-time buyer (818)989-1036

HOUSE— 3-bed/l -balh, family room. 1 5 min.
to campus. Mar Vista. $31 OK. (213)397-7295.

•REDONDO NO DOWN!* new
4-bedroonV2'/i -baths, family and dinning
rooms, yard, $6k closing cost, $369,900 (or no
down, equity share for lower payments.)
Anastasi Realtors. (213)374-5657 or
(213)372-7177.

Room/Board for Help 62

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in exchmge for

childcare & light chores Female, nons-

moker.car required. (213)559-5990.

ROOAVBOARD for babysitting + light house-
work. Near campus. Female, non-smoker,
Chinese cooking desirable. Dalia
(213)474-4829.

ROCW BOARD for babysitting 5-yr-old girl.

New house, Westwood area. References.
(213)470-6839

Condos for Sale 67

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1 -bed/ 1 'A -bath,

security, doorman. Wilshire/ Selby. $255K.
Gail 445-7778.

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartment, hardwood floors, blocks to beach.
Santa Monica. Room to add on, $S35K.
396-1742.

WESTWOOD, $'.o3,000, fabulous 1-bed/
1 -bath. Near UCLA in "The Colony." Must see!

Stark, C.B. (213)451-5471.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR, $90,900, studio
apartrT>ent, highrise building 10th floor, large

balcony, overlooks UCLA, walk to campus.
Secure building, multi-services, parking and
attendants. Below market, price to sell. Mr.
Welch, (213)656-9173.

WW VILLAGE: top floor, front unit, large

Ul'A with Ig. private balcony. $219K.
Schaefer 451-1366.

Condos for Rent 69

WESTWOOD 2bd/2ba. security bIdg, pool,
view, 3-blks to campus, $1100/mo.
(818)355-4604 or (213)475-4816.

Vacation Rentals 71

FULLY FURNISHED 1-bed guesthouse,
$6Q/day. Century City/Westwood. Great loca-

tion! Call (213)277-1994.

Insurance 91

••••••••••••••••••
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Movers/storage 94

lERKY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movcik. Fret; otiit^aics, vxpci<cnecJ, aitd icli-

able. lerry (213)391-5657.

Services Offered 96

WRITING, EDITING, TUTORING, RE-
SEARCH REASONABLE RATES. WEEKDAYS,
WEEKENDS, EVENINGS. PhD GIVES FAST
ACCURATE HELP. (213)476-0114.

«
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TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT HKMOVKD PKKMANKNTLY
BY KLECTHOLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building

1081 Westwood Suite 224 475-4135

99C

Bean Bag Factory

Wholesale Prices to Bruin Stioppers
Limited Time Offer to Students Only

SnnalL Mediunn. & Large BeanBags
$9.95.$ 14.95 & Up

vw\
jump,

your

Hours:

Mon.-Thurs.
10-6

Friday 10-4

Saturday
ar»d Suriday
closed

Bean Bags • Futons • Bedspreads • Pillows
Brir»g Ad In for Special Discount

501 1 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles

(1 Block West of LaBrea)
(213) 933 3971/72

W

^^^S:^^"^

CLASSIC

V\\G>^1V'

•Not valid on Sicilians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

i

'CU? AND S4VF--------------

• Exp. 7/7/91

$Q OC; LARGE

ONE TOPPING

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address

CUP AND SAVE

• Exp. 7/7/91

8 05 LARGE-^^^ PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address

CUP AND SAVE^

• Exp. 7/7/91

8 Q5 LARGE
O.KJO PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

TAX INCLUDED Limit 3 pizzas per address

The
SUMMER BRUIN...
Ti^ce a iveek^
Mondays
and

Thursdays....
Don*t miss out !!!!

ADVERTISE........

Tutoring Offered 98 Resumes 104 Autos for Sole

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN

All LEVELS EOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818 500-4021

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
rOREIGN LANGUAGES CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

SPANISH TUTORING, travelling, business,

conversation, grammar Private and group
classes. For children ir\6 aduits.
(213)575-1977

HAVE YOUR RESUME WRITTEN by profes

sional writer. Call Clear Concepts.
213-473-5453 LX"I A Alumni

RESUMES AND COVERLETTERS expertly writ-

ten by experienced Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays Lee (213)478-1090.

WrJNINC RESUMES, 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287 2785.

Travel 105

LOWEST AIR FARES

1984 RENAULT ENCORE. Original owner.
Low milage- 57,000 2DR w/hatchback, forest

green wAan interior Well cared for, r>ew tires,

«/c, anVfm cassette. Only $l495/obo. Call
(213)478^2982.

1985 HONDA CRX SI Red, 5-speed, electric

sunroof, anVfm cass., equalizer/booster. Excel-
lent condition. Fun car. $4900/obo
(818)98a5049.

1986 DODGE COLT TURBO GTE, 5-speed,
cruise -control, body like new, red, runs great
$2695. 213-278 4020.

1 987 VW jfc 1 1 A GLI, 1 6V, Mint condition, low
mileage, pull-out CD, alarm, sunroof, $8K.
(213)399-5808.

Services Offered 96 Typing 100

ALL PURPOSE
EDITiNG / TUTORIAL

Courses. Personal Statements,

Resumes, Theses, Dissertations,

by experienced PhD English Prof

(213)665-8145

A1 AARDVARK PROFFSSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING!!'! 20 years Exp., Laser, Spell

check (2 13)474-6609, 7 days,
8a.m. -10:00p.m. Near campus, RUSHES
OKAY.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses^

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

FBOM LAX/SAMSFO
•'.ONOON $6W
•PARIS $75©
•FRANKFURT $759
•GLASGOW $7»
•AMSTERDAM $750
•NViMIAMI 13.^S
01»«H (XJM.SIICANI I lAMS AVMI CMl f (W \ WAY

BAHNkYb IHAVkL—^ (213)382-0161 ^i-i^

ALL MOUNO Ti«PS

•SEAfTLE $250
•AUCKLAND $790
•TOKYO $«00
•MANCHESTER $750
OSAKA $799
•VIFNNA/TURir.H $7^9

'74 911 TARGA $9000 obo Rebuilt engine,
new tires, ice green, great shape MUST SELL!
213-470-0270

Travel Tickets 106

AA RT TICKET to Washington DC, 7/1 . Return
from NYC 7/14 (flexible). $250. Call
(213)474-6430.

'84 RENAULT 39,000 miles, automatic, AM/
EM cassette, runs great. $2,000/oho
(213)820-7077 work , (213)670-800? eves

'85 VW CABRIOLET $7,50(yobo White,
electric windows, alarm, new apholstery, low
mileage 65.i U«99.

'87 ESCORT. Solid, sporty car, black with grey
interior. Well maintained. $2950/obo
(818)509 1457

VOLKSWAGEN FOX CL stationwagon, 1988
price negotiable, excellent condition'
(213)463-3196.

WALJER
From page 16

job," Waller said. "In order to beat

me, they'll have to do a great job.

They better not think that it will be
a Cakewalk, or they'll get beat"
The UCLA gymnastic program

more than anything has acquainted
Waller with international compet-
ition, its undefined road to success
and team victory.

"What I learned when I first got
here was from when we won the

team title in 1987," Waller said.

"That instilled in me from the start

what it was like to win as a team.
To me, that's the greatest thing,

having people to share your
experiences with."

Hitting the routines earns points
from the judges, but to be great

beyond America requires a special

touch. Waller has always enjoyed
UCLA's gymnastics, and he says
that its style is unique.

"UCLA helps you to deal with
the whole international experi-

ence," Waller said. "At Nebraska,
for example, you have an excellent

program, but it's very localized,

very domestic and American-
styled. But when you're competing
against the world, you need a style.

Gymnastics is competing well and
performing."

Art Shurlock and Yefim Furman
of the Bruin program have aided
Waller's pursuit of the national

all-around title, and it was Furman
who introduced this concept of
style. Furman, a former Soviet
gymnast, competed in the 1972
Munich Olympics and came to the
United States in 1979.

Waller's two coaches are a
study in diversity, representing

different views, but Waller has
molded the coaching methods of
superpower extremes. Waller said

that only at UCLA can a gymnast
be exposed to such a large spec-
trum of gymnastics.

"Yefim teaches like a Soviet
coach, and Art is more laid-back
and optimistic," Waller said.

"Yefim is more the workhorse, and
he instills a really good work
ethic."

"Yefim introduced me to what
world class gymnastics is and the
work ethic of the Soviets. Art
shows us how to go out there to

want to win and put a good show.
You win by looking aesthetic."

cso
825-1 493

109 Motorcycles for Sale 114

HONDA CB125, 1975, $45(yobo, excellent
condition, 11,000 miles. Looks like new.
(213)396 7295

Scooters for Sale 116

1987 HONDA ELITE SOX. Runs great $300.
Call Bill 824-5311.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

Furniture for Sale 126

SWIVEL CHAIR w/ Ottoman, $250. 1 couch,
8-feet long, $275. 1 desk, $100. 1 side table,

$75. 1 coffee table, $80 1 twin headboard,
$60. 2 rm dividers, $50. 1 card table, $40. 2

rcelain lamps. $50 each. Call 82a 3407.

Typewriter/Computer 134

BROTHER WORDPROCESSOR. Mu^i »e.l.

Great buy, with spell check. Reports, projects.

$30(yobo. Call (213)824-4554
.

MAC PLUS AND IMAGE WRITER II PRINTER.
Keyboard, software, cover, paper and printer

cartridges. $900/obo. 818-707-3957.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/fT»o. Search Orion, write papers, etc, 286,
386 systems available, (213)931-4207.

Summer BruJn Sports

VICKERS
From page 16

"I would have been surprised not
to make it If you saw the race,

three women were clearly ahead of
the rest."

Vickers raced eight-hundredths

of a second slower than her
personal record in the event
(54.80), set last year when she beat
Patrick-Farmer in the national

meet. Despite losing her title,

Vickers was upbeat and pleased
with her race.

"I ran off my p.r. (personal

record), but I know that I'm
capable of running 53s," Vickers
said. "I was excited to use my front

end training ... On my front end
(the first 2(X) meters), I know that

I'm capable ofrunning the velocity

that I did."

Vickers earned the outside lane

in the finals after she missed
winning her preliminary heat.

Batten was positioned next to

Farmer-Patrick, a situation that

Vickers wanted to avoid. At the

halfway point of the 4(X) hurdles,

Vickers had passed all the runners

and she realized this.

"I was at the 2(X)-meter mark,
and there was no one else with
me." Vickers said. "That was
something I would expect in

college, but not there. I took a

moment to think about what that

meant, and that caused me to lose

the rhythm in my step."

The long hurdles is a long sprint

and hurdle event, and the athletes

must remained focused on their

own race during the entire 54
seconds of competition. Vickers
committed the fault of over-

analyzing her position relative to

Farmer-Patrick, and that loss of
concentration ruined her run-
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"I would have been
surprised not to make
it. If you saw the
race, three women
were clearly ahead of

the rest"

Janeene Vickers

and-jump cycle.

"If I had remained focused, I

wouldn't have wondered about
where the others were." Vickers
said. **That half-second when you
worry, the other runners catch up
and you do find out where they
are."

Batten was able to dethrone
Vickers and force the American
record holder Farmer-Patrick into

another second place finish by
running her own race. When
Farmer-Patrick passed her eariy
during the 4(X) meters. Batten

remained focused until she
increased her speed after 2(X)

meters and pulled ahead for the

win.

"Kim didn*t come apart when
Sandra passed her early on."
Vickers said. "She remained com-
posed and focused. You have to

remain focused to win. You have
to make sure that the other runners
don't pull you out of your own
race."

Vickers and Batten arc the two
challengers to Farmer-Patrick,
who holds the American record in

her trophy case. Back-to-back
losses to collegians do not lose the

unofficial national tide. Consisten-

cy over many competitions deter-
mines the one-to-beat in an event.

Track and field is not like the

heavyweight boxing title where
one hard punch can land a challen-

ger the title of champion. For
Vickers or Batten to be "the best"

they will have to win more than

once against Farmer-Patrick.
Entering the 1991 summer season,

each hurdler can claim only one
career victory against her.

"In track, if you don't want
people to say it was a fluke, you
can't just beat someone once,"

Vickers said. "Unless you perform
on a level on a regular basis, you
are. Sandra is still the favorite. If I

want to be the best hurdler, then I

have to beat her on a consistent

basis."

"Sandra could be worried if she

finished second to the same per-

son, but she finished second to two
different runners. If I had won
again, I would have threatened her

supremacy."

"We as a nation arc stronger; to

have a young girl (Batten) go 54.18

opens more doors for the Ameri-
cans." Vickers said. "We have two
on the brink of 53 (seconds), and I

know that I'm capable of 53.

ally Bruin file photo

UCLA 's Chainey Umphrey places second in the still rings

with a score of 9.775.

KESWICK
From page 16

"I'm pretty happy with my
performance," Umphrey said. "My
game plan was to do what I did

during workouts. I wanted go in

and do what I'm capable of. . .It is

frustrating to finish second again.

Half the judges had me scoring

higher, but I'm happy for him and
myself."

Keswick won the vault 9.625 to

9.600— the closest margin in his

three victories. Keswick was able

to capture the event by raising the

level of difficulty when his com-
petitors vaulted conservatively.

"You have to do two different

vaults in the finals, and I had a

high-difficulty second vault when
the others didn't," Keswick said.

Keswick considers the parallel

bars to be his strongest event since

he started gymnastics, and he won
the event by more than one full

point, 9.850 to 9.725.

The first competition for Kes-
wick. Waller and Umphrey will be
an international meet in Barcelona,
Spain in late July. The Americans
will encounter Spain, Germany,
Japan and the Soviet Union to test

the Olympic site.

*The entire country has done
well," Waller said. "That psyches
everybody up. I'm confident going
into the World Championships and
Olympics that we'll have a good
showing."

NAILS
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Keswick s
trio of victories

U.S. Gymnastics Championships

By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

When UCLA's Scott Keswick
won three individual titles at the

U.S. Gymnastics Championships
on June 10, he was following Bruin
history and creating a piece of his

own. He evoked memories of past
Bruin champions— Peter Vidmar,
Mitch Gaylord, Tim Daggett —
with his performance at the Cin-
cinnati meet.

Keswick was the only triple-

winner, capturing the still rings

(9.825), vault (9.625) and parallel

bars (9.850). Former Bruin Chris
Waller won the pommel horse

(9.825).

Of the seven events contested,

UCLA gymnasts won five. Waller
won the all-around title the previ-

ous day.

In addition, Keswick, who is a
junior, qualified for the U.S.
World Championship team by
finishing sixth in the all-around

competition.

"It feels good; it hasn't sunk in

yet," Keswick said after the meet.
"I'm really happy that I made the

World Championship team by
finishing sixth (in the all-around

competition) . . It's been great

working together at UCLA. It

pushes you to work harder."

Teammates Waller and Chainey
Umphrey, who tied for second in

the all-around, join Keswick on the

team, marking the first time m
seven years that three Bruins have
made the American team.

In 1984, Peter Vidmar, Mitch
Gaylord and Tim Daggett finished
1-2-3 at the Olympic Trials and
then helped the United States win
its first gold medal in team
competition.

"In practice, we work out
together, and in the meet, we were
all in the same rotation," Waller
said. "We watched each other, and

we cheered each other on. It was
like an intrasquad meet all over
again."

*They really developed year-

to-year," UCLA coach Art Shur-
lock said. 'They all peaked at the

right time."

The individual events were not

part of the official meet, which
concluded the previous day with
the all-around championship. The
top-ten performers in each event
qualified for the individual con-
tests.

Keswick's road to Cincinnati

began almost as an accident one
summer when his father was
stationed overseas.

"My parents enrolled me in a
trampoline class for something to

do," Keswick said. "My instructor

told them that I did well and
suggested that I try gymnastics.
When I got back to Las Vegas, I

started to do well."

From that trampoline pit, Kes-
wick progressed to a junior nation-

al championship in 1987 and made
his way to Westwood. In 1989 as a

freshman and the next year as a
sophomore, Keswick made the

U.S. National Team, and this year
marks his third as one of Ameri-
ca's elite gymnasts.

In the individual events, the still

rings pitied Bruin against Bruin.

For two consecutive years, Kes-
wick had beat Umphrey for the

national title, and 1991 turned out

to be no different.

"I had a good routine, but not my
best," said Keswick, who was the

1987 junior national champion
before coming to UCLA. "I took a

small step on the dismount, but it

didn't hurt me."
In a close contest, Keswick won

by .050, 9.825 to 9.775, and
Umphrey again just missed first

place.

See KESWICK, page 15

Daily Bruin tile photo
UCLA gymnast Scott Keswick wins individual titles in the pommel horse, still rings andpara-
llel bars at the U.S. Championships on June 10.

mnast
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

Who says that dreams don't

come true?

For former UCLA gymnast
Chris WallPT. he spent his days of
youth following America's first

great gymnast Kurt Thomas, and
he watched him vault his way to

world acclaim. Waller also fol-

lowed Romania's Nadia Comenaci
and saw her score a perfect ten at

the Montreal Olympics.
To dazzle the crowds and be the

best— those were the fantasies of
Waller.

The United States Gymnastics
Meet in Cincinnati in early June
provided the stage for Waller to

step out of his dream world and
turn those goals into reality. When

the final flip had been flipped, the
final jump jumped and the last

chalk dust scattered. Waller was
alone in first place.

Waller captured the national

all-around title, defeating second
place finishers Tom Schlesinger of
Nebraska and teammate Chainey
Umphrey, 57.35 to 57.15. Last
week, the U.S. Gymnastics Feder-
ation named him American Gym-
nast of the Year.

"I feel tremendous; it's just

starting to hit me," Waller com-
mented after returning to West-
wood. "I feel like that I've been
working my whole life for this,

ever since I got into gymnastics."
Waller is tlie first gymnast from

UCLA to win the all-around title

since Mitch Gaylord in 1984, who
went on to incredible success in

that year's Olympic games. Waller
also won a spot on the U.S. World
Championships team by virtue of
his first place finish, and the team
will compete in the championships
next September in Indianapolis.

Kurt Thomas, once the hero of
Waller's imagination, was present
in Cincinnati watching the new
generations of American gym-
nasts. Thomas was attempting a
comeback at age 35 after 1 1 years

of retirement, but he finished 22nd.
Waller now stands in the shoes

of Kurt Thomas, who defended
American gymnastics for so long.

He must now meet the world's best

after defeating the nation's best.

"In order to beat us, (the other

nations) will have to do a great

See WALLER, page 14

Former Bruin hurdler races to the t • I

Janeene Vickers

Janeene Vickers

finishes third at

New York meet
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

The top American hurdlers are emerging
for the new decade, and former Bruin star

Janeene Vickers is one of three women who
will likely define the event at future

international competitions.

On June 15, Vickers finished third

(54.80) in the 400-meter hurdles at the

national meet in New York City's Downing

Stadium, where the top American amateurs
and professionals vied for spots on the
World Championship team.

Vickers placed behind Florida State's
Kim Batten and American record holder
Sandra Farmer-Patrick in the event at The
Athletics Congress Meet. Batten won in

54.18, and Farmer-Patrick ran second in

54.79. Vickers failed to defend the title that

she seized from Farmer-Patrick in 1990, but
third place earns her a spot on the World
Championships team.

Going into the backstretch, Vickers made
key mental errors that lost her at least

second place and possibly a second Ameri-
can title.

"I ran well through the race, but I made
some mental errors," Vickers said. "I'm
between happy and excited. I'm happy that I

made the World Championship team, but

my errors cost me at least one place, and
maybe even two . . . The race was mostly
positive, even what was labeled negative.
Now I know what I need to do for future
races."

The third place performance qualifies

Vickers, along with Bauen and Farmer-Pat-
rick, for the U.S. World Championship team
which will compete in Tokyo. The World
Championships are a prelude to the Olymp-
ics, held every four years during the summer
before the games, and the track and field

athletes have an opportunity to experience
the pressure of an important international

meet
"Making the World Championship team

is a major accomplishment, but I'm not
excited as much as I could be," Vickers said.

See VICKERS, page 15

Golf wins PaolO honors
Iliree members from the national champion
UCl.A women's golf program were named
to the all-Pac-10 team. Lisa Kiggens,
Debbie Koyama and LaRce Sugg made the

first team, and Jackie Tobian-Slcinmann
earned coach of the year honors.

Two Bruins go to Taiwan
UCLA's Rehema Stephens and Nicole
Anderson have been selected for the Pac-10
women's all-star basketball team that will

compete in the Wiliam Jones Cup Interna-

tional in Taipei, Taiwan starting June 29.

Crew ends UCLA career
The UCLiS women's crew team finished
third in U.S. Championships in Cincinnati
in June, and the Bruin men placed sixth.

Boston University won the women's eights
division, and the University of Pennsylva-
nia defeated Northeastern.

80th Year, No. 2
Circulation: 11,000

Mann ends late

film screenings
Citing a decline in business,

Mann theaters have decided to
end all their late-night screen-
ings in Westwood Village.

Although city officials asked
the theaters to cancel late
showings of movies considered
"controversial," due to several
outbreaks of violence and prop-
erty damage in the Village that
police linked to film screenings,
Mann officials say lack of
business forced the cancellation
of all the shows that used to start

between midnight and 1 a.m.
Other Village theaters, such

as the Avco General Cinema
and United Artists Coronet,
continue to offer their late

shows on weekends.

Inside
Program fights

dropout rates

UCLA's Trimentor Program
unites successful alumni of
color with UCLA sophomores
and local high school sopho-
mores of the same ethnic
backgrounds in an attempt to

curb staggering drop-out rates.

See page 2

Viewpoint

Why we lost
the Gulf War

Columnist Brian Smedley
examines the aftermath of the
Gulf War and its often hypo-
critical results.

See page 6

Arts & Entertainment

'Rocketeer'
jets into town

Disney's *Thc Rocketeer"
takes the box office by storm
with a return to the action films

of the *30s and *40s.

See page 8

Bruin catciies

for Pittsburgh

Don Slaught has made "the
show" after a big career at

UCLA.

See page 16
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By Brigitte Brady

Chancellor Charles Young,
along with other top officials of the

University of California, will feel

budget cuts in their very own
pockets starting next month.

In a June meeting at UCLA, the
UC Board of Regents decided to

freeze all salaries at their current
levels for the university president,

chancellors and other senior
executives and managers who earn

$90,000 or more a year.

The regents cited the severe
state budget shortfall as the main
reason for their decision. The
freeze, which is expected to save
$11.8 million, came in the wake of
a UC plan unveiled in February to

save $295 million in operating
costs.

'The slate is facing a serious
budget situation in the same way
other organizations and companies
are," said UC Spokesman Mike

UC officials face salary fi«eze
Alva. "(The freeze) is not easy, but
it is the university's belief that it is

a necessity.**

University officials learned they
had to drastically reduce spending
after the state released its budget
proposal for the upcoming fiscal

year.

According to officials, the
freeze will affect 500 top employ-
ees and may include deans at the

nine UC campuses.

*There has been no objections,"

said Michael Granfield, UCLA*s

Wilson and legislative leaders

search for budget crisis solution
By Ted Appel
Ur)ited Press Internatbnal

Governor Pete Wilson and legi-

slative leaders searched for a
political compromise Wednesday
that would unlock money from
California's huge pension fund to
help solve the state budget crisis.

Wilson and top lawmakers met
for nearly two hours to negotiate
what role the California Public

Employees Retirement System
will play in shrinking the stale's

$14.3 billion deficit

'There is some arm wrestling
going on in there," Assembly
Republican leader Ross Johnson of
Fullerton told reporters after the
meeting.

Another round of talks was
scheduled for 4 p.m. PDT.

See BUDGET, page 4

vice chancellor for academic plan-
ning and budget "I think every-
body feels that as senior
administrators, we should take the

lead in this."

In addition to the executive
salary freeze, other UC admini-
strators, who earn less than
$90,000, will not be eligible for

salary increases based on merit
until January 1. 1992.

Also, UC staff and faculty will

not receive cost-of-living
increases in the next year, accord-
ing to the budget proposal. Howev-
er, both will be eligible for

increases based on merit
The salary freeze is one of many

attempts by the university to save
money.

"We are deferring maintenance,
cutting purchases, cutting enroll-

ment by 5,500 students over the

next three to four years, and
making corresponding reductions
in faculty and staff," Alva said.

Gays, lesbians march down 'avenue of pride
By Kara Bouton

A West Hollywood street
became an avenue of pride as more
than 300,000 gays, lesbians and
other supporters celebrated at a
parade Sunday.

Participants — ranging from
professional to religious to family
support groups, as well as promi-
nent gay leaders— marched in the
annual Christopher Street West
Gay and Lesbian Pride parade held
along Santa Monica Boulevard
amidst thousands of spectators.

The parade commemorates the
Stonewall Riots that occurred in

New York in 1969. These riots

were spurred by a police raid of a
Christopher Street West bar that

resulted in the arrests of several
gay men.

Many groups concerned with
the quality of care for AIDS
patients and AIDS research also
marched in the parade. The Gay
and Lesbian scientists carried a
placard which said, *The onlv
thing we have in our closets is our
lab coats."

Another group included fami-
lies of Gays and Lesbians, who
held such signs as, **My mom is

straight and that's okay."
Many different religious groups

also auended the parade, carrying
signs with such sayings as, "God
loves Gays (and heterosexuals)."

Ken Bencomo, better known as
the guy who dresses up as the
UCLA mascot Joe Bruin, led the
UCLA Pride Cooperative, repre-
senting UCLA students at the
parade. The cooperative consisted

Float passengers wave to the
Hollywood.

of gay and lesbian students, facul-

ty, staff and alumni.

"Walking behind Joe Bruin, I

felt the most school spirit ever,"

said UCLA junior James MacCur-
dy, former editor of Ten Percent
UCLA's gay, lesbian and bisexual

newsmagazine.
He said UCLA alumni who

were watching the parade ran out
and joined the group as it passed
by.

The alumni said that it was good

-i >^ /-» _j . ^ MICHAEL uTn
crowd at Sundays Gay and Lesbian Pride parade in West

to sec a UCLA group at the parade
because when they attended the
university there was no UCLA
contingent in the parade.
A truck of AIDS patients who

were unable to march was led by
other AIDS patients who could.
This drew a strong round of
applause from the crowd.
The Grand Marshals of the

parade were lobbyists for Califor-
nia State Assembly Bill 101. This
bill would add a clause to the

"The only thing we
have in our closets is

our lab coats."

Parade placard

existing California anti-discrimi-
nation law, making it illegal lo
prohibit a person from obtaining

See PRIDE, page 4

UCLA gl^uate beaten to death in her apartment
By Tina Chao

Just one week after her gradua-
tion from UCLA, Isabel Martinez
was brutally beaten to death in her
Palms apartment.

Friends found the 24-year-old
sociology student's body eariy
Sunday morning.

MaUincz had been celebrating
her recent graduation with a group
of friends in the mountains, hut
returned to UCLA Saturday
morning to take a bilingual teach-
ing exam, according to the friends.

**I heard her come home from
her trip," Martinez's neighbor

said. "I saw her come back with a
man. She went upstairs. After five

or 10 minutes, she came down with
her trash bag."

The neighbor said she heard a
lot of noise coming from inside the

apartment 15 minutes after Mar-
tinez returned from throwing out
the garbage.

*'l heard moans and stomping,"
she said. "1 rang the d^rbcll but
there was no answer. I am not sure
if there was a man with her after

she returned upstairs."

Friends grew concerned when
she did not return to the cabin in the
evening as expected. They found

Martinez's clothed body at 8:30
a.m. Sunday in the bedroom of her
3611'/j Hughes Ave. apartment

Police said there was no evi-

dence of a forced entry. They
would not disclose any possible
motives or the weapon used in the
slaying.

According to her mother, Mar-
tinez did not have problems with
anyone. **I have so many doubts.
She was a quiet girl.*'

Her parents Marcelerio and
Isabel Chavez Martinez, and four
brothers and sisters survive Mar-
tinez.

Martinez grew up in the Com-

pion area. She attended Wilming-
ton Junior High School and
Sagrado High School before
entering UCLA.

The Los Angeles coroner cites

multiple injuries as the official

cause of death. Martinez's body
was released Wednesday to Forest
Lawn iHoiiuary at ^uniiyside.

"She was a good girl and a nice
lady," her neighbor said. "If I had
called 911, maybe she would be
alive today."

No one has lived in iht anan-
ment since Martinez wa^ uund,
she said.
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Preservation Hall

Jazz Band

Friday, June 28 at 8 pm
Wadsworth Theater $20. 17.

9*

Traditional New Orleans jazz is alive and bouncing!

"Both young and old love the music of PHJB!"

fThe Plain Dealer).

UCLA
< PNtFR FOR THF
PtR FORM INC.

ARTS
For more informatlon/Charge-by-PlKme: (213) 825-9261

MAY COMPANY A MUSIC PLUS
(21)) 4M-3232 • (714) 740-2000

*3(ud«nts with full-time ID. Student tickets not available at TicketMaster. Rush at shoM^ime
for students euid Sr. Citizens (limited availability). Performance will start on time. No late

seating.

oujvEtsritt

, Free Delivery
100% Real Mozzarella Cheese & Fresh Ingredients

Fast

X-Large Pizza I!..
Large

iiHawaiian Pizza
1 -Topping

II or 2 other
2-Cokes

Only

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
11
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

toppings

Only

Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am Friday-Saturday 11 -2am

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd. #10

(1 block east of Barrington)

Tlic Isl Annual "World Famous" Oar Mouse

SUMMER VACATION SCIK^LARSIIIP

RfJLES
1) Type a 1 10 2 page paper entitled "Why you should give me the

money (why I deserve the money)"

Musi include: Name
Address

Phone number

I.Q.

Hat size

2) All entnes must be received by midnight. Wednesday. August 21

.

1991.

3) Top 10 finalists will be invited back to the Oar House on August 28,

1991 to compete for scholarship pnze.

4) Finalists will be judged in 4 areais'

a. PiMrwiUte onfiaaliiy.

c Atai«vioctM|al

brow

Tnck-

5) Winner will receive a $250 scholarship to the school of his/her

choice, a six pack of beer and a warm handshake.

6) All finalists will receive lots of retUy neat scuff

7) All entrants must be at least 21 years of age (and prove it!) Winner

must be eitrolled in a accredited college or university for Fall 1991

(and prove it).

294- /'.AIN 6TREET, 5ANTA i^jONICA, CA 90405-396-4725

Healthwatch
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IVIotorcyle, scooter accidents

augment UCLA insurance rates
By Laurel Eu
Student Health Services

When students pay the
increased registration fees for fall

quarter, they may notice that

health insurance rates have also

gone up.

Last year, the insurance com-
pany handling UCLA's Medical
Insurance Plan (MIP) paid out

more in claims than it received in

premiums.

Although this means the plan—
which insures about 30 percent of
the student population — is going
to cost more, the rates are still

substantially lower than those of

comparable insurance plan.s on the

open market.

The cost of medical care,

incurred by MlP-insured students

who were involved in motorcycle

and scooter accidents, was one of

the primary factors causing the fee

hike, said Linda Amicarclli, MIP
coordinator at Student Health

Services.

Seventeen MIP claims were

filed for motorcycle and scooter

accidents since the beginning of

this academic year.

While the most serious injuries

resulted in death and paralysis, the

average accident involved broken

bones, cuts, bruises and sprains—
all of which have high physical and

financial costs.

The total combined medical

expenses for the 17 injuries has

reached more than $433,000 so far,

Amicarelli said.

"Individual expenses have
ranged from a low of $624 for a

minor injury to a high of $180,000
for a serious non-death injury," she
explained.

In addition to the increasing

number of insurance claims, infla-

tion also took its toll on health

insurance. The combined influ-

ences caused the MIP insurance

company. Bankers United Life

Assurance Company, to raise the

plan's annual fee.

The cost for undergraduates

ages 21 and younger will increase

$106 to $535 per year.

See INSURANCE, page 5

Trimentor Program aims to reduce

dropout rates of students of color
By Jinah Kim

If current trends continue, 53
percent of all undergraduate stu-

dents of color will drop out of
UCLA before they reach their last

year m school.

This figure is significantly high-

er than that for white students,

whose dropout rate is 33 percent.

In an effort to curb the stagger-

ing statistics, the UCLA Alumni
Association's Dr. Ralph Bunche
Program embarked on a three-year

study which is now entering its last

year.

The Trimentor Program unites

successful UCLA alumni of color

with UCLA sophomores and local

high school sophomores from the

same ethnic background. Sopho-
mores are considered the best

candidates because their progress

can be measured for up to three

years.

After being chosen, alumni and
students serve as mentors for one
another. The alumni serve as role

models for the students because
they are proof that being a person
of color does not necessarily

prevent someone from becoming
successful.

There are 20 teams of alumni
and students currently active. They
meet at least once a month at the

West Center to discuss career

planning strategies, study skills

and intergroup relations that will

help the students stay in school.

"1 think the biggest challenge

for most minority students is

financial aid," said Rhonda Albey,

an Amencan Indian alumna who
received her doctorate in education

from UCLA. "Also, it's a chal-

lenge for students who have to

figure out what to do on their own
if no one in their family has ever

gone to college."

In addition to their formal

monthly meetings, many teams
meet more often for dinner or

lunch throughout the month. They
also call each other when they have
problems or just need a friend to

talk to.

Spending so much time with

each other helps them to better

understand each other's needs and
to build friendships, Albey
explained.

"It's so hard to keep together

with people of your own back-
ground," she said. "I think this

program is a wonderful way to

keep in touch. I know it's helped
the students I work with."

The program has helped Jody
Brockington, an African-Ameri-
can junior who joined last year, to

understand how to overcome racial

barriers in the workplace.

'The (alumni) talk a lot about

racial discrimination in jobs," she

said. "It prepares me for what's

ahead because I already have two
negatives in this society — I'm
black and I'm female."

Brockington also sees much

The Trimentor Prog-

ram unites successful

UCLA alumni of coU
or with UCLA
sophomores and local

high school sopho-
mores from the same
ethnic background
. . . The alumni serve

as . . . proof that
being a person of col-

or does not necessar-

ily prevent someone
from becoming suc-

cessful

racial tension at UCLA. 'There's a

lot of separatism here. There's not
only black and white issues, but

even within the black community
there's prejudice." she explained.

"Part of the reason why I joined the

program was so I could be exposed
to other cultures and meet people

from different backgrounds.**

Al Talib
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Bnjin Life

KLA radio

Daily Bmin

La Gente de Aztlan

NOMMO Pacific Ties TenPercent Together

TheASUCLA Media Training Program is an eight-week oouree required if you want to
write for the Daily/Summer BnjIn and recommended for those interested in the other
publications.

If you are interested pidt up an application packet &testat112Kerckhoffandhaveit
back to 1 12J Keitkhoff (Meda Adviser's office) by noon on Friday, June 28.

Briefs
World

Stanfonl study calls

Mars landing feasible

WASHINGTON, D.C. — An interna-

tional effort could land the first human
exploration team on Mars and establish a

permanent base on the Red Planet within
21 years, a report concluded Wednesday.
The exploration would use curtently

available technologies from the United
States. Soviet Union and Japan and cost
about one-tenth what NASA has pro-
jected a Mars mission could cost, the

report said.

The report stems from a six-month
study conducted by four professors and 25
graduate students at Stanford University
in California and five senior Soviet space
engineers.

The Mars exploration team would be
composed of three men and three women
and it would take about nine months to

travel from Earth to Mars. The team
would spend more than one year on Mars
and then take nine months to return. The
base would oe permanent and would be
reoccupied and expanded after the first

crew departs.

Flint indicates recent

Neanderthal location

WASHINGTON. D.C. — Ancient
pieces of charred flint unearthed in a cave
in France indicate the brutish Neandert-
hals lived in Europe relatively recently

and at the same time as modem human
ancestors, it was reported Wednesday.

Although it remains unclear if there

was any contact between Neanderthals
and the more highly developed Cro-Mag
non man, the findings confirm archaeolo-

gists' suspicions that their existence

overlapped several thousand years.

*This is the first definite confirmation
that Neanderthals were around that late,"

said Christopher Stringer of the National
History Museum in London.
Neanderthals were cavedwellers

believed to have lived in Europe from
between as long as 200,000 years ago
until as recently as about 35,000 to 40,000
years ago.

Nation

Fillmore cleared as
Taylor murder suspect

MORAVIA, N.Y. — Residents of
Millard Fillmore's hometown were
relieved Wednesday to learn his name
was cleared of an alleged conspiracy to

poison President Zachary Taylor.

Fillmore, the nation's 13th president,

who grew up just outside this Finger

Lakes village, was a prime suspect in the

conspiracy suggested by a Florida histo-

rian because he was a vice president who
ascended to the presidency with Taylor's

death.

But with the news from the Kentucky

Medical Examiner's Office that Taylor,

the nation's 12th president, did not die of
arsenic poisoning, Fillmore's name was
cleared.

"A lot of places around here are named
after Fillmore and were very happy about

the whole thing. It's very good news,"

said Moravia Mayor Robert Copley.

Moravia celebrates Fillmore Days
every summer to honor the memory of
their hometown hero. The mayor said

with Fillmore's newfound notoriety as an
exonerated murder suspect, this year's

celebrations may be the biggest yet

Texas cable company
decides to boot MTV
TYLER, Texas — A cable television

company with operations in six states has
ignited a controversy with its decision to

drop the MTV music video network
because of videos it considers borderline

pornography.

The move has angered many customers
who accused the company of making
moral decisions for adults. But it has
pleased others who long have complained
about sexually explicit videos.

An MTV official denied TCA's deci-

sion was based on the content of some
videos.

"We are negotiating over fees. This has
nothing to do with program content," said

Carole Robinson, vice president for MTV
press relations in New York.

"If (MTV is) saying that," countered
TCA President Fred Nichols, "they're just

totally telhng an incorrect statement It's

absolutely a content problem."

State

Occidental gives up
Palisades oil claim

Occidental Petroleum Corp. gave up its

decade-long fight to drill for oil off

Pacific Palisades Wednesday, agreeing to

return to the city two acres of oil-rich

oceanview property and dropping its

claim to the land.

During a brief ceremony in MayorTom
Bradley's office. Occidental Chairman
Ray Irani signed away all rights to the real

estate along Pacific Coast Highway and
the 20 to 50 million barrels of oil believed

to be bubbling beneath it

"Occidental, for many, many years, had

sought to drill for oil when we believed oil

was in the Pacific Palisades," Irani said.

"In the spirit of putting this problem
behind us, we have decided not to pursue
the Palisades project"

Occidental spent milhons of dollars

fighting for the right to drill on the site

after the city deeded the property —
which sits beneath one of the city's most
exclusive neighborhoods — to the Los
Angeles-based oil company.

But opposition by area residents —
who objected to plans to build oil derricks

and drilling machines between their

homes and the Pacific shoreline —
eventually led to the approval of a city

ballot measure in 1988 that banned
drilling within 1,000 yards of city

coastline.

Two Marines die in

test drive accident
CAMP PENDLETON — Two Mar-

ines were killed and a third Marine was
shghtly injured when their light armored
vehicle tumbled down an embankment
near Aliso Canyon during a test drive,

authorities said Wednesday.
The accident occurred shortly after 7

p.m. Tuesday when the vehicle plunged
300 feet down the 800-foot, 65-degrce
incline near Aliso Canyon at Camp
Pendleton.

The Marines, all members of the 1st

Marine Division, were test driving the

LAV-25 after it had been through routine

maintenance, according to a base spokes-

man.

One Marine died at the scene and the

second was pronounced dead on arrival at

Camp Pendleton Naval Hospital. The
third Marine was treated for minor
injuries.

Front United Press International
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From page 1

employment or housing based on
sexual orientation.

Throughout the parade, parti-

cipants carried signs in support of
this measure.

The bill is still in the Assembly
Ways and Means Committee, but it

is expected to pass through that

committee soon and go to the
Assembly floor for a vote two days
later, said Duane Peterson, a
spokesman for Assemblyman Tom
Hayden (D—Santa Monica).
Governor Wilson is expected to

support the bill.

Booths sponsored by different

organizations were also part of the
weekend*s activities. They
included ear piercing, food and
people involved in AIDS care and
research.

This was the first year that the
Los Angeles PoUce Department
had a booth in the festival. This
drew controversy because it was
the first time the police department
recruited openly gay people.
Police participation in the event
came in the wake of the "coming
out" of a lesbian woman on the
police force.

With this in mind, the parade
crowd continuously cheered the
Los Angeles County sheriffs who
were patrolling the parade route.

These parades are usually held
on the same day in cities across the
nation, but because many people
wanted to attend both the San
Francisco and Los Angeles para-
des, they were held on different

weekends.

One of the marchers yelled,

"Come to San Francisco, where
the real party is."

BUDGET
From page 1

Wilson has proposed taking
$1 .6 billion from the pension fund
to help balance the $56.4 billion

Slate budget passed by the Legis-
lature last week. The money now is

used to protect the purchasing
power of some retirees.

The governor also has proposed
restructuring the board that con-
trols the $63 billion pension fund.
Wilson wants to appoint a majority
to the board, a move that would
weaken the grip of state employees
over the powerful policy-making
panel.

State Senate leaders had origi-

nally signed off on both proposals,
but postponed a floor vote on the
plan after state workers whipped
up a massive pubUcity campaign to

defeat it and other austerity mea-
sures that would result in salary
cuts, unpaid furloughs and reduc-
tions in their health benefits.

A group of state workers pro-
tested against the proposals out-
side Wilson's home in the
Sacramento suburb of Fair Oaks,
said Pat McConahay, a spokeswo-
man for the California State
Employees Association.

"Our people are very frus-

trated," McConahay said. "We feel

it's symbolic to picket at his house.
He can run. but he can't hide."

McConahay denied a published
report the union had started a drive

to recall Wilson. She said the

group, which represents about
129.000 active and retired stale

workers, will not attempt a recall

drive, but individual CSEA mem-
bers may be considering it in anger
at Wilson's budget-balancing
pioposals.

"It (a recall diive) would tx; ikHJ

expensive." she said. "It's not

where we want to concentrate our
efforts."

Although the Legislature has

See BUDGET, page 5

8 arrested in

'gay bashing'

after parade
United Press International

One of eight teenagers arrested
in a "gay-bashing" incident,

involving two men attacked hours
after a gay pride parade, was
charged Wednesday with civil

rights violations.

Walid Ali Fakhreddine, 19,

charged with two of the felony
counts, was arrested along with the

other teenagers early Monday.
The teenagers allegedly

attacked Brie Cooper, 29, and
Victor Rawl, 34. Cooper and Rawl
were accosted on a West Holly-

wood street about two blocks from
the starting point of the annual Los
Angeles Gay and Lesbian Pride
Parade.

Rawl had been touring clubs and
restaurants, taking in post-parade

festivities after Sunday's celebra-

tion.

BUDGET
From page 4

ahcady passed a spending plan for

the 1991-92 fiscal year that begins

July 1, lawmakers still need to act

on a variety of tax increases,

welfare cuts and other pieces of

legislation needed to make the

budget work.

Lawmakers were told to prepare

for a marathon weekend session to

vote on the remaining pieces of the

budget Members of the Assembly
were notified that no airline tickets

would be issued for them to return

to their home districts over the

weekend.

INSURANCE
From page 2

Also, the five-tier age rating has

been reduced to three tiers. So the

annual MIP fee for undergraduates

ages 22 to 39 will be $701 per year,

up $146 from the former age 22 to

27 tier and up $1 1 from the former
age 28 to 39 tier.

Insured people ages 40 and
above will pay $1,436 next year,

up $404 from the former age 40 to

49 tier and down $2,034 from the

former age 50 and above tier.

The mandatory medical insur-

ance requirement for UCLA gra-

duate students has helped to

stabilize MIP fee increases for that

group. The fee for next year will

increase by only 10 percent, from
$540 to $594.

While these increases appear

quite substantial, a comparison
reveals that they are considerably

better than those an individual

student could obtain in the open
marketplace for comparable
coverage.

For example. Blue Shield insur-

ance (Preferred Provider Plan),

with a $250 deductible, costs

$ 1 684.80 per year for ages 19 to 29

and $2,193.60 for ages 30 to 39.

Although students who did not

purchase MIP during spring quar-

ter are not covered at Student

Health Services during the sum-

mer, they can receive services at

SHS on a fee-for-service basis or

through the $150 summer plan

called PUSH, a pre-paid plan

which covers a variety of services

that students may need.

Records show that purchasing

PUSH IS advantageous because

most students receive an average

of $260 worth of UCLA health

services during the summer.

For more information about the

UCLA MIP Plan, call 825-8 156 or

825-1856. For information about

PUSH, call 825-1548.
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Viewpoint
Commentary

Americans are the big iosers in tiie Guif War
The war attempted to

stifle democratic rights

s
ome notes on patriotism

and the democratic pro-

cess in honor of our

nation's upcoming birthday:

Five months have passed

since the U.S. military machine
and its allies removed the Iraqi

army from Kuwait. The last of

many parades honoring our

returning troops has been

staged, and American euphoria

and pride is bursting like scuds

in the night sky. We marveled
over our high-tech killing

machines, smihng with the

knowledge that good old-fash-

ioned Yankee engineering has

proven superior again. We won
the battle of the Gulf.

But we have lost the war.

I don*t mean to spoil the

party — but maybe I do. I

won't debate the moraUty of

Americans that celebrate kill-

ing, destruction and suffering

of the Iraqi and Kuwaiti peo-

ple. It's not my job to note

that the peaceful alternative to

war, economic sanctions, were
reported to have had a devas-

tating effect on the Iraqi eco-

nomy (and therefore were
working as planned) prior to

the first missiles being fired. I

won't point out that, despite

Bush's protestations that we
served in defense of democracy
and the American way of life,

Kuwait remains a monarchy. I

don't even think it necessary

to report that despite our

"smart" bombs and stealth

fighters, Saddam Hussein is

still in power.

The fact remains, however,

that we Americans are the big

losers. We have ahenated pre-

viously neutral nations who
opposed our intervention in the

Gulf. We have turned many
Arab nations against us, and in

doing so have compromised
our ability to effectively aid in

peace negotiations in the

Middle East We have spent

billions of dollars to further

estabUsh ourselves as the

world's police force, judge and
jury — a role that we are

neither economically nor mor-
ally capable of supporting.

What we have gained in

return is the right to arrogantly

wave our flag, puff out our

chests a little more and pro-

claim that the "Vietnam Syn-
drome" is over.

What does it mean when a

nation celebrates over an event

such as the Gulf War? What
does it mean to claim that

Americans are no longer sensi-

tive to Vietnam and the les-

sons it purportedly taught us?

The "Vietnam Syndrome,"
according to most reports, is

the despair that many Amcri-

Brian
Smedley

•*wt;tttf7B>€P^i^/UeeiJS-0W7t^¥e^rU/2^^f^
•

cans felt over the tragedy of a

wrong war, and the subsequent

treatment of our military veter-

ans who served in that con-

flict We worried and agonized

that we had sent our young
men and women to maimings,

emotional impairment and death

in the jungles of a far—off

land that most Americans

ried that mighty America had

lost its role as a force for

peace in the world.

What a relief to know that

we don't have to worry any-

more.

And this makes us losers.

Many Americans rejected

open debate of the merits of

the Gulf War, claiming that

footage of anti—war demon-
strations and barely mentioned
the existence of organized

opposition to the war.

In so doing, we sacrificed

the rights that we cherish most
and believed we were protect-

ing. In a true democracy,

debate must precede policy.

Although a few voices of

I don't mean to spoil the party— but maybe I do. I won't debate die morality of

Americans that celebrate killir^ destruction and suffering of the Iraqi and
Kuwaiti people. It's not my job to note that the peaceful alternative to war, eco^

nomic sanctions, were reported to have had a devastating effect on the Iraqi eco^

nomy (and therefore were workup as planned) prior to die first missiles being
fired*

neither knew of nor cared

about. We worried that our
government had perhaps not

executed good judgement in

engaging in this war, and that

somehow, we'd have to be

more responsible for watching
over our elected officials to

make sure that they would nol

repeat such actions. We wor-

debate would hurt the morale
of our troops. We developed

a knee-jerk, unthinking opposi-

tion to those who questioned

our right (God-given, no doubt)
to become as barbaric as

Hussein in our use of devas-

tating force over a smaller,

weaker op|X)nent. Some news
stations even refused to show

opposition were heard on Cap-
ital Hill and in local govern-
ments, it was clear that most
Americans didn't want to hear
the nay-sayers. By our indiffer-

ence, neglect or nationalistic

defensiveness, we failed to

uphold one of the most impor-
tant ideals of American society.

We sought U) stifie democracy.

What is most unsettling

about these recent events, how-
ever, is now that we arc over

the "Vietnam Syndrome," we
will continue to abdicate our

rights and responsibilities as

citizens in a democracy. We
will no longer question our

leaders, for in the eyes of

most Americans, they were
unflinchingly correct in their

handling of the Gulf Crisis.

We no longer need to worry
about wrong wars, hippie pro-

testers, nay-sayers, bad feelings

about ourselves and Old Glory,

for our leaders have convinced

us that it is time to feel good
again. Pride and emotion have
replaced reason, while parades

and flag-waving have replaced

forums for understanding.

The political right claimed

that we were defending the

American family and the

American way of life. Even
"objective" news reporters

helped lo spread this mytholo-

gy, for fear that if they did

not report this rationale as

"fact," viewers would brand

the media as "anti-American"

and ratings would slip. The
fact is. however, that American
families were never more
threatened than when U.S. sol-

diers were sent to fight in the

desert. And the "way of life"

that we were protecting turns

out to be no more than our

conviction that it is our right

to consume over 25 percent of

the worid's oil and gas resour-

ces.

The fact that these funda-

mental assumptions about our

involvement in the Persian

Gulf went unchallenged in the

media makes our public debate

look like the political process

in Stalinist Russia.

Thank goodness we don't

have to worry anymore.

Smedley is a doctoral candi-

date in psychology.
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Vietnam art

Editor:

As the person who spon-
sored and placed the canvas
mural which hung over the

entrance to the Wight Gallery

during the Vietnam art shows,
let me respond to the Vietnam-
ese refugee who wrote to

express his anger at it (Daily

Bruin, "Vietnam art," May 21).

The 10x24 foot canvas was
painted at UCLA by one of
the best public artists of Cuba,
Rene Mederos, who was

invited especially for the pur-

pose by the university.

It depicts not, as the writer

says, "heaven on earth brought

to the people by the commun-
ist regime," but pride in inde-

pendence and the hopes for a

"Vietnam 10 times more beau-

tiful," expressed by President

Ho Chi Minh, whose portrait

appears on the canvas and felt

by the millions of Vietnamese
(the vast majority) who have

remained in the country to

rebuild it after it was destroy-

ed by the United States.

Ever since a reunited

Letters

Vietnam achieved independence
in 1975, when the defeated

United States withdrew, the

United States has continued to

harass the country by diploma-
tic, economic and military

means, which has radically

impeded reconstruction.

By contrast under U.S. influ-

ence, (South) Vietnam had to

import rice and produce a very

different commodity: sex. Tens
of thousands of impoverished

girls and women became pros-

titutes. Compare the chief

female figure in the canvas, a

beautiful young woman

inscribed "LAN" to commemo-
rate the sacrifice of a young
militant, herself the product of

the rape of a Viemamese
woman by a French soldier,

killed by U.S. bombing.
Life in Vietnam is no para-

dise and it is absurd to claim

that the Cuban artist or any
Vietnamese pretend that it is;

but no one starves, goods and
services are equitably distri-

buted and the Vietnamese in

Viemam (as I can testify from
two recent visits) arc touch-

ingly anxious to be firiends

with erstwhile enemies. So are

many Vietnamese refugees, by

the way.

Hoang M.H. Nguyen would

do better to put his anger

behind him, to take pride in

his country of origin and work
for reconciliation as we do.

I have now moved the

canvas in question to the

Southern Cahfomia Library for

Social Studies and Research,

6120 S. Vermont Avenue.

David Kunzle
Professor

Art history
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B B plus tax

G\osses
ConWrt*

One Hottt

PIZZA
PROMISE'
You'll V it! I

ivm^noVions

an •»»"*•"

DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. INC.

10930 WEYBURN WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1384
'Price per lens. Exam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed.

Acapulco
&^

Buy
One Combo,
Get One Free!

Bring this ad to your

favorite Acapulco, order any

of our Sonora, Baja, Duran^. or

El Conquistador combinations

and ^t a second combination

of equal or lesser value

absolutely free!

W

i k

^}

Mexican Restaurant& Cantina

SANTA MONICA
3360 Ocean Park Ave.

450-8665

WESTWOOD
n09(ilendon Ave.

208-3884

PLAYA DEL REY
8360 W. Manchester Ave.

822-4031

Limit two discounts per coupon.
Not valid with any ocher coupon, advertised special.

carry-out. or t>anquets. Expires 7/14/91

grocery • produce • dairy • deli • bakery

$1.69
SIX PACK
12 oz. cans
+ tax & CRV

COMPARE & SAVE! breadstiks Ralphs

Bing Cherries, lb $1 .79
Fresh squeezed Orange Juice, 32 oz 2.69
Deli fresh sliced Roast Beef, lb 6.49
Kelloggs Raisin Bran, 20 oz 2.99
Jif Peanut Butter, 1 8 oz 2.79
Prego spaghetti sauce, reg, 30 oz 1 .99
Milk, nonfat, 1 gal 2.29
Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream, pint 2.49

$1.89
2.99
6.89
3.19
3.11

2.19
2.38
2.69

Any 32 oz

Sports Bottle
refill

49*

These are even/dav prices, not sale prices.

OPEN TIL .

11 PM PARKING

1057 GAYLEY AVE • 209-1111
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Arts & Entertainment
Film

Up, up and away
'The Rocketeer' returns fans to a bygone era

By Aaron Dobbs

'The Rocketeer" stars Bill Campbell as air-racing pilot Cliff Secord, who finds a super-cool
rocket pack.

"They don't make movies like that any-

more!"

How often have you heard someone say that?

You watch an old movie, a classic, and you
wish that someone would make a movie like

they did in the '40s and '50s.

When our parents were kids and they went to

the movies, they enjoyed Saturday Matinee
action/fantasy films. They enjoyed chapter

plays, cliffhangers, serials (call them whatever
you want) which no matter how unrealistic they

looked, kept the audience members on the edge
of their seats and kept them coming back every

week to see what happened.

Now, in the year 1991, Walt Disney Pictures— the king of family entertainment— is taking

audiences back to tliat time in movie history, to

those simple stories. They've given us "The
Rocketeer."

What a movie this is. It has a good guy for ii«j

to root for. It has a bad guy for us to boo. It has a
love story. It has special effects and action

galore. But most importantly it has a simple,
easy-to-follow story that takes the audience out
of the '90s and transports us back to the late

'30s.

Cliff Secord (BiU Campbell) is a flyer. He
dreams of flying in the Nationals (some sort of
acrobatic or racing competition for airplanes).

With the help of his friend and mentor Peevy
(Alan Arkin), Cliff has a plane which should
take him to the competition.

Cliff gets sidetracked when his plane is

destroyed in an accident, and he finds a weird
object which has been hidden in the hanger. The
object is a jetpack prototype which, unknown to

Cliff, has been designed by Aeronautic genius
Howard Hughes but was stolen by the mob.

It turns out that the mob was stealing this

strap-on-your-back-so-you-can-fly jet pack for

the number three box office draw in the movies— Neville Sinclair (Timothy Dalton). When
they learn Cliff has the pack they go after him to

get it. Also after him is the FBI who wants to
make sure this rocket does not fall into the

wrong hands. Cliff (who has been dubbed the
Rocketeer by the press after he saved one of his

friends who was about to crash) suddenly finds
himself in a bind, because he also has to save
his beautiful girlfriend Jenny Blake (Jennifer
Connelly) from Sinclair.

There are a few words which can be used to

describe this picture — fun, exciting, incredi-

ble. Director Joe Johnston ("Honey, I Shrunk
the Kids") has proved he has the knack to take a
wild idea and make it work. The film has the

same visual style as his first picture, and he does
a wonderful job of making the screenplay work.

Screenwriters Danny Bilson and Paul De
Meo are used to dealing with characters taken
from comic books (they are executive produc-
ers of **The Flash"). Bilson and De Meo have
written a simple and straightforward story

which never confuses the audience. They have
taken the action/fantasy film from the '40s and
recreated it here perfectly, while at the same
time keeping closer to the original comic book
than almost any other movie adaptation in

recent history.

Campbell (a newcomer to film with many
television credits) is fabulous as Secord. The
important thing about CUff is that he's rot the

perfect superhero — he's just a man who
happened to find a rocket pack which will make
him fly who then goes on to help save the world.
He has his faults — he's kind of dense,

incredibly one-track minded and even kind of
awkward. Most of all, he's an innocent, and
Campbell portrays him to near perfection.

Connelly C*The Hot Spot," "Career Oppor-

tunities**) is once again used as scenery, but this

time she's also given a central and well-deve-
loped character. Also once again, she shows the

audience that she is much more than just a

pretty face. Jenny is the character caught in the

middle of everything. She is heroic but most of
all she is also an innocent (which is why Cliff

and she are perfect for each other). As she has
shown in the past, Connelly has mastered the
innocent looks.

Arkin also gives a wonderful performance as

Peevy. providing many of the film's laughs, and
Paul Sorvino is great as mob boss Eddie
Valentine.

The real prize in the picture, though, is

Dalton. He is so magnificent as the wicked yet
suave and attractive Neville Sinclair that the

audience really starts to hate him. Sinclair is a
real bad guy. The character is meant to

resemble Errol Flynn in mannerisms and
personality and saying anything more about
Dalton's performance wouldn't do it justice.

*The Rocketeer" is the type of movie that we
acted out when we were little kids. Sure it has
some problems and some of the things which
happen are totally unbelievable and ridiculous— like the huge Nazi zeppelin flying over
Griffith Observatory, and why is it that the

Rocketeer doesn't bum his legs or ankles with
those flames coming out of his back? — but it

doesn't matter. Most importantly, the film is

fun and fantastic entertainment

RLM: "The Rocketeer." Written by Danny Bilson &
Paul De Meo. Based on the Graphic Novel The
Rocketeer" created by Dave Stevens. Directed by Joe
Johnston. Produced by Lawrence Gordon, Charles
Gordon and Lloyd Levin. A Walt Disney Pictures
release of a Gordon Company in assoaation with
Silver Screen Partners IVjxoduction with Bill Camp-
bell, Jennifer Connelly, iimolhy Dalton, Alan Arkin
and Paul Sorvino. (Rated PG: violence; 108 minutes).
Now playing dtywide. •••

New 'Robin Hood' watchable but not notable

Kevin Costner stars as the immortal English
legend Robin Hood.

By Jason S. Stewart

Summer Bruin Staff

All right, go ahead and scream if this

seems like the millionth review you've seen
of the new Kevin Costner vehicle, "Robin
Hood: Prince of Thieves."

Depending on your source, you've
probably heard it ain't that great — with
maybe an occasional positive word from a
lone critic, or more likely, from word of
mouth. So what's the story here — is it

worth it, or is it just a $50 million hunk o'

junk?

Ultimately, it's worth every penny. Why?
Because tlie final product is exactly what
the producers probably first sold it as — or
at least what Warner Bros, expected. With a

lead actor (who's more right for the role of
carrying a blockbuster than filling the

specific shoes of Sir Locksley), a cast of
notables, (including Morgan Freeman and
Christian Slater) in roles that have no
connection with the classic legend and a

"Die Hard" formula with lots of action and
humor, I'd say this latest "Robin Hood" is

precisely what it was supposed to be: a

highly watchable but hardly notable
action-adventure movie.

And watchable it most ceriamly is. All of
the media criticism of Kevin Cosmer's less

than dazzling performance and Kevin
Reynolds' busy and uninspired direction

really amount to nothing, because few
outside a small group of anal retentive

critics and envious film students who think

they could have done bctlcr arc going tu

notice. Most of us don't attend a movie like

this one to be intellectually challenged or
emotionally moved— we go to have a good
time. As long as the film is fun, exciting and
looks great, we'll get what we paid for. And
that's exacUy what "Robin Hood" prov ides.

Although the overall story doesn't
diverge significantly from the classic

legend, the writers and producers did not
seem particulariy concerned with main-
taining the specifics of the traditional story.

Robin, for instance, begins the movie as a
prisoner in a Jerusalem dungeon, where he
had been captured and tortured by fellow
Crusaders. When he escapes back to
England, he is accompanied by a Moor
named Azeem (Morgan Freeman) who
becomes his right-hand man throughout the

advenuire (Will Scarlett, played by Christ-

ian Slater, and Little John have much
smaller supporting parts). Never mind that a

Moor was never a pan of the legend, this is

the politically correct '90s.

And then there's Maid Marion (Mary
Elizabeth Mastrantonio), who almost bests
Robin in a fencing baule in her first scene.
The days of a helpless damsel are long gone— at least until the second and third act
when she returns to her position as a
helpless victim.

The main antagonist in this telling is not
Prince John (who is not even mentioned),
but his traditional sidekick, the Sheriff of
NotUngham (Alan Rickman), who has his
own diabolical designs on the crown of the
noble but missing King Richard.

Other than that, the story is fairly
straight-forward, memorable not only from
the previous tellings but from the hundreds
of other movies and television shows that
have stolen from its basic theme. Robin
Hood, of noble birth, leads a band of merry
men (and women) in their efforts to rob
from the corrupt rich and give to the
oppressed poor, All this in an England gone
bad in the absence of its noble King
Richard, who is away on a rehgious crusade.

Left to right, Julia Roberts and Campbell Scott share a moment of love amidst a sea ofpain in

"Dying Young,"

'Dying Young' plays on laughter

See 'HOOD/ page 10

by Aaron Dobbs

Hilary O'Neil is a gorgeous

young woman from the wrong side

of the tracks. She grew up in a

fairly poor family in Oakland,

didn't complete school and iust

caught her boyfriend in bed with

another woman. She's looking for

a new life where she doesn't have

to depend on anyone else and can

do something that will make a

difference.

Hilary is in this predicament

when we first meet her in "Dying
Young," starring Julia Roberts and
Campbell Scott.

Hilary (Roberts) answers an ad
for a private nurse. The ad says no
experience necessary, and that

sounds just perfect for her. When
she goes for the interview, she
finds herself in a huge mansion on
San Francisco's Nob Hill.

After being turned away at first,

she meets Victor Geddes (Scott), a

young man who is wealthy and
educated but also has leukemia.

Victor hires Hilary to take care of

him. especially after his weekly

chemotherapy u-catments. because

she had "the shortest skirt." Hilary

doesn't care, though, because the

job will pay her $400 a week, plus

free room and board. Then comes

the first treatment.

After a while, Hilary learns to

deal with Victor's illness, and as

time passes, the two find that they

have much to learn from each

See 'DYING/ page 11
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THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL Ciry Sfchart (PO-IM
10025 Undbrook 11:30-2;l5-5:00-7:45-10aO
20M366 Sal and Sun. 10:00 A.U. ihowingt

No PMMtf

VILUQE Robin Hood: Prinot of TNmm (PQIM
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THEATRES
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THEATRES
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Santa Monica
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•M t Bun Malnaa 12:00-230
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1332 2nd St.

394-9741

Ealing

4 45 7 159^
'Sat 8 Sun malnaa 2:15

**0*"CA Caaaavalaa CoHadon
""*• '^•"9 ^ * Chlnaaa Bookia

1332 2nd SL Surts (-n. 500-7:40-10 00
S«t and Sun 12 00-230

V
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Opera

11,000 papers
2^s^Ay,ssk At the Summer Bruin
Profits the facts add up!

^ Make the right move for your

^ business this summer, Advertise.^

Ji

I
VEdid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 7/22/91

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
ust be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT & BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS

MUST snow UCLA STUDEriT ID.

CW EMFLOYEE I.D. WITH COUFOfl
We nurve ^e ri^ U r^iue $ervUe U uiy

etoU wiiou ktur conditioh m tuiuiiiatit.

WESTWOOP
Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

mmfmmmm
\'->

WESTWOO0
BI-PJTE
DRU We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET.PCS
MEDI-CAL* BLUE CROSS

Paid Prescription Drugs

M-F 9am - 6:30 pm
Sat 9:30 am- 1:30 pm

1090 Westwood Boulevard 200-3701

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

LET THE GOOD TASTES ROLL!

As we Roll into the summer we continue

to satisfy with our famous Burger Deal and

Breakfast Deal prepared quickly and deliciously

just as you have come to expect*

We're always doing our best, so, no

matter what you're doing, break with

Headlines 'cause we're breaking for you.

Burger Deal

1/4 lb juicy cheeseburger

I
- golden bor fries

- All you can drink

;
$2.99 + tax

10922

Kinross Ave.

208^2424

Breakfast
' 2 golden eggs prepared

how you like them
' fresh, crisp bacon
- sreamin potatoes

just like mom makes
' hot buttered toast

of your choice

$2.19_+_t_ax

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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H\ko\as Nackley and Helen Donath perform in Britten's "Ttie

Turn of ttie Screw."

IllLA. Opera does
turn to Britten's 'Screw'
By Kimberly Chrisman

Summer Bruin Staff

The cagelike steel structure and
alarmingly sloped stage extending

over the orchestra pit at Saturday

night* s premiere of "The Turn of

the Screw" prompted at least one
disgruntled L.A. Opera-goer to

wonder aloud whether the music
would be more engaging than the

scenery.

Unfortunately, that particular

gentleman fell asleep during the

opera's Prologue (a sensitive

cameo by tenor Greg Fedderly),

and, presumably, never got to find

out. In case he's still wondering, it

was.

In fact, even the stark steel cage

came to life under the spell of

Benjamin Britten's supematurally

surreal score, performed by Mae-
stro Roderick Brydon and select

members of the Los Angeles
Chamber Orchestra.

A series of vaguely quixotic

projections— sylvan glades, arch-

ways, candelabra — cast sinister,

shimmering shadows onto the

sheer walls of the set, while

asymmetrical French doors swung
open and shut, seemingly of their

own will, to create a haunted

Victorian manor straight out of the

Twilight Zone.

It seemed natural that designer

Patrick Robertson's fantastical

setting should be inhabited by two
adorable, psychotic children, their

ingenuous governess, a nervous

housekeeper and a couple of

restless, depraved spirits, the prin-

cipal characters of the Henry
James ghost story on which the

opera is based.

Helen E>onath made her L.A.

Opera debut as the Governess, a

role she recently recorded under

Sir Colin Davis. The earthy sopra-

no sang indomitably, oblivious to

her own pathetic helplessness in

the realm of the (ironically) far

more worldly spirits.

Nikolas Nackley and Eileen

Hulse lent dramatic intensity to

their deceptively angelic voices as

siblings Miles and Flora. Mezzo
Marvellee Cariaga towered over

all three as a wonderfully shrill

Mrs. Grose.

As in most contests of good and

evil, it is the evil element which

drives "The Turn of the Screw" to

its thriUing conclusion. This is

partly Britten's doing— he allows

his ghosts to speak (and, of course,

to sing) where James kept them
silent

In this case, the netherworld was
represented by Angelique Bur-

zynski and Jonathan Mack, as a

menacing yet surprisingly charis-

matic Peter Quint. Burzynski's

was the less gratifying of the roles,

dramatically, but she gave an

aggressive, memorably macabre
performance as Miss Jessel.

Fans of the original *Tum of the

Screw" may object to Britten's

iconoclastic characterizations, if

not to the very idea of adapting it to

the stage. Nevertheless, Myfawny
Piper's libretto preserves the

chilling ambiguity and psy-

chosexual tension of the 19lh

century text, in passages of awk-
wardly phrased English lifted

straight from James' novel.

OPERA: "The Turn of the Screw" by
Benjamin Britten. Libretto by Myfawny
Piper, based on the novel by Henry
James. Directed by David Ritch from
the ofiainai production by Jonathan
Miller. Roderick Brydon conducts Helen
Donath and the Los Angeles Music
Center Opera. June 28 at 8 p.m. and
June 30 at 2 p.m. at the Dorothy
Chandler Pavilion. Tickets available at

the Music Center Box Office and all

Ticketmaster outlets, or by calling 480-
3232. •••
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From page 8

If there is any single reason to

see the film, though, it would have
to be Rickman's unusual portrayal

of the wicked sheriff. It could
fairly be categorized as overdone, I

suppose, but for me, it just worked.
Had Rickman played the villain as

an evil straight-man, as he did so

well in "Die Hard,'* it would not

only have seemed familiar, it

would have gotten old fast Rick-
man's sheriff, though, is evil

enough to make us cheer when he
bites the dust, but interesting

enough to make his every screen
moment an entertaining one for the

audience.

As for comparisons to the Errol

Flynn classic, 'The Adventures of
Robin Hood," well, that simply
wouldn't be fair. Both movies
capture the themes and the style of

moviemaking prevalent in their

day. Flynn's Robin is dashing,

bold and charming, Costner's is

sensitive, brave and ideal-minded.

If rating the success of "Robin
Hood: Prince of Thieves" requires

comparing how it retells *The
Adventures of Robin Hood," then

this latest effort fails. But, as its

own film in its own time, it at least

hits the mark.

FILM: "Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves."
Written by Pen Densham and John
Watson. Diroctod by Kovin Royrioids.
Produced by John Watson. Pen Den-
sham and Richard B Lewis for Morgan
Creek Productions. A Warner Bros
release with Kevin Costner, Moraan
Freeman, Alan Rickman and Mary
Elizabeth Mastrantonio (Rated PG-13:
language and violence) Now playing
citywide. *•/,

*PYING'
From page 9

other. Victor begins to teach
Hilary about art and culture (he is

currently working on his Ph.D.
thesis in Art History), and Hilary

teaches Victor how to live and
enjoy life. They come to realize

that they need each other to fill the

voids in their lives and that

essentially they are looking for the

same thing — someone to love.

Newcomer Richard Frieden-

berg has written a touching
screenplay and director Joel Schu-
macher ("Flatlinei-s," "Sl Elmo's
Fire") has done a fine job of
making it work. The story is told

through Hilary's eyes as she gets

used to Victor's illness and eventu-

ally falls in love with him.

There are a few scenes which
are heartbreaking and depressing,

but Friedenberg and Schumacher
make sure that the audience never

gets sad or depressed for too long.

Throughout the picture, a joke
appears here and a joke appears

there. Some of them are during

serious moments, and the audience
almost feels guilty to laugh. At
other times, when the couple is just

having fun, truly humorous scenes

occur. The picture is by no means a

comedy, but the script and direc-

tion effectively keep the mood
light.

For the most part, "Dying
Young" is a two character film.

Roberts gives what is probably her

best performance to date. In many
ways she is playing the same
character she did in "I*retty

Woman" — the girl from the

wrong side of the tracks who gets

taken in by a wealthy man and falls

in love with him— but this time it

is a dramatic character and Roberts
shows her true fcnn.

One scene is particularly

breathtaking. Hilary is on the

phone with a friend, talking about
what happened to Victor after his

chemotherapy treatment Roberts
shows the fear and insecurity

which inhabit Hilary at every
moment Although Hilary doesn't
want to leave Victor, she just

doesn't know if she can deal with
his violent sickness every week.

Scott (son of George C. Scott
and Colleen Dewhurst, who also
appears in the picture) is magnifi-
cent in his first feature role. His
Victor is someone who has led a
sheltered life with plenty of money
and an unbelievable education, but
has never really been able to deal
with the outside world.

It's not that Victor is really

innocent or stupid, it's just that

he's a little awkward around
people and is embarrassed by his

disease. Scott always manages to

make the audience care about
Victor without pitying him.

*«i•Dying Young" is a good film,

but it is not perfect. While the

script and direction attempt to keep
the film uplifting, and while they
succeed most of the time, there are

many moments which drag terrib-

ly.

Also, there's something intangi-

ble which just doesn't work.
Maybe it's that the chemistry

between Roberts and Scott isn't

always there, maybe it's a fault in

the storyline. Whatever it is. it

sometimes makes the film less

enjoyable.

Still, "Dying Young" is a fine

dramatic romance in every sense

of the word.

Film: "Dyina Young ' Written by
Richard Hriedenberg. based upon the
novel bv Marti Leimbach. Directed by
Joel Schumacher. Produced by Sally

FieW and Kevin McCormick. A Twen-
tieth Century Fox release of a Fogwood
Films production with Julia Roberts and
Campbell Scott (Rated R: language;
105 minutes). Now playing
citywide.•• 14
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Your Place to Be |Sp

St. PAT'S DAY ^
Sun. March 17th l^

Corned Beef & Cabbage *

All Day! JjL
Live Entertainment from ^^

the Afternoon On! m^

DAILY BEER SPECIALS'J'
150 Imported & Ml
Domestic Beers
16 Draught Jg

ENTERTAINMENT jt
Sun-Thurs (Exdudinq Men) 8PM to Midnight i

A^ ^^.^^y^ ' Spons Channel TV on Ail Open Hours ^^«

. ^15 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA -
^T* 7 Days a week 1lam-2am (213) 828-9839 ^^

STUDENT PSYCHOLOGIOVL SERVICES
SUNfMER SESSION I AND U 1991

FOR UCLA STUDENTS ONLY

Student Psychological Services provides individual and group counseling through offices in two

campus locations. Services are confidential and free to regularly enrolled students. The service is

staffed by psychologists, clinical social workers and psychiatrists who are familiar with the needs and
interests of university students.

SPS/Mid-Campus is located at 4223 Math Sciences Building, 825-0768 or 825-4207. SPS/South

Campus is located at A3-062 Center for the Health Sciences, 825-7985. For information or

appointments call any of the above numbers.

GAY MEN^ RAP GROUP (SUMNfER SESSION 1 4& O): An informal supportive group for gay

males who wish to explore issues and feelings related to gay lifestyle. Facilitated by a psychologist,

the group is offered in conjunction with the Gay and Lesbian Association. Mondays 7-8:30 p.m.

The group will meet in 2412 Ackerman Union. No appointment necessary; just drop in.

•AMAC-ADULTS MOLESTED AS CHILDREN (SUMMER SESSION I): A support group for

adults who have been molested as children. A chance to explore issues and feelings related to

current relationships and self-esteem. Thursdays, 1-2:30 p.m. (Call 825-^768 for intake

appointment.)

•DISSERTATION AND THESIS SUPPORT GROUP (SUMMER SESSION I & H): Four

sessions will be offered. Tuesdays, 3-5 p.m.; Thursdays, 3-5 p.m.; Fridays, 10 a.m.- 12 p.m. (Call

825-0768 for intake interview.) Wednesdays, 3-4:30 p.m. (Call 825-7985 for intake interview.);

•EATING MANAGEMENT(SUMMER SESSION I):.A variety of techniques designed to control

excessive eating will be introduced in a supportive setting. Members will receive weekly assignments

and be encouraged to explore motives underlying excessive eating. Tuesdays, 4-6 p.m. (Call 825-

7985 for intake interview.)

•SELF HYPNOSIS FOR STRESS MANAGEMENT (SUMMER SESSION I): This group will

allow participants to explore self-hypnosis, auto-suggestion, and imagery techniques to explore ways

to gain increased self-control in stressful circumstances. Wednesdays, 4-5 p.m. (Call 825-4207 for

intake interview.)

•EATING DISORDERS GROUP (SUMMER SESSION I): A group to assist persons in dealing

with such eating disorders as compulsive binging and purging, compulsive undereating, excessive use

of cathartics, etc. The group approach is designed to counteract the sense of isolation and to share

experiences with others whose concerns are smiiiar. i he tormat will explore personahty issues and
a behavioral approach to change. Mondays, 3-5 p.m. (Call 825-7985 for intake interview.)
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Campus Happenings l Health Services 22 Help Wanted

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon dltcutfioii, Thiir Booktkjdy, Ffi Si«p
Sloc*y, AU 3525 12:15-1:15.

TuM Di»cut»ion, W«d Dbcuttion NPI
C853a 12:15-1:00

For •Icoholio or tndivtdiMU who
hav* • drinking probi«m

Good Deals

JULY SOLAR ECL IPSE . Fi Iter viewer essential to

view 7/11 eclipse! Safe, aluminized Mylar.

Free eclipse info/guide. Send $5 (5 for $20): J.

Kim— Eclipses DB, 1 640 Brockton, LA 90025.

SUMMER TIME PHOTOS - portraits, portfo-

lios, done to your expectations at frugal

orices.Contact Bruce. (213)204-.-i243.

Bulimic?
Do you fool out off control
with ffood or omotlonsT
Counsoling can holp

old pattorns
call 824-1178

Jeanna Young Phd
LIcansad Psychologist

PS411915

Miscellaneous

ONE ON ONE SWIM LESSONS. Private swirr^

lessons at your home. Please call

(213)824-0050.

RELATIONSHIP/INDIVIDUAL/CROUP
THERAPY. Student rates, counselling center.

1 2304 Santa Monica #221 . Liz Ck>uld R.I. IMF
17869. 213-207-1790.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY CROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing

groups. Explore family problems, relationship

patterns, work and career concerns, esteem

issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confiderKe. Mon-
day, Tuesday & Thursday evening groups

available. Lisa Frankel MFCC (213)398 9385.

Research Subjects 12 Opportunities 26

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
and up) on asthma nr>edication needed for

research of new asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9am—5pm. Answering ma-
chine available after hours.

HEALTHY MALE AND FEMALE volunteers,

18—35 and 60—80 yrs, needed for research.

Positron imag.ng of the brain or heart.

Injection of radioaaive isotope. Bloods will

be taken. $75. 825-1118.

LICLA RESEARCH CROUP needs adult males
with FRACILE X for a language study. Will pay
$15/ session, approximately 6 sessions. No
travel necessary. Please contaa RaeLynne
Rein, PhD. (213)455-2532.

WOMEN WITH PMS wanted for 10-monlh
experin>ental treatment trial entailing monthly
hormone injections (3-months of which may
be a placebo), use of hormone patches and
suppositories, weekly blood testing, and one
tissue sample from inside the uterus. Study

pays $100. Call Linda (Dept. of OB/CYN).
(213)825-2452.

Earn $200 or more
Study of drug effects

needs healthy males
ages 21-40. If you

use drugs (cocaine, etc.)

Inquire about summer
enrollment slots

Call to see if you qualify

390-8483
Ask for Theresa

Rides Offered 13

DRIVE a Toyota Ceiica to Orlando, Florida by
August 1st. Call Bob (21 3)4f9-2846.

Wanted 15

HAVE AN EXTRA PARKING SPOT AT YOUR
V^^TWOOD APARTMENT? CALL 208-4881

.

WILL PAY.

CASH PAID for your used 501
jeam. Contact Carolina (213)518-3583.

Egg/Sperm Donor 19

University

Students & Faculty-'

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

Health Services 22

THROWING UP
GETTING YOU DOWN?
Eating tjftordert are my on>y specialty

Come find out why

Dr.Mark Berman, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group appts )

213-655-6730

$500 TO $1 500 weekly. Process phone orders

at home. (714)464-9805 ext. L40.

FREE! Loans and grants for business, real

estateor new products. (714)464-9805 EXT.

CIO.

NATIONAL COLLEGE JOB LINE. A complete
daily report of job openings from around the

country for graduating seniors. Listings for

Business, Engineering and many other majors

from Fortune 500 companies such as Camp-
bell Soup, Booz-Allen-Hamilton, and The
Limited Stores. Call 1-900-786-1188.
$2.0C/minute, must be 18 years old to call.

Help Wanted 30

5300/DAY Processing phone orders at home.
People call you to order. For info

1-800-735-8197, ext 34811.

Amazing opportunity! Manager/ assistant for

combined legal/ medical (gynecology) office.

Great pay! FT after graduation. Strong

academic records. (213)281-8457.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Young
growth-oriented health care organization

seeking Admin. Asst. Excellent oppportunily

awaits sharp, independent, creative individual

to work in professional environment. Must

type 70-80 WPM; proficient in WordPerfect,

Lotus 1-2-3. Health care company experience

required. Submit resunr>e to: MANAGED CARE
PROVIDERS, 8701 W. Third St., Second Floor,

LA 90048.

AIDE FOR MAN IN WHEELCHAIR. Assist with

Iherapy, run errarxis, domestic chores. 20
hrsTweek, $50Cymo. Must have car. In Santa

Monica. (213) 450 8719.

APARTMENT MANAGER. 20 UNITS, 1-BED,

SALARY, UTILITIES. EXPERIENCES AND RE-

FERENCES REQUIRED. (213)476-5117.

ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT. Consumer re-

search firm, interesting work, good verbal

skills, exposure to many industries, advertis-

ing, nr>edia, and entertainment. Will train.

20hrs +, flexible hours, 9am- 10pm. WLA.
Lucie Rost (213)391-7232.

BEVERLY HILLS home needs live-in, parttirT>e

person for errands and dog/bird care.

(Weekdays— late afternoons; weekends

—

mornings and late afternoons) Call for details,

offers room with separate entrarKe, full bath,

artd other benefits. Drivers license and refer-

ences required. Call Henry, mornings
8:3a-9 00 (21 3)273-2433 or leave message

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY needs biling-

ual(Spanish) legal assistant. Ask for Kent,

(213)855-1861

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comnr>ercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No expedience

needed Call today (818)563-2021.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL FOR INIOR
MATION (504)641-8003, EXT.8737.

ENERGETIC AND RESPONSIBLE leader

needed for beach-oriented summer Youth day

program ar>d High Sierra campout. Need
experience with children, boating, and camp-
ing - minimum age 20. $28(Vwk. Wendi
(213)440-2288.

Elaine Rezell
Personnel

needs 50 temporary clerks

to work at exclusive

department store.

Call today for appointment

Sherman Oaks 273 8401

Westwood 477-5045

Hollywood 466-4388

30 Help Wanted

8 people needed now
Earn up to tfVhr.

Houscclcancrs
•Full A Pait-lime*

•Flexible HourB*
•LoUofWork^

•Men, Women. Studenta. eU. •

Call (213)4531817

ENTRY LEVEL POSITION in public relations

firm, specializing in authors and environn'>en-

tal issues. Responsibilities include light

typing,assembling press kits, and general office

duties. Assist in booking pron>otional tours.

Must be computer literate and reliable. Mon

—

Thurs, 4 hrs/day, $5^r. Caroline O'Connell
Public Relations (213)276-2121.

FEMALE photogenic models needed for high-

class French magazine. 5'3' minimum, 120
lbs. maximum. Excellent fees, possible travel

to St. Tropez. (213)641-6760.

FILE CLERK/ reception. PT/FT, experience

prefen-ed. Beverly Hills orthopedic office.

(213)472-7235.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or nr>ore depending
on qualifications; Spanish/English skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;

filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid

Diamond. (213)475-0481.

FT/PT LIBRARY ASSISTANT. 30 hrs/wk. (w/

benefits) Computerized library. Summer M-F,
Fall M-Th Sun. am. Strong administrative and
clerical skills. Minimum typing 45-50 wpm.
Strong language skills. Attn, to clerical and
love of variety. Basic knowledge of Judaism an
asset. Pleasant disposition a must.
(213)474-1518 ext. 239.

FULL-TIME Word Processor/Office Manager
needed. Word Perfect, type 55 wpm, excellent

language/spelling, non-smoking. $9— 12/hr.

Doe (213)822-8420 between 10—12.

LOOKING FOR EXTRA CASH? Work 4 days/

wk, M-Th, 10:30am- 12:30pm. $5/hr. Please

contact Robin, (213)287-2360.

MAKE $150—$250. Sell 50 funny college

T-shirts to eager incoming freshmen during

freshmen orientation, and make $1 50—$250.
No financial obligation. More info.
1 '800)728-1 130.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES, National market-

ing firm seeks motivational individuals to help

with expansion. Training provided. Mr. Nad-

ley, (213)399-4967.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST, pt, orthopedic of-

fice, Beverly Hills; M,W,F, 2pm-6pm.
(213)274-9221

MEDICAL SECRETARY/ transcription. Experi-

ence only- orthopedic experience preferred.

Beverly HiHs, (213)472-7235.

NANNY/ HOUSEKEEPER, English speaking,

CDL, 6AM-6PM, M-F, $250/wk, references,

live-out. One toddler, one dog.
(213)471-8121.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. scries and

commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am-5pm.

NEED MONEY? American Express Collegiate

Consultant, commission plus incentives, flexi-

ble hours, certification for resume. Call

1(800)827-8440 or write CT1 5 W.I 9th St.,

NY, NY 10011. Fax 1(212)675-1732. POSI-

TIONS LIMITED, CALL IMMEDIATELY.

PART TIME RESEARCHER needed by database

company. Neat printing, facility with num-
bers, and good organizational habits r>eces-

sary. Send hand-printed resume and/or infor-

mative letter to Elaine Weinstock. MWLC
12120 Washington Blvd, Los Angeles CA
90066. $10 0a^r.

PTA^T. Sharp, energetic person for legal asst

7

receptionist position in Santa Monica law firm.

Great ooportunity for someone interested in

law. Call Holly (213)393-5000.

WE BREED SUCCESS
LK.AKX

KMKmAINMKNT/MlISK
IM BLR KKIAHONS
\n\crn at major P.R.

firm ill Hollywood.
(iivat oppoilunity to

learn and Ka»"
firsthand experience.

Call Audiy
(213) 659-6400

PT LIBRARY RESEARCH Flexible hours

Emphasis prehistory for Meso-America
archaeology/ anthropology, background help-

ful, $7^r (213)206-0130

PT Literature research and lecture note-taking

with MD in molecular genetics private re-

search. Senior/ grad in related area preferred.

Flexible hours. Nurit (21.3)3060055.

PT SECRETARY. Small Real Eititc Co. Cuktr
City. Flexible hours. (213)287-0358

PT. Temporary data entry, flexible hours,

computer experience preferred, $6 SCVhr,

(213)306 0375.

RECEPTIONIST for prestigious B H Real Estate

firm. MUST have knowledge of Kb. typing &
computer. Rhoda 274-8505.

30 Ctilld Care Wanted 35

RELOCATING TO MAR VISTA, PA, perfect for

student, attendant for paralyzed female, morn-
ings and aftprnoons, $8/hr, overnight, $30.

Non-smoker. (714)969-5060.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $15/hr. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector

up to $20,000/yr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964-4166 ext. 22.

VOLUNTEERS to teach aerobics/ jazzercise

and assist arts and crafts teacher at Baha'i

summer camp for children. July 13-20. Dr.

Price (213)837-9784, leave message.

WANTED: sub-wholesalers. 3000 products to

sell. Be your own boss, no experience needed.

Send self-addressed, stamped envelope to: JCK
Associate, P.O.Box 568, Hatchinson, Kansas,

67504-568.

WHEREHOUSE CLERICAL: typing and filing

medical records. 55wpm, $6/hr. Culver City.

Call between 10-12, 2-4. (213)559-8823.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

WRITER who is blind needs an assistant. (21 3)

396-5062.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
ror informaiion

Call Anna
(818) 986 :>B83

-MA

Cancer patients

throughout LA t>ene!il

from your participation

' \ U \

4954 Van Nuvt Blvd Shirman Oaks

Job Opportunities 32

6- BED INTENSIVE PSYCHIATRIC residential

treatment facility serving adolescents in North-

ridge is looking for FT/ PT/ substitute

counselors. BS/BA or experience required.

Licensing hours available. Call Stacy

818-831-1335.

••••EXPLOSIVE GROWTH***^ International

marketing firm experiencing 300%e growth

seeks friendly, motivated people to aid in the

expansion of our company. (213)399-5994.

NEED MONEY? American Express Collegiate

Consultant, Commission -^ incentive, flexible

hrs., certification for resume. Call 1 (800)

827-8440 or write CTI 5 West 19th St., New
York, NY 10011. FAX 1 (212) 675-1732.

POSITIONS LIMITED. CALL IMMEDIATELY.

SALES PERSON needed for apparel industry.

Exp. necessary, self-motivated. Also secretary

needed . French fluency a plus. Call 622-71 28.

U. NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER seeks

motivated individual. Position requires strong

telemarketing skills to sell circulation and
classifieds. 30—40 hrs/wk. Must be flexible

and able to work on own. Send resume to:

2510 Main St, Suite 200, Santa Monica, CA
90405.

$WORK AT HOME$ clipping coupons.
(714)464-9805, ext. 1020.

WORLDWIDE MOVIES CO: Actors, actresses,

nfKxiels, singers, makeup artists, scriptwriters,

producers and directors, exp/ no exp., act,

star or participate in overseas motion
picture productions! If you can obtain a U.S.

passport, love to travel, and want to earn

tax-free money,send $25 plus $4 processing

fee for details and your directory of carefully

researched producers and filming studios

worldwide. Mail your check or nH>ney order to

WORLDWIDE MOVIES, 7095 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028. Moneyback
guarantee if not fully satisfied!

I'VE FOUND AN
EXCITING WAY

to build your own business while

attending college. Earn

substantial part-time income w/

nominal investment cost.

Serious Inquiries Onlv.

Call Bruce Hesse

(213)961-5512

Internshiips 34

INTERNSHIP CREDIT AVAILABLE. Want
graded units for your media-related internship?

Looking lor upper division units this summer?
Call Field Studies Development regarding

English 197F. 825-7867

INTERNSHIP CREDIT AVAILABLE. Want
graded units for your media-related internship?

Looking for upper division units this summer?
Call Field Studies Development regarding

English 197F. 825-7867.

2 BOYS, ages 6 1/2, 9. M-F, 3-5 P.M., must

have car. $5/hr. to start. (213) 472-2492.

AT UCLA, 12:30-4:30 (flexible), tutor then

swim with 8-yr-old girl. Female preferrred.

CallDena (213)825-4117, (818)997-1751.

JULY 8 TO MID-AUGUST minimum. 4 days/

week, 1 night/ week. $7.50/hr. 2-yr-old girl.

Experienced, references. Beverly Glen. Own
transportation. (213)475-0376.

NANNY WANTED FOR BRIGHT, CHARM-
ING 8-YR-OLD GIRL WITH PHYSICAL
HANDICAP to drive to school and be personal

aid. Begin in Aug. Hrs. 8—3:30, M—F. Live

irVout. Car necessary. Salary negotiable. Call

933-1406.

PICK-UP 2 GIRLS at school near UCLA. Car

and references required. 5-7, M-F. 282-2490
days, 474-5346 eves.

STUDENT TO HELP two 4th grades with

creative writing on campus. Aug.5-30th.

(213)476-8026. (818)990-2688

WANTED CHILDCARE FOR 7year-old boy.

Mon-Fri 3-6pm. Must have own car & valid

driver's license. 5 minutes from UCLA.
(213)472-3773.

WONDERFUL 9 year-old girl needs driver/

mother's helper. M-F 3-6pm Start 7/1 5, Refer-

ences. (213)396-9700. FUN!

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM, Vi block from campus. Avail-

able July 1 St. Must be UCLA student. $795/mo.
Call Steve at (213)824-4145.

2BED/2 FULL BATHS. Security building, 2 car

security garage, Jacuzzi, microwave, dis-

hwasher, refrig, laundry facilities. Palio w/
sliding glass door. Newly carpeted -t- painted.

(213)839-9252.

$365 ROOM -^BATH -fKITCHEN privileges.

Large N. Santa Monica townhouse. Non>
smoker, grad student only. (213)453-8508.

424 LANDFAIR, next to UCLA. Garden setting,

swimming pool, 2-bed/1 -bath, hardwood
floors, balcony. Available July 1. 459-1200.

BEST LOCATION IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/

unfurnished singles, 1 -» 2bdrm$. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A/C. patios and views.

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tarKe to UCLA -f the village. Subterrannean

parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss -«-

Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER
ST.(2 13)839 6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $85Q/MO. 2
BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $715. 1-BDRM,
HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH STYLE
4-PLEX. V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

BEVERLY/LA BREA. 2-bed/full balh, living

room, dining room + kitchen. Brand new.
$1000. (213)935-4786.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATKDN, 1 & 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMING AVAIL-
ABLE SOON. COMPLETELY REMODELED.
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
INC. 11611 CHENAULT ST. (213)471-1340.

ACROSS FROM

CAMPUS

luper Discounted

Summer Rates

* pool
* spa
* sauna
* gym
* gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

* now accGpting
applications for fall term

Apts. (or Rent 49 Apts. for Rent

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,
mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry

facilities. Beautifully landscaped
Ask for Jim

824-4807

^'^o^^"
3 Blocks

%P
from Campus

**Now Taking
Reservations

for Fall**

Glenrock Apts
555 Glenrock

corner Glenrock &
Levering

824-9691
BRENTWOOD PRIME, $825, l-bed. Upper,
bright, cozy. Fireplace, intercom, patio,

built-ins, built-ir) bookcases, cable-ready,

walk-in closet, sub-garage. No pels, 11661
Goshen/ adjacent Wilshire and San Vicente.

820-1 71 7.

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

GLENROCK 2BED/2BA apt for 2 mos,
$120C/nio. Parking, unfurnished. Near UCLA
(213)394-5208

TOWER APARTMENTS
Furnished/ unfurnished Bachelor,

Studio, Singles, 1-Bdr, 2-Bdr

swimming pool, laundry, covered garage

10941 Strathmore

208-7294

FALL
RENTALS
1B0RM. 1BA $900/1 BDRM 2BA$925
1BDRM * DEN $1050/2MSTR BDRM $1440

LARGE UNITS50ME W/BALCONIES

•Walk to Campus./Village*

Controlled Entry, Elevator

(213) 208-4835

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra larqe 1 Bd

$1375andup2 + 2

Patio, Secure, Prime

Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/ lease

10635 Wilshire

(213)470-3006

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,

sun deck, 2 car
parking in secure

garage, will allow 4

students per
apartment.
From $1200 -

2 weeks firee with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

GUEST HOUSE FOR RENT: 1 very large room,
3/4 bath, kitchenette with refrig. & microwave.
Washer/dryer privileges, patio. Very quiet
residential neighborhood. 1 5 min. from cam-
pus. Storage. $495 + $100 cleaning fee.

(213)41 9-1 222.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath apartment, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697

ONE-BEDROOM from $1495/mo., 962 Hil-

gard. (213)824-4231 or (213)446-4606.

PALMS $1 1 75 2bed+loft/2balh sec.building,

a/c, patio, sun deck, fire place, dishwasher,
refrig. 837-0761 836-5311

PALMS, 2-bed/2-bath, A/C, laundry, parking,

balcony. 371 9 Delmas Ter., across from Brot-

man Hospital. $875. (213)837-1742.

PALMS, $395, sharp bachelor, l-block from
Motor/ National. Convenient to freeway/shop-
ping. No pets. (213)575-5540.

PALMS, $675 & $1 125, 1 & 3-bedrooms, big
rooms, move-in bonus. 10-minutes to UCLA
(818)377.2668.

PALMS $795 1 bed/1 bath, sec. building, fire-

place, patio, a/c, refrig, dishwasher. 837-0761
836-5311

FaLMS, $825/mo. beautiful 2-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Antoine 21 3-277-3900work,
213-828-0740eves.

SUBLET 2-bed/ 2-bath, semi-furnished, SM,
perfect for two students. (213)829-3600.

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

REDUCED
Summer Rentals

Singles

Singles w/ Loft

Across from Campus
GAYLEY TOWERS

824-0836

Summer Special $200 off

Single, 1 , 2 & 3 BDRM
all close to UC|||I

Perfect for Studehfs or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

49 Apts. for Rent 49 Apts. for Rent

WESTWOOD-SUMMER RENTALS, NOW
AVAILABLE. 2 master bedrooms/2-baths.
Walk to campus/village. Summer
discounls-$999. (Through August '91 only)
(213)208-4835.

•WESTWOOD 1-BED, Newly decorated,
large w/view, security. 2 blocks south of
Wilshire. (213)474-5375.

WESTWOOD, $725, single, walk to UCLA,
security building and parking. Full kitchen,

small refrigerator included. $350 deposit

(213)473-9122.

WESTWOOD 2bd/2ba, security bidg, pool,

view, 3 biks to campus. $1100/mo.
(818)355-4604 or (213)475-4816.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-
nus special, Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Cayley,

(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

WESTWOOD 2-BEDROOM/l-BATH $1550.
Single $675. Available July. Also single $695
available September, 2-blocks from UCLA.
Days (213)273-7598. Nights (213)286-0980

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 2 BEDROOM, $1 550.
UPPER, EXCELLENT VIEW, UNUSUAL
CHARM, GARDEN APARTMENT. MIDVALE,
NORTH OF LEVERING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, large 1 -bedroom, $790/mo.
Walk to UCLA/ Village, pool, security. 10966
Roebling Ave. (2 13)208-4 2 5 3,
(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD ADJ., sunny, modern 2-bed/
2-bath. New kitchen, extra-large closets, A/C,
patio, 5-min. UCLA, quiet building. $noo!
(213)474-8608.

WESTWOOD. $985-1 1 95/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

Casablanca West Apts

Short term

1Bd. 1&2 Bath Apts

Quick Walk to UCLA
Pool, Sundeck
Gated Parking

530 Veteran Avenue
208-4394

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2
Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

Diamond
Head Apartnfients
Ctioose your gift witti 1

year lease

Singles. 1 BD. 2BD
$725 and up

All amenities

fSecured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

475 Gayley
Rigtit Across From Campus
Charming Contemporary

1 & 2 Bedrooms

Designed for Sharing

Now leasing for

Summer and Fall

Open Daily

825-3715

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2 BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt
Walk to School

208-321

5

667 Levering Ave

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCLA
Bachelors. Singles. 1 Bedroom,
2 Bedroom
Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people
across street from UCLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
209-8798

Landfair, apt. #4

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. WALK TO UCLA
EXTRA LARGE, LUXURY U2 BEDROOMs'
CENTRAL AUR, EXTRA LARGE CLOSET
SPACE, WET BAR, f [REPLACE, PRIVATE BAL-
CONY, GATED UNDERGROUND PARKING
INTERCOM ENTRY, DISHWASHER, RE-
FRIGERATOR, LAUNDRY FACILITIES. EXCEL-
LENT BUILDING. MUST SEE. 433 KELTON
AVENUIE. (213)208-6685

WESTWOOD. $9(XVmo and up. 1-bdrm.,
$140(Vmo 2bd/2bth, gym, Jacuzzi. Walk lei

UCLA. No pets 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

WESTWOOD luxury 2-»-2 Condo. $1295.
Washer/dryer, Jacuzzi, fireplace, security
parking, cable TV. 473-2977.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,
$595, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, large

2bd/lba,$1600. 10990 Strathmore
213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/ 1-bath. Lower, $1000,
upper, $1200. Garage, laundry, patio
(805)649-3735.

WESTWOOD, spacious 3-bed/ 2-bath, $1 650.
Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher. 414
(213)276-1671.

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2-bed-
room, $1450. Hardwood floors, new carpet,

laundry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD $1100 up.Front 2bed/2balh,
carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange, r/imiles from UCLA.
213-475-6165.

WLA. 1700 S.Bundy. 1 to 3-bedrooms.
$680$ 1200. Dishwasher, stove, refrigerator,

pool, security parking. (213)826-2818,
(213)276-1671

WLA 1-bed apt., utilities paid. $585/mo. Call

Helen after 6pm. 478-5866

WLA, 1 -bedroom, stove, refrigerator, new
carpels and paint, 1 -person, no pels, 2-mile$

UCLA, off-street parking. Shown by appoint-

ment. $785/mo. (213)477-8750.

WLA 2-BED/1-BATH $850/mo., bachelor
$45(ymo. Laundry, parking, easy to UCLA.
(213)822-6487.

WLA, $525, bachelor, furnished/ unfurnished,

microwave, refrigerator, hotplate, quiet build-

ing, close to UCLA. (213)826-7888.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet ai-

lowcd, patio. (818)368 6732

WLA, $750/MO. 1 bed, furnished/
unfurnished, upper, new carpeting, lots of

lighl, built-ins, small bIdg, laundry, lease

11755 Nebraska #8 213 826 7888

WLA, $800, 2bcd/1bath. Living room, dinmg,
second floor, laundry, parking, balcony.

(213)550-7869, (818)990 6091

WLA, BACHELOR, $450, 1 -bed, upper, $650
Charming, remodeled. Near SM Blvd A Se-

puiveda (213)276-1671.

WLA 13ELUXE 1-bcd/1-bath 5 mm. walk to

UCLA. Full kitchen, /VC, water paid, parking.

Available 6/20. $850— $950. Summer dis-

counts. Year lease 208-8881

WLA/ PALM, $885. Luxury 2-bed/ 1 -bath. A/C,
dishwasher, fireplace. 10510 Woodbine.
(213)471-0883.

WLA/PALMS $850-1 bedroom f den. $1050-
3bedroom, 2bath, Security Building.
(213)4 71-0883

Apartments Furnished 50

BACHELOR $425/mo Hotplate, refrigerator. 5

miles east UCLA. Near bus, museum. North of

Wilshire. (21 3)859 0.165eves.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1 -BDRM, 2 BDRM APIS Ohio and SawTelle 1

1/2 miles UCLA. Quiet, near buses. $400 sec.

dcp $650 month-to-month. Call 477-5758.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious Bundy, near Santa

Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven shopping
$685/mo. 820-7049.

49 Apts. Unfurnished 51

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695. 1 -bedroom
upper. Exceptionary bright. Beautiful, spa-

cious. Appliances, garage. 5 miles campus.
(213) 652-2699, (213) 876-2034.

PALMS: IBD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

WLA, $825 MOVES YOU IN, l-bedroomin
clean, quiet building. UCLA bus stop.

$625/mo. 2577 Sepulveda. (818)789-3076.

Apartments to Share 52

1 LARGE BEDROOM in lownhouse, facing

courtyard. Garage, pool, in S.F. Valley. $425,
(818)368-8935.

$355/MO. IV, mi. UCLA. Share 1 -bedroom
furnished apt. w/male grad. non-smoker. Sec-

urity bIdg & parking, quiet neighborhood, 2

cats, excellent bus connections. 575-1503.

8/1 . FEMALE non-smoker needed. Own spa-

cious room, share bath. With professional

woman. $415/mo. + security deposit.

(213)820-7459.

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APT. Room to

shasre very large. Security, pool, laundry,

$365. Must see. 820-0187.

BRENTWOOD $575 Share 2bed/own bath
w/grad stud and dog. Grad student/faculty

preferred. 447-2235

BRENTWOOD, Wilshire/Barrington highrise,

ocean/city view. 2-bd/2-bth.
Gym,pool,security. $65C/mo, including utili-

ties. (213)312-0850.

FEMALE: 2 Bdyi Bth., parking, patio, laundry.

Spacious. Great location. $430. (213)
477-4453.

OWN ROOM and bathroom in beautiful

townhouse. $542.50 + V, utililies. Close to

school, transportation and shopping. Jennifer

(213)826-2337

OWN ROOM in attractive 2bed/1V» bath apt.

UCLA/Westwood convenient. Non-smoking
females only $530/mo. (213)475-0271.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, BH adjacent 2-!argc

bedroom/2-full bath, modern security build-

ing, parking. $575 - utilities. Sunny, quiet.

(213)655-2366.

WESTWOOD 7/1 TO MID-SEPT. M/F, walk to

UCLA, parking. $275/mo. Call Carrie
208-2749.

WLA, 2-bed/1-bath to share, $410/mo. each.
Close to shops and UCLA, available imnr>cd.

820-5489.

Roommates 53

2-BEQ/2-BATH luxury apt., top floor, ocean
view, fur" shed, pool/jacuzzi. Roommates
needed for summer or next year. Walk to

campus. (213)208-2751.

$30(yMO. Share master bd. w/private bath.
Clean, bright, security building/parking, A/C,
fireplace, balcony. (213)479-4795

$367, OWN ROOM, 3-bed/ 2-bath. Campus
close, non-smoker. Female preferred.
(213)444-4987.

FEMALE. Apt. to share with couple. Large WLA
2-be(^2-balh. Fireplace, dining room, two-
story. $375 (213)854-6083.

FEMALE ROOMMATES TO SHARE spacious
2-bed • loft apt. Security building with parking
and Jacuzzi. Furnished, and pets allowed.
Walk to UCLA. $325/mo. to share room or

$425/mo. for loft as own room. Irene
(213)824-1617.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share master in

2bd/2ba. Secutiy bldg^parking. Pool. Walk lo
UCLA. $425/mo Debbie or Linda
(213)475-9117

HOLLYWOOD. Own bed/bath. Laundry, gar-
age, swimming pool, kitchen facilities, new
building, morning sun. $450/mo
(213)464-8848

MALE ROOMATE(S) share 2-bed/2-balh
condo. 1 mile UCLA, pool, parking, cable.
$400/mo. Stein (2 13)2 7 7-2265
(213)477-7131.

NEED FEMALE MEDICAL STUDENT to share
spacious 1-bed apt. across Med Center
%467.50/mo. (213)541-2139 evenings.

OWN ROOM in 3-bedroom house, close to
campus, $415. Female, non-smoker Suzy
(213)473-4551.

PENMAR PARK VIEW, brand new, bright

2-bedroom, parking, female,non-smoker.
(213)399-1810 $400/mo.

SANTA MONICA, redecorated 2-bedroom,
PM parking, female/non-tmoker,
(213)394-2175. $AOO/mo.

SANTA MONICA/WESTWOOD. Own room
in 3-bed apt. Share bathroom with 1 other.

$365. (213)575-4132.

SENIOR NEEDS FEMALE ROOMMATE
2-be<V2-bath, Kelton, Aug.1, no smoking,
$396.25/mo. Cynthia 206-5138.

SUMMER ROOMMATE needed for spacious
2bdr apartment. Pice^ Robertson Area. Own
room. Pool. Accessible to UCLA by car or bus
$450. (213)659-1485.

WALKING DISTANCE, large furnished one
bedroom for female to share. Steet parking
$345 (213^824-0642

WESTWOOD own room w/2 balconies and
view, $575/mo plus $575 dep. Need clean,

considerate roomate to share beautiful 3bed
Spanish duplex w/2 others. Hardwood floon,

in-door/out-door fireplaces, laundry, garden,
no parking. Walk to campus. Start Aug.l Ryan
824-9931.

WLA/PALMS $475. Spacious, Luxury 2bd/2ba.
A/C. Dishwasher. Fireplace. Female.
(213)471-0663
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Just mention this ad
when making reservations

All-suite hotel for Bruins and friends.

Just minutes from the UCLA campus, an all-suilc hotel with lull kitchens, free parking, [X)ol & spa.

Rates from $85 - $105 per night. For reservations call:

(213) 47M255

Brentwood Suites

iT O T E L

199 North Church I^nc, 1 block >X. of San DieKO Freeway, 1 block N. of Sunset

Roommates 53 Room for Rent 54 House for Rent 56

WLA, share room 2-br duplex. 3-miles campus
B.Bus#1, Available summer longer. $223.75.
lohf^, Alex. 213-207-6454.

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL FEMALE seeks

same. Share 2-bed/ 2-bath, Santa Monica,
between Idaho and Washington, 2-blocks

from beach, walking distance to restaurants

ar>d entertainn>eni. Safe area. Must be reliable

non-smoker, and clean. $500/mo
(213)319-1966

Room for Rent 54

1 ROOM W/ OWN BATH AND PRIVATE
ENTRANCE. Hot plate. 4 miles from campus
$400. (213) 472-8269, after 6 PM.

BEVERLY GLEN, newiy furnished room, pri-

vate bath, entrance. Enjoy quiet garden, pool,

tennis Medical res ident/m tern preferred. Non-
snrwker. $550/mo Carol (213)825-0224,
(? 13)475-4708.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
w/grad Students Kitchen privileges, washer/
dryer, pool. Need car. $450, utilities in-

cluded Leave message. Abby (818)
783-5151

BEVERLY HILLS, $50(ymo Private bedA)alh/
entrarx:e, quiet, parking, garden -f pool pri-

vileges. Near buses Great deal! 277-3881.

BRENTWOOD, $365/nx) including utilities

Furnished lovely room in home. Mature non-

smoking male. 2-miles from campus
(213)476-5391.

BRENTWOOD. $375. Private room. 2mi from
campus Share bath Beautiful home. Unlim-
ited parking Ada 472-7451

.

BRENTWOOD Spacious furnished room,
private entrance, pool, garden, double closet,

microwave, 1 person, parking, kieal studying,

male preferred $500/mo. 2 1/2-milesUCLA.
Summer ok (213)476-1786.

FEMALE, pnvate room, share bathroom with

one other girl. Kitchen, breakfast room, laun-

dry, on Hilgard, $425/nx) (213)279-1436,
after 10am.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $90(Vquarter. Wonr>en students

Mrs Soiat (213)208-8931

SANTA MONICA redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(213)394-2175.

WESTWOOD, furnished room in house. $500,
1st and last. Non-smoking, no pets, utilities,

kitchen, parking laundry included. Available

\^\y 1. (213)273-4712.

WESTWOOD in private home, furnished room
with private bath Parking, washer/dryer
close to campus. Male. (213)474-7122.

WLA, 1 -BEDROOM in large 4.bcd apt.

$40Q/mo., 5 min to campus by car, girl,

non smoker. 473-1905.

Sublet 55

5-MILES TO UCLA, 3-bd/1blh. Culver City

$1 1 25/mo. FPAV/D. Small yard. Small pet ok.

Professional/grad student.(21 3)398-4749.

LAUREL CANYON HOUSE- July, August only.

$1300/mo. 4-bedrooms, yard, court, moun-
tain view. 659-2524, evenings.

LOVELY 3-BEDRC)OM HOUSE with large

familyroomandpool. Available Aug. 15, 1991
— Aug. 15, 1992, time r>egotiable. 10 min.

from UCLA, walk to elenr>entary and Jr. High

schools. $1900. 474-3562.

WLA. New house for rent. 1 becVl -bath, refrig,

stove, no dep., no util. pay, UCLA student

available. Call Christen (21 3)934-3265 after

8pm.

FEMALE(S) needed for summer sublet (ASAP)
$250. Spacious, furnished, walk to campus.
Call Anh (213)208-1779.

House to Stiare 57

CLENROCK SUBLET— furnished lop floor

apt., view, Jacuzzi, security, parking, June
26—Aug. 30. $28Q/mo. Norman 824-4703.

LARGE LUXURY SINGLE, ASAP-Sepl. 30 or
longer. Amenities, Near Campu, 1-2 people,
$706. Cheryl 825-0281/575-1014

ONE/ TWO person(s) New luxury bulding.

One block from campus. Parking/ pool/ ja-

cuzzi. $3SG/obo (213)208 0876

SANTA MONICA Own furnished room in

2-bedroom apt. July-August (negotiable), utili-

ties included Male preferred. (213)829-5756

SUMMER IN WESTWOOD, $1 75/month, June
-September, parking, kitchen, clean, females
preferred Call Pan 213-208 0063.

SUMMER SUBLET Westwood Chateau $200
Brent (213)373-5836

LARGE ROOM, sumn'>er rent, Melrose area, for

quiet non-smoker, fully furnished, $350/mo
(213)653-6224

LOVELY. Furnished Private bath.Off Wilshirc

Microwave. Own phof>e line. Modem. Free

ways Non-smoker $475. (213)473-2608

MAR VISTA, $475, furnished room with pn-

vate bath in home with use of kitchen, laundry,

cable TV, weekly maid service, many extras

No smoking. Available immediately
396-9626.

PRIVATE ROOM/ BATH in 3-bedroom luxury

apartment Huge, high ceilings, kitchen pri-

vileges, non-smoker. $525/mo.
(213)444-5526.

Responsible irniividual to share furnished

3-bedroom apartment with couple, $375/mo.,

non-smoker, available July. Joy
(213)452 2242.

ROOM IN HOUSE. Private entrance and bath

Employed female student. Kitchen priv. with

utilities. $37S/mo. 474-9854.

SUMMER SUBLT FOR 1 FEMALE, parking,

security, jacuzzi, Glenrock, $300, June/July-

August Rachel (213)206-2449

WESTWOOD Female preferred to share
1 -bedroom. $350. Walk to campus. Parking
pool, •>• more. (213)824.3311.

WESTWOOD Female preferred to share
1 -bedroom. $350. Walk to campus Parking,

pool, -f more (213)824-3311

WESTWOOD, sublet July through Sept , 2
blocks from campus, 2-bod/1-bath, parking,

yard, $830 824-2388

LARGE MODERN TOWNHOUSE to share
with female professional, non-smoker, piano,

fireplace, private garage. $550/mo.
(213)450-9111, ext.2371.

MALE TO SHARE 1-bed in 3-bed house in

WLA. $25a^mo. Near bus line. Street

parking. (213) 474-3173.

VENICE. SHARE HOME WITH 2 PROFES-
SIONALS in quiet cul-de-sac. Private pool,
opposite goKAennis. Washer/dryer. $650.
(213) 399-3029 or 688-5282.

Housing Needed 60

RESPONSIBLE, 40^ couple seeks 1 -year sublet
during post-doc appt. Prefer some oulsides-

pace (617)641-4509

Room/Board for Help 62

EXPERIENCED oabysitter with references and
flexible hours to care for 6 and 6 year old
boys.Walk to campus. Car necessary. Live in

guesthouse (213)470-4393.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for

childcare & light chores. Female, nons-
nx)ker,car required. (213)559-5990.

ROONV BOARD for babysitting 5-yr-old girl.

New house, Westwood area References
(213)470-6859

Room for Help 63

House for Sale 68

HOME FOR SALE by owner $210,000 Totally

redun 2-bed/l-bath. 13 miles to UCLA. Great
for 1st time buyer (818)989-1036.

HOUSE— 3-bed/l -bath, family room. 1 5 min
to campus Mar Vista $31 OK (213)397-7295

•REDONDO NO DOWN!' new
4-bedroonr\/2'/i -baths, family and dinning
rooms, yard, $6k dosing cost, $369,900 (or no
down, equity share for lower payments)
Anastasi Realtors. (213)374-5657 or
(213)372 7177

VAN NUY5. 2 J mm. to UCLA, $i^3,tXXJ

Gorgeous 2-bdrm house -f separate guestroom
with Vi bath. Huge yard with fruit trees.

(213)479 0615

WESTWOOD RUSTIC. 3 -bed/2 bath (one

with Jacuzzi). FR, boo., Ig. kitchen Extras

Annie, Prudential Calif. Realty (21 3)477-6291,

ext. 210.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT Live in guest

house. Brentwood. 1 2Vi hrs/wk with 14
year-old boy Driving, sports, helping with

homework. (213)472-2626.

PROFESSIONAL COUPLE will exchange pri-

vate room, bath, low rent, for 10-15 hrsAvk
chores. Must have car/love pets. 1 5-minulcs
LJCLA References (213)550 0552

Towntiouse for Rent (f)6

WLA, ultra nnxiern duplex, 2-bed/ 2V» -bath,

lufl, Tireplace, ruuf garden arni much mure.

Fully furnished. $220(Vmu. (213)4440433.

Guest House for Rent 70

PRIVATE CUFSTHOUSF STUDIO with loft,

excellent location, furnished. Fairfax ira.

$575/mo. After 6Dm. (213)933 3050.

Condos for Sole

COMPLLILLV KLMOUtLkU 1-bcd/ IV* -bath,

security, doorman. Wilshirc/ Selby. $255K.
Gail 445-7778.

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartment, hardwood floors, blocks to beach.
Santa Monica. Room to add on, $535K
396-1742.

WESTWOOD, $163,000, fabulous 1-bed/
1 -bath. Near UCLA in "The Colony." Must see!

Stark, C.B. (213)451-5471.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR, $90,900, studio
apartment, highrise building, 10th floor, large

balcony, overlooks UCLA, walk to campus.
Secure building, multi-services, parking and
attendants. Below market, price to sell. Mr.
Welch, (213)6.%-9173.

W^ VILLAGE: top floor, front unit, large

l-»-lV. with Ig. private balcony. $21 9K.
Schaefer 451-1366.

Condos for Rent 69

Vi -BLOCK UCLA, large 1 -bedroom. Sunny
pool, spa. Security, valet, doorman, perfect

for3 individuals. (213)931-3811.

WESTWOOD 2bd/2ba, security bidg, pool,
view, 3-blks to campus, $1100/mo.
(818)355-4604 or (213)475-4816

iM

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything—
fully equipped— reasonable rates.

(818)785-1028.

FULLY FURNISHED 1-bed guesthouse,
$6C/day. Century City/Westwood. Great loca-

tion! Call (213)277-1994.

Movers/Storage 94

JERRY'S moving and J°livery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

The Careful Mover
Houses, Apartments, Offices,

local and Long distance

Small jobs welcome
(213)319-1236

Services Offered 96

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-4193.

WRITING, EDfTING, TUTORING
RESEARCH

Days, Nights, Weekends

Overnight Service Available

PhO Gives Fast Accurate Help

All Subject Areas

(213)476-0114

Tutoring Offered 98

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN
ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747-5116.

SPANISH TUTORING, travelling, business,

conversation, grammar. Private and group
classes. For children and adults
(213)575-1977.

Typing 100

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING!!!! 20 years Exp., Laser, Spell-

check (213)474-6609, 7 days,
8a.m.- 10:00p.m. Near campus, RUSHES
OKAY.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)768-9865.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
rcsunr>es. Santa Monica (21 3)626-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466^2888

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available Call
Jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.
N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LFHERS expertly
written by experienced Career Counselor Also
college admission essays Lee (213)478- 1090.

WINNING RESUMES, 2 hr service Our clients
get results Open 7 days. (213)287 2785.

Typewriter/Computer
1

3

4

BROTHER WORDPRCXESSOR Must sell.

Great buy, with spell check Reports, projects
$30Q/obo Call (213)824-4554.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/mo Search Orion, write papers, etc. 266,
386 systems available, (213)931-4207.

67 Travel Tickets 106

2 SOU THWL5 1 I ICKt 1 i. Rouf »dlf ip, Chicago,

Detroit, Nashville, New Orleans, etc. Must
sell. (213)473-6935.

AA RT TICKET to Washington DC, 7/1 . Return

from NYC 7/14 (flexible). $250. Call

(213)474-6430.

BAH/^MAS CRUISE for two. 5 dayV4 nights.

$600 retail. $125 per person. Airfare not

included. Call (602)833-0531.

ROUND-TRIP airline ticket from LAX to Syrag-

cuse, NY. Departing 7/2/91 , returning 7/8/91

.

$358. Call (213)825-6876 Rachel

Autos for Sale 109

1981 DATSUN 280ZX. Fully loaded. Looks
and runs well. One owner. 80k mi. $300Q/obo.
(213)474-5660.

1983 HONDA CIVIC 4-DOOR, automatic,

AM/FM cassette, runs great. $220C/obo. Call

Bill 824-5311.

1984 RENAULT ENCORE. Original owner.

Low milage- 57,000. 2DR w/hatchback, forest

green wAan interior. Well cared for, new tires,

a/c, am/fm cassette. Only $1495/obo. Call

(213)476-2982.

1984 VW GTI, $390(yobo. Must sell, leaving

country, kint cond., black, sunroof, new tires.

(213)204-5420.

1985 HONDA CRX SI Red, 5-speed, electric

sunroof, anVfm cass., equalizer/booster. Excel-

lent condition. Fun car. $4900/obo.
(818)980-5049.

1966 DODGE COLT TURBO GTE, 5-speed,

cruise-control, body like new, red, runs great.

$2695. 213-276-4020.

'74 911 TARGA. $9000 obo.Rebuilt engine,

new tires, ice green, great shape. MUST SELLI

213-470-0270

'84 RENAULT, 39,000 miles, aiitomc'Jc, AM/
FM cassette, runs great. $^,000/obo.
(213)820-7077 work, (213)670-8002 eves.

'87 ESCORT. Solid, sporty car, black with grey

interior. Well maintained. $2950/obo.
(818)509-1457.

MERCEDES BENZ 250 S, 1 966, $4800, 4-door,

80,000 miles, excellent condition. White/red

intetrior, standard transmission.
(818)783-1610

SUZUKI SAMURAI JX convertible 1987.
Silver-grey, air, AM/FM c^sette, $360(Vobo.
(213)471-0319.

URGENT! 1974, yellow Bug. Great condition.

Stereo, new interior. Westwood. Leaving USA
Friday. $1950. (213)208-5067.

VOLKSWAGEN FOX GL stationwagon, 1986,
price negotiable, excellent condition.
(213)463-3196.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1982 HONDA SOOcc. Excellent condition,

runs good, 9,000 miles. $650/obo. 828-6402.

1988 HONDA ZB50J. Maximum 45 miles/

hour speed. Woo on game show, never used.

$825/obo. (213)399-7955.

HONDA CB12S, 1975, $45tVobo, excellent

condition, 11,000 miles. Looks like new.
(213)396-7295.

Scooters for Sale 115

1986 HONDA ELITE 60, Excellent condition,

$800. 1986 HONDA SPREE, Good condition,

$350. (213)478-3694.

1987 HONDA ELITE SOX. Runs great. $300.
Call Bill 624-5311.

1969 HONDA ELITE 60. White, excellent

condition, tuned up. Must sell now, call

Monica (213)826-1978.

1 985 HONDA AERO 50; clean, runs great,red.

Helmet & lock included! $400/obo.
(213)824 0805.

87 ELITE 60, red, heln>et, lock, basket, low
mileage $600/obo 824-261 7, leave n>essage.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet Low
miles. Call Cynthia 206-5136.

Aero 50 '87. Great cond., must sell. $375.00,
824-5109, Eva. ^
TALIEN, 1965, MILEAGE, $500, immacu-
ate. (818)763-1610

Furniture for Sale 126

BAR with four stools and glass rack, $80/obo.
Couch, table, dresser, single bed, $20-60.
(213)624-5311.

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290 MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175
TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160. (21.3)621-0729

GLASS OCTAGON TABLE with four chairs for

sale. $75 Great Deal. Call (213)659-1465

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45. full $SS, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbcds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (213)372-2337

MUST SELL!! Double size, white formica bed
and book shelves. Great condition. $200 for

both or separately. Give me an offer. Call
Cathy (21 3)470-3593.

SWIVEL CHAIR w/Ottonian, $250. 1 couch,
8 feel long, $275 1 dpsk, $100. 1 side table'

$75. 1 coffee table, $80 1 twin hradbo;irH,

$60. 2 rm dividers, $50 1 card table, $40. 2
porcelain lamps, $50 each. Call 820 3407.

Misc. For Sale 128

NIKON F M with 43-86 lens. Excellent condi-
tion. $225/obo. (213)474-8662.

SOCCER
From page 16

The United States-Ireland game
ended ma 1-1 tie, which followed

a 0-0 tie against Juventas at the

Yale Bowl in New Haven, Conn.

"I thought that the Ireland game
was a good experience, and we
learned a lot," Henderson says.

"Ireland thought that they would
come out and teach us something,

but I think we surprised them."

The U.S. team also tied A.C.

Milan. 1-1, at Chicago*s Soldier

Field two weeks ago in front of

41,000.

Henderson's teammates in the

midfield are Hugo Perez, who had
played in Europe, and Brian Quinn
from the Major Soccer League's

San Diego Sockers.

At age 20, Henderson is the

youngest player on the team and

the only collegian. The average

age is 26, and five members have

played in the European leagues.

Henderson was enrolled in classes

this past spring while playing for

SLAUGHT
From page 16

three-year letterman there also.

Slaught played prep baseball in

Palos Verdes, and he earned a

scholarship to UCLA out of high

school.

In his first year in Westwood,
Slaught was stuck behind junior

Dennis Delany, who was hitting

.339 with 1 1 home runs. Wanting

to be on a team where he could
play every day, Slaught transferred

to El Camino College and then

returned to UCLA for his junior

year to claim the starting job.

"I remember that as a freshman
Don could hit well enough to

start," UCLA manager Gary
Adams says. "He tried first base
and the outfield, and every time we
put him in, he did well. But he
played behind Dennis Delany and
Jimmy Thomas at catcher."

The St. Louis Cardinals drafted

Delany in after the 1978 season,

and Slaught seized command of
the open catcher position. In just

his first full year as a starter,

"Sluggo" Slaught batted .428 to

lead the Pac-10 and set a school
record. Jim Auten also was a

league leader that year, and he
blasted 29 home runs that season to

set an NCAA record.

"Don was always a fine hitter at

UCLA, a very fine hitler," Adams
says. "He was a good hitter who
had confidence. As a catcher, he
kept getting better and better all the

time, but catching was still a bit

harder for him. Hitting came easier

for him. But once he got his

confidence catching, he became an
expert in hitting.-

After that 1979 season, the

Milwaukee Brewers came knock-
ing on his door and drafted him in

the 21st round. The lure of money
was tempting, and Slaught had to

decide whether or not to forego his

senior year of eligibility and turn

pro.

That would be a tough decision
for many, signing bonuses speak
loudly, but Slaught had little

trouble choosing his route to the

majors.

**As a junior, Don was drafted

and offered a good salary," Adams
says. "I remember talking and him
saying, *rm not going to sign'. I

told him that there were a lot of

risks and if he came back, he might

not have as good a year. Don said,

*ril come back and have a better

year.'"

"(Slaught; ended up being

drafted in a higher round and
improved his lot (with the extra

season). His confidence was so

great; he always felt that he could

do better . . . Don had as much of a

positive attitude of anyone I've
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"I thought that the
Ireland game was a
good experience, and
we learned a lot. Ire^

land thought that
they would come out
ana teach us some-
thing, but I think we
surprised them.*^

Chris Henderson

f
i

#
V,

the national team, which was a

major exercise in time manage-
ment

"If you consider that I'm young
and have this opportunity, I have to

take my chances," says Hender-
son, a junior history major.

Henderson's starting position is

not secure at all. Bora Milutinovic
from Yugoslavia has taken over
the team, and he is experimenting
with different player combina-
tions. John Harkes, whom Sports

coached."

In 1980, Slaught's average
dipped below the Williams line to

.292, and UCLA's record fell to

31-22-3, third in the conference.

But interest from the major leagues

did not wane, and the Kansas City

Royals chose Slaught in the

seventh round of the 1980 draft

"When Don played, he was
unlike the others who always
wondered what the scouts were
thinking," Adams says. "He never
worried about the money offered. I

remember him saying, 'I'm going

to play well and the rest will fall

into place*. That's a speech I use

on other players. There's enough
pressure facing college pitching

and hitting."

Slaught hits also represented the

United States in international

games. In 1979, he was selected to

a group of college all-stars that

traveled to Cuba.

"When they play the national

anthem in front of 60,000 people, it

gives you the chills, similar to the

Olympics," Slaught says.

Slaught made steady progress

toward the major leagues, and his

first break came early. After

spending one week in rookie ball,

the Class A catcher was injured,

and Slaught was promoted tempor-

arily until the regular was healthy.

He hit well and tluiew out enough
runners to stick around for the final

three months.

The next year, 1980, Slaught

jumped to Class AA and finished

second in the league in hitting.

Slaught's career suffered a setback

in 1981 when he broke his leg, but

he healed and moved up to Triple

A, one step from the majors.

Fate again played a role in

Slaught's career, as this time

Royal catcher John Wathan broke

his ankle, and the Kansas City

organization picked up the phone
and called Slaught in (city).

"In 1981, I thought that I had
missed an opportunity when I

broke my leg," Slaught says.

Slaught is one of five UCLA
catchers that have been drafted by

major league baseball.

"Don was a phenomenal catcher

here, one of the best," Adams says.

"Don, of all, could run real well

and c^uld steal bases. He had a

good arm and was a solid receiver.

Don was also good at clutch

hitting; he always seemed to have

the winning hit. I loved for him to

come up with men on base."

"We have a great tradition of

catchers at UCLA, and Don had

liie best tools ot them all. Paul Ellis

had more power; Todd Zeile was

more graceful; and Billy Haselman

was a faster runner. But if you

grade them on everything together,

probably Don would be the highest

scorer.
»

Illustrated featured for his play in

England, is expected to join the

American team, and the USSF
recently bought out the contract of
Tab Ramos from the European
Leagues.

"Every single game is a try-

out," Henderson says. "In college,

there's still pressure to win for the

school, but here, if you have a bad
game, you may not be on the next
trip. It's pretty cutthroat. You're
not playing average teams now;

you're playing the best."

Against Ireland, Henderson was
matched against World Cup veter-

an Paul McGrath, and the colle-

gian was able to pass his baptism
by fire.

"Playing against these guys is a

challenge," Henderson says. "It's

like whoever's marking (Michael)

Jordan."

Competing on the high-stakes

international level has exposed
Henderson to another factor syn-

onymous with spx^ris — profes-

sionalism and the concept of play-

for-pay. Tournaments in which the

U.S. team plays offer monetary
reward, just like tennis and golf,

but Henderson can't touch that.

For example, when the Americans
play in the Gold Cup at the start of
July, $100,000 is available in prize

money.

"It's tough staying in school,"

Henderson says. "They're getting

money, and I can't take anything.

They get about $5000 per player,

but the NCAA won't allow me to

take anything."

The USSF fired Bob Gansler as

coach this past winter, and Miluti-

novic is the third coach in one year

after replacing the interim chief,

John Kowalski. Milutinovic
directed Mexico to the quarterfi-

nals in the 1986 Worid Cup and
most recently coached Costa Rica
to a surprise entry in Italia '90.

The team has employed a new
attacking style that stresses ball

possession. Now, the team will

pass the ball several times in the

backfield in search ofan open man.
In the past, the team was playing

more long ball and immediately
kicking passes into the offensive

zone.

"We string nine or ten passes

together now when we used to

have trouble with two or three,"

Henderson says. "We're getting

more confident and have others

afraid of us."

"Bora is planning for long-term

development He is starting with

the basics instead of going for

immediate wins. He's known as a

player's coach. He's always smil-

ing, and he has a great personality

with players and the press."

grocery • produce • dairy • deli • bakery

$5.79
1 2 pack
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+ tax & CRV

COMPARE & SAVE! breadstiks Ralphs

Green Seedless Grapes, lb 1 .69
Valencia Oranges, lb .89
Deli fresh sliced Turkey breast, lb 4.49
O.R. saltfree popping corn, 3/3.5oz 2.05
Kellogg's Pop Tarts, 1 1 oz 1 .55
Ocean Spray Cranberry Juice, 32 oz 1 .79
Ragu spaghetti sauce/mush. 28oz 1 .49
Arrowhead Mtn Spring water, 1 gal .99

1.79
.99

5.99
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1.65
1.83
1.80
1.09

Any 32 oz

Sports Bottle
refill

49«
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OPEN TIL . FREE
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1057 GAVLEV AVE • 209-1111
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Slaught jumps
to big leagues
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

In Don Slaught*s first profes-
sional game, he crouched behind
home plate as opposing outfielder
Jim Autcn stepped forward to bat
Slaught and Auten had been
teammates on the 1979 UCLA
team that won the Pac-10, and two
years later Slaught was joining him
in the minor leagues.

The Royals had just promoted
Slaught to their Class A team, the
fu^t in a long series of steps to the
major league level.

As the count ran to no balls and
two strikes against Auten, and he
stood on the verge of striking out,
Slaught intervened into the game.
He told his fomrier teammate from
his position of catcher that the
pitch would be thrown outside of
the strike zone.

Auten believed that Slaught was
extending him a favor, based on
their years together on the Bruin
baseball team, and he did not
prepare to swing the bat.

But the pitcher hurled the ball

straight toward the plate and it slid

inside across the strike zone to

Auten's dismay. The umpire
barked "strike three" and Auten
was out.

The road to the majors had
commenced.
One decade later, Slaught shares

starting chores at catcher with
Mike LaValliere for the defending

National East champion Pittsburgh
Pirates. In 1991, the team again is

in fu-st place, 40-27 and four games
ahead of the second place St Louis
Cardinals, and Pittsburgh is in the
midst of another pennant race.

Slaught is in the big leagues to
stay.

Slaught started at catcher on the
1979 Bruins which finished the
regular season 43-18 (21-9 Pac-
10), its best record since 1969
when future major leaguers Chris
Chambliss and Bill Bonham led
the team to the College World
Series, and UCLA won the Pac-10
crown.

The team lost to eventual
NCAA champion Fullerton State,
led by current Montreal Expos
thirdbaseman Tim Wallach, in the
West Regional. From the 1979
UCLA team, five major leaguers
are still active: Slaught, Tim
Leary, Dave Schmidt, Mike Galle-
go and Matt Young.
*The thing I remember most is

the 1979 team and all the players
on that club that made the majors,"
Slaught said at Dodger Stadium
last week. "A lot of guys arc still

playing after all these years . . .

We had that many quality people."
For Slaught to attend UCLA is

ironic. His grandfather was an
All-American at the University of
Southern California, the Bruins'
intra-city rival, and his father was a

University of California, Los Angeles

See SLAUQHT, page 14
Pittsburgh Pirates' catctier Don Slaugtit hit .428 for UCLA in 1979, a school record
stands.

that still

Henderson earns starting position
Bruin midfielder assists America's tie against Ireland

Daily Bruin file photo

UCLA midfielder Chris Henderson assisted Eric Wynal-
da's goal against Ireland.

By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

After winning the NCAA
soccer title last December, you
might say the UCLA midfielder
Chris Henderson was on lop of
the worid. Well, maybe the top in

the nation. UCLA slipped past
two very tough Rutgers and
North Carohna State teams to

win its second title in six years,

and Henderson earned All-
American honors.

But bigger things arc brewing
for Henderson and American
soccer. The United Stales won
the right to host the 1994 Worid
Cup, and 27 ciues across the
country arc bidding for games,
including Los Angeles with the
Coliseum and Pasadena with the

Rose Bowl.
The United Sutes Soccer

Federation is also building a
national team to compete with
the world's best, and Henderson
is Slaking his claim at the left

halfback position.

TTie American team is cur-

rently participating in the World
Senes of soccer, pitting this

country's best against European
and South American national and
club teams. Henderson has play-
ed at the midfield in the games
against Argentina, Ireland,
Juvenias (Iialy) and A.C. Milan
(Italy) and solidified his position
in the starting line.

Henderson earned a spot on
the first American team in 50
years to make the World Cup last

year. The team lost all three
games in Iialy, and Henderson
did not play a single minute,
despite notching an assist against
Leichiensiein in a pre-Cup war-
mup. Against Ireland this month,
Henderson assisted on the tying
goal, and this time he is prepared
to slay.

**rve been a starter since last

December when I earned the
position, and Tve started ever
since," Henderson says.

The World Series of Soccer is

touring America in cities that are
bidding for World Cup games in

1994. The U.S. team hosted

Ireland at Foxboro, Mass., and
the crowd was in the excess of
50,000.

"It*s a big deal getting the
games for these cities," Hender-
son says. "We had more than
50,000 at Ireland for the night
game, and it was the first time
that they put grass down on top of
the artificial turf. The fans were
singing and chanting, and the
crowd was half-Irish and half-

American because it was near
Boston."

Ireland scored fu^t against
goalkeeper Tony Meola to jump
ahead, 1-0, but Henderson made
his run toward the goal in the 64
minute mark.

*The ball was chipped out of
our backfield to me, and I saw
Eric Wynalda running from left

10 right toward the center,"
Henderson explains. **I headed
the ball toward the middle, and it

skipped over the defender's leg
and went through on the breaka-
way."

See SOCCER, page 15

Shurlock is top coach
UCLA's Art Shurlock was named coach of the
year by the United States Gymnastics Federa-
tion. Three of his athletes qualified for the U.S.
World Championships, including all-around
champion Chris Waller, and Bruin gymnasts
won five of the seven contested events.

Water polo coach hired
I JCl A has hired former Long Beach St. assistant

coach Guy Baker to coach the reinstated water
polo program. Baker's 49er teams won two
consecutive Big West titles (1988-89) in* his

seven years and reached the NCAA tournament
three times (1985, '88 and '89).

Swimmer gets honor
UCLA iiwimmcr Andrea Cecchi was named to
ihc GTE Academic All-America team. Cecchi, a
junior from Torino, Italy, was a member of the
Brum 200-mcdley relay team which established
INC.AA and American records, and he has a 3.47
gpa in kinesiology.

80th Year, No. 3
Circulation: 11,000

Money talks
Kenkichi Honda, a professor

of development economics at

Japan's Osaka University, will

give a lecture about "The
Controversy on Korean Capi-
talism" on Tuesday from 3 to 5
p.m. in 1 1 382 Bunche Hall. The
event is part of the Pacific Rim
Lecture Series sponsored by the

UCLA Korea Program and the

Center for Pacific Rim Studies.

Dig a little deeper into your
pocket when you pay for cam-
pus parking today. UCLA
Parking Services is now charg-

ing a blanket $5 fee for parking
in any campus lot. The daily

cost was previously $4.

Inside
Repatriation

policy criticized

The University of California

has agreed to abide by a new
federal policy on the repatria-

tion of American Indian skelet-

al remains. But activists say that

action is not enough.

See page 3

Viewpoint

III lias

its limitations

Editor Dan Saffer examines
the predicament that one of

UCLA's sororities finds itself

in.

See page 6

Arts & Entertainment

Archive salutes

Hall of Fame
The UCLA Film and Televi-

sion Archive is saluting 40

years of TV's Hallmark Hall of

Fame.

See page 8

Sports

American team
in South Korea

Cobi Jones scored for the

U.S. National team in the

President's Cup.

See page 16
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Protest marks state budget talks
By Chris Chrystal and
Ken Hoover
United Press International

SACRAMENTO — Hundreds
of slate employees picketed the

state Capitol Sunday to protest a

bill they say would allow the

governor to order furloughs and
wage cuts without a union contract

agreement if negotiations hit an
impasse.

They waved a banner made of

butcher paper several blocks long

that contained handwritten mes-
sages to the Legislature, which
faced a night of wrangling over
bills that would wrap up the new
state budget in time for the

midnight deadline.

The $56.4 billion spending plan

Bills bog down Legislature

as midnight deadline nears
is required to be ready by July 1,

the start of the 1991-92 fiscal year.

The most controversial mea-
sures confronting lawmakers Sun-

day included a utilities tax, which

is opposed by business leaders, and
proposals to hike income taxes on
wealthier Califomians.

Gov. Pete Wilson said Saturday
he didn't know whether he would
drop his stiff opposition to a slate

income tax hike in view of the

massive $14.3 billion budget defi-

cit.

The Republican governor noted

that the projected deficit has

doubled since he took office in

January, which he said has forced

everyone to "come to grips . . .

with the necessity to do a number
of things that are not good for

business or anybody."

State employees attempted to

pressure lawmakers against j)ass-

ing AB1487, which they dubbed a

"union-busting" bill that would
preempt collective bargaining and
allow the governor to force man-

datory furloughs and pay cuts to

help balance the budget.

"We have to defeat the bill

because it suspends the collective

bargaining process," said Pat

McConahay, spokeswoman for the

California Slate Employees Asso-

ciation, which represents about

100,000 active workers.

The CSEA represents nine of

the state employees* 21 bargaining

units whose three-year contacts

expire at midnight, McConahay
said.

Under provisions of AB1487,
"If we reach impasse, the state can
implement their proposals, which
include mandatory furloughs of
two days a month, and up to a 10
percent pay cut," McConahay said.

PassKlena in 'local state of emergency'

CHRlS BLUM

Saturdays's 6.0 temblor near Sierra Madre damaged about 30 buildings, including

the Pasadena Playhouse,

Connection with

feared 'big one'

called unlikely
By Valerie Rosenberg

A strong earthquake, measuring 6.0 on
the Richter scale, rocked the greater Los
Angeles area Friday morning — rumbling
as far south as the Mexican border, as far

north as Santa Barbara and as far east as

Palm Springs.

The temblor's epicenter was located

eight miles north of Sierra Madre, a small

community 15 miles northeast of Los
Angeles in the San Gabnel mountains. It

rattled at 7:43 a.m. and lasted about 10

seconds.

No damage was reported at UCLA, but

that was not the case for cities closer to the

epicenter. Pasadena was declared in a local

stale of emergency after the quake left

damaged buildings, one death and many
injuries in its wake.

A 34-year-old horse handler was killed at

the Santa Anita racetrack when a steel beam
fell on her. A witness said she and her

boyfriend, who was seriously injured, were
hand-in-hand running for safety. 'They had
about 50 feet to go, and they did not make
it."

About 30 buildings in the city were
damaged, including the historic Pasadena
Playhouse. Aiso, 33 people went to city

hospitals with quake-related injuries.

As a result of the temblor, traffic signals

and street lights were broken, chimneys
collapsed, windows popped out of their

panes, and dishes fell off kitchen shelves.

The quake also temporarily knocked out
power to an estimated 30,000 Angelenos,
according to officials at Southern California

Edison and the Department of Water and
Power.

The earthquake occurred along the Sierra

Madre fault, which "in the bO-plus years of

See QUAKE, page 2

Nature's call: Some slept through quake, some didn'

"I had just got out of

the shower and I was
drying my hair, so 1

was shaking around
and I missed the
whole thing/'

Whitman Miller

By Kara Bouton

While Friday moming*s earth-

quake was nothing more than a

rude awakening for native Califor-

nians, thoughts of the dreaded "big

one" raced through the minds ot

those who have not experienced

many temblors.

Striking at 7:43 a.m., the quake
was early enough lo beat many
people's alann ckKks. Some were
able to roll over and go back to

sleep, as if they had hit their snooze
buttons. But others were wide-

eyed for the day.

"I was asleep, and all 1 was
thinking is when is it going to be

over so 1 can go back to sleep," said

UCLA senior Tony Miller.

Dan Morris, another UCLA
senior, was just as anxious to gel

every bit of sleep possible. "1 just

rolled over and thought that if it got

bigger, I'd get out of bed. But it

didn't, so 1 went back to sleep."

Other students felt the earth-

quake was definitely worth getting

out of bed for. "1 put my hands on
the wall and screamed. I thought it

was the big one," said Rose
Simelane, a fourlh-year student

who came to this country in 1987.

Her roommates tried to calm her

through the shaking.

Many ran to their doorways for

cover. "1 got out of bed and stood

See REACTION, page 2
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The
Los Angeles
Philharmonic
Institute

Orchestra
at

RovccHall UCLA

Two great concerts by some ofAmerica's

finest young musicians!

Sunday, July 7, 7:30 p.m.

David Alan Miller, conductor • Lynn Harrell, cello

Thomas Dausgaard and William Eddins, conducting fellows

Bernstein: Three Dance Episodes, On the Town
Shostakovich: Cello Concerto No. 1 • Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra

Sunday, August 4, 7:30 p.m.

Viktor Liberman, conductor • Bryan Pezzone, piano

Thomas Dausgaard and William Eddins, conducting fellows

Strauss: Serenade, Op. 7 • Schoenberg: Verklarte Nacht

Bernstein: Symphony No 2, The Age of Anxiety

TICKETS: $6.00 General Admission: $5.00 fo. students and senior citizens.

BY PHONE: Call (213) 825-9261. IN PERSON: UCLA Central Ticket Office,

James West Center, Monday-Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., and Royce Hall Box Office

(one hour before concerts) INFORMATION: (213) 20C-1781.

All-suite

hotel for Bruins

and Mends.
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Just minutes from from UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, free parking, pool and spa.

Rates from $85.00 per night. For reservations call:

(213)476-6255

Brentwood Suites
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Earthquake Safety

During the shaking:

Elf Indoors, take cover under a desk or table, or

brace yourself in a doonA/ay. Stay away from

windows.

P^__^^g_ If outdoors, move to an open area away from^ overhead hazards such as powerlines, falling

JJI^ brick, glass or trees.
'm'l r'-'-^'

If in a car, stop carefully in an open area. Stay

in the car. Listen to the car radio for

information.

SOURCE: UCLA Dopartment of Community Safety
' RICH CANDO/baily Bruin

QUAKE
From page 1

earthquake recording, has been

virtually inactive", said Hall Daily,

an expert at Caltech.

Daily said there was no apparent

connection between this quake and

"the big one," the major earth-

quake that all Southern Califor-

nians have been anticipating along

the infamous San Andreas fault

Like other quakes, there was a

five percent chance that this

temblor was a foreshock to a larger

one. But the chances of a larger

earthquake occurring, decreases

after a few hours.

Caltech scientists did report a

swarm of aftershocks, the largest

occurred at 10 a.m. Friday and

measured 4.3 on the Richter scale.

The last earthquake of signific-

ant magnitude to rattle through the

Southern Cahfomia area was the

REACTION

Februaiy 1990 Upland temblor.

Measuring 5.5 on the Richter
scale, it caused 30 injuries and $14
million in damages.

Friday's quake, however, was
far from the intensity of the 6.9
temblor that hit the San Francisco
area on Oct 17, 1989. That quake
killed 67 people, injured 3,000 and
caused $4 billion in damages.
UCLA has more than 700

trained emergency coordinators,

some of whom checked the cam-
pus for damage on Friday, said

Roni Gordon, UCLA*s earthquake

preparedness coordinator.

Those seeking additional infor-

mation about earthquake prepared-

ness can call 206-8611. Also,

Gordon is available to give pre-

sentations to campus groups on
emergency preparedness.

From page 1

in the doorway which really

wouldn't have helped if something

happened since I'm on the sixth

floor," said sophomore Shanna
Kennedy.

This quake, however, did not

rumble early enough to beat the

buzz of everybody's alarm. Engl-

ish Professor Michael Colakurcio

was akeady in Rolfe Hall when the

quake hit.

"I thought, *! hope this isn't the

big one because if it is I am
doomed,*" he said.

George Martinez experienced

the temblor from a different

perspective than most. "I was
underground in one of the parking

lots. It seemed fairly small, but it

really shook me up.".

While this quake was enough to

wake — if not scare — most
people, there were some for whom
a 6.0 quake was just not strong

enough to notice.

When it comes lo some students

and their sleep, not even Mother
Nature can rob them of a wink.

Many slept through the 6.0 joU.

But even some students who
were awake did not feel the

shaking of the ground or notice the

swaying of buildings and street

lights.

"I had just got out of the shower
and I was drying my hair, so I was
shaking around and I missed the

whole thing," said Whitman Mill-

er, a campus research associate.

One student who was in an
elevator at the Los Angeles Tennis

Center during the quake also

missed out. Others commuting to

school said they also did not feel

the temblor.

But for people working in

Powell Library, the most seismi-

cally-unsafe building on campus,

thoughts of time spent in a "death-

trap" filled their heads.

"I put my hands on
the wall and
screamed I diougjit it

was the big one.^^

RoseSimelane

"It is the last place on earth I

want to be during an earthquake,"

said Lome Bloch. a library

employee.

Senior Randy Davis said he

knows exactly what lo do if an

earthquake hits while he is in

Powell. "I will just duck under a

desk. I am not going to try lo run

out because if I'm not struck by
falling debris as I'm running out,

I'll be struck by falling bricks

outside the building."

Probably one of the least-

coveted jobs in Pasadena, the city

hardest hit by Friday's quake, was
that of Matt Kennedy. Soon after

the quake rumbled, the bookstore

clerk was assigned the laborious

task of putting hundreds of books
that had fallen to the floor back on

their shelves — in alphabetical

order.

Controlling your blood pressure can reduce your chances
of heart disease. Have your blood pressure checked.

And keep it in check for life.

Berkeley confident federal audit will turn up nothing
University was only public school selected

for review of national grant expenditure
By Christine Hagstrom
Summer Bruin Staff

Close to two months into a

federal audit of UC Berkeley's

spending of government money,
university officials are confident

they will emerge from the close

scrutiny relatively unscathed.

When asked if he felt the federal

investigation might unearth the

kind of major misuse of funds

which has embroiled Stanford

University in a national controver-

sy, UC President David Gardner

said "no one would be more
surprised in the world than me."

Auditors are still pouring over

university receipts and other docu-

ments in search of violations of

federal indirect cost regulations.

Universities are reimbursed for

money they spend on research for

the federal government. In addi-

tion to refunds for direct costs such

as travel, salaries and supplies,

they get some money for indirect

expenses they incur, such as

utihties, cleaning and cost of

academic and administrative sup-

port to the research program.

Federal auditors didn't chuckle

when earlier this year they discov-

ered Stanford University had been

charging thousands of dollars in

flowers, fine wine and other

luxuries to the federal government

as "indirect costs."

Soon after this discovery, the

U.S. Senate committee looking

into how university's across the

nation are spending federal

money, announced it was expand-
ing its investigation. As its first

victims, they chose: the University

of Pennsylvania, the University of

Southern California. Harvard
School of Medicine, the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology
and UC Berkeley.

While there has been much
speculation as to why these

schools were singled out, UC
officials say they merely reflect

the gamut of universities nation-

wide that are receiving federal

grants.

UC Berkeley was the only

public university selected.

The audit "was not undertaken

because of any particular suspicion

that there were . . . major prob-

lems like those uncovered at

Stanford," said UC Berkeley
spokesman Ray Colvig. "I think

the idea was ... to look at a range

of institutions following the inten-

sive study of Stanford which
certainly indicated the need to

expand (the investigation)."

Although the university's own
audits have come up with a fairly

clean slate for the university,

Gardner said he has "learned not to

predict" audit results. Although he

seemed confident that any UC
violations would be few and far

between, the university president

said, "If someone was determined

to find something wrong, I think

they would."

Gardner likened the federal

codes on indirect costs to the

See AUDIT, page 5

Atx)ve, children protest Yugoslavian opposition of Croatian independence. Below, hundreds
eral Building to ask for American support.

Croats, Slovenes urge

recognition of republics

JOHN CHUNG

gather at the Fed-

By Matthew Fordahi

Summer Bruin Staff

Waving dozens of Croatian

and American flags, hundreds

of demonstrators gathered at

the Westwood federal building

Saturday to protest the U.S.

government's failure to recog-

nize Yugoslavia's breakaway
republics.

"American policy used to

support democracy," said Mar-
io Juravich, an American of

Croatian descent. "Now it

seems to support the status quo,

regardless of whether it's for or

against democracy."

Organizers hoped the West-

wood rally would draw atten-

tion to the plight of the

republics. "A lot of Americans

support the independence
movement, but because of the

State Department's bureaucra-

tic policies, the U.S. govern-

ment's policy will not change."

said Nevan Bobich of the

See YUGOSLAVIA, page 5

m

Company chai^ged with safety viotertions in worker's deatli
United Press International

An electrical contracting company was

charged Thursday with safety violations

stemming from the electrocution death of a

worker who drilled into a 4.800-volt power

hnc at UCLA last July.

The city attomey's office filed the nine-

count criminal complaint against Stciny and

Co. Inc., a Lo5 Angclcs-ba:>cd electrical

contracting and engineering firm that was

working last summer on construction of a

new UCLA dormitory.

Also named in the complaint were project

foreman Kenneth Seeley. project manager

James Duff and Glenn Nelson, owner and

field supervisor for Nelson Concrete Drill-

ing and Sawing.

ITie defendants are scheduled to be

arraigned Aug. 27. If convicted, they face a

maximum possible sentence of six months
in jail and a $10,000 fine for each count.

The alleged violations of state labor laws

Stem from the July 11, 1990 death of

Michael Gonzales, 24, of Pacoima.
The crew was drilling access holc^ for

power lines into underground electrical and
communications vaults at Circle Drive

West near Strathmore Drive.

Gonzales and his co-worker, John Bier-

man, were told by their supervisors to drill

holes into the concrete vault at spots where a

circled "X" was marked on the wall. The
supervisors told the men they would retum

later to inspect the work.

The two workers set up their equipment

in a trench beside the vault and Gonzales

began drilling the first hole while Bicrman

went about 50 yards away to find another

drilling mark.

"When Bierman returned five to eight

minutes later, he found Gonzales laying

unconscious against the wall of the trench

with one hand on the drill, which was still

running," City Attorney Kenneth Hahn said.

Gonzales was pronounced dead at the

See DEATH, page 5

UC's adoption
of federal policy

on repatriation

too broad
By Marina Dundjerski

While university officials say they have

taken a step forward by adopting a new
federal policy on the repatriation of Ameri-
can Indian skeletal remains, critics accuse

them of hiding behind the government law.

Asking the University of California's

governing board to "right a historic wrong,"

Assemblyman Richard Katz (D—Panora-

ma City) blasted the federal policy for t)eing

vague and drawn-out.

At the UC Regents' June meeting, Katz

urged board members to recognize the

concerns of many American Indians and

adopt a stricter, more fast-paced policy for

"Important scientific queS'

tions will be unanswered . . .

but respect for religion is

very important I don't think

you will find an anthropolo'

gist who is against the repat-

riation. But we are opposed

to having a truck come and

just cart everything away/'

Allen Johnson

repatriation.

"(UC) adopted the federal law ... to take

advantage of looser framework and broader

guidelines," he charged.

The new policy, which went into effect

April 1, requires the university to link

American Indian remains and artifacts to

surviving tribes within a five-year period. If

the identified descendants request repatria-

tion, the university must then retum its

holdings for that tribe.

Although Katz says five years is too long,

the federal policy gives university research-

ers time to review the documentation of
their holdings to confirm their accuracy.

UCLA collection officials say they are

moving as fast as they can. "Our inventory

is in pretty good shape. It is just a matter of

verification of records for accuracy and
completion." said Doran Ross, associate

director of UCLA's Fowler Museum, which
houses this campus' collection.

He predicted the updated inventory will

be completed in six months, well before the

federally-mandated five-year deadline.

But a drawn-out deadline is not the only

problem with the UC repatriation policy,

according to Katz. "The whole process

allows for outside involvement only when
the university determines that there shall be
outside involvement."

The assemblyman said that by not

mandating an outside party participate in the

inventory process, the policy creates "an
inherent conflict of interest" by basically

giving the university free license to decide
who gets what.

See POUCY, page 5
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U.S. forces in gulf

prepared if necessary

DUBAI, United Arab Emirates— U.S.

forces in the Persian Gulf region are ready

for any contingency plan that might be
necessary against Iraq, which refused to

comply with U.N. inspections of alleged

nuclear weapon sites.

President Bush Saturday indicated he
will not rush into another confrontation

with Iraq over its nuclear facilities but

noted that the United Nations has ample
authority to forcibly respond to the Iraqi

military's refusal to allow international

inspection of its nuclear facilities.

Iraqi soldiers defied U.N. inspectors for

a second time Friday by firing warning

shots over their heads to prevent them
from examining a suspected nuclear site.

But Baghdad issued a statement later that

Saddam Hussein had ordered all mini-

stries to cooperate fully with U.N.
inspectors.

Lt. Ed Barker, public affairs officer for

the Navy Central Command in Bahrain,

said the 25 to 35 U.S. warships in the Rc^
Sea, Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman and
North Arabian Sea were "constantly

training and ready" but had not received

new instructions. "If they need us to act it

is why we are here," he said.

Yugoslav president

Anted in peace iMd• 1

1

BELGRADE, Belgrade — The Yugo-
slav collective head of state early Monday
confirmed a new federal president, a first

step in a European Community plan to end
four days of fighting between the federal

army and the militia of the rebellious

Slovenian Republic.

At least two people were reported
wounded in clashes Sunday, which
included a more than four-hour battle in

which federal troops took control of a
tunnel connecting Slovenia and Italy,

Slovenian officials said.

The federal army began calling up
reserves nationwide, but those in Slovenia
and the neighboring rebellious Croatian
Republic refused to report for duty, news
reports said.

Aquino hopes to turn

Pinatubo sand to gold

MANILA, Philippines — Seeking to

turn Pinatubo into profit. President Cora-
zon Aquino told Filipinos Sunday her

government will buy volcanic sand from
them for repairs of damage v^eaked by
the exploding mountain and will sell

souvenir bottles of volcanic ash to people
abroad.

In the president's weekly radio prog-

ram, Aquino instructed her people to

collect sand spewed by Mount Pinatubo
and said the government will purchase 1

million sand bags at 3 cents apiece, using

them to fix dikes and river walls in areas

devastated by the volcano's eruption.

Aquino said overseas Fihpinos could
purchase bottled ash for souvenirs at $10 a

pop at Philippine consulates abroad.

Hong Kong poll siiows

little faith in China

HONG KONG — Most people do not

believe China will keep its promises after

it takes over Hong Kong in 1997 and more
than half wish the territory could become
independent or stay in British hands, a

public opinion survey showed Sunday.
The poll results, released six years

before the scheduled June 30, 1997,

delivery of the colony to Beijing, indi-

cated most people also believed their

freedom would be curtailed under Chin-

ese rule.

Although few respondents to the poll

conducted for the Sunday Morning Post

newspaper said they would choose to live

under Chinese rule, the results showed a

sharp drop in the popularity of the British

colonial administration.

The survey by Asian Commercial

research found 55 percent of respondents

did not beheve communist China would

keep its promise of "one-country, two-

systems" when it took over the capitalist

enclave in six years.

Nation

News organizations

reject 'pool' system
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Major U.S.

news organizations have told Defense

Secretary Dick Cheney they want unre-

stricted coverage of future military

conflicts and have rejected submitting

copy for prior review in favor of abiding

by security guidelines.

The "statement of principles" was
developed after the press complained that

the "pool*' system used in the Persian Gulf
War restricted coverage and resulted in

censorship of the news. The report was
prepared for a July 8 meeting of bureau

chiefs and Pentagon officials.

It said pools should be disbanded in

fa vor of open coverage after the first 24 to

36 hours of an operation.

The executives concluded censorship

created by the pool system and mandatory
security reviews "made the Gulf War the

most undercovered major conflict in

American history. In a free society, there

is simply no place for such overwhelming
control by the government"

Did you know?
Aiea, a town located on the island of

Oahu in Hawaii, is the only place name in

the United States without any consonants.

state

King beating witness
dies in traffic accident
PASADENA — A witness in the

Rodney King police brutality case was
killed in an alcohol related car crash, but
prosecutors say their case against four
police officers will not be affected.

Freddie Helms, who was a passenger in

Rodney King*s car the night King was
beaten by Los Angeles police last March,
was killed with one other man in the crash

early Saturday morning, Sgt. Calvin Pratt

said.

Helms and Bobbie Dixon, both 20,
were thrown from a car and killed when
driver Robert Gilliam, 26, lost control of
his speeding 1978 Pontiac Bonneville and
smashed it into a telephone pole on
Lincoln Avenue at Wyoming Street, Pratt

said.

He had been driving about 75 mph at

the time of the impact, police said. Helms
and Dixon were dead of massive injuries

on arrival at Huntington Memorial Hos-
pital, police said.

Gilliam was booked on suspicion of

vehicular homicide and drunken driving

and was held at Los Angeles County Jail

on $10,000 baU.

Helms and another man, Bryant Allen,

were in King's car as he sped away from

police. They were ordered to remain on
the ground while King was beaten and an

amateur cameraman recorded the incident

on videotape.

From United Press International
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WESTWOOD STUDENT
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Summer Positions in:

Accounting
|

Personnel

Collections Loans
Stafford Loans Member Services

and Marketinj^

SPECIAL RECRTTTTMENT MEETTNCSt
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related costs. Check out our rates-- they will really keep you moving!
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From page 3

labyrinthine Internal Revenue Ser-

vice regulations, where very little

is black and white. He added that

the university is very careful to

charge its "wining and dining"
expenses to unrestricted private

endowment money, that has no
link to state or federal funds.

Colvig said he is not aware of
any scheduled date for the audit's

completion.

DEATH
From page 3

UCLA Medical Center. His drill

had hit a hve 4,800-volt line

encased in the concrete.

Prosecutors say that neither

Gonzales nor Bierman had blue-
prints of the structure and had to

rely on their supervisors to tell

them where to drill.

"A tragic error was made,
because the location of the line was
clearly and accurately noted on the

blueprint they referred to prior to

marking the spots to be drilled,"

Hahn said.

Subsequent probes concluded
that no one measured the depth of
the wall to determine whether it

was thick enough to encase an
electrical conduit and no one
inspected the site through a man-
hole, from which the line was
easily visible, Hahn said. *That
would have been the simplest

safety pie4:aution of all.**

YUGOSLAVIA
From page 3

Croatian American Club.
He believes popular pressure

will eventually force the U.S.
government into recognizing the

breakaway republics.

Most of the protesters argued
that the U.S. government— by not

recognizing the new independent
states — is supporting "undemo-
cratic Serbian communists** who
are now in power in Yugoslavia.

"We tried to show the American
people that the republics of
Slovenia and Croatia should be
recognized as independent coun-
tries because that is the will of the

people,*' said Jure Mam, a UCLA
graduate student in mechanical
er^ineering.

The Croatian and Slovene inde-

pendence declarations have wide
support in the two fiercely nation-

alistic repubUcs. In December,
nearly 90 percent of the Slovene
electorate voted to become and
independent state, as did more than

90 percent of voters in Croatia at a

referendum on May 19.

Mam believes nothing will ever

be the same in his homeland of

Slovenia. "All bridges have been
burned,*' he said. "Yugoslavia will

never exist again."

Yugoslavia began to fall apart

after Serbian Marxists successful-

ly blocked the election of Croatia *s

Stjepan Mesic as the head of state.

Serbia announced late Saturday it

would allow Mesic to take the post,

but this turnaround came only after

the June 25 independence declara-

tions and the subsequent days of
fighting between the Yugoslav
government and the breakaway
republics.

In a statement circulated during
the Westwood rally, Croatian
President Franjo Tudjman said his

republic "will not surrender to the

aggression of the Yugoslav army,
whose actions are illegitimate,

an ti-constitutional and illegal, and
which violate the territorial and
constitutional integrity of the

Republic of Croatia."

During Saturday *s two-hour
rally, demonstrators lined the

sidewalks along Wilshire Boule-
vard, and several passing cars

honked horns in support of the

marcn.

Because Los Angeles does not

have a large Slovene community,
the attendance at Saturday's rally

was largely Croatian. More than

150,000 Croatians live in Southern

CaUfomia.

POUCY
From page 3

Museum officials recently hired

one outside archaeologist to help

with the inventory.

The federal policy was adopted

by the university in the wake of an
ongoing national controversy sur-

rounding American Indian repatri-

ation. The turmoil at UCLA began
a few years ago when campus
officials wanted to move the

American Indian Studies Center to

Haines Hall, where the remains

were being held.

"It was kind of emotional,**

recalled James Kawahara, a

UCLA law school graduate who is

half Winnebago. "The burial was
originally desecrated and this just

turthered the disturbed peace in the

afterworld."

Indian burial is a way of

showing respect to one*s ances-

tors, he explained. "If you disturb

their proper resting place, you

disturb them in the other world and

are bringing it upon yourself.'*

UCLA holds the skeletal

remains of approximately 1,300

persons. Because the combined

holdings of the nine campuses

make the largest collection in

existence, many consider them to

have internationally important

research possibilities.

But most scientists are not

without sympathy for the Ameri-

can Indian*s spiritual concerns,

according to Allen Johnson, a

UCLA anthropology professor.

"Important scientific questions

will be unanswered ... but respect

for religion is very important," he

said. "1 don't think you will find an
anthropologist who is against the

repatriation. But we are opposed to

having a uiick come and just carl

everything away."

But the UC policy aims to

prevent such a drastic rift by
emphasizing a cooperative
exchange of information between
tribes and researchers.

Kawahara agrees that exchange
is crucial, but currently none
exists. Instead of seeing the

American Indian community as

alive, he says the UC system treats

his people as if they were dino-

saurs — thus missing the oppor-
tunity 10 create a vital learning

atmosphere.

Although he admits there cur-

rently is no direct involvement
with tribal groups. Ross, from the

Fowler Museum, said none have
sought participation.

To help close this communica-
tion gap, Kawahara is planning a

two-day workshop in July to bring

together tribal leaders and univer-

sity officials. "It is a way to get

both sides to start talking."

$1 OFF!

Regular size

yogurt or

ice-cream l^
(offer expires 7/11/91)

Always a 10% Discount to

UCLA students/faculty with I.D
(regular price iteiiv only)

not good with any other discount

BasliJo(^Robbios
tc*tremm6 Yogurt

208-8048 Westwood Village

478-WINGS
11am-1am

S^ ETC! P
wwcs "^

Real 'Buffalo' (NY.) Style

Chicken Wings
with celery sticks & bleu cheese dip

served by the dozen $4.22
Buffalo Sauces:

Mild - for beginners.

Hot experienced eaters only.

Suiade Buffalo natives only.

Barbecue Sauces:

Original - just enough zipl

Hot Barbecue - Rodiester Style.

Party Size Orders:

25 $ 7 95 Breast Fillet)

50 $15.49
100 $28.63

o*^ BURGERS
100% Beef Hamburger 1/4 lb.

Buffalo Style $2.44
regular $2.25
cheese $2.53

SALADS
Buffalo Style Chicken Salad $3.99
Dinner Salad small $1.45

large $2.95
Potato Salad $1.25
Cole Slaw $1.25
Macaroni Salad $1.25

FREE OeiLIUeRV!
f478-9464J
11923 Santa
Monica Blvd.

^ THMCS
Potato Skins

Homemade with Sour Cream $2.95
Bacon-n-Cheddar $3.50

both $4.22
Golden Mozzarella Strcks $3 50
Fresh Fried Zucchini $2.95
Breaded Whole Mushrooms $2.95
Our Famous "Onion Loaf $2.25
Steak Fnes plain $1 50
w/cheese-n-gravy $2.25

Chicken Sandwich $3.45
(Homemade, Boneless, Skinless

LITTLE RED SAMPLER $4.45
(Wings and your choice of Zucchini or

Mushrooms)
BIG RED SAMPLER $5.95
(Wings, Mozzarella Sticks, Zucchini,

Mushrooms, & Potato Skins)

Soda can. ..$.75 six pack.. .$3.95

Beer domes tic...$1.50 six pack. ..$4.95

Corona...$2.00 six pack. ..$7.95

see Wednesday's ad for coupon

Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 7/26/91

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
ust be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certciin restrictions apply).

$20 CUT & BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza "^^t snow ucla sruDEnr id.

OR EMPLOYZE I.D. WW COVPOti
1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264
IFe mtrve dte n^ lo r^uu uruict lo any

etmX wlime kaw con/Llion u un*uUaUt.

grocery • produce • dairy • deli • bakery

$
5.79

1 2 pack 1 2 oz Cans + tax -h CRV

COMPARE & SAVE! breadstiks Ralphs

Large Red Grapefruit, lb $ .79
Fresh squeezed Orange Juice, 1 6 oz 1 .69
Chicken Breast, no bone/skin, lb 4.79
Motts Chunky Apple Sauce, 23 oz 1 .39
Kelloggs Pop Tarts, 1 1 oz 1 .55
Nissin Cup'O'Noodle, 2 1/4 oz .69
Nabisco Chips Ahoy cookies, 12 oz 2.59
IVIIIk, homogenized, 1/2 gal. 1 .29

$.99
1.79
4.99
1.43
1.65
.77

2.69
1.34

Any 32 oz

Sports Bottle
refill

49t

These are evervdav prices, not sale pricfts

OPEN TIL .

11 PM PARKING

1057 GAVLEY AVE • 209-1111
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Editorial

Seismic upgrades must stay top priority
California lawmakers

should take Friday morning's
rude awakening as a not-so-

subtle warning of what not to

chop from the state's budget.

Since the October 1989
Loma Prieta earthquake in the

Bay Area, the seismic renova-

tion program in California has

been in high gear. Across the

state, buildings and highways
are being strengthened. At
UCLA, all the residence halls

have been retrofitted; the stu-

dent union complex is on its

way to being shored up; and the

Powell Library building is set

to be shut down for repairs

sometime next year.

A lot remains to be done.

Dozens of campus building —
including landmarks such as

Royce, Kinsey and Haines
halls — still await starting

dates for renovation. ITiese

buildings hold hundreds of

occupants every day.

While the seismic work
continues across the state,

lawmakers face another poten-

tial disaster: a $14 billion

budget deficit. Hundreds of

programs are threatened by the

ever-increasing list of budget

cuts.

In the past, earthquakes

scared officials into starting

massive renovation efforts.

After the 1971 Sylmar quake,

the state created a plan to

reinforce every highway and
bridge. But sometime between
1971 and 1989, other programs

became more pressing. In the

1989 quake, 67 people died in a

freeway collapse because of

those higher priorities.

Friday's quake makes it

clear that seismic life-safety

work cannot be axed. Earth-

quakes will occur even when it

is difficult to come up with
money for seismic renovations.

Should lawmakers decide to

decrease funding for this

important work, they will only
be adding to the ultimate

disaster — one presaged by
Friday's quake. Other prog-
rams are only valuable when
people are alive to enjoy the

benefits.

Commentary

UCLA 's Delta Zeta chapter unfairly broken up
Let me indulge you with a sad story. This sad story isn't

mine, but rather about a group of people that I grew
rather close to last quarter.

It is a story that should perhaps be told by someone inside,

but they are all too close to it now; I'm sure many of them
probably don't want to even think about it. It's hard for me,
however, to stand by and see a group of friends mistreated, so,

with all due respect, here is a story atwut 30 women that I am
proud to know.

Delta Zeta is a large, important national sorority — one that

has chapters at many major colleges around the country. It is

seeped, as are most sororities, in a fine tradition of philanthropy,

high ideals and sisterhood.

You may not believe that after hearing about what the national

Delta Zeta sorority did to their UCLA chapter. In effect, the

national Delta Zeta has determined, by some subjective system,
that the women of the UCLA chapter just weren't fit to be in

their sorority. So, at the end of last quarter, they basically kicked
them out of the house and put all of them on alumni status,

with the exception of their last pledge class, which consists of
two people.

UCLA now has a sorority with a whopping two members.
The national organization's "logic" in doing this is tliat since

the house has, in recent years, been declining in enrollment, that

the women in it are, in some vague way, responsible for this

decline and are therefore bad Delta Zetas.

I fail to believe this.

Delta Zeta is one of the few sororities that I thought was a

sorority in the truest sense of the word. Unlike some houses
(that shall go unnamed), one always got the feeling around the

"Dee Zees" that they really were a sorority for the sisterhood,

and didn't just pay lip service to the idea. They weren't a sor-

ority for the status or for the parties. Not that those weren't a
part of it, but rather they were in it for the experience and the

community.

I learned this over many repeated nights that I sat in their TV
room: kicking back, getting frustrated because people kept

switching the TV channels and generally chatting with the

women. At a time in my life when I needed feminine support,

they were there for me. They unquestioningly let me linger there

for a while and that was, at the time, just what I needed. They
look me in as one of their own.
One Saturday night, as 1 sat there watching a cheesy sitcom,

eating s 'mores, wearing a DZ t-shirt, reading Cosmo and
gossiping, I realized that for that brief moment, I was a Delta

Zeta.

It was really cool. I understood the sorority experience. I was,
I now know, at heart a sorority girl. I fell an urge to drink Diet

Coke and wear flats with jeans. The Greek life, that had been so
closed to me, now opened and I saw its attraction. I knew that I

would never criticize the Greek system in quite the same way
again.

Later, zipping up my fly in the bathroom, I realized, of
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course, that this was a

pipe dream. There were
some things ihat, by
being a man and not

really in the house, I just

couldn't share in. I really

wasn't a sister; I was
foohng myself. They
shared a bond, an unde-
niably precious one, that

I will never have, a bond
that has, unfortunately,

been snapped.

I could see this bond
whenever I was there at

the house. I always got
the sense that I had
walked into a room full

of family members, real

sisters, not just a group
of women tlirown

together rather hapha-
zardly.

Like with most groups that one gets involved with
wholeheartedly, for most of these women. Delta Zeta was a
part of their everyday lives. They expended a large amount
of time and energy fighting for a house that, for the most
part, had been in decline since the time that most of them
were in grammar school. And some, like last fall's pledge
class, didn't even have a chance. As one of the women
joked, they were on the accelerated schedule: five months
from pledge to alumni.

It is ridiculous to suggest that the women in a house can
prevent a house from going down or, inversely, cause a
house to rise in status on their own. Other factors arc
involved, everything from the type of women rushing to
things as trivial as the location of a house. One group of
women do not make or break a house; the Delta Zetas
should not be blamed for something that they did not have
control over. No amount of effort or planning could have
helped them.

The moral of all this is, to paraphrase Delta Zeta's last
president, to always be aware of the facets of the group
that you're joining, to which I must add a fond farewell.
As I was leaving that final Saturday, I realized that it

would be my last time in the Delta Zeta house. I

mentioned this tact to one of the sisters.

•Think about how we feel." she said. "Think about how
we feel.-

Saffer, the Viewpoiru editor, is a senior majoring in theatre
and dramatic literature.
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Living life in the middle ofthe cool 91§Ji
Through a friend of mine

who is a theater major
and thus is extremely

hip, I met a very cool musi-
cian once. It bears mentioning
because this guy was so cool
he had actually removed some
of the vowels in his name so
as to be more enigmatic.
My friend introduced me to

him one night in Kerckhoff
Plaza, and I stood there for a
while listening to the two of
them be bitter and cynical,
which at our age is as jaded
as people can get. This really
cool guy, in short order, put
down the other band playing
that night, UCLA, universiUes
in general and even the music
he had written in high school,
which he called his "classic
stuff."

I caught myself thinking . . .

could I stand to be this cool?
On another occasion, I was

eating lunch alone at the Coop,
reading The Bruin, when a
pair of young women, talking
happily and loudly, sat down
near me. The Bruin is nice,
but this was a chance to

overhear a conversation, so I

sat still and tried to make it

seem like the sad little

remnants of my chimichanga
were quite interesting.

The women were discussing
the relative merits of two
different kinds of perfume. As
open-minded as I like to think
1 am, I thought: there have to
be more important things in
life than a comparison between
"husky sensuahty" and "only
she understood my pain.'*

Feeling very superior, I picked

chain
Kevin
Daly
up my books and, rebel that I

am, walked off without busing
my tray.

Later, looking back, I real-

ized how judgmental I had
been. I also realized that my
friend the musician would liave

laughed until he'd swallowed
his cigarette over these unbe-
lievably uncool people. I then

began thinking about my posi-

tion, somewhere in the middle
of the great food chain of
cool, and I came to some
pretty startling conclusions.

There are very few people
in this world who like to think
of themselves as "out of it,"

"uncool" or otherwise an out-
sider. As a result, people tend
to gather with others who have
the same general ideas about
what "cool" and "uncool" are.

That's why you see roving
gangs of lab-coated med stu-

dents in south campus; that's

one of the reasons for the

establishment of fraternities and
sororities on campus.

If lobbying the Chancellor is

someone's idea of a fun after-

noon, the chances are good
that you're not going to catch
them after class playing "Street
Fighter 11" in the arcade.

Safe within each group,
every person constructs his or
her own "cool" food chain,

with the bottom-feeding nerds
at one end, and the tragically

BRUIN (213)474-6267

TRAFFIC (

SCHOOL V
FKHK .'•AKKTv;^; tl SHIOM-I) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

juiM'a

pretentious — those preening
egotistical lions — at the

other. Just about everybody
puts him or herself somewhere
in the middle. It's a rare

person that accepts that every-
one is hipper than they are, or
who tries so hard to be cool
that they become jokes of
themselves.

There's almost always some-
one with less fashion sense,

less street smarts or less

money than you; likewise,

someone has always spent too
much time on their hair, too
much money on their cigarettes
or too much style on that

graphics program to be really

cool.

last few people wearing those
terrible O.P. corduroy shorts to
look down on, and so forth.

Watch for it in our favorite
pop figures. Some will set rbe
style; some will follow it. And
somewhere up at the top of
the cool food chain, some will

become so hooked on their

own coolness that they will

become funny. (Witness: Bono
or Michael "I really do look
like Jim Morrison" Hutchins.)
Madonna seems by some mira-
cle to keep riding a wave of
coolness, while former col-
leagues like Cyndi Lauper and
Howard Jones have fallen
away. I can't decide if MC
Hammer suddenly becan^e very

I thougjit: there have to be more important things
in life than a comparism between '"husky sensuali-
ty^' and "only she imderstood my pain/'

For those at the very extre-

me of their own concepts of
cool, it's almost always: hey,
at least I'm not as nerdy/pre-
tentious as I was in high
school.

You can see it everywhere
you go. For someone who
thinks of blue jeans as the

perfect clothing, a pair of neon
flower-patterned stretch pants
may seem outlandish and stu-

pid, while for the wearer of
the stretch pants, those acid-

washed Gap blues are so bad
for the environment, so dis-

gustingly ugly and, alas, so
'80s. Of course the person
wearing the jeans has those

uncool or very pretentious by
parachuting into a Taco Bell.

To bring this back to our
own campus, maybe it's time
we all started considering the
concept of "cool" when dealing
with other people in the com-
munity. Often when groups
deal with one another, each is

unaware of the cool attitudes

of the others and often some
feet get stepped on.

For example, back in fall

quarter, I saw a member of
the Mortar Board Honor Soci-
ety step up to the mike at one
of the first Free Speech Club
rallies in Meyerhoff. This was
soon after a few of the free

speechers had smoked some
marijuana during a previous
meeting. (Translate to Mortar
Boarders = extremely uncool.)
The Mortar Boarder, while
supporting the right to free

speech for the club, came to

lecture the group on the legal

and medical ills of casual

marijuana use. (Translate to

Free Speechers = highly
uncool.)

Very few people came away
happy from that exchange,
except some observers on
Bruin Walk, who were treated

to a real show. If only the
two groups had somehow
known and accepted the other
group's ideas of cool, maybe
some kind of middle ground
could have been reached.

I'm not suggesting any icind

of regimented lists, stereotyping
people according to the groups
formed around them. I suppose
I'm just advocating a little

more flexibility on the part of
people who have to deal with
other groups on a daily basis.

(Basically, let's face it, that's

everybody.) If someone's not
wearing this week's shoes,
forgive them; maybe they'll

overiook that you haven't
balanced your checkbook since
the last time you bounced a
check.

And remember, if you come
across my Little Steven look-
alike musician friend, if you
don't call him pretentious,
maybe he will write a song
about you.

Daly is a senior majoring in
classical civilizations.

THE HAIR SALON

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
$MEN& WOMEN

Bikini Wax^^ Up Wax
^^^ Eyebrow^^^

Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20

$8
$4
$5

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

Sculpture Nails

HILITE A
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

CELLOPHANE &
CUT $25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 108-1468atwve Marios Restaurant c „ !r^ ^UO" I HOO
Exp. 8/1/91

11777 SAN VICENTE 61.VU, 6KENTWDOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516
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Arts Entertainment
Film

Television

Film Archive salutes Hallmark's 40 years

BUI Campbell's first feature film role is in this summer's hit
"The Rocketeer."

'Rocketeer' star finds
on-screen life exciting

Chet Allen in "AmahI and the Night Visitors
(1951)."

By Aaron Dobbs

Although he's been seen on
television in "Dynasty" and "The
Crime Story," Bill Campbell's role

as ClilT Sccord in "The Rocketeer"
isn't just his first starring role in a
film — it's his first feature film
ever, and he says the experience
was wonderful.

"(Workmg on The Rocketeer*)
was certainly a lot of fun. rDircclor
Joe Johnston) is like a little kid
with a big toy. He has such
excitement . . . making films. He
came to work every day, and he'd
just giggle all the time. Every time
he saw anything he liked— a set or
a piece of wardrobe or a take that

he liked — he'd just start giggling

... and I think that filtered down.
Everybody had a real good time as
far as 1 could tell."

Campbell plays Cliff, a ypung
test pilot, who finds a mysterious
rocket pack which enables a man
to fly without a plane. Cliff

becomes the Rocketeer, and
Campbell says he didn't have
many problems becoming Cliff.

"(Cliff and I) have a few
similarities. At first he's kind of
selfish, and he's impulsive. It's all

stuff which is within all of us, and I

have this notion that actors, if they
look hard enough, are always able
to find things in themselves that

are like things in their characters
even if they're playing mass-mur-
derers. That is if they want to find

them. I'm not like a method actor,

but sometimes it can help."

Along with his background in

television, Campbell has done a lot

of stage work. Now that he has
worked in all three of the major
mediums of the performing arts, he
finds that although he loved
working in film, the three aren't

that different and Uiey all have
their benefits.

"I like theater, obviously,
because there's a live audience and
there's something in that that you
can I really compare to anything
else.

**I like television," he continues,

"because in a series, despite the

fact that it can be such a grind, it's a
relatively stable thing. You know

you're going for 13 episodes or a
season or two seasons, depending,
and you develop a working rela-

tionship with folks over a long
period of time. There's a certain

clement of stability that I liked.

However, tliat can work against

you, I think. If you gel on a
program and it turns out that you
don't like it and you don't like the

people who are involved with it,

you end up being trapped.

"I like film because there was
more money, they took more time,

1 got more takes, there was less

angst and in film, if you end up in a

bad situation you only need to wait
a couple months and it's over
with."

Campbell didn't start out as an
actor. In fact, while he was a boy
growmg up in Virginia, he loved
comic books— not as much for the

stories but for the artwork.

"I wanted to illustrate comic
books. I wasn't a huge comic fan

but I enjoyed the artwork more
than anything else. I just have
always loved to draw."

This love for artwork took
Campbell to a commercial art

school in Chicago. One day while
he was in Chicago, he happened to

visit an acting class and was
fascinated by the process. He kept
sitting in on the class and eventu-
ally decided to pursue acting as a

career. His acting roots, however,
had actually started much earlier.

**1 did a play my last year in high
school, 'The Man Who Came to

Dinner,' and I had a great time
doing that, but it never occurred to

me that I could make a livmg
acting."

After training for a couple of
years at The Actor's Studio in

Chicago, Campbell moved to Los
Angeles and started getting work
on various series m guest and
recurring roles. Even with his love
for comic books, though, the
character of Cliff Secord was just

another audition for him
"I had never heard of The

Rocketeer' before. The first I had
heard of it was just before my
screen lest so I had no real

See CAMPBELL, page 10

By Joanne J. Choi

Summer Bruin Staff

Credited with producing some
of the most memorable moments
on the silver screen, the Hallmark
Hall of Fame celebrated 40 years

with a gala last week. Stars and
other creative contributors from
Hallmark's 169 presentations

were on hand to salute Hallmark
and the legacy it created.

Hallmark first pioneered the

concept of a television special in

1951 with Gian Carlo Menolli's

opera "Amahl and the Night
Visitors," giving birth to dramatic
spcciali; which have become stan-

dard fare. While Mel Gibson's
"Hamlet" has been credited for

bringing Shakespeare to an audi

ence unfamiliar with the play,

Hallmark's 1953 production of
"Hamlet," starring Richard Cham-
berlain as the Dane, established

television's first two-hour special.

Since its founding. Hallmark
has continued to bring innovative

and creative material to television.

Winning five Emmys, two Golden
Globes as well as a Christopher
Award, the Humanitas Prize and a
Peabody Award, "Promise" with
James Gardner and James Woods
became the most-honored drama-
tic special in television history.

During Hallmark's 40 year

reign, some of the industry's most
gifted actors and actresses have
become alumni, including Henry
Fonda, George C. Scott, Anthony
Hopkins and James Stewart.

Like the branch of its quality-

minded stationary line. Hallmark
boasts one of television's highest-

rated motion picture-for-television

productions with Glenn Close and
Christopher Walken in "Sarah,
Plain and Tall," which com-
manded an audience of 50 million

Americans.

Last week's salute included
some of the entertainment indus-
try's most celebrated performers,

including Glenn Close, Jessica

Tandy and Angela Lansbury.

The celebration kicked off a
salute which will run all summer at

UCLA, and will include a sam-
pling of Hallmark's brightest

moments such as "The Little

Foxes." "Beauty and the Beast,"
'The Secret Garden" and "Saint
Joan."

James Woods, left, and James Garner in
"Promise" (1986).

TELEVISION: Hallmark Hall of Fame:
The First Forty Years. Presented by
UCLA Film and Television Archive in

association with the Academy of Televi-
sion Arts and Sciences Hallmark Hall of
Fame presentations will take place from
Auqust 6 through September 5 at
Melnitz Theater on Tuesdays, Wednes-
days and Thursdays at 7:30pm For
information, call (213) 206 8013

Julie Harris in "Little Moon of Alban" (1958). Richard Chamberlain in

"Hamlet" (1970).

Hume Cronyn and Jessica
Tandy in "Foxfire" (1987).

Glenn Close and Christopher Walken in

"Sarah, Plain and Tall" (1991).

Music

Manufacturing a new music form for tiie '90s
By Rob Winfield

Summer Bruin Staff

World War II radio broadcasts.

Nazi propaganda. Presidential
speeches on Vietnam. Gulf War
footage. And an aggressive, tech-
nology-driven brain-basher of a
belligerent beaL

These are the elements that fuel
the imaginations of Brian Both-
well and Perry Geyer, two enthu-
siastic entrepreneurs keen on
composing what they feel to be an
appropriate soundtrack to the 2()ih

Century.

Since the early '80s, these two
artists have worked together to
mesh two sensory-driven mediums
into one forceful battering ram of
neural stimulation, combining
synthesizer and computer-based
music and filmmakmg.

Splitting the chores, with Geyer
handling the audio and Boihwell
tacklin^T the visual, they decided
they needed to take the MTV
generation "way, way beyond" the
generic rubes of commercially-
minded marketing and program-
ming — that element which has
shrouded and clouded the indus-

try's view of music-making ever
since someone discovered that

there was a great deal of money to
be made.

And as Bothwell describes, their

solution to accomplishing such a
feat was simple: "Create the '90s
cyberpunk version of going to sec
a silent film through commando-
guerilla music-making and film-
making."

The task, however, of assigning
a musical score to human nature's
darker side didn't go as smoothly
as planned with seven long years
amounting to only two parts
constructed to this mighty sound-
track, the LPs "Terrorvision" and
"Voice of World Control."

However, as Bothwell examines
this issue with optimism, he notes
that it has taken about this length of
time for Manufacture to evolve
fully into the band they envisioned
it to be.

Rattling off a deluge uf compu-
ter and instrument-based jargon
that comprises the duo's artistic

endeavors, he explains that "it's
always a long hard fight to
assemble this type of music into a
coherent form."

"If you listen to the two
albums," he elaborates, "you can
tell that we're very obsessed with

films and television and propagan-
da. When we write a song we do
tons and tons of sampling. And we
always have videos of obscure

films and news broadcasts going

on in the background. So to place

all those elements into a high

energy, in-your-face form of sheer

electronic aggression, it lakes a lot

of fiddling around to get it righL"

"And," he adds, "anything less

than that just deflates the whole

feeling."

On Manufacture's latest LP,

"Voice of World Control," Both-

well docs admit that two songs

regrettably did slip into this latter

category of deflated mediocrity.

Described as "a horrible experi-

ment gone bad," the singles "New
Decisions" and "Control Your-

self fell prey to the commercial

aspects that Manufacture origi-

nally set out to distance themselves

from. The songs sound like a bad

Depeche Mode clone instead of a

pioneering music/video-oriented

See BOTHWELL, page 10
Manufacture's Brian Bothwell, left, and
redefining the MTV generation.

Perry Geyer are
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Westwood
^^ ,\^ Cily Slickers (PG-IS)
lOOa |jndbro<* 11:30-2;15.5:00-7:45.1030
2»^366 S«L and Sua 10:00 A.M. ihowingt

No PlM»S

VILLAGE Robin Hood: Pnnce of Thieves (PG13)

?f5,?"'°" 1:00-4:15-7 30 10:35
^*""^^

No Passes

BRUIN
946 Bfoxton

208-6996

The Naked Gun 2 1/2 (PG-13)
1:00-3:15^:30-8:00-10 15
Lal» 12:30 No PaM««

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytoy
?nA-7«U

_ Wcfc Bonr 2 3:15-730
Drop Dead Fred 1:00-5:15-9:30

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley
206-7664

The Siltnoe of the Lambe (R)

;4:30>-10:3d

OUKM With WoNea (P&13)
(1:00)-7«0

Tn^f???' ''*^- Trulh Or Oare
itfeO Gaytey 1^0 5 30-10 15
206 7664 Don't Tell Mom, The BabyMtters Dead

3:304:00

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

Switch (R)

1:15-3:305:45-8:00-10:30

REGENT
1045 Broxtcn

208-3259

Soap Oi#i (PO-13)
12:45-3.1)0-5:15- 7:30 -9.4S

PLAZA
1067 Qendon
208-3097

**'W.9'312:45 300-5:15-7

Santa Monica
fi'T^'''^''''**'" ^^«><l: ^moe of Thievee (P0.13)
lj13 3fd SI Pfomenade 1:004:15-7 30-10 45
3^-1^99 No PMMt

CRITERION Robin Hood: Prince of Thievea (P0.13)"- -
12 00-3 30-700-10151313 3fd SI Promenade

396 1599 No Passes

CRITERION Robin Hood: Prinoe of Thtevea (P0.13)
1313 3fd SI Promenade 1100-2:00-5:15-8 30
396-1599 No Pi

CRITERION
1313 3rd St Promenade
396-1599

Soap Diih (PO-131

1:15 4:00-7.00-9:45

f,'!'T^'*?t! rv
C'^ Slickere (pa 13)

;« .c"^
^* Pfomenade 1:30420-7 lO-IODO

396 1S96

i^,"!?^. .^ ^''y SIdiere (PG.13)
1313 3rd St Promenade 1115-7454 45-7 40-10 30
396 1599

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.
NUART Korcu*
11272 Santa Monica Bl Thur Tue
478 6379 5 00 7 30 946

Kamikaie Heart Fri. Midnile
Rocky Horor Pwiure Show Set Midnito

WESTSIOE PAVIUOM

GOLOWYN
475 0202

Everybody't nm
11 20-2:00 4.30- 7.00 9.30

GOLOWYN
4750202

1,000 Pieces of QoM
12 30 2.50 5.10-7 30 9:50

An Artgel At My TaUt
11302456600 9:15

Skaight Out Of Brooklyn
12:00-1 45 3 45 .S 45 7 45 9 45

CAMERAS H O T

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century aty 14

10250 Santa Montca Blvd.

Gentry City Shopping Center
Free Parking:

4 Hours Free Validalion

With Purchase of Theate Tickets

(213) 553 8900

UNITED ARTIST
THEATRES

Westwood

Soap Dish (PG-13)
12:30-3:00-5:30 -8:10-10:35

Soap Dish (PG-13)

1100-1:50-4:30-7:30-10:20

UA Coronet

10889 Welwofth
475-9441

UA CORONET

10889 WeHworth
475-9441

UA CORONET
10889 WeUwofth
475-9441

Jungle Fever

THX Oolby Storeo
1:10-4:10-7:10-10:10

Thelma A Louise (R)
THX Oolby Stereo SR Stereo

1.00-4:00-7:00 10:00
•Fri 6 Sat Late Shour 12:15

Jungle Fev«r

2 00-5:00-8:00

Impromplu (PG-13)
10:40-1 10-425-7 05 9:45

Thelma and Louise (R)

12:45-4.05-7:05-10;15

The Rocketeer (PG)
10:20-1:20-4:10-7:10-10:00

Soap Dish (Pa'3)
11:30-2:00-5:00-750-10.25

Thahna A Louise (R)

10:30-1:35-4:55-7 45-10 50

Thelma A Louise (R)

11:30-250-6 05 900

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA

'Vilsh at Westwood

475-0711

The Rocketeer (PG)
1130-2:15-5 05^0010 40

Oon't Tell Mom re Babysitters Dead
1050-1 30-4:15-7:15-955

What About Bob? (PG)
12:00-2 30-4 50-7 30-10 00

70mm Oofcy Stereo

Backdraft (R)

1250 4 05-7 15-10 30
Holby Stereo

Bright Angel (R)

11:10-1 40 4 35-7 00 9 30

Bright Angel (R)

12:20-2 40-5 15-755-10 30

Oying Young (R)

Tuv rv* c. r
''*5-2 1^.4 45-7 30-10 00

THX Dofcy Stereo 'Fn 4 Sat Late Show 12 15am

Beverly Hills

Switch (R)

12 00 2 45-5 20-8 05 10.35

Beverly Connecion
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd
Free 2 1? hour validated t>»luna
669-591

1

^

La Femme Nikito (R)

10 30-125-4 20-720-10:10

Credit Card
Purchases by

Phone: C^l

(213)757-4GEN

Don't Tell Mom
The Babysittsrs Oaad(PG-l3)

Stereo 12:15 2:40-5 00-7 30-10 00

pm

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

stereo Only The Lonley
(PG.13) 123a2:50.5:20.7:50-lO:lO

Fri. and 9aL 950 only

Soap Dish (P0.13) TWX Mby Stereo
1:15.2: 15.3:1S4:15-5:15

Soap Olah (P0.13) TWX Dolby Stereo
6:15.7:1S«:15.9:15-10:15

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

4r^581

MUSIC HALL
9036 WIsTwe
274^869

F?NE ARTS
8556 Wisrwe
652 1330

Caaaevetae Cdection
DaMy 6 30-9 45

'Sat ft Sun Maanee 12 153 15

Bright Anoel (R)
1:15-3 20X30-7 4010 00

Dat>y Stereo

Tabe Danielle

500-730-1000
'Sat « Stf) Maftwe 2 30

The Killing of e Chinaaa Booiue
12 45-3 06.5 25.7 45.10:00

must end July 4

Every Other Weekend
Daily 4 45-7 00-9:15

'Sal « Sun Malnee 2 15

Santa Monica
S?^ s.

^-"^ °* ?^s
39* 9741 -s^ 4 Son Mai. 2 3?

Sat « Sun 12:00 noon Berkatay in the ftffs

MOMCA
1332 2nd Si
3M4741

MONICA
1332 2nd SL
3949741

MONICA Cassavetes Collection

133? ?r.d «;t §,,„ prt 5 j^ ; ^^ .^^
*•' «nd Sun i 2 00 2 30

AFI !NOEPENDE»fr SHCWCASC
Joey Takes A Cab

5:00.7:30.10:00

Sal A Sun Malnae 12:0(^2JO

Eating

4 45-7 15-*^
'Sat 6 Sun malnee 2 15
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• UCLA Student Discount
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PARI HAIR SALON
Hairstyling by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Perm Special
Hair Cut & Blow
Fantastic Higfiliglit

Hair Coloring

European Facials

Full Legs Waxing

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

479-9325
473-0066

NA.ILS
ot Ultima

belc. noon

gpg^j^^

Full Set

Fill

Manicure
& Pedicure
Manicure

$18.00

$11.00

$11.00

$5.00

We also do silk & fiberqiass

Mon - Sat 10 7
10918 Kinross Ave. • Westwood

For oppt. call: (213) 208TO15 Or 208 3500

sum-mer-(sum'9r)R.
the warmest season of the year.

the smartest season of the year to
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CUP AND SAVE - ---------------

•Exp. 714/91

O Q5 LARGE

ONE TOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with tliis

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

TAX INCLUDED Limit 3 pizzas per address

CUP AND SAVE

•Exp. 7/14'91 •

Q Q5 LARGE

ONE TOPPING

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address
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pizza.
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"'"^^ INCLUDED Limit 3 pizzas per address

CAMPBELL
From page 8

knowledge of it."

If anything, this lack of know-
ledge might have helped Campbell
get the pan. His acting talent aside,

Campbell says there were two
other reasons he got the role —
Johnston wanted an unknown and
he simply looked like the character

drawn by "Rocketeer" creator

Dave Stevens.

For a first feature, Campbell
managed to land a huge role. *The
Rocketeer" is Walt Disney Pic-

tures* biggest, and hopefully most
bankable, movie in this summer's
collection of blockbusters. Camp-
bell realizes this film will give him
a lot of exposure, and he hopes it

will help him earn future roles.

One of the things many young
actors worry about though when
they have such a high profile part

as this one is being typecast.

Campbell is not among that crowd.
"I don*t mean to say that (being

typecast) can*t happen, it*s just

that it's not a real concern for me at

this point I was sort of nowhere to

begin with and now I'm not sure

where I am. I always tell every-

body who asks me if I'm afraid of
being typecast that it's like taking a

starving man to a banquet and
asking him if he's worried about
getting fat"

"(Doing all this publicity) is a

trip. I've had some fun doing it, but

it's tiring. There can be a lot of

pressure, and (members of the

press) ask some personal ques-

tions, but I haven't come across

anyone who has been a problem
that way. The first day you learn

how to deal with it"

For now, Campbell is taking it

easy. He's just waiting to see if

anything comes about from his

role as Cliff. He finds himself
almost back at square one, audi-

tioning for roles and just hoping to

receive one. But with his looks,

which women have already been
gasping over, and his talent, which
he has proven in "The Rocketeer,"
moviegoers shouldn't have to wait
too long to see him grace the big

screen again.

BOTHWELL
From page 9

"guerrilla" outfit

"We want to advance technolo-

gy in music," he says. "We want to

make it more dense, more complex
and more aggressive.

"But those two songs," he
continues, "just aren't very Manu-
facture. I was really opposed to

them from the beginning. But they
were Perry's trip. And he basically

did them. And most of the people I

talk to say the same thing — that

these songs don't belong on the
album. So hopefully Perry will sec
the repercussions from it"

"But everything's still fine

between us," he affirms. "I mean,
life isn't totally nice all the time.

So you've just got to deal with it"

Otherwise, though, Bothwell
affirms that Manufacture's tech-

nological arsenal is aimed in the

right direction and ready to attack

the American public.

Already planned is a tour for the

fall, which he promises will

combine the best aspects of both
audio and video to present an
overwhelming concert experience.

And in the works are negotia-
tions to release a compilation of
their music videos in some form of
VHS casseue or laser disc, as he
states that "it's very frustrating

when there's no readily available

outlet to show your work, since

such places as MTV and all those
types of things have certain rules

and regulations that you must
adhere to."
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Man cl»ai««k>n, Thtir Bodciludy, Fri Stop

Study, AU 352S 12:1 5-1: IS.

TuM DiacuBtion, W«d Ditontion NPI

CBiM 12:15-1:00

For alooholio or individiMlt w(k>

h«v» « drinlcinf prohtitm

Research Subjects 12

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Young
growth-oriented health care organization
seeking Admin. Asst. Excellent oppportumty
awaits sharp, independent, creative individual

to work in professional environrDent. Must
type 70-80 WPM; proficient in WordPerfect,
Lotus 1-2-3 Health care company experience
required. Submit resume to: MANAGED CARE
PROVIDERS, 8701 W. Third St , Second Floor,

LA 90048.

APARTMENT MANAGER 20 UNITS, 1-8ED
SALARY, UTILITIES. EXPERIENCES AND RE-
FERENCES REQUIRED. (213)476-5117.

8 people needed no\«r
Emm up to t8/hr

Housecleancrs
•Kull 4 Pari-Umt*

•Klejubia HmiTi*
•lAiUarWark*

•Blen, Women. StudoiU, cU. •

Call (213)45.'MM17

Good Deals

FAMOUS SINGLES CLUB membership card

for V» -price sale. Call only for Anne,

(213)475 4606.

SUMMER TIME PHOTOS - portraits, portfo

lios, done to your expectations at frugal

prices.Contact Bruce, (213)204-3243.

Researct> Subjects 12

Earn $200 or more
Study of drug effects

needs healthy males
ages 21-40. If you

use drugs (cocaine, etc.)

Inquire about summer
enrollment slots

Call to see if you qualify

390-8483
Ask for Theresa

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18

and up) on asthma medication needed for

research of r>ew asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, |ill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9anr>—5pm. Answering ma-
chir>e available after hours.

HEALTHY MALE AND FEMALE volunteers,

18—35 and 60—80 yrs, needed for research

Positron imaging of the brain or heart.

Injection of radioactive isotope. Bloods will

be taken. S7S. 825-1118.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS FOR BLoOD PRES
SURE STUDY. HEALTHY MALE STUDENTS,
18-34, $40. CALL Zane, (213)825-6475.

LX:LA RESEARCH GROUP needs adult males

wi||^ FRAGILE X for a language study. Will pay

$15/ session, approximately 6 sessions. No
travel necessary. Please contact RacLynnc
Rein, PhD. (213)455-2532.

WOMEN WITH PMS wanted for 10-nr>onlh

experimental treatrrtent trial entailing rrtonthly

hormone injections (3-monlhs of which may
be a placebo), use of hormone patches and

suppositories, weekly blood testing, and one
tissue sample from inside the uterus. Study

pays $100. Call Linda (Dept. of OB/GYN).
(713)825 24S7

University

Students & Faculty-'

Sperm Donors Nccdc'd.

Earn $105 00/wk
Private Sperm Bank

Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village

c:.ALIFORNlA

824-9941

Heoltti Services 22

LASER THERAPY for facial skin rejuvenation

arxi treatment of acne arKi sunspots. For more
info, call California Laser Doctor's Group.
(213)786-0636.

RELATIONSHIP/INDIVIDUAL/GROUP
THERAPY Student rates, counselling center.

1 2304 Santa Monica #221 . Liz Gould R.I. IMF
17869 213-207-1790.

THROWING UP
GEHING YOU DOWN?
Eating dsorders are nvf onty specially

Come lifxj out why

Or.Mark Berman, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group apptc)

213 655-6730

Help Wanted 30

Rides Offered 13

DRIVE a Toyota Celira to Orlando, Florida by

August 1st. Call Bob (213)469-2846.

$30(yDAY Processing phone orders at home
People call you to order. For info
1-800-735-8197, ext 34811.

Amazing opportunity! Manager/ assistar>t for

combined legal/ rr>edical (gynecology) office

Great pay! FT after graduation. Strong

imic records. (213)281-8457.

ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT. Consumer re-

search firm, interesting work, good verbal
skills, exposure to many industries, advertis-

ing, media, and entertainment. Will train.

20hr$ •-, flexible hours, 9am- 10pm. WLA.
Lucie Rost (213)391 7232.

BEVERLY HILLS home needs live-in, part-time

person for errands and dog/bird care.
(Weekdays -late afternoons; weekends-^
nrxxnings and late afternoons) Call for details,

offers room with separate en(rarx:e, full bath,

ind other ber^efits. Drivers liceme and refer-

ences required. Call Henry, mornings
8:30-9:00 (21 3)273-2433 or leave message

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY r^eeds biling-

ual(Spanish) legal assistant. Ask for Kent,
(213)855-1861.

•CASTING EXTRAS- for motion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television

Eam up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

FEMALE photogenic nrnxiels needed for high-
class French magazine. 5'3" minimum, 120
lbs. maximum. Excellent fees, possible travel

to St. Tropez. (213)641-6760

FILE CLERK/ reception PT/FT, experience
preferred. Beverly Hills orthopedic office

(213)472.7235

\\E BREED SUCCESS
LKAKN

ENTKK'rAINMKXT/Ml SIC

PIJBIJC RKIAIIONS

intern at major P.R.

.firm in Hollywoodr^
(ireat oppodunity to

learn and Ka>n
firsthand exfHTience.

Call Audrv'
(213) (>39-64()0

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or more depending
on qualifications; SpanisWEnglish skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;
filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid
Diamond. (213)475^)481.

FULL-TIME Word Processor/Office Manager
needed Word Perfect, type 55 wpm, excellent

languag^spelling, non-smoking. $9— 12/hr.

Doe (213)822-8420 between lO—12.

HELP REMOVE DARYL GATES! Volunteer*
needed to petition 1—2 hri. Call Christine

(213)287-1388 or Marc 658-5120.

LEGAL SECRETARY/ASST. Beverly Hills solo
attorney, needs help. Hours flexible, 30-40 or
more hrsMc. Salary negotiable, depending
upon qualifications -f experierKe. Good typing
skills, WordPerfect expenence helpful. Call

Mr. Silver (213)278-8216.

LOOKING FOR EXTRA CASH? Work 4 days/
wk, M-Th, 10:30anv 12:30pm. $5/hr. Please
contact Robin, (213)287-2360.

MAKE $15O-$250. Sell 50 funny college
T-shirts to eager irKoming freshmen during
freshmen orientation, and make $1 50—$250.
No financial obligation. More info.

1(800)728-1130.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES, National market-
ing firm seeks rrvHivational individuals to help
with expansion. Training provided. Mr. Nad-
ley, (213)399-4967.

MEDICAL RECEPTONIST, pt, orthopedic of-

fice, Beverly Hills; M,W,F, 2pm-6pm.
(213)274-9221

MEDICAL SLLKIilAKY/ transcription. Experi-
ence only- orthopedic experience preferred.
Beverly Hills, (213)472-7235.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
commercials Call (213)467-5122, between
9am- 5pm.

NEED MONEY? American Express Collegiate
Consultant, commission plus irKentives, flexi-

ble hours, ccrtificiliuM foi (csuine. Call
1(800)827 8440 or write CT15 W.19th Si
NY, NY 10011 Fax 1(212)675-1732. POSI^
TIONS LIMITED, CAIL IMMFDIATELY

ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY! Gifted
'psychcdcllic'-slyle recording artist from
UCLA is looking for a part-tin^ agent/
manager. Major label interest, no experience
required. Mark 213-470-1807.
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Help Wanted

Elaine Revell
Personnel

needs 50 temporary clerks

lo work at exclusive

department store.

Call today for appointment

Sherman Oaks 273-8401
Westwood 477-5045
Hollywood 466-4388

PART TIME RESEARCHER needed by database
company. Neat printing, facility with num-
bers, and good organizational habits neces-
sary. Send hand-printed resume and/or infor-

mative letter to Elaine Weinstock. MWLC
12120 Washington Blvd, Los Angeles CA
90066. $10.00/hr.

PRACTICAL NURSE NEEDED, 8 hrs/day, times
arrangable, S5/hr. (213)473-7467.

PT^T. Sharp, energetic person for legal assty
receptionist position in Santa Monica law firm.

Great opportunity for someone interested in

law. Call Holly (213)393-5000.

PT LIBRARY RESEARCH. Flexible hours.
Emphasis: prehistory for Meso-America
archaeology/ anthropology, background help-
ful, %7/\^r. (213)306-0130

PT. Literature research and lecture note-taking
with MD in molecular genetics private re-

search. Senior/ grad in related area preferred.

Flexible hours. Nurit (213)306-0055.

PT SECRETARY. Small Real Estate Co. Culver
City. Flexible hours. (213)287-0358

PT. Temporary data entry, flexible hours,

computer experience preferred, $6.5G/hr,
(213)306-0375

RECEPTIONIST for prestigious B.H. Real Estate

firm. MLIST have knowledge of RE. typing &
computer Rhoda 274 8505.

RELOCATING TO MAR VISTA, P/T, perfect for

student, attendant for paralyzed female, morn-
ings and afternoons, $8/hr, overnight, $30.
Non-smoker. (714)969-5060.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas, $15^r. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector

up to $20,000/yr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964-4166 ext. 22.

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shop m WLA.
SSAt. -f commission, PT only Must have great

phone personality and good typing skills. For
interview call (213)559-8241 )ody

GREAT SUMMER JOB ..EARN $7/HOUR
PLUS BONUS WE TRAIN YOU GAIN FLEX
IBLE HOURS AVAILABLE. CALL UCLA AN-
NUAL FUND (213)206-2050.

USMAIL)OBS$11 77 to $14 90/51 2 fee Now
Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Necessary
1-90a 288 1888 ext 1353

VOLUNTEERS lo teach aerobics/ jazzercise
and assist arts and crafts teacher at Baha'i

summer camp for children. July 13-20. Dr.
Price (213)837-9784, leave message.

WHEREHOUSE CLERICAL: typing and filing

medical records. 55wpm, $6/hr. Culver City
Call between iai2, 2 4 (213)559 8823.

WRITERS EXCHANGE ha* work for creatively-

talented writers Paperback novels, non-fiction

books, screenplays 9621 557. Vernon.

WRITER who IS blind needs an assistant. (21 3)

396-5062.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
. or mformaiion Cancc pafenis
Call Anna throughou! LA bene'ri

(818) 996^883 trorr^ you' par^ic>pai.on

4954 Van Njyt Blvd Sh«rm»n Oaks

Job Opportunities 32

6-BED INTENSIVE PSYCHIATRIC residential

treatnr>ent facility serving adolescents m North
ridge is looking for FT/ PT/ substitute

counselors BS/BA or experience required

Licensing hours available. Call Stacy
618-631-1335

••••EXPLOSIVE GROWTH—* International

marketing firm experierKing 300%. growth
seeks friendly, nr>otivated people lo aid in the

expansion of our company. (213)399-5994

MAN.ACEMENT TRAINEE -- OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS! No experience r^cessary Will
train. Earn %MXHmo. as an office manager for a

nationwide company expar>ding in areas.

FT/PT. (213)962-5898.

BiaTING JOBS IN AlASKA

HIRING
Meri-Wufneri, Suff>n»ef/redf koutto

Rshing, Cannenes.Looging,
Mining, Construaion, Oil (jompanles
SklHed/ UnskiHed Transportation

$600 pius weekly

CM! NOW!
1-20i-7M-7000. En.B1150

30 Job Opportunities 32 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING men, women.

Summer/Year round.

PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR GUIDES,

RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Carlbt)ean,

Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.

CALL IMOW* Call refundable

1-206-736-7000. Ext.600N2

SALES PERSON needed for apparel industry.

Exp. necessary, self-motivated. Also secretary

needed. French fluency a plus. Call 622-71 28.

U. NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER seeks

motivated individual. Position requires strong

telemarketing skills to sell circulation and
classifieds. 30—40 hrs/wk. Must be flexible

and able to work on own. Send resume lo;

2510 Main St, Suite 200, Santa Monica, CA
90405.

Internstiips 34

INTERNSHIP CREDIT AVAILABLE. Want
graded units for your media-related internship?

Looking for upper division units this summer?
Call Field Studies Development regarding

English 197F. 825-7867.

Child Care Wanted 35

2 BOYS, ages 6 1/2, 9. M-F, 3-5 P.M., must
have car. $5/hr. to start. (213) 472-2492.

JULY 8 TO MID-AUGUST minimum. 4 days/

week, 1 night/ week, $7.50^r. 2-yr-old girl.

Experienced, references. Beverly Glen. Own
transportation. (213)475-0376.

NANNY WANTED FOR BRIGHT, CHARM-
ING 8-YR-OLD GIRL WITH PHYSICAL
HANDICAP to drive to school and be personal

aid. Begin in Aug. Hrs. 8—3:30, M—F. Live

in/out. Car necessary. Salary negotiable. Call

933-1406.

PICK-UP 2 GIRLS at school near UCI A C^ir

and references required. 5-7, M-F. 282-2490
days, 474-5346 eves.

STUDENT TO HELP two 4th grades with

creative writing on campus. Aug.5-30th.

(213)4 76-80 26 (81 8)990 2688

WANTED CHILDCARE FOR 7year-old boy.

Mon-Fri 3-6pm. Must have own car & valid

driver's license. 5 minutes from UCLA.
(213)472-3773.

WONDERFUL 9 year-old girl needs driver/

mother's helper. M-F 3-6pm Start 7/15, Refer-

ences. (213)396-9700 FUN!

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM, V, block from campus. Avail-

able July 1st. Must be UCLA student $795/mo.
Call Steve at (213)824 4H5.

2BED/2 FULL BATHS. Security building, 2 car
security garage, Jacuzzi, microwave, dis-

hwasher, refrig, laundry facilities. Patio w/
sliding glass door. Newly carpeted + painted.

(213)839 9252.

$365 ROOM +BATH +KITCHEN privileges

Large N. Santa Monica townhouse. Non-
smoker, grad student only. (213)453-8508.

424 LANDFAIR, next to UCLA. Garden setting,

swimmmg pool, 2-bed/1 -bath, hardwood
floors, balcony. Available July 1. 459-1200.

BEST LOCATION IN WESTWOOD $600
BONUS SPECIAL Spacious furnished/
unfurnished s-nglcs, 1 + 2bdrms APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A/C, patios and views.
Pool, sauna, locked building Walking dis-

tance to UCLA • the village. Subterrannean
parking and elevators 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss +
Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $830/MU 2

BEDROOM HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
VIEW 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(213)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3 BDRM/2 BATH, 3-CAR PARKING 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS WOOSTER
ST.(21 3)839 6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $715. 1-BDRM,
HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH STYLE
4-PLEX V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(213)839 6294

BEVERLY/LA BREA. 2-bedAull bath, living

room, dining room -f kitchen. Brand new
$1000 (213)935-4766

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT Walk to UCLA
Bus stop Big& luxurious2bd/2 5blh $1540&
up. Washer/dryer, W.B fireplace, security

alarm Rooftop spa. 11535 Rochester
479-3118

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMING AVAIL
ABLE SOON COMPLETELY REMODELED
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY. UNDERGROUND GATED PARK
INC 11611 CHENAULTST. (213)471-1340

GLENROCK 2BED/2BA apt for 2 mos,
$1200/010 Parking unfurnished. Near UCLA
(213)394-5206.

GUEST HOUSE FOR RENT 1 very large room,
3/4 bath, kitchenette with refrig. & microwave.
Washer/dryer privileges, patio Very quiet

residential neighborhood. 1 5 min. from cam-
pot Storage $495 $100 cleaning fee.

(213)419-1222.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2 bed' 2 bath apartnr>enl, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697

LARGE SINGLE, FULL KITCHEN, DININ
GROOM A BATH, $675, BACHELOR $500
CAMPUS AREA 470-5952.

ONE-BEDROOM from $1495/rY>o., 962 Hil-

gard. (213)824-4231 or (213)446-4606.

PALMS $1175 2bed-»-loft/2bath sec.building,

a/c, patio, sun decJi, fire place, dishwasher,
refrig. 837-0761 636-5311

PALMS, 2-bed/2-bath, A/C, laundry, parking,

balcony. 3719 Delmas Ter., across from Brot-

man Hospital. $675. (213)637-1742.

PALMS, $395, sharp bachelor, 1 -block from
Motor/ National. Convenient to freeway/shop-
ping. No pets. (213)576-5540.

PALMS, $675 A $1 125, 1 & 3-bedrooms, big

rooms, nrH>ve-in bonus. 1 0-minutes to UCLA.
(818)377-2668.

PALMS $795 1 bed/1 bath, sec. building, fire-

place, patio, ajc, refrig, dishwasher. 637-0761
836-5311

SUBLET 2-bed/ 2-bath, semi-furnished, SM,
perfect for two students. (213)829-3600.

WEST LA- 10 minute drive to UCLA. Big &
bright 2bd/2bth, single. $1 195 & up. Washer/
dryer, W.B. fireplace, security alarm. Rooftop
spa. 11221 Richland 478-3990.

WESTWOOD ADJ., sunny, modern 2-bed/
2-bath. New kitchen, extra-large closets, A/Q,
patio, 5-min. UCLA, quiet building. $1100.
(213)474-8608.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-
nus special. Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,
(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2-bed-
room, $1450. Hardwood floors, new carpet,

laundry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD-SUMMER RENTALS, NOW
AVAILABLE. 2 master bedrooms/2-baths.
Walk to campus/village. Summer
discounts- $999. (Through August '91 only.)

(213)208-4835.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. WALK TO UCLA,
EXTRA LARGE, LUXURY U2 BEDROOMS.
CENTRAL AUR, EXTRA LARGE CLOSET
SPACE, WET BAR, FIREPLACE, PRIVATE BAL-
CONY, GATED UNDERGROUND PARKING,
INTERCOM ENTRY, DISHWASHER, RE-
FRIGERATOR, LAUNDRY FACILITIES. EXCEL-
LENT BUILDING. MUST SEE. 433 KELTON
AVENUIE. (213)208-8685

WESTWOOD $1 100 up. Front 2bcd/2bath,
carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-
Grange, r/.miles from UCLA.
213-475-6165.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$595, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, large

2bd/1ba,$1600. 10990 Strathmore.
213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD, spacious 3-bed/ 2-bath, $1650.
Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher. 414
(213)276-1671.

Landfair, apt. #4

WESTWOOD, large 1 -bedroom, $790/mo.
Walk to UCLA/ Village, pool, security. 10966
Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD. $900/mo and up. 1-bdrm,
$l400/mo and up 2bd/2blh, gym, Jacuzzi.
Walk lo
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

WESTWOOD luxury 2+2 Condo. $1295.
Washer/dryer, Jacuzzi, fireplace, security
parking, cable TV. 473-2977.

WESTWOOD 2-BEDRC)OM/1-BATH $1550.
Single $675. Available July. Also single $695
available September, 2-blocks from UCLA.
Days (213)273-7596. Nights (213)286-0980

WESIWOOD. $985-1 1 95/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING (213)8.19 6294

ACROSS FROM

CAMPUS

luper Discounted

Summer Rates

* pool
* spa
* sauna
* gym
* gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

* now accepting

applications for fall term

TOWER APARTMENTS
Furnished/ unfurnisheci Bacheior,

Studio, Singles, 1-Bdr, 2-Bdr

swimming pool, laundry, covered garage

10941 Strathmore

208-7294

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Weslwood rents

1 mile to UCLA
Bachelors. Singles, 1 Bedroom,
2 Bedroom
Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt
Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area
$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people
across street from UCLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
209-8798

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

$1375 and up 2 +

2

Patio, Secure, Prime

Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/ lease

10635 Wilshire

(213)470-3006

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 1 BD, 2BD
$725 and up

All amenities

+Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,

sun deck, 2 car
parking in secure

garage, will allow 4
students per
apartment.
From $1200 -

2 weeks free with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

475 Gayley
Right Across From Campus
Charming Contemporary

1 & 2 Bedrooms
Designed for Sharing

Now leasing for

Summer and Fall

Open Daily

824-371

5

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry
facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

3 Blocks from Campus
**Now Taking
Reservations

for Fall**

Glenrock Apts

corner Glenrock &
Levering

824-9691

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Roommates 53 Sublet

•WESTWOOD 1-BED, Newly decorated,
large w/view, security. 2 blocks south of

Wilshire. (213)474-5375.

WESTWOOD, $725, single, walk lo UCLA,
security building and parking. Full kitchen'

small refrigerator included. $350 deposit

(213)473-9122.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/ 1 bath. Lower, $1000,
upper, $1200. Garage, laundry, patio.
(805)649-3735.

WLA. 1700 S.Bundy. 1 lo 3-bedrooms.
$680-$ 1200. Dishwasher, stove, refrigerator,

pool, security parking. (213)826-2818
(213)276-1671

WLA 1 -BEDROOM/ 1 -BATH, close lo UCLA,
buslines. Carpet, drapes, refrigerator, stove.

$650 with lease. (213)476-7116.

WLA 1-bed apl., utilities paid. $585/mo. Call

Helf after 6pm. 478-5866.

WLA, 1 -bedroom, stove, refrigerator, new
carpets and paint, 1 -person, no pels, 2-miles

UCLA, off-street parking. Shown by appoinl-

menl. $785/mo. (21.3)477-8750.

WLA 2-BED/1-BATH $850/mo., bachelor
$450/mo. Laundry, parking, easy lo UCLA.
(213)822-6487.

WLA, $525, bachelor, furnished/ unfurnished,

microwave, refrigerator, hotplate, quiet build-

ing, close to UCLA. (213)826-7688.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowed, palio. (818)368-6732.

WLA, $750/MO. 1 bed, furnished/
unfurnished, upper, new carpeting, lots of

light, built-ins, small bidg, laundry, lease.

11755 Nebraska #8. 213-826-7888.

WLA, $800, 2bed/1balh. Living room, dining,

second floor, laundry, parking, balcony.

(213)550-7869, (818)990-l091 .

Casablanca West Apts

Short term

1Bd, 1&2 Bath Apts

Quick Walk to UCLA
Pool, Sundeck
Gated Parking

530 Veteran Avenue
208-4394

I'VE FOUND AN
EXCITING WAY

to build your own business while

attending college. Earn

substantial part-time income w/

nominal investment cost.

Serious Inquiries Only.

Call Bruce Hesse

(213)961-5512

FALL
RENTALS
1B0RM, 1BA $900/1 BORM 2BA$925

1BDRM + DEN $1050/2MSTR BDRM $1440

LARGE UNITS SOME W/BALCONIES

•Walk lo CannpusA'illage*

Controlled Entry, Elevator

(213) 208-4835

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2

Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

Single, 1 , 2 & 3 BDRM
all close to UCLA

TerfeB for^udenfs or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

WLA, UACHF.LOK, $450; 1-bed, upper, $650.
Charming, remodeled. Near SM Blvd & Se-

pulveda. (213)276-1671.

WLA D'ELUXE 1-bcd/l -bath. 5 min. walk to

UCLA. Full kitchen, A/C, water paid, parking.

Available 6/20. $850--$950. Summer dis-

counts. Year lease. 203-8881

.

WLA/ PALM, $885. Luxury 2-bed/ 1 bath. A/C,

dishwasher, fireplace. 10510 Woodbine.
(213)471-0883.

WLA/PALMS - $850-1 bedroom + den. $1050-
3bedroom, 2bath, Security Building.
(213)471-0883

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**

•Furn. and Unfurn. Studios,

1s and 2s

•Pool

•Fitness Center

•Tennis Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

6UW
3636 S.Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R&B Managed Property EHO

Apartments Furnished 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1 -BDRM, 2-BDRM APTS. Ohio and Sawtelle 1

1/2 miles UCLA. Quiet, near Duses. $400 sec.

dep. $650 nr>onth-to-month. Call 477-5758.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa

Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.

$685/mo. 820-7049.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695. 1 -bedroom
upper. Exceplionary bright. Beautiful, spa-

cious. Appliances, garage. 5 miles campus.

(213) 652-2699, (213) 876-2034.

' CULVER CITY $745 + up. 1 -bed, quiet, upper
front, air, dishwasher, large closets, no pets.

(213)839-8800.

OHIO AVENUE 2-bed, $895. Built-ins, pool,

quiet, garden-like, close to UCLA on bus route.

(213)477-9955.

PALMS: IBD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom, spacious, excel-

lent location, parking, $850. 1390 Veteran.

Eves (213)275-1427.

WLA $480 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, rcfrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA, $825 MOVES YOU IN, 1 -bedroom in

clean, quiet building. UCLA bus stop.

$625/mo. 2577 Sepulveda. (818)789-3076.

Apartments to Share 52

1 LARGE BkDROOM in townhouse, facing

courtyard. Garage, pool, in S.F. Valley. $425.

(8!q)3fW^-6935.

$355/MO. r/imi. UCLA. Share 1 bedroom
furnished apt. w/m^le grad. non-smoker. Sec-

urity bIdg. ii parking, quiet neighborhood, 2

cats, excellent bus connections. 575-1503.

^1 . FEMALE rwn-sfTtoker needed. Own spa-

cious room, share bath. With professional

woman. $415/mo. -f security deposit.

(213)820-7459.

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWCX)D APT Room to

shasre very large. Security, pool, laurvJry,

$365 Must see 820-0187.

BRENnVOCG $575 Share 2bed/own bath

w/grad stud and dog. Grad student/faculty

preferred. 447-2235

BRENTWOOD, Wilshire/Barrington highrise,

ocean/city view. 2-bd/2-bth.
Cym,pool,security. $650/mo, including utili-

ties. (213)3120850.

FEMALE: 2 Bd/1 Bth., parking, patio, laundry.

Spacious. Great location. $430. (213)

477-4453.

OWN ROOM and bathroom in beautiful

townhouse. $542.50 -f Vi utilities. Close to

school, transportation and shopping. Jennifer

(213)826-2337.

OWN ROOM in attractive 2bed/r/i bath apt.

UCLA/Westwood convenient. Non-smoking
females only. $53(ynx). (213)475-0271.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, BH adjacent 2 large

bedroorTV2-full bath, modern security build-

ing, parking. $575 > utilities. Sunny, quiet.

(213)655 23(>6.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Share large 2-bed/

2 bath apt. w/ male architect/ environmental-

ist Private pat'o, firppl.ire, rlawiral music,

cats. Around $600. (213)208-3335.

WESTWOOD 7/1 TO MID- SEPT. M/F, walk to

UCLA, parking. $275/mo. Call Carrie

208-2749.

WLA, 2-bed/1-bath to share, $410^mo each.

Close to shops and UCLA, available immed.

820-5489.

$367, OWN ROOM, 3-bed/ 2-bath. Campus
close, non-smoker. Female preferred.

(213)444-4987.

FEMALE. Apt. to share with couple. Large WLA
2-bec(/2-bath. Fireplace, dining room, two-

story. $375. (213)854-6083.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share master in

2bd/2ba. Secutiy bldgVparking. Pool. Walk to

UCLA. $425/mo. Debbie or Linda.
(213)475-9117

HOLLYWOOD. Own bed/bath. Laundry, gar-

age, swimming pool, kitchen facilities, new
building, morning sun. $450/mo.
(213)464-8848.

NEED FEMALE NEDICAL STUDENT to share

spacious 1-bed apt. across Med. Center.

$467.5(ymo. (213)541-2139 evenings.

OWN ROOM in 3-bedroom house, close to

campus, $415. Female, non-smoker. Suzy
(213)473-4551.

SANTA MONICA/WESTWOOD. Own room
in 3-bed apt. Share bathroom with 1 other.

$365. (213)575-4132.

SENIOR NEEDS FEMALE ROOMMATE
2-bed/2-bath, Kelton, Aug.l, no smoking,

$396.25/mo. Cynthia 208-5138.

SHERMAN OAKS, Own room, $325/mo -f

utilities. Air, balcony. (213)973-6054 morn-
ings or leave message.

SUMMER ROOMMATE needed for spacious
2bdr apartment. Pico/ Robertson Area. Own
room. Pool. Accessible to UCLA by car or bus.

$450. (213)659-1485.

WALKING DISTANCE, large furnished one
bedroom for female to share. Steet parking.

$345. (213)824-0842.

WESTWOOD own room w/2 balconies and
view, $575/mo. plus $575 dep. Need clean,

considerate roomate to share beautiful 3bed
Spanish duplex w/2 others. Hardwood floors,

in-door/out-door fireplaces, laundry, garden,
no parking. Walk lo campus. Start Aug.'' Ryan
824-9931.

WLA/PALMS $475. Spacious, Luxury 2bd/2ba.
A/C. Dishwasher. Fireplace. Female.
{213)471-0883

WLA, share room 2-br duplex. 3-miles campus
B.Bus#1, Available summer longer. $223.75.
John, Alex. 213-207-8454.

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL FEMALE seeks
same. Share 2-bed/ 2-bath, Santa Monica,
between Idaho and Washington, 2-blocks
from beach, walking distance to restaurants

and entertainment. Safe area. Must be reliable

non-smoker, and clean. $5G0/mo.
(213)319-1966.

Room for Rent 54

1 ROOM W/ OWN BATH AND PRIVATE
ENTRANCE. Hot plate. 4 miles from campus.
$400. (213) 472-8269, after 6 PM.

BACHELOR APARTMENT-LIKE room. Private

bath, entrance. Air, cable, kitchenette, 1-mile

campus. Available now. $495. 479-3310.

BEVERLY HILLS, $500/mo. Private bed/bath/
entrance, quiet, parking, gAi<ier\ t- pool pri-

vileges Near buses. C^reat deal! 277-3881.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
w/grad. Students. Kitchen privileges, washer/
dryer, pool. Need car. $450, utilities in-

cluded. Leave message. Abby (818)
783-5151.

BRENTWOOD, $375. Private room. 2mi from
campus. Share bath. Beautiful honr>e. Unlim-
ited parking. Ada 472-7451.

BRENTWOOD. Spacious furnished room,
private entrance, pool, garden, double rlovt,

miaowave, 1 person, parking. Ideal studying,

mair preferred. $50(ymo. 2 1/2-mile$UCLA.
Summer ok. (213)476-1786.

BRENTWOOD, $365/mo including utilities.

Furnished lovely room in home. Mature ryjn-

smoking male. 2-miles from campus.
(213)476-5391.

FEMALE, private room, share bathroom with
one other girl. Kitchen, breakfast room, laun-

dry, on Hilgard, $425/rT>o. (213)279-1436,
after 10am.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $90(Vquarter. Women students.

Mrs Solat (213)208-8931.

MAR VISTA, $475, furnished room with pri-

vate bath in hon>e with use of kitchen, laundry,

cable TV, weekly maid service, many extras.

No smoking. Available immediately.
398-9626.

OPPOSITE CAMPUS, attractive, quiet, furn-

ished room, refrigerator, private bath, nice

hoff>e, mature non smoker, $500 472-7437.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE ROOM/BATH in

3-bedroom luxury
apartrT>ent. Huge, high ceilings, kitchen pri-

vileges, non-smoker. $545/mo.
(21 3)444- 5528.

Responsible individual to share furnished

3-bedroom apartment with couple, $37Symo.,
non-smoker, available July. Joy
(213)452 2242.

ROOM IN HOUSE. Private entrarx:e and bath

Employed female student. Kitchen priv. with
utilities. $375/nr>o. 474-9854.

SANTA MONKIA redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(213)394-2175.

WESTWOOD in private home, furnished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer

close to campus Male. (213)474-7122.

WESTWOOD, furnished room in house $500,
1st aryJ last. Non-sn>oking, r>o pets, utilities,

kitchen, parking laundry included. Available

July 1. (213)273-4712.

WLA, 1 BEDROOM in large 4-bed apt.

$40(ymo., 5 min to campus by car, girl,

rH)iv»moker. 473-1905.

55 Room for Help

GLENROCK SUBLET- furnished lop floor

apt., view, jacurzi, security, parking, June

26 Aug. 30. $28Q/mo. Norman 824-4703.

LARGE LUXURY SINGLE, ASAP-Sept. 30 or

longer. Amenities, Near Campu, 1 -2 people,

$706. Cheryl 825-0281/575-1014

ONE/ TWO person(s). New luxury bulding.

One block from campus. Parking/ pool/ ja-

cuzzi. $350/obo. (213)208-0876.

SANTA MONICA. Own furnished room in

2-bedroom apl. July-August (negotiable), utili-

ties included. Male preferred. (21 1)829-5756.

SINGLE SUBLET $450. Now thru Sept. 15.

Westwood. Full bathroom and kitchen. Avail-

able immediately. Call 476-7642.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/ 2-BATH apartment. 4.30

Kelton. Available July- mid-September. You
name price. Call Kim at (805)529-7449.

SUMMER IN WESTWOOD, $1 75/month, June
-September, parking, kitchen, clean, females
preferred. Call Lib 213-824-5554.

SUMMER SUBLET: to share 1 bedroom July—
Aig. $275/mo. Paul (818)994-3859.

SUMMER SUBLET: Westwood Chateau $200.
Brent (213)373-5836

SUMMER SUBLT FOR 1 FEMALE; parking,

security, Jacuzzi, Glenrock, $300, June/July-

August. Rachel (213)208-2449

WESTWOOD, sublet July through Sept., 2

blocks from campus, 2-bcd/l-bath, parking,

yard, $830. 824-2388.

WESTWOOD - A.3.A.P. 2 people tc sublet

1-bed in bright 2-bcd apt. w/ view, parking.

$290/ea. (213)208-6494 Polly.

WESTWOOD. Female preferred to share
1 -bedroom. $350. Walk to campus. Parking,

pool, -^ more. (213)824-3311.

WESTWOOD. Female preferred to share
1 -bedroom. $350. Walk to campus. Parking,

pool, - more. (213)824-3311.

House for Rent 56

5-MiLE5 TO UCLA, j-bd/iDlh. t_ulver City

$1 1 25/mo. FP/W/D. Small yard. Small pet ok.

Professional/grad student.(21 3)398-4749.

LAUREL CANYON HOUSE- July, August only.

$1300/mo. 4-bedrooms, yard, court, moun-
tain view. 659-2524, evenings.

LOVELY 3-BEDROOM HOUSE with large

familyroomandpool. Available Aug. 15, 1991
— Aug. 15, 1992, lime negotiable. 10 min.
from UCLA, walk lo elementary and Jr. High
schools. $1900. 474-3562.

SHERMAN OAKS, 3-bed/1V« -bath, familyr-

oom, 2 fireplaces, stove, gardener, yard, near

Fashion Square, A/C. (818)789-4235.

VENICE 3-bed/l -bath. Laundry, near bus, large

yard, fresh paint, burglar alarm, sun porch.

$1200. 392-7778.

WLA. New house for rent. 1 -bed/1 -bath, refrig,

stove, no dep., no util. pay, UCLA student

available. Call Christen (213)934-3265 after

8pm.

House to Shiore 57

LARGE MODERN TOWNHOUSE to share

with female professional, non-smoker, piano,

fireplace, private garage. $550/mo.
(213)45a9111, ext.2371.

MALE TO SHARE 1-bed in 3-bed house in

WLA. $25a^mo. Near bus line. Street

parking. (213) 474-3173.

VENICE SHARE HOME WITH 2 PROFES^
SKDNALS in quiet cul-de-sac. Private pool,

opposite gollAennis. Washer/dryer. $650.

(213) 399-3029 or 688-5282.

House for Sale

HOME FOR SALE by owner. $21 0,000. Totally

redun 2-bcd/l -bath. 1 3 miles to LICLA. Great
for Ist-time buyer. (818)989-1036.

HOUSE - 3-bed/l -bath, family room. 1 5 min.
lo campus. Mar Vista. $31 OK. (21 3)397-7295.

•REDONDO NO DOWN!* new
4-bedroorV2V» -baths, family and dinning
rooms, yard, $6k closing cost, $369,900 (or no
down, equity share for lower payments.)
Anastasi Realtors. (213)374-5657 or
(213)372-7177.

VAN NUYS: 25 min. lo UCLA, $195,000.
Gorgeous 2-bdrm house -f separate guestroom
with V» balh. Huge yard with fruit trees.

(213)479-0615.

WESTWOOD RUSTK: 3 be<V2 bath (one

with Jacuzzi). FR, boo., Ig. kitchen. Extras.

Annie, Prudential Calif. Really (21 3)477-8291

,

ext. 210.

WLA, 3-f2, 10 min. to UCLA. Quiet street

$409,000. Call Margarita (213)396-5530.

— Housing Needed 60

RESPONSIBLE, AO^ couple seeks 1 year sublet

during post-doc appt. Prefer some outsides-

pace. (617)641-4509.

WANTED SUBLET APT OR HOUSE-SIT. Au-
gust for Washington DC "think-tank" scholar.

Very responsible. Judith Kipper
(202)387-5264.

Room/Board for Help 62

EXPERIENCED babysitter with references and
flexible hours to care for 6 and 8 year old

boys.Walk to caa>pos. Car necessary. Live in

guesthouse. (213)470-4393.

63

APARTMENT: Very nice 1 -bdrm guest apt. in

exchange for child care. 20 min. from UCLA.
Car required. Will consider couple. Call eves.

or leave message (213)939-8293.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-

house. Brentwood. 1 2Vt hrs/wk with 14

year-old boy. Driving, sports, lielping with

homework. (213)472-2628.

PROFESSKDNAL COUPLE will exchange pri-

vate room, bath, low rent, for 10-15 hrsjWk

chores. Must have car/love pets. 1 5-minutes

UCLA. References. (213)550-0552

Townhouse for Sale 65

TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE
$2B5,000- 3-bedroom 2 1/2 bath

Perfect For UCLA Faculty or Staff

Quiet Picturesque Setting

Convenient to UCLA
Jon Douglas Co - Ruth Gamer

(213)475-7321

Towntiouse for Rent 66

WLA, $1495, 2-bed + den/ 2-bath. Large

townhouse, front unit, privacy.
(213)826-6907

WLA, ultra modern duplex, 2-becl/ 2'/i -bath,

loft, fireplace, roof garden and much more.
Fully furnished. $2200/mo. (213)444-0431

Condos for Sale 67

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1 -bed/ 1 V, -bath,

security, doorman. Wilshire/ Selby. $255K.
Gail 445-7778.

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartment, hardwood floors, blocks to beach.
Santa Monica. Room to add on, $535K.
396-1742.

WESTWOOD, $163,000, fabulous 1-bed/
i -bath. Near ULLA m "

I he Colony." Must see!

Stark, C.B. (213)451-5471.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR, $90,900, studio
apartment, highrise building, 10th floor, large

balcony, overlooks UCLA, walk to campus.
Secure building, multi-services, parking and
attendants. Below market, price to sell. Mr.
Welch, (213)656-9173.

WW VILLAGE: top floor, front unit, large

1+1 Vi with Ig. private balcony. $21 9K.
Schaefer 451-1366

Condos for Rent 69

Vi -BLOCK UCLA, large 1 -bedroom. Sunny
pool, spa. Security, valet, doorman, perfect

for3 individuals (213)931-3811.

Guest House for Rent 70

PRIVATE GUESTHOUSE STUDIO with loft,

excellent location, furnished. Fairfax area.

$575/mo. After 6pm. (213)933-3050.

SHERMAN OAKS, walk to UCLA, Express
Bus/Galleria, 1 -bedroom, fireplace, A/C,
stove, refrigerator, utilities. $550/mo.
(213)206-5744.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACK)US YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything

—

fully equipped— reasonable rates.
(818)785 1028.

FULLY FURNISHED 1-bed guesthouse,
$6Q/'day. Century City/Westwood. Great loca-

tion! Call (213)277-1994.

^ Insurance 91

••••••••••••••••••

Movers/Storage 94

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

ablc. lerrv (213)391-5657.

The Careful Mover
Houses. Apartments. Offices.

local and Long distance

Small jobs welcome
(213)319-1236

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559.1090.

Services Offered 96

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR Top skills to

assist you with: papers, manuscripts, theses,

dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-4193.
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Tutoring Offered 98 Music Lessons 102 Scooters for Sale
MATH. STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN

ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

115 Scooters for Sale 115 Furniture 126

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

SPANISH TUTORING, travelling, business,

conversation, grammar. Private and group
classes. For children and adults
(213)575-1977.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

NY. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

1984 VW GTI, $3900/obo. Must sell, leaving
country. XInl cond., black, sunroof, new tires.

(213)204-5420.

1985 HONDA CRX SI Red, 5 speed, electric

sunroof, anVfm cass., equalizer/booster. Excel-

lent condition. Fun car. $4900/obo.
(818)980-5049.

Typing 100

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

'74 911 TARGA. $9000 obo.Rebuilt engine,
new tires, ice green, great shape. MUST SELL!
213-470 0270

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING!!!! 20 years Exp., Laser, Spell-

check (213)474-6609, 7 days,
8a.m.- 10:00p.m. Near campus, RUSHES
OKAY.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Wcstside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

PROF. EDIT AND REWRITE; Dissertations,

term papers, all papers. Long lime for UCLA.
Virginia (213)820-0150.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

Travel Tickets 106

2 SOUTHWEST TICKETS. Roundtrip; Chicago,
Detroit, Nashville, New Orleans, etc. Must
sell. (213)473-6935.

BAHAMAS CRUISE for two. 5 day^4 nights.

$600 retail. $125 per person. Airfare not

included. Call (602)833-0531.

Autos for Sale 109

1981 DATSUN 280ZX. Fully loaded. Looks
and runs well. One owner. 80k mi. $3000/obo.
(213)474-5660.

1984 RENAULT ENCORE. Original owner.
Low milage- 57,000. 2DR w/hatchback, forest

green wAan interior. Well cared for, new tires,

a/c, arrVfm cassette. Only $1495/obo. Call

(213)478-2982.

'84 RENAULT, 39,000 miles, automatic, AM/
FM cassette, runs great. $2,000/obo.
(213)820-7077 work, (213)670-8002 eves.

'87 ESCORT. Solid, sporty car, black with grey
interior. Well maintained. $2950/obo.
(818)509-1457.

MERCEDES BENZ 250 S, 1 966, $4800, 4-door,

80,000 miles, excellent condition. White/red
intetrior, standard transmission.
(818)783-1610

SUZUKI SAMURAI JX convertible 1987.
Silver-grey, air, AM/FM cassette, $360(yobo.
(213)471-0319.

VOLKSWAGEN FOX GL stationwagon, 1988,
price negotiable, excellent condition.
(213)463-3196.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1982 HONDA 500cc. Excellent condition,
runs good, 9,000 miles. $650/obo. 828 6402.

HONDA CB125, 1975, $450/obo, excellent
condition, 11,000 miles. Looks like new.
(213)396-7295.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Monday. July 1. 1991

ACROSS

1 Soils

6 Man
10 Netherlands

rive-^

14 Bavou
15 Superstition

16 Yukon house
var

17 Unbuttoned
18 Arise

20 Kind of

estate

22 Cadence
23 In private

24 Peelers
25 Insect larva

28 Story

29 Strange
30 Ouiet

35 Possessive
pronoun

36 Young deer
37 Swallowed
38 Being

important
41 Poe suDiect
43 USSR river

44 Adhesiv?
45 Ott-course
48 Tear archaic
50 Lagers, eg
51 Dexterity

55 Harmony
57 Until now
58 Abrupt
59 Try to

persuade
60 Lab heaters
61 Isles

62 Performer
63 Cleaners

and —

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED ^rthday

DOWN
1 Rhythm
2 about
3 Baseball

family name
4 Epistle, eg
5 Hat type
6 Vapor mass
7 Lena —
8 Uninteresting
9 Identity

10 Quarry
produce

1

1

Small ball

12 — ego
13 Prosecutors
19 Semblance
21 Dovetail

24 Hand over
25 Mutilate

26 Can prov
27 Essence
28 Croon
30 Fastener
31 Have

32 Roof part

33 Little: pref

34 Propelled
36 Frazzle

39 Small towers
40 Obliterate
41 Amended
42 Courtesy .

44 Heel
45 Taken —

:

surprised
46 Musical

passage
47 — cloth

48 Pasture
49 Join
51 Sandwich type
52 Nine comb

form
53 Stigma s km
54 Sitiing

abbr
56 Slop
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Your li(»; could be a bit more depart-
meiii.ili/t (1 than usual in the year
ahedd You may tiave M;ts of special
people with whom youll do different
lhiiu|s

CANCER (June 21 July 22) II you leel

you d like to dw« II on things .i t<it longer
before making an important decision
tod.iy, do so Come up with your answer
when you think you re re.idy Ma|or
ctianijos aie ahead lor Cancer in I tie

cominc) year Send for ( dancer s Aslro-
(irapti predictions today Mail $125
plus .1 lomj. self <iddresse«l. stamped
envilope lu Aslio Graph c/o this
fMwspapii

.
H O box «M-i:»« t.U.'v«'l.»nd.

OH 44 101 ;i-U>8 lU' suie lo stale y<MH
/odiac si.|»i

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Business condi-
tions are a bit ilty today and ttiey

could move in either direction To sate-
(juard your involvement make an effort
to uiKierst.tnd every significant detail
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) More tact
ttian u ual mujhl be reijuin d lod.iy in
d»;almg with others on a one-tu-one ba-
sis »Mn»lness could lorije strong links.
Willie sellishness could breed
resent II It 'nt

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 23) You re pies
ently 11 • a good cycle loi tultilliixj your
amt)iiious expectations However you
may have only limited diive and end up
doiii

J ,1 su-su |Ob lod.iy

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov 22) People
who already love you will be even more
enamored today bet.ause ol your in-
tense and obvious concern lor their
well being tind security

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23 Dec 21) Ai
ttioutjti inlrirujiiig devtMopmenli, will vie
lor youi .iltention today your real pnor-
ili»!« m.iy center .iround domt.slic nial
lers I Ills IS where you should place
your t.Mtipliasis

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Your
Ideas are very good today, but you may
not uje tliem unless you have tfie ap-
proval ol associates Try lo be bell
suftiCM nl

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 19) He pi<.
t« ctivt ul your ifsouices .tn*i pi i/ed
posses .luns tod.iy It you ri relut t.inl lo
l<Mid oul somelhirKi you cht.-ribh. don I

li«- .iii.tid to ',ay no
PISCES (Fib. 20 Marc li 20) Y.,u h iv.

g<M.d U id«!ishi(> ()iMliti« s l-.d.jy but
you ( oiild al .0 h.ive sell di.ubl . In ot
d«'i III win the les^te.-l of n«'(t;ss.ify al
li»'s ycMiniiii,! behave like a lake cliaige
indiidii.il

ARILS (Match 21 Apnl 19) Yi,u niiy
ni.t be ible lo m.\ like ti.e blithe :,piril

you want to be today so bi- caretui not
lo ci eale problems for your self bec.mse
y(»u feel lestncted G(> with Itu- How
TAURUS (April 20 May 20) In your ,0
cial involvements with friends today se
led pals with whom you have comirion.
coni|>assion.ile (.oru.erns indiffeieni or
selfish peof)U will make you leel une.i^y
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) II you pursue
ol)|ecliv. s unobtrusively lod.iy your
chances lor success will be enhanced
You could tup youruell up. Iliougli. il

you appeal loo eager 01 aggressive

1906 HONDA ELITE 00, Excclleni condition,

$800. 1986 HONDA SPREE, Good condition,

$350. (213)478-3694.

1987 HONDA ELITE SOX. Runs great. $300.
Call Bill 824-5311.

1988 HONDA ELITE 80 w/ helmet and lock.

Low miles, great condition. Katie
(213)208-3984.

1989 HONDA ELITE 80. White, excellent

condition, tuned up. Must sell now, call

Monica (213)826-1978.

1 985 HONDA AERO 50; clean, runs great,red.

Helmet & lock included! $400/obo.
(213)824-0805.

'86 ELITE 80. Very reliable. Just graduated—
must sell. Make an offer! jason (81 8)901-08 79.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

'88 HONDA ELITE SO, $550/obo. With lock.

Lisa 208-5083.

Aero SO '87. Great cond., must sell. $375.00,
824-5109, Eva.

ITALIEN, 1985, MILEAGE, $500, immacu-
late. (818)783-1610

CLASS OCTAGON TABLE with four chairs for

sale. $75 Great Deal. Call (213)659-1485

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (213)372-2337

MUST SELL!! Double size, white formica bed
and book shelve* . Great condition. $200 for

both or separately. Give me an offer. Call

Cathy (213)470-3593.

QUEEN-SIZED SOFA BED, perfect condition,

$295. Call (213)417-4940, days;
(213)470-5835, eves.

SWIVEL CHAIR w/ Ottoman, $250. 1 couch,
0-feet long, $275. 1 desk, $100. 1 side table,

$75. 1 coffee table, $80. 1 twin headboard,

$60. 2 rm dividers, $50. 1 card table, $40. 2

porcelain lamps, $50 each. Call 820-3407.

Misc. For Sale 128

NIKON P.M. with 43-06 lens. Excellent condi-

tion. $225/obo. (213)474-0662.

Furniture for Sole

20x20x33" functioning refrigerator $30. Call

475-3406.

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290. MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160. (213)821-0729

126 Typewriter/Computer 134

BROTHER WORDPROCESSOR. Must sell.

Great buy, with spell check. Reports, projects.

$300/obo. Call (213)024-4554.

RENT IBM complete computer system,

$95/mo. Search Orion, write papers, etc. 206,

306 systems available, (213)931-4207.

(ii 1990 United Feature Syndicate
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PAVIN
From page 16

cceded.

"I like (playing golO,** Pavin

says. "It's something that I've

always wanted to do as a career.

It*s a lot of fun, and I'm enjoying it

whether I do bad and poorly or

good."

In a sport where salaries are not

guaranteed and thousands of dol-

lars lie on nasty five-foot putts, the

money aspect does not seem to

phase Pavin. That's easy to say

when your total earnings are in the

excess of three-quarters of a

million dollars for playing games,

but golfers must start out winning

tiny purses before the big payoffs

come, if they ever do.

"I did not really set out to do
that," Pavin says as the leading

money winner. "I just tried to play

the best I could. My goals are

personal — to do the best I can.

"We won the Pac40
in 1982 . . . but we
never could get the

national champion-
ship. We had some
pretty good teams,

but we never could

put it all together.

That was disappoint-

mg.

Corey Pavin

The rest will take care of itself."

Pavin does not see a grand

different between the amateur

collegiate game and the profes-

sional play-for-pay tour.

*They*re different as far as the

level of playing goes," Pavin says.

"When rm out there, I'm there to

compete, and money is the secon-
dary issue. I play to see how good I

am against the golf course and the

players. 1 have won tournaments
when I did not even know what the

prize money was."

"I get into golf as a game, not as

When Nicklaus
shook Pavin's hand
following dieir round
in 1983, the bear • . .

passed wisdom from
the godfather of golf

to the newcomer.

a big sporting effect It's not a life

or death thing."

Playing for fun is working
nicely for Pavin. Aside from riding

pole position in the money leader

race, he owns the best average

score (69.36 strokes per round) and
third-best putting average (1.729

putts per green). Pavin is also in

eighth place with 241 birdies (one

under par) on the season, directly

behind his former teammate Pate,

who has 245.

When Nicklaus shook Pavin 's

hand following their round in

1983, the bear probably did not

even know who this rookie was.

That handshake passed wisdom
from the godfather of golf to the

newcomer, and the newcomer
offered his respect to the mentor.

Pavin had passed his first test as

a professional, and now the former

Bruin has earned his rightful spot

at the head of the class. Nicklaus

almost surely knows Pavin these

days, and he would certainly return

the respect granted years ago.

Daily Bruin file photo

Former UCLA soccerplayer Billy Thompson assisted CobiJones on his goal againstAustra-
lia.

SOCCER
From page 16

Thompson and Jones teamed up to

score a goal and added to the

strong UCLA on the national level.

Goalkeeper Bill Andracki from

Rutgers punted the ball upfield,

and Steve Rammel, also a Scarlet

Knight, flicked the ball forward off

his head. Thompson, who was
playing center striker, and two
Australian defenders converged,

but Thompson's speed reached the

ball first

He touched the ball past them
and prepared to continue his

breakaway when Cobi Jones
appeared running to the left. Jones'

defender had left him to pursue the

free ball, and Thompson aimed his

pass toward his former Bruin

teammate who then dribbled in for

a goal.

"Cobi played the best of us, and
it was his first international tourna-

ment," Thompson said. "He play-

ed really well and had a lot of

confidence."

The U.S. team tied the Soviet

Union 'B's, 1-1, in its final match.

*The Russians are the work-

horses," Thompson said. "They
never stop running. They're up and
down the field for 90 minutes.

They're the fastest and fittest team
that I've seen.

"You have to sit back and play

conservatively, take their pressure

and kind of wait to counterattack."

American soccer has, at best, a

non-existent reputation in the

world community, and the country

is trying to build a team capable of

competing against the South
American and European power
houses.

The United States lost all three

of its 1990 World Cup games and
wants a better performance as the

host team in 1994. This *B' team
that did not win a game in Korea
had practiced together only once
before the tournament, and that

lack of cohesion could not be

surmounted.

*To be up 1-0 against South
Korean and to lose in the last 15

minutes and to tie the Soviets is a

good sign," Thompson said. "I felt

that we could play with the teams
there. Give us another two weeks
together, and we could have won
two games."

The next competition of the *B'

team is the World University

Games in Sheffield, England.
Thompson will stay in Europe
after the tournament and hoj)es to

sign with a professional teiim in the

French or German leagues.

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

6:30 am - 3:30 am Fri & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

Chili Cheese Burger + Fries

+ Med. Soft Drink for ^^ -f g
Breakfast i^pecial

2 Eggs + Homemade Hashbrowns
+ Toast & jelly for $1,99

(213) 824-7966

936 Broxton Ave
In Westwood

Chinese Chicken Salad
(*oil free dressing)

Fresh Chicken Breast

Sandwich

$3.75

$2.99

Why fish around?

BRIM

00 CUT & BLOW
-UCLA students, faculty, & staff only-

-with this ad - expires 7/6/91

-good monday thru friday only-

(MTO^ Mojvmm
Westwood Marquis Hotel

930 Hilgard Ave

208-4477
•We Validate Parking*
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U.S. soccer team returns from Korea
Jones scores against Australians

with help from Billy Thompson

Daily Brjin file photo

UCLA striker Cobi Jones scored a goal for the U.S. National 'B' team in its 4-2 loss to

Australia. The United States finished 0-2-1 in the President's Cup in South Korea.

By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

When former UCLA striker

Billy Thompson took the soccer
field for the first game of the

President's Cup in South Korea,
the players were a bit different

from his college days.

Joe-Max Moore, Cobi Jones,
Dan Beaney and Sam George —
all current Bruins — were his

teammates, but so were two
players from Evansville and three

from Rutgers. The opponents were
also more formidable. They were
bigger, faster and stronger than the

teams against which UCLA had
competed in 1990.

This past June, five UCLA
soccer players laid down their

blue-and-gold jerseys for the red,

white and blue uniforms of the

United States National 'B' Team
to compete internationally.

The *B* team is one step below
the national 'A' team, which is

preparing for the 1994 World Cup
in the United States.

The U.S. team traveled to Asia
to compete against Australia, the

Soviet Union and South Korea,
and five products of the UCLA
soccer program represented the

country. Bruin chief Sigi Schmid
also assisted Jim Lennox with the

coaching duties.

In the three contests in their

draw, the Americans failed to win.
The U.S. lost to South Korea, 2-1;

Australia, 4-2; and tied the Soviet
Union, 1-L

Game one pitted America
against the host South Korean 'B*s

in the capital of Seoul, and the

United States grabbed the early

lead. But Korea tied the game with

15 minutes remaining and scored

another goal with just two minutes
left to win, 2-1.

'The first game was a test for us

because we had never played
together," Thompson said. "We
were pretty discouraged losing that

way."

*The Koreans were very skillful

and fast, but they lacked direct-

ness. The Russians, for example,
like to push up and go to goal. The
Koreans run fast and dribble well,

but when they get into the final

one-third of the field, they don't go
to goal. They like to get the ball

wide, take it to the endline and pass

across the field."

Australia's first team won its

opening game against the Soviet

Union and then beat the U.S. *B*

team, 4-2, in the second match.

*The Australians were the big

surprise of the tournament,"
Thompson said. "They brought

their national team, which had
been on tour for six months. They
were as fit as they ever could be
and at the top of their game."
*They were strong in the air and

strong with their tackles . . . Their
fitness and strength separated
them, which is usually the Rus-
sians* style."

The Australians outscorcd
America, the Soviets and Koreans
by a combined 8-4 margin in the

bracket.

In the USA-Australia match-up,

See SOCCER, page 15

Pavin drives and putts
to pro golfing success
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

There came the bear.

Corey Pavin, rookie on the

professional golf lour in the early

'80s, was about to come facc-to-

face with a man whom many
consider the finest golfer of his

generation.

Jack Nicklaus, the "golden
bear" with six Masters titles under
his belt, was approaching the tee to

join him for a round of golf, and
Pavin prepared to compete against

a living legend.

The first-year nobody, fresh

from a fine collegiate career at

UCLA, said hello to the master. A
nervous Pavin and cool Nicklaus

teed off, and a surprising thing then

happened. Both shots traveled a

similar distance and landed fairly

close to one another. That same
pattern continued onto the green
and onto the hole number two.

"I was very nervous; it took me a

few holes to simmer down and
play my own game," Pavin
explains. "After the first few, I was
able to play mv own game."

Every so often, the bear would
pick up a stroke agamst the rookie,

but the scores remained close

throughout the entire round. Pavin

finished the day shooting a 71, and
Nicklaus walked to the club house

with a four-stroke advantage at 67.

Pavin had just passed his first

test on the PGA Tour. He had met
the bear, and the bear was nearly

his on that day, years ago.

"At first, I was intimidated,"

Pavin remembers. "These are the

players on TV that I watched as I

was growing up. You have to

realize that you're not competing
with their history, but what they do
right then is what matters. When
you first play Nicklaus, (Tom)
Watson or (Tom) Kite, it's

unnerving."

A decade later, the bear belongs

to Pavin. So does Greg Norman,
Hale Irwin, Curtis Strange and the

entire PGA Tour. Age has finally

caught up on Nicklaus and Wat-
son, the dominant Americans from

the '60s and '70s, and Pavin is one

of a group of younger golfers

attempting to establish iheir claims

to professional golf prowess.

This group includes Paul Azin-

ger, Jeff Sluman, Mark Calcavec-

chia and U.S. Open champ Payne
Stewart. But for now, Pavin is

ahead of the pack.

Corev Pavin, the 198? NPAA
golfer of the year from UCLA, is

the top golfer in America based on
his number one position on the

l^A money list.

Through the U.S. Open, Pavin
leads the PGA with $748,856 in

L/Ci A C>porii. K.iodr.atKsn

Three golfers from the 1982 UCLA Pac-10 championship team have won more than
$100,000 on the PGA Tour this year: Corey Pavin (first rov^, fourth from left), the leading
money-winner; Jay Delsing (back row, sixth from left); and Steve Pate (back row, third from
right).

earnings from touniamenls, and he

is followed by Lanny Wadkins,

who trails by almost $180,000.

Pavin's former teammate at

UCLA, Steve Pate, ranks third

with $533,054.

In the U.S. Open, Pavin tied for

eighth place with Ray Floyd and

Jose Maria Ola/^bal at 289 (71-

67-79-72). Had it not been for a

disastrous 79 in the third round,

Pavin could have remained in

contention for the win. Pavin was
lied for second with a 138 after the

first two days.

Pavin competed for UCLA from
1979 to 1982 under coach Eddie
Merrins, and he earned All-Ameri-
ca honors in 1979 and 1982. All

four years Pavin was selected to

the all-Pac-10 team. Competing
with current professionals Pate and
Jay Delsing, Pavin helped win
UCLA's first conference title in

1982 when he won the tournament
with a four-round score of 273.
The Bruins' highest NCAA finish

in Pavin's years was a sixth place

in 1982.

"We won the Pac-10 in 1982. . .

but we never could get the national

championship," Pavin says. "We
had some pretty good teams, but
we never could put it all together.

That was disappointing."

Pdvin altcniptcU to joni iJic PGA
Tour the Fall after finishing at

UCLA, but he failed to qualify.

After a year playing overseas, he
tried again and this time suc-

See PAVIN, page 15
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Circulation: 11,000

Westwood Blvd.

entrance closed

UCLA's Westwood Boule-
vard entrance will be closed off
to most traffic for five weeks
starting today.

Visitors to the Jules Stein

Eye Institute and the UCLA
Medical Plaza can still get
through, but other campus
traffic will be rerouted to

Gayley or Hilgard avenues until

August 12.

The street will be blocked off

because construction workers
have to complete road work for

construction of the new UCLA
gateway.

Inside
Driving us crazy

The high costs of auto insur-

ance and UCLA parking make
driving in Lus Angeles an
expensive venture.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Ding dong, the
liberal's gone
Columnist Christopher Wys-

ocki rejoices about the depar-

ture of Justice Thurgood
Marshall and sees it as a new
chance for independence.

See page 9

Arts & Entertainment

He's back and
he's kicking butt

Today the Terminator keeps

his promise with the national

release of 'Terminator 2." The
Bruin reviews the film and talks

with its charismatic star.

See page 10

Sports

V

f

c
Henderson
goes for the
GoM . . . Cup
UCLA soccer player Chris

Henderson started for the U.S.

National team in the Gold Cup.

See page 20
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Grid and bear it Tax on rich:

Assembly
showdown
By Ted Appel

A student walks down a stainA/ell near the Bombshelter.
SHAWN ELDER/Daily Brum

United Press International

SACRAMENTO — Gov. Pete Wilson
and lawmakers girded for a Wednesday
showdown in the Assembly over a plan to

raise income taxes on the wealthiest

Califomians.

Assembly Speaker Willie Brown said he
would place several tax proposals up for

floor votes in a last-ditch attempt to fill a

hole estimated at $2.5 billion in the budget.

Brown said no deal was struck Tuesday
between Democrats and the Republican
governor that would guarantee passage of
the tax proposals.

Time is running out for the Legislature to

enact the remaining pieces of a budget-
balancing package that eliminates the final

traces of the state's $14.3 billion projected
deficit

If the revenue measures arc not sent to

Wilson before midnight We<* jsday, the
governor will be forced to veto the entire

$56.4 billion budget now on his desk, or use
his line-item veto power to cut spending
until it is balanced.

"I'm bringing (the tax measures) up
(Wednesday) because people would like to

get the hell out of here and go home for the
Fourth of July," Brown told reporters.

"I'm bringing them up (Wednesday)
because midnight is the drop-dead date for

the governor to sign or not sign a (budget)
measure into law," the San Francisco
Democrat said, adding that he has given
Wilson at least 72 hours "to work his side of
the aisle to try to get votes for it."

One measure would link a Democratic
plan to raise income taxes on the rich with
two proposals sought by business groups. In

an attempt to make the income lax increase

more palatable to pro-business Republi-
cans, the measure would extend the ability

for companies to write off their operating
losses and deduct research costs from their

taxes.

Professors criticize justice nominee
By Tina Chao

While U.S. Supreme Court
nominee Clarence Thomas awaits

Senate approval, UCLA profes-

sors arc blasting him for being out

of step with the concerns of

underrepresentcd communities as

well as predicting a divisive battle

over his appointment.

President Bush nominated the

conservative federal judge to

replace aging liberal Justice Thur-

good Marshall, who announced his

resignation last week.

Marshall, the high court's first

and only black justice, was a civil

rights hero and longtime liberal

influence. If approved by the

Senate, Thomas, 43, would
strengthen the court's conservative

majority.

"I believe he will be a great

justice," Bush said. "He is the best

person for this position."

UCLA Law Professor Henry
McGee disagrees. "They pick a

black who is thought of by most
blacks as someone whose thinking

is out of step with the black

community," he said. *This is

another gratuitous slap in the face

to the minority community."

Predicting that Thomas' confir-

mation hearings will be deeply

divisive, McGee said he couldn't

believe the president made such an

inappropriate appointment "Bush
is not stupid. Someone else in the

Bush camp must have made the

appointment."

Julian Eule, a UCLA constitu-

tional law professor, was also

stunned by Bush's choice. "1 am
not really sure what the president is

seeking to accomplish by it. It is an

appointment I don't understand.

He chose a person who is not an
intellectual giant"

Both professors said Thomas
does not have a strong record with
underrepresented groups. "He is

ill-thought of, to say the very least
by the minority community,"
McGee said. "His strongest attri-

bute was to antagonize minori-
ties."

One of the most controversial

See THOMAS, page 6

Fouiih of July is No. 1
for eager celebrants

July Fourth Celebrations

By Brigme Brady

The Fourth of July — time to

spend with family and friends at

barbecues, parades and fireworks

displays.

And for some, time to work.

That is what the Dean of

Students Ray Goldstone will be

doing for at least part of this

national holiday.

"I am almost embarrassed to tell

you this, but I will be spending part

of the day rewriting the minutes

from a meeting and preparing for

another meeting."

"In the evening, 1 plan on
watching the Dodgers play San
Diego at my mom's house. She is

ill, and 1 do not have any family

except her," he said. "Of course,

I'll probably sleep in that morn-
ing."

Nina Weber, a Darunouth Col-

lege senior who is taking an

accounting class at UCLA this

summer, will also be working.

"I am the floor manager at

Marix, a Fex Mex restaurant near

the beach. So, I'll be working most

C9hat: C3
Free Fireworks
Shows

Santa Monica Pier

Culver City H.S.
4401 ElendaSt.

Marina Del Rey
Harbor

Pacific Palisades H.S.
15777 Bowdoin St.

4:45 a.m.(S!i'^)

7:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

8:15 p.m.

CHRIS BLUM/Sumrrwr Bruin

of the evening," said Weber, who friends. I will also be close enough
lives with her parents in Beverly to the beach to see the fireworks
Hills. that night."

"I'm not disappointed," she UCLA senior Lisa Burke and
added. "I will probably go to the

beach beforehand and see my See FOURTH, page 7
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TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLtACHi^G & WAXING UNWANTKI) HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building

1081 Westwood Suite 224 475-4135
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IT WORKS.
825-2161
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r LOOKING FOR A FUN WAY TO SPEND
YOUR SUMMER SATURDAY
MORNINGS AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE
IN SOMEONE'S LIFE?????

([ailasIP' THEN join...

ASIAN EDUCATION PROJECT
TUTOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN IN CHINATOWN

SATURDAY MORNINGS BEGINNING JULY 13

NEW TUTORS, COME TO OUR ORIENTATION MEETINGS:

2412 ACKERMAN UNION
2412 ACKERMAN UNION
3530 ACKERMAN UNION
3530 ACKERMAN UNION
3530 ACKERMAN UNION

OR STOP BY 411 KERCKHOFF HALL FOR INFORMATION (825-2417)

OLD TUTORS:
VANS LEAVE DYKSTRA AT 8:30 AM SATURDAY JULY 13 (9:30 ON
OTHER SATURDAYS). BE AT CASTELLAR BY 9:1 5.

HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL THERE!!!

FUNDED BY THE COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
OF THE PROGRAMS ACTIVITIES BOARD

WED., JULY 3 12:00 NOON
FRI., JULY 5 12:00 NOON
MON., JULY 8 1 :00 PM
TUBS.. JULY 9 1 :00 PM
THURS., JULY11 1 :00 PM

»

UCLA PROJECT MAC
IT SHOULDN'T HURT TO BE A KID

V ^. 1, f^

DO YOU HAVE SOME FREE TIME ITRS SUMMER? u i

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHARE IT WITH SOME SPECIAL CHILDREN?

ORIENTATION DATES:

WEDNESDAY, JULY 3RD AT 11:30-12:00 IN AU 2412

FRIDAY, JULY 5TH AT 12:00-12:30 IN KERCKHOFF 411

FOR RETURNING VOLUNTEERS,

FIRST ON SITE VISIT: THIS SATURDAY JULY 6TH

MEET AT LOT 6 TURNAROUND AT 9:00 AM

ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL 825-4724

A PROJECT OF THE COMMUNITY .SERVICE COMMISSION.
hUNDED BY COMMUNIIY ACIlVrriiiS COMMITITiE OF THE PROGRA.M AClIVmES HOARD.

Actress Lee Remick
dies of cancer at 55
By Vernon Scott

United Press International

Lee Remick, the cool, sensual

leading lady who was one of the

last of a long line of screen

aristocrats, died Tuesday of

cancer. She was 55.

Remick, a veteran of some 30

feature films who once com-

plained that she never had an

opportunity to play a "down and

dirty" role, died at her home in

Brentwood with her husband and

other family members at her

bedside, her agent, Joe Funicello,

said.

Remick was diagnosed with

kidney and lung cancer several

years ago and had undergone

surgery, but the cancer returned,

her publicist, Dick Winters, said.

The actress, whose four-decade

career began on stage, appeared

periodically on television during

the 1950s, mostly on "Robert

Montgomery Presents,*' but was
seldom seen in the 1960s, as she

turned her concentration to film.

She began to favor the small

screen again in the 1970s, appear-

ing in TV movies, dramatic spe-

cials and miniseries, including

"QB VII,'* "The Blue Knight," and
"Mistral's Daughter."

Tliiuugh it all, Remick
remained a member of that sorority

of movie stars whose demeanor
was impeccably ladylike, aloof,

unattainable and everlastingly

cool.

Charles Bronson, who lost his

wife, Jill Ireland, to cancer last

year, starred with Remick in

'Telefon" in 1977.

"Lee was 100 percent profes-

sional, a beautiful and talented

actress. She was a warm, friendly

woman who made the world a

better place to live in," Bronson
said.

Gregory Peck, who starred with
Remick in *The Omen" in 1976,
introduced her aboard the Queen
Mary in Long Beach last May

when she was honored by the
International Churchill Society for
her portrayal of Winston Chur-
chill's mother, Jenny Jerome.

"Lee was up and smiling." Peck
said. "She had tremendous guts
handling her illness. She kept
going and was upbeat and cheerful.
She showed the ultimate courage
That night I said, 'There couldn't

"She was a warm,
friendly woman who
made the world a bet-

ter place to live in/^

Charies Bronson

be an American actress better
suited (to play Jerome) by her
beauty, high spirits and intelli-

gence.' More than that, she had a
rare quality, a depth of womanli-
ness."

Remick made her motion pic-

ture debut in "A Face in the
Crowd" in 1957. Her final appear-
ance was in the two-character play
"Love Letters" at the Canon
Theatre last summer.
Over the years, Remick co-

starred with such leading men as
Paul Newman and Orson Wells in

'The Long Hot Summer," Jimmy
Stewart and George C. Scott in

"Anatomy of a Murder," Mont-
gomery Clift in "WUd River," and
Rod Steiger in "No Way to Treat A
Lady," among others.

In 1963, she portrayed an
alcoholic in the poignant drama
"The Days of Wine and Roses," a

role for which she received an
Oscar nomination.

Jack Lemmon, who co-starred

with Remick in "Days of Wine and
Roses," called her "precious."

"Knowing and working with

Lee will always remain one of the

most joyous experiences of my
life." Lemmon said. "She was
precious and certainly the embodi-
ment of grace."

Actor Michael La
dies of cancer at 54
By Valerie Kuklenski

United Press International

MALIBU — Actor Michael
Landon, whose ascent to stardom
began with his role as Little Joe
Caitwright on the television series

"Bonanza," died of inoperable
cancer of the pancreas and liver, a
spokeswoman said. He was 54.

Landon, who had been under-
going an experimental form of
chemotherapy, died at home at

1:20 p.m. Monday with his wife
and other members of his family at

his bedside, a spokesman said.

The actor, whose career
included writing, producing and
directing, announced on April 8
that he had been diagnosed with
cancer.

"I'm going to fight it," he told
reporters at his Malibu home.
"Every moment gets a little more
important after something like
this. Live every moment, guys."

In the weeks before his death,
several of his Malibu neighbors
posted purple ribbons on their
fences and mailboxes in a show of
support.

Former President Reagan and
firj»i lady Nancy Reagan said
Landon's "tragic battle . . . touch-
ed the hearts of every American, as
did his undeniable spirit."
A wreath of flowers was placed

on Undon's star on the Holly-

wood Walk of Fame.
Landon opted to battle the

deadly disease with large doses of

carrot juice and a chemotherapy
called DaunoXome, which had not

been employed before on pancrea-

tic cancer patients.

The treatments, he had said,

"kiKxked me on my butt." Landon
was increasingly forced to cancel

various appearances, including

one at a dedication of a community
center in Malibu named after him.

His chances for survival were

never good. Only 3 percent of

pancreatic cancer patients and 5

percent of liver cancer patients

survive more than five years after

diagnosis, according to the Ameri-
can Cancer Society.

Shortly after announcing his

illness, Landon appeared on 'The
Tonight Show" and criticized the

news tabloids for speculating on
long he was expected to live. But
he maintained a sense of humor,

saying his cancer had "shot to hell

any chance of doing a health food

commercial."

Landon was first widely known
to television audiences as Little

Joe Cartwright on "Bonanza." But

the actor is probably most widely

known for his role as "Pa" in the

longtime NBC series "Little House
on the Prairie," which he created

and directed.

Rock and stroll

Two geology graduate students practice Tai Chi in the Sculpture Garden.
STEVE MACAULEV

Transplant
iiamily' has
yearly picnic
By Valerie Rosent)erg

It was like a big family picnic— a sunny
afternoon of grown-ups chatting, children

playing and everyone mingling with the

familiarity of old friends.

But these old friends were UCLA heart

transplant patients, who gathered at the

Sunset Recreation Center on Sunday for

their fifth annual picnic.

At the picnic, the "family" of more than

200 people was made up of close to 100

heart transplant recipients, their families,

UCLA doctors and staff.

Many donned "Young at

Heart*' t-shirts and one per^

son sported a t-shirt that

annoimced that the wearer

had a "change of heart''

Though everyone at the picnic was not

"related" in the literal sense of the word, one
could say they are connected by "blood
ties."

Many donned "Young at Heart" t-shirts

and one person sported a t-shirt that

announced that the wearer had a "change of
heart" They all chatted, ate, drank and
frolicked in the sun.

Johnny Balaoing, also known as heart

transplant recipient #175, said the group
was celebrating "the gift of life."

This picnic was Balaoing' s first as a heart

recipient. After three heart operations, he
received a transplant one year ago. He said

the picnic "gives you a feeling of assur-

ance."

After about an hour of socializing,

everybody played a softball game —
doctors and staff versus ttansplant reci-

pients.

See PICNIC, page 6

Paricing fees go up, but insurance rates may go down
Daily parking rises

$ 1 , monthly permits

increase 22 percent
By Leila Ansari

Summer Bruin Staff

People now have to shell out more bucks

to park at UCLA — $1 extra for daily

parking and about 22 percent more a month
for parking permits.

"There is a bottom line of programs,

structures and departments that need to be

funded that are funded by parking
revenues," said Greg Demetre. manager of

UCLA Parking Services.

So, the division is raising revenue from

lurking fees to fund those services, and also

survive its $1 -million budget cut for this

year.

Parking officials implemented the fee

increases Monday. They were recom-

mended by UCLA's Transportation and

Parking Advisory Committee in January in

order to cope with the budget cut.

The committee recommended a series of

revenue-generating measures, including

raising daily parking costs from $4 to $5,

and charging more for the permits that offer

better parking.

The lot-specific yellow and green per-

mits, which most students use, now cost $39
a month, while blue and "blue X" permits,

used mostly by administrators and high-

level staff members, now cost $49 and $53 a

month respectively.

Previously, the cost for all on-campus lot

permits was $32 a month. But parking

officials are now charging more for the blue

and 'blue X' permits because they allow the

permit holder to park in any campus lot and

even some restricted zones.

"The committee unanimously recom-
mended that parking fees should be strati-

fied based on the level of mobility,

proximity and convenience they provide,"

said Mark Stocki, director of the UCLA
Business and Transportation Services

Administration.

Off-campus parking permits now cost

$28 instead of last year's $23. However, the

demand for off-campus parking permits has

been tapering off. he added.

The daily parking fee increase has

elicited mixed reactions. Most people do not

seem to care about the exba dollar they have

Two insurance bills

aim to lower good

driver coverage rates
By Chris Wolowiec

Finding and keeping affordable auto

insurance today can be next to impossible

— especially for Los Angeles residents.

State legislators, however, are currendy

working on two bills that woukl reduce the

Insurance

BILL

$100,000
,000,000

to pay.

"Basically they sound surprised, but they

don't sound angry," said parking attendant

Maria Squicciarini, who was working at the

Westwood Boulevard information booth.

High school student Nina Gregory who
occasionally parks at UCLA while using

Powell Library thinks that even SI is a lot to

pay for parking. "It is a little ridiculous."

At Lot 32 in Westwood. where the

evening parking fee now costs $4 instead of

$3, people turned their cars around and
drove away to find cheaper parking else-

where in the village.

cost of auto insurance for "good drivers.^

California motorists qualify as "good

drivers" if they have had at least three years

of driving experience and almost unblem-

ished driving records.

Stittc Sen. Pattick Johnston (D—Stock-

ton) is currently working on a no-fault

insurance plan which would require insur-

ance companies to offer good drivers their

first year of coverage for only $220.

Under the present system, good Califor-

nian drivers pay more than five times that

amount per year. Those who do not have

that stattis pay about the same price in a

single month.

Under the proposed no-fault plan, when
neither party involved in an accident is

considered at fault, both can go to their own
insurance companies to cover the cost of
damages.

The other bill, proposed by Assembly
Speaker Willie Brown (D—San Francisco),

calls for a low-cost system of auto insurance
designed to benefit good drivers who nicet

certain low-income requirements. Under
this plan, auto insurance would cost only
$300 per year for these people.

If passed into law. these bills would help
those who cannot afford the high cost of
insurance. "I don't pay auto insurance

because it is too hard to afford that and
everything else," said Alejandro Vidal. who
qualifies as a good driver. Vidal paid $750 a
year about four years ago and then dropped
his policy because the cost of insurance kept
rising.

He is one of an estimated 6.000,000
uninsured drivers in California.

"There is not accessible, affordable auto
insurance in this state, so both good drivers

and bad drivers end up driving uninsured,"

said Elena Stem, press secretary for the

Slate's Department of Insurance.

Chris Etambush, also a qualified good
driver, pays the high cost of insurance
himself. "My parents said there is no way
we are buying^ you a car and auto
insurance."

He paid $1,050 a year until he celebrated

his 21st birthday last month. And what a
celebration it was — the cost of his

insurance dropped close to $500 per year.

Dombush also enjoys a variety of other

discounts which even bad drivers can take

advantage.

The type of car a person drives also helps

determine the insurance rate. Oombush
pays less for insurance because he drives a

See INSURANCE, page 7
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World

Slovenia offers to

ireeze' its deciaration

LONDON — Slovenian Foreign
Minister Dimitri Ruppcl told British

Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd Tuesday
that the breakaway republic would
"freeze" its declaration of independence
if Yugoslavian troops withdrew, a spokes-

man said.

Ruppel made his comment in a tele-

phone call to Hurd, who then called the

Yugoslavian foreign minister, a British

Foreign Office spokesman said, adding
that Ruppel did not expand on details of
what he termed a "freeze" in the

declaration of indep)endence.

"He said Slovenia is ready to freeze the

declaratio'i vi 'iidcper.Jence if federal

troops withdiow,' iJie sj/vikesman said.

Hurd then spoke with Yugoslavian
Foreign Minister Budimir Loncar "pass-

ing on details of the conversation he had
with Ruppel, trying to explore ways in

which we could get an end to this," he
said.

On this date:

In 1608, French explorer Samuel de

Champlain founded the Canadian town of

Quebec.

In 1863, the Union army under com-
mand of General George Meade defeated

Confederate forces commanded by Gen-
eral Robert E. Lee at Gettysburg, Pennsyl-

vania.

In 1928, the first color television

transmission was accomplished by John

Logic Baird in London.
In 1976, Israeli commandos raided the

airport at Entebbe, Uganda, rescuing 103

hostages held by Arab terrorists.

In 1986, President Reagan relit the

Statue of Liberty's turth in New York
Haibor after a 66-MiI lion-dollar restora-

tion of the statue was completed during
the 100th anniversary year of its dedica-

tion.

In 1988, missiles fired from the U.S.S.

Vincennes brought down an Iranian

airliner in the Persian Gulf, killing all 290
people aboard. President Reagan express-

ed his regret over the tragedy.

Nation

Ash cloud creates

spectacular sunsets
GALVESTON, Texas — A spreading

cloud of gas and ash from the Mount
Pinatubo volcano in the Philippines will

create spectacular, multicolored sunrises

and sunsets along the Gulf of Mexico
coast, forecasters said Tuesday.
The cloud, which first reached the

United States June 28, is estimated to be at

an altitude of 13 to 19 miles, the National

Weather Service said. The cloud is

moving west at 750 to 1,000 miles each
day.

The cloud stretches from Hawaii to

west Africa.

"Observers in south Florida and south

Texas should see beautiful multicolored

sunrises-sunsets when the cloud is over-

head," the weather service said.

The gases and ash in the cloud, which
formed from volcanic eruptions of Pinatu-
bo June 12-15, eventually will disperse or

fall back to Earth, Fountain said.

Statue of Liberty gets

clean bill of health

NEW YORK— The Statue of Liberty

has been given a clean bill oi health five

years after the completion of a massive

restoration project, officials said Tuesday.

E. Blaine Clivcr, chief of the National

Park Service's presei^ation division, and

Robert Baboian, head of Texas Instru-

ments' Corrosion Laboratory, examined

Lady Liberty from the tip of her toes to the

lop of her torch, officials said.

The two conducted yearly inspections

to determine whether the restoration

completed in 1986 had corrected all

structural problems.

They reported that the statue, which

stands on Liberty Island in New York

Harbor, remains in good shape. The

statue's stainless steel ribs are free of

corrosion, and her copper skin should

remain intact for more than 1,000 years,

the experts said.

The stainless steel had undergone

extensive testing at labs at Texas Instru-

ments' headquarters in Attleboro, Mass.,

to determine its response to exposure,

officials said.

The popular tourist attraction, a gi'i

from the people of France to the United

States, underwent the restoration project

after authorities determined 100 years of

exposure had caused severe corrosion.

state

Parking rates at
beach lots lowered

The Board of Supervisors, acknow-

ledging rates were too high, reduced off-

peak parking prices Tuesday at five lots at

Venice and Will Rogers beaches from $7

to as low as $3.

"It has become quite clear to us both

from constituent calls and revenue figures

from the Department of Beanes and

Harbors that beach parking simply costs

loo much," said Supervisor Ed Edelman,

who joined Dcane Dana in introducing

the motion.

'There's a point of diminishing returns

and our current fee structure pretty clearly

exceeds it"

The new rates, which take effect July 8,

will rjige from a low of $3 before 9 a.m!
on weekdays to $7 on weekends.

Police plan to pay
pooch's doctor bills

GLENDALE — "Baby." a crime
victim, needed extensive surgery to repair

his wounds and now needs help paying the

bills.

The six-week-old Cocker Spaniel was
stomped nearly to death Sunday night. His
"master" was arrested for felony cruelty

to animals.

Baby required extensive surgery to

\jii sever;.! broken ribs and pelvis

uc". -'olice placed him under the

care of Sylmar veterinarian Dr. R.M.
Collett

The approximate $800 cost of his

medical care and boarding until a new
owner can be found was paid by the Doris
Day Foundation, but Glendale police now
want to repay the group and Tuesday
asked for the public's help.

Baby's owner— Brendan Sheen, 26, of
Glendale — was arrested at his home in

the 400 block of W. Harvard St. Sunday
night, police spokesman Christopher

Loop said.

Sheen was held on $5,000 bail and
ordered to appear August 12 for arraign-

ment in Glendale Municipal Court.

Wiuiesses told police they saw Sheen
holding onto his balcony rail to maintain

his balance while he kicked and stomped
the puppy.

Neighbors called police after hearing

the dog's cries of pain.

From United Press International

grocery • produce • dairy • deli • bakery

$5.79
1 2 pack

12 oz cans

^ tax & CRV

COMPARE & SAVE! breadstiks Ralphs

Green Seedless Grapes, lb 1 .69
Valencia Oranges, lb .89
Deli fresh sliced Turkey breast, lb 4.99
O.R. saltfree popping corn, 3/3.5oz 2.05
Kellogg's Pop Tarts, 11 oz 1 .55
Ocean Spray Cranberry Juice, 32 oz 1 .79
Ragu spaghetti sauce/mush. 28oz 1 .49
Arrowhead Mtn Spring water, 1 gal .99

1.79

.99

5.99
2.25
1.65
1.83
1.80
1.09

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UCLA Student Discount

• TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK

1093 Broxton Ave.#218 824-399
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WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

Any 32 oz

Sports Bottle
refill

49«

These are everyday prices, not sale p rir.ef;

OPEN TIL . FREE
11 PM PARKING

1057 GAVLEV AVE • 209-1111
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$9

And when you feel good you look good.

That IS our belief It's why we employ stylists

QQ instead of haircutters. And

why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments necessary.

Men, women, children welcome.

1 650 WESTWCX)D BLVD.
(BetwMn Sanfa Monica & Wil$hir» Blvd.)

470-1558
M-F 8-9

Sot 8-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SlU^BtOJTS

Police arrest UCLA employee and wife for child molestation
By Tina Chao

A UCLA employee and his wife were
mostzC earlier this week on charges of
sexually abusing their eight-year-old
daughter.

The parents Bruce Edward Rezin, 44, and
his wife Robbie Rae, 40. have been charged
with several counts of felony child molesta-
tion, including continued child assault and
molestation with force.

A preliminary hearing has been sche-

Parents charged with four years of abuse after

daughter's school complained to authorities

duled for July 22.

Bruce Rezin, a UCLA employee for 22
years, works as an assistant data manager
for the geophysics departmeni His wife is a

nurse who works as a review coordinator at

the Cahfomia Medical Review.

The charge against the parents alleges

that the father began molesting the child

when she was four and the mother started a

year later.

The parents allegedly committed the

offense by using "force, violence, duress,

menace and fear of immediate and unlawful

bodily injury," prosecutors allege.

The Rezins are both in custody, with

Bruce Rezin's bail set at $210,000 and his

wife's at $180,000. Bruce Rezin surren-

dered to authorities Friday. Robbie Rae
Rezin turned herself in on Monday.
The child's school brought the complaint

to the attention of authorities. Detective

Jack Reldy of the Los Angeles Police

Department's Abused Child Unit investi-

gated the case. He could not be reached for

comment.
The child is currently in foster care.
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BRUIN *213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC ,

SCHOOL '

FKKK !*AKKI\C; CtSllIONFI) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & WENINGS
CLASSES

A Superior Tutoring Service

Private Tutors at Affordable Rates

Covering a Comprehensive

Curriculum

^«|j||B|k|w
I

Patient & Knowledgeable Instructors

^^||hSKUj^ Professional Service

9VliUTIWN9 with Results Guaranteed

Excel in your courses & eliminate stress
with Student Solutions call (213) 748-741

2

PROMISE
You'll

I
Big Bruin Bargain Coupon

" Two 12-Inch Cheese Pizzas

• Free Pepsi® Six Pack • Fast Free Delivery

Additional Toppings Only 75e Each! ^ ^L

Can 447-1000 ^^ ^ 3Q
1 1870 Santa Monica Blvd. I I plus tax

(3 Blocks East of Bundy) dh^B PIZZA
Good For Carry-Out Or Delivery PROMISS

LNot valid with any other discount Expires July 11. 1991 f T..^ .^
You il itl I

I

I

I

I

TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken After 3:00pm to close

• Egg Roll

• Gyoza
• Fried Rice

• Green Salad w/ 1 free drink ^'^^ ^^^P«"

$3.70
PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Glendon Avenue (21:?)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

(f-'^L.

' ">!(:'/
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'\>.

I
VaUid Sunday - Thursday

Fxp. 8/2/91

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
ust be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT & BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS
WESTWOOD

Wiishire West Plaza mvst shovjucia STUDEnr w.

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

OK EMPLOYEE ID. WITH COUFOH
Ve mene :ke n^ U r^uu terviee (« any

cknl wliote kau coluL^^o^ m luuuUaUt.

IVESTWOOD
RI^PITP
M^m'^mikm 9 mm

DRU We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET*PCS
MEDI-CAL*BLUE CROSS

Paid Prescription Drugs

M-F 9am - 6:30 pm
Sat 9:30 am- 1 :30 pm

1090 Westwood Boulevard 208-3701
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«.'»"
'
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,011 ««»

s»on t»*
URAH«

GlosuS
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One Hottf

iTLomiIMI^«««i MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. INC.

10930 WEYBUinrtfiiTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1384
Pri<« per tens. Ixam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed.
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IRISH PUB

FREE Lunch or Dinner Entree
when you purchase a Lunch or Dinner Entree

(equal or lesser value)

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
(213) 828-9839 (TIease see ad)
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Reach THOUSANDS of ||[

people, all over the

West Side, every week!

ADVERTISE in the

Summer Bruin.

fmef^wwem ^^memem

AASHIANA
AN ADVENTURE IN DINING

Hot!! /f?.sfv IndLin niches Close j/ H.md!!

^ER SPECIAL:
10% DISCOUNT

^"''n/r.^^V:,M'':\. .- Dinner Entrees

% DINNER SPECIAL:

• n.iiiy 5:u) 10 pm Dinner Ent
rKFE or VAICT PAKKINC.

Lyimi«.I till

•[)rt'senl sludetil 1. 1).

•spc'< lals aii(l ( oiii|)k>lc diiincvs not inc lurlc-il

•iiUcilid uilh olhc^r discounts

LUNCH BUFFET: All You Can Eat r

\„:<. i'd.>...K ,\v.i, .111,
WMiy q)j.^.-)

T CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH Sun \2-i -mlv S9.93 T
\ a i( > Ma'K oi> AVii. ill) (

213*2()7#5")22
1H)4~) VVilshitu lilvd. Jnrl f U>or il IiUk k CcInI oI HariitnUoo)

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
FULL/PART-TIME

ATTENTION: Stan home based career with largest
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PICNIC
From page 3

"Out of the three Softball games
we have had, recipients have won
two," said Rocky Fandrich, heart
transplant coordinator.

Fandrich may be on the losing
Softball team, but she is proud of
the team of doctors and staff

members for their work at the
UCLA Medical Center.

The seven year old heart trans-

plant program is the second largest
in the country in terms of the
number of hearts transplanted and
patient survival rates.

Recipients range in age from six

months to 67 yean. UCLA doctors
have performed 254 transplants to

date, at an average of L5 a week.
The UCLA program also boasts

the shortest length of hospital stays— usually between seven and 10
days.

The chorus of concerned ques-
tions about each other's well-being

demonstrated the strong support
system between the recipients,

family and staff members.
"Everybody looks out for each

other," Fandrich said.

The participants also exuded an
energy reserved for the "young at

heart." One recipient's wife
advises, "If you are wondering
who the recipients are, just look for

the most active people here."

THOMAS
From page 1

parts of Thomas* career is when he
served as chairman of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Com-
mission (EEOC) during most of
the Reagan Administration.

As chairman, Thomas did not
pursue the agendas the civil rights

community thought he should
tackle, Eule said.

He said he "made quite a bit of
enemies in the civil rights com-
munity" with his . outspoken
opposition to quotas iii affirmative

action programs.

Joseph buff, president of the

Los Angeles chapter of the Nation-
al Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People had
similar criticism.

"He was in a position to take on
such an important issue as affir-

mative action, but he reduced it to

(an issue of quotas) which is not in

the best interest of anyone."
Although he stressed* the

importance of having a black

justice on the Supreme Court, Duff
said the black political action

group was "disheartened" by

Bush's nomination.

During the hearings for Tho-
h^as' previous appoinunent to the

U.S. Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia — on which

he served for a year — Thomas
said "the reason I became a lawyer

was to make sure that minorities,

individuals who do not have access

to the society, gain access to it

Now, I may differ with others on

how to do that, but the objective

has always been to include those

who have been passed through."

Justice Department officials

also interviewed Judge Emilio

Garza of the U.S. 5th Circuit Court

of Appeals in Texas during the

weekend as a possible successor to

Marshall.

McGee was particularly irked

that a Latino justice was not more

seriously considered. "If a His-

panic candidate had been nomi-

nated, it would have been a chance

10 make history."

But Thomas' road to the high

court is not without its bumps. The

Senate Judiciary Committee must

fu-st vote on the nomination, and

then it will go to the floor of the

democrat-majority Senate for final

confirmation.

INSURANCE
From page 3

pickup truck which is considered a
utility vehicle.

"You have to be smart when
considering what kind of car you
buy and where you park your car,"
said Stephen Bluth, an insurance
agent for State Farm.
Rates are also based on where

the car is garaged, the frequency of
miles driven and driving experi-
ence, Bluth added.
Some insurance companies also

offer discounts for good students.
State Farm, for instance, offers
discounts of five to 25 percent for
students who have at least a 3.0
grade point average.

But getting the most discounts
and the cheapest auto insurance
does not necessarily mean the
policy is a good deal.

"Often, students will go for a
cheaper policy, but these policies
are sometimes issued by
unlicensed companies," Stem said.

"It is important to go with a
licensed company so that if the
company goes out of business,
then the Department of Insurance
can step in and help back up the
coverage."

FOURTH
From page 1

her sister Lorraine, a UC Berkeley
student, plan a little more excite-

ment for their July Fourth festivi-

ties.

"I am going to Catalina Island

for the day with Lorraine and my
roonmiate." Burke said. "We don't

know exactly what we'll be doing,

but we're definitely going to look
at guys!"

They expect to see beach fire-

works from their boat that night on
their way back to Los Angeles.

Goldstone does not expect to see

fireworks **unless they are on TV,
and that doesn't count.** he said. "It

is like watching 'Star Wars' on
TV. It's just not the same."

Dan Shartin, a visiting ancient

philosophy professor from Holy
Cross College in Massachusetts,

might see fireworks with his

brother's family in Venice.

"I will play squash with my
brother in the morning and prob-

ably go to my parent's home to do
standard Fourth of July things— a

barbecue, swimming, the standard

stuff," he said.

This year marks a change from
his usual Independence Day ritual.

His home is in a town of 20,000,

where he and his family usually

attend a Fourth of July festival at a

park near their house.

*They do small-town stuff like

play Softball," he said. "The fire

department opens a fire hydrant for

all the kids to play in, and the

Shrewsbury Militia, a group hon-

oring townsmen that fought in the

Revolutionary War, dress up and
fire the town's revolutionary war
cannon. It is a really big deal."

Debbe Pounds, acting director

of UCLA's Upward Bound Prog-

ram, plans to take Friday off to

watch fireworks at Dodger Sta-

dium with her family.

On the holiday itself, however,

the first thing that comes to her

mind is eating. "1 plan on having a

barbecue, eating and enjoying the

day with family," Pounds said.

But Craig Gamer, a UCLA
Summer Sessions student and

senior at the University of Pen-

nsylvania, plans to brave the beach

with five of his friends— cither to

Santa Barbara or Mexico.

"Mexico IS wild on the Fourth, it

is not even a holiday there."

Gamer said. "1 plan to celebrate

the Fourth of July as it was meant

to be celebrated. Use your imagi-

nation."
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Can the media really control recessions?Ask Dad
I

am not sure why, but my
mother always says it*s

going to be a "hght
Christmas." Secretly. I think

she says it to make us kids

feel guilty for spending too

much of her money throughout
the rest of the year. One of
these days we*ll tell her that it

doesn't work.

But this past Christmas was
different It even smelled diffe-

rent, but that's probably 'cause

my grandmother wasn't around
this year. There seemed to be
less boxes under the Christmas
tree. Santa, it seemed, had
taken up Jenny Craig, just to

spite me. It was Christmas
Light — one-third fewer gifts

than the average Christmas.

For a moment, I thought we
might be having a recession,

but then I remembered it's

against the law to have reces-

sions during republican admi-
nistrations.

I did a little checking and,

much to my surprise, some
other people were saying that

we might be having a reces-

sion, too. The funny thing was
that I didn't feel any different,

any worse off than I was two
years ago. Now, I'm not say-

ing that there was a conspiracy

here, but somehow, the L.A.
Times had reported of a

**recession on the horizon"

back in March, as quietly as it

was kept How did they know?
So I started thinking, which

was a dangerous step, but one
I thought necessary at the

time. A quick glance at my
VISA bill reminded me that I

had not slowed my spending

one bit. For my birthday, I got
everything I asked for. All in

all, pretty dam normal, which
told me that something was
definitely amiss. All my per-

sonal economic indicators,

Damon
Dean
and
David
Gatzi^e

including the growth rate of

my CD collection, told me that

we weren't even having a

recession.

Knowing that something was
very wrong with this picture, I

decided to consult my personal

economic guru ... my dad. Of
course, my dad, being a hous-
ing contractor for the better

part of 20 years now, is the

self-proclaimed god of eco-

nomic matters in my family.

And since T c^n barely balance
my checkbook, who am I to

argue with him?
Our conversation went

something like this:

"Dad, I really wanted the

RCA surround-sound entertain-

ment system with mondo woof-
ers and tweeters for Christmas.

You really cheaped out on me.
What happened?"

"Well, son, we're in a reces-

sion."

"So I heard. But, so what.

Isn't a recession just something
the networks create so that

Dan Rather and Peter Jennings

have something to talk about
besides the president?"

My dad leans back in his

rickety old leather chair and
stretches his arms behind his

head, which can only mean
one thing: lecture. I try to run

out of the family room, but he
grabs me and pulls me back to

the couch. I am a fish caught

in a much bigger net than I

can handle. Dad has risen to

his soapbox, and there's no
turning back now.
"WeU, son, it's more compli-

cated than that. You see, in a

recession my business slows
down. As a result, I have less

money to buy things."

For the first time in a while,

my father is actually making
sense, which scares me. Run, I

think, before he starts talking

about how he and my mother
met. For some reason though, I

sit, repelled and intrigued by
my father's authority on eco-

nomic matters.

"OK, Dad, but why does

business slow down?"
My father laughs, a sign of

his superiority. I swear I see

him lick his chops. Time to

teach the boy a lesson, he
must be thinking. Slowly, my
mother pokes her head in the

room, smiles c-asually, and then

leaves to go bake some cook-
ies. All of a sudden, I feel

like I'm caught in some
Orange County version of the

Twilight Zone meets the Beav-
er. My dad doesn't seem to

notice the weirdness. He's still

frothing at the mouth.
"Fewer homes are being

built, so I am not getting as

much work, which means I

have less money to spend on
the less important things, like

your entertainment system. But,

more importantly, I think . .
."

He's rambling, but for a

brief moment, I feel guilty.

How could I be so selfish?

Then I remembered I was in

college. Kill or be killed.

Damn it, I wanted my stereo,

and no little recession should

be allowed to get in the way.

So, with a renewed vigor, I

challenged my father.

"So why aren't they building

more homes?"
"Because no one is buying

them."

Damn, that was far too

simple an answer. I can't let

him get off that easily. Must
press on. Is that sweat I see

forming on his brow?
"Why isn't anyone buying

homes? I thought it was the

American Dream to buy a

home. Plus, unemployment
hasn't risen enough to make a

big difference in that market,

has it?"

Got him. College boy beats

father in battle of wits. Details

at ten.

"Son, it's a recession."

Whoa. Wait a second,

weren't we here just a minute
ago? No fair, stupid answer.

He*s almost 50. I'll try again.

"Wait a second here. Dad.
Tell me a^ain, why are we in

a recession?"

My father eyes mc up one
side and down the other, like

an animal ready to charge out
of a comer. His chair creeks,

and he taps one of his Pierre

Cardin pens on the coffee

table. In the background, Peter

Jennings has just started in on
the day's collection of worldly

events. Slowly, a smile over-

takes my father's face. I swal-
low hard, knowing the

showdown is almost complete.

"Because Peter Jennings and

Dan Rather say so."

He didn't say that, did he?

Say it isn't so? Strangely, as I

sit on my couch, convinced

that my father has no concep-

tion of what he said, a lot of
things start to make sense. My

father is not a moron, at least

I hope not
And there it was. right

before my very eyes. The
answer to the recession ques-
tion. Picture this:

Sometime around March
1990, some two-bit economic
advisor on some insignificant

presidential commission for

in-laws calls up one of his

"contacts" at the Washington
Post. We'll caU him Bemie.
The bureaucrat, a former Sav-
ings and Loan Vice President
with nothing better to do while
awaiting a court date, tells

Bemie the reporter that there

has been a .2 percent increase
nationally in the unemployment
figures, and that housing starts

are off by about .3 percent.

At this point, it's over.

Bemie calls two friends, they
call two friends and the rest is

reminiscent of a bad shampoo
commercial.

Just that quickly. Dan. Peter

and Tom. the trinity of Net-

work Newscasting. are telling

all of us that the economy has

gone to the outhouse for a

permanent rest stop. Of course,

being the gullible couch pota-

toes that we are, we eat this

stuff up like there's no tomor-
row. Before you can say

"media propaganda." every-

body's holed up m their

homes, which they can't sell

(so sayeth the almighty TV),
playing Pictionary and watching
Wheel of Fortune reruns.

And guess what? Now
we've got ourselves a reces-

sion. Whoops. Guess we really

blew that one.

Lucky for us we had that

war thing to pull us out of it

Dean is a senior in political

science. Gatzke is a senior in

history.

The Daily Bruin is biased about Greeic news
By Randolph
Meredyth Drake

I have worked in and around
the media for close to five

years now. I have been fortu-

nate enough to be associated

with the Creative Artists Agen-
cy, PBS and Fox Television

News among other organiza-

tions. In part, because of them,

I have witnessed the media at

its very best and its very

worse. However, few times

before have I seen a "legiti-

mate" newspaper attack and
exploit a mainstream organiza-

tion. I fmd this to be the case

with the Daily Bruin.

Dozens of UCLA students

are arrested every year on
various charges. This is not

surprising when one considers

the enormous student popula-

tion. I recently spoke with

someone at the UCPD who
mentioned that they frequently

arrest and/or detain students for

breaking the law on and
around campus.

I fmd it obscene that every
time a UCLA student — who
happens to be a Greek — has
a brush with the law, the story

appears in your paper, whereas
another non-Greek student's

story does not. Your paper
appears to have the same
commitment to printing nega-
tive Greek press that the

National Enquirer has to print-

ing Oprah Winfrey's fluctuating

weight
Take for example, the recent

events regarding the possible

involvement of UCLA fraterni-

ty members in local thefts. The
full and complete story broke
on the same day. Rather than

print the story in one article,

your paper chose to run half

the story on a Wednesday
(page three) and the other half

on a Thursday (page one) of

the same week. If that is not
sensationalism then perhaps
recent reports of aliens impre-
gnating *Tootie" from the

"Facts of T ife" are justified.

I find it otfciisive, too, that

the name of the fraternity was
mentioned close to a dozen
times in both articles. Howev-
er, when another article about
a brother in the same house
appeared in the same issue

(raving about his track and
field talents), the fraternity

name was omitted. Your
"reporter" mentioned that the

athlete likes to spend his spare
time at his fraternity, yet failed

to mention which fraternity. It

would seem by this, and other
issues, that your paper does
not hesitate to prmt negative
press, but has reservations

about printing anything that

would reflect the Greek system
in a favorable light.

I am curious to know if

your paper has ever run a

story on any Greek philan-

thropy. Greeks do a lot of
good, also. Has there ever

been an article that reported on
a positive Greek activity —
where the house did not have
to pay for the advertisement?
Or is it only when a few
Greeks, out of the thousands
on campus, run into trouble
that the system is worthy of
attention?

The most disturbing element
of this incident is not the
alleged thefts themselves, rather
the Daily Bruin's policy which
allows the names of students
who have been arrested to be
printed. The Daily Bruin is not
the New York Times. The
Daily Bruin is not the New
York Post. A school newspaper
should have enough sensitivity
and more importantly, integrity
with respect to its students.

This is not the Rodney

King/police brutality case. You
are reporting an incident in

which fellow Bruins may or

may not have done wrong.
These men's lives have been

dramatically effected personally,

socially and professionally. By
printing their names you are

adding insult to injury. I am
curious to know if your editor

has printed the name of the

alleged rape victim in Palm
Beach, Florida, now that it is

public. Most newspapers have

not.

Overlooking the fact that

both stories contained certain

inaccuracies. I more than

understand the media's obliga-

tion to report the news. How-
ever, the news should be

reported fairly and without

malice. This is especially true

with a school newspaper.

Drake is a senior theatre

major.
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With tomorrow marking
the 21 5th anniversary
of American indepen-

dence, I was quite tempted to
extol the virtues of the great
democratic experiment estab-
lished by the U.S. ConstituUon
and the Declaration of Inde-
pendence. While the great

democracy established with the
ratification of the Constitution
200 years ago deserves much
celebration, I have chosen to

focus upon the rebirth of
American independence last

week with the announced res-

ignation of Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall.

What will the resignation of
Thurgood Marshall mean to the

future of American govern-
ment? The answer is actually

quite clear: It will mean a
rebirth of compassion in a
government which has for the
past few decades insisted upon
creating a society which has
become dependent upon rather

than independent from the ties

of governmental control.

Before I am judged as being
politically incorrect, however,
let me say that I think his

goals and work have been
admirable, and his influence on
the Supreme Court has brought
about much needed change in

terms of school desegregation

and civil rights for all mem-
bers of the American electo-

rate.

With the announcement of
Marshall *s resignation, there

has been much talk and debate
over his replacement Clearly,

the Court under the Reagan

resignation creates a new independence

Christopher
Wysocki
and Bush Administrations has

become increasingly conserva-

tive, and this has worried

many people.

Justice Marshall was
undoubtedly a man of good
intentions, and for these inten-

tions (of racial equality, rights

of the accused, etc.) I would
only have good things to say

about him. However, Justice

Marshall *s methodology of

advancing such intentions

should trouble anybody who
believes in the true meaning of
the U.S. Constitution.

Since tomorrow is the

anniversary of American inde-

pendence. Justice Marshall's

resignation could not have been
timed better, for his resignation

will certainly mark a new
independence for America.
During the times of English

rule over America, the people
in the colonies had virtually no
control over their government
With the American Revolution,

people successfully obtained the

right to rule themselves and to

take active control over their

own destiny.

What happened to this spirit

of self-reliance on the part of
the American citizen? It seems
clear that Americans today
hold a much different view of
what government is to do for

its citizens. Among others.

Justice Marshall wrote into

constitutional law an ideology
consisting of personal paternal-

ism rather than a collective

individualism. With the depar-

ttire of the last great liberal

justice on the Court, Americans
have cause to celebrate a

rebirth of the individual spirit.

Hopefully, Justice Marshall's

successor will attempt to

reconcile the damage done
under previous courts.

The shift in the balance of
philosophies on the Court
which began under President

Reagan will hopefully continue

with the resignation of Justice

Marshall. Many leaders in

Congress as well as the media
have begun to worry about the

consequences of a more con-
servative Court What will it

mean for civil rights? What
will it mean for the future of
abortion? What will it mean
for obscenity laws?

It will undoubtedly take the

Court several years to reshape
American constitutional law
into a cohesive philosophy
which centers around the fun-

damental concept that the

national government should
indeed be limited in its powers
over the states and over the

lives of individual American
citizens.

The resignation of Justice

Marshall will also mean a new
independence for the Court
itself. Rather than being an
unaccountable legislative body
mandating that federal and

state governments enact certain

programs, the Court can once
again begin to cloak itself in

the document which it was
intended to interpret.

Under the tenure of Justice

Marshall, the Court had time
and time again strayed from
constitutional precedent and
original intent in order to bring

about legislative change. How-
ever, it is not the job of the

Court to take part in the

legislative process. The only
job the Court has is to deter-

mine whether or not legislative

policies are indeed constitution-

al when held up to the Con-
stitution itself.

The Constitution sets up a

government which relies upon
a legislative body to pass

legislation, an executive to

enact such legislation into law,

and a judiciary to act as a

judge determining the constitu-

tionality of such law.

Under past courts, there was
a move towards greater judicial

activism in the legislative pro-

cess, and Americans have
come to accept legislative

action by an independent judi-

ciary as normal. This accep-
tance, however; is quite

dangerous because it enables

American citizens to remove
themselves from the political

process and just let government
tcU them what they can and
cannot do with their lives.

If nothing else. Justice Mar-
shall's replacement will force

Americans into taking a more
active role in their government

There will undoubtedly be
much debate over the replace-

ment of Justice Marshall, and
this debate can only bring

about healthy intellectual argu-
ments over what role govern-
ment is to play in the lives ^f
American citizens. If people
are upset over the track record
of President Bush's nominee,
then people should contact

their Senator and let their

voices be heard.

Justice Marshall's resignation

will perhaps begin to remove
political agendas from the

Supreme Court's docket, but I

realize this is a bit too idea-

listic. However, it seems clear

that as a nation, we are

shifting towards a more self-

reliant ai.w onservative ideolo-

gy.

This suits me quite well, but
I reaiize that others feel quite

differendy. To these other peo-
ple, however, I would only say

that the place to pursue politi-

cal agendas is Congress and
state legislatures, and the liber-

al agenda should not expect to

receive any special protection

by a well-entrenched Supreme
Court.

What will I be doing tomor-
row? I will be attending a
parade. I will be holding my
American flag. And, I will be
celebrating America's newly
found independent path to

greamess.

Wysocki is a senior majoring
in political science.
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Arts rtainment
Film

Judgment day arrives for Arnold's Terminator 2'
Commitment and vision

lead Schwarzenegger to

unapproachable success

By Jason S. Stewart

Summer Bruin Staff

Who'd have guessed almost twenty years ago that

a young Austrian bodybuilder starring (minus his

voice, which was dubbed) in an unnotable film called

"Hercules Goes Bananas" would go on to become the

number one box office draw in the world?
Almost no one, probably. No one, that is, except

Arnold.

"It's always been the same," said Arnold
Schwarzenegger very matter-of-factly. "Ever since I

was a young kid, when visions come into my mind
that seem very attractive, I go after them — I figure

out a way to get there. 1 make it a reality."

"Some people have a very powerful vision and
others don't. Others have nothing in front of them and
just wander never knowing what to do next,"

continued the international mega-star whose latest

draw, "Terminator 2: Judgement Day," opens
nationwide today. But Schwarzenegger admits he
has never lacked that vision. Whether it was
bodybuilding, acting or, most recently, a fimess

crusade, he has always set astronomical goals— and
thus far, he has always met them.

Schwarzenegger says his first major goal was not

bodybuilding, though, but America. "Even before I

was ten I had visions of coming to America," he
recalled. His father, in his hometown of Graz,

Austria, had always encouraged him to participate in

sports, but even when he began bodybuilding training

at the age of 15, the ix)ssibility of travehng to the

United States was on his mind.
By 20 he had won his first Mr. Universe title,

another achievement he claims to have "known" was
in his future very early on And his intuition was also

in perfect form: his major titles — 13 in all (making
him the most successful bodybuilder in history) —
won him his much sought after international

attention.

His big break came in 1975, when he was
prominently featured in "Pumping Iron," a

documentary about the training and competition for

the Mr. Olympia contest This prompted appear-
ances on "The Merv Griffin Show" and a television

special with Lucille Ball and Art Carney, which, in

turn, led to a role opposite Jeff Bridges and Sally

Field in "Slay Hungry."

But, as his fans can attest, Schwarzenegger's film

career really began with his starring role in "Conan
the Barbarian" in 1982. While his body was still a

Schwarzenegger is back as his cyborg alter-

ego in "Terminator 2: Judgment Day."

major factor in his character, Schwarzenegger never
the less proved to audiences and lo Hollywood that

there was more to this champion than great biceps.

Call it acting, call it charisma, call it a fluke, but

Schwarzenegger charmed audiences and had them
begging for more.

"When I came over here (to America) it became
very clear to me that after the bodybuilding career

was over that I wanted to get into movies. And I so
much believed that I could be up there with the big

shots of the time — Clint Eastwood. Charles
Bronson, Warren Beatty and all those guys. I said,

Tm sure there's room for me too.*"

Even with the success of the "Conan" films,

though, few insiders would have speculated that

Schwarzenegger's goal was realistic. Even fewer
would have wagered on it when he chose his next part— as an android killing machine and villain in an
unestablished director's low budget sci-fi thriller.

The director was James Cameron, the film was "The
Terminator" and the decision was a surprisingly good
(make that great) one.

According to Schwarzenegger, it almost didn't

work out that way, though. Originally he was
considered for the role of the human protagonist

(ultimately played by Michael Biehn). "When I had
the first meeting with Jim Cameron I talked about the

Terminator and how he should train . . . and how he

Left to right, the Terminator (Arnold Schwarzenegger), Sarah Connor (Linda Hamilton) and her son John (Edward Furlona)
are linked together in "Terminator 2" against the latest cyborg killing machine.

T2' delivers non-stop action, amazing effects

See ARNOLD, page 12

By Jason S. Stewart

Summer Bruin Staff

Seven years ago he promised he'd be back—
and most of us hoped he was right.

Now, with the nationwide release of the

mega-budget "Terminator 2: Judgme it Day,"
the only questions left are, what took it so long
and is it as good the second time around?

True, seven years i.s an unusually long wait
for a sequel to an action film, but in this case it

was well worth it. Fans will be relieved to know
that *T2" lives up to the stiff standards
established by its predecessor— arguably one
of the best films of the action-sci-fi genre. In

fact, the effects— boosted by a budget 10 times
that of the fu-st fihn — are even better.

But special effects are not the only element

that returning director James Cameron and
actors Arnold Schwarzenegger and Linda
Hamilton provide. The film's many messages
and character development have evolved as

well. In fact, the only tiling not as strong or
stronger about "T2" — and this should not be
underrated — is its originaUty.

Cameron and the cast can talk as long as they
want about how this new film is something
different, but the basic fact remains that the core
of the two plots is identical. The result,

especially by the time they have run out of new
ideas and resort to another truck chase and crash

a la the first ^Terminator," is a disappointing
sense of d^j^ vu.

Still, while the attraction of the first film was
its combination of intelligent science fiction

with exciting action and effects, what will bring

people back to the theater this time are the

action and effects. And on that level, "Termi-
nator 2" is perhaps one of the best films ever
made. Virtually every scene redefines the limits

of action and special effects taking the genius of
not one but four different companies, including

Lucas' Industrial Light and Magic and Stan
Winston. Even if one is not a "Terminator" fan,

the movie is worth seeing for the visual

milestones alone.

*T2" picks up approximately 10 years after

the fu^t film. Sarah Connor (Hamilton) has

become obsessed with her duty as the mother of
the future leader of humanity, as well as with
her knowledge that two-thirds of the world's

population will die soon in a nuclear holocaust.

See TERMINATOR, page 13

Music

Kante to headline 'World Music Day' this Sunday

Mory Kante will make his first Los Angeles
appearance this Sunday at UCLA.

By Nick Roberts

Summer Bruin Staff

Three of Europe's best world

music acts will make their first Los
Angeles appearance in the "World
Music Day" festival this Sunday at

UCLA.
The day-long event — spon-

sored in part by the French
Embassy in Los Angeles — will

feature outdoor vendors selling

international food, arts and crafts,

as well as a triple bill of artists that

represent the best African, Arab
and Gypsy groups from Paris.

Mory Kante, the African-bom
musician whose 1987 Afro-house
single "Yeke Yeke" went gold,

will be headlining the show on
Sunday. Also performing will be
Algerian musician Cheb Khaled,

the "king" of Rai, and Bratsch,

described as "Eastern Europe's

counterpart to the Gypsy Kings."

Kante, who left his native home
of Guinea ten years ago to move to

Paris, is one of the first African
musicians to enjoy world-wide
success with his blend of tradition-

al ethnic and modem, jazz and
pop-influenced music.

Kante plays the kora (an African
harp) as well as 20 other instru-

ments. His latest album, "Touma,"
takes off from where "Yeke Yeke"
left off. with an infectious blend of
West African melodies, Afro-
house rhythms, funk, reggae, jazz
and rock.

Khaled is considered by many to

be the undisputed heavyweight of
Rai, a musical style rooted in

Bedouin rural traditions, with a

rhythm like reggae crossed with
belly dance. His earthly, romantic
lyrics speak freely of love, sex,

alcohol and poverty — something
which has caused him problems
with Moslem fundamentalists.

Bratsch's members are an
eclectic bunch who mix the music
of Russia, Romania, Hungary and
Yugoslavia with their own influ-

ences to create a style of gypsy
music called "Central European
Ramenco Blues." With a guitar,

violin, cello, clarinet and concerti-

na, Bratsch presents a musical
illustration of the travels and
migrations experienced by the

gypsy throughout Europe
The event will be held outdoors

from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. at Perloff

Quad. Ample parking will be
available on campus.

MUSIC: "World Music Day" featuring
Mory Kante. Cheb Khaled and Bratsch
Sunday. July 7. 2—7 p m at Perloff
Quad rWestholme and Hilgard). Tick
ets: $20. $10 (children 6-12) Admission
is free to children aae 5 and under
Available at CTO and all Ticketmasler
outlets. For info, call (213) 825-2101.

Bratsch is Eastern Europe's version of the Gypsy Kings. They will perform
Sunday at World Music Day.
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MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL aiy SNckert (PG-IS)
10025 Undbrook 11:3G-2;l5-5:00-7:45-10a0
20M366 SaL and Sun. 10:00 A.M. aliowjnga

No Paaaea

VILLAQE Robin Hood: Prince of Thievea (PQ13)
94« Bfoxton 1:004:15-7:30-10;35
208^576 No Passes

BRUIN
948 BroxUm

206-8996

The Naked Gun 2 1/2 (PG-13)

1.00-3 15^;30-8.00- 10 15

Late 12:30 No Paasas

WESTWOOO
1050 Qayley
208-7664

Problem CMd 2 (PG13)
12:3M:0O-5;3M:0d-10:36
12:15-2:45-6.-00-7:30-10«0

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

208-7664

Impronitu (PQ13) 3:00-7:15
Bright Angel (ft) 1:00-5:15-9:30

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

Madonna: Trutti Or Ove
4:45945

The Sdenoe of the Lamba
215-7:15

REGENT
1045 Brorton

2060259

Soap Oi#i (P0-1»
12:45-3D0-5;15-7:30-9:4S

PLAZA
1067 Qendon
206-3097

Bright Angel (R)

12:46-3.OO-5:15-7:30-9:45

Santa Monica
CRTfERttN Robin Hood: Prince of Thievaa (PO-IJ)
1313 3rd St Promenade 1 00-4:15-7 30-10 45
396 1599 No Pmei

CRPfERKM
1313 3rd St Promenade
395-1590

Terminator T\*o (R)

10JO-1:30-4:30-7:30-10^0

No PaMee

CirrERWNRobIn Hood: Prince of TTrievee (PO-13)
1313 3rd St Promenade 11.00-2:00-515-8 30
396-1599 No Patsee

CRrrERKM
1313 3rd St Promenade
395-1599

. Oitfi (Pai3)
10:45-1:15-4:00-7:00-9:45

CIVTERKM Terminelor Two
1313 3rd St Promenade 12-3-7-10 15
396 1599 No Pauet

CRrrERKM
1313 3rd St Promenade
396 1590

aiy BIdiera (PO-13)
1 1.15-1.40-420-7 16-10«0

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART Korea*!
11272 Santi Monica Bt. Ends Wed 7/3

478 6379 5 00-7 30 945
Begina Thur&Doubte Feature:

Reheraala For Extinct Anatomies
Scenes From The Surreiri

Thur. 5:15-7J0-9:45 Frt 12;4M.0O- 5; 15-7:30.9.45

All Qiri Action

Fri.-Sat: 8:00 SaL mat 2 00
Begin Sun.: Herdsman Of The Sun
5:30-7:30-9:30 A Sun. 1:30-3:30

WESTStOE PAVIUON

QOLOWYN
4750202

Everybody's Hne
1 1 20-i! 00 4 30 / 00 9 30

QOLOWYN
4750202

1,000 Piecee of QoW
12 30 2 50 5 10 7 30 950

QOLOWYN
475-0202

An Angel At My T«Me
11 30-2 46 600 9:15

QOLOWYN
475-0202

W Out Of Brooklyn
12 00 145 3 45-5 45 7 46 9 45

CAMERA S H O Tl SOUND

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century City 14

10250 Santa Monica Blvd.

Century City Shopping Center
Free Parking;

4 Hours Free Validation

With Purchase ol Thea>e Tickets

(213) 553-8900

Soap Dish (PG-13)

12:20-2:50-5.20 8.00-10:40

Soap Oish (PQ-13)

11.00-1:50 420-7:00-9:45

Terminetor Two (PG-13)
10:00-1 2:55-4:05-7:20-10:30

Thelma and Louiae (R)

10:00-12 55-4 05-7 20-10 30

The Rocketeer (PG)
10:40-1:30-4.15-7.00-10:00

Soap Oiah (PG-13)

11:45-2:20-4:55-7:45-10 20

Thaima ft Louiae (R)

10:30-1:4^4:45-750-10:55

Thakna ft Louiae (R)

11;05-2:00-5:10-820-11 15

The Rocketeer (PG)
11:30-2:15-5 05 755-10.15

Terminator Two (R)

10:40-1:45-5 00-815-11:20

Termtnator Two (R)

10:20-1 20-4:30-7 40-10:50

PtxMm Chid
11:10-1:40-4 35- 7 05-9'.40

Problem Child

12:15-2:40-5 20-8.00-10:35

La Femme Nikiia (R)

10:30-1:25-4:25-725-l!):IO

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL
11523 SM BM
477.5581

My Fatfiar't Qlory

Oaiy 5.00-730-1006

'Sat ft S«ffi Malnee 12:20-2:40

MUMC HALL
9036 WIsnirs

274-6869

TaHa Oanialla

5«O-73O-10O0
'Sal ft Stfi Malnee 2:30

RNE ARTS
8556 Wis^fl
652-1330

Every Other Weekend
Daly 4 45 7 00-9.15

'Sal ft Sun Mabnee 2:1 S

Santa Monica
MONCA Cyrano Ot Bargerac
1332 2nd St 5 30-6 30
394-9741 'Sal ft Su) Malhee 2 30

'Sal ft Sun 1200 noon Berkeley In the 6ffa

MOMCA
1332 2'>d St
3044741

API INDEPENDENT SHOWCASE
American Taboo
5:00-7:30-10:00

Sat ft Sun Malnee 12:00-2JO

MOMCA
1332 2nd St.

3044741

Ealng
445-7:15-9:45

'Sal ft Sun mamee 2:15

MOMCA

1332 2nd St

Caaeavelaa ColecMon
Faoee

6300.30
Frt.-Sun.. )2.ji)-JJ0

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet

10889 WeKworth
475-9441

Jungle Fever

Odbjir Storeo

1:30-4:30-7:30 10:25

UA CORONET

10889 WeUworlh
475-9441

Terminator Two (R)

THX Dolby Stereo SR Stereo

12.30-3:45-7.00-10:15

UA CORONET Terminator Two
10889 WeMworth 70mm digital stereo sound
475-944 ITerminator Two

11:00-2:00-5:00-8.00-11:00

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA

Wilsh at Westwood

475-071

1

What About Bob? (PG)
12 00-2 30-4 50-7 30-10:00

70mm Oofcy Stereo

Backdraft (R)

1250-4:05-7:15-10 30

Ddby Stereo

0¥»ng Young (R)
'15-4 45-7:"1145-2:15-4 45-7:30-10 00

THX Ooljy Stereo "Fri ft Sat Late Show 12 15«n

Beverly Hills

Beveriy Connaclon Credit Cird
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd. Purchases bi
Free 2 \ri hour validated parking Phone C^l
669-5911 (213)757-4G£N

Don't Tell Mom
The Babysitter's Oeed(PG-l3)

Stereo 12 45-5:15-9:45

Stereo Problem Child 2
(PQ-13) l2:4M:UO-5:20- 7:40-9:56

Soap Oish (PG-13) THX Dolby Stereo

1:15-2:15-3:154:15-5:15

Soap Dish (PO-13) THX Dolby Stneo
•:1$>7:1S4:1S-9:1S-10:15

Bright Angel (R)

1 15-320-5 30-7 40-10 00

Ddby Stereo

The Kllina of e Chineee Bookie
12:45-3:06-5 25-7:45-10:00

must end July 4

Opene m.:

1:45-4:45-7:15-9:50 Muet End July 11

f 1 . • • • 1 . • f '• ^ . r f .'»#»'. I •
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From page 10

should play the character, whoever he is.

Eventually (Cameron) said 'Why don*t you
play it?' I said *me?' Then I reread the script

and said to Jim. *Yeah— I want to play it, I

think it would be great to play the

Terminator' . . .

"It went through my mind (that I was
playing the villain), but I just felt that the

character was so interesting. It was met in

the beginning with resistance from my agent
and everyone around n- » but I said, *I want
to play it' ... I think it was just well done,
well written, and ... it's a fantasy
character. That's something people wish
they could do— to walk through walls and
get shot up without anything happening.
And people said it was a thinking man's
movie, because it was more that just a shoot
out — it was a very sophisticated story."

The film, which was made for approxi-
mately $7 million, went on to become the
surprise hit of the fall, capturing the top box
office position for six weeks and earning its

budget back many times over (it also went
on to incredible video success). Even critics

seemed to approve — rare for its genre —
with Time listing it in its top ten movies of
1984 and Esquire declaring it potentially the
"most important film of the '80s."

"I think it was very important (for my
career) ... it was the first movie that came
out with me in clothes all the way through
... So all of a sudden there was this switch
from looking for scripts or having scripts

written that were parroting "Conan" type of
movies to regular action movies and police
stories and stuff like that. So it was a big step
in my career."

With such a great debt to *The Termina-
tor," there is little doubt why Schwarzeneg-
ger, who has generally avoided sequels

since "Conan the Destroyer," agreed to

return for ^Terminator 2" (although his

reported salary, which included but was not

limited to a $14 million leer jet, probably

didn't hurt either). But according to

Schwarzenegger, it was more than just a
debt — he wanted to continue the story
since he finished the first one seven years
ago. What's more, he could clearly see that

everyone else wanted him to as well.
"I was very happy to finally do •T2,*

because I've been asked enough, 'When are
you going to do Terminator 2?* Whenever I

promoted Twins' or *Kindergarten Cop' or
'Commando' or 'Predator,' it was always
like, 'Great movies, very interesting, but are
you going to do a 'Terminator 2?'"

"Jim and I had talked about it for years,
but it was very difficult to get the rights, so
that's what took the time. But acttially it was
good it took that long, because we came up
with some good ideas and new twists and I

think people are really ready now," Schwar-
zenegger said.

But was it really that easy? Does one
really become the number one star in the
worid by committing to a vision and going
for it? Perhaps — but besides an action star

and a generally recognized nice guy,
Schwarzenegger is a definite businessman.
He has written four best-seUing books on
bodybuilding, owns considerable interest in

Planet Hollywood, a growing restaurant
chain similar to the Hard Rock Cafe, and
does more than simply kick butt in his

movies.

While sitting in the Tri-Star hospitality

suite on the 14th Hoor of the Four Seasons
Hotel, for example, I overheard a Tri-Star
employee on the phone requesting compar-
ative box office data for "Mr. Schwarzeneg-
ger." Earlier, when one reporter commented
on the relative success of his action films
over his comedies, 'Twins" and "Kinder-
garten Cop," Schwarzenegger quickly
reminded him of international receipts.

'"Kindergarten Cop' was the second
biggest hit of all the movies I've done.
'Total Recall' made $285 million wori-
dwide, and ('Cop') is going to end up with
about $220 million woridwide," recited the

"I diink (TcmriinatorO was
just well done, well written,

and • • • it^s a fantasy charac^

ten Tliat^s something people
wish they could do — to
walk through walls and get

shot up without anything
happening. And people said

it was a thinking man^s
movie, because it was more
than just a shoot out— it

was a very sophisticated
story."

Arnold Schwanenegger

calculated celebrity offhandedly. "One
thing is clear — if a movie is made well,

they will accept me in a comedy and if a
movie is made well they will acceptme in an
action film. So I can cross over now."

"So of course now the challenge is to do a
romantic comedy of some sort, just to try

something new and different And that's

what I'm looking for right now."
Schwarzenegger has become so popular,

in fact, that even his fellow co-stars

sometimes feel intimidated by him — at
least untU they get to know him. This, of
course, places an extra burden on the star.

"Every time I do a film I make sure that

during my rehearsal time and during my
first few meetings to play extra casual,

because I can see the tension and the
discomfort that is there. And it's broken
within minutes. (For *T2') I made sure that

Eddie (Furlong, who plays young John
Connor) knew that I was just one of the guys
and that we were going to hang out on the set
and have a lot of fun. We just played ('hot
hands,' according to Eddie) and we just
talked."

Now that Schwarzenegger appears to

have achieved his goal of super-stardom, his

next challenges seem to be as father and

humanitarian. Earlier this year he was
named by President Bush to the chairman-
ship of the President's Council on Physical

Fitness and Sports, stating his new vision of

making the '90s the "Fitness Decade."
Towards that end, he has already met with
governors, legislators and school officials in
24 states, and vows to reach all 50
eventually.

Schwarzenegger has also served as the

national weight training coach for the

Special Olympics for the past ten years and
was recently awarded the Simon Wiesent-
hal Center's National Leadership Award.
He completely denied, however, specula-

tion that he might run for office in the next
California gubernatorial election— a rumor
with many supporters.

As for filmmaking. Schwarzenegger says
his next desire is directing. He has already

directed an episode of HBO's 'Tales From
the Crypt," and would like to do a TV movie
before taking on a theatrical feature.

Oh, and of course there's one other goal:
hosting "Saturday Night Live." "Maybe
someday, with Hans and Franz — my
buddies, my cousins.**
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Self-Defense

for Women*

A 4'hour workshop
led by the

Los Angeles Commission
on Assaults Against Women
designed to prepare women

psychologically and physically

to deal with assaults.

C< -sponsored by the WoiDen's

SATURDAY, JULY 13, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

iign up now in 2 Dodd Hall, or call 625-3945.

for nwn intonsted in taking a self-dafensa workshop, call 206-8240

Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

Andy &- Tony
inxnte you

to join them in

Lijfht'Hcarted

Raman Style Dining

SPECIAL DINNERS MON THRU THURS
LUNCH . DINNER • COCKTAILS • fREE PARKING

10929 W Pico Blvd.. W. Lot Angeles • (213) 4740102

IVo matter what you do^ your event is doomed to fail

if no one Imows abo^t it. Call 825-2161 to plib|iciae^^^^^i^^^^^^^^

TERMINATOR
From page 11

She*s a walking advertisement for

Soldier of Fortune and has trained

her young son John (played by
newcomer Edward Furlong)
everything she can about fighting,

survival and machines.
When the film begins though,

she has been confined for six

months in a maximum security

mental hospital where she was
committed after trying to blow up a
computer factory. John is con-
vinced his mother is insane and
that everything he was told about
the future is a lie. Needless to say,

he has become a ten-year-old hell-

on-wheels.

Meanwhile, a new Terminator
has been sent back from the future

to attempt what its predecessor

failed to accomplish in the first

film: to change the future by
temiinating the people responsible

for it in the past. This time the

target is young John himself, and
again, the future John has sent back

a lone crusader to help. The twist,

this time, is that the help is another
Terminator, reprogrammed to

protect John at any cost.

But the new Terminator is not

just like its predecessor — it*s a

new prototype that makes the old

one look like a toaster by compari-
son. The old one was tough, but

this thing is incredible. Go ahead
and blow it away, because it will

reform in seconds. Made of liquid

metal, the new TIOOO can assume
the shape, integrity and appear-

ance ofany object ofequal mass—
including other people and metall-

ic weapons and tools.

So the stage is set On the one
side, we have two Terminators
pitted against each other battling to

determine the fate of the future. On
the other, we have Hamilton's
character, committed to changing
the future by preventing the

machines that dominate it from
ever existing — even if it means
terminating their creator.

Cameron has called "Termina-
torT the most violent movie about
peace ever made, and he has a

point. *T2** is certainly violent, but

equally prevalent is Cameron's
distinct message about the poten-

tial horrors of a nuclear holocaust
— which he illustrates in an
intense dream sequence not to be
missed. This time around, Came-
ron appends his message with a

hopeful note: the power to change
that future is in our hands.

A number of other ideas,

including the relationship between
man and machine and the value of

human life are also carried

through. Cameron believes we arc

more than the sum of our parts —
young John tells the Terminator he

can't just kill people, even if it

might ultimately save more lives.

While the effects themselves

were arguably the star of the film,

the cast was also more than

competent, particularly Hamilton

(one person remarked he was more
intimidated by hei than the Termi-

nators).And for a totally unsea-

soned actor. Furlong does a

remarkable job of holding his own
against Schwarzenegger and
Hamilton as well as commanding
more screen time than either.

Arnold, of course, is Arnold —
though he does get the opportunity

to significantly expand his charac-

ter in this film. To say how would
spoil the fun.

^Md*«^iA*^^ MM^^ta^^

FILM: -Terminator 2: Judgment Day."

Writton bv James Cameron and William

Wisher Produced and directed Dv

James Cameron for Caroico Pictures A
Tri-Star Pictures release starring

Industrial Light and Magic. Arnold

Schwarzenegger, Linda Hamilton,

Edward Furlong and Robert Patrick.

(Rated R: language and violence)

Opens dtywide today, if-k-k
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Adv^rtfii^iW the Summerilr^^^
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FAST nit DEUUERV
sao Mon.'s ad for manu

$1 00 Off Any Order /

($6 00 minimum)
1 coupon p«f ordvr

$2 00 Off Wfwn You

Buy 50 or 100 Wings
1 coupon per order

>««**««*****<
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Sisterhood Bookstore

^ooV^'

(213) 477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024
M-F 10-8. S & S 10-6

x^

Fast, Free Delivery
100% Real Mozzarella Cheese & Fresh Ingredients

X-Large Pizza

1 -Topping

2-Cokes

Only

Large
Hawaiian Pizza

or 2 other
toppings

Only

Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am Friday-Saturday 11 -2am

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd. #10

(1 block east of Barrington)

4^!MflP8^^

mil SAN VICENTE bl^VD., BKENTWDOD, CA 90049 • 820-^1516

CPARI BEAUTY SALON)
Remove your unwanted hair

with 1007o Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing.. S 8
Half legs wax $10
Underarm $ 6
Arm $12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10

European Facials... $25
1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

OLYMPIC
COVERAGE
STARTS
JULY 15,

YES, IT IS TRUE. THE U.S. OLYMPIC
FESTIVAL IS COMING TO LOS ANGELES
FROM JULY 1 3 TO 2 L MANY OF THE MOST
EXCITING SPORTS WILL BE HELD HERE AT

UCLA. INCLUDING BASKETBALL.
GYMNASTICS. TENNIS, AND TRACK & FIELD.
TO CELEBRATE THIS EVENT THE SUMMER
BRUIN IS PUBLISHING SPECIAL EDITION
ISSUES. THE BRUIN IS THE ONLY FREE

PUBLICATION DISTRIBUTED DURING THESE
EVENTS WITH UPDATED COVERAGE. WE
WILL BE IN THE FRONT ROW, WILL YOUR
BUSINESS? IF YOUR INTERESTED IN

CAPTURING THE GOLD, ADVERTISE AND
LEAVE THE COMPETITION BEHIND. CALL

825-2161
AND SPEAK TO AN ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION.

BEAPART
OFTHE
ACnON,
ADVERnSE

.*» ^-^
. .•» J
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Oaihr. iSwordiorlMs $4 60
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Campus Happenings i Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Help Wanted 30

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon dKuttton, 7>Mir Bookdudy, Ffi Stop
Study, AU 3525 12:15-1:15.

Tuat DiKtHsion, Wad Di»cus»ion NPI
C8536 12:15-lKiO

For alooholks or individuak who
haws « drinking probl«m

.tiLx
"You Don't Need To Have
Dental Insurance To Have

A Pretty Smile''

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

Dental Exam & Cleaning

Westwood Friends
(Quakers)

Meeting for Worship
Sunday 10:30 A.M.
900 Hilgard Ave

(University Religious Conference Building)

$39
(uplo4

ir«g. $1»0)

¥ palicnb wfeh this cxxipon only
aUo accommodate paticnls wtti

danlal cDwrai
19/9}

475-5598
24-Hour Emergency

Service

Open Evenings & Saturdays

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home v^

Sid Soleimanian, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd., Wbst Los Angeles
Free Parking In Rear

Good Deals

FAMOUS SINGLES CLUB membership card
for 'A -price sale. Call only for Ar^ne,

(213)475-4606.

Research Subjects 12

NATIONAL COLLEGE JOB LINE
A complete daily report of job openings from around tlie country
for graduating seniors. Listings for Business. Liberal Arts, and
many others, from Fortune 500 companies such as Campbell
Soups. Booze-Allen-Hamilton, arxj The Limited Stores. Call
I-900-786-1 188. $2.oa^minute. must be 18 yrs old to call.

Help Wanted 30

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
and up) on asthma nr>edication needed for

research of new asthma nnedication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9am—5pm. Answering ma-
chine available after hours.

HEALTHY MALE AND FEMALE volunteers,

18—35 and 60—80 yrs, needed for research.

Positron imaging of the brain or heart,

injection of radioactive isotope. Bloods will

be taken. S75. 825-1118.

UCLA RESEARCH CROUP needs adult males

with FRAGILE X for a language study. Will pay

$15/ session, approximately 6 sessions. No
travel r>ecessary. Please contact RaeLynne
Rein, PhD. (213)455-2532.

WOMEN WITH PMS wanted for 10-month
expcrin>ental treatment trial entailing monthly

hormone injections (3-nr>onths of which may
be a placebo), use of hornrione patches and
suppositories, weekly blood testing and one
tissue sample from imide the uterus. Study

pays $100. Call Linda (Dept. of OB/CYN).
(213)825-2452.

Rides Offered 13

DRIVE a Toyota Celica to Orlando, Florida by
August 1st. Call Bob (21 3)461^- 2t>46.

Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30

LASER THERAPY for facial skin rejuvenation

ar>d treatnient of acne ar>d sunspots. For more
info, call California Laser Doctor's Group.
(213)786-0636.

RELATIONSHIP/INDIVIDUAL/GROUP
THERAPY. Student rates, counselling center.

1 2304 Santa Monica •221 . Liz Gould R I IMF
17869. 213-207-1790.

8 people needed now
Earn up to $8^.

Housecleaners
•Full ft Part-UiM*

Flexible Hsun*
•Lota of Work*

•Msn, Woman. Studenta. ate. •

Call (213)4531817

Bulimic?
Do you fool out off control
with food or omotlonsT
Counsoling can Holp

old Bottoms
call •24-1 1 im

Joanna Young Phd
LIconsod Psychologist

PS41191S

THROWING UP
GETTING YOU DOWN?
Eatmg dsorders are my onty specalty

Come limj out why

Or.Mark Berman, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group apptt

)

213-655-6730

Wanted 15

CASH PAID for your used 501
jeans. Contact Carolina (213)518-3583

Opportunities 26

Egg/Sperm Donor 19

RETIRE BEFORE you graduate Not a sales

position. Exciting, positive, energetic people.

For information, (213)478-1651.

Help Wanted 30

University

Students & Faculty^

Sperm I>Dnors Needed.
Earn $105 00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

CA I.HORN I

A

CKVO BANK

$3flCVnAY Pfore*«ing pKnn^ O'de'5 at KoTT^e

People call you to order. For info

14W0-735-8197, ext 34811.

EARN up to

$150 oer month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

Call Anna ihfoug'~'Oui I A b
(818) 986 '^883 from you' panig

ihfoug'"'Oui I A t)*'neM

from you' panic^pation

824-9941
•M M A

49M Van Nuyt Blvti Shirman Oikt

Amajting opportunity! Manager/ assistant for

combin«i legal/ n>edical (gyr>ecology) office.

Great pay! FT after graduation. Strong
academic records. (213)281-8457.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Young
growth-oriented health care organization
seeking Admin. Asst. Excellent oppportunity
awaits sharp, independent, creative individual

to work in professional environment. Must
type 70-80 WPM, proricient in WordPerfect,
Lotus 1 -2-3. Health care company experience
required Submit resume to: MANAGED CARE
PROVIDERS, 8701 W. Third St., Second Floor,

LA 90048.

APARTMENT MANAGER. 20 UNITS, 1-BED
SALARY, UTILITIES. EXPERIENCES AND RE-
FERENCES REQUIRED. (213)476-5117.

ASSISTANT OFFICE MANAGER for marketing
compiny in Westwood. Phones, customer
interaction, math experience a plus. $8 to

Jlart-f incentives. 8:30anv2:30. Call Marita
(213)446-1927.

ASST. TO OFFICE MANAGER. General office

work. Must have knowledge of Macintosh.
Full-time. Marina Del Rey Yacht Charter Co.
Call Maureen (213)827-4989.

BANQUET SERVERS wanted, PT, primarily

weekends, experience required. Call
(213)653-0846

BEVERLY HILLS home needs live-in, part-time

person for errands and dog/bird care.
(Weekdays-— late afternoons, weekends-
mornings and late afternoons) Call for details,

offers room with separate entrance, full bath,

and other benefits. Drivers license and refer-

ences required. Call Henry, mornings
8:30—9:00. (21 3)273-2433 of leave mesMge.

WE BRKHI) SliCCESS
LK.XKN

K\TKmAINMKM/MlSIC
in HIJC KKIAIIONS

fnUTii at major P.R.

firm in Hollywood.

. iirvnl unnnrtimijy u^.^
learn and ^mn

firsthand experience.

Call Audiy
(213) 659 6100

•CASTING EXTRAS^ for moiion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, arxJ television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

FEMALE photogenic nrnxiels needed for high-
class French magazine. 5'3" minimum, 120
lbs. maximum. Excellent fees, possible travel

to St. Tropez. (213)641-6760.

FILE CLERK/ reception. PT/FT, experience
preferred. Beverly Hills orthopedic office

(213)472-7235.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or more depending
on qualifications; Spanis^nglish skills; word
proce«»ing exp.; good typing skills required;
filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid
Dianr>ond. (213)475-0481.

FULL-TIME Word ProcessofADffice Manager
needed. Word Perfect, type 55 wpm, excellent

language^pellin^ non-smoking. $9— 12^r.
Doe (213)822-8420 between 10-12.

HELP REMOVE DARYL GATES! Volunteers
needed to petition 1—2 hri. Call Christine
(21 3)287- 1388 of Marc 658-5120.

LEGAL SECRETARY/ASST Beverly Hills solo
attorney, needs help. Hours flexible, 30-40 or
more hrs/wk. Salary negotiable, depending
upon qualifications -f experience. Good typing
skills, WordPerfect experience helpful. Call
Mf. Silver (213)276-8216.

LOOKING FOR EXTRA CASH? Work 4 days/
wk, M-Th, 10;30anv 12:30pm. $5/hf. Please
contact Robin, (213)287.2360.

MAKE $150-$250. Sell 50 funny college
T-shirts to eag^r Incoming freshmen during
freshmen orientation, and make $1 50—$250.
No financial obligation. More info
1(800)728-1130.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES, National market-
ing firm seeks nr>otivational individuals to help
with expansion. Training provided. Mr Nad-
ley, (213)399-4967.

MANAGER TRAINEE. Opportunity knocks, no
experience necessary, will train, earn top
dollar as an office manager for a nationwide
company expanding in area, full tinr>e, part

tin>e, (213)9625898
'

MAN, mid^Cs needs graduate level medical
Miidentf to assist in finding college that needs
moderate brain damaged subjects for research.

Inquiries: P.O. Box 5162, SA, Texas, 78201
(512)695-2718.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST, pt, orthopedic of-

fice, Beverly Hills; M,W,F, 2pm-6pm.
(213)274-9221

MEDICAL SECRETARY/ transcription. Experi-

ence only- orthopedic experience preferred.

Beverly Hills, (213)472-7235.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am-5pm.

NEED MONEY? American Express Collegiate

Consultant, commission plus incentives, flexi-

ble hours, certification for resume. Call

1(800)827-8440 or write CT15 W.I 9th St.,

NY, NY 10011. Fax 1(212)675-1732. POSI-
TIONS LIMITED, CALL IMMEDIATELY.

ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY! Gifted

'psychedellic'-style recording artist from
UCLA Is looking for a part-tinr>e agent/
manager. Major label Interest, no experience
required. Mark 213-470-1807.

PART TIME RESEARCHER needed by database
company. Neat printing, facility with num-
bers, and good organizational habits neces-
sary. Send haf>d-pfinted resume and/or infor-

mative letter to Elaine Weinstock. MWLC
12120 Washington Blvd, Los Angeles CA
90066. $10.0Q/hr.

PRACTICAL NURSE NEEDED, 8 hrs/day, times
arrangable, $5^r. (213)473-7467.

PT/FT. Sharp, energetic person for legal asst

7

receptionist position in Santa Monica law firm.

Great opportunity for someone interested in

law. Call Holly (213)393-5000.

PT. Literature research and lecture note-taking

with MD in molecular genetics private re-

search. Senior/ grad in related area preferred.

Flexible hours. Nurit (213)306-0055.

PT SECRETARY. Small Real Estate Co. Culver
City. Flexible hours. (213)287-0358

RECEPTIONIST for prestigious B H. Real Estate

firm. MUST have knowledge of R.E. typing &
computer. Rhoda 274-8505.

RELOCATING TO MAR VISTA, PA, perfect for

student, attendant for paralyzed female, morn-
ings and afternoons, $8/hr, overnight, $30.
Non-smoker. (714)969-5060.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdcs areas. $1 5/hr. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector
up to $20,00(yyr. Call 24 hr. message for
details: 964-4166 ext. 22. ^^^
STAFF RESEARCH ASSOCIATE (part-tlrpe). On
Mor>days and Thursdays from Bam to 5pm,
schedule patients for psychiatric outpatient
clinic, collect and transcribe data, conduct
patient interviews and library research. Know-
ledge of Word Perfect preferred. $12.43/hr.
Please call Carin at 206-8979.

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shop in WLA.
$5/hr. + commission, PTonly. Must have great
phone personality and good typing skills. For
interview call (213)559-8241 |ody.

GREAT SUMMER JOB EARN $7/HOUR
PLUS BONUS. WE TRAIN. .YCXJ (.AIN FLEX-
IBLE HOURS AVAILABLE CALL UCLA AN-
NUAL FUND (213)206-2050.

US MAIL )OBS $1 1 .77 to $1 4.90/$1 2 fee. Now
Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Necessary
1-900-288-1888 ext. 1353.

VOLUNTEERS to teach aerobics/ jazzercise
and assist arts and crafts teacher at Baha'i
sumnr>er camp for children. July 13-20 Dr
Price (711)817 97B4, Iravr mp,;^j„c

'

WHEREHOUSE CLERKZAL: typing and filing
medical records. 55wpm, $6/hr. Culver City
Call between 10 12, 2-4. (213)559-8823.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-
talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction
books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

Help Wanted

WRITtK who IS blind needs an assistant (21 3)
396-5062

Job Opportunities 32

6-BED INTENSIVE PSYCHIATRIC residential

treatment facility serving adolescents in North-
ridge is looking for FT/ PT/ substitute
counselors. BS/BA or experience required.
Licensing hours available. Call Stacy
818 831-1335.

I'VE FOUND AN
EXCITING WAY

to build your own business while

attending college. Earn

substantial part-time income w/

nominal investment cost.

Serious Inquiries Only.

Call Bruce Hesse

(213)961-5512

COMPUTER SYSTEM- IBWMACINTOSH, PT.
Position with real estate development firm,

involves integrating a wide variety of PC
hardware/ software, and providing needed
support. Require 2-3 years experience with
commercial software packages: Quattro, D-
base IV, Word, Solomon III. Knowledge of

intermediate accounting a plus. Call Mr.Glenn
(213)642-0080.

••••EXPLOSIVE GROWTH^^'* International

marketing firm experiencing 300%o growth
seeks friendly, motivated people to aid in the
expansion of our company. (213)399-5994.

SALES PERSON needed for apparel industry.

Exp. necessary, self-motivated. Also secretary

needed. French fluency a plus. Cal l 622-71 28.

U. NATKDNAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER seeks
motivated individual. Position requires strong

telemarketing skills to sell circulation and
classileds. 30—40 hrs/wk. Must be flexible

and able to work on own. Send resume to:

2510 Main St, Suite 200, Santa Monica, CA
90405.

Child Core Wanted 35

2 BOYS, ages 6 1/2, 9. M-F, 3-5 P.M., must
have car. $5/hr. to start. (213) 472-2492.

JULY 8 TO MID-AUGUST minimum. 4 days/

week, 1 night/ week. $7.50/hr. 2-yr-old girl.

Experienced, references. Beverly Glen. Own
transportation. (213)475-0376.

NANNY WANTED FOR BRIGHT, CHARM-
ING 8-YR-OLD GIRL WITH PHYSICAL
HANDICAP to drive to school and be personal

aid. Begin in Aug. Hrs. 8—3:30, M-T'. Live

in/out. Car necessary. Salary negotiable. Call

933-1406.

NEED female/student to spend time w/
developmental ly disabled 4yr old girl. Sun-

days, weekdays/2 -6pm. Room/board ex-

change help. Near UCLA.
21 3-872-0502(8- 10am + eves)

STUDENT TO HELP two 4th grades with

creative writing on campus. Aug.5-30th.

(213)476-8026. (818)990-2688

WANTED CHILDCARE FOR 7year-old boy.

Mon-Fri 3-6pm. Must have own car & valid

driver's license. 5 minutes from UCLA.
(213)472-3773.

WONDERFUL 9 year-old girl needs driver/

mother's helper. M-F 3-6pm Star V) 5, Refer-

ences. (213)396-9700. FUN!

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM, % block from campus. Avail-

able )uly 1 St. Must be UCLA student. $795/mo.
Call Steve at (213)824-4145.

$365 ROOM +BATH -fKITCHEN privileges

Large N. Sar^a Monica townhouse. Non-
smoker, grad student only. (213)453-8508.

424 LAN(XAIR, next to UCLA. Garden setting,

swimming pool, 2-bed/1 -bath, hardwood
floors, balcony. Available )uly 1. 459-1200.

BEST LOCATION IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/

unfurnished singles, 1 -f 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, AK, patios and views.

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA ¥ the village. Subterranr>ean

parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard

(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss >
Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $85(yMO. 2

BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839 6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS WOOSTER
ST.(2 13)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $715. 1-BDRM,
HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH STYLE

4.PLEX. % BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839 6294.
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GAYLEY MANOR APIS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people

across street from UCLA
walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
20f-8798

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE. Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry
facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCLA
Bachelors. Singles. 1 Bedroom.

2 Bedroom
Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt
Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

BEVERLY/LA BREA. 2-be(Vfull bath, living

room, dining room + kitchen. Brand new.
$1000. (213)935-4786.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT-Walk to UCLA.
Bus stop. Big it luxurious 21x1/2 . 5bth. $ 1 540 &
up. Washer/dryer, W.B. fireplace, security

alarm. Rooftop spa. 11535 Rochester
479-3118.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMING AVAIL-
ABLE SOON. COMPLETELY REMODELED.
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
INC. 11611 CHENAULTST. (213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD bachelor, $550/mo. 11675
Darlington. (21 3)41 0-1 499 or (21 3)671 -8570.

CULVER CITY, 1 -bedroom, $575/mo, stove,

refrigerator, new carpet, drapes, quiet, clean.

(213)390-6035, (805)523-8968 (call collecQ.

DELUXE, $1200, 2-bedroom + den. A/C,
dishwasher, carpets, drapes. (213)202-6832.

FALL
RENTALS
1BDRM, 1BA $9(X)/1B0RM 2BA$925

1BDRM + DEN $10bO/2MSTR BDRM $1440

LARGE UNITS SOME W/BAlCONIES

*Walk to Campus/Village*

Controlled Entry, Elevator

(213) 208-4835

475 Gayley
Right Across From Campus
Charming Contemporary

1 & 2 Bedrooms
Designed for Sharing

Now leasing for

Summer and Fall

Open Daily

824-371

5

DELUXE, 1 -Bedroom, $695. A/C, dishwasher,

carpets, drapes. (213)202-6832.

GLENROCK 2BED/2BA apt for 2 mos,
$120(VnfH>. Parking, unfurnished. Near UCLA
(213)394-5208.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxuiy 2-bcd/ 2 bath apartment, all arrtenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

LARGE SINGLE, FULL KITCHEN, DININ-
CROOM & BATH, $675, BACHELOR $500
CAMPUS AREA. 470-5952.

MAR VISTA, l-bed/l-bath. Stove, refrig, dis-

hwasher, gated parking. $61 S/mo.
(213)451-4771.

ONE BEDROOM from $l495/mo., 962 Hil-

gard. (213)624-4231 Of (213)446-4606.

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2 BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

PALMS $1175 2bed-»-loft/2balh secbuilding,

Vc, patio, sun deck, fire place, dishwasher,

refrig. 8370761 836-5311

PALMS, $675 & $1 125, 1 & 3-b«(irooms, big

rooms, move-in bonus. 10-minutes to UCLA.
(818)377-2668.

PALMS $795 1be<Vlbath, sec. building, fire-

place, patio, ^c, refrig, dishwasher. 837-0761

836-5311

PALMS AREA. 2-bed/2-bath, upper Stove,

refrig i7eO/mo. (213)451-4771.

PIAYA DEI RFY, $1400 large l-bedftwrrV

2-bath, fireplace, all appliances, upper unit.

Near beach. (213)454-4210

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2+2. $725 $875
Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 1 3406
Moorpark St. (818)884 6691.

SUBLET 2-bed/ 2-bath, semi- furnished, SM,
perfect for two students. (213)829-3600.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.

Month to month rental agreement, fully furn-

ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

SUMMER SPECIAL
Very Practical

5 min Walk to UCLA
2lxlrm 2bath - $800

Private Room & Bath, share kitchen $400

633 Cavlev 208-5920

WEST L.A.
Prime: 10 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den witfi pool,

sauna, jacuzzi, gyrn, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-

models open daily

(213)474-1111

CULVER CITY
1 -bedroom, stove, refrigerator, new
carpet, drapes, quiet and clean —

$575/mo.

(2 1 3)390-6035 (805)523-8%8
(call collect)

TOWER APARTMENTS
Furnished/ unfurnished Bachelor,

Studio, Singles, 1-Bdr, 2-Bdr

swimming pool, laundry, covered garage

10941 Strathmore

208-7294

WEST LA- 10 minute drive to UCLA. Big &
bright 2bd/2bth, single. $11 95 & up. Washer/
dryer,W.B. fireplace, security alarm. Rooftop

s p a

11221 Richland 478-3990.

WESTWOOD, $300/mo. for the summer,
1-bed, pool/ spa, 2-blocks from UCLA. Call

Dominique (213)824-2547.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. WALK TO LXILA,

EXTRA LARGE, LUXURY 1+2 BEDROOMS.
CENTRAL AUR, EXTRA LARGE CLOSET
SPACE, WET BAR, FIREPLACE, PRIVATE BAL-

CONY, GATED UNDERGROUND PARKING,
INTERCOM ENTRY, DISHWASHER, RE-

FRIGERATOR, LAUNDRY FACILITIES. EXCEL-
LENT BUILDING. MUST SEE. 433 KELTON
AVENUIE. (213)208-8685

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-

nus special. Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,

(213)203-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and

Company.

WESTWOOD 2-BEDRC)OM/l-BATH $1550.
Single $675. Available July. Also single $695
available September, 2-biocks from UCLA.
Days (213)273-7598. Nights (213)286-0980.

The Careful Mover
Houses, Apartments, Offices.

local and Long distance

Small jobs welcome
(213)319-1236

RENOVATED
Large 1, 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756
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H
UCLA
OUSING

UNIVERSITYAPARTMENTS

For Single Students
* Month-to-Month Rental Agreement
* Fully Furnished
* Walk to Campus

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

CALL 825-2293 or

825-8496 (24 hr recorded message)

WESTWOOD-SUMMER RENTALS, NOW
AVAILABLE. 2 master bedrooms/2-baths.
Walk to campus/village. Summer
discounts- $999. (Through August '91 only.)

(213)208-4835.

WESTWOOD, $725, single, walk to UCLA,
security building and parking. Full kitchen,

small refrigerator included. $350 deposit.

(213)473-9122

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

luper Discounted""

Summer Rates

*
pool

*
spa

* sauna
* gym
* gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

* now accepting
applications for fall term

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$595, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, large

2bd/1ba,$1600. 10990 Strathmore.
213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD ADJ , sunny, modern 2-bed/

2-bath. New kitchen, extra-large closets, ^C,
patio, S-min. UCLA, quiet building. $1100.

(213)474-8608.

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2-bcd-

room, $1450. Hardwood floors, new carpet,

iaurxiry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD luxury 2+2 Condo. $1295.
Washer/dryer, Jacuzzi, fireplace, security

parking, cable TV. 473-2977.

WESTWOOD. $900/mo and up. 1-bdrm.,

$1400/mo and up 2bd/2blh, gym, Jacuzzi.

Walk to
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

WESTWOOD AREA. 2-bed/2-bath, upper.

Stove, refrig, balconey. $950/mo.
(213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/ 1-bath. Lower, $1000,
upper, $1200. Garage, laundry, patio.

(805)649-3735.

WESTWOOD, large 1 -bedroom, $790/mo.
Walk to UCLA/ Village, pool, security. 10966
Roebling Ave. (2 13)208-4 2 5 3,

(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD. $1350- $1650. Terrific, very

clean 2 & 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom,

buill-ins, refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C,
patio. 1711 Malcolm, Vi -mile campus
(213)273-1212.

Summer Special $200 off

Single, 1 , 2 & 3 BDRM
all close to UCLA

Perfect for Students or
^ I

raculty —
Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

WESTWOOD. $985-1 1 95/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING. (213)839-6294

WESTWOOD $1 100 up Front 2bod/2balh,

carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange. 1V» miles from UCLA.
213-475-6165.

WESTWOOD, spacious 3-b<Hi/2-balh, $1650
Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher. 414 Landfair, apt. #4.
(213)276-1671.

WLA. $1 1 50. 2-bed/ 1 V. -bath. Quiet, security,

shutters, refrigerator, cable, sofa, car port

1323 Carmclina (213)456-3829

WLA 1700 S Bundy 1 to 3 bedrooms
$680$ 1200. Dishwasher, stove, refrigerator,

pool, security parking. (213)826-2818,
(213)2761671

WLA 1 -BEDROOM/ 1-BATH, close to UCLA,
buslines. Carpet, drapes, refrigerator, stove.

$650 with lease (213)476-7116.

3 Blocks from Campus
**Now Taking
Reservations

for Fall**

Glenrock Apts
555 GlenrocK

corner Glenrock (Si

Levering

824-9691

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**

•Furn. and Unfurn. Studios,

1s and 2s

•Pool

•Fitness Center

•Tennis Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Oolt^d
-oarrrrepfs

3636 S.Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R&B Managed Property EHO

WLA 1-bed apt., utilities paid. $585/mo. Call

Helen after 6pm. 478-5866.

WLA, 1 -bedroom, stove, refrigerator, new
carpets and paint, 1 -person, no pets, 2-miles

UCLA, off-street parking. Shown by appoint-

ment. $785/mo. (213)477-8750.

WLA 2-BED/1-BATH $850/mo., bachelor

$45Q/mo. Laundry, parking, easy to UCLA.
(213)822-6487.

WLA 2-bed/1 -bath, furnished, brand new.
$690. Close to UCLA, nice area. 207-4704.

WLA, $525, bachelor, furnished/ unfurnished,

microwave, refrigerator, hotplate, quiet build-

ing, close to UCLA. (213)826-7888.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowed, patio. (818)368-6732.

WLA, $750/MO. 1 bed, furnished/

unfurnished, upper, new carpeting, lots of

light, built-ins, small bidg, laundry, lease.

11755 Nebraska #8. 213-826-7888.

WLA, $800, 2bed/1bath. Living room, dining,

second floor, laundry, parking, balcony.

(213)550-7869, (818)990-6091.

WLA AREA. 1 -bed/1 -bath. Stove, refrig, park-

ing. $650/mo. (213)451-4771.

WLA, BACHELOR, $450; 1-bed, upper, $650.
Charming, remodeled. Near SM Blvd & Se-

pulveda. (213)276-1671.

WESTWOOD [DELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5

MIN. WAI.K TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,
WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $825—$925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700.(21 3)208 8881

.

WLA/ PALM, $885 . Luxury 2-bed/ 1 -bath . A/C,

dishwasher, fireplace. 10510 Woodbine.
(213)471-0883.

WLA/PALMS - $850-1 bedroom + den. $1 050 -

3bedroom, 2bath, Security Building.
(213)471-0883

Apartments Furnishied 50

WESTWOOD, 705 Gayley, 1 -bedroom/
1-bath, $850/mo, next to UCLA, excellent

location. (213)459-5618, (213)474-3626.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

1-BUKM, 2-BDRM APIS. Ohio artdSawtelle 1

1/2 miles UCLA. Quiet, near buses. $400 sec.

dep. $650 month-to-month. Call 477-5758.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa

Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.

$685/mo. 820-7049.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695. 1 -bedroom
upper. Exceptionary bright. Beautiful, spa-

cious. Appliances, garage. 5 miles campus.

(213) 652-2699, (213) 876-2034.

LARGE 2- bedroonrVl Vi -bath. Security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

parking. No pets. $1050. 1500 Purdue.

(21.3)477-5256, (213)931-1160.

OHIO AVENUE 2-bed, $895. Built-ins, pool,

quiet, garden-l ike, close to UCLA on bus route.

(213)477-9955.

PALMS: IBD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom, spacious, excel-

lent location, parking, $850. 1390 Veteran.

Eves (213)275-1427.

WLA $480 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA, $825 MOVES YOU IN, 1 -bedroom In

clean, quiet building. UCLA bus stop.

$625/mo. 2577 Sepulveda. (818)789-3076.

Apartments to Share 52

1 LARGE BEDROOM in townhouse, facing

courtyard. Garage, pool, in S.F. Valley. $425.

(818)368-8935.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

(Ibur
^Birthday

ACROSS

1 Archers' gear
5 Rapid
9 Head part

14 Pang
15 Sex appeal:

var.

16 Forbidden
item

17 Foreleg
18 About
20 Head: Fr.

21 High priest

22 Mattress s

kin

23 Vertical

25 Completed
27 Distortion

29 Cognizance
30 Wiles
34 Wreath
36 Passage
38 Hawaiian

word
39 1954 Nobel

winner
42 Pulp
43 Pyromaniac's

deed
44 H of HMS
45 Assay
46 Shipping

units: abbr
47 Western pact
49 Coral maker
51 Sidetrack
54 Dynamo part

58 Take one's
place at

table

60 Hebrew lyre

61 Legendary
daydreamer

63 Golf unit

64 Make amends
65 Tenth pref.

66 Leg area
67 Books

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

L O A M S

1

C H A P

1
M A A S

U1 N L E T L R E 1 G L

L O S E R 1 G 1 N A T E
T R U S T F U N D M E T E R

P^^A S 1 D E P A R E R S
M A G G TiB S A G Al^^
A L 1 E N N 1 S E L E S S
1 T S^H F A W N S ||Ha T E

M A T T E R 1 N G R A V E N^u R A LB C E M E N T
A S T R A! R E A V E^^H
B E E R Sh A N D 1 N E S S
A G R E E M E N T

1

s 1 N E
C U R T

1
u R G E E T N A S

K E Y S D E R D Y E R S

68 Iowa city

69 NCOS

DOWN
1 Stitch

2 Pigment
3 Rieslings.

eg
4 Iroquoian

5 Be angry
6 Soap plant

7 Fire-

protection
equipment

8 Article

9 Valuable
violin

10 Summon
1

1

Second boy
12 Mislay

13 Station

19 More than
ajar

24 Rubble
26 Believes

28 Excavation

30 Math subj.

31 Attached
homes

32 Asian

33 Declares
34 Abandoned
35 Mr. Gardner
37 Intend to

38 Asian money
40 Superlative

ending
41 Particle

46 Dull person
48 Expression of

gratitude

49 Stances
50 Sample
52 Composition
53 Kilmer work
54 Narrow strip

55 In —: as a
whole

56 Jot

57 Adjust

59 Mr. Speaker
62 Oklahoma city

10-4-00 <S> 1990 United Feature Syndicate
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Once you get on a financial roll in the
year ahead, you'll begin to pick up mo-
mentum. As a result, this might turn out
to be one of your larger earning years.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Some infor-

mation you recently acquired could be
of value to an associate you're involved
with in a separate endeavor. Don't let

the day go by without sliaring what you
know. Cancer, treat yourself to a birth-

day gift Send for Cancer s Astro-Graph
predictions for the year ahead by mail-

ing $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Astro-Graph, c/o
this newspaper. P.O. Box 91428, Cleve-
land, OH 44101-3428. Be sure to state

your zodiac sign

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Something may
be told to you today in the strictest con-
fidence. It's the type of news you'll want
to tell others, but it's best you keep
what is said to yourself

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) You could
have an opportunity to reinforce a rela-

tionship that needs more bonding to-

day. Your counterpart feels the same
way, so things should work out well.

LIBRA (S«pt. 23-Oct. 23) A goal you
have recently established for yourself
can be achieved, but it might have to be
done one step at a time. Don't let your
impatience urge you to do things
hastily

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Treating
today s developments philosophically
will help you make molehills out of

mountains, and problems you perceive
as impossible will become manageable
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-D«c. 21) An
earnest discussion with a no-nonsense
approach can help correct a condition
at home that's been causing everyone
frustrations of late Call the meeting to
order

CAPRICORN (D»c. 22-Jan. 19) There's
a big difference between looking at

things realistically and just seeing the
dark side Try to do the former today,
not the latter

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Condi-
tions continue to look favorable for you
where your material interests are con-
cerned. However, don't think that every
time you put a quarter in the slot you're
going to hit the jackpot
PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) Someone
you may become involved with socially
today might turn out to be more of a tu-

tor than a playmate. Something of in-

trinsic value could be learned.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) If you give
outside interests priority over compas-
sionate responsibilities, you're not likely

to have peace of mind today. First take
care of those to which you're emotional-
ly attached
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) You ve
bef n neglecting a friend with whom you
used to be quite chummy. It would
p|pa<;e thi«; inrlividual very murh If you
called occasionally Why not today?
GEMINI (May 21-Juna 20) Something is

developing at this time that could prove
to be profitable Its not apt to be gigan-
tic in nature, but It could be moderately
siqnifirant
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$355/MO. TV, mi. UCL\. Share 1 -bedroom
furnished apt. w/male grad. non-smoker. Sec-
urity bIdg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, 2
cats, excellent bus connections. 575-1 503.

WLA. a/1, Female non-smoker needed. Own
spacious room, share bath with professional

woman. $41 5/mo. -»- security deposit.
(213)820-7459.

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APT. Room to

shasre very large. Security, pool, laundry,

$365. Must see. 820-0187.

BRENTWOOD, Wilshire/Barrington highrise,

ocean/city view. 2-bd/2-blh.
Cym,pool,security. $600/mo, including utili-

ties. (213)312-0850.

BRENTWOOD. Huge 1 -bedroom to share.

$380/mo. + util. 5 min. from UCLA.
(213)476-0098, please leave message.

BRENTWOOD $575 Share 2bed/own bath
w/grad stud and dog. Grad student/faculty

preferred. 447-2235

FEMALE: 2 Bd/I Bth., parking, patio, laundry.

Spacious. Great location. $430. (213)
477-4453.

OWN ROOM and bathroom in beautiful

townhouse. $542.50 »- Vi utilities. Close to

.cnuul, transfxjrtation and shopping. Jennifer

(213)826-2337.

OWN ROOM in attractive 2bed/1 'A bath apt.

UCLA/Westwood convenient. Non-smoking
females only. $5.30/mo. (213)475-0271.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, BH adjacent 2-large

bedroonV2-full bath, modern security build-

ing, parking. $575 + utilities. Sunny, quiet.

(213)655-2366.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Share large 2-bed/
2-bath apt. w/ male architect/ environmental-

ist. Private patio, fireplace, classical music,

cats. Around $600. (213)208-3335.

WESTWOOD— spacious new luxury 2+2.
Own room/bath to share with one person.

High ceiling, A/C, fireplace, gated parking,

near bus. $725. 444-5528.

WLA, 2-bed/1.bath to share, $41Q/mo. each.
Close to shops and UCLA, available immcri

820-5489.

WLA FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Spa-

cious 2-be<V2-bath. Security building, parking.

$600/mo. Diane (213)441-4004.

Roommates 53

$367, OWN ROOM, 3-bed/ 2-bath. Campus
close, non-smoker. Female preferred.
(213)444-4987.

FEMALE. Apt. to share with couple. Large WLA
2-bed/2-bath. Fireplace, dining room, two-
story. $375. (213)854-6083.

FEMALE needed, spacious 2-bed/2-bath.

$365/mo, all afT>enities. Walking distance.

July/August discount. Miriam (213)824-0216.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share maste in

2bc|/2ba. Secutiy bldgVparking. Pool. Walk to

UCLA. $425/mo. Debbie or Linda.
(213)475-9117

HOLLYWOOD. Own bed/bath. Laundry, gar-

age, swimming pool, kitchen facilities, new
building, morning sun. $450/mo.
(213)464-8848.

NEED FEMALE NEDICAL STUDENT to share

spacious 1-bed apt. across Med. Center.

$467.50/mo. (213)541-2139 evenings.

SENIOR NEEDS FEMALE ROOMMATE
2-be<V2-bath, Kelton, Aug.1, r>o smoking,

$396.25/mo. Cynthia 208-5138.

SHERMAN OAKS, Own room, $325/mo +
utilities. Air, balcony. (213)973-6054 nHKn-
ings Of leave message.

SUMMER ROOMMATE needed for spacious

2bdr apartment. Pico/ Robertson Area. Own
room. Pool. Accessible to UCLA by car or bus.

$450. (213)659-1485.

WESTWOOD own room w/2 balconies and
view, $575/mo. plus $575 dep. Need clean,

considerate roomate to share beautiful 3bed
Spanish duplex w/2 others. Hardwood floors,

in-door/out-door fireplaces, laundry, garden,

no parking. Walk lo campus. Start Aug.l Ryan
624-9931.

WLA/PALMS $475. Spacious, Luxury 2bd/2ba.

A/C. Dishwasher. Fireplace. Female.
(213)471-0683

WLA, share room 2-br duplex. 3-mile$ campus
B.Busil, Available sumnr>er longer. $223.75.

John. Alex. 213-207-8454.

Room for Rent 54

1 ROOM W/ OWN BATH AND PRIVATE
ENTRANCE. Hot plate. 4 miles from campus.

$400. (213) 472-8269, after 6 PM.

$400 ••- 425, BEDROOMS. Santa Monica 1

pcrsorVroom. Share kitchen and dining.

(213)399-9369.

BACHELOR APARTMENT LIKE room. Private

bath, enlrarKC. Air, cable, kitchenette, 1-mile

campus. Available now. $495. 479-3310.

BEVERLY HILLS, %SO0/mo. Private bed/bath/

entrarnre, quiet, parking, garden -f pool pri-

vileges Near buses. Great deal! 277-3861.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room In large house

w/grad. Students. Kitchen privileges, washer/

dryer, pool. fMeed car. $450, utilities in-

cluded. Leave message. Abby (818)

763-51 ST

BRENTWOOD, $375. Private room. 2mi from

campus. Share bath. Beautiful home. Unlim-

ited parking. Ada 472-7451.

BRENTWOOD Spacious furnished room,

private entrarx:e, pool, garden, double closet,

microwave, 1 person, parking, kieal studying,

male preferred. $50(Vmo. 2 1/2-milesUCLA.

Summer ok. (213)476-1786.

BKhNTWOOD, $365/mo including utilities.

Furnished lovely room in home. Mature non-
smoking male. 2-miles from campus.
(213)476-5391.

FEMALE, private room, share bathroom with
one other girl. Kitchen, breakfast room, laun-
dry, on Hilgard, $425/mo. (213)279-1436,
after 10am.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen
privileges. $900/quarter. Women students.

Mrs. Solat (213)208-8931.

MAR VISTA, $475, furnished room with pri-

vate bath in home with use of kitchen, laundry,
cable TV, weekly maid sen/ice, many extras.

No smoking. Available immediately.
398-9626.

OPPOSITE CAMPUS, attractive, quiet, furn-

ished room, refrigerator, private bath, nice
home, mature non-smoker, $500. 472-7437.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE ROO.M/BATH in

3-bedroom luxury
apartment. Huge, high ceilings, kitchen pri-

vileges, non-smoker. $545/mo.
(213)444-5528.

SANTA MONICA redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parkinp^
(213)394-2175.

WESTWOOD, furnished rv... .

1st and last. Non-smoking, ..^ ^^c, i..

kitchen, parking laundry included. Available
July 1. (213)273-4712.

WESTWOOD in private home, furnished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer
close to campus. Male. (213)474-7122.

WLA, 1 -BEDROOM in large 4-bed apt.

$400/mo., 5 min to campus by car, girl,

non-smoker. 473-1905.

Sublet 55

$1 025/MO., July- Sept.l 5, 1 44 Sepulveda, o.k.

to walk campus, 2-bed/ 2-balh, large livin-

groom. Jennifer (213)824-2636.

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLET— Need fe-

male roommate to share one bedrocn*

—

$350/mo. Security parking. Holly
(213)477-6961.

GLENROCK SUBLET— furnished top floor

apt., view, Jacuzzi, security, parking, June
26—Aug. 30. $280/mo. Norman 824-4703.

LARGE LUXURY SINGLE, ASAP-Sept. 30 or

longer, Amenities, Near Campu, 1-2 people,

$706. Cheryl 825 0281/575-1014

MIDVALE PLAZA II. 2-bed/2-bath, spacious
with pool, Jacuzzi. For July/August. Room to

share $400/ncgotiable. Jill 208-5883.

ONE/ TWO person(s). New luxury bulding.

One block from campus. Parking/ pool/ ja-

cuzzi. $33Q/obo. (213)208-0876.

SINGLE SUBLET $450. Now thru Sept.l 5.

Westwood. Full bathroom and kitchen. Avail-

able immediately Call 476-7642.

SPACIOUS 2-BEO/ 2-BATH apartment. 430
Kelton. Available July- mid-September. You
name price. Call Kim at (805)529-7449.

SUBLET in Westwood; Room for one female

(213)208-6108

SUMMER IN WESTWOOD, $1 75/monlh, June

-September, parking, kitchen, clean, females

preferred. Call Lib 213-824-5554.

SUMMER SUBLT FOR 1 FEMAIE; parking,

security, Jacuzzi, Glenrock, $300, June/July-

August. Rachel (213)208-2449

SUMMER SUBLET: to share 1 bedroom July—
Aig. $275/mo. Paul (818)994-3859.

WESTWOOD - ASAP. 2 people to sublet

1-bed in bright 2-bed apt. w/ view, parking.

$290/ea. (213)208 6494 Polly.

WESTWOOD. Female preferred to share

1 -bedroom. $350. Walk to campus. Parking,

pool, more. (213)824-3311.

WESTWOOD. Female preferred to share
1 -bedroom. $350. Walk to campus. Parking,

pool, more. (213)824-3311.

House for Rent 56

LOVELY 3-BEDROOM HOUSE with large

familyroomandpool. Available Aug. 15, 1991
— Aug. 15, 1992, tinr»e negotiable. 10 min.

from UCLA, walk to elementary and Jr. High
schools. $1900. 474-3562.

LOWER BEL AIR HOME, 4-bedroom/
2% -bath. Separate office or maid, air, inter-

com * security. Pine trees arxl view. FOR
LEASE, $395(Vmo. Alice Levin, Jon Douglas

Co., Realtors. (21 3)820-6651 , (21 3)472-8686.

PALMS/ WLA. 3,000sq.ft., 5-bedroonrV3-bath,

livingroom, kitchen, sewingroom, familyr-

oom, large yard, 2-car garage. $250(Vmo.
(213)837-4055.

SHERMAN OAKS, 3-bed/lVi -bath, family

room, 2 fireplaces, stove, garder>er, yard, r>ear

Fashion Square, A/C. (818)789-4235.

VENICE, $12S0/nrK), charming 1 -bedroom
house, 4-blocks from beach. Eat in kitchen,

stove, quiet, wide streets. Patio and porch.

(213)301-2423.

VENICE 3-be<Vl -bath. Laundry, near bus, large

yard, fresh paint, burglar alarm, sun porch.

$1200. 392-7776.

WLA $1495. 3.bt<V 1% -iMth. 2 fireplaces.

Prime area. Near UCLA -f shop.
(213)475-1702, (213)474-3626.

WLA. New house for rent. 1 -be<Vl bath, refrig,

stove, no dep., no util. pay, UCLA student

available. Call Christer^ (21 3)934 376'> aflpr

8pm.

House for Shore 57

MALE TO SHARE 1-bed in 3-bed house in

WLA. $2S8/nfK>. Near bus line. Street

parking. (213) 474-3173.

57 Movers/Storage

LARGE MODERN TOWNHOUSE to share

with female professional, non-smoker, piano,

fireplace, private garage. $550/mo.
(213)450-9111, ext.2371.

VENICE. SHARE HOME WITH 2 PROFES-
SIONALS in quiet cul-de-sac. Private pool,

opposite golfAennis. Washer/dryer. $650.

(213) 399-3029 or 688-5282.

House for Sale 58

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartment, hardwood floors, blocks to beach.

Santa Monica. Room to add on, $525K.
395-5212.

HOME FOR SALE by owner. $21 0,000. Totally

redun 2-bed/l-bath. 13 miles to UCLA. Great

for Ist-time buyer. (818)989-1036.

HOUSE— 3-bed/l -bath, family room. 1 5 min.

lo campus. Mar Vista. $31 OK. (213)397-7295.

MAR VISTA HILLS, 3-bedroorT>/2-bath, rec

room, formal dining room, living room, fire-

place, double car garage. $409k. Owner Joe

(213)390-4748.

•REDONDO NO DOWN!* new
^-bedroonV2Vi -baths, family and dinning
'oo-ns, y .

rd^ $6k closing cost, $369,900 (or no
duwn, ucjuity share for lower payments.)

/\:ia!>iasi Realtors. (213)374-5657 or

(213)372-7177.

VAN NUYS: 25 min. to UCLA, $195,000.
Gorgeous 2-bdrm house + separate guestroom
with Vi bath. Huge yard with fruit trees.

(213)479-0615.

WESTWOOD RUSTIC. 3-bed/2-balh (one

with Jacuzzi). FR, bon., Ig. kitchen. Extras.

Annie, Prudential Calif. Realty (21 3)477-8291,

ext. 210.

WLA, 3+2, 10 min. to UCLA. Quiet street.

$409,000. Call Margarita (213)398-5530.

Housing Needed <50

RESPONSIBLE, 40+ couple seeks 1 -year sublet

during post-doc appt. Prefer some outsides-

pace. (617)641-4509.

WANTED SUBLET APT OR HOUSE-SIT. Au-
gust for Washington CXI "think-tank" scholar.

Very responsible. Judith Kipper
(202)387-5264.

Room for Help 63

APARTMENT: Very nice 1 -bdrm. in exchange
for child care assistance(late afternoon pick-

up, some morning drop ofO. 20 min from
UCLA. Car required. Call eves (21 3)939-8293.

GUEST QUARTERS in exchange for house-
cleaning, errands, etc. (213)656-2370.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-

house. Brentwood. 12Vi hrs/wk with 14

year-old boy. Driving, sports, helping with

homework. (213)472-2628.

Townhouse for Rent 66

WLA, $1495, 2-bcd + den/ 2-bath. Large

townhouse, front unit, privacy.
(213)826-6907

WLA, $975/mo, 2-bed/ 2-bath, air, garage,

small, quiet building. (213)550-1531.

WLA, ultra modern duplex, 2-bcd/ 2Vi -bath,

loft, fireplace, roof garden and much more.

Fully furnished. $220Q/mo. (213)444-0433.

Condos for Sale 67

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1 -bed/ 1 V. bath,

security, doorman. Wilshire/ Sclby. $255K.
Gail 445-7778.

WESTWOOD, $163,000, fabulous 1 bed/

1 -bath. Near UCLA in "The Colony." Must see!

Stark, C.B. (213)451-5471.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR, $90,900, studio

apartment, highrise building, 10th floor, large

balcony, overlooks UCLA, walk to campus.
Secure building, multi-services, parking ar>d

attendants Below market, price to sell. Mr.

Welch, (213)656-917 3.

WW VILLAGE: top floor, front unit, large

l+l'A with Ig. private balcony $21 9K
Schaefer 451 1366

Condos for Rent 69

'A -BLOCK UCLA, large 1 -bedroom Sunny
pool, spa. Security, valet, doorman, perfect

for3 individuals. (213)931-3611.

Guest House for Rent 70

PRIVATE GUESTHOUSE STUDIO with loft,

excellent location, furnished. Fairfax area.

$575/mo After 6pm (213)933-3050

SHERMAN OAKS, 900$q.ft., private entrance,

1 -bedroom, kitchenette, %8O0/rr\o. Pels, 2

people ok. Privacy. Carrie (21 3)825 8255.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pir>es. Close to everything

—

fully equipped— reasonable rates.

(616)785-1026.

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE^
We ail dc Uii! aiJic 'isi.uvico 'S

(eOu'iPil hy '.nv' Sc fo'

a

[RU lOVVfHOUOrf CJII

?t3i8b?-/1/b (818)3'l?-1b10

RISI PRICf INSAGINCY

94 Autos for Sale

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHO(X)LOCIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

PUBLISHFD WRITER- EDITOR. Top skills lo

assist you with: papers; mariuscripts; theses;

disserlations; resumes. Call (213)473 4193.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations

F*roposals and I3ooks.

Foreign students welcome.
PAPFRS NOT FOR SALE

Sharon Bear, Ph.D

WRITING, EDITING, TUTORING

RESEARCH
Days, Nights, Weekends

Overnight Service Available

PhO Gives Fast Accurate Help

All Subject Areas

(213)476-0114

Tutoring Offered 98

ESL TUTOR. All levels. Grammar, pronuncia-

l\on, conversation. Experienced UCLA Ling-

uistics grad. 838-4871.

MATH. STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN

ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL )IM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

SPANISH TUTORING, travelling, business,

conversation, grammar. Private and group

classes. For children and adults.

(213)575-1977.

TUTOR YOUR CHILDREN for international

careers. Chinese, English, French, Japanese;

Economics, History, Literature. References.

(818)892-3551

Typing 100

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING!!!! 20 years Exp., Laser, Spell-

check (213)474-6609, 7 days,
8a.m.-10;00p.m. Near campus, RUSHES
OKAY.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)788-9885.

ACE TYPIST. Speed typing. WP, Spellcheck.

Laser printer. Sepulveda-Montana.
213-476-2829.

A+! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)882-8008, (81 8)994- 1U94

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resurr>es,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Weslside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

PROF. EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations,

term papers, all papers. Long time for UCLA.
Virginia (213)820-0150.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, trar>scrip(ion, manuscripts,

re$unf>es. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

SET, RUDIMENTS, all styles. Sight reading

skills. Reasonable rates. Beginners welcome.
Andy (213)478-1651.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

109

1981 DATSUN 280ZX. Fully loaded. Looks

and runs well. One owner. 80kmi. $3000/obo.

(213)474-5660.

1981 VOLVO, 66,000 miles, 2-door, excellent

condition, ^C, AM/FM cassette, immaculate.

$3,950. Call 826-6756.

1983 TERCEL 4 wheel drive wagon, loaded.

$2,200. Call Roger (213)206-2837 (days),

(213)275-3107 (eves).

1984 RENAULT ENCORE. Original owner.
Low milage- 57,000. 2DR wA<atchback, forest

green wAan interior. Well cared for, r>ew tires,

a/c, anVfm cassette. Only $1495/obo. Call

(213)478-2982.

1984 VW GTI, $3900/obo. Must sell, leaving

country. Xint cond., black, sunroof, new tires.

(213)204-5420.

1985 HONDA CRX SI Red, 5-speed, electric

sunroof, am/fm cass., equalizer/booster. Excel-

lent condition. Fun car. $4900/obo.
(818)980-5049.

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY. A/C, tape deck,

5-speed stick, low mileage (41,000). Excellent

condition. $6,000. (213)392-6290.

'74 911 TARGA. $9000 obo.Rebuilt engine,

new tires, ice green, great shape. MUST SELL'

213-470-0270

'84 RENAULT, 39,000 miles, auio.r.atic, Av
FM cassette, runs great. $2,000/o6o.
(213)820-7077 work, (213)670-8002 eves.

'87 ESCORT. Solid, sporty car, black with grey
interior. Well maintained. $2950/obo.
(818)509-1457.

CELICA GT, '84, lift-back/ sunroof/ fully

loaded/ low mileage. Original owner.
(818)986-3324.

MERCEDES BENZ 250 S, 1 966, $4800, 4-door,

80,000 miles, excellent condition. White/red
intetrior, standard transmission.
(818)783-1610

SUZUKI SAMURAI JX convertible 1987.
Silver-grey, air, AM/FM cassette, $3600/obo.
(213)471-0319.

TOYOTA TERCEL, 1 986, 2-door, AM/FM, 47k
miles. Runs GREAT! $3000/obo.
(213)820-5772.

VOLKSWAGEN FOX GL stationwagon, 1988,
price negotiable, excellent condition.
(213)463-3196.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1982 HONDA SOOcc. Excellent condition,

runs good, 9,000 miles. $65Q/obo. 828 6402.

HONDA CB125, 1975, $45(yobo, excellent

condition, 11,000 miles. Looks like new.
(213)396-7295.

Scooters for Sole 115

1986 HONDA ELITE 80. White. Low miles,

great condition. $700/obo. (213)208-7732,

leave message.

1988 HONDA ELITE 80 w/ helmet and lock.

Low miles, great condition. Katie
(213)208-3984.

1990 ZUMA 2, good running condition,

$1500/obo. (213)207-0441 jenny.

1 985 HONDA AERO 50; clean, runs greal.red.

Helmet & lock included! $400/obo.
(213)824-0805.

'86 ELITE 80. Very reliable, lust graduated—
must sell. Make an offer! Jason (818)901 -0879.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

'88 HONDA ELITE 50, $55G/obo. With lock.

Lisa 208-5883.

Aero 50 '87. Great cond , must sell. $375.00,
824-5109, Eva.

FREE HELMET W/ '86 Honda Elite 150,

$1000 00 Chris. 824-5185.

ITALIEN, 1985, MILEAGE, $500, immacu-
late. (818)783-1610

Furniture for Sale 126

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertlyv

ten by experienced Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (71 3)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2 hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel Tickets 106

1 ROUNDTRIP LA to San Francisco. Leaves LA
Fri, July 5, 8:00pm, leaves San Francisco Mon,
luly 8, 7:30am. 836-1879.

2 SOUTHWEST TICKETS Roundlrip; Chicago,

Dclfuil, Nashville, New Orleans, etc. Must
sell. (213)473-6935.

BAHAMAS CRUISE for two. 5 dayV4 nights

$600 retail. $125 per person. Airfare not

included. Call (602)833-0531.

HAWAII AIRLINE TKZKET for Eclipse %veek,

luly 8^1 5, stops at HonoluliV Big Island, $380,
Robert (213)840-2270.

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90 NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290 MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $1 40, DINNETTE $1 60. (21 3)821 0729

GLASS OCTAGON TABLE with four chairs for

sale. $75 Great Deal. Call (213)659-1485

MUST SELL!! Double size, white formica bed
and book shelves. Great condition. $200 for

both or separately. Give nr>e an offer. Call

Cathy (213)470-3593.

QUEEN-SIZED SOFA BED, perfect condition,

$295. Call (213)417-4940, days;
(213)470-5835, eves.

SWIVEL CHAIR w/ Ottoman, $250. 1 couch,
8-feet long, $275. 1 desk, $100. 1 side table,

$75. 1 coffee table, $80. 1 twin headboard,
$60. 2 rm dividers, $50. 1 card table, $40. 2
porcelain lamps, $50 each. Call 820-3407.

Misc. For Sale ^128

NIKON FM. with 43-86 lens. Excellent condi-
tion. $225/obo (213)474-866?

Typewriter/Computer 134

BROTHER WORDPROCESSOR. Must sell.

L.reat buy, with spell cneck. Reports, projects.

$300/obo. Call (213)824-4554.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

yourselfl! (818)994-1188.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/mo Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,
386 systems available, (213)931-4207.
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CHICKEN SANDWICH
• Fries

• All You Can Drink Soda

$3.99 + tax
ALL THE TIME,

ANYTIME
Mike, Rob, & Damon

Thank You!

10923 Weyburn Ave.
208-1969

GENTlJmxiNG
vAvcj
CX^'

^\^^

• Full leg w/bBdni
• Upper legj^^btkini

• Lower Ifijg^

• Bikini

• Undttrirrm

• EycbrtJws

• Lip

$25

$15

$10

$10

$10

$6
$4

^^;
?^

Also provti^Ungt 4s^p cleansing facials,

lash & bfOWllriis, makeovers

208-6849
located above the Whereho^se itt

All's Hair Salon 1093 BroiCton Av«.

SKIN <* BOW dftRE BY Wqfl

OPEKl:
Mondav-Wednesdav

11:30a.m. to 11:30p.m.

Thursday-Saturday

11:30a.m. to 2:30a.m.

6 Wings, Fries, and

SodaliQQ

Turkey

Burger/Chicken

Sandwich
Fries, and Soda

S15Q

978 Gayley Ave.

Westwood, CA. 90024

WINGS (cooked in 100% Canola Oil - Q7% Saturated Fat trm^

Chicken Wings small $3.10(10) large $5.79 (20)
available in Plain. Mild, Spicy. SHIPPYS Red Hot, BBO. Spicy BBO. Teriyakl.

Hawaiian, Jamaican. Honey Mustard. Honey. & Honey BBO

SANDWICHES
Boneless Breast of Chicken

availattle in atx)ve flavors

w/ cheese
TurKey Burger (93% tat tree)

w/cheese

POTATOES
Baked Potatoes w/ butter

$2.50

%2 7b(w/chill$3 15)

$2 25

S2.bO(w/ chill $2.90)

$1.50

tofjpngs. broccoli, cheese, sour cream, turkey ct>(li, grilled onions /<

& chicken
'

1 tor 140/2 tor $75/3 for $1.00
Frencti Fries (fres^ cut daily)

w/ cheese
w/ turkey cNK
W turkey chili A cheese

Fresh Potato Chips

Potato Skins w/ sour cream
w/cheese

' 'b—f Battered Onion Rings*
*

$100
$125
$1.60

$175
$ 90

small $? 99 large $4 50
small $3 69 large $5 25

$125

SALADS
Mixed Greens smalt $2 25 large $3.25

lettuce, tonrtato, cucumber, celery, carrots, & onions

ctioKX of dressing-rmch, blue cheese, or Creamy Italian

Veggie Platter $2 99
(w/ broccoli, carrots, & celery sticks w/ choice of dressing)

BEVERAGES (trie refillsl

Soda Orange. Root Beer, Colfe,

Diet Coke, iced Tea, & Spnte

Bottled Water

TURKEY CtjHU
Bowl of Chill

w/ cheese

small $ 99(16 oz.)

large $1.50 (32 oz)

$1.2S

$1.50

$17S

DESSERU
Dough Twists

w/ Powdtred Sugar
2l0(i.7S

**Specials Daily**

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut $10
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style $30

Perm $25

Straightening $25

Tint & Style $20

By Appointment
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
JL'ST ONt BLOCK
S. OF WILSHIRE

WARNING!
It has been

determined that

advertising in the

STimmer Bruin
may lead to a

sudden,
overwhelming
increase in

bxislness.

If your business

is not prepared
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CAUGIURI
From page 20

last winter, the East German Stasi

(the internal intelligence agency)

thrived by fostering suspicion and
distrust among the citizens. Cah-
giuri only moved in after the

collapse of the regime, but he
heard stories of spying and betray-

al.

**I learned all about the old

system and how the people were
spied on and lied to," Cahgiuri

says. "They were restrained in a lot

of ways and were unhappy and
suppressed.*'

Caligiuri also learned how
housing arrangements were hand-
led in a low-supply, high-demand
scenario: "If you were 20 and
single, you didn't get one. If you
were 20 and married, you might
get one. If you were 20, married
and had a kid, you might have to

wait one or two years to get cae."

Rostock F.C. Hanza won the

eastern German league cup, and
that also earned the team a spot in

next season's European Cup. In 25
games, Caligiuri scored two goals

and added 15 assists from his

midfield position.

"The team stresses ball posses-

sic» ijid precision in passing,"

( iri says. "When you put
U" two together, you have
quality soccer. In the past 40-50
years, Germany has been one of
the most successful counlries in

the world. It has been in the World
Cup semifinals six times and won
it in 1990."

Even as a youth and all through

his collegiate career, the grass

soccer fields of Germany were
caUing Cahgiuri. When he was 15,

Calgiuri spent sue months in Berlin

with German and American stu-

dents at John F. Kennedy High
School.

"As a youth, I had ambitions to

play there professionally," Cali-

giuri said. *Thal comes partly from
being on the junior national team
and the Olympic teams."

)\Ticn he came to UCLA, the

German coach Sigi Schmid-also
tutored him.

"Sigi has a German background,
and in my youth leagues, I had a

German coach," Caligiuri
explains. *They taught the same
philosophy."

Caligiuri was one of four Bruins
on the 1990 U.S. World Cup team
— this nation's first in 40 years—
along with David Vanole, Paul
Krumpe and Chris Henderson. He
also scored the goal that put the

United States in the World Cup,
the winner in a 1-0 victory over
Trinidad and Tobago.
When the U.S. team traveled to

Italy for the Worid Cup in the

summer of 1990, not much was
expected from the upstart Ameri-
cans from the world soccer com-
munity. America (0-0-3) started

poorly, but held the highly-

regarded Italians to a hard-fought

1-0 victory before its home crowd.

Calgiuri also scored America's

fu-st Worid Cup goal in 40 years.

He found the net for the only U.S.

point in a 5-1 loss to Czechoslova-

kia.

American Heart
Assodcrtion

BATTING
From page 20
rocky, and only those who have
"it" ever can reach what minor
league hopefuls call "the show."

Slaught was not clearly the best
player on his college or minor
league teams, but he has done what
most have not. Slaught is a major
league baseball player. He has
made "the show," and he has "it"

"I think it's determination,"

Slaught says. "I know a lot of
players with the same ability as me
and they don't make it You have
to be able to do the little things,

whether it's doing the hit and run,

bunting a runner over . . . (or)

running after an error."

Gary Adams, Slaught's coach at

UCLA, recognized toughness and
determination in Slaught when he
was developing throughout his

collegiate career.

"Don hustled, if there was an
easy fly ball or pop-up, he would
always run to first," Adams recalls.

"He'd hustle out on the field to

catch. The world 'hustle' was
ingrained in him. He had a

reputadon as a Pete Rose-like

guy-"

Someone once asked Duke
Snider, the great Brooklyn and Los
Angeles Dodger, if the game had
changed in the 27 years since he
last donned the Dodger blue. The
Duke replied, "the game hasn't

changed. It's still 60 feet and six

inches from the pitching mound to

home plate and ninety feet

between the bases. It's just the

money that's changed."

In the Duke's day, only the best

made more than $100,000. Today,

Oakland's Rickey Henderson cries

about renegotiating his $3.5 mil-

Uon per year contract.

"(College players) have the

opportunity to get a lot ofmoney as

a top pick." Slaught says. 'Top
picks usually get every benefit of
the doubt to make the majors, and
they should sign."

Although money is not all-

encompassing, it certainly affects

the sport Baseball is supposed to

"Being a pro athlete

is not all as glorious

as it*s made out to be
.... There^s a lot of

moving. I spend six

months in Rttsburgji,

two in Florida and
two in Texas.'*

Don Slaught

be a game, an escape from reality,

but it is also a source of income for

men who head families — an odd
mix.

"A man asked me what it's hke
to be paid to play baseball, and I

remembered that I hid t)een on a

yacht the week before," Slaught
said before a game against the

Dodgers. "He sails around the

world with people, and he likes it

And gets paid to do it. I told him
that playing baseball was similar to

his job and that job."

Slaught was the second of five

UCLA catchers to be drafted by
major league teams since 1977.

Dennis Delany was the first,

picked by Dodgers, and Paul EUis
was the most recent selected in the

first round by St. Louis last year.

Former Bruin catcher Todd Zeile

is hitting over .300 for the Cardi-

nals this year, but Manager Joe

Torre has switched him to third

base.

NA.ILS
at Ultima

u.^- SPECIAL

Full Set $18.00

Fill $11.00

Manicure
& Pedicure $11.00

Manicure $5.00

We also do silk & fiberqiass

Mon - Sat 10-7

109)8 Kinross Ave. . Westwood
For appt. cat. (213) 208-8015 Or 208-3500

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood*s Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood

208-7722
^ ThifJ Coupon is Good for

$4 Off a Minimum
"$10 Dry ^'teaning Order

Willi IfuomiiV) Orrtrr

"As for all the catchers from
UCLA, we have a tradition of
getting and developing them,"
Slaught says. 'They take good
athletes and work with them."

After the pitcher, who dictates

the outcome of a game with his

pitch selection, the catcher is the

most important player on the field.

"You're in a situation to help die

team in many ways," Slaught says.

"You can throw someone out
trying to steal, call the game for the

pitcher, block the ball in the dirt."

In Littie League, Slaught was
always too wild to become a

pitcher, and he shuffled around the

infield before he settied on catcher.

Catchers take a bruising while

protecting home plate from poten-

tial runs, and a fraternity has

evolved among fellows.

"My hero was Johnny Bench,"
Slaught says. "He brought fame to

the position. He was just the best of
his time. He could do it all —
throw, hit homers."

The best catchers don't always
know where a successful catcher

comes from or how they develop,

but one thing for sure is that the

years count.

When the Durham Bulls needed
someone to control (name), the

highly-touted young fastballer,

management searched out experi-

ence. The Bulls signed a journey-

man nearing the end of his minor
league career.

His name was Crash Davis, and
only he could calm down the hot-

headed rookie. Davis taught him to

control Uie wildness in his pitches,

answer interview questions effec-

tively and mentally prepare for

games. There's something about

catchers; only they have that

unique talent.

The position is one of great

difficulty, requiring great skill and
intelligence. So much rides on a

single individual who becomes the

on-field manager.

^*The catcher is the most impor-

tant player after the pitcher,"

Slaught says. "The idea of the

catcher is to get the most out of the

pitchers. He has to know all the

hitters and pitchers ... he is also

the only player to see the other

eight (The catcher) sees all the

runners and positions the outfiel-

ders. He has to tell the pitcher what
to do on a bunt and basically be in

control of the pitcher."

'There's a new group of young
catchers coming," Slaught says.

"Experience helps catching more
than anything. There are several

guys — Bob Boone, Gary Carter,

Rick Dempsey and Carlton Fisk—
who have been around for many
years. They help tlieir pitchers a lot

and help their teams win."

In the end, would he trade the

long flights, life in hotel rooms and
22-inning marathons against the

Expos on Friday night in Montreal

for a regular job?

"Besides (the problems), it's a

great life," Slaught says. "I'm

doing what 1 like to do. I can afford

what I want and I'm treated well

. . . The rewards are still great"

GOLD CUP
From page 20

pass from the left comer toward
the middle of the goal box.

The shot pulled the Guatemalan
goalie out of position, and Quinn
beat him to the ball, heading it to

Wynalda. Wynalda then blasted

the ball into the open goal for

America's third point.

Henderson also had two shots

clear the top of the crossbar, the

second just inches above.

"Chris blends into the team

"This team has play^

ed better dian the *88

Olympic team
In the past, things

were too stressful,

and the guys were
always unsure of
their status . . . Bora
is more of a players*

coach."

Paul Caligiuri

well," Caligiuri said. "This is a

great opportunity for him to gain

experience. He had some good
shots. He'll be a useful and
effective part of the team."

America is in position to reach

the semifinals of the Gold Cup.
The two teams with the most
points in each bracket reach the

semifinals Friday night at the Los
Angeles Coliseum.

CONCACAF is the Confedera-

tion of North, Central American
and Caribl)ean Association Foot-

ball, one of several zones which
the worid soccer body has desig-

nated for World Cup qualification

purposes.

Princeton

the first and last

words In LSAT,

GMAT, and GRE
preparation.

Review^
(213)474-0909
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Bruin lives

at catctier
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

Don Slaughrs job keeps
him working 81 days each
year away from home,
sometimes until early in the

morning, in 1 1 other cities

scattered from Flushing,

New York, to Chavez
Ravine, California.

That number docs not
include travel days cither.

So from February to

October every year, Slaughi
is hopping planes and buses
from stadium to stadium
across the National League
pitching his ware, which is

catching.

Catching baseballs, that

is.

Slaught plays for the

Pittsburgh Pu-ates, who are

currently the best team in the

N.L. Eastern Division, and
he earns a hefty salary for

working with the pitchers.

The life of a major league

catcher is not easy, but it is

sull the fantasy of thousands

of kids and adults across the

country.

Slaught plays profession-

al baseball, a status to which
many aspire, few are quali-

fied and only the rare ones
succeed. Even when rookies

make the majors, glory has
its price.

"Being a pro athlete is not

all as glorious as it's made
out to be," Slaught says.

"You spend a lot of time
away from your family. It's

been two weeks and I

haven't seen my kids. There-

's a lot of moving. I spend six

months in Pittsburgh, two in

Florida and two in Texas."

The road to the top is

See BATTING, page 19

Don Slaught

U.S. team wins at Rose Bowl
Soccer blanks Guatemala

for Gold Cup victory, 3-0
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

PASADENA — For once,
America dominated a soccer
game.

Even though the opponent was
the tiny nation of Guatemala, and
even though the United States

should have won anyway, the

victory at the Rose Bowl is another
in an unfamiliar trend of success
for this country's soccer program.
The United States held

Guatemala to just two shots in its

3-0 victory in the preliminary

rounds of the CONCACAF Gold
Cup. The United States (2-0-0)

leads the Group B bracket with

foui points, while Trinidad and
Tobago and Costa Rica are tied

with two a piece. Guatemala has

zero.

The United States also beat

Trinidad and Tobago, 2-1, in the

waning minutes of the opening
match on Saturday.

In that match, Bruce Murray
caught a pass from Eric Wynalda
inside the penalty box and kicked
the ball under the crossbar for the

tying goal.

Less than one minute later,

Marcelo Balboa put America
ahead with a bicycle kick goal.

Under new coach Bora Miluti-

novic, the United States has lost

only once in six games (3-1-2), and

the team is building confidence
and self-esteem.

"This team has played better

than the '88 Olympic team," said

midfielder Paul Caligiuri, a former
UCLA All-American. "In the past,

things were too stressful, and the

guys were always unsure of their

status . . . Bora is more of a

players* coach."

In America's two Gold Cup
games, the players have adjusted

well to Miltinovic's new style of
play. Instead of sending the ball

long — the equivalent to Tommy
Maddox trying for a 30-yard bomb
on every play— the defenders and
midfielders will bounce the ball

around many times before con-

necting with an open teammate.
"We possess the ball more and

don't play so erratically," Caligiuri

said after the wm over Trinidad
and Tobago. "We dommated the

game from a ball possession and
shot standpoint."

Caligiuri, who recently returned

from playing first division — the

most advanced level overseas— in

eastern Germany, started at right

midfielder for the national team,

and he was joined by current Bruin
soccer player Chris Henderson at

left midfielder.

Brian Quinn, who played for the

San Diego Sockers previously.

See GOLD CUP, page 19

Daily Oruiii 'I'm plioto

Paul Caligiuri was the collegiate soccer player of ttie year in

1985 wtien he led UCLA to its first ever NCAA title.

Caligiuri returns to play for American team
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

UCLA soccer coach Sigi

Schmid must have been smiling

when the opening whistle signaled

the start of the United States-

Guatemala soccer match on Mon-
day evening.

Two recent players from the

Bruin program stood on opposite

sides of the field and ran forward
with the first kick of the game.
Chris Henderson, a 1990 NCAA
Final Four participant, and Paul

Caligiuri, an Olympic and World
Cup veteran, were gracing the

midfield position and now repre-

senting America.

In 1994, the Worid Cup — the

most-watched sporting event in the

world — comes to America, and
the United States Soccer Federa-

tion is molding an America team to

compete with the best Africans,

Asians, Europeans and South
Americans.

This week, the national team is

competing in the North American
regional cup in Los Angeles, and
America leads the Group B bracket

after winning its two matches
against Trinidad and Tobago and
Guatemala.

Paul Caligiuri, a sparkplug on
the 1985 UCLA national champ-
ions, has returned from Europe to

rejoin the top American team.

For the past three years, Cali-

giuri has lived in Germany, and he

has played Division I soccer in

Rostock for Fusbol Club Hanza.

Rostock is located in the north on
the Baltic Sea, in the former East

Germany.

Caligiuri and his wife were in

the country last spring when the

Bcriin Wall came tumbling down,
and they also experienced the

reunification process for the

divided German nations. For one
month, the Caligiuris actually

resided in East Germany , and they

lasted life under the former Com-
munist rule.

"There were project-type
homes, no telephones and furniture

that looked like it was from l%Os
Russia," Caligiuri says. "Before
October 3, we lived for one month
under the old conditions."

"It's most important for people
to have food and shelter, and East

Daily Brum fil« pholo

Former UCLA soccerplayer Paul Caligiuri scored two goals and 15 assists for Rostock F.C.
Hanza in the German first division.

Germany had a problem with both.

A major supermarket just bought
out the old siate-nm food store, and
now the people have food and
different sorts of meats and
cheeses. Before, you had nothing
to choose from. Everything was
generic-looking, and there was not
a lot of it"

Even the basic tenants of the

new democratic and capitalistic

systems were completely new to

the eastern portion, which had
been under the socialist system
since World War II.

'The people didn't understand
insurance, banking, financing with
loans," Caligiuri said. 'They had
no clue how those things function

and had nothing to do with
capitahsm."

Caligiuri thought that his years
in Los Angeles would have pre-

pared him for any sort of atmo-
spheric conditions, but the heavily

industrial slate of East Germany
provided more than a mouthful of
smog, soot and auto emissions.

The Trabant, the tin car with a

motorcycle engine that carried

East Germans to freedom in the

summer of 1990, was the main
culprit.

"My wife and 1 are from
California, and we have to deal
with the smog," Caligiuri says.

"But that's nothing like driving

behind a Trabant. You get dizzy,

and you can t roll down the

window. They run on some mix-
ture of gas and oil."

Under Eric Hocneker, the last

Communist boss who was arrested

See CAUQIURI, page 18
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Two quakes
hit LA. area
Two small earthquakes

jolted the Los Angeles area
Friday and Saturday, jarring

memories of a powerful quake
that hit a week eariier, but
causing no major damage or
injuries.

Seismologists said the minor
temblor that shook Los Angeles
on Saturday was an aftershock
to the much larger Sierra Madre
quake that struck the area June
28.

Measuring 4.0 on the Richter
scale, the temblor struck at 3:54
p.m. and was felt across a wide
area of the San Gabriel Valley
and the L.A. metropolitan reg-

ion. It was centered 6 miles
north of Monrovia and was an
aftershock to a 5.8 earthquake
that caused at least one death
and extensive property damage
in the foothill communities of
the San Gabriel Valley.

Inside
Tap water vs.

bottled water
With the summer heat, peo-

ple are drinking lots of water
Find out how state water offi-

cials are monitoring what com-
es out of your tap and what the

experts are saying about bottled

water.

See page 5

Viewpoint

Abortion pill

debate rages
Columnist Ron Kagan shows

how RU-486, the abortion pill,

changes the nature of the

abortion controversy.

See page 8

Arts & Entertainment

'M. Butterfly'

lands in LA.
Hwang's strange metamor-

phosis of Puccini's classic

opera proves an engrossing

exploration of sex and politics.

See page 10

Sports

Billy Thompson
goes to Europe
UCLA's Billy Thompson,

the 1990 collegiate player of the

year, plans on jumping to the

European soccer divisions.

See page 20

By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

In an attempt to trim spending
and slow enrollment growth, the

University of California's gov-
erning board has adopted a new
admissions policy that will make it

even harder for high school gradu-
ates to get into the UC.
The new standards will reduce

the number of freshmen admitted
to the university by 5,500 during
the next three years, said William
Frazer, UC senior vice president of
academic affairs. About 36,000
California high school graduates
become UC eligible each year.

stricter admissions policy
Money-saving guidelines

call for fewer freshmen
The policy, which takes effect in

fall 1992, is expected to save $35
million. The savings will come
from reductions in the number of
faculty and staff needed to support
student enrollment, Frazer said.

The UC, which receives nearly

half of its funding from the state,

must swallow an estimated $295
million budget cut this year
because of California's $14.3
billion revenue shortfall.

The new standards will cap total

UC enrollment at the current level

of 165,000 students, controlling

growing enrollment demands
caused by the state's population

boom.

Frazer said the enrollment cut

can be implemented without vio-

lating the historic policy of admit-
ting all UC-qualified California

residents.

Currently, theUC enrolls the top

Not to scale

An art enthusiast examines an enlargedphotograph by Barry Howe at the recent West-
wood Art Festival.

University to ground MedStar
Unreimbursed hospital

bills, recession bring end

to 'flying ambulances*

By Leila Ansari

Summer Bruin Staff

In the latest effort to cut costs by eliminating

services, UCLA will no longer launch its own flying

ambulances as of Oct. 1.

Citing a lack of funds, UCLA Medical Center
officials announced Wednesday that they will ground
the MedSlar Emergency Air Transport Service and
lay off 33 employees.
The MedStar program is one of few in the nation

that provides emergency mwlical care in the sky.

With a doctor always on board, the blue-and-yel-
low MedStar helicopter and fixed-wing plane
transport critically-ill patient:* and deliver donor
organs to UCLA.

*The MedStar was a very high-cost program that
could be substituted by outside services," said Helene
Desruisseaux, assistant director of the medical

center. "It became very clear that we could no longer
afford to sustain the losses we were sustaining in the

MedStar and had been for a long time."

By eliminating the MedStar and relying on an
outside contractor for transport services, the medical
center will save about $800,000 to $1 million a year,

she said.

The UCLA hospital is a self-supporting entity

which relies on reimbursement from patient care for

97 percent of its income.

"Unfortunately, we have not been fully reim-
bursed for the cost of service," said Desruisseaux,
explaining that uninsured patients have not paid all of
their bills.

The medical center cited a steady increase in the

number of these unreimbursed patient care cases and
the country's economic recession as the main factors

that led to the decision to ground MedStar.
The air ambulance program, however, is not the

only hospital service sacrificed in order to save
money. But, "this is the first program reduction
where we have actually regretfully had to make cuts
where we were going to have to eliminate staff."

Desruisseaux said.

The medical center is currently working with those
employees to find them other jobs either inside or
outside UCLA.

14.2 percent of public high school

graduates even though it is only

required to admit the top 12.5

percent under the state's Master
Plan for Higher Education —
which sets policy guidelines for

California's public universities.

However, some student leaders

are concerned about the effects of

the new standards. The changes
"could have serious repercussions

on the diversity of UC's entering

class," said Bill Kysella, last year's

vice president of the UC Student

Association.

Because the university has

See ADMISSION, page 6

Eclipse's

iwilight'

eageriy
awaited
By Valerie Rosenberg

The sky slowly begins to darken
and the temperature drops as if it

were twilight at noon. The last few
beads of light escape through the

mountain ridges of the moon until

only the light of the moon and the
stars remains.

The moon has eclipsed the
mighty sun, stealing the sky and
the glory of high noon in its rare

chance to capture the sky in the

middle of the day.

Related stoiy, Page 2

On July 11 at noon, millions of
people — from Baja, California to

Central America, from Hawaii to

eastern Brazil — will witness this

phenomenon of a total solar
eclipse.

A total eclipse occurs some-
where in the world every year. But
next week's eclipse will be the
"mother of all eclipses" because
"the path of totality includes major

"People should use
no sui^lasses, camera
filters, smoked glass,

or most exposed
films.'*

EdKmpp

population centers in Mexico and
Central America." said Ed Krupp.
director of the Griffith Observat-
ory.

This eclipse is estimated to draw
more than 200,000 people from
around the globe to areas where a
total eclipse can be best observed,
according lo Krupp.

Many hotels in Hawaii were
booked more than a year in

advance, and various cruise ships

are setting sail for the Pacific, full

of passengers anticipating the few
miraculous moments.

Seeing a total eclipse is a
completely different experience
than seemg a partial one, said

Edward Wright, a UCLA astro-

nomy professor, who has

See ECLIPSE, page 6
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FREE PARKING IN REAR

'Nature's grandest sky

show' coming Thursday
By William Harwood

United Press International

Touching down in the Pacific

Ocean, the moon's shadow will

race across Hawaii July 1 1, plung-

ing thousands of spectators and a

battery of world-class telescopes

into darkness to kick off one of the

most spectacular solar eclipses in

decades.

Crossing the coast of Baja

Peninsula, Mexico, just before

noon local time, the dark shadow
will first engulf La Paz and then

Mazatlan like some cosmic black

spotlight before speeding away to

give Mexico City's teeming mil-

lions more than 6/4 minutes of

nightfall in the middle of the day.

To the north, observers across

most of the United States can

expect to see a partial solar eclipse

in which varying amounts of the

sun's disk will be blocked by the

moon in the late morning and

afternoon as Earth's satellite

swings about in its orbit.

But the real show will be along

the "path of totality." the 140-

mile-wide swath stretching from

Hawaii to Brazil along which
observers can watch the moon
move directly between the sun and

Earth, casting a long shadow that

will turn day mto night m one of

nature's grandest sky shows.

Leaving the urban sprawl of

Mexico City behind, the fast-

moving shadow will sweep south-

east across Central America, pass-

ing over Guatamala, El Salvador,

Nicaragua and Costa Rica before

moving inexorably across Colom-
bia and into Brazil.

Finally, as the sun sets across

central Brazil, the moon will

complete its pass between the

Earth and sun and the cone of

darkness will swing back out into

space, bringmg the spectacle to an
end three hours and 20 minutes

after it began west of Hawaii.
The shadow's departure will

mark the last solar eclipse widely
visible from North America until

Aug. 21, 2017, and one of the best

in decades, if not the century, in

terms of duration and visibility.

'This eclipse is certainly the

longest of the 1990s, it's the

longest eclipse we've had since

1973 and it's the longest eclipse

we will get until the year 2132,"
said Alan Dyer, associate editor of
Astronomy magazine.

In Hawaii, the sun will be

blotted out by the moon for more
than four minutes while observers

along the path of totality in Mexico
can expect nearly seven minutes of

darkness, the longest duration of
any total solar eclipse until June
13. 2132.

While solar eclipses are not
particularly rare — at least two
occur each year somewhere in the

world — the July 1 1 spectacle is

unprecedented in that a total

eclipse will take place in view of
major observatories in Hawaii,
giving astronomers a unique
opportunity to study Earth's star.

"Certainly in recent astronomy
history, there's never been an
opportunity like this where a total

eclipse has passed over such a

well-equipped and major astro-

nomical site as this." Dyer said.

"The astronomers don't have to

go to the eclipse, the eclipse is

coming to them. That's unprece-

dented and will likely not happen
again in our lifetimes, I suspect."

With one of the longest eclipses

in decades on tap, thousands of
amateur astronomers, dedicated

eclipse chasers, vacationers and
professional observers are
expected to gather along the

narrow path of totality to witness

the great eclipse.

Rental car agencies operating on
Hawaii's "Big Island" are booked
solid and available hotel rooms are

virtually non-existent. In the Baja
Peninsula and on the west coast of
Mexico, travel agencies report few
accommodations, if any, still

remain.

"The other reason it's the

eclipse of the decade, if nut

century, is not only the length and
importance to professional astro-

nomers, but due to the fact that it

passes over sites that are almost
guaranteed to have clear skies,"

Dyer said. "We have sites in

Hawaii and Baja where the

chances are 80 (percent) to 90
percent (cloudless skies) based on
past performance."

All in all, the July 11 eclipse

promises to be one of the most
memorable in recent history.

"It's pretty hard to find a

combination that's much better

than this," Dyer said.

But doctors warn that observers

should never look directly at the

sun. especially when using tele-

scopes or binoculars, or permanent
eye damage can quickly result

A total eclipse of the sun occurs
when the moon slips directly

between the sun and the Earth,

casting a shadow in a long cone
that stretches away from the moon
and intersects Earth's surface. In a

lunar eclipse, the roles of the Earth

and moon are reversed and the

moon moves into Earth's shadow.

Winner's secret: It's the pits
United Press International

EAU CLAIRE. Mich. — It

would be tempting to call Joe
Lessard Jr. the "spitting image" of
his father.

The 18-year-old student from
Blenheim, Ontario, propelled a
cherry pit 53 feet VA inches
Saturday to win the 18th annual
International Cherry Pit Spitting
Contest at the Tree-Mendus Fruit
Farm in the southwestern lower
Michigan community of Eau
Claire

In taking the coveted title,

Lessard edged out a contestant
from Single Springs, Calif., the
West Coast finalist.

Joe's dad, "Gentleman" Joe
Lessard Sr., was the 1986 wumcr
with a spit of 5 1 feet 3/a inches and
was competing Saturday.

"I was surprised at the short
distances today," said Herb Teich-
man of Tree-Mendus Fruit. The
all-lime record, certified by the

"Guinness Book of Records," is 72
feet 7'/j inches.

*The cherries are actually ripe.

Usually when the cherries are ripe

... the action is better. I looked for

bigger and longer distances
today."

Teichman said warm tempera-
tures may have softened the

asphalt on the pit spitting court.

This could have affected distances

since the roll of the pit is included
in measuring spit distances.

Bill McKay — a 44-year-old

engineer from Single Springs.

Calif., and the holder of this year's

West Coast title— finished second
at 47 feet 6/2 inches.

Rick Krause of Sanders, Ariz.,

the all-time record holder, was
Uiird at 43 teet 3 inches. Krause is a

former Michigan resident with

eight pit-spitting titles to his credit

who returns to the state each year

to participate in the contest.

His son Brian won the youth
contest for the second straight year.

Professor leads 'Terminator' vfoience protest
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

A handful of anti-violence
activists protesting the summer
movie release "Terminator 2"

exchanged heated words with
vocal fans waiting to see the film in

Westwood on Wednesday.
While the small group of

demonstrators criticized the exces-

sive violence in the new Arnold
Schwarzenegger flick, his fans

asserted that film companies can
make any movie they want
because that is the capitaHst way.
Amid jeers from the filmgoers. a

UCLA psychology professor, who
led the afternoon protest at the

United Artists Coronet theater on
Westwood Boulevard, criticized

the film for promoting violence

and having harmful effects on
children.

"Everyone becomes a tiny bit

more violent from seeing these

films. For young kids, it leads to

biting and kicking. As they get

older, the violence gets bigger,"

said Professor Carole Lieberman,

who has crusaded against the

glorification of murder and may-
hem in the media.

She said that Schwarzenegger,

who returns as the indestructible

cyborg in 'terminator 2," should

not make violent movies while he
is head of President Bush's Coun-
cil on Physical Fitness and Sports.

Schwarzenegger may be a

physical fitness role model to

millions of young Americans, but

he is harming children psychologi-

cally when he kicks, punches.

shoots and stabs his enemies on the

big screen, she explained.

Filled with costly cinematic

illusions. 'Terminator 2" may be

visually exciting, but "no one is

thinking about the special effects

on our nation's children." said

Lieberman, adding that a majority

of scientific studies support her

position.

Although Tri-Star Pictures did

not return The Bruin's phone calls,

in a television interview last week.

Schwarzenegger said that he was
not bothered by the criticism.

"I always go into those films

knowing you can't please every-

one." he said. "If I have 51 percent

of the vote. I will make the movie."

'Terminator 2" has been a hit at

See PROTEST, page 7

"If a movie glorifies

violence without a

message, I would be
upset. But this film

has a message."

Wanda Ross

"A few throw^away
lines does not take

away from one and a

half hours of vio"

lence."

Jeny Rubin

"Terminator 2" was the

object of a Westwood pro-

test.

Bubble time

Emily Benmoin learns tiow to blow bubbles with the help of her nanny, Lagea Corley.

bltVt MACAULtT'

Actors gather to honor Hallmark tradition

40 years of award-winning programing

puts 'good television' back on the tube

By Joanne J. Choi

Summer Bruin Staff

Hallmark Hall of Fame alumni gathered

last week at UCLA to celebrate 40 years of

award-winning Hallmark television. The

star-studded group included distinguished

members of television and the silver screen.

Despite the horde of media representa-

tives, the gala maintained an air of

informality that seemed more like a reunion.

Those in attendance seemed to enjoy the

notoriety given to them by being involved in

television's most prestigious institute.

Movie dame Glenn Close, sporting a chic

haircut, quickly garnered the limelight and

the camera flashbulbs for her appearance in

"Sarah, Plain and Tall." one of Hallmark's

most successful preseiiiauoiis.

As one of Hollywood's most esteemed

and sought after actresses. Close is no

stranger to the level of quality usually

associated with movies. Her work with

Hallmark, she said, accomplished "One of

my lifetime goals — to put on television

what is usually put in theaters."

"I'm very careful about what I do on
television." admitted Close, "but I had no
qualms about working with Hallmark
because 1 knew I would be well taken care

of and that the show will be respected."

Ellen Burstyn, Oscar winner for "Alice

Doesn't Live Here Any More," is one of
Hollywood's most versatile dramatic
actresses. In spite of her numerous screen

credits, she acknowledged the Hallmark
difference.

Speaking about her performance in

Hallmark's award-winning "Pack of Lies,"

Burstyn thanked Hallmark, saying, "You
know they are doing it because they believe

in it and that takes it out of the realm of

factory into the realm of quality. You feel

that you arc doing something special."

James Woods, speaking of his Emmy-
award-winning performance in "Promise."

a story centered around a schizophrenic,

said the film was "a great and courageous

experience because no one wants to deal

with mental health problems. It was a full-

Cl RAPAPORT/OaHy Bfuin

James Woods (pictured with Glenn
Close) says Hallmark boosted his

career.

out investigation of schizophrenia at a time

when no one wanted to think of it."

Woods thanked Hallmark for making the

difference between "television and televi-

sion,"' and remembered how his big break

came on Hallmark's "All the Way Home."
The story, based on James Agee's "A Death

in the Family." touched Woods and

reminded him of his father's death.

"When we started shooting. 1 noticed that

See HALLMARK, page 7

IIIWestwi
Boulevard
closed off
Traffic rerouted

to Gayley, Hilgard
By Brigitte Brady

People driving to UCLA via Westwood
Plaza will have to take a detour because a

part of the road will be closed off to vehicles

starting today.

The boulevard will be closed to all thru

traffic from just north of the UCLA Medical
Plaza up to Circle Drive South for five

weeks.

The closure is necessary for workers to

complete construction of islands and curbs

and resurface the road — all part of the

UCLA gateway renovations begun winter

quarter.

Traffic will be rerouted from Westwood
Boulevard onto Le Conte to either Gayley or

Hilgard avenues. Visitors to the Jules Stein

Eye Institute and the Medical Pla?^ will still

be allowed into the area.

"Gayley is the recommended route. Now
that there are two lanes up through

Strathmore, we are redirecting much of the

traffic to Gayley," said Elaine Nesbit, a

UCLA project manager.

The Campus Express shuttles will con-
tinue normal operations, but no longer stop

at the Ueberroth building, the Ncuropsy-
chiatric Institute, the comer of Westwood
Pla/^i and Circle Drive South or near
parking lot 14.

The shuttles instead travel north on
Gayley Avenue to Strathmore Drive and
then stop at Ackerman Union before

continuing their regular route.

Pedestrian traffic will still be allowed
through the area during construction.

The only times that the closure may cause
problems are during the two major events of
the summer — the Olympic Festival in

mid-July and the Volvo Tennis Tournament
in late July.

"During that time we are trying to put

signs up even south of Wilshire warning
drivers." said Pauline Zamboni. associate

director of UCLA's Design and Construc-
tion office.

The university will hire people to direct

traffic during these busier times.

The information booth located on West-
wood Plaza will also remain open for

assistance. "It is newcomers to UCLA we
are worried about. We will be directing

them to the information booth." Nesbil said.

Officials overseeing the project say they
expect minimal traffic congestion because
traffic is usually lighter during the summer.
"Working in the summer has l)een to our

advantage." Zamboni said. "We minimized
the congestion by not doing this in the fall or
winter, during regular session."

The closure marks the first time West-
wood Plaza has been closed to thru traffic

since UCLA permanently closed the boule-

vard from Circle Dnve South to Circle

Drive North.
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Briefs
World

Serbia says Germany,

Austria aided rebellion

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — The
communist-ruled Serbian Republic Sun-
day charged that Germany and Austria

have been assisting Slovenia and Croatia

in their independence drives as part of a

plan to break Yugoslavia apart
The Politika newspaper, the main

mouthpiece of the government of Serbian

communist President Slobodan Milosev-
ic, claimed that under a German plan,

Slovenia would be attached to Austria,

thereby allowing Germany to realize its

historic aspiration of gaining access to the

Mediterranean Sea.

"Plans of German diplomacy to use its

extended hand, Austria, to— through the

secession of Slovenia and Croatia, and
with the creation of a great Albania —
reach the Mediterranean Sea with assis-

tance from the leaderships of Slovenia

and Croatia, have ever growing chances to

succeed," it said.

The article alleged that since the mid-
1990 election of the nationalist govern-
ment of Slovenian President Milan
Kucan, "numerous" German and Austrian
military experts had visited the northwest-
em Yugoslav republic of two million

bordering Italy, Austria and Hungary.

Canal conservation

PANAMA CITY, Panama— With half

of Panama's jungles already razed,

environmentalists arc boosting efforts to

protect the rainforest in the Panama Canal
watershed.

*The most urgent problem is to stop

deforestation," said Jaime Johnson of

INRENARE, the Panamanian govern-

ment's environmental agency.

As Panama prepares to assume full

control of the canal from the United Slates

in 2000, it will have to devote more
attention to conservation, Johnson said.

Singapore allows
its first R-rated films

SINGAPORE — Students skipping

classes, executives opting out of work,

bored housewives and retirees without

their spouses are packing movies for a

landmark event in Singapore's cinema
history: the showing of the first R-ratcd

films.

Since theaters started running the first

three movies approved under the new
two-tier classification system July 1,

previously sparse weekday attendance

has soared, much to the delight of theater

owners.

On this date:

In 1497, Portuguese navigator Vasco
da Gama sailed from Lisbon on a voyage
that would lead to discovery of a sea route

to India around the southern tip of Africa.

In 1835, the Liberty Bell cracked while

being rung during the funeral of U.S.

Supreme Court Chief Justice John Mar-
shall in Philadelphia.

In 1950, Gen. Douglas MacArthur was
designated commander of U.N. forces in

Korea.

In 1969, withdrawal of American
u-oops from Vietnam began.

Nation

Arnold terminates
box office competition

"Terminator 2: Judgment Day," a

mega-budget blockbuster, opened with a

bang over the July Fourth holiday with a

monstrous $21.3 million gross at Tuesday

night previews and regular showings

Wednesday and Thursday.

The sci-fi sequel, starring Arnold

Schwarzenegger as a cyborg from the

future, is on course to take in between $45

million and $50 million by the end of this

weekend, Tri-Star publicity chief Ed
Russell said.

That five-day performance would rank

as the second most successful opening on

record, following the $42 million that

"Batman" took in two years ago in one

night of previews and three days of

regular showings.

The film's producer, Carolco Pictures,

has been widely criticized in the industry

for its free-spending methods and on Wall

Street for its accumulation of debt.

Among the costs reported: $15 million for

Schwarzenegger, including a Gulfstream

G-III jet; $5 million for writer-producer-

director James Cameron.

Turtle law enforced

GALVESTON, Texas — Authorities

boarded shrimping boats Sunday in the

Gulf of Mexico to make sure trawlers

were using federally required turtle

excluders in their nets on the opening day
of the Texas shrimping season.

Representatives of the National Marine
Fisheries Service, Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department and U.S. Customs
Service also made boardings. The turtle

excluders serve as an escape hatch for

endangered sea turtles caught in shrim-

pers' nets.

Sea turtles are protected by the Endan-
gered Species Act because of their

dwindling numbers.

Golf course village

linked to Jamestown
JAMES CITY, Va. — Archaeologists

say site work on a new golf course has
uncovered what could be a historic

landmark: the first Indian village to trade

with Capt. John Smith and the settlers of
17th century Jamestown.

The find is thought to have been the
home of the Paspahegh tribe, the first

American Indians to trade with colonists

at Jamestown in 1607. Paspahegh was
also the first village wiped out by the
English.

No butts about it,

killer goat goes free

LOCUST GROVE, Ga. — Snowball
the killer goat is free to roam once again
after spending 40 days behind bars.

The 110-pound horned goat was
released Saturday from the cage where he
has lived since butting his owner to death
in May. His new home is a 122-acre open
pasture at the Noah's Ark Animal Refuge
in Henry County.

"Since he has been here, he has showed
absolutely no signs of aggression. Zero,"
said Noah's Ark founder Jama Hedge-
coth, who took charge of the goat after

Snowball killed his owner. "He loves the

other animals. He loves attention. He
loves people."

The goat was allowed to keep his 15-

inch horns but he was neutered to make
him less aggressive.

Snowball killed his owner. 77-year-old
Carl Hulsey, on May 16. He was to be
destroyed until reports surfaced that

Hulsey beat the goat regularly to make it

mean.

Hundreds of calls and letters from
animal lovers nationwide earned the goat
a life sentence at Noah's Ark.

"It was an accident," Hedgecoth said.

"Snowball had a part, but it was just a
terrible accident."

From United Press International

grocery • produce • dairy • deli • bakery

$
5.79

12 pack 12 oz Cans » tax -»- CRV

COMPARE & SAVE! breadstiks Ralphs

Large Red Grapefruit, lb $ .79
Fresh squeezed Orange Juice, 1 6 oz 1 .69
Chicken Breast, no bone/skin, lb 4.79
Motts Chunky Apple Sauce, 23 oz 1 .39
Kelloggs Pop Tarts, 1 1 oz 1 .55
NIssin Cup'O'Noodle, 2 1/4 oz .69
Nabisco Chips Ahoy cookies, 12 oz 2.59
Milk, homogenized, 1/2 gal. 1 .29

$.99
1 79
4.99
1.43
1.65
.77

2.69
1.34

Any 32 oz

Sports Bottle
refill

49<t

These are evervdav prices, not sale p rices

OPEN TIL . FREE
11 PM PARKING

1057 GAYLEY AVE • 209-1111

.^^WESTWOOD DRIVING

llUiUJ) TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UCLA Student Discount

• TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991

OOOR.' .

11777 SAN VICENTE ©WU, BRENTWOOD, CA 90049 • 820~1616

Stricter water acts seek to eliminate contaminants
By Laurel Eu
Student Health Services

The long hot days ahead usually mean
greater consumption of water. But gone arc
the romantic scenes of drinks from spar-

kling streams or crystal clear lakes. Today,
consumers worry about dozens of conta-
minants and the spectre of dried-up reser-

voirs.

For West Los Angeles, the picturesque

streams and lakes are mainly the L.A.
Aqueduct Filtration Plant and the MWD
Weymouth Treatment Plant. Although the

names may not be pretty, the water is said to

be safe.

According to Paul Pastrana, a Depart-
ment of Water and Power engineer, the

water is treated and monitored daily. More
than 70 chemicals are monitored, resulting

in 177,000 tests a year. Tests for lead,

nitrate, mercury, fluoride, arsenic and
aluminum are among those conducted.
Turbidity (clarity) and hardness, which
affect the way water tastes, smells, looks

and performs tasks, such as washing
clothes, are also monitored.

Even more stringent measures are antici-

pated. The Safe Drinking Water Act seeks

to eliminate all traces of lead, which causes

nerve damage, anemia and other conditions,

as well as radon which is associated with

lung cancer, other cancer causing agents,

intestinal ailments and other maladies.

Eliminating these contaminants also

means improving processing facilities and

pipelines. The cost of this safety, along with

lost revenues from a diminished water

supply might raise water prices to $100 a

month for many households by the year

2000, according to some state water

officials.

Yet despite these stringent controls of

public water by regulatory agencies, 20
percent of Americans spent more than $2

billion buying bottled water products or

water purifying systems last year, according

to industry experts.

Are bottled water products worth the

price? Twenty-five percent of bottled water

is just processed tap water from municipal

systems. Researchers also claim that some
bottled waters are high in sodium and lack

the tooth-protecting fluoride added to most

lap water.

A government report released in April

said that "bottled water may contain levels

of potentially harmful contaminants that are

not allowed in pubUc drinking water."

Spokespersons for Arrowhead, Hinckley

& Schmitt and Sparkletts said that while

their spring water comes from private

springs or wells, some of their drinking

waters are taken from municipal supplies.

However, that water is reprocessed to

remove impurities and minerals are added
depending on the product. For example,

fluoride may be used in fluoridating water.

The bottled water industry is highly

regulated, the companies explained, adding
that California is one of the strictest states.

State food and drug inspectors visit plants at

least once a year and also approve the water
at their sources.

Bottling companies must submit weekly
reports of bacterial tests, conducted by
inspectors from private laboratories con-

tracted by the companies, as well as annual

reports of other chemical analyses. Some
waters, including Arrowhead, Poland
Springs and Calistoga, which belong to the

Perrier group, test for contaminants such as

radon which is not currently tested by the

state.

The question of safety of bottled versus

tap water, thus remains open. Consumers
with questions need to call the companies

individually to find out how its product is

handled and tested. The DWP recommends
that those who want to test their tap water

use a state-certified laboratory, but that kind

of testing can cost hundreds of dollars.

Bottled water consumers such as fourth-

year student Myma Castanon who "buys
water because it is better tasting," and Tuan
Nguyen, a fifth-year student who uses

bottled water because he needs "a purer

product for his contact lenses," need to

remember that handling the water incor-

rectly could erase its benefits.

An Arrowhead spokesman advised the

following:

Store bottled water in a cool, dry place,

away from direct sunlight. Cap bottles after

use to keep out impurities and odors. Do not

wash bottles with detergent; wash them
instead with one tablespoon of baking soda
diluted with water.

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building

1081 Westwood Suite 224 475-4135

Student Whopper Special

I

I

I

I

Whopper, Medium Fries, &
Medium Drink

$2.49
After 4:00 pm w/Student ID

900 Westwood Blvd.

Expires 7-31-91 208-6781
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%llfe Also Taught
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LOOKING FOR A FUN WAY TO SPEND
YOUR SUMMER SATURDAY
MORNINGS AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE
IN SOMEONE'S LIFE?????

ASIAN EDUCATION PROJECT
TUTOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN IN CHINATOWN

SATURDAY MORNINGS BEGINNING JULY 13

NEW TUTORS. COME TO OUR ORIENTATION MEETINGS:

li

iSATmam
--^ '^vtjirm 'j mfiJhiH'y.'^m i

ĵ ii .

WED, JULY 3

FRI., JULY 5

M0N,,JULY8 1:00 PM
:00 PMTUES., JULY 9

THURS.. JULY11

12:00 NOON
12.00 NOON
1

1

1 00 PM

2412 ACKERMAN UNION
2412 ACKERMAN UNION
3530 ACKERMAN UNION
3530 ACKERMAN UNION
3530 ACKERMAN UNION

%

OR STOP BY 411 KERCKHOFF HALL FOR INFORMATION (825-2417)

OLD TUTORS:
VANS LEAVE DYKSTRA AT 8:30 AM SATURDAY JULY 13 (9:30 ON
OTHER SATURDAYS). BE AT CASTELLAR BY 9:15.

HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL THERE!!!

FUNDED BY THE COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
OF THE PROGRAMS ACTIVITIES BOARD

M
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Put it in inl<— Advertise in the Summer Bruin.

bur own body may be your best weapon

Self-Defense

for Women*

— A 4'hour workshop
% led by the
^ Los Angeles Commission

on Assaults Against Women
designed to prepare women

psychologically and physically

to deal with assaults.

SATURDAVl

iign up now in

*form

Cc >-sponsored by \he Women's

.JULY 13, 9a.nn. - 1 p.m.

2 Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.

?/) interested in taking a self-defense workshop, call 206-8240

Resource Center and the Departnnent of Community Safety.
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FREE MOVIE POSTERS
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 10

8:00 PM

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

PASSES AVAILABLE AT
CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

PRESENTED BY

UCLA Campus Events

ADMISSION
From page 1

already adopted a 40 percent

student fee increase ttiis year,

Kysella said ttie new policy could

be "overkill tactics." At this point,

tie said even modest policy

changes could hurt historically

underrepresented students.

But administrators say the new
standards will have almost no

impact on the way UCLA admits

its freshmen. Because UCLA has

more applicants than it can accom-

modate, it already selects students

who exceed the minimum require-

ments, said Tom Lifka, UCLA's
assistant vice chancellor of

academic affairs.

Under the new systemwide

admissions policy, the formula for

determining UC eligibility will

become more strict.

High school graduates with a

grade point average below 3.3 will

need a higher Scholastic Aptitude

Test score. For example, a student
with a 3.0 GPA must now score
1170 on the SAT instead of 1080
on the 1600 point test.

The new standards also include

a change in the UC policy of
admitting some freshmen solely on
the basis of their SAT scores.

Students must now obtain an SAT
score of 1300, rather than 1 100, to

be admitted.

The new policy was recom-
mended to the regents in May by
the Faculty Senate's Board of
Admissions and Relations with

Schools, which was responsible

for finding ways to cope with the

UC's shrinking budget.

The admissions formula was
last revised in 1979 and the

requirement for admission by SAT
score alone has remained
unchanged since 1971.

ECUPSE
From page 1

witnessed two total eclipses.

"It is hke twilight coming on in

the middle of the day. The few

moments before the moon totally

covers the sun, we see the * Bail-

ey's beads,' which are bits of light

that escape through the mountain

passes on the moon," he said.

During a total eclipse, the

"Diamond Ring" which is the red

ring of the chromosphere, an outer

layer of the sun, and the white

corona, the sun's oulcmiost layer,

are visible, he said.

*The sky has about the bright-

ness of a full moon, so we can see

the stars, even the constellation

Orion, which, because it is close to

the sun, can otherwise only be

viewed from earth at wintertime,"

Wright explained.

About 370 UCLA Extension

students will travel on a cruise ship

to a spot about 55 miles southwest

ot Mazatlan in order to view the

eclipse.

They will join the rest of the

1,200 passengers on the ship that is

leaving from San Pedro harbor

today. Five faculty members from
various universities around the

country, including UCLA Astro-

nomy Professor Ben Zuckerman,
will be on the cruise to help

educate the passengers about the

phenomenon they will witness.

Many people will not have itie

chance to hop on a cruise ship and
sail the Pacific for a week, but the

best place to go to view the eclipse

in Los Angeles is the Griffith

Observatory, which Krupp says is

as good a place as anywhere else in

North America to view the eclipse.

The observatory will have a

solar telescope for viewing, as well
as a Toelosiat, which will show a

large image of the sun being
eclipsed.

The regular telescope, usually
only used for night viewing, will

also be employed in the event. The
planetarium will be featuring a

video image of the eclipse along
with a live presentation.

Smaller portable telescopes and
binoculars will be available on the

lawn, which Krupp stresses will

have the "proper safety materials

filtering light."

Krupp warns that looking
directly at the sun during the

eclipse may seem safe but can still

cause blindness. "People are

tempted to use materials that they

think are safe, but aren't— people
should use no sunglasses, camera
filters, smoked glass or most
exposed films.

"Ultraviolet and infrared light

can get through those materials,

and blindness is permanent," he

said.

For people who are not able to

go to the observatory. Professor

Wright has a tip for a neat eclipse

experience wherever the viewer
happens to be.

"Everyone has seen dappled

shade, which is the spots of light

that we see on the ground under a

tree, formed by sunlight shining

through the spaces between tree

leaves. The images are always

circle shaped like the sun, as the

images are projected images of the

sun," he explained.

"During the eclipse, though, the

images will look like crescent

moons on the ground, as the image

of the moon covering part of the

suii will be projected," he said.

Another upcoming eclipse is an

annular eclipse of the sun on

January 4, 1992. That eclipse can

best be viewed from Los Angeles,

which is in the "path of annulari-

That eclipse will be annular

because the moon will not be large

enough to totally cover the sun.

Rather, it will leave a ring of light.

The eclipse, which will occur at

sunset, will be close to horizon and

quite red.

Lower the numbers
and raise your odds.

Controlling your blood pressure can reduce your ctiances

of tieart disease. Have your blood pressure ctiecked.

And keep it in check tor lite.

PROTEST
From page 3

the box office, and most movie-
goers said they were not bothered
by its graphic content.

"It is a fact of life that people are
violent. Just look at the news every
day," said Wanda Ross, a UCLA
employee who saw the film. "If a
movie glorifies violence without a
message, I would be upset. But this

film has a message."
The film speaks out against

nuclear weapons by portraying the
grim reality of life after an atomic
holocaust

However, this message is

wasted among all the bloodshed,
said Jerry Rubin, another protest

organizer and director of the Los
Angeles Alliance for Survival.

"A few throw-away lines does
not take away from one and a half

hours of violence," Rubin said.

'There might have been a few
good words, but it was used to

justify violence."

-Raising his voice above the

noise of the angry fans, Rubin said

that writers and producers do have
"a right to make these movies, but
Hollywood needs to accept
responsibility. I would like to

challenge writers to make less

violent films."

But surrounded by hecklers,

who said he was limiting free

speech, Rubin shouted "we are not

trying to censor anyone. I luvc the

First Amendment."
Although the 30-minute demon-

stration almost disintegrated into a

fist fight, confrontation was avoid-

ed when the audience filed into the

theater to watch the movie.

HALLMARK
From page 3

my character's speech about resur-

rection was taken out and it

bothered me. (Director) Fred Coe
told me that it was cut out because

of time. But because this was
Hallmark, we shot it anyway. I

thought, *Wow! Television is

great. They let you do whatever

you want.' I was young then," said

Woods.
UCLA Film and Television

Archive Director, Robert Rosen,

called Hallmark "television at its

very best."

Stating that the archive allows

the best of television "to be

preserved for pe^le to enjoy," he

called on members of the presti-

gious UCLA staff who have also

been part of the Hallmark family,

including director George Shafer,

UCLA film dean Gilbert Gates, as

well as producer and former

UCLA Chancellor Franklin Mur-
phy, now on Hallmark's Board of

Directors.

Chancellor Franklin Murphy
remembered the early origins of

the UCLA-Hallmark relationship.

He acknowledged Joyce Hall,

founder of Hallmark, for realizing

that "(television) could be an art

form of the highest quality. He was

an individual who insisted that

television not talk down to the

public, but allow the public to view

the best creations of man."

Steve Allen, pioneer of one of

television's longest and most suc-

cessful ventures, "The Tonight

Show," credilexl Hallmark "for

their tradition of good entertain-

ment. They can be proud of their

achievements." Actor Roddy
McEtowall added, *This evening is

very gratifying, especially on a

campus like this, because it salutes

excellence and elegance."
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s. THE HAIR SALON

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
MEN & WOMEN

gikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20
Sculpture Nails

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

HILITE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

CELLOPHANE &
CUT $25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant p fl/ft/QI

oumrriBr er Festival
I

V FRE^eONCERTS
/

Starts today In Schoenberg Hall, Room 1 100

At 1 :00 pm Every Monday and Thursday

For more Information, call 825-9261

.

TODAY:

Thursday, July 1

1

Monday, July 15:

Thursday, July 18.

Monday, July 22:

Thursday, July 25.

Members of the Los Angeles Baroque Orchestra

Take a lur^chtime break and relax v^lth classical

music.

The Takacs String Quartet

A recital by Roger Lebov\/, Cello and Vicki Ray, Piano \

from the ensemble XTET

Members of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Institute

Music for Classical Violin and Fortepiano v^ith

Jolianne von Einem and Blaise Brysky

Members of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Institute

Monday, July 29:

Thursday, Aug 1:

Monday, Aug 5:

Thursday, Aug 6:

A recital for Clarinet, Voice or^d Pior^o, to ir^clude

Amanda Walker and Joanna Peorce

Members of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Institute

A piano-duo recital by Johana and Jake Harris-

Heggie

Members of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Institute

THE HENRY J. BRUMAN
Presented by the Henry ) Bnjman FducotlonnI Fourviotion.

Summer Sessions, the Center for the Performing Arts, the

Student Committee for the Arts, the Music Department and
\he UCLA Libraries. Call 825-4401 for more information.

F E S T I V A L t

SUMMER
CHAMBER

I
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RU'486 is the ant'hchoice movement's worst nightmare
There is a touch of hys-

teria in the anti-abortion

movement's campaign
against RU-486, the French-
made abortion pill. Lurking
behind their campaign to leg-

ally ban its import and their

largely successful use of inti-

midation to prevent drug com-
panies from distributing RU-
486, one emotion stands out:

fear.

Their fear has good reason.
If RU-486 ever gains wide-
spread use in this country then
the anti-abortion movement is

finished because abortion will

no longer be a major public
issue. RU-486 will eliminate

two major weapons in the

anti-abortionist's arsenal. The
first is misleading pictures of
aborted late-term fetuses.

Like their brothers in spirit,

the animal "rights" activists,

the fetus "rights" activists rely

on appeals to emotion rather

than rauonal argument to gar-

ner support for their cause.

Staged photographs of aborted
late-term fetuses work just as

well for the latter group as

staged photographs of Lab ani-

mals do for the former.

However, RU-486 is used to

induce abortions only in the

early embryonic stage, before

the embryo acquires much of a

human app)earance. Of course,

the appearance of an embryo
or a fetus has nothing to do
with the question of whether it

has a right to life, as the

anti-abonionists* propaganda

It affords women
with a safe, non-sur-

gical alternative to

terminate pregnancy.

However, accordir^

to the religious dogma
of the anti-abortion-

ists, human life begins

at conception . . .

unplies. It's just that photos
of aborted late-term fetuses

that resemble babies make for

beuer {propaganda.

The second great loss to the

anti-abonionists will be the

abortion chnics. Clinics for the

performance of surgical abor-

tions provide wonderful targets

for demonstrations, intimidation

of pregnant women and their

doctors, and bombings. One
hundred and ten clinics have
been bombed since 1977.

No special clinics will be
needed for RU-486 induced
abortions. RU-486 acts by
blocking the effects of the

hormone progesterone, which is

required to maintain the

endometrial tissue that sustains

the early embryo. About 36
hours after the administration

of an oral dose of RU-486, the

pregnant woman will return to

her physician for an injection

On Principle

of prostaglandin to induce

uterine contractions to help

expel the embryo from the

uterus. This procedure has suc-

cessfully terminated pregnancies
in 96 percent of 40.000
patients treated in France
between 1988 and 1990.

In effect, the widespread
availability of RU-486 will

make the practice of abortion

much more of a private matter

between a pregnant woman and

RU-486 affords women with

a safe, non-surgical alternative

to terminate pregnancy. Howev-
er, according to the religious

dogma of the anti-abortionists,

human life begins at concep-
tion and a fertilized egg has
the same right to life as a
newborn child.

Like most religious dogmas,
this position cannot withstand
logical scrutiny. Let us expose
some of its fallacies by way
of analogy. Suppose I walk
into a carpenter's workshop
and observe the carpenter hard
at work on some blocks of
wood. Upon enquiring of the

carpenter what he is building, I

am informed that he is making
a table.

Suddenly, in a fit of rage,

the carpenter grabs an ax and
chops the blocks of wood into

splinters. Have I observed the

destruction of a table? No. The
blocks of wood were not yet

an actual table, though they

had the potential to be one if

the carpenter had finished his

work. Likewise, a developing
human embryo is a potential

human being and not an actual

one.

What is it about actual

freely act to further and sus-

tain our lives without being

subject to coercive interference

by others.

Man must choose the actions

required to sustain his life

because he has no automatic

mechanism to guide his

actions, as do plants and ani-

mals. He is a volitional being.

foundation leading up to the

concept of the right to life.

They then assert without any
basis that beings that have
neither free will nor the

capacity to reason have rights.

This "rights-inflation" simply
annihilates the concept of
rights. If we have no rational

basis to apply a principle then

RU-486 is used to induce abortions only in the

early embryonic stage, before the embryo acquires

much of a human appearance. Of course, the

appearance of an embryo or a fetus has nothing to

do with the question has nothing to do with the

question of whether it has a rigjit to life, as anti-

abortionists' propaganda implies. It's just that

photos of aborted late-term fetuses that resemble

babies make for better propaganda.

The only means by which he
can determine the actions

required to sustain his life is

his capacity to reason. Reason
is man's means of survival.

However, reasoning is a

volitional process and cannot
be forced. As the requirement

of man's life is the standard

of all morality, it is a moral
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If RU-486 ever gains widespread use in this country then the anti-abortion

movement is finished as a movement because abortion will no longer be a ma
public issue. RU-486 will eliminate two major weapons in the anti-aK^rtionis

arsenal. The first is misleading pictures of aborted late-term fetuses . . . The 5

ond will be the abortion clinics. Clinics for the performance of surgical abortii

provide wonderful targets for demonstrations, intimidation of pregnant wome
and their doctors, and bombings.

her doctor, a practice much
less susceptible to meddling by
political lobbies such as the

oxymoronic National Right to

Life Commiaee.

human beings such as you and
1, that gives us the right to

life? To paraphrase the phil-

osopher Ayn Rand, the right to

life is a moral sanction to

principle that man must be
free to exercise his reason.

The anti-abortionists, and for

that matter, the animal rights

activists, ignore this entire

what is the meaning of a

principle? What, for example,
would be the significance of
grades if professors arbitrarily

assigned A's to all of their

students?

To be sure, newborn babies
are not yet capable of reason-

ing. They have a potential that

will take a number of years to

be actualized. Why then, do
we grant rights to babies but
not to fetuses? Because the

unborn differs from the new-
bom in one crucial respect* it

is physically attached to its

mother via the umbilical cord
and the placenta.

Its existence is entirely

To paraphrase die

philosopher Ayn
Rand, die rigjit to life

is a moral sanction to

freely act to further

and sustain our lives

without being subject

to coercive interfer-

ence by others.

dependent on its mother's bio-

logical functions and is similar

in this respect to her liver or

kidneys except that it is

entirely parasitical and per-

forms no physiological func-

tion. However, the mother's
right to life gives her the right

to her own body.

If, for example, her appendix
becomes infected and threatens

her health then she has the

right to hire a surgeon to

remove it. Likewise, if the

prospect of caring for and
raising a child for eighteen

years threatens the quality of
her life, then she has the right

to seek an abortion before a

potential human being becomes
an actual one. RU-486 now
offers her a much better way
to do it.
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Finding community at San Francisco 's Gay Pride parade

I
have now reached one of
my lifelong goals. No, it

is

not to get laid. Nor is it

to have pre-enroUment. It is

not even to get parking in Lot
6 during the school year,

although I recognize the signi-

ficance of the aforementioned
aspirations. No, I am referring

to the pinnacle of expression
for my gay identity. I am
talking about the eighth wonder
of the world. I have witnessed
the San Francisco Gay Pride

Freedom Festival!

The fact that between
500,000 and 650,000 people
can get together in downtown
San Francisco to express them-
selves in an era where censor-

ship is now the rule and not

the exception is an important

statement that should not be
overlooked. Prominent political

figures such as the mayor,
police chief and the fire mar-
shall all rode in the parade as

did the majority of the Board
of Supervisors. The police

chief was escorted with openly
gay police officers. The fire

marshal even had rainbow
coalition flags flying from the

fire engines!

This would be in contrast to

Los Angeles, where the police

chief fires cops suspected to

be gay and then proudly pro-

claims that the police depart-

ment does not discriminate.

Out of the entire Los Angeles
Board of Supervisors, only

Gloria Molina came to the Los
Angeles Pride Parade. The rest

of the white male heterosexual

Out on Campus

Pel-ChI
Chang
Supervisors did not have it in

their schedules. Perhaps it cut

into their Sunday afternoon

golf time at the Beverly Hills

Country Club.

To me, the single most
important aspect of the Parade
was the high visibility of the

people of color. The embodi-
ment of the Pride Festival is

the rainbow flag. This vision

was carried through by the

heavy turnout of people of all

ethnicities and cultures, of all

religions and beliefs. It is very

important that everyone show
up, for the gay movement has

been perceived as a predomin-
antly white male movement.

In the more than three hour
parade, over a third of the

groups were celebrating people

of color. African Americans,

Chicanos and Asians had at

least five groups representing

each ethnicity. As a middle-

of the road militant gay Asian

male, I was greatly pleased to

see that the gay/lesbian/bisexual

Asians were extremely well-

represented. There were groups

such as the Gay Asian/Pacific

Association, Pacific Friends,

Asian Lesbian Association, a

Vietnamese group, a Pilipino

group and a support group for

Asians who are HIV positive.
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The HIV support group is

very important because the

number of Asians who are

infected with HIV has gone up
more than 100 percent in the

past quarter. There seems to be
an erroneous belief in the

Asian community that they

cannot contract AIDS.
I saw a great deal of inter-

racial dating as well. The
people that I saw did not

subdivide themselves into racial

categories. Everyone was just

having a good time without a

great deal of the negative "-

isms" of society. There was
very little racism, sexism and
homophobia that was express-

ed. It was representative of an
almost an ideal society. We
can contrast this with the

Catholic Church which is sex-

ist, racist and homophobic.
There has been a great deal

of criticism leveled at the gay
community for having gay
pride parades. People scoff and
complain about the ideal of

having a parade which cele-

brates one*s sexual orientation.

The reason for these pride

parades is visibility. There is

no need for heterosexuals to be
proud of themselves because

they are represented by the

media 99 percent of the time.

The portrayal of lesbian/gays/

bisexuals is almost nonexistent.

We are either invisible, or we
are shown as having psycho-
logical problems. Wimess:
"Silence of the Umbs."

There is a big void in

society where lesbians/gays/

bisexuals are not acknowledged

for their achievements. Society

sends a very homophobic mes-
sage in which the gay com-
munity is stereotyped into roles

which are not representative as

a whole.

When my mother found out

about my sexual identity, she
was very upset because she

believed that I would never be
happy due to the "gay lifes-

tyle." In other words, I would
sleep around, drink like there

was not tomorrow and always
be a pariah and miserable for

the rest of my life, sort of like

a Mickey Rourke in the mak-
ing.

There is no need for

heterosexuals to be
proud of themselves

because they are rep-

resented by die meoia

99 percent of the
time.

My life since I came out

has been enormously reward-

ing. I have a stable, long-term

monogamous relationship and
am surrounded by loving, sup-

portive friends, kind of like a
Hallmark card, but with

genuine emotions. The only

unfulfilled lesbians/gays/bisexu-

als that I know are the ones

who make themselves so. Most
of us are happy, well-adjusted

individuals who hate ASUCLA
food.

However, there is an ack-

nowledged problem within the

gay community that can be
traced to our upbringing in

society. A large number of

people suffer from lack of
self-esteem. Some individuals

experience rejection by family,

friends and others that they

respect. Others have brought
into the stereotype that they

are immoral and have been
condemned to hell. Many of
them suffer from substance

abuse. Many are continually

depressed. A report published

by the United States Depart-

ment of Education linked one
out of three teen-age suicides

to lesbians/gays/bisexuals.

The gay pride parades help

combat these problems in the

community. We march so that

everyone can see half a mil-

lion open lesbians/gays/bisexu-

als come together in a

celebration of sexual identity

that has been hard fought to

obtain in the face of a bigoted
society. The parade is for the

children who have been kicked
out on the streets by their

parents for being gay, the ones
who have committed suicide

for fear of someone finding

out and those people who
come under homophobic physi-

cal and mental attacks daily.

We do it for ourselves, for our
gay brothers and sisters and
for our future generations of
children that will hopefully live

in a society that can accept
them for their ability to love

and not for who they k /e.

Chang is a senior majoring in

sociology and psychology.

The hotter it gets the more Bruins want to cool off.

Can your business help them beat the heat?
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Sometimes, the Best Math Teacher is a High School

Math Teacher-

Even at the College Level.

If you have diffitulty in l*re-calculus (Maih 1 ), you may need direct, succinct explanations from someone
who has to give uncomplicated answers each day: a high sch<x)l math teacher who is following UClA's
syllabus and using the same text UCLj\ uses, the (Johen text.

Not only am I familiar with the text and the course, but 1 enjoy working with small groups of studenfji-

for the same price. Bring a classmate who also needs clarification and split the cost!

Before your next exam, get simple answers to seemingly complex questions. Stop pulling out your hair
and start pulling in the grades you deserve. Call Joanne at 858-1 547.

Recipient of tlie following:

Who's Who Amoung American University Students 1982
University of (xinnecticut, vSBA OutsUnding Student 1983

lx>yola-Marymounl Department Grant Recipient 1989
California Math (x)uncil 15th Annual Scholarship and Inservice Award 1990
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Dolciani Scholarship Award 1990
Mathematics Kducation Trust Research (irant Award 1991
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Arts Entertainment
Stage

Henri Fantin-Latour's "Still Life with Fruit and Flowers"
(1865).

FVench impressionism
liighiighted by LACMA
By Joanne J. Choi

Summer Bruin Staff

Saluting the glory of French art,

the Los Angeles County Museum
of Art celebrated the lineage of
19th and 20th century French
artists in the "Monet to Matisse"
exhibition.

While the show heralds the

work of period giants Monet and
Matisse, the exhibit places the

work of these titans in context with

a walking chronology which takes

the viewer from harbingers of
impressionism with Corot and
Courbct to the more modem works
of Picasso and Matisse.

"Realism in the Country and the

City" follows the evolution of art,

specifically landscape painting,

from a dominantly focalized art in

contrast to the fleeting impress-

ionistic art which follow Breton
and Manet. While filled with
awe-inspiring detailed pieces like

Courbcl's "Woods near Omans,"
the exhibit's cohesivcness comes
from the different artists' presen-

tation of the landscape.

Perhaps not as polished or

aesthetically pleasing. Millet's

stark etchings present the travails

of the peasantry. Works such as

*The Vigil" and "The Gleaners"
depict the realistic struggle of the

peasant class. Breton's "Across
the Field" shows a trio of poor
women in the fields which seems
eerily prophetic of a new philoso-

phical and artistic age as the

women gaze into the horizon.

The exhibit culminates with

*The Impressionists and Their
Circle," highlighting the works of

Degas, Monet and Pissaro. Unlike
their more politically and philoso-

phically unified predecessors,

these artists are cohesive due to

tiieir style rather than subject.

Fleeting impressions and an often

dreamy feeling dominate the

works.

The Monet cluster, while exhi-

biting such famous pieces as

"Water Lilies" and "Asters," is

balanced by his lesser seen works.
His less familiar "Snow Effect at

Falaisc," while dominated by a

white palette, holds a Monet
promise of rejuvenation and
springtime colors. The feeling of
catching a fleeting moment of time

is even portrayed by the bronze

Dissecting 'Butterfly'
Sex, race and politics confronted in 'M.'

The evolution of a
less impressionistic

and more controlled

brushwork and struc-

ture predominates die

"End of the Cen-
tury^' portion.

statues of Degas, which include "A
Woman Arranging Her Hair" and
the energized and vivacious pair of

"Galloping Horse" and "Horse
Rearing."

The evolution of a less impress-

ionistic and more controlled brush-

work and structure predominates

the "End of the Century" portion.

Van Gogh's "Poruait of Dr.

Gachet" and "View of Asylum and
Chapel at Saint-Remy" reflect a

control of the medium and the

subject, which Cezanne shares in

"Group of Bathers."

The later portions of the exhibit,

which continue the chronology,

also provide a refreshing array of
subjects and artists. Derain's

"Bathers," while answering
Ceziinne's piece, also seemed a

hybrid of its predecessors. A
distinctive color and palette as well

as a metaphysical search for the

spiritual and what lies beneath

appearances provide an interesting

flavor of what is commonly
thought of as French art.

ART: "Monet to Matisse." Presented by

the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

The museum is open Tuesdays through
Fridays from 10 am. to 5 p.m and
Saturdays and Sundays from 10 am to

6 p.m. Admission is $3.50 with student

ID For informauon, call (213) 857-

6010.

PtiillipAnglim and A. Mapa, sitting, star in David Henry Hwang's 'M. Butterf-
ly, an unusual, powerful deconstruction of Puccini's famous opera.

'Spirochete' forces ai
Revival production

fails, however, to

address the present
By Danya Joseph

By Kimberly Chrisman
Summer Bruin Staff

The story of "Madama Butterfly" has

become so stereotypical to Western
culture that even those unfamiliar with

Giacomo Puccini's 1904 opera can
describe its plot — an exotic Japanese
beauty falls hopelessly in love with a
cruel U.S. Naval officer, then kills

herself when he abandons her.

The tragedy is underscored by some of

the most beautiful music in the world,

which actually distracts from the injus-

tice of the narrative by emphasizing the

dignity of Butterfly's "sacrifice" over
the horror of her lover's betrayal.

Any premise that offensive deserves

to be updated, not that it was ever valid in

the first place. "M. Butterfly," David
Henry Hwang's symphony of racial and
sexual politics, did just that in 1988, and
did It brilliantly. The Tony Award-win-
ning play recently made its long-awaited

night into Los Angeles, and race

relations in this town have never been
racier.

Based on a true story, this deconstruc-

tivist version of the classic ot)era

undoubtedly has its composer rolling in

his grave, but audiences and critics are on
their feet

Though the play's plot is pure Puccini,

its themes are unmistakably modem.
Rene Gallimard is an anonymous French
diplomat, stuck in 1960 Beijing with a

dull wife and an even duller embassy
post. Awkward and unattractive by
nature, Gallimard dreams of finding "the

perfect woman" — and does.

Based on a true story, this

deconstructivist version of

the classic opera undoub-
tedly has its composer
rolling in his grave, but
audiences and critics are

on their feet

The "lucky girl" is Peking Opera star

Song Liling, a deceptively contemporary
reincarnation of Puccini's heroine who is

nevertheless content to appear as sub-
missive and apologetic as her operatic

counterpart. Gallimard bemusedly
exploits Song's modesty, her blind
devotion and her thirst for knowledge,
attributing them to Chinese customs and
his basic cultural (and sexual) superiori-

ty.

But the ultimate male fantasy turns

into the ultimate nightmare when, 20
years later, Song finally reveals to

Gallimard that "she" is not only a
government spy, but a man. Their affair

is relived in a series of flashbacks from
Gallimard's Paris prison cell, as he
attempts to defend his innocence to his

scandalized colleagues.

Most of the sordid plot details are left

up to the audience's imagination, but it's

easy to believe Philip Anghm's sensi-

tive, sniveling Gallimard when he
professes to have no clue that his

mistress is "just a man." This is partially

because the two protagonists can act\ it's

also because, as Hwang makes so

brutally obvious, GaUimard doesn't want
to know the truth about Song, much less

to believe it. And neither do we.
A. Mapa is appropriately enchanting

as the blushing "actress," and equally
entertaining as the arrogant, Armani-
wearing cad beneath the kimono. In both
roles, Mapa electrifies the stage, supply-
ing the angry cynicism that is implied but
never obtrusive in Hwang's script.

Brian Reddy and Jennifer Lam
balance the principals in hilarious sup-
porting roles representing the extremities

of their respective cultures. In an ironic

homage to their Puccini predecessors, he
is the crass playboy whom Gallimard
longs to imitate, and she is the tough
revolutionary whom Song comes to

despise.

Eiko Ishioka's stylized sets and
costumes are no less striking for their

simplicity. Director Stuart Ostrow uses

the surreal setting to every dramatic
advantage, staging classic confronta-

tions on every level of the intrigue.

Tony-winning lighting designers Andy
Phillips and Brian Nason keep the action

aglow in lurid reds and soft, shimmering
green.

"M. Butterfly" features stirring origi-

nal music by Lucia Hwong, but there's

plenty of Puccini to go around as well —
the composer is even listed in the credits.

He should feel honored.

STAGE: "M. Butterfly." Written by David
Henry Hwang Directed by Stuart Ostrow, with
Philip Anglim and A. Mapa At the Wilshire
Theater through August 4 Tickets. $17-$40
available at the Wilshire Theater Box Offices
and by phoning Ticketmaster at (213) 480
3232 or (714) 740-2000. •*•'/,

For sexually transmitted diseases, such as syphilis,

the stigma surrounding the disease not only plays a
factor in spreading it but also can prevent cure — a
theme that is entertainingly explored in the Strike

Theatre's production of "Spirochete."

"Spirochete" (named after the spiral virus that

causes syphilis) traces the history of syphilis,

following it from its introduction to Europe in 1500
by Christopher Columbus after his travels to the New
World to the widespread treatment of the disease in
the 1930s. Along the way, the audience meets many
of the doctors and scientists who studied syphilis,
some making breakthrough flnds and others getting
the origins of the disease all wrong.

"Spirochete" begins with a radio announcer
leading a young, 'newly-engaged couple on the
journey through history to convince them to
cooperate with federal testing of syphilis. A series of
skits, comprised of an ensemble cast, shows the
progression ol society's awareness of the effects of
syphilis in their respective eras.

Overall, the play has some strong performances.
However, the cast as a whole is quite young and many
of the skits require more mature actors to attain their
full impact.

A plus for the production comes in its interesting
and, with the present rise of syphilid and iJie spread ot
AIDS, pertinent subject. Dealing with venereal
diseases can be a risky venture on stage and can
easily become crude, but Arnold Sundgaard's script

tastefully and sensitively chronicles the effects of
syphilis wit^l only one (appropriately) raunchy scene.

Yet there are three major weaknesses to the script

ut the past
A plus for the production comes in

its interesting and, with the present

rise of syphilis and the spread of

AIDS, pertinent subjcx:t. Dealing
with venereal diseases can be a

risky venture on stage and can eas-

ily become crude, but Arnold
Sundgaard's script tastefully and
sensitively chronicles the effects of

syphilis.

"Spiroefiete" follows a couple tfirougfi ttie tiistory of tfie dreaded disease known as syptiilis.

that prevent "Spirochete" from reaching its full

effectiveness. "Spirochete" was originally produced

in 1938, under the Federal Theater Project, an

organization formed during the Great Depression to

put actors back to work and to provide general public

awareness to px^rtineni issues.

Because director Joshua D. Rosensweig chooses

not to update the play, it loses much of its relevance to

modem audiences. Also, syphilis was cured by

penicillin, which wasn't discovered until the 1940s.

Though this fact is relayed in the play's program so

iliai the audience is aware of it, ending the play before
the cure was discovered is like leaving off the

concluding chapter of the story. Instead, the ending is

vague and uneventful, hinting that the cure is there.

Somewhere around intermission, the play loses its

focus and changes its tone. The first half is made up
of quick scenarios that are somewhat farcical and
upbeat, with bizarre doctors popping in and out of the

picture, trying to cure a diseased man. The second
hall becomes much more serious, almost melodra-
nfiatic. with drawn out scenes which icll their own

story.

Added to this is the fact that in" the middle of the

play, the soon-io-be-married couple cease their

historical tour. Since they were the original fiKus of

the drama, their characters should have been carried

all the way through. Without them, the play becomes
disjointed in moving from one crd to the next.

It would also help to eliminate the occasional

musical numbers from the show. They are well done
and would have worked as a regular enhancement to

the story, but the numbers are so rare that they

become an intrusion and distraction to the main
action.

Kevin Adams' sets are very effective and crc^Uc

the mood for the period. Mark Wendland's '30s

costumes are also smartly displayed, yet as the play is

being performed in the 1990s, not the 1930s, the

costumes are inappropriate in the historical skits.

Women are cast to play male doctors throughout the

play, and while this does not detract from the play, the

fact that they are dressed in smart '30s attire is out of

place.

STAGE: "Spirochete " Directed by Joshua D Rosensweig
Written by Arnold Sundgaard A Strike Theatre Production,
produced by Robert Bauer and Grant Heslov in association
with the Heliotrope Theatre Runs through July 14, 1991
Shows begin at 8 p.m at the Heliotrope Theatre (660 N
Heliotrope. 1/2 block south of Melrose) All tickets $12 For
reservations call (213)660 8587. AAi^
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MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL Oily Slickers (PG-13)
10025 Undbfook 11:30-2;l5.5:00-7:45-l030

20S-4366 Sal and Sun. 10:00 A.M. •howinga

No Paaaea

VILLAGE Robin Hood: Phnot of Thtevea (PG13)
94« Bfoxlon 1:00-4 1S-7:30-10:35
208-5576 No Passes

BRUIN Tha Naked Gun 2 1/2 (PG-13)

948 Bfoxton 1:00-3:15-6 30-8 00-10 15
208-6996 Lali 12:30 No Passes

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytay

2087664

Problam Chid 2 (PG13)
12:3(K}:00-5:3&«:00-10:3()

12:15-2.45 -5,00- 7.30 10 00

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

Impromtu (PG13) 3:00-7:15

Bnght Angal (ft) 1:00-5: 15-9.30

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytey

2087664

Madonna: Truth Or Dtft
445945

Tha Sitance of lh« Lamba
2:15-7:15

REGENT
1045 Bfoxlon

2083259

Soap Oiih (PG-13)
12:45-3:00-5:15-7:30-9 45

PLAZA
1067 Qandon
2083097

Bright Angat (R)
" ' 15-7:30-9:4512:45-3.00-5

Santa Monica
CRITEHWN Robin Hood: Princa of Thievea (PO-IS)
1313 3fd SI Promenade 100-4 15-7 30-10 45
396 1599 No Passes

CRITERION Tarminalor Two (R)
1313 3rd St Promenade 10:30-1:30-4 30 7 30-10 30
396-1599 No Passes

CRITERION Robin Hood: Prinoa of ThMvaa (PG-13)
1313 3rd St Promenade 1100 2 00-515-8 30
396 1599 No Passes

CRITERION
1311 3fd St Pfommrvtim

3961599

Soap Oiah (PG-13)
10 45-1 15-4:00-7:00-9 45

CRrrERKM
1313 3rd St F^omenade
3961596

Tarminator Two
12-3-7-1015

No Passes

CWTERWN City Slickers (P0.13)
1313 3rd St Promanada 11.15-1:40-4 20-7 10-10 00
396 1599

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

477-5581

My HVwt Glory

Dady 500-7 30-1000
'Sat & Sun Matnee 12 20 2 40

MUSIC HALL
9036 mit,i9
274-6869

Taba Owialle

500-730-1000
'Sal « Sun Maanea 230

RNE ARTS
8556 Wistare

6621330

EwBry Olhar Waakand
Daily 4 45 700 915

'Sal i Sun Maknee 215

Santa Monica
MONICA Cyrano Oa Bargarac
1332 2nd St 5 30*30
394 9741 'Sal A S«#« Matotee 2 30

'Sal I Sun 12 00 noon Barkatay m »)a MTa

MONICA AH iriiOEPENOENT SHOWCASE
1332 2nd SI Amahc«i Taboo

»Wt 5:00.7 3^10:00
Sal 1 Sun Malnaa 12:00-230

MONICA bKng
1332 2nd SI. 4 46-715 9 46
3949741 -SK 4 S«*> makwe 2 15

MONICA

1332 2nd St

Caaaavana Collection

Faoaa
630930

Fn Sun 12 30 3 30

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.
NUART KotC2^
1 1272 Santa Monca Bi Ends Wed 7/3

478-«79 500 7 30^945
Bagina TburaL;Doubla Faaturt:

Raharaala For EiUnct AnatomiM
Soanaa From TT>e Su«tc^

Thur. 5:l5-7;30-9;45 Fru 12:4M:00.5:15.7:30»:45

AH Girl Ackon
Fri.-Sat 1:00 Sat mat: 2 00

8^« Sun.: Hardaman Of Tha Sun
5:3^7:30-9:30 A Sua 1:304:30

WEST8I0E PAVIUON

QOLOWYN
4750202

Evtrybodya Rna
1120-2 00 4.3^7 00 930

OOIOWYN
475^0202

1,000 Piacta of Gold
12 30 2.50-510-7 30-950

QOIOWYN
475 0202

An Angal At My TaHt
11 30 2 45 6009:15

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Cantury Qty 14

10250 Santa Monica Blvd

Gentry City Shopping Center
Free Partung:

4 Hours Free Validaion

With Pixchase o< Theate Tid^els

(213) 553-8900

Soap Oiah (PQ-13)

12:20-2:50-5:20^.00-10 40

11 00
Soap Oiah (PG-13)

50 1 50 4 20/00 9 45

Terminatof Two (PG-13)

10 00-12 55-4 05-7 20 10 30

Thelma and Louise (R)

10 00-12 55-405-7:20-10:30

The Rocketeer (PG)
10:40-1 30-4:157 00 to 00

So^ Oiah (PG-13)

11:45 2 20-4 55-7 45-10 20

Thelma A Louiae (R)

10:30 1 40-4 45-750-10 55

Thelma A Louiae (R)

1105-2 00-5:10-820-11 15

The Rocketeer (PG)
1130 215 5 05 755 10 15

Terminator Two (R)

10 401 45 500 815 1120

Terminator Two (R)

10 20 120 4 30-7 40-10 50

Problem Child
11:10-140 4 35-7 05 9 40

Problem Child

12 15 2 40-5 20-8 00 10 36

La Femme Nikita (R)

10 30 125-4 25-7 25-10 10

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
WiKh at Westwood

4750711

What About Bob? (PG)
12 00 2 30-4 50 7 30 10 00

70mm Dofcy Stereo

Backdraft (R)

1250-4 06 7 15 10 30

Ddby Stereo

Dying Young (R)

Tt.- ,s_^ ^ 1145 2 15 4 46 7 30-10 00
THX Ddby Stereo 'Fn 8 Sat Late Show 12 t5«n

Beverly Hills
Bewarly Connacfeon
La C«negd at Beverly BJvd

F'ee 2 12 hour valiOaled p«lu..g
6595911 ^

Otdll Card
PuGhases t>y

Phone Call

(213)7574GEN

Don t Tall Mom
The Babyaittara Oead(PG-i3)

Stereo 12 46 5 15 9 46

Siareo ^oblam Chid 2
(PO-13) 12:45-3:00-5 207 40-9 55

Soap Qah (PO-lS) TOX Dolby Starao
1

:
15-2: 1S4; 154: 15.S1>

Soap aah (P0.13) THX Dolby Slrreo
1:15.7 154:15.9:15.1015

irighi Angal (R)

1 15-3 20 5 30 7 40 10 00
Oat>y Stereo

The Killing of a Chineaa Bookie
12:4^3:06-5:25.7 45.10:00

Operw Ffi..

1:45-4:45.7:15.9:50 MiMl End July 11

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet

10880 Walwortf
475 9441

Jungle Fevar

Doltoy Storao
1:30-4:30-7 30-10 25

UA COfKMn

1O«0 Welwortt
475-9441

TariMnalor Two (R)

THX Oo»y BMrao 8R Storao

12 30 3 46 7 00-10:15

QOLOWYN
475^)202

Straight Owl Of BrooWwt
12:00 145^3 45 5 45- 7 45^*45

UA CORONET Termmalor Two
10860 Walwort) TOmm <Ua\M tiweo Mund
475M41Tanninator Two

1100-200-5 00-8:00 1100
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* Are you tired of these words?

* Do you go on secret uncontrollable binges?
f Are you tired of watching your weight go
up and down?

* Or are you just fed up with going on and
off impossible diets that don't work?

Our Friendly And Supportive Staff Is Here To Help You

We offer individual counseling
Please call us ^or more information

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1100 Glcndon Ave. mu, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Insurance coverage. Master Card & Visa accepted

(213) 203-7330

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I HAPPY PLATE
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice

_ •Green Salad

Alter 3:00 pm to close I

i

I
$3.40

with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BV PHONE FOR PICKUP
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)t Ktmc

Dill Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

-4diNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

FAST FREE DELIVERY!
478-U;iNGS

1 1am 1am

<^ nic! o
f478-9464J
11923 Santa
Monica Blvd

WINGS "•

Real 'Buffalo' (N Y ) Style

Chicken Wings
with celery sticks & bleu cheese dip

served by the dozen $4 22
Buffalo Sauces:

Mild for beginners

Hot experienced eaters only

Suiade Buffalo natives only

Barbecue Sauces
Original - just enough zip'

Hot Barbecue Rochester Style

Party Size Orders

25 $ 7 95 Breast Fillet)

50 $15 49
100 $2863

oe^ BURGERS
100% Beef Hamburger 1/4 lb

Buffalo Style $2 44
regular $2 25
cheese $2 53

SALADS
Buffalo Style Chicken Salad $3 99
Dinner Salad small $l 45

large $2 95
Potato Salad $i 25
Cole Slaw $i 25
Macaroni Salad $1 25

THINGS
Potato Skins

Homemade with Sour Cream $2.95
Bacon-n-Cheddar $3 50

both $4 22
Golden Mozzarella Sticks $3 50
Fresh Fried Zucchini $2.95
Breaded Whole Mushrooms $2 95
Our Famous "Onion Loaf" $2.25
Steak Fries plain $1.50
w/cheese-n gravy $2 25

Chicken Sandwich $3.45
(Homemade. Boneless. Skmiess

LIHLE RED SAMPLER $4 45
(Wings and your choice of Zucchini or

Mushrooms)
BIG RED SAMPLER $5.95
(Wings, Mozzarella Sticks, Zucchini.

Mushrooms. & Potato Skins)

BEVERAGES
Soda can. ..$75 six pack $395

Beer domestic $1 50 six pack $4 95
Corona $2 00 six pack $7 95

j^ee Wednesday's ad for coupon

BRIM

.00 CUT & BLOW
UCLA students, faculty, & stafTonly-

-with this ad - expires 7/13/91-

-good monday thru Saturday only-

amoK Mojvmm
Westwood Marquis Hotel

930 Hilgard Ave

208-4477
•We Validate Parking*

Music

'!.> rAi.t.tt.jBraswr.-M^TCrasafTk-*

:

Crosses, comi|ition and lies
Last Crack's

new attack on
the rock image
By Rob Winfield

Summer Bruin Staff

It was a snow-covered afternoon

in a sparsely-populated forest of
Madison, Wisconsin, and a man
named Buddo swapped his every-
day clothes for the primal look of a
mud-covered Neanderthal.

Recognizing two intersecting

wood branches standing in the

white blanketed earth as the sign of
a crucifix, he proceeded to slither

upon it and stroke it as if he were
masturbating. Violent spoutings of
religious prophecy and the teach-

ings of Nietschze followed suit

while the primitively fashioned

cross remained the focus of his

bizarre pxjrformance.

Losing breath, Buddo sank to

the base of the crucifix, curling

around its foundation in a fetal

position. In the background, a

distinct rumbling emerged until it

evolved into an overpowering
clash of guitar and vocals.

This is the first impression many
music journalists received of Bud-
do and his unique musical concoc-
tion called Last Crack.

From a 17-minute promotional
video cassette assembled by Bud-
do and the collaborative forces of
Simon Blake, a U.K.-based under-
ground playwright, and Phil Har-
ler, a fellow musician and
filmmaker, the imagery surround-
ing the band's second LP "Burning
Time" took the tact of performance
theater, transcribing random
improvisation into coherent and
critical an.

Having survived four years of
little or no recognition (their debut
record "Sister Funkhouse #17"

On "Burning Time," Wisconsin's Last Crack decided for a
new approacli to the old problem of critical exposure.

went nowhere), Buddo and his

band (drummer Phil Buerstatte,

bassist Todd Winger and guitarists

Pablo Schulter and Don Bakken)
decided to take a decidedly diffe-

rent path towards finding a niche in

the ever expansive world of the

rock music industry.

Coming from the center of
attention himself, Buddo descnbes
the video as if he*s bedazzled by it,

never believing that such a

strangely intriguing piece of artis-

tic work could be achieved by a

guy like himself.

*That video has got the word
'go' written all over it," he
exclaims. "There's so much stuff

packed into it. Even when I'm
watching it and I'm understanding
what it means, it's still incredible

to watch. I mean. I can imagine
somebody cold, who just puts it on
without knowing anything about
the band. He'd be like 'Whoa!'"
As a promotional tactic, the

"Burning Time" video is an

exceptional game plan that seems
to be turning heads right and left

However, a question that has
arisen in recent days is the authen-
ticity of the work's content in

relation to the musician himself.

"That's a valid question," he
says, "since this video is pretty far

out there. But something like the

mud and the cross is all fi-om what
I've dreamt up. That was original-

ly a concept for the 'Burning
Time* album cover, which we later

discarded.

"But as far as how we came up
with the whole tape," he elabo-
rates, "Simon Blake and I got
together, started a tape rolling and
just staited talking. With the
cassette recorder on, he asked me
about money and business and
music and religion and love and
politics and just about every topic

there is. And when we were
finished, we listened to the tape

See CRACK, page 13

Black or white, YBT still rock
By Marcia Johnson

Picture this— five while guys in

their twenties, who rap and call

themselves The Young Black
Teenagers. What's wrong with this

picture? The Young Black Teena-
gers (YBT) aren't black and they
aren't teenagers. They are also

quick to correct media misconcep-
tions by stating they aren't all

"white" either.

The group is actually comprised
of a mixture of ethnic backgrounds— American Indian, Italian, Puer-

to Pican and one group member
who traces his roots back to outer

space. Confused? Many people are

until they actually lake a moment
to sit down and figure this crew
out.

On their self-titled debut
release, YBT is produced by Hank
Shocklee and the Bomb Squad.
What one finds in YBT is a bunch
of fun-loving, wild and crazy guys.
Their current album covers a wide
range of material, from serious

social statements, to tributes to

Madonna and "Married With Chil-

dren's" Kelly Bundy.
Because of their outspoken

nature, one's first impression of
The Young Black Teenagers is that

they're a group of guys just out for

fun in their quest to attract the hip-

hop crowd. One would never guess
that this crazy trcw is atlually out
to educate and unify a young hip-

hop culture.

The group's members (ATA, DJ
Skribble, First Bom, Kam Ron and
Tommy Never) say they are trying

to start a movement. YBT calls

Ttie Young Black Teenagers are trying hard musically to
change their fans' ideas about hip-hop, race and culture.

itself a "race without a color'

Kam Ron argues that calling

themselves "black" is explaining a
statement and a situation. YBT is

attempting to blast the negative
stereotypes associated with
"blackness" and also trying to

bring unity to the youths growing
up in today's hip-hop culture. On
this note one has to wonder what
iJiese guys are irymg to get at, who
they are U7ing to reach, and why
"black" is so prevalent in their

concept.

YBT explains that they arc
trying to appeal to middle/upper
class white, hispanic and asian

kids. The group's members grew
up in black communities with a
hip-hop culture where lots of
white, Spanish, and other back-
grounds grew up as well. In YBT's
view, the black audience already
has its speakers.

"We're not trying to teach them
what we're trying to drop because
they already understand," says
Kam Ron. "We know where the
credit came from and we're not
taking that away."
The members of YBT stale that

the criticism they receive comes

BLACK
From page 12
from both ends. "Black people are
gonna tell you you're a wannabe— 'stealing my culture' — while
white people will call you a
wanna-be too. We get a lot of
negative things."

To this they point out that they
are not "stealing" anything. "Hip-
hop music is known to be a black
educational tool." says ATA. "but
if people really dig it, look into it,

those who arc not Afro-American
can see it as an educational tool for

them as well." .

YBT goes on to point out that

the hip-hop culture is looked at as
ignorant and negative, nodng that

American society frequently asso-
ciates the word "black" primarily

with this stereotype. Because of
this, the group is attempting to do
away with this negative stereotype

by educating all ethnic groups
about the hip-hop culture.

As the Young Black Teenagers
continue their quest to "unif,"

these five guys will continue to

keep kickin* rhymes while striving

to "make dope records" too.

Through their music and concept,

YBT is looking to have individuals

simply "show an open mind
instead of generalizing colors and
lookin* at people as black and
white."

CRACK

See BLACK, page 13

From page 12

and picked out the main things, the

sentences in the paragraphs Uiat fit

best what I was trying to say. And
that was the script."

As unorthodox as it might seem
to speak of Last Crack in terms ofa
performance video, it is by far the

most effective means of under-
standing the underlying thoughts
and beliefs of Buddo that ulti-

mately pave the foundation for the

band's music.

Upon hearing the latest LP's
introductory track, "Wicked Sand-
box," one might jump to conclu-
sions, labelling the band as just

another speed^eavy metal con-
coction that really has very littie to

say or offer.

"I can see how that could
happen," interjects Buddo. "After
that one lead-off song, it does get
harder. And people have told me
that it definitely takes more than
one listen to appreciate the album.
I've had people come up to me and
tell me that their first listen does
nothing for them. But when they

listen further, they tell me Uiat it

really grows, showing that there's

many different layers to it. And
that's important to me."

In fact, these different layers arc

so important to the enigmatic
frontman that he chooses to

remember "Burning Time" as

something like today's indie-

minded version of Zeppelin or

Floyd, taken from a Jane's stand-

point. Curiously, the new album
was produced by Dave Jerden,

who worked with the latter band.

"It's weird tiiough," he adds,

"because we never set out to make
a concept-type of record. But I

guess, because we constantly

write, our songs turn out to be
something like journal entries,

wherc it's next to impossible not to

notice a cohesiveness to (he whole
thing."

"Don't get me wrong, though,"
the artist quickly adds. "Although
everything flows together, it's got
a full dimension. There's a hard

guitar, a simple piano, screaming
vocals, sultry vocals, and big

drums. It's kind of a neat trip the

way it turned out And maybe,
judging from some of the reaction

to the album, it's a new opening in

the scheme of tilings. I don't know,
but it will be interesting to see how
fast it catches on.**
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FANTASTIC 2 DAY SALE
FRL AND SAT. JULY 12TH AND 13TH

I
EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE

NEW: "KIDS" ART DEPT. - PLUS. EVERYTHING IN THE STORE

JL IVtlCHA r!T, S artist and drafting supplies

n 1
1518 N. HIGHLAND (CORNER OF SUNSET) (213) 466-5295 FREE PARKINGV FRL: 8:30 - 7:00, SAT 9 - 6 - CASH, CHECK, VISA, M.C., & AM. EX. ONLY

f^%H^^

sm^
^\^^^

s-^
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*Not valid on Sicilians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

CUP AND SAVE

. Exp. 7/22/91 •

8 05 LARGEO.u;^ PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

TAX INCLUDED Limit 3 pizzas per address

CUP AND SAVE

Exp. 7/22/91

o 05 LARGE°-^^ PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address

CUP AND SAV^

• Exp. 7 '22/91 •

Q 05 LARGE

ONE TOPPINa

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

TAX INCLUDED Umit3 pizzas per address
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THE SWEDISH EAGLE

DANCE
TILL

2:00

Ulednesday

at The Golden Monkey

Phone 213 375-0553 $2:00

DRINK
SPECIAL

•::* •!..,- <••,—

Ccj.purrientari ildniissicn Sefore 10.00

You don't need dental insurance to have a pretty smite,

SUMMER SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY DENTISTRV f213J475-5598

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Check Up, & Cleaning

V.l.P.

(reg. $180)

new patients with this coupon only

we also accomnwdate patients

wrth dental coverages
otier expires 8 29-91

^^^
HVjr SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

inciuaed)
^ g20 Westwood Blvd.

*opGn evenings & Saturdays*
Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no

dental insurance.

"Our Patients are Special"

Research Subjects 12 Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Men discussion. Thur BookstuOy. Fn Step
Study, AU 3525 12 15 1 15

Tues Discussion. Wed Discussion NPI
C8538 12 15 1 00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have drinking problems

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18

and up) on asthma m<?dication needed for

research of new asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, )ill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9am—5pm Answering rrn-

chine available after hours.

HEALTHY MALE AND FEMALE volunteers,

18—35 and 60—80 yrs, needed for research.

Positron imaging of the brain or heart.

Injection of radioactive isotope. Bloods will

be taken. $75. 825-1118.

OVERWEIGHT WOMEN AGED 20-50. Lose

up to 2 lbs. per week. If you are 20-70 lbs.

overweight and able to make a commitment
for 2Vi years, you may be eligible to partici-

pate in a FREE UCLA research project. Call

lanice at (213)206-0290.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS FOR BLOOD PRES-

SURE STUDY. HEALTHY MALE STUDENTS,
18-34, $40 CALL Zane, (213)825-6475.

UCLA RESEARCH GROUP needs adult males

with FRAGILE X for a language study. Will pay

$15/ session, approximately 6 sessions. No
travel necessary. Please contact RaeLynne
Rein, PhD. (213)455-2532.

WOMEN WITH PMS wanted for 10-month
experimental treatment trial entailing monthly

horrr>one injections (3-months of which may
be a placebo), use of horm<Mie patches and

suppositories, weekly blood testing, and one
tissue sample from inside the uterus. Study

pays $100. Call Linda (Dept. of OB/GYN).
(213)825-2452.

LASER THERAPY for facial skin rejuvenation

and treatnf>ent of acne and sunspols. Fof nH>re

info, call California Laser Doctor's Croup.
(213)786-0636.

RELATIONSHIP/INDIVIDUAL THERAPY. Stu-

dent rates, counselling center. 12304 Santa

Monica «221. Liz Could R.I. IMF 17869.
213-«;7R-5957.

THROWING UP
GEHING YOU DOWN?
Eating disorders are my only specialty

Come find out why

Dr.Mark Berman, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group appts )

213-655-6730

Rides Offered 13

OVERWEIGHT?
North Carolina Pastor loses 76 lbs.

and 14 inches in 3 months using

Nutrition Express Wt. Loss Product

twice daily eatina 1 regular meal.

Cost $1.76 per meal.

CALL FOR FREE 4-Day Supply

See if they work for you

1-800-927-8046

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

DRIVE a Toyota Celica to Orlando, Florida by

August 1st. Call Bob (213)469-2846.

DIGITAL PEDOMETER
Slips onto belt or woistbond, odjusfs to walking/jogging stride,

0((urQtely measures distance.

To order moil SI 7.95 (ind. lax and s/h)

via (hecK or money order to:

UNIQUE ENTERPRISES

3530 Carnation Circle

Seal Beach, CA 90740

SATISFAaiON GUARANTEED

(213)596-7499

Wonted 15

CASH PAID for your used 501
jeans. Contact Carolina (213)518-3583.

Egg/Sperm Donor 19

NATIONAL COLLEGE JOB LINE
A cornplcui ciciily r(;p<xt of job ofxjning.s from cjroijnd ttKJ cxxjntry
(or grcjcjijcjting siiniors Listing.s for Hu.sincss. IMnira] Ari.s. and
nwny otricrs. frc^rn l-orturu; r^iX) cornprjrtics .such cj.s c:arnpl:xill

S<xjps. lioo'/xi Alkin I larnilton. and The. LirnlKid Stores c:cjll

l-fKX>786-l 188. $2.(xyminuUi. must Ixi 18 yrs old to call.

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Nccckii

E;irn $I05 00/wk
Private Sperm Bank

niscreet .ind CA>nri(k-n(tiil

In Wcsrw(xxJ VillaKc

c:alifornia
c:ryo bank

ELECTROLYSIS
Maria Mintz

Registered Electrologist

202 1/2 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills. CA 9021

2

Phone # 274-4399

We are physician referred with 15

years experience

20% StucJent & Faculty Discount

with acj

Opportunities 26

COLLEGE MONEY GUARANTEED Scholar

ships, grants, money-back guarantee. No GPA
requirements. Call the Bosco Group.
(213)f>«0 1068

KETIRE BEFORE you graduate Not a sales

position. Exciting, positive, energetic people
For information, (213)478-1651.

$1 5-$1 7A^R. Swim ir^tructors needed. LA and
Valley area. Flexible hours. Certification re-

quired. (213)824-0050.

$300/DAY PROCESSING PHONE Orders At

Home. People Call You To Order. For Info.

1-800-735-8197, Ext. 34811.

$3CXyDAY Processing phone orders at honr>e.

People call you to order. For info
1-800-735-8197, ext 34811.

Amazing opportunity! Manager/ assistant for

combined legal/ rr>edical (gyr>ecology) office.

Great pay! FT after graduation. Strong
academic records. (213)281-8457.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Young
growth-oriented health care organization

seeking Admin. Asst. Excellent oppportunity

awaits sharp, indeperxient, creative individual

to work in professional environment. Must
type 70-80 WPM; proficient in WordPerfect,

Lotus 1 -2-3. Health care company experierx:e

required Submit resunr)e to: MANAGED CARE
PROVIDERS, 8701 W. Third St., Second Floor,

LA 90048.

APARTMENT MANAGER. 20 UNITS, 1-BED,
SALARY, UTILITIES. EXPERIENCES AND RE-

FEKFNCFS REQUIRED. (213)476-5117.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products from your home. Info.
(504)646-1700, Dept. P695.

ASST. TO OFFICE MANAGER. General office

work. Must have knowledge of Macintosh.
Full-tirT>e. Marina Del Rey Yacht Charter Co.
Call Maureen (213)827-4989.

BANQUET SERVERS wanted, PT, primarily

weekends, experience required. Call
(213)653-0846.

BEVERLY HILLS home needs live-in, part-time

person for errands and dog/bird care.

(Weekdays— late afternoons; weekends-
morning* and late afternoons) Call for details,

offers room with separate entrance, full bath,

and other ber^fils. Drivers license and refer-

ences required. Call Henry, mornings
8:.30—9:00 (21 3)?73-?413 or l»av^ m^.^sage

BROKER'S ASSISTANT, $6/hr, M— Th,
3— 7pm. Good voice, no experience neces-
sary. Telephone survey work. Mr. Hamilton,
1 (800)348 4948.

EARN up to

$150j>er month
BY HELPING OTHERS—
"-nk>NATE BLOOD

^^^
PLATELETS SAFELY

I or inlormaiion Cancer paiienis

Catt Anna mrouQ^OuT I A tS&Wn
(816) 986:^883 from your pariicipaiion

-MA
4954 Vin Niwi Blvd Shirmin Oiks

Help Wanted

8 people needed now
Earn up to $A^r.

Houseclcaners
•Full & I'art Ume*
Kleuble Houra*
•Lata of Work*

•Men, Wamen, .Studtinla, eU. •

Call(213)45.'i-1817

WE BREED SUCCESS
LKARN

ENTERPAINMENT/MUSIC
PUBUC REIATIONS

Intern at major P.R.
firm in Hollywood,
Great opportunity to

learn and gain
firsthand experience.

Call Audry
(213) 659-6400

CASHIER. F/T days,7am-3pm. H/1 evenings
3pm-11pm. Call Westside Market/Karen
9:30am-noon only (213)477-3216.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

COUNSELOR. PT LandlordAenant. Must be
bilingual in Spanish. Mon-Fri, 1-5pm,
$816/mo. Resume to: Westside Fair Housing
Council 10835 S.M. Blvd. #203, LA 90025.
Attn. S.Knapik. EOE.

DISTRIBUTORS for well-established inlema-
lional British company. Help us launch in

USA. Explosive growth. (213)8^1 4461

FEMALE photogenic nxxiels needed for high-
class French magazine. 5'3" minimum, 120
lbs. maximum. Excellent fees, possible travel

to St. Tropez. (213)641-6760.

FIELD REP/DRIVER, long term, copy records at

doctors' offices. 15-30hrs/wk. T&Fri re-

quired,max avail on other days. Have
car,$104/hr, (213)453-6422.

FILE CLERK/ reception. PT/FT, experience
preferred. Beverly Hills orthopedic office.

(213)472-7235.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or more depending
on qualifications; Spanish/English skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;

filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid

Diamond. (213)475-0481.

FULL-TIME Word Processor/OfHce Manager
needed. Word Perfect, type 55 wpm, excellent

language/spelling, non-smoking. $9— 12/hr.

Doe (213)822-8420 between 10—12.

HELP REMOVE DARYL GATES! Volunteers

needed to petition 1—2 hrs. Call Christine

(213)287-1388 or Marc 658-5120.

INPUT SCRIPTS on IBM Word Processor,

$5/hr., PT, eves and/or weekends, flexible.

Screenplay knowledge helpful.
(213)203 4181.

LEGAL SECRETARY/ASST. Beverly Hills solo

attorney, needs help. Hours flexible, 30-40 or

more hr^wk. Salary negotiable, depending
upon qualifications -f experience. Good typing

skills, WordPerfect experience helpful. Call

Mr. Silver (213)278-8216.

LOOKING FOR EXTRA CASH? Work 4 dayv'

wk, M-Th, 10:30am- 12:30pm. $5/hr. Please

contact Robin, (213)287-2360.

MAKE $150—$250. Sell 50 funny college

T-shirts to eager incoming freshmen during

freshmen orientation, and make $1 50 $250.

No financial obligation. More info.

1(800)728-1130.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES, National market
ing firm seeks motivational individuals to help

with expansion. Training provided. Mr. Nad-
ley, (213)399-4967.

MANAGER TRAINEE. Opportunity knocks, no
experience necessary, will train, earn lop

dollar as an office manager for a nationwide

company expanding in area, full-tia>e, part-

time, (213)962-5898

MAN, mid-30's needs graduate level medical

Students to assist in finding college that needs

moderate brain damaged subjects for research

Inquiries: P.O Box 5162, SA, Texas, 78201.

(512)695-2718.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST, pt, orthopedic of-

fice, Beverly Hills; M,W,F, 2pm 6pm.
(213)274 9221

MEDICAL SECRETARY/ transcription. Experi

erKe only- orthopedic experience preferred.

Beverly Hills, (213)472-7235.

MOTORCYCLE DEALERSHIP seeks M/F for

part-lime sales trainin^ight administrative

work Leave message. 580-4940.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. scries and

commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am- 5pm.

NEED MONEY? American Express Collegiate

Consultant, commission plus incentives, flexi-

ble hours, certification for resume. Call

l(ttU0)tt27-d44O Ol wme ciu W.i'^ih St.,

NY, NY 10011. Fax 1(212)675-1732. POSI
TIONS LIMITED, CALL IMMEDIATELY.

ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY! Gifted

'psychedellic'style recording artist from

UCLA is looking for a part-time agent/

manager. Major label interesi, no experience

required. Mark 21.3-470-1807.

30 Help Wanted

PART TIME RESEARCHER needed by database
company. Neat printing, facility with num-
bers, and good organizational habits neces-
sary Send hand-printed resume and/or infor-

mative letter to Elaine Weinstock. MWLC
12120 Washington Blvd, Los Angeles CA
90066. $10 0Q/hr.

PRACTICAL NURSE NEEDED, 8 hrs/day, times
arrangable, $5/hr. (213)473-7467.

PA, 8-16HRS/WK. Organized self-starter to

assist managing small architecture/
contractor's office. Anna/Marc
(213)458-6775.

PT/FT. Sharp, energetic person for legal assty
receptionist position in Santa Monica law firm.

Great opportunity for someone interested in

law. Call Holly (213)393-5000.

PT. Literature research and lecture note-taking
with MD in molecular genetics private re-

search. Senior/ grad in related area preferred.

Flexible hours. Nurit (213)306-0055.

PT SECRETARY. Small Real Estate Co. Culver
City. Flexible hours. (213)287-0358

RECEPTIONIST for prestigious B.H. Real Estate

firm. MUST have knowledge of R.E. typing &
computer. Rhoda 274-8505.

RELIABLE LAUNDRYMAN to service WLA
area, close to Westwood. Call 473-7467.

RELOCATING TO MAR VISTA, PyT, perfect for

student, attendant for paralyzed female, morn-
ings and afternoons, $8/hr, overnight, $30.
Non-smoker. (714)969-5060.

REPEPTIONIST- Real Estate finance company,
full-time. Piccard Financial Group, 8530 Wil-
shire Blvd, Beverly Hills. (213)652-5566.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $15/hr. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector

up to $20,000/yr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964-4166 ext. 22.

51 AFh KtSEAKCH ASSOCIATE (part-time). On
Mondays and Thursdays from Bam to 5pm,
schedule patients for psychiatric outpatient

clinic, collect and transcribe data, conduct
patient interviews and library research. Know-
ledge of Word Perfect preferred. $12.43/hr.

Please call Carin at 206-8979.

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shop in WLA
$5/hr. + commission, PT only. Must have great

phone personality and good typing skills. For

interview call (213)559-8241 jody.

GREAT SUMMER JOB. ..EARN $7/HOUR
PLUS BONUS. WE TRAIN. ..YOU GAIN. FLEX-

IBLE HOURS AVAILABLE. CALL UCLA AN-
NUAL FUND (213)206-2050.

TRAVEL AGENCY looking for PT help with

phone, filing, deliveries— own car with insur-

ance. Afternoons. ASAP. (213)474 0295.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $U.90/$1 2 fee. Now
Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Necessary
1-900-288-1888 ext. 1353.

VOLUNTEERS to teach aerobics/ jazzercise

and assist arts and crafts teacher at Baha'i

summer camp for children. July 13-20. Dr.

Price (213)837-9784, leave message.

WAITRESS/ACTRESS types wanted as grceters/

ticket-writers(f/T-P/T) Apply in person. Good
pay. Sepulvcda West, 2001 South Scpulveda

David/Grant.

WANTED: EDITORIAL ASSISTANT for Inter-

national Art Expositions Company. Responsi-

bilities include catalogue layout, editorial

preparation, and brochure design. Strong jour

nalism experierxre required. Graphic art back-

ground preferred. Foreign language helpful.

Please fax or mail resume to: I.F.A.E. Inc
,

Attn: Director of Publications, 11640 San

Vicente Blvd., #108, Los Angeles, CA 90049
Fax:(213)820-5426.

WHEREHOUSE CLERICAL: typing and filing

medical records. 55wpm, $6A»r. Culver City

Call between 10-12, 2-4. (213)559-8823.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively

talented writers. Paperback novels, non fiction

books, screenplays 962-1557. Vemon.

WRITER who is blind needs an assistant (21 3)

396-5062.

Job Opportunities 32

COMI'UTKK SYSTFM IB\VMACINTC)SH, PT

Position with real estate developrr>ent firm,

involves integrating a wide variety of PC
hardware/ software, and providing needed

support Require 2-3 years experierKe with

comoDcrcial software packages: Quattro, D-

base IV, Word, Solomon ill. Knowledge of

intermediate accounting a plus. Call Mr.Glenn

(213)642-0080.

EARN UP TO $400 PER WEEK working at

home. Send $20 for application: DL, 870
Hilgard #207, CA 90024.

I'VE FOUND AN
EXCITING WAY

to build your own business while

attending college. Earn

substantial part-time income w/

nominal investment cost.

Serious Inquiries Only.

Call Bruce Hesse

(213)961-5512
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••••EXPLOSIVE GROWTH^^^^ International

marketing firm experiencing 300%o growth
seeks friendly, motivated people to aid in the

expansion of our company. (213)399-5994.

SALES PERSON needed for apparel industry

Exp. necessary, self-motivated. Also secretary

needed. French fluency a plus. Call 622-71 28.

U. NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER seeks

motivated individual. Position requires strong

telemarketing skills to sell circulation and
classifieds. 30—40 hrs/wk. Must be flexible

and able to work on own. Send resume to:

2510 Main St, Suite 200, Santa Monica, CA
90405.

Child Care Wanted 35

2 BOYS, ages 6 1/2, 9. M-F, 3-5 P.M., must
have car. $5/hr. to start. (213) 472-2492.

JULY a TO MID-AUGUST minimum. 4 days/

week, 1 night/ week, $7.50^r. 2-yr-old girl.

Experienced, references. Beverly Glen. Own
transportation. (213)475-0376.

NANNY WANTED FOR BRIGHT, CHARM-
ING 8-YR-OLD GIRL WITH PHYSICAL
HANDICAP to drive to school and be personal

aid. Begin in Aug. Hrs. 8—3:30, M—F. Live

iry/out. Car necessary. Salary negotiable. Call

933-1406.

NEED female/student to spend time w/
developmental ly disabled 4yr old girl. Sun-

days, weekdays/2-6pm. Room/board ex-

change help. Near UCLA.
213-872-0502(»10am 4- eves)

STUDENT TO HELP two 4th grades with

creative writing on campus. Aug.5-30th.

(213)476-8026. (818)990-2688

WANTED CHILDCARE FOR 7year-old boy.

Mon-Fri 3-6pm. Must have own car & valid

driver's license. 5 minutes from UCLA
(213)472-3773.

WONDERFUL 9 year-old girl needs driver/

nwlhcr's helper. M-F 3-6pm Start 7/1 5, Refer-

ences. (213)396-9700. FUN!

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM, V, block from campus. Avail-

able July 1 St. Must be UCLA student. $795/mo.
Call Steve at (213)824-4145.

424 LANDFAIR, next to UCLA. Garden setting,

swimming pool, 2-bed/l -bath, hardwood
floors, balcony. Available July 1. 459-1200.

BEST LOCATION IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 • 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A/C, patios and views.

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA + the village Subterrannean
parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss +
Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $850/MO. 2

BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839 6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS WOOSTER
ST.(2 13)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $715. 1 B13RM,
HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH STYLE
4-PLEX. V. BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(213)839-6294.

BEVERLY/LA BREA. 2-bed/full bath, living

room, dining room kitchen. Brand new
$1000. (213)935-4786.

BRENTWOOD bachelor, $550/mo. 11675
Darlington. (21 3 )41 0-1 499 or (21 3)671 -8570

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT-Walk to UCLA
Bus stop Big & luxurious 2bd/2.5b(h. $1 540 &
up. Washer/dryer, W.B. fireplace, security

alarm. Rooftop spa. 11535 Rochester
479-3118

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATKDN, 1 & 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMING AVAIL
ABLE SOON COMPLETELY REMODELED
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK
ING 11611 CHENAULTST. (21 3)471 1340

CULVER CITY, 1 -bedroom, $57S/mo, stove,

refrigerator, new carpet, drapes, quiet, clean

(213)390-6035, (805)523 8968 (call collect)

DELUXE, $1200, 2-bedroom + den A/C,
dishwasher, carpets, drapes (213)202 6832

DELUXE, 1 Bedroom, $695 ^/C, dishwasher,

carpets, drapes. (213)202 6832.

GLENROCK 2BED/2BA apt for 2 mos,
$1200/mo. Parking, unfurnished Near UCLA
(213)394-5208.

LA, 25-minule$ to campus, $800 arKJ up, new
luxury 2-becV 2-bath apartn>ent, all anr>enities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697

MAR VISTA. 1 -bed/1 bath Stove, refri^ dis-

hwasher, gated parking $61 S/mo
(213)451-4771.

PALMS $1175 2bcd+loft/2bath sec.building,

a/c, patio, sun deck, fire place, dishwasher,
refrig. 837-0761 836-5311

PALMS, $675 A $1 125, 1 & 3 bedrooms, big

roorm, rDove-in bonus. 10-minutes to UCLA.
(818)377-2668.

PALMS, $775/MO. Large 2-bedroom. Upper,
new carpet/paint, refrigerator, bui It-ins, patio,

parking washer/dryer (213)476-6532.

PALM5 $/95 IbecVlbalh, sec. building, fire

place, patio, Vc, refrig, dishwasher 837-0761
836^5311

PALMS, $895, new 2^2. All amenitiM. AK.
fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free

way access (213)390-5996.

PALMS AREA. 2-bed/2 bath, upper Stove,

refrig. %7eO/mo. (213)451-4771.

CULVER CITY
1 -bedroom, stove, refrigerator, new
carpet, drapes, quiet and clean —

$575/mo.
(2 1 3)390-6035 (805)523-8%8

(call collect)

TOWER APARTMENTS
Furnished/ unfurnisheci Bachelor,

Studio, Singles, 1-Bdr, 2-Bdr

swimming pool, laundry, covered garage

10941 Strathmore

208-7294

LEVERING ARMS AFl S

Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt

Walk to School

208-321

5

667 Levering Ave

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people

across street from UCLA
walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
209-8798

FALL
RENTALS
1BDRM, 1BA S900/1BDRM 2BA$925

1BDRM + DEN $1050/?MSTR BORM $1440

LARGE UNITS SOME W/BALCONIES

•Walk to Cannpus/Villagc*

Ojntrollcd l*lnlry, l-llcvalor

(213) 208-4835

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2BDRM

$650 & up
nnove-in allowance

(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

"Minutes from UCLA**

•Furn and Unfurn. Studios,

1s and 2s

•Pool

•Fitness Center

•Tennis Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Oohmd
jdnr^*^^

3636 S Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R&B Managed Property EHO

SUMMER SPECIAL
Very Practical

5 mm Walk to UCLA
2bdrm 2batn $800

Private Room & Batti, share kitchen $400

633 Caylev 208-5920

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCLA
Bachelors, Singles, 1 Bedroom,

2 Bedroom
Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

475 Gayley
Right Across From Campus
Charming Contemporary

1 & 2 Bedrooms
Designed for Sharing

Now leasing for

Summer and Fail

Open Daily

824-371

5

WEST UA.
Prime: 1 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms -- Den witfi pool,

sauna, Jacuzzi, gym, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in unit

security alarm & vy/ash/dryer:

1 171 1 Ohio Avenue-

models open daily

(213)474-1111

ACROSS FROM

CAMPUS

luper Discounted

Summer Rates

* pool
* spa
* sauna
* gym
* gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

* now accepting

applications for fall term

HURRY
Rent Now for Fail

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

tree parlcing. balconies, new stoves, and lull-size refrigerators.

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry
facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807
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Summer Special $200 o('

Single, 1 , 2 & 3 BDRM
all close to UCLA

Perfect for Students or
—— Faculty —
Avoid the fall ru$h

(213)479-1581

PLAYA DEL REY, $1400, large 3-bcdroorT>/

2-bath, fireplace, all appliances, upper unit.

Near beach. (213)454-4210.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2+2, $72S-$875.
Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 13406
Moorpark St. (818)884-6691.

SINGLE APARTMENT. Furnished. Near UCLA.
Clean, quiet. Pool, parking, laundry. $585/mo
security. 473-9976, before 8pm.

SUBLET 2-bed/ 2-balh, semi-furnished, SM,
perfect for two students. (213)829-3600.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single sludcnls.

Month to month rental agreement, fully furn-

ished, walk to campus 825 2293.

WEST LA- 10 mmulc drive to UCLA Big &
bright 2bd/2blh, single. $1 195 & up Washer,

dryer, W.B fireplace, security alarm Rooftoj.

spall 221 Richland 478 3990.

WESTWOOD $1350- $1650 Terrific, very

clean 2 & 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom,

built-ins, refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C,

patio. 1711 Malcolm. '/< -mile campus
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE WALK TO UCLA,
EXTRA LARGE, LUXURY U2 BEDROOMS
CENTRAL AUR, EXTRA LARGE CLOSET
SPACE, WET BAR, IIREPLACE, PRIVATE BAL
CONY, GATED UNDERGROUND PARKING,
INTERCOM ENTRY, DISHWASHER, RE-

FRIGERATOR, LAUNDRY FACILITIES. EXCEL-
LENT BUILDING MUST SEE 433 KELTON
AVENUIE. (213)208 8f»«5

WESTWOOD, spacious 3 bed/ 2- bath, $1650.

Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher. 414 Landfair, apt. #4.
(213)276-1671

WESTWOOD, $725, single, walk to UCLA,
security building and parking. Full kitchen,

small refrigerator included. $350 deposit

(213)473 9122

WESTWOOD, $3(XVmo. for the summer,

1-bed, pool/ spa, 2-blocks from UCLA. Call

Dominique (213)824 2547

WESTWCK)D ADJ., sunny, modern 2 bed/

2-bath. New kitchen, extra- large closets, ^C,
patio, 5-min UCLA, quiet buiidmg $1100
(213)474-8608

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 1 balh Lower, $1000,

upper, $1200. Garage, laundry, patio

(805)649-3735

WESTWOOD 2-BEDROOM/l BATH $1550
Single $675 Available July Also single $695
available September, 2 blocks ^om UCLA
Days (213)273 7598 Nights (213)286 0980

WESTWOOD VILLAGE furnished bachelor,

$595, unfurnished 1 bedroom $895, large

2bd/1ba,$1600 10990 Slrathmore
213 395 2903

WESTWOOD, large 1 bedroom, $790/mo
Walk to UCLA/ Village, pool, security 10966
Roebling Ave ( 2 1 3 ) 2 08 4 2 5 3 ,

(213)824-2595

WESTWOOD luxury 2-¥2 Condo $1295
Washer/dryer, jacuzzi, fireplace, security

parking, cable TV 473 2977

WESTWOOD $9851195/MO,
2BDRM,/2 BATH STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM NEW TILE 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING (213)839 6294

WESTWCX^D walk to UCLA, spac lous 2 bed
room, $1450 Hardwood floors, new carpet,

laundry, 2-car parking (213)279 1887

WESTWCX)D AREA 2 bed/2 bath, upper

Stove, rcfrig, bakoney $950/mo
(213)451-4771

WESTWOOD SUMMER RENTALS, NOW
AVAILABLE. 2 master bedrooms/2 baths

Walk to campus/village. Summer
discounts $999 (Through August '91 only.)

(213)208 4835

WESTWOOD PRIME LCXATION $600 bo
nus special, Furnished/unfurmshcd, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms Walk to

UCLA, ^C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,

(213)208 6735 555 Levering,
(213) 208 7634 Managed by Moss and
Company.

WESTWOOD $1 100 up Front 2bod/2balh,

carpets, refrigerator, parking 10745 La

Grange. I'/j miles from UCLA.
213 475 6165

WESTWCX)!) $9(XVmo ^t>6 up. 1-bdrm.,

$l4(XVmo and up 2bd/2blh, gym, jacuz/i

Walk to
UCLA. 520 Kclton 206 7483

WI A, $10^,0, 2Btd.'2balK new security build

in^ parking, elevator, roof top jacuizi w/
ocean view (213)826 5526

WLA, $109!>/MO Large bright 2-be<i/

1 'A -bath. Great location. Call (21 3)550-6755

WLA $11 50 2 bod/ 1 V, -bath. Quiet, security,

shutters, refngeraior, cable, sofa, car port.

1323 Carrnelina (213)456-3829.

WLA 1700 S Bundy 1 to 3 bedrooms
S(>80 $1200. Dishwasher, stove, refrigerator,

pool, security parking. (213)826 2818,
(21.3)276-1671

WLA 1 BEDROOM/ 1 -BATH, close to UCLA,
buslines. Carpet, drapes, refrigerator, stove.

$650 with lease. (213)476-7116.

WLA 1-bcd apt., utilities paid. $585/mo. Call

Helen after 6pm 478 5866.

WLA, 1 -bedroom, stove, relrigcrator, new
carpets and paint, 1 -person, no pets, 2-miles

UCLA, off-street parking. Shown by appoint-

ment. $785/mo. (213)477-8750.

WLA 2-BED/1-BATH $850/mo., bachelor

$450/mo. Laundry, parking, easy to UCLA.
(213)822-6487.

WLA 2-bcd/1-bath, furnished, brand new.
$690. Close to UCLA, nice area. 207-4704.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowcd, patio. (818)368-6732.

WLA, $750/mo. 2-bed/r/i -bath. Quiet,
bright. Call (213)550-6755.

WLA, $800, 2bcd/1bath. Living room, dining,

second floor, laundry, parking, balcony.

(213)550-7869, (818)990-6091.

WLA AREA. 1 -bed/1 -bath. Stove, refrig, park-

ing. $650/mo. (213)451-4771.

WLA, BACHELOR, $450; 1-bed, upper, $650.
Charming, remodeled. Near SM Blvd & Se-

pulvcda. (213)276-1671.

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH 5

MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $825- $925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700.(21 3)208-8881

.

WLA/ PALM, $685. Luxury 2-bed/ 1 -bath. A/C,

dishwasher, fireplace. 10510 Woodbine.
(213)471-0883.

WLA/PALMS - $850-1 bedroom + den. $1 050 -

3bedroom, 2bath, Security Building.
(213)471-0883

Annrtmontc Fu'nichoH '>n

WESTWOOD, 705 Gayley, 1 -bedroom/
1-bath, $850/nM), next to UCLA, excellent

location (213)459-5618, (213)474-3626.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus (213) 824-0181.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1 BDRM, 2-BDRM APTS Ohio and Sawtelle 1

1/2 miles UCLA. Quiet, near buses. $400 sec.

dep. $650 month-to-nx>nth Call 477-5758.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa

Monica. Refrij^ '^^gc patio, convcn. shopping.

$f»85/mo. 820 7049

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695. 1 -bedroom
upper. Exceptionary bright. Beautiful, spa-

cious. Appliances, garage. 5 miles campus.
(213) 652-2699, (213) 876-2034

CULVER CITY $745 + up. 1-bed, quiet, upper

front, air, dishwasher, large closets, no pets.

(213)839 8800

LARGE 2 bedroonrvr/i -bath. Security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

parking No pets $1050 1500 Purdue.

(213)477-5256, (213)931-1160.

OHIO AVENUE 2 bed, $695 Built ins, pool,

quiet, garden-like, close to UCLA on bus route.

(213)477.9955.

PALMS 1BD $650 Stove, refrig Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254 2403

PK:0/R0RFRTS0N area Large 3bd/2ba
Built-ins, new carpets and paint, large private

patio $1200/mo (213)204-1339

WESTWOOD, 1 bedroom, spacious, excel-

lent location, parking, $850. 1390 Veteran

Eves (213)275-1427

WLA $460 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refngera

tor, quiet 1833 Connth 826 6907

WLA, $825 MOVES YOU IN, 1 -bedroom in

clean, quiet building UCLA bus stop
$625/mo 2577 Sepulvrda (818)789 3076

Apartments to Share 52

1 LARGE BEDROOM in townhousc, facing

courtyard Garage, pool, in S.F. Valley. $425.

(816)366 8935

$355/MO I'A mi. LICLA Share 1 -bedroom
furnished apt w/male grad. non-srrtoker Sec-

urity bidg & parking, quiet r^ighborhood, 2

cats, excellent bus connection 575-1503.

$425 UNF roonV bath Luxury Santa Monica
apartment. Female preferred. Available July 1

Claire (213)395 6355

WLA a^l. Female rH>n-snr>oker nte6e6 Own
spacious room, share balh with professional

woman. $415/mo. 4 security deposit.

(213)620-7459

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APT Room to

shasre very large Security, pool, laur>dry,

$365 Must see 620 0167

BRENTWOOD, Wilshire/Barnngton highnse,

ocean/city view. 2-bd/2-bth.
Gym,pool,security $600/mo, including utili-

ties (213)312 0650.

BRENTWOOD. Huge Ibedroom to share.

S380/mo. i util. 5 min. from UCLA
(213)476-0096, please leave message.

BRENTWOOD $575 Share 2bed/own bath

¥i//grid stud 4iMi dog Grad student/faculty

preferred 447-2235

FEMALE: 2 Bdyi Bth
,
parking, patio, laundry

Spacious. Great location. $430. (213)

477-4453.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share room. 2-bed/

2 bath apt. near LICLA. Rent $237.25. $150
deposit. (213)479-2703.

OWN ROOM and bathroom in beautiful

townhousc. $542.50 Vi utilities. Close to

school, transportation and shopping. Jennifer

(213)826-2337.

OWN ROOM in attractive 2bed/rA bath apt.

UCL/VWcstwood convenient. Non-smoking
females only. $530/mo. (213)475-0271.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, BH adjacent 2- large

bcdroonV2-full bath, modern security build-

ing, parking. $575 » utilities. Sunny, quiet.

(213)655-2366.

WESTWOOD— spacious new luxury 2-t-2.

Own roooVbath to share with one person.

High ceiling, ^C, fireplace, gated parking,

near bus. $725. 444-5528.

WESTWOOD 2+2. Wetbar, fireplace, patio.

1600sq.ft. Pool, Jacuzzi, suana, security.

$600/mo. (213)479-1765 home,
(213)471-1212.

WLA, 2-bed/l-bath to share, $410/mo. each.

Close to shops and UCLA, available immed.
820-5489.

WLA FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Spa-

cious 2-bed/2-bath. Security building, parking.

$600/mo. Diane (213)441-4004.

WLA, FULLY FURNISHED. 2-bedroom/
2-bath. Suitable for grad, professor. $475,
includes utilities, pool. (213)575-4320.

Roommates 63

$366. OWN ROOM, 3bed/2bath. WLA. Rea-

sonably clean, quiet non-smoker.
(213)478-8738

$367, OWN ROOM, 3-bed/ 2-bath. Campus
close, non-smoker. Female preferred.

(213)444-4967.

FEMALE. Apt. to share with couple. Large WLA
2-bed/2-bath. Fireplace, dining room, two-
story. $375. (213)654-6063.

FEMALE needed, spacious 2-bed/'2-uath.

$365/nr>o, all amenities. Walking distarKe.

July/August discount. Miriam (213)624-0216.

FEMALE: Own be(Vbath. Security building/

parking, pool, balconey, A/C Wilshire/

Brockton $460. (21 3)620-751 0.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share master in

2bd/2ba. Secutiy bidgyparking. Pool. Walk to

UCLA. $425/mo. Debbie or Linda.
(213)475-9117

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2-bedroom
townhouse in Palms, close to buslines.

$425/mo. (213)558-6467.

HOLLYWOOD. Own bed/bath. Laundry, gar-

age, swimming pool, kitchen facilities, r>ew

building, morning sun. $450/mo.
(21 3)464-8846.

NEED FEMALE NEDICAL STUDENT to share

spacious 1-bed apt. across Med. Center.

$467.5Q/mo. (213)541-2139 evenings.

PALMS, $380/"^ Own room & bath in large,

furnished apartment. Non-snx)ker, reliable.

Available immediately. Call Dennis
(213)837-8290

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE to share furn-

ished, spacious condo. Private bedroom w/
balcony, pool, jacuzzi, sauna, tennis, security

parking $550. (213)636-3521.

SENIOR NEEDS FEMALE ROOMMATE
2-bed/2-bath, Kelton, Aug.1, no sn>oking,

$396 25/mo. Cynthia 206-5136.

SHERMAN OAKS, Own room, $325/rT>o -»-

utilities. Air, balcony. (213)973-6054 nr>orn-

ings or leave message.

SMOKER W/CATS NEEDS ROOMMATE -

room in MarVista townhome.
$367.S0-futil/dep. Available 8/1.
21 3-3974920

SUMMER ROOMMATE needed for spacious

2bdr apartment. Pico/ Robertson Area Own
room Pool. Accessible to UCLA by car or bus.

$450 (213)659-1465

WESTWOOD own room w/2 balconies and
view, $575/rTK). plus $575 dep Need clean,

considerate roomate to share beautiful 3bed
Spanish duplex w/2 others. Hardwood floors,

in-door/out-door Fireplaces, laur>dry, garden,

no parking. Walk to campus. Start Aug.1 Ryan
624-9931.

WESTWOOD - 1506 VETERAN. 2-bed/
2-bath, spacious or penthouse - 3-bec^ 4-bath

2 entrances, balconies, den, living room,
fireplaces, security. Kim (213)477-7622.

WLA/PALMS $475. Spacious, Luxury 2bd/2ba.
A/C. Dishwasher. Fireplace. Female.
(213)471-0663

WLA, share room 2-br duplex . 3-mi les campus
B Bus#1, Available summer longer. $223.75
John, Alex 213-207-6454

Room for Rent 64

1 ROOM W/ OWN BAIH AND PRIVATE
ENTRANCE F-iot plate 4 miles from campus.
$400 (213) 472 6269, after 6 PM.

$400 -f 425, BEDROOMS Santa Monica 1

person/room. Share kitchen and dming
(213)399 9369

BACHELOR APARTMENT LIKE room Private

bath, entrance. Air, cable, kitchenette, 1 -mile

rampu< Availahip nf>w $49S 479 3310

BEVERLY HILLS, $50(Vmo Private bed/bath/

entrance, quiet, parking, garden -f pool pri-

vilcgcs Near buses. Great deal* 277 3881

BRENTWOOD, $365/mo including utilities

Furnished lovely room in home Mature non
smoking male. 2-miles from campus.
(213)476-5391.

BRENTWOOD, $375. Private room. 2mi from

campus. Share bath. Beautiful home. Unlim-

ited parking. Ada 472-7451.

BRENTWOOD. Spacious furnished lOom,

private entrance, pool, garden, double closet,

microwave, 1 person, parking. Ideal studying,

male preferred. $500/mo. 2 1/2-miles UCLA.
Summer ok. (213)476-1786.

FEMALE, private room, share bathroom with

one other girl. Kitchen, breakfast room, laun-

dry, on Hilgard, $425/mo. (213)279-1436,

after 10am.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $900/quartcr. Women students.

Mrs. Solat (213)206-8931.

MAR VISTA, $475, furnished room with pri-

vate bath in home with use of kitchen, laundry,

cable TV, weekly maid service, many extraii.

No smoking. Available immediately.
398-9626.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE ROOM/BATH in

3-bedroom luxury
apartment. Huge, high ceilings, kitchen pri-

vileges, non-smoker. $545/mo.
(213)444-5528.

PRIVATE ROOM & BATH, WLA home w/pool.

Single mom & boy, 6. $500/utilities included.

Susan (213)202-8150.

SANTA MONICA redecorated 2-bed, $400,

female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(213)394-2175.

WESTWOOD, furnished room in house. $500,

1st arni last. Non-smoking, no pets, utilities,

kitchen, parking laundry included. Available

July 1. (213)273-4712.

WESTWOOD in private home, furnished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer

close to campus. Male. $450. (21 3)474-71 22.

WLA, 1 -BEDROOM in large 4-bed apt.

$400/mo., 5 min to campus by car, girl,

non-smoker. 473-1905.

Sublet 55

$1 025/MO., July- Sept. 1 5, 1 44 Scpulveda, o.k.

to walk campus, 2-bed/ 2-bath, large livin-

groom. Jennifer (213)624-2636.

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLET— Need fe-

male roommate to share one bedroom

—

$350/mo. Security parking. Holly
(213)477-6961.

BIG FURNISHED ROOM In 3-bed WLA
house. Shared with 2 professionals. August—

.

$450/mo. (213)937-9248.

GLENROCK SUBLET— furnished top floor

apt., view, jacuzzi, security, parking, June

26—Aug. 30. $260/mo. Norman 624-4703.

LARGE LUXURY SINGLE, ASAP-Sept. 30 or

longer. Amenities, Near Campu, 1-2 people,

$706. Cheryl 625-0261/575-1014

MIDVALE PLAZA II. 2-bed/2-bath, spacious
with pool, jacuzzi. For July/August. Room to

share $400/negotiable. Jill 206- 5883.

ONE/ TWO person(s). New luxury bulding.

One block from campus Parking/ pool/ ja-

cuzzi. $350/obo. (213)208-0876.

OWN ROOM in 3-bcdroom house, close to

campus, $415. July- Sept 23. Female, non-
smoker. Suzy (213)473-4551.

SANTA MONICA large own furnished bed-
room in 3-bedroom apartment. July and Au-
gust, $250 -»-$35(V negotiable, utilities in-

eluded. Must nx)ve today. 629-5756.

SINGLE SUBLET $450. Now thru Sept. 15.

Westwood. Full bathroom and kitchen. Avail-

able immediately. Call 476-7642.

SPACIOUS 2-BtLV 2-BATH apartment. 430
Kelton. Available July- mid-September. You
name price. Call Kim at (605)529-7449.

SUBLET- 1 -BED/1 V. -BATH. Walk to campus,
parking, security building, $80G/mo. ASAP-
September 14. Minh (213)206-3849.

SUMMER IN WESTWOOD, $1 75/month, June

-September, parking kitchen, clean, females

preferred Call Lib 213-624-5554.

SUMMER SUBLET: to share 1 bedroom July-
Aig $275/mo. Paul (816)994-3659.

SUMMER SUBLT FOR 1 FEMALE; parking,

security, Jacuzzi, Glenrock, $300, June/July-

August. Rachel (213)206-2449

WESTWOOD. Female preferred to share
1 -bedroom. $350. Walk to campus Parking,

pool, more. (213)624-3311.

WESTWOOD Female preferred to share
1 -bedroom. $350. Walk to campus. Parking,

pool, + more. (213)824-3311.

House for Rent 56

LOVELY 3-BEDRC)C)M HOUSE with large

familyroomandpool. Available Aug. 15, 1991
Aug. 15, 1992, time negotiable. 10 min.

from UCLA, walk to elenr>entary and Jr. High
schools $1900 474-3562

LOWER BEL AIR HOME, 4-bedroom/
27. -bath Separate office or maid, air, inter-

com + security. Pine trees and view. FOR
LEASE, $3950/mo. Alice Levin, Jon Douglas
Co , Realtors (21 3)820-6651 , (21 3)472 6686

PALMS/ WLA, 3,000sq.ft , 5 bedroorT>/3-bath,

livingroom,* kitchen, sewingroom, familyr

oom, larg^ yard, 2-car garage. $250(ymo
(7n)flT7 4nss

SHERMAN OAKS, 3-bed^1V. -bath, family
room, 2 fireplaces, stove, garder>er, yard, near
Fashion Square, A/C. (618)789-4235.

VENICE, $1250/mo, charming 1 -bedroom
house, 4-blocks from beach Eat in kitchen,

stove, quiet, wide streets. Patio and porch.
(213)301-2423.

54 House for Rent 66

VENICE 3-bed/l -bath. Laundry, near bus, large

yard, fresh paint, burglar alarm, sun porch.

$1200. 392-7776.

WLA $1495. 3-bed/ TA -bath. 2 fireplaces.

Prime area. Near UCLA + shop.
(213)475-1702, (213)474-3626.

WLA. New house for rent. 1 -bed/1 -bath, refrig,

stove, no dep., no util. pay, UCLA student

available. Call Christen (213)934-3265 after

8pm.

House to Share 67

LARGE MODERN TOWNHOUSE to share

with female professional, non-smoker, piano,

fireplace, private garage. $550/mo.
(213)450-9111, ext.2371.

LARGE SPANISH-STYLE 4-bedroom house.

25ft. pool, jacuzzi, garden, private. $100(Vmo.
Rancho Park. (213)639-3546.

fVlALE TO SHARE 1-bed in 3-bed house In

W.LA. $25fl/mo. Near bus line. Street

parking. (213) 474-3173.

VENICE. SHARE HOME WITH 2 PROFES-
SIONALS in quiet cul-de-sac. Private pool,

opposite goK^ennis. Washer/dryer. $650.
(213) 399-3029 or 688-5282.

House for Sole 68

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartnr>ent, hardwood floors, blocks to beach.
Santa Monica. Room to add on, $525K.
395-5212.

HOME FOR SALE by owner. $21 0,000. Totally

redun 2-be(Vl -bath. 13 miles to UCLA. Great
for Ist-time buyer. (616)969-1036.

HOUSE— 3-bed/l -bath, family room. 1 5 min.
to campus. Mar Vista. $31 OK. (213)397-7295.

MAR VISTA HILLS, 3-bcdfOom/2-bath, rec

room, formal dining room, living room, fire-

place, double car garage. $409k. Owner Joe

(213)390-4748.

•REDONDO NO DOWN!* new
4-hpHrnom/2'A -baths, family and dinning
rooms, yard, $6k closing cost, $369,900 (or no
down, equity share for lower payments.)

AnastasI Realtors, fll 3)374-5657 or
(213)372-7177.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LXILA via Roscomare. 3-f2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-

tly re-done. $567,690. Dave (616)783-6675.

VAN NUY5: 25 min. to LXILA, $195,000.
Gorgeous 2-bdrm house -»- separate guestroom
with Vi bath. Huge yard with fruit trees.

(213)479-0615.

WESTWOOD RUSTIC. 3-bed/2-bath (one
with jacuzzi). FR, bon., Ig. kitchen. Extras.

Annie, Prudential Calif. Realty (21 3)477-829
1

,

ext. 210.

House Exchange 59

EXCHANGE small 1 -bedroom apartment
across from Columbia University (secure

Columbia-owned building) for similar apart-

ment in Santa Monica, Brentwood, Westwood,
Venice area. Starting Aug. or Sept.
(212)222-4313.

Housing Needed 60

RESPONSIBLE, 40+ couple seeks 1 -year sublet

during post-doc appt. Prefer some outsides-

pace. (617)641-4509.

WANTED SUBLET APT OR HOUSE-SIT Au-
gust for Washington DC "think-tank" scholar.

Very responsible. Judith Kipper
(202)387-5264

Room for Help 63

APARTMENT: Very nice 1-bdrm. in exchange
for child care assistanceflate afternoon pick-

up, some morning drop ofO. 20 min from

UCLA. Car required Call eves (21 3)939 6293.

GUEST QUARTERS in exchange for house-

cleaning, errands, etc. (213)656 2370.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-

house. Brentwood. 12Vi hr^k with 14

year-old boy. Driving, sports, helping with

homework. (21 3)472 2628.

ULTIMATE SOUTH BAY beach house needs
16 hrVwk from resourceful, non-smoker with

car Robert (213)207-6478, ext 88

Townhouse for Rent 66

WLA, $1495, 2-bed + derV 2 bath. Large

townhouse, front unit, privacy.
(213)826 6907

WIA, $975/mo, 2-bed/ 2-bath, air, garage,

small, quiet building. (213)550-1531.

WLA ultra nr>odern duplex, 2-bcd/ 2Vi -bath,

loft, fireplace, roof garden and much more.

Fully furnished $2200/mo. (213)444 0433.

Condos for Sale 67

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1 bed/ IV, -bath,

secunty, doorman. Wilshire/ Sclby. $255K.
Gail 445-7776.

WESTWOOD, $163,000, fabulous 1 bed/
1 bath. Near UCLA in "The Colony." Must see!

Stark, C.B. (213)451-5471.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR, $90,900, studio
apartment, highrise building, 10th floor, large

balcony, overlooks UCLA, walk to campus.
Securp building, mull i services, parking and
attendants. Below market, price to sell. Mr.
Welch, (213)656 9173

WW VILLAGE: top floor, front unit, large

UIV. with Ig. private balcony. $21 9K.
Schaefer 451-1366.

Z'

RDUERTISE!

The SUMMER BRUIN
Classifieds

825-2221 classified line

206-3060 display

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Fed. agts.

5 Mrs.
Copperfield

9 Carved slab

14 Asian noble
15 Black
16 Poisonous
17 USSR city

18 Thoughtful
20 Everlasting

22 Gets rid of

23 Fodder crop
24 Not both
25 Long-legged

bird

26 Drunkard
27 Shortly

28 Gnome's
cousin

31 Fastener
34 Hurt
35 New: pref.

36 Sculls

37 Dippers
38 Scrutinize

39 Limb
40 Whitens
41 Devil

42 Hawaiian
symbol

43 Raw minerals
44 Furrow
45 Bluster

47 Uproar
48 Reptile

51 Seam
53 Nomad
55 Giving

signs of

57 Deveio(>ed
58 Mexican food
59 Formerly
60 Osiris' mate
61 Watchful

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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62 Baron, e.g.

63 Seven —

DOWN
1 Fidelity

2 Santa —
3 Opposers
4 Long river

5 Drive mad
6 Portly

7 Wands
8 Black bird

9 Looking long

10 Absolute
11 Being
12 Vigorous

13 Some pilots

19 Wyoming range
21 Diver

25 Dirties

26 Bros.' kin

27 Eye sores

29 Gaunt
30 Affectionate

31 Fuel

32 Long-eared
animal

33 Cease-fire

34 Oregon city

37 Unfruitful

38 Perch
40 Worst
41 Supply
44 Look-alike

46 English royal

house
47 Ball

48 Come about
49 Color

50 A medium
51 Bristle

52 Grapelike

53 Port, perhaps
54 Trouble deity

56 Nab: slang
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^Birthday

July 8, 1991

Business alliances you form in the year
ahead could turn out to be very produc-
tive On the other hand social alliances

might leave a bit to be desired from
time to time

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Vour sense
of independence might be overlv exag-
gerated todav. and you may fail to co-
operate with another in a wav that could
be mutually beneficial Cancer treat

yourself to a birthday gift Send for Can-
cer s Astro-Graph predictions for the
year ahead by mailing $ 1 25 plus a long,

self-addressed stamped envelope to

Astro-Graph, c/o this newspaper P O
Box 91428. Cleveland OH 44101-3428
Be sure to state your zodiac sign
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) It might be diffi-

cult for you to keep secrpts today v'ou

may talk about something prematurely
and severely lessen your possibilities

for attainment

VIRGO (Aug. 23-S«pt. 22) Even though
you are an industrious individual you
may be doing yourself a disservice at

this time by having too many irons m the
(ire

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Be extremelv
careful m this cy'e that you aren t

tempted to get invoh ed with people you
don t know too wc.il in something you
sense mav be unethical

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) If vour
ideas are not based upon realistic ore-
mises tnev II have smaii cnances for

success today Be visionary but also try

to be pragmatic
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) if

you re looking for a luxury item vou des-
perately desire but can t afford this is

not an especiallv good dav to go shop-
ping The temptation to buy may be too
great

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Try not
to make any commitments or prormbes
today that you know m your heart vou
may be unable to keeo If you do and
can t deliver later, it could jeopardize
your relationship

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Neither
you nor vour mate Should make a maior
decision todav without first consulting
the other party Unity of purpose is

essential

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) There s a
possibilitv at this time that you may be
putting too much stock in another one
who doesn t warrant your faith and lov-

aity Start looking at this individual with-
out your rose-colored glasses
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Usually
you re pretty good at analyzing the mo-
tives of others But today you might be
taken in by someone you re very anx-
ious to impress Be watchful
TAURUS (April 20-Mav 20) It s best to

avoid deep discussions todav where
/ou are unfamiliar with the subiect mat-
ter and hope to bluff vour way throuqn
It you don t your facade will be easilv
pierced

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) This might
not be one of vour better davs tor con-
ducting business your abiiitv to evalu-
ate a good deal mav not be up to snuff
Wait until you re more perceptive

Condos for Rent

'/.-BLOCK UCLA, large 1 bedroom Sunny
pool, spa. Security, valet, doorman, pcriVt"*

for3 tndivi(^uals (711)911 -IR1 1

.

NEAR WESTWOOD 2-bcd/ IV, -bath, furn-

ished. Huge living & kitchen, A/C & heating,

refrigerator, washer/ dryer, security building.

2-car garage, $1400. (213)475-4(>Ofe, Anne

WESTWOOD, $1950, 3 bcdroonrV 2 bath

Quaint, small building, security, balcony. 933
Hilgard Gene (213)471-4989.

Guest House for Rent 70

PRIVATE GUESTHOUSE STUDIO wan loft,

excellent location, furnished. Fairfax area.

%S7S/mo. After 6pm. (213)933 3050.

SHERMAN OAKS, 900sq.fl
,
private entrance,

1 -bedroom, kitchenette, $800/mo. Pels, 2

people o.k Privacy. Carrie (213)825 8255.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything—

fully equipped— reasonable rates.

(818)785-1028.

Services Offered

Insurance 91 Typing

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We all do but auto insurance is

required t)y law.' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

Movers/Storage 94

lERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rcli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301 0137.

The Careful Mover
Houses. Apartments. Offices,

local and Long distance

Small jobs welcome
(213)319-1236

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex

pcricnce. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data

(213)539-1890.

Services Offered 96

HOUSESITTEk AVAILABLE Professional, very

responsible, love all animals, quiet, with many
references. Available anytime.
(213)842-9318.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc Undergradu-

ate, graduate, PH D, Any stylc/rcquircmcnt.

(213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses,

dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-41 93.

RESEARCH CONSULTANT. UCLA professor

Will consult on research project, dissertation,

thesis, and other statistical work. Reasonable

rate. (818)892 6055.

WRITING, EDITING, TUTORING
RESEARCH

Days Nights M/e«kends

Overnigtit Service Available

PtiO Gives Fast Accurate Help

All Subject Areas

(213)476-0114

BEAR'S EDITING
All .subjects. 'I"hcst!s/Diss<.:rtali<)ius

FYo[H)sals and Ik>olcs.

For(M]i»n .students wrlconic.

PAPKJ« NOT TOR SALE

Sharon Bear, Ph.D

(213)470^662

69 Tutoring Offered 98

ESL TUTOR All levels. Grammar, pronuncia-

tion, conversation. Experienced UCLA Ling-

uistics grad 838 4R71

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
INC BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN EXPERT IN

ALL LEVELS. lOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500 4021

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
riNANCE, ACCOUNTING. COMPUTERS,
rOREIGN LANGUAGES CALL jIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

SPANISH TUTORING, travelling. business.

conversation, gnmmiT. Private and group

classes. Eor child rcn and adults.
(213)575-1977.

STUDENT SOLUTIONS. Over 35 Patient &
Knowledgable tutors offering Superior service

at Affordable rates. Quality Service Guaran-

teed. (213)748-7412.

TROUBLE WITH MATH? TREE TUTORING
AVAILABLE FROM RETIRED MATH PROIES
SOR. ANY LEVEL (21 3)474.3681

TUTOR YOUR CHILDREN for international

careers. Chinese, English, Erench, Japanese;

Economics, History, Literature. References

(818)892 3551.

96 Services Offered 96

P.C. CONFUSION?
Call

FiiHELP
Personal Computer Services

SPECIAL RATES
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
AND STAFF!!

(818)

999-4485
New User Assistance
Software Support & Training
System Setup
Productivity T raining
Word Processing
1 AN Setiip/Admin
Desktop Publishing
Proaramming
Hard Disk Back up
Component Purchase Advice
Spread Sheet Design
Hard / Soft ware tvaluation
Graphics
Prasenlations
Forms Design

100

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING!!!! 20 years Exp., Laser, Spell-

check (213)474-6609, 7 days,
8a.m. 10:00p.m. Near campus, RUSHES
OKAY

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing- Anything. Editing available

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)788-9865.

ACE TYPIST. Speed typing. WP, Spellcheck.

Laser printer. Sepulveda Montana.
213-476-2829.

A-f! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

tion. FAX THE WORD PLACE.
(213)882 8008, (818)994-1094.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Weslside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

PROF. EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations,

term papers, ^W papers I ong time for UCI A
Virginia (213)820-0150.

QUALITY WORD PROCESSING STUDENT
PAPERS AND OFFICE SUPPORT. RUSH SER-

VICE AVAILABLE NEAR CAMPUS
(213)207-0752.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

SET, RUDIMENTS, all styles. Sight-reading

skills Reasonable rates Beginners welcome
Andy (213)478-1651.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol Tingle; As-

soc/Nate Lam, 25 yrs. experience. All levels/

styles, in SM. (213)828-3100

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles

NY. City Opera; musicals, top supper clubs

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also

college aidmission essays. Lee (21 3)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

gel results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

[^ LOWEST AIR FARES ^

FROM LAXSAHSFO • ALL ROUND TRIPS |

•LONDON &689 •SEATTL£ t^bO
•PARIS C7M •AUCKLAND $799
•FRANKFURT $759 •TOKYO $699
•GLASGOW $729 •MANCHESTER $759
•AMSTERDAM $75« •OSAKA $/'99

•NY MIAMI $358 •VIENNA, ZURICH $759
OIKM IX*» SIK.iNI 1 1 A*U S AVAJI (-All KJt • MAV

BARNEY'S TRAVEL
(213)382-91'= 1 —1

.

Student
and

Faculty

Fares
Sydney
Paris

London
Banskok
Nairobi

$983
$330
$379
$490
$655

Johannesburs $879'
* fares sue eacn way trom Los /V13CICS based
on a roundtrip purchase Restrictions apply

Fares subject to ctw^sc without notice and
taxes rx)t included

Now open Saturdays
10am - 8pm

CoundHkaud
1093 Broxton Ave #990
Los Anseles^CA 90094

213-208-3551
Eurallpasses Issued

on the spot!

Travel Tickets 106

2 SCXJTHWFST TICKETS. Roundtrip; Chicago,
Detroit, Nashville, ^4ew Orleans, etc. Must
sell. (213)473-6935.

BAHAMAS CRUISE for two. 5 days/4 nights.

$600 retail. $12S per person. Airfare not

included. Call (602)8330531.
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A Superior Tutoring Service

PriNate Tutors at Affordab'u Rates
^'''

Covering a Comprehensive

Curriculum

Patient & Knowledgeable Instructors

Professional Service

with Results (luarantecxl

Excel in your courses & eliminate stress with— Student Solutions call (213) 748-7412—

K^hamberJMtisic Concerts

FREE AT UCLA'S SCHOENBERG HALL

with members of

THE LOS ANGELES .

PHILHARMONIC i^
INSTITUTE ORCHESTRA

FRIDAY, JULY 12, 8:00

Copland: Fanfare for the

Common Man
Mozart: Serenade in c. K. 388
Brahms: Piano Quartet in g

THURSDAY, JULY 18, 1:00

FRIDAY, JULY 19, 8:00

With Jaime Laredo, violm

Program to include:

Hindemith: Kleine

Kammermusik, Op. 24, No. 2

Mendelssohn: Octet

SATURDAY, JULY 20, 8:00with Lynn Harrell, and
Sharon Robinson, cellos

Gardner: Canticle

Schubert: Octet

Seating is on a first-come, first-

sca'cd bacis. Please ca!! (213) 206 1 781 for further information.

Presoited by the /os Afi^^etes PhiUiarnuniic

with Misha Dichter. piano

Dvorak: Serenade. Op. 44
Dvorak: Piano Quartet in E flat.

Op. 87

Do something worthwhile...

spend pan of you, Summer Break

doing hands-on community work in a

Navajo (Dine) community,

ALTERNATIVE SUMMER BREAK
August 22^28, 1991

LAST CHANCE
AITLICATION MEETINGS!!!!

Tuesday, July 9

Wednesday, July 10
North Campus Room 22

5:30 pm ' 6:30 pm
Tliis is it!!!! Interviews he^in next week...

Please contact Alternative Summer Break

at (213)206^5523

sponsored hy the Comnuinity Service Commission

Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sole

1981 OATSUN 280ZX fully loaded looks

and runs well. One owner 80k mi $30CKVobo

(213)474-5660

1 981 VOLVO. 66,000 miles, 2 door, excellent

condition, ^C, AM/TM cassette, immaculate.

S3,950 Call 826^756

1984 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS, V8 New
transmission, includes Alpir^ Stereo, $2500

Leave n'M^sage for )cff 825 2075

1984 RFNAULT ENCORF Original owner

Low milage- 57,000. 20R w^atchback, forest

green wAan interior. Well cared for, r>ew tires,

a/c, anVfm cassette. Only $l495/obo Call

(213)478-2982.

1984 VW GTI, $390(Vobo Must sell, leaving

country. XInt cond., black, sunroof, new tires.

(213)204-5420

1985 HONDA CRX SJ Red, 5 speed, electric

sunroof, anVfm cass , equalizer/booster. Lxcei-

lent condition. Fun car. $4900/obo
(618)980 5049

1985 TEMPO CL. 4-door, 5 speed, p/s, mint,

low mileage 13000. (213)476-1743

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY A/C, tape deck,

5-speed stick, low mileage (41,000) Excellent

condition $6,000 (213)392-6290.

'74 911 TARGA. $9000 obo Rebuilt engir>e,

new tires, ice green, great shape MUST SELL!

213 470 0270

'84 RENAULT, 39,000 miles, automatic, AM/
FM cassette, runs great $2,000/obo
(213)620 7077 work, (213)670 8002 eves

'87 ESCORT Solid, sporty car, black with grey

interior. Well maintained. $2950/obo.
(618)509 1457

CEUCA GT. '84, lif^back/ sunroof/ fully

loaded/ low mileage. Original owner
(618)986 3324

HOT CONVfRTIBlF' Black oo grey, ^11 op-

tions, excellent condition. 1986 Renault Al

liance 1.7 01. $450Q/obo (213)734-8354.

(616)509 9364.

Mf RCFr:)FS BFN7 250 S, 1966, $4800. 4-door,

80.000 miles, excellent condition While/red

intetrior, standard transmission.
(818)783 1610

SUZUKI SAMURAI JX convertible 1987.

Silver grey, air, /sM/fM cauctlc, $360(Vobo.

(213)471-0319.

TOYOTA TERCEL. 1986, 2-door, AM'FM. 47k

miles Runs GREAT! $3000/obo
(213)620 5772

VOLKSWAGEN FOX GL stalionwagon, 1988,

price negotiable, excellent condition
(213)463 3196

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

6:30 am - 3:30 am FrI & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

Chili Cheese Burger + Fries

+ Med. Soft Drink for i :^ 1 Q
Breakfast Special

2 Eggs + Homemade Hashbrowns
+ Toast & jelly for $1,99

(213) 824-7966

936 Broxton Ave
In Westwood

Chinese Chicken Salad
(*oil free dressing)

Fresh Chicken Breast

Sandwich

$3.75

$2.99

PARI HAIR SALON
Hairsfyling by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow
Fantastic Highlight

Hair Coloring

European Facials

Full Legs Waxing

$15
$30
$15
$25
$20

L

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

479-9325
473-0066

.Tatafcstjta

ev^iTjr month oh pi^risonar

services, dining out,

and entertainment.

Shouldn't some of those
millions be going into

your business?

Advertise in the
SUMMER BRUIN!

' • • • •

ifcarijt3Q=2a2=a£3t?fc=«Wi!:J^^

TENNIS
From page 20

asked me where he should transfer

to," Teltschcr said. "I told him
either UCLA or Pepperdine, and I

went ahead and called Allan Fox,

the Pepperdine head coach.

"We were talking, and Allan

asked me what I was doing, and

then he offered me a job as an

assistant at Pepperdine. Three

weeks later I became the head

coach when Allan resigned,"

Teltscher said.

"We are thrilled that the Pepper-

dine men*s tennis program will be

directed by someone with the

ability and playing experience of

Eliot Teltscher," Pepperdine
Director of Athletics Wayne
Wright said. "I am confident that

our program will continue to

compete at the highest level, and

be recognized internationally for

its excellence."

"This will really be a learning

experience for me," Teltscher said.

"I am sure that there will be some
surprises.

"I had a great career as a tennis

player, and now I am looking

forward to a great career as a

coach," Teltscher said.

Clearly, the coaching of Bassett

had a great deal of effect on

Teltscher.

"I remember that Coach Bassett

was very organized, and that many
of the drills we did in practice I

continued to do on my own,"

Teltscher said. "I will try to model
my practices on his style of

coaching.

"It is going to be extremely

difficult to coach against Glenn
when Pepperdine plays UCLA,"
Teltscher said.

"What I am really looking

forward to is working with youn-

ger players. I enjoy coaching

aspiring professionals," Teltscher

said. "At the collegiate level, most
players want to play professional

tennis, and I can tell them what
they need to do to make it, because

I have been there."

If experience counts for any-

thing, the tennis rivalry between

Pepperdine and UCLA will be

quite exciting, now that Glenn

Bassett will have to match up
against his protege, Eliot Telts-

cher.

L

itw^American Heart
^^Association

109 Motorcycles for Sole 114 Scooters for Sole 115 Furniture for Sole 126

1982 HONDA SOOcc Excellent condition,

runs good, 9,000 miles S650/obo 826 6402.

'86 YAMAHA XT 350 wA>elmel lock. Good
condition $1300. Call Stefan (213)312-0721.

HONDA CB125, 1975, $45(yobo, excellent

condition, 11,000 miles. Looks like new.

(213)396-7295.

Scooters for Sole 115

'88 HONDA ELITE 50, $55(Vobo With lock

Lisa 208-5883.

Aero 50 '87. Great cond., must sell. $375.00,

824-5109, Eva.

FREE HELMET W/ '86 Honda Elite 150,

$100000 Chris. 824-5185.

f RENCH, MOTOBECANE, 86, 3700 miles

Excellent cor>dition. Great looking, gas saver,

100 miles/ gallon, built-in lock, $350.
(816)892 6055

ITALIEN, 1985, MILEAGE, $500, immacu-
late. (818)783 1610

QUEEN-SIZED SOFA BED. perfect condition,

$295. Call (213)417-4940, days;
(213)470-5835, eves.

SOFA SLEEPER, queen size. Cocktail and end
table, entertainment center. All 7 mos. old.

$400 (213)559-2070

SWIVEL CHAIR w/ Ottoman, $250. 1 couch,
8-feet long, $275. 1 desk, $100. 1 side table,

$75. 1 coffee table, $80 1 twin headboard,
$60. 2 rm dividers, $50. 1 card table, $40. 2
porcelain lamps, $50 each Call 820-3407.

1986 HONDA ELITE 80 White Low miles,

great condition $70(yobo. (213)208-7732,

leave message

1988 HONDA ELITE 80 w/ helnr>et and lock

Low miles, great condition. Katie
(213)208-3984.

1990 ZUMA 2, good running condition,

$150(yobo. (213)207-0441 |enny.

I9tti HONUA AtKO 50, clean, runs great, red.

Helmet & lock included? $400/obo
(213)824 0805.

'66 ELITE 80 Very reliable Just graduated

must sell. Make an offer! jason (818)901 0879

67 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

Furniture for Sole 126
Misc. For Sole 128

BUNKBFDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90 NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290 MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKACJ;, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,

TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160 (213)821-0729

GLASS OCTAGON TABLE with four chairs for

wic. $75 Great Deal. Call (213)659 1185

MATCHING SLEEPER SOFA, OTTOMAN,
AND SWIVEL CHAIR GOOD CONDITK)N
MUST SELL $100/OBO MARCI 441 5062

MUST SELL!! Double size, white formica bed
and book shelves Great condition. $200 for

both or separately. Give me an offer. Call

Cathy (213)470 3593.

NIKON F M with 43 66 lens. Excellent condi-
tion. $225/obo. (213)474 8662.

Typewriter/Computer 134

BROTHER WORDPROCESSOR Must sell.

Great buy, with spell rhrrk Rcpons, projects.

$30(Vobo. Call (213)824-4554

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

yourselfl! (618)994 1188

RENT IBM complete computer systrm,
$95/mo Search Orion, write papers, etc. 266,
366 systems available, (213)931-4207.

THOMPSON
From page 20

continue playing soccer. With
opportunities in North America
limited, Thompson will try to sign

a contract with a European team.

Scouts for the European leagues

will be watching the World Uni-

versity Games, and Thompson
hopes to be discovered.

"Everyone asks me where I'm
going," says Thompson, the 1990
Adidas collegiate player of the

year. "I'll be in England in three

weeks, and after that I don't know
what I'll be doing."

A career as a professional

soccer player in America is not

very viable, and Thompson wants

to hook onto a team in Europe. The
United States has very few organ-

ized, stable pro leagues besides the

indoor Major Soccer League, with

teams in nine cities.

But countries like England,

France, Germany and Italy have

three or four outdoor leagues in a

descending hierarchy, similar to

the structure of Major League
Baseball.

Each country has a first division

team, which compares to the

National and American Leagues in

Major League Baseball. The teams
compete in their national leagues

and the champions meet in the

European Cup once per year. The
athletes receive regular salaries

from the owners, as do coaches and
administrators.

"Soccer is the number one sport

in Germany," says former UCLA
player Paul Caligiuri, a three-year

veteran of the European divisions.

"You're treated as a professional

. . . You can compare (Argentine

star Diego) Maradona to (Joe)

Montana. Some have outrageous

contracts, and some don't."

Most countries have second and
third divisions, which are Triple

and Duublc A minor league feed-

ers to the top division, and some
nations are deep enough in talent

for a fourth division.

"Germany's third division is

still considered professional, but in

Switzerland, third division is

semi-pro," Thompson says.
"They're still serious. They pay
you to play and set you up with a
little job in their office."

"I'm looking to get into the tliird

division. I'm not going to say that

I'll only play first division or go
home. You have to work your way
up like baseball. When you play
for a team in Europe, they can only
have two foreigners, and they are

usually never two Americans. You
don't get much respect at first.

Some don't want to put in those
few years to work your way up."

Caligiuri, an All-American on
the 1985 UCLA national champ-
ionship team, has returned to the

United States to play for the Worid
Cup team after three years in

Germany. He sees the next three

years preceding the 1994 World
Cup — which will be held in the

United States — as important for

the growth of the U.S. soccer

program.

America lost all three of its

games in Italia '90, but the United

States Soccer Federation has taken

steps to improve the program in

anticipation of 1994. The team has

a 5-1-3 record under new coach

Bora Miltinovic and has reached

the finals of the CONCACAF
Gold Cup. The players are paid

salaries under contracts with the

national program.

Playing for the national team is

one way to play soccer for a

livelihood, but there is a limited

number of roster spots.

(f
A

GOLD CUP

Daily flroi

B\\\y Thompson scored 18 goals and seven assists for the
1990 UCLA national champion soccer team.

"We need to utilize what we've
done, which is hosting the World
Cup," Caligiuri says. "We need to

establish a professional league and
allow the players to make a living."

Caligiuri has been playing his

dream in Europe for three years.

The former Bruin even spent one
month in former East Germany to

play professionally, and he
bounced between the first and
second divisions before finally

sticking with Rostock F.C. Hanza
for this past season.

"I hope that not everyone has to

go out of the country like I did,"

Caligiuri says. "It's not an easy
road. There's lots of sacrifices, and
you're a foreigner. It's difficult to

make a living off the sports if

you're not offered a USSF con-
tract."

Without extensive professional

leagues in North America, U.S.

talent must look overseas, and then

only the top players have a shot at

making a career.

In Europe, a strong player can
U"ain with the professionals on
lower levels, afld he might develop
into a first division player after

several years.

"A Billy Thompson-caliber
player might be in the top ten

percent of this country's soccer

players," Caligiuri says. "But if he

doesn't have a chance, look at all

the others behind him who won't

get a chance either."

"If we can get a pro league off

the ground, our youth programs
will get better, and the national

team will get better. We'll sec

players emerge from nowhere."

From page 20

right comer of the net.

Doyle has played on the national

team since 1987, and the goal was
only the third of his career and the

first since 1989.

America hammered its next nail

into Mexico's coffin at the 19:00

mark when Peter Vermes caught a

lung pass on the right wing and
sprinted towards the goal. As
Vermes beat his defender to the

left, Larios stepped forward tow-
ard him, and Vermes lofted a 20-

yard kick over him into the far

corner of the net.

The United States controlled the

tempo of the game for most of the

second half, and Meola stopped

several direct blasts from inside 25
yards.

Paul Caligiuri, the former

UCLA All-American, started at

left defender rather than his usual

position of right midfielder. Milti-

novic transferred him there to play

an "offensive-defender" role and

cover Mexican striker Jose De La
Torres.

Chris Henderson, who will be a

junior next year at UCLA, started

at left midfielder, and the two
Bruins anchored the left side of the

U.S. team. Caligiuri preceded

Henderson as an NCAA All-

American and collegiate champ-
ion, but the two have gelled

working with each other.

"It's nice playing with (Cali-

giuri) behind me," Henderson said.

"He has lots of experience and
helps me out when I have to come
back and mark a man."

"Chris' work rate is incredible,"

said Caligiuri. "It's probably the

best on the team.

NAILS
at Ultima

belore noon

SPECIAL

Full Set

Fill

Manicure
& Pedicure
Manicure

$18.00

$11.00

$11.00

$5.00

We also do silk & fiberplas?

Mon - Sat 10 7

10918 Kinross Ave. • Westwood
For appt call: <213) 2088015 Or 208 3M0

Vadid Sunday - Thursday
Exp. 8/2/91

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
ust be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT & BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza ^i'?'".
5"_ow f;CM swDtriT ;,a

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

OR EMPLOYEE I.D. WIW COUFOh
We mtnt ikr ly^ U rrfute tfrvut (• My
tknU wkatt katr ctmiumn « luumlable.

DO YOU NEED
NEW CONTACTS?

We feature all

the newest contact

technology: Disposable,

Color, Gas-permeable,

Extcndcd-wcar and Daily-

wear lenses.

Dr. Hyman, our experienced

optometrist and our professi-

onal staff will help you select

the right contacts for your vision

needs at the most affordable prices.

We've served the UCLA community with the

/ highest quality eyewear for over 1 7 years.

WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRIC CENTRE

918 Wesrwcxxl Boulevard ((x>rncr of Lc (x)ntc)

Wcsrwcxxi Village

208-3913

Hours: M-F: 10-5:30 Sat: 10-5:00
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You're next, Honduras!
U.S. shocks Mexico to reach finals ofGold Cup

Daily Bruin file photo

Billy Thompson

Bruin to go
over there
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

Former UCLA soccer
player Billy Thompson and
four current Bruins fly to

England this month to repre-

sent the United States in the

World University Games.
The top collegiate soccer

players from the United
States are slated to combat
the best from the rest of the

world. Players like Steve
Rammel, Bill Andracki and
Lino DiCuollo of NCAA
finalist Rutgers are joining

Bruins Cobi Jones, Joe-Max
Mocrc, Dan Beaney and
Sam George on the national

'B' team.

When the series ends, the

four collegians will return to

continue their NCAA eligi-

bility. But Thompson plans
on staying in Europe.

Thompson has reached
the end of his college career
and is faced with the deci-

sion of whether or not to

See THOMPSON, page 1
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By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

Call it the Miltinovic method or

the Bora aura, but whatever the

force may be, the U.S. national

soccer team is responding in a

resounding way.
When the final whistle signaled

the end of the Gold Cup semifinal
on Friday night, the Los Angeles
Coliseum scoreboard read "U.S.A.
2, Mexico 0" and "46:38". Bronze
that scene and inscribe it as the

evening that American soccer
came of age.

The United States advanced to

the CONCACAF Gold Cup finals,

and a crowd of 4 1, 103 watched the

U.S. beat Mexico forohe first time
since 1980— a span of more than
one decade.

"In the last couple of years, we
haven't had that much success
against Mexico," said goalkeeper
Tony Meola. "Confidence-wise, to

come out and play like that is great.

(Mexico) doesn't lose very often."

"It's a great moral victory," said

midfielder Paul Caligiuri, a pro-

duct of the 1985 UCLA national

champions. "We wanted to lake

the tournament by beating Mexico,
but unfortunately we didn't meet
them in the finals."

The United States played Hon-
duras for the final last night at the

Coliseum. Results were loo late to

include in today's edition and can
be found in Thursday's paper.

Honduras defeated Costa Rica,

2-0, to earn a spwi in Sunday's
final. The U.S. (4-0) is undefeated
in the Gold Cup, and Honduras (3-

0-1) has tied once. Both teams
have been scored against only
three times in four matches.

Since Yugoslav Bora Miltinovic

grabbed the reins, the United
States is 5-1-3 and has not lost in its

past seven matches. The only loss

came to Argentina in June.

Miltinovic has insisted that

immediate success is not his goal
for the team, although the recent
resurgence does not indicate that.

He, instead, is preparing the
United States team for 1994 when
the country hosts the World Cup.

"All of this is preparation for
'94," said midfielder Chris Hen-
derson, a current UCLA player.
"We played well with lots of
confidence."

"We're knocking the ball
around a lot without losing it in

places where we used to. There's a

real positive atmosphere, and Bora
makes it fun."

Mexico controlled most of the

first half and outshot the United
Slates, 8-3, but Meola was stub-

bom and would not allow a goal.

The United States was ready to

cash in when the referees appeared
to have called a penally kick— an
almost certain goal — against

Mexico at the 23:(X) mark. Hugo
Perez of the United Stales was
tripped after racing past the final

Mexican defender, but one referee

called him offsides before the

infraction.

The United States would have to

wait for its first score after

halftime.

At 3:40 into the second half, the

United Slates set for an indirect

kick from 25 yards away. Marcelo
Balboa took a pass from Perez,

who then fed John Doyle on the

right side of the box. Doyle, one-
on-one against goalkeeper Pablo
Larios, shot the ball low into the

See GOLD CUP, page 19

Daily Bruin fiie photo

Paul Caligiuri started as left defender in America's 2-0 upset
of Mexico in tfie Gold Cup semifinals.
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Ex'Bruin netter takes over top spot at Pepperdine
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Eliot Teltscher, shown here in his glory days as a Bruin, was
named men's tennis head coach at Pepperdine University.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

John McEnroe, Ivan Lendl and
Jimmy Connors have all walked
off the tennis court on the losing

end of the score to Eliot Tellschcr.

Teltscher, who played collegi-

ate tennis at UCLA, was recently

named head men's tennis coach at

Pepperdine University, following
his retirement as a professional
tennis player.

His appointment as head coach
at Pepperdine has provided Telts-

cher with an opportunity lo coach
against his mentor, UCLA men's
tennis coach Glenn Bassett.

"I have the absolute utmost
respect for Coach Bassett," said

Teltscher. "If I can accomplish
half of what he accomplished at

UCLA, that would be great."

Teltscher played only one sea-

son as a Bruin before turning

professional, but he achieved All-

American status under the tutelage

of Bassett

The year was 1978, and while
Teltscher was playing at UCLA,
another freshman was stealing the

collegiate tennis limelight. McEn-
roe also played only one season of
collegiate tennis before turning

pro, and he won the national

championship that season, playing
for Stanford.

Although McEnroe beat Telts-

cher during the championship
tournament, Teltscher beat McEn-
roe in their first match of the

season.

"I needed a year of college

tennis before turning pro," Telts-

cher said. "UCLA was really great

for me.

"Our matches against Stanford
were always great, and I had some
great matches against John McEn-
roe," Teltscher said.

After a season in Weslwood,
Teltscher felt ready for a career as
a professional tennis player, and
what a career he had.

For five consecutive years, from
1980-1984. Teltscher was ranked
among the top 15 players in the

world. He reached as high as No. 6
in the world, in 1982.

Teltscher won 10 professional
tournaments as a singles player,

with his last championship coming
in Hong Kong in 1987.

In 1983, Teltscher teamed witJi

Barbara Jordan to capture the

French Open Mixed Doubles
Championship, one of the four

grand slam titles. Teltscher also

reached the finals of the French
Open Men's Doubles champion-

ship in 1981.

Although he never captured a
Grand Slam singles title, Teltscher
fared well in the Grand Slam
tournaments.

He reached the quarterfinals of
the U.S. Open three times, as well
as reaching the quarterfinal round
of the Australian Open. Teltscher
also reached the 16lh round on
three occasions at the French
Open.

In addition to his individual

achievements, Teltscher also took
the time lo represent his country in

the Davis Cup on three occasions.
Teltscher was forced lo retire

from the professional circuit, due
lo a shoulder injury, at a relatively

young age.

"It is weird to see people like

Jimmy Connors still playing ten-
nis, when he started playing long
before I did, and now I am retired,"

Teltscher said.

A phone call from a friend got
Teltscher started on his new career
as a tennis coach.

"I was unemployed and looking
for something to do, when a friend
of mine who plays tennis at Long
Beach Suie (whose tennis prog-
ram is now defunct) called me and

See TENNIS, page 18
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Police report

two exposures

Two instances of indecent

exposure were reported to

police in the last ten days.

Campus authorities received

phone complaints about a man
masturbating in the first floor

Biomedical Library July 1 at

around 6:30 p.nru and a man
exposing himself at the Math
Sciences plaza in the early

afternoon the following day.

The masturbator was
described in the police log as a
black male about 30 years old
wearing an orange or yellow
shirt and khaki pants. He is

approximately 5*6" and 155
pounds.

The police log did not list a
description for the second
instance. University detectives

did not return repeated phone
calls fi-om The Bruin.

Inside
Women,
of color on rise

The number of UC faculty,

staff and graduate students who
are women and/or people of

color is on the rise, according to

two university reports.

See page 3

Viewpoin

And ye shall

not be judged
Columnist Brian Smedley

takes a hard look at Bush*s new
Supreme Court nominee, Clar-

ence Thomas and his nomina-
tion reflects the new twist on
minority representation."

See page 8

«*.

Arts & Entertainment

Life and death
In the Hood'

First-time director John Sin-

gleton's film about growing up
in South Central Los Angeles is

brilliant in its images and
honesty.

See page 10

Sports

Bakernamed
as polo chief

Long Beach State's Guy
Baker is the new UCLA water

polo coach.

See page 20

Thursday
July 11, 1991

"After 13 years of being bat-

tered, pushed and otherwise

tormented . . . you can*t

expect me to just run away.
))

Daryf Gates
L.A. Police Chief

"(The Rodney King beating) is

not a quirk. It happens in our

community everyday. People

get beat up and killed."

Kathy Giiyton

African Student Union

Activists praise city's police leport
By Valerie Rosenberg

While campus and community
activists praise the city report

calling for the resignation of Los
Angeles Police Chief Daryl Gates
and all but one member of the L.A.
Police Commission, they are quick
to warn that a good report does not

necessarily mean a good police

department.

None seemed surprised with the

findings of the independent Christ-

opher Commission, set up in the

wake of the videotaped beating of

motorist Rodney King to investi-

gate use of excessive force by
police. But they wonder how much
practical impact it will have on the

relationship between Los Angeles

police and the community they

serve.

"I am sure the report will be
extremely valuable — what
remains to be seen is how many
recommendations are acted upon/'

said Louis West, a psychiatry

professor at the UCLA Medical
School.

West was one of many expert

witnesses interviewed by the

Christopher Commission. He
assisted in the psychological
examinations of the officers pre-

sent during the King treating.

The commission estimated that

between 3 to 5 percent of the 8,400
LAPD officers, which is about 250
to 420 officers, may have used

Stroilin' through

MICHAEL LA^4/Dally Bruin

An art enthusiast examines paintings at the recent Westwood Art Festival.

Bush lifts South African sanctions
By Norman Sandler

United Press International

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
President Bush, seeing South
Africa on an "irreversible** course

of ending apartheid, Wednesday
lifted economic sanctions that for

five years have punished that

country for its systematic racial

discrimination.

With opponents apparently
lacking the votes to overrule him.

Bush said moves toward black-

white reconciliation left him no
choice but to end restrictions that

have robbed South Africa of

billions in economic growth.

At the same time, praise for the

reforms of President Frederik de
Klerk was accompanied by an
adjiiission iliat ail is iioi totally

weir* in South Africa and a pledge

of redoubled efforts to see that

country shed decades of division.

Speaking to reporters at the

While House, Bush said a restora-

tion to "full economic health** is

crucial to South Africa*s transition

to a non-racial democracy and
predicted the repeal of sanctions

"will encourage this process.'*

"We hope that state and local

governments and private institu-

tions in the United Slates will take

note of our action,** he said, "and

act accordingly to help build a new
South Africa and help build

employment opportunities in

South Africa.**

The announcement flowed from

See SANCTIONS, page 7

De Klerk applauds act; African

National Congress not so happy

By Neil Fleming
United Press International

JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa — The African National
Congress (ANC) Wednesday
called the United Sutes* lifting of
ianciioiis aganist South Atnca
"premature,** while President Fre-

derik de Klerk and the South
African business community
applauded the decision.

The ANC issued a statement

Wednesday night saying that

despite de Klerk*s efforts U) end

apartheid, it could not support the

Ufting of sanctions because the

while minority government still

held political prisoners, and vio-

lence in black townships was
obstructing political activity.

"We regard this action as pre-

mature with regard to (these) two
specific items,** the ANC state-

ment said.

*The violence (in townships)
has resulted in a situation where
there is no climate for free political

See REACTION, page 7
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excessive force.

These officers feel "justified in

physically punishing suspects with

bad attitudes,** the report con-

cluded.

And for the officers to change,

the higher ranks of the Los
Angeles Pohce Department must
be purged. "There is no doubt in

my mind that the problem is with

the leadership,** said Leo Estrada, a

See COIMMISSION, page 2

"Frankly, 1 am amazed

that they have chosen

to go after these

seemingly misspent

funds in this fashion."

James Watkins
U.S. Secretary of Energy

III$500,
withheld
fromUC
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

Charging that the University of
C!aUfomia wasted lax dollars on
medallions and other awards for

employee performance, the federal

government decided lo withhold
more than $5(X),(X)0 used by the

university to operate three nuclear
laboratories.

The government's decision has
prompted the university to file a

lawsuit to release the funds needed
lo run the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
and the Los Alamos National

Laboratory.

Without the money, the UC said

it may have to walk out of its 48-

year-old agreement to manage the

labs.

This controversy hits at a time
when the university is renegotiat-

ing the terms of its lab contract, set

to expire in September 1992.

The lawsuit, filed in federal

court last month in San Francisco,

charges that the U.S. Department
of Energy interfered with UC
allowance funds totalling
$595,000. No decision has been
made in the case.

The energy department said it

will withhold the funds until it

determines whether the university

properly spent taxpayers* money
when it purchased medals and
other awards for employees at the

Livermore laboratory during a
six-year period, ending in 1985.

The university said that the

purchases were approved by the

government

See LABS, page 2
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Did you know that ... 1 in 3 women over age 14 in Los Angeles will be the target of an
attempted or completed rape?

Responding to dangerous situations with physical self-defense, assertive communication,
or other techniques can increase your safety.

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12:00 - 1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

A S U C L A

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
12:00 Noon, Friday, July 12, 1991
3530 Ackerman Union

JULY MEETING

ON THE AGENDA

The July agenda includes the following

action and information items and
reports:

• Food Service 1 991 Price Comparison

Sun/ey

• National University Trademark Licensing

Management Feasibility Study

• Bruin Gold Card Customer Preference

Survey

• Proposal to Create an Ad Hoc
Committee for Proposals on Planning

Major Projects

• Proposal to Expedite Electronic

Communication Between Student

Government, ASUCLA, and the

Campus

• Proposal to Investigate Selling

Insurance

• Southwest Ackerman Office Expansion

• Proposal Regarding Space for ASUCLA
Board of Directors

• Proposal to Create Ad Hoc Committee

on Operational Principles and Policies

LAST MONTH

At the May 24. 1991 regular meeting, the

Board of Directors took the following actbns
in addition to receiving reports on a number
of matters:

• Approved the Pre-Schematic Layout for

the Ackerman Union Expansion Project

• Approved Proposal to Add Up to 30,000

Square Feet of Space in the Area of

Ackerman Union and Kerckhoff Hall

• Approved the Graduate Students

Association Budget 1991-1992

• Approved the Bomt)Shelter Renovation

Funding Augmentation

• Approved the Treehouse Dining Room
Refurt)ishment

• Approved the Communications Board,

EoJiOlite. KLA, Summer Bruin Summer
1991 Budget

• Approved the Continuation of Book
Bonus Program

• Approved the Allocation of Funds for the

ASUCLA Student Government Library

The Board of Directors ts the student-majority board that sets policy

for the Services arid Enterprises ofASUCLA. including the Students

'

StoreandFood Service All Board ofDirectors meetings are open to

thepublic, andmembers ofthecampuscommumtyare invited toattend.

Commission's recommendations
The six principal recommendations made by the Christopher

Commission were:

Strong leadership and management is necessary to control the

significant "problem group" of officers who repeatedly use

excessive force. Command officers must be held accountable for

the actions of officers they supervise.

Because the use of excessive force is aggravated by racism

and bias, the leadership of the LAPD must seek tangible ways,

beyond formal statements of policy, to establish the principle that

racism and bias will not be tolerated.

The LAPD should adopt the "community-based pohcing"

model, emphasizing service to the public and prevention of crime.
A major overhaul of the LAPD system for disciphning

officers is necessary. Among other essential reforms, all force-

related complaints should be investigated by the separate Internal

Affairs Division rather than at the station house.

The Police Commission must be strengthened and its staff

increased. The staff should be headed by a civilian at the general

manager level who is accountable solely to the commission.
The LAPD chief of police should serve a five-year term

renewable once at the discretion of the Pohce Commission. The
chief should be appointed by the mayor, upon recommendation of
the Police Commission and with the advice and consent of the City
Council. The chief would be removable during his or her term by
the Police Commission with the mayor's approval and subject to

being overruled by two-thirds of the City Council.
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UCLA professor who served on
the Christopher Commission. "But
what we tried to do was not

personalize the situation — the

solutions are not that simple.**

After the report's release, how-
ever. Gates said it had "serious

errors" and he would not consider

stepping down until he oversees

the suggested refomis. "After 13

years of being battered, pushed and
otherwise tonnenied . . . you can't

expect me to just run away."
When Gates refused to resign,

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley,

at a press conference Tuesday,
reamed the chief and lingering

commissioners. "I say to those
who would block the road to

change, stand aside or we will

leave you behind."

He has ordered the city person-

nel office to begin the search for a
new poUce chief.

Police Commission President
Melanie Lomax resigned hours
after the report was released, and
Commissioner Samuel Wilhams is

also expected to resign.

As part of their investigation,

the commission reviewed 182 days
of computerized transmissions
between patrol cars and found
many racial slurs and epithets.

They concluded that the officers

felt free to be racist in their official

communications.

Some officers have said "Let's
slap around some monkeys" when
referring to African Americans

LABS
From page 1

The $595,000. given to the UC.
is a portion of the total funds used
for operating the three national
laboratories which research and
develop all U.S. nuclear weapons.
UC Attorney Allen Wagner said

the university is asking the court to
rule that the energy department
had no authority to withhold funds
it had ab-eady approved.
*Thc Department of Energy is

retroactively seeking to rescind
our allowance," Wagner said.
"They arc trying to suggest that the
monies are DOE funds."

In the lawsuit, the UC is also
askmg the court to declare that the
energy department violated its

contract with the university. Under
the terms of the contract, the UC
receives $12.5 mUlion annually for
its management of the labs.

Efforts to setUe the dispute out
of court were unsuccessful. "We
tried for several months to estab-
lish a process that was fair"
Wagner said.

and "Go back to Mexico" about
Chicanos.

Gates' attitude would not sur-

prise some members of UCLA's
Afirican Student Union. They say
racism runs rampant in the police

force, and the Rodney King beat-

ing is not an isolated incident "It is

not a quirk. It happens in our
community everyday. People gel

beat up and killed every day." said

Kathy Guyton. head coordinator of
the union.

She said students must educate

themselves in an attempt to end
police brutality. "Whatever hap-
pens in this situation will affect us

continuously."

Carol Heppc. director of the

Police Misconduct Lawyer Refer-
ral service, has been addressing the

issue of police brutality for years.

Currently, the service has filed a
lawsuit against the Lynwood sub-
station of the police department
The lawsuit claims the depart-

ment is overrun by "white
supremist sheriffs that have sign

language and verbal language that

is clearly racist," she said.

Heppe is doubtful that racism in

the police force can be eradicated.

"If an officer is racist to one
individual, he is going to do it

again. They either apply racism in

their jobs or they don't"
Warren Christopher, the head of

the commission, expressed his

team's wish that "officers at the

patrol level would spend less time
in their cars communicating with

other officers and more time on the

street communicating with peo-
ple."

*They would not let us know
what evidence they used" for

cutting off the UC funds, he«aid.

The energy department has until

Aug. 5 10 respond to the complaint

U.S. Secretary of Energy James

Watkins. who was named in the

suit, shaiply criticized the univer-

sity's action.

*Thc University of Cahfomia is

unable to understand that the

Etepartmcnt of Energy must act to

safeguard the best interest of

American taxpayers by making

sure that their money is property

spent." Watkins said in a state-

ment

**Frankly, I am amazed that they

have, chosen to go after the^e

seemingly misspent funds in this

fashion." he said.

Currently, the energy depart-

ment is working with the Justice

Department on a response to the

lawsuit a government attorney

involved in the case said.

Affirmative action Minorities in glraduate studies up
enrollment declines American Indian

By Brigitte Brady

Fewer African-American,
American-Indian, Chicano and
Latino students are enrolling at the

University of California, accord-
ing to an affuTTiative action report

released by the UC governing
board last month.

This decline in enrollment
marks the first time since the

university began its special recruit-

ment programs 25 yean ago, that

the number of freshmen from all

student affirmative action groups
has dropped.

Although the number of stu-

dents ofcolor attending theUC has
increased by 159.4 percent over
the last decade, prehminary fig-

ures for fall 1990 show that their

enrollment dropped by 583 from
the previous year.

The groups with the largest

decline in UC enrollment were
African American and Chicano/
Latino students, with 322 and 229
fewer enrollments respectively.

"At UCLA, we have had a

problem attracting African Ameri-
can students," said Rae Lee Sipo-

Suspected
dealer's cash
may be used
to fight drugs
By Matt Ball

Summer Bruin Staff

A suspected cocaine dealer,

caught by university police in

June, will go to court later this

month.

Emelio Valdovinos, 21, of Los
Angeles, was caught with more
than three ounces of cocaine, a

small amount of rock or "crack"

cocaine and about $1,400 in cash

after police stopped his car near

the UCLA family student housing
complex in Palms.

University police stopped his

1990 Toyota 4-Runner on June 29
because it had illegally-tinted

windows and officers noticed it

making an unsafe right turn.

As officers pulled the car over, a

small bag whistled out of the car's

window. The bag was filled with

what looked like cocaine.

When pohce searched Valdovi-

nos' car and found the cash and
three more ounces of cocaine, they

arrested him. The two passengers

in the car with Valdovinos were

also arrested, but later released.

Detectives investigated Valdo-

vinos after they found that he had
Ued about where he lived and
worked.

PoUce found his real address—
near Exposition Avenue and
National Boulevard— and his real

occupation — unemployed —
after a short investigation.

A search of Valdovinos' apart-

ment mmed up more than $14,000

in cash. Police narcotics dogs

sniffed out the money in a drawer

because it smelled of cocaine.

Police filed charges against

Valdovinos on July 1 for trans-

porting cocaine, possession of

cocaine for sales and possession of

rock cocaine. His first day in court

is July 25.

Police said they would like to

seize both the Toyota 4-Runner

rin, UCLA's admissions director.

"First African American students

are leaving Cahfomia to attend

universities and second, at UCLA
in particular, more people are

leaving L.A. because of cost ol

hving. They find better opportuni-

ties elsewhere."

Attracting Latino and Chicano
students to UCLA has not been as

big of a problem as it has at other

campuses, she added.

However, leaders of UCLA's
Chicano/Latino student group are

still disturbed by their communi-
ty's enrollment figures. Manuel
Baldenegro, educational coordi-

nator for MEChA. a ChicanoA-ati-

no student group, cites two reasons

for the decline.

•The biggest reason why Lati-

no/Latina students are not coming
is because of money. Even though

the UC is relatively inexpensive

compared to other schools, it is still

a lot of money." he said.

"A lot of Latinos/Latinas are

fu^t generation, too. They are the

first to even go to school beyond

See DECREASE, page 5

representation

stays the same
By Brigitte Brady

The number of UC graduate

students, faculty and staff who are

women and/or people of color is on
the rise, according to statistics

released by the University of

Cahfomia last month.

The numbers for faculty and
graduate students show an increase

in representation for women and
all people of color, except Ameri-
can Indians which remained
roughly the same.

At UCLA. **we have had diffi-

culty in that area, but this campus,
with the exception of Berkeley,

has the highest number of Native

Americans in graduate programs."

said Mary Ann Freeman, a

counselor in UCLA's graduate

division.

She added that the biggest

problem the university faces is

finding American Indians for

recruitment

But despite their small numbers.

"In general, females

and minorities are in

the bottom level posi^

tions. We have made
progress over the
years. But this is

something we have to

deal with. It will not
go away.**

James Lake, Jr.

UCLA graduate students of color

are very active on campus,
according to graduate student

President David Lee.

"I have seen a fair number of

graduate students who are from
underrepresented groups active in

(student government)," he said.

"However, as a graduate student in

the mechanical engineering
department I see fewer minority

students."

As a result graduate govem-
ment formed a task force in April

to tackle the issue of recruitment

and retention of students of color.

The UC report also included an

update on staff and business

affirmative action programs

released by the state's Cahfomia
Postsecondary Education Com-
mission.

The report said people of color

made up 36.3 percent of the UC
staff in 1989, a figure that exceeds
the representation of those groups
in the Cahfomia work force in

general.

But some UCLA professors are

skeptical of the advances. "You
have got to look at the statistics in

terms of who makes the decisions

within the university," said UCLA
staff member Glenn Omatsu, asso-

ciate editor of the Amerasia Jour-

nal in the Asian American Studies

See INCREASE, page 6

Behind bars

See COCAINE, page 6
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Robert Calderon of Lewis Jorge Construction Co. pauses high atop the Plaza
Las Fuentes in Pasadena on Tuesday.

Murphy, Rolfe
halls undergo
summer repairs
By Leila Ansarl

Summer Bruin Staff

When students walk up to the cashier's

window in Murphy Hall to pay their fall

registration fees, they will tread on new
marble floors.

However, the $400,000 cost of such
refurbishments to Murphy Hall cannot be
allocated for anything else. Neither can the

$310,000 poured into the aesthetic remod-
eling of Rolfe Hall.

These summer building refurbishments

will replace floors, repaint walls, remove
asbestos, hang better signs and even step up
security— all part of an effort to make the

buildings more attractive and functional for

those who have to maneuver through them
daily.

And deferred maintenance funds that the

state allocates each year for repair of
campus buildings are picking up the tab.

The funds are hmited, said Allen Solo-

mon, the assistant vice chancellor who
oversees UCLA facilities. "It cannot be
used to reduce student fees. It cannot be
used to reduce parking fees. It cannot be
used to hire staff in an academic depart-

ment"
TTie goal for Murphy is to break down the

"bureaucratic image" before the niad rush

of fall quarter registration begins.

So, the main focus of the aesthetic

improvements is on the west wing of the

ftfst floor, where the admissions, regi-

strar's, enrolhnent and cashier's offices are

located.

New signs will direct students to their

destinations, and reduce the confusion that

sometimes results with the large number of
detailed signs that currently hang in the

building.

The west wing floor will be adomed with
marble because it is more durable and lasts

long. The vinyl that covers the floors now
has worn down. "(The wing) is like a

railroad station. And people treat it like a

railroad station, too," Solomon said.

Removing the asbestos in floor tiles and
strengthening sonic lighting fixiuics are

attempts to make Murphy more safe.

"Anything we take out we are putting

something back in that has either energy
conservation or seismic improvement" said

See REPAIRS, page 5
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Briefs
World

Slovenia accepts plan

on averting civil war
UUBUANA. Yugoslavia — The

Assembly of secessionist Slovenia Wed-
nesday overwhelmingly accepted a Euro-
pean Community plan on averting civil

war in Yugoslavia, despite objections
from hard-line nationalists and a fresh
exchange of threats between local and
federal armed forces.

The so-called Brioni Declaration was
approved by 189 votes, with 11 lawmak-
ers opposing the pact and seven abstaining
after XA hours of debate, in a crucial

victory for Slovenian President Milan
Kucan, whose political fate hung on the
decision.

"Let us not lose too much energy in

long discussions," the former Communist
told the joint session of the 240-member
tricameral Slovenian legislature in calling
for ratification of the pact *The Brioni
agreement is something that Slovenia has
to support because it embodies the
goodwill of Europe.

'Trying to reject it would mean we
would lose their support,** Kucan said,

urging approval "in the interest of peace,
in the interest of Slovenian independence
and recognition.**

Hard-liners objected to the pact, brok-

ered Monday by three EC foreign

ministers in marathon talks on the

Adriatic island of Brioni, because the

federal army was not a party to it

Bush questions Iraq's

nuclear capability

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President

Bush said Wednesday that he was not

convinced Saddam Hussein had "come
totally clean** on Iraq's nuclear capability

and the United States "will not be lulled**

into thinking he is telling the truth.

At a news conference, Bush repeated
what senior administration officials have
been saying for two days, adding that

"there will not be normal relations**

between Washington and Baghdad as
long as the Iraqi leader remains in power.

In a report released this week to the

United Nations and to the International

Atomic Energy Agency, Iraq acknow-
ledged that it had possessed outdated
machines used to process uranium and
said it had operated a program for

uranium enrichment, which is critical to

the development of a nuclear bomb.

House rejects China's

'most-favored' status

WASHINGTON. D.C.— In a stinging
rebuke to President Bush, the House
Wednesday voted narrowly to rescind
favorable trade treatment to China.
The unexpected vote, though far short

of the two-thirds majority needed to

override a presidential veto, was intended

to send a strong message to the admi-
nistration that it had failed to require

China to improve its human rights record.

The 223-204 vote came hours before

the House was expected to impose
conditions on China to retain most-
favcM-ed-nation trading eligibility in 1992.

That measure could produce a veto-proof

vote.

On this date:

In 1952, Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower
was nominated as the Republican pres-

idential candidate, with Richard Nixon as

his running mate. They were elected in

November.

In 1955, the U.S. Air Force Academy in

Colorado was dedicated with 300 cadets

in its Hrst class.

In 1979. America's Skylab space

station fell to earth, scattering tons of

debris across the Australian desert.

In 1985, two explosions sank the

Rainbow Warrior, flagship of the Green-

peace environmental activist group, in

Auckland, New Zealand, kilUng a ship's

photographer and launching an interna-

tional uproar. France later acknowledged
responsibility.

Nation

Bush approves list

of military closures

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Praising a

special commission for a lack of political

bias, President Bush approved in full

Wednesday its recommendations to close

39 military installations around the

country at an eventual savings of $1.5
billion a year.

Speaking at a news conference shortly

after he endorsed the report of the base-

closing panel. Bush said he had forwarded
it to Congress "largely based on the

enthusiastic acceptance, obviously, of the

Pentagon.**

Asked, however, if he would have liked

to see the cuts go farther, the president
said: "No, I think for now it's prqper.

»

'Robin Hood' hits

$100 million mark
"Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves" has

become the first summer film to pass the

$l(X)-million mark in domestic ticket

sales, crossing the benchmark in its 26th
day of release, Warner Bros, said Wed-

nesday.

"Robin Hood," starring Kevin Costner,
has now sold more than $100.2 million in
tickets and will probably wind up takmg
in about $150 million. It was No. 3 at the
box office over the Fourth ofJuly five-day
weekend, taking in $14.6 million.

"Hood" became the second movie to
top the $100 million mark this year after
Orion's "Silence of the Lambs," which
has sold more than $126 million in tickets.

Atom smasher funded
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Senate

voted to give President Bush virtually all

of the money he requested for the atom-
smashing super collider Wednesday,
soundly beating an attempt to kill what
was called "the most important scientific

endeavor** in the world.

An amendment by Sen. Dale Bumpers,
D-Ark., to strip $508.7 miUion for the
Superconducting Super Collider fix)m the
$21.6 billion energy and water develop-
ment bill was killed 62-37. f

The $508.7 million for the project is

still $25 million less than the budget
request but $75 million more than the
$433.7 million approved by the House.
Senate-House negotiators will have to
settle on a compromise figure.

Nudism on the rise

KISSIMMEE, Fla. — Despite the
return to social conservatism in the *90s,

more and more people arc stripping down
and joining up with nudist clubs, a
national nudist society said Wednesday.

In the past year, membership at the 200
affiliated clubs of the National Sunba-
thing Association has increased by about
12 percent to 40,000, said spokeswoman
Debra Peterson.

From United Press International
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Michelle Slater, a project mana-
ger.

The Rolfe Hall refurbishment,

which starts in August, will make
some similar changes. Rolfe will

have colored floor tiles with

different patterns and designated

alcoves where people can sit and
chat.

These refurbishments are part of
an ongoing program that has

remodeled 16 buildings since

1986. The good quality of build-

ings helps keep graffiti off walls,

recruit faculty and students and
obtain support from donors, Solo-

mon said.

Matching the building interior

with its exterior is also important,

he said. *'So, it is not such a jar to

walk into a beautiful Italian

Romanesque building and the

inside looks like a DMV."

DECREASE
From page 3

high school.**

Social issues also play a role in

the decision. "Many Latino stu-

dents come from close families.

When they go to a campus as large

as ours, it is easy for a student to

get lost,** Baldenegro explained.

The Regents report also attri-

butes the shrinking number of

students of color to the overall

drop in high school graduates and
the high number of students who

never intended to enroll even if

they were admitted.

"Fewer students are graduating

from high school,** Siporin added.

**This decrease has just hit the UC
later than anyone else.**

But university officials have

expressed their concern about the

dip in enrollment of students of

color and say they are implement-

ing plans to increase these num-
bers.

"Campuses are considering

strategies to address the decline,

and the university will continue its

efforts to attract qualified underre-

prcscntcd minority students,** said

William Frazer, VC senior vic«

president for academic affairs in a

written statement

Overall plans to attract students

of color include reaching out to

them before they apply to the

university.

**Two challenges are clear to us.

We must continue our work, in

partnership with schools, to raise

the eligibility rate of underrepre-

scnted groups, and to increase the

rate at which underrepresented

minorities participate in post-sec-

ondary education,** Frazer said.

Tt's tfie talfe. of the summer
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AUTO INSURANCE a„d ,he NERD FACTOR
There is indeed a Top Rated Domestk Insurer right here in Westwood Village that has exceptionally
low rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensed
experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be
positively shocked.

You see, we truly appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We applaud your commitment to do
well in school because this means that you will most likely do well in life. Let us show you first hand
that your pursuit of excellence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

You can have

roPGUMS
COSMETIC and

GENERAL DENTISTRY
478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Fix Chipped. Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas, Estimates in Writing
•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)
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We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET-PCS
MEDi-CAL*BLUE CROSS

Paid Prescription Drugs

M-F 9am - 6:30 pm
Sat 9:30 am- 1 :30 pm

1 090 Westwood Boulevard 208-3701

Andy & Tony

invite you

to join them in

Lijfht'Hcarted

Roman Style Dininjf

SPECIAL DINNERS MON THRU THURS
LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 W Pico Blvd.. W. Lot Angeles • (213) 4740102

NEW NOSE?
Facial Cosmetic Surgery

•EYELIDS Remove wrinkles, bags
•NOSE Reshape, remove bumps, "touch-ups"

•FACE LIFTS Stamp out wrinkles

•COLLAGEN, THEMICAL PEELS
•CHIN & CI '^KS / IMPLANTS
•LYPOSUC: . ^-FACE & CHIN
•LASER TAiuO REMOVAL

•LIP AUGMENTATION
INSURANCE/FINANCING AVAILABLE

FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATION
LASER SURGERY

BEFORE

COMPUTER IMAGING
AVAILABLE

ALSO EAR, NOSE & THROAT PROBLEMS
AFTER

•Nasal breathing problem •Dizzineaa & Tinnitus problems •Tonsils

•Sinus congestion •Problem cases 4 2nd opinions •Snoring
•Complete hesnng services •^sr infection •Allergy Treatment

STEVEN BURRES, M.D. Board Certified 208-7806
100 UCLA Medical Plaza, Suite 522 509 N. Sepulveda, ManhatUn Beach

COMPACT Billboard
DISC-COUNT -

Top 30
bur own body may be your best weapon

PSifi
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discs

lOOO's Of Used CD's

$1 OFF
per title

ANY USED CO

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

NEED
CASH?
WE BUY

USED CD's

$1 OFF
per title

ANY USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

Self-Defense
Worksho

or Women*

' A 4-hour workshop
led by the

^ Los Angeles Commission
on Assaults Against Women
designed to prepare women

psychologically and physically

to deal with assaults.

J

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-41 22
10741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA (ACRCSS FROM WESTSIOE PAVILON)

SATURDAY

iign up now in

Cc i-sponsored by ttie Women's

i U 1 1 i «.

.JULY 13, 9 am.- 1 p.m.

2 Dodd Hall, or call 625-3945.

I intf9Hd in taking a salf-dafansa workshop, call 206-8240

Resource Center arxj tt>e Departrrtent of Comnrujnlty Safety.
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COCAINE
From page 3

Valdovinos was driving and the

$14,000 cash found in his apart-

ment, and are trying to do so in

civil court. They have already

confiscated the $ 1 ,400 found in the

car.

*To keep the money, he would
have to prove how he got it," said

university detective John Adams.
"He's not employed. His com-

mon-law wife isn't employed. He
told us that it was bail money given
to him by the two other guys. Then
they will have to prove how they
got iL"

?f police are successful, they say
they will use the money to buy
equipment needed to enforce drug
laws. But it may take up to a year
for them to receive the money.

INCREASE
From page 3

Center.

"People of color are still not

making the decisions. However,
there are attempts to change the

situation," Omatsu said.

Although the university has

expanded its employment of
women and various ethnic groups,

"the university as a whole needs
work in the area of Latino and

Chicano staff in the managerial

positions," said Carmen Estrada,

director of UC business and

employment affirmative action.

At UCLA, ethnic representation

is at a respectable, but stagnant

level, according to James Lake, Jr.,

a UCLA staff affirmative action

officer. People from underrepre-

sentcd communities compose 45

percent of the work force and

women make up 55 percent

"But the question is where they

are. In general, females and

minorities are in the bottom level
positions," Lake said. "We have
made progress over the years. But
this is something we liave to deal
with. It will not go away."
The university follows a "pipe-

line" approach to its diversity
programs. This includes a series of
planned programs beginning from
the earliest point of intervention
junior high — and continuing into
the faculty tenure process. The
programs focus on easing the
transition from one step to another.
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The Big Apple

While Saving Lives!
The UCLA Blood Donor Center is anticipating a blood shortage this summgr.

Your donor appointment and blood donation will aid sonwone who desperately
needs your blood. And fronr\ May 20-July 15, the prinviry beneficiaiy may be

YOU!

i WIN A TRIPtoH)

-or- ^

Shhh... the best kept secret in Westwood.

Iht goCdtn gau L

Thomas Cook Travel is offenng UCLA student, faculty, and staff blood donors the chance to win free airfare
to two ol our country s most popular cities, first prvu in our random drawing is two round-trip tickets from
Los Angeles to New York Qty. Second prize is two round-trip tickets from Los Angeles to San Francisco •

PLUS - ^ weekly drawing for Dinner for TWo at

AND - Each donor receives a discount coupon to 4 hours
Westwood

As tlwaym. lX:i>/ASUCI> employcn-tndudlns
CMna, ci*u4l and mcMt •tudcnt" potibont^viil
reoaw tune off to dontte, plui fotv hcxin luvc-wiOv
pty for each donabon iJCLA atudcnta continue to
racave a meal ticket for all ASUCLA food faolitiea
with eadi donatian.

To enter:

L A donor appoinunem must be made by callinf 825-083C or 206-
S72L Your name must appear on our donor Khedule to qualify.

(AppoinimciH5 help minimize waiung bme for our donors.)

2. All blood donauons must mea all regular donor qualificauonx.***

* Charming European style setting.

* Complimentary Breakfast & Free Parking.

*'H^ up to tfie zuarm & fritndfy smiles of our staff,
* Rooms with courtyard or pool views.

^Walking distance to UCIA & Westwood.
(special Bruin rates)

Rooms from $65.00 for o single guest room

From $85.00 for suites with fully equipped kitchens.

Hsli, aSout our Qrad Specials

Century Wilshira Hotel 10776 Wiishire Blvd.

Los Angeles (213)474-4506

Be A Winner! Give Blood! Call now!
UCLA Blood Donor Center

825-0850 or 206-5721
• ApproKunalemail value trfairtinetiAeul^^vfY, $1,100, I^SF. woo Raatnctiai* apply to both awarda EJ Pdlo I.0C0 duino-ivtail value. SI 1 OOt
ojupor reuU value. $4» Rmploym d (h« UCl> Blood Bank. UCLA Medical Onfci MarkctuiK and HannuuL and UCLA Hedth Sdcncs
ConmunicitMnaMcnotciigiMr to winpnztsin thcBedrawinic*

** teHW Mudoit tmvkaytm may not <,uaWy (or A hour, leave-writK«ay CaU th« UCLA Blood Dcnor Cotts lor detoik
Autoiogoua and dcMgnatt^ donor* arp not eligible for prue drawinga

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood*s Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum

^10 Dn, Cleaning Order

.\ I VuklJwUii, ( )ti,. ; I

Willi liuoniiiiM Order

00 pm Every Monday and Thursday

TODAY: The t^ighly acclaimed Tal<acs Quartet

i i

Gabor Takacs-Nagy (Violin); Gabor Ormai (Viola); Karoly
Schranz (Violin); Andras Fejer (Cello).

I m M L N U Y J b W U M A N

Presented by the Henry J Brumon Educational
Foundation, Summer Sessions, the Center for the
Performing Arts, the Student Committee for ttie

Arts, the Music Department and ttie UCLA
Libraries Call 825-4401 for more information.

ALL OPHTHALMIC FRAMES AND

SUNGLASSES

ENTIRE INVENTORY REDUCED
SALE STARTS SATURDAY JULY 13th
WESTWOOD LOCATION ONLY

NAMESTOO BIG
JVIENTI06L

OPTOMETRIX]
An Optometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN AVE.

Dr. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.
0_PTOJMtT m I M

EYES EXAMINED/CONTACT LENSES/CUSTOM EYEWEAR
LAB ON PREMISES/1-HQUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

SANCTIONS
From page 1

a State Department determination
that the South African government
had freed all political prisoners—
more than 1,000 in the last year—
as defmed by the United States.

That judgment, challenged by
those who want sanctions main-
tained, met the last of five tests

Congress set for the repeal of curbs
on investment and trade.

Still in place arc a U^.-ordered
arms embargo, a ban on expoits to

the police or military, curbs on
trade subsidies and a prohibition

on support for South African

borrowing from the International

Monetary Fund.

The South African government

and business community wel-

cx)med the news as an eventual

boost for an economy said to have

suffered by 25 percent over the last

decade.

Nelson Mandela, head of the

black opposition African National

Congress — whose release from
prison last year was key to repeal

of the sanctions — conveyed his
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disappointment when notified by a

telephone call from Bush.

Mandela ''understood that the

president was acting in accordance
with the law, that he has no
flexibility," Assistant Secretary of
State Herman Cohen told repor-

ters. "But he would have preferred

to have this done at a later date."

'Tilting toward apartheid is

wrong,** Kennedy said. "The
United States should not be so
easily giving up our most potent
weapon in the long battle to end
that brutal system of government**

REACTION
From page 1

I activity.** it said.

More than 1,0(X) people have
died this year in township fighting

between ANC supporters and
those of its rival, the Inkatha

Freedom Party. The ANC blames
the government for not stopping
violence and says it has impeded
effective grass-roots organization.

"Furthermore large numbers of
persons, defined as political pris-

oners in terms of agreement

reached between the ANC and the

South African government, remain
in jail," it said.

In addition. South Africa*s
constitution still excludes blacks
from voting for members of
Parliament

De Klerk welcomed the end of
five years of sanctions.

*The end of the Comprehensive
Anti-Apartheid Act is to be wel-
comed as a further step towards the

normalization of relations between
our country and the United States,**

de Klerk said in a statement
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All-suite hotel for Bruins and friends.

Jast minutes from the UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, free parking, p(X)l & spa.
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Commentary

ne bitter irony tiiat

is Clarence nomas
On July 1 George Bush

did something I never
thought he*d do.

He imposed a quota.

George Bush, the champion
of fair fighting and "colorblind
hiring" followed a racial quota
in a nomination for a job
promotion. He nominated Clar-
ence Thomas, a black man, to

replace Thurgood Marshall on
the U.S. Supreme Court
Here's hoping that this cynical,

hypocritical move backfires on
Bush.

Few civil rights proponents
have successfully argued that

women and minorities should
be represented among the high
court's justices. Even if they
could have, they'd eat their

legal briefs upon seeing how
Bush has twisted "minority

representation" to include the
caveat that minority nominees
must help to further the con-
servative agenda. The Constitu-
tion places no limits on whom
a president may nominate for

the court It's assumed, howev-
er, that Supreme Court justices
will be pohtically impartial in

their interpretation of law, and
need not pass a "litmus lest"

to serve on the bench.

Thomas not only passes
Bush's ideological htmus, but
he also passes the president's

implicit racial litmus. George
was clearly looking for a
woman or minority in an
attempt to diffuse criticism that

the new court will further

dilute civil rights.

Bush, however, denies
attempting to colorize this old
black and white classic.

At the news conference
called to announce Thomas*
nomination. Bush stated that he
"went for the best man (sic)

... the fact that he (Thomas)
is black and a minority . . .

has nothing to do with this

(nomination)."

We had heard rumors that

the candidate would be a
conservative Hispanic or a
woman. That he did not pick a

Hispanic, yet flouted Spanish
surnames through the press as

potential candidates, reveals

how anxious Bush was to

convince minorities that he is

on the side of fairness and
racial progress. Silly liberals.

We thought that his opposition
to the 1991 Civil Rights biU
was indicative of his distaste

for hiring on the basis of skin

color and playing politics based
on race. But as former Demo-
cratic Party Chairperson John
White stated, "(Bush) danced
with the Hispanics, (but made)
a late date with the blacks."

So now I find myself caught
in the very sticky web that the

president hoped his critics

would find themselves tangled
in, arguing against the nomina-

tion of an African American to

a position that so desperately
needs to be filled by a person
of color.

First, a word about Clarence
Thomas. He is one of only a
small handful of conservative
African American justices.

There are literally hundreds of
moderate and liberal African
American justices who are just
as qualified to serve on the
Supreme Court as Thomas. So
if you're looking for, specifi-

cally, a conservative black to

fill a Supreme Court seat,

there just aren't as many
people to choose from. Sec-
ondly, it may seem obvious
that there are many hundreds
of white male justices who are
equally or more qualified to

serve on the Supreme Court
than Clarence Thomas.

In our nation's history, only
one of the 104 men and one

Brian
Smedley
woman who have served on
the Supreme (Zourt has been an
African American. So when the

sole African American justice

vacates his seat, what are the

odds that another African
American will fill it?

White House sources reve-

aled that among the final

choices for the nomination, no
while male was listed. Women
and non-white males were pre-
dominant, at the president's

request

Therefore, when George
Bush claimed that race did not
play a factor in Thomas*
nomination, I realized that

George was trying to pull the

wool over our eyes.

Sadly, much will be made in

the confirmation hearings of
Thomas' early association with
the Black Panthers and other
civil rights groups, back in the

days when Thomas was per-

haps inspired by the visions of
Malcolm X and Dr. Martin
Luther King. Given this back-
ground, it*s an unsavory task

to try to expose Thomas as a
turncoat a man whose social

consciousness led him at one
time to direct a food drive for

inner-city children.

But there is a strange

dichotomy to Thomas' career.

Despite his overt concern with
racial equality and social jus-

tice, Thomas never took a civil

rights course during his years

at Yale Law School. He was
the most undcrqualified director

of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) that this nation has
ever seen. He was a Reagan
appointee to this post despite
having no background in civil

rights legislation. His tenure at

the EEOC made this organiza-
tion's title a contradiction in

terms.

Perhaps most ironically, Tho-
mas could not attend desegre-
gated schools in his home state

of Georgia until 1954. when a
man named Thurgood Marshall
successfully argued before the

Supreme Coun to ensure the
right of a black child to go to
school with white children.

Thomas now stands poised to

replace Marshall on the bench,
perhaps intent to undo the civil

rights legislation that Marshall
pioneered.

What is most insulting to

African Americans, however, is

that Thomas is being used as a

pawn by conservatives to mock
affirmative action and divide
the black vote. Senator Orin
Hatch (R-Utah) has been
quoted as saying that "anyone
who takes him (Thomas) on in

the area of civil rights is

taking on the grandson of a
sharecropper."

If you fail lu see the

ignorance of this statement,

please read on. Thomas' race
and economic background alone
do not qualify him as a

champion of "new age" civil

rights. Rather, Thomas* record
as director of the EECX: and
as a Federal Appeals Court
judge indicates that he is

opposed to affirmative hiring,

busing to end school desegre-
gation, equal pay for women

tices.

Civil rights refers to full

legal, social and economic
equality for all citizens. Afri-

can Americans and others who
are concerned with civil rights

would much rather see a per-

son of any color nominated to

George Bush, the champion of £air figjiting and
"colcxblind hirii^" followed a racial quota in a
nomination for a job promotion. He nominated
Clarence Tliomas, a black man, to replace Thur-
good Marshall on the US. Supreme Court. Here'
hoping that diis cynical, hypocriti<^ move back-
fires on Bush.

and legal protection against age
discrimination. Thomas, as with
many conservatives of all

ethnic persuasions, prefers to
bury his head in the sand and
pretend that the Constitution
forbids government from
addressing these social injus-

the court who will uphold
these ideals, rather than a
black man who will noL
So much for colorblind hir-

ing.

Smedley is a doctoral student
in psychology.

The Viewpoint section needs a few good artists.

If you can an express opinion through your
illustrations, there may be a paid position
waiting for you. Call 825-221 6 to set up an
interview time.
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UCLA offers tlie l}est time around Ljos Angeles
Okay. I want to make

one thing clear: Vm
not a Bruin ra ra. That

is, I don't flaunt UCLA bum-
per stickers on my Ford; I

don't have Bruin glassware or
plates; I don't own any Bear-
wear, and I don't brag about
being an alum.

Yet my association with the
school probably goes deeper
than most self-proclaimed

"Bruins," in part because I

actually lived on the campus
as a kid in Vet's housing, in

part because I got a Bachelor's
in English here, and finally

because I've worked on or
around the school for about ten

years. I guess in a way I

consider this campus my home
town, for better or worse.
And don't think that what

Tm about to say is prompted
by the UCLA public relations

corps or anyone in the

chancellor's office. It's not.

Instead, it's based on 25 inter-

mittent years of bumming
around Westwood and doing
almost everything someone in

L.A. is excited to do —
Disneyland, beaches, bitches,

motorcycles, accidents, golf,

tennis, bicycles, more accidents,

Softball, hot-air ballooning.
Sunset Boulevard at high

speed, sailing, skiing, another
accident, jogging, swimming,
bars, restaurants, movies, plays.

Dodgers, Lakers, Rams, Raiders
and rock concerts, among other
things.

Sure, it's been fun, but it

gets old after a while, espe-
cially when you have to

Notes from the Outside

t
Marcus
Hennessy
engage in car-to-car combat
over those L.A. battlefields we
call freeways to get anywhere,
or barter with a street-stupid

crack addict who's pointing a

.44 at your head and wants
both your money arui your life.

So now that summer's here

and many of you find

yourselves new to L.A. and
surrounding environs, you'll

feel the compulsion to go out
and do all those wacky "L.A.

things." If you have the

money, fortitude, patience,

lungs, body armor and sunb-

lock to do them, then by all

means, go to town. Literally.

But if money's a little tight,

you're not a road warrior or a

Steven Segal clone, the beach
isn't your scene and you're

discriminating about who or

what you sleep with, then try
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^Narrioft

Home Away From Home
Cozy, Warm, Friendly, and Comfortable

Brin^ this ad and receit/e
20^o off Ifour room rate

Offer not valid with any discounted rate

Expires 8/30/91

13480MaxellaAve.
Marina Del Rey

213»822»8555 1 •800«228»9290

PROMISE
You'U
JBig Bruin Bargain Couponj
I Large 15-lnch Pizza With One Topping

I
-Free Pepsi Six Pack • Fast, Free Delivery

I
Call 447-1000 |K ^^k f\f\^ 1^

111870 Santa Monica Blvd. . _
(3 Blocks East of Bundy) ^^ P'^^ ^^

I
Good For Carry-Out or Delivery.

Not valid with any other discount.

I
Expires on July 18, 1991

I

I

I

e"* M .1 v t I ' H I

PIZZA IPROMISE" "

YouMIVIt!
I

this for the next few weeks —
stay on campus.

Okay, before you roll your

eyes and sneer, take a good
look around. You're lounging

on the lawn of Dickson Plaza,

birds chirping in abundant

trees, squirrels frolicking

around you, the sun warm on
your skin and you*re admiring

the pseudo-majestic architecture

of Dodd Hall, or just watching

people in skimpy clothes make
their way lo class. Maybe
you*re leering at them — just

don't make it too obvious. Or
you're in the Murphy SculpOire

Garden, api^eciating the provo-
cative pieces on display there,

more birds chirping, actually

the same ones from Dickson

Plaza, and those damn squirrels

again because you fed them
and they followed you. And
the sun's turned from warm to

frigg'n hot so you decide to

sit at the Macgowan Hall

fountain and cool your feet in

the water, at the same time

scheming how you can nab a

few "wish" nickels

All sentimental hyperlx)le

aside, think about it: There's a
lot to do on or around campus,
most of which doesn't require
money (which is good because
you've blown it all on reg fees

and books), and as far as

places in the city go, it's

damn pretty. But that's no
secret to the residents of Bel
Air or Brentwood who make
this part of town their home.
The school's many libraries

comprise not only the largest

book lending system in the

country (outside the Library of
Congress), and provide a vast

spectrum of information, but

they also offer air conditioned

escape from the day's smog,
heat, traffic noise and panhan-
dling bums. Browse through a
few old copies of National
Geographic — the pictures are

great — then doze in a quiet

comer of Powell. If you
believe in the jx)wer of osmo-
sis, you'll be all the wiser for

it.

As for eateries, what could
be nicer than an outdoor repast

at North Campus, the Lu Valle

Commons, or the Bombshelter,
despite those annoying squir-

rels? The food's more than

palatable; it's cheap; and if it's

really crowded, you've got a
great excuse to sit next to

someone attractive and strike

up a conversation about those

mysterious lumps in the cream
of broccoli soup.

Need I mention the game
room in Ackerman, that den of
flashing lights and amplified

digital noise where quarters go
to die? (I personally spent my
law school tuition on the

Zoltar machine.) And how
about that bowling alley? You
might not see it on the pro
bowlers tour, but it's got those

newfangled automatic pin-set-

ters and shoes in everyone's
size.

If you're in physical training

for nine months of grueling

classes, you've got three great

swimming pools, tennis courts

up the wazoo, the Wooden
Center, a gym for every gen-

der, the IM Held and recrea-
tion classes in everything from
scuba diving to badminton to
ballet, HeU, we're talking ath-
letic Xanadu here. If that's not
enough, you can do the cam-
pus perimeter run, flaunting
your pecs through the streets
of Westwood and working off
that party ball from the night
before.

Oh yeah, I almost forgot As
a student here, you can also
kill a lot of time by going to
class and studying real hard.

Take it from a vet, UCLA
is a great place to be, brim-
ming with information, activi-

ties, escapes, secluded spots
and lots of fine scenery. And
I'm not just talking about
student bodies. Sure, it's got
some hassles: too much con-
struction on any given day,
occasional congestion and per-
iodic weirdo attacks, but show
me a place where 55,(XX)
people can converge on a daily
basis without a few problems
and I'll show you the world's
first lobotomy convention.
Spend a day at Disneyland.

Spend a day at Magic Moun-
tain. Spend a night partying
with your friends at Mom's (or

partying with your mom at

friends'.) Then spend a day by
the pool at Sunset Canyon rec

center reading Catch 22. (After
all, that's what your parents
are paying for.) My guess is,

ten years from now, you'll

remember tJie book first.

Hennessy is a staff member at

UCLA's Extension.

grocery • produce • dairy • deli • bakery

$5.79
1 2 pack

12 oz cans

+ tax & CRV

COMPARE & SAVE! hreadstiks R^^l phf;

Green Seedless Grapes, lb 1 .69
Valencia Oranges, lb '89

Dell fresh sliced Turkey breast, lb 4.99
O.R. saltfree popping corn, 3/3.5oz 2.05
Kellogg's Pop Tarts, 1 1 oz 1 .55
Ocean Spray Cranberry Juice, 32 oz 1 .79
Ragu spaghetti sauce/mush. 28oz 1 .49
Arrowhead Mtn Spring water, 1 gal .99

1.79
.99

5.99
2.25
1.65
1.83
1.80
1.09

Any 32 oz

Sports Bottle
refill

49«

These are everyday prices, nnt sale prices

OPEN TIL
11 PM PARKING

1057 GAYLEV AVE • 209-1111

e J ; » » -iV. > \ * \ 3 1 > r
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Wounded walks in

a world unbalanced
By Rob Winfleld

Summer Bruin Staff

"I keep forgetting/' says sin-

ger/songwriter Jerry Giddens.
"that the earliest roots of rock *n

roll were mindless party tunes."
Ever since Walking Wounded's

socially conscious musician intro-

duced his brand of folk rock to the
Hollywood club circuit more than
a decade ago, Giddens unofficially
has assumed the role of the
thinking man's musician in the
sweeping undercurrent of local

music.

A protegee from the Dylan
school of songwriting, his lyrics

have taken the route of information
and provocation for three criti-

cally-heralded albums, their latest

being "Hard Times." Giddons and
the band will perform this evening
at Bogarts in Long Beach.

Rather than simply offer a rock
*n roll beat that suffices only for
dancing pleasure, he instead
encourages his audience to takft

time out from everyday routine
and examine, or re-examine, the
immediate social and political

issues confronting the world at

large.

And the same intensity and
honesty of his convictions stand
firm, whether these matters be
centered upon the greed and
dehumanization existing in corpo-
rate business, the poverty and
homelessness seen on the streets of
L.A. or the turmoil of such war-
torn nations in the Middle East,

Central America and the U.S.
affiliations to such.

"Did you ever sec that movie
*Koyaanisqatsi?*" Giddens asks,
searching for a frame of reference
to his views on songwriting, and
landing on the cinematic montage
of 20th-century society scored by
renowned composer Philip Glass.

*The film's title means *lifc out
of balance,'" he says. "And I think
that's partially an explanation for

what's been happening in Western
society. It is life out of balance.

"For example," the musician
continues, "one issue I'm con-
fronted with every day is the
serious nature ofmy lyrics. But the
way I look at it, it's OK to have
thoughtful and informative music.
In fact, it's necessary to have such.
But you also have to make room
for something less demanding as
well, like dance music. Although it

may not seem like it, it's just as
important.

"And that's what we have to

teach our kids," he professes. *To
try and strike a balance with the
universe. I realize that's a real

Eastern thought But since we're
on the Pacific Rim now, we should
let a little Eastern thought creep
into our judgment."

Citing the music industry as one
of the primary social influences

existing out of equilibrium, he uses
this previous analogy to offer
criticism on the materialism and
commercialism that typically gov-
erns it

"Everybody in the music indus-
try is into making money," Gid-
dens explains. "And people are
forgetting the spiritual value of the
whole thing for which everybody
is supposed to be in the business

Giddens unofficially

has assumed the role

of the thinkii^ man^s
musician in the
sweeping undercur-
rent of local music

for in the first place. But if money
and material gain is the end-all be-
all, then those musicians in the
business are really ignoring the

most important part of what it's all

about — the music.

"Now don't get me wrong." he
quickly interjects. "I believe in the

business of music, because I have
to, and it's important. But I also
believe that good music is as
important as good business.

*That's not to say that Walking
Wounded is the prime example of
the perfect, Utopian band." the

songcraftsman clarifies. "It's obvi-
ous that the music industry's in a
very sorry state, especially the
radio aspect of it. And certainly

Walking Wounded can't save it on
its own. But one thing I can say is

that we're real rock 'n roll musi-
cians playing real rock 'n roll

music. And I believe that alone can
help, provided everyone contri-

butes to it in an honest and real

fashion."

However, despite such belief,

Giddens can't deny that the road
traveled by Walking Wounded
(whose remaining members
include percussionist Tom Lilles-

tol, guitarist Kent Earl Housman,
bassist Jamie Carter and drummer
Robert Williams) has been any-
thing but smooth.
One might say the cost of

making real music is a rather

expensive one. if one attempts to

go against the grain of what is

popular and what sells.

"That's what I keep telling

myself," Giddens stales. "But I

also keep telling myself I'm a
better poet because of it. And I

don't think that outlook will ever
change.

"Even if Walking Wounded
grew rich and famous." he con-
tinues. "I don't think my outlook
would ever change towards the

way I view my songwriting and the

world around me. Because I never
really wanted to be rich and
famous. I just wanted to be heard.

And in some ways, we are heard—
not by many people, but by a lot
"And as fir as the music is

concerned," the musician adds.
"*Hard Times* is the first record
Tve actually listened to this much.
I would be listening to this record
on my way to and from L.A. and it

would get to the song *Sarah,'

where the hurdy-gurdy would start

up. and I would think, *My god, I

can't do any better work than this.*

Of course, I hopefully can and will

down the road. But I felt that I was
doing some pretty exceptional
sujff. And most importantly, this

album proved that the band was for

real, that we are going to be around
and that we will put out good
records every time we do put out a
record.

MUSIC: Walking Wounded at Bogarts
in Long Beach. Tonight at 9:30 p.m
Tickets available at Ticketniaster

Film

Reshman director Singleton exceis witii 'H I • hv

Film matches Lee's benchmark
By Aaron Dobba

If you've seen the trailers for "Boyz N
the Hood." you may think this is just
another picture about gangs with a lot of
rap music, guns, violence and bloodshed.
WeU. you*d be right.

But if you think that is aH or even
most, of what this brilliant film about
three boys growing up amidst the gang
violence and drug deals in South Central
Los Angeles is about, you*d be way off.

"Boyz N the Hood" is not just gangs
and drugs. In fact, in may ways, it*s not
about these things at aU. Rather, it is a
powerful picture which follows the paths
of three different boys with different
futures but one common, binding tie—
they all grew up in South Central. It is a
picture about responsibility — the
responsibility of parents to teach their

children morals and ethics.

When we first meet these boys, they
are 10 years old. But the majoriry of the
picture takes place while they are
teenagers. Tre Styles (Cuba Gooding

Thini

By Aaron Dobbs

Tre (Cuba Gooding, Jr.) clings to his girlfriend Brandi (Nia Long) in despairover the endless violence in "Boyz N The Hood."
y/"^^^spair

Two months after graduating from
use, John Singleton found himself
directing his first feature film.

Even before graduating he had signed
a contract with the prestigious Creative
Artists Agency as well as a four-picture
deal with Columbia Pictures.

Not only is Singleton exceptional, so
is his new film **Boyz N the Hood,"
"Boyz N the Hood" deals with three

boys growing up amidst the gang
violence and drug warfare of South
Central Los Angles, the area where
Singleton grew up.

His childhood experiences not only
helped him create this movie, they were
the driving force in his decision to
become a filmmaker.

"When I was growing up in L.A., my
friend and I had never seen any films that

reflected where we were coming from.
There was nothing showing how we

Henry' takes

Jr.), Ricky Baker (Morris Chestnut) and
Doughboy (Ice Cube) are neighbors.
Ricky and Dough, as he is called by his
friends, are brothers who have different
fathers and different lives. Ricky is a
promising football player on his way to
use with a scholarship, but he already
has a wife and child. Doughboy, on the
other hand, has been in and out of
Juvenile Hall since he was 10 and is now
one of the many dropouts selling crack,
carrying guns and just hanging out
drinking cheap beer.

Tre has a different situation. At the
beginning of the film, Reva Styles
(Angela Bassett) takes Tre to live with
his father. Furious Styles (Larry Fishbur-
ne). Furious is a man who doesn't shirk
his rcsponsibiUties, and because of his
guiding, Tre becomes a responsible
young student with a job.

First time writer-director John Sin-
gleton gives the audience a powerful and
thought-provoking movie. Spike Lee
may be his idol, but with "Boyz N the
Hood" Singleton has nearly achieved

ad speaks to yourij
were growing up. There was stuff with
Tom Cruise and Michael J. Fox, but there
was nothing about us. And that's not
what I want to see. I wanted to see stuff

about me.
"I was going to school struggling to

keep my head up, and I just ?tarted to

write. Writing became my catharsis. I

went to a lot of films, and I just kept on
writing."

His sudden succes, being signed by
Creative Artists Agency while he was
still in film school, didn't please every-
one.

*The people at school were mad." he
laughs.

Although the adverting depicts a
violent gangland drama, the movie treats

the coming-of-age of young African
Americans. For many young men. raised

without role models, that means discov-
ering what manhood is.

"How many brothers do you know
who have a responsible father? You have

what it took Lee three films to get to.

Although this picture is quite different
from Lee's "Do the Right Thing." it is a
fantastic film which never fails to teach
and entertain.

Singleton shows the growth of these
three boys not only through scenes with
them together, but also by cutting from
scene to scene as they each go through
their own lives: Tre studying and trying
to convince his girlfriend to sleep with
him, Ricky playing football and Dough-
boy just hanging out waiting for trouble.
The writing is fluid and the direction is

exciting. Singleton shows how Tre has
been helped simply by the fact that he has
a father to teach him how to be a man
how the lack of a male role model has
hurt both Doughboy and Ricky. The
character ofFurious is the moral voice in
the movie, and every time Tre is on the
edge because of the chaos which
surrounds him, his father is there to calm
him down.

See 'HOOD', page 12

a whole population of young brothers
who are raised just by women. So all of
them are in the process of searching for
their manhood. They do it within the
music that they listen to. For some people
(that search) may be athletics and for
odiers it may be somthing else.

**No matter who you are or whexe you
arc, you have a creative energy, and you
express it in different ways. If you're not
allowed to express that creative energy,
it's going to become welled up within
you .

. . Creative energy can be express-
ed by breaking into somebody's house,
but that's just misplaced creative energy— that's the way I look at it.

**There arc people who just aren't
raised to know how to channel their
creative energy in a positive way, and
that's where the parents come in."

In the picturc, Tre Styles (played by
Cuba Gooding Jr.) is the one of three

See DIRECTOR, page 12

sentimental
By Danya Joseph

••Regarding Henry" is about a
man who suffers the ultimate
identity crisis.

When Henry Turner (Harrison
Ford) is shot during a robbery, he
loses his memory and many of his
motor skills. When he tries to

return to his former life, he soon
realizes that he used to be a real

jerk.

With this powerful theme, and
with the likeable talents of Harri-
son Ford and Annette Bening,
"Regarding Henry" could have
been a fantastic movie. Unfortu-
nately, ihe film fails to explore
many of the most interesting facets
of what a person would go through
in Henry's situation^ The film,

while entertaining, is good rather
than exceptional, albeit very
charming.

Much of the problem with
••Regarding Henry" comes in

Jeffrey Abrams' script, and to a
certain extent, with Mike Nichols'
elegant direction. E\^ything in

this film is too nice, too pretty, too

understanding and too easy.
The characters all need depth to

their personalities to make them
compelling to watch. Considering
what Henry has been through, his
recuperation goes much too
smoothly.

Henry is also exceptionally
lucky to have a great physical
therapist (BiU Nunn), a loving and
doting wife (Annette Bening),a
cute daughter (Mikki Allen) and a
generous boss (Donald Moffat),
who gives him back his position as
junior executive lawyer, even
though Henry is unable and
unwilling to perform as the bril-
Uant but ruthless lawyer that he
had been.

In addition, much of the story's
background information, which
the audience needs to know in
order to appreciate Henry's new-
found decency, is not uncovered
until ilie end of the film. We need
to know from the beginning that
Henry and wife Sarah hadn't been
happy together so that we can feel
how precious their faUing in love
again really is.

Much of the problem with "Regarding Henry^^
comes in Jeffrey Abrams' script aiS Mike Nkiids'
elegant direction. Everythinc in this film is too
nice, too pretty, too imderetancfing and too easy.

Yet with all its shortcomings,

••Regarding Henry" is a very

charming, and entertaining movie.

The movie has some excellent

scenes, especially between Henry

and mentor and physical therapist

Bradley. The scenes between
Henry and his daughter Rachel arc

also sweet and extremely amusing.

Harrison Ford brings humor and

innocence to Henry, who must

discover everything anew. Ford is

enjoyable to watch, but like the

script, he doesn't bring much depth

to Henry's struggle. Henry shows

no sense of frustration at being

placed into a situation he cannot

control, where he is expected to act

in a manner he can't remember.

Annette Bening as Sarah is the

embodiment of a middle-aged,

yuppie Barbie doll: very pretty.

very sexy and always perfect
Sarah doesn't lose her cool once in

this movie. Plenty of tears, yes, an
occasional sob, definitely, but not
one inappropriate outburst

The man she agreed to marry
has been replaced by someone who
is the opposite of everything that

her husband had been, but Sarah
doesn't even wonder if Henry will

still love her, or more importantly,
if she still loves him. She may find

his new personality refreshing, but
still, a few doubts would have been
nice.

One of the highlights in the

movie is in Bill Nunn's cheeriiilly

good-natured Bradley, who nurses
Henry back to health. Other high
points come in the depiction of
Henry and Sarah's well-meaning
but hopelessly superficial friends.

Henry (Harrison Ford) takes life and love into his own hands
with his wife Sarah (Annette Bening).

••Regarding Henry" may not be
the masterpiece that it had the

potential to be, but it is a sweet,

sensitive, entertaining movie, that

leaves the audience feeling very
happy to be alive.

Jeffrey Abrams. Directed by Mike
N»chofs. Paramount Pictures presents a
Scott Rudin and Mike Nichols Produc-
tion with Harrison Ford, Annette
Bening, Bill Nunn and Mikki Allen.
Rated PG-13. •*•
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From page 11

friends who appears to be on the

right track. His father Furious
O-arry Fishbume) is always there

to help him go along, in much the

same way that Singleton's father

was there for him.

"Some of my best friends were
gangsters and gang-bangers, but
my father was such a strong black
man that he wouldn't let me go out
like that. He would say something
like, *You could be cool and down
with everybody on the block, but
you don't have to do everything
they do. You all can go to movies
and hang and play baseball and go
do stuff together, but you don't
have to share the same philoso-

phies.'

"My father taught me to never
be somebody that I wasn't He was
just like the father in the film
telling me, 'Always look a person
in the eye. Never respect some-
body who doesn't respect you.'

He's really, in his mind, the

authority on everything that is and
that ever will be, and there's

nothing wrong with that because
not too many people have people in

their lives who are directed."

One thing Singleton is tired of is

all the fuss over his age — he's
only 23.

"Society has people telling me.
*You're doing this. I can't believe

you're doing this.* and I'm like,

*Shut up! I have got to take this

siep and this step and this step, and
I have got to do what I can to get

my film done.' If I have 25 people
telling me that 0*^ too young) it's

going to mess up my mind."
Although Singleton hopes that

as many people as possible will see

his picture, he targeted the movie
at young men like himself.

"(The movie) is for young black
men. Everybody else who is

interested — they'll go see it

because it has something for

everybody, but (young black men)

Writer and director John
Singleton,

are the people this movie speaks to

first and foremost."

Reaffirmed by the critical

acclaim for "Boyz N the Hood" at

the Cannes Film Festival, and
comparisons to successful African

American director Spike Lee,
Singleton is getting ready to start

work on his next picture. Financial

success isn't what he cares about
the most— he cares about making
a statement, and that is something
he certainly has done!

Careers in Marketing,
Sales & Public Relations

19 Discover the different

career directions you can

take in the exciting

world of consumer

products marketing

and sales. Hear about

typical workdays, job

responsibilities, what

it takes to be successful,

career paths, and more! ^^M

WM Guest Speakers:

Bob McCarthy

Region Sales Managcr/LA

M&M/MARS
Linda Wunsch

Region Marketing Mai<ager

M&M/MARS
Melissa Schumer

Management Supervisor

Manning, Selvage & Lee

^ Monday, July 15 • 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

Location: Good Times Center in the big white tent opposite

Pauley Pavilion on the Athletic Field.

^lACilllllT a CAtff

U • C • L • A

Sponsored by

lii^nfMys)

Sponsor of the

U.S. Olympic Festival '91

• • I

From page 11

Unlike other movies about gang

warfare in Los Angeles, such as

"Colors," "Boyz N the Hood" uses

the violence and the drugs as a

circumstance — a way of life

which affects everybody who lives

with it The film also treats this

circumstance as something which
can be dealt with with the proper

perspective and guidance.

The performances in the picture

are no less dazzling. Gooding Jr. is

fantastic as Tre, and Ice Cube does
an admirable and realistic perfor-

mance as Doughboy. Chestnut is

also convincing as Ricky, and Nia
Long provides a good portrayal of

Tre*s girlfriend Brandi.

Tyra Ferrell is marvelous as

Mrs. Baker, Ricky and Dough-
boy's mother. She really brings out

the other side of Singleton's

argument, that although African-

American women are able parents,

it is necessary for young boys to

have a male role model. Like so

many other women in the com-
munity, she was left with the

children while the fathers went
somewhere else.

The real prize performance,
though, comes from Fishbume.
Fishbume shows the strength and
determination which inhabits Furi-

ous' character not only when it

comes to dealing with his son, but

also when dealing with the com-
munity and society.

Many may not agree with the

politics of "Boyz N the Hood"—
and it's definitely targeted for a

young African-American audi-

ence — but it is still a movie of
great importance to everybody.

FILM: "Boyz N the Hood." Written and
directed by John Singleton. Produced
by Steve Nicolaides. A Cdunfibia Pic-
tures release with Ice Cube. Cuba
Gooding Jr., Morris Chestnut and Larry
Fishbume. (Rated R: violence, lan-
guage, brief nudity and sexual situa-
tions; 107 minutes) Opens Friday
dtywide. ••••
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TRAVELING ABROAD?
• Foreign Currencies, Payments & Drafts
• Foreign A Domestic Travelers Clieclis

COMMISSION FREE WITH THIS AD
France (franc) - .1695
British (pound) - 1.671
Italian (lire) - .0007722
(all currencies available) (as of 7/10/91)

Associated Foreign Exchange. Inc

433 N. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills

1-800-346-AFEX
Mailing Services Available

ocuvos

Fast, Free Delivery
100% Real Mozzarella Cheese & Fresh Ingredients

X-Large Pizza
Ij

1 -Topping

2-Cokes

Only

II
II
II
11
II
II
11
II
11
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

Large
Hawaiian Pizza

or 2 other
toppings

Only

Houfi. Sufiday.Thursday 11-1 ifam Friday-Saturday 11.2am

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd. #10

(1 block east of Barrington)
TT-
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Study Corner
Sports Tickets

Concert Tickets

Good Deals
Free
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Research Subjects
Rides Offered

Rkles Wanted
Wanted
Lost & FourKl

DEADUNESCHEDULg
Ctosslfl«d LIrw Ads:

1 working day In advance bff noon
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HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Sperm Dorxjrs 19

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted 30
Temporary AgerK:ies 31
Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33
Internships 34
CNId care wanted 35

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50

Apartments Unfurnished 51
Apartments to Share 52
Roommatfis 53
Room for Rent 54
Sublet 55
House for Rent 56
House to Share 57
House for Sale 58
House Exchar>ge 59
Housing Needed 60
Real Estate 61
Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Housir)g Service 64
Townhouse for Sale 65
Townhouse for Help 66
Condos for Sale 67
CorKk)s for Share 68
Corxlos to Rent 69
Guesthouse for Rent 70

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITES
Health Clubs 75
Dance / Physical Fitness 76
Sporting Events 77
Miscellaneous Activities 78

RENTALS
sporting Equipment 85
Electronic Equipment 86
Furniture 87
Misc. Rentals 88

SERVICES
CNId Care 90
Insurance 9t
Legal Advice 92
Loans 93
Movers / Storage 94

Personal Service 95
Services Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutorir)g Offered 98
Tutorir>g Needed 99
Typing 100
For Rent 101
Music Lessons 102
Graduate Exam Prep 103
Resumes 104

TRAVEL
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 106
Resorts / Hotels 107

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 1 10

Bk:ydes for Sale 113
Motorcycles for Sale 1 1

4

Scooters for Sale 115
Scooter / Cycle Repair 1 1

6

PARKING
Off Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 1 25
Furniture 1 26
Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 1 28
Musical Instalments 129
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 131
Sports Equipment 132
OfficeEquipment 133
Typewriters / Computers 1 34

Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Health Services

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon discussion, Thur Bookstudy. Fri Step
Study. AU 3525 12:15-1:15.

Tues Discussion. Wed Discussion NPI
C8538 12.15-1:00

For aJcoholics or individuaJs who
have drinking problems

22

IP?^^.

Westwood Friends
(Quakers)

Meeting for Worship
Sunday 10:30 A.M.
900 Hilgard Ave

(University Religious Conference Building)

Sports Tickets

"You Don't Need To Have
Dental Insurance To Have

A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning
(up to 4 x-rays)

475-5598kp<5y

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!'

Ask US about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home

2 UCLA SEASON football tickets on 30 yard
jige^_B^_ofar^371-7492 cvenin<;s.

Concert Tickets

(r«g. $180)

w paticnls wMi this oiupon only
VMB *ho accofTwnocbte pabanis wiih
dental a>v«raa»
offari

DIGITAL

24-Hour Emergency
Service

Sid Soleimaniaa D.D.S.

1 620 Westwood Blvd., \Afest Los Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays

ee Parking In Rear

OVERWEIGHT?
North Carolina Pastor loses 76 lbs.

and 14 inches in 3 months using
Nutrition Express Wt. Loss Product
twice daily eating 1 regular meal.

Cost $1.76 per meal.

CALL FOR FREE 4-Day Supply
Seeif they work for you.

1-800-927-8046

• METER Heoltti Services 22

LOLLAPALLOOZA CONCERT TX. Tues. July
23rd. Great bands, fair price. Call Roxanne
(213)595-0524. Leave messay.

Free 8

HAIR MODEL NEEDED by professional stylist

for ihort to nr>ediunri length styles. Call Desiree

L_2_y 3)474-9091 .

Miscellaneous 9

Slips onto belt or waistband, odiusis to walking/jogging stride

occurotely meosures distance.

To order mail SI 7.95 (ind. tox and 5/h)

via check or money order to:

UNIQUE ENTERPRISES

3530 Carnation Circle

Seal Beach, CA 90740

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

(213)596-7499

THROWING UP
GETTING YOU DOWN?
Eating disorders are my onty specatty

Come (ifxl ouf why

Dr.Mark Bemian, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group appts )

213-655-6730

ONE ON ONE SWIM LESSONS. Private swim
lessons at your home. Please call
(213)824-0050.

Researcti Subjects 12

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
and up) on asthma medication needed for

research of new asthma medication at LXIA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9am—5pm. Answering ma-
chine available after hours.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIO BOYS 7-1 1 years

HMded for IXIA research project. Subjects
wffl receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS %vjth attentional prob-
l«rm 7-1 1 years needed for IX3.A research
project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 yeaf^ needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
Havt a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

OVERWEIGHT WOMEN AGED 20-50. Lose
up to 2 lbs. per week. If you are 2a70 lbs.

overweight arxi able to make a commitmer*
for 2'A years, you may be eligible to partici-

pitc in a FREE UCLA researd> project. Call

lanice M (213)2060290.

NATIONAL COLLEGE JOB LINE
A Complete daUy report of Job of)enlngs from arourxj the country
for graduating seniors. Listings for Business. Uberal Arts and
many others, from Fortune 500 companies such as Campbell
Soups. Booze-Allen-Hamilton, and The Limited Stores Call

I -000-786- 1 188. $2.(xymlnute. must be 18 yrs old to call

Research Subjects 12 Sperm/Egg Donor 19

Are you or any of your frien(js having

PROBLEMS WITH COCAINE?
NEW SELF HELP MANUAL

Easy to follow methods on how to quit using

cocaine. Case histories and color photos

showing how cocaine affects your health. This

book will help you discover reasons to quit and

the strength to Say No.

Send $4.95 to NOCAINE
P.O. Box 5273 • Chatsworth, CA 91313

RESEARCH SUBJECTS FOR BLOOD PRES-
SURE STUDY. HEALTHY MALE STUDENTS
18-34, S40. CALL Zar>e, (213)625-6475.

WOMEN WITH PMS wanted for 10-month
experimental treatment trial entailing monthly
hormor>e injectiorw (3-months of %vhich may
be a placebo), use of hormone patches and
suppositories, \Meckly blood testing «id one
tissue sample from inside the uterus. Study
pays $100. Call Linda (Depl. of OB/CYN).
(213)825-2452.

Rides Offered 13

DRIVE a Toyota Cdlca to Orlando, Florida by
Itf- Call Bob (2 1 3)469-2846.

15

University

Students & Faculty-*

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

( Al II OKMA
C KYO hANK

Opportunities 26 Help Wanted 30

COLLEGE MONEY GUARANTEED. Scholar-
ship*, grants, money-bacit guarantee. No GPA
requirements. Ca!l the Bosco Group
(213)680-1088

RETIRE BEFORE you graduate. Not a sales
position. Exciting, positive, energetic people.
For information, (213)478-1651

Help Wanted 30

Wanted

Earn $200 or more
Study of drug effects

needis healthy males
ages 21-40. If you

use drugs (cocaine, etc.)

Inquire about summer
enrollment slots

Call to see if you quaUfy
390-8483

Ask for Theresa

CASH PAID for your used 501
jeans. Contact Carolina (213)518-3583.

824-9941

Healtti Services 22

SI 5-$1 7AHR. Swim instructors needed. LA and
Valley area. Flexible hours. Cervification re-

quired. (213)824-0050.

$30QA)AY PROCESSING PHONE Orders At
Home. People Call You To Order. For Info
1-800.735^197, Ext. 34811.

$30Q/DAY Processing phone orders at home.
People call you to order. For info
1^00-735-8197, ext 34811.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIST.\NT. Young
growth-oriented health care organization
seeking Admin. Asst. Excellent oppportunity
awaits sharp, independent, creative individual
to work in professional environnr»ent. Must
type 70^80 WPM; proficient in WordPerfect,
Lotus 1-2-3. Health care compar>y experience
required Submit resume to: MANAGED CARE
PROVIDERS, 8701 W. Third St., Second Floor
LA 90048.

Lost and Found 16

LOST DOG 7^7. REWARD! Female hound
mix, ^yish, white chest and feet, medium,
red collar, 9 years, friendly. 'BOOTSIE

"

(213)279-2291, (213)475-4747.

RELATIONSHIP/INDIVIDUAL THERAPY. Stu-
dent rates, counselling center. 12304 Santa
Monica #221. LIx Gould R.I. IMF 17869
213-578-5957.

Healtti Services 22

FREE INTRO OFFER. Cut style in exclusive
Beverly Hills salon. Call for appointment.
(818)841.7909

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for paln-
Icu facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne and sunspoU. For more info, call Califor-
nia Laser Doctor's Croup. (213)786^0636.

Bulimic?
Do you fool out off control
with ffood or omotlonsT
Counsollna can holp

old pattoms
coll S24-1I7S

LIconsod
PS41

Youn9 ^*^
Ptvchologltt

Joan & David at

Ann Taylor
PT Sales Position

available in Westwood.
Experience preferred,

not necessary

(213) 208-5232

ARE YOU EARNING WHAT YOU'RE
WORTH? I need 3 key people to help in the
expansion of one of the fastest Rowing compa-
ni«H in Ar*»er«c«. No experience neces&ary, co.
support, trainint provided. If you're motivated,
aggressive and need no ceiling on your
ifKome, Chris 824-3528. Part-time, full-time,
start immediately.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
- DONATE BLOOD ""

PLATELETS SAFEI

Y

Cdii Anr.«i

.818; db6iH8«
ir.fOu(^Out I A (>*'>«»»•»

'•O'^ yf)-^' D,lf* c pat 0"

49b4 Van Nays Bivti Shirira" Oaks
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Help Wanted

ASSEMBLERS. Excellent Income to assemble
products from your home. Info.
(504)646-1700, Dept. P69S.

ASST. TO OFFICE MANAGER. General office

work. Must have knowledge of Macintosh.
Full-time. Marina Del Rev Yacht Chartc Co.
Call Maureen (213)827-4989.

BANQUET SERVERS wanted, PT, primarily

weekends, experience required. Call
(213)653-0846.

BICYCLE/ PEOICAB (DRIVERS needed for

Olympics beginning Fri. July 12, running
2-weeks. Evening and weekend work.
$6-$1(Vhr. 208-8898.

BROKER'S ASSISTANT, $6/hr, M—Th,
3—7pm. Good voice, no experience neces-
sary. Telephone survey work. Mr. Hamilton,
1(800)348-4948.

CASHIER/ DELIVERY, part-time, WLA phar-
macy. Experience preferred. Personable, de-
pendable. Nelson (213)839-1158.

CASHIER. F/T days,7anv3pm. F/T evening
3pm-11pm. Call Westside Market/Karen
9:30anr>-noon only (213)477-3216.

•CASTING EXTRAS' for motion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comnrtercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CLERICAL/ SECRETARIAL, PT, must be com-
pute- literate with good language skills. Possi-

ble 4-year commitment. Law office.
(213)391-7013.

COUNSELOR. PT LandlordAenant. Must be
bilingual in Spanish. Mon-Fri, 1-5pm,
$816/mo. Resunoe to: Westside Fair Housing
Council 10835 S.M. Blvd. #203, LA 90025.
Attn. S.Knapik. EOE.

DRY CLEANING COUNTERPERSON, P/T,

will train, approx 20hr/wk, 2-3 afternoons,

3:30-7:30 + 8hrs Saturday. Starts
$6-7.5Q/tir.-»-free dry cleaning. Year-round
position. Call for interview 213-474-8525.

EDITORIAL SERVICES AND GHOST WRIT-
ING to finish a book. Reasonable pay. Contact
Farah (Ri 8)753-3327.

EXPERIE^CED HAIRDRESSER TO STOP AND
DO LADY'S HAIR ON WAY TO WORK.
WISHIRE/ WESTHOLME AREA.
(213)474-4373.

FEMALE photogenic models needed for high-

class FrefKh magazine. 5'3'' minimum, 120
lbs. maximum. Excellent fees, possible travel

to St. Tropez. (213)641-6760.

FIELD REP/DRIVER, long term, copy records at

doctors' offices. 15-30hrsA(vk. T&Fri re-

quired,max avail on other days. Have
car,$10Vhf, (213)453-6422.

FILE CLERK/ reception. PT/FT, experience
preferred. Beverly Hills orthopedic office.

(213)472-7235.

\W BREED SI CCESS
LK.AKN

IMKRr\I\MK\T/MrsIC
IM MI.IC KKLVnONS
intern at major P.K.^
tlrni in Hollywood.

(iiw'it oppod unity to

learn and ^lun
tlrsthand experience.

Call Auclr\
(213) (>59(>1()0

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7 50 or more depending
on qualifications; Spanis^VEnglish skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;
filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid

Diamond. (213)475-0481.

FIAL-TIME Word Processor/Office Manager
needed. Word Perfect, type 55 wpm, excellent

language/spelling, norvsmoking. $9— 12/hr
Doe (213)822-8420 between 10— 12.

GENERAL OFFICE HELP. PT, reliable, detail-

oriented, approx. 10-15 hrVwk. $7.5(Vhr.
4525 Wilshire. Call (213)965-6245.

HELP REMOVE DARYL GATES! Volunteers
needed to petition 1—2 hrs. Call Christine

(213)287-1388 or Marc 658-5120.

INPUT SCRIPTS on IBM Word Processor,

$5^r., PT, eves and/or weekends, flexible

Screenplay knowledge helpful.
(213)203-4181.

LEGAL SECRETAKY/ASST Beverly Hills solo
attorney, needs help. Hours flexible, 30-40 or

more hr$/wk. Salary negotiable, depending
upon qualifications -f experience Good typing
skills, WordPerfect experience helpful. Call

Mr. Silver (213)276-8216.

MANAGER TRAINEE. Opportunity knocks, no
experierx:* necessary, will train, earn top
dollar ai an office manager for a nationwide
company expanding in area, full-time, part-

time, (213)962-5898

MAN, mid-30's needs graduate level nr>edical

studerns to assist in finding college that needs
moderate brain damaged subjects for research
Inquiries: P.O. Box 5162, SA, Texas, 78201.
(512)695-2718.

8 people iieeiled iio^v
Kara up to $B/Ykr.

Housecleaners

•FtaBMaRoura*
•UtoifWark*

•u. •

Call (aiS)4SS-1817
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MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST, pt, orthop*^ir of
fice, Beverly Hills; M,W,F, 2pm-6pm.
(213)274-9221

MEDICAL SECRETARY/ transcription. Expen-
erxy only- orthopedic experience preferred.

Beverly Hills, (213)472-7235.

MOTORCYCLE DEALERSHIP seeks M/F for

part-time sales traininsight administrative

woHc. Leave message. 58a4940.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
commercials. C2ll (213)467-5122, between
9am-5pm.

NEED MONEY? American Express Collegiate

Consultant, commission plus Incentives, flexi-

ble hours, certification for resume. Call

1(800)827-8440 or wrile CT15 W.I 9th St

NY, NY 10011. Fax 1(212)675-1732. POSI-
TIONS LIMITED, CALL IMMEDIATELY.

ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY! Gifted

'psychedellic'-style recording artist from
UCLA is looking for a part-time agent/
manager. Major label interest, no experience
required. Mark 213-470-1807.

PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS. Nation's largest

test preparation organization has immediate
openings for INSTRUCTORS to help students

prepare for MCAT, DAT, OAT, GRE, GMAT,
LSAT, NCLEX-RN (Master's required) exams.
Openings available at various Los Angeles area
locations. Flexible hours! Bachelor's degree
required; teaching or tutoring experience help-

ful. Strong communication skills a must. Call

(800)676-2420 for appointment or
information.

PART TIME RESEARCHER needed by database

company. Neat printing, facility with num-
bers, and good organizational habits neces-

sary. Send har>d-printed resume and/or infor-

mative letter to Elaine Weinslock. MWLC
12120 Washington Blvd, Los Angeles CA
90066. SlO.OO/hr.

PART-TIME OFFICE help, computer experi-

ence necessary, 1815 Centinclla for an appli-

cation. (213)829-6836.

PRACTICAL NURSE NEEDED, 8 hrs/day, times
arrangable, $5/hr. (213)473-7467.

PA, 8-16HKVWK. Organized self-starter to

assist managing small architecture/
contractor's office. Anna/Marc
(213)458-6775.

PT^. Sharp, er>ergetic person for legal assiy

receptionist position in Santa Monica law firm.

Great opportunity for someone interested in

law. Call Holly (213)393-5000.

PT. Literature research and lecture note-taking

with MD in molecular genetics private re-

search. Senior/ grad in related area preferred.

Flexible hours. Nuril (213)306-0055.

PURCHASING AGENT/ SHIPPING + RECEIV-
ING. S.M. Picture Framer. Will train.

25-35hrs/wk (213)828-6866.

RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARY. Typing and
computer skills required. S.M. Art Gallery.

Full-time. (213)828-6866.

RELIABLE LAUNDRYMAN to service WLA
area, close to Westwood. Call 473-7467.

RELOCATING TO MAR VISTA, P/T, perfect for

student, attendant for paralyzed female, nr>om-

ings ind aftemoor>s, %8/^^r, overnight, $30.
Non-sn'H>kef. (714)969-5060.

REPEPTIONIST- Real Estate finance company,
full-tinr>e. PIccard Financial Group, 8530 Wil-
shire Blvd, Beverly Hills. (213)652-5566.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $15^r. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector

up to $20,00(Vyr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964-4166 ext. 22.

SECRETARY Real Estate Firm. 9-5pm, light

typing. Beverly Hills. Call for appointn^ent.

lack (213)271-0101, (213)276-2000.

STAFF RESEARCH ASSOCIATE (part-time). On
Morvjays arxi Thursdays from Bam to 5pm,
schedule patients for psychiatric outpatient

clinic, collect arxJ transcribe data, conduct
patient interviews and library research. Know-
ledge of Word Perfect preferred. $12.43/hr.
Please call Carin at 206-8979.

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shop in WLA
S5A>r. -f commission, PT only. Must have great

phorw personality arxj good typing skills. For
interview call (213)559-8241 jody.

GREAT SUMMER )OB. EARN $7/HOUR
PLUS BONUS WE TRAIN YOU GAIN. FLEX-
IBLE HOURS AVAILABLE. CALL LKTLA AN-
NUAL FUND (213)206-2050.

VOLUNTEERS to teach aerobics/ jazzercise

and assist arts and crafts teacher at Baha'i

summer camp for children. July 13-20 Dr.

Price (213)837-9784, leave message.

WAITRESS/ACTRESS types wanted as greeter*^

ticket-writer$(FA-P/T) Apply in person. Good
pay. Sepulveda West, 2001 South Sepulveda
DavicVOanl.

WANTED: EDITORIAL ASSISTANT for Inter-

national Art Expositions Company. Responsi-
bilities include catalogue layout, editorial

preparation, and brochure design. Strong jour-

nalism experierKe required. Graphic art back-
ground preferred. Foreign language helpful.

Please call or mail resunrie to: I F.A.E. Inc
,

Attn: Director of Publicatiorw, 11640 San
Vicente 0!vJ

. 1108, Luk Angeles, CA iHX>49.

(213)820-0498.

WANTED: HOSTESS for popular Westside
restaurant. PT, M-F. (213)6^6-/631

.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

Ulented writers. Paperback novels, norv fiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

COMPLiTER SYSTEM IBfWMACINTOSH, PT.

Position with real estate devcloprT>ent firm,

involves integrating a wide variety of PC
hardware sonware, and providing needed
support. Require 2-3 years experience with
commercial software packages: Quattro, D-
base IV, Word, Solomon III. Knowledge of

intermediate accounting a plus. Call Mr.Glenn
(21 3)642-0080.

EARN UP TO $400 PER WEEK working at

home. Send $20 for application: DL, 870
Hilgard #207, CA 90024.

••••EXPLOSIVE GROWTH^**^ International

marketing firm experiencing 300%> growth
seeks friendly, motivated people to aid in the

expansion of our company. (213)399-5994.

I'VE FOUND AN
EXCITING WAY

to build your own business while

attending college. Earn

substantial part-time income w/

nominal investment cost.

Serious Inquiries Only.

Call Bruce Hesse

(213)961-5512

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

EDUCATIONAL AIDE WANTED FOR
BRIGHT, CHARM-
ING 8-YR-OLD GIRL WITH PHYSICAL
HANDICAP to drive to school and be personal

aid. Hrs. 8—3:30, M—F. Live-in scperate guest

house/or out. Car necessary. Salary negotiable.

Call (213)933-1406.

NANNY WANTED, M-F, PT, 2 children, 2 4 6,

must have own car. Live-out. Westside.
(213)399-1344.

NEED female/student to spend time w/
developn^entally disabled 4yr old girl. Sun-
days, weekdays/2-6pm. RoomA>oard ex-

change help. Near UCLA.
21 3-872-0502(8-1 0am eves)

LICLA FAMILY needs mother's helper every

Monday -i-l other day per week. Li^t house-
keeping and help with children. Flexible,

Sd/^r. (213)471-9680.

Apartments for Rent 49

1940'S-STYLE 1 -bedroom apartment, furn-

ished. Walking distance from UCLA, August
only. Best offer (213)824-1644.

1-BED APT, Partly furnished, utilities paid,

1-year lease. $650. No pets. (213)207-2097.
Please call after 6pm.

1 -BEDROOM, % block from campus. Avail-

able July 1 St. Must be UCLA student. $79S/mo.
Call Steve at (213)824-4145.

BEST LOCATKDN IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 -» 2bdrmf . APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A^, patiot and views.

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA -f the village. Subterrannean
parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss -i-

Compar^y.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER
ST.(2 13)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $a5(yMO. 2
BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

ACROSS FROM

CAMPUS

;uper Discounted

Summer Rates

* pool
* spa
* sauna
* gym
* gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

* now accepting

applications for fall term

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE. Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry

facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

BEVERLY HILLS ADjAaNT $715. 1-BDRM,
HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH STYLE
4-PLEX. 'A BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)8396294.

BEVERLY/LA BREA. 2-bed/full bath, living

room, dining room + kitchen. Brand new.
$1000. (213)935-4786.

BRENTWOOD PRIME, $800-$825, 1-bed.

Bright, cozy. Fireplace, intercom, patio,

built-ins, built-in bookcases, cable-ready,
walk-in closet, sub-garage. No pets, 11661
Goshen/ adjacent Wilshire and San Vicente.
820-1717.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT-Walk to UCLA.
Bus stop. Big Ar luxurious 2bd/2.5bth. $1 540 &
up. Washer/dryer, W.B. fireplace, security

alarm. Rooftop spa. 11535 Rochester
479-3118.

LEVERING ARMS APIS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/Apt
Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

FALL
RENTALS

1 BDRM. 1 BA $900/1 BDRM 2BA $925

1BDRM + DEN $1050/2MSTR BDRM $1440

LARGE UNITS SOME W/BALCONIES

•Walk to Campus/Village*

Controlled Entry, Elevator

(213) 208-4835

BRENTWOOD, $550 including utilities,

single, prime location, large bathroom, walk-
in closet, call Mc tica (213)253-9065.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATKDN, 1 & 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE-

MODELED LUXURY BUILDING. POOL,
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-1340.

HILGARD AVENUE. 2-bedroom/ 1-bath
condo. Washer/ dryer, security, parking.

Across Westwood Marquis. $1100.
(213)208-2262.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-be<V2-bath apartment, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

MAR VISTA. 1 -bed/1 -bath. Stove, refrig, dis-

hwasher, gated parking. $615/mo.
(213)451-4771.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

PALMS $1175 2bed-^loft/2bath sec.building,

a/c, patio, sun deck, fire place, dishwasher,
refrig. 837-0761 836-5311

PALMS. 1 -Bedroom $595, Single $475, Ba-

chelor $395. Sharp, large, redecorated. Prime
locaiion. 3351 Vinton (Motr>r/National). No
pets. (213)576-5540.

PALMS, 2-bed/ 2-bath, upper, built-ins, suit-

able for three, no pets. $850. Canfield, north

of National. (213)479-1075, (213)839-1026.

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2 BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

WEST LA.
Prime: 1 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacicxjs 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den with pool,

souno, Jacuzzi, aym, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frplc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Avenuc'

Models open daily

(213)474-1111

BRENTWOOD bachelor, $550/mo. 11675
DaHinglon (213)410-1499 or (213)671 ^570.

CULVER Z\Vi $740 2-BED/l -BATH, enclosed
garage, no pets. (213)397-0415.

CULVER CITV, 1 -bedroom, $57SAt>o, stove,

refrigerator, new carpet, drapes, quiet, clean.

(213)390-6035, (805)523-8968 (call collecQ.

DELU)(E, $1200, 2-bcdroom den. A/C,
dishwasher, carpets, drapes. (213)202-6832.

DELU)(E, 1 -Bedroom, $695. A^, dishwasher,
carpete, drapes. (213)202-6832.

GLENROCK 2BED/2BA apt for 2 mos,
%\lXXilxvo Parking, unfurnished. Near UCLA
(213)394-5208.

PALMS, 3-bedroom quiet upper, owner's unit.

SuiUble for four. No pets. $1200. Canfield,

north of National. (213)479-1075, (213)839-
1026.

PALMS, $775/MO Large 2-bedroom. Upper,
new carpel/paint, refrigerator, built-ins, patio,

parking, washer/dryer. (213)476-6532.

PALMS $795 1 bed/1 bath, sec. building, fire-

place, patio, a/c, refrig, dishwasher. 837-0761
836-5311

PALMS, $85(ymo. beautiful 2-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)277-3900, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, $895, new 2+2. All amenities. A/C,
fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (213)390-599*^.

PALMS AREA. 2 bed/2-bath, upper. Stove,
refrig. $78(ymo. (213)451-4771.

PICO/ ROBERTSON, $600, 1 -bedroom/
1-bath, upper, carpet, drapes, stove, refrigera-

tor, newly printed. (213)688-0140,
(213)557-0710.

H
UCLA
OUSING

UNIVERSITYAPARTMENTS

For Single Students
* Month-to-Month Rental Agreement
* Fully Furnished
* Walk to Campus

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

CALL 825-2293 or
825-8496 (24 hr recorded message)

ADVERTISE
NOW

For Fall
Rentals

206-3060

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfurnished 51 Roommates 53

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCLA
Bachelors, Singles, 1 Bedroom.
2 Bedroom
Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

PLAYA DEL REY, $1400, large 3-bedroofTV
2-bath, fireplace, all appliances, upper unil
Near beach. (213)454-4210.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2+2, $725-$875.
Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 13406
Moorpark St. (818)884-6691.

SINGLE APARTMENT. Furnished. Near UCLA.
Clean, quiet. Pcx)l, parking, laundry. $61Q/mo
^security. 473-9976, before 8pm.

TOWER APARTMENTS
Furnished/ unfurnished Bachelor,

Studio, Singles, 1-Bdr, 2-Bdr

iwimming pool, laundry, covered garage

10941 Strathmore

208-7294

RENOVATED
Large 1 . 2, and 3
Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area
$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

WESTWOOD $795. Extra large 1 -bed/1 -bath.

1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

WESTWOOD S1 100 up.Front 2be<V2bath,

carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange. I'Amlles fronfi UCLA.
213-475-6165.

WESTWOOD. $1350- $1650. Terrinc, very
clean 2 & 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom,
bullt-ln$, refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C,
patio. 1711 Malcolm, 'A -mile campus.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD, spacious 3-bed/ 2-bath, $1 650.
Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher. 414 Landfair, apt. #4.
(213)276-1671.

WESTWOOD 2-BEDROOM/1-BATH $1550.
Single $675. Available July. Also single $695
available September, 2-blocks from LCLA.
Days (213)273-7598. Nights (213)286-0980.

WESTWOOD, large 1 -bedroom, $79(ymo.
Walk to UCLA/ Village, pool, security. 10966
Roebling Ave. (2 13)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

SINGLE ROOM with kitchen facilities in a nice
quiet Venice area is to be rented to a quiet,

non-smoker, female immediately or as of
8/1/91

. $375/nrK). includes util. Please leave a
message at (213)450-8587.

SUBLET 2-bed/ 2-bath, semi-furnished, SM,
perfect for two students. (213)829-3600.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.
Month to month rental agreement, fully furn-

ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

WEST LA-10 minute drive to UCLA. Big &
bright 2bd/2bth, single. $1 195 & up. Washer/
dryer, W.B. fireplace, security alarm. Rooftop
spa. 11221 Richland 478-3990.

WESTWOOD. $985-1 1 95/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD AREA. 2-bed/2-bath, upper.
Stove, refrig, balconey. $950/mo.
(213)451-4771.

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people
across street from UCLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
209-8798

SUMMER SPECIAL
VervPraaical

5 mm walk to UCLA
2bdrm 2bath - $800

Private Room & Batfi, share kitchen $400

635 CayleT 208-5920

PRIME LOCATION
Across firom campus Huge,

Luxury 1 & 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra large closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208-8685
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Summer Special $200 off

Single, 1,2&3 BDRM
all close to UCLA

Perfect for Students or—^^ faculty^:——

^

Avoid the foil rush

(213)479-1581

WESTWOOD, SPACIOUS 2bcl/2ba, pool, Ja-

cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIFW,
$1290-$150(Vn>o. Come and see.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2-bed-
room, $1425. Hardwood floors, r>ew carpet,

laundry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-
nus special. Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, MC, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,

(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**

•Furn. and Unfurn. Studios,

1 s and 2s

•Pool

•Fitness Center

•Tennis Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Ookfiod
^oanrrere

3636 S.Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R&B Managed Property EHO

WESTWOOD luxury 2+2 Condo. $1295.
Washer/dryer, Jacuzzi, fireplace, security
parking, cable TV. 473-2977.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/ 1 -bath. Lower, $1000,
upper, $1200. Garage, laundry, patio.
(805)649-3735.

WESTWOOD. $90C/mo and up. 1-bdrm.,
$1400/mo and up 2bd/2bth, gym, Jacuzzi
Walk to
UCIA STO Kelton 206-7483.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$595, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, large

2bd/1ba,$1600. 10990 Strathmore.
213-395-2903.

WLA, $1060, 2Bed/2balh, new security build-
ing, parking, elevator, roof-top Jacuzzi w/
ocean view. (213)826-5528

WLA, $1095/MO. Large bright 2-bed/
I'A -bath. Great location. Call (21 3)550-6755.

WLA. $1 1 50. 2-bcd/ 1 V. -bath. Quiet, security,

shutters, refrigerator, cable, sofa, car port.

1323 Canmelina. (213)456-3829.

WLA. 1700 S Bundy. 1 to 3-bedrooms.
$680-$! 200. Dishwasher, stove, refrigerator,

pool, security parking. (213)826-2818,
(213)276-1671

WLA l-BEDROOKV 1 -BATH, close to UCL^
buslines. Carpet, drapes, refrigerator, stove.

$650 with lease. (213)476-7116.

WLA, 1 -bedroom, stove, refrigerator, new
carpets and paint, 1 person, no pets, 2-miles
UCLA, off-street parking. Shown by appoint-
nr>ent. $785/nr>o. (213)477-8750.

WLA 2-bed/l -bath, furnished, brand new.
$690. Close to UCL\ nice area. 207-4704.

WLA, $525, bachelor, furnished/ unfurnished,
microwave, refrigerator, hotplate, quiet build-

ing, close to UCLA. (213)826-7888.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowed, patio. 1412 Brockton Avenue
(818)368-6732, (213)478-8924.

WLA, $750/mo. 2-bed/l V, -bath. Quiet,
bright. Call (213)550-6755.

WLA AREA. 1 -bed/1 -bath Stove, refrig, park-
ing. $650/mo. (213)451-4771

WLA, BACHELOR, $450, 1 -bed, upper, $650.
Charming renwdeled. Near SM Blvd & Se-
pulveda. (213)276-1671.

WESTWOOD CyELUXE 1-BED/l-BATH. 5
MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C
WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $825-$925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700 (21 3)208-8881

WLA/ PALM, $885. Luxury 2-bed/ 1 -bath. A/C,
dishwasher, fireplace. 10510 Woodbine
(213)471 0883.

WLA, PICCVLA CIENEGA. $75(ymo. 2-bed-
room, stove, refrigerator, carpets. By appoint-
n>ent (21.3)279-2002.

Apartments Furnished 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
$S25/mo. LHilUiet included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WESTWOOD, 705 Cayky, 1 -bedroom/
1-bath, $850/rT>o, next to UCLA, excellent

•<V:|Uon. l2.13l45^^^l8..(ilAJV/»-:^;^.. .

.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa
Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.
$f>8S/mo 820-7049.

BEVERLY HILLS, $800. 1 -Bedroom. North of

Wilshire. Exceptionally spacious, hardwood
floors, no pets. (213)653-5435.

CULVER CITY $745 + up. 1 -bed, quiet, upper
front, air, dishwasher, large closets, no pets.

(213)839-8800.

LARGE 2- bedroonVr/i -bath. Security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

parking. No pels. $1050. 1500 Purdue.
(213)477-5256, (213)931-1160.

OHIO AVENUE 2-bed, $895. Built-ins, pool,

quiet, garden! ike, close to UCLA on bus route.

(213)477-9955.

PALMS: IBD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

PICCVROBERTSON AREA. Large 3bd/2ba.
Built-ins, new carpets arvi paint, large private
patio. $120Q/nr>o. (213)204-1339

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom, spacious, excel-
lent location, parking, $850. 1390 Veteran.
Eves (213)275-1427.

WLA $480 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA, $900, upper 2-bedroonV2-bath, re-

frigerator, dishwasher, carpet, balcony. No
petf. 1-year lease. Available now.
(213)551-5791.

Apartments to Share 52

1 LARGE BEDROOM in townhouse, facing
courtyard. Garage, pool, in S.F. Valley. $425.
(818)368-8935.

$355/MO. I'Ami. UCLA. Share 1 -bedroom
furnished apt. wAnale grad. non-sn>okef. Sec-
urity bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, 2
cats, excellent bus connections. 575-1503.

WLA. 8/1, Female non-smoker needed. Own
spacious room, share bath with profe$»ional
woman. $415/mo. •- security deposit.
(213)820-7459.

BEVERLY/ FAIRFAX. Spacious upper Spanish
duplex. $625. 3-»-2. W.D., fireplace, security.

Female grad. student preferred, non-smoking,
quiet. (2 1 3)954-0873.

BRENTWOOD, Wilshire/Barrington highrise,

ocean/city view. 2-bd/2-bth.
Gym,pool,security. $575/ni>o, including utili-

ties. (213)312-0850.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-f2, own room, park-
ing, balcony, high ceiling. $525/mo -Kitilities.

Suzanne (213)207-2766.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share room. 2-bed/
2-bath apt. near UCLA. Rent $237.25. $150
deposit. (213)479-2703.

FEMALE, VENICE/ MAR VISTA. Own bed-
room, share bath. $375/mo. (213)390-9693.

ONE ROOM available in 2-bed/ 1 -bath Near
Westside Pavillion. Non-smoker prefen^ed.

$420 - 'A utilities. Frank (213)475-0312,
niessage.

OWN ROOM ^f\6 bathroom in beautiful

townhouse. $542.50 + % utilities. Close to

school, transportation and shopping. Jennifer

(213)826-2337.

OWN ROOM in 2-bedroom Apart/Dent. 10
minutes from LCLA. $362.5C/nr>onth. Avail-
able 6^6. Carl (213)397-6308.

SHARE 2-BED APT Ocean view Summer
(longer?) Off Ocean Ave. in SJV1. Non-srT>oker.

$450 util. (213)394-4313.

SHARE beautiful, furnished apt. 2-be<V 2-bath.
Available Aug. 4. Pool, security. No deposit.

SSOCVmo. Near LXIA. (213)471-7861.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, BH adjacent 2- large

bcdroonV2-full bath, modern security budd-
ing, parking. $575 utilities. Sunny, quiet.

(213)655-2366.

WESTWOOO— spacious new luxury 2'»-2.

Own roomA)ath to share with one p^non
High ceiling MC. fireplace, gated parking,
near bus. $725. 444-5528.

WESTWOOD 2>2. Welbar, fireplace, patio.

1600sq.ft. Pool, Jacuzzi, suana, security.

$600/mo. (213)479-1785 home,
(213)471-1212.

WESTWOOD, $300/mo for the summer,
1-bed. Female, pool/spa, walk to LXILA,
parking. Dominique (213)824-2547.

WLA FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Spa
cious 2-be(V2-bath. Security building, parking.
$60(ynx). Diane (213)441-4004.

WLA. Fumished bedroom with private bath.
Large closet, kitchen privileges $45(ymo, utili-

ties included. Fen^ale. Francis (21 3)390-3855.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2-bedroom
townhouse in Palms, close to buslines.

$425/mo. (213)558-8467.

MALE TO SHARE BDRM in 2-bed apt. 1-mile
from campus. SHO/nx). Move in Aug. 1.

(213)476-4077.

NEED FEMALE NEDICAL STUDENT to share
spacious 1-bed apt. across Med. Center.
$467.50/mo. (213)541-2139 evenings.

PALMS, $38Q/nv). Own room & bath in large,

furnished apartnr^ent Non-smoker, reliable.

Available immediately. Call Dennis
(213)837-8290

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE to share furn-

ished, spacious condo. Private bedroom w/
balcony, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, tennis, security

parking. $550. (213)838-3521.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in

Beverly Hills. $425/mo. (213)273-8252.

SENIOR NEEDS FEMALE ROOMMATE
2-bed/2-bath, Kelton, Aug.l, no snrwking,

$396.25/mo. Cynthia 208-51 38.

SEPTEMBER. 2 FEMALES share a bedrrom
$350 each, one for own bedroom, $500.
Westwood (21.3)575-3220.

SHARE ROOM ON MIDVALE. 2-bed/ 1 -bath .

$283.75. 3 blocks from campus. Free parking.
Call (213)208-6363.

SHERMAN OAKS, Own room, $325/mo +
utilities. Air, balcony. (213)973-6054 mom-
ings Of leave message.

SMOKER W/CATS NEEDS ROOMMATE -

room in MarVista townhome.
$387.50+util/dep. Available 8/1.
213-397-4920

^

SUMMER ROOMMATE needed for spacious
2bdr apartment. Pico/ Robertson Area. Own
room. Pool. Accessible to UCLA by car or bus.

$450. (213)659-1485.

WESTWOOD own room w/2 balconies and
view, $575/mo. plus $575 dep. Need clean,
considerate roomate to share beautiful 3bed
Spanish duplex w/2 others. Hardwood floors,

in-door/out-door fireplaces, laundr/, garden,
no parking. Walk to campus. Start Aug.l Ryan
824-9931.

WESTWOOD - 1508 VETERAN. 2-bed/
2-bath, spacious or penthouse - 3-be<V 4-bath.

2 entrances, balconies, den, living room,
fireplaces, security. Kim (213)477-7622.

WESTWOOD. Male/ female to share 2 or 3
person roonm, July 9- September 1 5. $25C^mo.
Mike 208-4451.

WLA, share room 2-br duplex. 3-miles campus
B.Busil, Available $umnr>er longer. $223.75.
John, Alex. 213-207-8454.

Room for Rent 54

$400 -» 425, BEDROOMS. Santa Monica 1

person/room. Share kitchen and dining.
(213)399-9369.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA house, 624 Hilgard.
Have board and room for 91-92 academic
year. Call Mrs. Roberts 208-7185.

BACHELOR APARTMENT-LIKE room. Private
bath, entrance. Air, cable, kitchenette, 1-mile
campus. Available now. $495. 479-3310.

BRENTWOOD, $365/mo including utilities.

Furnished lovely room in honne Mature non-
smoking male. 2-miles from campus.
(213)476-5391.

FEMALE, private room, share bathroom with
one other girl. Kitchen, breakfast room, laun-
dry, on Hilgard, $425/nx). (213)279-1436,
after 10am.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen
privileges. $90(yquarter. Women students.
Mrs. Solat (213)208-8931.

720 Hilgard Ave.
Room and Board for

Women Across the street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid per quarter)

(213)208-4151

Roommates

LARGE ROOM with private bath, private
entrance. First/ last months' required.
$425/nr>o. Female preferred. (213)558-1773.

MAR VISTA AREA private room in house,
utilities included. $400. Close to everything!

21 3-621 -6974(days)
213-313.1990(evenings) '

PACIFK: palisades. Small bedroom in house.
10 min. UCLA. Quiet, responsible person.
$365 util. (213)454-4372, (213)395-6533.

PRIVATE ROOM & BATH, WLA home w/pool.
Single mom & boy, 6. SSOO/utilities included.
Susan (213)202-8150.

53

$366. OWN ROOM, 3be<V2bath. WLA Rea-
sonably clean, quiet non-smoker.
(213)478-8738

FEMALE Apt. to share with couple. Large WLA
2-bed/2-balh. Fireplace, dining room, Iwo-
itory. $375. (213)854-6083.

FEMALE needed, spacious 2-bed/2 bath.
$36Vmo, alt amenitic*. W«<k»ng uiuance.
July/August discount. Miriam (213)824-0216.

FEMALE: Own be<ibalh. Security building/
parking, pool, balconey, A/C. Wilshire/
Brockton. $480. (213)820-7510.

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED ASAP to
share very ipacious 2-be(V 2-bath. Fully furn-

ished. Pool & Jacuzzi. Price negotiable
(213)206^568.

SANTA MONICA redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parking
(213)394-2175.

SLiA4MER RATES available in well-kept frater-

nity house. Albert 208-0984.

WESTCHESTER. Spacious room. 2-bed/
2 bath. 2-story apt. $362.1 7/nfK> Balcony,
dishwasher, microwave, pool, gym. Rachel
(213)641-4034.

WESTWOOO In private home, furnished room
with private bath. Parking washer/dryer
cl«etocampu^Malr$450. (213)474 7122.

Sublet 55

$1 025/MO., July- Scpt.1 5, 1 44 Sepulveda, ok.
to walk campus, 2-bed/ 2-bath, large livin-

groom. Jennifer (213)824-2636.
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Sublet 55 Housing Needed
AUGUST. Onm bdrm in 3-bdrm house in

Venice. On bus line, near beach. Tom
(213)396-4624.

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLET— f^ed fe-

male roommate to share or>e bedroom

—

$350/mo. Security parking. Holly
(213)477-6961.

BIG FURNISHED ROOM in 3-bed WLA
house. Shared with 2 professionals. August— .

$45(ymo. (213)937-9248.

GLENROCK SUBLET— fumished top floor

apt., view, Jacuzzi, security, parking, June

26—Aug. 30. $26(Vmo. Norman B24-4703.

MIDVALE PLAZA II. 2-bed/2-bath, spacious

with pool, Jacuzzi. For July/August. Room to

share $40(ynegotiable. Jill 208-5883.

ONE/ TWO person(s). New luxury bulding.

One block from campus. Parking/ pool/ ja-

cuzzi. $350/obo. (213)208-0876.

OWN ROOM in 3-bedroom house, close to

campus, $415. July-Sept 23. Female, non-
smoker. Suzy (213)473-4551.

SINGLE SUBLET $450. Now thru Sept.15.

Westwood. Full bathroom and kitchen. Aval I

-

able immediately. Call 476 7642.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/ 2-BATH apartment. 430
Kelton. Available July- mid-September. You
name price. Call Kirn at (805)529-7449.

SUBLET- 1 -BED/1 V. -BATH. Walk to campus,
parking, security building, $800/mo. ASAP-
September 14. Minh (213)208-3849.

SUMMER IN WESTWOOD, $1 75/month, June
-September, parking, kitchen, clean, females
preferred. Call Lib 213-824-5554.

SUMMER SUBLET: to share 1 bedroom July—
Aig. $275/n>o. Paul (818)994-3859.

WESTWOOD. Female preferred to share
1 -bedroom. $350. Walk to campus. Parking,

pool, -^ more. (213)824-3311.

WESTWOOD. Female preferred to share
1 -bedroom. $350. Walk to campus. Parking,

pool, -»- more. (21 3)824-331 1

.

House for Rent 56

LOVaV 3-BEDROOM HOUSE with large

familyroom and pool. Available Aug. 15, 1991
— Aug. 15, 1992, lime f>egotiable. 10 min.
from UCLA, walk to elementary and Jr. High
schools. $1900. 474-3562.

LOWER BEL AIR HOME, 4-bedroom/
2'A -bath. Separate office or maid, air, inter-

com -f security. Pine trees and view. FOR
LEASE, $395(Vmo. Alice Levin, Jon Douglas
Co., Realtors. (21 3)820-6651 , (21 3)472-8686.

PALMS/ WLA, 3,000sq.ft., S-bedroorrV 3-balh,

livingroom, kitchen, sewingroom, familyr-

oom, large yard, 2-car garage. $250(Vmo.
(213)837-4055.

SHERMAN OAKS, 3-b«i/1% -bath, $1550,
family room, 2 fireplaces, stove, gardener,

nearFashion Square, A/C. (816)789-4235.

VENICE, $1250/mo, charming 1 -bedroom
house, 4-blocks from beach. Eat in kitchen,

stove, quiet, wide streets. Patio and porch.

(213)301-2423.

VENICE 3-bed/1 -bath. Laundry, near bus, large

ya.ti, fresh paint, burglar alarm, sun porch.

$1200. 392-7778.

WLA $1495. 3-bed/ 1*A -bath. 2 fireplaces.

Prime area. Near UCLA -«- shop.
(213)475-1702, (21 3)474-3626.

House to Share 57

LARGE MOIXRN TOWNHOUSE to share

with female professional, rx)n-srnoker, piano,

fireplace, private garage. $550/mo.
(213)450-9111, eKt 7171.

LARGE SPANISH-STYLE 4-bedroom house.

2Sft. pool, Jacuzzi, garden, private. $1 00(Vmo.
Rancho Park (213)839-3546.

House for Sale

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartnrwnt. hardwood floors, blocks to beach
SanU Monica. Room to add on, $52SK
395-5212.

HOUSE— 3-bed/1 -bath, family room. 1 5 min.

to campus. Mar Vista. $31 OK (21 3)397-7295.

MAR VISTA HILLS, 3-bedroofTV2 bath, rec

room, formal dining room, living room, fire-

place, double car garage $409k Owner Joe

(213)390-4748.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA via Roscomare 3-f 2, formal dining, den,

pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-

tly re-done. $567,890 Dave (818)783-6875

VAN NUYS: 25 min. to LXILA, $195,000
Gorgeous 2-bdrm house -f separate guestroom
with Vt bath. Huge yard with fruit trees.

(213)479-0615.

WESTWOOD RUSTIC. 3 -bed/2 bath (one

with Jacuzzi). FR, bon., Ig. kitchen. Extras

Annie, Prudential Calif. Realty (21 3)477-8291,

ext. 210.

House Exctiange 59

EXCHANGE small 1 -bedroom apartment
across from Columbia University (secure

Columbia-owned building) for similar apart-

ment in Santa Monica, Brentwood, Westwood,
Venice area. Starting Aug. or Sept.

(212)222-4313.

Housing Needed 60

OWN ROOM in a house needed by new grad

sludtnt this fall. Santa Monica, West Los

Angtiw. Mark, collect (805)962-7514.

RESPONSIBLE, 40^ couple seeks 1 -year sublet

during post-doc appt. Prefer tome outsides-

pace (617)641-4509.

LICLA STAFF needs ovemight accomnrH)da-
tions Monday thru Thursday. Will pay
$25(ymo. Nancy (213)206-1031.

WANTED SUBLET APT OR HOUSE-SIT. Au-
gust for Washington CXI "think-tank" scholar.

Very responsible. Judith Kipper
(202)387-5264.

60 Movers/Storage

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Room/Board for Help 62 Personal Service 95

CHILDCARE- LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING,
nearby UCLA, own car, Enjoy playing wAids.
Private room/bath. Start Sept. Leave message.

(213)559-7186.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96 Services Offered

P.C. CONFUSION?
Call.

^HELP
Personal Computer Services

SPECIAL RATES
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
AND STAFF!!

(818)

999-4485
New User Assistance
Software Support & Training
System Setup
Productivity Training
Word Processing
LAN Setup/Admin
Desktop Publishing
Proaramming
Hard Disk Dack-up
Component Purchase Advice
Spread Sheet Desian
Hard- / Soft-ware bvaiuation
Graphics
Presentations
Forms Design

Room for Help 63

APARTMENT: Very nice 1-bdrm. in exchange
for child care assistancedate afternoon pick-

up, some morning drop ofO. 20 min from
UCLA. Car required. Call eves (21 3)939-8293.

GUEST QUARTERS in exchange for house-
cleaning, errands, etc. (213)656-2370.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-

house. Brentwood. 12V» hr^k with 14
year-old boy. Driving, sports, helping with

homework. (213)472-2628.

STUDIO APARTMENT available 7/15. Will

rent to responsible student in exchange for

work. (415)364-2016.

ULTIMATE SOUTH BAY beach house needs
18 hr^wk from resourceful, non-smoker with

car. Robert (213)207-6478, ext.88.

Townhouse for Rent 66

2-BED/2V. -BATH TOWNHOME. New sec-

uritv quiet building. No pets, central air. High
ceiling, balcony, fireplace. (213)473-7786.

WL\ $1495, 2-bed + den/ 2-bath. Large

townhouse, front unit, privacy.
(213)826-6907

WLA, $975/n'>o, 2-bed/ 2-bath, air, garage,

small, quiet building. (213)550-1531.

WLA, ultra modem duplex, 2-bed/ 2V» -bath,

loft, fireplace, roof garden and much more.
Fully furnished. $2200/mo. (213)444-0433.

Condos for Rent 69

Vi -BLOCK LXTLA, large 1 -bedroom. Sunny
pool, spa. Security, valet, doorman, perfect

for3 individuals. (213)931-3811.

NEAR WESTWOOD 2-bed/ IV. -bath, furn-

ished. Huge living & kitchen, A/C & heating,

refrigerator, washer/ dryer, security building.

2-caf garage, $1400. (213)475-4606, Anne.

WESTWOOD, $1950, 3-bedroom/ 2-bath

Quaint, small building, security, balcony. 933
Hilgard. Gene (213)471-4989.

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA, penthouse.

2-bedroonV 2-bath. $1380/nrH>, balcony, fire-

place, parking security building. Call Guy,
(213)474-9527.

^ Guest House for Rent 70

PRIVATE GUESTHOUSE STUDIO with loft,

excellent location, fumished. Fairfax area.

$575/mo After 6pm. (213)933-3050.

SHERMAN OAKS, 900sq.ft., private entrance,
1 -bedroom, kitchenette, $80Q/mo. Pets, 2

people ok. Privacy Carrie (213)825-8255.

VENKIE, $650 irKluding utilities, guesthouse.
Charming, skylight, lovely garden. No pets

(213)391-4183

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pir>es. Close to everything—
fully equipped— reasonable rates.

(818)785-1028

Insurance 91

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
-IS

required l)y law' So for a

FRfF lOWfR QUOTE call

213)8b2-/1/b (818)34?-1510

BfST PRICf INSAGfNCY

Movers/Storage 94

The Careful Mover
Hou$os. Apartments. Offices.

local and Long distance

Small jobs welcome
(213)319-1236

BEAR*S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJ)
^13)47a«662

WRITING, EDITING, TUTORING

Days, Nights, Weekends

Overnight Service Aviilible

PhO Gives Fast Accurate Help

All Subject Areas

(213) 476-0114

CLEANING SERVICE. Efficient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tinn Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

HOUSESITTER AVAILABLE. Professional, very

responsible, love all animals, quiet, with many
references. Available anytime.
(213)842-9318.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Undergradu-
ate, graduate, PH.D. Any style/requirement.

(213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-4193.

Tutoring Offered 98

ESL TUTOR. All levels. Grammar, pronuncia-

tion, conversation. Experienced UCLA Ling-

uistics grad. 838-4871.

FRENCH LESSONS: by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreting, translations, voice-

overs, classes, and tour guide. (21 3)478-5822.

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY LXILA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN

ALL LEVELS FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

STUDENT SOLUTIONS. Over 35 Patient &
KrH>wledgable tutors offering Superior service

at Affordable rates. Quality Service Guaran-
teed. (213)748-7412.

TROUBLE WITH MATH? FREE TUTORING
AVAILABLE FROM RETIRED MATH PROFES-
SOR. ANY LEVEL. (213)474-3681.

TUTOR YOUR CHILDREN for international

careers. Chinese, English, French, Japanese;

Economics, History, Literature. References.

(818)892 3551

Tutoring Needed 99

STUDENT looking for perspective drawing
teacher Pay negotiable. (213)391-7793. In-

quire within.

Typing 100

A+! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing computer training, resunr>es, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THF WORD PLACE.
(21 3)88? Boon, (818)994 1094.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, re$un'>es,

syntax/edit help, feet r>egotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064

PROF EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations,

term papers, all papers. Long time for UCLA.
Virginia (213)820-0150.

QUALITY WORD PROCESSING. STUDENT
PAPERS AND OFFICE SUPPORT RUSH SER-

VICE AVAIIABLE NEAR CAMPUS
(213)207-0752.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertaliorw, transcription, manuscripts,

resunr>es. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSING/ IBM-PC: term papers,

theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National Sepulveda. (213)397-9711.

94 Typing

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSINCIIII 20 years Exp., Laser, Spell-

check (21 3)474 6609, 7 days,
8a.m.- 10:00p.m. Near campus, RUSHES
OKAY.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call AnI (213)312-3332 or David

(213)788 9885.

ACE TYPIST. Speed typing. WP, Spellcheck.

Laser printer. Sepulveda-Montana.
213-476-2829.

96 Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional tearher.

Near UCLA. Alt levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

SET, RUDIMENTS, all styles. Sight-reading

skills. Reasonable rates. Beginners welcome.
Andy (213)478-1651.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol Tingle; As-

socTNate Lam, 25 yn. experierKe. All levels/

styles, in SM. (213)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. Alt levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor.

Also college admission essays.
Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Trovel 106

1 c:>wi AIR FARES
FflOM UUC/SANi^PO

•LONDON SM0
•PARIS trm
•FRANKFURT $750
•GLASGOW $729
•AMSTERDAM $7S«
•NY/MIAMI $350

ALL ROUND TRIPS

•SEATTLE $250
•AUCKLAND $7»9
•TOKYO $600
•MANCHESTER $750
•OSAKA $7M
•VENNA/ZURICH $759

OTHER DGMEsncMrrv rnpta avml. cmj. for i way

BARNEY'S TRAVEL
(213)382-9161

Student
and

Faculty

Fares
Sydney $283*

Paris $330*
London $379*

Banskok $420*
Nairobi $655'

Miannesburs $879*
Fares are each way from Los Angcks based
on a rourxjtnp purchase Restrictiorft apply
Fares sttoject to chanae without notKC arxj

taxes not inckxied.

Now open Saturdays
lOam - tpm

Coundilkaud
1093 Broxton Ave #990
Los An3elcs,CA 90094

913-208-3551
Eurailpasses Issued

on the spot!

Travel Fickets 106

2 SOUTHWEST TICKETS. Roundtrip; Chicago,
Detroit, Nashville, New Orleans, etc. Must
sell. (213)473-6935.

BAHAMAS CRUISE for two. 5 days/4 nights

$600 retail. $125 per person. Airfare not

included Call (602)633-0531

Autos for Sale 109

1979 OlDSMOBILE 98 REGENCY. Great
condition. SC5Q,^obo. {213)473-9083.

1984 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS, V-8. New
transmission, inclixies Alpine Stereo, $2500.
Leave rr^essage for )eff. 825-2075.

1984 VOLVO GL, 5 speed, si lverA>lack leather

interior. Sunroof, Vc, tinted windows. Excel

lent. Complete records. $6200.
(213)206-3875.

1984 VW CTI, $19nrVoho Mu*f s^ll leaving

country. Xint cond., black, sunroof, new tires.

(213)204-5420.

1985 TEMPO GL. 4-doof, 5spe«d, ^, mint,

low mileage. $3000. (213)476-1743.

1985 VOLKSWAGEN, Automatic, A/C, AM/
FM cassette. Low milage, excel lerrt cornjition.

$330(yobo Call David 213-206^3353(W),
714.594 8003(H).

100 Autos 109

1981 DATSUN 280ZX. Fully loaded. Looks
and runs well. One owr>er. 80k mi. $300(Vobo.
(213)474-5660.

1985 VOLVO CLE 740. Metallic grey. Sun-
roof, A/C, stereo. 67k ml. Sacrifice $7300.
(213)556-8826.

.

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY. A^, tape deck,
5-speed stick, low mileage (41,000). Excellent

condition. $6,000. (213)392-6290. •

'69 VW BUG, Auto, runs excellent, new tires,

stereo, used everyday. Must see. $1195/obo.
(213)388-2010.

CELK:A GT, '84, lift-back/ sunroof/ fully

loaded/ low mileage. Original owner.
(818)986-3324.

FORD TEMPO 1984. 42,000 miles, very clean,

A/C, AM^M cassette, $220(yobo. 575-4002.

HOT CONVERTIBLE! Black on grey, all op-
tions, excellent condition. 1986 Renault Al-

liance 1.7 DL. $4500/obo. (213)734-8354,
(818)509-9364.

MERCEDES '81, 240D, excellent, 127k miles,

dark blue, new tires, stick shift. $8995/obo.
(213)390-4711.

MERCEDES BENZ 250 S, 1 966, $4800, 4-door,

80,000 miles, excellent corvJition. White/red
intetrior, standard transmission.
(818)783-1610

MERCURY TOPAZ LS, 1986, 35M, a/c, cruise,

power, very good condition, $4500, motiv.

Mike (213)838-0257.

NISSAN STANZA '82. 2-door, 5-spced, AM/
FM, Air, clean. $160(yobo. (213)478-2046.

PLYMOUTH RELIANT 4-door, '82, less than

40,000 miles. $2500. (213)458-2800.

SUZUKI SAMURAI JX convertible 1987.
Silver-grey, air, AM/FM cassette, $3600/obo.
(213)471-0319.

TOYOTA TERCEL, 1986, 2-doof, AKVFM, 47k
miles. Runs CREATi $3000/obo.
(21 3)820-5772.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1982 HONDA SOOcc. Excellent condition,

runs good, 9,000 miles. $65(yobo. 828-6402.

1984 HONDA ASCOT VTSOO. Red.
$145(Vobo. Warranty. Like new. Call Brian

(213)824-4035.

1986 HONDA INTERCEPTOR 500. 30k miles.

$170(Vobo. Contact Charles after B.-OOpm.

(818)342-9754.

'86 YAMAHA XT 350 w/helmet ¥ lock. Good
condition $1300. Call Stefan (213)312-0721.

YAMAHA SR500, 1981. Runs good, needs
mirror repair. $500/obo. (213)390-3330.

Scooters for Sale 115

1986 HONDA ELITE 80. White. Low miles,

great condition. %70Q/o)bo. (213)208-7732,
leave n>essage

1987 HONDA ELITE 80. Red. Runs great.

$800. Call Karen (213)476-1888.

1988 HONDA ELITE 80 w/ helmet and lock.

Low miles, great condition. Katie
(213)208-3984.

1990 ZUMA 2, good running condition,

$150(yobo. (213)207-0441 jenny.

1 985 HONDA AFRO 50; clean, runs great,red.

Helmet & lock included! $400/obo.
(213)824-0805.

'86 ELITE 80. Very reliable. Just graduated—
must sell. Make an offer! jason (81 8)901 0879.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helfrwK. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 20S-5138.

'88 HONDA ELITE 50, $55(yobo. With lock.

Lisa 206-5883.

Aero 50 '87. Great cond., must sell. $375.00,
824-5109, Eva.

FREE HELMET W/ '86 Honda Elite 150,
$1000.00 Chris. 824-5185.

ITALIFN, 1985, MILEAGE, $500, immacu-
late. (818)7831610

Furniture for Sale 126

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290 MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $140, DINNETTE$ 160. (213)821-0729

FUTONS, futon frame, 20 in. color TV, oak TV
stand 4 desk, bookcase, kitchen table, chairs,

chest drawers -»• more! (213)447-9246.

GLASS OCTAGON TABLE with four chairs for

sale. $75 Great Deal. Call (213)659-1485

MUST SELL!! Double size, while formica bed
and book shelves. Great condition. $200 for

both or separately. Give me an offer. Call
Cathy (213)470-3593

QUEEN WATERBED, 2-nightstands, entertain-

ment center, headboard, chcsl, refrigerator,

dining table w/four chairs. All black lacquer.
VERY CHEAP (818)75^0157

SOFA SLEEPER, queen size. Cocktail and etvi

table, entertainment center. All 7 mos. oW.
$400 (213)559 2070

Misc. For Sale 128

NIKON FM. %vith 43-86 lens. Excellent condi-
tion. $225/obo. (213)474 8662.

Typewriter/Computer 134

PUT TOT.FTHFR YOUR OWN IBM' We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

yourselfl! (818)994-1188.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/nr)o. Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,
386 systems available, (213)931-4207. . . r i

From page 20

Festival as a member of the
women's water polo West Team.
Laura has been on the U.S.
National team for 12 years.

Baker was an NCAA champion
as a starter on tiie 1979 UC Santa
Barbara squad. Then, after playing
a year at Golden West Junior
College and leading that team to a
state title, he finished up his career
at Cal State Long Beach where his
team placed third nationally in

1983.

Baker has had similar success in

coaching, finishing second and
third nationally with the Long
Beach Senior club team in 1990
and 1991. Before coming to
UCLA, he helped Cal State Long
Beach win die Big West confer-
ence twice as the 49er*s assistant

coach.

Even to this date. Baker can't
make up his mind if he enjoys
playing more than coaching.
"Which do I like better? They're
really equal," Baker said.

"I enjoy the coaching, but
mosUy I enjoy the competitiveness
of coaching and playing. That's
what I'll enjoy about UCLA,
because the competition factor is

so high, and the work load
involved to make it all happen will

be very challenging," said Baker.
Baker is confident in his ability

to maintain UCLA's winning
tradition in water polo.

*T expect the team to maintain
its tradition of excellence and
continue right where it left off last

season— as one of the best in the
country." said Baker.

Yet. only three months ago it

was announced that UCLA water
polo would not be able to build on
that tradition when Uie Athletic

Department decided to cut water
polo and men's and women's crew
as part of an effort to clean up a $3
million deficit.

But after the budget cuts were
announced, a group of UCLA
water polo alumni began raising

money in an attempt to save the
program. The alumni group,
headed by Dr. Jim Puffer, adjunct
Associate Professor of Family
Medicine and former UCLA play-

er, presented a proposal to Atiiletic

Director Pete Dallis which allow-
ed the program to run cost free to

the Atiiletic Department for the

next five yean.

The money raised by the alumni

group covered coach's salary,

uniforms, entry fees, officials fees,

phone bills and travelling

expenses.

However, within four months
the alumni group has understan-

dably not been able to raise enough
money to cover everything. So
there will be no assistant coach to

help Baker, who himself was hired

on a part-time basis.

Even though the alumni group is

working on endowing two scholar-

ships for incoming players, the

team is limited in recruiting quality

players for the near future.

But despite these limitations.

Baker is optimistic that UCLA will

remain competitive against other

teams.

*The main thing I've empha-
sized with the players is that we
can't do anything about what's

happened in the past," said Baker.

*T really don't think we'll miss a

beat," Baker added. "We just have
so many seniors who are motivated

to get an NCAA tiUc."

**Il will be more productive to let

the feelings (about water polo

being cut) go, and just worry about

getting that ring around my fin-

ger." said senior driver Cameron

Thomas.
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BOB FORGOT TO

ADVERTISE
825-2161

AASHIANA
AN ADVENTURE IN DINING^

i knU /./s/v hul\i)ii Dishes (lose j/ HjikIH

MNNER SPECIAL:
^"''" DISCOUNT

nm";':'\.,;/,",';.\'K;',^.,, Dinner Entrees...

•()trM'iil sludiMil I.I).

•sf)r( i.ils Mu\ conujicic (lintKvs nol iiu liidcvl

I illU't

LUNCH BUFFET:LUNCH BUFFET: All You Can Eat r

v.^:'."r':.,^.":;:.:::,

•

"niy $.=5.95

T CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH son U ', ,,nK S<).'r, T

GENTLE WAXING
^^Kxi
0.^

Full leg w/b&iOi
Upper leg W/btkini

Lower i4|^

Bikuxi

UndttMtmis

Eyebvori^s

Lip

$25

$15

$10

$10

$10

$6
$4

/>ji''^
""^0,

Also provl^ipgt <Jte«p cleansing facials,

lash 8l biS>W tiots, makeovers

•208-6849*
located above the Whemhous« in

All's Hair Salon 1093 Broxton Av«.

9CIN 4 SOW CftJ^E gy INQfi

^ Jlfic6&rfy3yIRISH pub*^

Your Place to Be A
St. PAT'S DAY .
Sun. March 17th ifi

Corned Beef & Cabbage ^7
All Day! JjL

Live Entertajnment from ^^
the Aftenxxxi On! ^

DAILY BEER SPECIALs'J
150 Imported & Ml
Domestic Beers
16 Draught J^

ENTERTAINMENT ^
Sun-Thuri (Exdodioo Mon) 8PM to Midnight
5 Dart Boards 4no eam«room
Spofts Chann«» TV on All Op«n Hourt^1^ aL ^"g^^^^ • SpOfts Channel TV on All Op«n Hourt ^^m

T^15 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICaT
T* 7 Days a week llam-2am (213) 828-9839 ^T'

Student Whopper Special

I

I

I

I

Wl Medi

Expires 7-31-91

lopper, Medium Fries, &
Medium Drink

$2.49
After 4:00 pm w/Studenr ID

900 Westwood Blvd.

208-6781

I

I

I

I

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UCLA Student Discount

• TRAFnC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991

Sale Includes 99* Full Color Copies.

Open 24 Hours

457-0789

1520 Westwood Blvd.

kinko^s
the copycenter

Not valid with other offen. SaIc pnoe u for 8'/i x 1

1

'. iinfk-tided cofsu on 20* white
bond. 2'/M u for Mito-fed, bUck A white. 99< ii for hill ookv Ujer. Ramag exm oo ooior.

Last year, our
readers spent

million
on recordSf

tapes, and CDs.

Call the ^tuln
at 82S-2161.

•LETE DENTAL EXAMINATION
Special price for students, (acuity and staff

$35
*Complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding &
porcelain veneering

*Crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures
*I^nghing gas available

(213)933
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 WUshire Blvd. Ste. 1606
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshlre)
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Something new
is cooking in

westwood!
Lunch Dinner

Jerk Chicken 6.25. ..8.25

Chicken Roti 5.00.. .6.50

Coconut Chicken. ..6.00. ..8.25
Tender pieces o> chicKen braised and
simmered in a surrptuous coconut sauce

Ital Delite 5.00. ..7.00
A celebration of steamed mixed vegetables
prepared with J.C s special hearts.

"YEH MAN"

BRUH^;=^i^3) 474-6207

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL V
FKKH !*.\RKIN(; CI SIIIOVKI) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & KVENINGS
CLASSES ~

FInt Caribbean Dintnq

1 771 WESTWOOD BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90024

(213)575-0707

10% Off on
Major Entrees

w/ Student ID

Hours:

Mon-Tfiurs. 11am- 10pm
Fri A Sat. 1 1am- 1 1pm

PARI BEAUTY SALON
Remove your unwanted hair

with 1007o Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bil<ini $15
Bikini waxing $ 8
Half legs wax $io
Underarm $ 8
Arm $12
Up wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $io
European Focials $25

1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325
Open Sundays

r

DO YOU NEED AN
EYE EXAM ?

An annual checkup will assure

you of good vision now and
longer lasting sight in the future.

A thorough eye exam with our
optometrist. Dr. Hyman, and our

professional staff can be

arranged to fit your schedule.

Next day service is available for

contacts and glasses in most

cases.

Good vision is worth the time

you take to care for it.

Most Vision
Insurance Plans

Accepted Westwood
Optometric Centre

918 Westwood Boulevard (Comer of Le Conte)
Westwood Village

208-3913
Hours: M-F 10-5:30 Sat: 10-5:00

TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

CHICKEN SPECIAL
Chicken After 3:00pm to close

Egg -Roll

Gyoza
Fried Rice

Green Salad w/ 1 free drink "^'^^ ^^^P^"

$3.70
PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH ^ DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

tf-tu

CHICKEN SANDWICH
• Side Order
• All You Can Drink Soda

$3.99 + tax
ALL THE TIME,

ANYTIME
Mike, Rob, & Damon

Thank You!

10923 Weyburn Ave.

208-1969

H
paDLlNEy

DINER A PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

You Can't
Beat

The Burger Deal:
• 1/4 lb cheeseburger
• Fries

• ALL you can drink

<? 00 + tQY 10922 Kinross
7^£..JJ -f tax 208-2424

We always do our best!

ikir' -%>

Jim Harrick

Daily Bruin file photo

HARRICK
From page 19

anticipate that Ed 0*Bannon and
Rodney Zimmerman will make a
push into that top seven or eight

and see how we develq^ that way."
And for the second straight

season, Harrick will have the likes

of MacLean, Murray, Madkins,
Martin, Butler, Zimmerman and
Tarver, along with new recruits

Tyus Edney (point guard. Long
Beach Poly High School) and
Jorge Zidek, a seven-foot, 230-

pound center out of Prague, Cze-
choslovakia.

Harrick also has 7*6** Mike
Lanier, the 290-pound transfer

center who redshirted last season
after transferring from Hardin-

Simmons. And let*s not forget

0*Bannon, the top prep player in

the nation two seasons ago who,
according to Harrick, should be
ready for the start of the season.

"Now our foundation is set,**

Harrick said.

Butler added, "I think we have
the tools to be a very good team.
We have a lot of seniors that will

help us out. We*re an experienced
team that controls our own des-

tiny.**

How good can they be?
"Etefinitely final four bound,**

Butler predicted. "We can win it

all
n

SOCCER
From page 20

main culprit because both teams
had played five Gold Cup games in

10 days.

Caligiuri scored the second goal
for the U.S. team, a blistering shot

high into the right comer, to jHish

his team to an early 2-1 lead in the

shootout

The U.S. was one goal away
from defeat twice. In the five-kick

segment, Ted Eck missed the first

shot of the fifth round, giving

Honduras a chance for victory

which it, too, failed to convert
In the sixth round, Espinoza

blocked the United States* first

shot, again putting Honduras in a
position to clinch the Gold Cup.

But U.S. goalie Tony Meola
dived to the right to punch Luis
Calix*s shot away, and he ran to

mid-field to greet his teammates.
Meola was also named Most
Valuable Player of the Tourna-
ment, surrendering three goals in

regulation and three in the shoot-
out
The United Slates won all five

of its Gold Cup games, the longest
winning streak for the national

team since 1885 when records
were begun, and is 6-1-3 under
new coach Bora Miltinovic.

recycled paper
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After a season cut short, UCLA
hoops gears up for a new 1992
By David Gibson
Summer Bruin Staff

While the Boys of Summer are
grabbing all of the headlines these
days, UCLA head basketball
coach has his thoughts turned
elsewhere.

Jim Harrick, who is about to

enter his fourth season in West-
wood, is already thinking about
October 15, when his squad will

again embark on a quest for

another successful basketball cam-
paign.

While most of his players are

scattered around the city, some
taking summer school, others

home relaxing and some involved
in city league play, Harrick is

spending much of his time and
energy planning ways to improve
on last year*s 23-9 record.

The 1990-91 season was sort of
an enigma for Bruin fans, one that

will never really be figured out. On
paper, UCLA possessed one of the

most potent offensive attacks in

the nation.

Despite a hole that stood in the

middle on the defensive end of the

court — a donut, as it was often

referred to as — UCLA appeared
to have enough weapons to combat
the fact that they lacked a true

center.

Even after it was known that star

recruit Ed 0*Bannon would miss

the entire season with a knee
injury, Harrick still had the

nucleus of his squad returning in

standouts Don MacLean, Tracy
Murray, Darrick Martin, Gerald

Madkins, Mitchell Butler, Keith
Owens and highly-touted fresh-

man recruits Shon Tarver and
Rodney Zimmerman.

Things were looking good.
Tickets were selUng fast at the box
office, and when the Bruins
jumped off to blazing start — 13
and one. No. 5 in the nation —
everybody in Westwood was talk-

ing Final Four.

UCLA won the Great Alaskan
Shootout, knocked off non-confer-
ence foes Notre Dame, Loyola
Marymount, DePaul, Pepperdine,
and Louisville and opened confer-
ence play with a pair of victories.

But for the rest of the season,
UCLA would never really regain
that form, never really mount any
sort of winning streak and ended
up going 11-7 in Pac-10 play.

The Bruins were just 10 and
eight after the fast start, and all of
the high hopes of advancing to the
Sweet 16 in the tournament were
quickly extinguished as Penn State

shocked the Bruins with a 74-69
upset win at Syracuse.

*Tt*s funny how teams go,**

Harrick said softly while relaxing
in his plush office a couple of
weeks ago. "I had never had a team
that hadn't played quite as well in

the end as it did in the beginning—
but this was the first one.

"I didn't like the fact that we
were so fluid and things came so
easy for us in preseason, and then
we got into the conference and we
didn*t adjust quite as well as I

would have wanted to.

*T will say one thing, though,**

$1 00 Off Any Order /
($6 X m.n«nHjm)

BIG RED WtNGS
FASTfi^MMBW
Me Mo(U^ fld tor menu

^
* coupon p«r ordvr

$2 00 Off When You

Buy 50 or 100 Wings

_^ 1 cau^on (Ml Md«f

478-WJNeS*11 923 Santa Monica Blvd.*478-9484

Ijlli^jj^ju^^^ljiigk^^
o o

lll#e Also Taught
The Competition.
Pon't viaii io lab your mm\ Tab lliein uliile you any

Old o(Ml Scores aro jooil lor a fevr pti
:>>»^w-j«w;

IS/tr GMAT 6RE

he continued. "We were very,

very, very close to having an
unbelievable year. We felt that we
played with Arizona both games,
lost a very tough game at Oregon
State on a 95-foot pass left-handed
going the wrong way right over our
fingertips.

"So you take one Arizona game
and the Oregon State game and
we*re playing for the conference
championship. We were really

close in some games but we just

didn*t get over that hump.**

Harrick hit that nail right on the

head. Of UCLA's nine losses, six

were decided in the final minute of
play, including the decisive Penn
State game in which the Bruins
looked pressed when push came to

shove.

As junior forward Tracy Murray
explained of the Nittany Lion
defeat, "It was devastating. A big
blow to everyone. That loss (Penn
State) tore down a lot of people. It

caused us to look at ourselves and
redefine ourselves as basketball

players and redefine ourselves as

Bruins.**

Apparently they have done that
Even Harrick has. The coach *s

thouphfs of rh<*. feani*s roiianc/^

against Penn State last March are a
distant memory, a learning experi-

ence so to speak, and now it's time
to regroup, rebuild and reload for

the upcoming season.

"We have the nucleus of the
team coming back," Harrick said.

"Of our top seven players, we've
got six of them back. I really

See HARRICK, page 18
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Sophomore Tracy Murray averaged 21.4 points and 6.7
rebounds pergame in the Bruins' 23-9 season, which ended
in a first-round NCAA loss to Penn State.
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U.S. past Honduras in Gold Cup
Caligiuri scores in shootout

as team captures tourney
By Jay Ross

Former UCLA soccer player Paul
4-3 win over Honduras.

Daily Bruin file photo

Caligiuri scored in the penalty kick shootout in America's

Summer Bruin Staff

It was the oddest of all sights,

the unlikeliest of all occurrences
and the happiest of all athletes.

On Sunday night at the Los
Angeles Coliseum, the United
States national soccer team held

the trophy declaring themselves
Gold Cup champions high above
their heads.

America winning a soccer tour-

nament!

Say it*s so, because it is. The
United States tied Honduras in

regulation and then won the

CONCACAF (Confederation of

North, Central American and
Caribbean Association Football)

title on penalty kicks, 4-3.

The United States had never
before won a major soccer tourna-

ment, and the team almost blew it

before Juan Carlos Espinoza of
Honduras missed his penalty kick

to clinch the U.S. victor>'.

The drive to the Gold Cup
culminated in a victory that was
expected by few and celebrated by
many. A crowd of 39,873 watched
the game.

After upsetting Mexico, 2-0, last

Friday night, the United States

team served notice that it can play
with the best teams on the conti-

nent.

*The most important thing is

that we have bragging rights to our

own region," said defender Paul

Caligiuri, a member of the 1985
UCLA national championship
team. "We weren't favored to win,

but through hard work and desire

we did. We had the will and
desire.**

**Wc*vc always played to win;

we don*t want to let down our fans.

The way we played with our new
style, I think that we won a lot of
fans in the Latino community,
which is important**

Since last June, two World Cup
semifinal matches and two NCAA
Final Four games have been
decided on shoot-outs.

In a shoot-out, each team desig-

nates five players to kick penalty

shots one-on-one against the goa-
lie. If the game is still tied after the

first five kicks, then the series

continues in a sudden death for-

mat. The first team to convert with

the other side missing wins the

game— and in this case, the Gold
Cup.

In the eighth round, Fernando
Clavijo of the United States beat

Honduran reserve goalie Wilmer
Cruz on a low shot to the right after

Cruz had guessed left Espinoza
then sent his do-or-die shot five

feet over the crossbar.

Penalty kicks arc almost a given,

but the two finalists missed nine of
sixteen chances. Fatigue was the

See SOCCER, page 18

UCLA hires water polo coach
Guy Baker from Long Beach State to mn the program
By Andre Keil

Standing tall on a file cabinet in

UCLA's water polo office are

some vivid reminders of the 28-

year legacy built by former head

coach Bob Horn. Awards and
NCAA championship trophies fill

the liny office, making it look even

smaller.

Shiny plates at the base of these

trophies lell of the consistency

with which Horn managed to keep

his teams steadily at the top. Even
in the closing years of Horn's

tenure, UCLA water polo
remained a cornerstone in NCAA
water polo.

The engraved letters on the

plates say it all: 1988 — second

place overall, NCAA tournament;

1987 — fourth; 1986 — third;

1985— third; 1984— fourth. Just

last year the squad finished third at

the NCAA tourney.

Leaning back in his chair, a

confidently smiling Guy Baker sits

behind his new desk in front of all

the bronze and silver remnants of
Bob Horn's legacy.

As UCLA's newly hired water

polo coach. Baker hopes to ride on
Horn's success and wants to

continue the Bruins' stronghold in

NCAA water polo.

"If 1 could do just half of what
(Horn) has done," said Baker.

'This is something you dream
about, to have an opportunity like

this. (Horn's) record speaks for

itself, and this will be a great

challenge."

Associate Athletic Director Jim
Milhom, who interviewed several

coaches for the vacant spot,

seemed sure that Baker would
maintain UCLA's position as a

cornerstone in national water polo.

"I'm glad he's here and I'm

excited for next year." said Mil-

hom. "He was the best candidate

for the job."

A tan, blond and broad-shoul-

dered Southern California local

who went to Indio High near Palm
Springs, Baker looks as if water

polo has always been a part of his

Ufe. And at 30, it doesn't seem he's

aged one bit since his college

playing days. Maybe that's

because Baker is still actively

playing water polo.

In a few weeks he'll be compet-
ing as a member of the West Team
at the U.S. Olympic Festival, a

team he coached to a gold medal
just two years ago.

Baker's wife, Laura, will also be
at the pool, but not only to watch.

She is participating in the Olympic

See POLO, page 17

U.8. Olympic Festival

sports start on Friday

Schedule of U.S. Olympic
Festival events at UCLA.
Opening ceremonies are Friday

night at Oodger Stadium.

Basketball: Pauley Pavilion.

Sat. Women East vs. North, 12

p.m.-4 p.m.

Women West vs. South.

Men East vs. North, 6 p.m.- 10

p.m.

Men West vs. South.

Sun. Women West vs. East, 12

p.m.-4 p.m.

Men West vs. East

Women North vs. South, 6

p.m.- 10 p.m.

Men North vs. South.

Tennis: Sunset Canyon Courts.

Sat. Men/Women Singles,

Round 1. 9 a.m.-l p.m.

Wheelchair Round 1,4 p.m.-

8 p.m.

Mixed Etoubles Round 1, 9

a.m.-l p.m.

Sun. Men/Women Singles,

Round 2, 9 a.m.-l p.m.

Wheelchair Round, Round 2,

2 p.m. -8 p.m.

Men/Women Doubles,

Round 1, 2 p.m.-8 p.m.

Mixed Doubles Round 2, 2

p.m.-8 p.m.

Rhythmic Gymnastics: John

Wooden Center, Collins Court.

Sat. Women AU-Around Preli-

minaries, 7 p.m.- 10 p.m.

Sun. Women Ail-Around
Finals, 7 p.m.- 10 p.m.

at* Sport* Informalkjn

Guy Baker, who won two Big West titles at Long Beach State,
will be in charge of the reinstated UCLA water polo team.
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Taxes to go up
1.25 cents today

Taxes go up on thousands of
items today to help shrink the

state's $14.3-billion deficit.

The state's basic 6-cent sales

tax will jump 1.25 cents under
the budget-balancing plan
passed by the legislature and
signed into law by Gov. Pete
Wilson.

In some counties, the sales

tax could hit 8.25 cents on every
dollar spent because of local

taxes for roads and jail con-
struction.

Lawmakers also eliminated

sales tax exemptions for candy,
snack foods, newspapers and
magazines, bottled water and
fuel for ships and airplanes.

Inside
Bomb scare
near Murphy
A toy train brought activity in

Murphy Hall to a screeching

halt Thursday when more than

200 people were evacuated
from the building due to a bomb
scare.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Notes from a
dark theater
Columnist Susan Rinderle

enters the dreaded movie thea-

ter— alone— and lives to tell

about it

See page 9

Sports

Last chance
for St. Pierre
Age is catching up on former

UCLA gymnast David St. Pier-

re as he attempts to qualify for

the Olympics.

See page 10

Arts & Entertainment

'City of Angeis'

liegins LA. ran

The long-awaited Tony
Award-winning *City of
Angels' finally makes it to the

place that inspired it. Was it

worth the wait? . .

.

See page 20
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'Boyz' brings violence despite denials
Film causes one death,

20 injuries across nation
By Leila Ansari

Summer Bruin Staff

Irony prevails when a film,

which ends with the words
"increase the peace" and stresses

the value of love and family,

sparks violence even before the

Ughts dim in the moviehouse.

Theaters across the country

experienced outbreaks of gang
violence, including one death and
20 injuries, at Friday's opening

night of "Boyz N the Hood," a

critically-acclaimed film about
growing up in an inner-city neigh-

borhood plagued by violence and
poverty.

Predicting opening-night vio-

lence could plague Westwood, the

Mann Plaza theater on Glendon
Avenue cancelled its screening of
the movie.

However, filmmaker John Sin-

gleton says his movie did not bring

about the violence — society did.

"It has to do with a society that

fosters illiteracy, won't feed its

young and wants to put its children

into correctional facilities instead

of college," the 23-year-old direc-

tor said in statements to the press

on Saturday. "There is a whole
population who is disenfranchised

and they are striking out at each
other."

But "I didn't treat them bad. I

didn't disenfranchise them. I

didn't make drugs easier for them
to get a hold of. There is no reason
for it to fall off on me."

Fearing that this film, like

movies such as "New Jack City"
and "Colors", would attract gang
members, many theaters across the

country decided against screening

"Filmmakers have
the same responsibili-

ty that once fell upon
novelists, playwrigjits

and journalists 20,
30, 40 years ago
because no one reads

anymore."

John Singleton

the film. And in the aftermath of

Friday's violence, others are fol-

lowing suit.

In Westwood, a spokesman for

See *B0Y2\ page 6

U.S Olympic Festival

True colors

>ING/Courlmy of UPI

The Olympic Festival kicks off with a flag-carrying parachutist at Dodger Stadium on
Friday,

Officials optimistic on festival funds
Organizers expect ticket sales

to increase as the days go by
By Chris Wolowiec

On the eve of U.S. Olympic
Festival competition, organizers

Friday expressed optimism their

10-day multi-sport event will at

least cover expenses, which
includes repayment of a $1 million

loan.

Coming to Los Angeles for the

first time, the festival will bring an

economic boom to the area —
including Westwood and UCLA.
But with preliminary ticket sales

down, tlie size of the predicted

boom is decreasing and festival

organizers are growing concerned

about breaking even on their

investment

*Ticket sales have not set the

world on fire," said UCLA Assis-

tant Chancellor John Sandbrook.

"But I don't think you'll see an
increase maybe until the events get

under way."

The festival has a budget of $15
million, and needs $3.4 million in

ticket sales to break even. Festival

organizers took out loans to solve

this cash flow problem and are

now crossing their fingers, hoping

the investment will pay off.

The festival, with its 4,200
athletes and coaches and about

170,000 spectators, is expected to

pour about $35 million into the

3,000 will

compote
in festival
Games help train

Olympic hopefuls

By Tina Chao

The time has arrived for sports

enthusiasts to bask in the summer
sun and watch top athletes com-
pete for a chance at fame.

The many festive balloons
snaked around UCLA's athletic

facilities are part of the campus'
added decor, set up to welcome an
estimated 90,000 people to the Los
Angeles area for the llih annual
U.S. Olympic Festival this month.

"It is a tremendous event that

offers U.S. athletes an excellent

opportunity to compete in an
Olympic setting and an opportuni-

ty for them to prepare for the

Olympic games," said Alan Shaw,
a festival spokesman.
The festivals — a training

ground for amateur American
athletes — take place in the years
that the Olympic games are not
held.

UCLA will host seven of the 37
festival events that will take place
until July 21. Three thousand
athletes from across the nation will

be competing in hopes of victories

that will get them one step closer to

the 1992 Summer Olympic Games
in Barcelona, Spain.

The sports events to be held at

UCLA include basketball, gym-
nastics, team handball, tennis, and
weighllifting. Many Olympic
sports also include events for

See FUNDING, page 2 See FESTIVAL, page 7

employees their moment in tiie light

"At first, 1 thougjit I

was going to be rcpre"

senting Bear Wear,
Init . . . now T feel we
are representing the

01>Tnpic hopefuls.*'

Janie Andefson

By Marina Dundjerski

For a minute or two, 10 ASUC-
LA employees caught the Olympic
spirit as they carried the torch on a

leg of its journey from Sacramento

lo the U.S. Olympic Festival

opening ceremonies at E)odger

Stadium.

Not even the strong breeze or

the lack of a large audience could

put out the flame or the runners*

spirits on day 14 of the torch's 27-

day, 1,700 mile journey.

"I suppose if there were more
people, I would be more excited,

but it is still an exciting and fun

thing to do," said Rick Rose,

manager of ASUCLA's computer
store.

Because UCLA is a prime venue
for the Olympic Festival, Imperial

International — a company that

does business with ASUCLA —
donated 45 legs of the run as a way
to promote their merchandise as

well as the Olympic Festival,

according to Fred Klein, division

manager for ASUCLA general

merchandise.

Originally, only five spots were
to be raffled away to ASUCLA
employees. But because ot a lack

of interest firom customers, faculty

and students, a total of 10 spaces
were allotted for ASUCLA
employees, Klein said.

See TORCN, page 2
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AUTQ INSURANCE «„.. .h. NERD FACTOR
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There is indeed a Top Rated Domestic Insu rer right here in Wesiwood Village thai has exceptionally
low rales for you even if you are under 2.*i. If you have a goixl driving record and reasonable licensed
experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be
positively shocked.

You see. we Uiily appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). Wc applaud your commitment to do
well m school because this means that you will most likely do well in life. Let us show you first hand
that your pursuit of excellence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

Valid Sunday - Thursday
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TORCH
From page 1

But the employees said they got

more out of the torch run than just

representing their individual jobs

and ASUCLA.
*'At first, I thought I was going

to be representing Bear Wear, but

. . . now 1 feel we are representing

the Olympic hopefuls,*' Janie

Anderson said.

And although most of the

employees said they felt "proud

and honored" to be carrying the

torch in the one-fifth of a mile leg,

not all agreed on how to carry it.

Some chose to run, while others

walked.

"I am going to run," said

Anderson, who was concerned

about the wind blowing her hair

into the flame. "I don't want my
hair to be caught on fire, so they

have to put out the torch.*'

But others wanted the moment
to last as long as possible. "I am
going to walk, so I can savor every

moment," said Rose. "Who would
want to spend all that time prepar-

ing for a one-minute walk? I'm

going to make mine last."

One hour after Rose was sup-

posed to step off, there was no
torch in sight. "It looks as if a lot of

people arc savoring the moment,"

he joked.

One-fifth of a mile down the

road, Anderson anxiously paced
and looked back and forth across
the streets to determine from
which side the torch would be
coming from.

Finally, after an hour and a half

of waiting, the moment had
arrive<l. As the torch light was
spotted on Veteran Avenue, a
small group of people across the

street from Westwood Park stared

at the motorcade, drivers honked
their horns, and people on Wilshire
Boulevard stopped to watch the
Olympic flame.

Rose was handed the torch and
stopped briefly for his one-person
cheering section to take a few
pictures. He then began his walk as
two youngsters from the Olympic
Festival truck in front of him
squirted him with water guns.

At the end of his leg. Rose
passed the torch to Anderson.

And as Anderson took off for

her moment in the light. Rose came
back and said, "I didn't get goose
bumps, but it was very exciting. I

am sure I will look back 40 to 50
years from now and remember this

event"

FUNDING
From page 1

local economy.
If all goes well, "what this really

means for Los Angeles and the

Westwood area is a nice economic
bump," said David Wilcox, of
Economics Research Associates,

which put out a report on the

festival's estimated economic
impact

Because several of the major
events will be held on the UCLA
campus, "Westwood will draw a

conservative estimate of 50,000
people," he predicted. This figure

includes both out-of-town visitors

and L.A. residents who will be
flocking to the village to spend
their money.

Because of the large number of
people coming to the area, expen-
ditures on food, souvenirs, trans-

portation, hotel and other
accommodations are expected to

increase by about $20 million. But
as ticket sales remain low, that

figure grows increasingly modest
Besides the money brought in by

the additional crowds, another $15

See FUNDING, page 7

Shhh... the best kept secret in Westwood.

*Charming European style setting.

* Complimentary Breakfast & Free Parking.

**Waks^ up to tfU ivarm & friendly smiUs of out staff.
* Rooms with courtyard or pool views.

*Walking distance to UCLA & Westwood.
(special Bruin rates)

Rooms from $65.00 for a single guest room
From $85.00 for suites with fully equipped kitcfiens.

!Asfi aBout our Qrad Specials

Century Wilshire Hotel 10776 Wilshire Bhfd.

Los Angeles (213)474-4506
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with Lynn Harrell, and
Sharon Robinson, cellos

Gardner Canticle
Schubert Octet
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with Jaime Laredo, violin
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Mendelssohn Octet
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with MIsha Dichter, piano
Dvorak Serenade, Op 44
Dvorak Piano Quailet in E flat.

Op 87
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Stravinsky Fanfare for a New
Theatre

Dvorak. Cyptu.>oi;^

Mo/art: Trio in E flat. K 498
(Kegelstatt)
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Bomb scare: Toy train near Murphy causes evacuation of 200
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

Very little cuts through the red
tape of Murphy Hall. But a toy
train derailed the entire bureaucra-
cy Thursday.

Suspecting a bomb, about 200
people evacuated the building for

more than two hours after a
shoebox containing the train was
placed in the bushes beneath a
dean*s window.

As the Los Angeles bomb squad
and city firemen cordoned off the
area to examine the package,
campus administrators and staff

members sat around in Dickson
Plaza under a strong afternoon sun— anxiously waiting to return to

their offices.

A summer student had put the

train inside the box and placed it

against the building, said Alan
Cueba. an assistant UCLA pohce
chief.

Nicholas Gallanos. a UC Santa
Barbara student, left the box there
because he did not want to carry it

around all day. and intended to

pick it up later. Cueba said.

However, an assistant dean
grew suspicious when she saw
Gallanos put the box next to the

building. "I saw some guy coming
around the comer carrying a

grocery bag with a shoebox
inside." Melora Sundt said. "Peo-
ple don't usually go back there."

After Gallanos walked off, she
and another administrator climbed
into the shrubs to see what was
inside the box.

**I didn't want to be stupid for

something that could turn out to be
cat food," Sundt said.

Deborah Chapman, tlie other

assistant dean, opened the lid on
the box and peeked inside. She saw
a metal cylinder with a cap on one
end.

Frame of line

Laura Sergh.ou performs in Macgowan Hall on Friday.

MICHAEL LAN/Daily Brum

"I saw some guy coming around the comer carry-
ing a grocery bag with a shoebox inside. People
don't usuafly go back diere.'^

Melora Sundt

"It was very heavy," she said.

Unsure of its contents, she figured

the package should be left alone.

Sundt called the police, who then

took conu-ol of the situation.

Standing about 30 feet from the

box. the bomb squad sent a

remote-control robot into the

thicket to Uft the package out. but

the robot could not maneuver its

mechanical arms in the bushes,
Cueba said.

Police officers then donned
black bulletproof body armor and
protective masks and ventured into
the bushes themselves to retrieve
the mysterious package. Carefully,
they set up a water cannon to blow

See SCARE, page 7

Eclipse gazers forego
old folkloric phobias
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

With heads tilted back and eyes
gazing upward into the dimmed
sky. hundreds ofpeople broke their

ordinary routines Thursday and
gathered in Westwood Plaza to

marvel at the solar eclipse that

passed over the southland.

Throughout the campus, facul-

ty, staff and students stood outside
their air-conditioned buildings,

peering at Uic sun through filters

and various homemade viewing
devices.

The cosmic phenomenon drew
crowds of both the serious and the

curious who lined up for 30
minutes to view the spectacle

through a UCLA telescope, which
was rolled into the plaza for the

occasion.

The solar eclipse pleased its

audience. "Awesome! It is neat to

see it in person." said UCLA
employee Patrice Silver.

The eclipse, which lasted from
10:12 a.m. to 12:47 p.m.. could be
seen by as many as 40 million

people from Hawaii to Brazil.

During its peak, more than 70
percent of the sun's disc was
hidden behind the moon.
As people stared, they specu-

lated about how ancient civiliza-

tions would have viewed this

natural wonder. "I can't imagine
what the Greeks thought," said

UCLA junior Mia Schowerer.
Solar eclipses frightened many

ancient cultures, inspuing all types

of folklore, said Frances Catlcr-

mole-Tally. a researcher for the

UCLA Folklore and Mythology
Center.

Chinese priests were repri-

manded in 2300 B.C. for not
making noises to prevent the

eclipse — the earliest evidence
that people had the ability to

predict the sun-moon alignment
"Most of the things associated

with eclipses are pretty bad." she
said. "A disaster. A calamity. A
war. On the lesser side, a storm.

There is a notion that this is an
usual thing, like an evil eye."

VICKI RAPAPORT/Daily Brum

A star-struck eclipse watctier
views ttie sun Thursday.

Even earthquakes are associated
with the folklore of eclipses,

Cattermole -Tally said, adding that
she did not want to alarm Califor-
nia residents who endured a large
tremor only about three weeks ago.

In Mexico, folklore says a
pregnant woman faces great dan-
ger during an eclipse. "If it is gomg
to hurt anything," she said, some
believe "it will hurt the unborn
child."

Some expectant mothers wear a
key or a piece of metal on their

bodies to ward off evil and protect
the child from deformities.

Others believe they should not
touch their bodies during an
eclipse because the unborn baby
will have a birthmark on the part of
the body they touch, she said.

African folklore warns that an
eclipse foretells the death of a
king. In Latin America, folklore
says people should eat clods of
earth so their teeth will not fail out
during an eclipse.

The United States has its share
of myths as well. One tale claims
that weeds will attack flowers in

gardens, and another says people
will lose their hair if they cut it

during the eclipse.

For those who missed Thurs-

See ECLIPSE, page 7

Ackerman expansion plans may include theater, conference room
By Stephen Berger

Plans to build additional office space

behind Ackerman Union may soon include

a new movie theater and conference center.

The student association's governing

board voted unanimously Friday to set aside

$1 million to begin expansion, which may
result in a 45,000-plus square-foot building

on the southwest side of Ackerman —
complete with a 300 to 500 scat movichousc

and a conference room of the same size.

The original proposal was for a 30,000

square-foot building for office space only

— with an estimated price tag of $7.5

million.

$ 1 million set aside for extension due to

carry-over of funds from previous years
•The $1 million earmarked only for the

Ackerman expansion is to show the board's
strong support and interest," said David
Gungner, a graduate student representative.

The board can afford the expansion
because of a carry-over of funds from last

year. Despite not making as much money as
previous years, the student association is

still in better financial shape than the

university, which is facing massive budget
cuts due to a multi-billion dollar shortfall in

state revenues.

The moviehouse and conference center
are important because current student
facilities are inadequate, said Matthew
Mazer, the alumni representative to the
board.

"We don't have a theater that is capable
of showing 70-mm films. Even the Univer-
sity of Arizona has a quality movie theater,"

he quipped.

A conference room would also be
desirable for UCLA students. "If we ever

got adequate conference facilities, our
student groups with national chapters would
want to have their conferences at UCLA."
said Danette Martin, undergraduate presi-

dent and board member.

The board originally proposed the expan-
sion last year to alleviate space limitations

in the cramped Kerckhoff Hall by moving
some of its departments to the new building.

Some board members say ihcy hope to
eventually make Kerckhoff Hall entirely a
student building. By moving all non-
ASUCLA departments from Kerckhoff into
the new offices, more space can be freed up
in the building for student government
offices and ASUCLA activities.
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Bush plans to keep
Iraqi sanctions going
RAMBOUILLET, France— President

Bush said Sunday the United States would
vote to maintain the international block-
ade on Iraq as long as Saddam Hussein
remains in power and accused the Iraqi

leader of "lying and cheating" on his

nuclear weapons capability.

"The best thing that could happen is for
him (Saddam) to step aside and let us all

begin again with whoever took his place
to try and have improved relations," Bush
told a news conference at the Rambouillet
Chateau outside Paris after an hour of
talks with French President Francois
Mitterrand preceding the G-7 economic
summit.

Bush said he agreed with earlier

remarks by Mitterrand that a new military

intervention would be justified to prevent
Iraq developing nuclear arms or to protect

beleaguered Iraqi minority populations.
Saddam was "lying and cheating"

about his nuclear capability. Bush said.

"France and the United States are moving
forward together and looking the same
way" at problems posed by Iraq, he said.

The United State "will not permit a
lifting of sanctions ... as long as Saddam
Hussein is in power," Bush said. Nor
would Washington "improve or normal-
ize" relations with Baghdad while Sad-
dam heads Iraq.

Italian 'disco train'

keeps revelers safe

TURIN. Italy — The "disco train," an
experiment designed to stem drunken
driving deaths of young motorists on
Italy's superhighways, carried 300

exhausted revelers into Turin Sunday, and
officials deemed it a success.

The train, equipped with carriages for

dancing and a blasting sound system run
by a disc jockey, had departed from the

city Saturday night headed for the disco-
rich Adriatic coast.

After five hours of dancing at the giant

Cocorico disco, the party continued on the

return trip across northern Italy Sunday
morning.

State railway officials said that the

initial success of the $80-a-ticket trip

could mean that the special trains will be
run monthly during the busy holiday
season.

Last summer, a national outrage
erupted as dozens of young drivers died in

a spate of auto accidents — dubbed the

"Saturday night slaughter" — after

dancing all night at popular discos.

On this date:
In 1912, led by all-round athlete Jim

Thorpe, the United States team took more
medals than any other nation at the

Olympic Games in Stockholm, Sweden.
In 1945, Italy declared war on its

former Axis partner, Japan.

In 1971, President Nixon disclosed

plans to make an unprecedented visit to

the People's Republic of China. He made
the historic trip in February 1972.

In 1986, Britain and the Soviet Union
settled accounts on $75 million in bonds
that were issued under Russia's czars and
defaulted on after the 1917 Bolshevik
Revolution. The settlement ended a 60-

year financial dispute.

In 1987, former National Security

Adviser John Poindexter told the Iran-

Contra congressional panels he personal-

ly authorized the transfer of Iran arms sale

profits to the Nicaraguan rebels. Poin-

dexter said he did not tell President

Reagan about his actions to protect

Reagan from political embarrassment

Nation

Stephen King brings

'Golden Years' to TV
Horror writer Stephen King is making

another foray into television, but he

doesn't plan to give up writing.

"What it comes down to in the end

about TV is that it's a lovely place to visit

but I wouldn't want to live here," King

told the New York Times. His seven-part

series, "Stephen King's Golden Years,"

begins Tuesday night on CBS and King

promises it will have some twists.

"What I really want i,*' to control the

viewer ... to make them care," he says.

"And then I really want to play rough with

their emotions if I can. People are going to

see things happen to continuing charac-

ters they didn't believe could happen on

TV, and I love that."

The series is about an elderly janitor at

a top-secret laboratory who is pursued by

government agents after an explosion

causes him to grow younger.

Sundae bloody sundae

The battle of the ice cream sundae is

pitting Two Rivers, Wis., against Ithaca,

N.Y.

Both places claim to be the birthplace

of the sundae, and both have a small

arsenal of local historians, poHticians and
prominent dessert-lovers to attest to the

righteousness of their cause.

The main assault came in early July

when program director Tom Riford of

WTKO broadcast a story about the

sundae's 1897 birth in Ithaca.

Riford's story was picked up by several

national networks, prompting a stream of
complaints from Two Rivers. Residents

were shocked to hear someone else

claiming credit that was by all rights

theirs.

Civic leaders in both communities are

now taking up the cause.

Cross<lressiiig crooks
MIAMI — A ring of transvestite

thieves has plagued southeast Florida

boutiques, stealing one-of-a-kind gowns
and rhinestone tiaras to build the burglars'

wardrobes for drag shows, police said.

The thieves strike in the eariy morning,
smashing store windows with concrete
blocks and cleaning out racks of expen-
sive clothing before alarm companies can
summon the police.

Detectives have tracked them from chic
boutiques to a transvestite beauty contest
in rural Pahokee, noting that the burgla-

ries tend to surge before a pageant.

•They usually go for high fashion one-
of-a-kind stuff," said Fort Lauderdale
burglary detective Sgt. Robert Smith.
"The kind of stuff that if you have to ask
how much it is, you can't afford it"

state

Blue Line celebrates

first anniversary
LONG BEACH — A jumbo cake-cut-

ting marked the first anniversary Sunday
of the Metro Rail Blue Line, but the light

rail system's ridership figures are nothing
to celebrate.

The number of people taking the Blue
Line from Long Beach to Los Angeles has
dropped steadily since April, falling to a
daily average of 21,921 in the first half of
this month.

On the bright side, the line's trains and
stations have remained clean, schedules

are kept and security is tight

From United Press International

grocery • produce • dairy • deli • bakery

$
5.79

12 pack 12 oz Cans + tax + CRV

COMPARE & SAVE! breadsHks Ralphs

PARI HAIR SALON
Hairsfyling by a

Vldal Sasson /Acoo'omy Graduate

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25
Full Legs Waxing $20

479-9325
OPEN SUNDAY "JiJ Aft7^

1435 Westwood Bl. 47o-U066

Large Red Grapefruit, lb $ .79
Fresh squeezed Orange Juice, 1 6 oz 1 .69
Chicken Breast, no bone/skin, lb 4.79
Motts Chunky Apple Sauce, 23 oz 1 .39
Kelloggs Pop Tarts, 11 oz 1 .55
Nissin Cup'O'Noodle, 2 1/4 oz .69
Nabisco Chips Ahoy cookies, 1 2 oz 2.59
Milk, homogenized, 1/2 gal. 1 .29

$.99
1.79
4.99
1.43
1.65
.77

2.69
1.34

Any 32 oz

Sports Bottle
refill

49$

These are everyday prices, not sale prices.

OPEN TIL .

11 PM PARKING

1057 G4VLEV AVE • 209-1111

DO YOU NEED
NEW GLASSES?

Improve your vision.

Update your look...

with new glasses and
our designer frames.

We have something
for every taste and
every vision need.

An eye examination,

vision correction, sun,

work or sport glasses.

We feature experienced
optometric services

with I>. Hyman
plus an on-site fashion

consultant to help you

look your very best.

, WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRIC CENTRE
918 Wcbiwuod Fioulevard ((Jomer of Le Conte)

Westwood Village ,, ,,

^ r\rs *> r\ t '^ Mo«t Vision Insurance

ZUO-jylj **'""' Accepted.

Hours: M-F 10-5:30 SAT: 10-5:00
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The bull also rises— and runs
United Press International

OAK PARK, 111. — Ernest
Hemingway would have been
proud, or at least slightly amused.
About 500 people took to the

streets Saturday to participate in

what organizers dubbed the
"near-famous Oak Park Run With
the Bulls." The run is a takeoff on
the real one in Pamplona, Spain,
with one small exception — these
bulls have wheels.

Hemingway's home town
"We have no casualties to

report," said Mike Robinson, a

spokesman for the Ernest Heming-
way Foundation of Oak Park. "We
offer all of the lore and none of the

gore."

That's because the bulls that run
in Oak Park are safer than those

that run in Pamplona.

"They're crafted after the same
type of bulls they use to train

young matadors in Spain," Robin-
son said.

The quarter-mile run through
downtown Oak Park is part of
"Fiesta de Hemingway," an annual
celebration of the birth of the

Pulitzer and Nobel prize-winning

author, a native sun who loved
Spain and its most famous sport,

Robinson said.

Hemingway was bom in the

Chicago suburb July 21, 1899, and
stayed until he left at age 18 for

World War I.

Robinson and members of the

foundation want Oak Park's influ-

ence on Hemingway recognized

and they've begun developing a

Hemingway museum. The first

exhibit will open July 21.

"It is often said the child is

father to the man, yet examinations

of Hemingway's early influences

rarely take into account the impact
of his youth on his later writing,"

Robinson said.

Hemingway received his formal

education at Oak Park and River

Forest High School, was editor of
the school newspaper and a fre-

quent contributor to the school's

literary magazine, Robinson said.

The exhibit will include photo-
graphs, letters and other memora-
bilia. Among the items will be a

small pocket diary the author kept
as a child, a spelling test he took as

a youth and the famous "Dear
John" letter he received from a

nurse he met and fell in love with
during the World War.

Mtms

SmmBiwB Mv&Ssiiigm tfo it aff/

Cal825-2161„.NOW

rsi THE HAIR SALON

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
MEN & WOMEN

gikinl Wax $8
Up Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20
Sculpture Nails

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

HILITE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

CELLOPHANE &
CUT $25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant ^^^ 8/15/Q1

UTJ SAN VICENTE QIVD., BKENTWOOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

Sale Includes 99* Full Color Copies.

Open 24 Hours

457-0789

1520 Westwood Blvd.

klnko^s
the copycenter

Careers in Marketing,
Sales & Public Relations

^B Discover the different

career directions you can

take in the exciting

world of consumer

products marketing

and sales. Hear about

typical workdays, job

responsibilities, what

it takes to be successful,

career paths, and more! ^^

^3 Guest Speakers:

Bob McCarthy

Region Sales Manager/ LA

M&M/MARS
Linda Wunsch

Region Marketing Manager

M&M/MARS
Melissa Schumer

Management Supervisor

Manning, Selvage & Lee

^^ Monday, July 15 • 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

Location: Good Times Center in the big white lent opposite

Pauley Pavilion on the Athletic Field.

Sponsored by

Noc vilid with other oflen ^kAie pnoe u for 8'/} x 1 1'. iinfk-tided oopea on 20* while

bon<i. 2'/}< u for tuto-fed, bUck St while. 99< ii for fuU ooior User. Reaixing cun on oolor. 1

puctmwT > cAwm

U • C • L • A

<ii|]jpiwys)

Aa AlWiwMiM. Keuem/httmt Oppomaiiy E^toyw

Sponsor of the

U.S. Olympic Festival '91
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*BOYZ'
From page 1

the local merchants' association

said his organization did not
pressure the Mann Plaza in "any
formal way" to cancel the village

screening of the film.

"We don't think it is appropriate

for there ever to be censorship,"

said Scott Regberg, of the West-
wood Village Association, which
represents local merchants who
are often hardest-hit by melees in

the village.

Singleton, who grew up in the

South-Central Los Angeles neigh-
borhood where the film is set, said

he does not support theaters
puUing his film off their screens.

He views that move as "artistic

racism."

Violent incidents occur after the

release of any movie, he said, but
everyone seems to blame any
violence that occurs after a film

directed by an African American
on the film itself.

And as a result, smaller numbers
of theaters are offering to screen
these films. *The bouom Une is

that there arc not a lot of films that

are about us, made for us,"

Singleton ^aid. "So as soon as

something comes out, everybody
is going to want to see it"

So, if a theater offers only 300
seats, and 3,000 people show up to

see the film, the chance for

violence greatly increases because
of the large number of people, he
explained.

Columbia Pictures, the film's

distributor, has tried to alleviate

this problem by asking theaters to

show "Boyz" on more than one
screen to ensure tickets for all

moviegoers, said Mark Gill, vice

president of publicity.

But the movie definitely did not

take off without a hitch. Violence

was reported in 10 states: Illinois,

California, Minnesota, New York,

Ohio. Nevada, Texas, Wisconsin,

Michigan and Massachusetts.

A 23-year-old Chicago man was

fatally shot early Saturday after a

midnight showing of the film at a

drive-in theater.

Despite the movie's harrowing

opening night. Singleton, a first-

time director, said he will not back

down from making more movies
about the plight of the African-
American community.

"Filmmakers have the same
responsibility that once fell upon
novelists, playwrights and jour-

nalists 20. 30, 40 years ago
because no one reads anymore." he
said. "So we need to educate
people about the contemporary
conditions of society.**

He said he is hurt that people
refer to his film as a gang film
when it is actually about family,

friends and growing up. And he
urges people to still see his fihn.

.O'
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Your
Chance

To

k k

While Saving Lives!

^^-'^cJcJ?

\ m
A

The Big Apple

The UCLA Blood Donor Center is anticipating a blood shortage this summer.
Your donor appointment and blood donation will aid someone who desperately
needs your blood. And from May 20-July 15, the primary beneficiary may be

YOU!

(Twin a trip to.I

-or- ^
Tfu QoUtn gate [

Z^. .^^f^?^^
Travel IS offenng UCLA student, faculty, and staff blood donors the chance to win free airfare

olXlSf.S^M"*V "^^.tpopul" cities. First pnz^'xn our random drawing is two roi^dtn^ticKts fromLos Angeles to New York City. Second pnze is two r«und-tnp tickets from Los^ngeles to San Franciio •

PLUS - ^ weekly drawing for Dinner for Two at

AND - Each donor receives a discount coupon to 4 hours
Westwood

A» t]w»y. UCLA/ASUCLA employee.-induding
aiiWT, catual and mocl •tudcnt" pot ibontwin
receive tune off to donate, plua four houn leave-with
pay for earV. Honttjar UCLA ttudenU continue to
recave a meal hckrt for all ASUCLA food faolibea
with eadi donabon

^To enter:

1. A donor appoinuneni must be made by calling 825-0850 or 206-
5721. Your name miisi appear on our donor schedule lo qualify.
(Appoinimcnis help minimize waiung ume for our donors.)

2. All blood donauons must meet all regular donor qualificauons •••

ALL OPHTHALMIC FRAMES AND

SUNGLASSES

ENTIRE INVENTORY REDUCED
SALE STARTS SATURDAY JULY 13th
WESTWOOD LOCATION ONLY

NAMESTOO BIG
TO MENTION

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

Be A \Mnncr! Give Blood! Call now!
UCLA Blood Donor Center

825-0850 or 206-5721

^^
C.tjmmun.cat.oni are nol riiRiMr lo win pruei w th»e drawinvt

^ri-rmig ana i ura\a^ and t.L.uA Heaiui moics

•••'T.Tcd*'"'^''' "r^°r**
f^jy "<* q"'l'»y <« * hour. Ieav.>w,5i pay CaU the UCl> Blood Donor Carter for deUiItAulotogoua and a.«ignat«-d donors are not eli^blr for pn/e dra wmg.

lo ^^
I ^"^ 10930 WEYBURN AVE.
""'O"'^""

Dr. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.
EYES EXAMINED/CONTACT LENSES/CUSTOM EYEWEAR

LAB ON PREMISES/1-HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention this ad
when making reselr^ations

All-suite hotel for Bruins and Mends. O O ©

Just minutes from the IXLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens^ free parking, jvk)! ,!^ spa.

Rates from $85 - $ 105 per night. For reserv ations calL

(215) 476-6255

VlTe Also TauQht
The Cotn|»e«ition.
M waH to tab pt mm\ Tab Akiii NJiilep arey

eitlof»y!$eorNan)M{|brafetf|ear$!

^•Nr*>/">

f Y

f'

Brentwood SuitesHOTEL
199 North Church I^nc. 1 block W. of San Diego Freeway, 1 block N. of Sunset

*****' '••- "' --1 II
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FESTIVAL
From page 1

'

athletes with disabilities.

About 30 Bruin athletes will be
competing in this week*s events.

Sports events at UCLA will be
held at Drake Stadium, Pauley
Pavilion, the Wooden Center.
Sunset Canyon Recreation Center
and Royce Hall. About 1,400
athletes are staying in UCLA
residence halls.

"We are proud to be a part of the

Olympic movements.** said Bob
Keil, director of the campus
activities office, "It is a part of the
continuing tradition at UCLA.*'

FUNDING
From page 2

million will be spent by the U.S.
Olympic Committee's expendi-
tures on organizational and prom-
otional activities such as renting
space and advertising.

Altiiough last year's festival,

held in Minnesota, attracted a
record-breaking crowd of 504,000— more than five times the
attendance during die first festival

in Colorado in 1978 — no one is

that optimistic about this year's

crowds.

"Frankly . . . there will not be as
many people as there were in

Minneapolis." said Bill Knight,
chairman of the Westwood Village
Association, which represents loc-
al merchants.

But he says the dismal prelimin-
ary ticket sales may be misleading
because "the calendaring of the
festival usually ends up with a

surge in ticket sales during Uie
second half," Wilcox said.

SCARE
From page 3

the package apart.

After a quick jet burst, the model
locomotive was fiung against the

brick building.

Galbnos watched as the bomb
squad moved around in the bushes,

Cueba said, but he did not come
forward to tell authorities that they

were going after his package.

Based on a physical description

given to university police, two
officers later identified Gallanos
near parking lot A and detained
him, Cueba added.

Although university police are

still investigating the incident,

Gallanos was released without
being charged with any crime.

"He was cooperative," Cueba
said. "He knew it was his train that

got blown up. He should have

reasonably known that is where he

placed the object. We could have

solved this thing a lot quicker."

Cueba explained that it is a
crime only "if somebody leaves

something that looks like a bomb
and had the intent to make it look
like a bomb. We could not show he
had any intent.'

M

The last campus bomb scare

occurred in 1988 after a suspicious

package was found in the UCLA
Medical Center.

ECUPSE
From page 3

day's celestial event, the next total

solar eclipse over the United States

will occur Aug. 21. 2017.

But star enthusiasts should not

despair. They can view a different

eclipse from Los Angeles early

next year. An annular eclipse will

occur two minutes before sunset

on Jan. 4, 1992. During an annular

eclipse, the moon is too small to

block out the sun's entire disc and

will leave a fiery ring.
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NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

824-9941

478-U;(NGS
1 lam- lad I

WINGS
Real 'Buffalo' (NY.) Style

Chicken Wings
with celery sticks & bleu cheese dip
served by the dozen $4.22
Buffalo Sauces:

Mild - for beginners.

Hot - experienced eaters only.

Suiade Buffalo natives only.

Barbecue Sauces:

Original - just enough zip!

Hot Barbecue Rochester Style.

Party Size Orders.

25 $

^^^ % f478-9464J
11923 Santa
Monica Blvd.

THINGS

50 $15,49
100 $28.63

o^'** BURGERS
100% Beef Hamburger 1/4 lb.

Buffalo Style $2 44
regular $2.25
cheese $2.53

SALADS

ETC! O
in

Potato Skins

Homemade with Sour Cream $2.95
Bacon-n-Cheddar $3.50

both $4 22
Golden Mozzarella Sticks ..."!.. .$3 50
Fresh Fried Zucchini $2.95
Breaded Whole Mushrooms $2,95
Our Famous "Onion Loaf $2.25
Steak Fries plain $1.50
w/cheese-n-gravy $2.25
Chicken Sandwich $345
(Homemade, Boneless. Skinless

Breast Fillet)

LiniE RED SAMPLER $4.45
(Wings s.nd your choice of Zucchini or

Mushrooms)
BIG RED SAMPLER $5.95
(Wings, Mozzarella Sticks. Zucchini,

Mushrooms. & Potato Skins)

BEVERAGES

95

Buffalo Style Chicken S^lad $3.99
^' ^"-^ ^^ ^'^ pack...$3.95

Dinner Salad small $1.45 „
large $2 95 ^^^ domes tic...$1.50 six pack. ..$4.95

Potato Salad $1.25 Corona. $2.00 six pack. ..$7.95

Cole Slaw $1.25
Macaroni Salad $1.25 see Thursday's ad for coupon

UCl/1
EXTENSION

Preparing for Law Schoot
This course can help you achieve

your potential during the crucial

first year of law school by sharpen-

ing the skills essential for success.

It covers the casebook method of

learning and provides time-saving

methods for briefing, strategies for

writing law school examinations

effectively, and an introduction to

basic legal terminology.

Instructor:

Jaffe Dickerson, JD, Littler,

Mendelson, Fastiff & Tichy

Course No. : English 846

Fee: $260 Reg# E7852U

Friday, 7-10 pm,

Saturday and Sunday, 9 am-4 pm,

August 9-11, 3 mtgs.

Location: 1278 Anderson Graduate

School of Management, UCLA

For your convenience, enrollment

may be charged on your MasterCard,

VISA, or Discover. Call

(213) 825-9971 or (818) 784-7006.

For more information, call

(213) 825-4192.

^S#>
f "^ o't^l^*

-

v^sso°-

(.L\,s.sl(

*Not valid on Steilians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

CUP AND SAVE--------------

Exp 728yi

>Q 05 LARGE

ONE TOPPING

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address

CUP AND 5>AV£----i

•Exp 7/28 91 •

8 05 LARGE

ONE TOPPING

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address

CUP AND SAVE^

•Exp 7 2«c)i .

8 05 LARGEO.UO
PIZZA

ONE TOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

TAX INCLUDED Limit 3 pizzas per address
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ViBwpoint
Editorial

The Christopher Commission
gives correct path for LAPD
One of the most important duties of a

university professor is to contribute to the

community. The UCLA community should
be deeply indebted and proud of Professor
Leo Estrada's participation on the Christo-
pher Commission.

Coming out of such a large bureaucracy
as city government, their report on the use of
excessive force by Los Angeles police
showed impressively little political com-
promise.

Nothing less than a complete purging of
the higher ranks of the Los Angeles Police
Department and a massive overhaul of the
workings of city law enforcement was
acceptable. Professor Estrada and the rest of
the commission acknowledged that and did
not back down from their task.

Fortunately, L.A. Police Chief Daryl
Gates has been forced to realize that if he
truly wanted "to protect and serve" he had to

leave office. There was absolutely no logic

behind his arguments to stay in office. Now
is the best chance the police department will

ever get for real change, and the person to
oversee that reform is definitely not the
person who let so much go wrong.

With Daryl Gates still at the helm, the Los
Angeles police never had a chance to regain
the status of respect they once held. When
confronted with LAPD computer readouts
that contained sexist, racist, homophobic
and shockingly violent messages ("My
shooting policy is based on nationality and
looks"), Gates' response was, "They're
terrible, but what they show, and I think only
a police officer understands this, is a very
dark-sided humor."
A person who can defend such remarks is

not even qualified to manage a fast food
restaurant in Los Angeles, much less its

police force. Gates' retirement is a blessing
for the city.

Luckily, others have taken the Christo-

,
pher Commission's recommendations to

heart. Police commissioners Melanie
Lomax and Samuel Williams should be
commended for their brave and prompt
resignations. The rest of the commission
should follow suit.

With these sweeping changes, no one
should forget the men who started it all —
the officers themselves. Criminal charges
should continue to be brought against the

^ officers who beat King and even the ones
who looked on. Their part in this tragedy
should not be underrated or forgotten. May
lengthy prison terms make them an example
to all who would follow in their fooisieps.

What happened to Rodney King made
most of our stomachs churn. But sadly
enough, it is clear this treatment of
minorities was not uncommon. Almost any
person of color on this campus can relate

their experience with local law enforce-
ment. They all have a personal story to tell,

whether it's racist comments, physical
violence or even having a friend or relative

killed. That is a very scary thought.

It's a sad commentary on our society that

it took a videotape to make the rest of us

believe them. The image of a man being
relentlessly beaten to a pulp by those who
are supposed to protect us from harm will

not soon be dulled. Hopefully, all law
enforcement, not only the LAPD, but also

the L.A. Sheriff's Department and our own
university police, should see the Christopher
Commission as a warning that police

brutality will not be swept under the carpet
anymore.
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Viewpoint

Court nominee should
echo Marshall's Ideals
By Ray Waung

I rise in opposition to the nomination of Clarence Thomas as

an Associate Justice of the United Stales Supreme Court.

If we hold dear the legacy of Thurgood Marshall — a

dedication for over half a century to justice for the pxx)r, equal
opportunity for the disadvantaged, civil rights for minorities and
progress for all Americans — then certainly it behooves us to

demand no less of his successor. As I examine the record of
Judge Thomas, I believe that he lacks the qualifications necessary
to succeed Justice Marshall.

There are, of course, similarities between Justice Marshall and
Judge Thomas. Both are African Americans; both exhibit legal

and intellectual prowess; both have served on the U.S. Court of
Appeals; both have experienced firsthand the reality of racism
and discrimination. But over the course of their lives, it is

evident that these men have come to widely divergent

conclusions concerning the proper role of the judiciary in our
society.

Marshall began his legal career in private practice during the
Great Depression. Soon afterward, he joined the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People and became
involved in civil rights. As chief attorney for the NAACP Legal
Defense and Education Fund for 21 years, Marshall's moment of
glory came in 1954, when he headed the team that successfully
argued ihe landmark Brown vs. Board of tducation case. That
decision, which ended nearly six decades of forced segregation in

public schools, would mark the beginning of the progressive
Warren Court era.

When Marshall was appointed the first black justice of the
Supreme Court by President Lyndon Johnson in 1967. he joined
a group of colleagues who believed that the Constitution had
empowered the judiciary to make America a truly Great Society.
For nearly a quarter of a century, Marshall never lost sight of
this vision.

The Los Angeles Times noted that he has consistently
"championed the causes of racial justice, free speech and
women's rights, and never relented in his opposition to the death
penalty. When he joined the court, he was part of a majority on
these issues. But in recent years, his was most often a voice of
dissent as the high court moved to the right."
Above all. even in an increasingly conservative court, Marshall

never forgot his roots. His poor and humble beginnings enabled
him to side compassionately with his brothers and sisters who
remained trapped in a vicious cycle of poverty and oppression.

Indeed, Thurgood Marshall makes us proud to be Americans.
This sense of pride, coupled with a deep desire to see justice
promoted, suggests to me that the candidate chosen to succeed
Justice Marshall must reflect a continuity of ideals and not just
race.

Does Judge Thomas satisfy this fundamental criterion? While a
student at Yale Law School, Thomas avoided taking courses in
civil nghts. During the Reagan AdministraUon. he expressed
scorn at busing and affirmaUve action — programs which had

'

been designed to redress historical discrimination perpetrated
against minorities.

In 1982. Thomas was appointed chairman of the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, where he aligned himself
with conservative ideologues who displayed contempt for the
workmg poor. He once criticized the principle underiying the
Brown decision as judiciously unsound — a position hardly
worthy of a child of segregated schools.

Certainly, as an individual. Judge Thomas is entitled to his
poliucal convictions. As president, George Bush has a prerogaUve
to select a nominee who, regrettably in my opinion, will shift
the court to the right. For, as Senator Paul Simon (D-Ill) notes:
•That shift — knowingly or unknowingly — was made by the
f^ple of the nation when they chose George Bush for president
rather than Michael Dukakis."

But however much 1 disagree with the politics of Judge
Thomas, I find myself more troubled by his priorities. In an
otherwise remarkable journey from poverty to power. Judge

l^TZ^'!^r^ ^'' *''"*' ^" ^^ »^" fort""ate. While the rich
have cc ebratcd morning in America" for over a decade, the

E^oHr rA^J""'
^^ '^^^ ^^ economic justice. The vast

majonty of Afncan Americans still await Marun Luther King
Jr. s dream of a colorblind society.
And although our nation has made much progress since the

days of segregated schools, we as Americans still need acUvist
judges who believe passionately in the mandate to promote the
general welfare of all our people

V/aung is a graduate student in physics.
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placement in the pi«>er. All submissions become
tre property of The Boiln. The Communications
Board has a media grievar>oe procedure for

ri^soiving oonrpiaints against any of Its publications.
For a copy oJ the complete procedure, ooritad the
PiA)lications office at 112 Kerckhoff Hall.
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ViolatingAmerica's taboos: goingalone to a movie
The first week after

school let out in mid-
June was a sad, lonely

week. One of my roommates
had permanently fled, taking
with her the TV, stereo, micro-
wave, plates and half the

pictures off the wall. The other
roommate had temporarily fled

to the sanctity of her parents*

home (which contained, as well
as people who unconditionally
loved her, of course, a TV,
stereo, microwave and lots of
plates). Our new roommate-to-
be was not scheduled to arrive

for another two weeks, due to

minor distractions such as rent,

leases and post-graduation car-

ousing.

During this solemn first

week I experienced PFT, Post
Finals Trauma, also known as
"what do I do with myself
now that I have the time"
syndrome. At first I finished

residual mini projects and read
some leftovers from the previ-

ous quarter. I watched the

blank space on the wall over
the coffee table, hoping to

catch a late night glimpse of
Arsenio Hall. I bravely lis-

tened, alone, to my Walkman
— in the living room. I even
became a full time job hunter
(damn recession!), but gradual-
ly I came to realize I had
only constructed a temporary
state of well being for my
psyche. I was lonely.

Me, lonely? Bah, humbug!
Me, the ever-independent firs-

tborn? Me, Ms. I-wish-I-had-

my-own-dang-apartment? Never!
But eventually I passed through

Susan
Rinderle

by who their friends are, who
and what their family is and
especially who and what their

"man" is.

the initial stage of denial and
faced the facts: I was alone.
My friends and roomies were
all experiencing their PFT at

"/wme-home" (translation:

parents* residence). My
"home-home** was not an
option. My boyfriend was job
hunting and living earless, as
was 1, but in far-off Santa
Ana. Even the comfort and
company of music and moving
pictures had abandoned me.

I had finally received my
blessed peace and quiet, and I

didn*t like it I was lonely,

and I didn't like that I didn't

like it.

Man is a social animal
("Much like the ants,*' people
always seem to add here. I,

however, would not character-

ize ants as social in the same
sense, but would draw other

similarities between the two
. . .) Anyway, man depends on
other members of his species
for physical and emotional
survival, especially in this day
and age when your average
corporate exec would hardly
know where to begin if given
a small plot of land and told

to "live off of it." Frightening

thought

Woman, on the other hand,
is a hypersocidX animal.

Women in most societies are

defined by their socialness —

Men are taught that being
lonely is bad because it is

being weak. "Real men" are

independent, autonomous, self-

sufficient. Women are taught

that loneliness is OK, even
desirable (because it is being
weak), and that the solution is

simple — find a man.
I, however, decided one day

to mock these particular societ-

al teachings and violate one of
America's taboos: going alone
to a public movie showing. I

was feeling pretty smart walk-
ing down the street on the

aforesaid mission one fine

summer day, when I spotted
the theater ticket booth in the

distance. Oh no! I was actually

going to have to ask for "one,

please!" The booth was getting

closer. There was no one in

line that 1 could pretend I was
going Dutch with.

Well, maybe I could pass as

one of those journalist-movie

reviewer types. (The booth was
getting closer.) Nope, wouldn't
work — I'd left my trusty

notebook at home, and the
film I wanted to see had been
out for like six months
already. Well, maybe my affil-

iated publication was behind
schedule. Well, maybe not.

Before I knew it, the ticket

booth was upon me. "One,
please," I said to the faceless

person behind the tinted glass.

1 felt like I was making some
sort of illegal business transac-

tion. I expected the him or her
behind the glass to do a

violent double take, then press

his or her bug-eyed, slack-

jawed, pasty, sun-deficient face

to the glass to get a good
voyeuristic look at the offender

or, worse yet, stammer "Wh-
whaaaat?"

No dice. "Enjoy the show,"
was the only response I

received.

I smugly ducked into the

safe haven of the dark movie
theater. The man at the door
took my ticket and echoed the

same "enjoy the show" senti-

ments of his co-worker. He
didn't crane his neck to see

my invisible date, or blurt out,

"Lord, child, you here by
yourself}"' I was beginning to

think there was something
strangely eerie about the whole
operation.

I was hoping the film had
already started so I could
slither unnoticed into a seat,

but it hadn't, so I didn't. I

found a prime spot and settled

into my chair.

I then noticed that everyone
in the theater, save two cou-
ples, was there by himself. I

say "himself' in every sense
of the word, since all my
fellow lone moviegoers were
men, and spaced at even ten

foot intervals from each other.

So much for the "man is a
social animal" hypothesis!

Despite this observation, I

had a sudden urge, to which I

succumbed, to play the jour-

nahst again — to look busy,

like I was here because I had

to be, not because I wanted to,

or (gasp) "had nothing else

better to do." In a cold sweat,

1 whipped out my pocket
notebook, and began looking
very interested in my grocery
Ust

Oh, the eternal damnation of
unproductivity in a capitalist

world! Oh, the ever living

shame of being an unaccom-
panied, and therefore unwanted,
woman in a sexist society! Oh,
what a social pariah I was!

Warily, I peered out at my
unknowing lone companions
from beneath my knitted, low-
ered brow. These, my male
counterparts, were calmly eat-

ing popcorn and/or gazing

nonchalantly about them. They
were "real men," dealing with
their solitary status, whatever
the cause, as "real men" do,

whether they felt the part or

not.

So, I dealt with my solitary

status as any "real woman"
would. After the film and
credits, I casually waited until

the lights came on, and coolly

strolled up the aisle. I thanked
the guy by the exit and
stepped, alone and unabashedly,
into the late afternoon sun. I

walked confidently home, and
prepared myself a delicious

Italian dinner for one at "my"
apartment, which was peaceful,

quiet, and vacant.

So, I wonder what movies
are showing next week . . .

Rinderle is a senior majoring

in sociology.
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Daily Bruin file photo

ForiTier Brmn David St. Pierreplaced fifth in triepommel
horse at June's U.S. Gymnastics Championships in
Cincinnati.

St. Pierre has final siiot

at 1992 Olympic games
By Wendy Witherspoon

From towns all over America,
three thousand of the nation's

best athletes will converge in

Los Angeles this week for the

1991 United Slates Olympic
Festival, and for at least one of
those athletes, the Festival will

be a homecoming.
A big, hometown welcome

awaits David St. Pierre when
the former Bruin gymnast
returns lo a familiar Pauley
Pavilion to compete for the

South team in the Festival's

gymnastics competition July 18
to 21.

St. Pierre, who finished his

UCLA gymnastics eligibility in

1989 as the Bruins' most
valuable player, is returning for

his fourth appearance in the
Festival.

Often on the winning squad,
Sl Pierre's name has become
feared in the competition. In

1986 his West team took second
place, and in 1987 and 1989 he
led the North and the East, to

team titles with second and
third place finishes, respec-
tively, in the individual all-

around competition.

'The atmosphere is like a
miniature-Olympics and the
crowd is really pumped up for

it," he said. 'There is a lot of
comradery going on."

St. Pierre is by far the oldest

of the men's gymnasts in this

year's Festival. At 24 years of

age, St. Pierre has had time to

accumulate much more experi

ence in big competition than the

other gymnasts, who are
between 15 and 20 years old.

The younger competitors
might be more nervous than St.

Pierre in front of the over-
whelming crowds in Pauley
Pavilion, but they can't be
counted out
"When you*re young, you*rc

eager," Sl Pierre remembers.

"but they'll be hungry, too."

If anyone has a big appetite
for this competition, it's St.

Pierre, and he will be vying for

as much attention as he can get.

With D-level skills in all his

routines, even though they are

not requisite at the Festival's

level of competition, SL Pierre

should prove entertaining to

watch.

Athletes were invited to the

Festival according to their

performance at the USA
Championships in Cincinnati
last month, where St. Pierre

.placed 5th on the pommel horse
and 17th in the all-around.

"I didn't place as high as I

wanted lo place," St. Pierre said

about the USA Championships.
'There was a lot of politics

going on (in judging). . . I was
doing cood routines I just
wasn't *^euing the scores I

wanted to get," he said.

The disappointment at the
USA Championships has made
the former Bruin even more
determined to do well in the

Festival.

St. Pierre hopes that a strong
showing will focus enough
attention on him to earn him an
invitation to the Winter Nation-
als in Colorado Springs in

I>ecemberand ultimately, to the
big show — the Olympics.

'There's only one goal," he
said. For St. Pierre, that goal is

making the 1992 summer
Olympics in Barcelona. Spain.

Two years out of UCLA and
on what may be the home
stretch of his career as a

gymnast, St. Pierre has been on
a grueling training schedule in

hopes of making the 1992 U.S.
Olympic team.

Up at 6:30 a.m. each day. St.

Pierre heads to his job at Encrg>'

Unlimited Fitness in Culver
City where he is a personal

See GYMNASTICS, page 13

U.S. Olympic Festival

flame bums over city
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By Kimberly Chrisman
Summer Bruin Staff

The Olympic spirit has returned

to Los Angeles in the form of the

1991 U.S. Olympic FesUval, the

largest sporting event to hit the city

since the Summer Olympics in

1984.

The 10-day competition began
Friday night, with an elaborate

Opening Ceremonies celebration

which rivalled even its memorable
1984 counterpart in scope and
spectacle.

Dodger Stadium, donated by
Peter O'Malley of the Los Angeles
Dodgers, was the stage for the

gathering of exuberant fans and
young athletes from across the

nation, representing all 50 states

and 37 different winter and sum-
mer sports.

'Tonight we are celebrating not
only the tiiumphs of these athletes

. . . but the triumphs of the

Cherokee

Olympic movement throughout

the world," said U.S. Olympic
Committee President Robert Hel-

mick in his opening address.

Helmick was one of several

speakers, many of them past

Olympians and Festival particip-

ants, who hoped to encourage

"youth, hope, sports and dreams."

"There is nothing like the

Olympic spirit to set a crowd on
fire," remarked Mayor Tom Brad-

ley, as the small but enthusiastic

crowd began their third "wave" of

the evening. Bradley was suc-

ceeded at the podium by former

President Ronald Reagan, who
officially opened the Festival.

The Olympic Torch arrived in

the hands of an unannounced
"mystery runner" — Olympic
bronze medalist and undisputed
heavyweight champion Evander
Holyfield.

His appearance was one of
many surprises in store for the

athletes and spectators participat-
ing in the evening's extravaganza,
which included performances by
parachutists, jazzercise dancers,
roller skaters, marching bands and
assortedTV and film personalities.

Perhaps nothing put the celeb-
ration's historical aspect into per-
spective better than a spectacular
'*Salute to the Movie Music of
Hollywood." This traditional tri-

bute lo the "local culture" of the
Festival's host city took on grand
proportions as more than 3.000
performers danced, sang and play-
ed their way through the music of
Los Angeles' "Olympic Eras" —
the 1930s, the 1980s and the 1990s.
The 1932 summer games was

the first Olympic effort produced
by Los Angeles, and it marked the
city's coming of age. Then in

1984, the games returned and
produced heroes such as Edwin

See CEREMONIES, page 12

Prep star was expected to attend UCLA
By Tom Orewyler
and David Gibson
Summer Bruin Staff

Among the 1,426 in attendance

at the first round of the men's
basketball competition at the U.S.

Olympic Festival, big names were
aplenty.

Sitting at the scorer's table was
Mike Krzyzewski, head coach of

the NCAA champion Duke Blue
Devils. Also present were NBA
front office men Jerry West, the

Lakers' general manager, Bemie
Bickerslaff, the Denver Nuggets'
g.m.; and Scott Layden, player-

personnel director of the Utah
Jazz.

But for one night, the big names
took a back seat to just a plain big
man — Cherokee Parks.

Cherokee Parks, who will attend Duke in the fall, scor^' ll
points in the East victory on Friday night.

Parks, a 6-foot- 11 -inch center
from Huntington Beach Marina
High School, scored 1 1 points for

the West squad as it defeated the

South. 105-81, Saturday evening
in Pauley Pavilion.

While his point total was only
fourth-best for his team. Parks was
the center of attention for a

different reason. As a high school

AU-American, he was thought by
many as a shoe-in to attend UCLA,
and thus provide the missing link

to a team capable of winning a

national championship.
But when letter-of-inlent day

arrived. Parks did the unexpected.
He signed with Duke.

His decision shocked the Bruin

faithful, who began asking why
Parks would pass up a chance to

play in his own backyard in favor

of a program 3,000 miles away.

Saturday night at Pauley, a

handful of hecklers expressed their

disapproval.

*Those are people who don't

know what they're talking about,"

Parks said. "Anybody who knows
anything about basketball knows
why people make certain deci-

sions."

*They don't know what my
situation is. They figure local kid,

decent team, he should go there

... 1 hke how Coach K(rzyzcws-

ki) handles the big men and moves
them around and gives them a

chance to develop."

Offcourt distractions aside, the

game was all but over early in the

second half. With 5:45 remaining

in the third quarter (games are

played by quarters instead of

halves under international rules).

Parks followed a Ralph Davis

miss, sparking a 9-0 run which led

lo a 71-44 West lead.

"It wasn't very pretty." Wimp
Sanderson, South head coach, said.

"We weren't good defensively,

our shooting was horrendous, and

wlicn you combine poor defense

and shooting, you're going to get

See PARKS, page 13
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M//ce Swam and Emily Chiang ignite the Olympic Festival flame at the Opening Ceremonies
on Friday night. Heavyweight champ Evander Holyfield ran the torch into Dodger Stadium.

LA. boxer de la Hoya cruises
to win
By Mark Brubaker

nin^round figlit

The U.S. Olympic Festival is

supposed to showcase athletes

from all over the United States, but
the boxing preliminaries Saturday
were dominated by a Los Angeles
local. Oscar de la Hoya.

In the twelve semifinal matches
Saturday, nobody commanded
attention like the eighteen-year old
de la Hoya, who won his light-

weight (132-pounds and under)
class match with Dezi Ford on
points. 37-6.

De la Hoya also garnered the
most intense and vocal crowd
support. Of the more than 1000
spectators at Loyola Marymount's
Gersten Pavilion, a clear majority
were die hard de la Hoya suppor-
ters.

Even before he was ino-oduced.
de la Hoya was met with thunder-
ous applause and foot stomping,
which he said detracted from his

performance.

"When I feel right, I can't hear
nobody." the 1991 graduate of
Garfield High School said. 'This
time. I heard all the yelling and
stomping and it put pressure on
me."

The pressure may have affected
de la Hoya early in the fight,

because he was a bit hesitant in the
first round. Referee Tony Filipclli

even j?ave him a warning for

stalling, early in the fight
But. by the second round, de la

Hoya look control of the fight and
knocked Ford to the canvas with a
sohd shot to the body. After the

knockdown Ford was little match

for de la Hoya. who sealed the
decision with some accurate and
powerful combinations in the third

and final round.

De la Hoya said that the slow
start was part of his gameplan, and
he knew that his powerful body
punches would eventually harm
Ford.

"I wanted to wear him out
today," de la Hoya said. "In the
third round. I used a lot of body

shots to wear him down. Dezi was
a good fighter but my power blows
were too much for him."
Ever since his mother Cecilia

died last October from breast

cancer, de la Hoya has been on a
tear. He won the U.S. Nationals
earlier this year and is the odds on
favorite to win in the Olympic
Festival Finals Tuesday night at

Basketball

Pouley Povilion

Sat., July 1

3

12-4 p.m., 6 - lOp.fTj.

Sun., July 14

6 - 10 p.m.

Tickef Prices: $4-12
Men., July 15
12-4 p.m., 6 - 10 p.m.

lues., July 1

6

12 -4 p.m., 6- 10:05 p.m.

Pauley Pavilion

Gymnastics - Artistic

See BOXING, page 13

Thurs., July 18

7 - 9:30 p.m.

Fri.July 19

7-9:15pm.

Ticket Prices: $10-15
Sat^MfV)
7 - 9:50 p.m.

Sunday, July 21

12:30- 2:30 p.m.

Gymnastics - Rythmic
Collins Court, Wooden Center

Sat., July 13

7-lOD.m.

Ticket Prices: $10
Sun., July 14

7 - 10:10p.m.

Team Handball
Collins Court, Wooden Center
Tues., July 16

Ticket Prices: $5 - 7
Thurs., July 18

2:20 - 5:20 p.m., 7 - 10 p.m. 2:20 - 5:20 p.m., 7 - 10 p.m.
WeJ., July 17 Sat., July 20
2:20 - 5:20 p.m., 7 - 10 p.m. 2:20 - 5:25 p.m., 7 - 10 p.m.

Tennis

Sunset Canyon Rec Center Ticket Prices: $5 - 7
Sat., July 13 Tues., July 16
9 a.m. - 1 p.m., 4 - 8 p.m. 9 a.m. -

1 p.m, 4 - 8 p.m.
Sun., July 14 Wed., July 17
9 a.m. - 1 p.m., 2 - 8 p.m. 9 a.m. -

1 p.m, 4 - 8: 1 5 p.
Mon., July 15
2- 8 p.m.

m.

MATT MfcNOtLSOMN/Couftety o< UPI

Dan Davis of Philadelphia, right, follows through on a right
jab to the head of Eric Griffin of Houston. Griffon won the
106-pound semifinal.

Track & Field

Drake Stadium

Thurs., July 18

2 - 7:05 p.m.

Fri.,July 19

Ticket Prices: $ 1 - 14

Sat., July 20

6 10:30 a.m., 4 -7: 40 p.m.

Sun., July 21
7 -9a.m., 2:15 • 7:15 p.m. 4:45 - 7:15 p.m.

Royce Hall

Weightlifting

Fn., July 19

2 - 5 p.m., 7-11 p.m.

Sat., July 20

1 - 4 p.m., 6 - 10 p.m.

Ticket Prices: $6 - 8
Sun., July 21

1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m., 3 - 7 p.m.

RICH CAN0O/0«ly Bruin
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Bruin future stars open tennis matciies in festivai
By Gary Moreno

The U.S. Olympic Festival

tennis competition at Sunset
Canyon Recreation Center offers

the tennis fan a good look at 33 of
the best 17 to 18 year-old netters

the nation has to offer.

But, Bruin fans will also have
the opix)rtunity to peer into the

near future, as two of the players in

the women *s draw, third-seeded

Lee-Ann Rostovsky of the West
team and Jenny Baker of the South
squad, will be entering UCLA in

the Fall.

Rostovsky defeated Maribel

Amadeo of Guaynabo, Puerto
Rico, in straight sets, 6-4. 6-3 in

her first-round singles match, and
Baker lost to Wendy Lyons of

Westerville, Ohio, 4-6, 6-2, 6-1.

In mixed doubles, Rostovsky
and David Caldwell of Richmond,
Va., beat Chris Lailala of Edina,

Minn., and Ashley Johnson of

Austin, Texas, 6-1, 6-2. Baker and
Michael Hopkinson of Indianapo-

lis downed Maribel Amadeo and
Joe Gonzales of Perrysville, Mo.,

6-4, 6-2.

Rostovsky, bom in South Africa

and raised in La Jolla, was not only

this year's California Interscho-

Top tennis seed hospitalized
By Gary Moreno

The No. 1 seed in the
women's bracket of the U.S.

Olympic Festival's tennis com-
petition was forced to withdraw
from further competition on
Saturday after suffering a
severe case of dehydration on
the court

Kari Phebus, last year's

Olympic Festival champion,
was being treated with ice at

courtside following a loss to

Tennessee state high school
champion Meredith Chiles
when she began to hyperventi-

late.

She was rushed by ambu-
lance to the UCLA Medical
Center from the Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center on campus,
where she spent almost five

hours and ingested over three

liters of fluids before being

released.

Phebus then retired from
festival competition, returning

to her Newport Beach home.
The three-set match, won by

the unixeded Chiles, 6-7(8-6),

6-1, 6-4, lasted over two hours
and 45 minutes under the

midday sun. Phebus herself

struggled in the first set, coming
back from a 0-5 deficit to take

the set.

The number two women's
seed, Jennifer Nasser (North) of
Arlington Heights, 111., was also

upset, losing a three-match set

to K''ir«t'*" A ii**t» /XoctN rsf

Melrose, Mass., 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.

The four seeded men's play-

ers all advanced in straight sets.

Top seed Chris Woodruff
(North) of Knoxville, Tenn.,

defeated David Caldwell
(West) of Richmond, Va., 6-1,

6-2.

lastic Federation champion, but
was also a member of the all-

academic team.

She opted to remain in Southern
California, bypassing schools such
as UC Berkeley and Arizona
"because the team, the athletic

program and the academics (at

UCLA) were all excellent"

"Plus, Southern California itself

is a great atmosphere for tennis.

The competition back home was
always good, and it's the same
here, too."

Rostovsky's game reflects her
academic standing. Her rule is

patience on each point, never
forcing the issue.

"I just try to be consistent and
don't try to push it on the court,

especially in this festival, because
there are no easy matches with this

kind of competition," she said.

While Rostovsky will matricu-

late close to home. Baker comes to

Westwood via Ohio and Florida.

A product of Mentor, Ohio (pop.

45,0(X)), Baker spent most of the

last seven years at the Palmer
Academy, a school combining
academics along with tennis
instruction.

"When I was in Mentor, it got to

the point that I was getting better,

but no one else there was, so my
family and I thought it would be
best for me to go there," said

Baker.

The years in Florida paid off. as

Baker advanced this year to the

quarterfinals of the National Clay
Court championships in the girls'

18s division, along the way earn-

ing a national ranking of 19th.

Baker managed to graduate
early in January, and took advan-
tage of the extra time to play in

satellite tournaments in Florida.

North Carolina and Portugal, pil-

ing up experience and frequent-

flyer miles.

"But I feel more pressure on me
here at the festival than at the

sateUites because, unless you're

trying to get yourself a (world)

ranking, and not going to college

instead, then the pressure on you to

win in the satellites isn't that great,

you're just there for the experi-

ence," Baker said.

"I just try to be con^

sistent and don^t try

to push it on the
court/'

Lee-Ann Rostovsky

"But, this is not only my first

junior competition of this year, it's

also my first competition at

UCLA, so I'm very nervous."

The festival is also giving both

players a firsthand taste of UCLA
life. They not only are meeting

new friends and having the time of

their lives while playing top-level

tennis at a prestigious university,

but are also experiencing some of

the hard reahties of college life,

such as living in the closets called

the student dorms.

"I'm kind of a neat freak, so I

hope my future roommate is neat,

too," said Baker.

Neither player is sure about

what major they will pursue or

how well they will do on the Bruin

squad, but both are sure of one
thing, as Rostovsky said it best

"I know that I'll have at least

four years here to have the

experience of my life."

MARINA DEL REY

,V^rriott

Home Away From Home
Cozy, Warm, Friendly, and Comfortable

Brin0 this a€t and receiUe
25^o off t^our roam rate

Offer not valid with any discounted rate *
^^

Expires 8/30/91

1 3480 Maxella Ave.
Marina Del Rey

213»822»8555 1 •800«228*9290

.^ayWESTWOOD DRIVING

iyyl TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UCLA Student Discount
• TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991

BRUIN
SPECIAD

$20.00 CUT & BLOW
•UCLA BtudcnU, faculty, Ik stafTonly -good monday thru Saturday only

-with this ad expires 7/20/91-

CABLTONSAWN
MARQUIS

Westwood Marquis Hotel
930 Hilgard Ave

208-4477
•We Validate Parking*

NA.ILS
Qt Ultima

before noon

SPECIAL

Full Set
Fill

Manicure
& Pedicure
Manicure

$18.00

$11.00

$11.00

$5.00
We also do silk & fiberglass

Mon - Sat 10-7
10918 Kinross Ave. • Westwood

fot oppt. can: (213) 206-8015 Or 206-3500

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

*•••.•.••:•.•••.*.•.•.•*

I HAPPY PLATE

I
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice
•Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close I

I

I
$3.40

with coupon

PUCE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

,1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

^r [3lir~Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

CEREMONIES
From page 10

Moses, Carl Lewis and Mary Lou
Retton.

The musical program was
emceed by "three gold medalists

from the sport of entertainment*'

— Henry Mancini, Susan Anton
and Robert Morse. Though Man-
cini joked that a tribute to cellular

phones would have been more
appropriate, the movieland medley
included everything from 1930*s
swing to Madonna and M.C.
Hammer.

The Hollywood segment was
outdone only by the evening's

stirring finale, a "Cultural Quilt"

of performing groups representing

Native American, Asian, Latin,

Eastern European and African

cultures.

More than 3,000 American
athletes, some who are Olympic-
bound and others who are alumni
of the international games, are set

to participate in the 11th annual

festival, which has been held every

year since 1978 in non-Olympic
years.

Arnold Schwarzenegger, who
portrays the evil protagonist turned

antagonist is the "Termiiiator"

series, promised **inspirationar'

performances at a press confer-

ence last week.

Among the athletes who have
gained national recognition at

earlier festivals are boxer Evander
Holyfield, gymnast Mary Lou
Retton and track star Florence
Griffith Joyner.

**These festivals are where the

best athletes will be produced and
will be sent to the Olympic
Games," Schwarzenegger said.

LOOKING
for

more

EXPOSURE?

«ft

Advertise

in the

SUMMER
BRUIN
825-2161
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From page 10

kicked the way we did."

Doing much of the kicking for

the West was Willie Sublett, a
small forward from Baylor Uni-
versity who had game-high honors
with 19 points. Sublett was the
rookie of the year in the Southwest
Conference last season.

Perhaps an even bigger star for
the West was Davis, a 6-foot-5-
inch guard from Texas El Paso,
who tallied 16 points in only 17
minutes.

Davis' efficiency came as no
surprise to his coach at the Festi-
val, Reggie Minton, who heads the
basketball program at the Air
Force Academy, a rival school in

the Western Athletic Conference.
"(Davis) is one of the fine

ballplayers we have on this team,"
Minton said. "I've seen him play at
UTEP, so I know what he can do."

After trailing by as many as nine
in the first quarter, the West tied

the contest at 27 at 7:17 of the
second period on a shot in the lane
by Davis. Twenty-five seconds
later, Davis made one of two free
throws to give the West the lead for

good.

Not missing out on the night's

action was Parks, whose highfly-
ing acrobatics were often met with
thunderous applause. At 4:03 of
the first quarter, he hit a left-hand-

ed jump hook despite being fouled
by the South's David Vaughn. He
sank the free throw to pull the West
to within 17-11.

In spite of the relatively small
showing for the game. Parks
expressed little disappointment
As a Southern California native, he
said he has become accustomed to
the apathy.

"In L.A. you have football,

baseball, basketball and the

beach." Parks explained. "I've
grown up around this stuff for so
long, that I've gotten used to it. At
least I have my family and friends
here."

Parks, who is part Indian,
discovered he had admirers on the
court, too. Luke Jackson, a for-

ward for the South squad, after he
learned of Parks' ancestry,
quipped. "I've never seen an
Indian that big."

He came, he played, he domi-
nated.

That's Glenn Robinson, a 6-foot

9-inch leaperoutof Gary, Indiana,
who put on a clinic Saturday night,

displaying his athletic prowess in

his North team's 84-77 victory

over the East in the opening round
of the basketball competition of
the Olympic Sports Festival.

The game wasn't that pretty, nor
was it that exciting for that matter.

But what Mr. Robinson did on the

basketball court kept the 1,426 in

Pauley Pavilion attendance Satur-

day from dozing off.

Loaded with a lethal arsenal of
moves on the offensive end of the

court Robinson, who will attend

Purdue in the fall, finished with 17
points and 10 rebounds in 26
minutes of play.

But if you ask the small but yet
vocal festival junkies, it wasn't the

number of points he scored,
instead it was how Robinson
scored them. Most were tallied on
an array of dunks, fallaway jum-
pers or coasting, gliding drives to

the basket.

Simply put, Mr. Robinson was a
man among boys, and he should be
the main reason why the North
team could very easily take the

Gold Medal in this competition.

(iTt.
*rve never had my vertical leap

measured," Robinson said. "I had a
lot of fun tonight"

So did Clem Haskins, head
coach of Minnesota who currently

holds the reigns of this talented

North team. "Without a doubt,
Glenn is one of the great leapers
today.

"I've played against and coach-
ed with a lot of great leapers and
he's (Robinson) very explosive.
No doubt one of the best in the
country."

It didn't take long for festival

fans to figure that out. Nor did it

take long for the east to realize that

they were overmatched by tiie

North team, which jumped out to a
quick eight to zero lead and never
looked back.

On the very first possession.

Robinson was fed the ball and
made a smooth scoop to the hoop
for the festival's first bucket. After
another North basket, Robinson
nearly brought the roof down with
a mammoth breakaway jam that

brought the crowd to its feet

Before the east knew what time
it was, they were down by 21
points and despite a couple of late

second-half mini-comebacks, they
were never really able to keep the

point margin under ten points for

the remainder of the contest

"Our ummg was a little bit off
and I would like to work on that,"

Haskins said. "But I was pleased
with the intensity we had."

Another North team standout
was Randy Carter from Minneso-
ta, who scored 14 points to go
along with five rebounds. Scott
Shawnell, who will attend St
Johns in the fall, led the East with
12 points and 12 rebounds.

GYIVINASTICS
From page 10

o-ainer. About midmoming, before
most people have even accom-
plished their first cup of coffee, he
hits the Broadway Gymnastics
School for stretching, strengthen-

ing and to work on one event
After a break which finds him

reading, relaxing or checking out
the recreation on the UCLA
campus, he heads back to the gym
for his second workout of the day.

There, St Pierre's personal coach,
former Soviet Olympic team coach
Henri Venitsyan will put St. Pierre

through his workout until almost
9:00 p.m.

St. Pierre doesn't complain
about his busy schedule. From the

way he talks about it gymnastics
has been a way of life since he first

began the sport at the age of 10.

"It's all I've ever known," he said.

For six days a week, the

dedicated athlete gives his all for

this sport that is all he has ever

known. And on the seventh day, he
rests.

"On Sunday I like to go down to

Venice Beach with my girlfriend,

Elizabeth, and we eat pizza and
play volleyball," he said.

"My parents live only five

minutes away, so we go over there

on Sunday nights and my mom
makes dinner and we have dinner
as a family."

St. Pierre will have a large

crowd of family and friends at the

festival to watch him compete in

the lair of his alma mater. Pauley
Pavilion is a special arena for the

Bruin alum.

"I love Pauley Pavilion," he
said, "I've always done well
there."

During his UCLA cirecr, St
Pierre helped UCLA to one nation-

al championship and t^ivo first-

place conference finishes under
Bruin head coach Art Shurlock
between 1985 and 1989.

"I don't miss the sttidying, but I

miss competing for UCLA." St
Pierre said.

After finishing his eligibility. St
Pierre continued to compete on his

own, practicing with the UCLA
team. But with the coaches'

attention strongly focused on team
members. St Pierre didn't feel he

was getfing the attention he
needed. "I just felt like I was in a
rut" he said.

Nine months ago, St Pierre
hooked up with Venitsyan. one of
the world's leading innovators in

coaching his athletes to perform
new, difficult tricks.

Venitsyan saw that St Pierre

lacked in the basics of the sport,

and now, athlete and coach have
been working on fundamentals,

focused on Barcelona as a goal.

The work is quickly showing
results. St Pierre recently earned a
bronze medal on the pommel horse
and placed sixth in the all-around
in the Romania International Invi-

tational.

St. Pierre is not sure that

gymnastics will remain his way of
life forever, he may someday
exchange his mats for the bright

lights of the Hollywood film

business.

But for now, the only thing that
matters to the former Bruin is the
bright lights of Pauley Pavilion

this week, and the hope that they
will shine brightly enough that he
might sec the light of Barcelona.

BOXING
From page 11

the Great Western Forum.

Through it all, de la Hoya's

mother has remained in his mind,

directing him towards the Olymp-
ics, next year in Barcelona.

"She told me before she died

that she wanted a gold medal, and 1

plan to get it** he said.

According to de la Hoya, the

toughc&t challenge between now
and Barcelona will be Tuesday's

match against Patrice Brooks, who
also won on Saturday. De la Hoya
and Brooks met in the finals at the

U.S. Nationals this year, with de la

Hoya winning on points.

In other action Saturday, two-
time worid champion Eric Griffin

of Houston, Tex., easily won his

semifinal bout with Dan Davis of
Philadelphia in the light flyweight

(106 pound) class, outpointing
him, 54-10.

Also advancing was Persian

Gulf War veteran Sean Fletcher of
the U.S. Navy, who is stationed in

Norfolk. Va. He reached the finals

when two-time U.S. champion
Sergio Reyes of the U.S. Marines
was disqualified for hitting below
the belt

Other results: 106 pounds

—

Bradley Martinez, U.S. Army, Fort

Huachuca, Ariz., dec. Orlando
Malone, Westminster, Colo., 40-

17; 119 pounds— Aristead Clay-
ton, Baker, La., dec. Francisco

Gonzalez, Baytown. Tex.. 40-19;

132 lbs.—Patrice Brooks. St
Louis. Mo., dec. Teddy Randolph.
U.S. Marines/Camp Lejeune,
N.C., 44-7.

147 pounds— Ross Thompson,
Miami. Fla.. dec. Timothy Vance,
U.S. Army/Mannheim, Germany.
34-17; Patrick Byrd, Flint Mich.,

dec. Mark Lewis. Sacramento.
Calif., 51-19; 165 pounds— Chris
Byrd. Flint Mich. dec. Frank
Vassar. Spokane. Wash.. 50-20;
Michael DcMoss, U.S. Marines/
Cduip Lejeune, N.C., 19-^.

201 pounds— John Bray, Van
Nuys, Calif., dec. Shannon Briggs.

Brooklyn, N.Y., 25-16; Melvin
Foster, Washington, D.C., dec.

Javier Alvarez, San Antonio, Tex.,

26-10.
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SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY

(CLEAR/COLOR) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (6 mo supply) $109 SET
ADDITIONAL 6 MONTHS for $99
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR,

B&L 'WJ .CIBA -AO -BAH -eic

EYE EXAM $15
W/contact lens & eye exam care kit inclu.

HAVVTHORNE 3300 W ROSECRANS
LONG BEACH 2013 E7TH ST
FULLERTON 2565 E CHAPMAN
WHiniER 16151 E WHiniER BLVD
LA/CULVER CITV; 3400 S SEPULVEDA
VAN NUYS 5764 SEPULVEDA

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 842-6094 (800) 266-6094
Coaslin* durapracbc

Manhattan Beach 546 8011
Th«fap»ut)c ma&s.ige i'iS/bl

STUDENT
SOLUTION!

A Superior Tutoring Service

Private Tutors at Affordable Rates

Covering a Comprehensive

Curriculum

Patient & Knowledgeable Instructors

Professional Service

with Results (iuaranteed

Excel in your courses & eliminate stress with
Student Solutions call (213) 748-7412

Student Whopper Special

I

I

I

I

L

Whoppi
Medium Drink

$2.49
After 4:00 pm w/Student ID

900 Westwood Blvd.
Expires 7-31-91 208-6781

I

I

I

I

BRUIN (213)474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL—'
J-KKE PAKKINX. CI SHIONEI) CILVIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

6:30 am - 3:30 am FrI & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

ChiU Cheese Burger + Fries
-* Med. Soft Drink for ^^^ lO
Breakfast Special

2 Eggs -^ Homemade Hashbrowns
-» Toast & jeUy for $1.99

$3.75
(213) 824-7966

936 Broxton Ave
In Westwood

Chinese Chicken Salad
(*oH free dressing)

Fresh Chicken Breast

Sandwich

GENERAL AND
COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
• rOOTH RONPING 478-0363
• Fix chipped,stained or broken teeth
• Nitrous Oxide. Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms weicotne

Larry Friedman. D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1442 Wesrwood Blvd. (between Wilshire Ck Santa Monica)
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Campus Happenings i Campus Happenings ] Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon discussion. Thur Bookstudy. Fri Sleo
Study. AU 3525 1215-1:15.

Tues Discussion, Wed Discussion NPI
08538 12:15-1.00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have drinking problems

Sports Tickets

DANCE
TILL

2:00

ISWTkMtlPMl

Mars 103.1 FM
Wednesdays

at The Golden Honkey

Phone 213 S76-0SS3

2 UCLA SEASON football tidtets on 30 yard
line. Best offer. (213)371-7492 evenings.

Concert Tickets

GLORIA ESTEFAN and Miami Sound Ma
chine, July 26, Forum. $28/pair. Akiva
(213)553-1423, (213)553-5516.

LOLLAPALLOOZA CONCERT TX. Tues. July
23rd. Great bands, fair pric*. Call Roxanoe
(213)595-0524. Leave rDessaee.

Good Deals

$2.00

DRINK
SPECIALS

NATIONAL C JOB LINE
A complete daily report of Job openings from around the countiv
lor graduating seniors. Listings for Business. Uberal Arts andmany others, from Fortune 500 companies such as Carripbell
Soups, Booze-Allen-Hamilton, and The Limited Stores Call
1-900-786-II88. S2 ocvmlnute, must be 18 yrs old to call

You don't need dental Insurance to have a pretty smile.

(Cmw tf Sttrta Monica BM.), Santa Moirica

Complimentary Admission before 10:00 w/ RSVP

ntw patttnis with th« coupon ortfy

we also accommodate palwnls
wlh dental coverages

otter expiree 8-20-91

SUMMER SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY DENTISTRV r2I3J475-5598

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Check Up, & Cleaning

(Up to 4 x-rays _ _
(reg $180) included^ ^'^ SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.inciuaea;

^ ., ^20 Westwood Blvd.
*opGn evenings & Saturdays'

Free parking in rear

V.I.P.

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to indivkJuals

and families with no
dental insurance.

•Our Patients are Special'

i*etve4t 4^cU«h!

***"" *^ "**"*'***•'- - --'-'*'-'--•-•-••'•-•- -•-'''-•^^'-'-'
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORDPUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Apprehends
5 Gator s km
9 Greek
philosopher

14 Out of line

15 Volcano
product

16 "Message
received"

17 Move quickly
18 Matures
19 Sheepish
20 Mineral: suit

21 Ontario river

22 - off:

deflects

23 Went to bed
25 At a distance
27 ••... or -

to be
28 "- Lake"
29 Non-amateur
32 Charger
35 Admission to

the Union
37 Snare
38 Corset parts
39 Dull

40 To the rising

sun
42 Oil and gas
43 Next to ex
44 Lilv plant
45 Wrongdoing
46 Legal charge
47 Cocktail

ingredient
51 Helnnsman

54 Valleys
56 Downcast
57 Vital

58 Stubborn one
59 Communist

land
60 Stopwatch
6

1

Queued up
62 Entrance
63 Crew members
64 TV program
65 Hangouts

DOWN
1 Lowest point
2 striped stone
3 Head cover
4 Specify
5 Wine
6 Was furious
7 Microwave —
8 Derelicts

9 Irreverent
10 Romeo, eg.
1

1

Opposed to:

dial.

12 Nurse
13 Smelter's

input
2 1 Walked on
24 Bumbling
26 Sprat s

no-nos
28 Footrace

track
29 Skin opening
30 Make muddy
31 Advantage
32 Entree item
33 Cafeteria

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

equipment
34 Relaxation
35 Atlas, e.g.

36 Frequent
38 Retail event
4

1

Cafe workers
42 Is suitable
45 Tendons
46 Cherished
47 Less than

48 Escape
49 A Hood
50 Whacks
51 Trail

52 Hip bones
53 Delineate

55 Entice

59 Ungentlemanlv

Free 8 Research Subjects 12

HAIR MODEL NEEDED by professional stylist

for short to nr>eclium length styles. Call Desiree(213)474-9091.
Research Subjects 12

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attenlional prob-
•«T» 7-11 years needed for UCLA research
project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)625-0392.

BFDWETTINC (ENURETIQ BOYS 7-11 years
needed for UCLA research project. Subjects
will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

Earn $200 or more
Study of drug effects

needs healthy males
ages 21-40. If you

use drugs (cocaine, etc.)

Inquire about summer
enrollment slots

Call to see if you qualify

390-8483
Ask for Theresa

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
arKi up) on asthma medication needed for

research of new asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9am—5pm. Answering ma-
chine available after hours.

OVERWEIGHT WOMEN AGED 20-50. Lose
up to 2 lbs per week. If you are 2a 70 lbs.

overweight and able to make a commitment
for Tf% years, you may be eligible to partici-
pate in a FREE UCLA research project. Call
janic^ at (213)206-0290.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning experience
(213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUB|ECTS NEEDED for blood
pressure sludy. Healthy studenU, 18-34, $40.
Call Zane (213)825-6475
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26 Help Wanted 30
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A Job When You

Graduate, Do You?

Wanted 15

CASH PAID for your used 501
leans. Contaa Carolina (213)518-3581

Lost and Found 16

LOST DOG 111. REWARD! Female hound
mix, greyish, white chest ar>d feet, medium,
red collar, 9 yean, frlerxily. 'BOGTSIE.'
(213)279-2291, (213)475-4747.

'ou've put a lot of time and hard work into getting a

good education. So, why use your knowledge to put
profits into someone else's pocket?

At The Kessler Exchange, we'll help you put your
education to work ioxyou, by having your own small
business, even if it's just part-time. We'll help you
decide on the right business, learn how to research and
test your market and cut start-up costs.

We've researched small business trends forover 24
years, and our information has been proven successful

by business owners across the country. You'll learn

effective, low-budget advertising, innovative marketing
ideas and time-management to increase productivity

and leisure time.

Membership is only $30 per year, and includes a

monthly 16-page newsletter, access to investors and
research materials, a toll-free helpline,

business-to-business discounts and more. And if you
join by August 27, 1991, you'll receive a//ee copy of
our book "88 Businesses You Can Start With Little or
No Money", regularly $21.

You've spent most of your life in school. Don't let

someone else reap the rewards of your hard work. Call
The Kessler Exchange at 800-648-7888, ext. 2095, and
ask for Greg. We'll help you take that first step towards
becoming an owner, not an employee.

Egg/Sperm Donor

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $I05.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Cx)nfidential

In Westwcxxl Village.

C:A LI FORMA
c:ryo bank

COLLEGE MONEY GUARANTEED. Scholar-
ships, grants, nx)ney-back guarantee. No CPA
requirements. Call the Bosco Group
(213)680-1088

RETIRE BEFORE you graduate. Not a sales
position. Exciting, positive, energetic people.
For information, (213)478-1651.

824-9941

Heaitti Services 22

FREE INTRO. OFFER. Cut style in exclusive
Beverly Hills salon. Call for appointment
(818)841.7909.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne and sunspots. For more info, call Califor-
nia Laser Pectoris Group. (213)786-0636.

RELATIONSHIP/INDIVIDUAL THERAPY. Stu-
dent rates, counselling center. 12304 Santa
Monica §221. Liz Gould R.I. IMF 17869
213 578-5957

ELECTROLYSIS
Maria Mintz

Registered Electrologist

202 1/2 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Phone # 274-4399

We are physician referred with 1

5

years experience

20% Student & Faculty Discount

with ad

Help Wanted 30

$1 5-$1 7/HR. Swim instructors needed. LA and
Valley area. Flexible hours. Certification re-

quired. (213)824-0050.

$30at)AY PROCESSING PHONE Orders At
Home. People Call You To Order. For Info
1 800-735 8197, Ext. 34811.

ARE YOU EARNING WHAT YOU'RE
WORTH? I f\^d 3 key people to help in the
expansion of one of the fastest growing compa-
nies in America. No experience necessary, co.
support, training provided. If you're motivated,
aggressive and need no ceiling on your
income, Chris 824-3528. Part-time, full-time,
start immediately.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products from your home Info
(504)646-1700, Dept. P695.

ASST. TO OFFICE MANAGER. General office
work. Must have knowledge of Macintosh
Full-time. Marina Del Rey Yacht Charter Co.
Call Maureen (213)827-4989.

BANQUET SERVERS wanted. PT, primarily
weekends, experience required. Call
(213)653 0846.

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY needs part-tirT>e

bilingual (Spanish) legal assistant
(213)855-1861.

BICYCLE/ PEDICAB DRIVERS needed for

Olympics beginning Fri. July 12, running
2weeks. Evening and weekend work
$6-SlQ^r 208 8898

CASHIER/ DELIVERY, part-tirr^e, WLA phar-
macy. Experience preferred. Personable, de-
pcndable. Nelson (213)839-1158.

THROWING UP
GETTING YOU DOWN?
Ealmg disorders are my only specialty

Come tind out why

Or.Marfc Berman, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group apptt

)

213-655-6730

CASHIER. F/T day$,7am-3pm F/T evenings
3pm-11pm. Call Westside Market/Karen
9:30am-noon only (213)477-3216.

•CASTING EXTRAS- for nxKion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)96203 77.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comn>crcials, and television.
Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

FT CLERICAL, good phone skills, computer
knowlege, reliable. Santa Monica, LONG-
TERM^ $ 7.8/hr. (213)453-6422.

QERICAiy SECRETARIAL, PT, must be com-
puter literate with good language skills. Possi-
ble 4.year commitment. Law office
(213)391-7013.

OVERWEIGHT?
North Carolina Pastor loses 76 lbs.

and 14 inches in 3 months using
Nutrition Express Wt. Loss Product
twice daily eatina 1 regular meal

Costs 1. 7b per meal.
CALL FOR FREE 4-Day Supply

See if they work for you.

1-800-927-8046

COUNSELOR. PT LandlordAenant Must be
bilingual in Spanish. Mon-Fri, l-5pm,
$8l6/mo. Resume to: Westside Fair Housing
Council 10835 S.M. Blvd. #203, LA 90025
Attn SKnapik EOF

DRY CLEANING COUNTERPERSON, P/T,
will train, approx 20hr/wk, 2-3 aflernooTHi
3 :30- 7: 30-f 8hr« ^^lu'day. Starts
$6-7.5Qf^r.^ffee dry cleaning. Yew^-round
position. Call for interview 213-474-8525.

EDITORIAL SERVICES AND GHOST WRIT
INC to finish a book. Reasonable pay. Contact
Farah (818)753-3327.

EXPERIENCED HAIRDRESSER TO STOP AND
DO LADY'S HAIR ON WAY TO WORK
WISHIRE/ WESTHOLME AREA.
(213)474-4373

FIELD REP/DRIVER, long term, copy records at

doctors' offices. 1S-30hrs/wk. T&Fri re-

quired,max avail on other days. Have
car,$10Vhr, (213)453-6422.

FILE CLERK/ reception,

prefen-ed. Beverly Hills

(213)472-7235.

PTAT, experience

orthopedic office.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, 57.50 or rrwe depending
on qualifications; Spanish/English skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;
filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid
Dianwnd. (213)475-0481.

GENERAL OFFICE HELP. PT, reliable, detail-

oriented, approx. 10-15 hrs/wk. $7.5(yhr.
4525 Wilshire. Call (213)965-6245.

HELP REMOVE DARYL GATES! Volunteers
needed to petition 1—2 hrs. Call Christine

(213)287-1388 or Marc 658-5120.

INPUT SCRIPTS on IBM Word Processor,
$5^r., PT, eves and/or weekends, flexible.

Screenplay knowledge helpful.
(213)203-4181.

LEGAL SECRETARY/ASST. Beverly Hills solo
attorney, needs help. Hours flexible, 30-40 or
more, hrs/wk. Salary negotiable, depending
upon qualifications -t- experience. Good typing
skills, WordPerfect experience helpful. Call
Mr. Silver (213)278-8216.

LOOKIN FOR RESPONSIBLE warm intelligent

individual to enjoy terrific room and board
plus some expenses in exchange for PT
chauffering' tutoring/ babysitting/ helping two
great lO-yr-old children and golden retriever

named Jake in beautiful Brentwood home,
10-minutes UCLA. Private guesthouse w/
kitchen & bath, off pool. Live-in/ live-out
optional. Apply c/o Elizabeth (213)394-2870.

MAN, mid-30's needs graduate level medical
students to assist in finding college that needs
moderate brain damaged Subjecls for research.
Inquiries: P.O. Box 5162, SA, Texas, 78201.
(512)695-2718.

MEDICAL SECRETARY/ transcription Experi-
ence only- orthopedic experience preferred.
Beverly Hills, (213)472-7235.

MOTORCYCLE DEALERSHIP seeks M/F for

part-time sales training/light administrative
work. Leave message. 580-4940.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am- 5pm.

ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY! Gifted
'psychedellic'-style recording artist from
UCLA is looking for a part-time agent/
manager. Major label interest, no experience
required. Mark 213-470-1807.

PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS. Nation's largest
test preparation organization has immediate
openings for INSTRUCTORS to help students
prepare for MCAT, DAT, GAT, GRE, GMAT,
LSAT, NCLEX-KN (Master's required) exams.
Openings available at various Los Angeles area
locations. Flexible hours! Bachelor's degree
required; teaching or tutoring experience help-
ful. Strong communication skills a must. Call
(800)676-2420 for appointment or
information.

PART-TIME SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER.
Wordprocessing skills required 10-20hrs
weekly, $a/hr min. (213)472-4534.

PART-TIME OFFICE help, computer experi-
ence necessary, 1815 Centinella for an appli-

cation. (213)829 6836

PRACTICAL NURSE NEEDED, 8 hrVday, times
arrangable, $5^r. (213)473-7467.

PA. 8-16HRS/WK Organized self-starter to
assist managing small architecture/
contractor's office. Anna/Marc
(213)458-6775.

PT. Literature research and lecture note-taking
with MD in molecular genetics private re-

search. Senior/ grad in related v^^ preferred
Flexible hours. Nunt (213)306-0055 .

PURCHASING AGENT/ SHIPPING ^ RECEIV-
ING. S.M. Picture ^t^m^t. Will train.

25-35hr5/wk. (213)828-6866

RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARY. Typing and
computer skills required. S.M. Art Gallery.
Full-time (213)828-6866.

RECEPTIONIST- Real Estate finance company,
full-time. Piccard Financial Croup, 8530 Wil-
shire Blvd, Beverly Hills. (213)652-5566.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $15^r. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector
up to $20,00C^r. Call 24 hr. message for
details: 964-4166 ext. 22

SECRETARY. Real Estate Firm. 9-5pm. light

typing. Beverly Hills. Call for appointment
lack (213)271-0101, (213)276-2000.

STAFF RESEARCH ASSOCIATE (part-time). On
Mondays and Thursdays from Bam to 5pm,
schedule patients for psychiatric outpatient
clinic, collect and transcribe data, conduct
patient inten/iews and library research. Know-
ledge of Word Perfect prefen-ed. S12.43/hr.
Please call Carin at 206-8979.

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shop in WLA.
$5A»r. -f commission, PT only. Must have great
phone personality and good typing skills. For
interview call (213)559-8241 )ody.

GREAT SUMMER |OB EARN $7/HOUR
PLUS BONUS. WE TRAIN. YOU GAIN FLEX-
IBLE HOURS AVAILABLE CALL UCLA AN-
NUAL FUND (213)206-2050.
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USMAIL JOBS $n .77 lo $ ] 4.i*lV$ 1 1 fee. Now
Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Necessary.
1-900-288-1888 ext. 1353.

WAITRESS/ACTRESS types wanted as greeters/

ticket-writers(FA-P/T) Apply in person. Good
pay. Sepulveda West, 2001 South Sepulveda.
David/Grant.

WANTED: EDITORIAL ASSISTANT for Inter-

national Art Expositions Company. Responsi-
bilities include catalogue layout, editorial

preparation, and brochure design. Strong jour-

nalism experience required. Graphic art back-
ground preferred. Foreign language helpful.

Please call or mail resume to: I.F.A.E. Inc.,

Attn. Director of Publications, 11640 San
Vicente Blvd., #108, Los Angeles, CA 90049.
(21.3)820-0498.

8 people needed no\ir
Kam up to $a^r

Housecleancrs
•Koll A I'art Ume»
•Flexible Houra*
•I.nUi nfWcrk*

•Men, Wofnen, SUidenU, etc. •

Call (213)453-1817

Joan & David at

Ann Taylor
PT Sales Position

available in Westwood.
Experience preferred,

not necessary

(213) 208-5232

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD
!LATEL£TS SAFELY

, or informaiion

Call Anna
(818) 986 :^883

~ f M A

Cancer patients

throughoui LA t)enefil

from your paHicipaiion

49S4 Van Mint livd Shfrm»n 0«kt

WE BREED SUCCESS
LHARN

ENTERTAINMENT/MUSIC
PI BUC REI^TIONS

Intern at major P.R.

firm in Hollywood.
(ireat opportunity to

learn and gain
firsthand exi)erience.

'.all Audiy
(213) 659-6400

KARI MICHAELSON
"Katie" from the NBC scries

*GIMME A BREAK*
|e nd former Brum)

seeking, i. IQ health conscious

individuals wl"."" like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(2 1 3)28 1 -7858 or |8 1 8)360-0760

30 Child Care Wanted 35 Apts. for Rent
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COMPUTER SYSTEM IBNV MACINTOSH, PT
Position with real estate development firm,

involves integrating a wide variety oi PC
hardware/ software, arxj providing reeded
support Require 2-3 years experience with
comrr>ercial software packages: Quattro, D-

basc IV, Word, SolonrH>n III. Knowledge of

intermediate accounting a plus. Call Mr.Glenn
(213)64? 0080

EARN UP TO $400 PER WEEK working at

home. Send $20 for application: DL, 870
Hilgard #207, CA 90024.

ENTERPRENEURS WANTED! Alumni will

show you how to start business, earn unlimited

cash. Call! (213)399-6615

NaUiMl Markttlii Bra ExpaiiHl!

• MGMT TRAINEES •
NEEDED FOR 5 NEW OFFICES
Must be motivated ••- outgoing

Sports-minded/heaith

(213)399-1481

I'VE FOUND AN
EXCITING WAY

to build your own business while

attending college. Earn

subbtaniiai part-tune incuirie w/

nominal investment cost.

Serious Inquiries Only.

Call Bruce Hesse

(213)961-5512

MOIHfcR'S HELPER: WLA, Tu,Th,F, 3-6:30
(flexible), $6.25/hr. After school care, light

housekeeping. Must drive. References. Start

iate August. Call Kate. (213)277-6988.

NANNY WANTED, M-F, PT, 2 children, 2 & 6,

must have own car. Live-out. Westside.

(213X99-1344.

EDUCATIONAL AIDE WANTED FOR
BRIGHT, CHARM-
ING b-YR-OLD GIRL WITH PHYSICAL
HANDICAP to drive to school and be personal

aid. Hrs. 8—3:30,M—F. Live-in scperate guest

house/or out. Car necessary. Salary negotiable.

Call (213)933-1406.

NEED female/student to spend time w/
developmenlally disabled 4yr old girl. Sun-
days, weekdays/2-6pm. Room/board ex-

change help. Near UCLA.
21 3-872-0502(8- 10am -f eves)

NEED LOVING PERSON to help with children

+ household. Full time, live-ir\/out, driver's

license. (213)476-1427

UCLA FAMILY needs mother's helper every
Monday +1 other day per week. Light house-
keeping and help with children. Flexible,

$6^r. (213)471-9680.

Apartments for Rent 49

l-BECV 1-BATH. $625. 20 min. lo UCLA.
Bright, airey, charming. Robyn
(213)9540783.

1-BED APT, Partly furnished, utilities paid,

1-year lease. $650. No pets. (213)207-2097.
Please call after 6pm.

1 -BEDROOM. $600/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

BEST LOCATION IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A/C, patios and views,

''ool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tarx:e to UCLA -^ the village. Subterrannean
parking ard elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss -t-

Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER
ST.(2 13)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $715. 1-BDRM,
HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH STYLE
4-PLEX V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $85(yMO. 2
BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT-Walk to UCLA.
Bus stop Big& luxurious 2bd/2.5bth. $1540&
up. Washer/dryer, W.B. fireplace, security

alarm. Rooftop spa. 11535 Rochester
479-3118.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE-

MODELED LUXURY BUILDING. POOL,
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-1340.

BRFNTWOOD, $550 including utilities,

single, prime location, large bathroom, walk-
in closet, call Monica (213)253-9065.

BRENTWOOD bachelor, $550/mo. 11675
Darlington. (21 3)41q 1499 or (21 3)671 -8570.

BRIGHT SPACKDUS SINGLE, upper. Ap-
pliances, parking, most utilities included.

(213)397-8058.

CULVER CITY, 1 -bedroom, $57.5/mo, stove,

refrigerator, r>ew carpet, drapes, quiet, clean.

(213)39a6035, (805)523 8968 (call collecQ.

CULVER CITY $740 2-BED/l -BATH, enclosed
garage, no pets (213)397-0415.

DELUXE, $1200, 2-bedroom ^ den. A^,
dishwasher, carpets, drapes (213)202-6632

DELUXE, 1 -Bedroom, $695 A/C, dishwasher,

carpets, drapes. (213)202 6832.

HILGARD AVENUE 2-bedroom/ 1-bath
condo. Washer/ dryer, security, parking.

Across Westwood Marquis. $1100.
(213)208-2262.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $600 and up, new
luxury 2-be(V 2-bath apartment, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

MAR VISTA. 1 -bed/1 -bath. Stove, refrig, dis.

hwasher, gated parking. $61 5/mo
(213)451-4771.

NEW 2 «r 3 BEDROOM APIS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking. Sieve,

(213)839-1026

PALMS $1175 2bed-^loft/2balh sec.building,

a/c, patio, sun deck, fire place, dishwasher,

refrig 837 0761 636-5311

PALMS, 2-bed/ 2-bath, upper, buill-ins, suit-

able for three, no pets. $850. CanficId, north

of National (213)479-1075, (21 3)839- 1026.

PALMS 3-bect/3-bath, $1300 2-b€<i/2-balh,

$930 Modern, 4 years new. Air, dishwasher,

fireplace, gated parking. 10 minutes to UCLA
by bus. (213)636-5039.

PALMS, 3-bedroom quiet upper, owner's unit.

Suitable for four No pets. $1200. Canfield,

north of National. (213)479-1075, (213)839-

1026.

PALMS, $675 & $1 125, 1 A 3-bedrooms, big

rooms, move-In bonus. 10-minutes to UCLA.
(816)377-2666

PALMS, $77S/MO. Large 2-bedroom. Upper,

new carpet/paint, refrigerator, built-ins, patio,

parking, washer/dryer. (213)476-6532.

PALMS $795 1 bed/1 bath, sec. building, fire-

place, patio, a/c, refrig, dishwasher. 837-0761
836-5311

PALMS, $85Q^nr>o. beautiful 2-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)878-0740

PALMS, $895, new 2-h2. All amenities. A/C,
fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (213)390-5996.

PALMS AREA. 2-bed/2-bath, upper Stove,
refrig. $780/mo. (213)451-4771. '

PICO/ ROBERTSON, $600, 1 -bedroom/
1 -bath, upper, carpet, drapes, stove, refrigera-

tor, newly printed. (213)688-0140,
(213)557-0710.

PLAYA DEL REY, $1400, large 3-bedroorrV
2-bath, fireplace, all appliances, upper unit.

Near beach. (213)454-4210.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2-^2, $725-$875.
Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 13406
Moorpark St. (818)884-6691.

SINGLE ROOM with kitchen facilities in a nice
quiet Venice area is to be rented to a quiet,

non-smoker, female immediately or as of

8/1/91 . $375/mo. includes ulil. Please leave a
message at (213)450-8587.

STUDIO APARTMENT, residential area. Utili-

ties included. Furnished or unfurnished. Call

(213)838-2083 leave message.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.

Month to month rental agreement, fully furn-

ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

VENICE, $1140, new 3-bedroom/ 2-bath,

dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-
kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2289.

WEST LA- 10 minute drive to UCLA. Big &
bright 2bd/2bth, single. $11 95 & up. Washer/
dryer,W.B. fireplace, security alarm. Rooftop
spa.11221 Richland 478-3990.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-
nus special. Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,
(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

WESTWOOD $795. Extra large 1 -bed/1 -bath.

1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

WESTWOOD. $1350- $1650. TerriHc, very
clean 2 & 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom,
built-ins, refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C,
patio. 1711 Malcolm, V« -mile campus.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD AREA. 2-bed/2-bath, upper.
Stove, refrig, balconey. $950/mo.
(213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD $550, Single. Spanish style,

hardwood floors, stove, frig, drapes.
(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$595, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, large

2bd/lba, $1600. 10990 Strathmore.
213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD. $900/mo and up. 1-bdrm.,

$l400/mo and up 2bd/2bth, gym, Jacuzzi
Walk to
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

WESTWOOD, SPACIOUS 2bd/2ba, pool, Ja-

cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW,
$1290-$1500/nf>o. Come and see.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2-bed
room, $1425. Hardwood floors, new carpet,

laundry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD $1 100 up.Front 2bed/2balh,
carpets, refrigerator, parking, 10745 La-

Grange. T/i miles from UCLA
213-475-6165.

VSO-A, $1060, 2Bed/2bath, new security build-

ing parking, elevator, roof-top Jacuzzi w/
ocean view. (213)826-5528

WLA. $1 1 50. 2-bed/ 1 V, -bath. Quiet, security,

shutters, refrigerator, cable, sofa, car port.

1323 Carnr>elina. (213)456-3829.

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*
•
'Minutes from UCLA*

•

•Furn. and Unfum. Studios,

Is and 2s

•Pool

•Fitness Center

•Tennis Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Ookfiod
oanr>^

3636 S.Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R&B Managed Property EHO

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people

across street from UCLA
walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
209-8798

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Huge 2bcl/2ba

Dual Master Bdrms
Up to 4 Students Per Unit

HiTech Bids

Qated Parking

rull Amenities

512 Veteran /Venue Apts.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

FALL
RENTALS
1B0RM. 1BA $900/1B0RM 2BA$925

1BDRM 4 DEN $1050/2MSTR BDRM $1440

LARGE UNITS SOME W/BALCONIES

*Walk to Campus/Village*

Controlled Entry, Elevator

(213) 208-4835

555 GLENROCK
Corner of Glenrock & Levering

Walk to Campus

FALL RENTALS
Studio up to 2 people

1 + 1 for up to 3 people

V 2+2 for up to 5 people

''V\Models Open Dailyy^^^^^
824-9691

"^

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

WEST LA.
Prime: 10 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den witf) pool,

sauna, Jacuzzi, gyrn, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-
models open daily

(213)474-1111

SUMMER SPECIAL
Very Practical

5 min Walk to UCLA
2bdrm 2bath - $800

Private Room & Bath, share kltchen-$400

6S3 Caylev 208-5920

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huge,

Luxury 1 & 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra large closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208-8685

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,
mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry

facilities. Beautifully landscaped
Ask for Jim

824-4807

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2 BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

uper Discounted
Summer Rates

* pool
* spa
* sauna
* gym
* gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

* now accepting

applications for fall term

all close to UCLA
Perfect for Students or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

WESTWOOD. $985-1 1 95/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WLA 1 -BEDROOM/ 1 -BATH, close to UCLA,
buslines. Carpet, drapes, refrigerator, stove.

S650 with lease. (213)476-7116.

WLA 2-BED/l -BATH $8S0/mo., bachelor

$45(ymo. Laundry, parking, easy to UCLA.
(213)822-6487.

WLA 2 bed/1 bath, furnished, brand new.
$690. Close to UCLA, nice area. 207-4704

WLA, $525, bachelor, furnishecV unfurnished,

microwave, refrigerator, hotplate, quiet build-

ing, close to UCLA. (213)826-7888.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowed, patio. 1412 Brockton Avenue
(818)368-6732, (213)478-8924.

WLA, $850-900. Charming U1 and 2+1.
Excellent area, parking. Close to buslines.

1331 Wellesley. (213)965-7644. Won't last.

WLA AREA. 1 -bed/1 -bath. Stove, refrig, park-

ing. $650/mo. (213)451-4771.

WLA: Cosy 1-bed/ 1-bath apartment, private.

$595. And roomy 1 -bed/ 1 -bath duplex, $ 71 0.

2478 Corinth (818)706-3522.

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5
MIN WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,
WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY $825 $925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700.(21 3)208 8881.

WIA, NOW OPFN, RRAND NEW 2'<81

Corinth Avenue High tech, spacious floor

plan, fireplace, dishwasher, stove, walk-in

closet, private sundeck, gated parking, wet-
bar. (213)479-5758. Open weekends 11- 5.

WLA, PICO/I A CIENECA. $75Q/mo 2 bed-

room, stove, refrigerator, carpets. By appoint-

ment (213)279 2002

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments ta Share 52 Room for Rent

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt
Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCLA
Bachelors, Singles, 1 Bedroom.
2 Bedroom
Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

Apgrtnnents Furnistied 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-018 1.

WESTWOOD, 705 Gayley, 1 -bedroom/
1-bath, $850/mo, next to UCLA, excellent
location. (213)459-5618. (21 3)474-36?f.

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS w/appliances now
available. Desirable location. Walk to campus.
Quiet building. (213)208-1625.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa
Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.
$6e5/mo. 820-7049.

BEVERLY HILLS, $800. 1 -Bedroom. North of
Wilshire. Exceptionally spacious, hardwood
floors, no pets. (213)653-5435.

CULVER CITY $745 -f- up. 1-bed, quiet, upper
front, air, dishwasher, large closets, no pets.

(213)839-8800.

OHIO AVENUE 2-bed, $895. Built-ins, pool,
quiet, garden-l ike, close to UCLA on bus route.

(213)477 9955.

PALMS: 1BD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

PICO/ROBERTSON AREA. Large 3bd/2ba.
Built-ins, new carpets and paint, large private

patio. $1200/mo. (213)204-1339

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom, spacious, excel-
lent location, parking, $850. 1390 Veteran.
Eves (213)275-1427.

WLA $480 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA, $825 MOVES YOU IN, 1 -bedroom in

clean, quiet building. UCLA bus stop.

$625/mo. 2577 Sepulveda. (818)789-3076.

WLA, $900, upper 2-bedroonV2-bath. re-

frigerator, dishwasher, carpet, balcony. No
pets. 1-year lease. Available now.
(213)551-5791.

Apartments to Share 52

1 LARGE BEDROOM in lownhouse, facing

courtyard. Garage, pool, in S.F. Valley. $425.
(818)368-8935.

WLA. a/1 , Female non-snr>oker needed. Own
spacious room, share bath with professional

woman. $41 5/mo. » security deposit.
(213)820-7459.

BEVERLY/ FAIRFAX. Spacious upper Spanish
duplex. $625. 3+2. W.D., fireplace, security.

Female grad. student preferred, non-smoking,
quiet. (213)954-0873.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-^2, own room, park-
ing, balcony, high ceiling. $525/mo +utilitie$.

Suzanne (213)207-2766.

BRENTWOOD, Wilshire/Barrington highrise,

ocean/city view. 2-bd/2-bth.
Cym,pool,security. $575/mo. Including utili-

ties. (213)312-0850.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share room. 2-bed/
2-bath apt. near LCLA. Rent $237.25. $150
deposit. (213)479-2703.

FEMALE, VENICE/ MAR VISTA. Own bed-
room, share bath. $375/mo. (213)390-9693.

ONE ROOM available in 2-bed/ 1 -bath. Near
Westside Pavillion. Non-smoker preferred.

$420 ¥ 'A utilities. Frank (213)475-0312,
message.

•OPEN-MINDED* MALE ROOMMATE
WANTED to share great 2 bedroom apartment
near Westside Pavilion, with UCLA grad.

$35Q/nrx>nth ¥ deposit. Available August 1

.

(213)446-9101 Of (213)470-7696.

OWN ROOM and bathroom in beautiful

townhouse. $542.50 -f % utilities. Close to

school, transportation ar>d shopping. Jennifer

(213)826-2337.

OWN ROOM in 2-bedroom Apartnf>ent. 10
minutes from LXTLA. $362.5(VrTK>nth. Avail-

able fl/6. Carl (213)397-6306.

SHARE 2BED. APT. Ocean view. Summer
(longerf) Off Ocean Ave. In S.M. Non-sn>oker.

$450 »• util. (213)394-4313.

SHARE beautiful, furnished apt. 2-bed/ 2-bath.

Available Aug. 4. Pool, security. No deposit.

SSOCVWh) Near IXIA. (213)471 7861

.

WESTWOOD, $300/mo for the summer,
1-bed. Female, pool/ipa, walk to LKTLA,

parking. CX>miniquc (213)824-2547.

WESTWOOD 2+2. Wetbar, fireplace, patlo.

I600sq.lt. Pool, Jacuzzi, suana, security.

$600/mo. (213)479-1785 home,
(213)471-1212.

WESTWOOD— spacious new luxury 2+2.
Own room^ath to share with one person.
High ceiling, A/C, fireplace, gated parking,
near bus. $725. 444-5528.

WLA 8/1. Non-smoking, quiet, responsible
woman, prefer grad. Own room in 2BD/1 BA.
$38(Vmo + deposit. (213)479-7294.

WLA FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Spa-
cious 2-bed/2-bath. Security building, parking.
$600/mo. Diane (213)441-4004.

WLA, FULLY FURNISHED. 2-bedroom/ 2-bath
to share. Suitable for GRAD, professor. $473
(w/ utilities), pool. (213)575-4320.

WLA. Furnished bedroom with private bath.
Large closet, kitchen privileges $45(ymo, utili-

ties included. Female. Francis (21 3)390-3855.

YOUR OWN ROOM in Westwood for $400.
Walk to campus. Call (213)288-4191.

Roommates 53

$366. OWN ROOM, 3bed/2bath. WLA. Rea
sonably clean, quiet non-smoker.
(213)478-8738

AVAILABLE SEPT.l, $365. New building,
security, washing facilities, sundeck, Jacuzzi.
Karen (213)575-3532.

FEMALE needed, spacious 2-bed/2-bath.
$365/mo, all amenities. Walking distance.
luly/August discount. Miriam (213)824-0216.

FEMALE: Own bed/bath. Security building/
parking, pool, balconey, A/C Wilshire/
Brockton. $480. (213)820-7510.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2.bedroom
townhouse in Palms, close to buslines.
$425/mo. (213)558-8467.

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED ASAP to

share very spacious 2-bed/ 2-bath. Fully furn-

ished. Pool & Jacuzzi. Price negotiable.
(213)208-6568.

MALE TO SHARE BDRM in 2-bed apt. 1-mile
from campus. $310/mo. Move in Aug. 1.

(213)476-4077.

PALMS, $380/mo. Own room & bath in large,

furnished apartment. Non-sn>oker, reliable.

Available immediately. Call Dennis
(213)837-8290

QIUET MALE needed to share modern luxuri-

ous 2-bed/2-balh, Wilshire condo for school
year. Walk to campus. %AOQ/mo includes all

utilities. Move-in immediately
(213)824-2147.

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE to share furn-

ished, spacious condo. Private bedroom w/
balcony, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, tennis, security
parking. $550. (213)838-3521.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in

Beverly Hills. $425/mo. (21 3)273-8252.

SEPTEMBER. 2 FEMALES share a bedrrom
$350 each, one for own bedroom, $500.
Westwood (213)575-3220.

SHERMAN OAKS, Own room, $325/mo +
utilities. Air, balcony. (213)973-6054 morn-
ings Of leave message.

SMOKER W/CATS NEEDS ROOMMATE -

room in MarVisla townhome.
$387.50 + util/dep. Available 8/1.
213-397-4920

WESTWOOD. Male/ female to share 2 or 3
person rooms, July 9- September 1 5. $250/mo.
Mike 208-4451.

WESTWOOD - 1508 VETERAN. 2-bed/
2-bath, spacious or penthouse - 3-bed/4-bath.

2 entrances, balconies, den, living room,
fireplaces, security. Kim (213)477-7622.

Room for Rent 54

$400 + 425, BEDROOMS. Santa Monica 1

person/room Share kitchen and dining.

(213)399-9369.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA house, 624 Hilgard.

Have board and room for 91-92 academic
year. Call Mrs. Roberts 208-7185.

BACHELOR APARTMENT-LIKE room. Private

bath, entrance. Air, cable, kitchenette, 1-mile

campus. Available now. $495. 479-3310.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
w/grad. Students. Kitchen privileges, washer/
dryer, pool. Need car. $450, utilities in-

cluded. Leave message. Abby (818)
783-5151.

L

720 Hilgard Ave.
Room and Board for

Women Across Oie street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid per quarter)

(213)208-4151

CLEAN, BRIGHT, NICE Westside apt. in newer
bidg. $55(ymo. 2.5 miles SW of ULIA. Must
see. (213)820-2565.

FEMALE BOARDER NEEDED, master bed-
room for rent with walk- in closet. Near Beverly
Hills and Century City. $35(Vmo -Hitilities.

8721 Airdrome St., Los Angeles, CA 90035
0«uum:). lei/ I ax 12 I J)2/b-UB22. Note: house
has a small gym.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen
privileges. $90(yquarter. Women students.
Mrs. Solat (213)208^8931.

LARGE ROOM with private bath, private

entrance. First/ last months' required.
$425/nf>o. Female preferred. (213)55a-1773.

MAR VISTA AREA private room in house,
utilities included. $400. Close to everything.

213-621.6974(days)
213-313-1990(cvenings)

PACIFIC PALISADES. Small bedroom in house.
10 min. UCLA. Quiet, responsible person.
$365 + util. (213)454-4372, (213)395-6533.

SANTA MONICA redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parkine
(213)394-2175.

SUMMER RATES available in well-kept frater-

nity house. Albert 208-0984.

WESTCHESTER. Spacious room. 2-bed/
2-bath. 2-story apt. $362.1 7/mo. Balcony,
dishwasher, microwave, pool, eym. Rachel
.(213)641-4034.

Sublet 55

$1 025/MO., July- Sept. 1 5, 1 44 Sepulveda, o.k.
to walk campus, 2-bed/ 2-balh, large livin-

groom. Jennifer (213)824 2636 .

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLET— Need fe-

male roommate to share one bedroom—
$350/mo. Security parking. Holly
(213)477-6961.

^

BIG FURNISHED ROOM in 3-bed WLA
house. Shared with 2 professionals. August— .

$45Q/mo. (213)937-9248.

MIDVALE PLAZA II. 2-bed/2-bath, spacious
with pool, Jacuzzi. For July/August. Room to
share $40Q/negotiable. Jill 208-5883.

OWN ROOM in 3-bedroom house, close to
campus, $415. July-Sept 23. Female, non-
smoker. Suzy (213)473-4551.

SINGLE SUBLET $450. Now thru Sept.15.
Westwood. Full bathroom and kitchen. Avail-
able immediately. Call 476-7642.

SPACK3US 2-BED/ 2-BATH apartment. 430
Kelton. Available July- mid-September. You
name price. Call Kim at (805)529-7449.

SUMMER SUBLET: to share 1 bedroom July—
Aie. $27S/mo Paul fRIR^Qi! TOc;o

SUMMER SUBLETS. August-September. 940
Tiverton, medical center adjacent. Price negot-
iable. Call Emily/Serena (213)208-0603.

WALKING DISTANCE, short-term ok., female
share large furnished 1 -bedroom, cable, non-
smoker, $345. (213)824-0842.

WESTWOOD, l-bedroonV 1-bath, security
apartment and parking, walk to UCLA, deck,
appliances. Quiet. (213)477-5529.

House for Rent 56

LOVELY 3-BEDROOM HOUSE with large
familyroom and pool. Available Aug. 15, 1991— Aug. 15, 1992, time negotiable. 10 min.
from UCLA, walk to elementary and Jr. High
schools. $1900. 474-3562.

LOWER BEL AIR HOME, 4. bedroom/
2'A -bath. Separate office or maid, air, inter-

com + security. Pine trees and view. FOR
LEASE, $395(ymo. Alice Levin, Jon Douglas
Co., Realtors. (21 3)820-6651 , (21 3)472^8686.

PALMVWLA, 3,000sq.ft., 5-bedrooa>/ 3-bath,
livingroom, kitchen, sewingroom, familyr-
oom, large yard, 2-car garage. $2500/mo.
(213)837-4055.

SHERMAN OAKS, 3-bed/1Vi -bath, $1550,
family room, 2 fireplaces, stove, gardener,
nearfashion Square, A/C. (818)789-4235.

VENKIE, $1250/mo, charming 1 -bedroom
house, 4-blocks from beach. Eat in kitchen,
stove, quiet, wide streets. Patio and porch.
(213)301-2423.

VENKTE 3-bed/l -bath Laundry, near bus, large

yard, fresh paint, burglar alarm, sun porch.
$1200. 392-7778.

WLA $1495. 3-be<V IVi -bath. 2 Hreplaces.
Prime area. Near UCLA + shop
(213)475-1702, (213)474-3626

House to Share 57

LARGE SPANISH-STYLE 4-bedroom house.
25ft. pool, Jacuzzi, garden, private. SlOOCVmo.
Rancho Park. (213)839-3546

House for Sale 58

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2 bedroom
apartnr>ent$, hardwood floors, 2-blocks to
beach. Santa Monica. Room to add on,
$495K. 395-5212.

•"•OUSE— 3-bed/l -bath, family room. 1 5 min.
to campus Mar Vista. $31 OK. (213)397-7295.

MAR VISTA HILLS, 3-bedroofTV2-bath, rec
room, formal dining room, living room, fire-

place, double car garage. $409k. Owner Joe
(213)390-4748.

MUST SELL - Prestigious hillside twnhm; view
of city + Calalina. 3 + 2'A . $269,900. Ajrt.

(213)945 1555. ^
SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to
LICLA via Roscomare. 3+2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-
tly re-done. $567,890. Dave (818)783^875.

VAN NUYS: 25 min. to LXn.A, $195,000.
C«rgeous 2-bdrm house + separate guestroom
with % bath. Huge yard with fruit tf««$.

(213)479-0615.
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OWN ROOM in a house needed by new grad
student this fall. Santa Monica, West Los
Angeles. Mark, collect (805)962-7514.

WANTED SUBLET APT OR HOUSE-SIT Au-
gust for Washington DC "think-tank" scholar

X^7,
responsible. Judith Kipper

(202)387-5264. ^^

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILDCARE- LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING,
nearby UCLA, own car. Enjoy playing wAids!
Private room/bath. Start Sept. Leave message
(213)559-7186. ^

LIVE-IN: I offer light housework in exchange
for private room/bath. Driving
(213)826-3179.

^"

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
Weaii do but.iulo msuiance is

reautrecl by lav;' Sc fc a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)352-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE IMS AGENCY

94

Room for Help 63

Movers/Storage

JFRRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

APARTMENT: ^Jcvf nice 1 -bdrm. in exchange
for child care assistance(late afternoon pick-

up, some morning drop ofO. 20 min from
UCLA Car'"^ '-^d Cal' eves (21 3)939-82^1

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-
house. Brentwood. 12V. hrs/wk with 14
year-old boy. Driving, sports, helping with
homework. (213)472-2628.

PERFECT FOR TWO male students lo share
large guesthouse in Brentwood. Partial board
in exchange for each giving 1 2Vi hours/wk for

14-yr-old boy, driving, errands, help with

homework, sports. (213)472-2628.

STUDIO APARTMENT available 7/15. Will

rent to responsible student in exchange for

work. (415)364-2018.

ULTIMATE SOUTH BAY beach house needs
18 hr^wk from resourceful, non-smoker with
car. Robert (213)207-6478, ext 88.

Towntiouse for Rent 66

2-BED/2'/» -BATH FOWNHOME. New sec-

urity quiet building. No pets, central air. High
ceiling, L»«i!cuiiy, fireplace. (21 3)473- 778b.

SHERMAN OAKS, $1000/month 2-bed/
2-bath. Very new security building. Central air,

2-secure parking spaces. (818)784-9899.

SM 2-bed/2-balh townhouse. Fenced yard,

washer/dryer hookup. At 24lh and Wilshire.

$1336. 829-4207

WL\ $1495, 2-bed + den/ 2-bath. Large
townhouse, front unit, privacy.
(213)826-6907 '

WLA, $975/mo, 2-bed/ 2-bath, air, garage,

small, quiet building. (213)550-1531.

GUEST QUARTERS in exchange for house-
cleaning, errands, etc. (213)656-2370.

The Careful Mover
Houses. Apartments, Offices,

local and Long distance

Small jobs welcome
(213)319-1236

Personal Sen^ice 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Sen^ices Offered 96

CLEANING SERVICE. Efficient, responsible,
and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

HOUSESITTER AVAILABLE. Professional, very
responsible, love all animals, quiet, with many
references. Available anvtime
(213)842-9318.

MOR & MOR PAINT- Interior/Exterior paint-
ing. Free estimate. Wall-paper removal.
License #609595 (818)904-5 787
(818)708-0670.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Undergradu-
ate, graduate, PH.D. Any style/requirement.
(213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to
assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;
dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-4193.

Services Offered

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations

Proposals and Books.
Foreign student.s welcome.

PAPKRS NOT TOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D

(213)470-6662

PjQ. CONFUSION?

iFlJHELP
Personal Computer Services

SPECIAL RATES
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
AND STAFF!!

999-4485
New User Assistance
Software Support & Training
System Setup
Productivity Training
Word Processing
LAN Setup/Admin
Desktop Publishing
Proaramming
Hard Disk Back-up
Component Purchase Advice
Spread Sheet Design
Hard- / Soft-ware 'valuation
Graphics
Presentations
Forms Design

Condos for Sale 67
P
KTT.TTT7.TTTTT!

1300 MIDVALE PENTHOUSE. Decorator's
masterpiece. Tell your folks, the numbers
make sense. 2-bed/2-bath. $287,000. Call
Kelly Elias. (213)278-9470.

1 -BEDROOM PENTHOUSE, 1 -block from
UCLA, village view, doorman building with
pool $289,000. Call Broker (213)824-0453

SHORT-TERM & PROFESSIONAL

COMPUTER TRAINING

Condos for Rent 69

V. -BLOCK UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom. Sunny
pool, spa, security, valet, doorman. Perfect

for 3 individuals. (213)931-3811.

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE area. $1250.
2bd/2ba. Unfurnished. A^, fireplace, bal-
cony, locked building and garage(2), ap-'

pliances, pool, light, quiet. (213)553-6662.

NEAR WESTWOOD 2 bed/ IV. -bath, furn-

ished. Huge living & kitchen, A/C & heating,

refrigerator, washer/ dryer, security building.

2-car garage, $1400. (213)475 4606, Anne

WESTWOOD. $1950, 3-bedroofTV 2-bath
Quaint, small building^ ^pciinty^ ba'cony. 933
Hilgard. Gene (213)471-4989.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCL\ penthouse.
2-bedroonV 2-bath. $1380/mo, balcony, fire-

place, parking, security building. Call Guy
(213)474-9527.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/2'A -BA, furnished
Walk to UCLA, security, parking, pool. $1 400
Of $750 for single. A). (213)824-3938.

OHtrOH-OHK.
INSTHUC-nON

100% :.-.

MAMOSCif
: : tow
lunoN

• WOI»0««ffCTfc.1
/LOTUS II J
/OMSf INflUS
/moos
/MCtMAttN

UMacusus
ONE COMPUTER/^ R80N
CfRTlflCATtS
JOe PUCEMENT A&SiST

• STATf APPROVES

CLASSES:MOR./AFT./EVE./SAT

NATIONAL
COMPUTER
TRAINING

(213) 207-2020
1 1628 SANTA MONICA BLVD (NEAR 40S10 FWY)m-r

WRITING, EDITING, TUTORING
RESEARCH

Days. Nights. WoekMKls
Overnight Service Avtiabls
PhO Gives Fast Accurate Help

Ail Sut>)act Areas

(213) 476-0114

Tutoring Offered 98

House Exchange 59 Guest House for Rent 70

EXCHANGE small 1-bcdiooin apartment
across from Columbia University (secure
Columbia-owned building) for similar apart
ment in Santa Monica, Brentwood, Westwood,
Venice area. Starting Aug. or Sept
(212)222-4313.

SHERMAN OAKS, 90Qsq.ft., private entrance,
1 -bedroom, kitchenette, $800/mo. Pets, 2
people ok. Privacy. Carrie (213)625-8255.

VENICE, $650 including utilities, guesthouse.
Charming, skylight, lovely garden. No pets.

(213)391-4183.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL jIM MADjA
(213)747.5116.

STUDENT SOLUTIONS. Over 35 Patient &
Knowledgable tutors offering Superior service
at Affordable rales. Quality Service Guaran-
teed. (213)746-7412.

TUTOR YOUR CHILDREN for international

careers. Chinese, English, French, Japanese;
Economics, History, Literature. References.
(818)892-3551.
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11,000

\ Profits

papers * . .,

2 days a wook -rt.% WtJ
/e facts add up! % ^

^ Make the right move for#ouf ij
A business this summer, Advertise. J

Summ
ONCERT

In Scho©nberg Hall, ROTffrnoO
ATI :00 pm Every Monday and Thursday

lODA^: a recital featuring

Roger Lebow, cello

and

Vicki Ray, piano

Rachmaninov: Cello

Granados: Orientale

Upcoming this Thursday: Cellist Lynn Harrell with members
of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Institute.

mi Ml NKV ) biajM Afj

Presented by the Henry j Bruman Educational
Foundation, Summer Sessions, the Center for the
Performing Arts, the Student Committee for the
Arts, the Music Department and the UCLA
Libraries Call 825-4401 for more information.

f I s I I V A I

Tutoring Offered 98 Typing 100 Music Lessons

ESL TUTOR. All levels. Grammar, pronuncia-

tion, conversation Experienced LJCLA Lmg-
uistics grad 838 4871

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreting, translations, voice-

ovcrs, classes, and tour guide (21 3)478-5822

MATH, STATISTICS, ANO PHYSICS TUTOR
INC BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN EXPERT IN

ALL LEVELS FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

ACE TYPIST. Speed typing. WP, SpcllchccK.

Laser printer. Sepulveda-Montana.
213-476-2829

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

Tutoring Needed 99

ALGEBRA TUTOR NEEDE13, $2(Vhr, dpprox 3
tinr^cs/wk at horrn; in Santa Monica Joey
(213)399 4826.

STUDENT looking for perspective drawing
teacher. Pay negotiable. (213)391-7793. In-

quire within.

SET, RUDIMENTS, all styles. Sight-reading
skills. Reasonable rates. Beginners welcome
Andy (213)478-1651.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol Tingle; As-
soc^Nate Lam. 25 yrs. experience. All levels/
styles, in SM. (213)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles
NY. City Opera; musicals, lop supper clubs
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

„ Resunnes 104

Typing 100

A1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING!!!! 20 years Exp., Laser, Spell

check (213)474-6609, 7 days,
8a.m.. 10.00p.m. Near campus, RUSHES
OKAY

A^! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training resumes, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)862 8006, (81 8)994-1 094.

DOCTOR WORD Thcsis/doctora', resumes,
syntax/edit help, feet negotiable, Westside
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

PROF EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations,

term papers, all papers. Long time for UCLA.
Virginia (213)e2a0150

QUALITY WORD PROaSSING STUDENT
PAPERS AND OFFICE SUPPORT RUSH S€R
VICE AVAILABLE. NEAR CAMPUS
(213)207-0752

Student
and

Faculty

Fares

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly
written by experienced Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays Lee (213)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients
get results Open 7 days (213)287-2785

Travel

LOWrST AIR FARES

WORDPROCESSING/ NM^^: term papen,
tbeses, dis«ertations, tcripto. Laser printer.

National/ Sepulveda (213)397-971 1.

WORDPROCESSINC ^itciaiixir^ in theses,

disMftjitooi, trMnacripttnm. marHicrripts

retun^es Santa Monica (213)tM-6939, Hotly-

wood (213)466-2aei.

ARSOIUTELY PROOFfO! Speedy
M^cxdprocesfting-Anything. Cditir^ available.

Computer, laser pcirHaf. N«ar campus.
9am.9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 m David
(213)788-9865

Sydney $283
Paris $330
London $379
Banskok $420
Nairobi $«55

mom LAx/%AN^ro
•LONDON IMS
•PA«IS $75«
•FRANKFURT |7Se
•Ol>SGOW $729
•AMSTERDAM S7S9
•NY/MIAMI i35«

ALL MouNO rmps
•SEATTLE $250
•AUCKLAND $799
•TOKYO $«M
•MANCHESTER $7S»
OSAKA $7<M
VIENNA/ZURiCH $75«

otfftR oca«.si)C4Nn (m«.s avam cmi ten i way
BARNEY'S TRAVEL

f 21 3)362-0161

Autos for Sale 109

Miannesbttrs ^97T
•Fares arc each way from Los Ansclcs based
on a roundtrip purchase RcstrictKns apply
Fares subject to chanae vvMhout ndUct and
taxes not irKludcd

Now opc« SatMrdayi
10aiii-tp«

Coundlkaud
109JbroxtonAvc#V?yo
Los An3eles,CA 90024

213-208-3551
turallpasses Issued

on the spot!

1984 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS, V-8. New
transmission, irxiludes Alpine Stereo, $2S00
Leave message for )eff 825-2075.

1 984 VOLVO CL, 5-speed, silver/black leather
interior Sunroof, Vc, tinted windows. Excel-
lent. Complete records. $6200
(213)206^3875

1985 VOLKSWAGEN, Automatic, A/C, AM/
FM cassette Low milage, excellent condition.
$330tyobo. Call David 213-206.3353(W)
yU-594-8003(H).

1985 VOLVO CLE 740. Metallic grey. Sun-
roof, A/C, stereo 67k mi. Sacrifice $7300.
(2iJ/jj6-a6i6.

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY A^, tape deck,
5-speed stick, low mileage (41,000). Excellent
condition $6,000. (213)392-6290

1990 CELICA CT. Automatic, survoof, power
everything cruise, airbap. 16,000 miles.
$12,000 but negotiable (213)209 5305.

Club

Every Wednesday night at the Golden Monkey in Santa
Monica, Club Mars can take you away to another planet.

Club Mars invades Santa
Monica's Golden Monkey
By Laura Roman

"Total Recall" showed what it

would be like to live on Mars. Now
the Golden Monkey shows what it

would be like to party there.

Happening every Wednesday
night on Santa Monica*s Third
Street Promenade, Club Mars is

the latest attraction of the Golden
Monkey Club/Cafe. Within its

three-level lay-out, the Golden
Monkey features two distinct

dining areas (an upper-level
"Executive" room that overlooks
the main dining floor) and a

soon-to-be-completed first-level

coffee house that will host poetry
readings and live bands.

On the main level. Club Mars'
unusual music mix of hip-hop and
funk with old KROQ classics is

definitely a facet that distinguishes

it from most other clubs — I don't
think I've ever been in a club
where I've heard the Psychedelic
Furs and Black Box back-to-back!

Punctuating Club Mars' diver-

sity in music is its colorful patron-

age. It was quite amusing to watch
a crowd comprised of yuppies,

Bruins, Trojans,Iong hairs, short
hairs, no hairs, biker boots, cow-
boy boots, combat boots, basic

black, basic white, macro mini's
and micro mini's all combine to

bop around on the center dance
floor.

Mars' show ofred lights (adding
to the effect of "Mars"), strobe

lights, and spot lights bombarded
the entire club, casting a strange

colorful hue on the people dancing
as well as the overlooking club-

goers.

With the lack of a strict doer
policy (just a valid 21 ID) and
drinks at a special $2 all-night rate,

you may find (ladies) that you can
even afford to dump your drinks on
all the creeps that try to hit on you.

All-in-all, Club Mars is a pretty

bitchin' club worth checking out,

but I suggest you arrive early

(between 9 and 10 p.m.) to avoid
the after eleven rush crowd.

CLUB: Club Mars. Every Wednesday
night at the Golden Monkey (1360.
Third Street Promenade. Santa Moni-
ca). $5 cover after 10 p.m.; free if you
RSVP before 10 p.m. Call 213-576-
0553 •••

102 Autos 109 Scooters for Sale 115

'69 VW BUG, Auto, runs excellent, new lires,

stereo, used everyday. Must see. $n95/obo
(213)388-2010.

'90 MIATA, blue, B-package. 9k miles
$l4,50(yobo. Mike p m. (818)864-2651.

CELICA CT, '84, lift- back/ sunrooC^ fully

loaded/ low mileage. Original owner
(818)966-3324.

CLFAN 1983CO«rM I A S-spepd, AC ^M/fM
tape cassette. S180(yobo (618)352^490.

FORD TEMPO 1984. 42,000 miles, very clean,
A/C. AMI^M cassette, S2200/obo. 575-4002.

HOT CONVERTIBLE! Black on grey, all op-
tions, excellent condition. 1986 Renault Al-
liafKe 17 DL $450tyobo (213)734-8354
(818)509 9364. ^^^
MERCEDES '81, 240D, excellent, 127k miles,
dark blue, new tires, stick shift. $8995/obo
(213)390-4711.

MERCURY TOPAZ LS, 1986, 35M, a/c, cruise,
power, very good condition, $4500, moliv'.

Mike (213)638-0257.

NISSAN STANZA '82. 2-door, 5 speed, AM/
FM, Air, clean. S1600/obo (213)476 2046

PLYMOUTH RELIANT 4-doof, '82, less than
jO;000_milev^SOO. (213)458-2800

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1984 HONDA ASCOT VT500 Red.
SUSCVobo. Warranty. Like new. Call Brian
(213)624-4035.

1984 RED SUZUKI 450 w/ helrT»et. Runs
excellent. Some cosmetic damage $1250
Call Chris (213)575 1077.

1986 HONDA INTERCEPTOR 500. 30k miles.
%^700/abo Contact Charles after 8;00pm
(818)342-9754.

1990 ZUMA 2. WITH HELMET. Runs great,
some body damage. $750/obo!
(21 3)83 7. .3943 |oel.

1990 ZUMA 2, good running condition,
SlSOC/obo. (213)207-0441 jenny.

'86 ELITE 80. Very reliable, just graduated—
must sell. Make an offer! jason (616)901 -0879.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

'86 HONDA ELITE 50, $55(yobo. With lock
Lisa 206 5863.

FREE HEUV1ET W/ '86 Honda Elite 150
$100000 Chris 824-5185.

'86 YAMAHA XT 350 w/helmet lock. Good
condition $1300. Call Stefan (213)312 0721.

YAMAHA SR500, 1981 Runs good, needs
mirror repair $500/obo (213)39a 3330

Scooters for Sale 115

IfSb HONDA ELITE 80 White low mi|«
real condition. $700/obo. (213)208-7732,
leave message.

19t7 HONDA ELITE 80 Red. Runs great
ItOO. Call Karen (213)476-1888.

1968 HONDA ELITE 80 w/ helmet and lock.

Low miles, great condition. Katie
(213)206-3984.

Furniture for Sale 1 26
BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY SOLIDWOOD $90 NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290 MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175
TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160. (213)821-0/29

COMPLETE FULL SIZE BED Matress, box
spring and frame. $75. Krish (213)476 561 1

.

FUTONS, futon frame, 20 in. color TV, oak TV
stand * desk, bookcase, kitchen table, chairs,
chest drawers 4 more! (213)447-9246

.

QUEEN WATERBED, 2-nightstands, entcrtain-
ment center, headboard, chest, refrigerator,
dining table w/four chairs. All black lacquer
VERY CHEAP. (618)753-0157.

SOFA SLEEPER, queen size. Cocktail and end
table, entertainment center. All 7 mo$ old
S400. (213)559-2070

Musical Instruments 129

BUFFET CLARINET, professional modpl, ex
cellent condition, best offer. (213)636- 7274

YAMAHA YP40 electric keyboard, piano
length keys, 15 sounds, stand, great for aparl-
ment $1000/obo (213)836 7274

Typewriter/Computer 1 34
IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER, 30 megabyte
hard disk, $500/obo Call Susan
(213)473-5733 or (213)8235504.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell
discount and leach you to assemble it

yourseini (618)994-1188.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/nr>o Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,
386 systems available, (213)931-4207
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Darrell Larson, left, Norbert Weisser and Christine Avila appear in a scene from Murray
Medmck's "Coyote IV," which will be seen for the final time at the Padua Hills Festival.

CSUN hosts playwrights' festival
By Danya Joseph

It began in the idyllic setting of
the foothills of the San Gabriel

Mountains to give playwrights a
chance to learn and to experiment
with their crafL

Over the last 14 years, the Padua
Hills Playwrights Workshop and
Festival has evolved into an
intense seven-week retreat for

students and an outdoor festival of
plays for the public, done by
professional playwrights.

The festival, which runs from
July 18 to August 11, will feature

seven unrelated plays written

specifically for Padua Hills and
presented in two night sessions,

divided into an "A" Series and a
"B" Series.

The "A" Series plays, which
will run on Thursdays and Fridays,

include "Fetters" by Robert Hum-
mer; "The Tight Fit" by Susan
Mosakowski; "Song of Songs" by
Susan Champagne; and "The Knee
Desires the Dirt" by Julie Heben.
The "B" Series runs on Satur-

days and Sundays and includes

**The Interpreter of Horror" by
Kelly Stuart; *The Promotion" by
John O'Keefe; and "Heads" by
Murray Mednick. Mednick, a co-
founder of the festival, describes
"Heads" as "a play about coming
to terms with the past, with the

Founded in 1978 by Mednick,
Sam Shepard and Maria Irene

Fomes at an estate called Padua
Hills, the workshop began as a
summer program in conjunction
with Laveme University.

"I was first approached to do
this as an opportunity to teach play
writing for Laveme University.

We only had two students to start

with," Mednick remembers.
Now under the sponsorship of

California State University at

Northridge, the workshop/festival

receives applicants from all over
the country. After examining short

samples of the applicants* works,
the workshop accepts 25 students.

According to Padua Hills intern

and former student Jennifer
Maisel, the instructors teach more
than just the techniques of writing.

'ITiey give us the best they have to

offer, teaching us their ways of
working, like yoga (to get into the

mood for writing)," Maisel says.

In addition to what they learn

from the workshop sessions, the

students also work on the festival's

productions. Maisel describes the

workshop as "not so much about
getting things finished" as experi-

menting with different ideas.

'There's a huge support group
here with teachers and the other

writers to encourage you."

STAGE: The Padua Hills Playwrights
Workshop/Festival. "A" Series. Thurs-
days and Fridays. July 18. 19. 25, 26.
August 1, 2. 8. 9: "Fetters" by Robert
Hummer; "The Tight Fir by Susan
Mosakowski; "Song of Songs' by Susan
Champagne; and "The Knee Desires
the Dirt" by Julie Hebert. "B" Series.
Saturdays and Sundays July 20. 21 27
28. August 3, 4, 10, 1 1: The Interpreter
of Horror" by Kelly Stuart, co-directed
by James Oselancf; "The Promotion" by
John OKeefe; "Heads" by Murray
Mednick. directed by Steve Albrezzi.
Located at the Arts and Design Center,
California State University, Northridge'
Tickets: $20 (one night); $35 (series "A"
and "B"). For reservations, call THEA-
TIX at (213) 466-1767.

Film

'Gold' shows unique view of the West
By Sum! Sousa

The significant contributions of
Chinese immigrants lo the deve-

lopment of the American West and
the harsh discrimination they faced

has long been ignored in the annals

of American history. But in her

lovingly crafted film, "1000 Pieces

of Gold," director Nancy Kelly

gives us a rare glimpse of the West
through the eyes of one of its

ultimate outsiders — a Chinese
woman.

Kelly's nicely balanced film

tells the true story of Lalu, sold into

slavery by her father after the

family falls on hard times. Sent to

America and sold at an auction in

San Francisco, Lalu is bought by a

Chinese saloon keeper and sent to

a small Idaho mining town. After

refusing to become a prostitute,

Lalu (now called China Polly) is

forced to repay her passage from
China.

The film wonderfully captures

the strength and resilience of her

character while also showing the

harsh conditions faced by other

Chinese immigrants who were

denied citizenship, victims of

physical attacks, and finally,

excluded from the U.S.

Rosalind Chao gives the perfor-

mance ot a liteiime, showing

incredible range and subtlety, from
a frighlcned young Chinese girl

(Chao cten speaks Chinese in the

opening scenes of the film) to a

knife-wielding boardinghouse
owner daring miners to complain

Rosalind Chao gives an excellent performance as Chinese
immigrant Lalu Nathoy in "1000 Pieces of Gold."

about her cooking. She is Uiily

spectacular.

The film also chronicles her

love affairs with two different

men. Without giving anything

away, it's safe to say the way one

of the men is quickly gotten rid of

in the film is a bit disturbing and

uneven, ui conttasi to the rest ot the

film's flow.

This is a beautiful, be^iutiful

film, whose scope and vision is

exttaordinary for the virtual pen-

nies it was made for. It's not going

to be around for long, so treat

yourself to a rare cinematic experi-

ence.

FILM: -1000 Pieces of Gold." Written

by Anne Makepeace. Based on the

book by Ruthanne Lum McCunn.
Directed by Nancy Kelly. Produced by
Narxjy Kelly and Kenji Yamamoto A
Gieycal ^iliiib ittioa&t* uf an Aniunocui

Playhouse Theatrical Films and
Maverick Films International. Ltd. in

association with Film Four International

production Starring Rosalind Chao,
Chris Cooper, Dennis Dun and Michael

Paul Chan (Unrated: adult themes,
language; 105 minutes.) Now playing at

GoKiwyn Pavilion Theaters. AAA/j

rS U E R BRUIN
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MANN
THEATRES

WestwoofI
NATIONAL aty SUcfcart (PQ-13)
10025 Undbrook 11:30-2;lS-5:00-7.45-IO:30

208-4366 S«L and Sua 10:00 A.M. ihowingt
No PtMea

VILUQE Robin Hood: PHno* ct ThicvM (PG13)
94« Bfoxton 1:00^:15-730-1035
208-5576 No PassM

BRUIN Th* NlkMl Gun 2 1/2 (PG-13)

94« Bfoxton 1:0O-3.15-6;3O-8:0O-10:15

206-6996 Lalt 12:30 No PaHM

WESTWOOO
1060 Qiytay
206-7664

^obtom Chid 2 (PQ13)

12:3M:00-5:3M:0d-l0:M

WESTWOOO La F«mnM HaUtt
1:15-4:15-7:15-10«0

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

208-7664

101 DilnMtiont
12:15-2:30-4:45-7:00

WESTWOOO What About Bob?
9:15pm

REQBrr
1045 BroKton

206-3259

PLAZA
1067 Glandan
208-3097

11:30-2:004:45-r30-10:ll

Thalma and Louiaa
1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

Santa Monica
Sptctal Engagamant Ragarding Hanry

10:46-1 :1S4:00-f00-9:45

CRrrER»NRobln Hood: Prinoo of IHmm (POIM
1130-7:45-10:4$1313 3fd S( Promanwte

No Pauaa

CI¥TER»W
1313 3fd SI Promanada 1 0:30-1 :30-43O-7:3O-10!32
396-1598 No PaMa*

Tarmlnatar T\»o (A
JO

CfMTERnNRobin Hoc* Mnca of TMavw (PO-i:
1313 3rd S( Ronianada 12:00-330-7 15-10 1

395-1598 No Pi

OWTERKM
1313 3rd St Promartada
396-1596

CflTTERION

1313 3rd St Promanada
396-1598

OlaD (P0.13)

2:30-6^

TanNnalor Two
12:00-330-7:00-10:15

No Pi

CRrrERK3N
1313 3rd St FVomanada
395-1599

ay Sickara (PO-13)

11:15-T:40-420-7:10-10flO

LAEMMLE
THEATRES—

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL
11523 SM Btvd.

477.6581

My Fatfwf'a Qtofv

Daiy 500-7:30-1000
'Sat S Sun Malnaa 12:20-2:40

MtJSIC HALL
9036 WHNia
274-6868

Europa Europa
500-7:30-1000

'Sal 8 Sui Mainaa 2:15

RNE ARTS
8556 WItfwa
662-1330

Oaly 6OO-*0ai0O0
'Sat A Sun Malnaa 2:00-400

Santa Monica
MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
394-9741 'Sal 4 Stat

5:15-7 46-1000

215-2:46

MOfiCA An MOEPENOENT SHOWCASE
1332 2nd St Tha taaalon of lkr«n
»MM1 S:08-7:30>10«8

iai A Sun Malnaa 12:1S4M
MOMCA
1332 2nd SI
394-9741

Eaing
4:45-7: 15-*«

'Sat 8 Sun mainaa 2:15

MONICA

1332 2nd SL
Sat Sun.

CoMacfon
Sl«do«a

4:45-7:0O-ft15

2 45

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West LA.
NUART
11272 SjTta Uoniu Bt.

478*179

BraalNaaa

MflMy 5,15-7 50^*45
Sat and Sun. 12 45300
Rocky Horror midnight

WESTSIDE PAVIUON
QOLOWYN 101 Oaimaliona
<'!>^02 10:15-1205-1:56 3 45

1100-12.50-2:40 4:30-6:20-8.10-10:00

QOLOWYN
4764202

}fiQO Ptocaa of OoM
12:30-2.50^:10-7:30-9:50

QOLOWYN
47S4)202

An Angri At My TaUa
113^245-8:00-9:15

QOLOWYN

4^5-0202

DouMa Bii:

Evarybodya Rna 7:45

Cinama Paradiaa l-tSlO-OO

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Cantury Qty 14

10250 Santa Monica Blvd.

Canljry City Shopping Cantar
Fraa Partong:

4 Hours Free V^dalon
With Purchasa of Thaaka Tickets

(213) 553-8900

Ragarding Hanre (PO-IS)
10:30-120-4 30-7:40-10:50

Soap Oiifi (PQ.13)
1 100-1 50-420- >:00- 9:45

Tarminatof Two (PG-13)
10:00-1255-4:06-720-10:30

Ragarding Hanry (PG13)
1100 2:00-4:50-7^30-10:15

Ragarding Hanry (PQ)
12: 15-2:40-5:20-8.00-10:40

Soap Oiif) (PG-13)

11:45-2:20-4;56-7:45-1020

TTMlma A Louiaa (I

10:30-1:40-4:45-750-10

Thafena A Louiaa (R)

10:00-1:00-4:10-7:10-10:10

Tha RocfcaMar (PG)
11:30-2:15-5:06-755-10:15

Tarminator Two (R)

10:40-1:45-5:00-8:15-11:20

Tarminator Two (R)

10:20-1:20^:30-7:40-1050

ProMam CNM
11:10-1:40-435-7:06-9:40

Problem CNM
12:15-2:40-5:20-8.00-10:35

Tarminator Two (R)
10:40-1:45-5 00-8:15-11:20

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO GNEMA
WHsn. at Wasttvood

475^)711

Point Braak (R)

11:45-2 25-5 06-7 45 10 30
TOmm Dolby Starso Fri and Sat. lata 12 15

Backdrafl (R)

1250-4 05-7:15 10:30

Ooi>y Slarao

Oymg Young (R)

1145-2:15-445-7:30^0:00
THX OcDy Slarao 'Fn 8 Sat LHa Show 12:15«n

Beverly Hills
Bawarly Connacion
La Cwnaoa at Bavarly BKd
Fro* 2 li? hour v^idalad parking
659-591

1

Cradlt Card
Pur(iiaMa by
Phona Ca8

(213)757-4GEN

THX Dolby Slnao Ragarding Hanry(P0.13)
11 45^1215-1 15 2 15-2 45

3:45-4:45-6:15-6:20 7 15-7 45
845-9:451015

Fri. and Sal IHa 11:15PM

StvM ProMam CMd 2
(PG-13) 12:46-300-5 20 7 40-»55

Soap Dah (PG-U) THX Dolby Slarao
1:30-3:40-5:46^00-10:05

SiMdoara (R) Slarao

1 15-3 15 5 15 7 IS 9 15

mutt and July 18

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood

UA Coronat

10888 Wal«»or«t

475-9441

JUngia Favar

Oolby Slarao
1:30-4:30-7 30 10 25

UA conoNn

10888 Walwonh
475-8441

TamtaHm iwo dl^
THX Oofty 9am SR SIMW

12:30 3:46-7.^-10:15

UA CORONET
10888 WaNodh TOmm dIgiM slarao aatmd
475-944 ITarmmalor TWo

11:00-200-5.004.^-11:09
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Arts
University of California. Los Angeles

rialllill
stage

Divinely inspired 'City of Angels'
Musical parody of tinseltown proves a delight for L.A. audiences
By Kimberly Chrisman
Summer Bruin Staff

"City of Angels," the Tony
Award-winning musical thai

brought Hollywood glamour to

Broadway in 1990, is finally back
where it belongs — at home in the

town that inspired it.

Inspired is the only word for this

poignant parody of modem movie-
making, brilliantly disguised as a

loving homage to 1940s Holly-

wood and the crime-story genre.

"City of Angels" is more than

just a musical — it*s a movie
within a musical. The double plots

contrast the adventures and misad-

ventures of Stine, a Chandler-

esque novelist turned screenwriter,

and his literary alter ego. Stone.

Stine is a balding, egotistical

New Yorker trying desperately

(and unsuccessfully) to maintain

his artistic integrity in money-
minded Hollywood. Stone is a

hard-edged (but soft-hearted)

Hollywood detective with the

dames, debts and gunshot wounds
to prove it.

An imitates art as traces of

Stine's Hollywood experience
become obvious in his screenplay,

acted out onstage by Stone.

Though the two stories share many
of the same sets, scenes and
supporting casts, the movie is

shown entirely in black and while,

while the movie industry is in

color.

A show this ambitious deserves

to be confusing, but it's not
Director Michael Blakemore
cleanly splices the two storylines

Stine (Stephen Bogardus) and Donna (Randy Graff) star in "City of Angels, " winner of thie

Tony Award for Best Musical.

together, with the dueling prota-

gonists occasionally stepping out

of their respective confines to

ridicule, rewrite or fight with each
other.

The production features Tony
winners James Naughton and
Randy Graff as Stone and his

faithful secretary, Oolie. In the

Hollywood scenes, Graff doubles

as Donna, semi-faithful secretary

to director/producer Buddy Fidler

(Charles Levin)— an irrepressibly

crass studio mogul who "thinks of

writers as overpaid typists" and
doesn't take second bilhng to

anyone.

Levin, also reprising his Broad-

way role, doubles as Stone's

screen nemesis Irwin S. Irving, a

Buddy-based tycoon even more
arrogant than the self-proclaimed

legend himself.

Stephen Bogardus shines as

Stine, the show's philandering

nerd-hero. Fading in and out of the

spotlight are Lauren Mitchell as

both villainesses and Leslie Den-
niston as two drastically different

heroines, Stine's spumed wife and

Stone's sultry-songstress girl-

friend.

Robin Wagner and lighting

designer Paul Gallo are responsi-

ble for the show's sprawling

cityscapc and masterful color-

coordination. Florence Klotz s

picture-perfect costumes include

4-inch-wide ties, seamed stock-

ings, suspenders, palazzo pants,

and, of course, trenchcoats for

Stone, all in glorious black and
white as well as color.

The slick look of the production

is echoed by its equally slick

sound. Cy Coleman's '40s-fla-

vored jazz rhythms as delivered by
crooner Jimmy Powers (Bob Wal-
ton) and a scene-stealing scat

quartet provide an innovative and
welcome alternative to the flimsy,

forgettable pop scores of most
contemporary musicals.

Veteran screenwriter Larry Gel-

bart and lyncist David Zippel have

collaborated to produce a script as

intelligent as it is hilarious, com-
plete with flashbacks, small, talk

and plenty of innuendo.

Industry insiders (and in this

town, aren't we all?) are sure to

appreciate Gelbart's pointed satire

and happily cruel in-jokes, which
drew both nervous and knowing
laughter from the screenwise
opening-night crowd.

STAGE: "City of Angels" at the Shubert
Theater. Book by Larry Gelbart. Music
by Cy Coleman, with lyrics by David
Zippel With James Naughton. Randy
Graff and Stephen Bogardus. Tjckets,
$30-30, available at the Shubert Thea-
ter Box Office and through Telecharge
(1-800233-3121). Now playing indefi-
nitely. ••••

Film

'Point Break' unsafe at any speed
By Aaron Dobbs

Johnny Uiufi (Keanu Reeves) goes under-

cover to catch a gang of surfing bank
robbers in "Point Break."

The ex-presidents are robbing banks.

F.B.I, rookie Johnny Utah is on the

case.

The ex -presidents — four people who
wear masks of Richard Nixon, Lyndon
Johnson, Jimmy Carter and Ronald

Reagan — aren't just bank robbers

though. They're surfers!

What?!?!?!?!?!?!

Here we have the semi-humorous

premise for the mediocre new movie
"Point Break" starring Keanu Reeves

and Patrick Swayze.

Reeves plays Johnny Utah (nice name,

huh!), a former college football star who
graduated in the top two percent of his

class at Quantico (the F.B.I, training

school). He is sent to Los Angeles where
he is paired up with Agent Pappas (Gary

Busey) to work in the bank robbery

division of the F.B.I.

Pappas is a veteran who has the unique

theory— which everybody at the Bureau

laughs at— that these bank robbers who
have eluded all law enforcement for

three years (the ex-presidents) are

surfers.

Johnny believes in Pappas, and he

wants to be a hero. The two of them
decide that the best course of action is to

try to infiltrate the "surfer tribes." In

order to do this, Johnny buys a board and

tries to learn lo surf.

He is saved from his first wipe-out by

Tyler (Lori Petty), and he decides lo use

her to gain entry into the crowd. Through

Tyler, he meets Bodhi (Swayze), a type

of surfer guru who spends his life

searching for "the perfect ride." Bodhi is

someone who is always trying to reach

the edge of danger and then go past it.

Johnny successfully becomes part of

this crowd. He and Tyler fall in love and
Bodhi becomes a friend, but as time goes
on, he starts to learn that the people who
he is after might be the same people he
has come lo love and respect

"Point Break" isn't a bad movie, but it

certainly isn't a good movie either. It's

nice to sec Swayze play against type for

once and he does a pretty good job in the

role. Although Reeves does an adequate

job, sometimes it seems like he's fighting

to keep his laid-back accent from coming
out so he can be the serious, young law

enforcement officer.

Director Kathryn Bigelow ("Near
Dark," "Blue Sleel'^ does a fantastic job
with the visual aspects of the picture. The
surfing scenes arc amazing and after a

couple scenes of skydiving, the audience

almost wants to get out of their chairs so

they cun go and jump out of a plane.

Unfortunately, neither the acting nor

the visual aspects of the picture make up
for the script Screenwriter W. Peter Iliff

and Bigelow seem to have no sense of

story structure whatsoever. The movie
doesn't really progress anywhere. John-

ny learns how lo surf and he manages lo

figure out who the bad guys are, but the

story just progresses siep-by-slep with-

out raising the stakes.

It seems as if the fibn could have
ended many limes before it does. It's not

that "Point Break" really drags that often

— some son of action scene arrives

every couple of minutes — but about

two-thirds of the way through the movie,

it feels as if the movie could end at any
time, and it's a little hard to understand

why it doesn't. When the film does

finally come to a close, the ending is so

predictable that some of the audience

members may find themselves laughing.

Unlike other "surfer" movies. "Point
Break" treats the surfer mentality in a

serious fashion. The real theology of the

surfer comes out through Swayze's
character, but the script lakes it too far.

Much of Swayze's dialogue is so corny
that the audience can't help but laugh,

even when it is a serious situation.

"Point Break" is worth seeing for only
one reason — it's an exciting movie to

watch. There are some funny plot points,

but overall the screenplay just doesn't
cut it The studio has been billing this

movie as "100% pure adrenaline." Well,
that may very well be true, but unfortu-
nately it is only about 50 percent pure
entertainment.

Fll M- "Point Break " Written by W. Rotor Iliff

from a story by Rick Kino & W Peter Iliff.

Directed by Kathryn Bigelow. Produced by
Peter Abrams and Robert L. Ijevy. A Twentieth
Century Fox release of a Largo bntertainment
production with Patrick Swayze and Keanu
Reeves. (Rated R vjolence. lanouage, sexual
situations and excessive surfer talk; 110
minutes ) Now playing atywide. it if

80th Year, No. 8
Circulation: 11,000

Mann theaters
mum on 'Boyz'

Mann theater officials
refused to return repeated calls

from The Bruin regarding
whether one of their Westwood
theaters will go ahead with its

scheduled screening of the
critically acclaimed film "Boyz
N the Hood" this weekend.

Although the film, about life

in the inner city, stresses the

value of family and love,
incidents of gang violence
occurred in theaters across the
nation on the film*s opening
night. In response, many thea-

ters halted their screening of the

movie.

A spokeswoman for Zev
Yaroslavsky said the L.A. city

councilman did not ask Mann
officials to postpone their

screening of "Boyz." The coun-
cilman apparently has no public

statement on the film's possible

screening in Westwood this

weekend.

Inside
Women's clinic

offers exams
Women can gain confidence,

prevent illnesses and defy
myths about sexually-trans-

mitted diseases by scheduling

an annual exam at Student
Health Services* women's
clinic.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Theaters are
igkioring needs
The Bruin Editorial Board

examines the violence sur-

rounding John Singleton's
"Boyz N the Hood" and finds

the theaters partially to blame.

See page 10

Sports

Comebadc Kid

Marie Maretzid

Mark Maretzki rebounded

from a career-threatening

injury to participate in the

Olympic Festival.

See page 1

2

Arts & Entertainment

Talcing time
out from reality

Actor Keanu Reeves occu-

pies a strange niche in the world

that most actors aren't probably

aware of.

See page 24
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Senate passes $55.7 billion budget
From staff

and wire reports

SACRAMENTO — Gov. Pete
Wilson signed a $55.7 billion

budget into law minutes before a

midnight deadline Tuesday —
ending Cahfomia's budget stale-

mate— after a $2.3 billion plan to

tax the rich squeaked through the

Legislature.

"With this, it is my hope and
belief we are going to set a new
course for California/' Wilson told

reporters during an impromptu

Plan cuts $307,5 million

from UC system funds
ceremony to sign his first budget
since taking office last January.
The budget slashed the Univer-

sity of California's funding by
$307.5 miUion. The UC, which
receives more than one-third of its

funds from the state, now has to

deal with deep budget cuts for a
second year in a row.

"We don't know yet how we'll

deal with it," said UC Spokesman
Rick Malaspina. "We asked for a

bare bone budget and we got less

than we even asked for. We are

looking at tough budget years

ahead."

The UC governing board will

discuss how they plan to cope with

A student relaxes In front of Royce Hall.
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Summer stories
Students work, play, stay away from home

By Matt Bail

Summer Bruin Staff

Summertime. For UCLA
students struggling v^ih spring

finals, these three precious

months are the perfect reward
for a job well done. Or the

perfect opportunity for a brief

escape from the confines of the

university.

For many students, summer
is the lime lo burst away from
Los Angeles and trade the heat.

smog and bustle of the city for

more idyllic lives at home with

their families.

Yet not everyone sees it that

way. The university is hardly

deserted in the summertime.
Students still rush to class and
crunch a bite or two at the

campus eateries. People still

wait for friends in front of

Powell Library and endure the

drudgery of campus jobs. Even
Meyerhoff Park still features a

long-haired guy playing an

acoustic guitar every once in a

while.

Ask these students why they

chose to remain at UCLA
during the summer, and they

will give a variation on one of
two slock answers: "I'm going
to summer school" or "I'm
working."

But these are only stock

answers, and accepting them as

the whole truth will paint an

See SUMIMER, page 8

the cuts today at their monthly
meeting in San Francisco.

Wilson signed the budget just 16

minutes before a deadline for him
to enact it into law or veto it,

concluding a bruising three-week
political battle that left the state

without legal spendmg authority

16 days into the 1991-92 fiscal

year.

The budget wipes out a pro-

jected $14.3 billion deficit with

$7.3 billion in higher taxes and

See BUDGET, page 2

"If we let the admi-
nistration have their

way, we would be
paying for building
libraries and class-

rooms. There would
be no end to it. We
are trying to put a lid

on it

Lee Butterfield

Bill would
limit fee

By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

With university registration fees

rapidly rising, student lobbyists are

promoting a stale bill that would
prohibit campuses from lacking on
additional fees to cope with their

financial woes.

Backed by the University of
California Student Association,

the bill prohibits campus-based
fees — which finance the con-
struction of facihiies and pay for

programs— unless there is prece-

dence for such fees at another
campus.

Health and safety projects are

exempt from the bill and could still

be added onto reg fees without a
student vote.

Authored by stale Assembly-
man Willard Murray (D—Los
Angeles), the bill passed through
the Slate Assembly early this week.
At press time Wednesday night,

the state Senate was expected to

See BILL, page 8

Students may be 'locked out*

by colleges they can't afford

higher education

By Michael Lawrence
Summer Brum Staff

Unless the United Slates radi-

cally restructures its financial aid
programs, future generations of
students will be locked out of
higher education— thus creating a
national crisis, a panel of experts
told a federal commission Monday
at UCLA.
The commission, which will

report its findings on higher
education to the U.S. Congress in

1993, heard open testimony in the

West Center. The commission is

led by former U.S. Senator Paula

Hawkins of Florida and its mem-
bers include UCLA Education

Professor Leslie Koltai.

The panel of government and
education experts told the commis-

sion that many students will not be

able lo afford to go lo college and

this will leave jobs which require

highly-skilled workers unfilled.

"We need to shift our focus and

see education as an investment in

the future,** said Sam Kipp, the

executive director of the Califor-

See AID, page 9
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Student Whopper Speciar
Whopper, Medium Fries, &

Medium Drink

$2.49
After 4:00 pm w/Student ID

900 Westwood Blvd.
Expires 7-31-91 208-6781
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Princeton

the first and last

words in LSAT,

GMAT, and GRE
preparation.

RevicTS^
(213) 474-0909

Summer Cham6ef
FREE CONCERTS

iln ScnSSrl

At 1 :00 pm

TODAY:

erg Hall. I^i

Every Monday and Thursday

Members of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Institute with the artistic

director;

Lynn Harrell, Cello

Schubert, Octet

Gardner, Canticle for Two Cellos

upcoming this Monday: Three Mozart Violin Sonatas with
JoHeanne Von Einem and Blaise Bryski

mi III NUY J liUUMAN

Presented by the Henry J Bruman Educational
Foundation, Sjmmer Sessions, the Center for tho
Performing Arts, the Student Committee for the
Arts, the Music Department and the UCLA
Libraries Call 825 4401 for more information.

SUMMER
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BUDGET
From page 1

fees, $5.1 billion in spending

reductions and about $2 billion in

accounting transfers.

Wilson and his Republican

allies in the Assembly blocked

efforts to raise taxes on the wealthy

until Democrats agreed to reduce

the burden placed on businesses by

the state's system of compensating

workers who are injured on the job.

The tax hike scraped past

Republican opposition in the

Assembly on a 54-22 vote — the

bare minimum needed to raise

taxes in the 80-member house. It

cleared the state Senate on a 27-1

1

vote, the minimum number neces-

sary in the 40-member upper

house.

Republicans and Democrats
alike said the workers' compensa-
tion measure was an "insignific-

ant" reform designed to give

political cover to Wilson and GOP
lawmakers for supporting the tax

hike to eliminate the last traces of

the state's $14.3 billion projected

deficit

*This is a ver>^ small fig leaf to

cover a very big tax increase," said

Assemblyman Tom McClintock
(R-Thousand Oaks).

Although the Legislature passed
a spending plan on June 20, anti-

tax Republicans in the Assembly
repeatedly rejected the final

revenue increase needed to

balance the budget.

The budget impasse started

dissolving late Monday when
labor and business groups reached

agreement with Wilson on work-
ers* compensation.

The compromise would prevent

employees from filing workers'
compensation claims for stress

injuries during their first six

months on the job. The Wilson
administration said this would
eliminate 40 percent of all stress

claims and save businesses about
$65 million annually.

Democrats triumphed by main-
taining a requirement that stress

injuries be at least 10 percent job-
related for a worker to receive
benefits. Wilson had sought to ban
stress benefits for injuries that are
less than 50 percent job-related.

Wilson won a victory by
removing a Democratic plan that
would have repealed the state's

authority to set minimum prices
for workers' compensation insur-
ance policies.

Democrats had argued that the
current pricing law limits compet-
ition and protects inflated
expenses charged by insurance
companies. But the Wilson admi-
nistration said repealing the law
would have pushed small workers'
compensation insurance compa-
nies out of business.

The Democratic proposal to
repeal the pricing law was merely

"a bargaining chip" that was
dropped during negoUaUons to
protect workers' benefits that
Wilson had sought to cut. Senate
leader David Roberti (D-Los
Angeles) told reporters.

**I think we've done pretty
well," Roberti said of the Demo-
cratic budget strategy. "We've
been able to either take things
(proposed by Wilson) off the table
or diminish them."

The Wilson administration
defended the workers* compensa-
tion changes as an important
money-saving measure for busi-
ness.

"We still accomplished our
goals to reduce the cost of the
workers' compensation system to
employers, and also to control
fraud in the stress mills," Wilson
spokesman James Lee said.

The bill, AB971 by Assembly-
man Steve Peace (D-Rancho San
Diego), was sent to Wilson's desk
on a 29-2 vote by the Senate and a
66-7 vote by the Assembly.
The tax plan would raise the top

income tax rate for five years from
9.3 percent to 10 percent on singles

who make more than $100,000
annually and couples who earn
more than $200,000.
Income taxes would increase

from 9.3 percp.nt tn 1 1 nprr^nt on

single people who make more than
$200,000 a year and couples who
earn more than $400, 000. The tax
hike would be repealed in 1996.
The measure, SB 169 by Sen.

Alfred Alquist (D-San Jose), also
would limit tax deductions taken
by the wealthy to conform state tax
law to federal law. It would
prevent businesses from deducting
net operating losses until 1993, but
grant an extension allowing them
to write off business losses until

1997. It would extend a tax credit

for research and development
costs until 1998.

Another part of the package
would impose limits for five years
on a popular lax credit offered to
renters. The $60 lax renters* tax
credit would be limited to singles
who cam less than $20,000 a year,
and a $120 tax credit would be
limited to couples who make less
than $40,000. Singles who earn up
to $20,500 and couples who make
up to $41,000 would be eligible to
receive half the lax credit.

Currently the lax credit is

offered to ail renters, regardless of
income. The income tax would be
repealed in 1996.

"rm afraid five years from now
when these taxes sunset, we're
going to be faced with a bigger
deficit But that's five years from
now. and we have to balance the

budget." Roberti said during
debate.

Corrections:

wrn"„^'!.''
^^'^ ' ''^'"'"*=' " 'Boyz' brings violence . . .." was

wrong. It was inaccurate and unfair to peg the blame of violence on
inc film, "Boyz N the Hood."

n.ImJ" ^^'^^y'l
article "3,000 will compete in festival," the

number of people the U.S. Olympic Festival is expected to attract to
UICL.A. area was misuted. About 95.000 are expected to attendUCLA events alone.

I^'^f'^'i'"^"*
"^ '^"'^^''' ''P«'^'"8 events to be held at UCLA

wm ^^i^H n'°.""'"o'^™' ^ '"'='' and field competitions which
will be held Fnday, Saturday and Sunday in Drake Stadium.

The Bruin apologizes for the errors.

Escort Service
cso
825-1 493

Two purse snatchers attack lab worker UCLA alum
By Matt Ball

Summer Bruin Staff

Two thieves smashed a UCLA lab
technician on the head with a glass bottle

and took her purse Tuesday evening,
according to university police.

Glass from the bottle cut her skull, but the

injuries were not severe enough to warrant
an overnight hospital stay.

Police asked that her name not be printed

because her assailants have not yet been
caught.

The lab technician had just gotten off
work at the UCLA Medical Center and was

walking towards her car in parking structure

14, at the comer of Gayley and Landfair

avenues, when she saw a man whistling

tunelessly near the stairwell, said Lt. James
Vandenberg.

When the lab technician walked nearer,

the man started singing a love song. She did

not know which tune. Police said they

believe the song was a signal for the second
man, waiting in the stairwell above, to

attack. The second man hit the technician

with the bottle when she was close enough.

The woman last saw the men running
towards Gayley Avenue carrying her

creme-colored purse.

Stolen were a black UCLA beeper and
$20 cash. Her wallet was recovered in

another part of the parking structure.

The suspects were described as a black

male, 5 feet 4 inches tall, medium build and

wearing a white T-shirt, and a white male, 5

feet 8 inches tall, thin build and wearing

sunglasses.

The robbery disturbed an otherwise

placid last five days on the UCLA campus,
with false burglary alarms and petty thefts

making up the greater part of university

police logs.

Pro-choice activists rally outside ttie UCLA family planning clinic on Sunday.

Pro-choice advocates battle

gag order, Clarence Thomas

STEVE MACAULt<

By Steve Macauley

Feeling mounting pressures against

the Supreme Court decision that legal-

ized abortions, hundreds of pro-choice

advocates gathered near the UCLA
Family Planning Clinic on Sunday to

rally their troops for the battle to keep

abortions safe and legal.

In a potpourri of speeches and songs,

the demonstrators emphasized the need

for political pressure to persuade Con-

gress to overturn the recent Supreme

Court "Gag Order," which prohibits

doctors in federally-funded clinics from

discussing abortion options with

patients.

Much of the rally was also dedicated

to bashing conservative Supreme Court

nominee Clarence Thomas. Pro-choice

activists fear that if he is appointed,

Thomas would swing the already-lop-

sided court further to the right and strive

to overturn the 1973 Roe v. Wade
landmark case that made abortions legal.

The colorful crowd, made up of men
and women of all ages, used the UCLA
clinic as the epicenter of their day's
activities that eventually took them in

caravans to Bakersfield and Irvine to

spread their sentiments.

STEVE MACAULEY

A baby at the pro-choice rally is

sheltered from the sun by a
parent's "Keep Abortion Legal"
placard.

BertConvy
dies at 57
Actor, singer hosted

many game sKows

From staff reports

Bert Convy, the UCLA alumnus who
moved on to host the popular game show
"Win, Lose or Draw," died Monday at the

age of 57.

Convy was diagnosed with having a brain

tumor about 13 months ago. He died at 5:20

a.m. in his Brentwood home with his wife,

Catherine, at his side.

Before arriving at the Westwood campus
in the 1950s, Convy was a star baseball

player at North Hollywood High School,

and he even played for a Philadelphia

Phillies farm team in 1950.

While at UCLA, Convy
started his theatrical career.

His first part was in the

schooPs production of **The

Imaginary Invalid/'

But he decided baseball was not his

calling. "Bert realized the physical and
economic realities of the sport," read a press

release sent out at the time of his retirement
from the sport in 1953.

After enrolling at UCLA, he switched
from baseball to singing in *The Cheers"—
a group he formed with fellow UCLA
students.

The group's first hit, "(Bazoom), I need
your lovin*" was released in 1954. A second
hit, "Black Denim Trousers and Motorcycle
Boots," sold more than 1 million copies m
1955.

While at UCLA, Convy started his

theatrical career. His first part was in the

school's production of 'The Imaginary
Invalid," in which Convy played a non-
speaking role.

After graduating from UCLA, Convy's
big break came in the form of the musical
*The Billy Barnes Revue." After several

years in a Los Angeles theater, the show
moved to Broadway in 1959.

Convy later played roles in "Fiddler on
the Roof," "Cabaret" and *The Front Page."

In the 1960s, Convy began another stage

of his career: that of the television host.

Throughout that decade he guest-hosted
"The Tonight Show."

In 1974 Convy hosted the game show
"SuperPassword." Three years later, he won
an Emmy award for hosting another game
show, ^TatUetales."

Other television appearances included
*77 Sunset Strip," "Perry Mason," "Father
of the Bride," "Love, American Style" and
*The Partridge Family."

He most recently hosted the game shows,
"Win, Lose or Draw" and "The Third
Degree."

Convy was bom July 23, 1934 in St.

Louis. He is survived by his wife, and three

children from a previous marriage.

Design the cover of the book eveiyone reads
Create a cover for next year's Student Directory

and win $1 00. Entry forms are available at

the Summer Bruin Receptionist's window,

1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall. Entries ore due Aug. 1 5.
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Briefs
World

Rights group urges
eased Iraqi sanctions

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Physicians
for Human Rights, a national group of
doctors that has sent two humanitarian
fact-finding missions to Iraq this year,

said Wednesday the United Nations
should case its economic sanctions
against Iraq.

The group, which said it found wide-
spread disease and hunger in war-ravaged
Iraq, said it backed the view of Prince
Sadruddin Aga Khan, who recently
headed a U.N. team to Iraq, that the
defeated government of Saddam Hussein
should be allowed to sell more than $1
billion in oil to finance the purchase and
supervised distribution of food and
medicine.

The group said as many as 130,000
deaths of children under five may be
expected this year because of disease and
malnutrition, with half those deaths
estimated as due to the effects of the allied

bombing, the civil war and continuing
sanctions.

On this date:

In 1938, pilot Douglas Corrigan earned
the nickname "Wrong Way" when he
landed in Ireland instead of California

after a flight from New York.
In 1969, a car driven by Sen. Edward

Kennedy, D-Mass., plunged into a pond
on Chappaquiddick Island, Massa-
chusetts, killing his passenger, Mary Jo
Kopechne.

In 1977, Vietnam was admitted to the

United Nations.

In 1984, a gunman opened fire at a

McDonald's restaurant in San Ysidro,

Calif., killing 21 people.

Did you know?
The smallest living carnivore is the

least weasel, also called the dwarf weasel.
Mature specimens have a length, includ-

ing tail, of 6.98 to 8.14 inches and weigh
between 1 Vi and 2 '/a ounces.

Nation

Senate rejects cuts
to space station funds

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Senate
refused Wednesday to gut America's
proposed earth-orbiting space station

Freedom, voting to give President Bush
all the money that the administration

requested for the coming fiscal year.

By a large margin, the Senate defeated
an amendment that would have cut the

$2.03 billion for the space station to $100
million that would be used to study

cheaper alternatives. The vote was 64-35.

Although Bush has threatened to veto

the final bill if it did not meet his total for

the sjMce station, there is some question

how much Congress will give him.

The House, in approving the same bill,

allocated $1.9 billion for the space station

and Senate-House negotiators will have to

reconcile the difference.

FTC 'eco-labeling'

guidelines urged
WASHINGTON. D.C. — Federal

guidelines are needed to stamp out
fraudulent environmental claims in pro-

duct advertising that are undermining
public confidence in **eco-labeling,"

government and industry officials told the

Federal Trade Commission Wednesday.
In a rare show of unanimity, the EPA,

state and industry officials called on the

FTC to spell out clear definitions for

common eco-labels such as "recyclable,"

"biodegradable" and "ozone friendly.**

They said polls showed most consum-

ers were confused — and increasingly

cynical — about the meaning or validity

of environmental claims for products

ranging from hair spray to disposable

diapers to garbage bags.

That disillusionment, the officials said,

threatens to derail the "green marketing"

revolution that has prompted companies

to make unprecedented efforts to reduce

pollution and environmental damage
associated with their products or manu-

facturing processes.

Senate gives itself

,000 pay raise

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Senate

tonight narrowly voted to raise its pay by

$23,000 a year. In a long-awaited move,

the Senate boosted their salaries to

$125,000 a year from $101,900 dollars.

At the same time, they ended the practice

of taking honoraria ft^om special interest

groups. The vote was 53-to-45.

state

EPA grants wetlands
funds for Califomia

SACRAMENTO Environmental
Protection Agency Administrator Wil-
liam Reilly announced $502,000 in grants

to Califomia Wednesday to help develop
and protect its shrinking wetlands.

Califomia has lost 92 percent of its

wetlands, and has about 450,000 acres

remaining out of some 5 million acres.

Wetlands serve as a habitat for winter-

ing water fowl and shore birds, a breeding

ground for fish with high commercial
value, and a flood plain to help reduce
storm damage.

They include coastal marshes, tidal

marshes, vernal pools that may contain
endangered plant and wildlife species,

and are seasonal or subject to drying up in

a drought

But wetlands are vanishing because of
development, farming, pollution and
diversion of water.

LA. OKs discounted
taxi rides for troops

It took less time to defeat Saddam
Hussein than it did for a Los Angeles taxi

company to persuade the city bureaucracy
to grant him permission to offer dis-

counted cab rides to U.S. troops.

Four months after submitting his

request, the City Council unanimously
approved a special provision Wednesday
allowing Bahman Azmoudeh*s Bell Cab
Co-Op and other taxi companies doing
business in the city to give military

personnel who served in the Gulf War a
50-percent discount on fares up to $20 for

six months.

Campus

Beer drinkers warned
outside Young's home

University police found two men
leaning on their car and drinking beer

outside Chancellor Charles Young's
Sunset Boulevard estate Monday.

Bruce Patrick, 26. and Devon Wright,

35, were warned and advised against

having open containers of alcohol in

public.

From staff and wire reports
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start wokking

APPETIZERS
Evan's Eggciting Egg Roll (2) $2.95
An old favorite We serve em like they do in

Boston Rolled fresh daily and stufed with fresh

BRQ pork, bean sprouts and vegetables.

Heavenly Healthy Roll (2) $2.50
For the Buddhist in all of us. Rolled fresh daily

and stuffed with fresh bean sprouts, cabbage and
celery, and a hint of garlic.

Har Gow (5) $3.95
A dim-sum favorite A tender thin skin dumpling
steamed and stuffed with fresh shrimp and
bamboo shoots.

Supre Soo Mai (5) $3.95
The sister dumpling to Har Gow. She's also

steamed and stuffed with minced pork, shrimp

and mushrooms.

Bao Bao (2) $2.95
A light fluffy Chinese bun steamed and stuffed

with BBQ pork, chicken and mushrooms.

Fabulous Fried Won Ton (8) $3.00
Crunchy noodle skins filled with shrimp and
chicken. Served with a pungent sweet sauce.

Pan-Fried Dumplings (6) $3.95
AKA Potstickers. Stuffed with fresh vegetables,

lean pork, shnmp, and pan-fried to perfection.

Served with a tangy vinegar and ginger sauce.

Peanut Butter Dumplings (6) $3.95
A Wok Fast special recipe imported from

Montreal. Tender steamed dumplings, swimming
in a sea of velvety, smooth arxJ spicy peanut
butter sauce.

Honey & Garlic Ribs $5.95
A Ruby Foo s favorite. Crispy tried iwht sweet
garlic sauce

Honey & Garlic Wings (5) $5.95
Fresh meaty chicken drumettes coated with a
thick honey & molasses sauce and laced with

garlic.

Peking Ravioli (6) $4.95
And you thougnt the Chinese only invented

spaghetti? A deep fried Won Ton filled with

cream cheese and crabmeat and served with a

spicy Szechuan sauce.

Deep Fried Oysters $6.95

6 large oysters dipped in egg batter and then

deep-fried and served with Wok Fast homemade
plum sauce.

side woks

SOUPS FOR THE SENSES
Wonderful Won Ton Soup Plus $5.50
An okj favonte Sliced chicken meat loaded with

lean BBQ pork, sliced chicken breast, and an
assortment of fresh vegetables.

Hot & Sour Soup $4.95

Spicy broth loaded with sliced chicken, bean
curd, tiger lily bud. and fresh vegetables.

Vegstable Soup $3.95

Rich chicken stock with t)aby corn, carrots, peas
and cat>bage.

SENSATIONAL SALADS
Wok Fast Chicken Salad $5.95

A California favorite Shredded white chicken

meat tossed with cnspy vermicelli noodles,

lettuce, shredded carrots, crushed peanuts and
our delicious special dressing

Spicy Duck Salad $5.95

Only at Wok Fast' Shredded duck meat tossed

with cnspy vermicelli noodles, lettuce shredded

carrots, crushed peanuts and our delicious

speoal spicy dressing

Special Spicy Salad $5.95

Shredded chtcKen meat mixed with coW Chinese

ar>gel hair noodles, shredded carrots bean

sprouts. cucumt)er. green onion and our special

zesty peanut butter dressing

CHICKEN
Wok Fast Chicken Balls (8) $6.25

Rolled chicken meat, lightly battsred and coatsd

with sesame seeds ttien flash-fried Served vvith a
tangy comtMruition of t>ell peppers. cucumt)ers,

carrots, pineapple and our sweet and sour sauce.

Lemon Chicken $6.95

Tender shosd chicken meal marirMMd and lightly

banared. served with our tangy lemon aauca.

Moo Ooo Qal Pan $6.95

Tender slicsd chicken meat with an exotic mix of

fresh bok choy. bamboo shoots, water chestnuts,

snow peas, arxl mushrooms

^

^
^
^

^
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Morrie's Moo Shoo Chicken $6.95

Shredded chicken sauteed with cabbage,

carrots, bamboo shoots, egg, mushrooms and
green onion, served with Chinese crepes and
tangy Hoi-Sin sauce.

Kung Pao Chicken $6.50

Diced chicken, water chestnuts, green onions,

bamtKJO shoots, and peanuts, with dry red

peppers in our spicy Szechuan sauce.

Cashew Nut Chicken $6.50

Sliced chicken meat stir-fried with fresh diced

vegetables and giant crunchy cashews

Chicken with Black Bean Sauce $6.50

Stir-fried chicken with fresh garlic ginger, onions,

bell peppers, and carrots served in our zesty

black t>ean sauce.

Golden Pot Chicken $6.50

Tender chicken meat sauteed with celery and
onions in a rich curry sauce.

Garlic Chicken $6.50

Chunks of chicken meat mixed with bell peppers,

carrots, and onions in a garlic sauce.

Crispy Sesame Chicken $6.50

A Wok Fast specialty Tender sliced chicken

meat lightly battered and rolled m sesame seeds,

then flash-fried to perfection. Served in a tangy

Chinese BBQ sauce.

Fung Wong Chicken $7.95

Chicken breast meat stuffed with ham, dipped in

a light batter, then flash fried and served with

stir-fried Chinese vegetables in a delicious

mushroom sauce.

Q>

<&

BEEF
Mongolian Beef $6.95

Slices of tender beei. garnished with green

onions and ginger, marinated and served in our

tasty Mongolian sauce

Beef with Broccoli $6.95

Terser sliced beef stir fried with fresh broccoli

and t)amtxx3 shoots in a smooth brown sauce.

Moo Shoo Beef $6.95

Shredded beef mixed with catibage. mushrooms,
bamtxx) shoots, carrots, eggs, and green onion

served with tangy Hoi-Sin sauce and Chinese

crepes.

Teng's Tangerir>e Beef $6.95
The boss's favorite Slices of tender beef, flash-

fried and sauteed in our special sweet and spicy

tangerine sauce.

Crispy Oaaarea Baef $6.95

A Wok Fast specialty Tender beef, lightly

battered and rolled m sesame seeds, then flash-

fried to perfection Served in a tangy Chinese

BBQ sauce.

Beef wHh Black Bean Sauce $6.95

Tender beei stir tried with fresh garlic, ginger,

onions, bell peppers and carrots in our delicious

black bean sauce

Royal Steak Ksw $7.95

Cut>es of tender beef with fresh bok choy. snow
peas, bamtxx) shoots, walar cfiestnuts and vlack

mushrooms m a royal steak sauce

PORK

^
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Sweet & Sour Pork $6.25

Traditioruil favorite Lean. tx>neless pork lightly

battered arxJ served Aritn our tangy combination

of bell peppers, cucumbers, carrots, pineapples

and our sweet & sour sauce

Moo Shoo Pork $6.95

Shredded pork sauteed with cabbage, carrots.

t}amtx>o shotts egg. mushrooms, and green

onion, served with tangy Hoi-Sin sauce and
Chinese crepes.

BBQ Pork $5.95

Lean & tasty with our exceptional BBQ sauce.

Twice Cooked Pork $6.50

Shredded boneless pork cooked with cabbage,

green onions. ar>d red bell peopers in Hoi-Sin

sauce

Garlic A Pepper Pork $6.95

Sliced BBQ pork mixed with bell peppers and
onions in a wine A garlic sauce.

wok on water

SEAFOOD SPECIALITIES
Shrimp with Cashew Nuts $7.95
Plump shnmp stir fried with crurK:hy cashew nuts

and peas

Sweet A Sour Shrimp $7.98

Succulent pkjmp shrimp, kghOy batlarsd and
coated with sesame seeds, ttten flash-fried

Served with a tangy combination of be\\ peppers,

cucumbers, carrots, pineapple and our sweet A

sour sa- >ce.

Kung Pao Shrimp $7.50

Crunchy plump shrimp, stir-fned with diced water

Chestnuts, green onions. t>amtxx} shoots,

peanuts, arxl dry red peppers m our spicy

Szschuan sauce

Sweet A Sour Hllet of Fish $7.9S

Market fresh cod fillet lightly tMittered and served

with our tar>gy comt>ination or ImN peppers.

cucumt>ers. carrots, pineapples and our sweet A
sour sauce.

Wok Faat can provtd* catering for any

Q
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Wok Fast Chili Fish $7.95
Market fresh Rock Cod Sliced and cooked with

bamboo shoots, green onions, water chestnuts, red

bell peppers, broccoli, and snow peas in our hot

chili sauce.

Scallops with Veggies $8.25

Sauteed juicy scallops with fresh bok choy. broccoli,

cauliflower, snow peas, baby corn, bamboo shoots,

water chestnuts and mushrooms.

Szechuan Sea Special $9.95
Market fresh plump shrimp, crab meat and juicy

scallops, mixed with red and green pepper and
green onions, carrots and water chestnuts in our

special spicy Szechaun sauce.

Shrimp In Lobster Sauce $7.95
Plump, juicy shnmp are combined with ground pork

and egg m a delicous lobster sauce

War Hip Har $8.95
Extra large shrimp wrapped with bacon, then

dipped in egg batter and pan fried to perfection.

Served with stir fried Chinese vegetables in a
delicous brown sauce

Shrimp in Black Bean Sauce $7.70
Extra large plump shnmp stirfried with fresh gariic,

ginger, onions, t)ell pepper, and carrots in our

delicous black bean sauce.

wok on air
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WITH DUCK
Crispy Duck $6.95
A Wok Fast specialty Duck marinated m special

spices for a full day. then steamed and deep-fried

to crispy pertection.

Moo Shoo Pork $6.95
Tender duck mixed with mushrooms, bamtxx)
shoots, bean sprouts, and eggs served with tangy

Hoi-Sin sauce and Chinese crepes

Rr>»<t Orange Duck $7.95
A half, tender duckling marinated and roasted in a
delicous orange flavored sauces

®
VEGETABLES

Secret Garden $5.95
An overabundance of fresh bok choy. broccoli,

cauliflower snow peas tviby corn bamtxx)

shoots, water chestnuts and mushrooms stir-fned

or steamed

With Chicken

With Beef

With Shrimp

$6.95

$6.95

$7.95

Green Moo Shoo $5.95

Shredded cat>bage. carrots, bamboo shoots,

scailions and green onion with tasty Hoi -Sin sauce
and Chinese crep)es

Broccoli with Brown Sauce $5.95

Garden fresh broccoli stir fned witfi our brown
sauce

Snow Peas With Mushrooms $6.50
Delicate combination of fresh snow peas arxJ straw

mushrooms in a savory t)fown sauce

Wok Fast Fire Vegetables $5.95

A great combination of fresh broccoli, cauliflower,

snow peas baby corn, sweet peppers, carrots,

arxl mushrooms stir fried with spicy chili paste

NOODLES

^

^

^

Wok Fast Special Lo-Mein $7.25

Fresh mushrooms, broccoli, baby corn, bamboo
Shoots snow ppAs watm ch^nnuts. green onion

baan sprouts, sliced chicken, BBQ pork arKf shnmp
mixed with soft egg noodles

Chicken Pan Fried Noodles $6.50
Tender chicken meat, green onions bean sprouts,

other assorted fresh vegetat>ies arxl cnspy pan
fried noodles.

Beef Pan-Fried Noodles $6.50

Terxler sliced beef, green omons. bean sprouts.

ott>er assorted vegetables served on a bed of

cnspy pan-fned noodles

Crystal Shrimp Chow Main $7.25

Plump shrimp with fresh green onions t>ean

sprouts, bok choy, snow peas, mushrooms, and
bamboo Shoots sarvad wUh soft egg noodles

$5.9S

Soft egg rxxxMes mixed with fresh mushrooms.
txoccoii. t>at>y corn, water chestnuts, carrots. srx>w

peas, green onions. arxJ t>ean sprouts

Beef Lo-Mein $6.50

Tender beef stir fried with grsen onions, bean
sprouts, carrots, bamboo sfKX>ts. bok choy. celery,

aoflad vegatabtes, and soft egg noodles.

Wok Fsst Fun $6.50
Sliced chicken, fresh mushrooms txoccoli. t>aby

corn t)amboo shoots. sr>ow peas, water chestnuts.

grsen onion, arxJ t>ean sprouts are stir fned with

wkls nee noodtos ribbons

^
Firs Chow Fun
Wide rice rxxxlies wiht green onions, fresh bean
sprouts, mushrooms, t>aby corn arx) snow peas m
our spicy chili sauce

Duck Chow Main $6.95

TerxJer duck meat, grsen onions, bean sprouts

with assorted fresh vegetables stir fried with soft

egg noodles

® Chicken Chow Mein $6.95

Sliced chicken with fresh boK choy, srwjw

peas, mushrooms, bamt)oo shoots, t)ean

sprouts, and green onion served with soft

egg noodles

RICE
Fried Rice

Flavorful fluffy rice stir-fried in soy sauce with

oean sprouts, eggs, green onions, peas, and
carrots

^
With Pork

With Beef

HO With Chicken

With Shrimp

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$6.00

$6.95Heaven, Sea A Earth

Special Fried Rice

Diced BBQ pork, tender chicken and plump
shnmp are combined with peas, carrots,

green onion, bean sprouts, and egg.

Vegetable Fried Rice $4.95
Fluffy nee with fresh broccoli, bean sprouts,

bamtKK) shoots, peas, mushrooms, water

chestnuts, carrots and green onions.

Mushroom Fried Rice $4.95
Fluffy rice miced with straw mushrooms, bean
sprouts, peas, carrots, and eggs

Garlic Fried Rice $3.95
Fluffy nee stir-fned in soya sauce with a hint of

garlic.

Steamed Rice

Fluffy white rice steamed

Brown Steamed Rice

Fluffy brown rice steamed

$1.00

$1.00

DCSSERTS

dr

#

Wok Fast Chocolate Fortunes $1 .00

Two large fortune cookies hand dipped in

chocolate One m Dark, the other in White

chocolate 'May contain special Wok Fast food

discount

Chocolate Almond Cookies $2.50

Two extra large; dlniund cookies liand dipped

in chocolate.One white A one dark chocolate.

Chinese Cheese Blintzes $2.50

Two large homemade pastry puffs crispy fried

and stuffed with cream cheese, pineapple and
dusted with powdered sugar for fainting

DRINKS

^

Coke

Diet Coke

Sprite

Diet Sprite

Minute Maid

Root Beer

Mineral Water

Wok Fast Thai Ice Tea

Wok Fast Thai toe Coffee

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00

$100

$1.00

$1.00

$1 25

$1.25

EXTRAS
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Women's annual physical may be key to preventative heatthcare

UCLA summer medical insurance

plan includes such examinations

By Laurel Eu
Student Health Services

Trends in the American health

scene are now focusing on preven-

tion, with proper nutrition and
exercise as part of the picture. But
for women, an annual physical

exam also plays a key role and is

not to be overlooked.

All female students who are

over 18 years of age and/or are

sexually active should have an
exam each year By doing so, they

can gain confidence, feel better

about themselves and avoid
becoming unnecessarily con-
cerned about diseases publicized

by the media, said Kris Gelineau, a

nurse practitioner at Student

Health Services (SHS).
*The annual exam seems to

have a calming effect for most
women,*' she said. "With the

information we give them, we can
allay many of their anxieties.**

A woman who enters SHS*s
women *s health clinic for her

annual exam receives many diffe-

rent services. During the visit, she

receives a thorough pelvic exami-
nation, a Pap smear, a blood test

for iron deficiency and a urine test

to check protein and sugar levels.

Also, she learns breast self-

examination and has an opportun-

ity to ask questions about sexual

problems or relationships. The
doctor may also ask her to take

other tests or schedule an appoint-

ment for sexuality counseling.

"Many women are overdue for

their exams,** Gelineau said. "And
1 hope that they take advantage of

the less hectic summer schedule—
both their own and (the clinic *s),**

she said. "If these students wait

until fall to make an appointment,

they will find both their schedules

and ours more crowded.**

With classes, papers, exams and

activities, students often feel too

busy to take time out for health.

Noclle Parker, a Student Health

Services nurse, is particularly

concerned for the younger student,

perhaps enrolled in summer
school, who has "gaps** in her

gynecological and sexual educa-

tion.

•*Although the student may have

learned the basics aboui the repro-

ductive system in her junior high

school sex education class, she

may not understand her own

individual anatomy and the way

her body functions,** Parker said.

'The student may not know why
her menstrual periods have lasted

longer than usual recently, or

whether she is at risk for breast

cancer,** she continued.

Other students may wonder

about the high rate of chlamydia or

herpes on campus. "We talk to

students who feel inadequate about

how to handle intimate relation-

ships — subjects which are often

not taught in sufficient depth or

dealt with individually in high

school classes.**

The annual exam has other

benefits in addition to preventive

health care. Parker said that some
women become anemic, which

means they are iron deficient,

because they do not eat prqjerly.

Anemia may make them feel

tired and lethargic— thus less able

to study well. The hemoglobin test

"The annual exam
seems to have a
calming effect for
most women/*

Kfis Gelineau

given during the annual exam may
indicate iron deficiency, and the

student can usually take steps to

improve the condition.

Those students who purchased
UCLA*s Medical Insurance Plan
(MIP) for spring quarter are

already prepaid for summer ser-

vices at Student Health Services.

Students who did not buy MIP
can purchase a $150 summer
insurance plan. The average stu-

dent who uses this plan receives

about $260 worth of services.

For more information, call

Women*s Health Service at 825-

7000.

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
ust be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT St BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp 8/9/91

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

1 PROCESS

MUST Show UCLA STUDEnT ID,

OR EMPLOYEE ID, WlTti COUFOTf
We nurvt Ae r>^ U re/iue terUce U ojijr

cliflii wkou kur conduioii it unuuloHt.

2941 TWAIN 6TREET. 5ANTA MONICA, CA 90405* 396-4725
.
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CPARI BEAUTY SALONO
Remove your unwanted hair

with 1007o Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini ....$20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
"'^'' <*^^^kl IVJ > 3.......................•.............««« •! O
''^"" '^^j^ **UA.... ....................•«........•••«..^ lU
Underarm $ 8
Arm $12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $io

European Facials.... $25
1435 Weshvood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

European Natural Leather Bag Store

Only $119^2

HOURS
TUES. - FRI. 11-6

SAT. 10-4

NEW
BACKPACKS

25
different models
from $56 to $280

Best Prices on
Best Selection

in Town
Direct import

250 Different Bags &
Backpacks • Shoukier

Bags • Purses
Briefcases • Bookt>ags

1730 1/4 WMtwood Blvd. Travel Bags
(In Courtyard across from Ross) Accessories

Westwood Canvas Bags
(213) 475-8118 Organizers

(on» block N. o< Santo Monica BM)

TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

j
CHICKEN SPECIAL

I • Chicken After 3:00pm to close

I

• Egg l^oll

I

• Gyoza

I
• Fried Rice

[
J^Green^Salad w/ 1 free drink ^'^^ coupon

PLACE ORDERsliYl>HoTiE"o^
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

$3.70

CSU to seek court guidance on illegal aliens
United Press international

LONG BEACH— The Califor-

nia State University Board of

Trustees voted unanimously Wed-
nesday to ask an Alameda County
Superior Court to determine the

university's obligations to illegal

aliens.

In November 1990, the Califor-

nia Court of Appeal held that

illegal aliens are precluded from

qualifying as residents of the state

for tuition purposes.

The University of California

system is required to comply with

the appellate court decision, but

the university was not named as a

defendant in the suit that led to the

ruling.

A 1985 Alameda County
Superior Court ruling issued in a

suit filed by several illegal aliens

declared unconstitutional the CSU

and University of California policy

of prohibiting illegal aliens from
establishing residency for tuition

purposes.

Colleen Bently-Adler, a CSU
spokeswoman, said that until the

Alameda County Court determines

CSU's obligation in hght of the

appellate court ruling, illegal

aliens will be allowed to establish

residency for tuition purposes.

In response to the appellate

court ruling, the Legislature

passed a bill by Assemblyman
Richard Polanco, D-Los Angeles,

that would have allowed illegal

aliens to establish residency for

tuition purposes.

The bill, however, was vetoed

last month by Gov. Pete Wilson.

Generally, a CSU student is

eligible for resident status for

tuition purposes if the student has

established and maintained a Cali-

fornia residence for at least one

year.

Tuition and fees for full-time

resident students are currently

$1,071 and $6,875 for non-resi-

dents.

Opponents of allowing illegal

aliens to pay resident tuition say it

is not fair to allow someone who is

not a citizen of the United States to

pay less than a U.S. citizen from
outside California.

You can have

VOPGUMS
COSMETIC and

GENERAL DENTISTRY
478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas, Estiniates in Writing

Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

B1~RIi# 1 Ilk I

DRU
k^^^y^Ad^^^^y^AA

ta^CCouf^teoae R)o oe^i^foe
We Now Accept

HEALTH -NET • PCS
MEDI-CAL* BLUE CROSS

Paid Prescription Drugs

M-F 9am - 6:30 pm
Sat 9:30 am- 1 :30 pm— 208-3701

\A^AXING
i Bikini Wax $8

Eyelash Tint $10

Up/Chin, Eyebrows Wox...$5

Underarms $8
Half Legs $10

I
Arms $12

1007 BROXTON AVE Upper Legs & Bikini $15
WESTWOOD^LIAGE f^H Legs & Bikini $20

COMPLETE DENTAL EXAMINATION
Special price for students, faculty and staff

f

MARINA DEL REY

^rriott

Home Away From Home
Cozy, Warm, Friendly, and Comfortable

Brin0 this ad and receive
25*^o off t^our room rate

Offer not valid with any discounted rate

Expires 8/30/91

(each day)

13480 Maxella Ave.

Marina Del Rey
213«822«8555 1»800»228«9290

$35
*Complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding &
porcelain veneering

*Crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures

^Laughing gas available

QOq.77^^ Dr. M. MAKHANIwww f f *¥*T 6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1606

(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

(213)

Evening Hours & Sundays

NEW NOSE?
Facial Cosmetic Surgery

•EYELIDS Remove wrinkles, bags

•NOSE Reshape, remove bumps, "touch-ups"

•FACE LIFTS Stamp out wrinkles

•COLLAGEN, CHEMICAL PEELS
•CHIN & CHEEKS / IMPLANTS
•LYPOSUCTION-FACE & CHIN
•LASER TATOO REMOVAL

•LIP AUGMENTATION
INSURANCE/FINANCING AVAILABLE

FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATION

LASER SURGERY

BEFORE

COMPUTER IMAGING
AVAILABLE

AFTER

ALSO EAR, NOSE & THROAT PROBLEMS
•NmwI brMthing problefm •DixsiMM 4 Tinnitu* problems •Tonsitt

•SiaiM confMtion •Piuhlwa caMt h 2nd opinions •Snoring

•ConylsU hearing Mnhcee •Bar infection •Alleify TVeetmeni

STEVEN BURRES, M.D. Board Certified 208-7806
100 UCLA Medical Plaza, Suite 522 509 N. Sepulveda, Manhattan Beach
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(CLEAR/COLOR) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (6 mo supply) $109 SET

ADDITIONAL 6 MONTHS for $99

CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR
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EYE EXAM $15
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LONG BEACH 2013 E7TH ST

FULLERTON 2565 E CHAPMAN
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LA/CULVER CITY 3400 S SEPULVEDA

VANNUYS 5764 SEPULVEDA

Med Mgml. Admin.

(213)642-6094 (800)266-6094

Coaftlin* Chiropracbc
ManhaKan Baach S46-8811
Tharapeubc massage $35^
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208-8048 Wcstwood Village

CHICKEN SANDWICH
• Side Order
• All You Can Drink Soda

$3.99 + tax
ALL THE TIME,

ANYTIME
Mike, Rob, & Damon

Thank You!

10923 Wcyburn Ave.
208-1969

Sale Includes 99* Full Color Copies.

Open 24 Hours

457-0789
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the copycenter
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incomplete picture ofUCLA in the

summertime.

Rebecca Ritter, a senior major-
ing in English, sits cross-legged on
a wall near Powell Library. Occa-
sionally, she cranes her neck to see

if someone she knows is coming.
She is taking summer school

this term because she wants to

graduate in the fall and go straight

into the Peace Corps— perhaps to

Africa or South America.
That is her stock answer, and it

is hard to argue with. However, she

confides that going home and
living with her parents would be
difficult She has been at UCLA
for two years, but she spent the

earlier part of her undergraduate
career living at home in San
Francisco.

One of the things she has

learned atUCLA is how nice it can
be to live on her own.
"You get used to being yourown

person," she says. "(Being at

home) doesn't annoy me. It*s just

kind ofa pain to call or leave a note

... I guess it did sort of annoy
me."

Eric Reyes is a senior majoring
in biology. He works as a Com-
munity Service Officer in the

University Research Library. He
has just finished his lunch, appa-
rently an egg salad sandwich,
while relaxing on a wall next to

Bunche Hall.

His stock answer is: "Staying at

UCLA is a great opportunity to

work without having to worry
about the stress of classes. Now 1

can get as many hours as there are.

I work 40 hours per week.'
»»

Students rattle off their stock

answers like any other rehearsed

speech. No hesitation or pauses get

in the way of the answers, which

are like tooth enamel protecting a

somewhat delicate nerve under-

neath.

Reyes does not jump when
someone probes that nerve. "It's

nice to go home and unwind," he

says. *There is also the advantage

of home-cooked meals. But, I

wouldn't spend the summer at

home. Home is nice, but I would

crack up being there."

Many other students say the

same.

"I hate going home for more
than a weekend," says Harold

Stiskin, a senior majoring in

political science. "It*s hard to go
back to that little room and having

to tell your parents where you're

going. It's hard to fit back into that

mold."

Mark Kaufman, a political sci-

ence junior, said he isn't quite

ready to forsake home life. But he

does concede that "home is more
boring, I guess. Here you don't

have to worry about your parents

watching over everything you do."

However, not every student felt

the same way about going home.
Many said they could have just as

much fun in Palos Verdes, New-
port Beach or Northern California.

And, if it wasn't for their dam
summer school, they would rather

be there.

Kori Ungerliand, a senior

majoring in history, sits in a north

campus quad with her summer

class books spread out all over the

table. "I get really tired of L.A.,"
she says, "so I don't mind going
home really."

Ken Chao, a sophomore major-
ing in pre-cybemetics says, "I'd
probably rather take a class here
and commute from Palos Verdes.
There's nothing to do in West-
wood."

A desire to stay at school is often
interpreted as a sign of indepen-
dence. And a desire to go home is

often taken for a sign of dependen-
cy.

But according to Harold Pruett,

director of Student Psychological

Services, that isn't necessarily the
case.

"Students who stay here may be
just as dependent as students who
go home." he says. Though they
may depend on different things.

Students can transfer a depen-
dency on their parents to depen-
dence on an institution, or even
groups of people, Pruett said. "We
occasionally run into people that

are very dependent, but have
nothing to do with their parents."

Many students also choose to

stay because of a bad home life.

"Maybe for some, home is a
negative environment, or it isn't a
supportive place." he said.

Or maybe students really like

UCLA in the summertime. It's

great to stretch out under the trees

near Royce Hall and bask in the

warm summer sun. And maybe
summer is the only time to really

appreciate the beauty of the cam-
pus without the stress of a normal
quarter.

BILL
From page 1

vote on it.

While students support the bill

because it would give them greater

control over their fees, university

officials oppose it because they say

it is too restrictive.

The student lobbyists started

work on the bill after UC San
Diego graduate students com-
plained that they were outnum-
bered by undergraduates in a

student vote and forced to pay for

consunction of a sports complex
they did not want The graduate

students said they could not afford

and would not use the facility.

While such fees must be
approved by the majority of
students in an election, the lob-

byists contend that the current

process for voting on new fee

increases is unfair and manipu-
lated by university administrators.

At UC San Ehego, the admi-
nistration printed 10,000 bro-

chures about the sports complex
and distributed 8,000 of them to

the sports department — thereby

targeting students who would be
most likely to vote for a recreation-

al facility, said Lee Butlerfield, the

executive director of UCSA.
Without the bill, he says the

administration — with its own

budget woes— might cut funds to

a program, thus forcing students to

pay for it themselves. "The admi-
nistration can skew a student's

sense of need by simply under-
funding programs."

However, UC Spokesman Mike
Alva said the university should be
able to give some input *The bill

would prohibit campus admini-
strators from expressing their

views on a referendum and require
the approval of student govern-
ments before university employees
disseminate information regarding
a referendum."

Because university policy has
provided for student approval of
campus-based fee increases for the
past 10 years, Alva said the process
is already democratic and fair and
that this bill would infringe on that
"Equal opportunity should be
provided for arguments for and
against any fee proposal," he said.

In another example. UCLA
Chancellor Charles Young spent
$50,000 several years ago in

campaign promotions to build a
student services building that
would house some of the offices
currently in Murphy Hall.

"These things are the universi-
ty's responsibility," Butterfield

said, explaining that the bill would
prohibit the university from taking

a public position on a fee referen-

dum and require the student
government's approval before
campus officials could disu-ibute

information about a fee campaign.
"If we let the administration

have their way, we would be
paying for building libraries and
classrooms," he said. "There
would be no end to it We are
trying to put a lid on it"

At UCLA, undergraduates pay
$20.50 in campus-based fees. This
amount funds the operations of the

Wooden Center. Ackcrman Union
and undergraduate government
Graduate students pay a $198 fee

for their mandatory medical insur-

ance.

This bill would keep these

campus-based fees under conU'ol.

Butterfield said. If fees continue to

rise, students will not be able to

afford college.

If the bill is signed into law, he
said students will know exactly

what they are voting for because
they will assume control over
disseminating that information.

Butterfield said it would also give

students more control over the

projects they do decide to fund.

Typhoon Amy hits Philippines
Unlfd Pf— Infrnatlonal

MANILA, Philippines — Typ-
hoon Amy sent volcanic ash
swirUng in the capital Thursday,
forcing the Manila airport to close

for the second day and killing at

least two people.

In an early morning bulletin,

weathermen located Amy in the

Pacific Ocean 260 miles east of the

northern Phihppines.

Amy was racing at 11 mph
toward the sparsely populated

Batanes island with peak winds of

81 mph and wind gusts of 103 mph.
VolcanologisU warned resi-

dents near Mount Pinatubo to

prepare against mudfiows in case
of heavy rain.

Coast Guard Lt Cmdr. Alberto
Araojo said the 464-ton motor
vessel Emerald capsized in stormy
waters off Batangas provmce just
south of Manila Wednesday night,
leaving two people dead and two
others missing.

Araojo said 83 passengers and
21 crewmen were rescued in the

I I

incident, which he said happened
near the beach.

Mount Pinatubo began erupting

June 9 after a 600-year slumber,

leaving at least 320 people dead

and more than 200,000 people

fieeing to evacuation centers.

Typhoon Amy blew volcanic

ash to Manila Wednesday after-

noon as Mount Pinatubo blew an

ash plume 9.3 miles into the sky.

The ashfall forced the capital's

Ninoy Aquino International Air-

port to close at 4:50 p.m.

From page 1

nia Student Aid Commission.
The dilemma facing this country

is that a growing percentage of the
population will want the govern-
ment to spend money on the needs
of the baby boom generation as its

members become senior citizens,

he explained.

'The perceived needs of an
increasing share of the electorate

. . . will not directly include
children's needs," said Peter Mor-
rison, a senior fellow at the RAND
corporation. "Older voters may
want tax dollars devoted to public

transportation or home health care
for the elderly rather than to

educating young adults."

"The perceived needs

of an increasing share

of die electorate . . .

will not directly
include children's
needs* Older voters

may want tax dollars

devoted to public
transportation or
home nealdi care for

the elderly rather
than to educating
young adults."

Peter Morrison

By the year 2000, only 38
percent of married couples will

have children still living at home,
Morrison said. Today, about half

of those couples still have children

at home.

However, the problem of pro-

viding funds for financial aid is

already quite serious, said Harriet

Fishlow, coordinator of undergra-

duate enrollment planning for the

University of California.

Currently, one-third of UC
students receive need-based aid,

and this number is not expected to

decline. "There is considerable

concern that middle income stu-

dents, especially those at the

bottom of the middle income
range, may be discouraged from
enrolUng in higher education . . .

because of inability to meet costs,"

Fishlow explained.

The panel suggested the govern-

ment must either cut other prog-

rams or raise taxes in order to

funnel more dollars into financial

aid programs.

Students who think they will not

receive financial aid will not

choose to go to college. This

problem is even worse for mem-
bers of historically underrepre-

sented communities, who have a

hard time paying for their educa-

tion because of low incomes, she

said.

There is a strong correlation

between family income and stu-

dent enrollment in college, Tho-

mas Mortenson of the Washington

Higher Education Coordinating

Board told the commission.

"Students from the highest

family income backgrounds begin

with greater success than do
students from lower family income

backgmund." For example, stu-

dents whose families earn $45,000

a year arc twice as likely to attend

college compared to students

whose families earn $25,000 a

year.

Furthermore, limited funding

for financial aid will have indirect

consequences on the country's

economic competitiveness, said

Morrison.

"For many cities, the quality of

their workforce and their competi-

tiveness in the world economy will

depend heavily on the future

productivity of the current student

population.'
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Viewpoint
Editorial

Theaters nurture the violence thev want
When movie theaters hmit or

postpone screenings of films
targeted to a young African-Ameri-
can audience, they are only nurtur-

ing one of the many roots of the

problem they are trying to avoid.

This was exactly the case in the

recent incidents surrounding the

opening night violence at screenings

of Columbia Pictures' new film,

"Boyz N the Hood." While the Mann
Plaza theater in Westwood, for

example, may feel relieved that they

should decide to cancel their open-
ing weekend screenings of the film,

they should realize their actions

contribute to estabhshing a situation

that encouraged the violence in the

first place.

In virtually all of the reported

incidents of violence in Westwood
and the nation that have revolved

around the opening of a movie aimed
at an African-American audience,

severely large crowds and limited

seating have been noted as possible

catalysts for the outbursts. With
more general audience films, thea-

ters usually anticipate large crowds
and show the film on two or more
screens during the first week. This is

a logical application of supply and
demand. In most of the cases of

outbursts, however, the allegedly

"responsible" film was screened in

just one theater, and frequendy in

one of the smaller theaters.

This blatant disregard for audi-

ence interest is compounded, as

"Boyz" director John Singleton has

noted, with the simple-fact that too

few films are made directed toward
the African- American audience.

Tlierefore, when one such movie

Theaters should acknowledge

the African-American audience

does emerge, it is inevitable that

initial demand will be very high

("Boyz" placed third at the box
office despite playing on less than

half of the screens as the fourth

ranked movie, "Point Break").

Continuing in this pattern, many
of the theaters that did choose to

screen "Boyz," including some
where the violence occurred, limited

the movie to one screen.

Any way that one looks at it, the

actions of theaters like Mann Plaza

send very potent messages to the

young African- American audience
— messages like "We're not inter-

ested in you;" "We don't want you;"

or "We're afraid of you." Regardless

of the underlying intentions of the

theaters, their actions speak louder

than their motives.

But the even more important

repercussion of theaters refusing to

screen movies like "Boyz N the

Hood" is the long term effect it may
have on the studios' willingness to

fund such films in the future. It is a

shameful irony that Singleton's film,

which has been widely acknow-
ledged for its clear and powerfully

positive message about avoiding

violence and j)eer pressure, is being

associated with and incorrectly

blamed for the violence. How can

movies such as Singleton's succeed
in making a difference if they are

used to promote an atmosphere of
conflict?

Moreover, while Columbia Pic-

tures is to be commended for

supporting an important filmmaker
like Singleton (who has signed a four

picture deal with the studio), they
will not continue to sponsor such
projects if theaters make it unprofit-

able to do so. Nonetheless, Colum-
bia was no doubt aware of the

potential for violence — and there-

fore negative publicity — but pro-

ceeded with the project despite the

risk.

Likewise, while it may be indivi-

dually "more safe" for theaters to

avoid such films, it is more socially

responsible for them to give the

African-American audience the

same treatment they give to every
other audience by screening the

films immediately in facilities that

can better accommodate the
demand.

Certainly, it would be naive and
simplistic to trace the cause of the

recent incidents, which resulted in

one death and 20 injuries across the

country, to any single reason. Nor is

it fair to assert that violence would
not have occurred had theaters not

severely limited the number of seats.

If the causes were that simple, there

would be no need for films like

"Boyz." But we cannot ignore or
deny the fact that refusing screen-

ings of black films to avoid violence
serves to further disenfranchise the

African-American community,
increasing the ultimate likelihood

for more violence.

Morally complex

Editor:

Ron Kagan (Daily Bruin,

"RU-486 is the anti-choice

movement's worst nightmare,*'

July 8) has attempted to sup-

port the use of the abonifa-

cicni RU-486 based on the

idea that human-ness is the

ability lo reason. Unfortunately,

he then goes on to defend
abortion on the grounds that

the fetus "is entirely dependent
on its mother's biological

functions . . . entirely parasiti-

cal."

I agree that the defining

characteristic of a human being

is the ability to reason; we
have moved away from defin-

ing the end of life based on

the heartbeat to a definition

based on the cessation of brain

activity. Similarly, we can

readily define the beginning of

human life as the point at

which the fetus' brain begins

10 exhibit specific characteris-

tics. This wonderful and dra-

matic change occurs at

approximately 18 weeks gesta-

tion. Until that time, the fetus

is, as Mr. Kagan describes it,

a potential person, without

rights. After that time, howev-
er, the fetus should be consid-

ered fully human, and its

rights protected as any other

person.

If the legality and morality

of abortion were determined

based on objective criteria of

cognitive development, there

would be very little change in

the patterns of abortion in the

Letters

United States. Fully 95 percent

of all abortions take place
within the first 12 weeks of
gestation. Less than one per-

cent take place after 18-20

weeks. As Mr. Kagan points

out, it's that one percent that

makes for gory pictures the

anti-abortion people like to

show on street comers. Abor-
tion before 12 weeks is about
seven times safer than full-term

pregnancy, and serious psycho-
logical consequences are extre-

mely rare.

Abortion is medically simple,

but morally complex. Talking

about a fetus as a "parasite"

ignores the real feelings of

pregnant women and has abso-

lutely nothing to do with the

fettis* ability to reason — to

be protected as a human being,

a being capable of reason.

Only a model based on the
development of the brain —
the part that makes us human— addresses the concerns of
those who want to make sure
that everyone's rights are pro-

tected: the woman, the fetus

and the community.

Lou Villadsen

Staff

Office of Academic
Planning and Budget
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The Christopher Commission did notgo far enough
When the Christopher

Commission last

week released its

report regarding the use of
excessive force in the Los
Angeles Police Department,
there were several recommen-
dations made in order to

change the manner in which
the police department is run.

However, the Commission's
recommendations regarding the

possibility of changing the way
in which the police chief is

held accountable for the

department's actions are

inadequate. The best way to

hold the chief of police in Los
Angeles accountable for his

department's actions is to make
the position an elected one.

Before I go any further,

however, let me admit a slight

bias: I have been, and continue
to be, a supporter of Chief
Gates. Chief Gates has led the

police department for 13 years,

and his leadership has proved
to be excellent and innovative.

The findings of the Christopher

Commission in no way detract

from my opinion of the distin-

guished leader of the LAPD.
However, I do believe that

Chief Gates should step aside

in order to calm the divisive

forces which are destroying the

valuable reputation which he

and the entire department has

worked so hard to achieve.

The Christopher Commission,
however, seems to be slightly

inconsistent with itself in its

proclaimed desire to increase

accountability through structural

reform in which the chief of

Christopher
Wysocki
police is selected and retained.

For those not familiar with

the suggestions made by the

Christopher Commission, it

found that a lack of supervi-

sion and a faulty system for

internal investigations in cases

of excessive force were serious

structural problems within the

department. The Commission
also found that these flaws

with the current system would
best be corrected by giving the

Police Commission more power
over the operations of the

department, and that the mayor
should appoint future chiefs of

police after receiving a recom-

mendation from the Police

Commission.
If the Christopher Commis-

sion were really concenjed

with ensuring that the police

department, and ultimately the

chief of police, are to be held

accountable for the use of

excessive force, then it should

have gone one step further in

ensuring that accountability is

achieved. Why not suggest that

the city charter be amended to

make the chief of police an

elected office?

In the American society in

which we all live, the ballot

box is the most powerful tool

in ensuring that officers in

pubUc service consistently

adhere to public wishes and

expectations. In fact, electing a

chief law enforcement officer

is rather common in California.

The Los Angeles county sheriff

and the district attorney are

elected positions as are many
judicial positions within the

city and county limits. Even
Supreme Court justices in Cali-

fornia are subject to public

ratification.

The Christopher Commission
suggested that the mayor
should be able to appoint a

chief of police upon recom-
mendation from the Police

Commission (a body appointed

by the mayor); then the nomi-
nee could be rejected by a

two-thirds vote of the city

council. These suggested

reforms do not increase com-
munity review over the perfor-

mance of its police department.

Rather, they only enhance the

power of the mayor of Los
Angeles as well as the power
of an ineffectual pohce com-
mission.

If the chief of police were
an elected position, there

would literally be no need to

have the taxpayers provide the

salaries for five members of a

purely political and self-serving

police commission, and it

would allow the mayor to tend

to other duties which have
fallen victim to the current

public bickering over the rela-

tionship between the police

department and the mayor's
office. Perhaps if the voters

were allowed to choose the

chief of police, confidence

would be restored in a depart-

ment dedicated to protecting

and serving its community.

There are many people who
would say that to create an

elected police chief position

would be to overly politicize

the Los Angeles Police Depart-

ment However, the police

department (and every other

administrative agency) is highly

political in its internal deci-

sions, and that will never

change. Why not bring the

political decisions made on a

daily basis to the forefront of

public attention?

If the goal of the members
on the Christopher Commission
was to expose serious structur-

al flaws within the Los
Angeles Police Department,

then it did a marvelous job.

However, if the goal was to

offer truly meritorious alterna-

tives to the current system in

order to increase public over-

sight of the department, then it

has failed.

Since it is clear that the

citizens of Los Angeles are

genuinely upset over the cur-

rent operations of the police

department and the actions of
Chief Gates, then the most
honest way in which to correct

the problem is to offer the

choice of Chief Gates' replace-

ment to the citizens which the

police department is dedicated

to protecting.

At the time this piece was
written, it seems clear that

Chief Gates will not be leav-

ing any time in the near

future, and this is certainly

understandable. After all. Chief

Gates is a man who has

served his city for 42 years.

While his leaving would begin

to build bridges at City Hall,

his leaving without serious

structtu'al reforms in the way
his successor is selected would
be foolish. Chief Gates clearly

cares about Los Angeles, and
he should only leave after it is

clear that structural reforms

within the department would
benefit the citizens and not just

the mayor's office and the

police commission.

Yes, Chief Gates should

eventually resign. Yes, the

Christopher Commission did a

thorough job investigating the

police department. However,
the best way to hold Chief
Gates and future chiefs of
police accountable for the

department's actions is to make
the position subject to a gener-

al election within the City of

Los Angeles.

Wysocki is a senior majoring
in political science.
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Salutes the Athletes
of the

OLYMPIC FESTIVAL
To all those who run, jump, swim, hit, bounce, ride, balance, kick, punch,
shoot, row, lift, and sweat, like you, weVe dedicated to hard work and the

pursuit of excellence to come out ahead. Continue to strive for perfection

because it's something in which we believe and we will continue to do our best.

Burger Deal
- 1/4 lb juicy cheeseburger

- golden hot fries

All you can drink

$2.99 + Tax

10922 Kinross Ave

208-2424

Breakfast Deal
- 2 golden eggs prepared how you like .them

- fresh, crisp, bacon
- steamin potatoes just like mom makes
- hot buttered toast of your choice

$2.1 9 + Tax
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Former Bruin water polo player Mark Martezke was
nominated for the 1991 Nuprin Comeback Award.

UCLA poloist overcomes
injuries to make festival
By Andre Keil

There was no pain in ihe eyes
of former UCLA water polo
standout Mark Maretzki. There
was no holding back, no hesi-

tance.

He quickly swam towards
the goalie, fast-breaked away
from his opponents effortlessly

and decisively hurled the ball

past the goalie for the score —
helping the West easily defeat

the South at Cal State Long
Beach lasi Sunday in U.S.

Olympic Festival competition.

This year's festival holds

extra significance for this 1989
NCAA All-American Bruin —
aside from playing in the

festival for the second year in a

row.

The *89 alum, who graduated
with a bachelor's degree in

English, was selected as one of
six finalists for this year's

Nuprin Comeback Award.
The award, first presented at

last year's Olympic Festival in

Minneapolis, recognizes ath-

letes who have come back from
sports -related injuries to excel
in national and international

competition.

This year's award went
Tuesday to Brian Boone, a

UCLA volleyball talent

In Maretzki 's senior year, he
fractured his hand during a

UCLA practice session in early

November— less than a month
before the NCAA champion-
ships.

"If we would have made the

(NCAA) tournament that year I

would have cut off the cast

earlier and played. But in the

end it worked out better," said

Maretzki.

With the help of UCLA
trainer Mike Baing, Maretzki
was back in the pool within two
months happily playing water
polo.

"After two months of sitting

around iCz real easy to get

discouraged," said Marrt/ki

"But Mike*s constant encour-

agement helped a lot in coming
back so quickly to play polo
again."

But as if to make matters

worse, Maretzki injured him-
self again right after finishing

his season of despair.

A car accident left him with a
broken leg into which a rod was
implanted to ensure that it

would heal correctly.

"You see, right there, those
are the pins," Maretzki said as

he pushed his skin up against

two round nobs on his leg.

"It was kind of bad. First, I

fractured my hand, and when
that was almost healed I broke
my leg," said Maretzki. while
laughing about all of it now.
The six Nuprin Comeback

Award finalists — three male
and three female — were
selected by a panel of officials

from all participating Olympic
Festival sports.

Mareuki and his trainer

Mike Baing were selected for

the award because of the

poloist' s injured hand, not his

leg.

For now, what's bothering

Maretzki is not the hand but the

leg.

"I'm not fully 100 percent

until I get that rod out ofmy leg.

But I can be competitive in the

water," said Maretzki.

"I'm lucky to play water

polo," Maretzki said. "Being in

a pool puts a lot less resistance

on my leg and I was able to

come back from the leg injury a

lot faster."

After Maretzki graduated
from UCLA he began leaching

English at Chaminade High in

the San Fernando Valley.
About half a year later he began
playing water polo again, this

time for the Harvard club team.

Harvard, under the guidance
of Canadian National team
coach Rich Corso, is one of the

top club teams in the country.

When Maretzki returned to

water polo he helped the team to

a second-place finish at the U.S.
National tournament

"I think the injury motivated
me to continue playing,"
Maretzki said. "I wanted to

prove to myself that I could still

play at a competitive level. It's

the competition that keeps me
going."

North crushes all comers to win festival gold
Mr. Robinson scores 18 in

84-79 win over East team
By David Gibson
Summer Bruin Staff

For some people, including the

East team, the best thing about the

Olympic Festival basketball com-
petition is that, well ... to put it

bluntly — it's over.

The next best thing about the

four day event was Glenn Robin-
son, the 6-foot-9 man-child who
led the North team to the gold
Medal with a 84-79 victory over
the East team Tuesday night in

front of 3,215 fans at Pauley
Pavilion.

Outside of that, highlights from
the competition were few and far

between as the North coasted to the

championship, with their Eastern

foes not putting up much of a fight— despite the misleading final

score.

The victorious coach Clem
Haskins, head coach at Minnesota,
explained, "Tm a very competitive
person and the number one thing

for me was that I wanted to win."

North point guard Kevin Smith,

who will attend Iowa in the fall,

added, "We all pulled together

from the start and did the thing that

we all wanted to do— win the gold
medal.**

And that they did. The North
withstood a close-call victory over
the South in the earlier round, but
cruised in the other three games
and finished with a perfect 4-0
record.

For the most part, the silver

medal-winning East team didn't

play too shabby either. But the

only problem was that they had to

square off against the Robinson-
led North team twice, both games
resulting in lopsided losses.

In the opening-round game,
Robinson scored 18 points and
hauled down 11 rebounds in

leading the East to a seven-point
victory. On Tuesday, Robinson

again finished with 18 and 11, as

the North won by five.

But his numbers don't give a

accurate indication of how much
Mr. Robinson dominated the tour-

nament. As a matter of fact, he was
the only player in the competition

that could bring the fans out of

their constant state of lethargy.

He dominated the boards, own-
ed the paint and demanded con-

stant attention at both ends of the

court. Not surprisingly, the Purdue

future star and former Mr. Indiana

Basketball was named the MVP of

the competition.

*The MVP means a lot to me,

but I (would) like our whole team
to be handed an MVP (award)," a

modest Robinson said. "I feel our

team is the MV-Team."
But not everybody thought that

Losing coach Mike Jarvis. who
coaches at George Washington
University during the season,

explained, "What we couldn't do
was get over the hump tonight.

"But when you play against a

great player, and Glenn Robinson
is a great player, it's like a bomb
just waiting to go off. He was like a

thoroughbred— just waiting to go.

He said, *Iet me go at it, let me get

it,* and he did."

And it didn't take long for

anybody in the stands or on the

court to realize that After he
controlled the opening tip, Robin-
son took a feed from Smith, spun
on the baseline and hit a soft

turnaround — gently kissing the

top of the glass as the ball fell

through the hoop.

It was the kiss of dcatli for the

East. The North trailed just once
— at eight to seven — and would
mount a 14 point lead just four

minutes into the contest.

Every time the East appeared
poised to mount a comeback, that

Robinson guy would check him-
self back into the ball game and put

SCOTT WEERSING/courtMy o( UPI

North guard Patrick Baldwin defends the basketball during the competition against the East
The North downed the East, 84-79 on Tuesday night to win the gold.

the East learn back in their place.

When the East had closed to

within eight midway through the

third period, Robinson tallied off

seven straight points to all but nail

the coffin on the competition.

Festival Notes: Omside of Robinson, the

All-Toumanicnt team coniifted of Joej

Brown (EastyCeorgetown), Benjamin
Davis (WestADdc HiU Academy). Wesley
Person (South/Auburn). Eric Platkowslcy

(North/Nebraslca) and Dldcey Simpkins
(East/Providence).

Fewer college

Olympians in

1992 games
By Tom Orewyler

As the basketball competition at

the U.S. Olympic Festival con-
cluded Tuesday with the North's
84-79 victory over the East in the

gold medal game, the round-robin
tournament left many strong
impressions.

Or did it?

While the competition included
many of the nation's premiere
graduating high school seniors and
college underclassmen, some
believe that the Festival's prestige

has been tarnished.

In past years, the Festival has
served as a proving ground for

young athletes to be considered for

the Olympic basketball team, but
with the United States Olympic
Committee's recent decision to

allow professional players to com-
pete in the 1992 Summer Olymp-
ics, the Festival no longer serves
this purpose.

In fact. Committee sources have
said that no more than two, but
most likely just one collegiate

basketball player — center Sha-
quille O'Neal of Louisiana State— will be selected. And O'Neal,
along with the two or three other

collegians who have an outside
shot at making the Olympic squad,
did not play in the Festival.

Is the Olympic Festival really as

important as it used to be? It

depends on whom you ask.

Glenn Robinson, the tourna-

ment Most Valuable Player who is

on his way to Purdue, speaks
highly of the Festival.

"At first, I didn't know how big
this tournament was until my high
school coach and (Purdue) Coach
Keady told me about all the great

players they had here,- said Robin-

See COLLEQE, page 15
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In rhythmic gymnastics competition, Jennifer Lovell, Naomi
Hewitt-Couturier and Diane Simpson made the U.S. Pan
American Games team.

Lovell sweeps four

events to win gold
By Zach Dominitz

Gloria Rstefan may have been
on to something when she sang
"The Rhythm is Gonna Get You."

Sunday night the rhythm got the

1250 people who packed into the

John Wooden Center's Collins

Court to watch the finals of the

1991 U.S. Olympic Festival's

Rhythmic Gymnastics.

As expected, current U.S.
National Champion Jennifer
Lovell took home the gold medal
with a combined score of 73.60.

The 17-year-old Florida native

dominated the competition, win-
ning all four events (rope, hoop,

ball and clubs), only scoring below
9.00 once, and recording the

highest score of the festival, a 9.50
on the rope.

Fourteen year old Naomi Hew-
itt-Couturier won the silver medal
in her first-ever senior competition

with a total of 71.75, and the

meet's oldest participant, 22-

year-old Diane Simpson, walked
away with the bronze medal and a

score of 71.60.

The trio, who make-up this

year's Pan-Am team, were
expected to sweep the medals and
will more than likely represent the

United States in Athens, Greece at

the world championships to deter-

mine whether or not the U.S. team
will be in Barcelona for the 1992
Olympics.

Lovell, whose searing first day
performance carried over to Sun-
day's finals, credited her increased

concentration during her routines

to recent work with a sports

psychologist. "It was the best meet
of my life," said the 5'8", 105-

pound high school senior. "I was
really consistent"

Although Lovell dominated the

meet, the crowd favorite was
easily Naomi Hewitt-Couturier.

The New Yorker captivated the

crowd with a stage presence
surprisingly developed consider-

ing her youth and the difficulty of
the sport. The flexibility, strength,

concentration and coordination

involved in the routines were
seemingly absent from the 10th

graders' energized performances.

Hewitt-Couturier, who speaks
French, English and a little Latin

and Chinese, recently returned

from a 3-week training visit to

Moscow where she worked out

with the Soviets' top 3 gymnasts.

See GYMNASTICS, page 15

De la Hoya batters • I to bring home gold medal
By Marie Brubaker

East Los Angeles native Oscar
de la Hoya remained the crowd
favorite at the United States

Olympic Festival Boxing Finals

Tuesday night at the Great West-
em Forum, but 106-pound Eric

Griffin of Houston also managed
to sneak into the spotlight.

Griffin, a two-time world
champion, started off the night in

the light-flyweight class finals

against Bradley Martinez of the

U.S. Army. From the beginning,

Martinez was outclassed by the

older and more experienced Grif-

fin.

For standing just 5'3" and
weighing 106 pounds, Griffin

punches with startling power. His
solid shots to the Martinez's body
caused him to stagger and wore
him down during the fight.

Martinez landed a few jabs in

the iu5i lound but could not keep
Griffin at bay. At one point eariy in

the fight. Griffin slipped and fell to

the canvas as he was attacking

Martinez. The referee ruled it a
slip, not a knockdown, and the

action resumed.

**! was going in with a hard body
shot and at the same time he was
backing up," Griffin said after the

bouL "(The punch) was so hard, I

threw it and I guess the wind
knocked me down."

In the second and third rounds
there was no wind, because nearly
all of Griffin's shots landed.
Martinez received standing-eight

counts in both rounds, and by the

end of the fight, he was bleeding
slightly from his nose.

Griffin, however, looked no
worse for wear and even jogged in

place while awaiting the judges*
decision.

The tally did not disappoint him.
By the new electronic scoring
system, the judges determined that

Griffin landed 54 punches while
Martinez could manage only 19.

A boxer with a little more size,

but still no one to argue with, is

li2-pound Oscar de la Hoya. The
18-year-old hometown favorite
had more than 100 friends and
family members present to watch
his bout with Patrice Brooks of St
Louis.

De la Hoya characteristically

took his time early in the fight,

waiting for Brooks to give him an

opening. When he found it, de la

Hoya took it and attacked.

Even though Brcx)ks

landed some body
punches, die force of

de la Hoya's hits still

bounced nim around.

With some good jabs and a

strong right hand, de la Hoya

treated Brooks' head like a speed-

bag, with Brooks offering httle

resistance. By using combinations

to the body, de la Hoya forced

Brooks to lower his guard and then

used his powerful right hand to

connect with Brooks' head.

By the end of the first round, it

appeared doubtful if Brooks could

even go the distance. But he partly

woke up in the second.

Even though Brooks landed

some body punches, the force of de

la Hoya's hits still bounced him

around. De la Hoya did an effec-

tive job blocking and deflecting

punches, and thus minimized
Brooks' opportunity to score.

Both fighters were visibly tired

entering the third round, and
Brooks came out wildly in a

desperate attempt to get back into

the fight. De la Hoya continued to

pick him apart, and referee Marco
Sarfaraz gave Brooks two stand-

ing-eight counts, fifteen seconds
apart, believing that the fighter

was injured.

Brooks later disagreed.
**1 thought they were unneces-

sary," he said. "But that's part of

fighting."

Excited from his victory in front

of family and friends, de la Hoya
kept things in perspective, saying

he was happy to win, but that the

job will not be over until he wins
another gold medal in the 1992

Barcelona Olvmpics.
De la Hoya also remembered his

mother Cecilia, who died last

October of breast cancer.

"After every fight I get down on
one knee and give a little kiss up to

my mother," he said. "I say here's

another win for you."

Bruins dominate on offense, defense
Henderson scores winning goal with 30 seconds left

By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

The South goalkeeper Justin

Throneburg spent last Sunday
afternoon seeing Bruins.

After successfully defending

his team's net for the first

89:30, the University of Tampa
All-American surrendered a

goal in the waning seconds to

lose to a UCLA-dominated
West soccer squad, 1-0.

Everywhere Throneburg
looked, he saw blue-and-gold

striped Bruins cloaked in

bloodthirsty red camouflage at

El Camino College's Murdoch
Stadium.

UCLA midfielder Sean Hen-
derson lined the winning shot

past the diving Throncbuig on

an assist from fellow Bruin Zak
Ibsen in first-round action.

*The ball was crossed, and I

saw it hanging over the (far)

goalpost," Ibsen said. "I leaned

into the defender and flicked it

back across the (penalty) box.

Sean has a knack for scoring

and put it in."

**Richie (Louis) got the ball

on the wing, and Zak headed it

back across the goal," Hender-
son said. "I was surprised that

he hit it to me and it went in."

In the final seconds, Victor

Suarez almost added to an

already fantastic finish. The
midfielder from Mt. Pleasant,

S.C, headed a sharp shot that

screeched toward the upper
right comer of the goal, but

West goalie Kyle Krpata
punched the ball away with his

left hand to preserve the win.

During last season, UCLA
head coach Sigi Schmid
employed ihc Ibsen option m
his line-up, including in the

Final Four games. If Billy

Thompson's speed was not
providing enough goals,
Schmid could turn to the 5-

foot-11-inch striker for a more
physical lineup and better

heading on comerkicks and
crosses.

**Zak is probably not a star,

but he's definitely underrated,"

said West head coach John
Nicholas of Portland (Ore.)

Jesuit High School. "He work-

ed his rear end off all game long

and challenged for every head
baU."

Joining the Ibsen-Henderson

goal combination from UCLA
are defender Tayt lanni and
midfielder Jorge Salcedo. Tow-
ards the end of the West-South
contest, it was UCLA anchor-

ing the defense and sparking the

offense.

Henderson and Ibsen pound-
ed the goal with shots, Salcedo

commanded the mid-field, and
lanni tackled any South attempt

to dribble close to the West net.

See SOCCER, page 14 sean Henderson
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West maintains iead position

to claim festivai swim meet
By Gary Moreno

After 31 events held over three

days of competition, the West
squad held off a late charge by the

South to earn the United States

Olympic Festival team swim title

at McDonald*s Olympic Swim
Stadium at USC.
The South team, entrenched in

fourth place with only three events
remaining, began to dig its way out
of the hole in the ISOO-meter
freestyle, in which three swimmers
finished among the top four.

Jimmy Pearce and Brian Barnes
paced each other on their way to a
one-and-two finish.

Besides competing
against three other
squads for the team
title, the festival's

swimmers also com*
peted against the
clock for a chance to

compete at the U.S.
Olympic trials next
March in Indianapo^

lis.

The South *s rise continued in

the 4x1 00-meter medley relay,

when Sheila McCarthy broke
away from the pack in the first leg

with a 1:04.04 100-meter backs-

troke — the second-fastest 100
ever in women's festival history.

The South never looked back
and won the race by a full three

seconds.

More importantly, the victory

placed the South within striking

distance of the West, an upset

possible if the South could win the

final event— the men's 400-meter
freestyle relay.

After three legs, the South clung
to a slight one-tenth of a second
advantage as Barnes and the

West's Thomas Hickson dove in

for the final 100 meters.

Hickson took command, gain-

ing a full second on Barnes before

the final turn. A last gasp charge by
Barnes in the final 50 meters fell

short as the West won both the

relay and the championship by
one-half of a second with 3:28.58.

Besides competing against three

other squads for the team title, the

festival's swimmers also com-
peted against the clock for a

chance to compete at the U.S.

Olympic trials next March in

Indianapolis.

In the final two days of compet-
ition, 29 swimmers qualified by
beating the Olympic trial stan-

dards. Double-qualifiers were Ian

Mull of the East (400-meter
individual medley and 200-meter

butterfly) and Alexis Larsen of the

South (400-meter and 800- meter

freestyle).

Among those breaking festival

records during the meet were Mull
in the 400-meter individual relay at

4:27.09 (breaking the mark of

4:29.15 set in 1982), Brian Jacob-

sen of the West in the 100 freestyle

at 50.89 (51.30, 1983), SheUah
McCarthy of the South in the 200-

meter backstroke at 2:16.61

(2:17.68, 1982) and Steve West of

the East in the 200-meter breasts-

irokc at 2:18.12 (221.97, 1982).

Zak Ibsen
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Daity Bruin file photo

The four UCLA representa-

tives room together in Westwood,
and they v.'ere all freshmen on the

1991 national championship team.

By playing together for a full year,

the Bruins added some cohesion to

a conglomeration of soccer players

from all over the West region.

"It obviously helps if you have a

Caron wins
By John Salvado

United Press International

SHEFFIELD, England —
Frenchman Stephane Caron won
the men's 100-meter freestyle for

his second gold medal in three

days and University of Texas
teammates Barbara Bedford and
Kristina Stinson finished 1-2 in the

women's 100-meter backstroke

Wednesday at the World Univer-
sity Games.

Caron, a former 100-meter
European champion and the win-
ner of the 200-meter freestyle on
Monday, fmished well clear of

core of players who know each

other," Nicholas said. "Any sort of

team umty helps when you liave a

bunch of players who have never

played together."

"We know what each other likes

to do," Ibsen said. "Jorge is our

quarterback, if you want to call

him that. He has good vision for

the field. Sean is a hard-worker,

and Tayt nails everybody in the

backfield. No one can beat him."

Henderson is the next product of

the Henderson soccer family in

Everett, Washington. Henderson's

father, Richard, coached him for

three years at Cascade high school,

and he led his team to two state

titles.

His older brother, Chris, is a

UCLA All-American and a start-

ing midfielder on the United States

National Team, and his other older

brother, Pat, played for San Diego

State.

Like his brothers, the youngest

Henderson is starting to make
things happen on h}§ own.

"Sean's a goal-snipper; he
always scores goals like that,"

Salcedo said. "He scored one like

that to win the (Western) region

touniamcnl for our club team (the

North Huntington Beach Untouch-
ables)."

Henderson moved up to the

striker position after Milo Iniguez

of Phoenix (Ariz.) Brophy College
Preparatory and Illinois State

suffered torn Ugaments in his knee.

**Sean is solid in the midfield,

but his move up front was precipi-

tated by a lack of strikers,"

Nicholas said. "We asked him to

move up, but he missed a few
scoring opportunities early on. He
did persevere, however, which is

the sign of a good player."

lanni does not receive much
glory for his work, based on the

fact that defenders do not score.

Nicholas positioned him against

the South left striker Victor Suarez

and held him scoreless throughout

the match.

"Tayt is a solid defender,"

Nicholas said. "We had him play
against their best player . . . it's a
toss-up over who won that battle."

gold at University Games
Germany's Axel Hickman in a

winning time of 49.72. Hickman
finished with a personal best of

50.81, with another German, Rob-
ert Pufleb, third in 51.19.

"It was important for me to win
here with a good tLme," Caron said.

"I didn't get a good start because I

thought there was going to be a

recall.

"I am pleased with the time

because I haven't broken 50
seconds for three years. I now feel

well on course for Barcelona next

year."

Bedford set a new Univcrsiade

record of 1:02.08 to win the 100-

meter backstroke ahead of team-
mate Stinson (1:03.70), with Aus-
tralia's Niecia Freeman third in

1:04.47.

The old Universiade record of
1:02.47 was set by Carmen Buna-
ciu of Romania at Budapest lO
years ago.

"I am really pleased with the

time because it didn't feel that

fast." Bedford said.

"Barbara and I are at college

together so I know the way she
swims," Stinson said. "She always
goes off fast, so I knew what to

expect."
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son, who must sit out his freshman
season due to academic ineligibil-

ity.

Then there arc those such as
Clem Haskins, who see the Festi-

val as a legitimate competition in

itself. Haskins, coach of the vic-

torious North squad, thinks that

basketball in the Festival need not
be played purely for recognition,

but rather, can be played solely for

the love of the game.
"I love the game of basketball,"

Haskins said. "And when you go
out and bust your fanny, and
you*rc playing for what we*re
playing for — the gold medal —
it*s to your advantage to play your
best, regardless of what you're
ultimately playing for."

However, not all observers
shared in the participants' high
regard for the tournament.

Jerry West, general manager of
the Los Angeles Lakers, attended

the championship game Tuesday,
but were his expectations very
high?

"Not really," West said. "Obvi-
ously, though, you have players

who are terrific, young athletes."

West, who himself was a mem-
ber of the 1960 U.S. Olympic
squad which won the gold medal in

Rome, thinks the decision to send
NBA players to the Olympics was
a reaction to the team's biunzc
medal showing at the 1988 Games
in Seoul.

*They (the U.S. Olympic Com-
mittee) obviously made the change
for a reason," West explained. "It

was a political thing. With (the

U.S.) losing the gold medal (in the

1988 Olympics), it certainly

increased the likelihood of the

decision."

Does this mean that West wasn't
using the Festival to catch early

glimpses of future Laker draft

possibilities? Probably not.

When asked what he thought of
Cherokee Parks, the highly-
regarded Duke-bound center for

the West squad. West replied,

"He'll be a prospect — eventual-

ly"

GYMNASTICS
From page 13

"Being around them motivates

you more," she said.

As if she needs it

Her typical day starts with a

wake-up call at 3:30, practice at

the gym from 4:30-8:00, school

from 8:30-4:00, followed by
homework and no free-time, with

bedtime around 7:00.

Diane Simpson, by far and away
the oldest at a ripe ol' 22, is the last

member of this terrific trio. A
junior at Chicago's Northwestern

University, Simpson is participat-

ing in her 5th Olympic Festival.

She won the gold in 1986, 1989

and 1990.

As far as the age diftcrence

goes, Simpson realizes that she is

often alone. "It's very difficult

being consistently one of the best

in the gym," said the 1987 Pan-Am
gold medalist. She seems to find

the needed push from her coach, a

"friend to friend relationship,

which is different from the youn-

ger girls who look up to their

(coaches) as mother figures."

The scores from the festival,

combined with those from the

1991 U.S. Rhythmic Champion-
ships, will determine the final team
for October in Athens.

In the overall competition, the

South won with a combined
192.20, followed by the West's

187.85. the North's 187.80. and the

East's 186.75.
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(213) 477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024
M-F 10-8, S & S 10-6

BRUIN <213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC ,

SCHOOL '

FKKK J*ARKIN(; CtSHIONKI) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

McGmJys irish pub

FREE Lunch or Dinner Entree
when you purchase a Lunch or Dinner Entree

(equal or lesser value)

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
(213)828-9839 ('Please see ad)

FLY TO AUSTRALIA
-FREE-

WITH LAPTOPS
Two FREE tickets to Australia are offered with the pur-
chase of anyCOMPAQ orTOSHIBA Laptop or Notebook,
Ail you have to do is book a minimum of 14 nights at any
participating Parkroyal hotel in the Parkroyal collection.

COMPAQ:

LIE 286.20/40. $21 99 / $2399
LIE 386S.30/60. $3399 / $3899
SLT 386.60/1 20. $4199/ $4599

TOSHIBA:

T1200XE.20/40. $1829 / $2079
T2000.20/40, $2649 / $2899
T3200SX.40/1 20. $3 1 59 / $3399
T3200SXC.120. $5539
All other models available - Call! . . naact
Accatsorwi and Sofiwar* also Availabi* V^lO/ Z"0"/"""

Sabica Communicationt, Inc.

HPII^ii^nV^ 51 10 West GoldieafCirde, Suite 125
Lm^SIBJ Lot Angeles CA 90056

limited supply only. Free offer indudes airline tidcets only. Further restrictions apply
- details available upon request. Call now!

Something new
is cooking in

westwood!
Lunch Dinner

Jerk Chicken 6.25. ..8.25

Chicken Roti 5.00. ..6.50

Coconut Chicken. ..6.00. ..8.25
Tender pieces of chicken braised and
sinnmered in a sumptuous coconut sauce

Ital Delite 5.00. .7.00
A celebration of steamed mixed vegetables
prepared wnth J.C. s speoal hearts.

^YEH MAN"

foe Carlbdean Ointnq

1771 WESTWOOD BOULEVARD
LOS AMGELES. CALIFORNIA 90024

(213)575-0707

10% Off on
Major Entrees
w/ Student ID 2J

Hours:

Mon-Thurs. 11am- 10pm
Fri A Sat. 1 1am 1 1pm

i i

WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

ALL OPHTHALMIC FRAMES AND

SUNGLASSES

ENTIRE INVENTORY REDUCED

WESTWOOD LOCATION ONLY

NAMESTOO BIG
TO MENTIO

And when vou feel good you look gcxxd.

That IS our belief. It's why we employ stylists

QQ instead o{ haircutters. And

$9

opromarmiK

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

2081384
10930 WEYBURN AVE.

Dr. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.
EYES EXAMINED/CONTACT LENSES/CUSTOM EYEWEAR

LAB ON PREMISES/1 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments necessary.

Men, women, children welcome.

1 650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(B«tw««n Santa Monica & Wilshirt Blvd.)

470-1558
M-F 8-9 Sat 8-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SUPOCUTS
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Campus Happenings 1 Free 8 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Health Sen^ices 22

Westwood Friends
(Quakers)

Meeting for Worship
Sunday 10:30 A.f^.

900 Hilgard Ave
(Unrversity Religious Conference Building)

HAIR MODEL NEEDED by professional stylist

for short to nnedium length styles. Call Desiree

(?i i)474-QnQi

Miscellaneous

ONE ON ONE SWIM LESSONS. Private swim

lessons at your home. Please call

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon discussion, Thur Bookstudy, Fri Step
Study. AU 3525 12:1 5- 11 5.

Tues Discussion, Wed Discussion NPI
C8538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have drinking problems

(213)824-0050.

Research Subjects 12

Sports Tickets

2 LX:LA season football tickets on 30 yard
line. Best offer. (213)371-7492 evenings.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 year? needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

OVERWEIGHT WOMEN AGED 20-50. Lose

up to 2 lbs. per week. If you are 20-70 lbs.

ovenA^eight and able to make a commitment
for 2Vi years, you may be eligible to partici-

pate in a FREE IXTLA research project. Call

Janice at (213)206-0290.

Earn $200 or more
Study of drug efifects

needs healthy males
ages 21-40. If you

use drugs (cocaine, etc.)

Inquire about summer
enrollment slots

Call to see if you qualify

390-8483
Ask for Theresa

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED for blood

pressure study. Healthy students, 18-34, $40.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-1 1 years

needed for UCLA research project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

Lost and Found

THROWING UP
GETTING YOU DOWN^
Eating disorders are my only specialty

Come find out why.

Dr.Mark Berman, Clinical Psycfiologist

(Indiv and group appts)

213-655-6730

16

LOST DOC 7/7. REWARD! Female hound
mix, greyish, white chest ar>d feet, medium,
red collar, 9 years, friendly. "BOOTSIE."
(213)279-2291, (213)475-4747.

Opportunities 26

Egg/Sperm Donor 19

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
and up) on asthma medication r>eeded for

research of new asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Lan^ at

(213)825-6745, 9anv—5pm. Answering ma-
chine available after hours.

Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

DIGITAL PEDOMETER
Shps onio belt or worstbond, odjusts to walking/jogging stride,

occurateiy measures distonce.

To order mail SI 7.95 (incl. tax and s/h)

via check or money order to:

UNIQUE ENTERPRISES

3530 Carnation Circle

Seal Beach, CA 90740

SATISFAQION GUARANTEED

(213)596-7499

Genuine French
Perfume,

cologne and other fine

European products now
available in America at 1/2 of

store's prices.

Call NOW for details

and info about

FREE PRODUCTS

(213)8414461

COLLEGE MONEY GUARANTEED. Scholar-

ships, grants, money-back guarantee. No GPA
requirements. Call the Bosco Group.
(213)680-1088

RETIRE BEFORE you graduate Not a sales

position. Exciting, positive, energetic people.

For information, (213)478-1651.

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential

In Westwood Village.

c:alifornia
c:rvo bank

Help Wanted 30

Salons 2)

EUROPEAN FACIALS. Regularly $40. Now
$20. Grand opening special. Call for appoint-
ment. Century City. (213)785-0205.

Health Services 22

\mrrr
//You Don't Need To Have
Dental Insurance To Have

A Pretty Smile'

Dental Exam & Cleaning

M

$39(r*g. $1«0)

naw pattents with this axipon only
v«v alio acxammudate patients with
dental ooymngm

(up to 4 X-rays)

475-5598
24-Hour Emergency

Service

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home

FREE INTRO. OFFER. Cut -» style in exclusive
Beverly Hills salon. Call for appoinlrr^ent.

(818)841-7909.

Sid Solcimanian, O.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.. VVbsl Los Angeles

Open Evenings & Saturdays

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pai..-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne and sunspots. For more info, call Califor-

nia Laser Doctor^s Croup. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY support group for women
dealing with childhood sexual abuse West-
wood office. Lorraine Rose, PhD,
(213)824-9942, Meg Sheehan, PhD,
(213)737-3554.

$1 5-$l 7/hR. Swim instructors needed. LA and
Valley area. Flexible hours. Certification re-

quired. (213)824-0050.

$300/DAY PROCESSING PHONE Orders At

Home. People Call You To Order. For Info.

1-800 735-8197, Ext. 34811.

\VE BREED SUCCESS
I.KAKN

KNTKRrAINMKNT/MlJSIC
IM HIJC RKLVnONS
Intern at major P.K.

firni in Hollywood.
(ireat oppoilunity to

learn and ^^ain

firsthand cxptTiiMice.

Call Audr>'
(213) 659-6100

$$$$$$$$$
C,\>niiiK-ai.il/ItKlijsrn.iI Re.j

HNt.irc' Firm h.is rwo entry lew
|\>sini)iu ,j\,iil,ihk' Kcsc-iah

work with iiH«.fUi\c l\>nus

pro^,'r.»in tor sik^csnIuI,

> tw.ilkliJ.irc

Personal 10

WANT TO PARTY?
Hot new styles! Get a passionate

response with our pretty, provocative

lingerie! Big student discounts! High

quality, low prices. Send name,

address, and $b for full color

catalogue to:

26441 189 Avenue Southeast,

Kent, Washington. 98042

Don't wait! Feel more exciting

and sexy today!

NATIONAL COLLEGE JOB LINE
A fxjrnplctc daily report of Job ofxinings from arourxi \\\c ccxjntry
for ftradUcJtinft seniors Listings for lousiness. Liberal Arts, and
many ot^lers. from F-'ortune 500 companies such as Campbell
.Scxjps, I3ooze-AJlen-Hamilton. and The Limited Stores c::all

l-OCX>786-1 188 $2 (XVminiJte. must tx; 18 yrs old to r:a!l

Bulimic?
Do you fool out off control
with ffood or omotlonsT
Countoling can holp

old pattoms
call 82«-117«

Jaanna Young Phd
Licansad Psycholoolst

HI91SPS4

Adults, 35 and older «yho experience bleeding

when brushing their teeth, anchor have tartar

deposits on their teeth needed for study that

compares two nr>ethods of measuring gum
Hi^aM> Flifvibility r^eti»rmio«*H at vreeninf

examination that lasts approximately or>e

hour. Participants will have teeth cleaned at

the coTKlusion of the study. Contact Lynr^.

Clinical Research Center (213)e25-9792.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-

^tm% 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 ind a free developmental

evaluation. (213)825-0392.

Research Subjects 12

AUUlfS, J5 ANU OLU(:K Who experience

bleeding when brushing their teeth arnVor

have tartar deposits on their teeth r>eeded for

study that compares two methods of measuring

gum disease. Eligibility determir>ed at screen-

ing examination that lasts approximately one

hour Participants will have teeth cleaned at

the conclusion of study Contact Lynr>e at the

Clinical Research Center (213)825-9792.

OVERWEIGHT?
North Carolina Pastor loses 76 lbs.

and 14 inches in 3 months using
Nutrition Express Wt. Loss Product
twice daily eating 1 regular meal

Cost $1.76 per meal
CALL FOR FREE 4-Day Supply

See if they work for you

1-800-927-8046

(213)829-2900
R.E. License Required

EARN up to

$150 per month
-— BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

I or information Cancer patients

Call Anna throughout I A beneU\
(818)986:^883 Iron your pan.cipation

- f M A

4954 Van Nuyi llvd Shtfinan Oakt

8 people needed now
Kmm up In 9lVhr

Ilousecleanors
•Kull 4 l'«rt Um«»
•Klexiblc Houra*
•I.aU«rWarli*

•Man, Waai«v StudanU. etc. •

Call (213)453- 1817

Opportunities 26 Opportunities
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MA
Want

Do You?
^ 't:)uVe put a lot of time and hard work into getting a
good education. So, why use your knowledge to put
profits into someone else's pocket?

At The Kessler Exchange, we'll help you put your
education to work for you, by having your own small
business, even if it's just part-time. We'll help you
decide on the right business, learn how to research and
test your market and cut start-up costs.

We've researched small business trends for over 24
years, and our information has been proven successful
by business owners across the country. You'll learn

effective, low-budget advertising, innovative marketing
ideas and time-management to increase productivity
and leisure time.

Membership is only $30 per year, and includes a

monthly 16-page newsletter, access to investors and
research materials, a toll-free helpline,

business-to-business discounts and more. And if you
join by August 27, 1991, you'll receive a/ree copy of
our book "88 Businesses You Can Start With Little or
No Money", regularly $21.

You've spent most of your life in school. Don't let

someone else reap the rewards of your hard work. Call
The Kessler Exchange at 800-648-7888, ext. 2095, and
ask for Greg. We'll help you take that first step towards
becoming an owner, not an employee.

^^***********wnf**n**

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

ARE YOU EARNING WHAT YOU'RE
WORTHf I need 3 key people to help in the

expansion of one of the fastest growing compa-
nies in America. No experience necessary, co.

support, training provided. If you're motivated,

aggressive and need no ceiling on your
income, Chris 824 .1528. Part-tirT>e, full-tin>e,

start immediately.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products from your home. Info.
(504)646-1700, Dept. P695.

Field Representative'

Student Fee Analyst:
UC Student Assoc, seeks

grassroots organizer

w/knowledge of student fee

issues. Located at UCLA.
Prefer applicants w/knowledge

of student government, and
car, mileage reimbursed.

$18,000/yr plus benefits.

Resume, letter, and

3rersby8/9/91 to

Field Rep Search, 926 J

Street. #522, Sac, CA 95814.

(916)447-8272

for more info.

KARI MICHAELSON
"Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking. 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(2 1 3)28 1 -7858 or (8 1 8)3600760

ASST TO OFFICE MANAGER General office

^Mork. Must have krwwledge of Maclntoch.
Fuil-tinr>e. Marina Del Rey Yacht Charter Co.
Call Maureen (21.1)827-4989.

BANQUET SERVERS wanted, PT, primarily

weekends, experience required. Call
(213)653-0646.

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY needs part-time

bilingual (Spanish) legal assistant.
(213)855-1861.

CA^HIFR F/T rizy^yam 1pm F/f #»v^ning|

3pm-11pm. Call Westside Market/Karen
9:30am-noon only (213)477 3216.

•CASTING F XTRAS- for motion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comnr^ercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today 1818)563-2021.

FT CLERICAL, good phone skills, computer
knowlege, reliable. Santa Monica, LONG-
TERM. $7-8/hr. (213)453-6422.

CLERICAL/ SECRETARIAL, PT, must be com-
puter literate with good language skills. Possi-

ble 4-year commitment. Law office.
(213)391-7013.

CLERK needed for Community Service Officer
Programs. To work 1 5-20hrsAveek, day or
evenings Light typing, filing, phones, good
communication sitills, working knowledge of

WordPerfect and/or Lotus 1 23 preferred. Con-
tact Cindy Stanworth at 206-5473 or pick up
application at CSO office, 601 Westwood
Plaza.

COUNSELOR. PT LandlorriAenanl Must be
bilingual in Spanish. Mon-Fri, l-5pm,
$816/mo. Resume to: Westside Fair Housing
Council 10835 S.M. Blvd. #203, LA 90025.
Attn. S.Knapik. EOE.

DRY CLEANING COUNTERPERSON, P/T,

will train, approx 20hrA^, 2-3 afternoons,

3:30-7:30-»-8hrs Saturday. Starts
$6-7.5QAir.-ffree dry cleaning. Year-round
position. Call for interview 213-474-8525.

EDITORIAL SERVICES AND GHOST WRIT-
ING to finish a book. Reasonable pay. Contact
Farah (818)753-3327.

FIELD REP/DRIVER, long term, copy records at

doctors' offices. 15-30hr8/wk. TAFri re-

quired, max avail on other days. Have
car,S10>yW, (213)453-6422.

FILE O.IRKJ reception. PJ/n, experience
prefen^ed. Beverly Hills orthopedic office.

(213)472-7235.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or nxxe depending
on qualifications; Spanis^nglish skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;

filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid

DianrK)od. (213)475-0481

FURNITURE MANUFACTURER, near San
Dieio Freeway and Florence Avenue, needs
inMiigent person for general office work. 20
hnM<. Start $Mir. Phone (213)208-8454.

GENERAL OFFICE HELP. PT, reliable, detail-

oriented, approx. 10-15 hriA^. $7.5C^.
4525 Wilshire. Call (213)965-6245.

INPUT SCRIPTS on IBM Word Processor,

$5^r., PT, eves antVor weekends, flexible.

Screenplay knowledge helpful.
(213)203-4181.

LOOKIN FOR RFSPONSIRLE warm intelligent

individual to enjoy terrific room and board
plus some expenses in exchange for PT
chauffering/ tutoring babysitting helping two
grc*t 10-/r-old children and golden retriever

named Jake in beautiful Brentwood horT>e,

10-minutes UCLA. Private guesthouse w/
kitchen & bath, off pool. Live-irV live-out

optional. Apply (^o Elizabeth (213)394-2870.

SCHO* AP<:hips available from private sector

up to $20,00(Vyr. Call 24 hr. message lor

details: 964-4166 ext. 22.

SECRETARY. Real Estate Firm. 9 Spm, light

typing. Beverly Hills. Call for appointment.

lack (213)271-0101.

STUDENTS needed evenings for door-to-door

distritxjtion arxi telephor>e calls. $M>r -f

incentives. Call Steve (213)572-6163.

26 Help Wanted

PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS. Nation's largest

test preparation organization has immediate
openings for INSTRUCTORS to help students
prepare for MCAT, DAT, OAT, GRE, GMAT,
LSAT, NCLEX-RN (Master's required) exams.
Openings available at various Los Angeles area
locations. Flexible hours! Bachelor's degree
required; teaching or tutoring experience help-
ful. Strong communication skills a must. Call

(800)676-2420 for appointment or
information.

PART-TIME OFFICE help, computer experi-
ence necessary, 1815 Centinella for an appli-

cation. (213)829-6836.

PART-TIME COUNTER HELP. Santa Monica
bakery. Experience helpful, 9-1 1 :30am, mon-
Frl, 9-5 Sat. (213)576-0966.

PART-TIME SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER.
Wordprocessing skills required 10-20hr5
weekly, %6/hr min. (213)472-4534.

POSITION OPEN for apartment leasing con-
sultant. Seeking outgoing person with some
sales experience and nice appearance. Posi-

tion avai lable immediately. (2 1 3)965-7644.

P/T, 8-16HRS/WK. Organized self-starter to

assist managing small architecture/
contractor's office. Anna/Marc
(213)458-6775.

PT. OFFICE ASSISTANT in Westwood. Imme-
diate opening. Set your own hours. $5/hr.

(213)206-1000 ext. 130, Pam.

RECEPTIONIST- Real Estate finance company,
full-time. Piccard Financial Group, 8530 Wil-
shire Blvd, Beverly Hills. (213)652-5566.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $1 5^r. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

MAN, mid-30's needs graduate level medical
students to assist in finding college that needs
moderate brain damaged subjects for research.

Inquiries: PO Box 5162, SA, Texas, 78201.
(512)695-2718.

MEDICAL SECRETARY/ transcription. Experi-

ence only- orthopedic experience preferred.

Beverly Hills, (213)472-7235.

MOTORCYCLE DEALERSHIP seeks M/F for

part-time sales training/light administrative
work. Leave message. 580-4940.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am-Spm.

NURSE/RN FOR MD OFFICE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME. TOP SALARY,
FULL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111.

GREAT SUMMER JOB EARN $7/HOUR
PLUS BONUS. WE TRAIN. ..YOU GAIN. FLEX-
IBLE HOURS AVAILABLE. CALL UCLA AN-
NUAL FUND (213)206-2050.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $1 4.9(y$l 2 fee. Now
Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Necessary.
1-900-288-1886 ext. 1353.

WAITRESS/ACTRESS types wanted as greeters/

ticket-wriler$(F/T-P/D Apply in person. Good
pay. Sepulveda West, 2001 South Sepulveda.
David/Grant.

WANTED: EDITORIAL ASSISTANT for Inter-

national Art Expositions Company. Responsi-

bilities include catalogue layout, editorial

preparation, and brochure design. Strong jour-

nalism experience required. Graphic art back-

ground preferred. Foreign language helpful.

Please call or mail resume to: I.F.A.E. Inc.,

Attn: Director of Publications, 11640 San
Vicente Blvd., #108, Los Angeles, CA 90049.
(213)820-0498.

WANHD FOR TWELVE YEAR-OLD daughter
of father \XXA Dean and Mother M.D.,
responsible individual to drive child in AM and
occasionally PM during school year and
supervise sonw activities next six «veeks. Car
will be provided. Good pay. Contact during

day (213)659-9383.

WORK—STUDY JOB. Summer & schi yr.

lOhrsAvk. $9.08^. Clerical assistance in

running professional journal. Experierxre with
word processing and data-base programs on
pa desirable. Call C.R. Gallistel, Psychology,
206^7932 & leave message.

Job Opportunities 32

COMPUTER SYSTEM- IB/WMACINTOSH, PT.
Position with real estate development firm,

involves integrating a wide vanety of PC
hardware software, and providing needed
lupport. Require 2-3 years experience with
comn^ercial software packages: Quattro, D-
btte IV, Word, Solonxxi ill. Knowledge of
intermediate accounting a plus. Call Mr.Glenn
(213)642-0080.

EARN UP TO $400 PER WEEK working at

home Send $20 for application: OL, 870
Hilgard #207, CA 90024

I'VE FOUND AN
EXCITING WAY

to build your own business while

attending college Earn

substantial part-time income w/

nominal investment cost.

Serious Inquiries Only.

Call Bruce Hesse

(213)961-5512
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ENTERPRENEURS WANTED! Alumni will

show you how to start business, earn unlimited

cash. Call! (213)399-6615.

National Markatini Fim ExpanHmii

* MGMT TRAINEES •
NEEDED FOR 5 NEW OFFICES
Must be motivated -f outgoing

Sports-minded/health

(213) 399-1481

Child Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER -^ MOTHER'S HELPER needed,
Mon-Thurs for 2yr old girl. Evenings
(213)826-9559.

CHILDCARE for Professor's two boys, 5 and
10. 1 -block from UCLA. Flexible hours. $6/hr.

475-1345.

5-MILES EAST UCLA. North Wilshire, 2-bed-

room, $825. 1 -bedroom, $650. Bachelor,

$440. 8pm- 10pm. (213)859-0365.

Summer Special $200 of

'

Single, 1 , 2 & 3 BDRM
all close to UCLA

Perfect for Students or

-Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

MOTHER'S HELPER: WLA, Tu,Th,F, 3-6:30
(flexible), $6.25^r. After school care, light

housekeeping. Must drive. References. Start

late August. Call Kate. (213)277-6988.

EDUCATIONAL AIDE WANTED FOR
BRIGHT, CHARM-
ING 8-YR-OLD GIRL WITH PHYSICAL
HANDICAP to drive to school and be personal
aid. Hrs. 8—3:30,M—F. Live-in seperate guest
house/or out. Car necessary. Salary negotiable.

Call (213)933-1406.

NANNY WANTED, M-F, PT, 2 children, 2 & 6,

must have own car. Live-out. Westside.
(213)399-1344.

NEED female/student to spend time w/
developnr>entally disabled 4yr old girl. Sun-
days, weekdays/2-6pm. Room/board ex-
change help. Near UCLA.
21 3-872-0502(8-1 0am eves)

NEED LOVING PERSON to help with children

+ household. Full-tinr>e, live-in/out, driver's

license. (213)476-1427

ONE DAY/WEEK Monday or Friday, girl, 6, V,

day. Boy, 2, all day. Car preferred.
(213)474-5885.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON NEEDED. My home.
Flexible hours. $€^r. Need own transporta-

tion. Call Sue (213)206-7528.

Apartments for Rent 49

l-BECy 1-BATH. $625. 20 min. to UCLA.
Bright, airey, charming. Robyn
(213)954-0783.

1-BED APT, Partly furnished, utilities paid,

1-year lease. $650. No pets. (213)207-2097.
Please call after 6pm.

1 -BEDROOM. $60(ymonth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 jasmine Painu
(213)839-7227.

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Huge 2bd/2ba
Dual Master Bdrms

Up to 4 Students Per Unit

Hi-Tech Bldg

Gated Parking

Pull Amenities
512 Veteran iVenue Apts.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2 BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

BEST LOCATION IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 -f 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A/C, patios and views,

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA > the village. Subteaannean
parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss -»-

Company.

555 GLENROCK
Comer of Glenrock & Levering

Walk to Campus

FALL RENTALS
Studio up to 2 people

l + l for up to 3 people

V 2-»-2 for up to 5 people

°\JSyMo(Jels Open Dailyy/
^.sX 824-9691 '

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,
mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry

facilities. Beautifully landscaped
Ask for Jim

824^807

H
UCLA
OUSING

UNIVERSITYAPARTMENTS

For Single Students
* Month-to-Month Rental Agreement
* Fully Furnished
* Walk to Campus

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

CALL 825-2293 or
825-8496 (24 hr recorded message)

•»•
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2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,

sun deck, 2 car
parking in secure

garage, will allow 4
students per
apartment.
From $1200 -

2 weeks free with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER
ST.(2 13)039-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $850/MO. 2

BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839 6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $715. 1-BDRM,
HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH STYLE
4-PLEX. % BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS, $450, large bachelor, r>ewly

decorated, utilities included. 21 7 South Tower
Drive. (213)852-0880, (818)789-5429.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE-

MODELED LUXURY BUILDING. POOL,
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD bachelor, $550/mo. 11675
Darlington. (21 3)410-1 499 or (21 3)671 -8570.

BRENTWOOD, $550 including utilities,

single, prime location, large balhroonr>, walk-

in closet, call Monica (213)253-9065.

BRIGHT SPACIOUS SINGLE, upper. Ap-

pliances, parking, most utilities included.

(213)397-8058.

CULVER CITY, 1 -bedroom, $575/mo, stove,

refrigerator, r>ew carpet, drapes, quiet, clean.

(213)390-6035, (805)523-8968 (call collecQ.

CULVER CITY $740 2-BED/1 -BATH, enclosed

garage, no pets. (213)397-0415.

DELUXE, $1200, 2-bedroom 4 den. A/C,

dishwasher, carpets, drapes. (213)202-6832.

DELUXE, 1 -Bedroom, $695. A/C, dishwasher,

carpets, drapes. (213)202-6832.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-be(V 2-bath apartnr>ent, all an>enities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

MAR VISTA, l-bed/l-bath. Stove, refrig, dis-

hwasher, gated parking. $615/mo.
(213)451-4771.

NEW 2 4 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

NOW LEASING large singles and bachelors.

Utilities paid. Walking distarx:e UCLA. From
$450^mo. Call Paul (213)824-9754.

PALMS $1175 2bed-floft/2bath sec.building,

a/c, patio, sun deck, fire place, dishwasher,

refrig. 837-0761 836-5311

PALMS, 2-bed/ 2-bath, upper, built-ins, suit-

able for three, no pets. $650. Canfield, ryxth

of National. (213)479-1075, (213)839-1026.

PALMS, $775/MO. Large 2-bedroom. Upper,
new carpet/paint, refrigerator, built-ins, patio,

parking, washer/dryer. (213)476-6532.

PALMS $795 1be<Vlbath, sec. building, fire-

place, patio, a/c, refrig, dishwasher. 837-0761
836-5311

PALMS, $85C/mo. beautiful 2-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-^026, Antolne
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, $895, new 2+2. All amenities. A^,
fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (213)390-5996.

PALMS AREA. 2-bed/2-bath, upper. Stove,

refrig. $780/mo. (213)451-4771.

PICO/ ROBERTSON, $600, 1 -bedroom/
1 -bath, upper, carpet, drapes, stove, refrigera-

tor, newly printed. (213)688-0140,
(213)557-0710.

PLAYA DEL REY, $1400, large 3-bedroom/
2-bath, fireplace, all appliances, upper unit.

Near beach. (213)454-4210.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2+2, $725-$875.
Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 13406
Moorpark St. (818)884-6691.

SINGLE ROOM with kitchen facilities in a nice

quiet Venice area is to be rented to a quiet,

non-smoker, female immediately or as of

8/1/91 . $375/mo. includes util. Please leave a

message at (213)450-8587.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH, $850, new car-

pels & drapes. Quiet residential area (near

Pico/Robertson) Call (213)273-8160

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH. Santa Monica
prime location. Carport. $821.97. Mr. Kim
(213)829-1851.

STUDIO APARTMENT, residential area. Uili-

ties included. Furnished or unfurnished. Call

(213)838-2083 leave message.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.

Month to month rental agreement, fully furn-

ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for

faculty/staff, 1 and 2 bdrm.. unfurnished,

adjacent to LXTLA. Call 206-1947/206-3085
Mon-Fri., 8am-5pm.

VENICE, $1140, new 3-bedrooaV 2-bath,

dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-
kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2289.

VENICE BEACH FLAT, sundeck, W/D. to share

with PhD student. No Smoking.
$400/mo+d€posit. 9/1. (213)823-5791

WESTWOOD 1440 VETERAN AVENUE.
Bright cheerful 1 -bedroom + loft (converts to

2nd bedroom). Near UCLA, Federal Building,

Wilshire offices. High ceilings, mirrors, ^C,
new paint/carpets, lots of storage, all kitchen

appliances. 24-hour security complex, has

pool, spa, gym, sauna, sundeck, fish-pond,

waterfall. $125G/mo., includes all utilities.

1-car parking space. (213)650-1105.

WESTWOOD AREA. 2 bed/2-bath, upper.

Stove, refrig, balconey. $950/mo.
(213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD. $985-n95/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, 705 Gayley. 1 -bedroom/
1-bath, $85(ymo. Bachelor, $495. Next to

UCLA, excellent location. (213)459-5618,

(213)474-3626.

WESTWOOD walk to LCLA, spacious 2-bed-
room, $1425. Hardwood floors, r>ew carpet,

laufHJry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD, SPACKXJS 2b<V2ba, pool, Ja-

cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW,
$1290-$150(VnfX). Come and see.

(213)477.5106.

WESTWOOD $795. Extra large 1-be<V1-balh.

1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-

nus special. Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,

(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—206-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

WESTWOOD. $1350- $1650. Temfic, very

clean 2 & 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom,

built-ins, refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C,
patio. 1711 Malcolm, *A -mile campus.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD $1 1 00 up.Front 2bed/2bath, .

carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange. IVimiles from UCLA.
213-475-6165.

WESTWOOD $550, Single. Spanish style,

hardwood floors, stove, frig, drapes.
(213)477-2777.

WLA, $1060, 2Bed/2bath, new security build-

ing, parking, elevator, roof-top Jacuzzi w/
ocean view. (213)826-5528

WLA. $1 1 50. 2-bed/ 1 V» -bath. Quiet, security,

shutters, refrigerator, cable, sofa, car port.

1323 Carmelina. (213)456-38^9
.

WLA, 1-BDRM $685, carpet, stove, conve-

nient location, 1 51 9—21 Purdue Ave. 10-min.

to UCLA (213)391-2874.

WLA 2-BED/1-BATH $795/mo., bachelor

$450/mo. Laundry, parking, easy to UCLA.
(213)822-6487.

WLA 2-bed/1-bath, furnished, brand new.

$690. Close to UCLA, nice area. 207-4704.

WLA, $525, bachelor, furnished/ unfurnished,

microwave, refrigerator, hotplate, quiet bulld-

ing, close to UCLA. (213)826-7888.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowed, patio. 1412 Brockton Avenue
(818)368-6732, (213)478-8924.

WLA, $850-900. Charming 1+1 and 2+1.

Excellent area, parking. Close to buslines.

1331 Wellesley. (213)965-7644. Won't last.

WLA AREA. 1 -bed/1 -bath. Stove, refrig, park-

ing. $650/mo. (213)451-4771

.

WLA: Cosy 1-bed/ 1-bath apartment, private.

$595. And roomy 1 -bed/ 1 -bath duplex, $ 71 0.

2478 Corinth. (818)706-3522.

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5

MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $825—$925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700.(21 3)208-8881

.

WLA, NOW OPEN, BRAND NEW. 2481
Corinth Avenue. High tech, spaci6us floor

plan, fireplace, dishwasher, stove, walk-in

closet, private sundeck, gated parking, wet-

bar. (213)479-5758. Open weekends 11-5.

WLA, PICO/LA CIENEGA. $750/mo. 2-bed-

room, stove, refrigerator, carpets. By appoint-

ment (213)279-2002.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-bedroom, charm-

inggirden apts. Hardwood floors, dishwasher,

tile kitchen. Midvale north of Levering.

(213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$595, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, 2bd/1ba,

$1480. 10990 Strathmore. 213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD. $90C/nrK) and up. 1-bdrm.,

$140(Vnx) ar>d up 2bd/2bth, gym, Jacuzzi.

Walk to uaA. 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

PALMS 3-bed/3-bath, $1300. 2-bed/2-bath,

$950. Modern, 4-years new. Air, dishwasher,

fireplace, gated parking. 10 minutes to UCLA
by bus. (213)838-5039.

PALMS, 3-bedroom quiet upper, owner's unit.

Suitable for four. No pets. $1200. Canfield,

north of National. (213)479-1075, (213)639-

1026.

PALMS, $675 & $1 125, 1 & 3-bedrooms, big

rooms, nfH>ve-in bonus. 10-minutes to UCLA.
(618)377-2666.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Main body
5 Is wrong
9 Actress
Mary —

14 Formerly
15 The — down-

town Chicaqo
16 Waterside
17 Sign gas
18 Unused
19 Legendary

sorceress
20 Fasteners
22 Basic
24 Dismantles
26 Bakery item
27 Behave

dreamily
29 Stolen; slang
30 Back
33 Hades
37 Type of lava

38 Nobleman
39 — the line

40 Baffle
41 "— Horizon
42 Media group
44 Opp of svn
45 Not many
46 Ditto
47 Intimate

49 Accelerates
53 Atom smasher
57 Narrow oiece
58 Of hours
59 Standardbred

race

61 C of NCAA
62 Emanated
63 Blood: pref.

64 On the briny

65 Fresher
66 Belgian river

67 Remainder

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1 Royal and
Blanc

2 About
3 Pass over

quickly

4 Emotion
5 Actor —
Wallach

6 Ridiculed
7 Turns over
8 Silent

9 Climb
10 Sparkle
1 1 Wrongdoing
12 Killer whale
13 Film unit

21 Vollevball

or archery
23 "In the — '

25 Farm animal
28 Remarkable
30 Chimney

channel
31 Incarnation

of Hindu god
32 Before KGB
33 Calif, campus
34 T me of dav
35 Do housework
36 Squabble
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37 Trolley

40 Cesspools
42 Fit together
43 — relief

45 Joker
47 Worldly-wise
48 '•— the

pity!"

50 Unevenly
gnawed

51 Evans and
Carnegie

52 Chair part

53 Movie
detective

54 The past

55 Bird

56 Alaska city

60 Hill
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GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people
across street from UCLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
209-8798

SUMMER SPECIAL
Very Practical

5 min Walk to UCLA
2bdmn 2bath - $800

Private Room & Bath, share kltchen-$400

653 Gaylev 208-5920

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCLA
Bachelors. Singles, 1 Bedroom,
2 Bedroom
Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2
Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 1 BD, 2BD
$725 and up
All amenities

+Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

Casablanca West Apts

Short term

1Bd, 1&2 Bath Apts

Quick Walk to UCLA
Pool, Sundeck
Gated Parking

530 Veteran Avenue
208-4394

FALL
RENTALS
1BDRM. 1BA $900/1 BDRM 2BA $925

1BDRM + DEN $1050/2MSTR BDRM $1440

LARGE UNITS SOME W/BALCONIES

*Walk to CampusA^illage*
Controlled Entry, Elevator

(213) 208-4835

WEST LA.
Prinrie: 10 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms -«- Den witti pool,

sauna, Jacuzzi, flym, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-

models open doily

(213)474-1111

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huge,

Luxury 1 6i 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra large closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208^8685

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt
Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

uper Discounted

Summer Rates

* pool
* spa
* sauna
* gym
* gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

* now accepting

applications for fall term

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

$1375andup2 + 2

Patk), Secure, Prime

Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/ lease

10635 Wilshire

(213)470-3006

Special Student
Discounts!

Fronn $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, Is and 2s

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center, Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Baskett)al! Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)3^8-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R & 6 Managed Property EHO

WfeSTWOOO VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/nno. Utilities irKluded. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (2'! 3) 824-0181.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS w/appliances now
available. Desirable location. Walk to campus.
Quiet building. (213)208-1625.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa
Monica. Refrig, large patio, convcn. shopping.
S685/mo. 820-7049.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $800. 1 -Bedroom.
North of Wilshire. Exceptionally spacious,

hardwood floors, no pets. (213)653-5435.

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE AREA. $1250.
2bd/2ba CONDO. A/C, fireplace, balcony,
locked building and garage(2), appliances,

pool, light, quiet. (213)553-6662.

CULVER CITY $745 + up. 1-bed, quiet, upper
front, air, dishwasher, large closets, no pets.

(213)839-8600.

OHIO AVENUE 2-bed, $895. Built-ins, pool,

quiet, garden-like, close to UCLA on bus route.

(213)477-9955.

PALMS: 1BD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(605)254-2403.

PALMS AREA. 1 -bedroom, $780. 2-bed/
2-bath, $950. Newly renovated, secure build-

ing, fireplace, A/C, dishwasher, stove.
(213)287-1809.

PKZO/ROBERTSON AREA. Large 3bd/2ba.
Built-ins, new carpets and paint, large private

patio. $1200/nf>o. (213)204-1339

SANTA MONICVWESTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath

$nOO/month-Summer Special $950,
(213)477-6671. BRENTWOOD 2-bed/1-bath
& 2-bed/2-bath $695-950 (213)820-5610.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom, bills paid, sunny,
pool, Jacuzzi, security, maid. $995.
(213)470-6924.

WESTWOOD, 1390 VETERAN. Bachelors
$550, 1 -bedrooms $625 available Fxrelknt
location. Eves (213)275-1427 or
(213)540-4425.

WLA, 2-bedroom, $985, drapes & carpet,

convenient location, 1332 Wellesley.
(213)391-2874.

WLA $480 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinth. 626-6907.

WLA, $625 MOVES YOU IN, 1 -bedroom in

clean, quiet building. UCLA bus stop.

$b25/mo. 2577 Sepulveda. (616)769-3076.

WLA, $900, upper 2-bedroonV2-bath, re-

frigerator, dishwasher, carpet, balcony. No
pets, l-year lease. Available now.
(213)551-5791.

WLA. One-bedroom, $8 SCVnrK).Security build-
ing, drapes, carpet, parking;walk to
LX:LA.1450 Midvale.(21 3)391 -2874.

Apartments to Share 52

1 LARGE BEDROOM in townhouse, facing
courtyard. Garage, pool, in S.F. Valley. $425.
(816)368-6935.

BEVERLY/ FAIRFAX. Spacious upper Spanish
duplex. $625. 3-»-2. W.D., fireplace, security.

Female grad. student preferred, non-smoking,
quiet. (213)954-0673.

BRENTWOOD, 2-»-2 apartnf>enl, unfurnished,

private parking, w/ clean responsible non-
smoker, quiet person. $5000/mo.
(213)826-2867 eves, 8-1 1pm.

BRENTWOOD Sunny 2-f2, own room, park
ing, balcony, high ceiling. $525/mo -HJtililies.

Suzanne (213)207-2766.

BRENTWOOD, Wilshire/Barrington highrise,

ocean/city view. 2-bd/2-bth.
Cym,pool,security. $550/mo, including utili-

ties. (213)312-0850.

FEMALE ROOMMATE lo share room. 2-be<V
2-balh apt. near LXIA. Rent $237.25. $1 50
deposit. (213)479-2703.

FEMALE, VENICE/ MAR VISTA Own bed-
foom, share bath. $375/mo. (213)390-9693.

ONE ROOM available in 2-bed/ 1 -bath. Near
Westside Pavillion. Non-snooker prefeaed.

$420 -». % utilities. Frank (213)475-0312,
n'oessage.

-OPEN-MINDED" MALE ROOMMATE
WANTED to share great 2 bedroom apartnoent

near Westside Pavilion, with UCLA grad.

$35Q/ni>onth •»- deposit. Available August 1

.

(213)446 9101 Of (213)470-7696.

OWN ROOM in 2-bedroom Apartment. 10
minutes from LJCLA. $362.5(ymonth. Avail-

able B/b. Carl (213)397-6306.

PICCWOBERTSON. EnorrrxxiS bedroom in

gorgeous 2-f 1 . Private entrance, washer/dryer,

piano, garage. $475. (213)275-5054.

SANTA MONICA BEACH area. $500. Female
only. Call je^ie (213)936-7181.

SHARF ? RFD APT. Ocean view. Summer
(longer D Off Ocean Ave. in S.M. Non-smoker.
$450 util. (213)394-4313.

SHARE beautiful, furnished apt. 2-be<V 2-bath.

Available Aug. 4. Pool, security. No deposit.

$50Q^nr>o. Near IXIA. (213)471-7861.

SPACIOUS 7 BED/1 -BA, share w/female.
Available now, good location, near UCLA.
1245 Brockton. (213)620-5069.

WtilWOOD 2-^2. Wetbar, fireplace, patio.

1600iq.ft. Pool, Jacuzzi, suana, security.

$600/mo. (213)479-1785 home,
(213)471-1212.

WESTWOOD— spacious new luxury 2^2.
Own roorr>A>ath to shire with or^ person.
High CteiWng, VC, fireplace, gated parking,
near bus. $725. 444-5528.

WLA a/1. Non-smoking, quiet, responsible

woman, prefer grad. Own room in 2Bryi BA.
$18Q/mo deposit. (213)479-7294.

WLA FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Spa-

cious 2-bed/2-bath. Security building, parking.

$600/nr>o. Diane (213)441-4004.

WLA, FULLY FURNISHED. 2-bedroom/ 2-balh

to share. Suitable for GRAD, professor. $475
(w/ utilities), pool. (213)575-4320.

WLA. Fumished bedroom with private bath.

Large closet, kitchen privileges $450/mo, utili-

ties included. Female. Francis (21 3)390-3655.

YOUR OWN ROOM in Westwood for $400.
Walk to campus. Call (213)288-4191.

Roommates 53

AVAILABLE SEPT.1, $365. New building,

security, washing facilities, sundeck, Jacuzzi.
Karen (213)575-3532.

FALL QUARTER ONLY. Share beautiful, hugp,
2-bed/2-bath. Considerate, neat female. Adj.

Mormon Temple. $375/mo. (213)474-6902.

FEMALE needed, spacious 2-bed/2-bath.
$365/mo, all an>enities. Walking distance.

July/August discount. Miriam (213)624-0216.

FEMALE: Own bedA>ath. Security building/
' parking, pool, balconey, A/C. Wilshire/
Brockton. $460. (213)620-7510.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2-bedroom
townhouse in Palms, close to buslines.

$425/nfH). (213)556-6467.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share master in

2bd/2ba. Security bldgVparking. Pool. Walk to

UCLA. $425/mo. Debbie or Linda.
(213)475-9117

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED ASAP to

share very spacious 2-bed/ 2-bath. Fully furn-

ished. Pool & Jacuzzi. Price r>egotiable.

(213)208-6568.

FEMALE SHARE ROOM in 2-bedroorTV2 bath

apartnr>ent across from UCLA on Gayley.

(213)208-7797. $262/month.

MALE AND/OR FEMALE to sublet big apart-

ment, Strathmore. $250/mo. Dan
(213)208-8255 or Chrissy (209)578-2332.

MALE TO SHARE B[)RM in 2-bed apt. 1-mile

from campus. $31(Vmo. Move in Aug. 1.

(213)476-4077.

OWN ROOM in gorgeous Hilgard condo.
Must be female, non-snrK>ker, NEAT. $55(Vmo.
'91 -'92. Lisa (213)624-3775.

PALMS, $38(ymo. Own room & bath in large,

fumished apartment. Non-smoker, reliable.

Available immediately. Call Dennis
(213)837-8290 ^^
QIUET MALE needed to share modern luxuri-

ous 2-bc<V2-bath, Wilshire condo for school

year. Walk to campus. $AO0/mo. includes all

utilities. Move-in immediately.
(213)824-2147.

QUIET MALE/FEMALE TO SHARE spaciouis

2-sotry, 2-bedroom townhouse in WLA. All

amenities, Jacuzzi, weighlroom. Close lo

UCLA. Call David.
(21 3)636-3636,(21 3)391 9597

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE to share furn-

ished, spacious corxio. Private bedroom w/
balcony, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, tennis, security

parking. $550. (213)636-3521.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. In

Beverly Hills. $425/nrH). (213)273-8252.

SEPTEMBER. 2 FEMALES share a bedrrom
$350 each, or>e for own bedroom, $500.

Westwood (213)575-3220.

SHARE LARGE 1 bedroom w/fireplace,

3-blocks LCLA. Quiet non-snr>oker. $32S/mo.
(213)4725336.

SHARE ROOM, $283.75. 3-Blocks from cam-
pus, parking included. Call (213)208-6363 or

drop by 476 Midvale Ave. #2.

SMOKER W/CATS NEEDS ROOMMATE -

room in MarVista townhome.
$387.S0-»-utit/dep. Available 8/1.
213-397-4920

WESTWOOD - 1508 VETERAN 2 bed/
2-bath, spacious or penthouse - 3-be<V 4-bafth.

2 entrances, balconies, den, living room,
fireplaces, security. Kim (213)477-7622.

WLA, need 2 female roommates for 2-be(^
2-balh apartment. Minutes drive from LXIA
Range $400-$500. Kelly 1(406)667-2430.

WLA, share room 2-br duplex. 3-milcs campus
B Busfl, Available summer longer. $223.75.

lohn, Alex. 213-207-8454.

Room for Rent 54

$400 ¥ 425, BEDROOMS. Santa Monica 1

person/room. Share kitchen and dining.

(213)399-9369.

ALPHA GAMMA IXLTA house, 624 Hilgard.

Have board and room for 91-92 academic
year Call Mrs Roberts 206-7185.

BEVERLY HM.LS umlshed room in !x'gc house
w/grad. Students. Kitchen privileges, washer/
dryer, pool. Need car. $450, utilities in-

cluded. Leave message. Abby (818)
783-51 51

.

BRENTVV0013, on Bundy near Sunset. Share
bathroom, kitchen lauridry priviledges. Fe-

male only. $40(ymo. (213)476-6144, Bob.

CLEAN, BRIGHT, NICE Westside apt. in newer
bldg. $S30Atm>. 2.5 miles SW of UCLA. Must
see. (213)820-2565.

HUCARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $90(Vquarter. Worrwn «udents.
Mrs. Solat (213)206-8931.

LARGE ROOM with private bath, private

entrance. First/ last months' required.
$425/nfH). Female preferred. (213)558-1773.

MAR VISTA room in house. $425/mo. Non-
smoker, vegetarian preferred. Furnished,
shoft4erm. Safe neighborhood. 398-1055.

MAR VISTA AREA private room in house,
utilities included. $400. Close to everything.

21 3-621 -6974(days),
213-313-1990(evenings)

720 Hilgard Ave.
Room and Board for

Women Across the street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid per quarter)

(213)208^4151

FEMALE BOARDER NEEDED
MASTER BEDROOM FOR RENT

WITH WALK-IN CLOSET

NEAR BEVERLY HILLS AND
CENTURY CITY

S350/MONTH + UTILITIES.

8721 AIRDROME ST. LOS ANGELES. CA

90035 (HOUSE)

TEiyPAX. (213)276-0822

NOTE; HOUSE HAS A SMALL GYM

NORTH SANTA MONICA, $365, room, bath,

kitchen privileges. Non-smoker, quiet, ideal

for grad student. (213)453-6506.

OPPOSITE CAMPUS, attractive, quiet room,
refrigerator, private bath, parking, nice home,
mature non-smoking cat-lover. 472-7437.

PACIFIC PALISADES. Small bedroom in house.
10 min. UCLA. Quiet, responsible person.

$385 + util. (213)454-4372, (213)395-6533.

ROOM IN 2-BFnROOM Kfwjse, I6th/ Pico,

Santa Monica, $450. (213)265-3663.

ROOMMATE NEEDED for large l^^xury 2-bed/
2-balh. M/F. Own room. Westwood at

ClerxiorVS.M. Security building, parking, a/c,

dishwasher, laundry, balcony, hardwood
floors. $495/mo. (213)475-1056.

ROOM W/ BATH, kitchen privileges. First -^

last months rent. $380. Male only. 653-7660.

SANTA MONICA redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parking,
(213)394-2175.

SUMMER RATES available in wcll-kept frater-

nity house. Albert 20fr0984.

WESTCHESTER. Spacious room. 2-bed/
2-balh. 2-story apt. $362.1 7/mo. Balcony,

dishwasher, microwave, pool, gym. Rachel
(213)641-4034.

WESTWOOD, private entrance, large, fum-
ished, patio, parking, kitchen privileges, male
preferred. $450 including utilities.

(213)475-4517.

WESTWOOD in private hon>e, fumished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer
close to campus. Male. $450. (21 3)474-71 22.

WLA Bright, clean, beautiful, wood floor,

balcony. Furniture optional, female preferred.

1 -block to bus. $525. (213)478-9735.

Sublet 55

$1 025/MO., July- Sept. 1 5, 1 44 Sepulveda, ok.
to walk campus, 2-be<V 2-balh, large livin-

groom. Jennifer (113)624-2636.

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLET— Need fe-

male roommate to share one bedroonv—
$350/mo. Security parking. Holly
(213)477-6961.

B»C FURNISHED ROOM in 3-bed WLA
house. Shared with 2 professionals. August— .

$45(ymo. (213)937-9246.

MIDVALE PLAZA II. 2.bed/2-balh, spacious
with pool, Jacuzzi. For July/August. Room to

share $40(ynegotiable. Jill 206-5663.

SUMMER SUBLETS August-September 940
Tiverton, medical cerHer adjacent. Price negot-

iable. Call Emily/Serena (213)206-0603.

WALKING DISTANCE, short term ok, female
share large furnished 1 -bedroom, cable, non-
smoker. $345. (213)824-0642.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom/ 1-bath, security

apartmerH and parking, walk to UCLA, deck,
appliances. Quiet. (213)477-5529.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/2 BA, unfurnished. Near
UCLA, a/c, parking. Available 7/23—9/20.
$160Q/rTK>, negotiable. (213)624-0916

House for Rent 56

LOVELY 3-BEDROOM HOUSE with large

familyroomaf>d pool. Available Aug. 15, 1991
— Aug. 15, 1992, time negotiable. 10 min.
from UCL\ walk to clenwntary and J«. High
schools. $1900. 474-3562.

LOWER BEL AIR HOME, 4-bedroom/
2'A -bath. Separate office or maid, air, inler-

com -f security. Pine trees and view. FOR
LEASE, $395(ynH). Alice Levin, Jon Douglas
Co., Realtors. (21 3)620-6651 , (21 3)472-8666.

PALMS/ WL\ 3,000sq.ft., S-bedroocrV 3-bath,
livingroom, kitchen, sewingroom, familyr-
omn, large yaiii, i-car ft'rage. $2MXVrTH).
(213)637-4055.

RANCHO PARK/ WLA, $1550. Clean
3-bedrcKKTv' i bath house. Large yard, quiet
area and gardner (213)637-2677.

SHERMAN OAKS, 3-be(Vl% -bath, $1550,
family room, 2 fireplaces, stove, gardener,
nearfashion Square, AX. (816)789-4235.
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House for Renf

VENICE, $1250/rT>o, charming 1 -bedroom
house, 4-blocks from beach. Eat in kitchen,
stove, quiet, wide streets. Patio and porch.
(213)301-2423.

WLA $1495. 3-bed/ VM -bath. 2 fireplaces.

Prime area. Near UCLA + shop.
(213)475-1702, (21 3)474-3626.

House to Shore 57

LARGE SPANISH-STYLE 4-bedroom house.
25ft. pool, Jacuzzi, garden, private. SlOOO/mo.
Rancho Park. (213)839-3546.

WLA, own room, $350, very cheerful and
bright. Yard/ private partcing. Looking for

female. (213)826-8131.

House for Sole 58

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartn>enls, hardwood floors, 2-blocks tobeach.
Santa Monica. Room to add on, $495K.
395-5212.

HOUSE— 3-bed/1 -bath, family room. 1 5 min.
to campus. Mar Vista. $31 OK. (21 3)397-7295.

MAR VISTA HILLS, 3-bedroom/2-bath, rec
room, formal dining room, living room, fire-

place, double car garage. $409k. Owner )oe
(213)390-4748.

MUST SELL - Prestigious hillside twnhm; view
of city + Catalina. 3 + 2V» . $269,900. Agt.

(213)945-1555.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA via Roscomare. 3+2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-
tly re-done. $567,890. Dave (818)783-6875.

House Exchange 59

EXCHANGE small 1 -bedroom apartment
across from Columbia University (secure

Columbia-owr>ed building) for similar apart-

ment in Santa Monica, Brentwood, Westwood,
Venice area. Starting Aug. or Sept.
(212)222-4313.

Housing Needed 60

AUSTRALIAN WRITER needs house sitting

situation (Aug.-Oct.) in WLA/SM area. Mar-
garet (213)653-0557.

LONG-TERM female grad student with courte-

ous Westie. Seeks guest house near UCLA.
Excellent references. (918)485-2321 collect.

OWN ROOM in a house needed by new grad
student this fall. Santa Monica, West Los
Angeles. Mark, collect (805)962-7514.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILDCARE- LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING,
nearby UCLA, own car. Enjoy playing wAids.
Private roomA)ath. Start Sept. Leave message.
(213)559-7186.

FREE ROOM/ BOARD in exchange for part-

time childcare for toddler, housekeeping.
Weekends off- 2nd job okay Would maybe
consider 2 girls to share room/duties.
Flexible.3-bedroonV 2-bath fun family-style

house in Culver City, 1 5 minutes from UCLA,
easy access to 405 Garden, pets, w4d,
fireplace, parking. Pets ok. Must have babysit-

ting experience. No drugs. (213)827-4282.

LIVE-IN: I want light housework in exchange
for private room/bath. Driving.
(213)826-3179.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON wanted exchange for

light housekeeping and childcare. Flexible

hours. Car required. Eves (818)906-1349.

Room for Help

GUEST QUARTERS in exchange for house:
cleaning, errands, etc. (213)656-2370.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-

house. Brentwood. 12% hr^wk with 14
year-old boy. Driving, sports, helping with
hon'>ewofk (213)472-2628

PERFECT FOR TWO male students to share
large guesthouse in Brentwood. Partial board
in exchange for each giving 1 2'A hourVwk for

14-yr-old boy, driving, errarxis, help with

hoo^ework, sports. (213)472-2628.

STUDKD APARTMENT available 7/15. Will

rent to respomible student in exchange for

work. (415)364-2018

ULTIMATE SOUTH BAY beach house needs
1 8 hrVwk from resourceful, r>on-snrH>ker with
car. Robert (213)207-6478, ext.88.

56 Services Offered 96 Services Offered 96 Typing 100 Autos 109

P.C. CONFUSION?
Call

F1 IHELP
Personal Computer Services

SPECIAL RATES
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
AND STAFF!!

(818)

999-4485
New User Assistance
Software Support & Training
System Setup
Productivity Training
Word Processing
LAN Setup/Admin
Desktop Publishing
Proaramming
Hard Disk Back-up
Component Purchase Advice
Spread Sheet Design
Hard- / Soft-ware Evaluation
Graphics
Presentations
Forms Design

QUALITY WORD PROCESSING. STUDENT
PAPERS AND OFFICE SUPPORT. RUSH SER-
VICE AVAILABLE. NEAR CAMPUS.
(213)207-0752.

WORDPROCESSINCV IBM-PC: term papers,

theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/ Sepulveda. (21 .3)397-971 1

.

WORDPROCESSINC specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resurT>es. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

Condos for Sole 67

LOWEST PRICE TOWNHOME in Brentwood.
Walk to San Vicente shops. 2-bedrooms/
VA -baths. Fireplace. Plantation shutters. Sky-
lights. $249,000. (213)477-9966.

Condos for Rent 69

Vi BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 -bed/1 -bath Condo.
Pool , spa, security elevator. $1 35(ymo. Broker
(213)824-0453.

V. -BLOCK UaA. Large 1 -bedroom. Sunny
pool, spa, security, valet, doorman. Perfect

for 3 individuals. (213)931-3811.

NEAR WESTWOOD 2-bed/ VA -bath, furn-

ished. Huge living & kitchen, A/C & heating,

refrigerator, washer/ dryer, security building.

2-car garage, $1400. (213)475-4606, Anne.

WESTWOOD 2-bed/2V, -bath, large condo.
Pool, spacious closets, security. $1600/mo.
Denise (213)882-4421, leave message.

WESTWOOD, $1950, 3-bedroonV 2-balh.

Quaint, small building, security, balcony. 933
Hilgard. Gene (213)471-4989.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA, penthouse.
2-U:uroorTv' 2-baih. $1360/rT>o, baicony, fire-

place, parking, security building. Call Guy,
(213)474-9527.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/2'A -BA, furnished.
Walk to UCLA, security, parking, pool. $1400
Of^jTSO^for single. A.). (213)824-3938.

—: Guest House for Rent 70

BEVERLY GLEN. Romantic, secluded studio/

guesthouse. Private, tree-lined walkway,
french doors. Single person. $1100/mo.
(213)652-0840.

SHERMAN OAKS, 900sq.ft., private entrance,
1 -bedroom, kitchenette, $800/mo. Pets, 2
people ok. Privacy. Carrie (213)825-8255.

VENICE, $650 including utilities, guesthouse.

Charming, skylight, lovely garden. No pets.

(213)391-4183.

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We all do but auto 'usuiance is

required by law' So for a

FREE LOWFR QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE IMS AGENCY

^ Movers/Storage 94

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 MRS.
(213)301-0137.

The Careful Mover
Houses, Apartments, Offices.

local and Long distance

Small jobs welcome
(213)319-1236

Townhouse for Rent 66 Personal Service 95

2-BED/2'A -BATH TOWNHOME. New sec-

urity quiet building. No pets, central air High

ceiling, balcony, fireplace. (213)473-7766.

SHERMAN OAKS, $1000/month 2-bed/

2-bath. Very r>ew security building. Central air,

2-secure parking spaces (818)784 9899.

SM 2-be(V2bath townhouse. Fenced yard,

washer/dryer hookup. At 24th and Wilshire.

>1336. 629-4207.

VJIA. $1495, 2-bed ¥ derV 2-bath. Large

townhouse, front unit, privacy.
(213)826-6907

V^A, $975/mo, 2-btd/ 2-bath, air, garage,

small, quiet building. (213)550-1531

RESEARCH METHO[XXC)CIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Oisaertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890

Services Offered 96

Condos for Sole 67

1300 MIDVALE PENTHOUSE Decor alor's

masterpiece. Tell your folks, the numbers

make sense. 2-be<i/2-bath. $287,000. Call

Kelly Elias. (213)276-9470.

1 -BEDROOM PENTHOUSE, 1 -block from

UCLA, village view, doorman t^^ilding with

pool. $289,000. Call Broker (213)824-0453

CLEANING SFKVICF Efricient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

HOUSESIHER AVAILABLE. Professional, very

responsible, love all animals, quiet, with many
references. Available anytime.
(213)842 9318

MOR & MOR PAINT- Interior/Exterior paint-

ing. Free estimate. Wall-papfer removal.
License #609595 (818)904-5787,
(818)708-0670

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Undergradu-
ate, graduate, PH D Any style/requirement.

(213)871-1333

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR Top skills to

assist you with: papers, manuscripts, theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-4193.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D
(213)47(K6662

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

SET, RUDIMENTS, all styles. Sight-reading
skills. Reasonable rates. Beginners welcome.
Andy (213)478-1651.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol Tingle; As-
socTNate Lam, 25 yn. experience. All levels/

styles, in SM. (213)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

|*J|
SHORT-TERM & PROFESSIONAL

COMPUTER TRAINING

I

!

ESSIONAL H
Resumes 104

I

ONE'OffONE
INSTmJCTtON

top*:;::.,,

HAND»iOM -runoN

/W(M0PERF€CTS.1
•r LOTUS 1 -{-3

/DBASE III PUJI
/MS-OOS
/PAGEMAKER

SMALL CLASSES
ONE COMPUTER/PERSON

• CERTIFICATES
• lOe PLACEMENT ASSIST
• STATE APPROVES

CLASSES :MOR./AFT./EVE./SAT. A TrOVel

d
NATIONAL

COMPUTER
TRAINING

(213) 207-2020
11628 SANTA MONICA BLVD (NEAR 40V10 FWY)
'•••••••••••••I'

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

gel results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

105

WRITING, EDITING, TUTORING
RESEARCH

Days, Nights, Weekends

Overnight Service Available

PhO Gives Fast Accurate Help

All Subject Areas

(213)476-0114

Tutoring Offered 98

ESL TUTOR. All levels. Grammar, pronuncia-
tion, conversation. Experienced LICLA Ling-
uistics yad. 838-4871.

FRENCH LESSONS: by experienced native
teacher. Also: interpreting, translations, voice-
overs, classes, and tour guide. (21 3)478-5822.

FRENCH TUTOR tor all levels from grammar
to literature. Call Arienne (213)876-8790 for

information.

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY LXTLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN
ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANa, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747.5118.

STUDENT SOLUTIONS Over 35 Patient &
Knowledgable tutors offering Superior service

at Affordable rates. Quality Service Guaran-
teed. (213)748-7412.

TUTORING in History, Political Science, So-
ciology and English by LXTLA graduate student.
Call (213)626-7653.

TUTOR YOUR CHILDREN for international

careers. Chinese, English, French, Japanese;
Ecorxynics, History, Literature. References.

(818)892-3551.

Tutoring Needed 99

NATIVE speaking Japanese language tutor

wanted. Please call Hugh (213)487-3513.

Typing 100

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING!! II 20 years Exp., Laser, Spell-

check (213)474-6609, 7 days,
8a.m.- 10:00p.m. Near campus, RUSHES
OKAY.

AAA MAZING TYPIST RIGHT in Westwood
Village! Quick, REASONABLE TYPING &
PROOFING— papers, resumes, scripts, ANY-
THINGI (213)206-1704.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)788-9885.

ACE TYPIST. Speed typing. WP, Spellcheck.

Laser printer. Sepulveda-Montana.
213-476-2829.

A4! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

tion FAX THF WORO PI ACF
(2 13)882 8006, (818)994-1094.

DOCTOR WORD Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syn»ax/Hit hpip, ie^s n«»gotiable, Westside

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

PROF EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations,

term papers, all papers. Long lime for UCLA.
Virginia (213)820-0150.

LOWEST R.T AIRFARES
FROM IM/SM/SfOdt SHORT NOTICE

•LONDON $660 .StAnii $250
•PARI8AMN$7M 4iEWY0RK$38S
•fRANKFUnT/AM8 $759 .TOKYO $680
•GLASGOW $729 -OSAKA $799
•VENNA/ZURJCH $759 -HONG KONG $759
•D'JSSELDORF.^ICS $759 •SA.NGKCK $S29

(^

OTHER OOMESTIC/INrL FARES AVAIL CALL FOR 1 WAY

BARNEY S TRAVEL
(213)382-9161

Student
and

Faculty

Fares
Amsterdam $390'

London $345*

Frankfurt $385*

Banskok $490*

Madrid $490*

Nairobi $583'

Johannesburs $895*
•Fares are each way from Los Anscles based
on a rourKltrip purchase. Rcsthctiorw apply
Fares sii^tect to chanse without notice and
taxes not included

Saluriayf item . tpm
|

Coundilkaud
1093 Broxton Ave #990
Los Anseles, CA 90094

913-S08-3551
Eurailpasses issued

on the spot!

Autos for Sole 109

1984 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS, V 8. New
transmission, Alpine Stereo, $2200. Leave
message for |eff Peyser. 825-2075.

1984 TOYOTA COKOLLA SR5 HATCHBACK.
5-sp«ed, A/C, AM/FM tape, excellent coodi-
tion NtW TIRE& S3200/obo. (21 3)207-0301

.

1984 VOLVO CL, S-speed,silverA)lack leather
interior. Sunroof, a/c, tinted windo¥Vs. Excel-
lent. Complete records. $6200
(213)206^3875.

1985 300ZX, red, loaded! Leather, A/C, cruise
control, alarm, T-tops. 4 Quik salel
S650(yobo (213)640-9761.

198b BMW 3181, white, 5-$peed, sunroof/
moonroof. AAVFM stereo/ cassette. New tires.

Runs great, 63m, $9000. (213)788-9440.

1985 VOLICSWAGEN, Automatic, A/C, AW
FM cassette. Low milage, excellent condition.
$330(yobo Call David 213-206-3353(W)
714-594 aO()3(H).

1985 VOLVO CLE 740 Metallic grey. Sun-
roof, A/C, stereo 67k ml Sarrifire $7300
(213)556^8826.

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY. A/C, tape deck,
5-speed stick, low mileage (41,000) Fxrellent
condition $6,000. (213)392-6290.

1990 CELICA CT. Automatic, sunroof, power
everything, cruise, airbags. 16,000 miles.

$12,000 but negotiable. (213)209-5305.

300 CE BENZ, 88, black, car phone.
(21 3)825-5644;(21 3)476-8539

'69 VW BLIC, Auto, runs excellent, new tires,

stereo, used everyday. Must see. $1195/obo.
(213)388-2010.

'90 MIATA, blue, B-package. 9k miles.

$14,50Q/obo. Mike p.m. (818)884-2851.

CELICA GT, '84, Jlft-back/ sunroo(/ fully

loaded/ low mileage. Original owner.
(818)986-3324.

CLEAN 1 983 COROLLA. 5-speed, AC, AM/FM
tape cassette. $1800/obo. (818)352-8490.

HOT CONVERTIBLE! Black on grey, all op-

tions, excellent condition. 1966 Renault Al-

liance 1.7 DL. $450(Vobo. (213)734-8354,

(818)509-9364.

MAZDA CLC '81, grey, A/C, AM/FM cassette,

5-stick, new batteryA>rakes, excellent condi-

tion, $l400/obo. (213)471-7861.

MERCEDES '81, 240D, excellent, 127k miles,

dark blue, new tires, stick shift. $6995/obo.
(213)390-4711.

NISSAN STANZA '82. 2-door, 5-speed, AM/
FM, Air, clean. $1600/obo. (213)478-2046.

PLYMOUTH RELIANT 4-door, '82, less ^han
40,000 miles. $2500. (213)456-2600.

TOYOTA CELICA CT, '84, 66,000 miles,

5-speed, sunroof, ANVFM cassette, alarm.

$4700. 398-1055.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1984 HONDA ASCOT VT500. Red.
$1450/obo. Warranty. Like new. Call Brian

(213)824-4035.

1984 RED SUZUKI 450 w/ helmet. Runs
excellent. Some cosmetic damage. $1250.
Call Chris (213)575-1077.

1986 HONDA INTERCEPTOR 500. 30k miles.

$170(Vobo. Contact Charles after 8:00pm.
(818)342-9754.

'86 YAMAHA XT 350 w/helmet -»- lock. Good
condition $1300. Call Stefan (213)312-0721.

HONDA CB125, 12,000 miles, runs great,

$450. Call John 207 SA5A.

YAMAHA SR500, 1981. Runs good, needs
mirror repair. $50(yobo. (213)390-3330.

Scooters for Sole 115

1981 HONDA ELITE 250, w/ helnr^et, Krypto-

nite lock, & basket, $1000. Call Carol

(213)475-8583.

1986 HONDA ELITE 80. White. Low miles,

great condition. $70C/obo. (213)208-7732,
leave message.

1987 HONDA ELITE 80. Red. Runs great.

$800. Call Karen (213)476-1888.

1990 ZUMA 2, good running condition,

$1500/obo. (213)207-0441 Jenny.

87 ELITE 50, good condition, low price,

available immediately. |eanne 209-0371.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

FREE HELMET W/ '86 Honda Elite 150,
$800/obo. Creat condition. Chris 824-5185.

SUZUKI FA50, 1987. Runs great, $35(yobo.
Call Lisa (213)208-7809.

Bargain Box 125

MUST SELL COUCH, bicycle, vacuum,
kitchen appliances, lamps, telephone, radio,

iron, fan, and much more. (213)788-9440.

Furniture for Sale 126

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290. MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160. (213)821-0729

COMPLETE FULL SIZE BED. Malress, box
spring and franr>e. $75. Krish (213)478-5811.

QUEEN SIZE FUTONS, oak tv stand, oak tv

swivel, bookcase, bicycles, chest drawers,
chairs rTwre! (213)447-9246

QUEEN WATERBED, 2-nightstands, entertain-

ment center, headboard, chest, refrigerator,

dining table w/four chairs. All black lacquer.
VERY CHEAP. (818)753-0157.

SOFA SLEEPER, queen size. Cocktail and end
table, entertainment center. All 7 mos. old.

$400. (213)559-2070.

TWIN BED, great condition, includes frame,
box spring, mattress. $}00/obo. Must sell. Call

(213)824-0819

WALL HANGING PERUVIAN INDIANS: Party

scene, all wool, franr>ed. Four feet by six feet.

$150. (213)837-9784.

Musical Instruments 1 29

BUFFET CLARINET, professional model, ex-
cellent condition, best offer. (213)8.36-7274.

YAMAHA YP40 electric keyboard, piano
length keys, 15 sounds, stand, great for apart-

ment. $1000/obo. (213)836-7274.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE 2C IMAGFWRITER II + mouse. Like
new. $550. (213)851-6614.

IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER, 30 megabyte
hard disk, $500/obo Call Su<an
(213)473 5733 or (213)623 5504.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and tearh you to assemble it

yourself!! (818)994-1188.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/mo Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,
386 systems available, (213)931-4207.

HOUSE
From page 24

continues, "we've simplified each
guitar part down to a definite
melody and then layered them so
that each individual sound is quite
simple. So when we layer them
together, we can play tricks with
the layers (5f melody and actually
create a much wider and deeper
sound, rather than just a great wall
of guitars with distortion pedals
playing the same thing."

After a short silence, as if he's
surprised at his own analysis of
Chapterhouse's evolution, the
musician then adds, "Now, one
could say that we actually are
coming to grips with using three

guitars in a constructive way rather
than a destructive way."

In this sense, the band is delving
into territories vastly unexplored,
where sharply defined noise is

intertwined with other such parts

to craft a lush melody one can
submerge and lose oneself in.

Curiously, as Patman acknow-
ledges, many of the bands taking a
similar approach to writing this

brand of guitar-inspired music —
Moose (who opened their last U.K
tour). Ride, and the more ethereal

treatments by Slowdive (whose
vocalist Rachel Goswell appears
on Tearl') and Lush — are close
friends (or one might refer to them
as drinking buddies) with the

members of Chapterhouse.

"As a musical movement," says
the guitarist, "we do feel as
individual bands that we're
bouncing ideas offone another and
encouraging each other to
improve. And I think that's a really

healthy thing. In the past, a lot of
bands have slagged off every other
band around, saying, *We're the

best* But none of us are that

egotistical. We're all good friends

and we're saying, *Look at all

these other bands. They're bril-

liant And if you want to, look at us
to.* And basically, we feel that

that's encouraging all of us to

improve upon ourselves. That can
only be constructive . . . and I

might add, good fun as well.

"But I think all these bands are

actually breaking the limitations in

making guitars sound different

from what's been heard before,"

he adds. "I suppose that bands like

Sonic Youth originally were doing
guitar experimentation. So we —
all these bands — are continuing
that tradition and expanding upon
it"

Patman also sees a certain sense
of spirituality in the songwriting
that is now taking place. Music is

no longer just a fonn of entertain-

ment, but a useful meditative

escape as well.

"I think the thing that ties us

together," the artist surmises, "is

that we're all making music you
can escape to, that you can dissolve

into. And although some people
outside might call it noise or

depressive music or whatever, for

us as a band it's enlightening and it

uplifts us to a higher plane,

expanding our minds. It makes us
contemplate the more spiritual side
of things, rather than just rockin'
out and writing sometliing that you
can only bang your head to. We
want people to come outside their

bodies and use their minds to listen

to music."

Of course, Patman doesn't
expect this U) be an easy path to

travel. In fact, he doesn't even
believe Chapterhouse has come
anywhere near their full potential
as songwriters— a rather bold, but
honest statement to make. Instead,
be sees the band ju^i gcuiiig used lu

their instruments, ready to embark
upon a whole lifetime of crafting a

sound that listeners will no longer
look upon as an acquired taste, but
as the standard for future bands to

follow.

Summer Bruin A & E

Shhh... the best kept secret in Westwood.

*Charming European style setting.

*Connplinnentafy Breakfast & Free Parking.

*'Hij^ up to tfu Tvarm & frUndty smiles of our staff.
* Rooms W\\\\ courtyard or pool views.

^Walking distance to UCIA & Westwood.
(special Bruin rates)

Roonns from $65.00 for a single guest roonn

From $85.00 for suites with fully equipped kitchens.

!As(i oBout our Qrad Specials

Century Wilshire Hotel 10776 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles (213)474-4506

SfCfW 4 BODY ms BV fWQfl

GENTU^JVAXING
^^%^
0^

sfy Full leg w/ bikini $25
Upper l^ w/ iflkini $15
Lower |i^ $10
Bikini $10
Undeil^nus $10
Eyebrows $ 6
Lip $ 4

Also providing: deep cleansing facials

lasn & brow tints

makeovers

located aboyii the JSflierehouse in

Ali's Hair SMiri l|p Broxton Ave.

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

DO YOU NEED
NEW CONTACTS?

We feature all

the newest contact
technology: Disposable,

Color, Gas-permeable,
Extended-wear and Daily-

wear lenses.

Dr. Hyman, our experienced
optometrist and our professi-

onal staff will help you select

the right contacts for your vision

needs at the most affordable prices.

We've served the UCLA community with the
""

highest quality eyewear for over 1 7 years.

WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRIC CENTRE

918 Westwood Boulevard (Comer of Lc Conte)

Westwood Village

208-3913

Hours: M-F: 10-5:30 Sat: 10-5:00

Thursday, July 18, 1991 21

AASHIANA
AN ADVENTURE IN DINING

Hot!! /js/v linihui /)/s/u's (lose jt I IjndU '

^ER SPECIAL:
''''^ DISCOUNT

^:'^-^.^;Vo 'r....- Dinner Entrees
ixiiiy -y.H) 10 |)rn Dinnor Fn

•ri^Ff ut vAifT I'AKKivc,
LfiMntF cn

•fjrc'st^nl sludonl I.I
)*^

•spix lals .uul ( ()iii|)k>lc' (ImniTs nol inc liidcf

•iiiv<iI-mI vMlh ()lh(>r (lis( odnis

M()'> It ! '; JO J; ID

V.i:( 1 I'.i'K Ot> /\vai:jh

LUNCH BUFFET: All You Can Eat r
M<.->l, !';») J;ll) ,.^1^ <!;.- q .-

V.i:( 1 l\i'K o^ AwyStii Wlliy vJJ.J. 7J

Y CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH S,u^ \2-^ only S<).93 T
21^*207*5522

nr)4) VViKliire Blvd. And Wour (1 hjoc k casl ol Harnn^lcjnj

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood*s Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum
^ Dry Cleaning Or'*

With Inrominti Ordrr

K^hamberMusic Concerts

AT UCLA S SCHOENBERG HALL

with members of

THE LOS ANGELES
PHILHARMONIC

INSTITUTE ORCHESTRA
THURSDAY, JULY 18. 1 00

With Lynn Harrell, and
Sharon Robinson, cellos

Gardner: Canticle

Schubert: Octet

FRIDAY, JULY 19. 8:00

with Jaime Laredo, violin

Program to include:

Hindemith: Kleine

Kammerinusik, Op 24, No 2

Mendelssohn: Octet

SATURDAY, JULY 20. 8 00

with Misha Dichter piano
Dvorak. Serenade. Op 44
Dvofak: Piano Quartet in E flat.

Op 87

THURSDAY. JULY 25. 1 00

Stravinsky: Fanfare for a New
Theatre

Dvoi'ak Cypresses
Mozart Trio in E flat, K 498

(Kegelstatt)

Seating is on a first come, first-served basis.

Rease caH (2 1 3) 206 1 78 1 for furtlier inlormation

l*rvsvntc(l by the i.os Aut^cics Hiilharnitmic

OPEN DAILY
DINE-IN

Lunch-Dinner

FULL BAR
Home Delivery

Food to Go

BUY ONE GET ONE
PF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE

DINE-IN ONLY
You tnoit pnaonl thk coupon whan
ordenng. Not ivmilabU with odar

•pecials or coiipan oCkn.

EKpire 7/30/91

CALL THE RIB HOTLINE

820-RIBS
11645 Wilshire Blvd., BRbNTWOOD

(B«tWMn San VIcentt & Barrlngton)

FREE VALET PARKING AFTER 5 PM

^^m 9sn
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STOP
AND THINK ABOUT 42,500

PEOPLE. THATSYOUR
POTENTIAL SUMMER BRUIN

VIEWING AUDIENCE.
ADVERTISE
825-2161

SPECIAL DINNERS MON THRU THURS
LUNCH . DINNER • COCIGAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 W Pico Blvd.. W. lo$ Angeles • (213) 474-0102

cdiSPACT Billboard Top 30
DISC-COUNT •

ilR:!
per most
discs

TRADE
1000's Of Used CD's

$1 OFF
per title

ANY USED CO

SALES ITEMS EXaUDED

NEED
CASH?
WE BUY
USED CD's

$1 OFF
per title

ANY USED CD
SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

OPEN 7 DAYS lOAM-IOPWI PARK IN REAR

475-41 22
10741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA ;acrcss from westside pavilon)

PROMISE
You'U
jBig Bruin Bargain Coupon,
I Large 15-Inch Pizza With One Topping

I
-Free Pepsi Six Pack • Fast, Free Delivery

I
Call 447-1000 ^ ^^k f^f^ V

I
11870 Santa Monica Blvd

(3 Blocks East of Bundy)

I
Good For Carry-Out or Delivery

' Not valid with any other discount

I
Expires on July 25, 1991

^^^ plus

I

I

I

PIZZA IPROMISE '

V<Mill V ill
I

Film

deserves to be deserted
Just when you thought

cheap sexploitation

films were gone . . .

By Dan Saffer

Summer Bruin Staff

"Bikini Island" is perhaps the first mcxlem classic,

a masterpiece of sights, sound and imagery.
Symbolic and rich in meaning, this new film by
wunderldnd Tony Markes creates a stunning picture
of modem angst.

But seriously, this shallow and highly exploitive
film is a dinosaur, belonging to the era of those eariy
'80s teen flicks that were basically a vehicle for the
director to get laid. This lame attempt at a parody
ends up becoming what it at times tries to ridicule.

The plot, if you could call it that, revolves around
five swimsuit models who are picked to appear in the
15th Annual Swimsuit Edition of a sports magazine.
The models and their crew travel to an "exotic" island
(actually Santa Barbara), where one by one, the
models mysteriously begin to be bumped off by a
psychotic killer.

Writer Emerson Bixby excreted a movie that is

composed of a few moments of dialogue that string
together situations where the models are either a)
naked, b) in skimpy swimsuits, or c) in various states
of undress/lingerie. Never one to complain about
scantly clad women, even I eventually became
offended. I can now attest that there is a limit to the
number of swimsuit scenes before it becomes
gratuitous. After an hour of watching the camera play
over their admittedly beautiful bodies, it just
becomes boring. Trust me on this one, guys.
No one I know walks around half-naked all day.

But then again, maybe Bixby knows better people
than I do.

The dialogue is shallow, with lines like "Die,
bitch!" serving as comedy. The murder "plot,"
because of its schlockiness, builds no suspense at all,

so the "big revelation" at the end is a big raspberry.
And, by the way, it's very difficult for people to run
long distances and have fist fights when they're
bleeding, facts that Bixby must have forgotten.

Needless to say, the acting, for the most part, is bad
on an almost epic scale. This isn't too surprising,

because in order to get an "authentic" feel to the
movie, the five main models are played by — you
guessed it — real models. Perhaps the most horrid
example is Cyndi Pass, a Harlcy Davidson calender

This classy ad for "Bikini Island" says it all,

except ttiat the ".
.

. " stands for "l^URDER
on the viewer!"

giri, whose idea of acting is to breathe a little heavier.

In all fairness, there were a few decent acting jobs,
despite Markes' clunky direction. Terry Miller as the
psychotic, voyeuristic Frab and Gaston Le Gaf as the
lusty French makeup man were both standouts. Holly
Floria as the leading model Annie has definite

potential. While rough now, she could easily grow
under a good director.

The same could be said of the whole film. With
more subtle direction and better pacing, this may
have actually worked as liic parody that it so desires

to be. For something to be a successful parody, it has
to go too far; this movie hardly moves.
One has to ask, after sitting through this extended

adolescent fantasy, what would cause someone to

make this film? And who would fund it? Or pay
money to see it? The only answer that I could come
up with is that it will one day make a great feminist
file film, showing that even in the "liberated" '90s,

any piece of film garbage with a soundu-ack and
women's breasts can still be made.

FILM: "Bikini Island " Written by Emerson Bixby. Directed by
Anthony Markes. Produced by Anthony Markes and Zachary
Matz. A Rocky Point Productions in association with Wildcat
Productions release with Holly Floria. Alicia Anne. Jackson
Robinson and Kelly Poole. (Rated R: nudity, violence; 85
minutes) Playing through July 20 at the Ritz Theatre in

Hollywood. A (fof the women).

Concert

Summertime at the Hollywood Bowl
By Joanne J. Choi

Summer Bruin Staff

Promising a summer of music and magic, the

Hollywood Bowl kicked off its summer season with a
refreshing selection of Rachmaninov, Sibelius and
Borodin. Under the direction of guest conductor Yuri
Temirkanov, the newly formed Hollywood Bowl
Orchcsu-a along with violin virtuoso Itzhak Perlman
made night music under the stars a delightful

experience.

The harmonic artistry of these nineteenth and
twentieth century composers in the natural arena
setting wove a spell of romance and musical fiair.

Starting the evening with Borodin's "Overture,
Prince Igor," Temirkanov, music director of the
Leningrad Philharmonic, set the tone of the piece
with carefully controlled opening bars. A careful

study in balance between the suspense and the

dramatic potential of the piece insured animated
artistry as well as masterful skill.

The "Overture" noted for its playfully whimsical
strains and dramatic presentation provided an
overture for the rest of the evening's selections.

Pcriman took advantage of the evening's dramatic
setting with a bittersweet and powerful rendition of
Sibelius' "Violin Concerto."

The first of Periman's performances at the Bowl
showed audiences the unique combination of
vulnerability and greattiess which mark Periman as
an artiste extraordinaire. The violin went from
becoming an instrument to the soul of Periman as
audience and performers became swallowed up in the
pathos of Sibelius.

The evening's main fare consisted of Rachmani-
nov 's Symphony No. 2 which, like his Piano
Concerto No. 2, was romance put to music.
Alternating between plaintive heartwrenching
strains and meditative assertions, ilie symphony
proved to be the perfect culmination of an evening of
romance and drama. Temirkanov maintained his air

of controlled poise, giving the piece lyrical freedom

Itzhak Periman was the featured performer
at the opening show of the Hollywood
Bowl's summer season.

as well as definition. The symphony, reminiscent of
Tchaikovsky's spirited grandeur, painted lush musi-
cal moods complementing the present but unobtru-

sive romantic theme of the piece.

MUSIC: Itzhak Periman and the Hollywood Bowl Orchestra.
July 1 1 at the Hollywood Bowl The summer classical season
will continue with a Mozart Akademie on July 21 and
Beethoven's Ninth Ode to Joy on August 13 The works of
Rodgers & Hammerstein will be presented on July 1 9 and 20,
and on August 7 the music of Ella Fitzgerald For information,
call (213) 850-2000. ••*
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Film

No new lessons from 'Dutch'
Hughes' latest effort

lacks the originality and

wit of his previous films

By Aaron Dobbs
Summer Bruin Staff

In the new movie "Dutch," everything that can go
wrong does go wrong— and that's not just the plot-
line.

"Dutch" is meant to be a comedy and a
heartwarming drama and a coming-of-age film. Not
only is it the same type of light comedy audiences
have come to expect from prolific writer-producer
John Hughes, it also seems Uke a rehash of several of
his previous efforts — the plot-line alone reverb-
erates with the themes from "Planes. Trains and
Automobiles" and "Uncle Buck."
The story concerns tlie relationship between a man

who appears to have never totally grown up and a boy
who grew up too fast Dutch Dooley (Ed O'Neill) is

your average American success story. Despite
having little formal education, he made good through
the good or American system of free enterprise.

Dutch volunteers for what he thinks wiU be an easy
assignment— to fiy down to Atlanta in order to pick
up his girlfriend's son Doyle (Ethan Randall) from
boarding school and bring him home to Chicago for
Thanksgiving. Dutch is hoping that he wUl be able to
get acquainted with Doyle while the two drive back
home.

Doyle blames his mother for his parents' divorce.
He is filled with hate for everybody and because of
his snobbish and arrogant idealism, he has no friends
at school. He admires his stuck-up father— a man
who's too much of a worm to call his son personally
to say he won't be turning up to spend Thanksgiving
as planned. When Doyle meets Dutch, it's all-out
war.

After Dutch is forced to drag Doyle from his dorm
to the car, the real journey begins. Little by little,

things start going wrong. First the car is wrecked,
then all their money is stolen, and every other cliched
mishap that's ever made it onto celluloid occurs.
Along the way, Dutch and Doyle get to know each
other and the former tries to teach the latter how not
to be such a jerk.

This story is so recycled that the audience knows
the end within the first 10 minutes. But even the
recycled cliches could have been forgiven if the
picture was at least funny. Though there are
occasional humorous moments, the whole movie
flops.

The problem isn't entirely in the writing, however.
Peter Faiman's ("Crocodile Dundee") direction
doesn't add anything to the movie— it just moves the
two characters to the next joke on their travels. The
script is so predictable that the audience grows bored
waiting for the next "surprise" to occur.

Left to right, Doyle (Ethan Randall), Dutch
Dooley (Ed O'Neill) and Natalie (JoBeth
Williams) star in "Dutch."

The worst thing about "Dutch" though is how
much it wastes the fantastic acting talent brought
together by Hughes and Faiman. O'Neill is a
versatile actor who is only known for his role of Al
Bundy on television's "Married . . . With Children."
He could have been wonderful as Dutch, but the
script gives him nothing to work with. One minute
he's a child and the next minute he's a barroom bully
and then he turns into a caring and sensitive man.
O'Neill tries to succeed in bringing all mis across, but
the lack of consistency in the character ruins his
performance.

The script also mined a potentially magnificent
portrayal by Randall. He is so believable as Doyle
that everybody in the theater just wants to get up and
kill the kid. Randall has a good comic sense both in
his lines and movement, but it is wasted here. The
script attempts to make the audience feel two things
at the same time. First it tries to make you feel sorry
for Doyle, and then it tries to make you hate him for

[

the way he acts. Randall makes both of these things
work, but it's too much, and when the movie does
finally comes to a close, Doyle's transformation
happens too quickly.

Everything that is wrong with "Dutch" can be
atttibuted to either the screenplay or the direction.

Though it is by no means a horrible movie, it seems
that ever since Hughes took to writing and producing
more than directing, his films have become trite and
dull. Most importantly though, they've been seen
before.

FILM: "Dutch." Written by John Hughes Directed by Peter
Faiman Produced by John Hughes and Richard Vane A
Twentieth Century Fox release of a Hughes Entertainment
production with Ed O'Neill. Ethan Randall and JoBeth
Williams (Rated PG-13: mild language; 110 minutes)
Opens Friday citywide. ••

Music

Rap's a teaching profession
for Boston's Ed OG & Da Boyz
By Marcia Johnson

"This ain't a western. Rap's a
profession. So stop guessin' . Sit

down and learn a lesson. Stand up
for what's right. Fight a fight.

'Cause it could be you. And don't
let no one tell you what to do."

"Dedicated To The Right Win-
gers"

ED O.G & Da Bulldogs

These arc the type of "shouts"
ED O.G and his boys are putting

out. Comprised of ED O.G, T-
Nyne, Smooth Ice Gee and DJ
Cruz, these guys are sure to make
their mark as rappers of the '90s.

Their music ranges from light-

hearted fun to serious social

messages that make you think

twice about some of the happen-
ings of today.

ED O.G points out that their

music, in general, is for everyone,
^>ut in terms of their sound and
message he states. "Black people

understand what we're talkin'

about. If it crosses over and other

people start to Uke it, then that's

fine too!"

When talking to these guys, one
finds that they are all about
"blackness," being real, and slay-

ing true to values. This is probably

due to the fact that these guys
definitely believe in practicing

what they preach. They are quick

to express their views and con-

cerns, whatever the subject.

ED O.G & Da B.u.l.l.d.o.g.s.

(Black United Leaders Living

Directly On Groovin' Sounds)

came together from Boston's

Roxbury district with stt'ong hip-

hop roots and a street knowledge

that could educate even the most
naive mindset. After testing the

waters of breakdancing and MC
and DJ contests, the crew got

together and decided to "kick some
knowledge" to the people.

"Stay Black, stay proud, and

stay strong" is one of their mottos

and. Ustening to the album, "Life

Of A Kid In The Ghetto," one can

sense the social consciousness

expressed by cuts such as, "Speak
Upon It," "Be A Father To Your
Child" and "Dedicated To The
Right Wingers." There is also a fun

side exposed in picks like, "Feel
Like A Nut" and "Bug-A-Boo."

The album's diverse, funky and
penetrative qualities can be attri-

buted, not only to ED and his crew,
but also to the remarkable produc-
ing talents of the Awesome Two.
Special K. and Teddy Tedd.

Genuine in their karma, the guys
are quick to express that they do
not wish to "fit the bill as just

another rap group." Their future

goals include the production of
other groups and. quite possibly,

exploring other arenas of the
entertainment industry. Currently,

ED 0.0 & Da Bulldogs arc doing
nationwide promotional tours.

As they keep on "bumpin' the

sounds," they hope to attract a
wide audience, educate the people
and continue to groove the entire

hip-hop community. Check 'em
out!
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Arts ntertainment
Life is most exceilent for Keanu Reeves
By Aaron Dobbs
Summer Bruin Staff

At 26 years old, Keanu Reeves
has already established quite a
resume.

From the teenage suicide drama
"Permanent Record" (1988) and
1989's "Dangerous Liaisons" to

Paula Abdurs video "Rush, Rush"
(1991) and one excellent dude in

"Bill & Ted's Excellent Adven-
ture," Reeves has played a variety
of roles.

Now audiences have the oppor-
tunity to see him in two brand new
movies reprising one role in the
sequel "Bill & Ted's Bogus Jour-
ney" (opening citywide Friday)
and playing yet another type in the
new surfer action/drama "Point
Break."

Reeves in person demonstrates
aspects of many of the characters
he's played on screen. His speech
is laid back but he's always in

motion. He can talk seriously and
then immediately make a joke and
laugh at himself. His persona is

exemplified when he speaks about
why he did "Bill & Ted's Excellent
Adventure" in the middle of a
successful film career.

"(•Bill & Ted's') is part of the
serious film career," he says
straight-faced. "It's a very heavy
part It demands all your skills as
an actor. It demands everything
that any other pan does. It's

comedy and it's very difficult

comedy. Oh what am I saying?!
What am I saying?! Nah, man. Bill

and Ted — whatever. Hope you
dig it!"

"Bill & Ted's Excellent Adven-
ture" was a surprising success. But
once again conventional wisdom
was wrong and people started

mimicking Bill&Tedspeak all over
the country. Of course, this meant
there had to be a sequel, but it took
a few things to get Reeves to

reprise his role.

"We wanted to explore (what
happens to Bill and Ted), and we
wanted to play Bill and Ted again."

he says. "We had to get a good
story and it had to be a tight story.

It had to be a rocking, amazing
thing. (The writers) came up with
*Boom, you'll go to heaven, go to

hell, you'll meet evil robots, you'll

meet Namanos Denamanos the

ultimate evil dude, you'll be in the

future, you'll be in the past, you'll

get to do all these things,* and it

was like, *Wow, man that's cool.

People will dig that.' That made it

worthwhile to do."

Bill and Ted have become
popular characters, especially to

children. A variety of spin-off

ideas sprung from the first movie
and Reeves has opinions on most
of them.

*The dolls themselves suck!"
Reeves says. "If they were cool
dolls I wouldn't care. The aspect of
my character being turned into a
doll is (fine), but it's not a good
toy. In my eyes, there wasn't
enough thought put into it. I hope
they don't sue me.
*The cereal is cool," he con-

tinues. "I know it's made by Purina
which has some ironies in it, but
you know, it's a good chew.

'1 was involved in the cartoon
for the first year and it was cool
because they allowed (Alex and
me) to really get involved."

One question which people keep
asking is why Bill and Ted have
become so popular. The language
is catchy and the movie's story was
imaginative and funny, but not
many movies spawn cereals,

Saturday morning cartoons and
action figures — especially come-
dies.

"When I watch the film or I see
these guys, I get the feeling that

Ted gets when he's with Bill," he
explains. "I love those guys and I

love Alex. He*s a beautiful guy, an
amazing actor and a brilliant man.
The joy that Bill and Ted have in

their existence within the horror of
the worid — it's just their friend-

ship and their honesty and what
you see is what you get.

"(They're simple), and that's

what's cool about Bill and Ted.
Perhaps why the language has
affected people is because it's pure
in the sense of what is language. I

mean it's very basic, the rudiments
of it, but I mean the feeling, breath,

thought and muscles involved in

saying, 'Woah, excellent!'"

Bill and Ted are also easily

awed by most things, but no matter
how incredible the situation, they
never seem to become overawed.
"WeU, I think I'd be awed by

. . . God! Beelzebub! But what
does it mean overawed— pissing
on yourselves or not being able to

breathe? The phenomena that

happen to them in this film are
outrageous, but they've got to save
the babes. They don't refiect

unless there's an action. They're
not like, *Dude, we're in heaven.'
Instead they say, 'Dude, we're in

heaven and we just mugged three

people! ' You have to do something
to them to get them to react
They're not assummg anything
except about rock and roll."

Reeves is going on with more
varied roles. He just finished

filming "My Private Idaho" with
River Phoenix — a film written

and directed by Gus Van Sandt
("Drugstore Cowboy"). Still, he is

not ambivalent to playing Ted
again.

"Ah, yes. Ted at 37 was a very

interesting experience," he jokes.

"Nah. It would be cool to play him
again."

Of course, that's only if they get
an excellent script for another
bogus journey!

University of California, Los Angeles

Like his alter ego, Ted, Keanu Reeves has made a careerout
of doing inexplicable things.

Music

Finding a 'Pearl' in a bed of psydiedelic sound
By Rob Winfield

Summer Bruin Staff

With their trademark three

guitars. Chapterhouse's audio cas-

cade is, like wine, a bit difficult to

swallow upon first impression.
With the many layers of piercing
noise, it becomes a bitter task to

distinguish one distorted riff from
the other.

However, as one gives their

often overwhelming sound time to

ferment in the mind, the various
guitar textures unravel to present a
clearly focused portrait of exquis-
iteness.

Chapterhouse's only differen-

tiating characteristic from such a

piece of bottled history is that wine
typically spends many, many years
gesiating in a dank cellar, while

these five musicians have only
given themselves a mere three

years to evolve into what could be
considered the current forerunner
of the British independent music
scene.

Sporting three highly varied EPs
dvailablc on inipoii only — tlie

wah-wah driven "Freefall," an
eerie "Sunburst" and the current

"Pearl"— and the recent domestic
debut LP "Whirlpool" on BMG/
Dedicated Records, the band
whose average age ranks at 20

"Whirlpoor continues where Chapterhouse's first three EPs left them— somewhere on the
dark side of heaven.

years seems to be taking the music
world by storm, intoxicating lis-

teners with each progression into

the realm of guitar music.

It is perhaps this progression

Uiai lias catapulted the band's
recognition to a head, provoking
fans and critics alike to heap
insurmountable stacks of praise

and accolades on their pioneering

sound.

"Yeah, progression's the thing."

confirms vocalist/guitarist Ste-

phen Patman, taking the band's
interview chores for the day. The
remaining members consist of
Patman's counter frontman
Andrew Shemtl, also on vocals

and guitar, Simon Rowe on guitar,

Russell Barrett on bass and Ashley
Bates on drums.

"If you place the first two EPs
up against 'Pearl,' which was
written after the album was fin

ished." he explains, "you'll see a
definite progression and maturity
in the songwriting."

For those who haven't yet
experienced this delicious dab-
bling uito dreamlike pop, "Pearl,"

as Patman would probably agree,

is the most significant achieve-
ment for Chapterhouse, standing

firmly on the opposite extreme of
what generally has been charac-
teristic of the band's music.

Chapterhouse is

delving into territCHies

vastly unexplored
where one can sub-
merge and lose one-
self widiin.

"In a lot of ways," the guitarist

admits, "that song made a lot of
people stand up and notice us for

what we really are. The first two
EPs, although we got a certain

amount of acclaim, didn't really

generate any real interest. The real

interest began when Tearl' came
out.

"Because," he surmises, "I think
when people first heard that single,

it made them sit up and realize that

we primarily are a songwriting
band, rather than just five musi-
cians making a lot of noise. And I

can understand where the noise
idea came from. When we first

started out and had three guitars,

we didn't really have any cxpcri

ence with what to do with them. So
we just made a wall of noise

because we had the chance to.

"But as we have progressed over
the last three years," Patman

See HOUSE, page 21
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Iraq declares

limited amnesty
CAIRO, Egypt — Iraqi

President Saddam Hussein, in

apparent attempt to defuse
Kurdish and Shiite unrest, dec-
lared an amnesty Sunday for

political prisoners and army
deserters, the Iraqi News Agen-
cy reported.

"The Revolutionary Com-
mand Council has declared a
general amnesty for all political

prisoners and deserters because
of the new era the country is

entering, an era based on
popular participation in running
the country's affairs," INA
quoted a council statement as

saying.

The statement excluded from
the amnesty, however, army
officers who joined the revolt

against Iraq's Baathist govern-
ment after Saddam's defeat in

the Persian Gulf war five

months ago.
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FHends recall

fellow employee
After a long bout with

cancer, cheery and courageous
ASUCLA career employee
Heather Hunter died at the age
of 35.

See page 4

Viewpoint

The conflict

rages onward
Columnist Pei-Chi Chang

gives an insider's view into the

growing tension between the

African-American and Korean
communities.
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Speak for

yourself
Rock musician/poet Henry

Rollins discusses literature and

life on the road.
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Good as gold
Winning a gold medal cer-

lainly gave this Bruin some-
thing to smile about.
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UC employees face salary freezes
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

No University of California

employees will get pay raises for at

least a year, the university's

governing board decided Friday.

The pay freeze, which is

expected to save $17.5 million, is

the latest UC effort to offset a

$309.5 million cut in state funding.

Effective through June, the

freeze will not only prohibit merit

pay raises, but also halt the usual

cost-of-living increases, which
average about 5 percent a year.

Ail 129,000 UC employees,

Measure to reduce budget

and offset inflation costs
including UCLA's 28,000, will

feel the effects of the freeze on

their pocketboolcs.

Earlier this summer, the univer-

sity announced that top admini-

strators earning $90,000 or more a

year will not receive pay raises

next year.

The freeze for all UC employees

"represents one more difficult

decision that we have been obliged

to make in order to balance the

university's budget," UC Presi-

dent David Gardner explained.

This year marks the first time in

more than 20 years that the state

has allotted the university less

money than the previous year, UC
spokesman Ron Kolb said. This

cut will reduce the actual budget

by more than $100 million and also

eliminate about $200 million

needed to cope with rising costs of
inflation.

"Everything costs more. Electr-

icity, water, all that goes up each
year. We got less than we asked
for," Kolb said.

Because the UC will receive

about 15 percent less money from
the state than it requested, it has
been forced to adopt many other

"painful" cost-saving measures to

make up for the lost income.
The UC governing board has

already approved a $650 a year
registration fee hike, as well as a

See page 5

Tea-time of the soul

Mike Mercer, a senior majoring in English, takes a mental and physical break outside

the University Research Library last Wednesday.

• • I

Gates backs search for successor
He will retire when new chief

is named, council members say
By Alice Crane
United Press InternationaJ

Police Chief Daryl Gates has

told two of his staunchest city

council allies that he wants a

search for his successor to begin

and that he will retire when one is

named, the council members said

Saturday.

Councilwoman Joy Picus, in a

telephone interview from New
York where she is attending a

League of Cities Advisory Council
meeting, said she talked with

Gates Thursday night after he left a

telephone message at her hotel.

Picus, a strong suppoiter of the

embattled chief, said Gates, 64,

told her he had decided to retire

when a successor is chosen.

"He confirmed what I thought

he had been saying all along,"

Picus said. "1 believe that between
his age, length of service and
simply the incredible pressure that

he's under these days, it would
seem to me that it's time to pull

out.

"1 think he believes that. It's on

his own terms, 1 think that's the

point he's making," she said.

Gates indicated he would out-

line his retirement plans in a letter

to the City Council, Council
president John Fcrraro said. "He
did tell me he was looking into the

possibility of writing a letter."

Ferraro said he hoped to receive

the letter the first of next week and
that it would trigger a search for a

new chief that could lake from six

to nine months.

"(Gates) has indicated that he

feels the search should begin,"

Fcrraro said, adding that the chief

agrees with the Christopher Com-
mission that no interim chief be

appointed during the selection

process.

"The people who
need to see it will see

it anyway, irrespeC'

tive of whether it is

showing in West-
wood or not.''

John Thompson

Mann cuts

'Boyz' in

Westw<
By Leila Ansari

Summer Brum Staff

Westwood's Mann theaters did

not screen the critically-acclaimed

film "Boyz N the Hood" in the

Village last weekend as originally

scheduled.

While local merchants may be
breathing sighs of relief because
they feared the violence that

plagued other theaters showing the

film, members of UCLA's African

Student Union say pulling the

movie is taking the easy way ouL
Although Mann theater officials

have refused to comment on the

reason behind their decision, inci-

dents of violence — including 20
injuries and one death surrounding
the movie's opening night two
weeks ago — have prompted
theaters across the nation to pull

the film from their screens.

A spokesman for Columbia
Pictures, the film's distributor,

said last week that his company
hoped Mann would open the film

in the Village on Friday. He could
not be reached for comment once
the decision was made to cancel

the Westwood screening.

A member of UCLA's African
Student Union said pulling the film

is not the solution. "They need to

See 'BOYZ', page 2

UC officials uncover fake diploma scam in India
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

While the UCLA community
often jokes that USC students buy
their degrees. Bruins must now
face the reality that their own
diplomas are for sale.

The University of California

uncovered last month what may be

the largest fake diploma scam
ever: a plot by a company in India

to sell UCLA doctoral degrees.

The fake diplomas, which
fetched a price ranging from

$2,000 to $5,000, were adverUsed

in New Delhi newspapers.

UCLA doctoral degrees were sold

in New Delhi newspaper ads
The fraudulent degrees closely

resemble the real thing. They
contain an official-looking UC
seal and the signatures of top state

alucation and government offi-

cials, including former Gov.
George Deukmejian.

Although UC attorneys liave

been investigating the matter with

the help of the Education Abroad
Program (EAP) office in India,

some facts re'main unclear. The

university has not yet figured out

who is selling the degrees or

whether they are still being sold.

The U.S. Educational Founda-
tion, which supervises the Fnl-

bright Scholar Program in India,

first informed the UC about the

fake diplomas. The foundation

uncovered the scam when an

employee saw the advertisement in

a local newspaper.

"People believed the degrees

were being issued as part of a
continuing education program,"
said Foundation Director Sharada
Nayak. Buyers were required to

write a thesis before receiving the

doctoral diplomas.

However, it seems likely that

most buyers realized the program
was a fraud, said Gerald Larson,

director of FAP in India.

The diplomas contained small

errors that gave them away: the

dales were crudely hand-written,

and the signature of the UC Davis
chancellor appeared on the diplo-

See DIPLOMAS, page 5
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*BOYZ'
From page 1

start assessing what causes this

violence instead of taking the easy

route of blaming the film for

violence," said John Thompson, an

ASU coordinator.

His words were similar to those

of the film's 23-year-old director

John Singleton. A movie doesn't

cause violence; that is caused by a

society that fosters oppression of

people of color, does not stand

firmly against the existence of

gangs and allows drugs and guns to

infiltrate certain communities.

Thompson explained that the

fact that gangs may fight at a

movie is not reflective of the

movie itself. "A movie causes no

more violence than the sidewalk

that they kill each other on."

Receiving many positive

reviews from film critics, "Boyz N
the Hood" traces the lives of three

boys as they grow up in South

Central Los Angeles and learn the

value of love and family.

"It is impossible for a movie to

cause deaths," Thompson said.

"People are responsible for their
own behavior. It is clear to anyone
who has seen it that *Boyz N the
Hood' is not a movie centered
around violence."

Although he agreed the film is

worth seeing, if cancelling West-
wood showings of the movie
ultimately brings positive results

for the VUlage, the Westwood
Village Association, which repre-

sents local merchants, is pleased
with the decision, said spokesman
Scott Regberg.

But the decision to cancel
screenings of the film will not
make any difference because
Westwood is not a crucial place,

Thompson said. **The people who
need to see it will see it anyway,
irrespective of whether it is show-
ing in Westwood or not."

He explained that when two
rival gangs confront each other at

the same place, they may fight,

regardless of where they are or
what they are doing.
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These Daily/Summer Bruin jobs are available.

To apply call 206-0938 and leave your name and

telephone number on the answering machine.

An editor will return your call within the week.
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needed to write on research, science
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Paid positions open immediately after
one-day training seminar in September.
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Can U spare an A? Same old faces lead

Emmy nominations

SUZANNE STAT; 'Timer B.uin

Dean Coleman puts finishing touches on the marquee of the Tiffany theater in West
Hollywood on Saturday.

By Joanne J. Choi

Summer Bruin Staff

The Academy of Television

Arts & Sciences announced the

nominations for the 1990-1991
prime time Emmy Awards last

week.

Few of this year's 76 nomina-
tions proved a surprise, with many
repeats from last year. Nomina-
tions for Outstanding Comedy
Series were duplicates of previous
years with NBC's "Cheers" and
"The Golden Girls," CBS'
"Designing Women" and "Mur-
phy Brown" and ABC's "Wonder
Years" garnering the highest
acclaim.

Except for Burt Reynolds in

CBS' "Evening Shade," the nomi-
nees for Outstanding Lead Actor in

a Comedy Series were almost
identical to last year's with Ted
Danson ("Cheers"), John Good-
man ("Roseanne"), Richard Mulli-

gan ("Empty Nest") and Craig T.

Nelson ("Coach").

The Outstanding Supporting
Actor in a Comedy Series offered a
variation, with "Evening Shade"
holding a majority of the category
with Michael Jeter and Charles
Duming. The other nominations
were Jonathan Winters ("Davis
Rules"), Jerry Van Dyke
("Coach") and Woody Harrelson
("Cheers").

Nominees for Outstanding Lead
Actress in a Comedy Series

remained last year's veterans
Kirstie Alley, Candice Bergen,

Delta Burke and Betty White.
"Evening Shade" continued to

score a hit with the only unprece-
dented nomination of Elizabeth

Ashley in the Outstanding Sup-
porting Actress in a Comedy
Series category. The other conten-

ders were Rhea Perlman and Bebe
Neuwirth ("Cheers"), Estelle Get-
ty ("Golden Girls") and Faith Ford
("Murphy Brown").
ABC's "Twin Peaks" fell out of

favor this year. CBS' only nomi-
nation, "Northern Exposure," was

the only new addition to the

Outstanding Drama Series categ-

ory which included ABC's "China
Beach" and "thirtysomething,"

NBC's "Quantum Leap" and
"L.A. Law."
However, James Earl Jones

("Gabriel's Fire") and Michael
Moriarty ("Law & Order") were
added to the list of last year's

nominees for Outstanding Lead
Actor in a Drama Scries: Kyle
MacLachlan ("Twin Peaks"),
Peter Falk ("Columbo") and Scott

Bakula ("Quantum Leap").

David Clennon ("thirtysome-

thing") became the only new
addition to the nominations in the

Outstanding Supporting Actor in a

Drama Series category, which
include last year's winner Jimmy
Smits ("L.A. Uw") as weU as

Richard Dysart ("L.A. Law"),
Timothy Busfield ("thirtysome-

thing") and Dean Stockwell
("Quantum Leap").

Sharon Gless ('The Trials of
Rosie O'Neill") was the only
newcomer to this year's nomina-
tions for Outstanding Lead Actress
in a Drama Series. She shares the

honor with last year's nominees

See EMMYS, page 5

UCLA's sizable waternise cuts tri^er flood of praise
By Brigitte Brady

Praise is pouring on UCLA for saving
more water than required.

For the last three months, the campus has

consecutively used at least 10 percent less

water than mandated by city conservation

goals.

The Department of Water and Power
required city residents to cut their water use
by 10 percent in April and May and 15

percent in June. For those months, UCLA
saved 20, 23 and 26 percent respectively.

UCLA facilities officials take the good
news as an expected result of their

conservation efforts.

"We have made a very serious, multi-

year effort — not a quick response to an
emergency," said Allen Solomon, assistant

vice chancellor for facihties management.
But being conservation-conscious has not

been cheap for the campus. Over the last 6
years, facilities officials estimate that their

efforts carry a price tag of $700,000.
Although most of this money went

towards renovating campus water systems,

for example, replacing pipes and upgrading

sprinkler systems, money was also spent on
researching new ways lo conserve water.

This research revealed that, contrary to

popular behef, UCLA does not splash most
of its water on its lush landscape. In fact.

almost 50 percent of campus water use is for

cooling buildings.

"At UCLA a vast majority of water is

used in cooling research equipment and
computers," explained Solomon, adding
that the water is now chemically treated to

make it more biodegradable.

The second largest category of water use

is hygiene, for example, water used for

showers in the residence halls.

Maintaining UCLA's green landscape is

the third largest area of consumption.

Water and power officials say the campus
— the seventh largest water consumer in the

DWP's service area — has been very

cooperative. "UCLA has sent a representa-

tive to our water advisory board and has

been very active in helping others con-

serve," said DWP spokeswoman Debra
Sass.

When Cahfomia faced a major drought
earlier this year, the DWP laid down
mandatory conservation goals.

UCLA's conservation amounted to about

37,(XX) gallons of water saved in the month
of June.

But campus water officials do not exiTect

to stop there. They hope UCLA will save

164,000,000 gallons annually. With the

development of new conservation plans,

this number may go as high as 193,000,000
gallons saved per year.
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FHends remember 'brave and inspiring' ASUCLA employee
By Valerie Rosenberg

Heather Hunter will not only be
remembered for her ready smile

and cheerful attire, but, more
importantly, for the lessons she

taught others about life.

After a long bout with cancer,

the brave and inspiring employee
of the Associated Students of
UCLA died Sunday, July 14. She
was 35.

Hunter was diagnosed with

melanoma, a form of skin cancer,

two years before she began her job

as an ASUCLA food services

manager in 1983. She worked on
campus for four years before she

had to take a medical leave in

1987. Even though she knew the

cancer had spread, she was back at

work a year later, this time in the

personnel department at UCLA.
Melanoma is one of the most

difficult cancers to treat, according
to her doctor, Malcolm Mitchell,

and Heather chose to fight it —
bravely opting for experimental
immunological treatments that had
only been in use for a year.

Although Mitchell said some
may consider this being a
" 'human guinea pig,' Heather
looked at it as entering into a

partnership with us, where she had
the chance to take control of her
life and help decide how she
wanted to attack her disease."

In the eulogy he delivered at her

memorial service, Mitchell spoke

of Hunter as a heroine whose brave
acts were grounded in **a conscious
decision to pursue a difficult

course of action over an extended
period of time where repeated and
increasingly formidable chal-

lenges occur. To me that is a far

greater heroism, which is rarely

. . . recognized."

Hunter was also eager to help
others deal with the disease. She
volunteered at the Kenneth Norris,

Jr. Cancer Hospital for at least four

or five years, supporting other

patients and fundraising. She was
also active in the Santa Monica
Wellness Community.

"Heather was a free spirit . . .

she loved hfe," recalls Eleanor
Elrott, head of auxiliary services

for the cancer hospital.

In fact, to many of her friends

and family, Hunter was the perso-

nification of the famous phrase

"Carpe Diem," or "seize the day."

"She could live life fully and

with a joy you don't see in people,"

said her mother, Anita, who is very

proud of her daughter's "positive

attitude."

One thing that stands out in

everybody's memories of Hunter

is her unique personality.

"Who but Heather could breeze

in to work in bright purple tights,

an orange skirt and beaded shoes,

dripping with wonderful jewelry

of her grandmother's, or perhaps

dinosaur earrings she found in

Mexico?" reminisced Val McCor-

Heather Hunter

mick, the director of human
resources for ASUCLA, in the

See HUNTER, page 5

478-WINGS
11am-1am

FREE DELIUERV!
^tVD t^. f478-9464J
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WINGS

Real 'Buffalo' (NY.) Style

Chicken Wings
with celery sticks & bleu cheese dip

served by the dozen $4.22
Buffalo Sauces:

Mild - for beginners.

Hot - experienced eaters only

Suicide - Buffalo natives only.

Barbecue Sauces:

Original - just enough zip!

Hot Barbecue Rochester Style.

Party Size Orders;

25
50

100

.$ 7.95

.$15.49

.$28.63

11923 Santa
Monica Blvd.

* THCNCS
Potato Skins

Homemade with Sour Cream $2.95
Bacon- n-Cheddar $3.50

both $4.22
Golden Mozzarella Sticks $3.50
Fresh Fried Zucchini $2.95
Breaded Whole f^ushrooms $2.95
Our Famous "Onion Loaf" $2.25
Steak Fries plain $1.50
w/cheese-n-gravy $2.25
Chicken Sandwich $3.45
(Homemade, Boneless. Skinless

Breast Fillet) •

oe^ BURGERS
100% Beef Hamburger 1/4 lb.

Buffalo Style

regular

cheese

SALADS
Buffalo Style Chicken Salad
Dinner Salad small.

large.

Potato Salad

Cole Slaw
Macaroni Salad

LITTLE RED SAMPLER $4.45
and youf dioiCB of Zucchini or

$244
$2.25

$2 53

$3.99

.$145

$2 95
$1.25

$1 25

$1 25

(Wings

Mushrooms)
BIG RED SAMPLER $5.95
(Wings. Mozzarella Sticks, Zucchini.

Mushrooms. & Potato Skins)

BEVERAGES
Soda can. ..$.75 six pack. ..$3.95

Beer domestic...$1.50 six pack. ..$4.95

Corona...$2.00 six pack. ..$7.95

see Thiitsday's ad tor
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Make your

summer sizzle...

with the

Summer Bruin

825-2161

grocery • produce • dairy • deli • bakery

20 oz.
$2.99

Compare at

$3.19

Why pay

more?
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Freshness and Selection without Delay!

Now you can select a fresh-made sandwich
without waiting in line!

Combined with our terrific Salad Bar it makes a
quick, healthy lunch or dinner.

* $3.75 sandwich includes cookie for dessert.

Any 32 oz

Sports Bottle
refill

49«

Breadstiks - where "quick" is also healthy!

OPEN TIL . FREE
11 PM PARKING
1057 GAYLEY AVE • 209-1111

Jot L^at-iMedJ
^

. .orwill skt?

GENERAL AND
COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:

• TOOTH BONDING 478-0363

• Fix chipped.stained or br(^ken teeth
• Nitrous Oxide Lauehine Gas
• Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1442 Wesrwood Blvd. ibetween Wilshire & Santa Monica)

(PARI BEAUTY SALON)
Remove your unwanted hair

with 1007o Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing,. S 8
Half legs wax $10
Underarm $ 8
Arm $12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $io

European Facials... $25
1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

ALL OPHTHALMIC FRAMES AND

SUNGLASSES

NAMESTOO BIG
TO MENTION

WESTWOOD LOCATION ONLY

ENTIRE INVENTORY REDUCED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN AVE.

Dr. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.
o ^ r o tm t T m I X

EYES EXAMINED/CONTACT LENSES/CUSTOM EYEWEAR
LAB ON PREMISES/1-HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE
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HUNTER
From page 4

eulogy she delivered at her friend's

memorial service.

Hunter also took advantage of
any opportunity to do what she
loved most — traveling. She
visited Australia, New Zealand,

the Great Barrier Reef, Figi, India,

Nepal. Jordan, and Egypt. She
even took a two-week excursion to

Hawaii only two months before

her death.

Hunter's family requests that

donations be made to:

Auxiliary

Kenneth Norris, Jr. Cancer
Hospital

1441 Eastlake Ave.

Los Angeles. CA 90033-0804

DIPLOMAS
From page 1

mas instead of UCLA Chancellor
Charles Young's signature.

So far, no fake diplomas have
been imported into the United

States, Larson said. "If this was a

problem, there would be a lot more
stink about this."

But he said that people may try

to use those degrees in the future.

In particular, there is a danger that

fake diploma holders could land

jobs with some public U.S. univer-

sities, which often do not check the

backgrounds of their employees
thoroughly.

From page 1

plan to reduce total UC enrollment
by 5,500 students in the next three

years by tightening admissions
standards.

The university also approved an
early retirement incentive program
that will permanently eliminate

1,700 jobs once those employees
leave the university. This will

include 360 faculty and 100
teaching assistant positions.

Twenty-three executive posts at

the lop of UCLA's administrative

ladder have been eliminated and
their duties reassigned to others in

an attempt to save about $2.1

million.

The dilemma facing the univer-

sity is that these cost-saving

measures are all short-term and
cannot be duplicated year after

year, Gardner said. The university

cannot continue to swallow large

cuts and maintain its high standard

of quality.

Unless the university gets the

money it requests from the stale

next year, Gardner said even the

UC's "long-term task of catching

up with an accumulated backlog of

need" could be made impossible.

EMMYS
From page 3

Dana Delany ("China Beach").

Angela Lansbury ("Murder. She

Wrote") and Patricia Wettig

("ihirtysomething").

However, Marg Helgenbcrger

("China Beach") and Melanie

Mayron ("ihirtysomething") were

the only returning nominees for

Outstanding Supporting Actress in

a Drama series, with Madge
Sinclair ("Gabriel's Fire"), Diana

Muldaur ("L.A. Law") and Piper

Laurie ("Twin Peaks") completing

the list.

Except for the nomination of

Thomas Carter ("Equal Justice"),

the rest of the list for Outstanding

Directing in a Drama Series were

not a repeat of last year, but

included Mimi Leder ("China

Beach"), Gregory Hoblil C'Cop

Rock") and Tom Moore ("L.A.

Law").
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SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I HAPPY

I
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice

' •Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close I

I$3.40
with coupon

I

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)l i Wfwo-

QUI Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

NA.ILS
at Ultinr.o

before noon

SPECIAL

Full Set

Fill

Manicure
& Pedicure
Manicure

$18.00

$11.00

$ 1

1

.00

$5.00

We also do silk & fiberplciss

Mon - Sat 10 7
10918 Kinross Ave. • Weshwood

For appt call: (213) 208-8015 Or 208 3500

^^^ EXTENSION

-Preparing for Law School

This course can help you achieve Instructor: For your convenience, enrollment

your potential during the crucial Jaffe Dickerson, JD, Littler, may be charged on your MasterCard,

first year of law school by sharpen- Mendelson, Fasti ff & Tichy VISA, or Discover. Call

ing the skills essential for success.

It covers the casebook method of

learning and provides time-saving

methods for briefmg, strategies for

Course No.: English 846

Fee: $260 Reg/i^ E7852U

Friday, 7-10 pm.

(213) 825-9971 or (818) 784-7006.

For more information, call

(213) 825-4192

writing law school examinations Saturday and Sunday, 9 am-4 pm.

effectively, and an introduction to August 9-11, 3 mtgs.

basic legal terminology. Location: 1278 Anderson Graduate

School of Management, UCLA
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CIASSIC
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G. §i$i§ riddance to the South African sanctions
The International Olympic

Committee's GOC) deci-

sion to end its boycott
of South African athletes and
President Bush's decision to

end U.S. sanctions against

South Africa are welcome
developments.

It is hard to decide which
policy was more hypocritical.

The IOC boycotted South Afri-

can athletes while athletes from
the police stale of East Ger-
many amassed gold medals and
their government gunned down
anyone trying to escape to

freedom in the West. The
United States banned trade

with South Africa while
encouraging trade with some of
the bloodiest dictatorships on
earth: the Soviet Union, China,
Iraq and the like.

Although the American left

will go to great lengths to

deny the hypocrisy of their

advocacy of sanctions, both the

left and the conservatives will

go to even greater lengths to

avoid answering a more funda-
mental question: Under what
conditions is it appropriate for

the U.S. government to restrict

or prohibit trade with another
nation?

The reasons for this evasion
are clear. An unambiguous
answer to this question would
preclude the kind of ad hoc
rationalizations that govern our
foreign policy today. In order
to ans^ver such a question ii is

necessary to abandon this

unprincipled-on-principle

approach and examine the

underlying principles that ought
to govern such questions.

If we wish to consider the

On Principle

role of the government of a
free nation such as the United
States in establishing a foreign
policy, we must first have a
clear grasp of the proper
function of a govcnimenL

All individuals in a free

society have the right to their

lives, their liberty and their

property. They may engage in

productive activity to further

and sustain their lives; they
may trade the fruits of their

labor with other individuals,

and they may enter into vol-

untary associations.

The one thing they may not
do is initiate the use of
physical force against their

fellow human beings. Those
who do initiate force, the
thieves, the rapists, the murder-
ers and the like are criminals
and it is the proper function of
the government to protect its

citizens from them.

Just as the police exists to

protect us from criminals, the

military exists to protect us
from foreign aggressors that

would use armed force to

threaten our liberty. An appro-
priate foreign policy, as articu-

lated by political commentator
Peter Schwartz, "names those

actions by other states which
will be responded to by force."

When a communist govern-
ment nationalizes the property

of its citizens, abolishes private

trade and executes or imprisons
political dissenters it is not
different from a criminal orga-
nization and should be treated

as such. An appropriate foreign
policy would evaluate the

threat posed by such a nation
and take whatever defensive
measures necessary to neutral-

ize the threat

An appropriate foreign policy
would prohibit trade with
criminal nations on the grounds
that trade with such nations

constitutes the aiding and abet-
ting of a criminal organization.

Only individuals or voluntary
associations of individuals such
as companies and corporations
have rights to property and to

trade. In totalitarian states,

there is no such thing as a
private individual or a volun-
tary association.

In these stales an individu-

al's every action is controlled
by the state and if one
engages in foreign trade, one
does so only as an agent of a
criminal organization: the tota-

litarian government. It is no
more permissible to conduct
business with such a state than
it is to conduct business with

the Mafia.

The situation in authoritarian

states is quite different. As
Schwartz pointed out, individu-

als in such a state are not

entirely dependent on their

government because there is a

measure of private production

and criticism of the govern-

ment and political opposition

are tolerated to some degree.

It is precisely because of the

non-totalitarian nature of the

South African government that

a successful opposition to the

policy of Apartheid was able

to come into being. South
African blacks are able to

disseminate anti-government
viewpoints in private publica-

tions, join independent trade

unions and emigrate from the

country if they choose to do
so.

Although the rights of black

South Africans have been vio-

lated by the racial policie^s of
their government, their plight is

still immeasurably better than

that of the 16 million slaves in

Chinese forced labor camps,
for example.

Although South African

blacks do not have the right to

vote, neither do the citizens of
27 other African nations which
are not subject to economic
sanctions. The prevalence of
private property and private

enterprise in South Africa

further invalidates any compari-
son of South Africa to a
criminal totalitarian state.

Just as the government of a
free nation has an obligation to

prohibit the aiding and abetting

of criminals it also has the

obligation to respect the rights
of its own citizens. The
imposition of laws forbidding
trade with the citizens of a
non-totalitarian state violates

their right to use and dispose
of their property.

Free trade between American
and South African businesses
does not constitute a moral
sanction of the racial policies

of the South African govern-
ment.

A business agreement
between business X in the

United States and business Y
in South Africa does not con-
stitute trade with South Africa
any more than my purchasing
of a mail order product from a
private business in Arizona
constitutes trade with Arizona.
Both are examples of private
business activities between
individuals that happen to

reside in different geographic
locations.

In both cases, the deal took
place because the parties to the
trade judged that they would
be beuer off after the trade
than they were before it Gov-
ernmental regulations prevent-
ing the trade from taking place
would deprive both parties of
their mutual benefits.

With the ending of sanc-
tions, foreign trade will eco-
nomically benefit South
Africans of all races and ease
the transition to a society in
which the property rights of all

South Africans are honored.

Kagan is a graduate student of
biochemistry.

Commentary

Cultural differences fuel Afrlcan-AmericaihKorean conflict

My old high school

friends hale going out

with me because to

ihcm I have become "Boycott
Person" ever since 1 started

college. The list of places

which I find acceptable to

paU"onize seems to grow shor-

ter and shorter. I will support

almost any boycott if I feel

that the reasoning behind it is

justified. Needless to say, I

find that there are a great

number of credible boycotts in

this world.

I found myself in somewhat
of a bind when the African-

American community declared

its boycott of Korean-owned
businesses. I am torn between
supporting the under-repre-

sented African-American com-
munity and standing by my
Asian sisters and brothers. I

have analyzed the boycott over
and over again to find a way
to substantiate the protest, to

find a legitimate purpose other

than cultural misunderstandings
on which to support this deci-

sion. Unfortunately, I cannot

Out on Campus

find any reason strong enough
to follow through with the

boycott.

Perhaps I should start from
the beginning. On March 16,

Latasha Harlins, a young,
unarmed African-American girl,

was fatally shot by Soon Ja

Du, a Korean shopkeeper. This
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was the catalyst for the pro-
tests that followed. The ten-

sions between the African-

American and the Korean com-
munities had been escalating
up until that point A second
incident on June 4 also had
similar overtones. An unarmed
African-American man was
shot to death by a Korean
shopkeeper when he tried to
rob the store. The tensions

between the communities are
currently at an all-time high
and are not about to simmer
down with the trial of the

aforementioned Soon Ja Du
about to start on July 29.

The problems between the

communities arise from differ-

ences of both the Asian and
the African-American point of
view. My personal focus is

going to be from the Asian
perspective because that is

what I am familiar with. I also
have parents who own a fast

food restaurant (i.e. a hole in

the wall) in a poor, predomin-
antly Latino neighborhood. My
parents are also immigrants.

Unsigned odttorlals represent a nrvijofity opinior, of

the Summer Bruin Editofie) Board. All other
columns, leners ar>d artwork reprwM*nt the opmtons
ct their author*. They do not reflect the views of th

Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board The Bruin complies with
the Communication Board's pohcy prohtoiting the
publication of articies that perpetuitfe derogatory
cultural or ethnic stereotypes. Written nnaterial

submitted must be typed or written legibly.

and the only other Asians in

the neighborhood are the two
sets of Koreans who own the
liquor stoie and the gas station
down the block.

The road to becoming U.S.
citizens has been a hard one
for most of these immigrant
Korean store owners. The
United States only takes the
professional upper-class of
Korea into its borders. Once
these people arrive, they find
their options extremely limited.
The Korean doctors, lawyers
and professors find that they
cannot work in their previous
professions. With their resour-
ces running out, these once
proud individuals find them-
selves reduced to working
retail, a fate that I would only
wish upon Ted Turner and
John Sununu. They do the only
thing that the society allows
them to do — buying small
stores in the poorest areas of
the city. With exu-emely lim-
ited English and no practical
work experience, there really
are no other choices open to

All submitted matehal mutt bear the authore
name, addreaa, telephor>e number, registration
number or affiliation with UCLA. Names will not
be wHhheW except in extreme cases. The Bruin
m\\ publish anonymous letters on a case-bv
esse besis if the letter is deemed to be of s
sensitive nsturs. but the above information is
required for purposes of verification, if a letter
IS printed snonynr>ously. all biographical
information will be kept confidential

them. After all, how many
"Yan Can Cook" shows can
there be on television?

Once the businesses are piu"-

chased, these immigrants find

themselves immersed in a
whole new terrifying worid
which is crime-ridden and
drug-infested. It would be
similar to E.T. finding a drug
runner in Watts as opposed to
Elliot. Everything is different
from their original Korean
upper-class background. They
find themselves continually on
the defensive from shoplifters

and robbers. Since day after
day all they see are African
Americans and crime, they
incorrectly start to link the two
together.

No longer trusting them,
they work only with other
Koreans and are always on the
defensive. In their minds, they
are fighting a war to keep
whatever little possessions they
still own against the African-
American community. They

See CONFUCT, page 7
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CONFUCT
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find themselves constantly
robbed and their stores vandal-
ized. This was not the Ameri-
can dream that they originally

sought

Unfortunately, this "us
against them" mentality may
contribute to the negative
views on both sides until it

really does seem that there is

a conflict going on in the

neighborhood. One can see

how a few Koreans could be

pushed to the point in which
they attack people that they

suspect to be threatening their

dwindling livelihood.

In the conflict, the Asian
cultural views may be the

cause of the most friction.

African Americans often mis-

understand the actions cf the

Asians. The Koreans are cul-

turally taught to be stem so

they rarely smile or laugh.

When the customers enter a

store, they arc rarcly warmly
greeted, but are instead stared

at. This is taken by African

Americans as a sign of distrust

and suspicion.

The other cause of the

misunderstandings deal with the

perceived economic differences

between the two communities.

African Americans resent

Koreans coming in and taking

over businesses in their neigh-

borhood.

The Koreans arc not the

system that they should be

fightinj; against. They are

merely immigrants who are

trying their best to eke out an

existence in a foreign environ-

ment. Sending them away is

not going to make life easier

on people living in the inner

city.

In the riot scene in Spike

Lee's "Do the Right Tiling,*'

the rioters were going to

destroy a Korean grocer's

building after demolishing a

pizzeria. The Korean grocer

was able to convince them that
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they were both victims of the

same oppressive forces that

had pitted them against each

other. They were both trapped

in a system that made getting

out extremely difficult and both

of their futures looked bleak.

The Korean and the African

Americans grew to an under-

standing by the end of the

picture. It is a shame that the

communities in Los Angeles

cannot do the same.

Chang is a senior majoring in

sociology and psychology.
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Arts Entertainment
Film

Hey, dudes — BUI (Alex Winter, left) and Ted (Keanu Reeves, right) are
back, and this time they have the Grim Reaper (William Sadler) to worry
about.

Far out, man:
'Bill & Ted's Bogus Journey' hops through

a galaxy of babes, beasts and righteous rock
By Aaron Dobbs
Summer Bruin Staff

Yes, it's true. America's two favorite

dudes (non-babe personages of the human
species) have returned to movie theaters for

another journey. This time though, it's not
just to pass high school history.

At the beginning of "Bill & Ted's Bogus
Journey," William S. Preston, Esquire
(Alex Winter) and Ted "Theodore" Logon
(Keanu Reeves) have finally graduated
from high school and are hard at work trying

to make their band — Wyld Slallyns — the

greatest rock group ever. With the help of
"the princess babes" (thai means the

medieval girlfriends who stayed in the 2()th

century after the first movie), they're trying

to get the group into the annual musical
showcase — The BattJe of the Bands.

But just when things look like they're

going great, they run into a problem— they
get killed. The evil Nomalos De Nomalos
(Joss Ackland) has sent back twin robot

impostors to kill the real Bill and Ted and
then ruin their reputation at The Battle of the

Bands. This way the pair will have no effect

on future generations — which have all

accepted the duo as some sort of gurus —
and De Nomolos will get to rule the world.

Their deaths spark a wild and crazy
joumcy in which they find themselves
"mclvinizing" the Grim Reaper (William
Sadler), going lo hell where they encounter
"Beelzebub" (the dude downstairs), going
to heaven where they meet God and finally

returning to Earth in order to "save the
babes" and win The Battle of the Bands.

Writers Chris Matheson and Ed Solomon
have performed a feat not seen too often in

Hollywood — a sequel with an original
story. Give them credit. "Bill & Ted's
Bogus Journey" is definitely a new adven-
ture for the duo. New characters arc
iniroduced, and new obstacles are put into
place. In that sense, they succeed.
The problem with the new story is that

sometimes it geb a littJc boring and doesn't
go anywhere. From lime to time, scenes
appear which are meant solely for laughs.
While some of them are hilarious and
audiences expect these scenes from a Bill

and Ted film, after a while it just gets a little

tiring.

First-time director Peter Hewitt has done
an admirable job with the movie. His
camera work is exciting at times and he
obviously spent a lot of time with the special

effects (and most of ihem are good), but
again sometimes it just seems like some-
thing is missing. Still, it's worth muddling

Guitar master Steve Vai was
called in to produce much of

the picture's music as well as

all of the infamous air-guitar

licks, Vai produced and it is

amazing how much the
music aids the story.

through many of the slow points in the

middle for the brilliant finale.

Reeves and Winter once again are

fantastic as the awesome (one of the few
words in Bill&Tedspcak which has no
different English equivalent) twosome. The
best performance in the film, though, comes
from Sadler ("Die Hard 2," "Hard To Kill")

as the Grim Reaper. Playing the role with a

Czechoslovakian accenC he provides some
of the best moments, especially once he

becomes Bill and Ted's companion and tries

to get them to like him.

George Carlin reprises his role as Rufus
— the duo's guide from the future in the first

film — but he is vastly underused. Carlin

appears at the beginning and the end of the

picture, and while it is difficult to sec where
Rufus could have been placed in the rest of
the story, it is loo bad Carlin didn't have the

opportunity to use his comic brilliance in

more of the movie.

Both this film and its predecessor rely

heavily on rock music, and to provide the

correct effect, guitar master Steve Vai was
called in to produce much of the picture's

music as well as the infamous air-guitar

licks. Vai produced and it is amazing how
much the music aids the story. When the

story does start lo drag a little, the music is

always there to pick the audience back up
and bring it back into the film.

Bill and Ted arc definitely an acquired
taste. If you didn't like "Bill & Ted's
Excellent Adventure," chances are you
probably wouldn't want to spend your
money on the sequel. But if you are a Bill

and Ted fan, "Bill & Ted's Bogus Joumcy"
— while not quite as good as its prequel —
should prove to be a "totally non-heinous"
time.

Oh yeah — that means very good!

FILM; "Bill & T«ds EJoyus Jouiney." Written by
Chris Matheson and td Solomon Directed by
Peter Hewitt Produced by Scott Kroopf An Orion
Pictures release of a Nelson Entertainment in
association with Interscope Communications
production with Keanu Reeves. Alex Winter and
William Sadler (Rated PG mild language
violence and excessive Bill&Tedspeak, 95
minutes ) Now playing dtywide it -kit

Music

Rollins explores his own Tropic of Cancer
By Nick Roberts

Summer Bruin Staff

On the surface, Henry Rollins is one
of those "enigma" types. He's a self-

described exhibitionist, a "crass,

loud-mouthed bastard" with an atti-

tude to match who expects very little

from people in general and tries very

hard to get his message across even if

it means busting a few egos in the

process.

It's kind of smprising then to find

that the same guy who was once
referred to in the L.A.Times as "the

angriest man in Los Angeles" has an
incurable desire to stay out of the

spotlight as much as possible despite

his outspoken nature. But it's not so
strange, really. At least not to Rollins.

"I don't get along very well with
people," he remarks over the phone
from a hotel in New York, where he's

taking time out to rehearse with the

Rollins Band. They're about to hit the

road again with six other bands as part

of the Lollapalooza Festival. After

taking a breath, he explains why he's

built such a conspicuous career for

himself.

"As Tve said before — blood is

thicker than water, cum is thicker than

both, and I'm the typxj of person who's
crass enough to put that on a piece of
paper and sell it to you at the end of the

show. That's me. I'll tell you the truth

and many diabolical lies, just like

Henry Miller."

Rollins has never been one to mince
his words, especially in public. For
five years, as the lead singer of the

L.A. hardcore band Black Rag, he let

his mind and mouth smolder, attack-

ing everything from sex and drugs to

materialism and youtli culture.

After Black Flag broke up in 1986,

Rollins formed his own band with

bassist Andrew Weiss, guitarist Chris

Hasketl, drummer Sim Cain and Theo
Van Rock as producer. The Rollins

Band has recorded four albums, with a

fifth one set for release sometime this

winter. Last year Weiss and Rollins

recorded "Fast Food For Thought," an

album that was heavy on both sound
and message, under the g?iise of

Wartime.

All along, Rollins has preached a
work ethic that would probably kill a

lot of other rock musicians. Though he
and his group have just returned from
a stint in Europe, he is already talking

about a world tour for next year that

will coincide with the release of the

band's next album.

"Nothing happens at home," Rol-
lins says when asked about the frenetic

road schedule he somehow manages
to control. "I can take about two weeks
of sitting around and then I get bored.

If some bands feel that touring is a

waste of time, they shouldn't tour, but

any good band is a road band. I'm not

interested in bands that are studio

projects."

It's clear that what Rollins is

primarily interested in is doing his

own thing, be it music, writing or

speaking, which these days seems to

take up a large chunk of his time. He
founded his own publishing company,
2.13.61 Publications (his birth date),

in 1984 and has since released six

books on his own Uliterati Press label,

with two others, "One From None"
and "Black Coffee Blues," slated for

release sometime later this year.

It has been his spoken word
perlormances, however, that have
brought Rollins recognition as part of

a new generation of anti-establish-

ment writers, poets and musicians. In

1989, "Sound Biles From the Counter-

culture" was released, placing him in

the company of Hunter S.Thompson,
Abbie Hoffman, Dr.Timothy Leary
and Jello Biafra. RoUins shuns away
from being labeled as an artist, though,

despite the fact that his books continue

to sell briskly and his spoken word
tours continue to captivate a large

segment of the college-age popula-

tion.

Henry Hoiiins is back on the road again with the Rollins Band for this summer's Lollapalooza Festival

4cr *.*rm very happy that people read

what I write and like it," he says. "I get

nice letters and we keep having to

reprint them so that's O.K., but for me,
being successful at writing is just

translating what I'm thinking or

feeling onto the page. If I do that and it

sells one copy, I'm successful. If it

sells a thousand copies, I'm success-

ful. If I write it and just keep it on my
shelf, I'm successful. Sales never

really meant anything to me."
Rollins has a driven personality and

keen intellect, but he hasn't lost touch

of where he's been in the past. While
he cites authors Henry Miller, Hubert
Selby Jr. ("Last Exit to Brooklyn")
and comedian Lenny Bruce as the

main influences in his career, at the

same time he's very quick to praise the

work of Exene Cervenka (of X),

whom he's worked with in the past.

"People move too slow for me,"
says Rollins. "Most music, most
writers, most people— they just move
too slow for me. They bore me. It's not

like I'm some kind of intellectual

colossus or anything, but man, people
— I wonder if they're on narcotics or

something. I don't know what their

fuckin' deal is, but people like Miller

— 1 mean, the guy was just really out

there, just livin' it.

"He just went, you know? He
created this scene around himself and

Frazier Chorus transforms

Started documenting it He said, 'Hey,
I want to be a writer. Well, I'd better

go get some paper and a typewriter.

What am I going to write about? Well,
let's go check out the urinals in Paris.

By the way, that wine sure tastes good
and those ladies sure look nice and
God damn! — life is wonderful even
when your head is full of lice and
you're poor as hell. It's great' From
being on the road, I've really seen a lot

of that to be Uue. I identify with a lot of
what he's saying.

"People anger me sometimes when
you have to be compromised and put
in a position to trust them, and then

they just fuckin' waste your time," he
continues. "I've had some bad experi-

ences with record companies and what
not, and when you've done something
very good and very honest and put a
really big hunk of your life into

something and all someone can do is

just fuck you over, they've murdered
part of you. I want some payback. If

there's a record company that wastes

I • I

By Rob Winfield

Summer Bruin Staff

The idea was simple. Replace a
rhythm guitar v/ith a flute, a bass
guitar with a clarinet, a drum kit with a
pair of bongos, and in the blank spaces
left over, throw in a cheap keyboard.
These were the origins of Britain's

curious musical wonder Frazier Chor-
us, whose discouragement with the
Slate of rock 'n' roll in 1986 led the
four members — who are now a
three-piece -- to craft a sound
completely "un-rock 'n' roll."

Combining classical instruments
with electronics and then providing a
soothing layer of vocals so sweet one
could get a toothache, Frazier Chorus'
goal originally wasn't to make records
that could and would be heard
throughout the worid.

Rather, it was to provide an outlet to
vent their frustrations and create
music that they could enjoy them-
selves. In frontman Tim Freeman's
own words, u was a selhsh hobby that
occupied the spare moments in their
various lives.

None of them thought Freeman's
vocals and keyboard parts, Kate
Holmes' wind instruments or Chris
Taplin's bass and programmed seg-

ments would lead lo a successful 12-

inch release and two subsequent
albums, the latest being "Ray," pro-

duced by Ian Broudie (Lightning

Seeds, Norlhsidc, Echo and the Bun-
nymen).

*To be quite honest," admits Free-

man, speaking in the same soft sing-

song manner of his lyrics, "the whole
idea of us being a band is a bit of a

joke."

"I mean," he elaborates, "we had
this little hobby going all for

ourselves, and before we knew it,

people were actually taking us seri-

ously— which, of course, introduced

all sorts of different factors into the

game. But suffice to say. we can't say

we're not happy with it."

After their debut single "Sloppy
Heart" made its way to 4AD, the

popular British avant-garde label, the

band members realized that by mov-
ing in a completely opposite direction

of the "limiting" confines of rock 'n'

roll, they ultimately ended up putting a

lid on iheu" own goals.

"At the time," Freeman explains,

"we wanted to totally ignore rock 'n*

roll. Because, in my mind, it had just

been degraded so far that I didn't want
anything to do with it. I was literally

sick to the back of my teeth with the

sound of a six-string guitar. So we
looked at what we had and made the

appropriate switches with the basic

rock 'n' roll Une-up of instruments.

"But after the first single, when we
started to be taken a bit more
seriously," he continues, "we realized

that we were on the verge of limiting

ourselves in the same way we felt rock
'n' roll was limiting itself. We realized

that in all actuality, we could use
whatever instruments we wanted. It

didn't mauer if it was a six-string

guitar or a fiute. If it produced the

sound we were looking for, we could
use it So by the time it came to

recording our first album (titled

•Sue'), we realized we had the whole
world at our fingertips, because from
the outset, we chose a wide range of
instrumental possibihties."

With the release of their debut LP in

1988, Frazier Chorus' broad-minded
approach to songcraft proved lo be a
positive self-fulling prophecy, placing
them in tlie enviable leagues of the

most versatile and adaptable of music-
makers.

And suddenly, as Freeman
describes, Frazier Chorus was no
longer "a stupid little hobby." It had
become an all-encompassing part of
their lives. It was their job, their

profession, their career.

"It was a bit frightening when it

came down to making *Ray,"' the

frontman ^eveals, "because with
'Sue,' once I'd written 15 songs, it was
like, 'Bloody hell! I've written 15

songs!' I thought it was a miracle. I

thought it was really amazing. So
when it came to writing a second set

for 'Ray,' it obviously was a lot more
hard work, because I was getting

mentally blocked all over the place.

"And it was that whole experience
that made me realize 1 have this

macrobiotic approach to songwrit-

ing," he adds. "1 tend to write far more
specifically than just putting down
anything that comes in my head, and
then picking and choosing only the

good stuff. 1 don't tend to throw that

many songs away. They almost all get

used."

He pauses for a moment in reflec-

tion, then quips, "It's actually pretty

annoying, this perfectionist habit,

because you feel like you're punishing

yoursell at the time. But I guess, when
you look at the finished product, you
enjoy it that much more because of the

time you put into iu Some hobby,

huh?"

It certainly is. And the finished

product of "Ray" clearly demonstrates

my time, I'd like to do the same thing
for them. Then they can see how it

feels."

In the meantime, Rollins has to deal

with the current tour, publishing and
recording plans and a contract writing

arficles for "Details" magazine
("They told me they'd pay me $1 a

word so I did it," he says). It would
seem that Rollins has his work cut out
for him, at least for the next several

months. It's the type of situation that

he seems to thrive on.

"I should be doing things, not
reading about seeing what people say
about what I'm doing," he says. "I'd
much rather do it than talk about doing
it. I'd much rather write than talk

about writing, you know? It's kind of
like the 'Shut up and play your guitar'

theory."

MUSIC: The Rollins Band will be perform-
ing as part of the Lollapalooza Festival this

summer.

e sound
what such painstaking labor can instill

in this sort of artistic endeavor— or if

one will, this sort of hobby.

A little busier than "Sue," this

follow-up LP manages to combine the

ambient elements from the eariier

material, while providing a bit more
"get up and go" to the melody. Not to

mention a whole array of instruments
absent on their previous records have
been introduced to present a more
solid sound.

"But despite all that," Freeman
adds, "in a way, none of us are

completely confident about our abili-

ties. Rather, I think we're quite

realistic about them. And that, com-
bined with the unlimited abihty to use
wlialever instruments we want, I feel,

places us in a rather enviable posi-

tion."

"Not to mention," he adds, "this is

the type of music we enjoy listening

to. And even if we weren't making it,

and somebody else was, we'd be quite

happy just the same. The way I look at

it, it's a sm.ill idea we took to heart and
it's worked.

»»

CONCERT: Frazier Chorus at the Roxy
Theater in Hollywood Tonight. July 22.
1991 Tickets available through Ticketmas
ter.

SUMMER BRUINn

movio
MANN

THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL Cily SNckart (PO-IS)
10025 Undbfook 1:45-5flO-7 45-10 30
208-4366 Sat. and Son, 10:00 A.M. showings

^io Passes

VILLAGE Rotin Hood: Prinot 01 ThtevM (PQ13)
9« Bfoxton 1:00-4:15-730-10:35
208^576 No PassM

BRUIN Tht Niksd Gun 2 1/2 (PG-13)
9*6 BfOxton 1:00-3:15-6:30-8:00-10:15
208-8998 No PauM

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaytay

208-7664

frobtam Chid 2 (PQ13)
315-745

Whit About Bob? (PQ)
1.-00-5: 30- 10:00

WE8TWOO0
1060 Gaytoy

208-7664

WESTWOOO

1050 Gaytey

208-7664

ThehM t Loui«(R)
2:00-7:15

La Fommt Nikili(R)

4:45

101 Mmationt<G)
12:15-2:30-4:45-7:00-9:15

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

Soip OitfHPGtS)
12:45-3:00-5:15-7 30-9 45

REGsrr
1045 Broxton

208-3269

Rigirdiling HMvy (PO-13)

2:00-4:45-7:30-10:15

PLAZA
1067 a.mdon
208-309'

Jungle F«v«r(R)

1:45-4:30-7: 15-10X)6

Santa Monica
CRITERION
1313 3rd S»eat Promenade
396-1599

Regarding Hanry
1:15-4:0O-f00-9:4S

Sat & Sun 1045an

CRITERION
1313 3rd St Promenade
396-1599

Tarminator Two (R)

Odby ^
1:30-4:30-7:30-10:30

Sat A Sun 10:30«n

CflrrERWNRobin Hood: Prinoo of TNavM (PO-ta
12 00-3:30-7:lS-10:lS1313 3rd St Promenade

396-1590 No Passes

CRrrERWN Ml 4 Tads Bogua Journay (PQ)
1313 3rd St Promenade 2:30-600-7 46-1020
3*-'M9 Sat 4 Sun 12 10pm

CRITERION
1313 3rd St Promenade
396-1599

Tanninalor Two
Dolby SR

3:30-7.00-1020

Sal 4 Sui 12:00

CRPTERKM
1313 3rd St Promenade
396-1598

atf SIcliara (PO-13)

1 40-4 20-7 10-10-00

Sat S Sun 11:15

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronat
10869 Welworth
475-9441

Bill 4 Tad a Boaua Joumay
Dat>y Stereo

12:00-220-4 50-7:30-950
Fri 4 Sal only 12:10«n

UA CORONET TarmiiMtor Two (R)
10889 Welwort) THX Dcfcy Storao SR Stereo
*75-9ai 12:30-3 46-7:00-10;15

UA CORONET
10880 Walwort)
47S-9441

Tafminator Two
70nm dotal stereo sound
n:0O-2:00-5.0O-8.00-1100

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills
ROYAL
11523 SM BM
477^81

wN fMhac a Qloiy

Mi 500-730 945
'Sat 4 Sun Malr>aa 1220-240

MUSIC HALL
9036 WIshire

274-6860

Europa Europe
500-7:30-1000

'Sat 4 Sun Malnae 2 IS

RNE ARTS 0«1i
8656 WIshKe Qaiy 6 00-8 00- 1 OO
tt2-1330 'Sat 4 Sun Malnaa 200-400

Santa Monica

394 9741 Tu-Th; Taia OwMlla
5:15-7 46-1000

'Sat 4 Sun Malhaa 12:15-245

»I0NK:A API INDEPENDENT SHOWCASE
1332 2nd Si Book o( Dma
3W9741 5OO-7:3M0O0

Sal 4 Sun Malnaa 12:15-2 30

MONICA
1332 2nd St

394-9741

Eating

445-7:15-945
*Sat 4 Sun malnaa 2 15

MONICA
1332 2nd St

394-9741

Collacbon
Opaning Mght

6 00 9 IS

Sal Sun 246
Barkatay m Vw Ma

Sil^un 12:1Spffl

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO aNEMA Creoii card purchases by phone
Wilsh It Westwood 757-4GEN
475^)71

1

Point Break (R)

70mm THX Doft>y Stereo
1146-225-5:06-7:45-10:30

Fri. and Sat. late 12:15

Backdraft (R)

70mm Ddby Stereo

1250-4:06

Tu-Th: 7:15-10:30

Dying Young (R)

Ddby Stereo
11:45-2:15-4:45-7:30-10:00

Beverly Hills
Baverly Connecion
La Cienega at Beverly Bivd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated psrkjnq

659-591

1

Credit Card
Puchases by

Phone: Call

(213)757-4GEN

Ragarding Hanry<PG-i3)

THX Ddby Stereo
12:15-1:15-2:45-3 45-5:15-6 20-7 46.8 45-10 15

Fri. and Sat. late 11 15PM

ProMam Child 2(PG-13)

Stereo

12:30245-5 00
Opaning Night(R)

7:15-10:10

Soap Oiih (PG-13)

THX Odby Stereo

130-340
Tu-Th: 5:45-8.00-10:05

Dutch (PG-13)

THX Ddby Stereo
lO-iC t-Jrt c i\n itn i\.cc
••-'«* 4..-*w v.vA/ ( .%*W >.«Arf

Priaonara of Iha Sun (R)

Stereo
12:15-2:30-5:00-7^0-9:46

AMC
"^THEATRES
Century City
Cantury Qty 14

10260 Sanki Monica Blvd.

Century City Shopping Center
Free Parlung:

4 Hours Free Validaian

WHh Purchase of Th^u Tickets

(213) 553-8900

Ragarding Hanry (PG-13)
12 15 2 40-5 204 00-10 40

Soap Di#i (PG-13)

1100-1:50-420-7 00-945

TarwinalOf Two (PG-13)

12 55-4:05-720-10 30

Ragarding Hanry (PG13)
10 30-1 10-4 15-7 00-945

Ragarding Hanry

(PG)
2:00-4:50-7 30-10:15

Soap ath (PG-13)
11:45 2 20 4 55 7 4^-13 20

Thakna 4 Louiaa (R)

10:30-140-4.45 750-10 55

Thakna 4 Louiaa (R)

10:00-100-410-710-1010

Sat 4 Sun 1000

Tha Rockataar (PG)
11 002 15-5 06-755-10 46

Tarminator Two (R)

10:40-145-5 00-806

TarMinator Two (R)

10:20-1:20-4:30-7 40-1050

Child
12:«-3:10-5.40 -8:10-10 25

Priaonara of Vta Sun
11:10-1.40-4 3S-7:15-»50

Tarminalor Two (R)

10:40-145-5:00-8 06

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.
NUART
11272 Sanki Monica Bl.

478-63^

Chanwlaon Skaat
Mghly 5 15-7 30 945

Sal and Sun 12 46-3 00

Rocky Horror aiidnighi

WESTSIOE PAVIUON
OOLDWYN 101

*^0202 10:15-1205-1 55-3 45

11:00 12:50 2 40-4:30-6 20-aiO-IOOO

OOLDWYN
475-0202

1.000 of Qotd
5.30-740

OOLDWYN
475-0202

An Angri At My TaMt
12:45^10-9:15

OOLDWYN
4750202

''a Rna
10:30-350-9.50

OOLDWYN
475-0202 10:50-1 00-3: 10-520-7:30-9:40
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2
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5

Lost & Found 16

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Sperm Dorxjrs 19

Pregnancy 20
Salons 21

Health Services 22

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted 30
Temporary AgerKies 31
Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33
Internships 34
CNId care wanted 35

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50

Apartments Unfurnished 51

Apartments to Share 52
Roommates 53
Room for Rent 54
Sublet 55
House for Rent 56
House to Share 57
House for Sale 58
House Exchange 59
Housing Needed 60
Real Estate 61
Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Housing Service 64
Townhouse for Sale 65
Townhouse for Help 66
Cor»dos for Sale 67
Condos for Share 68
Condos to Rent 69
Guesthouse for Rent 70

RECREATIONAL ACTIYITES
Health Clubs 75
Dance / Physical Fitness 76
Sporting Events 77
Miscellaneous Activities 78

RENTALS
sporting Equipment 85
Electronic Equipment 86
Furniture 87
Misc. Rentals 88

SERVICES
Child Care
Insurarx^e

Legal Advice

Loans
Movers / Storage

90
91

92
93
94

Personal Servk:e 95
Servk^es Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 100

For Rent 101

Music Lessons 102

Graduate Exam Prep 103
Resumes 104

TRAVEL
Travel 105

Travel Tk:kets for Sale 106
Resorts / Hotels 107

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 1 10

Bk:ycles for Sale 113
Motorcycles for Sale 114

Scooters for Sale 115
Scooter / Cycle Repair 1 16

PARKING
Off Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125
Furniture 126
Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instruments 129
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 131

Sports Equipment 132
OffioeEquipment 133
Typewriters / Computers 134

Cannpus Happenings i Sports rickets

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Men discussion. Thur Bookstudy, Fri Step
Study. AU 3525 12:15-1:15.

Tues Discussion. Wed Discussion NPI
08538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have drinking problems

2 UCLA SEASON football tickets on 30 yard
line. Best offer. (213)371-7492 eveninjp.

5 Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12

Free 6

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIQ BOYS 7-11 years

needed for UCLA research project. Subjects

will receive 520 and a free dcveloomental

evaluation. (213)825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-

lenrw 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

pt)ject. Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning eKperienee.
(213)825-0392.

HAIR MODEL NEEDED by professional stylist

for short to medium length styles. Call Desiree

(21 3)474-9091 .

Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

PROJECT TALMUD
A unique learning opportunity

*HEBREW * BIBLE * TALMUD * LAWS*
*MAIMONIDES * KABALLAH*

Classes on Monday Evenings

Participation is open to all

Chabad House, 741 Gayley Ave.
For more information call Rabbi Begun

(213)208'7511 cxt. 103

You don't need dental Insurance to have a pretty smile

SUMMER SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY DENTISTRY f2I3J475-S598

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Check Up, & Cleaning

V.l.P.

(reg.$180)

new patients with the coupon only

wf also accommodate patients

wrth dental coverages
otter expires 8-29-91

(Up to 4 x-ravs

included)
^'^ SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

inciuaea;
^ ^20 Westwood Blvd.

'open evenings & Saturdays'
Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no

dental insurance.

"Our Patients are Special"

wsn^K4

DANCE
TILL

2:00

IIMIHNttPM

Mars 1 03.1 FM
Wednesdays

at The Golden Monkey

Phone 213 576-0SS3 $2.00

DRINK
SPECIALS

(CsTMr tf SMrti IMca Bhi,), laMa Merica

Complimentary Admission before 10:00 w/ RSVP

CaU
(800)

33 TO FLY
call for vid«o

The most portable, lightest (12 lbs.),

easiest, smallest (backpack size), least

expensive aircraft in the world!
Now you can soar with birds for

hours. Fly 1st day! Best location

BEFORE ADVERTISING

n summER in lh:

ADVERTISE
in

SUMMER IN LA!

AFTER ADVERTISING

inSummERinLfl!

•¥^
t:^

#^^ " ' '''%

t*n >\

^iAMM^BA^^HbMMMMIMaMBMA titfiUaU^MW iiitiuitiUdilim 1
'^ n»< I f»rt»rtiiilifaMi^tiiit<iMitt^tiMlM6 "''^'-'-'-'-

—
' ',.i, ii'':-T'nn.iv^i , 1 1* . . ii.

'" •• ' "' ^' • '^ -'-•- - ->>:•::'^^>:':^^^:•^-^^•^:i^^:^^:;::l.:;:^:.>:.^:;:v< :,•:: .-o^

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

Personal 10 Health Services 22

WANT TO PARTY?
Hot new styles! Get a passionate

response with our pretty, provocative

lingerie! Big student discounts! High

quality, low prices. Send name,

address, and $5 for full color

catalogue to;

26441 189 Avenue Southeast,

Kent, Washington, 98042.

Don't wait! Feel more exciting

and sexy today!

PSYCHOTHERAPY support group for women
dealing with childhood sexual abuse. West-
wood office. Lorraine Rose, PhD
(213)824-9942, Meg Sheehan, PhD,'
(213)737-3554.

OVERWEIGHT?
North Carolina Pastor loses 76 lbs.

and 14 inches in 3 months using
Nutrition Express Wt. Loss Product
twice daily eating 1 regular meal.

Cost $1.76 per meal.
CALL FOR FREE 4-Day Supply

See if they work for you.

1-800-927-8046

12Research Subjects
ADULTS, 35 AND OLDER who experience
bleeding when brushing their teeth and/or
have tartar deposits on their teeth needed for
study that compares two nDcthods of measuring
gum disease. Eligibilliy determined at screen-
ing examination that lasts approximately one
hour. Participants will have teeth cleaned at
the conclusion of study. Contact Lynne at the
Cliniral Research Center (213)825-9792 .

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
ind up) on asthma mcdirafion needed for

research of new asthma nr>edication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at
(213)825-6745, 9am—5pm. Answering ma-
chine available after hours.

OVERWEIGHT WOMEN AGED 20-50. Lose
up to 2 lbs. per «veek. If you are 20-70 lbs.

overweight and able to make a commitrr^ent
for 2'A years, you may be eligible to partici-
pate in a FREE UCLA research project. Call
Janice at (213)206-0290.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED for blood
pressure study. Healthy students, 18-34, $40
Call Zane (213)825-6475.

THROWING UP
GEniNG YOU DOWN?
Eating disorders are my only specialty

Conic find out why
Dr.Mark Berman, Clinical Psychologist

(liidiv and group appts
)

213-655-6730

ELECTROLYSIS
Maria Mintz

Registered Electrologist

202 1/2 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills, CA 9021

2

Phone # 274-4399

We are physician referred with 15

years experience

20% Student & Faculty Discount

with ad

Wanted 15

SPACIOUS GARAGE within 30 miles ofUCLA,
for at least 6 months (213)559-8055.

Opportunities 26

Lost and Found 16

LOST DOG 7/7. REWARD! Female hound
mix, greyish, white chest and feet, medium,
red collar, 9 years, friendly. "BOOTSIE "

(213)279-2291, (213)475-4747.

LOST: HEIRLOOM ENGAGEMENT RING
Lost June 21, possible in Kinsey Hall. Reward!!
Call Lauren (213)859 7844.

STOLEN from my wallet:
a pair of blue earrings. They were my

Grandmother's. Return to:

10641 Kinnard #5 LA, CA 90025
Taken on 7-17-91 in Kerckhoff

bathroom.

^gg/Sperm Donor 19

University

Students & Faculty-'

Sperm Donors Nccck'd.

Earn $105 00/wk
Private Sperm Bank

Discreet and C2onfidential

In Westwood Village.

c:ai.iiornia
c:rvc^ bank

824-9941
1

Salons 21

EUROPEAN FACIALS Regularly $40. Now
$20. Grand opening special. Call for appoint-
nwit Century City. (213)785-0205.

I^eaitti Services 22

COLLEGE MONEY GUARANTEED. Scholar-
ships, grants, money-back guarantee. No GPA
requirements. Call the Bosco Group
(213)68ai088

Help Wanted 30

$1 5 $1 7/HR. Swim instructors needed. LA and
Valley area. Flexible hours. Certification re-

quired. (213)824-0050.

$30(yDAY PROCESSING PHONE Orders At
Home. People Call You To Order. For Info.

1-800-735-8197, Ext. 34811.

ARE YOU EARNING WHAT YOU'RE
WORTH? I need 3 key people to help in the

expansionof one of the fastest growing compa-
nies in Arr>erica. No experience necessary, co.

support, training provided. If you're motivated,

aggressive and need no ceiling on your
income, Chris 824-3528. Part-time, full-time,

start immediately.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products from your home. Info.
(504)646-1700, Dept. P695.

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY needs part time
bilingual (Spanish) legal assistant.
(213)855-1861.

CASHIER. FA dap, 7am- 3pm. FA evenings
3pm-11pm. Call Westside Market/Karen
9:30am-noon only (213)477-3216.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563 2021

.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR- Must be
energetic and love kids. MUST have experi-

ence teaching children 6 months-7 years

required. Terrific opportunity. Part-time
(213)288^0258

CLERICAiy SECRETARIAL, PT, must be com-
puter literate with good language skills. Possi-

ble 4 year commitment. Law office.

(213)391-7013.

FT CLERICAL, good phone skills, computer
knowlpgp rpliable Santa Monica, lONC-
TERM. $7-8/hr. (213)453-6422.

Help Wanted 30

KARI MICHAELSON
"Katie" from the NBC series

*GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

ndividuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(2 1 3)28 1 -7858 or (8 1 8)360-0760

8 people needed no\ir
Karn up U> $fl/hr.

Housecleaners
•Full & Part-time*

•Flexible Houra*
•LoUof Work*

•Men, Women, Students, etc. •

CaII(213)453.1817

WE BREED SUCCESS
LKAKN

KNTKOTAINMKNT/MtJSIC
PUBLIC KEIv\TIONS

Intern at major P.R.

firm in Hollywood.
Great opportunity to

learn and gain 4

firsthand experience.

Call Audiy
(213) 659-6400

Field Representative^

Student Fee Analyst:
UC Student Assoc, seeks

grassroots organizer

w/knowledge of student fee

issues. Located at UCLA.
Prefer applicants w/knowledge

of student government, and
car, mileage reimbursed.

$18,000/yr plus benefits.

Resume, letter, and

3ref'sby8/9/91 to

Field Rep Search, 926 J

Street, #522, Sac. CA 95814.

(916)447-8272

for more info.

EARN up to

$150 Der month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
I Of mformaiion Cancer patients

Call Anna throughout LA beneM
(818) 986 ?883 fror^ your pamcipaiion

-MA C \ l<

4954 Van Nuvt Blvd Shirmsn Oaks

$$$$$$$$$
C i)mnKT».i,il/InJusrn.j| Rc.il

Lsr.ifc Firni h.is r\\i)ci\rr\ k-\v

poMfioiu .u.iil.ihLv Rcscifch

U4)rk with iiK«.nnw l\>mis

proijr.un tur siK*.c-sNtijI,

.unhith'us v.injij.ir(.s.

(213)829-2900

FREE INTRO OFFER. Cut -f style in exclusive
Beverly Hills salon. Call lor appointment.
(818)841.7909.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation arxl removal of

*cne ar>d suntpots. For more info, call Califor-

nia Laser Doctor's Croup. (213)786-t)f»36.

CLERK needed for Community Service Officer
Ptogranm To wotk 1 5-20HrsAv«ek, day or

evenings Light typing, filing, phones, good
communication skills, working knowledge of

WordPerfect anchor Lotus 1 23 preferred Con-
tact Cindy Stanworth at 206-5473 or pick up
application at CSO office, 601 Westwood
Plaza.

WANTED FOR TWELVE YEAR-OLD daughter
of father UCLA Dean and Mother M.D,
responsible individual to drive child in AM and
occasionally PM during school year and
supervise some activities next six weeks. Car
will be provided. Good pay Contact during
day (213)659-9.383

COUNSELOR. PT LandlorcMenant. Must be
bilingual in Spanish. Mon-Fri, l-5pm,
SeWnx). Resunr>e to: Westside Fair Housing
Council 10835 S.M. Blvd. #203, LA 90025
Attn. S.Knapik. E06.

DRY CLEANING COUNTERPERSON, P/T,
will train, approx 20hr/wk, 2-3 afternoons,

3:30-7:30-f8hrs Saturday. Starts
$6-7.5Q|lir.-ffree dry cleaning. Year-round
position. Call for interview 213-474-8525.

EDITORIAL SERVICES AND GHOST WRIT-
ING to finish a book. Reasonable pay. Contact
Farah (818)753-3327.

WORK-STUDY |OB. Summer & schi yr.

lOhrsAvk. $9.0fl^r. Clerical assistance in

running professional journal. Experience with
word processing and data-base progranr>s on
PCs desirable. Call C.R. Callistel, Psychology,
206-7932 & leave message.
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cfeur
^Birthday

July 22, 1991

Your material prospects look very en-
couraging for the year ahead, especially
where your career is concerned. A
raise, as well as special perks, could be
in the offing.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Think In

terms of being of service to others to-
day; this is the principle that will gener-
ate the greatest rewards. You won't
have to ask for compensation. Major
changes are ahead for Cancer in the
coming year. Send for Cancer's Astro-
Graph predictions today. Mail $1.25
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Astro-Graph, c/o this
newspaper. P.O. Box 91428. Cleveland.
OH 44101-3428. Be sure to state your
zodiac sign

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Enterprises or
endeavors you personally manage or
direct could be slated for success. Lady
Luck endorses your efforts when you're
at the helm today.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Timing is

your ace in the hole today. Let impor-
tant matters proceed at their own pace.
Nothing will be gained by trying to put
the pedal to the metal.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) If your hopes
and expectations are running a little

high at this time, there is justification for
such feelings. Lady Luck is looking for a
window of opportunity she can open for
you.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) You are
now in a cycle where your past efforts
are likely to be acknowledged, especial-
ly what you consider your most relevant
successes. You may have been over-
looked, but not forgotten
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) Far
removed from where you presently are
is something fortuitous that is stirring
on your behalf. Information pertaining
to these developments might start to
trickle to you either today or tomorrow
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Joint
ventures are usually predicated upon
some type of equal contribution. How-
ever, you may be invited to participate
In something promising where your in-
put would be minimal
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) It s al-
ways best to try to think for yourself, but
today, if you feel you'd like to have an-
other do your thinking for you, go to a
friend who is both lucky and wise
PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) You re
likely to be a bit more ambitious than
usual at this time You'll know what you
want, and your chances for getting what
you go after look excellent.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Your incli-
nation to take calculated risks could be
rather strong today This could work to
your advantage, provided you're knowl-
edgeable about your intentions
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) You have
the capability to make the most of your
opportunities today. Don't be discour-
aged by advisors who think you cant do
something Focus on what looks good
to you
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) You could be
rather lucky today regarding partner-
ships. If someone with a good track re-
cord invites you in on a deal, give it seri-
ous consideration.

For your personal horoscope,
lovescope, lucky numbers
and future forecast, call

Astro*Tone (95^ each minute;
Touch-Tone phones only).
Dial 1-900-963-3000 and
enter your access code
number, which is 000.
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30 Child Care Wanted 35 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Roommates
FIELD REPA^RIVER, long term, copy records at

doctors' offices. 15-30hrsMk. T&Fri re-

quired,max avail on other days. Have
car,$104^r, (213)453-6422.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or more depending
on qualifications; SpanisK^nglish skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;

filing, otKer office duties. Law office— Sid

Diamond. (213)475-0481.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwnod needs sales/all

around help. Some experience necessary

20-40 hrVweek. Call Marjie 208-4000.

FURNITURE MANUFACTURER, near San
Diego Freeway and Florence Avenue, needs
intelligent person for general office work. 20
hrs/wk. Start $a^r. Phone (213)208-8454.

GENERAL OFFICE HELP. PT, reliable, detail-

oriented, approx. 10-15 hrs/wk. $7.50^r.
4525 Wilshire. Call (213)965-6245.

INPUT SCRIPTS on IBM Word Processor,

$5^r., PT, eves and/or weekends, flexible.

Screenplay knowledge helpful.
(213)203-4181.

NURSE/RN FOR MD OFFICE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME. TOP SALARY,
FULL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, P/T for museum quality

picture frame shop. (213)659-1655.

PART-TIME COUNTER HELP. Santa Monica
bakery. Experience helpful, 9-1 1 :30am, mon-
Fri, 9-5 Sat. (213)576-0966.

PART-TIME OFFICE help, computer experi-

ence necessary, 181 5 Cenlinella for an appii-

cation. (213)829-6836.

?n, 8-16HRS/WK Organized self-starter to

assist managing small architecture/
contractor's office. Anna/Marc
(213)458-6775.

RECEPTIONIST- Real Estate finance company,
full-time. Piccard Financial Croup, 8530 Wil-

shire Blvd, Beverly Hills. (213)652-5566.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $15A>r. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector

up to $20,000/yr Call 24 hr. message for

details: 9644166 ext. 22.

SECRETARY. Real Estate Firm. 9-5pm, light

typing. Beverly Hiiis. Caii for appointment.

Jack (213)271-0101.

STUDENTS needed evenings for door-to-door

distribution and telephone calls. $6^r -f

incentives Call Steve (213)572-6163.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN in

Japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japar>ese rH>t required. Makiko
(213)337-7006 ext. 21 4.

GREAT SUMMER JOB. ..EARN $7/HC>UR
PLUS BONUS WE TRAIN. .YOU GAIN. FLEX-

IBLE HOURS AVAILABLE. CALL UCLA AN-
NUAL FUND (213)206-2050.

US MAIL JOBS $11. 77 to $14.90/$! 2 fee. Now
Hiring, Your Area. No ExperierK.e Necessary.

1-90a 288 1888 ext. 1353.

WAITRESS/ACTRESS types wanted as greeters/

ticket-wriiers(F/T-P/n Apply in person. Good
pay. Sepulveda West, 2001 South Sepulveda.

David/Grant.

LOOKIN FOR RESPONSIBLE warm intelligent

individual to enjoy terrific room and board

plus some exper^ses in exchange for PT

chauffering/ tutoring babysitting helping two

great 10-yr-old children ar>d golden retriever

named Jake in beautiful Brentwood honr>e,

10-minutes UCLA. Private guesthouse w/
kitchen & bath, off pool. Live-ir^ live-out

optional Apply cjo Elizabeth (213)394-2870.

MOTORCYCLE DEALERSHIP seeks M/F for

part-time, sales train insight administrative

work. Leave message. 580-4940.

Job Opportunities 32

EARN UP TO $400 PER WEEK working at

home. Seryj $20 for application DL, 870
Hilgard «207, CA 90024.

ENTERPRFNEURS WANTED! Alumni will

show you how to start business, earn unlimited

cash. Call! (213)399-6615.

LOAN PROCESSOR Minimum 2 years experi-

ence processing real estate loans from opening
to closing Piccard Financial, Beverly Hills.

(213)652 5566.

Natloial MarkitlRi Flrn ExMR'Ing!

• MGMT TRAINEES •
NEEDED FOR 5 NEW OFFICES
Must be motivated -f outgoing

Sports-minded/health

(213) 399-1481

I'VE FOUND AN
EXCITING WAY

to build your own business while

attending college. Earn

substantial part-time income w/

nominal investment cost.

Serious Inquiries Only.

Call Bruce Hesse

(213)961-5512

53 Sublet

MOTHER'S HELPER: WLA. TuJh,F, 3-6:30

(flexible), $6.25/hr. After school care, light

housekeeping. Must drive. References. Start

late August. Call Kate. (213)277-6988.

NANNY WANTED, M-F, PT, 2 children, 2 & 6,

must have own car. Live-out. Wests ide.

(213)399-1344.

EDUCATIONAL AIDE WANTED FOR
BRIGHT, CHARM-
ING 8-YR-OLD GIRL WITH PHYSICAL
HANDICAP to drive to school and be personal

aid. Hrs. 8—3:30, M—F. Live-in seperate guest

house/or out. Car necessary. Salary negotiable.

Call (213)933-1406.

NEED LOVING PERSON to help with children
-« household. Full-time, live-in/out, driver's

license. (213)476-1427

ONE DAY/WEEK Monday or Friday, girl, 6, %
day. Boy, 2, all day. Car preferred.
(213)474-5885.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON NEEDED. My home.
Flexible hours. $6Air. Need own transporta-

tion. Call Sue (213)206-7528.

Apartments for Rent 49

1-BED/ 1-BATH. $625. 20 min. to UCLA.
Bright, airey, charming. Robyn
(213)954-0783.

1-BED APT, Partly furnished, utilities paid,

1-year lease. $650. No pets. (213)207-2097.
Please call after 6pm.

1 -BEDROOM. $60(Vmonth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

BEST LOCATION IN vVESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 -»- 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A^, patios and views.

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tafKe to UCLA -f the village. Subterrannean
parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss -f

Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER
ST.(2 13)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $715. 1-BDRM,
HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH STYLE
4-PLEX. 'A BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $850/MO. 2

BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS, $450, large bachelor, newly
decorated, utilities included. 21 7 South Tower
Drive (213)852-0680, (818)789-5429.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATKDN, 1 & 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE-

MODELED LUXURY BUILDING. POOL,
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
GATED PARKING 11611 CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD $1100 2-bed -»• 2-bath, $550
bachelor. h4ear shops, schools, businesses.

Parking available. (213)410-1499 or
671-8570.

BRIGHT SPACIOUS SINGLE, upper. Ap-
pliances, parking, most utilities included.

(213)397-6058

CULVER CITY $740 2-BED/1 -BATH, enclosed
garage, no pets. (213)397-0415.

EFFICIENCY 1-BED. Security building, stove,

dishwasher, large closet, balcony, rooftop spa.

Quiet. $735 and up. (^13)636-3559.

LA, 25-minute$ to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath apartment, all anrtenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

NEW 2 A 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfteld

Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

WLA, $1060, 2Bed/2bath, new security build-

ing, parking, elevator, roof-top Jacuzzi w/
ocean view. (213)826-5528

WLA $1 1 25, 2-bed/2-bath, new luxury condo-
slyle, gated WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY
$1 250, new luxury condo- style, gated PALMS
$850 950, 2-bed/1-bath or 2-bath, security

building, quiet location. (213)471 0883.

WLA, 1-BDRM $685, carpet, stove, conve-
nient location, 1519-21 Purdue Ave. 10-min
to UCLA (213)391-2874

WLA 2-BED/1-BATH $795/mo , bachelor
$450/mo Laundry, parking, easy to UCLA.
(213)622 6487.

WLA, $525, bachelor, furnished/ unfurnished,

microwave, refrigerator, hotplate, quiet build-

ing, close to LX:LA (213)826-7688

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowed, patio. 1412 Brockton Avenue
(616)368-6732, (213)476-8924.

WLA, $650 900. Charming U1 and 2+1
Excellent area, parking. Close to buslines

1331 Wellesley. (213)965-7644 Won't last.

WLA: Cosy 1-be<V 1-bath apartment, private.

$595 And roomy 1 bed/ 1 -bath duplex, $710
2478 Corinth (618)706-3522

WESTWOOD DTLUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH 5

MIN. WALK TO UCLA FULL KITCHEN, A/C,
WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $825—$925 SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
ntvoi iNTS,57nn f?i i)?fw rrri

WLA, NOW OPEN, BRAND NEW. 2481
Corinth Avenue. High tech, spacious floor

plan, flrcplacc, dishwasher, stove, walk- in

closet, private sundeck, gated parking, wet-

bar (213)479 5756 Open weekends 11-5.

WLA, PKICVLA CIENEGA. %750/mo. 2 bed
room, stove, refrigerator, carpets. By appoint-

ment (213)279-2002.

PALMS, $895, new 2+2. All amenities. A/C,
flreplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (213)390-5996.

PICO/ ROBERTSON, $600, 1 -bedroom/
1 -bath, upper, carpet, drapes, stove, refrigera-

tor, newly printed. (213)688-0140,
(213)557-0710.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2-»-2, $725-$875.
'Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 13406
Moorpark St. (818)884-6691.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH, $850, new car-

|M!ts & drapes. Quiet residential area (near

l *ico/Robeftson) Call (213)273-8160

.SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH. Santa Monica
prime location. Carport. $821.97. Mr. Kim
(213)829-1851.

STUDIO APARTMENT, residential area. Utili-

ties included. Furnished or unfurnished. Call

(213)838-2083 leave message.

SUBLEASE large 1 -bedroom apartment near

UCLA. Pool, /VC, refrigerator, dishwasher.

Reduced to $795. (213)826-2521.

UNIVERSITf APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for

faculty/staff, 1 and 2 bdrm., unfurnished,

adjacent to UCLA. Call 206-1947/206-3085.

Mon-Fri., 8am-5pm.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.

Month to month rental agreement, fully furn-

ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

VENICE, $1140, new 3-bedroorTV 2-bath,

dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-
kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2289.

VENICE BEACH FLAT, sundeck, W/D. to share

with PhD student. No Smoking.
$400/mo-Kieposit. 9/1. (213)823-5791

WESTWOOD. $90(ymo and up. 1-bdrm.,

$1400/mo and up 2bd/2bth, gym, Jacuzzi.

Walk to
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 206-7483.

WESTWOOD 705 Gayley. 1 bed $850, bache-
lor $495 quiet, spacious, garden, new carpet,

furnished (213)459-5618,(213)474-3626.

WESTWOOD $795. Extra large 1 -bed/1 -bath.

1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2-bed-

room, $1425. Hardwood floors, new carpet,

laundry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD 1440 VETERAN AVENUE.
Bright cheerful 1 -bedroom -- loft (converts to

2nd bedroom). Near UCLA, Federal Building,

Wilshire offices High ceilings, mirrors, ^C,
new paint/carpets, lots of storage, all kitchen

appliances. 24-hour security complex, has

pool, spa, gym, sauna, sundeck, fish-pond,

waterfall. $1250/mo., includes all utilities.

1-car parking space. (213)650-1105.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$595, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $695, 2bd/1ba,

$1460. 10990 Strathmore. 213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-bedroom, charm-
ing garden apts. Hardwood floors, dishwasher,

tile kitchen. Midvale north of Levering.

(213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATK)N $600 bo-

nus special. Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,

(213)206-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—206-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

WESTWOOD $925 1 bed, charming, hard-

wood floors, shutters, private patio, 2-car

parking, laundry, outside BBQ. 279-1887

WESTWOOD, SPACKXJS 2bd/2ba, pool, Ja-

cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW,
$129O-$15O0^nrH). Come and see.

(213)477-5106.

WESTWOOD $1350- $1650. Terriflc, large 2

& 3-bedroon>s. Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C, patio, micro-

wave. 1711 Malcolm, 'A -mile campus.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD $1 100 up.Front 2bed/2balh,

carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange. I'Amiles from UCLA.
213-475-6165

WESTWOOD. $985-1 1 95/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING (213)6.39 6294.

WESTWOOD $1 1 50 2bed+1 V. town apt. 1 .2

miles to UCLA, parking on property and street

459-6600

NOW LEASING large singles and bachelors.

Utilities paid. Walking distance UCLA. From
$450/mo Call Paul (213)624-9754.

PALMS $1175 2bed-floft/2bath sec.building,

Vc, patio, sun deck. Are place, dishwasher,

refrig. 837-0761 636-5311

PALMS, 2-bed/ 2-bath, upper, built-ins, suit-

able for three, rx) pets. $650. Canfleld, north

of National. (213)479-1075, (213)6.39-1026

PALMS, 3-bedroom quiet upper, owner's unit.

Suitable for four. No pets. $1200. Canfleld,

north of National. (213)479-1075, (213)639

1026.

PALMS 3 bed/3 -bath, $1300 2-b€d/2 bath,

$950 Modern, 4-years rww. Air, dishwasher,

flreplace, gated parking. 10 minutes to UCLA
by bus. (213)836-5039.

PALMS, $675 & $1 125, 1 & 3-bedrooms. big

rooms, move-in bonus. 10-minutes to UCLA.
(818)377-2668.

PALMS, $775/MO. Large 2-bedroom. Upper,

new rafp*»t/nait'» fi»ffigpr;»tof btiilf 'os, patio,

parking, washer/dryer. (213)476-6532.

PALMS $795 1 bed/1 bath, sec. building, flre-

place, patio, ^c, refrig, dishwasher 837-0761

836-5311

PALMS, $85(VnfH>. beautiful 2-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)626-0740.

PALMS. Own bedroom in 3- bed/1 'A -bath.

7 miles from UCLA. Own parking space. Avail-

able 8/15. $300/mo ¥ $350 deposit. Ask for

Matt (213)204-0937.

SUMMER SPECIAL
Very Practical

5 min Walk to UCLA
2bclrm 2bath - $800

Private Room & Bath, snare kltchen-$400

633 Cavlev 208-5920

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Huge 2bcl/2ba

Dual Master Bdrms
Up to 4 Students Per Unit

HiTech Bldg

Gated Parking

Pull Amenities
512 Veteran A/enue Apts.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

FALL
RENTALS
1BDRM, 1BA $900/1 BDRM 2BA$925

1 BDRM + DEN $1050/2MSTR BDRM $1440

LARGE UNITS SOME W/BALCONIES

*Walk to Campus/Village*

Controlled Entry, Elevator

(213) 208-4835

555 GLENROCK
Corner of Glenrock & Levering

Walk to Campus

FALL RENTALS
Studio up to 2 people

1-»-1 for up to 3 people

2+2 for up to 5 people

^^S^odels Open Daily y
s^.\

824-9691 y<t^\

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 1 BD, 2BD
$725 and up

All amenities

-t^Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

$1375andup2 + 2

Patio, Secure, Prime

Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/ lease

10635 Wilshire

(213)470-3006

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huj^c,

Luxury 1 & 2 Bedrooms ccnrrjj

air, extra larj^c closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrij^erator, controlled

entry and parkmp
433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208^8685

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt

Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

Summer Special $200 of

'

Single, 1 , 2 & 3 BDRM
all close to UCLA

Perfect for Students or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

Casablanca West Apts

Short term

1Bd, 1&2 Bath Apts

Quick Walk to UCLA
Pool, Sundeck
Gated Parking

530 Veteran Avenue
208-4394

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2
Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

WEST LA.
Prime: 1 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den witti pool,

sauna, Jacuzzi, flyrn, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-

models open daily

(213)474-1111

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, 1s and 2s

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center, Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Oolfifiood
Ojfir^fjns

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

•On Selected Units

An R & B Managed Property FHO

What can you land for $350 a month?
Quality Housin^^ in a Jewish Atmosphere
•Newly Renovated Furnished Rooms
•Kosher Meals •Social Activities

•Quiet Study Areas •Rec Room
•Encloised Parking

Across the street from Campus

CHABAD HOUSE, 741 Gayley Ave. Call 208^751

1

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people
across street from UCLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
209-8798

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area
$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry
facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwocxi rents

1 mile to UCLA
Bachelors. Singles, 1 Bedroom,

2 Bedroom
Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central
heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,

sun deck, 2 car
parking in secure

garage, will allow 4
students per
apartment.
From $1200 -

2 weeks free with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2 BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

ACROSS FROM

CAMPUS

»uper Discounted

Summer Rates

* pool
* spa
* sauna
* gym
* gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

* now accepting

applications for fall term

Apartments Furnistied 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1 AND 2 BEDROOM apartments. Ohio and
Sawtelle. $650/mo. IVi miles to UCLA.
(213)477-5758.

1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS w/appliances now
available. Desirable location. Walk to campus.
Quiet building. (213)208-1625.

1 BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa

Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.

$685/mo. 820-7049.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $800. 1 -Bedroom.

North of Wilshire. Exceptionally spacious,

hardwood floors, no pets. (213)653-5435.

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE AREA $1250.
2bd/2ba CONDO. A/C, fireplace, balcony,

locked building arxi garage(2), appliances,

pool, light, quiet. (213)553-6662.

CULVER Cirr $745 »- up. 1 -bed, quiet, upper

front, air, dishwasher, large closets, no pets.

(213)839-8800.

LARGE 2- bedroonrVlV* -bath. Security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

parking. No pets. $1050. 1500 Purdue.

(213)477-5256, (213)931-1160.

OHIO AVENUE 2-bed, $895. Built-ins, pool,

quiet, garden-l ike, close to UCLA on bus route.

(213)477-9955.

PALMS: 1BD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2- Bedroom, con-

vient location. $795. Eves (213)254-1565,

(213)275-1427.

PALMS AREA. 1 -bedroom, $780. 2-bed/

2-balh, $950. Newly renovated, secure build-

ing, fireplace, A/C, dishwasher, stove.

(213)287-1809.

PICO/ROBERTSON AREA. Large 3bd/2ba.

Built-ins, r>ew carpets arxi paint, large private

patio. $120Q^mo. (213)204-1339

SANTA MONICA/WESTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath

$1 100/month-Summer Special $950,
(213)477-6671. BRENTWOOD 2-bed/1 -bath

& 2-bed/2-bath $895-950 (213)820^5810

WESTWOOD, 1390 VETERAN. Bachelors

$550, 1 -bedrooms $825 available. Excellent

location. Eves (213)275-1427 or
(213)540-4425.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom, bills paid, sunny,
pool, Jacuzzi, security, maid. $995.
(213)470-6924.

WESTWOOD, 10757'A Wilkins at Solby, 2

stories, 2-be(V 1'A -bath. Great location.

475-4776.

WLA, large, clean 1-bedroonV 1-bath. Ap-
pliances, carpets drapes, refrigerator; near

UCLA, VA, buslines. $650. (213)476-7116.

WLA, 2-bedroom, $985, drapes & carpet,

convenient location, 1332 Wellesley.
(213)391-2674.

WLA $480 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA, $825 MOVES YOU IN, Ibedroom in

clean, quiet building. UCLA bus stop.

$625/mo. 2577 Sepulveda (818)789 3076.

WLA, $900, upper 2-bedroom/2-bath, re-

frigerator, dishwasher, carpet, balcony. No
pets. 1-year lease. Available now.
(213)551-5791.

WLA. One-bedroom, $85(Vmo.Security build-

ing, drapes, carpet, parklng;walk to

UCLA.1450 Midvale.(21 3)391 -2674.

Apartments to StKire 52

BEVERLY/ FAIRFAX. Spacious upper Spanish

duplex. $625. 3-f2. W.D., fireplace, security,

female grad. student preterred, non-smoking,

quiet. (213)954-0673.

BRENTWOOD, Wilshir^/Barrington highrise,

ocean/city view. 2-bd/2-bth
Gym,pool,security. $55(Vmo, including utili-

ties. (213)312-0650.

YOUR OWN ROOM in Westwood for $400.

Walk to campus. Call (213)266>4191.

BRENTWOOD, 2-»-2 apartment, unfurnished,

private parking, w/ clean responsible non-

smoker, quiet person. $5000/mo.
(213)826-2887 eves, 8-1 1pm.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-»-2, own room, park-

ing, balcony, high ceiling. $525/mo -HJtilities.

Suzanne (213)207-2766.

BRENTWOOD: Own room. $550/mo. includ-

ing utilities. Pool, sauna, gym,
security. Available immediately.
(213)472-7465.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share room. 2-bed/
2-bath apt. near UCLA. Rent $237.25. $150
deposit. (213)479-2703.

FEMALE, VENICE/ MAR VISTA. Own bcd-
room, share bath. $375/mo. (213)390-9693.

ONE ROOM available in 2-bed/ 1 -bath. Near
Westside Pavillion. Non-smoker preferred.

$420 -»- Vi utilities. Frank (213)475-0312,
message.

-OPEN-MINDED- MALE ROOMMATE
WANTED to share great 2 bedroom apartment
near Westside Pavilion, with UCLA grad.

$35(ymonth + deposit. Available August 1

.

(213)446-9101 or (213)470-7696.

OWN ROOM in 2-bedroom Apartment. 10
minutes from UCLA. $362.50/monlh. Avail-

able 6/6. Carl (213)397-6308.

PICO/ROBERTSON. Enormous bedroom in

gorgeous 2-1-1
. Private entrance, washer/dryer,

piano, garage. $475. (213)275-5054.

SANTA MONICA BEACH area. $500. Female
only. Call Jeanie (213)936-7181.

SHARE beautiful, furnished apt. 2-bed/ 2-bath.

Available Aug. 4. Pool, security. No deposit.

$50(Vmo. Near UCLA. (213)471-7861.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/1-BA, share w/female.
Available now, good location, near UCLA.
1245 Brockton. (213)820-5069.

WESTWOOD 2+2. Wetbar, fireplace, patio.

1600sq.ft. Pool, Jacuzzi, suana, security.

$600/mo. (213)479-1765 home,
(213)471-1212.

WLA 6/1. Non-smoking, quiet, responsible

woman, prefer grad. Own room in 2BD/1 BA.
$38(ymo -t- deposit. (213)479-7294.

WLA, FULLY FURNISHED. 2-bedroom/ 2-bath
to share. Suitable for GRAD, professor. $475
(w/ utilities), pool. (213)575-4320.

WLA. Furnished bedroom with private bath
Large closet, kitchen privileges $45(Vmo, utili-

ties included. Female. Francis (21 3)390-3855.

Roommates 53

$367 OWN ROOM 3bed/2bath. Campus
close, non-smoker. Female preferred.
444-4987

AVAILABLE SEPT.1, $365. New building,

security, washing facilities, sundeck, Jacuzzi.

Karen (213)575-3532.

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. Fe-

male to share room. Very large. Security, pool,

laundry. $365, must see. (213)820-0167.

FALL QUARTER ONLY. Share beautiful, huge,
2-be<V2bath. Considerate, neat female. Adj.

Mormon Temple. $375/mo. (213)474-6902.

FEMALE: Own bed/bath. Security building/

parking, pool, balconey, A/C. Wilshire/
Brockton. $480. (213)820-7510.

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED AS/^P to

share very spacious 2-bed/ 2-bath. Fully furn-

ished. Pool & Jacuzzi. Price negotiable.

(213)208-6568.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share master in

2bd/2ba. Security bldg/parking. Pool. Walk to

UCLA. $425/mo. Debbie or Linda.
(213)475-9117

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2-bedroom
townhouse in Palms, close to buslines.

$425/mo. (213)556-6467

FEMALE SHARE ROOM in 2 bedroom/2 bath
apartnrient across from LCLA on Gayky.
(213)206-7797. $262/month.

LOVELY LARGE 4-BED HOME see king room-
mates. Near Wilshire busline. All anrienities,

full security. (213)965-0565.

MALE AND/OR FEMALE to sublet big apart-

ment, Strathmore. $250/mo. Dan
(213)206 8255 or Chrissy (209)578-2332.

MALE NEEDED to share room in 2-bed/ 2-bath

luxury furnished apartment. $285/mo.
473-9038.

MALE TO SHARE BDRM in 2-bed apt. 1-mile
from campus. $31(ynx). Move in Aug. 1.

(213)476-4077.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE Rent, $320.00.
No deposit, one-bedroom, t\e»r V.A. hospital.

Parking (213)476-2560, Angelica.

OVVN ROOM in gorgeous Hilgard condo
Must be female, non smoker, NEAT. $55(Vn>o
'91 -'92. Lisa (21 3)824 3775.

PALMS, $38(ynrH). Own room & bath in large,

furnished apartment. Non-smoker, reliable.

Available immediately. Call Dennis
(213)837-8290

QIUET MALE needed to share nrnxiern luxuri-

ous 2-be<V2-bath, Wilshire condo for school
year. Walk to campus. $40lVmo. includes all

utilities. Move-in immediately.
(213)624-2147.

QUIET MALEAEMALE TO SHARE spaciouis
2-sotry, 2-bedroom townhouse in WLA. All

anr»enitie$, Jacuzzi, weighlroom. Close to

UCLA. Call David.
(21 3)838 38.38,(21 3)391 9S97

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE to share furn-

ished, spacious condo. Private bedroom w/
balcony, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, tennis, security

parking. $550 (213)836-3521.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in

Beverly Hills. $425/nfH). (213)273-8252.

SEPTEMBER. 2 FEMALES share a bedrrom
$350 each, one for own bedroom, $500.
Westwood (213)575-3220.

SHARE LARGE 1 -bedroom w/fireplace,

3-blocks LXTLA. Quiet non-smoker. $325/mo.
(213)472-5336.

SMOKER W/CATS NEEDS ROOMMATE -

room in MarVista townhome.
$367.50 + util/dep. Available 6/15
213-397-4920

WESTWOOD, female to share 1 -bedroom.
Close to campus. $241.67/mo. Move-in
8/1-8/15. (213)824-0643.

WESTWOOD - 1508 VETERAN. 2-bed/
2-bath, spacious or penthouse - 3-bed/4-bath.

2 entrances, balconies, den, living room,
fireplaces, security. Kim (213)477-7622.

WLA, need 2 female roommates for 2-bed/
2-bath apartment. Minutes drive from UCLA.
Range $400-$500. Kelly 1(408)867-2430.

WLA, share room 2-br duplex. 3-miles campus
B.Bus#1, Available summer longer. $223.75.
John, Alex. 213-207-8454.

Room for Rent 64

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA house, 624 Hilgard.

Have board and room for 91-92 academic
year. Call Mrs. Roberts 208-7185.

BRENTWOOD, on Bundy near Sunset. Share
bathroom, kitchen -- laundry priviledges. Fe-

male only. $40(ymo. (213)476-6144, Bob.

CLEAN, BRIGHT, NICE Westside apt. in newer
bldg. $55(ymo. 2.5 miles SW of UCLA. Must
see. (213)620-2565.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $900/quafter. Women students.

Mrs. Solat (213)208-8931.

LARGE PRIVATE ROOM w/bath. Pool, park-

ing, $400 + utilities. Encino, off 405.
Available now. (816)784-5315.

LARGE ROOM with private bath, private

entrance. First/ last months' required.

$425/mo. Female preferred. (213)558-1773.

MAR V/ISTA ARE.A 'V!V2te room in House
utilities included. $400. Close to everything.

21 3-621- 6974(days),
213-313-1990(evenings)

MAR VISTA room in house. $425/mo. Non-
smoker, vegetarian preferred. Furnished,

short-term. Safe neighborhood. 398-1055.

NORTH SANTA MONK!A, $365, room, bath,

kitchen privileges. Non-smoker, quiet, ideal

for grad student. (213)453-8508.

OPPOSITE CAMPUS, attractive, quiet room,
refrigerator, pMvate bath, parking, nice hoow,
mature non-smoking cat-lover. 472-7437.

PACIFK: PALISADES. Small bedroom in house.

10 min. UCLA. Quiet, responsible person.

$385 ->- util. (213)454-4372, (213)395-6533.

PRIVATE HOME, 1-mile campus, room w/
bath + privileges, $40(ymo, including utilities.

(213)470-2206.

ROOM/ BATH, walk to UCLA, furnished,

kitchen privileges, no smoking, $375 utilities

included. (213)474-9905, am/pm.

ROOM FOR RENT, PREFER MATURE
FEMALE-$350 a month. NO SMOKING
(213)456-0535.

ROOM IN 2-BEDRC)OM house, 18th/ Pico,

Santa Monica, $450. (213)265-3883.

ROOMMATE NEEDED for large luxury 2-bed/
2-bath. M;T. Own room. Westwood at

Gler>don/S.M. Security building, parking, a/c,

dishwasher, laundry, balcony, hardwood
floors. $495/mo. (213)475-1056.

ROOM W/ BATH, kitchen privileges. First +
last months rent. $380. Male only. 653-7660.

SANTA MONKIA redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(213)394-2175.

SUMMER RATES available in well-kept fraler-

nity house. Albert 208-0984.

WESTCHESTER. Spacious room. 2-bed/
2-bath. 2-story apt. $362.1 7/nr>o. Balcony,

dishwasher, microwave, pool, gym. Rachel
(213)641-4034.

WESTWOOD in private home, furnished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer
close to campus. Male $450. (21 3)474-71 22

WESTWOOD, private entrance, large, furn-

ished, patio, parking, kitchen privileges, male
preferred. $450 including utilities.

(213)475-4517.

WLA Bright, clean, beautiful, wood floor,

balcony. Furniture optional, female preferred.

1 -block to bus. $525. (213)478-9735.

FEMALE BOARDER NEEDED
MASTER BEDR(X)M FOR REM

WITH WALK-IN CLOSET

NEAR BEVERLY HILLS AND
CENTURY CITY

$350/MONTH > UTILITIES

8721 AIRDROME ST LOS ANGELES, CA

90035 (HOUSE)

TEL/FAX (213)2/6-0822

NOTE HOUSE HAS A SMALL GYM

720 Hilgard Ave.

Room and Board for

Women Across the street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid per quarter)

(213)208-4151

55

$1 025/MO., July- Sept.1 5, 1 44 Sepulveda, o.k.

to walk campus, 2-bed/ 2-bath, large livln-

groom. Jennifer (213)824-2636.

BIG FURNISHED ROOM in 3-bed WLA
house. Shared with 2 professionals. August— .

$450/mo. (213)937-9248.

SUMMER SUBLETS. August-September. 940
Tiverton, medical center adjacent. Price negot-
iable. Call Emily/Serena (213)208-0603.

WALKING DISTANCE, short-term ok., female
share large furnished 1 -bedroom, cable, non-
smoker, $345. (213)824-0642.

WESTWOOD, l-bedroorrV 1-bath, security

apartment and parking, walk to UCLA, deck,
appliances. Quiet. (213)477-5529.

House for Rent 56

LOVELY 3-BEDROOM HOUSE with large

familyroomandpool. Available Aug. 15, 1991
— Aug. 15, 1992, time negotiable. 10 min.
from UCLA, walk to elementary and Jr. High
schools. $1900. 474-3562.

RANCHO PARK/ WLA, $1550. Clean
3-bedroom/ 1-bath house. Large yard, quiet
area and gardner. (213)837-2877.

SHERMAN OAKS, 3-bed/r/. -bath, $1550,
family room, 2 fireplaces, stove, gardener,
nearFashion Square, A/C. (818)789-4235.

VENICE, $1250/mo, charming 1 -bedroom
house, 4-blocks from beach. Eat in kitchen,

stove, quiet, wide streets. Patio and porch.
(213)301-2423.

WLA. New duplex for rent. 1 -bed/1 -bath,
refrigerator, stove, backyard. No deposit, no
utilities. Pay $550/mo. Call Christen
(213)934-3265.

House to Stiare 57

LARGE SPANISH-STYLE 4-bedroom house.
25ft. pool, Jacuzzi, garden, private. SlOOO/mo.
Rancho Park. (213)839-3546.

SANTA MONICA $625VA util, 2+2 w/yard,
excellent location, hardwood floors, washer/
dryer, cable TV, parking available, no snnok-

ing, pets. 453-4115

WLA, own room, $350, very cheerful and
bright. Yard^ private parking. Looking for

female. (213)826-8131.

House for Sole 58

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartments, hardwood floors, 2 -blocks tobeach.
Santa Monica. Room to add on, $495K.
395-5212.

HOUSE— 3-bed/1 -bath, family room. 1 5 min.
to campus. Mar Vista. $31 OK. (21 3)397-7295.

MUST SELL - Prestigious hillside twnhm; view
of city -f Catalina. 3 -•- 2Vi . $269,900. Agt.

(213)945-1555.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LXILAviaRoscomare. 3+2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-
tly re-done. $567,890. Dave (818)783-6675.

WHY COMMUTE? A nearby house for the

price of a condo! 325k for a fast close. 3 + 2 +
2dens. Great home office/studio or use as

5-bedroom 2272 Overland, North of Pico.

Owner (213)470-6313.

House Exchange 59

EXCHANGE small 1 -bedroom apartment
across from Columbia University (secure

Columbia-owr>ed building) for similar apart-

ment in Santa Monica, Brentwood, Westwood,
Venice area. Starting Aug. or Sept.
(212)222-4313

Housing Needed 60

AUSTRALIAN WRITER needs house sitting

situation (Aug.-Oct.) in WLA/SM area. Mar-
garet (213)653-0557.

LONG-TERM female grad student with courte-

ous Westie. Seeks guest house near UCLA.
Excellent references. (918)465-2321 collect.

OWN ROOM in a house needed by new grad
student this fall. Santa Monica, West Los
Angeles. Mark, collect (605)962-7514.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILDCARE- LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING,
nearby UCLA, own car. Enjoy playing wAids.
Private room/bath. Start Sept. Leave message.
(21.3)559-7186.

LIVE-IN: I want light housework in exchange
for private room/bath. Driving.
(213)626-3179.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON wanted exchange for

light housekeeping and childcare. Flexible

hours. Car required. Eves (618)906-1349.

Room for Help 63

PERFECT KOR TWO male students to share
large guesthouse in Brentwood Partial board
in exchange for each giving 1 2V. hours/wk for

14-yr-old boy, driving, errands, help with
homework, sports. (213)472-2626.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-
house Brentwood 1 7V, hrsAvk with 1

4

year-old boy. Driving, sports, helping with
homework. (213)472-2626.

STUDIO APARTMENT available 7/15. Will
rent to responsible student in exchange for

work. (415)364-2018.

ULTIMATE'SOUTH bay beach house needs
1 6 hrs/wk from resourceful, non-snr»okef with
car. Robert (213)207-6476, exl.88.
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lr^J^f(t THE HAIR SALON

• OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
$MEN& WOMEN

Bikini Wax
l^i^k Lip Wax
^^^m Eyebrow^^^ Full Leg &

Bikini Wax $20

$8
$4
$5

Sculpture Nails

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

HILITE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

CELLOPHANE &
CUT $25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mano's Restaurant

^^p 3^22/91

Townhouse for Rent 66 Movers/Storage

2-BED/2V, -BATH TOWNHOME. New sec-
urity quiet building. No pets, central air. High
ceiling, balcony, fireplace. (213)473-7786.

SHERMAN OAKS, $1000/month 2-bed/
2-bath. Very new security building. Central air,

2-secure parking spaces. (618)784-9699.

WLA, $1495, 2-bed + den/ 2-bath. Large
townhouse, front unit, privacy.
(213)826-6907

Condos for Sale 67

1300 MIDVALE PENTHOUSE. Decorator's
masterpiece. Tell your folks, the numbers
make sense. 2-bed/2-bath. $287,000. Call
Kelly Elias. (213)278-9470.

1 -BEDROOM PENTHOUSE, 1 -block from
UCLA, village view, doorman building with
pool. $289,000. Call Broker (213)824-0453.

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1 -bed/ 1 V, -bath,

security, doorman. Wilshire/ Selby. $255K.
Gail 445-7778.

LOWEST PRICE TOWNHOME in Brentwood
Walk to San Vicente shops. 2-bedrooms/
Vh -baths. Fireplace. Plantation shutters. Sky-
lights. $249,000. (213)477-9966.

WESTWOOD, walk to campus, $239,000,
2-bed/ 2-bath, 5th floor. Marilyn
(213)451-5471.

Condos for Rent 69

'/• BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 -bed/1 -bath Condo
Pool , spa, security elevator. $1 350/mo. Broker

(213)824-0453

'A -BLOCK UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom. Sunny
pool, spa, security, valet, doorman. Perfect

for 3 ifHJividuals. (213)931-3811.

SANTA MONICA $675 Condo for lease

Quiet, sunny, 1 bedroom, new appliafKes,

private garage, near beach, UCLA 453 8633

WESTWOOD 2-BED/2'A-BA, furnished.

Walk to UCLA, security, parking, pool $1400
or $750 for single. A.J. (213)824 3938

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCL^ penthouse
2-bedroonV 2-balh. $1 380/mo, balcony, fire-

place, parking, security building. Call Guy,
(213)474-9527.

WESTWOOD 2-bed/2V. -bath, large condo.
Pool, spacious closets, security. WiJXilmo.
Denise (313)459-6244, leave message

WESTWOOD, $1950, 3 bedroooV 2-balh

Quaint, small building, security, balcony. 933
Hilgard. Gene (213)471-4969.

Guest House for Rent 70

BEVERLY GLEN. Romantic, secluded sludicV

?;uesthouse. Private, Iree-lmcd walkway,
rench doors. Single person. $1100/mo.
(213)652 0640.

VENICE, $650 including utilities, guesthouse.

Charming, skylight, lovely garden. No pels.

(213)391-4183

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything -

fully equipped - reasonable rates.

(616)765-1026.

Child Care 90

WESTWOOD L/C day care Learn thru play

Meals, FT/PT, eves, weekends Refs
(213)470-6829.

Insurance 91

INSURANCE
We ai; ao Di.! \u.w> n.:,u;ance is

lequifeU Dy law' So fof a

FREFLOWFRQUOTFcall
213)852-71/5 (818)342-1510

BfST PRICF INSAGfNCY

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

The Careful Mover
Houses, Apartments, Offices,

local and Long distance

Small jobs welcome
(213)319-1236

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data
(213)559-1890.

Sen^ices Offered 96

CLEANING SERVICE. Efficient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

HOUSESITTER AVAILABLE. Professional, very
responsible, love all animals, quiet, with many
references. Available anytime.
(213)842-9318. ^
MOR & MOR PAINT- Interior/Exterior paint-

ing. Free estimate. Wall-paper removal.
License #609595 (818)904-5 787,
(818)708-0670.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statislics,

research proposals, studies etc. Undergradu-
ate, graduate, PH.D. Any style/requiren>ent.

(213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-4193.

WRITING, EDITING, TUTORING
RESEARCH

Days, Nights Weekends

Overnight Service Available

PhO Gives Fast Accurate Help

AU Subtect AtMC

(213)476-0114

«

SHORT-TERM & PROFESSIONAL

COMPUTER TRAINING
ONK-OM^NC
MSTWJCIION HAMOtCN

cow
njmoM

/WQNOPdlffCTtl
/lOTUSI }S
/OMSflMPLUt
/mom
/FMEMMER

•SMALL CLAtVI
• 0N(COMf>l/TER/l>(RSON
•CfRTlfirAnS
•X>«I>UCIMINTA&8(ST
• STATE APPfKMS

CLASSES :MOR./AR./EVE./SAT.

NATIONAL
COMPUTER
TRAINING

(213) 207-2020
11628 SANTA MONICA BLVD (NEAR 405/10 FWY)

I

TT- 'i'fin*»'i'i'f*'i'i'i

3

M

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. TTicscs/Dtsscrtiitiorui

l*rojx).HaIs and Ik)ok..s.

F'orrj^n Mtudcnt.s welcome

.

PAPFJIS NOT TOR SAIJ;

Sharon Bear, Ph.D
(213)470-6662

94 Tutoring Offered

FRENCH LESSONS: by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreting, translations, voice-

overs, classes, and tour guide. (21 3)478-5822.

FRENCH TUTOR for all levels from grammar
to literature. Call Arienne (213)876-8790 for

information.

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN
ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

MATH TUTOR specializing in finite math
instruction (Ma2); UCLA grad, reasonable
rates. Call (213)396-8617 leave message.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN lANGUACES CALL jIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

STUDENT SOLUTIONS. Over 35 Patient &
Knowledgable tutors offering Superior service

at Affordable rales. Quality Service Guaran-
teed. (213)748-7412.

TUTORING in History, Political Science, So-

ciology and English by UCLA graduate student.

Call (213)826-7653.

Tutoring Needed 99

NATIVE speaking Japanese language tutor

wanted. Please call Hugh (213)487-3513.

Typing 100

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING!!!! 20 years Exp., Laser, Spell-

check (213)474-6609, 7 days,
8a.m.-10:00p.m. Near campus, RUSHES
OKAY.

AAA-MAZING TYPIST RIGHT in Westwood
Village! Quick, REASONABLE TYPING &
PROOFING— papers, re$unr>es, scripts, ANY-
THINC! (213)206-1704.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)786-9685.

A+! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/
editing, computer training resumes, transcrip-

tion. FAX THE WORD PLACE.
(213)662-6006, (616)994-1094.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

synlax/edil help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303

PROF. EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations,

term papers, all papers. Long time for UCLA.
Virginia (213)620-0150

QUALITY WORD PROCESSING. STUDENT
PAPERS AND OFFICE SUPPORT. RUSH SER-
VICE AVAILABLE. NEAR CAMPUS.
(213)207-0752.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes Santa Monica (21 3)626-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2886.

WORDPROCESSING/ IBM-PC: term papers,

theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/ Sepulveda. (213)397-9711.

Services Offered 96

PC. CONFUSION?
Call

FVHELP
Personal Computer Services

SPECIAL RATES
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
AND STAFF!!

(818)

999-4485
New User Assistance
Software Support A Training
System Setup
Productivity Training
Word Processing
LAN Setup/Admm
Desktop rubitstitny
Programming
Hard Disk Back up
Component Purchase Advice
Spread Sheet Design
Hard / Soft ware tvalualion
Graphics
Presentations
Forms Design

!$ioFF!
I

I

I

I

I

I

I "

Regular size,.

^ yogurt or

ice-cream =̂M
I

*'*' - ( offer expires 8/4/91 ) I

I
*Always a 10% Discount to

I UCLA students/faculty with I.dI
|(regulmr price items only) I

ncM good with any other discount I

I BaskJii(^Robbins I

I
let Cremm 6 Yotmrt m

208-8048 Westwood Village!

98 Music Lessons

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

)ean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol Tingle; As-

socTNale Lam, 25 yrs. experience. All levels/

styles, in SM. (213)826-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; lop supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierKed Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays. Lee (21 3)476-1 090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hrservice. Our clients

gel results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2765.

Travel 106

LOWEST R.T AIRFARES
FROM LAX/8AN/SFO0N SHORT NOTICE

•LONDON $e» .S£AnLf$250
•PARISAWN $758 .Sew YORK SsS
•fRANKFURT/AM6 $7S9 .JOKYO 16«
:G1>SG0W$;29 K)8AKA$7»
•MANILA $765 .hqng KONG $759
•fLOHIDA$350 'BANGKOK $829

OTHER DOMESTIC/INTL FARES AVAIL CALL FOR 1 WAY
BARNEY'S TRAVEL

(213)382-9161

Autos for Sale 109

1964 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS, V-6. New
transmission, Alpine Stereo, $2200. Leave
rriessage for Jeff Peyser. 625-2075.

1964 TOYOTA COROLLA SR5 HATCHBACK.
5-speed, A/C, AM/FM tape, excellent condi-
lion. NEW TIRES. $3200/obo (21 3)207-0301

.

1 964 VOLVO GL, 5-speed, silver/black leather

interior. Sunroof, Vc, tinted windows. Excel
lent. Complete records. t6200
(213)206-3675.

1965 300ZX, red- loaded! Leather, Digital,

A/C, cruise control, alarm, T-tops. 4 Quik sale!

SeSOCVobo. (213)640-9761.

1965 BMW 316i, %vhite, 5-speed, sunroof
moonroof. AWEM sterec/ cassette. New tires.

Runs great, 63m, $9000. (213)766-9440.

1965 VOLKSWAGEN, Automatic. A/C, AM/
FM casMtte. Low milage, excellent corxiition.

$330(Vobo. Call David 213 206-3353(W),
714-594-e003(H)

1990 CELICA CT. Automatic, sunroof, power
everything, cojise, airbags. 16,000 miles.

$12,000 but negotiable. (213)209-5305.

300 CE BENZ, 66, black, car phone
(21 3)625 5644;(21 3)476-6539

'69 VW BUG, Auto, runs excellent, new tires,

stereo, used everyday. Must see. $1195/obo
(213)366^2010.

'86 SUBARU iUSTY CL 4X4, $450(yobo,
5 speed, air, sunroof, AWM stereo, 26k
miles (213)206-0423.

'90 MIATA, blue, B-package. 9k miles
S14,50Q/obo. Mike p.m. (618)664-2651.

CLEAN 1 963 COROLLA 5-speed, AC, AM^M
tape cassette. $1800/obo. (616)352-6490.

HONDA CIVIC CRX, '65, $4000 Automatic,
good condition (21 3)620 2801

.

HOT CONVERTIBLE! Black on grey, all op
tions, excellent condition 1986 Renault Al
liance 17 DL $450(yobo (213)734-6354
(818)509-9364.

MAZDA GLC '81, grey, A^, AM/FM cassette,
5-stick, new battery/brakes, excellent condi-
tion, $l40C/obo. (213)471-7661.

MERCEDES '81, 240D, excellent, 127k miles,
dark blue, new tires, stick shift. $8995/obo
(213)390-4711.

NISSAN STAN/A '82. 2-door, 5-speed, ~AM/
FM, Air, clean $160(yobo. (213)478 2046

PLYMOUFH KtLIANI 4-door, '82, less than
40,000 miles $2500 (213)456-2800.

TOYOTA CELICA GT, '64, 66,000 miles,
5-speed, sunroof, AM/FM cassette, alarm
$4700 396^1055

VOLKSWAGON RABBIT GTI, '64, $2800,
white, new clutch, tires, brakes, transmission!
Air, sunroof. (213)464 8648

TENNIS
From page 16
For Olejar, who lives in Taco-

ma, Washington, the Olympic
Festival was her first trip to

UCLA.
"I like (UCLA) a lot, it is a very

rich-looking campus," Olejar said.

"I definitely want to go to a

California school, and UCLA is

certainly one of the schools I am
considering."

Two incoming recruits for the
UCLA women's tennis team made
their Westwood debuts at the
Olympic Festival.

Lee Ann Roslovsky finished

fifth, with a 6-2, 6-0 victory over
Wendy Lyons, and Jenny Baker
won the consolation championship
by defeating Maribel Amadeo.

102 Autos 109

VOLVO WAGON, 1975, $1200/obo, auto,

a/c, 95k, runs well, body excellent, new
transmission, tires, fm stereo. 454-8901.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1984 HONDA ASCOT VT500. Red.
$145(yobo. Wananty. Like new. Call Brian

(213)824-4035.

1984 RED SUZUKI 450 w/ helmet. Runs
excellent. Some cosmetic damage. $1250.
Call Chris (213)575-1077.

1986 HONDA INTERCEPTOR 500. 30k miles.

$170(Vobo. Contact Charles after 6:00pm.
(816)342-9754.

'B6 Y.fM.AHA XT 350 w,'hclmct + lock. Good
condition $1300. Call Stefan (213)312-0721.

HONDA CB125, 12,000 miles, runs great,

$450. Call John 207-6454.

YAMAHA SR500, 1981. Runs good, needs
mirror repair. $500/obo. (213)390-3330.

Scooters for Sale 116

1961 HONDA ELITE 250, w/ helmet, Krypto-

nite lock, & basket, $1000. Call Carol
(213)475-6563.

1965 YAMAHA RIVA 180Z. Excellent condi-

tion, %},AO0/obo. (213)473-3796.

1986 RED HONDA Elite 150. Digital display,

low mileage, great condition, 60MPhf!
$1000/obo Ryan (213)208-0171.

1987 HONDA ELITE 80. Red. Runs great.

$600. Call Karen (213)476-1688.

87 ELITE 50, good condition, low price,

available immediately. Jeanne 2090371

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 206-5138.

SUZUKI FA50, 1987. Runs great, $35(yobo.
Call Lisa (213)206-7809.

Bargain Box 125

MUST SELL COUCh:, bicycle, vacuum,
kitchen appliances, lamps, telephone, radio,

iron, fan, and much more. (213)786-9440.

Furniture for Sale 126

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290. MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TVy/IN $140, DINNETTE $160. (213)821-0729

COMPLETE FULL SIZE BED. Matress, box
spring and frame. $75. Krish (213)478-5611.

QUEEN SIZE FUTONS, oak tv stand, oak tv

swivel, bookcase, bicycles, chest drawers,
chairs nHxe! (213)447-9246.

QUEEN WATERBED, 2 nightstands, entertain-

ment center, headboard, chest, refrigerator,

dining table wAour chairs. All black lacquer.
VERY CHEAP (818)753 0157.

SOFA SLEEPER, queen size. Cocktail and end
table, entenainn'>ent center. All 7 mos. old.

$400. (213)559-2070.

TWIN BED, great condition, includes frame,
box spring, mattress. $10(Vobo. Must sell. Call
(213)824 0619.

WALL HANGING PERUVIAN INDIANS: Party
scene, all wool, franr>ed. Four feet by six feet

$150. (213)837-9784

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE 2C IMAGEWRITER II + mouse Like
new. $550. (213)851-6614.

COMPUTER LAP-TOP NEC, Phone modem,
20HD, $2150/obo. (213)661-2226. NEVER
USED

IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER, 30 megabyte
hard disk, $500/obo. Call Susan
(213)473-5733 or (213)823 5504

MACINTOSH PLUS MONITOR, keyboard,
external drive ImaRpwriter II moiKr, inrlnH
ing software & plastic cover. $800/obo.
(818)789 9979.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM' We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

yourselfl! (816)994-1166.

RFNT IBM complete computer system,
$95/mo. Search Orion, write papers, etc. 266,
366 systems available, (213)931-4207.
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Ex-Bruins emeige victorious in Festivai roundup
By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

Following is a roundup of other
Olympic Festival results.

Track and Field:

Before an estimated crowd of
3,523 at Drake Stadium, Mike
Powell jumped 27 feet 8 inches to

win the gold medal in the long
jump.

Powell, who attended UCLA for
one year, was ranked as the top
long jumper in the world last year.
Mike Bamett of Glendora set an

Olympic Festival record in the
javelin with a throw of 2607".
Bamett broke his own record of
260* r\ which he set in 1986.

Trevaia Williams of Las Vegas
captured the gold medal in the
heptathlon with a total score of
5,837 points, only 26 more than
runner-up Teri Tumer-Hairston.

Williams was able to win by

What could be more

refreshing?

ADVERTISE

IN

THE

SUMMER
BRUIN

825-2161

finishing three seconds ahead of

Tumer-Hairston in the final event,

the 800-meter run.

The men's 200-meter dash was
won by Jason Rouser of Lawton,
Okla., in a time of 20.75 seconds.

Bo Reed of Hagstaff, Ariz.,

captured the 10,000 meter race in a

time of 28:26.82.

Other men's gold medalists

included Brian Jaeger in the

steeplechase, Terry Strouf in the

shotput and Bob Briggs in the 50-

kilometer walk.

Other female gold medalists

included Cheryl Dickey in the

100-meter hurdles, and Sue
Rembao in the high jump.

Baseball:

The West squad captured the

gold medal as they pounded the

East, 13-1. Jacob Cruz of Oxnard
hit a two-run homer and had three

hits for the West
Chris Smith of Vallejo added

three hits and four runs batted in

for the victorious West
The winning pitcher was Benja-

min Tucker of Fresno, who scat-

tered three hits over six innings.

In the bronze medal game, the

North scored in the 10th inning to

beat the South, 6-5. First baseman
Kevin Putz hit a two-run double in

the top of the 10th inning to win the

game for the North.

Weightlifting:

In the weightlifting competition

held at Royce Hall, Diana Fuhr-

man of Simi Valley set national

records for snatch, clean and jerk,

and combined weight in the 148'/

4-pound class.

Fuhrman failed on two attempts

to set a world record in the clean

and jerk, but settled for three gold
medals.

Melanie Getz also broke an
American record, in the snatch in

the 123'/4-pound class. For Getz, it

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UCLA + ALL Student Discount

/K^ # • TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK

JJ I ^ -AIR CONDITIONED
yr * ^ •SAIUHDAY COMEDY CLASS
1 093 Broxton Ave. #21 8 824-3991

Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

6:30 am - 3:30 am Fri & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

ChlH Cheese Burger + Fries
-»- Med. Soft Drink for ^^ 1 Q
Breakfast Special

2 Eggs + Homemade Hashbrowns
+ Toast & jelly for $1.99

Chinese Chicken Salad
(*oil free dressing)

(213) 824-7966

936 Broxton Ave ^ j •
/

In Westwood Sandwich

Fresh Chicken Breast

$3.75

$2.99

WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

And when vou feel ^rcxxl you Icx^k good.

That is our behef. It's why we employ srvhsts

r\r\ instead o( haircutters. And

$9 why those who go to Super*

cuts end up feehng just a httlc better about

themselves. No appointments necessary.

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa Monica & Wilshire Bfvd.)

470-1558
M-F 8-9 Sat 8-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SUPBICUTS

was her second consecutive
Olympic Festival gold medal.
Tim McRae set three Olympic

Festival records in the 148'/4-

pound class, as he won in the

snatch, clean and jerk, and com-
bined weight.

Gymnastics:

Jair Lynch of Washington, who
previously won the men's all-

around championship, captured
three gold medals and a silver

medal in the individual apparatus
finals Saturday night at Pauley
Pavilion.

Lynch, who attends Stanford,

won gold medals on the pommel
horse, the parallel bars and the high

bar. He shared a silver medal with

Marcus Jordan in the floor exer-

cise.

Jordan won two other medals, a

silver in the vault and a bronze in

the parallel bars.

UCLA gymnast David St. Pierre

won two medals, a silver on the

pommel horse and a bronze on the

rings.

Other gold medalists included
Kerry Houston in the floor exer-

cise, Jason Whitfield on the rings

and Dennis Harrison on the vault
Water polo:

The West won the men's gold
medal, as they beat the East, 10-8.

Ex-UCLA water polo star Mark
Maretzki scored two goals for the

victorious West squad. Dean
Quintal added three goals for the

West.

In women's action, the North
won the gold medal by defeating

the West 11-10 in overtime.
Amber Alatorre of Indio scored the

winning goal with 12 seconds left

in overtime, after she had scored
the game-tying goal with two
seconds left in regulation. Ma'i-
reen O'Toole-Mendoza scored
five goals for the West

DO YOU NEED AN
EYE EXAM ?

An annual checkup will assure

you of good vision now and
longer lasting sight in the future.

A thorough eye exam with our
optometrist. Dr. Hyman, and our

professional staff can be
arranged to fit your schedule.

Next day service is available for

contacts and glasses in most

cases.

Good vision is worth the t'me

you take to care for it.

Most Vision — %«\

Insurance Plans
Accepted Westwood

Optometric Centre
918 Westwood Boulevard (Comer of Le Conte)

Westvvoixi Village

208-3913
Hours: M-F 10-5:30 Sat: 10-5:00

90049 • 820-1516
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Sports
Fernandez pitches East to softball gold

Bruin ace also drives in the

winning championship run

Jfc;^«Sr^>-*'** -**.X*

SUNNY SUNQ'Summer Bruin

Junior Lisa Fernandez displays the pitching form that helped her strike out 1 1 batters in the
Olympic Festival gold medal game.

Benris plays golden tennis
By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

It's hard lo believe thai people
actually paid money lo "see" the

gold and bronze medal tennis

matches at the Olympic Festival.

In three of the four matches
Wednesday at the Sunset Canyon
Recreational Center, players
defaulted due to injuries, with the

women's gold medal match being
the only one decided on the court.

Beth Berris defeated Sonya
Olejar, 6-0, 2-6. 6-4, to win the

women's gold medal, with both
players representing the West
squad.

In the men's competition, top

seed Chris Woodruff defaulted the

gold medal match to Peter Ayers,
due to a leg injury.

Ricky Becker won the bronze
medal when Chris Pressley was
also forced to default due to an
injury.

Tcrr>' Ann Zawacki won the

women's bronze medal when
Meredith Chiles, pardon me if this

sounds familiar, defaulted as a
result of an injury. <

An extremely restless sold-out

crowd was delighted lo finally see

some tennis, as Berris and Olejar

took center stage.

The first set was over in about
20 minutes, as Berris took advan-
tage of numerous unforced errors

by Olejar.

"I was really tight early," Olejar

said. "1 suffered from a big case of

nerves in the first set."

Olejar got her game together

quickly in the second set, as she

held serve to open the set, and then

broke Berris four limes in a row to

win it.

"1 think that I was a little loo

confident after the first set," Berris

said. "My mental game wasn't
very strong in the second set, and
she started playing a lot belter

"

By the third set, both players

were tired as a result of the

extremely warm temperatures.

Berris and Olejar exchanged
breaks of serve to open the set,

before each player settled down
and held serve three limes.

WiUi liie score 4-4, Bems broke

Olejar's serve with two passing

shots down the line.

Serving for the match, Berris

lost four match points before

Olejar relumed a serve long to end
the match.

**I really wanted to win the gold

medal," Berris said after the

match. *This was really a lot of

fun."

Olejar was able to find a silver

hning in the match.

"Coming back after losing the

first set 6-0 was a really good
feeling," Olejar said. "I just wasn't

able to overcome my serve, which
was really bad today."

UCLA fans may have many
more opportunities to see Berris

and Olejar play tennis. Both Berris

and Olejar will be high school

seniors this year, and UCLA ranks

high on their list of possible

colleges lo attend.

"I definitely want lo play Pac-10

tennis," said Berris, who is from
Lodi. "UCLA is really a beautiful

campus, and there are great tennis

facilities here.

"My coach, Hobie Holbach, is

also the coach of several of the

players on the UCLA women's
iciirus team, and i liave gotten to

know them well," Berris added.

Other schools Berris is considering

include Stanford, Cal, Arizona

State, and Arizx)na.

See TENNIS, page 14

By Mark Brubaker

With a member on each of the

four United States Olympic Festi-

val teams, UCLA Softball was well

represented, but it was Bruin
pitcher Lisa Fernandez who made
the strongest showing by winning
the gold medal game for the East

squad.

Fernandez gave up only four

hit5 and one run to the West team,
while striking out 11, at Hjelte

Park in Encino.

With the East club being the

home team, Fernandez started the

game on the hill and made quick
work of the West's batters. She
struck out the side in the top of the

first, and knew that she was on top
of her game.

"I fell really good," the UCLA
junior said. "You know that they-

're not going to lay down and die if

you strike out the first three, but it

was a good sign. I had really good
movement on the ball."

Fernandez fell behind in the

third inning, when the West's
Michele McAnany scored on a
single to right by shortstop Ann
Rowan. McAnany had moved
earlier from first to third on a wild
pitch by Fernandez.

The East team responded in the

bottom of the fourth, as they

scored a run and loaded the bases
when Fernandez came to the plate.

She poked a single past the first

baseman, scoring two runs.

"Our coach always told us our
roles." Fernandez said. "And in

that situation my role was lo gel the
ball out of the infield. So all I was
thinking was lo get the ball out of
the infield."

The East scored twice more in

the bottom of the fifth to make the

score 5-1, while Fernandez con-
tinued to silence the West's bats.

She struck out two batters in both

the fourth and fifth innings.

Her counterpart for the West,
Michele Granger, used her blazing

speed to strike out 13 batters in the

game. Even though Granger struck

out the side in the bottom of the

sixth inning, the damage was
already done.

With Fernandez* commanding
four-run lead, only three outs stood

between her and the gold medal.

She put the first two away with

ease, but provided some excite-

ment in trying to finish off the final

batter.

Xan Silva lined a double to left

to keep the West alive, and
Fernandez then lost some control

of her pitches. She hit two conse-

cutive batters and found herself

with the bases loaded.

As the tying run approached the

plate, the crowd threw its support

to Fernandez. The dramatics were
unnecessary, as the West's Missy
Phillips, who played with Fernan-
dez at UCLA last year, made the

final out of the game.
'That was a scary inning there at

the end, but it feels awesome to

win," Fernandez said. "It took a lot

for our team to come back and win
this game after being down."
When asked lo contrast this win

with the Bruins* disappointing

second-place finish in the College
World Series this year, Fernandez
responded, *This feels a hundred
times better, but it doesn*l make up
for it by any means."

In the bronze medal game, the

North, with UCLA's Yvonne
Gutierrez, squeaked by the South,
1-0. Tiffany Boyd of the South and
Cal State Fullerton gave up only
one hit, but Suzy Lady scored for

the North on an error in the sixth

inning when first baseman Deb
Mobius dropped a routine throw
from second. Gutierrez went 0-2 in

the game.

SU7ANNr STATE S/Surmief Bruin_ _ 5»u/ANNt- b I A 1 1 s/bummef Brum
Beth Bems survived a furious comeback by Sonya Olejar to
capture the gold medal at the Olympic Festival.
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Senate shelves
UC reg fee bill

A state bill that prohibits
University of California cam-
puses from tacking on addition-
al fees to student registration

fees has been postponed in the
state Legislature until early
next year.

The bill, which the stale

Assembly passed last week, has
been held over by the Senate for

further investigation. Both
Democrats and Republicans
say they want to study the

proposal more closely.

The bill will be reviewed by
the state Senate Education
Committee in January.

At UCLA, campus-based
fees are used to support Acker-
man Union, the John Wooden
Center and undergraduate stu-

dent government

Inside

Libraiytobe
moved, split up
While university librarians

say they have lo break up the

Education and Psychology
Library to cope with budget
cuts, faculty and graduate stu-

dents worry about splitting up
the collection.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Your college

survival guide
Columnist Marcus Hennessy

gives his tips on how to train for

the upcoming college year.

See page 10

Arts & Entertainment

The politics

of Afro-Beat
Nigerian musician/composer

Fela Kuli and his group perform

this weekend at UCLA's Wads-
worth Theater.

See page 12

Sports

Bruin wins trade

gold at Festival

UCLA sprinter Marty Beck
ran the third leg in the West's

winning 4x400-mcier relay

team.

See page 24

By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

UCLA's newly appointed lop

female administrator says she
wants to undertake the challenges

of diversity.

Andrea Rich, who became sec-

ond-in-command of the campus
administration Friday, says she is

enthusiastic about taking on new
challenges— in particular, ending
student body "fragmentation" that

has resulted from racial and cultur-

al diversity on campus.
When students of diverse back-

grounds come to an institution as

large as UCLA, they tend to seek

out students of the same back-
grounds instead of branching out

lo other groups, she said.

"The challenge of the next

^With the amount of

promotion we put
out, I would be a

Pollyanna to say
we're not disap-
pointed.^'

Primrose-Smith

City faces
loss up to

$2 million
United Press international

Perhaps it's best the next U.S.
Olympic Festival will take place in

the shadow of the Alamo. This
event, which completed a disastr-

ous 10 days in Los Angeles, can
use a little inspiration.

The festival, held in a sprawling
metropolis for the first time, ended
Sunday with the announcement it

will lose as much as $2 million
while selling only 200,000 tickets,

the fewest in 10 years. The local

organizing committee is consider-

ing filing for bankruptcy.

"In a market of this size, with the

amount of promotion we put out, I

would be a Pollyanna lo say we're
not disappointed," said Elizabeth

Primrose-Smith, the president and
executive director of the local

organizing committee.
This came as a blow to all

involved. Last year's festival in

Minneapolis attracted 500,739
spectators and earned $3.4 million

See LOSS, page 9

mmand takes office
Andrea Rich hopes to end

'fragmentation' on campus
decade is lo create an environment
on campus that is welcoming of the

diversity of the campus, while also

creating a community in which
everyone plays a part," Rich said.

**The university is the promise. We
can lead the way. I find that

exciting."

As executive vice chancellor.

Rich replaces Murray Schwartz,
who retired last month and is

currently acting as an interim vice

chancellor at UC Santa Barbara.
The UCLA administration was

reorganized earlier this summer in

an attempt to streamline the

bureaucracy and reduce costs.

Rich will not only serve as the

acting chancellor when Chancellor
Charles Young is away, but will

have greater managerial responsi-

bilities. To make the administra-

tion "leaner and meaner," she says

she will have more direct contact
with vice chancellors and more
control over campus planning.

While Rich did not give specific

details about how she intends to

tackle campus problems, she
emphasized the need for the

See RICH, page 8

Andrea Rich

Related story, Page 5

U.S Olympic Festival

^-^k
PARISA FARROHI

Kevin Young, a former UCLA athlete, receives a gold medal for track and field during the
Olympic Festival.

UCLA unaffected by finance fiasco
Pre-payment prevents losses

like those expected by USC
By Christine Hagstrom
Summer Bruin Staff

Even though the U.S. Olympic
Festival wound up $2 million in the

hole, campus officials say UCLA
will not suffer the consequences.
UCLA insisted upon being paid

nearly $1 million up front for their

services — $425,000 for housing
athletes in campus residence halls

and another $425,000 for use of
UCLA's athletic facilities,

explained Assistant Chancellor

John Sandbrook.

Both UCLA and USC helped
host the festival. But while this

campus' coffers are safe from the

festival's economic fiasco, the

University of Southern California

may not be as lucky because it did
not demand lo be pre-paid for all of
its services.

USC officials agreed to receive

partial payment for their services

after the ^act and may stand to lose

that sum now that the local

Olympic Festival organizing com-

mittee is considering filing for
bankruptcy.

The USC spokesman on the
festival was unavailable for com-
ment

In late 1986, Los Angeles
Mayor Tom Bradley asked both
universities to replicate in the
Olympic Festival the roles they
played in the 1984 Olympics,
Sandbrook explained.

Memories of the highly lucra-

tive 1984 Olympics, which were
also held in Los Angeles, were still

ringing fresh in the minds of both
festival organizers and campus
officials.

See FESTIVAL, page 9

Bom to nini Man leads police on hour-long campus chase
By Matt Bail

Summer Bruin Staff

A man who police say
repeatedly exposed himself on
campus led officers on their

longest fool chase ever Thursday,
changing his clothes several times
as he fled.

As many as a dozen police
officers and students pursued
Henry Llamar Daniel, 25, of Los
Angeles, for almost an hour before
running him down near Tiverton
and Weybum avenues in West-

wood.
"He was the fastest runner I've

ever seen," university Ll James
Vandenberg said. "He should run

for the Olympic team."

Police got a report of a naked
man running through the Dance
building corridors. By the time

officers arrived, he was wearing

shorts. When Daniel spotted police

coming towards him, he ran out of

the Dance building and headed for

Royce Hall.

When it became clear that two
officers would not be able to catch

him, more officers were sum-
moned to try and surround Daniel

and cut him off.

However, he managed to elude

police for 56 minutes. "The guy
was built like a cross country

runner." Vandenberg said.

The chase resembled a high-

speed campus lour. Daniel ran

from Royce to Powell Library,

then took off to the Math Sciences
building, zoomed lo Engineering,

flew back to the Men's Gym, zig-

zagged up to Campbell, sped south

lo the Chemistry building, look off

for the Bomb Shelter, booked
towards Life Sciences, then raced

to the Center for Health Sciences.

At one point, Daniel even
jumped out of a second-story
window in the Geology building.

*The guy's (level oO adrenaline

was high," Vandenberg said.

Daniel, however, had no trace of
drugs in his body.

Not only was Daniel running

like a cheetah and managing to

elude police, he was also changing

1

See CHASE, page 6
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AUTO INSURANCE a„d .heJERD FACTOR
There is indeed a Top Rated Domestic Insurer right here in Westwood Village that has exceptionally
low rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensed
experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average you will be
positively shocked.

You see. we truly appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We applaud your commitment to do
well in school because this means that you will most likely do well in life. Let us show you first hand
that your pursuit of excellence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548
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We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET•PCS
MEDI-CAL*BLUE CROSS

Paid Prescription Drugs

M-F9dm -6:30 pm
Sat 9:30 am- 1:30 pm

208-3701

grocery • produce • dairy • deli • bakery

.7#X/ m.

mWSj;^^,^
^^Vf; $4.79

+CRV
+TAX

Keystone Beer n pk, 12 oz cans

Freshness and Selection without Delay!

Now you can select a fresh-made sandwich
without waiting In line!

Combined with our terrific Salad Bar it makes a
quick, healthy lunch or dinner.
$3.75 sandwich includes cookie for dessert.

Any 32 oz

Sports Bottle
refill

49t

Breadstiks - where "quick" is also healthyi

OPEN TIL . FREE
11 PM PARKING
1057 GAYLEY AVE • 209-1111

verPolice di

parts in apartment
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By Ellen Beck

United Press International

MILWAUKEE — The muti-

lated body parts found in a sex

offender's reeking, fly-infested

apartment belonged to 11 male

victims, officials reported Wed-
nesday, and the remorseful sus-

pected killer said through his

attorney, "I am responsible for

what I have done."

Attorney Gerald Boyle said the

suspect, Jeffrey L. Dahmer, 31, is

cooperating with investigators and

wants to help them identify all

victims found in his North Side

apartment. Police found 1 1 skulls

in the apartment and were able to

match up the severed parts of five

complete bodies.

Boyle stopped short of saying

Dahmer had admitted the slayings,

maintaining he could not do so

under the canons of law.

Milwaukee County Circuit

Judge Frank Crivello Wednesday
ordered Dahmer held in lieu of $ 1

million bond. Dahmer did not

appear at the hearing. Dahmer was
expected to be fonnally charged
Thursday with one count of first-

degree intentional homicide for the

death of the one victim officials

-have been able to identify. The
identity has not been released, and
additional charges are expected.

*There comes a time when you
have to be completely honest and
this is the time," Dahmer's state-

ment, issued through his attorney,

said. "I am responsible for what
I've done."

Boyle, who met with Dahmer
for 45 minutes Wednesday, said he
was authorized to tell reporters

Dahmer thought "the system tried

properly to help him but he failed

the system, the system didn't fail

him."

Boyle described his client as
remorseful and sorry for his

actions — but he did not specify
what the actions were.

"He was hurting, he was sorry,

he feels very bad that what has
happened to him has happened."
At an eariier news conference.

Police Chief Philip Arreola said
authorities "have not ruled out the
probability" that Dahmer had an
accomplice.

Asked about a newspaper report
that the suspect had confessed to
cannibalism as well as killing the

11, Aireola responded, "I feel that
in some respects that the reporters
or media has been overspeculating
on this case. As to any practices he
may have conducted, I'll make no
further comment"
Milwaukee County Medical

Examiner Jeffrey Jentzcn said the
name of the one victim identified
was being withheld pending notifi-
cation of relatives.

"For the most part the victims
are male," Ameola said. "We have
no indication, at least until now
that we have any female victims."

Arreola said officers were try-
ing to determine if Dahmer, an
unemployed candy factory work-
er, had killed other people and
hidden the bodies at other sites.

Arreola said a recent strangula-

"There comes a time
when you have to be
completely honest
and diis is the time. I

am responsible for
what IVe done."

Jeffrey Dahmer

tion death of a child who lived in

Dahmer's apartment building is

being investigated as part of the

case.

Court records show Dahmer
was on probation following a 1989
conviction for second-degree sex-

ual assault and enticing a child for

immoral purposes. He also has an
earlier conviction for indecent
exposure while drunk. The sexual

assault case involved a 13-year-old

boy Dahmer lured to his apart-

ment, drugged, photograj>hed and
fondled in 1988.

The sexual assault victim's 14-

year-old l)rother has been missing

since May 26 and the disappear-

ance also is toeing investigat?,d as

part of the case.

Dahmer was arrested Monday
night by officers flagged down by
a teenage tK)y, a set of handcuffs
dangling from one wrist, who said

he had escaped from Dahmer's
apartment after being handcuffed.

Boyle said he would not contest
Dahmer's incarceration at a hear-

ing Wednesday. District Attorney
E. Michael McCann said a formal
complaint against Dahmer would
be filed Thursday afternoon in

Milwaukee County Circuit Court
On Tuesday police carried

nearly everything out of Dahmer's
second-floor apartment, including

pots and pans, the stove and
refrigerator, as dozens of people
watched along the tree-shaded

streets in the older residential

neighborhood about 15 blocks
northwest of downtown.

Inside the apartment police
found heads, skulls, an unknown
numbers of hands and bones as

well as body parts including

genitals, the Milwaukee Sentinel

said. One skull was found in a box
in the refrigerator, two were in a

computer box and three were in the

lop drawer of a filing cabinet in

Dahmer's * Iroom. Three pre-

served heaao were found in a

freezer.

These Daily/Summer Bruin jobs are available.

To apply call 206-0938 and leave your name and

telephone number on the answering machine.

An editor will return your call within the week.

nS5'Il^^^. OPEN: Graduate students
oS5 4?^ ^°

^^'i"^ on research, science
ana the arts. Expertise in area required.
J^'aid positions open immediately after
one-day training seminar in September.

POSITIONS OPEN: A computer-literate
graphic artist or designer to do news and
5PO",^"[]'ormation graphics. Applicants

ArP^i!^ ^.® ^an^iliar withPaaemaker 4.0,
Adol^e jHustrator 3.0 and Aldus Freehand
vi.u. Paid positions available now.

Honors may lose computers due to budget woes
^^Even if it costs tens
of thousands of doU
lars to set up the
computer center, it is

important enough to
do so.''

Alice Wong

By Marina Dundjerski

In yet another effort to save
money, the UCLA honors program
may give up its student computers
from the Irving and Jean Honors
Commons in Kinsey Hall.

While the dean of honors and
undergraduate programs says the

cut is necessary in order to battle

the Slate budget crunch, inflation

hikes, the honors jjrogram deficit

and the rising cost of technology,

honors students are opposed to

losing an "important" resource

"We're not living in the same
universe as we were because of the

budget decreases," said honors

Dean Ned Alpers. "(The decision)

is not mean-spirited . . . but every-

one has to deal with new budget-

ing."

However, honors students are

actively opposed to the proposed
change. "Even if it costs tens of
thousands of dollars to set up the

computer center, it is important

enough to do so." said Alice Wong,
undergraduate community service

commisioner and honors student
Last year, maintenance, security

and computer replacements at the

center cost more than $26,000 —

roughly five percent of the honor
program's budget, Alpers said.

Next year, the program will work
with close to seven percent less

money and a deficit of $34,968,
making that kind of expenditure
close to impossible.

But honor students say remov-
ing the computers from the com-

See COMPUTERS, page 9

Wish I was there Power plant

to cuts H •

send water to
south campus
By Brigitte Brady

If you need a break from studying, try Santa Monica Beach.
VICKI RAPAPORT/Summer Bruin

Budget closes
Collection to be

divided between

URL and Biomed

III on Ed/Psych Library

By Marina Dundjerslci

Although a tight budget has forced

university librarians to announce the

break-up of the Education and Psychology

Library, graduate students and faculty

members say the decision will ultimately

hinder higher education.

Ed/Psych's collection, currently located

in Powell Library, will be split up l)etween

two other libraries when all the books are

removed from Powell during Fall quarter so

the building can be seismically renovated.

"We are faced with a very difficult

budget problem," said Gloria Werner, head
university librarian. "We have been asked to

cut $1 million, and we have done a lot of
soul searching to find the solution."

Werner said that continuing operation of
all 19 campus libraries is impossible with

this year's slim budget.

And since the librarians did not want to

lake the money out of the material budget

—

which is used to buy books and other

resources — they decided to cut staffing.

Consolidating libraries will accomplish
that, Werner explained.

However, suidenls contend that dividing

the library will cost far more than it saves

because outside donors will t)e less likely to

give research funds to the university.

In the last two school years, the Graduate
School of Education and the Department of
Psychology have brought in $9 million and

$6.5 million, respectively in research
funding from outside donors. That type of
funding may end with the break-up of the

collection, said Diane Hirshberg, a member
of the Save the Education and Psychology
Library Group.

She asked for support from the Graduate
Student Association at the Tuesday night

meeting, where they unanimously voted in

favor of keeping the Ed/Psych collection

intact.

However, Hershner agrees that the

Ubrarians have to take measures to reduce
their spending. "There's no way we're
going to stop the consolidation of libraries,

but the collections should remain intact

That is of major concern in an institution

which is concerned primarily with educa-
tion."

Facilities management personnel are now
moving out of their offices to make way for

the upcoming construction of a multi-mil-
lion dollar UCLA water chiller/power plant
that is expected to save both water and
energy costs.

This new plant will replace the existing

steam plant located across from the UCLA
police station on Circle Drive South.

Construction is scheduled to begin Sept. 3.

UCLA facilities officials say they are

excited because the plant will provide the
campus with its own source of electricity

and an easier way to send chilled water to

buildings without hurting the environment.
But some Westside residents still worry that

air pollution and other side effects of the
plant could plague the surrounding com-
munity.

The plant will be a central provider of
chilled water to south campus buildings for
their air conditioning systems. It will also
produce electricity from the steam it

generates.

The chiller/power plant, which will be
completed in two years, will cost about
$188 million. The project will be financed
by a loan, which the umversity expects to

pay back through savings in campus energy
bills.

Facilities officials expect the plant's

energy cost savings to far exceed the
expense of its construction.

"It is one of the larger UCLA-funded
projects. Probably the largest, as a whole,"
said Allen Solomon, the assistant vice
chancellor who oversees the Facilities

Management Division. "But it will not use
any state money beyond what currently is

being spent on our utihty bills."

Demolition of the site where the plant
will be built begins this September. A
stretch of Circle Drive South between
Westwood Plaza and Gayley Avenue will

be blocked off, but the entries to parking lot

14 and the police station will remain open.
Work is not scheduled to begin until

construction of UCLA's new gateway
allows traffic back through Westwood
Plaza in eariy September.

See LIBRARY, page 8 See PLANT, page 8

Design tiie cover off the book eveiyone reads
Create a cover for next year's Student Directory

and win $1 00. Entry forms ore available at

the Summer Bruin Receptionist's window,

1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall. Entries are due Aug. 1 5.
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Briefs
World

On this date:
In 1909, French pioneer aviator Louis

Bleriot became the first person to fly a
"heavier-than-air machine" across the
English Channel. It took him 36 minutes.

In 1952, Puerto Rico became a self-
governing U.S. commonwealth.

In 1978, the world's first test tube baby,
named Louise Brown, was bom in
Oldham, England.

In 1986, former Navy radioman Jerry
Whitworth was convicted of selling U.S.
military secrets to the Soviets through the
John Walker spy ring. The government
called it the most damaging espionage
case since World War II.

Did you know?
The word "volcano" comes from the

little island of Vulcano in the Mediterra-
nean Sea off Sicily. Centuries ago, people
living in the island's vicinity believed
Vulcano was the chimney of the forge of
Vulcan, the blacksmith of the Roman
gods.

Bush gk^ndchild saved
in Wliite House pool
WASHINGTON, D.C. — A Secret

Sen'ice agent saved a Bush grandchild
from possible drowning Tuesday in the
White House pool, officials said Wednes-
day.

The incident, according to officials,

involved Marshall Bush, daughter of
Marvin and Margaret Bush, and their dog.
The dog apparently pushed the 5-year-old
girl under the water in the pool not far
from the Oval Office.

Agent Steven A. Hall, 27, who has been
with the Secret Service since April 1989,
came to her rescue, diving into the water
and pulling both child and dog to safety.

"It was a hairy situation," said one
security official who was on duty around
1 p.m. when the incident occurred.

President Bush, who was notified of the

incident shortly after it happened, person-
ally thanked Hall for his efforts.

Astronomers discover

possible new planet
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Astronom-

ers announced Wednesday they had
discovered what could be the first planet
outside Earth's solar system, a mysterious
world that appears to be orbiting the
flashing remains of a collapsed star.

Although scientists have long thought
other planets exist elsewhere in the
universe, the discovery could end the long
hunt and provide new reason to believe
that extraterrestrial life may be possible,
the researchers said.

Andrew Lyne, who led the British team
that found the possible planet, said he
doubted life existed on the newly discov-
ered planet because any living organisms
would probably have been destroyed
when its sun collapsed in a massive
nuclear explosion.

Will it be America's
dirtiest home video?
TAMPA, Fla. — The neighbor who

videotaped a couple having sex in their

first-floor condominium wants to release
a copy to several national television
programs who have requested it

Meanwhile, a friend of the woman
shown in the tape has written a song about
the incident

Alfred Stephens and Janet Paddock

were arrested last week after angry

neighbors called Hillsborough County

deputies to complain that the pair was

engaging in sex with their blinds open.

Neighbors said people — including

children — could see them from the

complex's pool area.

The couple, charged with lewd and

lascivious conduct before children under

12, claim they had no idea people were

watching.

State

Panel OKs vote on
police chief tenure

Acting swiftly, a City Council com-

mittee Wednesday endorsed holding a

special election in early 1992 to give

voters a chance to decide whether the next

chief of police should be limited to

serving two five-year terms.

The council *s Human Resources and

Labor Relations Committee unanimously

agreed the special election should be held

no later than March 3.

The election would deal specifically

with the issue of whether the next police

chief should be selected under the existing

guidelines or according to recommenda-
tions outlined by the Christopher Com-
mission.

The commission's report suggested the

mayor should name the chief based on

recommendations from the civilian Police

Commission in an appointment subject to

City Council approval.

The commission also recommended
reforming the selection process so candi-

dates from outside the LAPD are given

equal weight as those from within; and
limiting the chiefs tenure to five years,

with the opportunity to serve one addi-

tional five-year term with mayoral, pohce
commission and council approval.

NEW NOSE?
Facial Cosmetic Surgery

•EYELIDS Remove wrinkles, bags
•NOSE Reshape, remove bumps, "touch-ups"

•FACE LIFTS Stamp out wrinkles
•COLLAGEN, CHEMICAL PEELS
•CHIN & CHEEKS / IMPLANTS
•LYPOSUCTION-FACE & CHIN
•LASER TATOO REMOVAL

•LIP AUGMENTATION
INSURANCE/FINANCING AVAILABLE

FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATION
LASER SURGERY

BEFORE

COMPUTER IMAGING
AVAILABLE

EAR,
AFTER

•Nasal breathing problenw •Ehzzineaa it Tinnitus problenrw •Tomils
•Sinua coheeation •Problem caaea & 2nd opinions •Snohng
•Complete hearing aervicea 'Ear infection •Allergy Treatment

STEVEN BURRES, M.D. Board Certified 208-7806
100 UCLA Medical PUza, Suite 522 509 N. Sepulveda, Manhattan Beach

Did you know that ... nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her will?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.

^^mm^^m^^^m

Farmers Market now
a historic monument
The City Council unanimously desig-

nated Farmers Market a historical monu-
ment Wednesday under a compromise
that paved the way for a planned shopping
development near the site to move
forward while preserving the landmark
The designation will permanently

preserve the clock tower and other
features of the open-air market at Third
Street and Fairfax Avenue, which attracts
6 million visitors a year.

Farmers Market, built in 1934 as a
place for farmers from the San Fernando
Valley to sell their produce, has evolved
into a gathering place for local seniors and
others while retaining its original charm.

Groupies visit 'Nigiit

Staiicer' Ramirez in jail

SAN FRANCISCO ~ Night Stalker
Richard Ramirez, sentenced to die in the
gas chamber for the slayings of 13 Los
Angeles County residents, has developed
a large groupie following while awaiting
trial for another murder in Northern
CaUfomia.

According to the San Francisco County
Sheriffs Department, Ramirez has had
eight to 12 visitors a week, the maximum
number allowed for an inmate.

Since his arrival, sheriffs department
officials say. Ramirez has had more than
500 visitors, most of whom have been
women.
The phenomenon is not unusual, and

according to authorities in the field, stems
all the way back to mass murder Richard
Speck, who killed several nurses in

Chicago back in the 1960s.

From United Press International

Acapulco
&'

the Art

of Mexicaa

When No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

Buy
One Combo^
Get One Free!

Bring this ad to your
favorite Acapulco. order any

of our Sonora, Baja. Durango, or
El Conquistar^or combinations
and get a second combination

of equal or lesser value

absolutely free!

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty
••^^^^^^"«^r»^^p»»»*»»*»»»»*»»»»»»»»»

TOMORROW
IM ' 2M p.m. IDoddHall 206-8240

Co-spo'.nsofed by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety. i k

Mexican Restaurant& Cantina

SANTA MONICA
3360 Ocean Parb Ave.

450-8665

WESTWOOD
1109 Glcndon Ave.

20^-3684

PUYA DEL REY
8360 W. Manche.'ter Ave.

822-4031
Lima two diacounu per coupon

Not viUd wiih wiy other coupon. idvertiKsd »poci*I.
carry out or banqijcu pjipira 8/)8/91
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Administrator
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

A restructuring of the UCLA administra-
tion has bumped a top administrator into an
even higher post and moved a law professor
into Murphy Hall.

Ust week, UCLA ChanceUor Charles
Young promoted Richard Sisson to the post
of senior vice chancellor of academic affairs
and Professor Norman Abrams to vice
chancellor of academic personnel.

Sisson*s position was created this sum-
mer under a restructuring program that

promoted, professor moved in restructuring
Richard Sisson, Norman Abrams become
vice chancellors in academic affairs, personnel
consolidates a variety of duties under fewer

positions in order to streamline the admi-

nistration and cut costs.

Abrams filled the office of vice chancel-

lor of academic personnel after Sisson

vacated it to assume his new position of

senior vice chancellor.

In their new posts, Sisson will be

responsible for all academic matters con-

cerning faculty, students and academic
programs, while Abrams will oversee
faculty appointments and promotions.

While Sisson*s role is to supervise the

bureaucracy, he said he is also concerned
with making the educational experience for

students both "distinctive and fulfiHing" by
helping them discover themselves.

**The problem with large pubhc universi-

' t • • a #
.1 • . •

,»f •

Ady^'siflh the Sur
^^.fvi 825-2161

Briitn.«j
• • • . •

::'}':':.'!:•>:

ties is passive learning,** said Sisson, who
previously chaired the poUdcal science
department. 'There are certain things that

one has to be taught, but one has to have the

opportunity to find one's voice."

UCLA is trying to pay as much attention

to teaching as it does to research, he said. It

has now become impossible for professors
to receive tenure unless they are also good
teachers.

In fact, "when we recruit faculty, we are
more concerned with their teaching record"

See POSTS, page 8

OPEN DAILY
DINE-IN

Lunch-Dinner

FULL BAR
Home Delivery

Food to Go

BUY ONE GET ONE
,0F EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE

DlNE-lN ONLY
You mnit present this coupon when
ordering. Not avmilable with other

specials or coupon o£fcn.

EKpire 7/S0/91

CALL THE RIB HOTLINE

820-RIBS
11645 Wilshire Blvd., BRENTWOOD

(BstwMn San VIcants & Barrington)

FREE VALET PARKING AFTER 5 PM

o o

lll#e Also Taught
Li

M viait io tab your mm\ lake ilien viliik |au areU
eot ofMl Scorn are good lor a fe«f years!
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Your
Chance

To

<<^Tc^^j55

While Saving Lives!
The UCLA Blood Donor Center is anticipating a blood shortage this summer.

Your donor appointment and blood donation will aid sunrwone who desperately
needs your blood. And from May 2(>-July 15, the primary beneficiary may be

YOU!

i WIN A TRIP T0:1)

\
#<^

The Bio Annlp
i s-/ I- r

-or- 4
U Ifu goCdtn gate

(J

Thomas Cook Travel is offenng UCLA student, faculty, and staff blood donors the chance to win free airfareto two of pur country s m^t popular aUes. first prize in our random drawing is two round-trip tickets fromLos Angeles to New York City. Second prae is two round-trip tickets from Los Angeles to San Francisco •

PLUS - ^ weekly drawmg for Dinner for Two at

AND - Each donor receives a discount coupon to 4 hours
Westwood

Ai »\w»yt. UCLA/ASUCI> raiploy(«»-induding
caKCT. caiuat «nd moat tiudcnt" potiuont win
recHve tunc c0 to donale, phM (en* hour* leive-witlv
p*y for each donataon UCLA atudenU continue to
racavc a meal bcket for all ASDCLA food faalitiM
with ea<h donation.

# To enter:

1. A donor appoinimeni must be made by calJinf 825-0850 or 206-
5721. Your itamc must appea/ on our donor Khcdule 10 qtiali/y.

(Appoinanenu help minimize waiung ume for ourdonon.)
2. AU bkxxl donauons must meet ail regular donor qualifications.***

Be A Winner! Give Blood! Call now!
UCLA Blood Donor Center

825-0850 or 206-5721
• ApprcKimate retail value olairiine bckeU LA^vTV, $1,100, LVSF, $300 RcMnctiana apply to lioth awanla El PoUo Loco dinner imil value $1 1 Oftampon reutl valu., S4 29 Emoloyee, <rf the UClABIood Bank. UCl^MedK.1 Ce«i2r lUarketog and PUnnu,-, and UCLA H«UhS«^,
^Ca—lunicabor » are not etiffble to mn pruea in theae drawing*

» v --

^Soweatudwit moioym may not qualify lor i hour* leavewi^pay CaU the IJCLA Blood Donor Ca«cr for detaltoAutologous and deaignaled donor* are not eligible for prue drawing*

festival

JuSSBb
AT 1:00 Dm I

TODAY

pm Every Monday and Thursday

Members of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Institute.

STRAVINSKY: Fanfare for a New Theater
HAYDN: Quartet Op. 76 No. 5
MOZART: "Kegelstatt" Trio

UPCOMING THIS MONDAY:

Schubert: "Stieptierd on ttie Rock", Mozart: "Parto,

Parto", Brahms: Clarinet Sonata Op. 120 No. 2 with

Amanda Walker, Clarinet, Jennifer Smith, Soprano
and Joanne Pearce, Piano.

mi Hi NkY J bWUMAIi

Presented by the Henry J Bruman Educational
Foundation. Summer Sessions, the Center for the
Performing Arts, the Student Committee for the
Arts, the Music Department and the UCLA
Libraries. Call 825-4401 for more information

SUMMER
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COMPACT Billboard Top 30
DISC COUNT .

^

per most
discs

TRADE
1000's Of Used CD's

$1 OFF
per title

ANY USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXaUDED

$1 OFF
per title

ANY USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED
OB

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-41 22
10741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA (ACRCSS FROM WESTSIOE PAVILION)

CHICKEN SANDWICH
• Side Order
• All You Can Drink Soda

$3.99 + tax
ALL THE TIME,

ANYTIME
Mike, Rob, & Damon

Thank You!

10923 Weyburn Ave.
208-1969

286-12Mhz (40 MB Hard Disk) $735

386SX-16Mh2 (40MB Hard Disk) $880

386SX-20Mhz (40MB Hard Disk) $920

386-25Mhz (80MB Hard Disk) $1,105

386-33 Mhz W/64K Cache (80MB HD) $1 ,255

486-25Mhz (120MB Conner HD) $1 ,755

486-33Mhz W/256K Cache (120MB Conner HD)... $2,080

486/386/286 systems include

n Mother Board & CPU n 1 .2 MB or 1 .44 MB Floppy Drive
D 1 MB Memory Installed n VGA Color Monitor w/ VGA Card

100% IBM Compatible

Please call James Cho for the best deal at

1 Year Warranty

^'^^'^^^^"^^r^^^v^^^i^vwwwr^^w^m

Uter
3850 Wilshire B!vd,#l04. Los Angeles, CA 90010

(213) 480-6777
h*M^MA^**-^* h^^^MMlM*4*** Arfi^i4*^>^h^^^^
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Activists biame raii industry,

regulations for oil spill In river
By Chris Chrystai

United Press International

SACRAMENTO — Three environmental groups
blamed the railroad industry and lax regulations

Wednesday for a disastrous chemical spill thai

deadened 43 miles of the Sacramento River and
starved birds and wildlife.

Citizen Action of Washington, D.C., said acci-

dental raihToad spills, such as the Southern Pacific

derailment that toppled a tank car filled with the weed
killer metam sodium into the river July 14, are
increasing.

"In many ways the derailment and spill was no
accident. It was the inevitable consequence of trends
in the rail industry that have put the public and the
environment at increasing risk of toxic catastrophe,"
Citizen Action spokesman Robert Creamer said.

Creamer, citing Federal Railroad Administration
figures, said Southern Pacific has a poor safety

record for transporting toxics, and reported 188
major accidents involving hazardous materials in the
last five years, the third worst record among 10 major
railroads.

However, FRA spokeswoman Clair Austin said
Citizen Action*s statistics were misleading, and there
actually were no more than 60 such accidents.

"We feel the safest mode of transportation for
hazardous materials is the raih-oad," she said, adding
that no one has been killed in train accidents
involving hazardous materials in a decade.

"If milk or liquid detergent had spilled into the
river, it would have killed all the fish and plants. Our
raib-oads carry a lot of these commodities across the
country. You mix it with water and put it with fish

and plants and it will kill them," Austin said.

Creamer blamed Congress and the FRA for lax

regulations and said railroad incidents involving
hazardous materials have increased from 842 to

1,228 between 1985 and 1990.
"It's like pulling teeth to get Congress to pass

(tougher regulations) because of the power of the
raih-oad industry," Creamer told a news conference.
The tank car that derailed was not labeled as

carrying a dangerous chemical because the federal
Environmental Protection Agency did not include
metam sodium on the hazardous materials list used
by the Transportation Department in its regulations.

Austin said the agency is looking into what might
be done to avoid such incidents, but could not say
whether the F'RA now believes metam sodium should
be listed as a hazardous material.

Southern Pacific spokesman Mike Furtney denied
that the raikoad has been lax and said it has provided

"safe and efficient shipment and handling of all types
of cargo" for more than 130 years,

"We absolutely reject any contention that last
week's unfortunate spill near Dunsmuir is sympto-
matic of any underlying problem in Southern
Pacific's operations," he said.

The tank car that derailed contained 19,500 gallons
of metam sodium. State water officials estimate that
12,000 to 14,000 gallons leaked into the river and
then spread into Shasta Lake, the state's largest
reservoir.

"We absolutely rqect any content
tion that last week^s unfortunate
spill near Dunsmuir is symptomatic
of any underlying problem in
Southern Pacific's operations/'

Mte Furtney

*The river was doomed from the minute the car hit

the water," said Jim Pedri of the Central Valley
Regional Water Quality Control Board, which is

monitoring the spiU.

A single 55-gallon drum of the herbicide could
have killed all the fish along the stretch of river, and
the spill contained about 240 drums, Pedri said.

The spill killed every fish and living organism for
miles, and the area affected by the spill will be closed
for fishing for four months, although it is open for
swimming, boating and camping.

Fishing is permitted in the river for two miles
above the spill area, but anglers must throw back
anything they catch to preserve the fish population.
The state Department of Fish and Game has set up

three chicken wire "trout corrals" on the Sacramento
River stocked with fish to feed hungry birds of prey
and small animals that depend on the river for most of
their food.

The National Toxics Campaign and Greenpeace
called for public hearings by the National Transpor-

tation Safety Board in the Lake Shasta and Dunsmuir
areas affected by the spill, some 210 miles north of
Sacramento.

Jonathan Mayer of the National Toxics Campaign
said it should be explained why metam sodium is

being used when its health effects aren't fully known.

Bradley Angel of Greenpeace claimed that local

businesses in the spill area have encouraged "a
cover-up" about the extent of damage and threat to

public health for fear of scaring away tourists.

Mexico teens to be extradited
Two charged with slaying

of local woman at beach
United Press International

Two New Mexico teenagers will be extradited to
Los Angeles next week lo face charges they stabbed a
woman to death in a Zuma Beach restroom,
prosecutors said Wednesday.

Michael Loretlo, 17, and Guillermo Bustos, 16,
waived their rights to an extradition hearing in Santa
Fe. N.M., following Gov. Bruce King's order that the
two be returned to California to face charges, Los
Angeles Deputy District Attorney Harvey Giss said.

'There's no point in them having a hearing," Giss
said. 'There's nothing they can successfully chal-
lenge (in the extradition order)."

He said sheriffs deputies investigating the May 28
stabbing death of Jacqueline Kirkham will travel to

Santa Fe between Aug. 1 and Aug. 5 to pick up the

defendants.

Both Bustos and Loretlo are charged with murder
in the woman's death and with second-degree
robbery for allegedly stealing her car, which was
later found in Pojoaquc, N.M., the defendants'
hometown.

Giss also filed special circumstance charges
against the youths alleging they killed Kirkham while
lying in wait and during the commission of a robbery.

CHASE
hrom page 1

his wardrobe along the way.
"He was wearing red pants at

one time, then put on tan, and then
he was wearing black shorts,"

Vandenberg said. "When we
finally caught him, he had three
pairs of pants on."

And not only pants. Daniel also
changed shoes. At first he was
barefoot, then he put on gym shoes,
and then track shoes, Vandenberg
said.

Daniel was able to perform
these quick wardrobe changes
because he has lockers all around
campus.

The pursuit fmally ended at

Tiverton and Weyburn avenues
when an officer on a bicycle
pedaled him down and leaped from
her bike to tackle him. However,

Daniel showed "super" strength,
freeing himself and taking off
again. Vandenberg said.

Soon after, police were finally
able to wrestle Daniel to the
ground. By that time, there were
four officers, one assistant chief
and five detectives at the scene, all
breathing hard.

Daniel pled not guilty lo felony
charges of resisting arrest and
indecent exposure during his
arraignment Monday. His pre-trial
hearing is set for Aug. 2 at the West
Los Angeles Municipal Court.
He has been a persistent prob-

lem on campus, according to
Vandenberg. Daniel has been
arrested for indecent exposure
before at UCLA and on the east
coast. His usual trick is to come up

to women on campus and mastur-

bate in front of them, Vandenberg
said.

About three weeks ago, Daniel

led police on a similar— but not so

lengthy— chase, during which he

ran through a plate glass window
in Boelter Hall and had to be

treated for lacerations in the

Center for Health Sciences. He
was arrested, released and given a

notice to appear in court

"He's been banned from cam-

pus before," Vandenberg said.

However, that ban was nine

months ago, and it expired after

Daniel served 42 days in county

jail on another indecent exposure

conviction. Police are now seeking

to permanently ban him from

campus.

Vietnam calls alleged photo of
MIAs a 'cruel and inhuman' hoax
United Press International

United Nations — Vietnam
Wednesday denounced the publi-
cation of a photograph of three
Americans listed as missing in

action during the Vietnam War as
"cruel and inhuman."

Trinh Xuan Lang, the Vietnam-
ese ambassador to the United
Nations, angrily said the photo-
graph is a fake and its authors
"should be condemned by the
pubUc opinion and severely pun-
ished."

*To raise false hopes among
MIA families is cruel and inhu-
man," he said at a news confer-
ence.

Lang called on the creators of
the photograph to come forward
with proofs and said his govern-
ment will do everything possible to
search for the MIAs.

Hanoi authorities have consid-
ered the issue of American prison-
ers of war and MIAs as crucial to

the improvement of diplomatic
relations between the two coun-
tries. But they have said that it is

one issue they could never solve to

the Americans' satisfaction.

The grainy photograph, released
last week, showed a man said to be
Air Force Col John Leighlon
Robertson of Seattle, who was shot
down over North Vietnam on Sept
16. 1966; Navy LL Larry James
Stevens of Los Angeles, listed as
missing in Laos on Feb. 14, 1969;

and Air Force Maj. Albro Lynn
Lundy of Los Angeles, listed as

missing in action in Laos on Dec.
24. 1970.

The three men were shown
holding a sign with the date of May
25. 1990. The origin of the
photograph is unclear and the State

Department said it has passed
along the picture to Lang with a
request for an urgent investigation.

'There are no live American
POWs held in captivity in

Vietnam, nor arc there any who
choose to stay behind voluntarily."

Lang said.

Lang said Assistant Secretary of
State Kenneth Quinn will arrive in

Hanoi Friday to hold talks with
Vietnamese leaders on the photo-
graph, which raised questions
about the authenticity of the
document as well as doubts about
Vietnamese sincerity to settle the

POWs-MIAs issue.

Lang said he visited with mem-
bers of the Robertson and Lundy
family Tuesday and explained to

them the circumstances of the

men's disappearances during the

war.

He said the family members had
believed in the U.S. administra-

tion, which listed Robertson as

dead and Lundy as missing in

action. But he said the family

members are now confused with
the publication of the picture.

"It is not easy for them to

believe in us entirely either," Lang

said.

Lang said the allegation that

Robertson is still alive is

"groundless."

"We demand that whoever
produced the picture to cooperate
with our government and the U.S.

government to get to the bottom of
and clarify this matter," he said.

Lang was accompanied at the

news conference by his deputy,
Nguyen Can, and Pham Van Que,
both of whom were involved in

joint U.S.-Vietnamese search
programs for POWs and ML\s.
Que particularly was involved in

the search for Robertson.

Vietnamese authorities said
Robertson's F-4 jet fighter crashed
and exploded in a populated area in

North Vietnam, burning 40 homes.
Vietnam gave the United States

what it believed were Robertson's
remains on April 1, 1990, but the

United States said the bones were
"non-human."

Lang said joint U.S.-Vietnam-
ese teams have conducted more
than 100 searches in 28 of
Viemam's 40 provinces to locate

airplane crash sites and try to

recover pilots' remains.

The United States listed 2.273

U.S. servicemen as unaccounted
for. Of those, it said 1,172 were
missing in action and 1,101 killed

in action. Washington has opened
an office in Hanoi with the aim of
solving the MIAs issue.

Jury reviews footage of dog fights
Reporter on trial

for 'staged' event
United Press international

GOLDEN, Colo. — The jury in

the felony trial of a broadcast

newswoman reviewed TV footage

Wednesday depicting a series of

vicious, illegal pit bull fights

allegedly staged by the reporter in

a bid to attract viewers.

Wendy Bergen, characterized

by prosecutors as an ambitious

reporter "out for the big scoop,"

was fued by KCNC-TV in Denver
last year and is on trial on nine

counts of dogfighting, conspiracy

and perjury.

Bergen, who allegedly staged

the dogfight and lied to a grand

jury that investigated the incident,

is also charged with conspiring to

commit perjury.

On the second day of her trial

Wednesday, thejury of 10 men and

three women, including one alter-

nate, viewed Bergen's multi-part

news series, "Blood Sport," which

was televised by the NBC station

in the spring of 1990.

The footage shows the dogs,

which were outfitted with muz-
zles, fighting in a field in Sheridan,

Colo.

If convicted of all charges,

Bergen, 35, could serve up to 32
years in prison and faces $1.4
million in fmes.

Prosecutor Ray Sharpe told

jurors during opening arguments
Tuesday that Bergen was joined by
two former KCNC cameramen
during the Sept 21, 1989, dog-
fight. He said the dogfight "took
place solely for the benefit of those

cameras."

Bergen, according to Sharpe,

was rebuffed earlier in the year
when she attempted to attend a

dogfight and then allegedly paid

$50 for an introduction to dog
owner Guy Phillip Walker.
The reporter, Sharpe said,

promised to give the dog owner
$200 worth of clothes lo stage the

fight. She also allegedly paid $30
for the muzzles.

Lakewood Police Detective
Matthew Stores testified Wednes-
day that authorities became inter-

ested in the case following the

pubUcation of a story by Rocky
Mountain News television colum-
nist Dusty Saunders.

Stores said Bergen's series

began to appear bogus after offic-

ers contacted Mark Labriola, who
had provided information to

Bergen for her story.

Labriola agreed to cooperate

with pohce and recorded damag-
ing conversations with Bergen. He
is expected to testify in the trial.

Defense attorney Lee Foreman
told jurors that Labriola "falsely

incriminated" Bergen and
allegedly encouraged the reporter

to commit perjury.

Saunders also took the wittiess

stand Wednesday, telling jurors

that Bergen's series was broadcast
during a "sweeps" week, a time
when television stations present

special reports and series designed
to attract viewers. During sweeps
periods, national ratings services

measure a station's audience size.

The larger the audience, the more
that stations can charge for adver-
tising.

The former KCNC cameramen.
Scott Wright and Jim Stair, have
pleaded guilty to being accessories

and were placed on probation.

They, too, are expected to testify

during the trial, which may last two
weeks.

Foreman filed pre-trial motions
challenging the constitutionality of

Colorado's dogfighting law, but

District Judge Christopher Munch
said he would not rule on the

motion until the conclusion of the

trial.

Gorbachev says Union Treaty almost ready
By Michael Collins

United Press International

MOSCOW — President Mik-

hail Gorbachev said he and rep-

resentatives of 10 of the 15 Soviet

republics agreed Wednesday on a

draft union treaty outlining new
relationships between republics

and the centtal government
Details of taxes under the plan

— a sticking point with the key

Russian and Ukrainian republics

— were still being worked out,

however, and the treaty must still

be debated and approved by the

national and republican legisla-

tures.

Gorbachev glossed over the

problems when he emerged from a

12-hour negotiating session at 2
a.m. and declared, "Work on a new
union treaty has been completed."
The treaty outlines a new pow-

er-sharing arrangement between
the centtal government and the

republics that make up the Soviet
Union, with more power flowing
from the Kremlin to the republics.

Gorbachev said there was gen-
eral agreement that taxes will be
collected separately by the central

and republican governments — a
key issue in the marathon talks.

Boris Yeltsin's giant Russian
Federation and the Ukraine were

seeking to collect all taxes locally

and then pay a portion to the

Kremhn.

Yeltsin told the independent
Interfax news agency that the

taxation issue was not yet resolved,

saying, "We are looking for a

compromise."

The agreement is just one step in

a long process to replace a 1922

ueaiy binding Soviet republics

together.

'The most important thing is

that we have finally reached

agreement," Gorbachev told the

official news agency Tass early

Wednesday.
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XA^AXINC^
Bikini Wax $8
Eyelash Tint $io
Lip/Chin, Eyebrows Wax. ..$5

Underarms $8
Half Legs $10
Arms $12

J.?^.?59^0N AVE Upper Legs & Bikini $15
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DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

You Can't

The Burger Deal
1/4 lb cheeseburger

Fries

ALL you can drink

$2.99 + tax
10922 Kinross

208-2424

After 9:00 P.M., Free ALL you can drink beverage,

with purchase of any burger or sandwich.

i:l

ADiscover Kinko's.
You getmore than
just great copies.
If you're lookiiig for one convenient place to

serve your business copy and communication
needs, discover Klnko s. You 11 find

everything you need to keep

you looKing great, including:

/ Quality black & white copies

/ Full color Canon copies

/ Poster size copies

/ Free pick up and delivery

/ Binding ana linishmg

/ In-store computer rental

/ Desktop publishing

/ Passport photos

FREE HOUR ON COMPUTER
Urlng this coupon inio Klnko's and receive one I'Vec
hour of self-service lUM or MaclnU)«h computer Ume.
One Coupon per customer. .Not Valid with any other ollet

(jood through august 31, 1991

Open £% Hours
475-0789
1520 Wcstwood Blvd
(good at this locaUon onJv)

kinko^
the copy center

srM
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SPECIAL DINNERS MON THRU THURS
LUNCH . DINNER • COCKTAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 W Pico Blvd.. W. Los Anqeles • (213) 474-0102

Italian Grill
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university to foster "an open
marketplace for ideas."

By allowing differences to be

discussed— even in the classroom
— she said the UCLA community
will l)egin to realize that it shares

similarities, and that will build

tolerance.

**This isn*t the old melting-pot

theory. We are talking about
cultures contributing pieces to a

composite. Witness menus around
town/' she said.

Rich, who has been atUCLA for

more than 30 years— as a student,

professor and administrator —
said the problems the university

faces are not unique to this

campus.

"Anything that is happening is

happemng here more intensely

because of Los Angeles," she said,

adding that problems are magni-
fied on campus because so many
different people are put into "a

compressed environment."

"(Diversity) is thrust upon us. It

is our city, our state. We are a

"The challenge of the next decade is to create an
environment on campus that is welcoming of the

diversity of the campus.''

Andrea Rich

pubhc institution. And that is our

challenge."

But Rich said she is also

concerned with other issues.

In particular, she is troubled by

the trend of fewer students choos-

ing physical and life science

majors. Although she noted that

the trend is occurring on a national

level at other universities, she said

the problem is more acute at

UCLA.
Currently, about half of all

undergraduates opt for the social

sciences, she said.

One explanation she offered is

that science professors have

become more concerned with their

research than their teaching. It

could be possible that science

professors who have striven to
further research have neglected
teaching.

The goal is "to bring the
excitement of the research compo-
nent into the classroom," said
Rich, who has written extensively
on the topic of applying new
technologies to teaching.

Rich, who earned her bache-
lor's, master's and Ph.D. degrees
at UCLA, has also held numerous
administrative positions in the
university, including vice
chancellor for academic admi-
nistration. She has also taught in

the communications studies
department, earning the Distin-

guished Teaching Award in 1974.

UBRARY
From page 3

Faculty members were not

informed of the decision until after

it was made and do not consider it

the final word.

"Wc are firmly opposed to this

decision," said Marvin Alkin,

chairman of the education depart-

ment "UCLA, a university that

values education will be, by
dissolving the collection, affecting

education very negatively."

He said break-up of the library

will make it harder to find books

since the collections will be
merged with other books and
placed in different libraries.

However, Werner said "we have
been looking to the futoie, where
activities are going to be auto-

mated. Students won't have to

physically come to the libraries."

She explained that she hopes in the

future more services like Orion
Express— which delivers articles

to the hbrary users — will be
available for all resources.

"Eventually, we will come
down to a smaller amount of
hbraries which will be larger in

size, triggered primarily by the

budget problem," Warner said.

Other campus hbraries will also

be consolidated. The Theater Arts,

the Architectural and Urban Plan-
ning and the art hbraries will be
moved into the Fine Arts library.

However, unUke the Ed/Psych
hbrary, those coUections will be
kept intact.

POSTS
From page 5

than we were befwe, he added.
But there are other things he

says the university can do to make
the UCLA experience more unique
for the student

It can find creative ways to

stimulate students, Sisson said. For
example, there is a UCLA prog-
ram, organized by the Center for

American Politics and Public
Policy, which sends students to the

nation's capital for a quarter to

both study and intern with the

government or lobby groups.

This kind ofprogram can inspire

students, he explained.

Professor Abrams, who served

"Who we have on
the faculty is central

to the concerns of

students*'*

Norman Abrams

previously for two years as associ-

ate dean of the UCLA School of
Law, emphasized that his new
position also affects students even
though it requires little contact

with them.

Because the vice chancellor of
academic personnel is responsible

for appointing and promoting
UCLA's 3,300 faculty members
and staff, his position has a direct

bearing on who will be teaching

the students.

"Who we have on the faculty is

central to the concerns of stu-

dents," said Abrams, who joined

the law faculty in 1959.

He said his challenge is to create

a high-quahty, diverse faculty.

Although Abrams feels like he

is "walking in the footsteps of

giants" because his predecessors

were very skilled at this job, he is

eager to accept the challenge.

PLANT
From page 3

According to UCLA officials

overseeing the project, the centr-

alized chiller satisfies the growing
need to replace existing outdated

individual water chillers at several

of the south campus buildings.

Some chillers have not been
replaced in 20 years.

But since the project was
brought to and approved by the

University of California governing

board last September, community
activists have complained about

possible air pollution, traffic con-

gestion during construction and
aesthetic problems related to the

COMPUTERS

project.

The chiller plant will include
two 125-foot stacks, which they
say will ruin the landscape of the

Westwood area.

Even though UCLA produced a
mandatory environmental impact
report explaining that the plant will

cause less pollution than the
existing steam plant, the founder of
the community group UCLA
Watch still says the plant is "totally

environmentally unsound."
*The chiller is much too large

for the area. Traffic congestion
will inevitably be created," said

Alvin Milder, who founded the

coalition group of nine Westwood
residents organizations. *The cam-
pus used to be open, green and

spacious. Now it is a cement
campus. Some of the new build-

ings have to be the ugliest around."

But Solomon says the chiller

will make UCLA more self-suffi-

cient and, at the same time, more

environmentally sound. "We are

producing what we need— energy

consumption in a cleaner, environ-

mentally responsible way. This

project will have significant multi-

ple payoffs."

From page 3

mons is not a viable solution.

Students met with Alpers on
Wednesday to discuss the future of
the Commons, but the outcome of
the meeting was unavailable at

press time.

IBM donated 13 computers in

1985, but now "most of them are
just junk," Alpers said. "They have

been recycled and recycled. It's
like an automobile. If you drive it

enough, it wUl fall apart cvciiiuai-
ly. There are only three or four
barely functioning computers
iCIi.

It wiU cost about $35,000 to
$40,000 to replace about 10 com-
puters and refurbish the network.

he said. This estimate did not

include maintenance and hidden

u)si5 that tend to crop up— such as

excessive heat blowing out tlie

hard disk resulting in replacement

costs and installation of an air

conditioner.

See COMPUTERS, page 9

FESTIVAL
From page 1

But with the recent slide in the
CaUfomia economy, UCLA offi-
cials didn't really expect to make
big bucks off the festival, said
Sandbrook, adding that the campus
participated more as a public
service than for fundraising pur-
poses.

"When the mayor makes a
request hke that, we tend to take it

very seriously because part of the
mission of the university is public
service," he said. "We agreed to

participate, but we took the posi-
tion that the Olympic Festival
would just be for us an ordinary
summer event"

But Sandbrook says the univer-
sity didn't exactly go into the event
expecting it to be a complete dud
either.

**There was a high degree of
optimism based on the fact that . . .

the 1984 Olympics was a tremend-
ously successful event I think a lot

of people felt that L.A. would have
the same verve and enthusiasm for
these Olympic-related events."

Sandbrook said the local com-

LOSS
From page i

in ticket revenue, both records for
the event held 11 times.

But like freeway traffic in these
pans, the festival's momentum
came to a sudden halt.

"I firmly beheve that the festival

should go to areas where there
aren't an abundance of profession-
al (sports) activities, traffic and
hotel rip-offs," said BiU Wall,
executive director of USA Basket-
baU.

After a year off because of the

Olympics, the festival returns in

1993 at San Antonio. The Texas
city has a population of 1 . 1 milhon,
more in line with previous success-
ful festival sites like Houston,
Oklahoma City and Raleigh-Dur-
ham, N.C.

"We could sell tickets tomor-
row," San Antonio Festival Presi-

dent Robert Marbut said. 'That's
our strength."

In 1989, the Junior Olympics in

San Antonio resulted in 310,000

mittee went into the festival with a
definite disadvantage, relative to
their monetary situation in the
1984 Olympics.

He called the relationship
between the U.S. Olympic Com-
mittee and the local organizing
group "a bit troublesome." During
the 1984 Olympics, the local

committee was allowed to keep
most of the revenue raised from the
sale of the television rights to ABC— about $225 million.

But "the way the Olympic
Festival is run, the U.S. Olympic
Committee sells the TV rights to

ESPN and the local organizing

committee got absolutely
nothing," Sandbrook explained.

Also, the state's economic
recession has not helped matters.

City officials are pegging partial

blame for the festival's failure on
local big business— most notably
Times Mirror Corp. which, among
other things, owns the Los Angeles
Times — which failed to sponsor
the event, citing financial difficul-

ties of its own.

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED, DAILY

(CLEAR/COLOR) $40 PR
DISPOSABLES (6 mo supply ..$109 SET
ADDITIONAL 6 MONTHS for $99
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

B&L • WJ • CIBA • AO • B&H • etc.

tickets and a $271,000 profit.

Many say the Los Angeles
organizing committee did not
promote the festival properly,
counting on the fact fans would
gobble up tickets at the last minute.
It also banked on a carryover of
enthusiasm from the 1984 Olymp-
ics, but that never resurfaced.

"People are saying they didn't

know what the event was; they say
that's the reason people didn't buy
tickets," said Jack Kelly, who
served as executive director of
festivals in Houston and Minnea-
polis and now runs the Goodwill
Games. "Maybe we should have
had a sttonger marketing job over
the last 12 months."
Even with promotion, chances

are a city that has Magic Johnson,
Wayne Gretzky, Marcus Allen and
Darryl Strawberry is not going to

pay to watch anonymous triple

jumpers, modem pentathletes and
bowlers.

COMPUTERS
From page 8

mons is not a viable solution.

Students met with Alpers on
Wednesday to discuss the future of
the Commons, but the outcome of
the meeting was unavailable at

press time.

IBM donated 13 computers in

1985, but now "most of them are

just junk," Alpers said. "They have

been recycled and recycled. It's

like an automobile. If you drive it

enough, it will fall apart eventual-

ly. There are only three or four

barely functioning computers
left."

It will cost about $35,000 to

$40,000 to replace about 10 com-
puters and refurbish the network,

he said. This estimate did not

include maintenance and hidden

costs that tend to crop up -— such as

excessive heat blowing out the

hard disk resulting in replacement

costs and installation of an air

conditioner.

Other facilities, such as the

Kinsey Hall honors lounge —
equipped with paintings and a

piano — are not a big problem,

Alpers added, because they do not

require major funding for upkeep.

The lounge was originally

remodeled with a $60,0(X) grant

from the Stones in 1984. "It was a

great gift, but also a burden,"

Alpers said. "I don't dispute that

it's a valuable service."

Students became concerned

when they heard the computer
room was to be closed and the staff

room turned into office space for

Carlos Grijalva, the newly-
apix)inted associate dean of honors
and undergraduate programs.

"I think all of that was intended

to be student space and should
remain so," Wong said.

Since then, Alpers has said that

converting the commons into

office space is no longer an option.

The dean added that he was glad
to see students were taking an
interest in the matter. "They
caught something and it's good
that they did," he said. 'There's
never been a very active student
organization, but the suident coun-
cil has been very helpful. But it's

never been a tradition to have
consultation with them."

He has not yet decided how the

computer area will be used, but he
says it will remain as some form of
student space, possibly an Honors
Colloquium seminar room which
some students don't like to classify

as "student space."

In the past, seminars have been
held in the commons when there

was a lack of room.
While Alpers says the issue is

still not decided, he said the

Honors Commons will remain off

hmits during the summer because
of a lack of both student interest

and adequate supervisional staff.
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How to properly train to be a college

I
hate to be a killjoy, but
fall classes begin in two
months. That's right —

two months! That's eight

weeks. Military boot camp runs

about eight weeks; mine lasted

eleven, but there was a war on
and the government wanted to

make sure we knew how to

march in step and keep down
Navy chow before we shipped
out.

So why the Gomer Pyle
analogy? Training. Til say it

again — training! You now
have only eight weeks to train

for classes.

It took me about four years
to get the hang of college.

Fortunately, it took me five to

graduate, so I could apply that

cumulative wisdom to make
the fifth year the most relaxed,

most enjoyable and ultimately

the most beneficial of my
college tenure. But what if

someone had spared me the

anguish of misguided study
habits, awkward social beha-
vior, aberrant sexual encounters
and a tendency to alienate and
annoy most of my professors?

What if I'd had a guide, a
manual, some sort of "how to"

book to prepare me for all the

mental trauma of college life?

Then 1 might have avoided
those dam missteps that cost
me 1.2 grade points, several

fine women and a cozy upper
management job at a free-

spending S&L.
Training. That's what I

needed for those first four

years, about eight weeks of
intensive self-help to get me
ready for nine months of
grueling lectures, reading lists,

8 a.m. study groups, Treehouse
food, frat parties, hangovers,

way-gnarly dates and — can I

mention the word without
breaking into hives? — finals.

So as a favor to you future

full-time collegians (for which
I expect to be repaid — by all

of you!), I'm going to give

you that training guide that I

so desperately needed, to make
your transition from idle sum-
mer indigents to supercharged
learning dynamos just that

much easier.

First, a definition: When I

say "training." I don't mean an
appropriately conditioned

response to a given stimulus.

My idea of training means
teaching yourself lo be able to

do things more than once, like

finding your way to class, or
finding your way home.
Ready? Study these guide-

lines assiduously; they could
just save your htlle collegiate

butt

Get to Know Your
Attention Span

How long can you read

Sentimental Education before

your mind starts to wander and
you're fantasizing about having
sex in a Ferrari (preferably

wiUi a contortionist)? An hour?

Thirty minutes? Fifteen? Five?

Notes from the Outside

Marcus
Hennessy
If, as I predicted, you picked
the last, then you've got some
work to do. The first step is

admission — my attention span
is only five minutes long! Hey,
you're hallway home.
Now, grab yourself an egg

timer and set it for five

minutes. Start reading. Bing!
Five minutes of total concent-
ration. Eat something. Go have
a beer. Play a quick game of
Tetris. Then back to Flaubert.

And so on. As your training

progresses over the next eight

weeks (which is how long it'll

take you to finish the book),
you'll come to enjoy the read-
ing experience even if you
hate the novel because you'll

still have enough distractions to

make it fun.

Knowing How to Write:
Requirement or Elective?
Students get intimidated just

thinking about having to write

something, like their names.
Many suffer nausea and dizzi-

ness when faced with having
to compose an essay or worse,
answer an essay question. If

you're one of the few who
beheve you can string a few
coherent sentences together,

then move on to the next item.

But if you're one of the

remaining 95 percent, ti^en

here's what you do for the

next eight weeks: write letters

to your parents. Tell them how
well you're doing, how much
you miss them, how you look
forward to seeing them again.

Leuer writing is an excellent

way to improve your writing

skills because it's a personal

experience and the words come
from the heart. Oh, I almost
forgot — in those letters, be
sure and ask for money. Lots
of it. Then go hire yourself a

writing tutor.

On tlie Fine Art of
Pounding Brewski

Knowing your tolerance for

alcohol is vital to a successful— and survivable — college

education. Ignoring and/or

forgetting this tolerance can
result in abject embarrassment,
loss of memory (all tiiat Flaub-
ert you just read), unsighUy
stains on the carpeting and an

Summer Bruin
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ugly DMV prinlouL If you're
one of those people who turn

into Silly Putty after half a

beer, you can improve your
tolerance over the next eight

weeks by simply doing Uie

following — gain 200 pounds.
If that seems loo radical, just

drink Coke at all social func-

tions and laugh at those beer-

bonging idiots who end every
good party with prayers to the

toilet gods. On the other hand,
if you're one of those beer-

bonging idiots, revel in bac-
chanal bliss, say your prayers,

then find one of the Coke-
drinkers to drive you home.

Managing Your
Nap Times

If you do any serious study-

ing, you're going to lake naps.
This is an irrefutable law of
nature. Just take a walk
through Powell Library at the
height of midterms; you'd
think Mr. Sandman just

dumped a major load. So
knowing your "nap cycle" is

vital to planning an effective

study schedule.

Over the next eight weeks,
discover what topic areas most
often trigger your naps. Is it

organic chemistry? Quantum
physics? Macroeconomics?
How about Russian literature?

Or basic calculus? Anything
that triggers a nap should be
tackled first, so that when you
wake up an hour later all

disoriented with drool snaking
down your chin you'll feel
revived and refreshed, ready to
absorb the other stuff you
might actually be interested in.

Practice napping at home. Take
lots of naps. Sleep through
summer. You could do worse
Physical Conditioning —
It's Not Just PE Anymore
Lastly, and perhaps most

importantly, you must develop
the physical stamina lo with-
stand any emotional or intel-

lecujal challenge. Here's a
typical scenario: You just
flunked Introduction to Jazz
and you're bummed. The out-
of-shape person often suffers

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion o<me Summer Brum Editorial Board. All other
columns, letters and artvwofk represent the optnions
rt thetr authort. T hey do not reflect the views of th-
Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
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publication of articles that perpetuate derooiiory
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serious physical side-effects:

heart palpitations, profuse

sweating, abnormal weight
gain, zits, heal rashes, chafmg
. . .(I have to slop here; I'm
making myself sick).

Meanwhile, the fit and trim

person normally copes with

this setback in a much health-

ier way: thirty minutes on the

Stairmasler, twenty minutes on
the weight machines, a quick

jog around campus, then back
to the frat to be a beer-bong-
ing idioL

So for the next eight weeks,

be tough on yourself. Pump
yourself up! By the lime fall

classes roll around, you'll care

less about failing because no

matter what happens, you'll

still look bitch'n. And really*

isn't that what counts?

I hope these few simple

training tips make this coming
year your best ever. If they

don't, sue me.

Hennessy is a staff member at

UCLA's extension.

When multlpto authors jubinit material, some
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The simplemindedness of liftingSouth African sanctions
In 1986, TransAfrica direc-

tor Randall Robinson, the

Congressional Black Cau-
cus, and others concerned with
the lack of political progress in

South Africa rallied Congress
and then-president Ronald Rea-
gan to impose economic sanc-
tions against the land of
apartheid. Despite Reagan's
protestations. Congress passed
the Comprehensive Anti-Apar-
theid Act, making some eco-
nomic transactions with South
Africa illegal.

Those who knew little of the
history of apartheid and the
system of economic and racial

exploitation upon which it is

based argued that the sanctions
would only hurt black workers,
and that the white minority
who rules the nation of 28
million would remain
unscathed.

Five years later, U.S. sanc-
tions are estimated to have
depressed South Africa's eco-
nomy by as much as 25
percent. South Africa's business
community and pohtical leaders

recognized that in order to

revitalize their economy and
lessen the effects of world
political isolation. South Africa
would have to join the 20th
century and dismantle apar-

theid.

Less than two weeks ago,

President Bush announced that

the South African government
had met the five conditions

specified by law to revoke
United States-South African
trade restrictions. Critics called

this move '^premature," pointing

Brian
Smedley
out that despite South Africa's

release of political prisoners

and dismantling of the legal

pillars of apartheid, the ghost

of racial discrimination and
economic exploitation still

remains. Blacks and other non-

whites still may not vote for

Parliament members, political

prisoners continue to be held

by the government and vio-

lence is on the rise in black

townshijjs.

The removal of sanctions

proves to be most unwarranted,

however, in light of last

week's revelations that the

South African government sec-

retly funneled thousands of

dollars to the Inkatha party, a

black political group opposed
to sanctions and generally

friendly to the South African

government and it's slow
movement away from apar-

theid.

South African Foreign
Minister Roelef Botha has con-
firmed that on at least two
occasions, the government
made payments of nearly

$100,000 to support Inkatha

political rallies. Minister of
Law Adriaan Vlok claimed that

these payments were made to

Inkatha to support the party's

work against sanctions. Indeed,

these funds were reported to

have been drawn from a secret

fund established to fight sanc-

tions. The South African secret
police, however, apparently

requested the funds to help
Inkatha to gain political sup-
port against its more popular
rival, the African National
Congress (ANC).
On at least one occasion, an

Inkatha pohtical rally funded
by this covert operation
became heated, and lead to

fierce fighting between Inkatha

supporters and the ANC. Other
reports coming from South
Africa indicate that as much as

$2 million may have been
secretly provided by the gov-
ernment to a labor union
sponsored by Inkatha.

These revelations have come
a bit late, however, for the

fs'o-sanctions, anti-apartheid

movement
For years, rumors have been

circulating that the South Afri-

can government has been sec-

redy funding the activities of
pro-government black political

parties. Blacks such as Chief
Mangosuthu Buthelezi, the

leader of Inkatha. who oppose
Nelson Mandela and the ANC,

have apparently been on the

South African government's
Christmas list for years.

Money, however, is not the

only gift that Inkatha has

received from the South Afri-

can government.

The ANC and others have
charged that the government
has secretly supported Inkatha

and the tribal violence in

Napal Province by faihng to

crack down on the fighting,

and has looked the other way
as ultra-right-wing whites pro-

vide weapons and logistical

support to Inkatha. Recendy,
it's been alleged that the South
African government has direct-

ly provided military training to

supporters of Inkatha. Over
3,000 Blacks have died in the

past 18 months as a result of
Inkatha-ANC fighting.

It's not only in the interest

of the South African govern-
ment to maintain this fighting,

but it is also consistent with
their past policies of covertly

supporting conflict between
blacks.

A former South African

military agent has charged that

the South African government
interfered in the 1989 elections

in Namibia by running a cov-
ert operation to smear officials

of the South-West African Peo-
ple's Organization (SWAPO), a
leftist group that enjoys wide-
spread popularity in Namibia.
South Africa printed smear
pamphlets, spread rumors of
divisions within SWAPO and
provided material support to

the opposition. SWAPO was

expected to sweep elections in

Namibia, but instead fell short

of the two-thirds majority it

needed to write a new consti-

tution.

The South African govern-

ment's secret dealings in

Namibia and Napal leave a

bitter taste. Infighting among
black groups serves to further

the perceptions among the

ignorant that blacks cannot

peacefully govern themselves.

Sanctions against South Afri-

ca, it appears, were working as

planned. The ruling white
minority has removed some of
the legal obstacles toward full

democracy. It should be equal-
ly evident, however, that

despite the de facto removal of
apartheid laws, the South Afri-

can government is not prepared
to share power. In its place,

covert operations to maintain
the spirit of apartheid have
been ongoing, and probably
will continue as long as the

United States and others arc

duped into accepting the South
African government's claims of
movement toward equahty.

U.S. sanctions have been
removed, despite evidence of
South Africa's covert deahngs
to maintain power. But this

shouldn't be surprising, given
our country's history of under-
cover operations. After all, if

one can't play by the rules,

why not cheat?

Here's to you, Mr. Robin-
son. Keep the faith.

Smedley is a doctoral student
in psychology.
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Charlie Luciano (Christian Slater, left) is held back by Meyer
Lansky (Patrick Dempsey, center).

iWLm^Mm.
• I guns down

cynics with quaiity film
By Shalmali Pal

Some semi-witty person once
referred to "Mobsters" as "Young
Tommy Guns with Buns." But,
what he or she failed to recognize
is that "Mobsters" also has balls

and, more importantly, a brain.

While that may seem impossible
as the film brings together a quartet
of the greatest leen dreams alive on
the planet — Christian Slater,

Patrick Dempsey, Richard Grieco
and Costas Mandylor — "Mob-
sters" makes its mark by being
above and beyond the usual fodder
peddled by cute-guy ensembles.

Set during the roaring '20s, the
movie traces the rise of Charlie
"Lucky" Luciano (Slater). Meyer
Lansky (Dempsey), Benny "Bug-
sy" Siegel (Grieco) and Frank
Costello (Mandylor) from the
dismal streets of New York City to

their positions as America's most
powerful gangsters. On their
bloody climb to the top, the
foursome forge a friendship that

manages to transcend racial differ-

ences (Siegel and Lansky are
Jewish; Costello and Luciano.
Italian) and personal desire for
control.

With Luciano in the lead,
Lansky as second in command and
Siegel and Costello providing the

muscle, "Mobsters" takes the
group on a whirlwind ride through
the turbulent crime scene that

pervaded the era.

It's this recreation of the period
that is the most striking aspect of
"Mobsters." For his first motion
picture, director Michael Karbel-
nikoff (most noted for his Jordache
commercials) uses the highly
stylized manner prevalent in his ad
work to give the film a seamless
blend of realism and romanticism.
Punctuated with quick fades and
suikingly jarring black and white
sequences, Karbelnikoff maintains
a momentous pace that brings to

life the hedonistic urgency of the

'20s and the men who ruled during
it.

Although the complete accuracy
of Nicholas Kazan ("Reversal of
Fortune") and Michael Mahem's
script has been called into ques-
tion, visually "Mobsters" cuts no
comers in its meticulous adher-
ence to the gangster lifestyle. The
vaUdity of the sets, music, cos-
tumes and overall atmosphere
more than makes up for any liberal

adaption on the part of the story.

In spite of the criticism the four

principals have received since the

initiation of "Mobsters." each
turns in a commendable perfor-

mance and provides the inexplic-

able chemistry that's essential in

any group effort

Rumors of Patrick Dempsey's
high-strung method acting antics

didn't have much of an effect on
his astoundiiigly low-key portrayal

of the bookish and brainy Lansky.
Grieco is another pleasant surprise

with suitable embodiment of
Siegel's "my libido is my life"

attitude. He also delivers the

movie's best line on the relevance
of a woman's culinary skills.

Effective but incredibly under-
used is relative newcomer Man-
dylor. WhUe it's evident why his

companions have joined the under-
world — Luciano for revenge,
Lansky for profit, Siegel for the
thrill — Costello's motivation is

unclear and Mandylor is never
given an opportunity to express it

Ultimately, this is Slater's
movie and his performance takes
off the minute he raises that

eyebrow of his. Alternating
between cold calculation and
genuine warmth, Slater's Luciano
not only leads the gang but the
entire film as well.

The supporting cast of veteran
actors Anthony Quinn and F.

Murray Abraham also keep "Mob-
sters" afioat. Special recognition
goes to Nicholas Sadler as hitman
Mad Dog Coll whose sense of
humor is as deadly as his way with
a gun.

Unfortunately, the weakest link

in the film is the miscast Lara
Flynn Boyle CTwin Peaks") as
Mara Motes. Physically resem-
bling a nine-year-old— even with
"borrowed" breasts— Boyle's flat

delivery makes it difficult to
believe that she would attract the
charismatic Luciano. The film's
only substantial female character,

Boyle is thrown into an arbitrary
love scene that she lacks the
presence to make interesting.

As with any respectable gang-
ster picture, violence is inevitable
and this film has plenty of it
Although it is graphic, it's certain-
ly not mindless, especially when
taking into account that the most
influential aspects of Americana
have been based on a search-and-
destroy philosophy. The *20s were
a volatile time and "Mobsters'"
highest achievement is that it

captures the perverse beauty of it

all.

FILM; 'Mobsterb .' WtiUun by MiUidei
Mahern and Nicholas Kazan. Directed
by Michael Karbelnikoff Produced by
Steve Roth A Universal Pictures
roleio with Christian Slater, Patrick
Dempsey, Richard Grieco and Costas
Mandytor (Rated R; vk)lenoe, strong
language, sexual situations; 100
minutes) Opens atywkJe tomorrow.
•••

Music

Afro-Beat • • litical practitioner returns to LA,
By Peter Hein

Fela Kuti, whose music is more
appropriately referred to as Afro-

Beat, is the Nigerian "jack-of-all-

trades," having played a signific-

ant role in developing a genre of

music and delving into the political

sphere in his homeland.

This Saturday he'll be perform-

ing at the Wadsworth Theater.

Kuti's music is a truly remark-
able blend of African highlife (his

early influence), jazz and George
Clinton-James Brown funk. Being
that the latter two are staging

dramatic comebacks, it is good
timing for Fela to stage an Ameri-
can tour.

With an onstage ensemble of

up to 30 p)eople, the 52-year-old

Kuti orchestrates a concoction of

polyrhythms and surging horn
lines to create a sound that com-
pares yet surpasses the sounds
produced by the Sun Ra Arkestra,

and yes — the spirits of Maceo
Parker and Bootsy Colhns do exist

in this band.

The musicianship of Kuti and
Egypt 80 is reflected in pieces that

can go on for thirty minutes,
bringing to Ufe sounds that pulsate

and hypnotize. Singers and
dancers lend flare to each perfor-

mance, often coming to life after

extended instrumental jams and
solos. As a band leader, Kuti relies

on charisma and reputation in

directing his group. A seasoned
musician, Kuti plays keyboards
and tenor sax, as well as handling
most of the lead vocals.

Kuti has become a strong

presence in the music industry

with sales of over 30 million

records, but he has also made a

name for himself in the political

realm. Inherent in all of his music

is a message of anti-imperialism,

anti-corruption and civil liberty.

This side of his music dates back

to the late '60s when, after a stay in

the U.S., he was exposed to Pan-

Africanism and the Black Panther

Movement Works such as "Colo-

nial Mentality," "Black Man's
Cry" and "Beast of No Nation"

decry his anti-establishment posi-

tion.

It is a position that has landed

him in jail on many occasions and
caused him to suffer repeated

beatings at the hands of security

forces. In 1977 an "artist colony"

that he had established was raided

by a thousand soldiers. Wliat

followed was rape, destruction and
the ensuing death of his mother (a

long time activist in the Nigerian

Women's Union) from injuries

sustained when she was thrown
from a second floor window.
Emotionally and physically

crushed from this event, Kuti

intensified the critical component
in his music which led eventually

to more harassment. In 1984, as he
was preparing to leave for an
American tour, he was arrested at

the airport on charges that he was
smuggling currency.

After a trial where testimony
was bent and evidence destroyed,

he was sentenced to a five-year

prison term. At this point. Amnes-

ty International declared him a
prisoner of conscience. Twenty
months into his sentence, interna-
tional pressure, a new regime and
the confession of the sentencing
judge that he had acted under
pressure from the military brought
Kuti his freedom. He then
embarked on his delayed Ameri-
can tour, making cameo appear-
ances at Amnesty International
benefit concerts and jamming with
the likes of Sting and U2.

Fela ("He from whom emanates
greatness") Kuti ("He whose death
cannot be caused by the hand of
man alone**) goes about his career
in the spodight with a presumptu-
ous confidence. His future ambi-
tions include running for President
in Nigeria (he is informally
referred to as the "Black Presi-
dent"). Considering the content
and quality of his music, his
reputation and his consistency and
fortitude over the years, it is not a
farfetched goal.

Some consider him the Bob
Marley of Nigeria, differentiating

him from other Nigerian "juju"
greats such as King Sunny Ade and
Chief Ebenezer Obey, whose
commercial success surpasses that

of Kuti. Yet there is a sophistica-

tion in the quality and phrasing of
Kuti's music which makes him
unique. The founder of Afro-Beat
stands alone in the spotlight, no
holds barred.

MUSIC: Fela Kuti. Saturday. July 27. at
the Wadsworth Theater, 8 p.m. Tix:

$26, $1 1 (students) available at CTO or
call (213) 825-2101.

Fela Kuti, one of the forerunners in the recent Afro-Beat explosion, brings his blend ofjazz,
funk and Nigerian-based music to the Wadsworth Theater.

Stage

A centuriesold puppet tradition

Film

Javanese Kulit

theater entertains

the young at heart
By Kristen Linden

A centuries-old tradition in

visual storytelling that once com-
pared to today's modem cinema is

alive and well at UCLA.
Wayang Kulif The Shadow

Puppet Theater of Java will give its

last United Stales' performance
Saturday night in the outdoor
amphitheater of the Fowler
Museum of Cultural History.
*The Wayang Kulit is one of the

most prevalent forms of puppeU7
in Southeast Asian and Indonesian
theater and probably one of the
most advanced types of shadow
puppeu^r explained Pat Hartcr,
professor of World Arts & Cul-
tures at UCLA.
As part of the 1 8-month national

Festival of Indonesia, the ensem-
ble features Ki Anom Suroto, one
of Indonesia's premiere puppe-
teers, and a U-aditional Indonesian
orchcsu-a (known as gamelan) in

"Wiralha Parwa."

Based on the classic Hindu epic,
the Mahabharata, the play follows
one episode in a struggle between
the five heroic Pandawa brothers
and their 1(X) jealous cousins, the
Kurawas. After losing a gambling
bet to their cousms, the Pandawas
must endure 13 years of exile. The
story opens during their fmal week
of banishment just as the Kurawas
decide to attack the kingdom

The Fowler Museum willpresent a night ofJavanese puppet
theater this Saturday,

In addition to the puppets'

movement and the verbal lines

delivered during the performance,

music gives characterization, sup-

ports the action and reinforces the

mood of the piece.

The "Kyai Mendhung" ("Ven-

erable Dark Cloud'*) gamelan used

in the production is considered one

of the foremost examples of classic

Javanese orchestra. The gamelan,

a matched set of tuned percussion

instruments (primarily bronzed

gongs and xylophones) is played

with tuned drums, zithers and

vocal accompaniment. UCLA
acquired Kyai Mendhung (which

was originally commissioned for

use by the Central Javanese Court

in the lg40s) in 1958.

•This is a rare opportunity to

See PUPPETS, page 15

where the brothers have been
hiding. If they are found, the
Pandawas face another 1 3 years of
exile, a fate that the supernatural
demigods could not endure.

While typical performances in
Indonesia last nine hours and can
include 80 or more characters, the
program has been shortened to
three for American audiences and
will feature 25 or so main charac-
ters.

The leather puppets range in
size from just a few inches to three
or four feet tall and their appear-
ances symbolLtt; deeper quahues.
For example, the larger puppets
are more belligerent while the
smaller ones act more refined.
"You can recognize refinement by
size, nose shape, eye shape, and a
closer distance between the feet,"
added Haner.

"Chameleon Street" follows the life ofprofessional imperso-
nator Douglas Street, played by Wendell Harris, Jr.

A world without identity

fiils 'Cliameieon Street'
By Ryan Eglash

To find an insightful look at an
intelligent cnminal mind, take a
walk down "Chameleon Street."

The film is in captivity for a

limited engagement at the Nuart
Theater but will return to the

Baldwin Theater in August
"Chameleon Street" is an inti-

mate biographical drama about
Oouglas Street who made head-
liiics in liie '70s when he was
arrested for impersonating a Time
Magazine reporter, a Harvard-gra-
duated surgeon and a human rights

attorney for the city of Detroit,

among others.

Street, who was a consultant on
ihe film, is still serving time for

various convictions, including

practicing medicine without a

license.

Filmmaker Wendell Harris Jr.,

who wrote, directed and starred in

the movie, says he felt that Street's

story was indicativeof the way that

highly intelligent people, lacking

sufficient challenge in contempor-

ary society, have difficulty fitting

in the social strata. Street's imper-

sonations were almost an addic-

tion. (Hoviding him willi a sense of

accomplishment that he couldn't

receive through normal pursuits.

Harris chose a documentary

style for the film. Nonetheless,

under his direction, cinematogra-

pher Daniel S. Noga's camera
work keeps the movie fast-paced

and the story immediate.

True to form, the cast of players

(mostly from the Michigan area)

provide sincere, passionate perfor-

mances. The dialogue is crisp and
philosophical. And the direction is

subtle and fantastically comedic.
Although it's a low-budget inde-

pendent production, the result is on
par with any commercial high-

budget spectacle this summer.
In his struggle to '*make some

money," Street journeys through
friendships, burglar alarm instal-

lations and drug dealers until he
figures that being a con artist is the

path to success. He finds that by
geaing people to like and trust him,

the money follows.

When Street gets hired as a

Detroit surgeon, he performs a

hysterectomy with the sole help of
a Merck Manual. In reality. Street

performed 36 documented opera-

tions successfully as a resident

surgeon in Chicago and Michigan,
all without medical trainmg except

for his pocket-sized How-To
guide.

"It seems as if everyone must fit

a category or slot in today's

world," Harris says. He believes

that there is a little Doug Street in

all of us. Society pigeonholes

people as doctors, writers, lawyers
and yet each of us is a multi-poten-

tial human being, says Harris.

This 1990 U.S. Film FesUval
winner is the perfect comedic
escape for anv student about to

face the societal pressures of
finding a job or deciding on a

career. Harris has proven himself a
remarkable source of talent in

three layers. Thick with social

See XHAMPJION,' pagels
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PARTICIPANTS SOUGHT
for a study of a new antihistamine. You must have

mild asthma & seasonal nasal allergies.

IF INTERESTED, PLEASE CALL
(818)397-3383

for more details

M.M. Glovsky, M.D.

Asthma and Allergy Center

Huntington Hospital

PARI HAIR SALON
Hairsfyling by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highliglit $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25
Full Legs Waxing $20

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

479-9325
473-0066

TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken After 3:00pm to close
• Egg 1^oll

• Gyoza
• Fried Rice

• Green Salad w/ 1 free drink "^'^^ ^^^P^"

$3.70
PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

t'-'iC

pw f' 'y^^^•^^^ ^'^•'^pwpwpwmpw

'SiRISH PUB*^

Your Place to Be A
St. PAT'S DAY ^
Sun. March 17th l^

Comeo Beef S Cabbage ^

DAILY BEER SPECIALS^
150 Imported & Ml
Domestic Beers
16 Draught J^

ENTERTAINMENT 2
15 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA^
7 Days a week ilam-2am (213) 828-9839 ^T*

All Day!

Live Entertainment from

the Aftenrx)cxi On!

Sun-Thun (Exduomq Mon) 8PM to Midnight
5 Dart Ooa/Oi u/.u i^iuiMeioom
Spons Chanrw TV on Ail Oo^n Hour*

Music

Einsturzende Neubauten are the pioneers of industrial music, but don't tell them that

Neubauten's primitive recovery
By Rob Winfield

Summer Bruin Staff

After 11 years of banging on
pipes and various other forms of
steel paraphernalia (i.e. shopping
carts, trash cans, coiled springs,

etc) producing some of the most
grating metallic sounds and sam-
ples conceivable, the pioneers of
the industrial sound, Einsturzende

Neuhanten^ have only one thing to

say concerning the monster they-

've created: "What the fuck is

industrial music?*'

Calling from New York, the

band's electronics expert P.M.
Einheit is more than just a bit

perturbed over how the industrial

label has flown the metallic coop,

and gone off into a techno-won-
derland of filtered noise that subtly

masquerades as music with a sense
of purpose.

**As far as industrial music is

concerned, 1 don't think that term
means anything anymore," he
gripes, "because most of these

bands are just making noise for

noise's sake. And there's really not
much point in doing shit like that

now, is there?"

Making a point is a major deal

for Einheit and the rest of the

German five-piece band, whose
name, roughly translated, means
"collapsing new buildings."

It was the growing attitude of
"Let's have a good time, let's go
dancing, let's do shit like that" in

current popular music that ulti-

mately lead Neubauten to a decon-
suiictivist, destructivist approach
to synthesizing obscure sound into

a presentable and listenable for-

mat.

In other words, by transforming

raw noise into noisy melody, the

five members (vocalist/songwriter

Blixa Bargeld, metal percussionist

N.U. Unruh, bassist Marc Chung
and guitarist Alexander Hacke)
offered something that could truly

be considered experimental and
innovative.

And 1 1 years later, they're still

going strong, applying the same
dislike for yesterday's music to

today's ]X)pular items (a strong

motivator for their continuation as

a band) and working towards
expanding the foundations of noise
through a fuller, more complex (as

if their material wasn't involving

enough in the first place) approach
to songcraft.

In fact, it's stronger than ever.

Their latest album is a double-CD
compilation, "Strategies Against

Architecture 11" ("an attempt to

present the last five years of the

band," as noted by Einheit.) Their
performance at the Palace in

Hollywood tomorrow night is a

follow-up to last year's triumphant
return after a seven year absence.

"After eleven years," the musi-
cian comments, "I don't really

think the band has changed that

much. The music might sound a bit

different than it was in the begin-

ning. But I think the main idea we
have within the music has
remained the same. And that is

trying to make a point We're
really trying to say something,
rather than just being noisy. And
that's what this shit called indust-

rial music really is. And that's why

we don't want to have anything to

do with it"

It's a curious dilemma to be
posed with — noise that's noise

versus noise that's melody. To
some, there might not be that much
of a difference between the two.

But to those who've remained

loyal to Neubauten, or have at least

given their music the opportunity

to cultivate within the brain's

audio processing center, one will

encounter a very distinct penchant

for the entrepreneur in the five

members' contributions to the

band— a penchant, one could say.

almost bordering on creative bril-

liance.

Six previous albums (including

the first compilation "Strategies

Against Architecture"), each
spaced roughly two years apart

from the other, mark their steady

evolution in the pioneering field of

industrial music. No two LPs arc

similar in the exploration of
unusual sound sources. Nonethe-
less, it's still apparent that all of it

stems from the masterminds of
Neubauten.

As Einheit states it, "As an
artist, you should have your own
unique language with everything

you do. And that's what this band
is about It always has been and
always will be."

"And as for labels," he laugh-

ingly adds, "I'll give you a label.

Call us contemporary German folk

music."

CONCERT: Einsturzende Neubauten,
with Crash Worship arxJ Chris and
Cosey. at the Palace in Hollywood.
Friday. July 26.

Punic ist turns to serial art
By Scott Phelps

If fantastic gory art-toons sound
fascinating, then the art exhibition

and sale entitled "R.K. Sloane —
Portrait of a Serial Artist" is a show
to see.

The exhibit is being held

through Sunday, July 28 at the La
Luz de Jesus Gallery on Melrose
Avenue and features art by R.K.

Sloane and his guest XNO.
Sloane and XNO, who started

out as punk cartoonists designmg
fiiers and album covers in the early

'80s, evolved their styles and
talents into what is now termed
contemporary subcultural pop art

Sloane's paintings and sculp-

tures are teeming with images.

One painting entitled "What's for

dinner?" features an angry, cof-

fee-drinking, cigarette-smoking
clown wearing a swastika-print

robe. On his hand is a creature with

a frog's body and a bird's head.

They say a picture is worth a

R.K Sloane's "What's for

dinner?"

thousand words, but with all the
images and colors, these paintings

are worth at least a million.

Since Skxine was unable to

attend the opening, he created a
video in which he discussed his art

Sloane said he's unhappy about the

limitations imposed by working
where he Uves. He's limited to

sculpting small pieces though he
longs to work on larger pieces.

Among the sculptures are ash-
tray lamps of a "Zombie Chick"
and a "Peagle" (pig-Ksagle). The
green ceramic zombie woman with
the lamp post coming out of her
head would perform well on any
cndtable. Some of Sloane's most
readily available works are the Rat
Fink cartoons and the new Guns n'

Roses T-shirts.

Any exhibits that don't sell will

be taken to CaUfomia Polytechnic
University, Pomona in September,
where they will be shown with
other contemporary subcultural

pop art

Music

Trying to escape pop institutions
Straightjacket Fits

attempts to break

the boredom cycle

By Rob Winfield

Summer Bruin Staff

Hailing from New Zealand, the

four-piece band known as
Straightjacket Fits face a curious
dilemma in marketing themselves
to the American pubhc.

First, there is the undeniably
canny name, which evokes images
of everything from a hardcore,

headbanging monstrosity to the

epileptic seizures one receives

when accidentally grabbing a

10,000 volt power chord.

Then, there is the macabre
artwork on the sleeve of their latest

album, "Melt," featuring a round-
ed head, whose eyes, nostrils and
mouth are sewn up by black

shoelaces — hardly the type of
image one would want juxtaposed
with point number one.

So what does a fairly respected

independent band, specializing in

harmonic guitar-driven melodies
and pleasantly obscure lyrics, do in

a situation such as the aforemen-
tioned?

Well, after many years of
dehberation and dealing with
record distribution on a small-

scale level, Straightjacket Fits

decided to sign to the major
American label Arista Records —
albeit somewhat reluctantly,

according to frontman Shayne
Carter, who's still fussing with the

industry concept of "the old meet
and greet" from a performance
they did with the British band the

La's earlier this year. Tonight,

they'll be performing at Club
Lingerie in Hollywood.
"We played the Henry Fonda

Theater, this two-story venue," the

vocalist/guitarist recalls. "And it

was like playing to a bunch of
people watching a movie. All that

was missing was the popcorn. And
everything downstairs was full of
industry people and everything

upstairs was full of real people.

Fortunately, we didn't play badly.

But it wasn't inspirational, that's

for sure."

Speculation towards siUiations

such as these caused Carter and the

band (guitarist/vocalist Andrew
Brough, bassist David Wood and
drummer John CoUie) to approach
a major deal with extreme caution
— an outlook not too surprising to

encounter, considering their strong

aversion to basically anything that

deducts from the full impact of
their music alone.

Anyone who's had the oppor-
tunity to pick up "Melt" will surely

find that Straightjacket Fits suc-

ceed in bypassing these industry

politics with minimal comprom-
ise.

In fact, the four-piece succeeds
in having just about everything

tailored to their needs, from the

aforementioned to the final pro-

A/ew Zealand's Straightjacket Fits don 't fit conveniently into
any label.

Rather than just cater to their audience with their

name, image and music all geared in one general
direction, Straightjacket Fits want their songs to
require some interactive involvement on the part
of the listener.

duct of the music.

As Carter humorously quips, "I

guess Arista just wanted a cool

band."

But seriously, he cites the irony

and subtlety in their music as one
of the primary reasons that a major
label has taken a particular liking

towards them. Rather than just

cater to their audience, with their

name, image and music all geared

in one general direction, the four

members want their songs to

require some interactive involve-

ment on the part of the Ustener.

"I'd call it music that you have
to work with," says Carter. "It's

something that you have to work
towards, and it requires a bit of
effort to get there. But once you do,

it's great. It becomes something
you can appreciate more than just

the norm of today's pop music."

"And today, pop music is all

about immediacy, and consumer-
ism, and being totally in your
face," he explains. "That attitude

has been reflected in a few reviews

we've read of *MeIt,' where the

reviewer said a lot of it sounded the

same. But I feel when people say

that it invariably means that they

haven't listened to it enough.

"I mean, it's that type of

criticism that can be put with any
type of music that is not under-

stood," he continues. "For exam-

ple, it's the same thing for

somebody who's never heard jazz

music before. Imagine never hear-

ing jazz, and then putting on John
Coltrane or Miles Davis. You're
going to say it all sounds the same,
because the differences in jazz are

so subtle. The only way you can
appreciate jazz is if you sit down,
work with it and take the time to

understand it We're obviously
something not as complex as jazz

music, but the same principle

exists."

It is this principle that Straight-

jacket Fits hopes to bring to a

broader spectrum of people, mak-
ing them see that these New
Zealand musicians aren't just

another recognized alternative act
but also a group of "talented

people involved with nice melodic
charms" that don't fit in any one
category.

*Thc bottom line is that pop
music is an evolving, changing
kind of beast" Harris surmises. "I

think we're one of the bands doing
newer sorts of things. So I think the

rest of the world, including the

listeners, have got to move on a

wee bit as well."

CONCERT: Straightjacket Fits play
tonight. July 25 at Uub Lingerie Tickets
available through Ticketmaster

PUPPETS

ART: "R K. Stoane — Portrait of a
Serial Artist ' Showina at the La Luz de
Je8us Gallery (7400 Melrose) until

Sunday. July 28. Call (213) 651-4875.

From page 12

hear one of our own treasures in a

unique event The instruments are

tuned to one another and consist of

the purchased set which makes the

sound particularly special," said

Hartcr.

In keeping with the Festival's

aim of introducing Indone^sia's

rich cultural heritage to the United

States, the performance will fol-

low a lecture by cultural anthropo-

logist Pandam Guritno, an expert

on Javanese puppet theater. A
puppet-making demonstration and
Indonesian food vendors will also

be available to the audience.

THEATER: "Wiratha Pan^a " Per-
formed by the Wayang Kulit: The
Shadow Puppet Theater of Java Satur-

day, July 2/ at 9 p.m. (lecture begins at

8 p m ). Sponsored by the UCLA WorW
Arts & Cultoiub ^logiaiii, ifio Fowlui
Museum of Cultural History, the Office

of Summer Sessions and other corpo-
rate sponsors Tickets $10 at the
Central Tk;ket Office at (213) 825-2101
or the Worki Arts & Cultures Offk^e at

213) 206-1342. Parking available at

ot 5, located off Sunset Boulevard and
Westwood Plaza Drive.

t

'CHAMEIEON'
From page 13

commentary, this film is sure to

elate and enlighten.

RtM: "Chameleon Street' Written
aiiJ diiectuJ b> WundotI D. Harris Jr

Produced by Dan Lawton. A Prismatk;
One/FilmworkJ International produc-
tion A Northern Arts International

release with WendeN Hanis Jr., Angela
Leslie, Amina Fakir, Paula McGee,
Anthony Ennis and DavkJ Kiley. (Not
rated; language: 98 minutes) Now
playing at the Nuart Theater.

9CW ^ BODV ms BV tNqPi

GENTLE WAXING
>c>%^
d^
wV Full leg w/ bikini

• Upper leg w/ bikini

• Lower leg

• Bikini

• Underarms
• Eyebrows
• Lip

Also providing: deep cleansing facials

lash & brow tints

makeovers ^ i/)

• 2ftg.6849
^

located above the Wherehouse in

Ali's Hair Salon 1093 Broxton Ave.

$25

$15
$10

$10

$10

$ 6

$4

iS>

mtwm^

PROMISE
YouJlJ
JBig Bruin Bargain Couponj
I Large 15-Inch Pizza With One Topping

I
-Free Pepsi Six Pack • Fast, Free Delivery I

$
I
Call 447-1000

I 11870 Santa Monica Blvd. . _ -

(3 Blocks East of Bundy) ^^ ^^^^ ^^

I
Good For Carry-Out or Delivery.

' Not valid with any other discount.

I
Expires on August 1, 1991

I

I

PIZZA IPROMISE

DO YOU NEED
NEW CONTACTS?

We feature all

the newest contact
technology: Disposable,

Color, Gas-permeable,
Extended-wear and Daily-

wear lenses.

Dr. Hyman, our experienced
optometrist and our professi-

onal staff will help you select
the right contacts for your vision

needs at the most affordable prices.

We've served the UCLA community with the
highest quality eyewear for over 1 7 years.

WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRIC CENTRE

918 Westwood Boulevard (Corner of Le Contc)

Westwood Village

208-3913

Hours: M-F: 10-5:30 Sat: 10-5:00
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r
PROJECT TALMUD

A unique learning opportunity

*HEBREW * BIBLE * TALMUD * LAWS*
*MAlMONlDES * KABALLAH*

Classes on Monday Evenings
Participation is open to all

Chabad House, 741 Gayley Ave.
For more information call Rabbi Begun

(213)208-7511 ext. 103

FULL MOON CONCERT, Thurs. 7/25,
8:00pm, 11081 Missouri (corner of Se-
pulveda)- Sri Chimno/s soul-stirring music
arranged and performed on synthesizer by
Gothar. (-^13)838-4746. FREE.

8

2 LX:LA SEASON football tickets on 30 yard HAIR MODEL NEEDED by professional stylist
line. Best offer. (21 3)371 -7492 evenings. for short to noedium length styles. Call Oesiree

(213)474-9091.

Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

"You Don't Need To Have
Dental Insurance To Have

A Pretty Smile''

Dental Exam & Cleaning

Westwood Friends
(Quakers)

Meeting tor Worship
Sunday 10 30 A.M.
900 Hilgard Ave

(University Religious Conference Building)

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon discussion. Thur Bookstudy, Fri Step
Study, AU 3525 12:15-1:15.

Tu€s Discussion, Wed Discussion NPI
C8538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have dnnkina oroblems

JpO (̂reg.$180)

new patients wkh thb coupon only
•M9 »\k> accommodate patients with
denial coverages
oAer expires ^9/91

(up to 4 X-rays)

475-5598
24-Hour Emergency

Service

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

'

Ask US about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home
Sid Soleimanian, D.D.S.

1 620 Westwood Blvd., West Los Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays

Free Parking In Rear

Polo and Tony qfP 6i T Promotions

nu« ^^#*^

•MMM 'New York Style

Every Thursday Night!

The Best Dance Music For Everyone sToi^

itrfVyGiveaway rte JttAlifcff;: VIP Table. Bvffct

& Ch4n|M|0MS kft 1 people

Ml \i<)'iit'Df uik Snt cials Im fii<h

H Coranos

^ DroftBeeis

$3 MkOi^ks
Miinn sunr Diocrs

S^ BhttrU LemMmde

orthtt
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V
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t

Call \>^, .1

(800)
33 TO FLY

call for video

The nr^ost portable, lightest (12 lbs.),

easiest, smallest (backpack size), least

expensive aircraft in the workd!
Now you can soar with birds for

hours. Fly 1st day! Best location.

**B4^Ui*^M^kUkMi4«MiA**i : -,-^.t^_._^... ...^
J
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J
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SUMMER IN L.A.

BUSINESS AILING?

NO SENSE BEWAILING!
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N

SUMMER
N

L.A.!
(213)206-3060 FOR MORE INFO
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Good Deals 7 Good Deals

DIGITAL PEDOMETER
Slips onto belt or waistband, adjusts to walking/jogging stride,

accurately meosures distance.

To order mail $1 7.95 (incl. tax and s/h)

via check or nioney order to:

UNIQUE ENTERPRISES

3530 Carnation Circle

Seal Beoch, CA 90740

SATISFAQION GUARANTEED

(213)596-7499

Miscellaneous

ONE ON ONE SWIM LESSONS. Private swim
lessons at your home. Please call
(213)824-0050.

Personal 10

WANT TO PARTY?
Hot new styles! Get a passionate

response with our pretty, provocative

lingerie! Big student discounts! High

quality, low prices. Send name,

address, and $5 for full color

catalogue to:

26441 189 Avenue Southeast,

Kent, Washington. 98042.

Don't wait! Feel more exciting

and sexy today!

Research Subjects 12

ADULTS, 35 AND OLDER who experience
bleeding when brushing their teeth anci/or

have tartar deposits on their teeth needed for

study that compares two methods of measuring
gum disease. Eligibility determined at screen-
ing examination that lasts approximately one
hour. Participants will have teeth cleaned at

the conclusion of study. Contact Lynne at the
Clinical Research Center (213)625-9792.

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
arxl up) on asthma medication needed for

research of new asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9am—5pm. Ar»wering ma-
chine available after hours.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIO BOYS 7-1 1 yean
needed for UCLA research proj^rt S«»hiert?

will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 1 9-49.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (213)828-6887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-
lerm 7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation (213)625-0392.

NEWLYWEDS WANTED: Couples marrying in

1991 needed for UCLA project. Participants

receive 550. Call (213)206-6049.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED for blood
pressure study. Healthy students, 18-34, $40.
Call Zane (213)825-6475.

PARTICIPANTS
SOUGHT
for a stuciy of a

new antihistamine.

You must have mild

asthma &
seasonal nasal allergies.

IF INTERESTED,
PLEASE CALL
(818)397-3383

for more details

M.M. Glovsky, M.D.

Asthma and Allergy

Center

Huntington Hospital

Lost and Found 16

STOLEN from my wallet:

a pair of blue earrings. They were my

Grandmother's. Return to:

10641 Kinnard #5 LA, CA 90025

Taken on 7- 17-91 in Kerckhoff

bathroom.

9 Lost and Found 16

LOST [XX; 717. REWARD! Female hound
mix, greyish, white chest and feet, medium,
red collar, 9 years, friendly. 'BOOTSIE."
(213)279-2291, (213)475-4747.

LOST: HEIRLOOM ENGAGEMENT RING.
Lost June 21, possible in Kinsey Hall. Reward!!
Call Lauren (213)859-7844.

Egg/Sperm Donor 19

University

Students & Faculty-*

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.(X)/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

LVM.lfOKNlA
c:ryo bank

"9941

Salons 21

EUROPEAN FACIALS. Regularly $40. Now
$20. Grand opening special. Call for appoint-

ment. Century City. (21 3)785-0205.

Heoltti Services 22

FREE INTRO. OFFER. Cut + style in exclusive

Beverly Hills salon. Call for appointment.

(81 8)841 -7909.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation arvi removal of

acne ar>d sunspots. For more Info, call Call for-

nia Lasgr Dcxior't Group (213)78^0636

PSYCHOTHERAPY support group for women
dealing with childhood sexual abuse. West-

wood office. Lorraine Rose, PhD,
(213)824-9942, Meg Sheehan, PhD,
(213)737-3554.

THROWING UP
GEHING YOU DOWN?
Estmg dsordert are my only speciatly

Conte find out why

Dr.Marfc Berman, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group apptt)

213-655-6730

OVERWEIGHT?
North Carolina Pastor loses 76 lbs.

ancj 14 inches in 3 months using

Nutrition Express Wt. Loss Product

twice daily eatina 1 regular meal.

Cost $1 76 per meal.

CALL FOR FREE 4-Day Supply
See if they work for you.

1-800-927-8046

Bulimic?
Do you fool out off control
^Mflth food or omotlonsT
Counsoling can holp

old pattoms
call 824-1178

Joanna Young Phd
LIconsad Psychologist

PS41191S

Opportunities 26

COLLEGE MONEY GUARANTEED. Scholar-

ships, grants, mor>€y-back guarantee. No CPA
requirements. Call the Bosco Group.
(213)680-1088

Help Wanted 30

ARE YOU EARNING WHAT YOU'RE
WORTHf I nMd 3 key people to help in the

expansion of one of the fastest growing compa-
nies in America. No experience necessary, co.

support, training provided. If you're nxKivated,

aggrttsive and need no ceiling on your

income, Chris 824-3528. Part-time, full-time,

start Immediately.

7 Help Wanted

8 people needed no^v
Earn up to $fl/hr.

Houseclcancrs
•Kull4 Put-Um«*
•Flexible Houra*
•I^oUofWark*

•Men, Womm, StudmU, etc •

Call(213)453-1817

MODELS
v;aiiled by Piotessioudl Pholography

Studio for up-coniing ptiolo assignments

Pfo& Noo-Pfo MaleFemale

Call (818)508-8680

CASTINGS
COMMERCIAL SCOUTS

Seeks all types,

emphasizing ethnics

and children.

Call 553-9941
for your FREE

Video Slate session.

M-F 9am-12noon

ASSISTANT TO ATTORNEY— light typing,

phones, filing. 9—1, M—F. Call after 3,

(213)859-8499.

ATTENTION!!! DANCERS/GYMNISTS/
YOGINIS— Learn how to earn $40-»/hr.

Teach: QIMAX. Free training. Jim
(213)476-2234.

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY needs part-tifT>e

bilingual (Spanish) legal assistant.
(213)855 1861.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for nrxHion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (21 3)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, u\d television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (618)563-2021.

CENTURY CITY LAW FIRM needs clerk.

Full-time WordPerfect desirable. Contact Mer-
rill Interrante (213)277-5941.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR- Must be
energetic and love kids. MUST have experi-

erKe teaching children 6 morHhs-7 years
required. Terrific opportunity. Part-time
(213)288-0258

FT CLERICAL, good phor^e skills, computer
knowlege, reliable. Santa Monica, LONC-
TERM. V-Shr. (213)453-6422.

aERICAL/ SECRETARIAL, PT, must be com-
puter literate with good language skills. Possi-

ble 4-year commitment. Law office.

(213)391-7013.

CLERK needed for Community Service Officer

Ppogranw. To work 15-20hr8A^ek, day or
evenings. Light typing, filing, phones, good
communication stcills, vMxking knowledge of
WordPerfect anchor Lotus 1 23 preferred. Con-
tact Cindy Stanworth at 206-5473 or pick up
application at CSO office, 601 Westwood
Plaza.

COMPUTER SYSTEM PROGRAMMER famil-

iar w/ 1-2-3/d-Base, etc. Needed to write daU
base management program for hospital marv
agement company Richard (213)206-2633.

DRY aEANING COUNTERPERSON, P/T,

will train, approx 20hr/wk, 2-3 afternoons,

3:30-7:30-f8hrs Saturday. Starts
$6-7.5Q^r.-ffree dry cleaning. Yev-round
position. Call for interview 213-474-6525.

EDITORIAL SERVICES AND GHOST WRIT-
ING to finish a book Reasonable pay. Contact
Farah (618)753-3327.

EXPLOSIVE INTERNATIONAL CO. needs help
immediately. Earn S500-$200G^rTH>. PT or

$3,000-56,000 IffX). FT (213)285-6410.

FILING. $Mir. Flexible hours. 15-20 hnAwk.
Eye medical group Ask for )ay (21 3)937-61 1 1

.

FILM AND TELEVISION PRODUCTION
COMPANY looking for interns. Flexible hours.

No experience necesary. Richard.
(21 .3)6Sa0942.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or more depending
on qualification; Spanis^nglish skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;

filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid

Diamond. (213)475-0481.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs sales/all

around help. Sonrw experierKe necessary
20-40 hrsAveek. Call Marjie 206-4000.

FURNITURE MANUFACTURER, near San
Diego Freeway and Florence Avenue, rteeds

intelligent person for general office work. 20
hrsAvk. Start $Mir. Phone (213)671-5400.

$$$$$$$$$
C^MiinKivi.il/inJu^m.il i\c.jl

hsf.irc ririn h,iN r\\ocjur\ L-w

l^oMtuMi^ ,i\.iil.ihk' I\o"-*.-.iah

.itnhiriv'ns V nKlKl.Trc '

(213)829-2900
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30 Help Wanted

GENERAL OFFICE HELP. PT, reliable, detail-

oriented, approx. 10-15 hrs/wk. $7.50^r.
4525 Wilshire. Call (213)965-6245.

•HANDY PERSON* $fl^r, flexible hours,

close to UCLA. ExperierKe wAvirMk>w wash-
ing, painting -t- repairs; helpful but not neces-

sary. (213)476-1510.

•***HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE*— who like

having fun needed for part-time arvJ full-time

work. David (213)399-5994.

••••HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE**** who like

having fun needed for part-time and full-time

work. David (213)399-5994.

ITALIAN TO ENGLISH, english to ftalian

interpreter needed. Native Kalian speaker
required. Tom Jones (213)826-4240.

LIVE-IN security position available. 5 min.
UCLA, kieal for grad. student. Room, salary,

benefits. Call (213)471-3660 between
6-1 0pm, Wed-Fri.

LOOKIN FOR RESPONSIBLE warm intelligent

individual to enjoy terrific room arxJ board
plus some expenses in exchange for PT
chaufferin^ tutoring babysitting/ helping two
great 10-yr-old children and golden retriever

named Jake in beautiful Brentwood honrw:,

10-minutes UCLA. Private guesthouse w/
kitchen & bath, off pool. Live-irV live-out

optional. Apply c/o Elizabeth (213)394-2870.

MARKETING ASSISTANT: Small company
with big future looking for permanent p^
marketing assistant. Excellent opportunity to

participate in the daily activities of a busir>ess

software program. Lots of responsibility ar>d

hands on experience. 25hr^wk. Call Jennifer

Berson (213)477-3924.

NURSE/RN FOR MD OFFKTE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME. TOP SALARY,
FULL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111.

NURSING ASSISTANT for young paralyzed
female. Experience. Perfect for student. A\V
afternoons, $9/hr. Overnight, $30. Non-
smoker (213)391-0145.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, P/T for museum quality

piaure frame shop. (213)659-1655.

PART-TIME OFFICE help, computer experi-

ence necessary, 181 5 Centinella for an appli-

cation. (213)829-6836.

PART-TIME Shoe sales, Beverly Center. Sat,

Sun, Mon - 2 to 3 evening^. $6.5(Vhr -
depending on experience. (213)657-5183,
Roz or Debbie.

PART-TIME BOOKKEEPER. DACEASY/LOTUS
1-2-3 required. Flexible hours. Congenial
atmosphere. Tye between 2:30-5:00,
(213)623-3147 non-profit organization.

PART-TIME RECEPTKDNISTAYPIST needed
for entertainment business management firm.

Norvsnr>oker with neat appearar>ce. $7/hr.

afternoons and Saturdays beginning Feb.l.

Career opportunity. (213)826-0800.

PART-TIME COUNTER HELP. Santa Monica
bakery. Experience helpful, 9-1 1 :30am, mon-
Fri, 9-5 Sat. (213)576^966.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON ^^ci^f^ to drop and
pick up 1 4-yr-old from school weekdays. Must
have own car. (213)858-1301.

RN, LVN, or DERM ASSISTANT needed for

Saturdays only. Busy Beverly Hills dermatol-

ogy office. References required. Ask for Diane.
(213)273-0467.

KARI MICHAELSON
"Katie' from the NBC series

*GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Brum)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(213)399-1481 or (818)3600760

EARN up to

$150 Der HDonlh
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
, or iptormai.on Ca^ce' pa! e'^'s

Cai' Ar^na throug'^ou: I A t>e'^e'

;

(8'8) 986 ''883 '-o'- yo^' pare patron

49M Vin Nuvt Blvd Shtrmsn Oiks

Field Representative'

Student Fee Analyst:
UC Student Assoc, seeks

grassroots organizer

w/knowiedge of student tee

issues. Located at UCLA.
Prefer applicants w/knowledge

of Student government, and

car, mileage reimbursed.

$18,000/yr plus benefits.

Resume, lerrer, -^nd

3rersby8/9/91 to

Field Rep Search, 926 ]

Street, #522, Sac, CA 95814.

(916)447-8272

for more info.

30 Help Wanted 30

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially In San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $1 S^r. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector

up to $20,000/yr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964-4166 ext. 22.

SECRETARY. Real Estate Firm. 9-5pm, light

typing. Beverly Hills. Call for appointment.

Jack (213)271-0101.

STLJDENTS r>eeded evenings for door-to-door

distribution and telephone calls. $6/hr +
incentives. Call Steve (213)572-6163.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN in

Japan for l-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko
(213)337-7006 ext.214.

TELEMARKETINCy SALES. FT- career oppor-
tunity selling healthcare managen>ent consult-

ing services to executives. Seeking leadership

and competency. Tracy (213)208-2633.

GREAT SUMMER JOB. ..EARN S7/HOUR
PLUS BONUS. WE TRAIN. ..YOU GAIN. FLEX-
IBLE HOURS AVAILABLE. CALL UCLA AN-
NUAL FUND (21 3)206-2050.

US MAIL JOBS $1 1 .77 to $1 4.90/$l 2 fee. Now
Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Necessary.
1-900-286-1666 ext. llSi

WANTED FOR TWELVE YEAR-OLD daughter
of father UCLA Dean and Mother M.D.,
responsible individual to drive child in AM and
occasionally PM during school year arnJ

supervise son>e activities next six weeks. Car
will be provided. Good pay. Contact during
day (213)659-9363.

WANTED: FT PRESCHOOL TEACHER,
8:45am-3pm. Experience or credential neces-
sary. Car necessary. Great benefits: medical,
dental + more. Starting salary, $1 5,000 calen-

dar year. Crestwood Nursery School, West-
side. Ask for Rose, Barbara or Cathy
(213)472-1566.

W,*«NT TO WORK on a great short filoi? Call

Cold Sweat Productions at (213)552-0057.

WORK—STUDY JOB. Summer & schi yr.

lOhrsywk. $9.oe^r. Clerical assistance in

running professional journal. Experience with
word processing and data-base programs on
PCs desirable. Call C.R. Gallistel, Psychology,
206-7932 & leave message.

WE BREED SI CCESS
LKAKN

KNTKRr.MWIKM/MrsiC
in HLR KKLVnONS
InttM'ii at major P.K.

. tlnn in Hollywood.
(irt\at opi)oi1uiiity to

l(\'irn and ^^ain

fil'SlluUUl 4'XJi4WnCt^,

Call Audrv'
(213) 659-6 100

Job Opportunities 32

FNTERPRENEURS WANTED! Alumni will

show you how to start business, earn unlimited

cash. Call! (213)399-6615.

INTERNATIONAL CO. needs people with
personal contacts in Germany. No ceiling on
your incorT>e. (213)285-6410.

LOAN PROCESSOR. Minimum 2 years experi-

ence processing real estate loarv from opening
to closing. Piccard Financial, Beverly Hills.

(213)652-5566.

Natltial Markttlii Hph Expaaiiii!

• MGMT TRAINEES •
NEEDED FOR 5 NEW OFFICES
Must be motivated •* outgoing

Sports-minded/health

(213)281-7858

I'VE FOUND AN
EXCITING WAY

to build your own business while

attending college. Earn

substantial part-time incofne w/

nominal investment cost.

Serious Inquiries Only.

Call Bruce Hesse

(213)961-5512

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER for 2 year-old boy. 2 evesAvk.
Mar Vi^»l l?^fer*r»r« f^t|!rf<^ rjiT n nllMt I i«a

(213)459-2750 (day), (213)390^18, (eve).

MOTHER'S HELPER: WLA, Tu,Th,F, 3-6:30
(flexible), $6 25Atr After school care, light

housekeeping. Must drive. Refererxxs. Start

late August. Call Kate. (213)277-6968.

NANNY WANTED. M-F, PT, 2 children, 2 & 6,

must have own car. Live-out. Westside.

(213)399-1344.
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Job Opportunities 32 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

EDUCATIONAL AIDE WANTED FOR
BRIGHT, CHARM-
ING 8-YR-OLD GIRL WITH PHYSICAL
HANDICAP to drive to school and be personal

aid. Hrs. »—3:30, M—F. Live-in seperate guest

Kouse/or out. CiT necessary. Salary negotiable.

Call (213)933-1406.

NEED LOVING PERSON to help with children

•f household. Full-time, live-iry/oul, driver's

license. (213)476-1427

ONE DAY/WEEK Monday or Friday, girl, 6, Vi

day. Boy, 2, all day. Car preferred.

(213)474-5885.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON NEEDED. My home.
Flexible hours. $6Air. Need own transporta-

tion. Call Sue (213)206-7528.

SEEKING BABYSITTER: 2 momings/wk. for

friendly 18-month old. WLA. Call Orly (213)

935-7114

Apartments for Rent 49

1-BED/ 1-BATH. $625. 20 min. to UCLA.
Bright, airey, charming. Robyn
(213)954-0783.

1-BED APT, Partly fumished, utilities paid,

1-year lease. $650. No pets. (213)207-2097.
Please call after 6pm.

1 -BEDROOM. $600/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

2-FEMALE SENIOR students seeking 2 females
to share 2-bedroom furnished apartment. Sec-

urity, 20-minute walk to campus. $365/mo.
Karen, 575-3310, 575-3532.

5-MILES EAST UCLA. North Wilshire, 2-bed-
room, $825. 1 -bedroom, $650. Bachelor,

$440. 8pm- 10pm. (213)859-0365.

$775. LARGE QUIET modern 1 -bedroom/
1-bath. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c.

(213)837-0761. 1426 Barrington.

$995. LARGE QUIET modern 2-bedroom/
2-bath. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c.

(213)837-0761. 1426 Barrington.

BEST LOCATION IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 + 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, VC, patios and views.

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA + the village. Subterranncan
parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss -»-

Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $715. 1-BDRM,
HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH STYLE
4-PLEX. 'A BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $850/MO. 2
BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER
ST.(2 13)639-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS, $450, large bachelor, newly
decorated, utilities included. 21 7 South Tower
Drive. (213)852 0880, (818)789-5429.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE-

MODELED LUXURY BUILDING. POOL,
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD PRIME, $825, large 1-bed,

fireplace, intercom, patio, dishwasher, air-

cood, built-in bookcases, walk-in closet, sub-

garage, cable ready. No pets. 11661 Goshen,
adjacent Wilshire and San Vicente. 820-1 71 7.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. $1130. 2-bed/
2-bath. Full kitchen, fireplace, laundry, bal-

cony, parking. (213)471-6744, David.

BRENTWOOD $1100 2-bed + 2-bath, $550
bachelor. Near shops, schools, businesses.

Parking available. (213)410-1499 or
671-8570.

BRENTWOOD, $1100, 3-BED/ 1-BATH,
11651 GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT
APT., PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR AP-
POINTMENT. (21 .3)9.19-1 732.

Luxury Living

At Student Prices!
• SoocKXs neotea orva or conortoneO roomj'

• Prrvote BothfOOm OfK3 S^K^%^ef'

• Never more trion two itvxients oer room'

• Sote . Quet environment*

• New tounofy crK3 vendMXJ mocnines*

• Seoorore stuOv ono TV tourtges'

• Cat3te TV'

• weignt Room and Gom© Room!

• Boskettxji ond Vdevooi Court'

• P'tenty of Free Porhmg"

• Oorx;es. porriej. moviej. escooe tnos.

&oft)ecues corx:erT$, lectures ana more'

It's ail waiting for you ir) beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLA!
Th« University of Judaism Residence Halls

213-476-9777. ext 259

What can you land for $350 a month?
Quality Housing in a Jewish Atmosphere

•Newly Renovated Fumished Rooms
•Kosher Meals •Social Activities

•Quiet Study Areas •Rec Room
•Enclosed Parking

Across the street from Campus

CHABAD HOUSE, 741 Gayley Ave- Call 208-7511

HUCLA
OUSING

UNIVERSIITAPARTMENTS

For Single Students
* Month-to-Month Rental Agreement
* Fully Fumished
* Walk to Campus

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

CALL 825-2293 or

825-8496 (24 hr recorded message)

BRIGHT SPACIOUS SINGLE, upper. Ap-
pliances, parking, mosX utilities included.

(213)397-8058.

BRFNTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY— 3846 Prospect Ave.
SllSCVmo. large 3-bcd/2-bath. Parking, laun-

dry, dishwasher, stove. (213)837-1906.

CULVER Ciry $740 2-BED/1 -BATH, enclosed
garage, no pets. (213)397-0415.

EFFICIENCY 1-BED. Security building, stove,

dishwasher, large closet, balcony, rooftop spa.

Quiet. $735 and up. (213)836-3559.

FURNISHED SINGLE, individual "balcony,
laundry fascilities, offstreet parking, sundeck,
utilities included. Quiet building only serious

students need to apply. $565. (213)826-7068.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath apartment, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield
Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

NOW LEASING large singles and bachelors.
Utilities paid. Walking distance UCLA. From
$4 so/mo. Call Paul (213)824-9754.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
fumished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City
and Westwood. 3258
Overland.(21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS. 1 -Bedroom $595, Single $475, Ba-
chelor $375. Sharp, large, redecorated. Prime
location. 3351 Vinton (Motor/National). No
pets. (213)576-5540.

PALMS: 1 -bedroom, deluxe upper, $715,
fireplace, locked building, gated entry, no
pets. Available 8/15. (213)652-0847/
837-5831.

PALMS, 2-bed/ 2-bath, upper, built-ins, suit-

able for three, no pets. $850. Canfield, north
of National. (213)479-1075, (213)839-1026.

PALMS, 3-bedroom quiet upper, owner's unit.

Suitable for four. No pets. $1200. Canfield,

north of National. (213)479-1075, (213)839-
1026. ^
PALMS 3-bed/3-balh, $1300. 2-bed/2-bath,

$950. Modem, 4years new. Air, dishwasher,
fireplace, gated parking. 10 minutes to \JCiA
by bus. (213)838-5039.

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area
$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, 1s and 2s

•Pool, Spa. Fitness Center, Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

6UW
06nrT>e^

3636 S Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

'On Selected Units

An R & B Managed Property EHO

PALAIS $615—795. 1 and 2-bedrooms. Ap-

pliances, pool, parking, laundry. 3455 Jas-

minc. No pets. 454-4754.

PALMS, $675 & $1125, 1 & 3-bedrooms, big

rooms, move-in bonus. 10-minutes to UCLA.
(618)377-2668.

PALMS, $85(ymo. beautiful 2-bed/2-balh, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, $895, new 2+2. All amenities. A^,
fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (213)390-5996.

PALMS: deluxe 1 -bedroom, $685, patio, fire-

place, locked building, gated entry, no pets.

Available 8/1. (213)652-0847/837-5831.

PALMS. Own room in 3 bed/1 Vi bath

spacious apartn>ent. 7 miles from UCLA. Own
parking spot. Only $30(Vmo. -f $350 deposit.

Available August 15. (213)204-0937. Ask for

Matt.

PICO/ ROBERTSON, $600, l-bedroofW
1 -bath, upper, carpet, drapes, stove, refrigera-

tor, newly painted. (213)688-0140,
(213)557-0710.

PRIME LOCATION, between Santa Monica
and Olympic on Bundy. $685, large 1 -bed-

room, stove, refrigerator, nice patio, good
management. (213)820-7049.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2+2, $725-$875.
Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 1 3406
Moorpark St. (818)884-6691.

SINGLE APARTMENT. Fumished. Near UCLA.
Clean, quiet. Pool, parking, laundry. S6]0/mo
+ security. (213)473-9976, before 8pm.

SPACIOUS 1 -BDRM: secured, pool, #6 CC bus
to UCLA. Takeover $600 August. Sublease

with option to lease September onwards. No
move-in cost. ASAP. 390-2880

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH. Santa Monica
prime location. Carport. $821.97. Mr. Kim
(213)829-1851.

SPACKXJS 2-BEO/2-BATH, $850, new car-

pets & drapes. Quiet residential area (near

icMftvuutrriaun/ Call uu/^/ .>-0 1 oO

SUBLEASE large 1 -bedroom apartment near

UCLA. Pool, MI, refrigerator, dishwasher.

Reduced to $855. (213)826-2521.

UNIVERSir\r APARTMENT for single students.

Month to nrH)nth rental agreement, fully furn-

ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

GAYLEY NAINOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people

across street from UCLA
walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
209-8798

WEST L.A.
Prime: 10 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den witfi pool,

sauna, Jacuzzi, gym, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-
models open doily

(213)474-1111

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central
heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,
sun deck, 2 car
parking in secure

garage, will allow 4
students per
apartment.
From $1200 -

2 weeks free with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477^858

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

tree parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

Lmini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry

facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for

faculty/staff, 1 and 2 bdrm., unfurnished,

adjacent to DCLA. Call 206-1947/206-3085.

Mon-Fri., 8am-5pm.

VENICE, $1140, new 3-bedroonV 2-bath,

dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-

kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2289.

VENICE BEACH FLAT, sundeck, W/D. to share

with PhD student. No Smoking.
$40CVmo+deposit. 9/1. (213)823-5791

VENICE BEACH! $850. Large 1 -bedroom.
Steps to sand. Appliances, hardwood floors,

parking, no pets. 24 Brooks Ave.
(213)821-4887.

WESTWOOD 705 Gayley. 1 bed $850, bache-

lor $495 quiet, spacious, garden, new carpet,

furnished (21 3)459-561 8,(21 3)474-3626.

WESTWOOD. $1350- $1650. Terrific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C, patio, micro-

wave. 1 71 1 Malcolm, Vi -mile campus.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2-bed-

room, $1425. Hardwood floors, new carpet,

laundry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD 1440 VETERAN AVENUE.
Bright cheerful 1 -bedroom + loft (converts to

2nd bedroom). Near UCLA, Federal Building,

Wilshire offices. High ceilings, mirrors, AAI,
new paint/carpets, lots of storage, all kitchen

appliances. 24-hour security complex, has
pool, spa, gym, sauna, sundeck, fish-pond,

waterfall. $1250/mo., includes all utilities.

1-car parking space. (213)650-1105.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$595, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, 2bd/1ba,

$1480. 10990 Strathmore. 213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-

nus special. Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,

(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile 10 UCLA
Bachelors. Singles, 1 Bedroom.
2 Bedroom
Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

PALM
ROYALE
APTS

$895-$1300/month

LAixurious 1+2 bedrooms
with all amenities.

Quiet surroundings.

Perfect

for serious students.

SPECIAL MOVE-
IN BONUS
for more info.

Call 390-7600

3420 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

uper Discounted
Summer Rates

* pool
* spa
* sauna
* gym
gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818
535 Gayley

* now accepting
applications for fall term
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WESTWOOD $1 100 up.Front 2bed/2batK
carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-
Grange. TAmiles from UCLA
213-475-6165.

WESTWOOD $925 1 bed, charming, hard-
wood floors, shutters, private patio, 2<ar
parking, laundry, outside BBQ. 279-1 887

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-bedroom, charm-
ing garden apts. Hardwood floors, dishwasher,
tile kitchen. Midvale north of Leverine'
(213)839-6294. ^

WESTWOOD. $985-1l95/MO
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NE-W TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING. (21 3)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, SPACIOUS 2bd/2ba, pool, ja-
cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW
$1 290-$1 500/mo. Come and see.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD. $90Q/mo and up. 1-bdrm.,
S1400/mo and up 2bd/2bth, gym, Jacuzzi'
Walk to
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

WESTWOOD $1 1 50 2bed+1 V, town apt. 1 .2

miles to UCLA, parking on property and street

459-6800

WESTWOOD $795. Extra large 1 -bed/1 -bath.
1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

SUMMER SPECIAL
Very Practical

5 min Walk to UCLA
2bcjrm 2bath - $800

Private Room & Bath, share kitchen-$400

633 Gayley 208-5920

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2
Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

FALL
RENTALS
1B0RM, 1BA $900/1 BDRM 2BA $925

1B0RM DEN $1050/2MSTR BDRM $1440

LARGE UNITS SOME W/BALCONIES

*Walk to CampusA^illage*
Controlled Entry, Elevator

(213) 208-4835

Casablanca West Apts

Short term

1Bd, 1&2 Bath Apts

Quick Walk to UCLA
Pool, Sundeck
Gated Parking

530 Veteran Avenue
208-4394

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 1 BD. 2BD
$725 and up

All amenities

-t-Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

WLA $1 1 25, 2-bed/2 bath, new luxury condo-
style, gated. WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY
$1 250, new luxury condo-style, gated. PAl MS
$850—950, 2-bed/1-bath or 2-balh, security
building, quiet location. (213)471-0883.

WLA, 1-BDRM $685, carpet, stove, conve-
nient location, 1 51 9—21 Purdue Ave. 1 0-min.
to UCLA (213)391-2874.

WLA. 1-BED, $725, 2-BED, $995. Furnished/
unfurnished, refrig., gated, quiet, parking. 5
min. UCLA. (213) 312-3638.

WLA 2-BED/1-BATH $795/mo., bachelor
$450/mo. Laundry, parking, easy to UCLA.
(213)822-6487.

WLA $460- $485. Large, quiet bachelor. Pool,
laundry, BBQ. Easy bus to UCLA. No pets.

1621 Westgate Ave. (213)820-1121.

WLA, $525, bachelor, furnished/ unfurnished,
microwave, refrigerator, hotplate, quiet build-
ing, close to UCLA. (213)826-7888.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowed, patio. 1412 Brockton Avenue
(818)368-6732, (213)478-8924.

WLA, $850-900. Charming 1+1 and 2+1.
Excellent area, parking. Close to buslines.

1331 Wellesley. (213)965-7644. WonH last.

WLA: Cosy 1-bed/ 1-bath apartment, private.
$595. And roomy 1 -bed/ 1 -bath duplex, $71
2478 Corinth. (818)706-3522.

Summer Special $200 off

Single, 1 , 2 & 3 BDRM
all close to UCLA

Perfect fbr Students or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt
Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huge,

Luxury 1 & 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra large closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208-8685

555 GLENROCK
Corner of Glenrock & Levering

Walk to Campus

FALL RENTALS
Studio up to 2 people

T+T for up to 3 people^^

^ 2+2 for up to 5 people

VS. Models Open Daily >

^^<S\ 824-9691

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

$1375andup2 + 2
Patio, Secure, Prime

Location

Utilities paid; tx>nus w/ lease

10635 Wilshire

(213)470-3006

L

475 Gayley
Right Across From Campus
Charming Contemporary

1 & 2 Bedrooms
Designed for Sharing

Now leasing for

Summer and Fall

Roommate Matching Available

Open Daily

824-371

5

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Huge 2bd/2ba
Dual Master Bdrms

Up to 4 Students Per Unit

HiTech Bldg

Gated Parking

ruU Amenities

512 Veteran /Venue Apts.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5
MIN WALK TO UCLA. FULL KrrCHEN, A/C,
WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $825—5925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700.(2 13)206-8881.

WLA, NOW OPEN, BRAND NEW. 2481
Corinth Avenue. High tech, spacious floor

plan, fireplace, dishwasher, stove, walk- in

closet, private sundeck, gated parking, wet-
bar. (213)479-5758. Open weekends 11-5.

WLA, PICO/LA CIENEGA. $750/mo. 2-bed-
room, stove, refrigerator, carpets. By appoint-
ment (213)279-2002.

Apartments Furnished 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Fumished bachelor,
$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished
single. Meal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4632.

Apts. Unfurnished 61

1 AND 2 BEDROOM apartments. Ohio and
Sawtelle. $65(ymo. 1% miles to UCLA.
(213)477-5758. ^
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS w/appliance$ now
available. Desirable location. Walk to campus.
Quiet building. (213)208-1625.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bcdrx>om $850-5915. Ap-
pliances. Lease to two. Zip 90025. Near
Wilshire + UCLA. (213)826-8461.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa
Monica. Refrig, larg^ patio, conven. shopping.
5685/mo. 620-7049.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, 5600. 1 -Bedroom.
North of Wilshire. Exceptionally spacious,
hardwood floors, no pets. (213)653-5435.

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE AREA. 51250
2bd/2ba CONDO. A^, fireplace, balcony,
locked building and ga.-age(2), appilaiitta,

pool, light, quiet. (213)553-6662.

CULVER CITY 5745 + up. 1-bed, quiet, upper
front, air, dishwasher, large closets, no pets.

(213)839-8800.

LARGE 2- bedroonVl%-bath. Security, car-
pels, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,
parking. No pets. 51050. 1500 Purdue.
(213)477-5256, (213)931-1160.

OHKD AVENUE 2-bed, 5895. Built-ins, pool,
<^uiet, garden-like, close to UCLA on bus route.
(213)477-9955.

PALMS: 1BD. 5650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2-Bedroom, con-
vient location. 5795. Eves (213)254-1565
(213)275-1427.

PALMS AREA. 1 -bedroom, 5780. 2-bed/
2-bath, 5950. Newly renovated, secure build-
ing, fireplace, A/C, dishwasher, stove.
(213)287-1609.

SANTA MONICWVESTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath
51100/month-Summer Special 5950,
(213)477-8671. BRENTWOOD 2-bed/1-bath
8, 2-bed/2bath 5895-950 (213)820-5610.

WESTWOOD, 107S7'A Wilkins at Selby, 2
stories, 2-bed/ 1%-bath. Great location
475-4776.

WESTWOOD, 1390 VETERAN. Bacheiorv
5550, 1 -bedrooms 5625 available. Excellent
location. Eves (213)275-1427 or
(213)540-4425.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom, bills paid, sunny,
pool, Jacuzzi, security, maid. 5995
(213)470-6924.

WLA, large, clean 1-bedroonV 1-bath. Ap-
pliances, carpets drapes, refrigerator; near
LXTLA, VA, buslines. 5650. (213)476-7116.

WLA, 2-bedroom, 5965, drapes & carpet,
convenient location, 1332 Wellesley
(213)391-2874.

WLA 5460 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tOf, quiet. 1633 Corinth. 826 6907.

WLA 5695 1 -bedroom. Walk to marketAxiS
1242 Barry at Wilshire. Close to LKILA
(213)395-2903.

WLA 5720 1 -bed/1 -bath. Carpet, drapes, re

frigerator, balcony. 1633 Corinth. 826-6907

WLA, $825 MOVES YOU IN, 1 -bedroom in

clean, quiet building. UCLA bus stop.
5625/mo. 2577 Sepulveda (618)769-3076

WLA. One-bedroom. 585(ynw.Security build-
ing, drapes, carpet, parking,walk to
LX:LA.1450 Midvale (21 3)391 -2674

Apartments to Share 52

BEVERLY/ FAIRFAX. Spacious upper Spanish
duplex. 5625. 3-f2. W.D., fireplace, security

Female grad. student preferred, non-smoking.
quiet (213)954-0673.

BRENTWOOD, 2-^2 apartment, unKimdhcd,
private parking, w/ clean responsible non-
smoker, quiet person. 55000/mo.
(71 3)626^2867 eves, 6-1 1pm.

BRENTWOOD, Wilshir^arrington h.ghrise,

ocean/clly view. 2-bd/2-bth
Cym,pool,security. 5550/nM>, including utili-

ties. (213)312-0850.

RRFNTWOon Sunny ?*2, own room, park
ing, balcony, high ceiling. 5S2SAno +iJtilities.

Suzanne (213)207-2766.

BRENTWOOD: Own room. 555(ymo. includ-
ing utilities. Pool, sauna, gym,
security. Available immediately.
(213)472-7465.

FEMALE, VENICE/ MAR VISTA Own bed-
room, share bath. 537S/mo. (213)390-9691

^fxwmfmemfmemef^wmei^
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Your artistic and creative ideas could
yield you a tiandsome profit in the year
atiead. Discuss them with friends and
associates who might have sound mar-
keting suggestions.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Be alert at this

time for an opportunity that could prove
to be rather profitable thanks to two
people with whom you share close rela-

tionships. Trying to patch up a broken
romance? The Astro-Graph Matchmak-
er can help you understand what to do
to make the relationship work. Mail $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Matchmaker, c/o this

newspaper, P.O. Box 91428. Cleveland.
OH 44101-3428.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Conditions
that have been a trifle restrictive will be
alleviated today, giving you the chance
to improve your social life. You'll now
have more freedom to pick and choose
both activities and companions.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) For best re-
sults today, keep what you hope to ac-
complish limited to the parties directly
Involved. You do not want to tip your
hand prematurely.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Throur
the auspices of a friend, you may len
of something new today that will cajj-
ture your fancy. In fact, you could easily
become devoted.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) You
are likely to find that individuals, whose
cooperation is essential to your imme-
diate needs, are more helpful than usual
today. Unfortunately, tomorrow might
not evoke a similar response.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Con-
centrate today on plans that not only af-
fect the Immediate, but also impact
events approximately two weeks down
the road. It's important that you look
ahead
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Give as
much attention as possible today to a
joint venture that has good financial
probabilities This endeavor could be a
winner.

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) Lay the
groundwork today for a significant
agreement you're contemplating so
that, once negotiations are completed,
everything will go off as anticipated.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) As of today,
conditions that have an effect upon
your career should grow more harmoni-
ous This is a cycle where ambitions can
be advanced.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Benefits
other than social ones can be gained at
this time through a new friend you re-
cently met This relationship is worth
cultivating.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) A domestic
disturbance that has been keeping
things off balance a bit can now be rec-
tified without leaving any scars on the
parties Involved.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Circum-
stances might start drawing you closer
to someone with whom you've always
felt you had little in common. Wow. are
you in for a pleasant surprise!
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Apartments to Share 52 Room for Rent

MIOVALE PLAZA II: Spacious, pool & Jacuzzi.

Female to share for August. Call Jill 206-5883.

OWN RCXDM In 2-bedroom Apartment. 10
minutes from UCLA. $362.5(ymonth. AvaiK
able a/6. Carl (213)397-6306.

PICCVROBERTSON. EnorrDous bedroom in

gorgeous 2+1 . Private entrance, washer/dryer,

piano, garage. $475. (213)275-5054.

SANTA MONICA BEACH area. $500. Female
only. Call jeanie (213)936-7181.

SHARE 2-BED. APT. Ocean view. Summer
(longer^) Off Ocean Ave. in S.M. Non-smoker.
$450 - util. (213)394-4313.

SHARE beautiful, furnished apt. 2-bed/ 2-bath.

Available Aug. 4. Pool, security. No deposit.

$50(Vmo. f^ar UCLA. (213)471-7861.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/1-B\ share v^Aemale.
Available now, good location, near UCLA.
1245 Brockton. (213)820-5489.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, BH adjacent 2-large

bedroonV2-full bath, modem security build-

ing, parking. $575 + utilities. Sunny, quiet.

(213)655-2366.

WLA 8/1 . Non-smoking, quiet, responsible

woman, prefer grad. Own room in 2BD/1 BA.
$380/mo -^ deposit. (213)479-7294.

WLA, FULLY FURNISHED. 2-bedroofTV 2-bath
to share. Suitable for GRAD, professor. $475
(w/ utilities), pool. (213)575-4320.

WLA. Furnished bedroom with private bath.

Large closet, kitchen privileges SA50/mo, utili-

ties included. Female. Francis (213)390 3855.

YOUR OWN ROOM in Westwood for $400.
Walk to campus. Call (213)288-4191.

Roommates 53

$367 OWN ROOM 3becV2bath Campus
close, non-smoker. Female preferred.
444-4967 ^
AVAILABLE SEPT.1, $365. New building,

security, washing facilities, sundeck, Jacuzzi.

Karen (213)575-3532.

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. Fe-

male to share room. Very large. Security, pool,

laundry. $365, must see. (213)820-0187.

BRENTWOOD TOWNHOUSE. Large 2+2, all

amenities, secure, private. Female, non-
smoker. No dogs. $520 + 'A utilities.

(213)820-1120.

FALL QUARTER ONLY. Share beautiful, huge,

2-be<V2-bath. Considerate, neat female. Adj.

Mormon Temple. %37S/mo. (213)474-6902.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share master in

2bd/2ba. Security bldgVparking. Pool. Walk to

UCLA. $425/mo. Debbie or Linda.
(213)475-9117

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: 2bd/2blh
apt. in Palms. 0¥vn room. Contact Erin at

(213) 280-0197.

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED ASAP to

share very spacious 2-bec^ 2-bath. Fully furn-

ished. Pool & Jacuzzi. Price negotiable.

(213)208-6566.

FEMALE SHARE RCXDM in 2-bedfoom/2-balh
aparlnr^ent across from LICLA on Cayley.
(213)206-7797. $262/nrK)nth.

LOVELY LARGE 4 BED HOME seeking room-
mates. Near Wilshire busline. All anienities,

full security. (213)965-0585.

MALE AND/OR FEMALE to sublet big apart-

ment, Strathmore. $250/mo. Dan
(213)208-8255 or Chrissy (209)578-2332.

MALE TO SHARE BDRM in 2-bed apt. 1-mile

from campus. $31(Vnx>. Move in Aug. 1.

(213)476-4077.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE. Rent, $320.00
No deposit, or>e-bedroom, near V.A. hospital.

Parking (213)478-2580, Angelica.

OWN ROOM in gorgeous Hilgard condo.
Must be female, non-smoker, NEAT. $55(Vmo.
'91-'92. Lisa (213)824-3775.

PALMS. Own room, share bath. 3 miles from
campus Parking $366.66^mo. + low deposit

(213)837-5949.

QIUET MALE needed to share modern luxuri-

ous 2-bed/2-bath, Wilshire condo for school

year. Walk to campus. S4O0/mo. includes all

utilities. Move-in immediately.
(213)624-2147

QUIET MALE/FEMALE TO SHARE spaciouis

2-sotry, 2-bedroom townhouse in WLA. All

amenities, Jacuzzi, weightroom. Close to

UCLA. Call David.
(21 3)838- 3e38;(21 3)391 -9597

ROOMMATF WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in

Beverly Hills $425/mo. (213)273-8252.

SANTA MONICA— own bedroom in large

3-bed apartnr>enl. 9 blocks from beach. Tony
456-0953.

SEPTEMBER 2 FEMALES share a bcdrrom
$350 each, one for own bedroom, $500.
Westwood (213)575-3220.

SMOKER W/CATS NEEDS ROOMMATE
room in MarVista townhome.
$367.50 + util/dep Available 8/1 S

213-397-4920

WESTWOOD: 2 roommates to share 2 -bed/

2-bath Two blocks from UCLA, parking,

security, pool; Aug 1 Rich (213)824-4678.

WESTWOOD, female to share 1 -bedroom
Close to campus. $241.67/mo. Move-in
a/1-iyi5. (213)624-0643.

WESTWOOD- share room in spacious 2+2,
furnished, parking, walk IX-LA, pool. Female
needed. $356 206-4290.

WLA, need 2 female roommates for 2-be(V
2-bath apartment Minutes drive from UCLA.
Range $400-$500 Kelly 1(408)867.2430

WLA, share room 2-br duplex. 3-miles campus
B.Busil, Available summer longer. $223.75.
John, Alex 213-207-6454.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA house, 624 Hilgard.

Have board and room for 91-92 academic
year. Call Mrs. Roberts 208-7185.

BRENTV^OOD, on Bundy near Sunset. Share
bathroom, kitchen + laundry privi ledges. Fe-

male only. $40(ynrxi. (213)476-6144, Bob.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $90(yquarter. Women students.

Mrs. Solat (213)206-6931.

LARGE PRIVATE ROOM w/bath. Pool, park-

ing, $400 + utilities. Encino, off 405.
Available now. (818)784-5315.

LARGE ROOM with private bath, private

entrance. First/ last months' required.

$425/mo. Female prefen^ed. (213)556-1773.

MAR VISTA room in house. $425/mo. Non-
smoker, vegetarian preferred. Furnished,
short-term. Safe neighborhood. 398-1055.

MAR VISTA AREA private room in house,

utilities included. $400. Close to everything.

21 3-621 -6974(dny$),
213-313-1990(evenings)

NORTH SANTA MONKIA, $365, room, bath,

kitchen privileges. Non-smoker, quiet, ideal

for grad student. (213)453-8508.

OPPOSITE CAMPUS, attractive, quiet room,
refrigerator, private bath, parking, nice home,
mature non-snnoking cat-lover. 472-7437.

PACIFIC PALISADES. Small bedroom in house.

10 min. UCLA. Quiet, responsible person.

$365 + util. (213)454-4372, (213)395-6533.

PRIVATE HOME, 1-mile campus, room w/
bath + privileges, SAOO/mo, including utilities.

(213)470-2206.

ROOM/ BATH, walk to UC\A, furnished,

kitchen privileges, no snfH>king, $375 utilities

included. (213)474-9905, am/pm.

ROOM IN 2-BEDROOM house, 18th/ Pico,

Santa Monica, $450. (213)285-3883.

ROOM W/ BATH, kitchen privileges. First +
last months rent. $380. Male only. 653-7660.

SANTA MONK> redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(21 3)394-21 75.

SUMMER RATES available in well-kept frater-

nity house. Albert 208-0984.

WESTCHESTER. Spacious room. 2-bed/
2-bath. 2-story apt. $362.1 7/nx). Balcony,

dishwasher, microwave, pool, gym. Rachel
(213)641-4034.

WESTWOOD in private home, furnished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer
close to campus. Male. $450. (21 3)474-71 22.

WESTWOOD, private entrance, large, furn-

ished, patio, parking, kitchen privileges, male
preferred. $450 including utilities.

(213)475-4517.

WESTWOOD, walk UCLA, private room/
bath, new security building parking, kitchen,

laundry. Available imnr>ediately. SSOG/mo.
(213)470-9709.

WLA Bright, clean, beautiful, wood floor,

balcony. Furniture optional, female preferred.

1-block to bus. $525. (213)478-9735.

FEMALE BOARDER NEEDED
MASTER BEDROOM FOR RENT

WITH WALK-IN CLOSET

NEAR BEVERLY HILLS AND
CENTURY CITY

$350/MONTH + UTILITIES,

8721 AIRDROME ST LOS ANGELES. CA

90035 (HOUSE)

TEL/FAX (213)276-0822

NOTE HOUSE HAS A SMALL GYM

720 Hilgard Ave.
Room and Board for

Women Across the street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid p)er quarter)

(213)208-4151

Sublet 55

430 KELTON Top floor. Aug. 1 - Sept. 1 or mid
Sept. $325. Call Julie (213)824-0693.

BIG FURNISHED ROOM in 3-bed WLA
houie. Shared with 2 professional*. August— .

%ASO/mo (213)937 9248

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in 2-b«V2-bath
apt, Sept-Dec. Walking distance, pool/jacuai,
secured %2(iO/mo obo (714)734-0325.

NEEDED! subletter to rent for Aug. only.

Apartment fully furnished. Close to UCLA
Elissa 206-3967, (805)485 9432.

SUBLET FOR SEPT Steps to beach MDR
Peninsula 1-bed in 2-bed/ 2-bath. Fully furn

ished, laundry, parking, barbecue. Non-
smoker, grad/ professional preferred.
$6aO/neg. % utilities. Call (213)306-0536.

SUMMER SUBLETS. August-September. 940
Tiverton, nf>edlcal center adjacent. Price negot-
iahtr rail Fmily/ScfCfu (213)206 0603.

WESTWOOD, 1-bedroonV 1-bath, security

apartfT>ent and parking walk to UCLA, deck,
appliance*. Quiet. (213)477-5529

WESTWOOD August— Sept. 21. Female
roommate needed. Own bedroonr^ath. Furn-
ished. Cable. Near UCLA. $600/mo
(213)575-3271.

54 House for Rent 56

BARRINCTON/SANTA MONICA AREA,
3-bed/2-bath. $1 SStVrrH)., Access to all public

transportation. 10-minutes from UCLA.
(213)473-1677, Ken.

CULVER CITY, $1200/mo, 3-bedroom/
I'A -bath, patio, stove, refrigerator. Nice
area-1-block UCLA. Short-term.
(213)839-0796.

NORTH REDONDO BEACH: 2-bedroom, 1

1 /2-bath, immaculate, patio, small yard, quiet

street near beach, garage, no pets. $1 1 OG/mo.
(213) 559-6632.

RANCHO PARK/ WLA, $1550. Clean
3-bedroonV 1-bath house. Large yard, quiet

area and gardner. (213)837-2877.

SHERMAN OAKS, 3-bed/lV« -bath, $1550,
family room, 2 fireplaces, stove, gardener,
nearfashion Square, A/C. (818)789-4235.

VAN NUYS 2-BE[3ROOM/1-BATH. New car-

pet, paint, appliances, garage, large yard. Pet

okay. $110(ymo. (213)938-0234.

VENICE, $1250/rTH>, charming 1 -bedroom
house, 4-blocks from beach. Eat in kitchen,

stove, quiet, wide streets. Patio and porch.

(213)301-2423.

WLA. New duplex for rent. 1 -bed/1 -bath,

refrigerator, stove, backyard. No deposit, no
utilities. Pay $550/no. Call Christen
(213)934-3265.

House to Stiare 57

SANTA MONICA $625+'A util, 2+2 w/yard,

excellent location, hardwood floors, washer/
dryer, cable TV, parking available, r>o snrwk-

ing, pets. 453-4115

WLA, own room, $350, very cheerful and
bright. YareU private parking. Looking for

female. (213)826-8131.

House for Sole 58

$564,500 CEORCEOUS SPAINISH HOME in

mint condition v^th 3-bedrooms/2-baths. Re-

modeled kitchen. Updated baths. Hardwood
floors. Bright. Fabulous private yard with room
for pool. Sheri, Fred Sands Realtors

(213)473-6156.

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartrrwnts, hardwood floors, 2-blocks to

beach. Santa Monica. Room to add on, $495K.
395-5212.

CULVER CITY. Great buy. 2-bedroom house +
separate rental unit with *U bath, pool, hard-

wood floor. Moving out of state. $295,000.
(213)391-2944.

HOUSE— 3-becVl -bath, family room. 1 5 min.
to campus. Mar Vista. $31 OK. (21 3)397-7295.

MUST SELL - Prestigious hillside twnhm; view
of city Catalina. 3 -¥ Th . $269,900. Agt.

(213)945-1555.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA via Roscomare. 3+2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-

tly re-done $567,890. Dave (818)783-6875.

WHY COMMUTED A nearby house for the

price of a condo! 325k for a fast close. 3 + 2 +
2dens. Great home offic^tudio or use as

5-bedroom. 2272 Overland, North of Pico.

0¥vner (213)4708313.

Housing Needed 60

AUSTRALIAN WRITER needs house sitting

situation (Aug.-Oct.) in WLA/SM area Mar-
garet (213)653-0557.

LONG-TERM female grad student with courte-

ous Westie. Seeks guest house near UCLA.
Excellent references (918)485-2321 collect.

OWN ROOM in a house needed by new grad
student this fall. SanU Monica, West Los
Angeles. Mark, colled (805)962-7514.

UCLA POST-DOC RESIDENT and wile want
long-term house sitting situation. Clean, re-

sponsible, non-smokers, non-drinkers.
(213)441-4046.
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— Townshouse for Rent 66 Condos for Rent 69

SHERMAN OAKS, $1000/month 2-bed/
2-bath. Very new security building. Central air,

2-secure parking spaces. (818)784-9899.

WL\ $1495, 2-bed * den/ 2-balh.

townhouse, front unit,
(213)826-6907

Large

privacy.

Room/Board for Help 62 Condos for Sole 67

CHILDCARE- LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING,
rwarby UCLA, own car, Enjoy playing wAids.
Private roonVbath. Start Sept. Leave message.
(213)559-7186.

LIVE-IN: I want light housework in exchange
for private room/bath. Driving.
(213)826-3179.

RfSPONSIBLE PERSON wanted exchange for

light housekeeping and childcare. Flexible

hours. Car required. Eves (818)906-1349.

Room for Help 63

LIVE-IN PT half-day housepcrson to do er-

rands, handiwork in Beverly Hills honr>e. Offer
in exchange air-corxiitiof>ed room, full bath,

furnished, cable t.v., local telephone use,

w/d,pool use, separate entrance from patio.

Referer>ces, driver's licence required.
(213)273-2434, mornings 9am.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in euest-

house. Brentwood. 12V» hr^vk with 14
year-old boy. Driving, sports, helping with

honr>ework. (213)472-2628.

PERFECT FOR TWO male students to share

large guesthouse in Brentwood. Partial board
in exchange for each giving 1 2% hours/wk for

M-yr-old boy, driving, errands, help with
honr>ework, sporU (213)472 2628

Townhiouse for Rent 66

2-BED/2V. BATH TOWNHOME New sec

urity quiet building. No pets, central air. High
celling, balcony, fireplace. (213)473-7786.

1300 MIDVALE PENTHOUSE. Decorator's
masterpiece. Tell your folks, the numbers
make sense. 2-bed/2-bath. $287,000. Call
Kelly Elias. (213)278-9470.

1 -BEDROOM PENTHOUSE, 1-block from
UCLA, village view, doorman building with
pool. S289,000. Call Broker (213)824-0453.

BRENTWOOD BY OWNER Montana North
of San Vicente. New carpet, bathroomAitchen
tile • paint. 1 -bed/1 -bath -f den. Walk on to
large patio w/pool. Light • airy. $225k.
(213)826-9356.

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1-bed/ IV, -bath,
security, doorman. Wilshire/ Selby. $255k'
Gail 445 7778.

LOWEST PRKIE TOWNHOME in Brentwood.
Walk to San Vicente shops. 2-bedrooms/
I'A -baths. Fireplace. Plantation shutters Sky-
lighto. $249,000 (213)477-9966.

WESTWOOD, $405,000 Dramatic large

3 bedroonV3-bath corxio on the Wilshire
Corridor with valet parking, switchboard,
doorman, pool, rec. room, ar>d gym. Bright.

Quid. ]/2 block lu Sutai Temple. Sheri, Fred
Sands Realtors (213) 473-6156.

WESTWOOD The Colony Best value for
1 -bed/1 bath unit. $147,500. Claire Coldwell
Banker. (213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD, walk to campus, $239,000,
2-bed/ 2-bath, 5th floor. Marilyn
(213)451-5471.

V, BLOCK FROM IXILA. 1 bed/I -bath Condo.
Pool , spa, security elevator. $1 35(ymo. Broker
(213)824-0453.

% -BLOCK UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom. Sunny
pool, spa, security, valet, doorman. Perfect

for 3 individuals. (213)931-3811.

SANTA MONK:a $675 Condo for lease.

Quiet, sunny, 1 bedroom, new appliances,
private garage, near beach, UCLA. 453-8633.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCL\ penthouse.
2-bedroonV 2-bath. $1380/nrw, balcony, fire-

place, parking security building. Call Guy,
(213)474-9527. '

WESTWOOD 2-be<V2V, -bath, large condo.
Pool, spacious closets, security. $160(ymo.
Denise (213)459-6244, leave message.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/2V. -BA. furnished.
Walk to UCLA, security, parking, pool. $1400
or $750 for single. A.|. (213)824-3938.

WESTWOOD, $1500/MO. 2 -bed/2 bath
walking distance LXILA. Beautiful, bright,
3-large balconies and more. Security building,
pool, Jacuzzi, sauna. (213) 312-9410.

WLA. $120CVMO., 2-bedroorTV2 1/4 bath,
central A/C, W/D inside, 1 805 Barrington Ave.
Also available 3-bedroonV2-bath, $1100,
3704 South Bent ley.

Guest House for Rent 70

BEVERLY GLEN. Romantic, secluded studio/
guesthouse. Private, tree-lined walkway,
french doors. Single person. $1100/mo.
(213)652-0640.

VENKIE, $650 includinjj utilities, guesthouse.
Charming, skylight, lovely garden. No pets.

(213)391-4183.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKDUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything—
fully equipped— reasonable rates.
(818)785-1028.

GYMNASTICS
From page 24

dowed Denise Pierrots great floor
performance; the crowd clapped
rhythmically along during the
performance and yelled ecstati-

cally at the conclusion.

The meet was still close, with a
mere half-point separating the top
13 gymnasts entering the final

round.

Jennifer Mercier scored a sea-
ring 9.80 on the beam to spring up
three places and land the bronze.

A contributing factor to the

closeness of the competition was
the absence of the top ranked

strike it

RICH!
advertise

in tiie

SUMMER
BRUIN

Child Care 90

WESTWOOD UC day care. Learn thru play.

Meals, FT/PT, eves, weekends. Refs.

(213)470-6829.

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We ail do Un .Uito liismance is

'equi'ed ir/ MW So for n

FREE lOVVFR QUOTE call

?13)8b2-71/b (818)342-1510

BFSTPRia INSAGfNCY

Summer Bruin Sports Thursday, July 25, 1991 21

gymnast at the festival. Wendy
Bruce — who was forced to

withdraw after injuring her left

ankle in practice.

In the team finals, the South
captured the gold with a total of
189.90. Gymnast Lanna Apisukh.
12. became the youngest medalist
in festival history.

Rounding out the scores were
the silver medalists from the North
with a score of 189.575 and the

bronze medalists from the East
with a score of 189.35. The West
finished fourth with a total of
188.775.

Movers/Storage

The Careful Mover
Houses. Apartments. Offices.

local and long distance

Small jobs welcome
(213)319-1236

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

CLEANING SERVICE. Efficient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tirri Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

MOR & MOR PAINT- Interior/Exterior paint-

ing. Free estimate. Wall-paper removal.
License «609595 (818)904-5787,
(818)708-0670.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Undergradu-
ate, graduate, PH.D. Any $tyle/requirenr>ent.

(213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations, resun>es. Call (213)473-4193.

ALL-PURPOSE EDITING/
TUTORIAL

Courses, Personal Statements, Resumes
Theses, Dissertabons, Exam Prep

by experienced PhD English Prof.

(213)665-8145

WRITING, EDITING. TUTORING
RESEARCH

Days, Nights. Weekends

Overnight Service Available

PhO Gives Fast Accurate Help

Al SubftcA Areas

(213) 476-0114

BEAR'S EDITING
All sutijccts. Thcscs/UtsscrLatlons

Proposals and I3ooks.

Foreign students welcome.
PAPFXS NOT FOR SALE

Sharon Bear, PhJ>

(213)47(^6662

SHORT-TERM & PROFESSIONAL

COMPUTER TRAINING
f

Movers/Storage 94

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

mover*. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPFRIFNCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 MRS
(213)301-0137.

0»«C-ON-ONC
INSntUCtlOM

100%
HANDS ON

V.OW
TiinnoN

/W(M0nRFfCTft.1
/ LOTUS1M
y IAS( III PLUS
/MOOS
/MGIMMEN

SMAUQAUIt
ONE COMPUTER/fERSOM
CERTlftCATES

•JOB PLACEMENT AS6I8T
• STATE APPROVES

(I
)»

CLASSES :MOR./AFT./EVE./SAT.

NATIONAL
COMPUTER
TRAINING

(213) 207-2020
1 1628 SANTA MONICA BLVD (NEAR 40V10 FWY)
fin* TT"

P.C. CONFUSION?
Call

^HELP
Personal Computer Services

SPECIAL RATES
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
AND STAFF!!

fSTSJ

999-4485
New User Assittanc*
Software Support A Training
System Setup
Productivity Training
Word Processing
LAN Sotuu/Admiri
Desktop Publishing
Programming
Hard Disk Back-up
Component Purchase Advice
Spread Sheet Design
Hard / Soft-ware Evaluation
Graphics
Presentations
Forms Design

|$1 OFFt
I

I

I /Ba$kin(^Robbins

I li^ Ice Cream & yogurtL^\

I
/.^.Regular size ••J

iC^* yogurt or "y*;;

1^ ice-cream 7
'

(ofliBr expiret 8/7/9 1

)

not valid with other diacounU)

J
*Always a 10% Discount to

I UCLA students/faculty with I.D.
(regular price itetna only)

'208-8048 Westwood Village"^ ^^ ^ai ^Hi i^ i^ ^B mmk i

94 Tutoring Offered

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Comprehension, Finance, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)841 -4438.

FRENCH LESSONS: by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreting, translations, voice-

overs, classes, and tour guide. (21 3)478-5822.

FRENCH TUTOR for all levels from grammar
to literature. Call Arienne (213)876-8790 for

information.

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN
ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

MATm ruiUK specializing in finite math
instruction (Ma2); UCLA grad, reasonable
rates. Call (21 3)396-861 7 leave messaiie.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL jIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

TUTORING in History, Political Science, So-

ciology and English by UCLA graduate student.

Call (213)826-7653.

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANESE TUTOR needed for grammar, read-

ing, and conversation. Please call after 5pm at

828-8100.

Typing 100

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING!!!! 20 years Exp., Laser, Spell-

check (213)474-6609, 7 days,
8a.m.- 10:00p.m. Near campus, RUSHES
OKAY.

AAA-MAZING TYPIST RIGHT in Westwood
Village! Quick, REASONABIE TYPING &
PROOFING— papers, resume*, scripts, ANY-
THINC! (213)208-1704.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED? Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call AnI (213)312-3332 or David
(213)788-9885.

ACE TYPIST. Speed typing WP, Spellcheck
Laser printer. Fonts. Guaranteed. Sepulveda-
Montana. 213-476-2829.

A+! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

tion FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)682 8008, (818)994-1094.

(XXTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303.

PROF. EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations,

term papers, all papers. Long time for UCLA.
Virginia (213)820-0150.

THE FINISHED WORD- papers, theses, re-

ports, dissertations, resumes, cover letters.

Fast, accurate. In Encino. (818)342-9140.

WORDPKOCFSSING specializing in theses,

disscrtatior^s, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888

NA/ORDPROCESSING/ IBM-PC: term papers,

theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/ Sepulveda. (213)397-9711.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near uaA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

AASHIANA
AN ADVENTURE IN DINING

Hot!! /.rsn Indhiii l)i>hos ( /osr .»/ H.ind!'

vico co.^.... 10% DISCOUNTDINNER SPECIAL:

IJ.iily 1: iO 10 pin
f K'Ff or \'\| IT l'AKKI\C.

OFF
Dinner Entrees

•sfHx i.ils .ind ( oinpk^tc dinners nol iiKlinkd
•invalid v\ilh olhn discoiinis

LUNCH BUFFET: All You Can Eat r
M„..|. :l(l.' 11.1 -,„|y <t,- or

v.ic i'.i'« .iR Av.ii.iiK
Winy :pj.-7.>

T CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH Sun u-i onh S<).T, T

Wu" I
-

' U) J; M
V'.i ( ; l\!rK ni> Av.ii'.ii)

IH.4"» Wilshire lilvd. J.nd l)l(>< k casl ol liarnnulcMi;

98 Travel

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experiwKed Career Counselor. Also
college admisiion es>ays. Lee (21 3)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

LOWEST R.T AIRFARES
FROM LAX/8AM«fOK]N SHORT NOTICE

•LONDON Ktt .SCAnif $250
•PARISIAN $75« Inew WRK »65
•fRANKFURT/AM6$7» ItOKYOIMQ

:Sl^.i^*°lM?' K)8AKA$789
•MANILA $765 .h<»g KONG $750
•fLOfllOA$350 •BANGKOK $829

OTHER OOMESTIC/INTL FARES AVAIL CALL FOR t WAV
BARNEY'S TRAVEL

(213)382-9161

105 Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

82TAWASAKIia2S^8loT!lle$^oo3
condition. Must sell! Going back honr>e.

George (213)824-2048 $800!

HONDA CB125, 12,000 miles, runs great,

$450. Call John 207-6454.

YAMAHA SR500, 1981. Runs good, needs
mirror repair. $500/obo. (213)390-3330.

Scooters for Sole 115

Autos for Sole 109

1962 VW BUG $950. Original owner. Runs
very well, good condition, rebuilt engine. Dav
(213)825-6177, eve. (213)476-2425.

1977 FORD T BIRD. White and maroon, fully

loaded, excellent running condition, rebuilt

engine. $1650. (818)986-1931.

1982 DODGE OMNI, 4-door/ automatic, AC.
$1300/obo. Call 390-8680.

1984 TOYOTA COROLLA SR5 HATCHBACK.
5-$peed, A/C, AM/FM tape, excellent condi-
tion. NEW TIRES. $3200/obo. (21 3)207-0301

.

1 984 VOLVO CL, 5-speed, silver/black leather
interior. Sunroof, 9/c, tinted windows. Excel-
lent. Complete records. $6200.
(213)206-3875.

1985 300ZX, red- loaded! Leather, Digital,

A/C, cruise control, alarm, T-tops. 4 Quik sale!

$650(yobo. (213)640-9761.

1985 HONDA CIVIC WAGON 4WD. Xint
condition, A/C, tape, clean. Must see!

(213)209-5610 Tom.

1985 VOLKSWAGEN. Automatic, A/C, AM/
FM cassette. Low milage, excellent condition.

$330(yobo. Call David 213-206-3353(W)
714-594-8003(H).

1988 FORD FESTIV\ 4-speed, 54000 miles.

Looks good, runs well, must sell. $2000. Kate
(213)824-9944.

1 988 MAZDA 626, 4-door, auto, A/C, AM/FM
cassette, new tires, alarm, low miles (33K).
Original owner, excellent condition.
$850(yobo (213)396-4955

1990 CELICA CT. Automatic, sunroof, power
everything, cruise, airbags. 16,000 miles.

$12,000 but negotiable. (213)209-5305.

'69 VW BUG, Auto, runs excellent, new tires,

stereo, used everyday Must see. $1195/obo.
(213)388-2010.

82 HONDA ACCORD 4-door 5 speed, cas-

sette, A/C, sunroof, $2400/obo.
(213)826-3056.

'88 SUBARU JUSTY GL 4X4, %45O0/obo,
5-speed, air, sunroof, AM/fM stereo, 26k
miles. (213)206-0423.

'90 MIATA, blue, B-package 9k miles.

$14,50(yobo. Mike p.m. (81 8)864-2851.

CLEAN 1 983 COROLLA 5 speed, AC, AM^M
tape cassette. $1800/obo. (818)352^8490.

HONDA CIVIC CRX, '85, $4000. Automatic,
good condition. (213)820-2801

MAZDA GLC '81
, grey, A/C, AM/FM cassette,

5-stick, new batteryAxakes, excellent condi-
tion, $140(yobo. (213)471-7861.

MERCEDES '81, 240D, excellent, 127k miles,

dark blue, new tires, slick shift. $899Vobo.
(213)390-4711.

NISSAN STANZA '82. 2-door, 5-speed, AM/
FM, Air, clean. $160(yobo. (213)478-2046.

PLYMOUTH RELIANT 4-door, '82, less than
40,000 miles. $2500. (213)456-2800.

TOYOTA CELKIA GT, '84, 66,000 miles,

5-speed, sunroof, AM/FM cassette, alarm.
$47nnj9«-l055

VOLKSWAGON CABRIOLET 1985. 5 speed,
A/C, stereo. Excellent condition. $6500.
(213)662-7067.

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

1984 HONDA ASCOT VT500 Red
$145aV>bo. Warranty. Like new. Call Brian
(213)824-4035.

1984 RED SUZUKI 450 w/ helmet. Runs
excellent. Some cosmetic damage. $1250.
Call Chris (213)575-1077.

1 986 HONDA INTLRaPTOR 500. 30k miles.

$1700/060. Contact Charles after 8:00pm.
(818)342-9754.

1981 HONDA ELITE 250, w/ helmet, Krypto-
nite lock, & basket, $1000. Call Carol
(213)475-8583.

1983 YAMAHA RIVA 180. Electric start, new
battery, rebuilt carb, freeway legal. $600/obo.
{2n)4S4-i4qA

1985 YAMAHA RIVA 180Z. Excellent condi-
tion, $l,40Q/obo. (213)473-3796.

1986 RED HONDA Elite 150. Digital display,
low mileage, great condition, 60MPH!
$1000/obo. Ryan (213)208-0171.

1987 HONDA ELITE 80. Red. Runs great'

$800. Call Karen (213)476-1888.

86 HONDA ELITE DELUXE. $575. Call Greg
at 824-7427.

87 ELITE 50, good condition, low price,

available immediately. Jeanne 209-0371.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

HONDA ELITE 150, excellent condition, red
new tires, tune-up. Selling w/ basket, helmet,
cover. $l40Q/obo. (213)459-4810.

SUZUKI FA50, 1987. Runs great, $350/obo.
Call Lisa (213)208-7809.

Furniture for Sole 126

BREAKFAST TABLE, coffee table, couch and
loveseat, and other household accessories.
Perfect condition. Cheryl (213)938-4112.

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290. MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $140, DINNFTTE$ 160. (213)821-0729

FURNITURE FOR SALE: SOF\ DESK, Dl-
NETTE SET, BOOK CASE. REASONABLE
(213)825-9677 EXT.822.

QUEEN SIZE FUTONS, oak Iv stand, oak tv

s%vivel, bookcase, bicycles, chest drawers,
chairs morel (213)447-9246.

HOME/ OFFKIE computer table, 48Lx30W,
excellent condition, walnut veneer. $55/obo.
Trina (213)825-0768.

KING SIZE WATERBED. Includes heater and
headboard. < 1-yr. old. Moving, must sell.

$100. (213)391-1611.

QUEEN WATERBED, 2-nighlstands, entertain-
ment center, headboard, chest, refrigerator,

dining table wAour chairs. All black lacquer
VERY CHEAP (816)753-0157.

TWIN BED, great condition, includes frame,
box spring, mattress. $10Cyobo. Must sell. Call
(213)824-0819.

WALL HANGING PERUVIAN INDIANS: Party
scene, all wool, fran'>ed. Four feel by six feet.

$150. (213)837-9784.

WATER BED for sale. Super single. $125.
Lauren (213)839-0963.

Goroge Soles 127

COMPUTER SOFTWARE, OFFKTE SUPPLIES,
CAMPING EQUIPMENT, GIRLS' CLOTHING,
BOOKS. SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, JULY 27
AND 28, 10AM - 4:30PM. 1637 MALCOLM
AVENUE, WLA.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE 2C IMAGEWRITER II ^ mouse. Like
new. $550. (213)851-6614.

IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER, 30 r^egabyte
hard disk, $500/obo. Call Susan
(213)473-5733 or (213)823-5504.

MACINTOSH PLUS MONITOR, keyboard,
external drive, Imagewriter II, mouse, includ-
ing software & plastic cover. $800/obo.
(818)789-9979.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

yourself!! (818)994-1188.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/rTH). Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,
386 systems available, (213)931-4207.
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Are Your Teeth
Snow White of
the 7 Dwarfs?

See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING
•Fix Chipped. Stained or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/ Laughmj? Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing
•Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms Welcome

For Appointment:
478-0363

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire (k Santa Monica)

TRAVELING ABROAD?
• Foreign Currencies, Payments & Drafts

k • Foreign & Domestic Travelers Checlis^ COMMISSION FREE WITH THIS AD
France (franc) - .1745
British (pound) - 1.732
Italian (lire) - .007968
(all currencies available) (as of 7/22«1)

rx rar^vy/ ® 433 N. Beverly Dr.

Asaciciaff^ri Foreign Exchange Inc
1-800-346-AFEX
Mailing Services Available

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

824-994

1

DUJVEISIIII

Fast, Free Delivery
100% Real Mozzarella Cheese & Fresh ingredients

X-Large Pizza

1 -Topping

2-Cokes

Only
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Large
Hawaiian Pizza

or 2 other

toppings

Only

Hours: Sunday-Thursday 1M2am Friday-Saturday 11 -2am

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd. #10

(1 block east of Barrington)
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r^ie wondernamed Cherokee
holds court in Pauley Pavilion

Did you hear the news? A^ier a
long delay, "He" made his much-
anticipated Pauley Pavilion debut
last week.

"Who?"
You know, the last link in the

UCLA Final Four chain . . . The
final piece to our championship
puzzle . . . The man who would
shore up the middle and dispel the

longstanding UCLA Donut theory

. . .That guy, you moron. That guy.
"Shaquille O'Neal?"
Get real. You know, "Him." The

so-called "savior" to our Bruin
basketball program.

"Ohhh. Why didn't you say so.

'Him.'"

Well "He" was here. Right here
in Westwood. On campus.

"Are you serious?"

Yeah. But now "He's" gone.
Long gone — as far as I'm
concerned.

Listen to this.

Cherokee Parks, whom the

UCLA basketball program had
coveted and recruited for the past

three years, got his first taste of the

Bruin student section last week.
"Hope he choked on it! That

would show him."

Be quiet and let me tell my story.

Unfortunately for Bruin follow-

ers, it was not in a blue and gold
uniform. Parks, who attended
nearby Marina High School in

Huntington Beach, participated for

the West team of the Olympic
Sports Festival.

As one of the most heralded big

men in the nation the past three

years . . .

"Overrated!!! He was like, one
totally-like overrated dude!!"

Would you shut up? Now where
was I?

... As OT)c of the top seniors in

America, Parks shunned UCLA—
along with, thank God. Arizona,

use and other western schools—
in order to sign with Duke Univer-
sity in Durham, North Carolina.

"Dur-ham? Where's that? Is

that where Crash Davis and Nuke
Laloosh play?"

Shut up and listen.

The man compared to the next
Bill Walton was gone.

The man who averaged 29
points and 14 rebounds a game just

packed up his bags and headed
east The man who was a first-team

consensus All-American, the man
who was twice voted the Orange
County Player of the year — was
gone.

History.

Outta here.

Bye bye. So long.

Not surprisingly. Parks* deci-

sion to sign with Duke — along
with another local big man, 6-

fool-10 Erik Meek of Escondido
— left a bitter taste in Westwood.
Particularly, my mouth.

Since his freshman year, local

fans aiKl media have placed Parks

in a Bruin uniform. A perfect fit,

we thought

The star local boy with the up
and coming program, right? So
when he signed with Duke, we
Southern Cahfomia hoop fans

took it as a personal slap in the

face.

"How dare he! Who does he
think he is! Must be some kind ofa
Commie, or something."

Rumors even circulated that

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick
slopped talking with the 6-foot- 1 1,

235-pound All-American.

That II teach him. In yourface,
Parks! Take that you Cherokee!"
As a matter of fact, the two held

their tongues for over eight
months.

"Good!"

Shut up you fool.

Fourth and Goal

Dave
Gibson
Well as the dust settled. Parks

finally came to his senses and

addressed the issue. "People think

I have some kind of beef with

UCLA," he said while sitting in the

student section of Pauley Pavilion

last week.

"They let him in Pauley? He sat

in the house that Wooden built?

Aaarghhhh. What has this world
come to?"

Shhh Let the cat speak his

peace.

**UCLA is a great school, got

great players and a great coach,"

Parks explained. "I wasnU sure of

the role I would be playing —
probably a legitimate center."

"God forbid."

"I feel comfortable with Duke
and its surroundings," Parks
added.

What was so hard for UCLA
fans to accept was that Parks was
even considering another school.

When he showed up in the stands at

Bruin games for the past three

years, the chants of "WE WANT
PARKS ... WE WANT
PARKS," echoed throughout the

gym.

It was like money in the bank.

How could any 17-year old say

ruin fib photo

Cherokee Parks

"no" to a pleading and begging 13

thousand fans?

"We probably like, got our butts

kicked that day, or something."

That's not the point, you idiot.

Now pipe down.
But before UCLA students

could even get a taste of their

future four-year All-American and
next all-time leading scorer, Cher-

okee announced that he signed

with Duke after visiting the school

during the early signing period.

Only receiving a telephone

message of his star recruits'

decision, Harrick was supposedly

outraged and it has been reported

that a slight riff l)etween the two
formed.

"I got a lot of slack for it," Parks

said. "But it happens to everyone
who goes away from the local

school. But it's no big deal. I have

no regrets up to this point and Vm
very happy with my decision."

According to Parks, the so-

called feud with Harrick was
entirely media-generated.

"I talked to him
(Harrick) today (last

Tuesday) ana that

was the first time in a
long time. A lot of

things got blown out

of proportion, but
we^re still friends.^*

Cherokee Parks

"Dude, like get real."

Would you let him talk? Give
'im a chance to explain.

"I talked to him (Harrick) today
(last Tuesday) and that was the

first time in a long time," Parks
explained. "A lot of things got
blown out of proportion, but we're
still friends."

"I bet. Chums. Pals. Brothers

for life. Like afather-son relation-

ship."

Oh, be quiet.

"I'm real excited about Duke,"
Parks continued. "I really like

Coach K (Duke head coach Mike
Krzyzewski) and I especially like

the way he handles his big men.
Their centers have a lot of freedom
and mobility. Tm hoping that

(Krzyzewski) will do the same
with me."
Fat chance!

And while a lot of things are still

up in the air for Parks, the Orange
County native docs know one
thing.

"The jury is still out on that
one!"

Shut up. He's a nice guy you
num-nut. I'm almost done with my
story . . .

Parks is aware of one thing.

Sunday afternoon, February 29.
1992. Mark your calender.

That is when Parks will get his

first look at the UCLA student
section from the "other" side. As
Frisbec would explain it, from the
"1-o-s-i-n-g team."

"Who is this 'Fnsbee' charac-
ter? Is he the ultimate?"

Shut up you fool. I'm trying to

talk to Cherokee.

So, Mr. Parks, are you looking
forward to the date you have
ingrained in the forefront of your
mind? Are you anticipating rub-
bing it in — showing Harrick,

UCLA students, fans and alums
just what we'll be missing?

"Not really. I'm not looking
forward to this game.

"I know exactly where the
student section sits."

"February 29? I'll be there."

So will I, my friend. So will I.

Brum gymnast vaults North to gold
Umphrey follows his brother

and makes name for himself
By Zach Dominltz

Although fan support was sur-

prisingly low, the recent Olympic
Festival attracted athletes from all

around the country to compete in

the prestigious competition.

They came in all shapes and
sizes, from 4' 5/2", 60-pound gym-
nast Amy Chow to 6'3". 370-
pound weightlifter Mark Henry.

But for 5'8", 140-pound gym-
nast Greg Umphrey, the competi-
tion was as familiar as a lick in the

face from the family dog.

Umphrey, who recenUy turned

19, is entering his second year as a
kinesiology major at UCLA and
his second year on the gymnastics
squad.

The friendly Confines of Pauley
Pavilion may have been a touch

too hospitable, though, because
Umphrey started slow and finished

tied for 12th out of 25 gymnasts in

the men's Ail-Around finals last

Thursday night.

"I was much too relaxed in the

beginning," Umphrey said.

But relaxation and the comforts
of home in Albuquerque, N.M., are

something Umphrey has in store

tor his future in blue and gold.

Greg's brother Chainey, a mem-

ber of this year's senior national

team, is not only his teammate at

UCLA, but also his roommate in

Dykstra Hall.

Greg and Chainey prove the old
belief in sibling rivalry is far from
woridly.

"I don't feel any pressure at all

from him," says Greg of his more
accomplished brother. "He's a
great friend and he helps me. He's
the best coach I've had."
The coaching is paying

dividends as well, as Greg's
weekend performance was good
enough to help his North team
capture the gold in the Men's
Team Finals.

But this crown will hardly be the

pinnacle of his career.

"I feel good things coming in the
near future," asserts a positive

Umphrey. "I want to be able to

compete in all six events (next

year), and hopefully we can win a

national title."

Along with his brother. Bruin
teammates Chris Waller and Scott

Keswick are also on the U.S.
National Team which will com-
pete in the World Championships
September 6-15 in Indianapolis.

Umphrey's words may well ring

true.

Volvo tennis

commences
By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

Daily Bruin file photo

Greg Umphrey, a UCLA sophomore, helped the North win
the gold medal in the U.S. Olympic Festival.

Qualifying matches for the 65th
Volvo Tennis tournament of Los
Angeles will be held this weekend
at UCLA.
The tournament, to be held at the

Los Angeles Tennis Center from
July 29-August 4. features several

of the top players in the world.

Stefan Edberg. ranked second in

the world, Pete Sampras (No. 9),

Michael Chang (No. 1 1), and Brad
Gilbert (No. 20) are also entered.

A list of past champions is a
who's who of tennis. Edberg, John
MacEnroe. Jimmy Connors.
Arthur Ashe. Stan Smith. Pancho
Gonzales and Rod Laver have all

won the Volvo, in addition to

numerous Grand Slam events.

Several UCLA players will

attempt to qualify for the main
draw, including Mark Knowles
and Jason Netter. Ex-Bruins Jim
Pugh and Brad Pearce are already

entered in the main draw, and
former UCLA tennis player Pat-

rick Galbraith will try to qualify in

doubles.

The qualifying sessions will be
held at the LATC and the Sunset
(^nyon Recreation Center with
matchers beginning at 10 a.m. on
Saturday and noon on Sunday.
Admission is free.

BIG RED WtNGS

< Mon.'s ad hr menu

$1 00 Oft Any Order /

($6 00 minimum) (

W^^WfW^ t^
1 coupon per otder

$2 00 Oft Wficn You

Buy 50 or 100 Wings
1 coupon per order

iillltfiNjQ1^11923 si^
M*MUMiM^*M^i^^^MM MMMMMMMM^MMMMMM

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UCLA + ALL Student Discount

|Hi4 P" • TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
H| I "^ -AIR CONDITIONED
M' ^^ • SATURDAY COMEDY CLASS
1 093 Broxton Ave. #21

8

824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER'S

$4.99 BRUIN DEAL
Enjoy your choice of Shrimp Fry, Chicken or Petite Sirloin Steak plus

Potato, Rice or Vegetables and a Green Dinner Salad plus your choice
of non-alcoholic beverage* with bottomless refills. Or choose our new
Buffet Court which includes our All-You-Can-Eat Hot Appetizer, Make

your Own Sundae. Dessert, Hot Pasta. Deli. Tostada, Soup, Fresh Fruit

& Salad bar. Beverage includes all-you-can-drink coffe, tea, or soft drink.

Offer Valid After ^m^^i^^^
4p.m. to Closing ^^1771^1 Offer Valid Only At:

until 8/18/91 \i^M^^U\^M. ^^2 Gayley Ave.
'Coffee. Tea, or Soft Drink [BUFFET COURT & GRILLJ ^ Westwood Village

men
$55Spiral/peiTn8.Cut '""^

"^

1 O cut 8< blow

$50
root perm

11^ women
J cut &< blow

$45
Perm 8< Cut

1419 Westwood Blvd. OPEM 7 Days
479-8625/478-931

We offer over 1 5 lines of Hair Products!

0QA1 M ^IN fi--p, pE:T. 5ANTA MONICA. CA 904
r- -L
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Sports
Stanford's Lynch grabs all-round title
Local gymnast Engel wears women's all-around crown
By Zach Dominitz

A basketball fan himself, Jair

Lynch knew that the halls' of
Pauley Pavilion had been a cozy
stop for the teams of his own
Stanford Cardinal the past two
years.

The basketball machines of Palo
Alto have owned Pauley in the

*90s, and Thursday the disease

spread to gymnastics as Lynch
captured the men's All-Around
title and led his North team to the

gold medal platform at the
Olympic Festival.

Lynch totalled a 57.15 in the

Ail-Around, including the high
score of the meet— a 9.85 on the

pommel horse, his favorite appar-
atus.

Dennis Harrison of the West
won the silver me<lal with a 56.25
total, and UCLA alum David Si
Pierre finished at 55.90 — good
enough for third place and the

bronze.

In the team standings, the North
squad totalled a 278.10 for first

(receiving its gold medals from
Mary Lou Retlon), the East took
the sUvcr at 275.50, and the West
won the bronze with a 271.85.

The West, as well as the South,
which fmished fourth with 270.95,
were handicappe^l because they

had only five gymnasts compared
to six on the other two squads and
lost the luxury of dropping the

lowest score in each round.

Lynch, the 1990 U.S. Junior
National Champion, used a strong

performance on the horizontal bars

during the third rotation to push
himself up from fourth to first

place — a spot he relinquished

only once.

**I liked competing with the

team after the NCAA season," said

the 19-ycar-old "I felt like, being

the anchor of the squad, (everyone
was) counting on me, and I was
talking to them instead of being
talked to."

It was also during this third

round that St Pierre, the oldest

gymnast at 24 years old, started a
downfall that ended in a dramatic
comeback.

Through the first two events, St
Pierre was the leader, but that

quickly changed when he fell on
the landing of an attempted Kaza-
matsu with two twists.

"I don*t usually try for the

double twist," a disappointed St
Pierre lamented. "But I wanted to

try the super D (referring to super
difficult, the highest level of
difficulty in the scoring)."

St. Pierre dropped to eighth with
just two events left, but a 9.6 on the

high bar and a 9.65 floor exercise

saw Sl Pierre run off the mat with
a victorious fist in the air and a
hold oil the bronze.

Dennis Harrison, though, did
just the opposite. The sophomore
from Nebraska was never lower
than second and had a chance in

the last round to win it all, but he
couldn't quite stick the dismount
off the high bar.

"A couple of things were shaky,

especially that," he said. "I had
shoulder surgery recently and I

haven't had my confidence back
after my poor performance at

USAs (the national championship
meet)."

Both Lynch and Harrison are

looking forward to the NCAA
season next year, while Sl Pierre

said that he is "going to go all out
for 1992," his last year.

They say that nothing tastes as

good as a home-cooked meal, and
Friday night at Pauley Pavilion

every grandma had a chance to

revel in their wisdom as locals

walked away with both the gold
and silver medals in the Women's
Gymnastics All-Around finals of
the Olympic Festival.

Shelley Engel of Huntington
Beach scored a 38.525 overall —
including the highest score of the

meet, a 9.85 on the balance beam— to gamer the gold medal, and
fellow Califomian Denise Fierro

secured the silver with a 38.375.
Fierro was a model of consisten-

cy, never registering below a 9.50.

Jennifer Mercicr of Waterville,

Maine, captured the bronze with a
total of 38.30. just .075 out of
second place.

The atmosphere Friday night in

the house that Wooden built was a

raucous one. After 3,800 fans

showed up Thursday night for the

men's competition, 4.750 vocal
followers flocked to Westwood to

watch the women.
With musical accompaniment to

the floor routines— a perk missing
from the men's events — the
atmosphere was exciting.

Just ask Heidi Hombeek.
The 72-pound 14-year-old was

so nervous she vomited just

minutes before her floor routine.

The nerves also got to eventual
winner Engel early on. In the

second round she fell off the

uneven bars attempting a Jaeger.

Trying a front somersault on the

high bar, she missed the re-grip,

dropping her from the bar and from
first place as she tumbled to eighth.

Her absence from the leader

board was short-lived, as positions

for the medals changed quickly.

In the third rotation, Engel*

s

performance on the balance beam
vaulted her back into first

Her dramatic leap ovcrsha-

See GYMNASTICS, page 21

Daily Bruin file photo

Ex-Bruin David St. Pierre flipped his way to the bronze medal
in the all-around conripetition at the Olympic Festival.
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UCLA alum Kevin Young easily won the gold medal in the
400'meter hurdles at the Olympic Festival.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

As he completed the third leg of

the 4x400-meter relay at the

Olympic Festival, UCLA sprinter

Marty Beck raised his fist in the air

in a triumphant salute.

For after Beck passed the baton

to anchor Quincy Watts with his

team in the lead, he knew that he
would be wearing a gold medal
around his neck.

"When you have four guys with
a common goal to win, there is no
way you're going to lose,*' Beck
said minutes after winning the gold
medal. "It feels kind of good to be
wearing (a gold medal).**

From the start, it appeared as

though the West squad would
dominate the relay.

Ex-Bruin Kevin Young ran an
extremely fast opening leg of 46.2

seconds, to open up a lead for the

West.

Chris Taylor maintained a nar-

row lead for the West on the

second leg, before handing the

baton to Beck.

Beck pulled away from the rest

of the competition, as he opened up
a five-meter lead by the time he

handed the baton to Watts, who
sprints and plays football for USC.

Watts cruised around the track

in 45 seconds to bring the gold
medal to the West.

For Beck, the race marked his

first competitive run in several

weeks, as well as the start of what
he hopes will be a trip to Barcelona
for the 1992 Olympics.

"I have a shot to go to the

Olympics, either in the 400-meter
hurdles, or the 400-meter run,**

Beck said. "I don't think that I will

be able to work on both events, so I

will probably focus on the hurdles,

which is my stronger event

"I need to be able to run a time in

the mid-48s (seconds) if I want to

make the team. I need to work on
my discipline and my form, in

order to take another second off

my time,** Beck added.

Beck won*t be the only UCLA
star attempting to make the
Olympics in the 400 meter hur
dies.

Former UCLA great Young,
who finished fourth at the 1988
Olympics in the 400-meter hur-

dles, breezed to the Olympic
Festival gold medal in a time of

48.43 seconds.

*This race was an improvement
over my previous ones,** Young
said. "I'm happy with the way I ran

between the eighth and 10th
hurdles. That part of the race had
been giving me problems.**

Young, who helped Beck cap-
ture the gold medal in the relay, has
also been helping Beck with the

hurdles.

"Kevin Young has really helped
me a lot,** Beck said. "Just having
someone with the experience he
has is really applicable to me. We
train together a lot, and he has been
a great help.**

An interested observer watching
the track events at the Olympic
Festival had this to say about Beck.

"Marty needs to drop over a

second off his time to make the

Olympics, and he*s capable of
running a second faster,** said

UCLA head track and field coach
Bob Larson. "He has a ways to go,
but he is improving rapidly.

"Marty needs to work on the

technical aspects of his running, as
well as improving his strength.

Another year of work should help
that," Larsen added.

80th Year, No. 13
Circulation: 11,000 Summer
Economic policy

seminar offered
The UCLA Graduate School

of Architecture and Urban
Planning is inviting community
leaders to participate in a nine-

month seminar, "Organizing
Strategies for Grass Roots
Economic Development Policy
in Los Angeles.**

The program *s goal is to help
a diverse group of community
leaders become more effective

in the poUcy arena.

Inside

No longer just

a pretty face
Actor Richard Grieco can*t

seem to live down his "21 Jump
Street** image, but as "Mob-
sters'* shows, he*s definitely

trying.

See page 10

Sports

UCLA Olympian
returns home

Peter Vidmar remembers his

days at Pauley Pavilion that led

to his two gold medals.

See page 19
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Fiaic over Venice

liair wrappers
Hair wrappers who work the

Venice Beach Boardwalk
adorning people *s hair with
colorful beads and strings are

being ticketed by local police

who say they are illegally

soliciting donations.

See page 3

Viewpoint

The festival
%

trips and fails
The Bruin Editorial Board

takes aim at the mismanaged
Olympic Festival.

See page 8

Arts & Entertainment

Man iiniced to fraud ring arrested
By Matt Ball

Summer Bruin Staff

University detectives arrested a

man Monday whom they believe

to be the final member of a fraud

ring that will cost financial institu-

tions hundreds of thousands of

dollars and may seriously damage
the credit ratings of many UCLA
students.

Since last spring, detectives

John Adams and Sergio Ruiz have
been investigating the ring whose
alleged members have been
charged with crimes ranging from

Alleged members charged

with assortment of crimes
mail theft to using fake credit

cards.

With last week's arrest of
Romeo Henry John Iriajen, 27, of
North Hollywood, university
detectives believe they've nabbed
the whole ring.

Monday evening, an off-duty

Adams was on his way to the

Village to get a Coke when he saw

Iriajen scrambling up Gayley
Avenue. Since he had no police
radio to call for assistance, Adams
followed him on foot

Iriajen was ringing the doorbell
at the faculty housing complex on
Landfair Avenue when the detec-

tive caught up and arrested him.
Ruiz and Adams filed a barrage

of charges against Iriajen on

New look
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Gardener Valentine Gomes white-washes a picket fence at the corner of Levering and
Montana avenues on Saturday.

.

Press tax enrages college editors
Levy will *cripple^ free

• •

newspapers, cntics say
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

While printing presses continue to roll, a new state

tax on newspapers has college editors fuming
because they fear it may cripjple their papers.

The state Legislature has approved a tax on
California newspapers, including college papers, that

now charges them sales tax for their paper and ink—
ending the exempted status they have had since 1945.

Supporters of the new tax say that everyone should

have to help the state out of its $14.3 billion budget
deficit

But college editors say the 7.25 percent tax may
force them to reduce costs by cutting staff and raising

advertising rates, which could drive advertisers away
and leave the papers with less money.
And these editors will not be at a loss for words

when they take their case to Sacramento on Tuesday,

because they know they have the support of some top

legislators who have agreed to get them an exemption
to the new law.

A college newspaper coalition, led by The Bruin,

will request the exemption from the State Board of

Equalization, which interprets and enacts tax laws.

**I think it*s very unfair,** said Richard Reed, the

general manager tor UC Berkeley's The Daily

Califomian. "1 don*t think the Legislature was aware
of the implications. It threatens our financial health

and has implications for freedom of the press.**

Although 12 states already have newspaper taxes,

the coalition — which includes seven pubUc
universities — claims the two-week-old tax will

generate an inconsequential amount of money for

Califomia compared to the damage it will do to the

papers.

With the state facing a $14.3 billion deficit, the

$500,000 generated annually by college newspapers
would be of little help, said Terence Hsiao, UCLA*s
publications director.

A letter written by the coalition to a tax board
member states that since the papers are free, they

"will have to bear the cost of the tax. We will no lon-

ger be able to provide the public with the same level

of service, nor our student staffs with the same

"I think it's very unfair, I don't
think the Legislature was aware of

the implications. It threatens our
financial health and has implica-

tions for freedom of the press.''

Richard Reed

quality of educational experience.**

But others contend that the sales tax is desperately
needed.

*The magnitude of the budget gap made lots of
legislators support things they wouldn't have," said
Steven Glazcr. a spokesman for stale Sen. David
Roberti, D-Los Angeles.

See NEWSPAPERS, page 2

Wednesday. The charges were
possession of false identification,

use of a fraudulent credit card,

theft of credit cards, making false

financial statements, fraudulent

use of the telephone, using forged

identification and burglary,
because police will try to prove
that he also stole mail.

During the investigation of
others involved in the ring, detec-

tives found a Louisiana driver *s

license with Iriajen *s picture on it

and fraudulent credit cards which

See FRAUD, page 6

Campus
honors
program
trimmed
By Marina Dundjerski

Incoming students and sopho-
mores who counted on graduating

with "honors status" now have to

either forget about that perk on
their transcripts or enroll in college

honors courses.

Formerly, students could choose
between receiving "honors status**

which simply required maintain-

ing a minimum 3.5 grade point

average or "college honors" which
required actual honors coursew-
ork. Due to a declining interest in

"I think when you
limit options, it is not
always a good thing,

but I can understand
why (honors status)

would be a casualty
of budget cuts."

NinaNiu

the first program and the need for

cutbacks, only the college honors
program will be offered.

While some students are disap-

pointed that honors is now an "all

or nothing" deal, with little middle
ground, most seem to agree with
the administrative argument that

honors status was a necessary
casualty of a lough budget year.

The faculty senate decided last

month to discontinue honors status

in the College of Letters & Science
because of fading student interest

and its burden on services offered
to students enrolled in the more-
rigorous college honors program.
"We began this out of chief

concern for the honors students,"

said Alison Snyder Nickerson,
head honors counselor. "And we
found that college honors far

superseded the honors status,

which was developed much before
and has become outdated.'*

While students qualified for

honors status by maintaining a
minimum 15 grade point average,
to receive college honors they had
to also complete special honors
coursework. Both groups received
special privileges such as honors

See HONORS, page 2
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The UCLA Blood Donor Crntor is anticipating a blocxi shortage this summer.
Your donor appointrrvnt and blood donation will aid someone who desperately

needs your blood. And from May 20-July 15, the primary beneficiary may be

YOU!
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Thomas Cook Travel is offenng UCLA student, faculty, and staff blood donors the chance to win free airfare
to two of our country's most popular cities. First prize in our random drawing is two round-trip tickets from
Los Angeles to New York City. Second prize is two round-tnp tickets from Los Angeles to San Lrancisco.*

PLUS - ^ weekly drawing for Dinner for Two at

AND - Each donor receives a discount coujX)n to 4 hours
Westwood
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5721
.
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Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention this ad
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All-suite hotel for Bruins and friends.

Just minutes from the UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, free parking, jxx)! & ,spa,

Rales from $85 • $105 per night. For reservations calt

(213)476-6255

Brentwood Suites
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HONORS
From page 1

counseling.

Although honors status has been

cancelled, juniors and seniors

already enrolled in the program

will be allowed to maintain it.

UCLA senior Nina Niu. who
will graduate this year with honors

status, said that it is better to trim

down the program now than to

make drastic cuts later.

However, she said tiiat students

who want the status, but cannot

enroll in the extra courses have no

in-between status. "Now, it's an

all-or-nothing situation, and it

limits their options," she said. "I

think when you limit options, it is

not always a good thing, but I can

understand why (honors status)

would be a casualty of budget

cuts."

The decision to cancel honors

status was also partly because of

the confusion it created for gradu-

ate schools evaluating applicants

from UCLA.
"Honors status** appeared on

transcripts instead of diplomas. So,

it unnecessarily confused graduate

admissions officers who do not

know the difference between hon-

ors status and college honors,

explained Ned Alpers, dean of

honors and undergraduate prog-

rams. "And those who are in

college honors deserve the dis-

tinction.**

According to Alpers, one of the

main reasons behind the decision

was 10 stop overburdening the

honors counselors.

He said honors status students
took needed counselors away from
college honors students who have
special coursework and different

requirements than regular students
in the College of Letters &
Science.

Another reason for axing the
program was a declining enroll-

ment, "Since Tve been here, I've

NEWSPAPERS

seen a substantial decline in honors

status students as opposed to an

increase in college honors,*' Nick-

erson said.

Although more students opted

for honors status in the past, she

said the balance has now shifted.

She estimated there are between

800 and 900 honors status students

and at least 1,800 college honors

students.

Nickerson said the decision to

terminate honors status was a

"We have tried to

look for any impact
on these stuaents, but

we couldn^t find one
because we feel that

all their needs are
adequately recognized

with riieir recognition

of honors at gradua-

tion;'

Alison Snyder Nickerson

relatively painless move. "We
have tried to look for any impact
on these students, but we couldn*t

fmd one because we feel that all

their needs are adequately recog-

nized with their recognition of

honors at graduation.**

Alpers had proposed axing the

status last November after receiv-

ing a recommendation from the

honors counselors.

As of last fall, admission to

honors status was suspended,
pending last month *s decision by
the faculty senate.

All university students main-
taining at least a 3.5 GPA can still

graduate with Latin honors. Also,

departmental honors will still be
given to students who do a thesis.

From page 1

Although Roberti opposed the

tax, his spokesman explained why
many legislators voted for it.

Faced with a massive budget
deficit, the Legislature had lo find

a way to raise more money, Glazer
said. "None of these decisions

were easy for any member."
But Hsiao said it seems that the

tax law mistakenly included free

newspapers, like college ones.

"From our understanding, it was
not their intention to lax free

circulation periodicals.

"One indication of that is that

the tax revenue collected from free

circulation publications was not
calculated into the budget." And
that shows that the Legislature did
not expect to make money from
these non-profit, free newspapers,
he explained.

Furthermore, state legislators,

like Speaker of the Assembly

Willie Brown, D-San Francisco,

have said publicly that they think

the language of the bill was written

too broadly. Assemblyman John

Burton, D-San Francisco,
announced Friday that he would
introduce a bill that would rein-

state tax exemption for free news-
papers.

The Bniin. which ran $100,000
in the red last year, will be assessed

about $40,000 under the new tax.

"If the tax were not repealed, we
would have to cut staff," said I>aily

Bruin Editor-in-Chief Matthew
Fordahl. "We could not provide

the coverage, or we would have to

increase our rale to advertisers."

Unlike newspapers which cost

money and can pass the tax along
in the form of increased rates,

Fordahl said "we risk losing those

advertisers, and with fewer adver-

tisers, we can't pay our staff."

Correction:
In Thursday's arucle "Honors may lose computers due to budget
woes, a quote by honors Dean Ned Alpers was taken out of context
due to an editmg error. When he said "it was a great gift, but also a
burden, he was referring solely to the computer center in the Irving
and Jean Stone Honors Commons. Total expenses for the computer
room amount lo more than $26,000— roughly five percent of the
honors program's budget.
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Lipsey to 'catalyze' Comm Board as 1991-'92 chair
Budget cuts, professionalism

Board's primary priorities

By Valerie Rosenberg

Fostering independence and
professionalism in the UCLA
student media is the goal of senior
David Lipsey, who was elected

Wednesday as next year's chair-

man of the student media publica-
tions board.

The board serves as the indepen-
dent publisher of UCLA*s student

media, including the Daily Bruin,

seven newsmagazines, KLA cam-
pus radio and Bruin Life yearbook.
It is responsible for setting some
policies for the publications,

appointing their head editors and
approving their budgets.

Lipsey, who served as Daily
Bruin news editor in 1988 and was
appointed as an undergraduate
representative to the media board

last January, said he hopes to serve

as a catalyst for the members*
ideas and goals.

"We have 12 other talented

members with a great deal of

concern for the student media," he

said. **The best thing I can do is

create an environment where
we're able to address as many of

these concerns as possible."

The primary duties of the

chairperson are lo call meetings,

preside over them and serve as the

official spokesperson for the

board, according to Lipsey.

"I think David has a good grasp

on the issues confronting the

board," said alumni representative

Stuart Silverstein, who has served

on the board for close to a year.

"He apparently gets along well

with the other members of the

board, and I'm confident that he

will do a superb job as chair."

Although Lipsey says he did not

actively campaign for the post,

now that he's got it, he will take on
its responsibilities.

Describing the board's general

plans for this coming year, Lipsey

said the main "interests in the

media lie in promoting profession-

alism and a valuable learning

environment.

**The board is important because
the student media is important

They really have an impact on the

campus community. There*s so

much work involved that they*re

clearly important in the lives of the

students who work at them."

Although Lipsey did not want to

talk in specifics about the major
issues facing the board in the year

ahead, Silverstein said belt-tight-

ening measures to deal with the

state's economic decline will be

one big topic.

But perhaps the board*s biggest

SUZANNE STATES/Sumnwf Bfwn

Jenny Hosking, from Bakersfield, spends hours tying different-colored ttireads onto a
customer's hair on Venice Beach on Saturday.

'Hairy' situation;
Police ticket Venice hair wrappers for 'illegaP work
By Matthew Fordahl

United Press International

A new breed of artist is thriving along the

Venice Beach Boardwalk, despite efforts by

police to cut it off at the root.

As many as 50 "hair wrappers," as the artists

call themselves, have shown up on the boardwalk,

decorating hair with colorful beads and strings and

soliciting donations.

Those donations, they say, provide a livelihood

for the hair wrappers, but police, citing municipal

codes, say soliciting in a public area is simply

illegal.

•They were just getting out of hand— loo many
of Ihem, and they were very unsightly," said Sgt.

Mike O'DonncU, who is assigned to the Police

Department's Venice Beach substation.

Police, however, suspended their efforts at

enforcing the law last week, saying they have
belter things lo do.

Although the dispute appears lo have ended, the

hair wrappers are anxious about the possibility

that police may resume their crackdown and
believe authorities have violated their rights to

free expression.

Currently city municipal codes allow various

street artists lo perform on the popular boardwalk
and solicit donations, but hair wrappers do not fall

within the law's definition of "an artist," police

explained.

'The hair wrappers have been oppressed,"
declared Jerrv Rubin, a longtime peace activist

who has launched a drive lo protect the artists.

*There seems lo be a moral fighi against them."
Even though the police have stopped issuing

See HAIR, page 7

"We have 12 other

talented members
with a great deal of

concern for the stu-

dent media. The best

thing I can do is cre-

ate an environment
where we're able to

address as many of

these concerns as

possible.^'

David Lipsey

test, and that ofmost concern to the

university community as a whole,
will be whefiier or not it can
enforce its own regulations,
Silverstein said.

During the past year, the media
board made headlines in connec-
tion with a conflict between the

African student newsmagazine
NOMMO and members of the

Jewish community concerning
articles in two issues of that paper

which many Jews felt were anti-

Semitic.

See COMM BOARD, page 7

Healthwatch

Sun safety tips help
save face, even lives
Proper use of

sunscreens key,

doctors agree
By Laurel Eu
Student Health Sen/ices

It's hard to forget that basking in

the sun may lead to premature
aging or skin cancer. But under-

standing how sun protection pro-

ducts work and how they are

properly applied can result in more
carefree fun under the sun.

Researchers report that 90 per-

cent of skin cancers occur on areas

of the body that are regularly

exposed to the sun. And the

National Cancer Institute expects

that more than 40 percent of people
who live lo age 65 will develop
skin cancer.

Apparently, these facts have had
some impact; the sunscreen indus-

try earned $378 million wholesale

last year. And more money will be

pouring in as manufacturers intro-

duce increasingly belter sun pro-

tection and dramatic "research

breakthroughs."

The sheer number of these

developments, coupled with recent

federal objections lo various pro-

ducts, may be leaving consumers
confused and suspicious about sun

protection.

However, knowing how the Sun
Protection Factor (SPF) works can
help reduce your chances of

developing skin cancer.

Until recenUy, SPF 15 was the

highest protection available in

most sunscreens. SPF is a factor

that multiplies a person's natural

threshold for burning. So if a

person usually bums after 10

minutes of unprotected sun expo-

sure, applying sunscreen with an

SPF of 15 allows the person 150

minutes of exposure before show-
ing signs of burning.

Today's products have SPFs
ranging from zero lo 50. And
according to UCLA Dermatologist

Lawrence Moy, research has
shown that products with SPF 15

block more than 90 percent of the

sun's ultraviolet rays.

So, a product with an SPF of 30
provides only a little more protec-

tion. A Harvard researcher
reported that SPF 30 screened

about half of the remaining rays.

However, some dermatologists

suggest that the additional protec-

tion might be important for fair-

skinned p)eople or those who stay

in the sun for a long period. Also,

the SPF factor does not always

operate as effectively as expected.

*The amount of protection is

often lowered because of activity

and misuse," Moy said. "People

tend to rub it off or don't apply an

adequate amount Most sunscreens

should be reapplied every hour or

at most two hours."

Most manufacturers recom-
mend using one ounce of sunsc-

"The amount of pro-

tection is often low-

ered because of
activity and misuse.

People tend to rub it

off or don't apply an
adequate amount.
Most sunscreens
should be reapplied

every hour or at most
two hours."

Lawrence Moy

reen, or about five tablespoons, for

each application.

Another common mistake is

applying the product loo late.

Users should apply sunscreen at

least 30 minutes before exposure
since sunscreens take time lo

chemically bind with the skin.

The effectiveness of a sunscreen
also depends on how long it

remains on the skin. Swimmers
should consider waterproof sunsc-
reens, which must provide the

stated SPF protection for at least an
hour and 20 minutes even while
swimming.
A Bain de Soleil spokesperson

recommends that swimmers gently

pal rather than rub themselves
when toweling dry in order lo help

maintain the product's "slaying

power."

For children, sprays, sunblock
T-shirts and "no tears" prepara-

tions are available. However, these

standards are geared lo consumers
six months or older, there is very

little research available on very

See SAFETY, page 6
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Outlook good for

Israel to attend talks

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Defense
Minister Moshe Arens said events were
moving toward an agreement that would
allow Israel to attend a Middle East peace
conference but he did not provide a
definitive answer Sunday.

"I think we*re very close to a general

agreement that will allow the initial

meeting to take place and then break into

bilateral talks," Arens said during an
interview on the *This Week with David
Brinkley" program on ABC-TV.

Israel has refused to participate if peace
delegations include members of the

Palestine Liberation Organization or
residents of East Jerusalem. Arens
declined to say when Israel would
formally announce its decision but twice

indicated trends were favorable.

However, Arens emphasized Israel's

"very legitimate security concerns" about
the Golan Heights. Syrian President
Hafez Assad, who gave a boost to

attempts to organize the peace conference
by agreeing to participate, has called for

retrun of the Golan to Syria.

On this date:

In 1914, the first transcontinental

telephone linkup was completed between
San Francisco and New York City.

In 1968, Pope Paul VI upheld the

prohibition of all artificial means of birth

control for Roman Catholics.

In 1981, Prince Charles, heir to the

British throne, married Lady Diana
Spencer at St. Paul's Cathedral in

London.

In 1986, ajury ruled in favor of the U.S.
Football League, agreeing that the

National Football League illegally mono-
polized pro football. But the panel only

awarded the USFL $1 in damages,
effectively speUing the demise of the rival

league.

Nation

Dahmer denies link

to outKrf-state killiiigs

MILWAUKEE — Confessed serial

killer Jeffrey L. Dahmer has admitted to

butchering 1 1 people in his apartment and
killing a boyhood acquaintance in Ohio,
but he was not involved in other unsolved
slayings in Florida, California and Ger-
many, his attorney said.

The discovery last week of the dismem-
bered bodies of 11 men and boys in

Dahmer's fly-infested Milwaukee apart-

ment prompted police around the countty

and in Germany to re-examine unsolved

slayings to see if they fit Dahmer's
method of operation.

Milwaukee PoUce Chief Philip Arreola

has said police have information linking

Dahmer to six homicides outside Wiscon-
sin, going as far back as 10 years.

On Friday, Dahmer, 31, confessed to

killing a 19-year-old man in 1978 in his

hometown of Bath, Ohio. Dahmer was 18

years old at the time, living with his father

and stepmother. It was believed to be his

first killing.

Authorities in Hollywood, Ra; Fresno,

Cahf.; and Baumholder, Germany, have

said they were looking into possible

connections between Dahmer and unsol-
ved homicides in their areas.

In a statement Dahmer issued Saturday
through his attorney, Gerald Boyle,

Dahmer denied any involvement in

slayings other than the 12 to which he has

admitted.

'Pee-wee' arrested

for indecent exposure

SARASOTA, Fla. — The star of the

children's television program "Pee-wee
Herman's Playhouse" has been arrested

for alleged indecent exposure at an adult

theater, police said Saturday.

Paul Reubens, 38, was stopped in the

lobby of the Adult Triple-X Theater in

Sarasota late Friday by an undercover

police officer who witnessed the alleged

act, said Deputy Jim Nitterauer of the

Sarasota County Sheriffs Dept.

A police affidavit said the officer twice

saw Reubens "expose his penis and

masturbate" in the darkness of the theater.

The actor, who gave a Sttidio City

address in Los Angeles, was charged with

exposing his sexual organs and was later

released, Nitterauer said.

Lunar forces suded

Desert Storm forces

DELRAY BEACH, Fla. — The same
lunar forces that made Woodstock mel-

low also helped the Pentagon plan the

Desert Storm invasion, said an amateur

scientist studying the moon's effect on
human behavior.

Researcher Jeff Warren reasons that if

the moon's pull on the Earth is strong

enough to create tides in the ocean, then it

must be strong enough to affect people as

well.

After all, he noted, people are made up
of at least 90 percent water.

U.S. officials will never admit it, but

the Pentagon timed both the air and
ground wars in the Middle East to

correspond with the best possible lunar

cycles, Warren said
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Missing Boy Scout's

camera discovered

REDLANDS —
- The discovery of a

missing Boy Scout's camera and snack

wrappers boosted searchers' hopes Sun-

day, the ninth day of an intensive effort to

locate the 12-year-old who disappeared in

rugged terrain while on his first hike.

More than 200 volunteers, deputies and
Marines scoured Mount San Gorgonio
following the discovery of the items

Saturday afternoon.

While up to six helicopters concen-
trated on a 45-square-mile radius on the

south-southeast side of the mountain,

dogs and searchers on foot and horseback

narrowed their effort to a 4-square-mile

area.

GNR's Axl Rose walks

offstage— again
Axl Rose is having trouble with his

onstage demeanor again.

The latest display of temper from the

Guns N' Roses lead singer came at a

concert in Southern California Thursday

night when he threw down his micro-

phone at the start of an encore and
stomped offstage.

The problem? Rose was apparently

dissatisfied with his musicians' intro to a
new song. "Estranged." Caught off guard
by his sudden departure, the rest of the

band stood around awkwardly for a few
seconds, briefly tried to entertain the

crowd with a tentative jam, then left the

stage with guitarist Slash quipping,

"We've run out of songs."

From United Press International
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Bush warns Iraq not to make 'an enormous mistake'
By Norman Sandler

United Press International

WASHINGTON. D.C. — Iraqi

leader Saddam Hussein will be
making "an enormous mistake"

and risking military retaliation,

President Bush warned Sunday, if

he fails to comply with United

Nations demands that he fully

disclose and open to international

inspection Iraq's capability to

produce weapons of mass destruc-

tion.

With U>J. inspectors in Bagh-

dad to press what has been an

unsuccessful effort to fully detail

Iraq's nuclear weapons program,

Bush said military action by the

United States and its allies to

destroy those facilities remains a

"very viable" option.

Speaking to reporters before a

round of golf on the eve of his

departure for a U.S.-Soviet summit
in Moscow, Bush said it appeared

Saddam was "some ways" from
meeting the terms of U.N. require-

ments imposed at the end of the

Persian GulfWar and "has indeed"

been concealing the scope of Iraq's

nuclear program.

"We'll have to prove that," Bush
said, "and I think we can. But I'd

much prefer the inspections to

reveal compliance."

While still hopeful Iraq will

adhere to U.N. Security Council
resolutions ordering a full

accounting of its nuclear, biologi-

cal and chemical weapons capa-

bilities. Bush said, "Unfortunately,

that has not happened."

The latest team of U.N. inspec-

tors — the fourth since the end of

the war— arrived in Baghdad on
Saturday. The team of experts,

dispatched by the International

Atomic Energy Agency, is pursu-

ing suspicions and sketchy infor-

mation from the Iraqi government

that have painted a picture of a

nuclear weapons and research

program more ambitious than

earlier acknowledged by Saddam.
U.N. officials complained their

inspection efforts to date have

been thwarted by a lack of cooper-

ation and, at times, outright hostil-

ity from the Iraqi government as

inspectors have attempted to track

down hidden nuclear material and
equipment for enriching uranium

to a level needed for the production

of nuclear weapons.

"Regrettably, there is a strong

feeling that he's not coming totally

clean," Bush said. "And therein,

he's making an enormous mis-

take."

Iraq was under a deadline of last

Thursday to fully disclose its

nuclear, biological and chemical

capabilities.

Search on for key figure in Rajiv Gandlii's assassination
By David Alexander
United Press Internatbnal

NEW DELHI, India — Two
months after the stunning assassi-

nation of former Prime Minister

Rajiv Gandhi, police appear ago-
nizingly close to wrapping up their

investigation.

More than a dozen arrests have
been made but one key figure so

far has managed to elude the grasp

of investigators — a mysterious,

one-eyed Tamil militant named
Sivarasan, who is believed to have

planned, rehearsed and finally

helped carry out Gandhi's assassi-

nation.

Beyond those who carried out
the assassination, the question

remains: Who ordered the killing?

Was it, as Indian investigators

insist, the Liberation Tigers of
Tamil Eelam, a Sri Lankan separ-

atist rebel group, or someone else

with a grudge against Gandhi?
Such outstanding questions

make investigators cautious about
how far they actually have prog-
ressed.

"Well, we've made a begin-

ning," chief investigator D.R.
Karthikeyan told Sunday maga-
zine recently. "But we still have a

long, long way to go."

Gandhi was killed by a bomb
blast May 21 as he was about to

address a political rally in south

India. As he approached the

speaker's platform, a woman
handed him flowers, bowed, then

triggered a bomb strapped to her

waist

The plot to kill Gandhi began to

unravel even before most Indians

had recovered from the shock of
his death. While the bomb blew
apart Gandhi's assassin, it did not

damage her face, leaving police

with a visual image they could tie

to the killing.

Police also found a camera amid
the human carnage that night. Ten
dramatic frames had been snapped
by photographer Hari Babu, who
was killed in the explosion. They
showed the crowd beforehani
Gandhi's arrival, people greeting

him and a final flash of red.

Among the photos was a clear

shot of the assassin as she stood,

flowers in hand, waiting for

Gandhi's arrival. And as the probe
geared up include nearly 200
detectives, police found another

man in the photo who was not what
he seemed to be.

The man was dressed in tradi-

tional white Indian pajamas, wore
wire-frame glasses and carried a

reporter's notebook. In question-

ing witnesses, investigators deter-

mined the man claimed to be a

reporter and was working with

photographer Hari Babu.
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FRAUD
From page 1

they say he used.

Adams believes the group prey-

ed on Westwood l)ecause it*s an

easy area in which to steal the mail

that allowed them to obtain hun-

dreds of credit cards in the names

of unknowing UCLA students.

University police became aware

of the existence of the group last

spring after a man was seen

rummaging through mail at a

Westwood fraternity house.

Fraternity members chased the

man and called police. Atxlullahi

Mohammed, 36, was later pulled

over at a traffic stop and identified.

His car was chock full of other

people's mail — mostly pre-

approved credit card applications

addressed to students living in

fraternities and Westwood apart-

ments.

After a months-long investiga-

tion which included obtaining

several search warrants, Ruiz and

Adams discovered that
Mohammed was involved in a

fraud ring that forged entire iden-

tities based on information
obtained from stolen bank state-

ments and other mail.

Mohammed used these identi-

ties to obtain hundreds of credit

cards, rent apartments and set up
phone services — all of which

would never be paid for.

With their search warrants,

police found thousands of dollars

in expensive merchandise, such as

electronics and furniture, in sever-

al North Hollywood apartments.

Mohammed received 16 months
in jail after he pled guilty in

Municipal Court to charges similar

to those Iriajen currently faces.

But the District Attorney's

office decided that sentence was
far too lenient. Thanks to a second
pre-trial hearing, Mohammed will

soon go on trial again— this time
for seven counts of various types
of fraud.

The investigation of
Mohammed led to a similar arrest

several weeks later of Clement
Abulu, who pled guilty in Superior

Court to one count of falsifying

fmancial statements. He has yet to

be sentenced.

During the investigation of
AtHilu and Mohammed, evidence

SAFETY

against Iriajen, such as false
driver's licenses and credit cards,
kept showing up. He also appeared
in many of Mohammed's personal
photos, which the detectives found
during a search of Mohammed's
North Hollywood apartment
The detectives searched for

Iriajen in the spring, but infor-

"People really don^t
realize theyVe a vie*

tim until they have
their credit checked.
Then, when they
want to buy a car,

they are told, *0h,
you owe $30,000.'''

John Adams

mants told them he had left the

state.

While Iriajen 's arrest in West-
wood on Monday prol)abiy ended
the ring, that's little solace to the

banks and other financial institu-

tions who are liable for the huge
charges run up on the illegally-

obtained credit cards. Every year,

financial institutions lose millions

of dollars to this crime.

But citizens can be victims as
well. Police believe the fraud ring

used Westwood as its mail source
because students move in and out
of apartments rather frequently

and often continue to get mail at

their old addresses.

Because the people who move
in after them often place the mail
that comes for previous occupants
on top of the mailboxes, all the

thief has to do is get into the
building and scoop the mail into a
big sack.

"People really don't realize

they're a victim until they have
their credit checked. Then, when
they want to buy a car, they are

told, 'Oh, you owe $30,000,'
"

Adams said.

Although this situation can
eventually be straightened out, its

not easy, so Adams recommends
that people keep a closer eye on
their mail.

From page 3

young babies.

The Food and Drug Admi-
nistration is concerned that baby
products might encourage
unnecessary exposure of children
to sunlight. Harvard researchers
warn Americans that bad sun-
bums, which occur during the
infant and toddler years, may
double the risk of malignant
melanoma.

Consumers should consider
other protection products, such as
blocks. Blocks scatter or reflect

both ultraviolet A and B rays, as
well as those in the infrared
specuiim. Blocks frequendy con-
tain titanium dioxide and may be
particulariy good for those who are
sensitive to some of the more
common chemicals used in sunsc-
reens.

Fabrics are at least "partially
protective against UVA and UVB,
especially fabrics with tighter
weaves," said Moy, who is cur-
rently doing research in this area.
He said wet fabrics allow more UV
penetration and also certain colors
are more effecUve UV filters than
others.

Consumers must also evaluate

reports of dangerous or new
ingredients in sunscreens. For
example, several products were
taken off the market after the

release of a report stating that the

ingredient urocanate might cause

cancer.

Although the FDA's guidelines

and the claims of new sun products

will continue to change, what lias

remained stable is the advice of

dermatologists: avoid the sun, use

sunscreen or a block, wear hats and

protective clothing, examine your

skin on a regular basis, and

remember to protect vulnerable

areas including the lips, nose and

ears.

The FDA is currently reviewing

standards for all sunscreen pro-

ducts. They arc reportedly consid-

ering limiting products to SPF 30,

unless data can demonstrate that

higher SPFs are safe and effective.

Also, products such as baby oils,

mineral oils and tanning oils with

no SPF may be banned if the FDA
determines that their effectiveness

is negligible.

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heart
Association^

COMM BOARD
From page 3

"If there is another incident like

the twoNOMMO controversies of
last year, there may well be a basic

reevaluation of communications
board's structure and powers,"
Silverstein predicted.

Lipsey added that he believes

that "there is an overwhelming
concern that the student media
behave responsibly and profes-

sionally. This is something we
want to encourage."

The board was created in 1964
by the chancellor to provide the

students with an independent
publisher for student media.
And Lipsey said he feels that

maintaining an independent board
is vital because then "students
working on the paper can concen-
trate on news and serving their

community rather than getting

caught up in the poliUcal environ-

ment, with the student government
or the administration. Their fund-
ing shouldn't depend on campus
politics."

The board consists of eight

student members, one faculty

member, one alumnus, a profes-

sional journalist, and the non-vot-
ing ASUCLA publications
director.

Four of the students are under-
graduates appointed by the under-
graduate government. The other
four students are graduate students

appointed by the graduate student
government The faculty member
is appointed by the faculty senate
and the alumni member is

appointed by the alumni associa-
tion.

"I'm thrilled with the new
members on the board," Silvers-

tein added. "The chemistry is there

and I expect great things."

HAIR
From page 3

tickets, Rubin still hopes to change
the law.

"You would think the hair

wrappers were disgusting and
repugnant," judging the way they-

've been treated by police, Rubin
charged.

On Saturday, Rubin began col-

lecting signatures for a petition to

support an amendment to the

Municipal Code.

"We have to get the wording in

writing to protect the artists and
street performers," he said.

Rubin argued that the hair

wrappers attract tourists, who
bring money to licensed merchants
whose businesses line the colorful

boardwalk.

One of the hair wrappers, Kathy
Beight, 24, said she's made
enough money to support herself,

plus some extra for traveling to

Grateful Dead concerts.

Beight became a hair wrapper

two years ago, after a veteran hair

wrapper decorated her hair with

string. About a year and a half

later, she replaced it with her own
design.

"It was a creative altemative to

waitressing and nine-to-five jobs,

Beight said.

"Hair wrapping is just another

way of decorating yourself and

adorning yourself," she explained.

Beight was not ticketed by

police in their crackdown last

week.

"Last weekend was a little

hairy," she said. *The police told

us we needed to move. The
warning lasted several days. Then
people got ticketed."

Stop

smoking

"... I'd like to thank
my dentist..."

mw COSMETIC AND
PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363• TOOTH BONDING

• Fix chipped,stained or broken teeth
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1442 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshirc & Santa Monica)

NA.ILS
of Ultinr.o

before noon

Have
beautiful
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Full Set
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Manicure
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Mon - Sat la?
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FLY TO AUSTRALIA
-FREE-

WITH LAPTOPS
Two FREE tickets to Australia are offered with the pur-
chase of anyCOMPAQ orTOSHIBA Laptop or Notebook.
All you have to do is book a minimum of 14 nights at any
participating Parkroyal hotel in the Parkroyai collection.

COMPAQ:

LIE 286.20/40. $21 99 / $2399
LIE 386S.30/60. $3399 / $3899
SLT 386.60/120. $4199 / $4599

TOSHIBA:

T1200XE.20/40. $1829 / $2079
T2000.20/40. $2649 / $2899
T3200SX.40/120. $3159/ $3399
T3200SXC.120. $5539
All other models available • Call!
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5110 West GoldlMf Cirde, Suite 125

Lot Angeles CA 90056

Limited supply only. Free offer includes airline tickets only. Further restnctions apply
details available upon request. Call now!
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SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I HAPPY PLATE
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice
•Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close I

I

I

ii!

$3.40
with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
.1121 Glendon Avenue (213)I Wwc

^1 Olf] Westwood Village. CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

6:30 am - 3:30 am FrI & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

Chili Cheese Burger + Fries
-H Med. Soft Drink for C:^ 1 Q
Breakfast Special

2 Eggs + Homemade Hashbrowns
+ Toast & jelly for $1.99

(213) 824-7966

936 Broxton Ave
In Westwood

Chinese Chicken Salad
(*oil free dressing)

Fresh Chicken Breast

Sandwich

$3.75

S2.99

SUMMER
BRUIN
SPECIAL

Cut &: Blow
Permanent Wave & Haircut
Highlite

Highlite & Haircut
Cellophane & Haircut

-UCLA students, faculty & sUfT
5l -with this ad- expirra 8/V9I

CARLTONSALON
MARQUIS

Westwood Marquis Hotel
930Hi]gardAve

208-4477
• We Validate Parking •

$20
$75
$55
$75
$40

•good monday thru Saturday only

Preparing for Law School

This course can help you achieve

your potential during the crucial

first year of law school by sharpen-

ing the skills essential for success.

It covers the casebook mcthixl of

learning and provides time-saving

methods for briefing, strategies for

writing law school examinations

effectively, and an introduction to

basic legal terminology

Instructor:

Jaffe Dkkerson, JD, Littler,

Mendelson, Fasti ft & lichy

Course No.: English 846

Fee: $260 Reg/I' E7852U

Friday, 7-10 pm,

Saturday and Sunday. ^ am-4 pm,

August 9-U, 3 mtgs.

Location: 1278 Anderson Graduate

Schix>l of Management, UCLA

For your convenience, enrollment

may be charged on your MasterCard.

VISA, or Discover. Call

(213) 825-9971 or (818) 784-7006.

For more information, call

(213) 825-4192.
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Poor decisions liuit Festival
For two weeks in 1984, Los Angeles lived

the Summer Olympics. The Los Angeles
Olympic Organizing Committee under
Chairman Peter Ueberroth was able to

mobilize 10,000 volunteers, clear the
freeways and run the most profitable

Summer Olympics ever.

When Oklahoma City hosted the 1989
United States Olympic Festival, 76,000
people filled the stadium for Opening
Ceremonies. Last year's Minnesota event
raked in a half-million spectators and earned
$3.4 million. There, the Olympic Festival

was the most important event happening
during the summer.
The USOF hoped that the same success

would happen again in Los Angeles this

summer, but sadly, because of mismanage-
ment and unrealistic expectations, it did not.

Angelenos follow the big names and the

big events when filtering dozens of weekly
possibilities. The festival was competing
with the Dodgers fighting for the pennant,

the Angels playing exciting baseball, the

Playboy Jazz Festival, the Hollywood Bowl,
the beach season, Disneyland, Magic
Mountain and numerous other attractions.

Grabbing the attention of L.A. is an
immense task, a task that the poorly planned
and promoted USOF failed to accomplish.

Holding the games in the largest popula-
tion center in America was a misguided
decision. The Festival has announced that it

will lose $2 million dollars because ticket

sales fell far below expectations. The whole
event itself has left a bad taste in Los
Angeles' mouth.

Here in Los Angeles, a general apathy

existed, due in pan to the lack of big-name
athletes participating in the festival. The
breakeven point — $3.4 million in ticket

sales — was never really approached. Only
200,000 total tickets were sold— the worst

turnout in 10 years. Final accounting shows
a deficit of $2 million dollars.

Other complaints range from athletes

unable to venture far from their dorms due to

a lack of transportation system, to a lousy

system of ticket sales. Also, the Festival has
been criticized for failure to provide free

tickets to youth organizations who couldn't

afford the printed prices. All of these

problems could have been solved with a

little forethought and planning, as was the

case with the 1984 Olympics.
Festival organizers blamed the Southland

media for not hyping the event enough,
criticizing especially to the L.A. Times as an
example of big businesses not sponsoring
the event. They alp pointed fingers at

UCLA and use for not donating the use of

facilities, a ridiculous assumption in light of
California's budget mess.

The concept of the USOF is a fine idea—
to allow up-and-coming high school seniors

and college freshmen to compete in a high-

pressure, Olympic-like atmosphere in order

to prepare for future international competi-

tions.

The concept works in practice, too. When
you look at the list of past Festival

champions, many notables such as Michael
Jordan, Jackie Joyner-Kersee and Greg
Louganis have participated. If the United

States is to remain competitive in future

Olympic games, then sports competitions

like the USOF are a must.

The solution then is clear. A city with

more enthusiasm should have hosted the

1991 Festival— a Sacramento or San Diego
— that has ample financial resources and
facilities and less sporting competitions.

In Los Angeles, it takes an earthquake
like the Olympics to cause a rumble; the

Festival merely caused a minor tremor.

Summer Bruin
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twentysomething:
Talkin' 'bout my generation

There has been a lot of

talk lately about the

"twentysomething" gen-

eration, those of us who were

bom between 1962 and 1972.

Time ran a story; it's been a

recent topic on the talk show
circuit, and recently a book
entitled "Generation X" has

attempted to "define us.*'

In these articles, the one in

Time especially, we have been

called "shiftless," "immature"
and have reportedly been

known to "shirk responsibility."

We have been characterized as

a generation of pathetic losers,

trapped between the all-impor-

tant "baby-boomers" and their

children.

If 1 sound a little irate here,

it's because I am. It always
amazes me when authors have
the chutzpah to suggest that

they can speak for a genera-

tion. Generalities are interesting

to a point, but this is ridicul-

ous.

The authors we think of
who characterized certain gen-

erations — authors like Ker-
ouac and Hemingway — have
only done so in retrospect.

They were attempting to write

personal stories that came to

symbolize the thoughts of an
era. Reading them is to get

inside that generation, to live it

as they did. The point is that

they did not set out to define
their era; they lived in it and
reported what they saw.

Besides, the only fun part

about trying to define genera-
tions is to use a cute little

catch phrase, like the "Me
Generation," used to character-

ize the swingers in the '70s.

Now watch as I use my
artistic license here (I knew it

would come in handy some
day) and break my own rule

by tossing my own cute little

catch phrase into the ring. If

there is going to be any sort

of title for us, let us be 'The
Toxic Generation."

Before you groan, let me
explain.

Everything we have done
since the moment we've been
bom has recently been found
to be dangerous for us.

Nothing that we cat, breathe,
drink, touch, smeU, smoke, lick

and, if Jesse Helms has his

way, think, is safe. It's all bad
for us. The air that you're
breathing now is equal to
smoking a few cigarettes a
day.

Even those Crayola crayons,
including buml umber, will

Photo Not Available

probably be found to be
cancer-causing, despite their

"non-toxic" claim. Fast food
clogs your arteries; alcohol

slowly kills you; junk food
rots your teeth; caffeine is

addictive; microwaved food is

high in salt and who knows
what else; drugs make your
brain look like an egg in a

frying pan; smog destroys your
lungs; sex will kill you. So
much for my entire college

career.

Oh. by the way, newspaper
ink is poisonous. Just thought

you'd like to know.

Another great reason for this

witty epithet is that we'll have
to become very familiar with

toxins as it will be our job to

clean up after our predecessors.

We have inherited a toxic

world and will be the people

responsible to clean it up. (The
"Janitor Generation?")

If there is any justification

for our "shirking responsibili-

ty." it is because we've had so
much thmst upon us. After

two generations of decadence
and waste, it's finally time to

shovel it out of the street. And
we're the generation that has

to follow the horse.

To call us "shiftless" and
"immature" keeps us from
developing our full potential.

To be characterized so early in

the game gives us no chance
to prove ourselves. We need
the opportunity, just as our

predecessors had. to make our
own mark. Check back with us

in a few years. Then maybe
we'll talk.

Shiftless, indeed!

Saffer, the Viewpoint editor, is

a senior majoring in theater

and dramatic literature.

Correction: The Daily Bruin neglected to

run a credit with last Thursday's viewpoint
graphic. The artist's name was David
Twomey. The Bruin regrets the error.
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Overcoming the obstacles to cultural understanding
The other day I was

walking on campus
down Bruin Walk, and I

heard the tail end (or begin-

ning?) of a conversation that

suddenly caught my attention:

"Yeah, you know, they look

at black people and go 'euh'

(sound of disgust), but still

they get perms to make their

hair curly and lie out in the

sun gettin' skin cancer, trying

to get black.**

The hair (naturally curly) on
the back of my white neck
prickled. I saw four African-

American girls continue on as

I veered off toward my apart-

ment They were still spitting

venom on white girls and I

had a dangerous urge to ask
them what they thought about
curly dark-haired white girls

with little desire to obtain the

St Tropez look (like myselO,
or naturally brown-skinned
Anglo folks like my mother,
sister and brother.

I had a greater urge to ask
them what they thought about
black women who use Dark
*n* Lovely hair relaxers or get

hair-lengthening weaves. They
might have told me that such
women arc trying to be white.

I would have then asked two
of them if they were "trying to

be white" then too. since they

had corn-rowed hair pulled

back into ponytails.

Docs this mean that Lisa

Stansfield, a white English pop
star, was "trying to be black"

when she garnered a number
one spot on the black music
charts? Is she any less

Susan
Rinderle

talented? Should music have
color? And what about the

rumor I heard that some
reviewer criticized the amazing
singer Mariah Carey for "try-

ing to sound black?" (She is

black, even though she's light-

skinned. Besides, anyone who
sings like that isn't "trying" to

do or be anything.)

The whole "trying to be X"
thing is ridiculous, though I

may understand where it's

coming from. I happen to love

Mexican food, music and
dancing, have a Mexican boy-
friend and love to speak Span-
ish with whomever (1 studied

for several months in Mexico
City). Am I trying to be
Mexican? Unfortunately, I'm
sure some people would think

so, though I would disagree. I

simply love the Mexican cul-

ture and people.

People often scream and
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carry on about the lack of
cultural understanding in the

worid and in our country. This
is done with good reason —
we do lack a substantial

amount of intercultural and
interracial understanding, but
why is it when a person

attempts to "understand" and
cross frontiers, the folks on the

other side often accuse him or
her of "trying to be" some-
thing he or she most certainly

is not?

It's like a perverted version

of "separate but equal." The
message seems to be "learn

about us and respect us, but

don't love us — you're not

welcome to participate, only

observe and take notes, since

that's all you can do." We are

expected to understand, appre-

ciate and respect other groups

without intergroup dialogue or

exchange.

It often seems as if, in order

to fully understand or partici-

pate in another culture or race,

one must deny his or her own.
Richard Rodriguez, in his auto-

biographical work "Hunger of
Memory," and one of the

black characters in Toni Morri-
son's *The Bluest Eye"
exemplify the path often taken

in the past by people of color

looking for success and accep-

tance in White America: self-

denial, change of identity and
even self-hatred.

As an Anglo who has gone
to several lectures, films, con-
certs and events sponsored by
groups of people of color, I

am often unmistakably told that

to fiilly understand or support

them, I must be against

myself.

In order to enjoy an Afri-

can-American film festival or

step show, or dance cumbias, I

am taught to hate myself:

white people are all pasty-

faced, loud-mouthed "ugly

Americans" who sunburn too

easily — white people are all

greedy, rich capitalists who
exploit the poor and rape the

environment — white people
are all conquering, selfish,

imperialist dictators — white
people can't sing or dance and
shouldn't even try — white
people are all ignorant, conser-

vative bigots who don't even
care.

Perhaps even worse than

this. I have even found myself
spewing the same prejudices.

I thought I was being

socially conscious. I thought I

would finally be accepted by
people of color who I was
trying so hard to understand,

and perhaps even "be like." I

thought being while gave me
an automatic license to heap
hateful prejudiced comments on
my own race. I was wrong.
The fact of the matter is

that this is largely about

acceptance. Everyone has their

own assortment of various

clubs they belong to that make
them feel wanted. We all want
to be in a club. One of these

clubs is color, and hke most
clubs, it is exclusive. I and my
people are told "it's a black

thang — you wouldn't under-

stand." and though young prog-

ressive Anglos agree that we
should understand, we get the

message that "they" don't want
us to. After all. muting color

lines mutes club lines, and
what's the purpose of a club if

you can't maintain the ancient

"we-them" dichotomy?

I might add that, as an

Anglo, I can attest to the fact

that few Anglos go "euh, black

people." I'm sure they must
somewhere, but I don't know
them. White people generally

have a good opinion or no
opinion about African Ameri-
cans depending on their rela-

tive experience. I guess my
African-American sister that

made the aforementioned com-
ment on Bruin Walk knows
more white people than I do.

I will also add that I have
heard plenty of "euh, white

people" in my day. Ironically,

I have heard the majority of

such direct and indirect com-
ments in my three years at

UCLA (Hello, what happened
to the idyllic, aware, harmoni-

ous, diverse college campus of

the '90s?) which happens to

have the smallest proportion of

people of color to Anglos of

any school I've attended.

Prejudice in any form,

directed towards anyone, is

wrong and any social move-
ment that utihzes prejudice to

trample and discredit others in

order to further itself, is

wrong.

Peace.

Rinderle is a senior majoring
in sociology.
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New FADS
figMoffthe
trend attack
By Nick Roberts

Summer Bruin Staff

With a name like New Fast

Automatic Daffodils, one has to

wonder whether this band, the

latest to emerge from Manchester,
England and get signed to an
American label, is really just

riding along on the ecstasy-
induced wave of Hacienda Club
hype so prevalent in both the

British and American press nowa-
days.

Yes, it's true that the New
FADS (as they're known in the

British papers) hail from Man-
chester, where all five bandmates
met while attending university.

And yes — their music has a tinge

of that which has come to be called

"the Manchester sound" (whatever

that is).

However, they're more likelv to

mention fellow Mancunians, The
Fall, as an important influence

rather than bands like the Happy
Mondays or the Inspiral Carpels.

And as Dolan Hewason, the

group's guitarist, is quick to point

out, they've so far been able to

avoid being discounted by the

press as just another new fad from
northern England.

"Yeah, we seem to have escaped
it," says Hewason over the phone
before the start of their first U.S.

tour. "You see, the thing was that

we never went out of our way to be
associated with (the scene). We
never denied it, but it was just an
irrelevant thing that we were from
Manchester. It is for most of the

bands, you know. They don't
really bother if they're from
Manchester or Birmingham.
"We really don't listen much to

the press, and we certainly don't
worry about all the other bands that

are getting signed," he continues.

"I think (the hype) will start to die

now, especially after the record

companies figure out that signing

any band that happens to have the

same type of sound isn't going to

guarantee them big sales. Most of
the people that arc doing the

signing are 40-year-old, gray-

hau^ed farty types that think Rod
Stewart is still the greatest They
really don't have much of an idea

of what's happening at the moment
except for what they read in the

papers."

After listening a couple times to

"Pigeonhole," their debut release

on Mute Records, it's clear that the

group has managed to create their

own bass and percussion-driven

groove without being swallowed
up by wah-wah effects or a heavy
shuffle beat

All in all, it's an intriguing

sound, described by one British

music magazine as "death disco,"

and it seems to stem as much from
the band's two percussionists.

Perry Saunders and Icarus Wil-

son-Wright, as it does from Hewa-
son, bassist Justin Crawford and
vocalist Andy Spearpoint

"We're much more into rhythm,

especially when wc play live,"

says Hewason. With Icarus on
percussion, our music has a diffe-

rent sound to it because we're not

using a drum machine, we're using

congos and other effects. There's

something hmiting about a drum

Britain 's New FastAutomatic
Daffodils.

machine up on the stage. There's
only two or three congo sounds
you can make on a drum machine
and it doesn't have quite the same
kind of sound. Also people don't
have to worry about where the

sound's really coming from."

"I think our live sound is a bit

more furious than what it sounds
like on the album," continues

Hewason. "When we were
recording 'Pigeonhole,' we
decided to produce the album
ourselves to save some time and
money. Now I think we wish we
hadn't We weren't happy with the

way a lot of the album sounded. It

sounds kind of flat, much more
subdued than what everybody's

used to hearing."

For a band that originally came
together just to get their names
mentioned in "NME," the British

music magazine, the New FADS
have done remarkably well in the

U.K. where their breakthrough

single "Big" is still riding high on
the charts. But Hewason is quick to

point out that performing live is the

real test of a band's talent

"It would be great to have a lot

of lights like the Inspirals, but we
simply can't afford it right now,"
says Hewason with a laugh. "We
try to concentrate instead on the

music, on playing a good show that

really bums. So many of the bands
that are getting signed right now in

England are being placed in the

studio before they can even really

play well live. It's kind of sad
really when you go to see a show
and they're up there not really

knowing what to do."

"Big" should hit American
stores sometime late this month
along with the follow-up single,

"Fishes Eyes," a song that came
with a free voucher for fish 'n*

chips and received considerable

attention due to the peculiar nature

of the lyrics.

"Icarus lives in what you'd
probably call a ghetto, you know
. . . ummh ... he hves in state

housing," explains Hewason when
pushed on the fish question. "He
found this herring in his mailbox
one morning around 3 a.m.
wrapped in foil, with a note

attached to it that said something
like. 'Beware, he is coming, the

fish's eyes will watch your lies.'

The stuff at the end of the song
about God we just kind of threw in

because we were messing around
in the studio one day and thought it

sounded cool."

The New FADS will finish up
their current U.S. lour in August
before heading back to England to

perform at the highly touted

Reading Festival ("I think we're

playmg m a tent," quips Hewason).
The group already has plans to go
back into the studio to record their

second LP and a new single, which
will be released sometime early

next year.

Film

Grieco's pretty boy image gunned down in
By Shalmali Pal

Even if he is the biggest movie star in

Sweden, Richard Grieco still has to deal

with the same static the rest of us do—
his running away, not having quarters for

the parking meter, watching his choles-

terol (Half and Half in the coffee) and
keeping up that low-maintenance look

that's given him such a high profile:

ripped jeans, leather jacket, earrings,

bracelets, tousled hair and a five o'clock

shadow at 10:45 a.m.

And that's quite a load for a guy who
started his acting career playing a wrench
in a college theater production, served as

masturbation material during the "21

Jump Street" and "Booker" years and
was dismissed by some critics as just

another pretty boy on the block.

But with the unleashing of "Mob-
sters," Grieco may finally prove that

there's a lot more to him than being one
of "Cosmopolitan's" Hottest Hunks. As
the sadistically sensual Benny "Bugsy"
Siegel, Grieco offers a performance that

is an intelligent marriage of good humor
and deadly malice. Unlike his partners in

crime, Chariie "Lucky" Tuciano. Meyer
Lansky and Frank Costello, Bugsy
parties hard and Grieco appreciates it.

"In the beginning, they were thinking

about me for Luciano but I just loved the

Siegel character," Grieco says. "He was
the most flamboyant of the bunch and I

just thought, as an actor. I could really

get into that role."

One of many in a long line of gangster

pictures cranked out by Hollywood,
"Mobsters" presents a youthful perspec-

tive on the crimelords of the 1920s— an
approach that has certain people up in

arms.

"What's great is that all the press that

have called it *Young Tommy Guns' are

in for a rude awakening," the 26-year-old

declares. "It's probably one of the most
graphic films I've ever seen.

"When we heard the press talking," he

continues, "we were just like 'Give me a

break!' Just 'cause we're young. But, the

bottom line is, so were Benny and Lucky
and Frankie and Meyer when they were
at the height of their power.

'There's other movies coming out

depicting my character but at least I'm

the same age," Grieco adds slyly,

referring to Warren Beatty's forthcom-

ing "Bugsy."

Preparing for the role gave Grieco the

opportunity to pick the brains of people

who had dealt with the real Siegel.

Although he declines to name them, he

will say, "I talked to reliable sources that

knew some things the studio didn't."

For instance? "One of the (mob)
family guys told me who killed him."

Despite being privy to such informa-

tion, Grieco has no fears that his

portrayal might irk the current mafia set.

"I did so much research . . .and I think

I depicted him pretty realistically. You
see him as a man of focus," he says.

Exactly what that focus entails is part

of Siegel's enigmatic appeal— whether
he wanted to be the visionary who
dreamt ot a place called Las Vegas
("Everyone thought he was a loon!") or

"the most dangerous man in America."
But, it seems to be the latter trait that

holds the most allure for Grieco.

*The side that interested me was that if

someone crossed the family, you could
kill him. You know, an eye for an eye and
a tooth for a tooth," he says.

Perhaps Grieco's esteem for Bugsy 's

loyalty to his mobsters serves as a

parallel to the actor's own familial ties,

especially since his cousin is crooner
Tony Bennett
"When I saw him in New York,"

Grieco explains eagerly, "I said, *Mr.

Bennett, my name's Richard Grieco and
I 'm your cousin. ' He gave me a big hug,"
he concludes, with a satisfied grin.

If "Mobsters" does well, Tony can
look forward to seeing his relative in part
two, picking up where the current film
ends. "That's when the egos start setting
in and things start going wrong with the
group."

The matter of new-Hedged, bulging
egos during filming also gave cynics
something to cackle about but Grieco
views "Mobsters" as an ensemble piece.
'There's really seven leads . . . because
if it wasn't for one character, the movie
wouldn't be for shit," he says.

All this talk of group effort is a far cry
from Grieco's first cinematic foray, "If

Looks Could Kill." While it floundered
at box offices here, the actor feels its

success in Europe is inevitable "because
they're promoting it correcUy. They
promoted the action and the fun instead

of promoting me. I was the one going
against the studio and teUing them, *You
guys are fuckin' nuts!'

*Then. when I went to Sweden, they

said I was right But that's besides the

point That's like shooting someone in

the head and then, two weeks later,

saying 'I'm sorry,'" he surmises rueful-

ly.

Undoubtedly. Grieco won*t allow
incorrect hype to undermine his next two
projects. First up is a story centered

around street car racing and Grieco's not
worried about comparisons to another

racing film.

"*Days of Thunder,' oh my God! I

would shoot myself," he mocks. "It's

actually about getting out of Brooklyn
. . . about a young man trying to cross the

bridge to success."

By October, Grieco begins work on
"Fans." an autobiography of silent movie
star Rudolph Valentino. "It's so tragic

and such a beautiful story. I'm really

looking forward to that," he enthuses.

See QRlECOy page 12

Tough talk with
nothing to say
By Aaron Dobbs
Summer Bruin Staff

It's amazing that a movie which begins so
beautifully can fall apart so quickly.

This is the case with "V.I. Warshawski." the new
film starring Kathleen Turner — a great idea, based
upon a series of novels concerning a tough female
private detective.

The first few minutes of this film are some of the

greatest story exposition an audience can ever see.

Before one word is uttered, the movie tells the

audience neariy everything it needs to know about
who this V.I. Warshawski (Turner) is— a beautiful,

sexy woman who lives alone in Chicago, has a
refrigerator filled with moldy food, is a slob, jogs
every morning and at night can dress up and look like

a million bucks.

So far so good. It's when the first word is uttered

that the picture starts to show its true colors.

"V.I. Warshawski" is a pooriy written film which
shows great promise. The dialogue is trite and
cliched, the story is predictable and formulated, and
the individual plot points are all tied up in nice, neat
liale packages.

The story basically follows a few days in the life of
Warshawski, whose real name is Victoria (though
throughout the film she comes up with small
humorous quips as to what the "V.I." stands for).

After finding her on-again off-again lover in bed with
another woman, she meets Bernard "Boom-Boom"
Grafalk (Stephen Meadows), an ex -hockey player
wIk) seems to have some trouble with his two
brothers.

Later on, Boom-Boom brings his daughter, 10-

year-old Kat (Angela Goethals), to stay with
Warshawski while he goes to deal with his brothers.

Though he never returns, Warshawski and Kat

In "Mobsters, " Richard Grieco stars as gangster Bugsy Siegel, a role tfiat

seems to fit the actor's cute tough-guy image quite well.

'Doctor' performs successfully

Kathleen Turner stars as a sexy, tough-talk-

ing private investigator in "V.I. Warshawski."

become close as Warshawski tries to figure out who
killed Kat's father.

The problem with this movie isn't just that the

story is predictable or that it seems the writers felt

that there must be some female-child relationship.

The overall movie is not consistent. It's like riding on
an annoying roller coaster which gets exciting for

about 20 seconds and then travels along a lengthy

straightaway for 40 seconds.
It is impossible to think of a better ca«5ting choice

than Turner for this role. In all of her pictures. Turner
has always given off an aura of strength and
intelligence mixed with sexiness and seductiveness.

The role of Warshawski was tailor-made for her, but

See TURNER, page 12

By Gwen Goldbloom

Doctors and their patients con-
front death in radically different

ways — the doctor with skill,

knowledge and experience, the

patient with fear, denial and anger.

But in Randa Haines' film *The
Doctor," doctor and patient are
one. When a prominent surgeon
discovers he has throat cancer,

he's forced to reexamine his

approach to his profession and his

life.

It's the consummate and
detached professional Dr. Jack
MacKee (William Hurt) we see
initially. He treats the operating
room like the stage of a comic
opera. He insists on playing
"opening" and "closing" music to

signal the beginning and end of
surgery. Throughout the procedure
he sings and wise cracks — all a

reminder of his theory that a good
doctor avoids emotional involve-

ment with his patients.

This professional stance also

affects Jack's personal relation-

ships. When a sore throat turns out
to be throat cancer, he is unable to

allow his wife Anne (Christine

Lahti) to give him the comfort and
support he needs.

Jack finds that his professional
status doesn't protect him from
confronting the feelings of help-

lessness and loneliness of being a

patient Hurt makes his character's

transformation believable and is

perhaps the film's greatest credit

Through a series of interactions

with colleagues, patients, his own
doctors and fellow cancer patients.

Jack gains a new understanding of

doctor-patient relationships. The
patient, he realizes, needs emo-
tional as well as medical support

from the physician.

Hurt infuses Jack with such life,

humor and strength that he over-

shadows any other character in this

beautifully written story. Hurt's

performance is delicately exe-

cuted. His delivery of sarcastic

one-liners not only defines his

character early in the movie, but

brings a lighthearted, yet respect-

ful touch to a serious subject

The most poignant scenes of the

film grow out of the relationship

that develops between Jack and
fellow cancer patient June Ellis

(Ehzabeth Perkins). This relation-

ship becomes the driving force in

making Jack reevaluate his stance

towards a patient's needs.

When Jack first meets June in

the radiation therapy waiting

room, she tells him that her doctors

misdiagnosed her brain tumor for

months. Initially, Jack responds by
minimizing June's fear and
frustration. But he comes to realize

that regarding her feelings as

inconsequential undermines her

ability to deal with her illness

Atone point they leave the clinic in

search of a dance performance that

June had missed because of treat-

ment. In the most beautifully

photographed scene in the film.

Jack and June stop alongside the

road and dance in the twilight,

because according to June, life is

passing by too quickly not to stop

and notice the splendor of it all.

Although Lahti's character
takes a back seat during the
majority of the film, she brings her

character back to life in the last

moments. In one of the most
memorable scenes, Anne has a

screaming fight with Jack, who is

confined to expressing himself in

writing after throat surgery. With
the passion of an independent but

devoted wife (reminiscent of the

wife in "Running on Empty") she

overcomes her feelings of rejec-

tion to heal their relationship.

One casualty of the film is the

underdeveloped character of
Jack's medical practice partner.

Dr. Murray Caplan (Mandy
Patinkin). He serves as Jack's

comic sidekick and provides for a

discussion of medical ethics when
he is involved in a malpractice suit,

but his character is never fully

developed. Patinkm, who gave
such memorable performances in

"Yentl" and 'The Princess Bride."

should have been giving more
latitude to demonstrate his skill.

FlUil: "The Ooctor." Screenplay by
Robert Ca^woll R;^<:od on "A Ta«;t9 Of
My Omt) Medicine" by Dr Ed Rosen-
baum. Directed by Randa Haines
Produced by Laura Ziskin. A Buena
Vista release with William Hurt. Christ
ine Lahti, Mandy Pabnkin and Elizabeth
Perkins (Rated PG 13 adult situations,

language. 105 minutes) lsk>w playing
dtywide. ifkifVi
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movio
MANN

THEATRES
Westwood
NATIONAL
10025 Undbrook

2084366NO PatMt

aiy Slck«s (PQ-13)

1:45-600-7:45-10:30

VILLAQE RoUn Hood:
940 Broxlon

206-6576

Prinot of TMovM (PQ13)
1:00-4:15-7:30-10:35

No PassM

BRUIN Tht NikKJ Qun 2 1/2 (PQ-13)
948 Bfoxton 1:00-3:15-6:30-8:00-10:15

208-8906 No PauM

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaytoy
2087664

Tho n oclMlwr (PQ)

12:1S-2.46-6:1S-7:46-10:l5

WE9TW000
1060 Gaylty
206-7664

TDohM i Loui«<m
2:00-7:15

lA fmnm NiUti(m
4:46-1000

WE8TWO00
1050 Gaytoy
208-7664

101 (MnMliont<Q)
12:1 5-2:30-4:46-7.00

Junglo F«vir(R)

t-^Kfun

wEsmvooo
1060 Gaytoy
206-7664

Soip OiiMPQIS)
12:30-5:15-1000

BMi(drafl(fB

2:30-7:15

REQBfT
1045 BrcKton

208-3259

Rigirding Hmvv (PQ-13|

2:00-4:45-^30-1000

PLAZA
1067 Giandon
206-3097

AfMfMT You(n
12.45-3:00-6:15-7:45-10:15

Santa Monica
CfWTEnON Rigvdktg Honrv (PQ13)
1313 3fd Staat Promanada 1 15-4 00-7 00-9:45

396-1599 Sat A Sof 10:45«n

CflTEnON
1313 3fd St Promanada
396-1590

TormtMlar TWo (R)

Odby SR
1:30-4^0-7 30-10JO
Sal A Sun 10:30am

CMTERKMflobin Hood:
1313 3rd St Promanado
396-1599

of TMovM (PO-ISI

12:00-3JO-7:15-10:15

No Pauaa

CMTERION M A Tod's Boguo Joumoy (PQ)

1313 3fd SI Promar«>a 12:10-2:30-600-7 4^-1020
396-1599

CWTERKM
1313 3rd St Promanada
396-1590

ToniiiMiar Two
Odby SR

12:00-3:30-7:00-10:15

CfTTERKM
1313 3rd St Promanado
396-1599

aw SMmto (PQ>13|

1:40-420-7:10-10.00

Sat A Sun 11:15

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronot

10899 Walwort)
475-0441

A Tod's Boous Joumoy
Ooft>y Starao

12:00-220-4:50-7:30-»50

Fri A Sal only 12 10am

UA CORONET
10860 Walwoft)
475-9441

Tarminolor T\«o (R)

THX Odby Slarao SR Slaiao

12 30-3:45-7 00-10:15

UA CORONET
10660 \fMmjif\

475-9441

TorminolQr TWo
TQmm M\M aUrao Mund
11 00-2:00-5 00400-11 00

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills
ROYAL
11523 SM. BMt
477*581

Mv Foffwr's Qtory

Odly 5 00-7 30-9 4S

'Sal A Sui Maktoo 1220 2 40

MRMC HALL
9036 WHMro
274-68a)

Europs Europo
500-7:30-10.00

Sal A Sun Maktao 2:1S

RNE ARTI
BDOO fflWOT

8621330
(My 6.OO400-10O0

*Sot A Stfi IMnos 2:00400

Santa Monica

1332 2nd SL
304-9741 'Sal A Swt Mafttoa

5:15-746-1000

12:15^:45

800pm

MOMCA
1332 2nd St
304-0741

AR MOCPENOOfT IH0WCA8E

SOO-7:30-10O0
Sal A Sun MdkMo 1^15-2.30

MOMCA
1332 atd St
304-9741

4 45-7:15-0:4

'Sal A Sun malnaa 2 15

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
304-9741

rmw Mvy
5:OO7 3MOO0
Sat Sun. 2 40

Borkotoy in Iw Ms
Sal Sun 1215cMn

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO aNEMA Oeoi card puchasas by phona
Witeh. at Wastwood 757 4G£N
47S071

1

Pdnt Broak (R)

70mm THX Ddby Starao

11:45-225-5:06-7:45-10:30

Fri. and Sat lata 12:15

Bsd^drafl (R)

70mm Odby Starw
1250-4 06

Tu-Th: 7:15-10:30

Dying Young (R)

Ddby Starao

11:45-2:15-4:45-7:30-10:00

Beverly Hills
Bovsrty Connecton Cradit Cmd
La Gianaga at Bavarty Blvd. Purchasaa by
Ffaa 2 1A2 hour vdidalad parking Ptwna: Call

669-5911 (213)757-4GEN

Rsgarding Honry(PO-13)
THX Odby Starao

1 2:15- 1 :
15-2:45-3:45-5: 1 5-6:20-7:45-6:45-1 0: 1

5

Fri. and Sat lata 11:15PM

ProMsm Child 2(PQ>13)

Slarao

12:30-2:45-5:00

Oponing Nighl(R}

7:15-10:10

Soap Oidt (PO-13)
THX Odby Slarao

1 30-3:40

Tu-Th: 5:46-8:00-10:06

Dutch (PG-13)

THX Ddby Starao

12:15-2:40-5:00-7:30-9:55

Prisonars of Iho Sun (R)

Starao

12; 15-2.30-5:00-7:30-9:45

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Canlury Qty 14

10250 Santa Monica Blvd

Cantrv Qty Shopping Cantar
Fraa Partdng:

4 Hours Fraa Vaidaicn
WiVi Purdiasa d Thaa»a Fidwls
(213) 553-8900

Rogarding Hanrv (PQ-i^
12:00-2:30-5:06-755-10:30

Uts ainiis (PG13)
11:40-2:15^50-725-9:56

TwwiniMr Two (PO-131
10:00-1 2:56-4:06-720-10:»

RagardMn Hanry (PQl3)

l02S-1:1(M:1O-7:OO-9:46

Rsgvding Hsnry (PQ)
11:15-2:00-4.40-7:36-1015

Soap Oldi (PO-13)

11:46 2:25-4:46-7.45-10:20

Thalma A Louiao (R)

10:30 140^4 35 750-1056

Tht Doctor (PQ13)
10:06-100^:06 710-10:10

Tht no rtiiMti (PQ) Sat Doc Hollywood

11:00-220-5 06 755-10 46 *»«rt Prwiaw: 6:00twi

Tamiinator Two (R)

10:40-146^56-8.05-11.00

Tarminator Two (R)

10-20 120-4.30 7:40-1056

KoMOM ChiW (PQ13)
12:46-3105 40-810-1036

AnolMT You (R)

12 20 300-5 25410-10 40

Tht Doctor (PQ13)
11:10 206-5 00-600-1056

FESTNAL
Sat Wait UnM Dart Sun

10:00am
On A Train

10:00am

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West LA.
NUART
11272 Santo Monict B.
4704379

M^ity 5 15-7:30-ft46
Sat and Sun. 1246^300
Rociiy Horror tmanfftt

WESTSIOE PAVIUON
QOLOWYN lOt

*7i^»02 10:15-1205-156^3 46
1 1

00-1 2:50-^40-4:^O4^20-8.1 0-10:00

OOLDWYN
47^0202

1,000 of QoM
5:30-7:40

QOLOWYN
47S4202

All Angri At My TMIt
12:454c10-0:15

QOLOWYN
47S4202

Ewofybody'a Rno
1030-3:50-0:50

QOLOWYN
47VO202

Tht
1050-1 00-3: 10-520-7:30-ft40
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PARI BEAUTY SALON
Remove your unwanted hair

with 1007o Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing $ 3
Half legs wax $10
^ iv^^^i vJi III ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.«••»,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ^ fy

^1 III ••••••••••••••.••••....•.»...,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,^ 1^
Up wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10
European Facials $25

1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325
Open Sundays

$1 OFF'
=4

/l(a$kin(/7)Robbin&.
t^ ice Cream & yogurt^\
f.-r Regular size^j
rv> yogurt or 'v^
c. ice-cream

(oflfcr expires 8/1 1/91)
not valid with ottaer diicounts)

Always a 10% Discount to

UCLA students/faculty with LD
(regular price itema only)

208-^^Westwood Village

'1 V \^
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 8/23/91

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
ust be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT St BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza ^^^'^ ^"^^ ^^^^ STUDEnr id.

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

OR EMFLOYEE ID. WIW COUFOTf
We raent skt n^ to rtfiue tervict to any

ckaU wkou hair conduwn » luuukaUt.

•LETE DENTAL EXAMINATION
Special price lor slMteDts, lacuHy and stall „jii^

$35
*Complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding &
porcelain veneering

*Crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures
* Laughing gas available

(213) WWW f f *T^

Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1606
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

Jazz at the Wadsworth
presents

BILLY CHILDS
featuring Bob Sheppard

"Billy Childs, definitely the best up and
coming new artist on the scene today.

"

-Herbie Hancock

"Billy Childs has become synonymous with first rate

modern piano playing.. .Childs remains versatile, able
to switch from funky fusion tune to something more
traditional, and make each outing meaningful and
persuasive. He's a deep musician.

"

Zan Stewafi, L.A. Weekly

Sunday August 4 at 7pm
Free Admission
Special Thanks to:

David L Abell Yamaha Pianos

The UCLA Student Committee for the Arts and KLON FM 88.1 present

Jazz at the Wadsworth featuring

For more Information, please call (213) 825-9261

> I i

UCIA tTUOINT
C O M M IT T I I

•O* TMI AITS

Opening cultural doors
Toulouse-Lautrec

exhibit peers into a

slice of Parisian life

By Kimberly Chrlsman

Summer Bruin Staff

In case you didn't make it to

France this summer, I' esprit de

Paris is alive and well in the 100-

plus works in "Toulouse-Lautrec:

The Baldwan M. Baldwin Collec-

tion," which completes its national

tour this month at the Armand
Hammer Museum of Art and
Cultural Center.

Visitors to the exhibit are

greeted by a life-sized cutout of the
artist and a series of antique photos
of "Lautrec's Paris," the artistic

and literary haunts of the late 19th

century.

Unlike his Impressionist con-
temporaries who sought the sunny
idylls of the French countryside,

Lautrec found inspiration in the

smoky streets and coffeehouses of
the city's Montmartre district His
subject mauer was as revolution-

ary as his style, which incorpor-

ated bold visuals and voyeuristic

poses that were anything but
idealized. Indeed, many of the

pieces in the exhibit are virtual

caricatures of bohemian life,

ranging from the ridiculous to the

erotic without ever overstepping
the bounds of harsh reality.

In accordance with the immedi-
acy of his images, Lautrec was the

first of his generation to use the

poster and lithographic printing as

an art form, often expressing his

ideas in just a few primary colors.

The Baldwin Collection includes
several of his most famous posters,

as well as theater programs and
book covers.

The show is augmented by two
prominently displayed paintings
from the museum's permanent
coUecuon, "Study for 'In the Salon
on the Rue des Moulins'" (1894)
and "Touc, Seated on a Table"
(1879-81). Also on display are a

niRNER
From page 11

the way the part is written, it

becomes corny. Turner still gives a
great performance, but it isn't

difficult to sec how much better the

entire movie would have been if

her character were even tougher
and stronger.

The movie also isn't dark
enough. Director Jeff Kanew
("Eddie Macon's Run," "Revenge
of the Nerds") doesn't allow the

correct amount of seediness to

show through. The movie is by no
means just a dark, mystery thriller— there is a lot of comedy in the
film too, and Kanew succeeds in

providing a great number of
laughs. It just would have been
nice if he had figured out some
way 10 merge the tenseness and the
comedy.

Although Turner does give a
spectacular performance with the
material she was given, Gocthals
("Rocket Gibraltar," "Heartbreak

GraECO

J

Toulouse-Lautrec's
"Ambassadeurs: Aristide
Bruant" (1892).

few exquisite (but distracting)

19th-century gowns, presumably
added for atmosphere.

The haute couture gowns are
especially incongruous with Laut-
rec's favorite subjects — women
of the demi-monde, usually
dancers or prostitutes, usually
depicted in various stages of
undress. The highlight of the
exhibit is a rare complete set of the
"Elles" lithographs, Lautrec's
1896 series of intimate prints

poiliaying the private toilettes of
women in Parisian brothels.

The demi-monde comprises
approximately one-fourth of the

collection, which is loosely
organized by subject matter, rather

than chronologically. These
sometimes-random headings
encompass Lautrec's signature

cafe and cabaret images, here

dominated by the enormous
"Moulin Rouge," as well as less

easily categorized works such as

his powerful "Aristides Bruant**

posters and cycling prints.

ART: "ToulouKo- Lautrec: The B£ildwin
M. BaWwin Collection " Through Sep-
tember 16 at the Armand Hammer
Museum of Art and Cultural Center.
Closed Tuesdays. For information, call

443-7000. •••

Hotel**) steals the show. Some of
Kat's dialogue is just as bad as

most of the other lines in the script,

but Goethals shows real spunk and
is a joy to watch every time she
appears on screen.

"V.I. Warshawski" is. in a way.
a depressing film. Maybe ihcy*ll

make a better written sequel
someday because there is so much
potential in the idea, the story and
the casting that it is sad to walk out
of the theater so unfulfilled.

FILM: "V.I. Warshawski." Written by
Edward Taylor and David Aaron Cohen
and Nick Thiol Based upon the "VI.
Warshawski" novels by Sara Paretsky
Directed by Jeff Kanew. Produced by
Jeffrey Lurie. A Buena Vista Pictures
release of a Hollywood Pictures in

association with Silver Screen Partners
IV and Chestnut Hill production with
Kathleen Turner. Anaela Gk)ethals, Jay
O. Sanders and Charles Durning
(Rated R: language and violence; 90
minutes.) Now playing atywkje. ^/i

From page 11

"I'm going to start taking tango
lessons and I just don't dance."

With things speeding along at
such a wicked pace, Grieco has no
qualms about the longevity of his
career or the caliber of his work. "I
am a leading man as an actor. I'm a
physical person. I'm not a skinny,
wimpy actor. I'm a guy.*'

Still, when it comes to the issue
of his good looks, the ultra-confi-
dent Grieco stutters, pauses and
seems genuinely uncomfortable
with the whole topic. "Uh, I think
the way I look, the way I am ... is

definitely not a new style. So, um, I

think, that's part of the reason why,
maybe, I'm doing pretty good."
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15

16

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
sperm Dorwrs 19

Pregnancy
Salons

Health Services

20
21

22

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted 30
Temporary AgerKles 31
Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33
Internships 34
CNId care wanted 35

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50

Apartments Unfurnished
Apartments to Share
Roommates
Room for Rent
Sublet

House for Rent
House to Share
House for Sale

House Exchange
Housing Needed
Real Estate

Room & Board for Help
Room for Help
Housing Service

Townhouse for Sale
Townhouse for Help
Corxios for Sale
Condos for Share
Corxios to Rent
Guesthouse for Rent

51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITES
Health Clubs 75
DarKe / Physical Fitness 76
Spofbng Events 77
Miscellaneous Activities 78

RENTALS
sporting Equipment 85
Electronic Equipment 86
Furniture 87
Misc. Rentals 88

SERVICES
CNId Care 90
Insurance 91
Legal Advice 92
Loans 93
Movers / Storage 94

Personal Servk:e 95
Servk:es Offered 96
Shiyoplng Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 100
For Rent 101

Music Lessons 102
Graduate Exam Prep 103
Resumes 104

TRAVEL
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 106
Resorts / Hotels 107

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 1 10

Bicycles for Sale 113
Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

Scooters for Sale 1 1

5

Scooter / Cycle Repair 1 16

PARKING
Off Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 1 25
Furniture 1 26
Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instruments 129
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 3

1

Sports Equipment 132
OfficeEquipment 133
Typewriters / Computers 1 34
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PROJECT TALMUD
A unique learning opportunity

*HEBREW * BIBLE * TALMUD * LAWS*
*MAIMONIDES * KABALLAH*

Classes on Monday Evenings

Participation is open to all

Chabad House, 741 Gayley Ave.
For more information call Rabbi Begun

(213)208-751 1 ext. 103

You don't need dental insurance to have a pretty smile,

SUMMER SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILV DENTISTRY f2I3J475-5598

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Check Up, & Cleaning

v.l.P.

(reg.$180)

new patients with this coupon only

we also accommodate patients

with dental coverages
otter expires 8-29-91

(Up to 4 x-rays

included)
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

1 620 Westwood Blvd.

•open evenings & Saturdays'
Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no

dental insurance.

"Our Patients are Special'

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon discussion. Thur Bcwkstudy. Fri Step
Study.AU3525l2:15 115.

Tues Discussion, Wed Discussion NPI
C8538 12:15 1 00

For aiconolics or individuals who
have drinking problems

-^^

GET A SLICE OF GREAT BUSINESS...
ADVERTISE!!

classified line 825-2221 display 206-3060

V
H'-

7;

. ICaU
(800)

33 TO FLY
call for video

The most portable, lightest (12 lbs.),

easiest, smallest (backpack size), least

expensive aircraft in the world!

Now you can soar with birds for

hours. Fly 1st day! Best location.

I g LT/t1 ilM
/ \

The,

xxy
to

SUCCXSS :

ADVERTISE
in

SUMMER IN LA!

DANCE
TILL

2:00

ISSOTMNttTMt

Mars 103.1 FM
Wednesdays

at The Golden Honkey

Phone 213 S76-0SS3 $2.00

DRINK
SPECIALS

(Cai-iMr •! *HU MMUOI HMI.), tMU MMKa

Complimentary Admission before 10:00 w/ RSVP

DRAFT
BEER

Can You Believe It?!?

Tuesday'Thursday

& Sundays

2:00-6:00PM at the

GOLDEN MONKEY

• • "-

13G0 Third Street Promenade (Comer of Santa Konica Blud. I.Santa Konica

^ si A * it i <^^ ^ A i i * 9 S^A^MA » * • * t«« . ..•.toA.A.v > *.• L* • - I a«fc»iajfc»ga «r f"-tfn--i-n--'---""--"-"-^** *-* -**"- "-*'****'****-"'*'**'*'*"'"'''----- -'^--"i-^Ti'a^ft'i

- -'-'-
BlIIIMPiS

*-*a*amm4G^m;m1Cm ----—-—- •^.'J^-.:^-..-^^Y^^^.-̂̂ ^^^
^

.

. ^̂ .^
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Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Help Wanted

DIGITAL PEDOMETER
Slips onto beh or waistband, adjusts to walking/jogging stride,

accurately measures distance.

To order mail SI 7.95 find, lax and s/h)

via check or money order to:

UNIQUE ENTERPRISES

3530 Carnation Circle

Seal Beach, CA 90740

SATISFAQION GUARANTEED

(213)596-7499

Personal ^^ Egg/Sperm Donor

WANT TO PARTY?
Hot new styles! Get a passionate

response with our pretty, provocative

lingerie! Big stucient ciiscounts! High

quality, low prices. Send name,

address, and $5 for full color

catalogue to:

26441 189 Avenue Southeast,

Kent, Washington. 98042.

Don't wait! Feel more exciting

and sexy today!

Research Subjects

ADULTS, 35 AND OLDER who experience
bleedmg when brushing their teeth and/or
have tartar deposits on their teeth needed for

study that compares two rr>ethods of measuring
gum disease. Eligibility determined at screen-

ing examination that lasts approximately or>e

hour. Participants will have teeth cleaned at

the conclusion of study. Contact Lynne at the

Clinical Research Center (213)625-9792.

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
arxJ up) on asthma rT>edication needed for

research of new asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9am—5pm. Answering ma-
chine available after hours.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIQ BOYS 7-1 1 years

needed for UCLA research project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation (213)825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (213)828-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS %vith attentional prob-
lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmenUl
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NEWLYWEDS WANTED: Couples marrying in

1991 needed for UCLA project. Participants

receive $50. Call (213)206-6049.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED for blood
pressure study Healthy students, 18-34, $40.

Call Zane (213)825-6475

PARTICIPANTS
SOUGHT
for a study of a

new antihistamine.

You must have mild

asthma &
seasonal nasal allergies.

IF INTERESTED,
PLEASE CALL
(818)397-3383

for more details

MM. Glovsky, M.D.

Asthma and Allergy

Center

Huntington Hospital

Lost and Found 16

LOST: HEIRLOOM ENGAGEMENT RING
Lost June 21, possible in Kinsey Hall. Reward!!
Call Lauren (213)859-7844

Salons 21

EUROf»EAN FACIALS Regularly $40 Now
$20. Grand opening special. Call for appoint-

ment Century City (713)785-0705

Health Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain
less facial skin rejuvenation and renx>val of

icrte and sunspots. For nr>ore info, call Califor-

nia Laser Doctor's Croup. (213)786-0636.
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University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and C^onfidential.

In Westwood Village.

CCALIFORNIA
c:ryo bank

'9941

12 Health Services 22

PSYCHOTHERAPY support group for wonr»en

dealing with childhood sexual abuse. West-

wood office. Lorraine Rose. PhD,
(213)824-9942, Meg Sheehan, PhD,
(213)737-3554.

THROWING UP
GETTING YOU DOWN?
Eating disorders are nry only specialty

Conte find out wfiy

Dr.Mark Berman, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group appts )

213-655-6730

OVERWEIGHT?
North Carolina Pastor loses 76 lbs.

and 14 inches in 3 months using

Nutrition Express Wt. Loss Product

twice daily eatina 1 regular meal.

Cost $1.76 per meal.

CALL FOR FREE 4-Day Supply
Sec if they work for you.

1-800-927-8046

Bulimic?
Do you fool out off control
mrlth ffood or omotlonsT
Couniollng can holp

old pottoms
call •24-1 178

Jaanno Young Phd
LIconsod Psycholoalst

PS41191S

ELECTROLYSIS
Maria Mintz

Registered Electrologist

202 1/2 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills. CA 9021

2

Phone # 274-4399

We are physician referred with 15

years experience

20% Student & Faculty Discount

with ad

Opportunities 26

CCXLEGf MONEY GUARANTEED Scholar

ships, grants, mortey-back guarante*. No CPA
requirements Call the Bosco Group.
(213)680-1066

Help Wanted 30

ASSISTANT TO ATTORNEY- light typing,

phones, filing. 9—1, M—F. Call after 3,

(213)859-8499.

ATTENTION!!! DANCERS/GYMNASTS/
YOGINIS- Learn how to earn $40Vhr.
Teach: QIMAX. Free training, lim
(213)476-2234

CALIFORNIA SELF-HELP CENTER/
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT needs assistant

for diversified office duties Workstudy pre-

ferred but rHM necessary. Macintosh profi-

ciency preferred. $9.06/^., 20hrVwfc. Call

(213)625-1799.

'CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, ar>d television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experierKe

needed. Call today (618)563-2021.

FT CLERICAL, good phone skills, computer
knowlege, reliable. Santa Monica, LONG-
TERM. $7-8/hr. (213)453-6422.

CLERK needed for Community Service Officer

Programs. To work 15-20hrsyweek, day or

evenings. Light typing, filing, phones, good
communication skills, working knowledge of

WordPerfect and/or Lotus 1 23 preferred. Con-
tact Cindy Stanworth at 206-5473 or pick up
application at CSO office, 601 Westwood
Plaza.

COMPUTER SYSTEM PROGRAMMER famil-

iar w/ 1 -2-3/d-Base, etc. Needed to write data

base management program for hospital man-
agement company. Richard (213)208-2633.

EXPLOSIVE INTERNATIONAL CO. needs help

immediately. Earn $500-$200C/mo. PT or

$3,000- $6,000 -f InfH). FT. (213)285-8410.

FILM AND TELEVISION PRODUCTION
COMPANY looking for interns. Flexible hours.

No experience necesary. Richard.
(213)650-0942.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs sales/all

around help. Some experience necessary

20-40 hrVweek. Call Marjie 208-4000.

FURNITURE MANUFACTURER, near San
Diego Freeway and Florence Avenue, needs

intelligent person for general office work. 20
hrs/vvk. Start $8Ayr. Phone (213)671-5400.

•HANDY PERSON- $8/hr, flexible hours,

close to UCLA. Experience w^lndow wash-
ing painting •»- repairs; helpful but r>ot neces-

sary. (213)476-1510.

••••HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE*— who like

having fun needed for part-tinrie and full-lime

work. David (213)399-5994.

••••HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE^*** who like

having fun needed for part-time and full-time

work. David (213)399-5994.

ITALIAN TO ENGLISH, engllsh to Italian

interpreter needed. Native Italian speaker
required. Tom Jones (213)826-4240.

LIVE-IN security position available. 5 min.

LXILA. kieal for grad. student. Room, salary,

benefits. Call (213)471-3860 between
6-1 0pm, Wed-Fri.

LOOKIN FOR RESPONSIBLE warm intelligent

individual to enjoy terrific room and board
plus some expenses in exchange for PT
chauffering/ tutoring/ babysitting Piping two
great 10-yr-old children and golden retriever

named Jake in beautiful Brentwood home,
10-minutes UCLA. Private guesthouse w/
kitchen & bath, off pool. Live-irV live-out

optional. Apply c^o Elizabeth (213)394-2870.

NURSE/RN FOR MD OFFICE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME. TOP SALARY,
FULL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111.

NURSING ASSISTANT for young paralyzed
female Experience. Perfect for student AW
afternoons, $9/hr. Overnight, $30. Non-
smoker (213)391-0145.

OFFCE ASSISTANT, P/T for nruiseum quality

picture frame shop. (213)659-1655.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST/TYPIST needed
for entertainnr>ent business managenr»ent firm.

Norvsmoker with neat appearance. S7Ayr.

afternoons arvi Saturdays beginning Feb.1.

Career opportunity. (213)626-0800

$$$$$$$$$
( A >miiK"t\ 111 IiiviiiMri.iI \\\j.\

L^r.ir*.- f irrn li.i^ ru> > c\\\t\ U-wI

work u ifh iiK*.nti\c hi»ri(js

imhiriiUj^ ». inJiJ.itc^

(213)829-2900
F<.L. License Required

KARI MICHAELSON
"Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(2)3)399-1481 or (818)3600760

UK BREED SUCCESS
LK.\K\

KNTKm AINMKM/.MrSIC
PI MLR KKLVnoNS
Iiitrrn at major P.K.

firm in Hollywoqi^,
(ireat ()|)|)<)i1uinfyT()

l<*ani and K'lin

firsthand fxptTit'iu'e.

Call Audrv
(213) 659-6400

30 Help Wanted

8 people needed no^v
Kum up to $fl/hr.

Housecleaners
•Full 4 Part time*

• Flexible Houni*

•Lota of Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213)4531817

MODELS
vydiitetl by Piotessioiidl Pliotography

Studio for up-commg photo assignineiits

Pio & Non-Pro Mdle/Female

Call (818)508-8680

PART-TIME Shoe sales, Beverly Center. Sat,

Sun, Mon -f 2 to 3 evenings. $6.5(Vhr +
depending on experience. (213)657-5183,

Roz or Debbie.

PART-TIME COUNTER HELP. Santa Monica
bakery. Experience helpful, 9-1 1 :30am, mon-
Fri, 9-5 Sat. (213)576-0966.

PART-TIME BOOKKEEPER. DACEASYAOTUS
1-2-3 required. Flexible hours. Congenial

atmosphere. Tye between 2:30-5:00,
(213)623-3147 non-profit organization.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON needed to drop and
pick up 1 4-yr-old from school weekdays. Must
have own car. (213)856-1301.

RN, LVN, or DERM ASSISTANT needed for

Saturdays only. Busy Beverly Hills dermatol-

ogy office. References required. Ask for Diane.

(213)273-0467.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $15/hr. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector

up to $20,00(Vyr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964-4166 ext. 22.

SECRETARY. Real Estate Firm. 9-5pm, light

typing. Beverly Hills. Call for appointment.
jack (213)271-0101.

STUDENTS needed evenings for door-to-door
distribution and telephone calls. $6/hr -f-

incentives. Call Steve (213)572-6163.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN in

japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko
(213)337-7006 ext.214.

TELEMARKETINCV SALES. FT- career oppor-
tunity selling healthcare managen>cnt consult-
ing services to executives. Seeking leadership

and competency. Tracy (213)206-2633.

US MAIL JOBS $1 1 .77 to $1 4.90/$! 2 fee. Now
Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Necessary.
1-900-286-1868 ext. 1353.

WANTED FOR TWELVE YEAR-OLD daughter
of father LXIA Dean and Mother M.D.,
responsible individual to drive child in AM and
occasionally PM during school year and
supervise some activities next six weeks. Car
will be provided. Good pay. Contact during
day (213)659-9383.

WANTED: FT PRESCHOOL TEACHER,
8:45anfv3pm. Experierxx or credential neces-
sary. Car necesMry. Great benefits: nr^edical,

dental + rrwe. Starting salary, $1 5,000 calen-
dar year. Crestwood Nursery School, West-
side. Ask for Rose, Barbara or Cathy
(213)472-1566.

WANTED: NATIVE ITALIAN TEACHER.
$15/hr. Call Steve (213) 551-9464, (213)
828-7557.

WORK—STUDY K)B Sumrrnsr & schi yr.

lOhrs/wk. $9.0M>r. Clerical assistance in

running professional journal. Experience with
word processing and data-base programs on
PCs desirable. Call C.R. Callistel, Psychology
206-7932 & leave rT>es&aKe.

EARN up to

$150j>er month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
, or .nformai'On Ca^cc pa: e^'s
Can Anna ihroug'ioji I A &eneM
(818) 986 "^883 from yoj' pan.cpai.on

- » M A

' 49S4 Van Nuyt Blvd Shirmin Oaks

Job Opportunities 32

ENTERPRENEURS WANTED! Alumni will
show you how to start business, earn unlimited
ca>h. Call! (213)399-6615.

LOAN PROCESSOR Minimum 2 years experi-
ence procesting real estate loans from opening
to closing. Piccard Financial, Beverly Hills

(213)652 5566.

OFFICE ASSISTANT in Century City law firm
Minimum of 20 hrs per week. $7/hr. Paid
Parking. Must have reliable car and car
insurance. Po»ition available immediately.
Please corttact Helen at (213)277-0200

Jobs Wanted 33

PHILIPINO LOOKING FOR PT/FT live-out job
as nanny or housekeeper Good references
(?n)247 9713.

Internstiips 34

COMMITTED FNFRGFTK" INTfRN SOUGHT
BY INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER SCRIPT
COVERAGE AND COMPUTER BACK
GROUND DESIRABLE (818)980 0889.

30 Job Opportunities 32

Natitial Markftlii FIpm ExiMnilngi

• MGMT TRAINEES •
NEEDED FOR 5 NEW OFFICES
Must be motivated •»- outgoing

Sports-minded/health

(213)281-7858

Ctilld Core Wanted 35

BABYSITfER for 2 year-old boy. 2 eve^M<.
Mar Vista. References required, car a plus. Lisa

(213)459-2750 (day), (213)390-6018, (eve).

MOTHER'S HELPER: WLA, Tu,Th,F, 3-6:30
(flexible), $6.25/hr. After school care, light

housekeeping. Must drive. References. Start

late August. Call Kate. (213)277-6988.

NEED LOVING PERSON to help with children

+ household. Full-time, live-in/out, driver's

license. (213)476-1427

ONE DAY/WEEK Monday or Friday, girl, 6, Vi

day. Boy, 2, all day. Car preferred.
(213)474-5885.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON NEEDED. My home.
Flexible hours. $6/hr. Need own transporta-

tion. Call Sue (213)206-7528.

SEEKING BABYSITTER: 2 rriomingsMt. for

friendly IS-nrwnth old. WLA. Call Orly (213)
935-7114.

Apartments for Rent 49

1-BEO/ 1-BATH. $625. 20 min. to UCLA.
Bright, airey, charming. Robyn
(213)954-0783.

1 -BEDROOM. $600/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 jasmine Palms
(213)639-7227.

$775. LARGE QUIET rmdern l-bedroorrV
1-bath. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c.

(213)837-0761. 1426 Barrington.

$993. LARGE QUIET rriuuern 2-bedroonr\/

2-bath. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c
(213)837-0761. 1426 Barrington.

BEST LOCATKDN IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 + 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A/C, patios and views.

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA + the village. Subten^annean

parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss ••>

Company.

BEVERLY HILLS, $450, large bachelor, newly
decorated, utilities included. 21 7 South Tower
Drive (213)852-0880, (818)789-5429.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $650/hAO. 2
BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)639-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $715. 1-BDRM,
HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH STYLE
4-PLEX. 'A BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)e39-6?94.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER
ST.(2 13)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. $1130. 2-bed/
2-bith. Full kitchen, fireplace, laundry, bal-

cony, parking. (213)471-6744, David.

BRENTWOOD, $1100, 3 BED/ 1-BATH,
11651 GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT
APT , PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR AP-
POINTMENT. (213)939-1732.

BRENTWOOD $1100 2-bed -^ 2-bath, $550
bachelor. Near shops, schools, businesses.

Parking available. (213)410-1499 or
671-8570.

ll#flfi1fi

ACROSS FROM

CAMPUS

luper Discounted

Summer Rates

* pool
* spa
* sauna
* gym
* gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

* now accepting

applications for fall term

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

BRIGHT SPACKDUS SINGLE, upper. Ap-
pliances, parking, most utilities included.

(213)397-8056.

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY $740 2-BED/1 -BATH, enclosed

garage, no pets. (213)397-0415.

CULVER CITY— 3846 Prospect Ave.
$115(ymo. large 3-bed/2-bath. Parking, laun-

dry, dishwasher, stove. (213)837-1906.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM $625, bachelor $475.
Great location, across from Brotman Hospital.

Minutes to Century City and Westwood. 3775
Hughes. 836-6639.

EFFKIIENCY 1-BED. Security building, stove,

dishwasher, large closet, balcony, rooftop spa.

Quiet. $735 and up. (213)636-3559.

FURNISHED SINGLE, individual balcony,

laundry fascilities, offstreet parking, sundeck,

utilities included. Quiet building, only serious

students need to apply. $565. (21 3)826-7068.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-be<V 2-bath apartn^ent, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

LARGE SINGLE, FULL KITCHEN, DININ-
GROOM & BATH, $675, BACHELOR $500.
CAMPUS AREA. 470-5952.

LARGE UNFURNISHED SINGLE. Private yard,

parking, all utilities. Housepets okay. 5-blocks

to Venice Beach. $620 -f deposit. Available

Sept.l. (213)778-0622.

NEW 2 4 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

NORTH HOLLYWOOD: unfurnished, deluxe

separated 2-bed/ 2-bath & l-bed/ 1-bath,

fireplace, 2 balconies, 2 parking spaces. $790
& $600. (213)652-0314.

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

$1375an(Jup2 + 2

Patio, Secure, Prime

Location

Utilities paicj; bonus w/ lease

10635 Wilshire

(213)470-3006

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 1 BD, 2BD
$725 and up

All amenities

^Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2

Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

555 GLENROCK
Corner of Glenrock & Levering

Walk to Campus

FALL RENTALS
S<udK) up to 2 p«opio

U1 for up to 3 people

2-f 2 for up to 5 people

824-9691
i

NOW LEASING large singles and bachelors.

Utilities paid. Walking distance UCLA. Fronn

$45(Vmo. Call Paul (213)624-9754.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3 258
Overland.(21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS: 1 -bedroom, deluxe upper, $715,
fireplace, locked building, gated entry, no
pets. Available 8/15. (213)652-0847/
837-5631

.

PALMS 3-bed/3-bath, $1300. 2-bed/2-bath,

$950. Modem, 4-years new. Air, dishwasher,

fireplace, gated parking. 10 minutes to UCLA
by bus. (213)638-5039.

PALMS $615—795. 1 and 2-bedrooms. Ap-
pliances, pool, parking, laundry. 3455 jas-

mine. No pets. 454-4754.

PALMS, $675 & $1 125, 1 & 3-bedrooms, big

rooms, move-in bonus. 10-minutes to UCLA.
(816)377-2668.

PALMS, $850/mo. beautiful 2-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)628-0740.

PALMS, $895, new 2+2. All amenities. A/C,

fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy frec-

way access. (213)390-5996.

PALMS: deluxe 1 -bedroom, $685, patio, fire-

place, locked building, gated entry, no pets.

Available 8/1. (213)652-0647/ 837-5831.

PALMS. Own room in 3 bed/1 'A bath

spacious apartment. 7 miles from UCLA. Own
parking spot. Only $300/mo. + $350 deposit.

Available August 15. (213)204-0937. Ask for

Matt.

PICO/ ROBERTSON, $600, 1 -bedroom/
1 -bath, upper, carpet, drapes, stove, refrigera-

tor, newly painted. (213)688-0140,
(213)557-0710.

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt

Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

Casablanca West Apts

Short term

1Bd, 1&2 Bath Apts

Quick Walk to UCLA
Pool, Sundeck
Gated Parking

530 Veteran Avenue
208-4394

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
l-bedroom/l-bath from $900

2-bedroonn/2-bath from

$1500

Oversized apartments

with dining rooms,

newly decorated with

mini/ vertical blinds,

balconies, fireplace,

built-in kitchens.

Gated subterranean parking,

heated pool, elevator.

Walk to campus

691 Levering Avenue

(213)208-3647

PALM
ROYALE
APTS

$895-$1300/month

luxurious U2 bedrooms

wilh all amenities.

Quiet surroundings.

Perfect

for serious students.

SPECIAL MOVE-
IN BONUS
for more info.

Call 390-7600

3420 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

PRIME LOCATION, between Santa Monica
and Olympic on Bundy. $685, large 1 bed-

room, stove, refrigerator, nice patio, good
management. (213)820-7049.

PRIME WLA, 2-BED/ 2-BATH, EXTREMELY
LARGE, T.V., DISHWASHER, GAS STOVE,
2-CAR PARKING. FROM $965.
(213)475-5519.

SANTA MONICA 2-bed/2-bath. Large, airy,

light upper unit. 1-year sublet. Partially furn-

ished. $950. (213)395-5212.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2-»-2, $725 $875.

Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 13406
Moorpark St. (616)884 6691.

SPACK)US 2-BED/2-BATH, $850, new car-

pets & drapes. Quiet residential area (r>ear

Pico/Robertson) Call (213)273-8160

SPACIOUS 1 -BDRM: secured, pool, #6 CC bus

to UCLA. Takeover $600 August. Sublease

with option to lease September onwards. No
move-in cost. ASAP. 390-2680

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH. Santa Monica
prime location. Carport. $821.97. Mr. Kim
(213)829-1851.

SUBLEASE large 1 -bedroom apartment near

UCLA. Pool, ^C, refrigerator, dishwasher.

Reduced to $855. (213)826-2521.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for

faculty/staff, 1 and 2 bdrm., unfurnished,

adjacent to LXTLA. Call 206-1947/206-3085.

Mon-Fri., 8am-5pm.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.

Month to month rental agreement, fully furn-

ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

VENICE, $1140, new 3-bedroorTV 2-bath,

dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-

kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2289.

VENICE $1285. 2-bed/ 2-bath duplex 20fl.

ceilings, garage, fireplace, appliances, washer/

dryer, Spanish tile floor. (213)396-6768.

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

475 Gayley
Right Across From Campus
Charming Contemporary

1 & 2 Bedrooms
Designed for Sharing

Now teasing for

Suduiier and Fall

Roommate Matching Available

Open Daily

824-371

5

Student

Discounts!

From $725* ' If^

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. 1s and 2$

•Pool, Spa. Fitness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

(Holvfiod
oanmens

3636 S. Seputveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Model.*: Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R & B Managed Property EHO

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,

sun deck, 2 car
parking in secure

garage, will allow 4
students per
apartment
Froin $1200 -

2 weeks free with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

VENICE BEACH! $850. Large 1 -bedroom

Steps to sand. Appliances, hardwood floors,

parking, no pets. 24 Brooks Ave.
(213)621-4887.

VENICE BEACH FLAT, sundeck, W/D. to share

with PhD student. No Snnoking.
S400/mo4-deposit. 9/1. (213)823-5791

VENICE/MARINA DEL KEY. Near beach.

Singles, 2 bdy2 bth. Gas fireplace, central

A/C, dishwasher, garbage disposal, alarm sys-

tem. Gated building. 2724 Abbot Kinney Blvd.

See manager's apartnr^nt #101. 822-2524.

WESTWOOD $1 100 up.Front 2bed/2bath,

carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange. 1V»miles from UCLA.
213-475-6165.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bacfielor,

$595, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $695, 2bd/1 ba,

$1480. 10990 Strathmore. 213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD. $985 1 1 95/MO.,
2 BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (21 3)639-6294.

WESTWOOD. $1 350- $1650. Terrific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, iVC, patio, micro-

wave. 1711 Malcolm, V« -mile campus.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD 2-BEDROO/W1 -BATH $1550.

Single $675, Bright, sunny, hardwood floors,

large rooms, parking. 2-blocks from UCLA.
Days (213)273-7598. Nights (213)286-0980.

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2- bed-

room, $1425. Hardwood floors, new carpet,

laundry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1867.

WESTWOOD $795 Extra large 1 -bed/1 bath.

1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

WESTWOOD $1 1 50 2bed-^1 'A town apt. 1 .2

miles to UCLA, parking on property and street

459-6800

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-

nus special. Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,

(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and

Company.

SUMMER SPECIAL
Very Practical

5 mm Walk to UCLA
2txJrm 2bath - $800

Private Room & Bath, share kitchen -$400

633 Gayley 208-5920

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people

across street from UCLA
walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
209-8798

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile 10 UCLA
Bachelors. Singles, 1 Bedroom,

2 Bedroom
Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

FALL
RENTALS
1BDRM, 1BA $900/1 BDRM 2BA$925

1BDRM * DEN $1050/2MSTR BDRM $1440

LARGE UNITS SOME W/BALCONIES

*Walk to Campus/Village*

ControilecJ Entry, Elevator

(213) 208-4835

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Huge 2bd/2ba
Dual Master Bdrms

Up to 4 Students Per Unit

HiTech Bldg

Qated Parking

rull Amenities

512 Veteran A/enue Apts.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

WEST L.A.
Prime: 10 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den witfi pool,

sauna, Jacuzzi, gyrn, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-

models open daily

(213)474-1111

What can you land for $350 a month?
Quality Housing in a Jewish Atmosphere

•Newly Renovated Furnished Rooms
•Kosher Meals •Social Activities

^, •Quiet Study Areas •Rec Room
•Enclosed Parking

Across the street from Campus

CHABAD HOUSE, 741 Gayley Ave. Call 208^751

1

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCVA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry

facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

Luxury Living

At Student Prices!
• SoocKDus heated ona car conortioned roomji

• >Jnvoie Bathroom ona ShOM^e*

'

• Never more than two stuoenij o«f room*

• sote quiet environment'

• iNtev* Kxjfxirv ond vending mocrvnes'

• separate stcoy and rv lounges!

• Cat3ie n/'

• Weignt Room and Gome Room*

• dostcettxsl and Vol*vCX3t Court)

• ^enry ol f-tea Hortir»g»

• Donees, porties. movtes. escooe tnos

txvoecues. cortcem. lectures and more*

It's all waiting for you in beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLA!
Jhe Univ•fSl^y of Judaism ReskJerKe Halls

213-476-9777. ext 259
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfurnlstied 51 Roommates

WESTWCX30 $92S 1 bed, charming, hard-

wood floors, shutters, private patio, 2-car

parking, laundry, outside BBQ. 279-1887

WESTWOOD 1440 VETERAN AVENUE.
Bright cheerful 1 -bedroom -»- loft (converts to

2nd bedroom). Near UCLA, Federal Building,

Wilshire offices. High ceilings, mirrors, A/C,
new paint/carpets, lots of storage, all kitchen

appliances. 24-hour security complex, has
pool, spa, gym, sauna, sundeck, fish-pond,

waterfall. $1250/mo., includes all utilities.

1-car parking space. (213)650-1105.

WESTWOOD 705 Cayley. 1 bedroom $850,
quiet, spacious, garden, new carpet, furnished

(213)459-5618,(213)474-3626.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-bedroom, charm-
ing garden apts. Hardwood floors, dishwasher,
tile kitchen. Midvale north of Levering.

(213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, SPACKXJS 2bd/2ba, pool, Ja-

cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW,
$1290-$15O0/nr>o. Come and see.

(213)477-5108.

BEVERLY HILLS, spacious 2-bed/ 2-bath,

$1250. Hardwood floors, pool, security.

(213)276-1671.

WESTWOOD. $900/mo and up. 1-bdrm.,

$1400/mo ir\6 up 2bd/?bth, gym, Jacuzzi.

Walk to
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

WLA $1 1 25, 2-bed/2-bath, new luxury condo-
style, gated. WESTWOOO/CENTURY CITY
$1 250, new luxury condo-style, gated. PALMS
$850—950, 2-bed/1-balh or 2-balh, security

building, quiet location. (213)471-0883.

WLA. $11 50. 2-bed/ 1 V. -bath. Quiet, security,

shutters, refrigerator, cable, sofa, car port.

1323 Carmelina. (211)456-3829.

WLA. 1 700 S.Bundy. 3-bed/ 3-bath, $1 200.

2-bed/ 2-bath, $890. Pool, security, dis-

hwasher, bright, sunny. (213)826-2818,
213)276-1671.

WLA, 1-BDRM $685, carpel, slove, conve-

nient location, 1519—21 Purdue Ave. 10-min.

to UCLA (213)391-2874.

WLA. 1 -BED, $725; 2-BED. $995. Furnished/

unfurnished, refrig., gated, quiet, parking. 5

min. UCLA. (213) 312-3638.

WLA, IbtVlbth, $65(Vmo. 1 parking. Mid-

Wilshire. 2-»-2, $950, 2 parking. Very private,

quiet. (213)680-9661. (213)935-4739.

WLA 2-BED/l-BATH $795/mo., bachelor

$450/mo. Laundry, parking, easy to UCLA.
(213)822-6487.

WLA $460-$485. Large, quiet bachelor. Pool,

laundry, BBQ. Easy bus to LXILA. No pels.

1621 Weslgate Ave. (213)820-1121.

WLA, $525, bachelor, furnishecV unfurnished,

microwave, refrigerator, hotplate, quiet l>uild-

ing, close to UCLA. (213)826-7888.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, buill-ins, pet al-

lowed, patio. 1412 Brockton Avenue
(618)368-6732, (213)478-8924

WLA $750. 1-bed, spacious, carpel, drapes,

refrigerator built-in. Near Wilshire, no pets

1261 Granville Ave. (213)826-8865

WIA, $850-900 Charming U1 and 2-f1

.

Excellent area, parking. Close to buslines.

1331 Wellcsley. (213)965-7644. Won't last.

WLA, SINGLE, $485. Charming. Hardwood
floors. (213)276-1671.

WLA: Cosy 1-bed/ 1-bath apartment, private

$595. And roomy 1 -bed/ 1 -bath duplex, $71 0.

2478 Corinth. (818)706-3522.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1-BED/1-BATH 5

MIN WALK TO UCLA FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $82S—$925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700 (21 3)206 88ffT

WLA, NOW OPEN, BRAND NEW 2481
Corinth Avenue High tech, spacious floor

plan, flreplace, dishwasher, slove, walk-in

closet, private surxleck, gated parking, wet-

bar (213)479 5758 Open weekends 11-5

WLA, PKICVLA CIENEGA. $750/mo 2-bed
room, stove, refrigerator, carpets By appoint-

ment (213)279-2002.

Apartments Furnistied 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus (213) 824-0181.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single, kieal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

Apts. Unfurnished 61

1 AND 2 BEDROOM apartments Ohio and

Sawielle $650/mo. 17> miles to L»CLA.

(213)477-5758.

1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS w/appliance$ now
available. Desirable location. Walk to campus.
Quiet building. (213)208-1625.

^SUMMER SPEOAL $200 OH^

Single,], 2 &3BDRM

oil close to UCU

Perfect for

Students or Focuity

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

1

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa
Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.

$685/mo. 820-7049.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom $850-$91 5. Ap-
pliances. Lease to two. Zip 90025. Near
Wilshire -f UCLA. (213)826-8461.

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE AREA. $1250.
2bd/2ba CON DO. AAI, flreplace, balcony,

locked building and garage(2), appliances,

pool, light, quiet. (213)553-6662.

CULVER CITY $745 + up. 1-bed, quiet, upper
front, air, dishwasher, large closets, no pets.

(213)839-8800.

LARGE 2- bedroonVl'A-bath. Security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

parking. No pets. $1050. 1500 Purdue.

(213)477-5256, (213)931-1160.

OHK) AVENUE 2-bed, $895. Built-ins, pool,

quiet, garden-like, close to UCLA on bus route.

(213)477-9955.

PALMS: 1BD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2-Bedroom, con-
vient location. $795. Eves (213)254-1565,
(213)275-1427.

PALMS AREA. 1 -bedroom, $780 7-bed/
2-bath, $950. Newly renovated, secure build-
ing, fireplace, A/C, dishwasher, stove.

(213)287-1809.

SANTA MONICA/WESTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath
$1 100/month-Summer Special $950,
(213)477-8671. BRENTWOOD 2-bed/1-balh

& 2-bed/2-bath $895-950 (213)820-5810.

WESTWOOD, 1390 VETERAN. Bachelors

$550, 1 -bedrooms $825 available. Excellent

location. Eves (213)275-1427 or
(213)540-4425.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom, bills paid, sunny,
pool, Jacuzzi, security, maid. $995.
(213)470-6924.

WESTWOOD, 10757'A Wilkins at Selby, 2

stories, 2-bed/ IVi -bath. Great location.

475-4776.

WLA, large, clean 1-bedroonV 1-bath. Ap-
pliances, carpets drapes, refrigerator; near
UCLA, VA, buslines. $650. (213)476-7116.

WLA, 2-bedroom, $985, drapes & carpel,

convenient location, 1332 Wellesley.
(213)391-2874.

WLA $480 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinlh 826-6907.

WLA $695 l-bedroom. Walk to market/bus.

1242 Barry at Wilshire. Close to UCLA
(213)395-2903.

WLA $720 1 -bed/1 -bath. Carpet, drapes, re-

frigerator, balcony 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA, $825 MOVES YOU IN, 1 -bedroom in

clean, quiet building. UCLA bus stop.

$625/mo. 2577 Sepulveda (818)789-3076.

WLA. One-bedroom, SBSO/mo.Security build-

ing, drapes, carpet, parking;walk to

UCL^1450 Midvale.(21 3)39 1-2874.

Apartments to Stiare 52

BRENTWOOD: Own room. $55Q/mo. includ-

ing utilities. Pool, sauna, gym,
security. Available immediately.
(213)472-7465.

BRENTWOOD, 2+2 apartrT>ent, unfurnished,

private parking, w/ clean responsible non-
smoker, quiet person. $5000/mo.
(213)826-2887 eves, 8-1 1pm.

GRAO STUDENT couple needs roommate to

share huge 2-beeU 2-bath, Brentwood $550.
Utilities included. (213)826-2280.

MIDVALE PLAZA II: Spacious, pool & Jacuzzi.

Female to share for August. Call Jill 208-5883.

OLYMPK7 LA CIENFCA, $450/mo 2 bed/

1 'A -bath, 2-story, hardwood floors, garden
courtyard. I am a 25-yr-old schoolteacher, will

share with a quiet, rx>rvsmoking grad student.

Alec 651 5032

PICCVKOBERTSON EnornxHiS bedroom in

gorgeous 2-f 1 . Private entrance, washer/dryer,

piano, garage $475 (213)275-5054.

SHARE 2-BED APT Ocean view SumfT>er

(longer?) Off Ocean Ave in S.M. Non-smoker
$450 util (213)394-4313.

SPACIOUS 2 BED/1 -BA share wAemale
Available r>ow, good location, near LXILA
1245 Brocklon (213)82a5489

WEST HOLLYWOOD, BH adjacent 2 large

bedroom/2 -full bath, modem security build-

ing, parking $575 •»- utilities. Sunny, quiet.

(213)655 2366

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: share large
2-bedroonr\/ 2-bath with environmentalist. Pri-

vate patio, two cats, classical music $600.
(213)208-3335

WLA 2 bed/2-ba, $387 50 * V. utilities +
security deposit Near markets, bus stops, fwys.

Sec bidg. (213)204-4226.

WLA 8/1 Nonsmoking, quiet, responsible

person, prefer grad Own room in 2BD/1BA.
$380/mo -f deposit. (213)479 7294

WLA,FULLYFURNISHED 2-bcdroom/2 bath

to share Suitable for GRAD, professor. $475
(w/ utilities), pool. (213)575 4320.

YOUR OWN ROOM in Westwood for $400
Walk to campus. Call (213)288-4191

Roommates 63

/ ^kMALt: KUOMMAIfcS WANIfcU kOK
91-92 SCHOOLYEAR 2.bedroom/2-bath,
fully furnished, Jacuzzi & pool, security park-

ing. (213)206-6568.

2-FEMALE SENIOR students seeking 2 females

to share 2-bedroom furnished »p»rXmenl. Sec-

urity, 20-minutc walk to campus. $365/mo.
Karen, 575-3310, 575-3532.

$367 OWN ROOM 3bed/2bath. Campus
close, non-smoker. Female preferred.
444-4987

AVAILABLE SEPT.1, $365. New building,

security, washing facilities, sundeck, Jacuzzi.

Karen (213)575-3532.

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. Fe-

male to share room. Very large. Security, pool,

laundry. $365, must see. (213)820-0187.

BRENTWOOD TOWNHOUSE. Large 2+2, all

amenities, secure, private. Female, non-
smoker. No dogs. $520 + V» utilities.

(213)820-1120.

FALL QUARTER ONLY. Share beautiful, huge,

2-bed/2-bath. Considerate, neat female. Adj.

Mormon Temple. $375/mo. (213)474-6902.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: 2bd/2bth

apt. in Palms. Own room. Contact Erin at

(213) 280-0197.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share master in

2bd/2ba. Security bldgVparking. Pool. Walk to

UCLA. $425/mo. Debbie or Linda.
(213)475-9117

FEMALE SHARE ROOM in 2-bedroom/2-bath
apartment across from LICLA on Gayley.

(213)208-7797. $262/nx)nth.

I OVFIY LARGE 4-BED HOME seeking room
mates. Near Wilshire busline. All amenities,

full security. (213)965-0585.

MALE, non-smoker, grad student preferred.

Share 2-bed/ 1-bath. SM house. $625 -»-

utilities. Beach close. Available 8/1.

(213)723-7381.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE. Rent, $320.00.
No deposit, one-bedroom, near V.A. hospital.

Parking. (213)478-2580, Angelica.

OWN ROOM in gorgeous Hilgard condo.
Must be female, non-snrioker, NEAT. $550/mo.
'91 -'92. Lisa (213)824-3775.

PALMS 2 female roommates to share large

2bed/2 bath ASAP. Washer/dryer in apt, pool,

all anr>enities. 4mi to campus. $31 5/mcH- $1 36
dep. Liz (213)204-4364

PALMS. Own room, share bath. 3 miles from
campus. Parking. $366.66/mo. + low deposit.

(213)837-5949.
"

QIUET MALE needed to share modem luxuri-

ous 2-bed/2-bath, Wilshire condo for school
year. Walk to campus. $40(VnrK). includes all

utilities. Move-in immediately.
(213)824-2147.

QUIET MALE/FEMALE TO SHARE spaciouis

2-sotry, 2-bedroom townhouse in WLA. All

amenities, Jacuzzi, weightroom. Close to

UCLA. Call David.
(21 3)838-3838;(21 3)391 -9597

SANTA MONICA— own bedroom in large

3-bed apartment. 9 blocks from beach. Tony
458^0953.

SMOKER W/CATS NEEDS ROOMMATE -

room in MarVista townhome.
$387.50-»-util/dep. Available 8/15
213-397-4920

WESTWOOD- share room in spacious 2+2,
furnished, parking, walk LICLA, pool. Female
needed. $356. 208-4290.

WESTWOOD, female to share 1 -bedroom.
Close to campus. $241 .67/mo. Move-in
8/1-8/15. (213)824-0843.

WESTWOOD: 2 roommates to share 2-bed/
2-bath. Two blocks from UCLA, parking,

security, pool; Aug 1. Rich (213)824-4678.

WESTWOOD SHARE 2 bed, 2 bath w/2
others. Fully furnsihed, parking. $443.75/mo.
Closest building to campus. (2 1 3)206-0200.

WLA 8/1 . Huge room & own bath. $AOS/mo
^security deposit. (21 3)204-6428.

WLA, r>eed 2 female roommates for 2-be(V
2-bath apartment. Minutes drive from UCLA.
Range $400-$500. Kelly 1(408)867-2430.

WLA, share room 2-br duplex. 3-miles campus
B.Bus«1, Available summer longer. $223.75.
John, Alex. 213-207-8454.

Room for Rent 54

2 ROOMS AND PRIVATE BATH in large,

3-bed apartn>enl in Westwood. Close to cam-
pus. %6O0/mo. PH.D/CRAO student preferred

(213)477-7824.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA house, 624 Hilgard
Hr^ board af>d room for 91-92 academic
year. Call Mrs Roberu 208-7185

BACHELOR APARTMENT-LIKE room. Private

bath, entrance. Air, cable, kitcher^ette, 1 -mile

campus. Available now. $495 479-3310.

BRENTWOOD, $375, 2-mile« from campus,
private room, share bath, private entrance.

Unlimited parking. Quiet. (213)472-7451.

BRENTWOOD, on Bundy near Sunset. Share
bathroom, kitchen -f laur>dry privi ledges. Fe-

male only. $40(ymo. (213)476-6144, Bob.

CHEAP HOUSING, r^ear campus, food, imme-
diate move-in. Leave message at

(213)824-5403 or (213)206-4914.

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT w/ private

bath. Use of kitchen, laundry, pool, cable TV.
Weekly cleaning provided. $475/mo.
(213)398 9626

HILGARD AVE Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $900/quarier Women students

Mrs Solat (213)208 8931.

LARGE PRIVATE ROOM wA)ath. Pool, park-

ing, $400 + utilities. Encino, off 405.
Availahli* now (818)784 5315.

MAR VISTA room in house. %A2S/mo. Non-
smoker, vegetarian preferred. Furnished,

shoft-term. Safe rKighborhood. 398-1055.

NORTH SANTA MONKIA, $365, room, bath,

kitchen privileges Non-smoker, quiet, ideal

hr grad student. (213)453-8506.

63 Room for Rent

OPPOSITE CAMPUS, attractive, quiet room,

refrigerator, private bath, parking, nice home,

mature non-snx)king cat- lover. 472-7437.

PRIVATE HOME, 1-mile campus, room w/
bath + privileges, $40(VnH>, including utilities.

(213)470-2208.

ROOM/ BATH, walk to UCLA, furnished,

kitchen privileges, rM> smoking, $375 utilities

included. (213)474-9905, anVpm.

ROOM FOR RENT. Furnished or unfurnished.

$45(Vmo., including utilities. Share bath, liv-

ing room, and kitchen. Residential area. Han-

cock Park, near 3rd and LaBrea.

(213)937-2124, (213)842-5225 (pager)

ROOM IN 2-BEDROOM house, 13th/ Pico,

Santa Monica, $450 (213)285-3883.

ROOM W/ BATH, kitchen privileges. First +
last months rent. $380. Male only. 653-7660.

SANTA MONICA redecorated 2-bed, $400,

female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(213)394-2175.

WESTWOOD, private entrance, large, furn-

ished, patio, parking, kitchen privileges, male

preferred. $450 including utilities.

(213)475-4517.

WESTWOOD, walk UCLA, private roonV
bath, new security building parking, kitchen,

laundry. Available immediately. $500/mo.
(213)470-9709.

WESTWOOD in private honr>e, furnished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer

close to campus. Male. $450. (21 3)474-71 22.

WLA, $750. Own room in luxury apt. Valet

parking, 24 hr. security, includes utilities.

(213)441-1833.

WLA Bright, clean, beautiful, wood floor,

balcony. Furniture optional, female preferred.

1 -block to bus. $525. (213)478-9735.

Sublet 55

430 KELTON. Top floor. Aug. 1 - Sept. 1 or mid
Sept. $325. Call Julie (213)824-0693.

BIG FURNISHED ROOM in 3-bed WLA
house. Shared with 2 professionals. August— .

$450/mo. (213)937-9248.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in 2-bed/2 bath

apt, Sept-Dec. Walking distarKe, pool/jacuzzi,

secured. $260/mo obo. (714)734-0325.

MAR VISTAr AUGUST SUBLET, CHEAP,
CLEAN, SAFE, PARKING, LAUNDRY, MARK-
ETS, BEACH, SECURITY. 306-7251 OR
839-3859.

NEEDED! subletter to rent for Aug. only.

Apartment fully furnished. Close to UCLA.
Elissa 208-3967, (805)485-9432.

SUBLET FOR SEPT. Steps to beach. MDR
Peninsula. 1-bed in 2-be<V 2-bath. Fully furn-

ished, laundry, parking, barbeque. Non-
smoker, grad/ professional preferred.

$680/neg. Vi utilities. Call (213)306-0536.

SUMMER SUBLETS. August-September. 940
Tiverton, medical center adjacent. Price negot-

iable. Call Emily/Serena (213)208-0603.

WESTWOOD. August— Sept.21 . Female
roommate needed. Own bedroornA>ath. Furn-

ished. Cable. Near UCLA $600/mo.
(2 13)575-3271.

WESTWOOD, l-bedroonV 1-bath, security

apartment and parking, walk to UCLA, deck,

appliances. Quiet. (213)477-5529.

House for Rent

BARRINGTON/SANTA MONICA AREA,
3-bed/2-bath. $1 SSC^mo., Access to all public

transportation. 10-minutes from UCLA.
(213)473-1677, Ken.

BEL AIR. 2-bed/ 2-bath. Separate 1 -bedroom
guesthouse. Pool. Could be shared by students.

$2800/mo. (213)734-7989.

CULVER CITY, $1 200/mo, 3-bedroom/
TA -bath, patio, slove, refrigerator. Nice
area-1-block UCLA. Short-term.
(213)839-0796.

NORTH REDONDO BEACH: 2-bedroom, 1

1 /2-bath, immaculate, patio, small yard, quiet

street near beach, garage, no pets. $1 1 00/mo.
(213) 559-6632

RANCHO PARK/ WLA, $1550. Clean
3-bedroonV 1-bath house. Large yard, quiet
area and gardner. (213)837-2877.

SHERMAN OAKS, $1400/MO, rustic
2+2+den, yard, a/c, flreplace, quiet neighbor-
hood. (213)336-6214 days, (213)474-0313
evenings.

SHERMAN OAKS, 3-bed/1V« -bath, $1550,
family room, 2 flreplaces, stove, gardener,
nearfashion Square, A/C. (818)789-4235 .

VAN NUYS 2 BEDROOM/1 -BATH. New car-
pet, paint, appliances, garage, large yard. Pet
okay. $1100/mo. (213)938-0234.

VENKIE, $125Q/mo, charming l-bedroom
house, 4-blocks from beach. Eat in kitchen,
stove qiii«H, wide streets. Patio and porch
(213)301-2423.

House to St^are 57

2 MALES NEEfXD TO SHARE S-BEDROOM
HOUSE. $258 +DEPOSIT. CALL 474-3173
FOR INFO.

SANTA MONKIA $bii-^'A uiil, 2-^2 w/yard.
excellent location, hardwood floors, washer/
dryer, cable TV, parking available, no snrwk-
ing, pets 453-4115

WLA, own room, $350, very cheerful and
bright. Yar<V private parking. Looking for

female. (213)826-8131.

54 House for Sale 58

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartments, hardwood floors, 2-blocks to

b t a c h .

Santa Monica. Room to add on, $495K.
395-5212. "

CULVER CITY. Great buy. 2-bedroom house +
separate rental unit with */« bath, pool, hard-

wood floor. Moving out of state. $295,000.
(213)391-2944.

HOUSE— 3-bed/l -bath, family room. 1 5 mIn.
to campus. Mar Vista. $31 OK. (213)397-7295.

MUST SELL - Prestigious hillside twnhm; view
of city + Catalina. 3 + 2'A . $269,900. Agt.

(213)945-1555.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LX:LA via Roscomare. 3+2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-

tly re-done. $567,890. Dave (81 8)783-6875.

WESTWOOD— 1727 Midvale. Walk to

UCLA. Living room with flreplace, den.

3-becV2% bath, security system, 2-car de-

tached garage. Excellent condition. $755,(XX).

BILL WAGNER (213)479-6919.

WHY COMMUTE? A nearby house for the

price of a condo! 325k for a fast close. 3 + 2 +
2dens. Great home offlce/studio or use as

5-bedroom. 2272 Overiand, North of Pico.

Owner (213)470-8313.

Housing Needed 60

AUSTRALIAN WRITER needs house sitting

situation (Aug.-Od.) in WLA/SM area. Mar-
garet (213)653-0557.

LONG-TERM female grad student with courte-

ous Westie. Seeks guest house near UCLA.
Excellent references. (918)485-2321 collect.

UCLA POST-DOC RESIDENT and wife v^nt
long-term house sitting situation. Clean, re-

sponsible, non-smokers, non-drinkers.
(213)441-4046.

Room/Board for Help 62

BRFNTWOon family $eeks upper-classman
or grad-student. Room, board, and car for 20
hrvWk. driving, errands, help with 2 teenagers.

(213)393-4525.

LIVE-IN: I want light housework in exchange
for private room/bath. Driving.
(213)826-3179.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON wanted exchange for

light housekeeping and childcare. Flexible

hours. Car required. Eves (818)906-1349.

Room for Help 63

LIVE-IN PT half-day houseperson to do er-

rands, handiwork in Beverly Hills home. Offer

in exchange air-conditioned room, full bath,

furnished, cable t.v., local telephone use,

w/d,pool use, separate entrance from patio.

References, driver's licence required.
(213)273-2434, mornings 9am.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-

house. Brentwood. 12% hr^wk with 14
year-old boy. Driving, sports, helping with
homework (213)472-2628.

PERFECT FOR TWO male stuoents to share

large guesthouse in Brentwood. Partial board
in exchange for each giving 1 2'/i hours/wk for

14.yr-old boy, driving, errands, help with
homework, sports. (213)472-2628.

56 Townhouse for Rent 66

SHERMAN OAKS, $1000/month 2-bed/
2-bath. Very new security building. Central air,

2-secure parking spaces. (818)784-9899.

WESTWOOD: 3-LEVEL TOWNHOUSE.
3-bd., 2-1/2 bth., family room, 1 mile from
UCLA. $1975/mo. (213)472-8631.

WLA, $1495, 2-bed + derV 2-bath. Large

townhouse, front unit, privacy.
(213)826-6907

Condos for Sale 67

1300 MIDVALE PENTHOUSE. Decorator's

masterpiece. Tell your folks, the numbers
make sense. 2 bed/2 bath. $287,000. Call

Kelly Elias. (213)278-9470.

1 -BEDROOM PENTHOUSE, 1 -block from
UCLA, village view, doorman building with

pool. $289,000. Call Broker (213)824-0453.

BRENTWOOD BY OWNER. Montana North
of San Vicente. New carpet, bathroonr\Aitchen

tile + paint. 1 -bed/1 -bath + den. Walk on to

larg^ patio w/pool. Light + airy. $225k.
(213)826-9356.

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1-bed/ IVi -bath,

security, doorman. Wilshire/ Selby. $255K.
Gail 445-7778. ^
LOWEST PRKIE TOWNHOME in Brentwood.
Walk to San Vicente shops 2 bedroonr^
I'A -baths. Fireplace. Plantation shutters Sky-

lights. $249,000. {2\^)477^^^bb.

WESTWOOD, walk to campus, $239,000,
2-bed/ 2-bath, 5th floor. Marilyn
(213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD. The Colony. Best value for

1 -bed/1 -bath unit. $147,500. Claire Coldwell
Banker. (213)451-5471.

WHY PAY RENT? 1 -bedroom condo only
SQROnn lamimrtes to UCIA Agpnt Julie

(213)838-1600.

CoTKlos for StKire 68

CONDO TO SHARE WITH FEMALE, own
roomarylbalh. $49S/mo. Wilshire and Selby.

470-3062. Leave message.
^
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Before entering into joint ventures in
the year ahead, carefully investigate
each proposal. You're likely to be much
luckier doing things on your own.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) That which is es-
sential for your own needs will be man-
aged With considerable skill today, but
you're not likely to be equally as compe-
tent in directing the affairs of others.
Major Changes are ahead for Leo in the
coming year. Send for Leo's Astro-
Graph predictions today, fy^ail $1.25
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Astro-Graph, c/o this

newspaper, P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland.
OH 44101-3428. Be sure to state your
zodiac sign.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Companions
might look for a way out today in hopes
of dodging a tough issue. What intiryH^

dates them should be seriously consid-
ered by you.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) If someone
gives you explicit directions for han-
dling a critical task, be extremely atten-
tive today. Poor results are likely if you
don't listen when you should.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-NoY. 22) A close
friend of yours who is also a close friend
of someone you dislike shouldn't be put
in an awkward position today. Don't
make your comments force this individ-

ual into having to defend the absent,
party.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) The
concerns of loved ones for whom you
are responsible should take prece-
dence over all your other interests to-

day, including your own.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Once
you make up your mind, you are not
likely to change it. This is well and good,
provided it is done for the right reasons.
However, this might not be so in your
case today.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) This
might not be one of your better days for

cutting a commercial deal, especially if

you're negotiating something that isn't

worth as much as you thought it would
be.

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) You II be
closely identified with your companions
today, and this has disadvantages De-
tractors will not differentiate between
their behavior, which will be inappropri-
ate, and yours One brush will tar both.

ARIES (Marcti 21-April 19) You may be
a trifle insensitive to the overtures of

two people who are eager to help you.
Indifference on your behalf will discour-
age them from trying again.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) For the

sake of all concerned, keep things on a

purely social basis with intimate friends

today. Stay out of their material affairs

and don't invite them into yours.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) You're very

adroit today at maneuvering around ob-
stacles, yet you may not be able to

achieve optimum objectives — the re-

sult of a lack of support from key
people.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) It might be
necessary for you to revise your plans
today in order to accommodate condi-
tions created by associates Be obliging
where possible, but don't let things get
out of control.

i
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Business not up to pace? Get ahead in the race!

ADVERTISE IN THE

SUMMER BRUIN!

!

Condos for Rent 69 Sen^ices Offered 96 Typing 100

'A BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 -bed/1 -bath Condo.
Pool , spa, security elevator. $1 35(ymo. Broker

(213)824-0453.

'/.-BLOCK UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom. Sunny
pool, spa, security, valet, doorman. Perfect

for 3 individuals. (213)931-3811.

SANTA MONK:a $675. Condo for lease.

Quiet, sunny, 1 bedroom, new appliances,

private garage, near beach, UCLA. 453-8633.

WESTWOOD, $1500/MO. 2-bed/2-bath
walking distance UCLA. Beautiful, bright,

3-large balconies and more. Security building,

pool, Jacuzzi, sauna. (213) 312-9410.

WESTWOOD 2-bed/2'/i -bath, large condo.
Pool, spacious closets, security. $160G/mo.
Denise (213)459-6244, leave message.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/2V. -BA, furnished.

Walk to UCLA, security, parking, pool. $1400
or $750 for single. A.). (213)824-3938.

WLA, $1 200/MO., 2-bedroom/2 1/4 bath,

central A/C, W/D inside, 1 805 Ban^ington Ave.

Also available 3-bedroonV2-bath, $1100,
3704 South Bentley.

A-»- EDITING Twenty years' professional exper-

ience assures your success. Reasonable rates.

Free estimate. (213)474-2731.

CLEANING SERVKIE. Efficient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

MOR & MOR PAINT- Interior/Exterior paint-

ing. Free estimate. Wall-paper removal.
License #609595 (818)904-5787,
(818)708-0670.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Undergradu-
ate, graduate, PH.D. Any style/requirement.

(213)871.1333

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resunr>es. Call (213)473-4193

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything—
fully equipped— reasonable rates.

(818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

RACQUET BALL LESSONS by UCLA racquet

ball instructor. $2(Vhr.— group rates. Call Rick

(213)208-7759.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations

FVoposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE

Sharon Bear, Ph.D

(213)47(^6662

i

SHORT-TERM & PROFESSIONAL

COMPUTER TRAINING

Child Care

WESTWOOD L/C day care. Learn thru play.

Meals, FT/PT, eves, weekends. Refs.

(213)470 6829

50
jl
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Services Offered 96
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P.O. CONFUSION?
Call

F1 HELP
Personal Computer Services

SPECIAL RATES
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
AND STAFF!!

(818)

999-4485
New User Assistance
Software Support & Training
System Setup
Productivity Training
Word Processing
LAN Setup/Admin
Desktop Publishing
Programming
Hard Disk Back up
Component Purchase Advice
Spread Sheet Design
Hard- / Soft-ware Evaluation
Graphics
Presentations
Forms Design

Insurance 91 Tutoring Offered 98

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
Weal' cic tii,la.;:o 'is..i.rice 's

leoiJifPJ by Mw' Sc fcf a

FRft lOWfHQUOIF cill

?13)8b2-/1/b (818)342-1510

BLST PHICf INSAGINCY

Movers/Storage 94

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierx:ed, and reli-

able. lerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING StRVICF DEPENDABLF,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 MRS.
(213).101-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOIOCIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Comprehefwion, Finance, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)841 -4438.

FRENCH LESSONS; by experienced native

teacher. Also; interpreting, translatiof>s, voice-

overs, classes, and tour guide. (21 3)478-5822.

FRENCH TUTOR for all levels from gramn>ar

to literature. Call Arienne (213)876-8790 for

information.

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN EXPERT IN

ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

MATH TUTOR specializing in finite math
ifHtruction (Ma?)- IITI A grid, rfasonable

rates Call (213)396-8617 leave message.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CAICULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS^
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL JIM MADIA
(213)7475118.

TUTORING in History, Political Science, So-

ciology arni English by UCLAgraduate student.

Call (213)826-7653.

AAA-MAZING TYPIST RIGHT in Westwood
Village! Quick, REASONABLE TYPING &
PROOFING— papers, resunnes, scripts, ANY-
THINGt (213)208-1704.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)788-9865.

ACE TYPIST. Speed typing. WP, Spellcheck.
Laser printer. Fonts. Guaranteed. Sepulveda-
Montana. 21 3-476-2829.

A-f! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Weslside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303.

PROF. EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertatiof>$.

term papers, all papers. Long time for UCLA.
Virginia (213)820-0150.

THE FINISHED WORD— papers, theses, re-

ports, dissertations, resumes, cover letters.

Fast, accurate In Encino. (818)342-9140.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSING/ IBM-PC: term papers,
theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/ Sepulveda. (213)397-9711.

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
© Premium Quality Services ©

Text & Graphics

(213) 298-5309

ai3) 287-1198

Reasonable Rates »»»»»

Contact
s at—

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. AJI levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; nruisicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clienU
get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

LOWEST RT AIRFARES
FROM UU/MUVSHMM SHOni NOTCf

•fRAMKFURT/AMB|7S« ^TO^SUB
•GLASGOW S739 •oSmMStS
••***'"^ • '** -HONG KONG 1 7h»
•fLORIOAMSO -MNGNOKMn
OTHCR OOMESTIC/lnn FARES AVAH CALL FOR 1 WAY

BARNEY'S TRAVEL
V (213)382-9161

Travel Tickets 106

RT PLANE TICKET, LAX to SFO,
Aijg.1S-Sept.21. $60. Patty (213)208-1120.

Autos for Sale 109

1962 VW BUG $950. Original o%vner. Runs
very well, good condition, rebuilt engine. Day
(213)825-6177, eve. (213)476-2425.

1977 FORD T BIRD. White and maroon, fully
loaded, excellent running condition, rebuilt

engine. $1650. (818)986-1931.
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DO YOU NEED
NEW GLASSES?

Improve your vision.

Update your look...

with new glasses and
our designer frames.

We have something
for every taste and
every vision need.

An eye examination,

vision correction, sun,

work or sport glasses.

We feature experienced
optometric services

with Dr. Ilyman
plus an on-site fashion

consultant to help you
look your very best.

WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRIC CENTRE
918 Westwood Boulevard (Comer of Le Conte)

Westwood Village ., ... . ,

_ -^ Mo6t Vision Insurance

208-3913 '''•"* Accepted.

Hours: M'F 10-5:30 SAT: 10-5:00

Martinez throws perfect game
United Press international

Dennis Martinez, who has
battled imperfections in his per-

sonal life, recorded the perfect

achievement in his professional

life Sunday.

A recovering alcoholic who at

age 36 has managed to overcome
his problem and develop into one
of the top pitchers in baseball, the

Montreal Expos* right-hander
became only the 12th pitcher in

HEARINGS
From page 20

**The whole process of educa-
tion and graduation goes back to

the education process in this

country," Phelps said. "I think it's

just a reflection of what's going on
in public schools."

Raveling even questioned the

need for any government inquiry.

*The hearing brings attention

and meaningful dialogue," he said.

"But Tm greatly concerned about
direct intervention. I think there

are more critical issues facing the

country today than collegiate ath-

letes."

UCLA Associate Athletic
Director Fred Strook, who over-
sees the student-athlete support
programs and has worked with the

Academic Advisors National
council, also contends that federal

intervention into the college athle-

tic programs is not the preferred

option.

USA TODAY
From page 20

points to how each program
finishes in their sport— 20 points
for the national championship, one
point for No. 20 — UCLA
overcame a sluggish start to

overtake Stanford with strong
finishes in golf, softball and tennis.

"I was a little surprised that we
won it again," UCLA women's
athletic director Dr. Judith Holland
told USA Today. "But it's not by
accident. We have good coaches
and excellent athletes, and we try

10 give ihem the support they
need."

Oulside of the two national

championships and the two run-

ner-up sports (Softball and tennis),

the Bruins also scored well in

outdoor track (17 points) and
swimming (16 points), giving
ihem a toul of 111 points.

Stanford, on the other hand,
showed more consistency, scoring
in seven different categories. Led
by a national championship in

tennis and a second-place finish in

swimming, the Cardinal scored

major league history to toss a

regular season perfect game as he

stopped the Los Angeles Dodgers,

2-0.

Martinez's gem came only two

days after the Dodgers were no-hit

for nine innings by Mark Gardner,

although they beat the 29-year-old

right-hander, 1-0, in the 10th.

"He mixed up his pitches well,"

said the Dodgers' Juan Samuel.

"For him he can go back to

Nicaragua and they'll make him

president He had the right stuff.

Everything went right for him
today. I'm really happy for him."

Martinez, who lowered his

National League-leading ERA to

2.05, threw the first perfect game
in the major leagues since Tom
Browning stopped the Dodgers 1-0

at Cincinnati on SepL 16, 1988.
The perfect game was the first at

Dodger Stadium since SepL 9,

1965, when Sandy Koufax of the

Dodgers beat the Chicago Cubs

*The general feeling of NCAA
institutions is to use the system of
reform that is in place," Strook
said in Los Angeles. "In general,

that is a satisfactory way of reform
. . . The government interference

is appreciated, and it gives us new
areas to explore."

Strook pointed out the quick
response of the NCAA to requests

for publishing the graduation rates

of student-athletes.

*The main thing is that the

NCAA has reacted quickly to the

federal government's interest in

publishing graduation rates two
years ago," he said. *The NCAA
introduced legislation to make the

rates public and available to most
institutions."

The variety of solutions posed at

the Washington hearings under-

scores the complexity of the

problem. During the occasionally

contentious hearing, witnesses and
committee members easily agreed
that the system is failing, but few
could agree on exactly what should
be done.

Turner and Friday strongly
argued for the continued use of
groups like the NCAA President's

Commission, maintaining that
reform should come from inside

the universities. Lapchick con-
tended that the threat of govern-
ment intervention is an effective

way to pressure colleges to reform
their athletic departments.

McMillan continued to argue
that fiscal control will be the most
effective road to change.

"I see a road with a commercial
juggernaut and with reform, and
the commercial juggernaut is

moving faster," he said.

109 points.

The only other Pac-10 school in

the women's Top 10 was Arizona
at fifth, which tallied 64i4 points.

Cal finished at No. 12 and Arizona
State placed a distant No. 25.

"We are real excited about the

USA Today award," UCLA asso-

ciate athletic director Michael
Sondheimer said. "It is something
that we strive for every year."

Sondheimer, who heads the

recruiting for every UCLA sport

outside of football, added, "It (the

award) really showcases the

academic and athletic balance that

we strive for at UCLA."

The UCLA men weren't as
fortunate. The Bruins, who domi-
nated the early competition by
winning USA Today tides from
1986-1989, finished with their

worst showing ever.

Despite the NCAA title in

soccer, UCLA could only muster
up additional points in tennis (16),

swimming (1 1) and outdoor track

(314) for a total of 5014 points —
well off of the pace set by winner
Texas (86 points).

*Tenth place in the men's
(competition) for us is a rarity and
not the rule," Sondheimer
explained. "Next year we expect to

be back and challenging for No.
1."

The Longhoms, which took the

national championship in swim-
ming, also placed high in cross

country (17 points), track (16
points), football (11 points) golf

(11 points) and baseball (10
points).

Tennessee, who finished No. 1

in track, placed second in the

competition.

For the Bruins, lackluster sea-

sons in usual powers track and
football hurt their chances. Addi-
tionally, three of the sports that

UCXA traditionally scores well in— water polo, gymnastics and
volleyball— arc not considered in

the poll.

Autos 109 Autos

1982 DODGE OMNI, 4-door/ automatic, AC.
$130(Vobo Call 390-8680.

1 984 TOYOTA COROLLA SR5 HATCHBACK
5-speed, A/C, AMA^M tape, excellent coodi-
tion. NEW TIRES. S320(yobo. (21 3)207-0301

.

1985 300ZX, red- loaded! Leather, Digital,

^C, cruise control, alarm, T-topi . 4 Quik sale!

$650(Vobo. (213)640-9761.

1985 HONDA CIVIC WAGON 4WD XInt

condition, A/C, tape, clean. Must see!

(213)209-5610 Tom

1 988 MAZDA 626, 4-doof, auto, A/C, AAVfM
cassette, new tires, alarm, low miles (33K).

Original owner, excellent condition.

$850(Vobo (213)398^4955.

CLEAN 1 983 COROLLA 5-speed, AC, AWFM
tape cassette $180(yobo (818)352-8490.

HONDA CIVIC CRX, '85, $3400 Automatic,

good condition (818)843-8214.

MAZDA CLC '81
, grey, A^, AM/TM cassette,

5-stick, new batteryAxakes, excellent condi-

tion, $140(yobo. (213)471-7861.

TOYOTA CELICA CT, '84, 66,000 miles,

5-speed, sunroof, AM/FM cassette, alarm.

S4700. 398-1055.

VOLKSWAGON CABRIOLET 1985 5-speed,

VC, stereo. Excellent condition. $6500.

(213)662-7067.

109 Scooters for Sale 115 Off-Compus Parking 120 Furniture 126

1981 HONDA ELITE 250, w/ helmet, Krypto-

nite lock, & basket, $1000. Call Carol
(213)475-8583.

1983 YAMAHA RIVA 180 Electric start, new
battery, rebuilt carb, freeway legal. $60(Vobo
(213)454-3496.

1985 YAMAHA RIVA leOZ. Excellent coodl-

tion, $l,40(yobo. (213)47.3-3796.

1986 HONDA 80, while, $750 1986 Honda
Spree, red, $350. Both excellent.
(213)478-3694, evening^.

87 ELITE 50, good condition, low price,

available immediately. )eanne 209-0371.

PARKING AVAILABLE FOR ALL YEAR
excellent deal! (818)344-7162.

Furniture for Sale 126

1990 CELICA CT. Automatic, sunroof, power
everything cruise, airbags. 16,000 miles

$12,000 but negotiable. (213)209-5305.

82 HONDA ACCORD 4-door. 5 speed, ca»-

sette, A/C, sunroof, S2400/obo.
(213)826-3056

'86 SUBARU lUSTY GL 4X4, $450(yobo,
5-speed, air, sunroof, AK^M stereo, 26k

mild. (213)206-0423.

'90 MIATA, blue, B-package 9k miles

S14,50(Vobo. Mike p.m. (818)884-2851.

— Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

1964 RED SUZUKI 450 w/ helmet Runs

excellent. Somt cosnr>etic damage. $1250.
Call Chris (213)575-1077.

62' KAWA:>AKI KL 250 18K miles, good
corxiition. Must sell! Going back honr>e.

Ccofge (213)824-2048 $800!

HONDA CB125, 12,000 miles, runs great,

$450 Call )ohn 207-8454.

KAWASAKI EX500 1988 13k. Immaculate,

$1500. See it, you will buy it. Jeff

(213)206-4512.

87 HONDA ELITE $650 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 206-5136.

ELITE 60, 1986. Runs great. Need to sell.

$55(Vobo. Laura. 208-0915.

HONDA ELITE 150, excellent condition, rtd
new tires, tune-up. Selling w/ basket, helmet,
cover. $140(yobo. (213)459-4610.

HONDA SPREE, 1986, black, basket, new
tire^attery, lock, great cor>dition, $250, Tif-

fany Welch, (21 3)632-3396.

SUZUKI FA50, 1967. Runs great, $35(Vobo.
Call Lisa (213)206-7609.

BREAKFAST TABLE, coffee table, couch and
loveseat, and other household accessories.
Perfect condition Cheryl (213)938-4112.

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290. MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160 (21 3)821-0729

FURNITURE FOR SALE: SOFA, DESK, Dl-
NETTE SET, BOOK CASE REASONABLE
(213)825 9677 EXT.822.

HOME/ OFFKIE computer table, 48Lx30W,
excellent condition, walnut veneer. $55/obo'
Trina (213)825 0768.

KING SI7F WATFRBFD Include heater and
headboard. < 1-yr. old. Moving, must sell

$100 (213)391-1611.

TWIN BFD, gr^M roodition, inrludrs frame,
box spring, mattress. $10(yobo. Must sell. Call
(213)824-0819.

TWIN BED, X-LONG MATTRESS, built in

drawers. Great condition. $l00/obo Call
Andy (213)208-5042.

WALL HANGING PERUVIAN INDIANS: Party

scene, all wool, framed. Four feet by six feet.

$150 (213)837-9784.

WATER BED for sale. Super single. $125.
Lauren (213)639-0963.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE 2C IMAGEWRITER II ^ rrKXJse. Like
new. $550. (213)851-6614.

IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER, 30 megabyte
hard disk, $500/obo. Call Susan
(213)473-5733 or (213)823 5504

IBM PS/2 MODEL 50 30MB hard drive, 1 .44
floppy, lots of software printer $l45(yobo
(213)876-4186.

MACINTOSH PLUS MONITOR, keyboard,
external drive, Imagewriter II, mouse, includ-
ing software & plastic cover. $80Q/obo.
(818)789-9979.

MAC PLUS, Imagewrilcf, mouse, keyboard,
software (MSWord, MacDraw, etc.).

$70Q^obo. Call evenings (213)206-1423.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

yourselfl! (818)994 1 188.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/mo. Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,
366 systems available, (213)931-4207.
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Vidmar returns to scene of

Olympic golds to reminisce
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

As Olympic gymnast Peter

Vidmar puts it, you can be an
expert if no one else knows
anything about the subject.

Even the most horrifying mis-
take can turn into a winning move,
as long as you smile and take it in

stride.

In the 1984 Louisiana Stale

Mardi Gras Invitational, a pre-

Olympic competition before his

gold medal (lays, Vidmar was
nearing the end of his routine on
the pommel horse — his best
event. He was preparing for his

dismount, one of the more impor-
tant moves in terms of scoring

points, when apparent disaster

struck.

As he raised his body up on one
arm, Vidmar* s palm began to slip,

and he nearly smashed his face on
the horse as he dismounted. Some-
how, Vidmar managed to land

square on his feet with his back
straight, and he did not stumble.

But one problem. He was facing

the wrong way.
In gymnastics competition, eti-

quette requires that the athlete look
the judges in the eye^ and ack-

nowledge their presence as a

courtesy after finishing a routine.

But with his back facing them,

Vidmar had to calmly turn his

body and pretend to have executed
as he ha(l planned.

Vidmar braced for the worst
The score?

9.90 out of 10.00.

Batting Eighth

"The head judge (George
Beckstead) was from Southern

California, and he came up to me
afterwards and said, *I really liked

your routine, especially your dis-

mount. I've never seen it before,***

Vidmar recalls. '"Neither did I,** I

thought to myself.*

*Then my coach comes up to me
and says that we should use it in my
routine, and I said, 'I don't know
what I did.* That*s the fiin part

about gymnastics; it never goes

exactly according to the routine.**

Whatever strategy that Vidmar
uses for his routines, he has found a

winner.

After winning 19 All-American
honors from 1980-83 at UCLA,
culminating in two consecutive

NCAA all-around titles, Vidmar
and Bruin teammates Tim Daggett

and Mitch Gaylord led the Ameri-
can men*s team to its first ever

Olympic gold medal.

On the fwmmel horse, Vidmar
scored two perfect 10s and two
gold medals.

After the meet, which was held

on the UCLA campus in Pauley
Pavilion, Vidmar said, "We were
fortunate that the Olympics were
held in our home country, our

home city and our home arena.*'

Seven years later, Vidmar is

back in Westwood as a corporate

spokesman at the Olympic Festi-

val, and UCLA is still on his mind.

"My best memories are of the

comradery with my teammates,

not necessarily the competitions,

but the daily workouts with Tim
(Daggett), Mitch (Gaylord) and
Mark (Caso),** Vidmar recalls.

"It*s fun to come back and walk

into the gym and see the old photos

that (UCLA coach) Art (Shurlock)

has kept on the walls.**

1980, when Vidmar and Gay-
lord arrived, marked the start of a

decade of incredible success for

the UCLA combined gymnastics

program. Half of the 1984 men*s

Olympic team were products of

UCTLA, as is the case with this

^fA«»r*c notional tAorn r^hric W^a^^***"

Scott Keswick and Chainey
Umphrey all fmished in the top six

at the U.S. Gymnastics Champions
last June, and Waller captured the

all-around title. Keswick won
three individual events.

Something at UCLA is working

right and churning out champion
after champion.

Summer Bruin fiie photo

Former UCLA gymnast Peter Vidmar scored three perfect

10s and won two gold medals in ttie 1984 Los Angeles
OlyrDpics.

*Tlie best quality of our gym-
nastics program is that it prepares

our aiJiletes well, and it gets them
focused on international competi-

tion,*' the former Bruin explains.

"At UCLA, to be an NCAA All-

Ameiican is not a goal.

"If you set lofty goals, the
MPA A 2]}.^rf\%mi^ Hrl^ will ^'^me

but it just becomes a stepping

stone. UCLA always does well at

the U.S. Gymnastics Federation

competitions, and that says a lot

about our coaching staff.**

Traiining methods and schedules

of gymnasts are often the material

for great horror stories. In a typical

day, Vidmar would do 30 routines

and spend one hour in the morn-
ings working on his weaknesses.
Then, he put in five or six hours in

the afternoon, and on Saturdays,

eight hours was the norm.
"I look back, and I still wouldn't

trade it for anything in the world,**

Vidmar says.
AciHa frr\rr\ f-Ko rtrAA rv\nAn\t%

those never-ending workouts o^an-

scended the mats, bars and rings to

real life.

"Gymnastics gave me the sense

of learning to work hard when it*^s

not convenient,** Vidmar says.

"Some of my greatest strides have
come when Tm filled with frustra-

tion and can break on through.*'

NOW OPEN TILL 1 1 :30

r
ll

I

I

I

' 05 LARGE
PIZZA

ONE TOPPING

Good From
5:00-1 0:00PM

Only

208-8671
lOffer good only with this

Icoupon, one coupon per
pizza.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Prices subject to change.

CLIP AND SAVE Expires 8-11-91

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOOD

The hotter it gets the more Bruins want to cool off.

Can your business help them beat the heat?

ADVERTISE IN THE
SUMMER BRUIN •825-2161

^Chambet Festival

At 1 :00 pm Every Monday and Thursday

TODAY: A recital with Amanda Walker, Clarinet, Jennifer

Smith, Suprano and Joanne Pearce, Piano

Mozart "Parte, Parte"

Brahms Clarinet Sonata No. 2 in E flat. Op. 120

Schubert "The Shepard on the Rock"

UPCOMING THIS THURSDAY: Members of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Institute

Program to include:

Webern
Saint-Saens

Ravel I ME MkNI^Y J binJMAN

Presented by the Henry J Bfumdn Educational
Foundation, Summer Sessions, the Center for the
Performing Arts, the Student Committee for the

Arts, the Music Department and the UCLA
Libraries Call 825-4401 for more information. FESTIVAL
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Volvo tennis to
n matches

Number two Edberg to compete
By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

The cremc dc la creme of the
tennis world have invaded West-
wood for the 65th annual Volvo
TennisA-os Angeles Tournament.

Well, sort of.

The tournament, which Ixjgins

play today and continues through
Sunday, features three of the top 1

1

men's players in the world. How-
ever, that also means that eight
other top players will not be at the
Los Angeles Tennis Center.

Defending champion Stefan
Edberg heads the list of 32 players
competing in the singles draw.
Edberg is currently ranked second
in the world, and if he wins the
tournament he could regain the top
ranking.

A pair of local Southland play-
ers will also be prominently
featured this week.

U.S. Open champion Pete Sam-
pras, ranked ninth in the world, and
former French Open champion
Michael Chang, ranked llih, will

both be competing this week.
Sampras hails from Palos Verdes,
while Chang resides in Placentia.

Ivan Lendl, ranked fourth in the

world, originally entered in the

tournament, but he withdrew
because his wife is due to deliver

twins during the week.

Other top players entered in the

tournament are Brad Gilbert
(20th), Cristiano CaralU (26th),

and Todd Woodbridge (31st).

At press time, only 24 of the 32
spots in the main draw had been
filled. Four of the remaining spots
were filled over the weekend
through qualifying, and two spe-
cial exemptions were granted to

players.

In addition, there were two wild
card spots awarded on Friday.

Several of the players mentioned
as wild card possibilities include
Guy Forget (7ih in the world).

David Wheaton (21st). and John
McEnroe, a three-time Wimble-
don champion.

Two former UCLA tennis play-
ers are among the 24 players who
were entered in the tournament
prior to qualifying.

Brad Pearce, ranked 145th in the
world, was one of the final
automatic qualifiers for the tourna-
ment

Jim Pugh, ranked 218th,
received a wild card bid to enter
the tournament Pugh is one of the

top doubles players in the world,
along with his partner, Rick Leach
of use.

Four former champions are in

the field — Aaron Krickstein

(1989), Mikael Pemfors (1988),
and David Pate (1987).

The Los Angeles stop on tlie

tennis tour has produced a list of
champions that have achieved
Grand Slam victories. John McEn-
roe, Jimmy Connors, Arthur Ashe,
Stan Smith, Pancho Gonzalez, and
Rod Laver have all won the Los
Angeles Open along with Wimble-
don, the French, U.S. and Austra-

han Opens.

The prohibitive favorite this

year is Edberg. Despite losing his

top ranking to Boris Becker at

Wimbledon, Edberg is clearly the

dominant player in the field.

Edberg has won four Grand
Slam singles tournaments, includ-

ing Wimbledon— the most presti-

gious in tennis — twice. He has
won more than 30 tournaments in

his career, and ranks third on the

all-time prize money list

Sampras, who will be defending
his U.S. Open championship in

September, has been greatly
bothered by injuries throughout
the year. He is known for his

powerful serve and groundstrokes.

Chang has been a finalist here
both of the past two years, and he
became the youngest male ever to

Summer Bruin file pfiolo

U.S. Open winner Pete Sampras of Palos Verdes, Calif., will
compete in the Volvo Tennis/Los Angeles Tournament.

win a Grand Slam event when he
won the French Open in 1989.
Chang relies on his steady

groundstrokes and his uncanny
ability to run down his ojjponents'

shots.

In addition to the singles com-
petition, 16 teams will be vying for

the doubles crown. One of the

more interesting doubles teams in

the field is that of Edberg and
Sampras, who do not normally
play together.

The first round of the singles

competition will be held on Mon-
day and Tuesday at the Los
Angeles Tennis Center, with

matches being played each day at
noon and at 7:30 p.m.
A special celebrity tournament

will be held Monday night to
benefit the Starlight Foundation.
Several local celebrities will play
tennis prior to the evening's first

round matches.

The singles quarterfinals will be
held on Friday, with both the
singles and doubles semifinals
being held on Saturday.
The championship matches will

be held Sunday at 4:00 p.m.
Tickets are on sale at the Central
Ticket Office, and range from
$8.00 to $28.00.

• I

House holds hearings
Raveling and

Phelps testify

in the capital

UCLA wins
award

for women
Men fall to 10th
By David Gibson
Summer Bruin Staff

For the UCLA women's athletic

department, the only things that

change over the years are the

names and faces.

The results are always the same— at least for the past four years.

Led by NCAA championships
in volleyball and golf, the Bruins
took first place in the annual USA
Today Award for the tc^ women's
athletic department in the nation,

barely edging out Pac-10 rival

Stanford.

The UCLA men, which finished

sixth last year, placed 10th in the

poll.

Based on a system which gives

See USA TODAY, page i8

Sports Top Ten
Top men's programs;

1

.

Texas

2. Tennessee

3. Florida

4. Arkansas

5. Oklahoma St.

6. Southern Gal

7. Clemson

8. Lousiana St.

9. Arizona St.

10. UCLA
Top women's programs:

1 UCLA
2. Stanford

3 Texas

4. Georgia

5. Arizona

6. Florida

7. Tennessee

8. Lousiana St.

9. Brigham Young
10. North Carolina

SQURCF USA Today

•- •

By Scott Bloom
Summer Bruin Staff

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Sev-
eral of the top figures in college

sports appeared on Capitol Hill last

Thursday to tell an increasingly

familiar tale — that many collegi-

ate athletic programs are in serious

trouble.

But the testimony proved that

the roots and possible solutions to

the problems arc not quite as clear

as the problems themselves.

Faced with the growing threat of
Conp-essional intervention, colle-

giate athletic officials testified

before a House subcommittee to

reassure lawmakers that the

NCAA and its member institutions

are making progress toward
reform, and that government

involvement is not the answer.
Members of the subcommittee

on Commerce, Consumer Protec-
tion and Competitiveness heard a
full day of testimony that illus-

trated some of college sports'

deeper failures. One witness,
Richard Lapchick of Boston's
Center for the Study of Sport in

Society, cited a USA Today survey
which found that 46 percent of
male basketball players in school
from 1980-81 to 1984-85 actually

received their undergraduate
degree.

The UCLA Senior Associate

Athletic Director Judith Hol-
land was not in her office on Friday

afternoon to divulge statistics for

the UCLA student-athlete gradua-

tion rates.

One significant disparity is of
those who did graduate, only 36
percent were African-American
versus 60 percent for white ath-

letes.

"When we fail to work together,

the victims of all this are, of
course, the student-athletes, espe-

cially black student athletes/*

Lapchick said. "For mc, race and
academics are the central ethical

issues in college sport today.*'

Lapchick was one of six witnes-

ses called by the subcommiuee.
Others included the University of
Southern California men's basket-

ball coach George Raveling, Uni-
versity of Mississippi Chancellor
R. Gerald Turner and former
University of North Carolina
President William Friday.

Turner is chairman of the

NCAA's President's Commission,
a group of 44 university executives
seeking to reform college athletics

through National Collegiate Ath-
letic Association legislation. Fri-

day is co-chairman of the Knight
Commission, a private group of
college sports officials studying
the current flaws in the system and
recommending various solutions.

UCLA Chancellor Charles Young
is a member of both groups.

Throughout Thursday's testi-

mony, witnesses and committee
members argued over the root of
the problem. For Lapchick, the

problem is academic. For Rep.

liege athletics
Tom McMillen, D-Maryland,
however, the problem stems from
the huge revenues generated by
college football and basketball.

"I am concerned that big money
has gained control of college
sports and that college presidents
need assistance in reigning in the

money-hungry monster on our
college campuses." McMillen
said.

McMillen, a former All-Ameri-
can in basketball and a retired

National Basketball Association
player, recently introduced legis-

lation that would consolidate
NCAA revenues to prevent eco-
nomic fragmentation that could
lead to a loss of control by the
NCAA.
McMillen has been investigat-

ing college sports for several
years. In 1987, he and Sen. Bill
Bradley of New Jersey also an
NBA veteran — successfully
sponsored legislation requiring
college athletic deparunents to
disclose their graduation rales to
prospective student-athletes.

While the subcommittee's

Digger Phelps

chair. Rep. Cardiss Collins, D-IIU-
nois, targeted the NCAA for the
failures of college sports, former
Notre Dame basketball coach
Richard "Digger" Phelps said the
problems of college athletes begin
before the athlete reaches the
university.

See HEARINGS, page 18
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Students receive

reg fee discount
Students who paid the $190

registration fee for the first

summer session don't have to

pay it again for the second.

Summer students will only
have to pay the $57 per unit

course fee if they've already
attended classes during the first

session. This brings the cost of
reg fees for 12 units in the

summertime to $874 — more
than $100 less than a full-time

student pays per quarter during
the regular school year.

Students can register for the
second summer session without
a late fee and without instructor

approval until today. If they get
instructor approval, they can
register without a late fee until

August 9.

Inside

Officials wax
cautious on spill

Campus health and safety

officials donned protective gear
to investigate a possible chemi-
cal spill in a medical center lab,

only to find dripping wax
resembling lasagna.

See page 5

Viewpoint

You lazy, good-

foHiothing bums
Columnist Christopher Wys-

ocki probes the mediocrity
found at UCLA, and finds its

cause lies not with the faculty or
the government but with its

students.

See page 9

Arts & Entertainment

Creatures from
the Blue Lqgoon

Brian Krause and Milla
Jovovich discuss trek through
the u^opics in "Return to the
Blue Lagoon," the sequel to the

1980 classic.

See page 10

Sports

UCLA takes on
worid's best
Joe-Max Moore scored (iwc

goals for the United States in

the World University games.

See page 20

Thursday
August 1,1991

Stanford
president

quits amid
audit furor

AOi i/M A n 1.I- ^. ^. SUZANNE STATES/Sumrmf Bruin
ASUCLA Publications Director Terence Hsiao Is aiding In an effort to exempt some
newspapers from the new tax law.

Vote due on tax law
By Brigltte Brady

After vehement protest from college
editors and top state legislators, the slate's tax
board will vote today on whether or not to
accept a possible loophole that would spare
some free newspapers — including college
papers — from a new tax.

Although the State Board of Equalization
is expected to approve the exemption, some
college newsmagazines will still have no way
out of the tax.

Brad Sherman, the board's chairman,
suggested Tuesday that free circulation
newspapers ought to be exempt in the same
way junk mail is because taxing them is "not
the ideal way to administer tax law."
The Legislature approved the 7.25 percent

sales tax on paper and ink July 15 to help
bring the state out of its $14.3-billion deficit
All pubUcations had been exempt from such a
tax since 1945.

While for-cost newspapers such as the
L.A. Times, which recently raised its daily
rate to 35 cents, can pass the tax along to
readers, free newspapers must absorb the
costs themselves.

Small newspaper editors quickly com-
plained to the board about the tax because
they feared it would force them to raise ad
rates — driving advertisers away and
possibly causing their papers to fold.

However, ASUCLA Publications Director
Terence Hsiao is not satisfied with the

See TAX, page 2

By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

Amid controversy that Stanford Univer-
sity wrongly billed the U.S. government for

such luxuries as a 72-foot yacht, the
university's President Donald Kennedy
announced Monday that he will leave his

post next year.

But while the Stanford scandal may end
with Kennedy's resignation, other universi-

ties across the country still feel the heat
from a federal audit of the way they spend
government money.

Authorities are conducting a random
probe of 13 federally funded universities,

including UC Berkeley and the University
of Southern Cahfomia.

While Berkeley officials were optimistic
earlier this month that their audit would
unearth few, if any, violations, they are now
tight-lipped about the proceedings.

"We don't really know when it will be
over, but we are cooperating with (the

government)," said Berkeley spokesman
Ray Kolvig. "We really can't comment until

the process is finished."

Although federal investigators have not
yet announced their findings, critics are
aheady demanding that the government be
more careful about the way it disperses
money. Currently. Capitol Hill hands out
more than $15 billion annually for universi-
ty research.

In particular, those critics, led by Rep.
John Dingle, D-Michigan, say the govern-
ment has been too generous in compensat-
ing universities for research-related
overhead costs. Normally, these expenses
include charges for laboratory and building
use, library maintenance and utility bills.

Some universities, however, have
requested reimbursements for costs that
seem to go beyond what is considered
legitimate research-related expenses.

At Sunford, federal auditors were
shocked when they saw that the university
charged them for a yacht, antiques in
Kennedy's residence, a reception for his
wife and a repair bill to widen his bed. The
university also bought bedsheets for Ken-
nedy that cost $7,000.

See STANFORD, page 2

job market withering away, experts
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

With the General Motors plant
in Van Nuys shutting its doors next
year, dark clouds seem to be
roUing over Southem Cahfomia.

Like many other large corpora-
tions, the nation's largest car
manufacturer has decided to close
its factory ~ leaving behind
thousands of unemployed workers.
"Who could ever believe Detroit

could go on the skids? There is no
guarantee that Los Angeles won't
follow the same path," said Profes-
sor Allen Scott, a UCLA economic
geographer.

Detroit, the "motor city," was
one of the nation's largest indust-
rial areas until foreign competition
caused the local car manufacturers
to scale back operations to the
point of causing massive unem-

ployment, Scott said.

Southem Cahfomia could face a
similar fate unless it can halt the

exodus of its heavy industry,

primarily associated with defense
corporations.

Scott's research shows that a
trend similar to Detroit's is deve-
loping in Southem California —
traditional American working-
class jobs are vanishing and
unstable, minimum wage jobs are

on the rise.

Jobs that do not require formal
education, but demand some skills

are disappearing in Los Angeles
especially because large aerospace
defense firms have been hit hard
with federal contract cutbacks,
said Scott, who is also acting

director of UCLA's Lewis Center
for Regional Policy Studies.

*There arc tough times probably
ahead," he said. While World War

Who could ever believe ^^^CLj^ '' 'IP '^^^^Hi

Detroit could go on the 9^ IIMH
skids? There is no guar- )i]^^H
antee that Los Angeles

won't follow the same

path.

Allen Scott >w jIi^^
Economic geographer ^HhM^^^^^^^

II brought defense industries to the

region and the Cold War lead to

their growth, "there is no guaran-
tee that growth will continue."

With warmer relations opening
between the United States and the

Soviet Union, there is less need for

military hardware. About 50,000
jobs in the aerospace market were

lost in the past drrade, Scott said.

Alongside this trend, a low-
skill, minimum wage job market
— called "a sweatshop economy"
— is rapidly expanding, he said.

Filled primarily by Latino and
Asian immigrants, sweatshop

See JOBS, page 6
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SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY

[CLEAR/COLOR) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (6 mo supply) ..$1 09 SET
ADDITIONAL 6 MONTHS for $99

CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

B&L • WJ • CIBA • AO • B&H • etc.

EYE EXAM $15
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(213) 842-6094 (800) 266-6094
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While Saving Lives!

The UCLA Blood DonorCentcr is anticipating a blcxxi shortage this sumTTvr.

Your donor appointment and blood donation will aid sonrwonc who desperately

needs your blood. And from May 20-JuIy 15, the primary benefldary may be
YOU!

^>^'
\ n

The Big Apple

i WIN A TRIPTOil)

-or- ^
7fu QoCden Qatt [

Thomas Cook Travel is offering UCLA student, faculty, and staff blood donors the chance to win free airfare
to two of our country's most popular cities. First prize in our random drawing is two round-trip tickets from
Los Angeles to New York City becond prize is two round-tnp tickets from Los Angeles to San iTanasco.*

PLUS - ^ weekly drawing for Dinner for Two at

AMD - Each donor receives a discount coupon to 4 hours
Westwood

A* •Iwajrt, UCl>/ASUCI> employcM-indudine
career, ci»u«I and moat atudent" poiibont wul
reoavr tune at to donate, plua four hours leave^-with-

pay for each donabon IJCLA ttudents continue to

receive a meal ticket (or all ASUCLA food faalitiet
with each donation.

# To enter:

\. A donor appoinunem must be made by calling 825-08SO or 206-

S72I. Your rumc must appear on our donor schedule lo qualify.

(Appoinunents help minimize waiung ume (or our donore.)

2. All blood donations must meet all regular donor qualificatJOfU ***

Be A V\^nner! Give Blood! Call now!
UCLA Blood Donor Center

825-0850 or 206-5721
* ApprwimatereUU value a< airline bckeu l>-NY,S1,iaO,LA-SF,S300 RcMncbcna apply to both award* £1 Ptrilo l^ocoduuiCTieUil valu^SII.OOt
cnipon reUU value. $4 29 Employeea al the UCIA Blood Banl^ UCLA Medical Qnlv Marketing and nanning, and UCLA Health SocncflB
CoBifTuricabnns arr not digiWr le w.r pnzta ir. these drawtn*

** Some ttudestt cmaioyoaa may not qualify for 4 hour* leavc^withpay Call the UCLA Blood Donor Center for deUila
***AulotogDUi and iiwifiUil donon tn not eligible for prue drawing*

Jazz at the Wadsworth
presents

BILLY CHILDS
featuring Bob Sheppard

"Billy Childs, definitely the best up and
coming new artist on the scene today

"

'Herbie Hancock

"Billy Childs has become synonymous with first rate

modern piano playing... Childs remains versatile, able

to switch from funky fusion tune to something more
traditional, and make each outing meaningful and
persuasive. He's a deep musician.

"

Zan Stewart, L.A. Weekly

Sunday August 4 at 7pm
Free Admission
Special Thanks to:

David L Abell Yamaha Pianos

The UCLA Student Committee for the Arts and KLON FM 88.1 present

Jazz at the Wadsworth featuring

For more information, piease cail (213) 825-9261

1 1

1
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STANFORD
From page 1

On a scale resembling the

bailout of a U.S. financial institu-

tion, Stanford may have impro-

perly billed the government for

$200 million in the past decade,

investigators announced in April.

While that university has

returned $L3 million, the govern-

ment lashed out and trimmed

Stanford* s overhead request by

$28 milUon this year. Stanford, the

second-highest federally funded

university, will still receive more

than $250 million in research

money this year.

In a resignation letter to Stan-

ford's governing board, Kennedy

said he could not cope with
ongoing campus controversies

including a lecturer's violation of
the university's anti-drug policy

and allegations that a female
professor was subjected to verbal
sexual harassment

Recently, a routine audit of
UCLA found that all overhead cost
charges were "reasonable."
UCLA, which receives more than
$200 million a year from the U.S.
government, was cleared in April
of any possible misuse of funds.

This year, UCLA will receive
about $100 million in overhead
reimbursements.

TAX
From page 1

loophole because he said the tax

board is only applying "existing

rules to a problem that requires

new legislation."

Hsiao led a coalition of college

newspaper lobbyists who traveled

to Sacramento when they realized

the tax would fmancially devastate

some of the publications.

The tax on college newspapers

would generate only about
$500,000 toward the state's defi-

cit

While the Daily Bmin would be

spared from the tax if the board

approves the exemption, UCLA's
seven newsmagazines will have to

dig deeper into their pockets

because they are not exempt.

The exemption only applies to

newspapers that send their papers

to another company for printing

and devote more than 5 1 percent of
their space to advertisements. The
newsmagazines are usually 25 to

30 percent ads.

"Unfortunately, they won't
qualify," Hsiao said, adding that

the obvious solution to the entire

problem is to reinstate the exemp-
tion of all free circulating publica-

tions.

Several pieces of legislation

addressing newspapers have been
proposed to the Legislature. They
call for an exemption for free

newspapers and possibly the
exemption of sales tax on all

newspapers, said Sherman.
Already Assemblyman John

Burton, D-San Francisco,
announced last week that he would
infrrwlur^ 9 Kill thot vi/onlH roin.

State the newspaper tax exemption
if the board did not give a
favorable ruling;.

"We have the legislative leaders

supporting the bill" Hsiao said.

**The real question mark is Gov.
Wilson's position."

He said he believes the news-
paper tax as a whole was a bad
idea. "In my opinion the governor
made a mistake when he proposed
this tax."

If the proposal does not pass
today, all newspapers will have to

continue to pay the tax.

PARTICIPANTS SOUGHT
for a study of a new antihistamine. You must have

mild asthma & seasonal nasal allergies.

IF INTERESTED, PLEASE CALL
(818)397-3383

for more details

M.M. Glovsky, M.D.

Asthma and Allergy Center

Huntington Hospital

(chamberMusic Concerts
FREE AT UCLA S SCHOENBERG HALL

with members of

THE LOS ANGELES
PHILHARMONIC

INSTITUTE ORCHE
THURSDAY. AUGUST 1. 1 00

Renaissance Music for Brass
Wobem: Five Movements, Op. 5
Saint-Saens: Capnce on Danwh
and Russian Airs, Op. 79

Ravel: Introduction and Allegro

THURSDAY AUGUST 8 1

Program to include:

Haydn: Quartet in C, Op. 76,
No. 3 (Emperor)

FRIDAY, AUGUST 9. 8:00

with Viktor Uberman, violin

Schoenberg: Chamber
Symphony No. 1

Schubert: String Quintet in C

FRIDAY, AUGUST 16. 8:00

with Ellsa Ross, soprano
Schubert: An die Musik
Ravel: Chansons madecasses
Villa-Lobos: Bachianas
Brasileiras No. 5

Bartok: Contrasts

Seating is on a first-come, first-served basis.
RMse call (213) 206-1781 for further information.

Presented hy theLosAn&eles Philharmonic

Med Center ranked 4th in U.S.
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

The UCLA Medical Center is

the best hospital in the Western
United States and the fourUi best in

the country, according to a survey
conducted by U.S. News & World
Report

In the magazine's Aug. 5 issue,

UCLA earned top marks for its

ability to treat a wide array of
ailments, ranging from AIDS to

urology.

The survey, which named the

nation's ten best hospitals, put UC
San Francisco tenth on the list

UCSF was also named the top-

ranked university hospital for
AIDS treatment

The U.S. News survey was
based on the opinions of more than

1,500 doctors nationwide, who
were asked to name the five best

hospitals in their specialty. By
adding up the number of special-

ties in which a hospital excelled,

the magazine compiled its top 10
list

UCLA won special recognition
for its performance in nine of 15
categories, most notably in the
fields of orthopedics, ophthalmol-
ogy, gastroenterology, rheumatol-
ogy and AIDS treatment

The top 10 hospitals in the poll

are Johns Hopkins in Baltimore,

Md., the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,

Minn., Massachusetts General in

Boston, UCLA Medical Center,

the Cleveland Clinic in Ohio,
Brigham and Women's Hospital in

Boston, Memorial Sloan-Ketter-

ing Cancer Center in New York
City, Duke University in Durham,
N.C., Stanford University in Stan-
ford, Ca. and UC San Francisco.

Top Hospitals

The 10 best hospitals in

the United States:

1

.

Johns Hopkins

2. Mayo Clinic

3. Massachusetts General

4. UCLA Medical Center

5. Cleveland Clinic

6. Brigham and Women's
Hospital

7. Memorial Sloan-Kettering

Cancer Center

8. Duke University Hospital

9. Stanford University

Hospital

10. UC San Francisco
SOURCE: U.S. News & World Report

Back to work

7ZANNE 5TATE5;§umm»r Sru.n

Graduate research assistants Susan Swayze, left, and Jan Ignash return from their break in the
Math Sciences building Wednesday.

USAC considers plan

to overhaul council
Move intended

to calm student

group tensions

By Tina Chao

Undergraduate student govern-
ment began discussing in a work-
shop Tuesday the idea of
restPicturing the government to

ease tensions between student

groups.

Recentiy, Chancellor Charles

Young said the competition
between student groups for spon-
sorship may lead to conflict

because of student government's
limited monetary and space
resources.

At the Tuesday meeting, under-

graduate President Danette Martin
voiced concern over a letter writ-

ten by Eugene Momell, executive

director of die L.A. County Human
Relations Commission, who
serves with her on the Chancellor's

Community Advisory Committee.
Momell pointed out that the

chancellor may need to exercise

authority over student organiza-

tions because they affect the

campus climate, publicity and
student interaction — all of which
the chancellor is ultimately
responsible for.

Also, the way government allo-

cates funds and space may create

division among student groups
because its current practices foster

an environment in which they

work for their own interests rather

than that of a common community,
Momell said.

But student government mem-
bers disagree. "It's inappropriate

for the chancellor to control

student government," Martin said.

"This letter is promoting the idea

that student government is respon-

sible for student conflict"

In response, she has proposed a

system to maintain the govern-
ment's self-determination. It

would include three government
bodies: an academic assembly, an

It*s inappropriate for

the chancellor to con-

trol student govern-

ment.

Danette Martin
Undergraduate President

executive council and a student

senate.

A student senate may ease

tensions by forcing student groups

to work together in a legislative

body, Martin said.

This senate would consist of

four Dubliclv elected members and
representatives from each of the 19

student advocacy groups currently

sponsored by undergraduate gov-

ernment
Martin said this system would

help the government better per-

form its three main roles: increas-

ing student participation in

government allocating funds and

See COUNCIL, page 7

USAC, GSA presidents
tabled— with cookies
By Birgit Rasmussen
Summer Bruin Staff

Students passing through Royce
Quad on Wednesday afternoon
found the graduate and undergra-
duate student presidents tabled and
ready for democratic input

Featuring undergraduate Presi-

dent Danette Martin and graduate
President David Lee— and cook-
ies — the "Presidents' Table"
gives students an opportunity to

chat with their elected officers.

Students passing by the table

complained about lack of parking,

the absence of areas designated for

riding bicycles and the high cost of
copier cards in campus libraries.

Even a junior from Pacific

Palisades High School who is

taking summer courses at UCLA
thought seaing up the table was a
good idea. "It keeps dungs from
getting too bureaucratic."

The presidents spent their lunch

hour talking to students because

their first and foremost duty is to

serve students, Lee said. The table

will be a weekly event during the

summer at locations tiiroughout

campus.

"It was part of my campaign and
something I wanted to do," said

Lee, who has been setting up a

table of his own at various campus
locations during the last two
weeks. 'The response has been
fairly good."

Lee said he caught people's

attention with cookies because he
did not have enough money or time
for much publicity.

He says he uses the opportunity

to speak to graduate students who
are not already involved in student

govcmment and encourage them
to work on committees.

But most importantly, the presi-

dent's table provides an opportun-

See PRESIDENTS, page 7

UCLA surgeon delves under the skin of fiction

Timotliy Millor

By Kimberly Chrisman
Summer Bruin Staff

The pen may be mightier than

the sword, but is it mightier than

the scalpel?

Dr. Timothy Miller, professor of

plastic surgery at the UCLA
Medical School, wields both

instruments with skill. The emi-
nent physician, who also serves as

Chief of Plastic Surgery at Wads-
worth Veterans Medical Center,

has just published his first novel, a

medical thriller entiUed "Practice

to Deceive."

Miller has t)een practicing plas-

tic surgery for 15 years. He's been

working on his novel for seven.

"Plastic surgery is a very

demanding specialty." explains

Miller, who performs up to 15

operations per week. *To become
certified, you have to be a com-
pletely trained general surgeon,

and then go into a plastic surgery

residency. It can take seven or

eight years, and that's after medi-

cal school.

"But it's also very gratifying,"

he adds. "You can make a tangible

difference in people's Uves."

If Miller has a more extensive

medical background than most

physicians, he has almost no
formal training in creative writing.

"I just decided to do it" he

explains, noting that his field is

vasUy underrepresented in con-

temporary fiction. He chose the

murder mystery genre "to get

people's attention."

"Practice to Deceive" has cer-

tainly gotten the attention of

Miller's colleagues, many of

whom helped to inspire the book.

"Everytxxly seems to really Uke

it and I'm happy Uiat they do."

Miller says. "I wanted the book to

be an accurate, favorable rep-

resentation of plastic surgery and

what plastic surgery is all about
Although Miller admits that his

plot in which a mild-mannered
plastic surgeon investigates a
patient's bizarre murder, is "sort of
wild." he insists that "everything in

the novel could happen." Indeed,

the story is set on and around the

UCLA campus, and many of the

book's most fascinating passages

describe surgical procedures
which Miller regularly performs.

But "Practice to Deceive" is

more than just waiting-room fod-

der, encompassing medical ethics.

See MILLER, page 7
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Briefs

Yugoslavia agrees on
Sert^Croat truce plan

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — The
collective head of state agreed on a truce

plan in Serb-Croat fighting in Croatia, and
urged combatants not to jeopardize the
proposal while it is considered by the

republic's independence-seeking govern-
ment, it was announced early Thursday.
A statement issued by the eight-mem-

ber Yugoslav State Presidency said the
Croatian regime of President Franjo
Tudjman would have two days in which to

"state their stance** on the plan, the details

of which were not disclosed.

The body appealed "to all sides in the
conflict ... not to undertake anything that

could aggravate the situation" and "annul
the ahieady-achieved level of agreement."

MIA investigators
tiead to Cambodia
BANGKOK, Thailand — The first

U.S. MIA investigators went to Cambodia
Wednesday to try to find evidence
substantiating photographs said to show
missing U.S. servicemen still alive, a U.S.
Embassy spokeswoman said.

*Their mission is to follow up on
photographic evidence of missing ser-

vicemen in Cambodia," said spokeswo-
man Gloria Berbena.

Berbena said the three-man team will

be checking on several photographs,
including a much-publicized picture that

shows three men holding a hand-lettered
sign with the date May 25, 1990.

Family members of the three Ameri-
cans missing in action — two from Los
Angeles and one from Seattle— have said

they are sure the men in the picture are

their relatives.

Did you ioiow?
The most destructive fire in U.S.

history occurred Oct. 8, 1871, when 1.200
people died and 2 billion trees burned in a
forest fire at Peshtigo. Wis.

United States, Soviets

to swap astronauts
MOSCOW — In an unprecedented

exchange, a Soviet cosmonaut will fly

aboard a U.S. shuttle and a NASA
astronaut will pay a visit to the Russian
Mir space station under a summit agree-
ment announced by the White House
Wednesday.
The exchange, one of several space-

related agreements accepted by President
Bush and Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev, will be focused on medical
research aimed at learning more about
how humans adapt to weightlessness, data
critical for future long-term flights to

Mars and beyond.

While the White House did not
announce a timetable for the exchange
missions, it is believed that a Soviet
cosmonaut may blast off aboard the

shuttle Columbia in May 1993 for a
planned 13-day Spacelab life sciences
research mission.

In return, an American astronaut will

be launched aboard a Soyuz rocket for a

long-duration visit to the Soviet Mir space
station, in orbit since 1986.

On tliis date:

In 1790, the first U.S. census showed a

population of 3,929,214 people in 17

states.

In 1907, an Aeronautical Division was
added to the Army Signals Corps, and this

forerunner of the U.S. Air Force bought

ils-fiist aiiplaiic. The airciafl was built by

the Wright brothers.

In 1977, Francis Gary Powers, pilot of a

U-2 pilot spy plane shot down over the

Soviet Union in 1960, was killed when his

weather helicopter crashed in Los
Angeles.

In 1990, Moslem rebels surrendered in

Trinidad and Tobago, five days after

launching a coup and taking Prime

Minister Arthur Robinson and dozens of

other officials hostage.

Nation

NAACP opposes
Tiiomas' nomination
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The

NAACP, the nation's largest civil rights

organization, Wednesday announced its

opposition to the nomination of Clarence
Thomas to become the second black

justice in the history of the Supreme
Court.

**He*s not in the best interest of
Americans," NAACP Chairman William
Gibson said at a news conference, "in

particular, black Americans.**

The AFL-CIO, the nation*s largest

labor federation with more than 14
million members, also announced its

opposition to Thomas, charging President
Bush is trying to pack the court with
justices from "the far right wing.**

The NAACP*s decision is perhaps the

strongest blow yet to the 43-year-old
fedP.ral iudce u/ho«p mnfirmoHon hAor.

ings are scheduled to begin before the

Senate Judiciary Committee Sept. 10.

wimcsscd on Alaska's famous Kenai
Peninsula, thousands of people lined up to
net red salmon in a creek so clogged with
fish that a catch was guaranteed.

The six-salmon limit forced some to
hand over fish to their neighbors or toss
them back into the little creek as wildlife
officials hustled people in and out of the
creek at the rate of 125 per hour.

A slate-enhanced sockeye (red) salmon
program at Hidden Lake south of Anchor-
age on the Kenai Peninsula was so
successful — too successful — that fish
returning to spawn this summer have been
flooding Hidden Creek on their way to the
Hidden Lake spawning grounds.
To prevent a glut of spawned-out

rotting salmon carcasses from upsetting
the ecological balance in the lake, state
and federal officials scheduled the twice-
weekly dipnct fishery, with a six-fish

limit, for any and all state residents.

state

Scouts die,

i in bus crasli

Sometliing fisliy in

tlie state of Aiasica

HIDDEN CREEK, Alaska— In one of
the strangest fishing experiences ever

PALM SPRINGS — Five Girl Scouts
were killed and 50 others were injured
when a bus overturned on a winding
mountain road Wednesday, authorities
said.

The crash occurred about 3:45 p.m.
when the crowded bus flipped over at a
curve.

There were about 60 Girl Scouts from
throughout Southern California aboard
the bus.

The scouts were heading to the Palm
Springs tram leading to the top of Mount
San Jacinto when it overturned. Police Ll
Lee Weigel said.

From United Press International
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Keystone Beer i2pk,i2ozcans

Freshness and Selection without Delay!

We now feature Naked Salads !

with NO additives, preservatives, refined sugars, &
LOW in calories, cholesterol & sodium!

You can select quickly from: Chinese Chicken, Chicken
Tofu, Curry, Spinach, Steamed Vegetable. & Thai Noodle.

Your choice: $3.49 each

WESTWOOD DRIVING

ni) TRAFFICSCHOOL^^^ • UCLA + ALL Student Discount
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Metted wax to blame for smoke, fumes, lab evacuation

It's kind of like when
lasagna drips onto the

oven and smokes and

smells funny.

Victor Kennedy
Health and safety official

By Matt Ball

Summer Bruin Staff

Smoke and fumes streaming

from a laboratory in UCLA's
Brain Research Institute forced

police and fire officials to block

traffic on Circle Drive South early

Wednesday.
A university hazardous mater-

ials team determined that paraffin,

a wax, had collected over time in a

low-temperature oven used to

mount research slides. It dripped
down to the oven's heat source,

causing the smoke and fumes, said

Victor Kennedy, UCLA associate

director of environment, health

and safety.

A community service officer

walked to the UCLA Medical
Center's emergency room because
his lungs were irritated, but he was
released in good condition.

Someone walking by the lab at

7:30 a.m. noticed smoke and a bad

odor coming from under the door
and alerted authorities.

University police evacuated the

area surrounding the Center for

Health Sciences lab while Ken-
nedy and colleague David Ott

donned protective gear, including

oxygen tanks, to check it out.

Although there was no sign of a

spill when they went in, Kennedy
said there was a "familiar" smell in

the air that they could not immedi-
ately place. As the duo opened

drawers and ovens, the smell

dissipated.

When they finally opened the

oven used to dry glassware and
prepare research slides, they
noticed the melted wax that had
dripped onto the heat source.

"It's kind of like when lasagna

drips onto the oven and smokes
and smells funny," Kennedy said.

The Los Angeles Fire Depart-

ment Hazardous Materials Unit

confirmed the findings.

1 i

ALL OPHTHALMIC FRAMES AND

SUNGLASSES

NAMESTOO BIG
TO MENTION

WESTWOOD LOCATION ONLY

ENTIRE INVENTORY REDUCED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN AVE.

Dr. PATRICK DOYLE, CD.

TODAY:

lerg Hal

Every Monda/Qnct Thursday

Members of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Institute.

OrrOMCTMIX

EYES EXAMINED/CONTACT LENSES/CUSTOM EYEWEAR
LAB ON PREMISES/IHOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

WEBERN: Five Movements, Op. 5
SAINT-SAENS: Caprice on Danisli and Russian Airs

Op. 79
VEL: introduction and Allegro

UPCOMING THIS THURSDAY;

Johana Harris and Jake Heggie in a piano-duo recital.

Program to include works by Bach, Peter Warlock,

Rachmaninoff, Debussy and Heggie.
IHE HENUY J bUUMAN

Presented by the Henry J, Bruman Educational
Foundation. Summer Sessions, the Center for the
Performing Arts, the Student Committee for the
Arts, the Music Department and the UCLA
Libraries. Call 825-4401 for more information.

SUMMER

Vl#e Also TatiQht
The Compef-iHon.
M n\\ to lalie (our ran)! Tab tliein uliile (ou are (reih

oof ol uIimI! Scores are joel lor a few years!

*\^>"ft?^'

STUDENT PARKING
REQUEST FORMS AVAILABLE

NOW!
Student parking request forms for the Fall Quarter are now available at Parking Services,

555 Westwood Plaza - office hours: 7:30 ajn. - 5:30 p.nL (Parking Structure 8, Level 2)

Deadline - Wednesday; August 14, 199L

Results will be mailed out Wednesday, August 22, 199L

For further information or to have a request form mailed to you,

please call Student Parking at 825-9871.
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2941 AAW &TREET. SANTA mmCA. CA 90405-396-4725
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work is non-unionized, has little

job security, and operates in

buildings with poor health and
safety conditions, he said.

Measuring exactly how much
growth has occurred in the sweat-

shop economy is difficult because
many of these jobs are not licensed

by authorities. However, there are

signs that this market has
exploded, he said.

For example, the heart of the

counoy's clothing industry, which
traditionally includes sweatshop
jobs, has moved from New York
City to Los Angeles.

Another cause of low-skill,

low-income job growth can be
attributed to a boom in immigra-
tion, Scott said. Many of these

immigrants go into this field

because they lack documentation
and are thus subject to exploita-

tion.

In addition to these causes, the

local government strictly regulates

the region, discouraging business

expansion, said Jack Kyser, the

former chief economist of the L.A.
Area Chamber of Commerce.

If obtaining a license in Califor-

nia takes several years, but only
several months in another state, "it

is a very persuasive argument to

move,** he explained.

By promising defense firms that

they will not have to put up with

red tape, states like Utah and
Colorado have successfully lured

away big companies, he said.

adding that other states arc now
Dying to raid the film industry.

All of these changes have led to

a polarization of the L.A. mark-

etplace, Kyser explained. There is

a growing gap between sweatshop

jobs and high-income jobs, which

have been snapped up by well-edu-

cated workers.

*Those middle rungs on the

economic ladder are being ripped

away all the time,** he said. But

Southern California has its share of

strengths.

The region has a large popula-

tion pool, a loyal and energetic

work force and a strategic location
on the Pacific Rim, Kyser said. It

also has a laige port, an interna-
tional airport and top research
universities, like UCLA, the Uni-
versity of Southern California and
the California Institute of Technol-
ogy.

"We don't have two feet in the
grave, but we have ten toes
hanging over,** said Goetz Wolff,
director of the private firm,*

Resources for Employment and
Economic Development
"We have a lot of problems,*' he

said.
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COUNCIL
From page 3

resources, and lobbying for student
needs.

An academic assembly would
give students more direct and
powerful input into the different
university departments. It would
consist of student representatives
from each department and would
be chaired by the undergraduate
academic affairs commissioner.

While the undergraduate offic-
ers present at Tuesday's workshop
agreed upon the importance of an
academic assembly, they dis-
agreed on the structure of the
proposed senate or even the need
for one.

They did not have enough time
to discuss the proposed executive
council because of the extensive
debate about the student senate.

The executive council would
consist of the internal vice presi-
dent, external vice president, and
some of the currently existing
commissioner positions. However,
"we lose the facilities commission-
er," Martin said.

Facilities Commissioner Matt
Nix was troubled that his position
may be terminated after his term
ends. However, Martin replied that

the move is not a personal one
against him. She said the responsi-
bilities of that office could be
easily meshed into that of another.

PRESIDENTS
From page 3

ity for students who do not usually
interact with their elected officers

to share their concerns and com-
ments, Lee said.

That is also the main concern for

Martin.

Although students can contact
the presidents at their respective

offices, "many students do not
even know where the (undergradu-
ate government) oftice is located,**

Martin said.

However, the undergraduate
government will hold an open
house in the beginning of the

school year to remedy the lack of

student involvement, she added.

But Martin would like to make
the table routine and will be
present "whenever the table is

situated in areas that undergradu-
ates frequent.**

Both presidents plan to make the

President's Table a regular, but not

necessarily weekly, event during
the school year. They said the

summer will serve as a gauge of
student interest

MIU£R
From page 3

modem romance and both interna-

tional and interoffice politics.

"If there's a message in the

book, it's that what we do atUCLA
— training residents — means
something,** Miller explains.

"Unfortunately, in today's legal

system, any physician can declare

himself a plastic surgeon. But

someone who is trained under

supervision is going to be a better

plastic surgeon.**

Although Miller isn*t giving up

his day job, he's already working

on his second novel— the first in a

projected series of sequels to

Practice to Deceive.**
4«

BOOK: 'Practice to Deceive" by
Timothy Miller. Donald I. Fine Inc. 1991

.

272 pages. $19.95.
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Viewpoint
Commentary

street name protesting: Showdown at the PC corral
AS a columnist, it occurs

to me that it must be
my civic duty to point

out the odd, the bizarre, the
pointless and most importantly
the stupid idiosyncrasies .of our
twisted world. An enviable task
to say the least.

With that happy little dis-

claimer, let me tell you about
a relatively insignificant city

called Alamo up there in good
or Northern California. Alamo,
it seems, is a town in turmoil,

stuck at the crossroads of
Political Correcmess and back-
woods rural America. In other
words, it*s a really rich city

with a whole mess of really

expensive houses that made a
serious PC boo-boo.

Remember, we*re talking

about California here, where
the only thing more important
than being politically correct is

the desire lo get a 30 percent
return investment on your
home in four years. Let*s face
it: people are in California to

make money and get tan, or
die trying.

Alamo is home to a street

called Gay Court, or at least it

was, before its residents

decided they wanted to change
the name. It really is nice to
know that in some parts of
Califomiri, the name of one's
street still takes precedence
over far more relevant things
in the world today.

Citing lower housing prices,

undue mental stress, and heck-
ling from close friends and
relatives as their reasoning, the
residents of Gay Court peti-

tioned Contra Costa county to
change the name of the street

to High Eagle Road. All in all,

a fairly harmless request, albeit

far too politically incorrect for
anybody living in Southern
California. Harmless, that is,

until the big bad media boys
just happened to gel a hold of
this tantalizing bit of informa-
tion. What ensued could only

He Said What?!

Tortuous
Editor:

Your editorial's tortuous

rationalizations for the "Boyz
N the Hood" violence (Daily

Bruin, 'Theaters nurture the

violence they want to avoid,"

July 18) illustrates one of the

sacred tenets of liberal dogma:
Blame everybody for crimmal
acts except the people who
actually commit them.

My understanding is that

most of the violence started

within the theaters, not among
those waiting outside. In any
case, theater owners are in

business to make money. Pre-

sumably, if they thought the

initial demand for a film

would justify showing it on a

second screen for a week or

so (assuming a screen was
available), they would do so.

Damon
Dean
be described as a cataclysmic
chain of events which invar-

iably led to this column. Then
again, maybe I'm just a pawn
in a much bigger game.

Nevertheless, the story was
leaked to The Contra Costa
Times, the local newspaper,
which subsequently printed a

somewhat innocuous story

about the name change request

on the front page of the paper
with a really big headline.

Excuse me, but is that sensa-

tionalism I smell? Isn't that

always the way? Shortly there-

after, war broke loose when
representatives from Queer
Nation, a gay-rights advocacy
group, joined the hunt, and
promised to hold a 'Tciss-in" at

Gay Court to prove . . . what-
ever kiss-ins are supposed to

prove these days. Vigilance, I

think.

Not surprisingly, by the time
Queer Nation held their kiss-in,

the entire gay spectacle was
just beginning to be realized.

All four news networks had
TV crews on the scene, and
reporters from all sons of

newspapers were also covering

the kiss-in. In an ethereal

sense, it was a showdown at

Why wouldn't they?

Beyond that, by saying that

failure to have a second

screening somehow "nurtures"

violence, you seem to be
making a tacit assumption that

not being able to see a parti-

cular showing of a particular

film in some way justifies this

violence. I doubt that you
actually believe this, but if you
do, you should say so up
front

I think most people, though
— including most African-

American people — would
have a much readier explana-

tion for this behavior: What
we have is a small group of
young loughs out looking for

trouble (You don't bring a
loaded gun into a movie thea-

ter because you're afraid some-
body's going to swipe your
popcorn) and finding it without

the PC corral, or so the media
was hoping. Did they get their

money's worth? Well, I sup-
pose that depends on your
definition of worth. The cli-

max, so to speak, of the whole
event was when a couple of
teenagers decided to spit on
some of the protestors, much
to the dismay of the demon-
strators.

But that didn't matter to the

news people. They were happy.
They had their story. That
night, when the smoke had
cleared, the spitout at Gay
Court ran on all networks, and
made most of the Bay Area
newspapers the next day.

So. by this time, just about
everybody in the Bay Area
who watches the news or reads
the paper had a pretty good
idea of what was going on,

much to the chagrin of the
Contra Costa County Board of
Supervisors, who had to make
the final decision on what to
do with this potentially volatiic

•Apolitical situation." Is anybody
else noticing how out of prop-
ortion this is beginning to

sound? Just remember, I'm not
making any of this up, and
yes, we're talking about a
stinkin' road name here.

Nonetheless, if you were
reading the papers, you would-
have thought that some politi-

cal careers might be on the
line for this one. I don't know
about you, but I quiver to

think bargaining that goes on
behind closed doors at county
supervisor meetings. Ooooh!
Honestly, it didn't matter what
the Board decided. Somebody
was not going to be happy
with it, which simply meant
even more news coverage after

this whole thing was over. Oh
Joy. Like cogs in the machin-
ery, the cameras and reporters

flocked to the doors of the
Board of Supervisors meeting.

After an open forum on the
proposed name change and a

Letters

great effort, thus ruining the

evening for the overwhelming
majority of peaceable movie-
goers, bringing injury and
death to an unfortunate few,

and, yes, by their own actions,

making it that much more
difficult to distribute and exhi-
bit such films in the future.

The last point might require

a httle elaboration. The prim-
ary responsibility of theater

owners and managers in this

kind of situation is to ensure a
safe environment for people to

watch a movie in. If a pattern

of violence seems to emerge at

films, theater owners would
seem to have two ways of
assuring the safety of the

audience.

First, lake extreme measures
necessary to ensure the safety

of the audience — bring out
metal detectors; hire security
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lengthy discussion at their nor-

mal meeting, the Board of

Supervisors decided that if the

residents of Gay Court didn't

like the name of their street,

well then, they should have the

right to change it to whatever

they think sounded better. Fair

and reasonable enough. So,

High Eagle Road it is for the

upwardly mobile in Alamo.
So, here we are, you and

me, at the fun part of this

nifty little stroll down PC,
aptly called the bigger picture.

You might also know this to

be the part of the column
called the "Whoa, what docs it

all mean?" section.

Two questions to consider in

the bigger picture. »

One — Are we really homo-
phobic enough so as to believe

that the mere name of a street

can cause a decrease in hous-
ing prices of $50,000 to

$200,000? The answer, as this

nice little story seems to point
out, is . . . most detimtely.

Hey those people went through
all that work to get their street

name changed, amidst public
indignation, continual heckling
by the press and pressure from
the gay and lesbian communi-
ty. Damn right they're homo-
phobic, and proud of it, too.

Welcome to Cahfomia, where
the men are men and the

realtors are scared
Two — Was all the hoopla

and outrage fostered by this

little escapade worth the cost
in dollars as well as the cost
in human resource power?
Now, there is little room for
debate on this particular issue.

Being as objective and realistic

as possible (if such a combi-
nation exists), there is no way
that this showdown was worth
the cost. It can't be. We're not
talking about Americana or
society as a whole. It's not
about being gay, lesbian or
bisexual. It's about stupidity,

on both sides. We are talking

about a lousy street name here.
We proceed from a lame

premise in the first place. A
group of homeowners want to
change their street name
because people are associating
those who live on the street

with "fags." Tell me this is

not a lame premise. You can't
So, if this is lame, why is

everyone so hot under the
collar about it? Why is it so
hard to just let people be
ignorant for a change? They're
the ones who have to live with
their own stupidity. And, for
the advocacy groups, of which
I have a lot of sympathy for, I

still believe they blew it. The
only good the advocacy groups
get out of the hoopla is

exposure, and when that expo-
sure involves being spit on,
you just gotta question the
merit of it all.

It's one thing to be politi-

cally active. It's quite another
to be pohtically active and
choose street names as your
cause. It's one thing to aim
your goals a little lower and
achieve them, but to aim at

street names and still come up
empty . . . Advocacy groups
have better things to strive for

with their limited resources. Or
at least I would hope so.

Street Name Protesting is a
stupid expression of any cause,
no matter how you cut it

Could you imagine a group of
guys named Lee out protesting

on Gayley Avenue because
they thought the name of the

street was causing them undue
mental stress? Actually, they'd

probably get spit on.

If it happened here, though,
we'd defmitely get more
national news coverage. We
tend to take our PC a little bit

more seriously down here in

Southern California, not to

mention our spitting.

Dean is senior majoring in

political science.

guards; have the police on
notice, etc.

Second, simply decide not to
exhibit the film. The fint
alternative would require addi-
tional time, effort and money;
it would undoubtedly raise
further cries of discrimination
and it might not work in any
case. Realistically, then, the

second alternative is more
likely. And who brought about
this second alternative? Those
few bad apples who caused the

violence in the first place,

that's who.

George Dyke
Graduate student
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Mediocrity in education is the fauit ofthe students
It

is often said that the

education of a society's

youth is a prelude to the
quality of society's future. For
quite some time, the education-
al system of California and the
United States has been deemed
incompetent I agree with that

characterization.

However, I must take issue
with the natural tendency to

blame government for a poor
educational system. Rather than
blaming government for not
providing enough money for

education, the real blame for
an illiterate society rests chief-

ly on the students who are

victims of such illiteracy.

It is a given fact that the

education of the nation's youth
is the most important service

which state and local govern-
ments offer their citizenry. In

California, education receives
nearly one-half of the entire

budget However, critics charge
that the system is still failing,

and it needs yet more money
to correct the problem. Howev-
er, no matter how much
money government spends on
educating the children of our
society, the system will con-
tinue to crumble until parents

and students begin to share

some of the accountability for

the system's problems.

I once gave an optimistic

speech with the belief that

today's youth would be able to

overcome a plague of medio-
crity and launch a new renais-

sance of intellectualism. When
I first came to UCLA, I

expected to find an entire

Christopher
Wysocki
campus of hard working, dedi-

cated students. While it is

clear that such students do
exist, it has been my experi-

ence that more often than not,

students are ambivalent and
less than dedicated when it

comes to their studies. Perhaps
I am incorrect in my assess-

ment, but is seems evident that

mediocrity has crept into the

hallowed halls of the intellectu-

al powerhouse.

It is clear that the student

body of UCLA is indicative of
the problems existing at the

primary and secondary levels

of our educational system. In

fact, several parallels can be
drawn between this campus
and any elementary school

across the nation. However, the

only important parallel is that

a golden triangle of sociologi-

cal progress has been broken
in chiefly one place. Histori-
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cally speaking, parents have
provided their children with
moral guidance. Teachers have
offered students information
and the materials needed to

instigate creative thinking and
students have traditionally

worked at synthesizing this

information received from their

parents and teachers in order
to become successful adults.

While the system of parents

parenting, teachers teaching,

and students learning remains
technically intact, realistically it

has been destroyed by compla-
cency and mediocrity. Many
would blame the government
for the educational failure of
America. However, government
is not part of the equation. It

could hardly be argued that

teachers today are not teaching,

so why are students becoming
increasingly illiterate and
unwilling to work hard for an
education? The answer is that

today's students have failed to

uphold their part of the bar-

gain. Today's students seem to

regard hard work in scholastic

advancement as a plague to be
avoided at all costs.

What is absolutely shocking
is to contemplate that UCLA
is filled with students who
have worked to break down
the golden triangle of intellec-

tual achievement. In no way
do I claim to be more or less

intelligent than my colleagues
here, but it is evident that a

large portion of the student

body has forgotten that learn-

ing is a two-way street requir-

ing that the professor teach as

well as the student putting

forth adequate effort into

learning what is being offered.

During my brief tenure here,

I have heard numerous students

complaining that too much
work is being assigned, and
professors should realize that a
student is taking two or three

other classes. It is that plea for

compassion directed toward the

professor that has no place

here or at any other institution

of higher education. While
seemingly Draconian in nature,

the fact is that none of us

here at UCLA has a right to

receive a college education

from one of the premiere

institutions in the world. It is

merely a privilege which
requires hard work and dedica-

tion from the student.

By appealing to a professor's

sense of compassion when
asking a professor to postpone
or cancel an assignment, the

student does not realize the

implications behind ihat plea.

The professor's job is not to

be compassionate; it is to

teach. If assigning lengthy pap-

ers is necessary for professors

to complete their jobs, then so
be it When a student com-
p«aA«(o aDOUt. receiVijig ciicsc

lengthy or difficult assignments,

I have no compassion. Profes-

sors are upholding their part of
the educational contract

between the educator and the

student

Certainly, I do m5t pretend

to be above the vices of which
I speak. However, our requests

for lenience and compassion

from our professors carry with

them great consequences. By
asking for compassion, what
we are really asking for is a
lowering of standards and a

request that we not be held to

the same standards which first

attracted us to UCLA. If a

student here genuinely feels

that his workload is unduly

demanding, then maybe that

student should give serious

thought to leaving.

It must never be forgotten

that none of us have a God-
given right to attend UCLA.
We all competed with thou-

sands of students in order to

be accepted to this prestigious

university. If we cannot live

up to the standards to which
we willingly subjected

ourselves, then perhaps we do
not belong heie. If we feel

that too much is being asked
of us by our professors, then it

is certain that there is a long
line of more dedicated students

who would appreciate the

chance to prove themselves

where we have failed.

If we, as the elite group of
America's future i>ath, wish to

improve the educational system
in this nation, we must first

While it is the responsibility of

teachers to teach us, it is

certainly our duty to learn

what is presented to us. If we
cannot uphold our end of the

bargain, then I am afraid that

ours is the Lost Generation.

Wysocki is a senior majoring
in political science.
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West Berlin's Crime and the City Solution brings its unorthodox

sound to Club Lingerie tomorrow night.

Sextet Crime works
beyond cult status
By Rob Winfield

Sumnner Bruin Staff

With their first U.S. tour in three

years (their second show being at

Club Lingerie on Friday), the

German-based sextet Crime and
the City Solution are posed with

many disquieting questions —
those concerning whether Ameri-
can audiences will recall the

emotionally-driven sixpiece's

contribution to the music field, and
if so, whether they will com-
prehend the group's ultimate aspi-

ration of crafting the unorthodox.

Formed in 1986, with the desire

to assemble clashing harmonies
alongside personal reflections of
their surrounding West Berlin

environment, the group have long

remained a part of the clan,

consisting of such progressive acts

as Einsturzende Neubaulcn and
Nick Cave.

After migrating to West Berlin

from Australia, vocalist Simon
Bonney and percussionist Miclc

Harvey met up with another
Aussie, violinist Bronwyn Adams,
and three native West Berliners,

guitarist Alexander Hacke (also

with Neubauten), free jazz bassist

Thomas Stem and electronic mae-
stro Chrislo Haas.

Together, they began a career

immersed in indefinable song-

writing, creating music that took

their listeners on a journey through

the active imagination.

Their work, beginning with

their critically heralded LP
"Shine** and followed by the

subsequent "The Bride Ship" (both

on Mule Records import), signi-

fied a haunting descent into the

notion of conceptual songcrafI and
album assemblage.

Someimies poUtical, social and
romantic. Crime built a cult fol-

lowing throughout Europe, not too

extensive, but enough to keep the

band alive.

The problem was that, perhaps,

these six members were a bit too

unique for llicir own good, tlicir

highly personal lyrics and mis-

hmash of styles contributing to

their lack of major success — a

dilemma Bonney foresees with

their U.S. return, even with the

current release of their nK)re

accessible third LP "Paradise

Discotheque" (on Mute/Elektra
Records).

"The European audiences,**

explains the frontman, "relate to

the lyrics on an emotional, intui-

tive and fundamental level. The
American audiences are probably

different Because I look at the

interpretations of contemporary
American superstar lyrics and I

find that to be very different from
Europeans.

"For example,** he elaborates, "a

song like Neil Young *s *Keep on
Rockin* in the Free World* I saw
played as a pro-freedom anthem in

Romania for the show *Rock Free

Romania.* And I think lhat*s not a

pro-Western song, not a pro-

American song at all. Rather, I find

it a scathing account of homeless-

ness, drug addiction and various

other sorts of complaints of the

West, or the 'Free World.*

"So given that," he surmises, "I

don*t know what American audi-

ences would make of the lyrics I

write.**

Bonney singles out one song in

particular, *The Last Dictator,*

from the latest LP. Divided into

four parts, which takes up an entire

side of vinyl and roughly 17

minutes on a CD, the track is a

personal account of an individual

elevated to supreme power within

the public eye.

Describing the song as "overtly

political.** or "pro-against-any-

one,** he feels a track such as this

could be misinterpreted from his

original intentions, which is a story

of leadership and its subsequent
corruption.

Citing the star system of popular

culture — music, literature and
film — as a common parallel in

American society, Bonney feels

these ideals could prove a hin-

drance towards Crime achieving

anything higher than a cult audi-

ence.

*The whole star structure,** he
describes, "is based upon the

premise that people arc exper-

iencing things at a higher level,

with more intensity or more insight

than the average person. And I

think that*s pretty sad. At least for

See CRIME, page 12

Film

Young stars frolic in new, improved PG-13 'Lagoon
By KImberly Chrisman
Sumnier Bruin Staff

Even though "Return to the Blue

Lagoon** features the same plot, setting,

executive producer, compx)ser and cos-

tume designer as its 1980 predecessor,

it's a totally different film.

Just ask its pubescent stars, who, after

surviving a now-infamous audition pro-

cess and three months on location in

Tauveni, Fiji, can attest that, despite their

remarkable resemblances to the original

"Blue Lagoon** cast members, there's

just no comparison between the two
films, or their four teen stars.

"Everyone asks me that question,**

complains Milla Jovovich, the 15-year-

old model and aspiring actress/singer

who plays Lilli in the sequel. "1 think it's

stupid. Tm not Brooke Shields and Tm
not trying to be her. The comparison

might have worked when I was younger,

when I first started modelling, but now
it*s a little too late.

"I don*t think there* s any compari-

son,** agrees Brian Krause, who plays

Richard and claims to have seen the

original "a million times.**

"Our characters are much more raw
than they were,** he observes. *They
weren*t as intelligent as we are, either.

The film is a complete continuation of

*The Blue Lagoon,* rather than a total

remake.**

Krause insists that the romantic island

adventure has a timeless charm that even
the most civilized modem teenager can

appreciate.

"It*s a coming-of-agc story," says the

boyish 19-year-old. "lt*s about learning

to deal with new emotions. Even deej^er

than that, it*s about how civilization

destroys nature. The symbolism isn*t

heavy, but it*s there.**

"I wanted to do this movie because it*s

a fantasy,** Jovovich explains. "It*s the

ultimate fantasy — it*s true love at its

best Vd like girls my age to come out of

IVe done too many things

to be able to relate to Lilli

or to have anything in

common with her.

Milla Jovovich

the theater wanting to be where I was,

wanting that perfect love.**

And the guys?

*They might go just to see me,** she

says, rather bluntly. "But I hope tliat Tm
more than a pretty face in the movie.*'

She is— the "Seventeen** cover girl is

also a pretty body, as is Krause. The
former lifeguard trained extensively for

his role, which required him to perform

his own stunts, as well as overcome his

lifelong fear of spiders. Krause also

worked closely with the film*s Fijian

exD^, who inb'oduced the native Cali-

fomian to the local culture and customs
of Taveuni.

"I loved the island!** he exclaims,

recounting his experience. "I never

washed my hair, because Richard
wouldn*t have had any shampoo. I

learned how to weave baskets and spear

fish and climb coconut trees. All I ate

were fruits and vegetables and fish —
things Richard and Lilli would have
eaten.**

His co-star, a self-described "city

girl,** was not so eager to share in her

character*s primitive lifestyle.

"Milla came prepared,** Krause says,

smiling mysteriously. "She acted it, and T

lived it I became Jungle Boy.**

"1 didn*t get as far down as Brian did,**

Jovovich laughs in agreement "1 was a

little more civilized.**

Though both stars were attracted to the

childlike innocence of their characters,

they were challenged by the emotional

demands of the roles.

"I had to forget everything Tve ever
learned,** Krause explains. Jovovich,
who was bom in Kiev, raised in Los
Angeles and has been modelling since
she was 1 2, didn't even try to relate to her
ingenuous character.

"Fve done too many things to be able
to relate to Lilli or to have anything in

common with her,** she explains. "I*ve
travelled all over the world, Tve read
every book there is to read. l*ve just got
too much knowledge to be as ignorant
and naive as she is.**

"But as an actress,** she adds, "I can try

to capture her innocence. For example, I

suidied my puppy to see how he acted.

Animals are very innocent.**

Jovovich also prepared for the film by
getting a tan and walking around "with as

little on as possible.** The amount of
nudity and near-nudity in "Return to the
Blue Lagoon*' didn*t bother the super-

model-tumed-superstar, who has learned

to accept seemingly-gratuitous exposure
as a necessary part of her job.

"Fm an actress.** she insists. "My
character wouldn't walk around with

clothes on on the island — she*d be
naked! 1 feel very comfortable with

myself, and Tm not ashamed to take my
top off when I have to.**

Krause admits that he was not as

.anxious as his co-star to exchange his

usual jeans and T-shirt for a skimpy
leather loincloth, even in his current

beefed-up stale.

"When I first got into the outfit, I just

looked at myself and laughed so hard,**

he remembers. "But 1 felt really comfort-

able, because on an island it*s so hot and
humid that you don*t want to wear
anything.*'

Both young actors will appear fully

clothed in their next films — his is

"December** with Wil Wheaton, hers is

"Kuffs** with Christian Slater. And
though they doubt they* 11 have the

chance, both admit that they*d love to

"Return to the Blue Lagoon.**

Ah, to be young and in love! Milla Jovovich and Brian Krause discover pubescent
paradise in "Return to the Blue Lagoon."

Radio Film

KLSX enlists Stem to
wake up Los Angeles
By Aaron Dobbs
Sumnrier Bruin Staff

Radio show hosts and disc

jockeys are not the most widely
known personalities in entertain-

ment However, New York-based
morning show host Howard Stem
has received a lot of press coverage
in L.A. since the premiere of *The
Howard Stem Show*' on KLSX
(97.1 FM). The question is simple
— is he worth all the fuss?

Yup.

Although his show is based on
New York City*s K-ROCK (92.3),

Los Angeles is the fourth radio

market to receive it, along with

Philadelphia and Washington,
D.C. Unlike most radio personali-

ties. Stem is known nationwide
and has made numerous appear-

ances on "Late Night With David
Lettcrman** and *The Joan Rivers

Show.** The press has dubbed him
a "shock-jock** and his outlandish

style of huiiiof tuis made lum the

most conU'oversial radio personal-

ity in America.

His television show (broadcast

locally at 1 a.m.. Sundays on
KCOP Channel 13) has also

consistently proved to be a ratings

success.

KLSX hopes to duplicate
Stern's East Coast success.
Although the station is competitive
throughout the day. its morning
programming — which was con-
fined to music — was ranked 21st
in the Los Angeles market in the

most recent Arbitt-on ratings book.
With "The Howard Stem Show.**
KLSX program director Andy
Bloom — who helped bring Stem
to Philadelphia*s WYSP radio in

1986 — is confident that KLSX
will be able to beat out KLOS*s
(95.5 FM) number one rated
morning duo Mark Thompson and
Brian Phelps.

Bringing Stem to Los Angeles
had been in Bloom*s plans since he
came to KLSX in February. While
local skeptics doubt that Slcm*s
F^st Coast humor will go over with
the Los Angeles crowd. Bloom
doesn*t believe the different
"mentality** here will have anv
ertect.

"If you erased (the words) * 1991— Los Angeles. CA.* and subsli-
Uited 'Philadelphia, PA.— August
1986* there are absolutely no
differences.** Bloom says. *The
exact comments, the volume of

Brooks makes 'Life' Mel • I lious

calls (to the stations), the type of

complaints, the type of people who

like the show . . . It's almost like

il*s deja-vu, and the end result (in

Philadelphia) is that Howard is

now a distant number one.**

Stem has already told listeners

what he will do when he gains the

top spot— hold a funeral for Mark

and Brian's show.

So, does Stem, along with co-

host Robin Quivers, producer

"Boy" Gary DeirAbatc, writers

Jackie *The Jokeman** MartJmg

and Fred Norris and character

voice man Billy West, have what it

ukcs to do lliat?

Yes and yes!

Unlike anything else on radio,

Stem says the things people want

to hear are the things people are

See STERN, page 12

By Aaron Dobbs
Sumnner Bruin Staff

Mel Brooks* new film "Life

Stinks** is not the type of movie
audiences have come to expect

from the man who directed the

zany comedies "Blazing Saddles*'

and "History of the World, Part I."

Unlike his previous fihns. Brooks
attempts to mui his comic sensi-

bility with a little bit of drama and
a major social statement.

Brooks plays the multi-billion-

aire Goddard ("just call me God
for short**) BolL Bolt has abso-

lutely no scruples and it takes his

lawyers to make him realize that

tearing down a senior citizen rest

home to build a mini-mall just

wouldn*t look good.

Bolt*s most recent plan is to

build "Bolt City** in downtown Los
Angeles — a huge real-estate

complex built over the current

slums. He owns half the land

already but in order to gain the

otlier half he must agree to a bet

with his greatest competitor Vance

Crasswell (Jeffrey Tambor).

Crasswell does not believe that

Bolt, who was bom with a "dia-

mond spoon in his mouth,** could

survive for 30 days on the streets

without any of his money, credit

cards or identification. If Bolt

survives, Crasswell will give him
the other half of the area.

When Bolt goes into the slums,

he quickly learns how difficult a

life without money is. Along the

way he meets Sailor (Howard
Morris), Fumes (Teddy Wilson)

and the beautiful, if overdressed,

Molly (Lesley Ann Warren).

These three "street people** teach

Bolt a little bit about life, a little bit

about love and a lot about humani-

ty.

The film has a lot of the comedy
audiences have come to expect

from a Brooks film, and most of

the scenes work well. In addition to

the comedy, though. Brooks and

writers De Luca and Haberman
have decided to teach society a

little something about the home-
less, too.

The script can be hilarious at

times, but gets bogged down with

its social message. Although the

movie has plenty of jokes about

Jewish lawyers — a Brooks staple

— there simply aren't as many
laughs in "Life Stinks.** The
mixture of the comic and the

dramatic doesn*t always work,

leaving the film with a number of

dull moments.

The performances are what puts

"Life Stinks** over the top. Brooks

is wonderful, as usual, and he

hasn*t lost any of his comic timing.

Warren is also great as Molly, but

it*s hard to tell whether she is

realistically portraying a bag lady

or simply overacting.

Tambor is marvelous as the

cunning and sleazy Crasswell and

Stuart Pankin is hilarious as the

spokesman for Brooks' three slimy

lav^ers. Morris and Wilson are

also great in their respective roles

as Sailor and Fumes.

Overall. "Life Stinks** isn*t

Brooks* best film, but it may be his

most serious. Although his pro-

duction company has also been

responsible for films such as *The
Elephant Man** and "Frances.** this

picture is the first time that Brooks
has seemed to make a serious

social statement.

It may not be the best movie

Brooks has ever made, but "Life

Stinks** does give the audience

enough to laugh at.

FlUyi: -Ufe Stinks ' Written by Mel
Brooks, Hudy De Luca and bteve
Haberman Produced and directed by
Mel Brooks A Metro-GokJwyn-Mayer
release of a Brooksfilms production with

Mel Brooks, Lesley Ann Warren, Jeffrey

Tambor, Stuart Pankin and Howard
Morris. (Rated PG-13: miki language
ar>d extensive schtick; 100 minutes.)
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(213) 828-9839 (*Please see ad)

AASHIANA «

AN ADVENTURE IN DINING
Hot!'. Jjst\ hidijn /)/s/?('s Closr ^it ll.md!!

.ER SPECIAL:
^«"" DISCOUNT

'"'K,r,';i'''i''," .- Dinner Entrees

PARI HAIR SALON
Halrstyllng by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Perm Special
Hair Cut & Blow
Fantastic Highlight

Hair Coloring

European Facials

Full Legs Waxing
%'^ V

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

479-9325
473-0066

J

Daily SMO 10 |)in DinnP
n<il or \.\irT PAK'KINC-.

iviimi.

•prcsotil slufltMiI I.I).

•iiUiilid v\ilh olIuT (iisduitils

^.•^^tA

LUNCH BUFFET:

V.r(' I'a'k '^u Av.i ai) (

All You Can Eat

only $5.9:")
musF-

T CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH Sl,., i.' ; ,,nl\ S') <»-, T
2\]»207»5522

lir)4~> WiKliirc UKcl .Ind Moor <1 block Lvist ol lijrrin^^lon:

Italian Grill And Saloon
9389 Wilshire Blvd. (Between Canon and Crescent).858-1303

You can have

tOPGUMSr
COSMETIC and

GENERAL DENTISTRY
478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas, Estimates in Writing
•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

Ttuirs Fn Sal

8 00pm Dinner Show

Thurs THE ALMOST COMEDY
81 rnMPETITION AND

SHOWCAJjE .

BilllorresiM TV.)

Eric Edwards (Problem Child?)

Fn LofusWeinstocklNEWSWEEKi

82 Irv Burton (Five Heartbeats)

John Koeng (Rick Dees)

Carol Metcalf

Sat Claudia Lonow uaveEdmundsen
8/3 anathelmprovabies

CLIFTON

IBI.IIvS

Thurs BACKPAGE BLUES BAND
8 1 Featuring Sieve Desmond

Fn THE PREACHERS
8 2 Featuring Smilin Brian

Sal JJ- BAD BOV JONES
8 3 And His Bad Boys

Sun JJ BAD BOY JONES
-tri Att Star Jam 4 4^

Bring your guitar hard or

Mon GREENHOUSE BLUES BAND
85

Tues THE PERSUADERS
8 6 Featuring Rick Berthoud

Wed THE ROADHOUSE RIPPERS
8/7 Witti Claylon Goldstein

PIZZA & PITCHER OFBEER
^ tAQa

J

WILSHIRE
$4.99

12 L __p02^ Monda^hursda^ __Expires 8^1/91^ ,

NOW YOU CAN HAVE
IT YOUR WAY.

ACUVUE DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES.

Both the new daily and
extended wear. Easy care.

You are invited to an
Open House at Westwood

Optometric Center on May
Jid and 4th, to try them.

And if they're right for you,

we'll even give you a free

trial pair.*

Most Vision Inmirancc

Plans Accepted.

WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRIC CENTRE
918 Westwood Boulevard (Comer of Le Conte)

Westwood Village

208^3913
Hours: M'F 10-5:30 SAT: 10-5:00

*Does not include fitting charge.

HgADLMiyDINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

You Can't

The Burger Deal

1/4 lb cheeseburger

Fries

ALL you can drink

$2.99 + tax
10922 Kinross

208-2424

After 9:00 P.M., Free ALL you can drink beverage,

with purchase of any burger or sandwich.

CRIME
From page 10

me, that's not what music or any

other art is about
"For example,** he continues,

'*people like Mick Jaggcr of the

Rolling Stones don*t have any

contact with reality. Maybe at one

time he did. I mean I love the early

Stones. But as the years went on,

their lyrics just got more and more
absurd.

*The songs, the books, films or

the leaders I respect, that*s because

I feel an empathy with them,** the

musician adds. "People have a way
of defining certain things that you,

yourself, might feel subliminally.

It*s like hearing someone pose the

same question to himself and
answer it in his own particular

way. And I think the star system
fucks that up.

"What I like about Crime,** he

concludes, "is that people go away
feeling better about themselves, or

feeling they*ve had a good experi-

ence, even if Fm not sure they

understand ev^thing that we*ie

about. It*s hard to say, but that

should be a good thing.**

MUSIC: Crime and the City Solution.

Fri., August 2 at Club Lingerie. 21 and
over. Tickets available through Ticket-

master.

STERN
From page 10

afraid to say themselves. Always
unpredictable, you never know
what you*re going to hear from one
day to the next.

During the first week, hsteners

have been treated to a wide variety

of stories — Pee Wee Herman *s

arrest in Florida, a conversation
with Sammy Davis Jr.*s mistress, a
visit from "Redd Foxx** and much
more. Stem and Quivers are not
afraid to talk about anything and
everything on the air, putting a new
slant on the news.

In the past this has gotten them
in trouble. A few activist groups
have attempted to boycott the

show. But, for each put down Stem
makes, he usually has something
nice to say about the same people
(except maybe Maik and Brian).

He doesn*t single out any one
group of people, and he puts down
himself— especially his genitalia— all the time.

One of the great things about
Stem*s show is the way it hooks its

hsteners. Stem is an acquired taste

and a continuing experience, and
Bloom describes the show abnost
hke a soap opera.

"You have to hsten for a period
of time faithfully to understand the

characters, plots. storyUnes and to

really have a clue as to what he*s
all about. Howard is very addict-

ing, and people hsten to him with a
fierce loyally. It*s a satire, parody,
comedy. It*s not to be taken
seriously, and I think some people
take things out of context, only
hear a small part of (the show) or
believe what they've read in some
of the newspapers.**

On the first day of his broadcast
on KLSX, Stem commented that

coming to L.A. was a dream come
true. Well, soon enough people
will find out why it*s actually a
dream come true for L.A. radio.

RADIO: -The Howard Stem Show."
Broadcast live from 3 5 am and
rebroadcast in its entirety tape delayed
from 5-9 am Monday through Friday
on KLSX radk> (07.1 FM) iddtV,

i^
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PROJECT TALMUD
A unique learning opportunity

HEBREW * BIBLE * TALMUD * LAWS*
*MAIMONIDES * KABALLAH*

Classes on Monday Evenings
Participation is open to all

Chabad House, 741 Gayley Ave.
For more information call Rabbi Begun

(213)208-7511 ext. 103

"You Don't Need To Have
Dental Insurance To Have

A Pretty Smile''

Dental Exam & Cleaning

(too
ne%^ pati«n(s with this ox^xxi only
M« alio accommodate pattcols with
dwital covcraMi

(up to 4 X-rays)

475-5598
24-Hour Emergency

Service

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home
Sid Soleimanian, D.D.S.

1 620 Weslwood Blvd., \A*tst Los Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon discussion, Thur Bookstudy. Fri Step
Study. AU 3525 1 2: 1 S- 1 : 1 5.

Tues Discussion, Wed Discussion NPI
C8538 12:15^1.00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have dnnking problems

Westwood Friends
(Quakers)

Meebng for Worship
Sunday 10:90 A.M.
900 Hilgard Ave

(Un^^^slty Religious Conference BuiMing)

Research Subjects 12

ADULTS, 35 & OLDER WHO EXPERIENCE
BLEEDING WHEN BRUSHING THEIR TE£TH,
and/or have Urtar deposits 00 their teeth
needed for study that compares two methods
of nr»easuring gum disease. Eligibility deter-

mir>ed at screening examination that lasts

approximately one hour is required . Particip-

ants will have teeth cleaned at the conclusion
of the study. Contact Lynne, Clinical Research
Center (213)625-9792.

ADULTS, 35 AND OLDER who experience
bleeding when brushing their teeth and/or
have tartar deposits on their teeth needed for

study that compares two methods of nr>easuring
gum disease. Eligibility determined at screen-
ing examination that lasts approx rtately one
hour. Participants will have teeth cleaned at

the conclusion of study. Contact Lynne at the
Clinical Research Center (213)825-9792.

V

CaU \v\i; i|

(800)
33 TO FLY

call for vid«o

The most portable, lightest (12 lbs.).

easiest, smallest (backpack size), least

expensive aircraft in the world!

Now you can soar with birds for

iiouis. riy Ist day! Best location

CLUB TAKTIX
DANCE DANCE DANCE

THIS THURSDAY
1 960'S-1 990'S
TOP 40 MUSIC

DJ Keone, Karaoke,

Pool

$2.00 WELL DRINKS
FREE until 10pm

At Kelbo's 1

1

434 West
PicoBlvd

473 3050

••••'•^••r^TrYoWif-h^VinVi'ttfiViiaiiii'"''--- ••-•rft-i'
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Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

WANNA BE FEATURED IN COSMO?
Women 1 8-28:

Ever accused of a crime you didn't commit-like shoplifting or drug
possession-just because you were in the wrong place at the wrong time, or

in the wrong car? The story of your ordeal-from arrest to release

(if only for a few hours)-is needed for a feature in Cosmopolitan Magazine.
Call Arnie at (21 3) 207-591 2

Research Subjects 12 Egg/Sperm Donor 19 Help Wanted 30

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
and up) on asthma medication needed for

research of new asthma nrjedication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9an>—5pm. Answering ma-
chine available after hours.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIQ BOYS 7-1 1 years

needed for UCLA research project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

EARN $20 in Pain Perception Study VA—
Sepulveda. Ages 25-65. Call Leigh at

206-0474.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (213)828-8887

^PERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-

lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NEWLYWEDS WANTED: Couples marrying in

1991 needed for UCLA project. Participants

receive $50. Call (213)206-6049.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
nave a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON RAPID DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT LOR^ EVA AT LICLA
(213)825-5493.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatoligists supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

PARTICIPANTS
SOUGHT
for a study of a

new antihistamine.

You must have mild

asthma &
seasonal nasal allergies.

IF INTERESTED,
PLEASE CALL
(818)397-3383

for more details

MM. Glovsky, M.D.
Asthma and Allergy

Center

Huntington Hospital

¥9 ¥ <f V « <f ¥
50 LOVING COUPLES

^ WANTED ^
TO FIELD TEST A NEW SPACE AGE ^

CONDOM

50 COUPLES WILL EACH BE PAID tl50
9 TO PARnCIPATE IN A NATIONAL °

INSTITUTES Of HEALTH STUDY ON A
•• NEWLY DEVELOPED NON-LATEX ¥

POLYURETHANE CONDOM
, TO PARnCIPATE. COUPLES MUST BE -

• ><Gf 18 50 •^MONOGAMOUS
^ • WILLING TO REPORT ON 10 ^

COITAL EPISODES COMPLETED ^
WITHINA 6 WEEK TIME PERIOD

O ^ NOT AT RISK OF PREGNANCY ^
(CURRENTLY USING ORAL

^ CONTRACEPTIVES. lUD. M
NORPLANT. OR ONE PARTNER IS ^
STERILIZED)

<f For more intorrnaoon. pleas* call Laurel ^
Beyrar or Margarat Yingst at

y (213)386-5614. axt.22S. or ask for tha ¥
Condom Study.^¥9¥<f¥9«

Wanted 15

IF YOU'VE BEEN A VICTIM OR ACCUSED OF
DATE RAPE, A MA)OR STUDIO PRODUCER
WOULD LIKE TO SPEAK WITH YOU CALL
MARTliA (816)954 5321.

Lost and Found 16

LOST: HEIRLOOM ENGAGEMENT RING
lost June 21 , posalbia In Kinsey Hall. Reward! I

Call Lauren (21 3)859-7844.

University

Students & Faculty^-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwcxxi Village.

OXLlhORNlA
e:RYO IVXNK

'9941

Salons 21

EUROPEAN FACIALS. Regularly $40. Now
$20. Craixi opening special. Call for appoint-
ment^entury City. (213)785-0205.

Healtti Services 22

NON-SURGCAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and renioval of

acne v\d sunspots. For more info, call Califor-

nia Laser Doctor^s Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 100% Guaranteed.
100% Natural, healthy/low cost way to look
better. (213)285-8410.

PSYCHOTHERAPY support group for women
dealing with childhood sexual abuse. West-
wood office. Lorraine Rose, PhD,
(213)824-9942, Meg Sheehan, PhD,
(213)737-3554.

THROWING UP
GETTING YOU DOWN?
Eating dsorders are my only specalty

Conic find out why

Dr.Mark Berman, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group appts

)

213-655-6730

OVERWEIGHT?
North Carolina Pastor loses 76 lbs.

and 14 inches in 3 months using

Nutrition Express Wt. Loss Product

twice daily eatina 1 regular meal.

Cost $1.76 per meal.

CALL FOR FREE 4-Day Supply
See if they work for you.

1-800-927-8046

Bulimic?
Do you fool out of control
with food or omotlonsT
Counsoling can holp

old pattomi
call •24-1 178

Joanna Young Phd
LIcansad Ptycholoolst

PS4irt1S

Help Wanted 30

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, bilingual (En-

glish and Spanifth). Full timcA'art tinrw. Call

Marilyn at (213)479-a353.

ATTENTION!!! DANCERS/GYMNASTS/
YOCINIS— Learn how to earn $40Vhr
Teach: QIMAX. Free training. Jim
(213)476-2234.

CALIFORNIA SELF-HELP CENTER/
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT needs assistant

for diversified ofTtce duties. Workstudy pre-

ferred but nai necessary. Macintosh profi-

ciency prtiernti. %9.(XA^t., 20hrs/wk. Call

(21 3)625-1 799.

CASHIER RETAIL HARDWARE, flexible hours,

Brentwcxxl. ExperiefKe preferred. Call Ian
476-2664.

•CASTING EXTRAS* fc»r nwlion pictures and
commercals. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTINC IMMrniATHYf Extras needed fee

feature films, commercials, and television

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed Call today (616)563-2021

FT CLERK:AL,L0NC-TERM good phone skills,

computer krwwiege, reliab^. SanU Monica,
SJ-tAyr. (213)453-6422.

CLERK needed for Community Service Officer

Programs. To work 1 5-20hr5yweek, day or

evenings. Light typing, filing, phones, good
communication skills, working knowledge of

WordPerfect and/or Lotus 1 23 preferred. Con-
tact Cindy Stanworth at 206-5473 or pick up
application at CSO office, 601 Westwood
Plaza.

COMPUTER SYSTEM PROGRAMMER famil-

iar w/ 1 •2-3/d-Base, etc. Needed to write data

base managenr>ent program for hospital man-
agenr>ent company. Richard (213)206-2633.

CREATIVE AND ARTISTIC individual needed
for advertising project. Contact Mindy Park

(213)620-2287, Ext. 130.

DATA ENTRY: Permanent P/T. 11-2/12-3,

M-F. $9-1 (Vhr., Santa Monica. 65 WPM+.
(213)453-6422.

DO YOU KNOW THE LECTURE NOTE SYS-
TEM? If you do, we want you. Kinko's Copies.

(213)475-0789, Tim.

DRIVER for 2 school-aged boys needed, with

own car. 7-6am and 2:30-4pm. $7/hr.

(213)471-6724.

EXPLOSIVE INTERNATIONAL CO. needs help

immediately. Earn $500-$200(Vnx). PT or

53,000-56,000 -f Imo. FT. (213)285-8410.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs sales/all

around help. Somt experience necessary

20-40 hrsAveek. Call Marjie 206-4000.

FURNITURE MANUFACTURER, near San
Diego Freeway and Flofer>ce Avenue, needs
intelligent person for general office work. 20
hn/wk. Start Sft/hr. Phone (213)671-5400.

•—HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE*— who like

having fun needed for part-time and full-time

work. David (213)399-5994.

—HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE— who like

having fun needed for part-tinw and full-time

work. David (213)399-5994.

HOUSEKEEPING. 20 hrVwk. $6/hr. Time flexi-

ble. Must have car. (213)626-5032.

ITALIAN TO ENGLISH, english to Kalian

interpreter needed. Native Kalian speaker
required Tom |ones (213)826-4240.

LAW GRADUATE STUDENTS wanted for PT
clerical duties at Continuing Education of the

Bar classes. $9.43A>r. Call (213)206-1408 by

8n6^1.

LIVE-IN security position available. 5 min.

LXLA. Ideal for grad. student. Room, salary,

benefits. Call (213)471-3860 between
6-1 0pm, Wed-Fri.

MEDICAL OFFO ASSISTANT for lady chiro-

practor insurance billing and Word Perfect

experience. Some reception and physical ther-

apy. Mornings - Mon., Wed., FrI.

(213)45a4555.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am-5pm.

NURSE-CARE COORDINATOR seeks RN.
Qualifications: clinical knowledge & experi-

ence, OTKology and discharge planning exper-

ierKe. Flex.hrs. Salary convnensuratew/exp.
Call 447-0677 9 AA1.-12 PM. Please send
resume and salary requirements to Carreer

Home Care Referrals 12301 Wilihire Blvd.

Suite 500 LA. CA 90025.

MODELS
wjMleil 1)/ l^iutebsiiJiijj Pliutoqrdphy

StiKlii) lor iip-( (HiiiiK) photo .issigiiiuents

F^to & Noii-f^tu MjIo ft'iudle

Call (818)508-8680

MAMAGEMKNT
POSITCONS OPEN

Will tram for Full or Part l»me

Good people skills

For more info call Cynthia

(213) 399-3661

$$$$$$$$$
'InJ il IVi-.il

>t.irv.' I iriii Il.^^ tu. > cnifA kvcl

p«>Mn» >ii>. i\ iil.ihk' Ko^vir*.

h

r\\\< 'U^ V IDJK

(213)829-2900
Ri:. I u.n^rF^

9 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

8 people needed now
Bam up to ff^hr.

Housecleaners
•Full A Part-time*

•Flexible Houra*
•LoUoTWork*

•Men, Woman. Studante, etc •

Call (213)4531817

-I

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
1 or mtormaiion Cancer pa! ents

Call Anna throughou! I A bene!:!

(818) 986 :^883 Irom your paniopalion

-- ,M A

4954 Van Nuyt Bin) Shirman Oaks

NURSE/RN FOR MD OFFICE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME. TOP SALARY,
FULL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111.

NURSING ASSISTANT for young paralyzed

female. Experience. Perfect for student. AM/
afternoons, $9/hr. Overnight, $30. Non-
smoker (213)391-0145.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, P/T for museum quality

picture frame shop. (213)659-1655.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/BOOKKEEPER-PART-
TIME, Monday-Thursday, 12:00-5:00 (some
flexibility). Must type 45wpm accurately.

Computer experience helpful. Filing and gen-

eral office. 1-year bookkeeping experience.

Must have customer service experience. Send
Resume and salary history to: Richard Milo,

Century City-Westside TMA, 1801 Century
Park East #300, Los Angeles, CA 90067.

PART-TIME COUNTER HELP. Santa Monica
bakery. Experience helpful, 9-1 1 :30am, rrwn-

Fri, 9-5 Sat. (213)576-0966.

PART-TIME SALESPERSON wanted for wo-
men's contemporary clothing store in Pacific

Palisades. Call (213)454-7044.

PART-TIME Shoe sales, Beverly Center. Sat,

Sun, Mon -«- 2 to 3 evening^. $6.50/hr +
depending on experience. (213)657-5183,
Roz or Debbie.

PART-TIME BOOKKEEPER. DACEASY/LOTUS
1-2-3 required. Flexible hours. Congenial
atmosphere. Tye between 2:30-5:00,
(213)623-3147 non-profit organization.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST/TYPIST needed
for entertainment business managenr>cnt firm.

Non-smoker with neat appearance. $7/hr.

afternoons and Saturdays beginning Feb.1.

Career opportunity. (213)826-0800.

PT/rr PERSON FRIDAY for Beverly Hills law
firm. Contact Gail 274-6663.

PT OFFICE HELP, computer experience neces-
sary, 20-25 hrsAvk. $Mir. Apply in person.

1815 Centinella Ave.

PT Receptionist/Typist for gourmet food com-
pany. WordPerfect 5.0 required. Flexible

houw. (213)215-1933, Laurel.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON (^eded lo drop arxi

pick up 1 4-yr-old from school weekdays. Must
have own car. (213)85»-1301

.

RN, LVN, or DERM ASSISTANT needed for

Saturdays only. Busy Beverly Hills dermatol-
ogy office. ReferefKes required. Ask for Diane.

(213)273-0467.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $lS^r. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector

up to $20,00(Vyr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964^4166 ext. 22.

SECRETARY. Real Estate Firm. 9-5pm, light

typing. Beverly Hills. Call for appointnrwnt.

jack (213)271-0101.

SENIOR OFFia ASSISTANT (20 hours/ week):
Provide clerical assistarKe in areas of admi-
nistration and research grants Typing, filing

phor>ework necessary; computer skills pre-

ferred. Serxi resume to: The Getty Grant
Program, 401 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1000, Santa
Monica, CA 90401 -1 455, Attn: Sr. Office Asst.

Search.

AMimw!

STUDENTS needed evenings for door-to-door
distribution and telephone calls. Sd/iv -f

incentives. Call Steve (213)572-6163.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN In

japan for 1-year. Will train. 8.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko
(213)337-7006 ext.214.

TELEMARKETINCy SALES. FT- career oppor-
lunity selling healthcare management consult-
ing services to executives. Seeking leadership

and competency. Tracy (213)20ft-2633.

US MAIL K3BS $1 1 77 to $1 4 9Q/S1 2 fee Now
Hiring Your Area. No Experience Necessary
1 900-286-1668 ext. 13S3.

WANTED FOR TWELVE YEAR-OLD daughter
of father UCLA Dean and Mother M.D.,
responsible individual to drive child in AM and
occasionally PM during school year and
supervise sonr>e activities next six weeks. Car
will be provided. Good pay. Contact during
day (213)659 9383

WANTED: FT PRESCHOOL TEACHER,
8:45am- 3pm. Experience or credential neces-

sary. Car necessary. Great benefits: medical,
ikiiui -f mofc. Sltfitng Mlaty, }) :>,uuu calen-

dar year. Crestwood Nursery School, West-
side. Ask for Rose, Barbara or Cathy
(?n)472.1S66

WESTWOOD VILLAGE RESTAURANT Hiring

fast, reliable person for lurH:htinr>e delivery.

(213)206-7781.

30

WORK—STUDY K^B Summer A srhl yr

lOhrsTwk. $9.08/hr. Clerical assistance in

running professional journal. Experience with

word processing and data-base programs on
PCs desirable. Call C.R. Callistel, Psychology,

206-7932 St leave message.

Job Opportunities 32

LOAN PROCESSOR. Minimum 2 years experi-

ence processing real estate loans from opening
to closing. Piccard FinarKial, Beverly Hills.

(213)652-5566.

OFFKTE ASSISTANT in Century City law firm.

Minimum of 20 hrs per week. STAyr. Paid

Parking. Must have reliable car and car

insurance. Position available immediately.

Please contact Helen at (213)277-0200.

OUTSIDE SALES: Fast-growing marketing firm

representing Firestone. Looking for outgoing,

energetic people. S15-30/hr.; we guarantee

Sfl^^r. (213)446-1927.

PART-TIME PHLEBOTOMIST needed for re-

search. $50 per draw. Evening*^ nights. UCLA
Med. Center. Barbara (213)825-6617.

Jobs Wanted 33

PHILIPINO LOOKING FOR PT/FT live-out job
as nanny or housekeeper. Good references.

(213)247-9713.

Internstiips 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDANT FILM PRODUCER
seeks student interns to learn script develop-

ment activities in office. No pay, but good
opportunity to learn. 213-394-7263.

COMMITTED ENERGETK: INTERN SOUGHT
BY INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER. SCRIPT
COVERAGE AND COMPUTER BACK-
GROUND DESIRABLE. (818)980-0889.

Ctilld Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER for 2 year-old boy. 2 eve^Mc.
Mar Vista. RefererKes required, car a plus. Lisa

(213)459-2750 (day), (213)390-6018, (eve).

MOmtK'S HELPER W/ 2.yr-old. $7/hr. Refer-

ences required. Must have exp. w/ children.

Own car. (213)276-1321.

ONE DAY/WEEK Monday or Friday, girl, 6, %
day. Boy, 2, all day. Car preferred.

(213)474-5885.

PART-TIME, 4-year-old girl, 5:3(W PA1., M-F,
$5/hr.. Culver City. Barbara (21 3 )280-4323.

RESPONSRLE PERSON NEEDED. My home.
Flexible hours. $6^r. Need own transporta-

tion. Call Sue (213)206-7528.

SEEKING BABYSITTER: 2 mom'mffjwk. for

friendly Ift-monlh old. WLA. Call Orly (213)

935-7114.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $6O0/mon\h, first mon&i 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839 7227.

2-BEDROOM, $1020. Carpet, stove, refrigera-

tor, second level, walk to UCLA. Please call

208-6265.

424 LANOFAIR, single, garden setting, swim-
ming pool, next to LICLA, will accomodate
two. $695/mo. (213)459-1200.

$500 BACHELOR APARTMENT, 1 -block from
beach. Utilities and parking Included. 29
Dudley Ave, 399-0540.

$775. LARGE QUIET modem 1 -bedroom/
1-bath. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, Vc.
(213)8370761. 1426 Barrington.

$995. LARGE QUIET modem 2-bedroonV
2-bath. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c.

(213)637-0761. 1426 Barrintfon.

ADJACENT BEVERLY HILLS, $1500,
3-bcdroonV2-bath duplex, pool, hardwood
floors, kitchen, dining room, 1-car parking.

(213) 202-9162.

BEST LOCATKDN IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 -f 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A^, patio* and views.

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA ¥ the village. Subterrannean
parking and elevators. 670 Hllgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss -f

Company. ^
BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FL<X)R IN SPANISH
STV'LE4.PLEX.'A BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. (21 3)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJAaNT. $795^75/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PKIO BUS.
(213) 839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS, $450, large bachelor, newly
decorated, utilities Included. 21 7 South Tower
Drive. (213)852-0660, (818)789 5429.

BRENTWOOD $1100 2-bed > 2-bath, $550
bachelor. Near shops, schools, businesses.
Parking available. (213)410-1499 or
671-6570.

BRENTWOOD, $1100, 3-BED/ 1 BATH,
11651 CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT
APT, PARKING NO PfTS CAM FOR AP-
POINTMENT. (213)939-1732.

BRENTWOOD PRIME, $625, large 1 bed,
fireplace, intercom, patio, dishwasher, air-

cond, buiK-in bookcaiM, walk-in cJotct, sub.
garage, cable ready. NopeU. 11661 Goshen,
adjacent Wilshire and San Vicente. 620-1 71 7.
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BRENTWOOD ADJAaNT. $1130. 2-bed/
2-bath. Full kitchen, fireplace, laundry, bal-

cony, parking. (213)471-6744, David.'

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY $740 2-BED/1 -BATH, enclosed

parage, no pets. (213)452-5172.

CULVER CITY— 3846 Prospect Ave
%]}50/mo. Urge 3-bed/2-bath. Parking, laun

dry, dishwasher, stove. (213)837-1906.

CUTE CHEERFUL 1 -BEDROOM apartment
completely redecorated. $64G/mo., Palms
Laundry, parking. Days 825-1097, eves
(818)981-2304.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM $625, bachelor $475.
Great location, across from Brotman Hospital.

Minutes to Century City and Westwood. 3775
Hughes. 838-8839.

DREAM APARTMENT 2-bed/2-bath, own
wash/dry, security, view, parking, Jacuzzi,

IV, -block UCLA, MUST SEE! (213)825-2161,

(213)208-2449. ^_
EFFKTIENCY 1-BED. Security building, stove^

dishwasher, large closet, balcony, rooftop spa.

Quiet $735 and up. (213)836-3559.

FEMALE, SECURITY BUILDING, parking, A^,
fireplace, two balconies, clean & bright.

$65(ymo. Private room & bath. $325/mo. to

share. 1 2/3 month free. (213)479-4795 Ester.

FURNISHED SINGLE, individual balcony,

laundry fascilities, offstreet parking, sundeck,
utilities included. Quiet building, only serious

students need to apply. $565. (21 3)826-7066.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath apartment, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

LARGE SINGLE, FULL KITCHEN, DININ-
GROOM & BATH, $675, BACHELOR $500.
CAMPUS AREA. 470-5952.

LARGE UNFURNISHED SINGLE. Private yard,

parking, all utilities. Housepets okay. 5-blocks

to Venice Beach. $620 -f^ deposit. Available

Sept.l. (213)778-0022.

MAR VISTA, 1 -bedroom 1-bath, lower, stove,

refrigerator, dishwasher, 1 parking spot.

$615/nrK)., (213)451-4771.

SUMMER SPECIAL
Very Practical

5 min Walk to UCl^
2bdrm 2bath - $800

Private Room & Bath, share kitchen- $400

633 Gayley 208-5920

Special Student

Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studiosjsand 2s

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center, Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Oohifioci
'-oafTTPens

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R & R Managed Property EHO

ACROSS FROM

CAMPUS

luper Discounted

Summer Rates

* pool
* spa
* sauna
* gym
* gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

* now accepting

applications for fall term

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield
Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)639-1026.

NORTH HOLLYWOOD: unfurnished, deluxe
separated 2-bed/ 2-bath & 1-bed/ 1-bath,

fireplace, 2 balconies, 2 parking spaces. $790
& $600. (213)652-0314.

NOW LEASING large singles and bachelors.
Utilities paid. Walking distance UCLA. From
$45(Vmo. Call Paul (213)824-9754.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
fumished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City
and Westwood. 3258
Overland.(21 3)637-301 3.

PALMS: 1 -bedroom, deluxe upper, $715,
fireplace, locked building, gated entry, no
pets. Available 8/15. (213)652-0847/
837-5831.

PALMS: 3BDy2BTH. UPPER. Patio, no pets.

$1200. Canfield north of National. (213)
479-1075, (213) 839-1026.

PALMS, $395 bachelor, $475 single, $595
1 -bedroom, spacious, mint, r>ew carpets, verti-

cals, enclosed private garage avail. GREAT
VALUE, prime location, 1 -block from Motor
and National. 3351 Vinton. (213)576-5540

PALMS $615—795. 1 and 2-bedrooms. Ap-
pliarKes, pool, parking, laundry. 3455 Jas-

mine. No pets. 454-4754.

PALMS, $775/MO. Large 2-bedroom. Upper,
new carpet/paint, refrigcrat9r, built-ins, patio,

parking, washer/dryer. (213)476-6532.

PALMS, $895, new 2+2. All amenities. A/C,

fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (213)390-5996.

PALMS: deluxe 1 -bedroom, $685, patio, fire-

place, locked building, gated entry, no pets.

Available 8/1. (213)652-0647/837-5831.

PALMS. Own room in 3 bed/1 V» bath

spacious apartnr^ent. 7 miles from LICLA. Own
parking spot. Only $30CI/nrH>. + $350 deposit.

Available August 15. (213)204-0937. Ask for

Matt.

PICO/ ROBERTSON, $600, l-bedroorrx/

1 -bath, upper, carpet, drapes, stove, refrigera-

tor, newly painted. (213)688-0140,
(213)557-0710.

PRIME LOCATION, between Santa Monica
and Olympic on Bundy. $685, large 1 -bed-

room, stove, refrigerator, nice patio, good
management. (213)820-7049.

PRIME WLA, 2-BED/2-BATH, EXTREMELY
LARGE, T.V., DISHWASHER, CAS STOVE,
2-CAR PARKING. FROM $965.
(213)477-2269, (213)936-9829.

SANTA MONICA 2-be(V2-bath. Large, airy,

light upper unit. 1-year sublet. Partially furn-

ished. $950. (213)395 521 2.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2+2, $725-$875.

Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 13406
Moorpark St. (618)664-6691.

SPACIOUS 1 -BDRM: secured, pool, #6 CC bus

to UCLA. Takeover $600 August. Sublease

with option to lease September ortwards. No
move-in cost. ASAP. 390-2880

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH. Santa Monica
prirT>e location. Carport. $821.97. Mr. Kim
(213)829-1851.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH, $850, new car-

pets & drapes. Quiet residential area (near

PiaVRobertson) Call (213)273-8160

SUBLEASE large 1 -bedroom apartment near

UCLA. Pool, ^C, refrigerator, dishwasher.

Reduced to $855. (213)826-2521

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.

Month to month rental agreement, fully fum-

ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for

faculty/staff, 1 ar>d 2 bdrm., unfurnished,

adjacent to UCLA. Call 206-1947/206-3085.

Mon-Fri., 8am-5pm.

VENKIE, $1140, new 3-bedroonV 2-bath,

dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-

kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2289.

VENICE $1285. 2-bed/ 2-bath duplex 20ft.

ceilings, garage, fireplace, appliances, washer/

dryer, Spanish tile floor. (213)396-8768.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
l-bedroom/l-bath from $900

2-bedroom/2-bath from

$1500

Oversized apartments

with dining rooms,

newly decorated with

mini/ vertical blinds,

balconies, fireplace,

built-in kitchens.

Gated subterranean parking,

heated pool, elevator.

Walk to campus

691 Levering Avenue

(213)208-3647

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central
heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,

sun deck, 2 car
parking in secure

garage, will allow 4
students per
apartment.
From $1200 -

2 weeks free with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

Luxury Living

At Student
Scxx:ious. necrted on<3 or conartoned fooms!

Privote flothfoom ana Showef

Never mofe than two students oer room!

Safe. Quiet environmenfi

New laundry and vending mocrunes"

Sepofore study dnd IV lounges!

• Cable IV!

• wetght Rcxyn orxs Gome Room'

• aaskeft>a« and Volleytx3« Coorr'

• Pienry of Free Paiytng^

• Donees, parties, rriovies. escdoe tnos.

Dort)ecues. concerts, lectures dnd more'

It's all waiting for you in beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLA!
The University of Judaism Residence Halls

213-476-9777. ext 259

What can you land for $350 a month?
Quality Housing in a Jewish Atmosphere

•Newly Renovated Fumished Rooms
•Kosher Meals •Social Activities

•Quiet Study Areas •Rec Room
•Enclosed Parking

Across the street from Campus

CHABAD HOUSE, 741 Gayley Ave. Call 208^7511

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry
facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

H
UCLA
OUSING

UNIVERSITYAPARTMENTS

For Single Students
* Month-to-Month Rental Agreement
* Fully Fumished
* Walk to Campus

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

CALL 825-2293 or

825-8496 (24 hr recorded message)

NOW RENTING!
1. 527 MIDVALE AVENUE

• Singles, 1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms, 2 Bath
• Central heatin^Air Conditioning
• Pool, Recreation Room & Outdoor Leisure Area

Balcony or Patio

Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal

Fireplaces

Sauna, Spa, Fully-Equipped Exercise Room
(213)208-4866

2. 540 MIDVALE AVENUE
• Singles

• One BedroomVOne Bath, Two BedroonVTwo Bath
Central hIeating/Air CorKlitioning

Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
Balcony or Patio

Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
Fireplaces

(213)2080064

3. 430 KELTON AVENUE
1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Central l-ieatin^Air-CorHiitioning

Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
Balcony or Patio

• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
• Fireplaces

(213)824-7409

4. 10980 WELLWORTH
5. 10983 WELLWORTH

• 1 Bedrooms
• 2 BedroomV2 Bath
• Central Heating Air-Conditioning
• RooAup Spa & Leisure Area
• Balcony or Patio

• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
• Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

Five
Westwood Village

Apartment
Communities

1. 527 MIDVALE AVE.
2. 540 MIDVALE AVE,
3. 430 KELTON AVE.
4. 10980 WELLWORTH AVE.
5. 10983 WELLWORTH AVE.

**Wc can help you
And a roommate. We
have a situation board.
Please call Midvale I at
208-0064 or Midvale II

at 208-4868.

MOVE-IN BONUS. 25%
refund on UCLA tuition per

roommate. Call for details.
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VENICE BEACH! $850. Large 1 -bedroom.
Steps to sand. Appliances, hardwood floors,

parking, no pets. 24 Brooks Ave.
(21 3)821 -4867.

VENICE BEACH FLAT, sundeck, W/D. to share
with PhD student. No Smoking.
$4(Xymo4<ieposit. 9/1. (213)823-5791

VENICE/MARINA DEL REY. Near beach.
Singles, 2 bdy2 bth. Gas fireplace, central

/VC, dishwasher, garbage disposal, alarm sys-

tem. Gated building. 2724 Abbot Kinney Blvd.

See manager^s apartment #101. 822-2524.

WESTWOOD $1 1 50 2bed+1 Vi town apt. 1 .2

miles to UCLA, parking on property and street

459-6800 ^
WESTWOOD, 2-»-2 upper with balcony, stove,

refrigerator, parking for one car. $930/mo.,
(213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD. $900/mo and up. 1-bdrm.,

$1400/mo and up 2bd/2bth, gym, Jacuzzi.

Walk to
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$575, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, 2bd/1 ba,

$1480. 10990 Strathmore. 213-395-2903.

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huge,

Luxury 1 &i 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra large closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208-8685

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCLA

Bachelors, Singles,

1 Rftdrnom ? Ri»f1rnnm

Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

CASH DRAWING

r"

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

555 GLENROCK
Corner of Glenrock & Levering

Walk to Campus

FALL RENTALS
Studio up to 2 people

1 + 1 for up to 3 people

2+2 for up to 5 people

"'^SModels Open Daily >

^^X 824-9691 A

Wilshire IVEanor

WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

$1375andup2 + 2

Patio, Secure, Prime

Location

Utilities paid; fc)onus w/ lease

10635 Wilshire

(213)470-3006

PALM
ROYALE
APTS

$895-$1300/month

luxurious U2 bedrooms

with all amenities.

Quiet surroundings.

Perfect

for serious students.

SPECLAL MOVE
IN BONUS
for more info.

Call 390-7600

3420 S. SepuKrcda Blvd.

WESTWOOD $795. Extra large 1 -bed/1 -bath

1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

WESTWOOD $985-1 250/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (21 3)839-6294.

WESTWOOD 2-BEDROOM^l -BATH $1550.
Single $675. Bright, sunny, hardwood floors,

large rooms, parking. 2-blocks from UCLA.
Days (213)273-7598. Nights (213)286-0980.

BEVERLY HILLS, spacious 2-bed/ 2-bath,

$1250. Hardwood floors, pool, security.

(213)276-1671.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-

nus special, Furnished/unfumished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,

(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

WESTWOOD $1 100 up.Front 2bed/2bath,

carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange. IVimiles from UCLA.
213-475-6165.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-BEDROOM,
CHARMING GARDEN APTS. HARDWOOD
FLOORS, DISHWASHER, THE KITCHEN.
MIDVALE NORTH OF LEVERING. (213)

839-6294

WESTWOOD-1380 VETERAN AVENUE
2-bedroonr>/2-bath bright, parksview, walking
distance to UCLA. Rooftop pool and Jacuzzi.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD 1440 VETERAN AVENUE.
Bright cheerful 1 -bedroom + loft (converts to

2nd bedroom). Near UCLA, Federal Building,

Wilshire offices. High ceilings, mirrors, A/C,

new paint/carpets, lots of storage, all kitchen

appliances. 24-hour security complex, has

pool, spa, gym, sauna, sundeck, fish-pond,

waterfall. $12S0/mo., irKludes all utilities.

1-car parking space. (213)650-1105.

LFSTRING .\RMS .\PTS

Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt

Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

Casablanca West Apts

Short term

1Bd, 1&2 Bath Apts

Quick Walk to UCLA
Pool, SuncJeck

Gated Parking

530 Veteran Avenue
208-4394

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 1 BD, 2BD
$725 and up
All amenities

-fSecured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

FALL
RENTALS
1B0RM, 1BA $900/1 BDRM 2BA$925

1B0RM > DEN $10S0/2MSTR BDRM $1440

LARGE UNITS SOME W/BALCONIES

•Walk to Campus/Village*

Controlled Entry, Elevator

(213) 208-4835

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Huge 2bd/2ba
Dual Master Bdrms

Up to 4 Students Per Unit

HiTech Bldg

Gated Parking

rull Amenities

512 Veteran /Venue Apts.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

WESTWOOD $925 1 bed, charming, hard-

wood floors, shutters, private patio, 2-car

parking, laundry, outside BBQ. 279-1887

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $532, studio. Sec-

urity, walk to UCLA, 1394 S. Midvale. 1-per-

son only. (213)473-7249.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE 1-BD.

UPPER, FRONT, EXCELLENT VIEW, GARDEN
APARTMENT. MIDVALE, NORTH OF LEVER-
ING. (213) 839-6394.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom 1-bath, lower,

stove, parking, $595/mo., (213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD. $1 350- $1 650. Ten^ific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, ^C, patio, micro-

wave. 1711 Malcolm, •/« -mile campus.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD 705 Gayley. 1 bedroom $850,
quiet, spacious, garden, new carpet, furnished

(21 3)459-561 8,(21 3)474-3626.

WESTWOOD, SPACIOUS 2bd/2ba, pool, ja-

cu22i on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW,
$1290.$150(ymo. Come and see.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2-bed-

room, $1425. Hardwood floors, new carpet,

laundry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1887.

WLA $1 1 25, 2-bed/2-bath, new luxury condo-
style, gated. WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY
$1 250, new luxury condo-style, gated. PALMS
$850—950, 2-bed/1 -bath or 2-bath, security

building, quiet location. (213)471-0883.

WLA. $1 1 50. 2-bed/ 1 % -bath. Quiet, security,

shutters, refrigerator, cable, sofa, car port.

1323 Carmelina. (213)456-3829.

WLA. 1700 S.Bundy. 3-bed/ 3-bath, $1200.
2-bed/ 2-bath, $890. Pool, security, dis-

hwasher, bright, sunny. (213)826-2818,
213)276-1671.

WLA, 1-BDRM $685, carpet, stove, conve-
nient location, 1519—21 Purdue Ave. 10-min.

to UCLA (213)391-2874.

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people
across street from UCLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
209-8798

CASH DRAWING

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2

Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

475 Gayley
Right Across From Campus
Charming Contemporary

1 & 2 Bedrooms
Designed for Sharing

Now leasing for

Summer and Fall

Roommate Matching Available

Open Daily

824-371
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WEST L.A.
Prime: 10 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den witfi pool,

sauna, Jacuzzi, Qyvn, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-
models open doily

(213)474-1111

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2 BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

WLA. 1-BED, $725; 2-BED, $995. FumishecV

unfurnished, refrig., gated, quiet, parking. 5

min. UCLA. (213) 312-3638.

WLA, 1bd/1bth, $65(Vmo. 1 parking. Mid-

Wilshire. 2+2, $950, 2 parking. Very private,

quiet. (213)680-9661. (213)935-4739.

WLA, 1 -bedroom 1-bath, upper, stove, re-

frigerator, parking for one car. $64(Vmo.
(213)451-4771.

WLA: 2-BDy2-BTH., $110(Vmo. Spacious

living room, balcony, A/C, fireplace. Nice,

quiet environment. 1 635 South Brockton Ave.

(213)670-4233, (213)641-4182.

WLA 2-BED/1-BATH $795/mo.. Laundry,

parking, easy to UCLA. (213)822-6487.

WLA, 2-bedroonr>V 1 V» -bath townhouse, sec-

urity, carpets, drapes, refrigerator, pool,

parking, no pets, 1500 Purdue Ave. $1050.

(21 3)477-5256,(21 3)93M 1 60.

WLA $460- $485. Large, quiet bachelor. Pool,

laundry, BBQ. Easy bus to UCLA. No pets.

1621 Westgate Ave. (213)820-1121.

WLA, $525, bachelor, furnished/ unfurnished,

microwave, refrigerator, hotplate, quiet build-

ing, close to UCLA. (213)826-7888.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowed, patio. 1412 Brockton Avenue
(818)368-6732, (213)478-8924.

WLA $750. 1-bed, spacious, carpet, drapes,

refrigerator built-in. Near Wilshire, no pets.

1261 Granville Ave. (213)826 8865.

WLA, SINGLE, $485. Charming. Hardwood
floors. (213)276-1671.

WLA, bachelor, hot plate, refrigerator,

%A50/rr>o., (213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5

MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $825—$925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700.(2 13)206-8861

.

FABULOUS 2BED/2BATH, $1040, den, ocean
view, Jacuzzi, security. (213)826-5528

WLA, PKTCVLA CIENEGA. $75Q/mo. 2-bed-

room, stove, refrigerator, carpets. By appoint-

ment (213)279-2002.

Apartnnents Furnished 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Fumished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

LX:LA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1 AND 2 BEDROOM apartn'>ents. Ohio and
Sawtelle. $65(ymo. IVi miles to LCLA.
(213)477-5758.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom $850- $9 15. Ap-
pliances. Lease to two. Zip 90025. Near
Wilshire UCLA. (213)826-8461.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bur>dy, near Santa

Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.
$685/mo. 820-7049.

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE AREA. $1250.
2bd/2ba CONDO. A/C, fireplace, balcony,

locked building and garage(2), appliarKes,

pool, light, quiet. (213)553-6662.

BRENTWOOD, GIANT 2-bedroofTV2-bath.

Parking, laundry, a/c, $1200/mo.
(213)826-2280.

LARGE 2- bedroom/1 'A -bath. Security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

parking No pets. $1050. 1500 Purdue.

(213)477-5256, (213)931-1160.

OHIO AVENUE 2-bed, $895. Built-ins, pool,

quiet, garden-like, dote to UCLA on bus route.

(213)477-9955.

PALMS: 1BD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2 Bedroom, con-
vient location. $795. Eve* (213)254-1565,
(213)275-1427.

PALMS AREA. 1 -bedroom, $780. 2-bed/
2-bath, $950. Newly rerxyvated, secure build-

ing, fireplace, A/C, dishwasher, stove
(213)287-1809.

SANTA MONKTA/WESTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath

$1 100/month-Summer Special $950,
(213)477 8671. BRENTWOOD 2 bed/1 bath
A 2 bed/2-bath $895-950 (213)82aS810.

WESTWOOD, $1 250, 2-bed/2V. bath. Town
house style. New carpet/vertical blinds. All

amenities. (213)205-0294, (213)475 1256

WESTWOOD, 1390 VETERAN Bachelors

$550, 1 bedrooms $825 available. Excellent

location Eves (213)2 75-142 7 or
(213)540-4425.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom, bills paid, sunny,
pool, Jacuzzi, security, maid $995
(213)470-6924.

SUMMER SPEaAL $200 Off

Single, 1 , 2 &3 BDRM

oil close to UCU

Perfect for

Students Of Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

WESTWOOD, 10757V« Wilkins at Selby, 2

stories, 2-bed/ 1V»-bath. Great location.

475-4776.

WLA, large, clean 1 -bedroom/ 1-bath. Ap-
pliances, carpets drapes, refrigerator; near

UCLA, VA, buslines. $650. (213)476-7116.

WLA, 2-bedroom, $985, drapes & carpet,

convenient location, 1332 Wellesley.
(213)391-2874.

WLA $480 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA $695 1 -bedroom. Walk to market/bus.

1242 Barry at Wilshire. Close to UCLA
(21.3)395-2903.

WLA $720 1 -bed/1 -bath. Carpet, drapes, re-

frigerator, balcony. 1633 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA. Single, $650/mo. One-bedroom,
$850— 870/mo. Security build-
ing, drapes, carpet, parking;walk to

UCLA,1450 Midv?Je.(21 3)391 -2874.

Apartments to Share 52

BRENTWOOD, 2-»-2 apartment, unfurnished,

private parking, w/ clean responsible non-

smoker, quiet person. $5000/mo.
(213)826-2887 eves, 8-1 1pm.

GRAD STUDENT couple needs roommate to

share huge 2-bed/ 2-bath, Brentwood. $550.

Utilities included. (213)826-2280.

Apartments to Share 52

PALMS. Own roomA>ath in 2-bedrrom apart-

ment. $425/mo. Security, dishwasher, A/C.

Donna (213)838-8727.

PICO/ROBERTSON. Enormous bedroom in

gorgeous 2+1 . Private entrance, washer/dryer,

piano, garage. $475. (213)275-5054.

ROOMMATE WANTED: 2-bed/l-bath WEST-
WOOD apt. Spacious, sunny, plus free park-

ing. $512.5(Vnr>o. Leave message: 470-8973.

SHARE 2-BED. APT. Ocean view. Summer
(longer^ Oft Ocean Ave. in S.M. Non-smoker.
$450 + util. (213)394-4313.

SHERMAN OAKS, $335.00 + utilities, own
room, balcony, air, (21 3)973-6054, near 405.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/l-BA, share wAemale.
Available now, good location, near UCLA.
1245 Brockton. (213)620-5489.

UNPRETENTIOUS FEMALE AND CAT seek

female to share large 2-bedroom town apt.

beginning 8/15. Smoke o.k., $575/mo. 1615
Greenfield. (213)312-1296.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, BH adjacent (Sweet-

zer, rxxth of Melrose). Professional woman
seeks rr^ to share sunny, charming, quiet

modern apartment: 2-large bedroomV2-full
baths with views. Security -f parking. $575
utilities. (213)655-2366.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: share large

2-bedroonV 2-bath with environo^enlalist. Pri-

vate patio, two cats, classical music. $575.
(213)208-3335.

WLA 2-bed/2-ba, $387.50 + % utilities +
security deposit. Near markets, bus stops, fwys.

Sec bldg. (213)204-4226.

WLA 8/1 . Non-smoking, quiet, responsible

person, prefer grad. Own room in 2BD/1 BA.
$390/n>o -»• deposit. (213)479-7294.

WLA. Close to UCLA. Neat non-smoking
female to share large single apartment. Sec-

urity. $295/nf>o. (213)473-3816.

Roommates 53

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED FOR
91-92 SCHOOLYEAR. 2-bedroom/2 bath,

fully fumished, Jacuzzi & pool, security park-

ing. (213)208-6568.

2-FEMALE SENIOR students seeking 2 females
to share 2-bedroom fumished apartment. Sec-

urity, 20-minute walk to campus. $365/mo.
Karen, 575-3310, 575-3532

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. Fe-

male to share room. Very large. Security, pool,

laundry. $365, must see. (213)820-0187.

BRENTWOOD TOWNHOUSE Large 2+2, all

amenities, secure, private. Female, non-
smoker. No dogs
(213)820-1120.

$520 + futilities.

BRENTWOOD Sunny 2+2, parking, balcony,
female preferred. $33C]/mo includes utilities.

Suzanne 207-2766.

FALL QUARTER ONLY. Share beautiful, huge,
2-bcd/2-bath. Considerate, neat female. Adj.
Mormon Temple. $375/mo. (213)474-6902.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: 2bd/2blh
apt. in Palms. Own room. Contact Erin at

(213) 280-0197.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share master in

2bd/2ba Security bldg /parking. Pool. Walk to

UCLA. $425/mo. Debbie or Linda.
(213)475-9117

FEMALE SHARE ROOM in 2-bedroorYV2-bath
apartnr>ent across from UCLA on Gayley.
(213)208-7797 $262/month.

FEMALE TO SHARE spacious one-bedroom
apt w/ two others Bright, clean, quiet,

furnished Walk to campus. $307/nr>o.

208 6651.

LOVELY LARGE 4-BED HOME seeking room-
mates. Near Wil]»htre buklii>e. Aii ainemiies,
full security. (213)965-0585.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE Rent, $320.00.
No deposit, of>e bedroom, near V A. hospital.

Parking (213)478 3580, Angelica.

OWN ROOM Furnished $325/mo. + 1/2

utilities. Busline to UCLA, shopping, 2 miles
UCLA. Quiet person, like cooking. (213)
478-7472.

Thursday, August 1 , 1 991 17

Roommates

OWN ROOM in gorgeous Hilgard condo.
Must be female, non-smoker, NEAT. $550/mo
'91 -'92. Lisa (213)824-3775.

PALMS. Own room, share bath. 3 miles from
campus. Parking. $366.66/mo. + low deposit
(213)837-5949.

QUIET MALE/FEMALE TO SHARE spaciouis
2-$otry, 2-bedroom townhouse in WLA. All
amenities, Jacuzzi, weightroom. Close to
UCLA. Call David
(21 3)838-3838,(21 3)391 -9597

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE to share fum-
ished, spacious condo. Private bedroom w/
balcony, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, tennis, security
parking. $525. (213)636-3521.

SANTA MONICA— own bedroom in large
3-bed apartment. 9 blocks from beach Tony
456-0953. '

SMOKER W/CATS NEEDS ROOMMATE -

room in MarVlsta townhome.
$387.50 + util/dep. Available 8/15
213-397-4920

WEST HOLLYWOOD: old Spanish charm.
2-bd/2-bth. Privacy, patio, parking. $600/mo.
(213)874-3887. Available September 1.

WESTWOOD- share room in spacious 2+2,
furnished, parking, walk UCLA, pool. Female'
needed. $356. 208 4290.

WESTWOOD: 2 roommates to share 2-bed/
2-bath. Two blocks from UCLA, parking,
security, pool; Aug 1. Rich (213)824-4678.

WESTWOOD-SHARE 2-bed, 2-bath w/2
others. Fully furnsihed, parking. $443.75/mo.
Closest building to campus. (213)208-0200.

WESTWOOD, female to share 1 -bedroom.
Close to campus. $241.67/mo. Move-in
8/1-8/15. (213)624-0843.

WLA, need 2 female roommates for 2-bed/
2-bath apartment. Minutes drive from UCLA.
Range $400-$500. Kelly 1(408)867-2430.

WLA, share room 2-br duplex. 3-miles campus
B.Bus#l, Available summer longer. $223.75.
John, Alex. 213-207-8454.

Room for Rent 54

2 FURNISHED BEDROOMS FOR RENT in

lovely family home. Full household privileges.

Tennis courts, swimming pool nearby. 5

minutes UCLA by cv. (213)474-9694.

2 ROOMS AND PRIVATE BATH in large,

3-bed apartment in Westwood. Close to cam-
pus. SbOO/mo. PH.D/CRAD student preferred.

(213)477-7624.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA house, 624 Hilgard.

Have board u\d room for 91-92 academic
year. Call Mrs. Roberts 208-7185.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
w/grad. Studef>ts. Kitchen privileges, washer/
dryer, pod. Need car. $450, utilities irv

eluded. Leave message. Abby (818)
783-5151.

BRENTWOOD, on Bundy near Sunset. Share
bathroom, kitchen + laundry privi ledges. Fe-

male only. $4O0/mo. (213)476-6144, Bob.

BRENTWOOD, $375, 2-mlles from campus,
private room, share bath, private entrance.
Unlimited parking. Quiet. (213)472-7451.

CHEAP HOUSING, near campus, food, imme-
diate move-in. Leave message at
(213)824-5403 or (213)208-4914.

FOR RENT: OWN ROOM in huge apt. $400.
ASAP. Close to campus. (213)479-2874,
(213)477-9391.

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT w/ private

bath. Use of kitchen, laundry, pool, cable TV.
Weekly cleaning provided. $475/mo.
(213)398-9626.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen
privileges. $90(Vquarter. Women students.

Mrs. Solat (213)208-8931.

LARGE PRIVATE ROOM w/bath. Pool, park-
ing, $400 + utilities. Encino, off 405.
Available now. (818)784-5315.

MARINA DEL REY/VENKTE HOUSE, room for

rent. W/D, walk to beach, restaurants. Single,

$605 plus utilities. Double with private bath,

$700 plus utilities. (213) 578-2137.

MAR VISTA room In house. $425/mo. Non-
smoker, vegetarian preferred. Furnished,
short-term. Safe neighbofhood. 398-1055.

NORTH SANTA MONKIA, $365, room, bath,

kitchen privileges. Non-sn>oker, quiet, ideal

for grad student. (213)453-8508.

OPPOSITE CAMPUS, attractive, quiet room,

refrigerator, private bath, parking, nice horrw,

mature r>on-smoking cat-lover. 472-7437.

PALMS room in 3-bed apartment, share bath.

M/F. Non-smoking. $355/mo. 9/1.

(213)836-6124.

PRIVATE HOME, 1-mile campus, room w/
bath + privileges, $40(Vmo, including utilities.

(213)470.2206.

ROONV BATH, walk to UCLA, furnished,

kitchen privileges, no snrwking, $375 utilities

included. (213)474-9905, anVpm.

ROOM FOR RENT. Furnished or unfurnished

$45(Vmo., including utilities. Share bath, liv-

ing room, ar>d kitchen. Residential area. Han-

cock Park, near 3rd and LaBrea.

(213)937-2124, (213)642-5225 (pager).

720 Hilgard Ave.

Room and Roarcl for

Women Across the street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid per quarter)

(213)208-4151

53 Room for Rent

ROOM IN 2-BEDROC)M house, 18tK/ Pico,
Santa Monica, $450. (213)285 3883.

ROOM W/ BATH, kitchen privileges. First +
last months rent. $380. Male only. 653-7660.

SANTA M0NK:A redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(213)394-2175.

SUNNY ROOM IN HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS.
Use of house, appliances, patio. $475/mo.
w/$400 deposit. (213)474-7294.

WESTWOOD, walk UCLA, private roorrV
bath, new security building/ parking, kitchen,
laundry. Available immediately. $50(ymo.
(213)470-9709.

WESTWOOD in private home, fumished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer
close to campus. Male. $450. (21 .1)474-71 22.

WESTWOOD, private entrance, large, furn-

ished, patio, parking, kitchen privileges, male
preferred. $450 including utilities.
(213)475-4517.

WLA, $750. Own room in luxury apt. Valet
parking, 24 hr. security, includes utilities.

(213)441-1833. _^^__^_
WLA Bright, clean, beautiful, wood floor,

balcony. Furniture optional, female preferred.
1 -block to bus. $525. (213)478-9735.

Sublet 55

430 KELTON. Top floor. Aug. 1 - Sept. 1 or mid
Sept. $325. Call julie (21 3)824-0693.

BIG FURNISHED ROOM in 3-bed WLA
house. Shared with 2 professionals. August— .

$450/mo. (213)937-9248.

BRENTWOOD: sublet, large luxury furnished
1 -bedroom. 1-3 months, $1100, negotiable
207-5255.

FEMALE SUBLET to share. August-mid-
September. $325. 940 Tiverton. Medical
Center adjacent. M^. 206-0603.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in 2-bed/2-bath
apt, Sept-Dec. Walking distance, pool/jacuzzi,
secured. $26(ymo obo. (714)734-0325.

MAR VISTA- AUGUST SUBLET, CHEAP,
aEAN, SAFE, PARKING, LAUNDRY, MARK-
ETS, BEACH, SECURITY. 306-7251 OR
839-3859.

MIDVALE PLAZA II: Spacious, pool & Jacuzzi.
Female to share for August. Call Jill 208-5883.

NEAR LXILA. 4-weeks. August 19-September
20. 1 -bedroom, fumished. $145 per week.
(213)477-5191.

SUBLET FOR SEPT. Steps to beach. MDR
Peninsula. 1-bed in 2-bed/ 2-bath. Fully furn-

ished, laundry, parking, barbeque. Non-
smoker, grad/ professional preferred.
$68(yneg. % utilities. Call (213)3064)536.

WESTWOOD. August— Sept.21 . Female
roommate needed. Own bedroooVbath. Furn-
ished. Cable. Near UCLA. $600/mo.
(213)575-3271.

House for Rent 56

BARRINCTON/SANTA MONICA AREA,
3-be(i/2-bath. $1 55(ymo., Access to all public

transportation. 10-minutes from UCLA.
(213)473-1677, Ken.

BEL AIR. 2-bed/ 2-bath. Separate 1 -bedroom
guesthouse. Pool. Could be shared by students

$2e0(yn>o. (213)734-7989.

CULVER CITY, $1200/mo, 3-bedroom/
1% -bath, patio, stove, refrigerator. Nice
area-1-block UCLA. Short-term.
(213)839-0796.

RANCHO PARK/ WLA, $1550. Clean
3-bedroonv' 1-bath house. Large yard, quiet

area and gardner. (213)837-2877.

SHERMAN OAKS, $1400/MO, rustic

2+2+den, yard, a/c, fireplace, quiet neighbor-

hood. (213)336-6214 days, (213)474-0313
evenings.

SHERMAN OAKS, 3-bed/1% -bath, $1550,
family room, 2 fireplaces, stove, gardener,

neaffashion Square, A^. (818)789-4235.

VAN NUYS 2-BEDROOM/l-BATH. New car-

pel, paint, appliances, garafi, large yard. Pet

okay. SllOCVmo. (213)936-0234.

VENICE, $1250/nx>, charming 1 -bedroom
house, 4-blocks from beach. Eat in kitchen,

stove, quiet, wide streets. Patio and porch.

(213)301-2423.

54 House for Sale 58

House to Share 57

2 MALES NEEDED TO SHARE 3-BEDROOM
HOUSE. $256 +DEPOSIT. CALL 474-3173

FOR INFO

SANTA MONICA $62S+*A util, 2+2 w/yard,

excelled location, hardwood floors, washer/

dryer, cable TV, parking available, no snrK>k-

ing, pets. 453-4115

VENKZE furnished, new carpet and paint,

washer/dryer, cable, quiet rwighborf>ood, big

yard, non-smoker, utilities ifKiuded. $550.
450-2656.

WLA, own room, $350, very cheerful and
bright. YarcV private parking. Looking for

female. (213)626-6131.

House for Sale 58

BEAUTIFUL CONTEMPORARY In Wcstches
ter. ExcellerH corxiition, park setting like.

Private, spacious 3-bed/ 1% -bath. $355,000.

Agent Cici (213)292-9065.

CONOO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartrT>ents, hardwood floors, 2-blocks tobeach.
Santa Monica. Room to add on, $495K.
395-5212.

CULVER CITY. Great buy. 2-bedroom house +
separate rental unit with % bath, pool, hard-
wood floor. Moving out of state. $295,000.
(213)391-2944.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA via Roscomare. 3+2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-
tly re-done. $567,890. Dave (818)783-6875.

WESTW<X>D— 1727 Midvale. Walk to

UCLA. Living room with fireplace, den.

3-bed/2'A bath, security system, 2-car de-
tached garage. Excellent condition. $755,000.
BILL WAGNER (213)479-6919.

WHY COMMUTE? A nearby house for the

price of a condo! 325k for a fast close. 3 + 2 +
2dens. Great home offlcc/studio or use as

5-bedroom. 2272 Overland, North of Pico.

Owner (213)470-6313.

Housing Needed 60

AUSTRALIAN WRITER needs house sitting

situation (Aug.-Oct.) in WLA/SM area. Mar-
garet (213)653-0557.

LONG-TERM female grad student with courte-

ous Westie. Seeks guest house near UCLA.
Excellent references. (918)485-2321 collect.

NEED COMPANION IN CASE OF
EMERGENCY? Middle age doctoral student/
LXILA employee seeks housing in exchange for

availability eveningsAveekends or light re-

sponsibilities. (618)506-3223.

UCLA POST-DOC RESIDENT and wife want
long-term house sitting situation. Clean, re-

sponsible, non-smokers, non-drinkers.
(213)441-4046.

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD family seeks upper-classman
or grad-student. Room, board, and car for 20
hrs/Wk. driving, errands, help with 2 teenagers.

(213)393-4525.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON wanted exchange for

lignt iK>uaei<eepthg «iu childcare. riexibie

hours. Car required. Eves (816)906-1349.

Room for Help 63

FREE PALISADES ROOM for 2 evenings/week
babysitting. Available til February 1992. Call
evenings (213)454-9780.

LIVE-IN PT half-day houseperson to do er-

rands, handiwork in Beverly Hills home. Offer
in exchange air-conditioned room, full bath,

fumished, cable t.v., local telephone use,

w/d,pool use, separate entrance from patio.

References, driver's licence required.
(213)273-2434, mornings 9am.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-
house. Brentwood. 12Vi hrVwk with 14
year-old boy. Partial board. Driving, sports,

helping with honf>ework. (213)472-2628.

RETIRED WOMAN NEEDS mature part-time
driver and companion in exchange for private

room, bath, kitchen privileges, use of tennis

courts and pool. Four miles from UCLA. Car
and references required. (213)475-6272.

Townhouse for Rent 66

WESTWOOD: 3-LEVEL TOWNHOUSE.
3-bd., 2-1/2 bth., family room, 1 mile from
UCLA. $1975/nr)o. (213)472-8631.

WLA, $1495, 2-bed + dety/ 2-bath. Large
townhouse, front unit, privacy.
(213)826-6907

Condos for Sale 67

1 -BEDROOM PENTHOUSE, 1 -block from
UCLA, village view, doorman building with
pool. $289,000. Call Broker (213)824-0453.

BRENTWOOD BY OWNER Montana North
of San Vicente. New carpet, bathroom/kitchen
tile + pairtt. 1 -bed/1 -bath + den. Walk on to
large patio w/pool. Light + airy. $225k.
(213)826-9356.

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1-bed/1'A -bath,

security, doorman. Wilshire/ Selby. $255K.
Gall 445-7778.

LOWEST PRKTE TOWNHOME in Brentwood
Walk to San Vicente shops. 2-bedrooms/
I'A -baths. Fireplace. Plantation shutters. Sky-
lights. $249,000. (213)477-9966.

ONE BEDROOM CONDO, freeway close to

UCLA. Marina Gateway, large, sunny, clean,

top floor unit in security Ujilding. Custom
closet. Euro-kitchen w/ microwave, dish-

washer. 2-parking places. Pool, spa, sauna,
weight room, lush landscaping. $159,000.
(213)398-2900, F.S B O
WALK TO UaA. Wilshire High-Rise. 1-bd.

$165,000. 1+DCN SIWMM, pool, doorman
Agent— Prudence. (213M74-7265.

WESTWOOD. The Colony Best value for

1 -bed/1 -bath unit. $147,500. Claire Coldwell
Banker. (213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD, walk to campus, $239,000,
2-bed/ 2-bath, 5th floor. Marilyn
(213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD, $163,000, fabulous l-bec^
1 bath. Near UCLA in "The Colony." Must seel

Stark, C.B. (213)451-5471.

WHY PAY RENT? 1 -bedroom condo only
$96,000. laminutas to UCLA. Aa/ciM. julie

(213)636-1600.

Condos for StKire 68

The WANT ADS want YOU!

the DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS
are seeking

DEDICATED INDIVIDUALS
for 1991-1992 LINE STAFF

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
at the DAILY BRUIN OFFICE

112 KERCKHOFF HALL
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<Your
birthday

CONDO TO SHARE WITH FEMALE, own
room and bath. $495/mo. Wilshire and Selby.

470-3062. Leave message.

Aug. 1, 1991

Some very unusual opportunities might
develop for you in the year ahead that
could be of benefit to you both in your
career and in your finances. They may
come from least expected sources.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Something in

which you're presently involved has a
greater profit potential than you may re-
alize. Re-examine this endeavor to de-
termine its true worth. Trying to patch
up a broken romance? The Astro-
Graph Matchmaker can help you under-
stand what to do to make the relation-
ship work. Mail $2 plus a long, self-

addressed, stamped envelope to
Matchmaker, c/o this newspaper. P.O.
Box 91428, Cleveland. OH 44101-3428.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) If there is

someone you recently met whom you
would like to know better, stop wasting
time on reasons why you shouldn't get
together. Take positive measures to set
up a rendezvous.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Things left to
their own devices could have a way of
working out to your ultimate benefit to-
day Strive to flow with the tide of
events rather than go against them.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) You will

have a strong influence on individuals
you'll be involved with and they, in turn,
will leave their mark on you. Its impera-
tive you associate with upbeat people
today
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) There
could be a window of opportunity for
you today that will affect your finances
as well as your career You must capi-
talize on It promptly, though, because it

will be of a fleeting nature
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-J«n. 19) You
may have to deal with a situation today
that is similar to one you didn't handle
too skillfully recently You've learned
from this experience, and you won't
make the same mistakes twice.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) It s sel-
dom that inside information can be re-
lied on, but today might be an excep-
tion If you get a tip from a reliable
insider, at least check it out before dis-
missing it

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) One of
your friends may not have been com-
pletely honest with you lately However,
you'll get the truth you're seeking
through another pal who may spontane-
ously volunteer the information.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Ambitious
objectives can be achieved today, pro-
vided yoy use your ingenuity and re-
sourcefulness. Don't be afraid to take a
chance — If the stakes warrant it.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) If things
have been a bit dull for you socially of
late, break away from your usual rou-
tines today. Do something different with
fresh faces rather than familiar ones.
GEMINI (May 21-Juna 20) The real
facts could surface today in a develop-
ment that has kept you confused Once
you understand the underlying ele-
ments, it can be dealt with effectively.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Quick deci-
sions cannot always be relied on. but
this might not be true today Your first

thoughts and impulses could be your
best ones.

fmememfmemfmemfme^
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TENNIS
From page 20

being held on Saturday.

If there are no upsets. Edberg
will play Gilbert in one semifinal,

and Chang will play Sampras in

the other. The championship
match is scheduled for Sunday
afternoon.

Other matches scheduled for

today will feature both Edberg and
Sampras.

Edberg will play Peter Lund-
gren. ranked No. 59 in the world,
and Sampras will play Shuzo
Matsuoka. ranked No. 67 in the

world.

American Heart
Association

Condos for Rent

'A BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 -bed/l -bath Condo.
Pool

, spa, security elevator. Jl 35(ymo. Broker
(213)824-0453.

'/.-BLOCK UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom. Sunny
pool, spa, security, valet, doorman. Perfect
for 3 individuals. (213)931-3811.

SANTA MONICA $675. Condo for lease.

Quiet, sunny, 1 bedroom, new appliances,
private Rarage, near beach, UCLA. 453-8633.

WESTWOOD, S1500/MO. 2-bed/2-bath
walking distance UCLA. Beautiful, bright,

3-large balconies and more. Security building,
pool, Jacuzzi, sauna. (213) 312-9410.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/2'/, -BA, furnished.
Walk to UCLA, security, parking, pool. $1400
or $750 for single. A.j. (213)824-3938.

WESTWOOD 2-bed/2'A -bath, large condo.
Pool, sparioiK rlf>«ets, security. SIbQQ/rr.o.
Denise (213)459-6244, leave message.

WLA, $1200/MO., 2-bedroom/2 1/4 bath,

central A/C, W/D inside, 1805 Barrington Ave.
Also available 3-bedroonV2-bath, $1100,
3704 South Bent ley.

Guest House for Rent 7

BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE with rustic

charm, privacy and use of well-maintained
garden. Full kitchen, bath, fireplace. Newly
repainted/ carpeted. Walking distance San
Vicente Blvd. $115(ynf>o, includes utilities,

parking, and use of washer/ dryer. Diane
(213)653-6190, (213)476-^947.

CHARMING WLA guesthouse 2-rooms, bath,

kitchen, skylights, yard. $1100/mo.
(213)444-9787.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKDUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything—
fully equipped— reasonable rates.
(818)785-1028

Misc. Sport Activities 78

RACQUETBALL LESSONS by UCLA racquet
ball instfudof. $2(Vhr.— group rales. Call Rick
(213)206-7759.

Child Core 90

WESTWOOD lyC day care. Learn thru play.

Meals, FT/PT, eves, weekends. Refs.
(213)470-6829

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We jii uu uu'i a^Io i:isuia';ce is

reQji^ecJ tT.' MW Sc for a

FREE LOWfM QUOTE call

213)8b?-71/b (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

Movers/Storage 94

JERRY'S rrwving tnd delivery. The careful

nr>ovef$. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able Icrry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 MRS.
(213)301-0137.

$1 OFFt I

I

I /Baskin(^Robbin$

I (^ ice Cream & yogurt^^

I
l-r Regular size

C^^ yogurt or

ice-cream
offer expira 8/14/91

not valid with other diicounti

I

*Always a 10% Discount to

|i||: I UCLA students/faculty with I.D|
^:'''^' (regular prioe homa only) ^

S: L 2^^8048^Westwpod VillageJ

69 Movers/Storage 94 Tutoring Offered

The Careful Mover
Houses, Apartments, Offices,

local and Long distance

Small jobs welcome
(213)319-1236

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

CLEANING SERVICE. Efficient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

MOR & MOR PAINT- Interior/Exterior paint-

ing. Free estir^ate. Wall-paper removal.

License #609595 (818)904-5787,
(818)708-0670.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Undergradu-
ate, graduate, PH.D. Any style/requirement.

(213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-4193.

WRITING. EDITING, TUTORING
RESEARCH

Days. Nights, Weekends
Overnight Service Available
PhD Gives Fas: Accurate Help

All Subject Areas

(213)476-0114

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations

Proposals and Ik>oks.

Foreign students welcome.
PAPERS NOT FOR SALE

Sharon Bear, Ph.D

(213)470-6662

VVK lti:i>\IK

riti:i: i:«>i i>i vifs
Also repair Audio, Video & Musical

Instruments
West I^ STUDIO SERVICES

(213)478-7917 Visa/MC

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BKXOCY, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Compreher>sion, Finarx:*, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)841 -4438.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-
ciation, reading comprehension, writing.

$2(Vhr. (213)393-0510.

FRENCH LESSONS: by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreting, translatiom, voice-

overs, classes, and tour guide. (21 3)478-5822.

Services Offered 96 Services Offered 96

P.O. CONFUSION?
Call

^1 HELP
Personal Cuiiipulei Serviutts

SPECIAL RATES
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
AND STAFF!!

(818)

999-4485
New Us«r Assistance
Software Support A Training
System Setup
Productivity Training
Word Processing
LAN Setup/Admm
Desktop Publishing
HioyimnniMig
Hard Disk Back up
Component Purchase Advice
Spread Sheet Design
Hard / Soft-ware Evaluation
Graphics
Presentations
Forms Design

FRENCH TUTOR for all levels from grammar
to literature. Call Arienne (21 3)876-8790 for

information.

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN

ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

MATH TUTOR specializing in finite math
instruction (Ma2); UCLA grad, reasonable
rates. Call (213)396-8617 leave message.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

TUTORING in History, Political Science, So-

ciology and English byUCLA graduate student.

Call ^J^ ^)R7f*7f>s^^

TUTORING in French, French Political Scl-

erx:e and Sociology by Sorbonne Graduate

student. Call Laurent C. (21 3)825-2075, leave

message.

Tutoring Needed 99

STUDENT NEEDED to teach Microsoft Word.
657-8894.

Typing 100

AAA-MAZING TYPIST RIGHT in Westwood
Village! Quick, REASONABLE TYPING &
PROOFING— papers, resumes, scripts, ANY-
THINGt (213)208-1704.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)788-9885.

ACE T^TPIST. Speed typing. WP, Spellcheck.
Laser printer. Fonts. Guaranteed. Sepulveda-
Montana. 213-476-2829.

A+! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/
editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resurrys,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303.

PROF EDIT AND REWRITE: Di$sertalior«,

term papers, all papers. Long lime for UCLa!
Virginia (213)820-0150.

THE FINISHED WORD- papers, theses, re-

ports, dissertations, resumes, cover letters.

Fast, accurate In Encino (818)342-9140.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-
v»Ood (213)466-2886.

WORDPROCESSING/ IBM-PC: term papers,
theses, discertations, scripts. Laser printer!

National/ Sepulveda. (213)397-9711.

WORD PROCESSINC/TYPING/SECRFTARIAL
SERVICES- fast-efficient-reliable-reasonable-

punctuation & grammar. FAX available
(818)222-6444.

DCX:UMENT PREPARATION
© Premium Quality Services @

Text & Graphics

Contact a 13) 298-5309^ ai3) 287-1 198

Reas<>iiable Rates »»»»»

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierKed Career Coumelor. Also
college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES, 2-hr service. Our clients

gel resulU. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut $10
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perm
$30

$25

Straightening

Tint & Style

$25

$20

By Appointment
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
JUST ONE BLOCK
S. OF WILSHIRE

98 Travel 105 Scooters for Sale 115

LOWEST R.T AIRFARES
FROM LAX/BAN/SRMM SHORT NOTICE

•SEAHLE $2S0 •LONDGN IMS
•NEW YORK $365 .GLA8G0W$^»
•NEW ORLEANS I2«e '^'msmmAtm
.aOfilDA$350 ^KFURT$76«
•**^'LA'765 •AMSTERDAM $740
•TOKYO 1600 •GENEVA/ZURICH $785

OTHER OOMESTItMNn FARES AVAIL. CALL FOR 1 WAY
BARNEY'S TRAVEL

(213)382-9161

Travel Tickets 106

RT PLANE TICKET, LAX to SFO,
Aug.l5-Sept.21. $60. Patty (213)208-1120.

#nvii\^« iv/i «9uie 109

1977 FORD T BIRD. White and maroon, fully

loaded, excellent running condition, rebuilt

engine. 51 650. (818)986-1931.

1984 TOYOTA COROLLA SR5 HATCHBACK.
5-speed, A/C, AMA^M tape, excellent condi-
tion. NEW TIRES. $3200/obo. (213)207-0301.

1985 300ZX, red- loaded! Leather, Digital,

A/C, cruise control, alarm, T-tops. 4 Quik salel

S650(yobo. (213)640-9761.

1 988 MAZDA 626, 4.door, auto, A/C, AKVFM
cassette, new tires, alarm, low miles (33K).
Original owner, excellent condition.
SBSOCVobo. (213)398-4955.

'88 SUBARU jUSTY CL 4X4, $450(yobo,
5-speed, air, sunroof, ^M/FM stereo, 26k
miles. (213)208-0423.

FIAT, 124 Sport Coupe 1971. Red, excellent
condition. S1200/obo. (213)459-9540.

HONDA riVK- CRX '««;, $3400. Automatic,
good condition. (818)843-8214. '

HONDA CRX SI 1988. Red, excellent condi-
tion, 38,000m, 5-sp, A/C, sunroof, 1989 FM/
AM/cass., all service records. $8,500 obo.
Call Mike (213) 933-6980.

MAZDA CLC '81, grey, A/C, AM/FM cassette,

5-stick, new batteryA)fakes, excellent condi-
tion, $l4O0/obo. (213)471-7861.

TOYOTA CELK:A CT, '84, 66,000 miles,

5-speed, sunroof, AMA'M cassette, alarm.
$4700. 398-1055. ^^^^^^
TOYOTA SUPRA 1987. Blue, mint condition.
Low miles $12,000/obo. Call Jessica
(818)884-2870.

VOLKSWACON CABRIOLET 1985. 5-speed,
A/C, stereo. Excellent condition. $6500.
(213)662-7067.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1971, Red, runs well,
dents, UCLA Instructor must sell. $950 obo
(213)977-0878.

87 ELITE 50, good condition, low price,

available immediately. Jeanne 209-0371.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

ELITE 80, 1987. Great condition. Helmet, lock,

locker, extras $90(Vobo. (213)206-5505.

HONDA ELITE 150, excellent condition, red
new tires, tune-up. Selling w/ basket, helmet,
cover. $l400/obo. (213)459-4810 .

RED HONDA ELITE 80, '86, 2.person, w/
helmet. Excellent condition. Must sell.

$95(Vobo. Terry (213)860-4089.

SUZUKI FA50, 1987. Runs great, $35(Vobo.
Call Lisa (213)208-7809.

YAMAHA 125a 1987. 1,861 miles, good
condition, $1200. After 6, weekdays,
(213)774-8166.

YAMAHA ZUMA II, 1990, $1300, excellent

condition, blue, good transportation. Must sell.

(213)973-2182, leave message.

Off-Campus Parking 120

PARKING AVAILABLE FOR ALL YEAR-
excellent deal! (818)344-7162.

Furniture for Sale 126

Bicycles for Sale 113

PEUGEOT 12-speed, %)00/obo. Great coodi
tion. Lock. Scott (213)479-5667.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

82' KAWASAKI KL 250 16K miles, good
condition. Must sell! Going back home.
George (213)824-2048 $600!

HONDA CB125, 12,000 mll€$, runs great,

$450. Call John 207-8454.

KAWASAKI EX500 1988. 13k. Immaculate,
$1500. See it, you will buy it. Jeff

(213)208 4512.

BREAKFAST TABLE, coffee table, couch and
loveseat, and other household accessories.

Perfect condition. Cheryl (213)938-4112.

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTV, SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290. MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $140, DINNETTE$ 160. (213)821-0729

CLEAN REFRIGERATOR, $10Q^obo. Comfy
white sofa, $75/obo. (213)208-4908,
(618)998-1468.

FURNITURE FOR SALE: SOFA, DESK, DI-

NETTE SET, BOOK CASE. REASONABLE
(213)825-9677 EXT.622.

HOME/ OFFICE computer table, 46Lx30W,
excellent corKJition, walnut yeneer. $55/obo.
Trina (213)825-0768.

MUST SELL: FUTON MATTRESS & platform

bed. Excellent condition. $50/obo.
851-7478. ^
REFRIGERATOR 1 % year old Westinghouse,
I"* cubic ft. %3S0/obo. Laura 208-6364.

TWIN BED, great condition, includes frame,

box spring, mattress. $10(yobo. Must sell. Call

(213)824-0189.

TWIN BED, X-LONG MATTRESS, buiK-in
drawers. Great condition. $100/obo. Call

Andy (213)206-5042.

WALL HANGING PERUVIAN INDIANS: Party
scene, all wool, framed. Four feet by six feet.

$150. (213)837-9764.

WATER BED for sale. Super single. $125.
Lauren (213)839-0963.

Garage Sales 127

Scooters for Sale 115

1981 HONDA ELITE 250, w/ helmet, Krypto-
nite lock, A basket, $1000. Call Carol
(213)475-8563.

1983 YAMAHA RIVA 180 Electric start, new
battery, rebuilt carb. freeway legal. $60(Vobo
(213)454-3496.

1985 YAMAHA RIVA 160Z. Excellent condi-
tion, $1,4(Xyobo (213)473-3796.

1986 HONDA 80, white, $750. 1966 Honda
^prrr, frH, $350. Both cxccileni
(213)476^3694, evening.

1986 YAMAHA JOG red with basket Runs
greal $300 Call Susan 393 041 1 ext. 6610
(day), 641-6627 (eve)

1990 YAMAHA 2VMA 11. 2-$eater, great
condition. Just tun«d. Graduated, must sell

$85(yobo. Patty (213)206-2320.

GARAGE SALE, SATURDAY, AUGUST 3,

9AM-2PM. 10769 LINDBROOK DRIVE,
WESTWOOD. FURNISHINGS, ETC.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE 2C IMAGEWRITER 11 -^ mouse. Like

new. $550. (213)651-6614.

COMPUTER LAP-TOP NEC, phone modem 20
HD, NEVER USED. (213)661-2226 or
(213)927-4564.

EPSON EQUITy k, 266, 20 MB, loaded with
Microsoft Works, WordPerfect 5 0, Lotus
1-2-3, Publish It, Sidekick, Quicken, with
LQ600 printer. $1100. (213)397 5805.

IBM PS/2 MODEL 50. 30MB hard drive, 1 .44
floppy, lots of software - printer. $145(yobo.
(213)676-4166.

MACINTOSH PLUS MONITOR, keyboard,
external drive, Imagewriter II, mouse, includ-

ing software & plastic cover. $60Q/obo.
(818)789 9979.

MAC PLUS, Imagewriter, nxKise, keyboard,
software (MSWord, MatDraw, etc.).

%700/obo Call evenings (213)206-1423.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

yourselfl! (618)994-1188.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/a>o. Search Orion, write papers, etc. 266,
366 systems available, (213)931-4207.
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Should the feds take over the NCAA?
WASHINGTON. D.C. —

Walking the corridors of govern-
ment in our nation's capital, you
don*t expect to run into many
college basketball coaches.
Nothing could be further from the
world of big-time hoops than the
polished grey marble of the Ray-
bum House Office Building.

But those two worlds crossed
paths last week, as USC men's
basketball coach George Raveling
and former Notre Dame basketball

coach Digger Phelps joined three
university administrators and one
academic to testify before a House
subcommittee investigating the
graduation rates of student-ath-

letes.

By now you are familiar with
the story; that there isn't much
studying done by so-called "stu-

dent-athletes." that most football

and basketball players think of
college as a stepping stone to the
pros when in reality few make it,

and that colleges routinely accept
student-athletes who are athleti-

cally qualified but are woefully
unprepared academically.

. Some of these observations are

stereotypes, but some are
grounded in £act.

Congressional curiosity is an
accurate mirror of public interest,

and it should be encouraged.
Almost every witness at last

week's hearings agreed that any
dialogue about collegiate athletics

is valuable.

"People want to know what's
going on in their universities,

especially those that accept federal

funding," Phelps said.

And there's precedent for con-
gressional involvement. Four
years ago. Rep. Tom McMillen

.

From the
Cheap Seats

D-Maryland, Rep. Ed Towns D-
New York, and Sen. BUI Bradley.

D-New Jersey successfully spon-
sored the Students' Right to Know
Act, forcing university athletic

departments to disclose their gra-

duation rates to potential student-

athletes.

McMillen is a member of the

committee that sponsored the
latest round of testimony. He and
Bradley are both former college

and professional basketball play-

ers, with McMillen starring at the

Univeisity of Maryland and Brad-
ley at Princeton.

They arc products of the system
and now. finally in a position of
power, they seek to change it

While government interest in

college sports is acceptable to a
degree, it is the wrong thing in the

wrong place. Legislative intcrven-
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tion into collegiate athletics— the

implied threat behind these recent

hearings — would be misdirected

intervention.

Why?
Because the problems in college

sports today are only a symptom of

other more complex problems that

won't be solved by legislating the

NCAA and its member schools.

The problems that the NCAA
has — problems such as the

disproportionate number of Afri-

can-Americans not getting
degrees, rampant greed at every

level, and poorly-prepared stu-

dents — do not begin with the

NCAA.
"What we get in college is based

on what we get in high school."

Phelps said of his former basket-

ball recruits, "which is what
they're getting out of junior high,

which goes all the way back to

kindergarten."

Would it be asking too much for

Congress to put a Uttle more heat

on our failing public schools?

According to some statistics, an
African-American student-athlete

is only half as likely to graduate as

his white counterpart.

Is this coincidental in light of the
fact that America's African-
American community is concen-
trated in urban areas where schools

routinely suffer neglect and
under-funding?

Another fact: some 43 percent
of African-American high school

student-athletic believe they will

become professional athletes,

when in actuality only one in 7000
do. Is this a generation of pipe-

dreamers, or 21 reflection of a lack

of real job oi>portunities? I wish
someone knew.

No matter how much interest

Congress has, can it realistically

lessen public interest in college

sports? Can it control America's
insatiable appetite for sports?

It's that appetite which has led

to the explosion of televised sports,

which has led to an astronomical

expansion of revenues for schools.

And whenever money gets
involved, priorities suddenly
become negotiable.

How does Congress propose to

stop that juggernaut — to teU

people, in effect, that they'll have
to lose interest in sports?

The problem with Congression-
al interest in college sports isn't the

fact that Congress is concerned—
anyone who pays attention to

college sports should be con-
cerned. In fact, anyone who cares

about education should be cori-

ccmed, because athletic depart-

ments with credibility problems
lead to universities with the same
problem.

But by going after the biggest

target — the wealthy, highly
visible NCAA— Congress fails to

attack the problem at the root. Nor
does Congress recognize that the

NCAA is more than just football

and basketball players. And Con-
gress only appears more myopic
when it neglects to hear testimony

from any student-athletes.

Admittedly, a lot of athletic

departments engage in question-

able activity, sometimes with the

complicity of the university itself.

By going after the NCAA, howev-
er. Congress seems unwilling to

recognize that the problems in

college sports don't just belong to

universities, they belong to all of

us.

Tracy Murray

Bruin makes
Pan Am team
UCLA junior forward Tracy

Murray was one of 12 college

players selected to the U.S. Pan
American Games Team last week.

Three members of the NCAA
champion Duke Blue Devils —
Christian Laettner, Grant Hill and
Thomas Hill— join Murray, along
with conference rival Adam Keefe
of Stanford,

Purdue's Gene Keady will

direct the team while it competes
from Aug. 3-17, in Havana, Cuba,
against national teams from North
and South America.

The United States will attempt
to win back the gold medal after

being upset by an Oscar Schmidt-
led Brazilian team in 1987. The
U.S. opens against host Cuba on
Aug. 3.

Murray, a 6'8", 220-pound
forward from Glendora, was sec-

ond in scoring (21.4) and
rebounding (6.7) for the 1990-91
Bruins.

—Jay Ross
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Snorts
rg, Sampras advance in Volvo tennis

Ex'Bruins don't fare quite as well

SurTTTWf Bruin file photo

Stefan Edberg. above, will play Peter Lundgren today In a second-round match at the Volvo Tennis
Tournannent, as he tries to defend his title.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

The Volvo Tennis tournament
of Los Angeles is in full swing at

the Lx)S Angeles Tennis Center,

and despite a few close calls, the

top seeds all advanced into the

second round.

Stefan Edberg and Pete Sam-
pras, the top two seeds, will both

play their second-round matches
today on the stadium court.

Third seed Michael Chang and
fourth seed Brad Gilbert played
their second-round matches last

night, and their results were
unavailable at press time.

Sampras, who has struggled

lately, had no problems in defeat-

ing Gilad Bloom, 6-0, 6-2.

"It was nice not to struggle to

win,** Sampras said following the

match. "I played a good match, and
I didn't think that it would be this

easy."

Edberg, who is ranked second in

the world, defeated Ramesh Krish-

nan, 6-4, 6-3, despite having
problems with his serve.

"Sometimes I didn*t have
enough crisp on my serve,** Edberg
told the Los Angeles Times after

the match.

As the defending champion,
Edberg is clearly the prohibitive

favorite to capture another title. If

he wins the championship, Edberg
could regain the top ranking in the

world.

There was nearly a shocking
upset on Tuesday, as Mikael
Pemfors, ranked No. 248 in the

world, had two match points

against Chang.

Chang was in trouble through-

out the match, as he droprped the

first set, before rallying to win, 2-

6, 6-1, 7-6(7-0).

In the third set, Pemfors led 5-4,

15-40 on Chang*s serve. Chang
then won four consecutive points.

highlighted by a blistering back-
hand winner down the line, to even
the match at 5-5.

After both players held serve,

Chang breezed through the tie

breaker without losing a point to

advance into the second round.
*The match was very close,**

Chang said afterwards. *Thc first

set was all him, the second set was
all me, and the third set was back
and forth.**

Chang was slated to play Stefa-

no Pescosolido Wednesday night
in the second round. Pescosolido
upset Chang last week in the first

round of the Canadian Open.
Gilbert advanced to the second

round by defeating Javier Frana,

6-3, 7-5. Gilbert played Jean-PhU-
ippc Fleurian Wednesday night in

the second round.

It wasn*t a very good tourna-

ment for ex-UCLA players, as
both Brad Pearcc and Jim Pugh
lost their first round singles match-
es. However, both Pearce and
Pugh are competing in the doubles
tournament

The only seedexl phyer to lose in

the first round was fifth seed
Cristiano Caratti, who lost to Scott

Davis, 6-3, 6-2.

Sixth seed Todd Woodbridge
defeated Wayne Ferreira, 6-3, 7-

6(4) to advance into the second
round, where he played Steve
Bryan Wednesday night

Seventh seed and former Los
Angeles champion Aaron Kricks-

tein struggled to defeat Dan GoJ-
die, 7-6(6). 7-6(4). Krickstein will

play Jason Stoltenberg today in a
second-round match.

Amos Mansdorf, seeded eighth,

defeated Thomas Hogstedt, 6-4,

6-3 in the first round. Mansdorf
will play Gian Luca Pozzi today.

The quarterfinals are scheduled
for Friday, with the semifinals

See TENNIS, page 18

U.S. soccer 'dominates' Worid University Games
Moore scores five

goals; team lands

unlucky fifth place

By Jay Rom
Summer Bruin Staff

Five was the magic number for

the U.S. national soccer team this

past month in the World Universi-

ty Games in Sheffield, England.

Although America finished in

fifth place, UCLA midfielder Joe-

Max Moore scored five goals over
the six game set in what U.S.

assistant coach Sigi Schmid called

one of the best performances ever
for a national team.

"We dominated every game,*'

said Schmid, who is also head
coach of the defending NCAA
champion UCLA Bruins. "1 don*t
think a U.S. national team has ever
done that well. We scored more
goals than any other team and gave
up fewer than any team."

Ilie U.S. team won six of seven
games and demolished North
Korea, 5-0, to take fifth place. Had
it not been for a shootout loss to

Uruguay in the quarterfinals,

America could have swept the

whole tournament

"We played really well, but we
lost on penalty kicks.** Moore said

in Los Angeles. *That*s unlucky.

If we had won that game, we could
have won the whole thing. We had
the best record of the whole
tournament**

Along with Moore, UCLA
midfielder Sam George, defender

Dan Beaney, striker Gobi Jones

and former striker Billy Thompson
played for the team.

Right from the start, the U.S.

team proved it would be no
pushover. American soccer has

long been a laughingstock on the

world soccer scene, especially

after the three losses in the 1990
World Cup, but the youth prog-

rams are slowly developing a solid

national pmgram that is showing
results.

The opening match pitted the

U.S. and Ireland, and Moore and
his teammates immediately went
on the offensive. Just six minutes

into the game, Moore scored the

first goal on a breakawav to put

America up, 1-0.

"Our (goalkeeper) punted the

ball upfield, and it was flicked on
by Jeff Conway,*' Moore said. "I

was running onto it, and I beat one
(player). 1 kicked it from about 18

yards into the lower comer.**

The U.S. scored again just six

minutes later, and Ireland later

scored on a jjenalty kick. But the

U.S. defense held strong to pre-

serve a 2-1 win.

Game two pitted the always-

arrogant hosts Great Britain

against its colonial offspring. In

the 1950 World Cup, the U.S.

pulled off a stunning 1-0 upset, and
the American company played that

tune once more.

The strategy of a precise passing

game and working the ball inside

slowly and surely was abandoned
in favor of a constant rush toward
the goal.

"It was a battle, it wasn*t
pretty," Moore said. *Thcy play a

lot of long ball and send their

wings down the line.**

With 15 minutes to go, the

magic that has graced the U.S.

soccer program in the past few
months emerged once again.

Moore kicked the ball across the

goalmouth to Jeff Conway of

Hartwick, who kicked it in to snap

the scoreless tie.

Moore arid Jeff Agnos scored in

a 2-0 victory over Iran, which set

up the U.S.-Uruguay quarterfinal.

Against Uruguay, Moore con-

verted a 25-yard free kick by
bending the shot around the wall.

Regulation play ended deadlocked
at 1-1, and Uruguay then won the

shootout to knock the U.S. out of
the medal round.

We dominated every

game. I don*t think a

U.S. national team has

ever done that well. We
scored more goals than

any other team and

gave up fewer than any

team.

SIgl Schmid
U.S. National 'B' Coach

Dejected but not ready to sur-
render, the U.S. roared back
against Nigeria. Moore scored
twice, and Conway and Rutgers*
Steve Rammcl also added scores in

a 4-1 shellacking.

Bruin defender Dan Beaney
earned the starting nod at sweeper
after being called up from the
Olympic Festival. With the gradu-
ation of Ray Fernandez, Beaney is

one candidate to fill the position

next season for UCLA.
"Dan played at sweeper, which

might be his position next year,**

Moore said. "He played really well
for just starting.**

With four current UCLA play-

ers on the U.S. national *B* team,
one on the national *A*, and one
more on the Olympic squad and
four in the Olympic Festival, 1991
has been the Summer of Soccer for

the Bruins.

The international games offer an
excellent opportunity to play
against the best in the world rather

than the best in the country, and
that could give UCLA a possible

edge on the next season when it

must defend its national title.

"It definitely helps,** Moore
said. "It allows us to keep playing

games and retain our touch during

the summer. International com-
petition is a different level, and the

competition is very high.**

Bniin notes* Jones and Moore
have also been selected to play
with the U.S. Olympic team in the

Pan American Games, which starts

Aug. 3, in Havana, Cuba. They
join UCLA defender Mike Lapper
and midfielder Chris Henderson
who are akeady on the team.
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4th ATM joins

campus siblings

The University Credit Union
has added a fourth Automated
Teller Machine to its campus
collection.

Located between Campbell
Hall and the North Campus
Student Center, the new ATM
accepts deposits from credit

union members, gives cash
withdrawals, account balances
and cash advances on credit

cards.

Non-members can also use
credit union ATMs if their

banks use Instant Teller, CIR-
RUS or Star networks.

The credit union *s other
ATMs are located at the UCLA
Medical Plaza, outside the
UCLA Hospital and in the

lobby of the credit union, which
is located northeast of parking
lot 32.

State denies
tax exemption
The state tax board denied a

request to exempt some news-
papers from a new sales tax.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Heterosexual
AIDS a myth?

Columnist Ron Kagan dis-

cusses the work of Michael
Fumento, a researcher who
claims that heterosexual AIDS
is mainly media hype.

See page 9

Arts & Entertainment

Crash andbum
with 'Hot Shots'
The new comedy from the

creators of "Airplane" and "The
Naked Gun** attempts to fiy

high with the same old slap-

stick.

See page 10

Sports

Heading out
Bruin soccer star Chris Hen-

derson is leaving UCLA to play

for the United States Soccer

Federation.

See page 20
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UC's accounting caiied into question
operation of 3 nuclear

labs criticized as *lax^

By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

Federal investigators accused the University of
CaUfomia Wednesday of failing to account for more
than $45 million worth of government property used
by the UC to manage three nuclear laboratories.

Blaming the failure on the university's inventory
accounting practices and its "lax** oversight of the

labs, auditors told U.S. lawmakers in Washington
that the UC was unable to account for more than

27,000 items it purchased with tax money.
However, the university rejected the charges.

'They are based on old information, inaccurate
information and incomplete information," said UC
spokesman Rick Malaspina.

University officials say their accounting methods— which do not keep tabs on items which cost less

than $1,000— are sound. This method accounts for

nearly two-thirds of the money that the federal

auditors say is missing.

In light of the allegations, university officials said

any future lab contract would probably require

stricter accounting methods.
The findings were presented by the General

Accounting Office, an investigative branch of
Congress, to a House subcommittee on Science,

Space and Technology. The audit, originally initiated

by Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, and Rep. Howard
Wolpie, D-Michigan, began several years ago.

These charges come at a time when the UC is

renegotiating its contract with the U.S. Department
of Energy to manage the government-owned labs.

The university has run them since World War II.

The three labs are the Lawrence Livermore and
Lawrence Berkeley labs in California and the Los
Alamos lab in New Mexico. The Livermore and Los
Alamos labs are responsible for developing the entire

U.S. nuclear arsenal.

In their findings, auditors said they discovered the

See LABS, page 2

Sufnntef Bfuio M« photo

The Lawrence Livermore lab is one of three labs accused of poor accounting by fed-

eral auditors.

Paric used by homeless defended in Berkeley
By Matthew Fordahl
Summer Bruin Staff

About 150 demonstrators
showed up for a fourth day of
protests at People's Park on Satur-

day, trying to stop the University

of California from turning a
portion of the park into volleyball

courts.

Construction workers continued

to work on the project, even as the

protesters milled around the fabled

park, said Ray Colvig, spokesman
for the University of California at

Berkeley. -

"It looks as though construction

would be finished by Sunday,"

Colvig said. "Sand will be brought
in on Monday, and the project will

be completed."

The construction of the two
volleyball courts has attracted

hundreds of protesters, who claim

the university and the city are

trying to force out the homeless
people who occupy the park every

night.

On Wednesday night, hundreds
of protesters went on a window-
smashing rampage along Tele-

graph Avenue. PoUce arrested

more than 77 people.

A second chain-Unk fence was
built around the construction area

Saturday to keep the protesters

away from the site, Colvig said.

More than 150 university police

from around the state are also

protecting the site. Under a "mutu-
al aid" agreement, any UC campus
can request help from the other

eight campuses around the state.

In addition to the two volleyball

courts, university officials plan to

construct a basketball court, two
more volleyball courts and a

building to house restrooms and a
park manager, Colvig said.

The new recreational facilities

stem from an agreement between
the city and the university to

jointly operate the 270-foot by
450-foot park.

The university made plans in the

early 1960s to build student resi-

dence halls on the lot.
'

But the plans were stymied in

1969, when a group of Berkeley

residents and students occupied
the park for several days. The
anti-war movement on the Berke-

See PROTEST, page 7

UCPD sends 20 officers to help

Berkeley authorities calm protests

By Matt Ball

Summer Bruin Staff

The UCLA Police Department
sent 20 officers to UC Berkeley
during the last week to help local

authorities contain protests stem-

ming from UC Berkeley's decision

to bulldo/c the controversial Peo-

ple's Park and build volleyball

courts.

People's Park — a plot of land

that has symbolized the more
radical element of Berkeley's
campus since the 1960s — has
been a point of contention for the

past two decades. While some
student groups want the park
preserved as is, university admini-
su-ators and community leaders

See POLICE, page 6

Warm welcome: Orientation preps transfer students

"They treat us like seri-

ous students, as older

than freshmen . . .

weVe mostly from com-

munity colleges."

Melissa Didrickson
Transfer student

By Valerie Rosenberg

Attending college is a big step.

On top of that, choosing classes,

learning how to manage time and
finding friends on a big campus
can be a hassle.

But freshmen are not the only
ones faced with this major transi-

tion. Transfer students are just as

lost, and sometimes the u^ansition

is much harder for them.

They may have to transfer

credits from community colleges,

switch from a semester to a quarter

system and find housing if they

feel they arc too old to live in

residence halls. They are also

immediately faced with the deci-

sion of declaring a major because
they usually enter as juniors.

But UCLA has not forgoUen
about these students' plight. For 1

3

summers, the university has
offered an orientation program to

help transfer students assimilate

into campus hfe.

"You get the benefits of being a

frcshman, but they didn't treat us

like freshmen," said Katrina Cabr-
era, who is transferring from
Modesto Community College.

The two-day orientation
answered questions about
academic requirements and other

aspects of university life and gave
the students an opportunity to

See TRANSFER, page 6
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LABS
From page 1

university was unable to account

for 16 percent of the purchases it

made since 1952.

"They have just written them off

the books," said Victor Rezendes,

director of the GAG investigation.

"We found the university put the

government at risk for fraud waste

abuse."

The university used an account-

ing system that did not keep track

of some types of government

property unless they had a value of

at least $1,000, Rezendes said. The

university also would not search

for items that were purchased more

than five years ago.

But it is unfair for the govern-

ment to ask the university to

account for purchases it made over

many years because the labs have

20,000 employees and an annual

budget of $3 billion, said James

Kane, university special assistant

for laboratory affairs.

*To keep the inventory up to

date, a scientist would have to fill

out a form every time he moved it,*'

he added, "rd have to make this a

police state to get my loss rate to

zero."

Auditors said many of the UC*s
problems stem from its contract

with the energy department.

The "mutuality contract" not

only ensures that "there is no close

control" of the university's man-
agement piaclices, but it makes it

hard for the government to refuse

to pay back the UC for all its costs,

Rezendes said.

The government has provided

the university with a "no loss

clause" which reimburses the UC
for many "after-the-fact" purch-

ases. This clause has led the UC to

believe it will get automatic
approval for all its spending, he
added. 'That's unlike any federal

contract I'm aware of."

For example, the university

continued to lease vehicles for its

employees — at a cost twice the

normal rate— up to eight months
after the energy department told it

to stop, Rezendes said. And the

contract required the government
to pay for it.

Essentially, the university
seems to have greater regard for its

own property than the govern-
ment's properly, he said.

While the UC uses a figure of
$1,000 to keep track of federal

property, it keeps track of univer-

sity property that is half that cost.

"Why should the federal govern-
ment's property be less managed
than the university's?" Rezendes
asked.

But the university denied that it

mismanaged the labs and said it

followed federally-set rules for its

inventory accounting methods.
"I think it's very unfair," Kane

said. "GAG probably never work-
ed in a laboratory in their whole
life."

Furthermore, the auditors* sta-

tistics are misleading, Kane said.

Many of the items in question were
purchased years ago, are now
obsolete and have depreciated in

value, he said. "(Rezendes) is

making it look as bad as it possibly

could."

These items are not high-tech
lab equipment, but low-value
goods like wrenches, Kane said.

That is why the university uses a

figure of $1,000 as a minimum
standard. "It does not make sense

10 spend $10 to find every $5
item."

When using a standard of

$1,000, he said the university can
account for 99.7 percent of all

items. That translates to a total loss

of $16.4 milhon — a far cry from
the $45 million figure Rezendes
cited after computing items of all

dollar values.

"He doesn't give a damn about
the money," Kane said. "He cares

about the books looking neat"
With depreciation, the missing

goods are only worth about $2
million, said Kane. And tracking

them down would cost more than

twice that

Correction
Thursday's arUcle "USAC, GSA Presidents tabled — with

cookies" falsely implied that undergraduate President Danctte
Martin was present at the event. In fact, she did not show up.
The Bruin apologizes for the error.

^w*»»****»»*

Write Now!
Those Interested in being a writer or editor for the Daily Bruin

A 4 -unit class
are now required to take a new dass. CED 117- Introduction

to Witting and Reporting on Urtan Popiiadorw. The dass will

now required
focus on journalism and the many legal and ^ical issues

fedng writers today. Offered as a credit dass for the first time,

CED 117 will meei on Mondays and Wednesdays from 2-4 p.m.

While not recommended for senlora, this dass wilt help anyone

interested in UCLA student media (Student newsmagazines, etc.).
^.•h^_^<i^A.M

'"^**-'"^-' "
I II- ^*aMd

Do mispelilngs bug you?
Does ihc wrong usage of "iis" really piss you off? Are frienck always
asking you to proofread their papers? Well then, you'rc perfect for
Daily Bruin copy editing. Call 825-99^6 on Sundays boiwccn 9am
and 1 p 111. or Wednesdays between 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. (inconvenient.
I know) and ask for Mike. You could call some other time, but
there s no guarantee I'll get the message. Could lead to a paying
position in the fall!

i / e

State tax board nixes newspaper exemption
*Messy problem' given to

Legislature for August action
By IVIatt Ball

Summer Bruin Staff

The state's tax board refused to

exempt free newspapers from a
new sales tax on paper and ink
Thursday, choosing instead to

leave the decision to the California

Legislature.

The state had levied the 7.25
percent sales tax on all California

newspapers in mid-July to help
bring the slate out of its $14.3
billion budget deficit. All Califor-

nia newspapers had been exempt
from taxes since 1945.

The State Board of Equaliza-
tion, which interprets state tax law,

was expected to vote to accept a
legal loophole that would spare

some free newspapers, including

college ones, from the new tax.

Since printed sales material —
such as junk mail and catalogs —
are free from any taxes on printing,

the board was expected to extend

that exemption to free newspapers

that send their publications to

another company for printing and
devote more than 51 percent of

their space to advertisements.

'The exemption would have
been an inelegant solution for a

messy problem," said Brad Sher-

man, tax board chairman and
UCLA alumnus. "The board
decided that the best solution was a

legislative solution."

That decision surprised many
college editors and business mana-

gers who for weeks were com-
plaining about the heavy burden
the sales tax would impose on their

papers.

They say the tax will damage or
even bankrupt some free newspap-
ers. While for-cost publications

like the L.A. Times, which recen-
tly raised its daily rate to 35 cents,

can pass the tax along to readers,

free newspapers would have to

absorb the costs themselves.

**It would be a bread-and-water
diet for us," said Benjamin Lee,
business manager for UC Davis'
California Aggie.

He said that the tax would push
The Aggie's expenses up $15,000
to $20,000 per year— forcing the

paper to raise advertising rates and
cut its staff. "The tax will affect the

coverage that we can provide for

the university."

Sherman said that he is sym-
pathetic to the plight of the

"The exemption would

have been an inelegant

solution to a messy

problem . . . The board

decided that the best

solution was a legisla-

tive solution."

Brad Sherman
State tax board

newspapers, but leaving the deci-

sion to the Legislature was the best

he could accomplish.

*The majority of the board was
for closing the door (on the
exemption)," he said. "I wanted to

declare that the door was open.
What happened is that we did not
touch the door."

Slate legislators, however, will

try to open that door in mid-
August. Assemblyman John Bur-
ton, D-San Francisco, is sponsor-
ing a bill to restore the tax-exempt
status of free newspapers and will

bring it before the Legislature

See TAX, page 7

Fast and fur-ious

A generous Marian HIerro shares her food with some furry friends.

JOHN CHUNCVSommec Brum

Hayden to teach 'theology ecology' class
United Press International

SANTA MONICA — Assemblyman
Tom Hayden 's call for a "greening of
religions" will be heard in the schoolhousc
instead of the siatehouse — at least for a

semester, the Democrat said Thursday.

Convinced that mankind is on the brink of

a new religion that embraces nature,

Hayden will teach the 16-week class, "The
Environment and Spirituality," at Santa

Monica College, starting Sept. 5.

The purpose of the course is to explore

the altitude of religion toward nature,

Hayden said. "People have to have a

spiritual commitment to the environment

hke they do to other social issues," he said.

Hayden, a Catholic, contends most
organized religions have failed to emphas-
ize cnviionntcnlal teachings to lltcii flock,

unlike their positions on other issues such as

abortion and human rights.

'There's a catalog of issues, but the

environment is not one of them," he said,

adding that people may change their

wasteful ways more quickly if they realized

God considers pollution a sin.

Hayden 's interest in "theology ecology"
stemmed from his longtime interest in

environmental causes, but not from the

defeat of his "Big Green" ballot measure
last year.

"1 find many people share the need to

deepen their environmental commitment
through spirituality," he said. "I'm con-
vinced we need a greater sense of reverence
for nature if we're going to avoid ruining it."

Topics discussed in the class will range

from Genesis to Eastern philosophy, Hay-
den said. Lectures will also be devoted to

the environment's changing role m religion.

"I think when religions took God out of
nature and substituted a God in the sky,

nature lost its sacredness and became easier

to exploit," he said.

Ecology has been edging back into

organized religion sinc« public awareness
of environmental problems has increased in

the 1990s, Hayden said.

"It's an exciting time. Many religious

institutions are re-examining their environ-

Tom Hayden

mental attitudes," he said.

Hayden's community college class will

be the first step in expressing his concerns

about the environment to the world's

organized religions. He plans to write a

book about the subject and help organize a

conference in Brazil next year

"What I like about community college is

its emphasis on applied knowledge," Hay-
den said. "I hope the students will be a green

corps."

New grad guide
tells secrets of

UCLA survival
By Birgit Rasmussen
Summer Bruin Staff

Graduate students can avoid paying for a

ticket for bicycling on Bruin Walk after

reading a guide that is slated for distribution

to them this fall.

Unlike any other university publication,

this handy guide offers information from all

areas of campus graduate life. It will be a
book they can treasure throughout their

graduate career.

Because the giiide is written by current

UCLA graduate students who want to share

their practical experience, it contains
usually unpublished insights — like the

advice on evading tickets.

*This is the kind of useful information

that will differentiate it from other guide
books," said James Papp, chief of staff for

graduate government.

Papp and his colleague Roy Marchant arc

putting the guide together and plan to

distribute copies early fall quarter to all

graduate students. In the future, however,
ihe guides will only be distributed to new
graduate students.

Although the guide will be updated from
year to year, much of the information and
phone numbers will not change, said

Marchant, graduate internal vice president.

The two began working on the guide after

the graduate government assembly
requested that a packet of information, such
as grievance procedures for teaching assis-

tants, be distributed to graduate students.

"Once we were makmg it anyway, there

was a lot of other information we wanted in

there," Marchant said. "We expanded it to

make it more helpful and worth keeping."

They emphasize that the guide will

definitely be designed for keeping because
it will be nicely bound with a glossy cover.

And it contains information that is not

available anywhere else on campus, such as

the difference between the university-esti-

mated time to obtain a graduate degree in

various academic disciplines and the time it

actually takes for an average student to

complete the requirements.

Along with more cheerful information on
entertainment, the guide also offers short,

digestive descriptions of the various bodies
on campus, such as the students' association

and the graduate government.
"Of course, we also hope the guide will

make graduate students more aware of
graduate government," Marchant said.

That make^ the graduate government one
obvious candidate for publication costs, but
Marchant and Papp are considering other

venues as well, including seeking money
trom ASUCLA or generating advertising.

Who fools the bill will also depend on
how high it is, and that remains to be seen.

Current plans call for 30 pages worth of
information and ASUCLA graphic services

estimated the printing cost between $7,000
and $10,000.
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Briefs
World

PLO confident <»f

compromise for talks

TUNIS. Tunisia — The Palestine

Liberation Organization is confident a

compromise can be reached that would
allow a Palestinian delegation to attend a

Middle East peace conference in October,

a spokesman said Sunday.
The comments came as Secretary of

Slate James Baker arrived for a short visit

in Tunis, the headquarter of the PLO, for

meetings with Tunisian officials in his

continuing attempt to arrange a peace

conference that could settle the decades-

old Arab-Israeli conflict.

Palestinians are the only ones essential

to a peace conference who have not

officially accepted the idea. Israel has

accepted the concept of a Middle East

peace conference, provided no one from
the PLO, or Arabs living in Israeli-

occupied East Jerusalem, are part of it.

On this date:

In 1833, Chicago was incorporated as a

village with a population of about 200.

In 1861, President Abraham Lincoln
signed into law the first federal income
lax. As a wartime measure, all incomes
over $800 were to be taxed at the rate of
three percent. It was rescinded in 1872.

In 1962, actress Manlyn Monroe died
of an overdose of barbiturates.

In 1963. the United States, Britain and
the Soviet Union signed a treaty outlaw-
ing nuclear tests in the Earth's atmo-
sphere, in space or under the sea.

In 1974, President Nixon admitted
ordering the Watergate investigation

halted six days after the break-in. Nixon
said he expected to be impeached.

Did you know?
The nation's worst rail disaster

occurred on July 9, 1918, when two trains

collided near Nashville, Tenn., killing 101

people.

Nation

Report documents
Dalimer's cannibalism
MILWAUKEE — Confessed serial

killer Jeffrey Dahmer told police he fried

and ate the biceps of one his victims. The
New York Times reported Sunday.
The reports concur with statements

Dahmer, who has claimed 17 slayings,

made about cannabalism to Milwaukee
police shortly after his arrest last month.
The criminal complaint against the 31-

year-old former chocolate factory worker
said he put the heart of one of his victims

in the freezer to eat later.

The newspaper reported Dahmer said

he committed his first killing in Ohio in

1978. but did not kill again until 1984 or

1985 when he began frequenting gay bars

in Milwaukee.

Ohio investigators unearthed the

remains of a body believed to be Steven
Hicks, a 19-year-old hitchhiker Dahmer
said was his first victim.

His first victim in Milwaukee, who
police have identified as Richard Guer-
rero, was killed March 29, 1988. Dahmer
did not say he killed the man but told

police he woke up in a hotel after a night

of drinking with the victim and saw him
dead.

Reports said Dahmer put the body in a

suitcase and took a taxi to his grand-

mother's West Allis home, where he was
living, dismembered it and disposed of it

The report said Dahmer followed a

pattern of meeting men at gay bars,

drugging them and then killing them.

He told police he called a hardware

store after one killing and asked what

would dry out a rabbit skin. The store

recommended acetone, which he used to

dry out the scalp and genital area of his

victims so he could save them, the report

Slated.

2 Boy Scouts killed

in lightning storm

BRIGHAM CITY, Utah — A troop of

Boy Scouts who survived a lighming

Strike that killed two of their members

were safely home Sunday after being

ferried out of the high wilderness camp-

site where the mishap occurred.

The boys died and another was injured

Friday when a bolt of lighming struck a

tree they had chosen for shelter in a

thunderstorm.

Clint Barker, 14, and Richard Brough,

16, were among 1 1 scouts and three adult

leaders from a Mormon-sponsored troop

who backpacked 5 miles Thursday to

Kavell Madows in Island Lake Thursday

for a fishing trip.

The violent storm hit the area around

midday Friday. Most of the boys sought

shelter in their tents, but four huddled

about 50 yards away under a big pine tree.

One youth managed to bolt from the

tree just before the bolt struck, but the

other three were shocked by thousands of

volts of electricity as they leaned against

the tree base.

Barker and Brough died instantly.

state

Search for scout cut

back as hopes fade
REDLANDS — Searchers decided

Sunday to scale down their intensive 16-

day search for missing Boy Scout Jared

Negrete. who disappeared while hiking

Mount San Gorgonio, officials said.

The odds that the 1 3 -year-old El Monte
boy could survived on the mountainside
were outweighed by the risks undertaken

by hundreds of searchers who have
combed the area since he disappeared July

19, a search spokesman said.

Negrete's parents, Felipe and Linda,

were told Saturday that the next day
would be the last day of heavy searching,

Lenew said.

Between 150 and 200 people were on
the mountain Sunday, assisted by four

helicopters and two dog teams, Lenew
said. That effort was somewhat less than

Saturday's turnout of 300 searchers.

Later in the day, the command post at

llie Angelus Oaks Fire Station was to be
closed and moved. Small-scale searches

would continue two to four days a week
supplemented by regular aerial surveys,

Lenew said.

Singer Rick James
accused of torture
Funk music star Rick James and a 21-

year-old woman are accused of torturing

another woman whom James suspected of

stealing his cocaine.

James, 43, whose biggest hit was
"Superfreak,** and Tanya Anne Hijazi, 21,

were arrested Friday after police searched

his Hollywood Hills home. They were
charged with suspicion of assault causing

great bodily injury with bail for James set

at $1 miUion and Hijazi *s at $500,000.
The woman who was allegedly

assaulted told police James used a hot

cocaine pipe to bum her several times on
her stomach and legs after accusing her of
taking his cocaine.

From United Press International
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--\ RESUMEMATERUL /L-/ CAREER EXl'LURA-nON Nj-"

Internship Openings for Summer in

BUSINESS/flNANCE/MEMBER SERVICES

^^ ;; ;: avuHablc on campus atitite^^^^^ i ;
;

WESTWOOD STUDENT
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Summer Positions in: |

Accounting I Personnel

Collections Loans

Stafford Loans Member Services

and Marketing M:;-^:'k

SPECIAL RECRTJTTMENTMEETTNCS!
%rESD^ AUGUST 6
ACKERMAN 2408 5 to 6 pm

I and

wedneIday, august 7
ACKERMAN 3508 5 to 6 pm

All applicants must attend one of these meetings.
UCLA Students Only, Ple«se.

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UCLA + ALL Student Discount

|K^ f • TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
JK I *5 • AIR CONDITIONED
N^ ^^ -SATURDAY COMEDY CLASS
1 093 Broxton Ave. #21

8

824-3991
WesTwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

NWNMi mtm

NpoH monpy for an apartment? Take advantage ofWSFCU 8 new "low
interest apartment loans" to help with move in costs and other apartment
related costs. Check out our rates - they will really keep you moving'

ALL OPHTHALMIC FRAMES AND

SUNGLASSES

NAMESTOO BIG
TO MENTION

WESTWOOD LOCATION ONLY

ENTIRE INVENTORY REDUCED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

2081384
10930 WEYBURN AVE.

Dr. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.
OPTomtrmiM

EYES EXAMINED/CONTACT LENSES/CUSTOM EYEWEAR
LAB ON PREMISES/1 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

Professor's book looks into life of Lyndon Joiinson
By David Wiessler
United Press International

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Lyn-
don Johnson, his mammoth politi-

cal ambition aside, turned down a
Joe Kennedy offer to bankroll a

1956 presidential campaign and
eagerly wanted the second spot on
the Democratic ticket in 1960,
according to a new book on the

nation*s 36th president.

The 1956 rejection may have

been the start of the bad blood

between Johnson and Robert Ken-

nedy that was to last for more than

a decade, says UCLA history

professor Robert Dallek.

Dallek's book, "Lone Star Ris-

ing: Lyndon Johnson and His

Times, 1908-1%0," is the first of

two volumes and comes at a time

of renewed biographical interest in

LBJ. Robert Caro*s competing

biography is particularly scathing.

Dallek says he wanted to write a

l$i off;
I

I

I >Ka$kin(^Robbins

I j^ tee Cream & Yogurt^f\

Regular size^;0^

yogurt or 'v*'m
ice-cream
(ofTcr expires 8/18/91)

not valid with other discounts

^
->

*Always a 10% Discount to

I UCLA students/faculty with I.D
(regular price itema only)

I
208-8048 Westwood VUlage

,*!*»

Personalized Pet Care

& Home Sitting

References Insured

B.J. Weaver

(800)834-4969

BRUIN <213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL V

1 KKK .'AKKI.\(. CI SIIIO.NKI) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

6:30 am - 3:30 am FrI & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

ChlU Cheese Burger -• Fries

+ Med. Soft Drink for $^19
Breakfast Special

2 £gg3 -*- Homemade Hashbrowns
+ Toast & jelly for $1.99

(213) 824-7966

936 Broxton Ave
In Westwood

Chinese Chicken Salad
(*oil free dressing)

Fresh Chicken Breast

Sandwich

$3.75

$2.99

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

fT .T . 'F^ ^'. %,»

824-9941

more balanced approach, one that

would show Johnson *s strengths as

well as weaknesses without

"grinding axes."

*T tell the story, warts and all,"

he said. "This is Lyndon Johnson

as he really was."

Given Johnson's great ego,

Dallek said he found out that

Johnson in 1956 turned down an

offer from Joe Kennedy to bank-

roll a Johnson run for the presiden-

cy if he agreed to pick Joe's son

John, then a young senator from
Massachusetts, as his running
mate.

The elder Kennedy did not

believe Johnson could win, Dallek

said, but thought he could run a

much better race against popular

President Dwight Eisenhower
seeking re-election than could the

eventual nominee, Adlai Steven-

son.

In the process, John Kennedy
could get national exposure, have

the question of his Roman Cathol-

icism muted and be in a position to

run in 1960. Johnson turned down
the offer, having 1960 aspirations

himself.

Johnson's presidency is left to

the next volume, but Dallek said

this book shows Johnson to be the

best Senate majority leader in the

nation's history. He points to a
number of significant events,
including passing the first civil

rights act since Reconstruction.
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J^M. THE HAIR SALON

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
MEN & WOMEN

gikini Wax
Lip Wax
Eyebrow
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20
Sculpture Nails

$8
$4
$5

HILITE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

CELLOPHANE &
CUT $25

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mano's Restaurant ^j^^ 9/5/91

FITON & FRAME
LIQUIDATION

SALE F^E- IMPORTED DECORATOR

^„-> . n^.,, PILLOWS WITHANYPURCHASE
TOUUeiBOXn of FUTONS AND FRAME.

$50 VALUE.

TWIN

QUEEN

NAME BRAND
TWIN 2 pc. $45
RJLL2pc.$55

^ QUEEN 2pc. $75
KING 3pc $95

1

May Co.

^ Wilshire Bl.

1

1 ET*H ETIiT^^^^I
|oo 1 Furniture

ESTB. 1968

AVAILABLE

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
ON ANY IDENTICAL MERCHANDISE

FUTON MATTRESSES

45 '65
TWIN QUEEN

'55 '85
FULL KING

5 PIECE BEDROOM SET

,n59, y n

YCXJ GET Massr Dresser. 2 Nightsonds. Muror Sl HcadboanL

Availabk in bght oak or counory beech

BUNK OR TWIN BEDS
OX-BOW DESIGN

NOW ONLY $199
All hardwood 2 1/2" posts. Bunkbed are 2 twin beds.
Includes stepladder and railst Mettreaset lnclMd»<M

THE ACAPULCO
Ljrg«
••(•ction ol

colors snd
solid osk
frsmss in

stock

- 1 FUTON & FRAME

THE DELPHI
PLATFORM BED

Solid
hsrdwood
svsilsbis in

bisck Iscqusr
or nstursl
finish

MM FURNITURE
6032 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
V/SA

(I BJock East of Fairfax, Opposite Mav Co.)

(213) 939-1244 • 939-3335
Mo%f#tCotd

OPEN 7 HAYS: Mon-FH lO a.m. - 7 p.m., Sat/Sun lO a.m. - 5 p.m.

IVIMKDIA I K DKLIVKRY lO AI.L lOCAIIONS
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825-2161

PARTICIPANTS SOUGHT
for a study of a new antihistamine. You must have

mild asthma & seasonal nasal allergies.

IF INTERESl ED, PLEASE CALL
(818)397-3383

for more details

M.M. Glovsky, M.D.

Asthma and Allergy Center

Huntington Hospital

DO YOU NEED
NEW GLASSES?

Improve your vision.

Update your look...

with new glasses and

our designer frames.

We have something

for every taste and

every vision need.

An eye examination,

vision correction, sun,

work or sport glasses.

We feature experienced

optometric services

with Dt. Ilyman

plus an on-site fashion

consultant to help you

look your very best.

WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRIC CENTRE
918 Westwood Boulevard (Comer of Le Conte)

Westwood Village .. ,,. . ,
'^ Most Vision Insurance

208-3913 ^^^' Accepted.

Hours: M'F 10-5:30 SAT: 10-5:00

WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

o o

\fl#e Also TanQhl-
I

Don't viail to tab (oiir exanis! Tab tliein viliile foii aroy
out o( ioliool! Scores are )ool lor ak pti

wjwx-'Ay^'

iSATmnm
And when vou feel good you look good.

Ttiat IS our belief It's why we employ stvlists

^QOO ^^^^^ ^^ Kaircutters. And

<y y why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a litdc better about

themselves. No appointments necessary.

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa A\)nica & WiisKire Blvd

)

470-1558
M-F 8-9 Sot 8-7 Sun 10-5

HA/R BY

SUPBICUTS

MADE WITH
NEW YORK TAP WATER
THIN & THICK CRUSTS

f«^*V\^

YOU DON'T HAVE
TOBE ANEW YORKER

TO LOVE ^^

tax included

LARGE
TWO TOPPING PIZZA

(JASSIC

i
Offer good only with this coupon, one coupon per pizza. i
Limit 3 pizzas per acJdress. Expires 8/18/91. Prices subject to change. §

LOWEST PRICES IN

WESTWOOD

208-8671
1066 GAYLEY AVE

TRANSFER
From page 1

become familiar with the campus
and meet others like themselves.

The first day was filled with
workshops and academic advice
offered by departmental and col-

lege counselors. Some workshops
help students cope with life as a
UCLA undergraduate and others

discuss getting into graduate and
professional schools.

"People feel better about their

academic questions. They can be
aware of the services available just

so they know where to go," said

Jorge Neve, an undergraduate
coordinator who took the job in

part to help transfer students of
color find their niche at UCLA.

Other workshops discuss more
personal matters, such as life in

residence halls, college costs and
money management. There are

even discussions on how universi-

ty students can spend their spare

time.

Melissa Didrickson was sur-

prised by how much she learned

from these sessions. "People told

me that the program wouldn't be a

big deal, and you could figure

things out for yourself, but there's

no way. They answered all my
questions."

The students also took a campus
tour on the second day and
gathered in Hedrick Hall's Fire-

side Irumge for the slide show that

concluded the orientation.

As their pictures flashed on the

screen, they hooted and clapped

for the new friends they had made
during the two days.

Many were glad the orientation

coordinators and counselors real-

ized that transfer students have

different issues to face than fresh-

men, but are still as clueless as

first-year students.

Didrickson agreed. 'They treat

us like serious students, as older

than freshmen. Some people might
not because we're mostly from
community colleges. But (the

orientation stafO treated us like we
were already UCLA students."

The transfer students are excited

about their new identities as

UCLA students. One proudly
carried a leather briefcase with a

gold nameplate with the inscrip-

tion "Jason D. Beaudion, Eco-

nomics UCLA." But another

student was proud just to have a

UCLA student identification card.

"It vaHdates my existence here."

POUCE
From page 1

complain that uie park attracts

drug dealers and transients.

Now Berkeley's decision to

renovate the park has sparked large

protests. Police have made 77
arrests at the park since Wednes-
day on charges ranging from

assault to weapon possession to

inciting a riot

The 20 UCLA officers were

sent up in two groups to help the

local university police maintain

order. Ten were sent up Sunday
before the riots began and another

10 UCLA officers were sent

Thursday after it became clear that

more help was necessary. More
than 30 officers have been sent

from other UC police departments

as well.

The officers were sent through

the Mutual Assistance Program —
under which UC campus police

departments have been able to

request help from each otlia ^incc

the mid-1970s. The other cam-

puses send whatever help they can

spare and cover their own shifts by

paying overtime.

The 20 UCLA officers were

expected to return Sunday.

Diplomaftic

mission faiis

in Yugosiavia
United Press International

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — A
trio of European Community dip-

lomats failed Sunday to broker a

cease-fire agreement with Yugo-
slavia's feuding leaders that could
have ended ethnic clashes that are
pushing the six-repubhc federation

toward civil war.

Following the collapse of the

EC mission, a commission estab-

lished by the Yugoslav collective

federal presidency met in an
attempt to enforce its own cease-
fire in the breakaway republic of
Croatia.

"Our mission to Yugoslavia has
failed," Netherlands Foreign
Minister Hans van den Broek told

reporters.

He said "a vast majority" of

Yugoslavia's key political factions

accepted proposals to send an EC
delegation to monitor an end to the

fighting in Croatia."

TAX
From page 3

when it reconvenes later this

month.

Sherman said he believes the

board's decision not to act on the

tax issue will spur the Legislature

to quickly pass the bill, adding that

Gov. Pete Wilson is sympathetic lo

it.

The bill is also backed by key
legislative leaders including
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown,
D-San Francisco and state Senator

Pro Tern David Roberti, D-Los
Angeles.

However, Sherman is not ready

to completely write off possible

action by the tax lx)ard.

"I'm hearing from some news-
papers that time is of the essence.

So for me, the exemption is still a

good idea," he said. "It is not

impossible that we will deal with

this issue in two weeks."

In the meantime, the sales tax

will continue. But Sherman has

some practical advice for free

newspapers that have to pay the tax

to their printers.

On a $10,000 printing bill, the

tax is $875 — which the printer

does not have to p^y to the state

until the end of October, he

explained. "Newspapers can say,

*Well, we'll pay the printing costs,

but not the tax. We'll owe you the

tax, and if we still have to pay it by

the time you do, then we will.'
"

PROTEST
From page 1

ley campus was at its height and

the protesters wanted to turn the

park into a commune.
When the protests escalated and

then-Gov. Ronald Reagan called

in the National Guard in the spring

of 1969, the university's chancel-

tor offered to donate the land to the

city of Berkeley.

The UC Board of Regents,

however, rejected the plan. The

parcel of land remained an unde-

veloped haven for homeless peo-

ple and drug users.

Last year the university again

proposed to donate the land to the

city. This time, the regents

approved the proposal.

"A stipulation in the agreement

was the city and the university had

to work together to make the park a

healthy and safe place," Colvig

said. "It was not a plan to kick the

homeless out

'The homeless can still be there,

just not overnight, hke any other

city park," he said.
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Letters

Editorial

"A

Terence Hsiao, ASUCLA's publication director, is leading the effort to exempt some newspapers from
a new tax.

Exemptions from new tax needed
A grievous blow has been struck against

California's student-run newspapers. It is a

blow that will cause many newspapers to

limit production, cut staff and even shut

down all together.

The State Board of Equalization has

sidestepped a proposal to exempt some free

newspapers, including school papers, from
the recent 7.25 percent newspaper tax.

When the Legislature reconvenes in mid-
August, this illogical move should be

rescinded.

For-cost newspapers, such as the Los
Angeles Times, can simply pass the tax

along to its readers, as their recent price

increase to 35 cents proves. Free newspap-
ers, such as the Daily Bruin, however, aren't

so lucky. They must absorb the increased

costs themselves, often amounting to sizable

percentages of their budgets. This can easily

run into the thousands of dollars— $40,000
for The Bruin alone.

With many papers which run on shoestr-

ing budgets — such as high school

newspapers and UCLA's newsmagazines
— this new tax will cripple, if not shut them
down entirely. Many diverse voices will be
silenced as smaller, independent publica-

tions go under, leaving only mainstream
voices to pick up the slack.

The amount of money generated from
college newspapers from this tax —
$500,000— is pitifully small, a fraction of a

percent of California's massive $14.3
billion budget crunch. The amount of
damage done to the state's education system
far outweighs it.

For many institutions, including all the

University of California schools, which
have no undergraduate journalism depart-

ments, working on school newspapers is the

only exposure to journalism the students

have. With the onslaught of this new tax,

production of these publications will be
severely limited. "Positions will be cut,

salaries will have to be slashed, and the

quality of the education we give will be
lowered," said Rachel Wettergreen, man-
aging editor of UC Davis' California Aggie.

In order to solve this problem, steps

should continue to be taken to reinstate the

exemption of all free circulating publica-

tions. Legislators from San Francisco, State

Senator Quenton Kopp and Assemblyman
John Burton, seem to be pointing the way by
announcing that they will introduce a bill

that would dojust that. This should be highly

supported.

However, as ASUCLA Publications
Director Terence Hsiao, who spearheaded
the lobbying effort in Sacramento, has said,

the real question mark lies with Gov. Pete

Wilson's position. We hope that Wilson
now realizes the implications of his tax and
allows the exemption bill to pass without
contest.

With the dismantling of numerous school

programs, it would be a crime to see student

journalism go the same way. Students have
recently faced the increase— by almost half— of their student fees. How much more can
they be expected to pay? If the government
places this burden on student newspapers, it

will be clear exactly where their interests lie

— far from education and deep in our
pockets.
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Sanctions
Editor:

Ron Kagan*s commentary
(Daily Bruin, "Good Riddance

to the South African sanc-

tions," July 22) praised George

Bush's decision to end eco-

nomic sanctions against South

Africa. His analysis is funda-

mentally flawed as South Afri-

ca is significantly different

than any other authoritarian

country.

Kagan seems to be missing

the point of why sanctions

were instituted. South Africa is

markedly different than all of

the other countries that he

identifies. There are two spe-

cific problems that set it apart:

the problem of governance and

race.

The problem of governance

stems from the fact that some
people in the country have a

democratic system and others

are living under an authorita-

rian state. This sets South

Africa apart from other coun-

tries Kagan identifies such as

China or East Germany. No
one can deny the suffering of
"16 million slaves in forced

labor camps" in China. Yet,

those in the camps are under

the same type of governmental
system as those outside of it.

The people in Northern China
have the same repressive gov-
ernment as those in Southern

China as do the people in

labor camps.

That is not the case in

South Africa. There, a minority

decides the laws, representa-

tives and policy for the major-

ity. It is as if the state of

Maine had a democracy and
all the states in the union were
forced to obey the laws estab-

lished by the people living in

Maine without question or dis-

sent South Africa is a demo-
cracy, but it is a democracy
for some, not for all. In nearly

all other countries, there is an
even playing field in terms of
representation; in the United
States nearly everyone can vote
and in Angola no one can, but

there is no discrimination of

representation between those

who are citizens.

The second issue that sets

South Africa apart is the

problem of race. The division

between who can vote and
who cannot in South Africa is

based on race. Thus Kagan *s

reference to other African

countries where people cannot

vote is out of place. South
Africa is not the recipient of
sanctions because of its special

place as the major industrial

country in Africa. It receives

sanctions because it discrimi-

nates its allocation of rep-

resentation and power on the

basis of the color of its

citizens* skin. That can not be
equated to the single-party or

authoritarian states around the
world.

Those who would praise the

removal of sanctions towards

South Africa on the basis of
their consistency with overall

U.S. policy and their economic
benefit arc calling into question

the benefits of international

relations which ignore the sing-

ularity of specific states. To
laud the removal of sanctions

as consistent U.S. foreign poli-

cy towards a country which
stands alone in its basis for

repression and its division of

power within the government is

not only hypocritical but intel-

lectually flawed.

A truly consistent U.S. fore-

ign policy would call for the

continuity of sanctions until the

South African majority was
granted the right to vote. This
would be consistent with what
Kagan so rightly identifies as

the obligations of government:

the duty to ensure life, liberty

and property to the individuals

living within its borders.

Unfortunately, consistency with

our constitutional heritage and
our Bill of Rights is not what
we see from the Bush admi-
nistration in its foreign pohcy.
Consistency is also not justice,

and justice is that with which
we should be more concerned.

Sandra L. Fullerton

Graduate student

Political science
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On dispelling the myth of heterosexual AIDS
The pollution of our

intellectual atmosphere
by the practitioners of

alarmism for fun and profit on
everything from global warm-
ing to pesticide spills has
generated much work for

intellectual "cleanup" experts— those who specialize in

debunking alarmism.

Michael Fumento is one of
these experts. The particular

myth that Fumento is debunk-
ing in his book is not that

heterosexuals can*t get

Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS). It is the
myth that the AIDS epidemic
is no longer limited to

homosexuals, intravenous drug
abusers (IVDAs) and hemo-
philiacs and is spreading in the

heterosexual population through
heterosexual intercourse.

Is it reasonable to beheve
that "one in five heterosexuals

could be dead from AIDS at

the end of the next three

years" as talk-show hostess

Oprah Winfrey suggested in

1987? Will AIDS ever

"become increasingly every-

one's problem because the

AIDS virus . . . (has) now
crossed into the heterosexual

community" as former Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop dec-

lared?

In this well-documented and
lucid book, Fumento disagrees

with these shocking assertions.

In spite of the 170,(XX) diag-

nosed AIDS cases in the

United States, only 3 percent

cannot be attributed to indivi-

duals in the high risk groups
mentioned above. Why are

On Principle

there so few heterosexual

cases? Because AIDS is a very

inefficient virus. It requires a

relatively high dosage of the

virus to cause infection and it

requires that the virus come
into intimate contact with bod-

ily fluids.

In the case of IVDAs the

virus is transmitted through the

sharing of contaminated needles

which permits the virus to be
directly injected into the

bloodstream. In the case of

homosexuals or the heterosexu-

al partners of bisexuals and
IVDAs, the infection is pri-

marily transmitted through

anal-receptive sex. As
explained by Fumento, the

anus is much less resistant to

ruptures during intercourse than

the vagina. This allows

infected semen to enter the

morc readily accessible anal
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blood vessels, greatly increas-

ing the risk of infection.

Fumento attributes the spread

of AIDS in the homosexual
community to the higher effi-

ciency of transmission of the

virus through anal sex and to

the choices of homosexuals to

engage in sex with multiple

partners. According to one
study that he cites, the average

number of partners for

homosexual men in San Fran-

cisco in the early 1980s was
70 per year.

And what of heterosexuals?

According to a 1988 study by
Hurst and Hulley, the risk of

contracting AIDS through a

single sexual encounter with an

untested individual who is not

in any of the high risk groups
is one in five million to one
in fifty million if a condom is

used. According to Fumento,
this risk "is about the same as

the risk of being killed in a

traffic accident while driving

ten miles on the way to that

encounter."

If these numbers are so
small, then why is there a

public perception that the risk

to heterosexuals is much grea-

ter? One reason is the shoddi-

ness of some of the widely

publicized studies on the

spread of heterosexual AIDS.
According to studies cited by

Fumento, half or more of the

AIDS-positive participants lie

about their sexual preferences

in the initial interview. If they

are reinterviewed, they usually

admit to some instances of

homosexual behavior.

Fumento believes that the

media hype surrounding such

studies is not merely due to

ignorance of the scientific

issues but to a desire to

democratize the disease. To
admit that homosexuals or

IVDAs are different in any
way from the rest of the

mainstream runs against the

cultural relativism that perme-
ate.s oiir society. This would
explain the efforts of many to

spread the myth of heterosexu-

al AIDS and the willingness of

many to believe this myth.

Fumento believes that there

is also a strong financial inter-

est in spreading the myth.
AIDS research already com-
mands more funds than either

research on cancer or heart

DAVID TWOMEY/Summer Bruin

disease. As AIDS is only the

fifteenth leading cause of

death, it could not gamer
billions in government funds a

year if it were perceived only

as a threat to certain high-risk

groups.

AIDS is certainly a horrible

disease, but so are cancer,

heart disease and a dozen

others that will continue to

pose a far greater threat than

AIDS. I hope that Michael

Fumento's book will pave the

way to a more rational discus-

sion of the disease and to a

morc rational allocation of

funds for biomedical research.

Kagan is a graduate student in

biochemistry.
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Arts ntertainment
Music

Meat Beat Manifesto combines performance art and dance in their
live shows.

Meat Beaters avoid
label with anti-music
By Rob Winfield

Summer Bruin Staff

Formed in 1987, Meat Heal
Manifesto was formed from artis-

tic frustration, the then four mem-
txjrs (now three) venting their

grievances through what now
might be called anti-music.

Banding in a deconstructivist

manner, composer Jack Dangers,
guilarisl/synth programmer Jonny
Stephens, costume/set designer
Craig Morrison and dancer/cho-
reographer Marcus Adams
assembled their various talents,

crafting a clashing combination of
rap, house and industrial-type

genres, blended with a unique
performance art and dance per-

spective.

As a consequence, these Brits

worked against the grain, making
harsh, grating and challengmg
dance albums that extended bey-
ond the mere boundaries of what a

stereo could reproduce.

Their debut album "Storm the

Studio" and follow-up "Armed
Audio Warfare," both on Wax
Trax Records, dealt in conceptual
ideals, becoming not just a collec-
tion of individual songs, but a
collective work that functioned as
a complete hstenmg experience,
and when heard in the live arena, a

full-blown stage-experience, with
costumes, choreographed dancing
and sensory-prone lighting and
stage designs.

For the time, this was a creative

endeavor that many had not seen
the likes of.

And this was exactly what the

group sought to achieve.

"We just made music that we
wanted to hear," explains Ste-

phens. "We wanted to do some-
thing that was hard to define. And
with Marcus contributing the con-
ceptual performance and dance
elements to the albums and live

shows, we created something that

nobody else was doing. If some-
body else was making this music
and doing the other conceptual
aspects, there would've been no
point in us doing it That was the

ethos of the band back then. And it

still is today.**

With the release of their third

and latest LP •*99%,** on Mute/
Elekira Records, though, Meat
Beat has suddenly ventured into

further unchartered territory, as
Adams has since left the band over
financial troubles concerning the

continuation of the theatrical side

U) the band.

Now, without a major emphasis
on the performance and dance
elements, the three-piece was

"So we decided, after

Marcus' departure, to

strip it down to the bare

bones."

Jonny Stephens
Meat Beat Manifesto

posed with the challenge of focus-
ing strictly on the music.

'This wasn't a major upset to
the band, despite the large focus
that was placed on it in the past,"
admits Stephens. "Because we
were always pressing for Meat
Beat to be a musical kind of band.
We were a band making records
that had to sell records, and we
knew we eventually had to focus
on that.**

"And even though our albums
did have a cohesiveness in the

conceptualization of the songs,
people would have difficulty in

seeing that aspect without seeing
the Uve performance and dance
routine," he continues. "So we
decided, after Marcus' departure,

to strip it down to the bare bones."
Stripping the band down, how-

ever, didn't mean completely
eliminating all these past elements.
As the guitarist notes, the band is

currently employing one dancer,
"who really doesn't approach the
Uve performance with any attach-

ments to the songs, but with the

approach of improvisation
instead.**

And he adds, "the way we're
doing things now, it allows us to

concentrate strictly on the music,
and not depend on the presenta-
tion, which we*re quite happy with
at the moment"
So with the new approach, the

question remains as to how the

band's music has changed, prog-
ressed and evolved from the earher
material.

Curiously, "99%" still main-
tains the conceptualized aspects,

but on a more accessible and less-

abrasive level that need not be
viewed on stage to be understood.
The powerful beats still dominate
their songs, suggesting a dance-
edge, but now the organization of
lyrics and instrumentation are
more developed, making the band
less dependent upon their past
work.

**It*s strange how a lot of oui
songs are interconnected in unex-
pected ways,*' says Stephens.
"With past albums, it was always
something intentional. But with
'99%,* it just kind of worked out
that way."

Film

Uoyd Bridges plays Admiral "Tug** in "Hot Shots.** He's Larry, Moe and Curly all in one.

New 'Lagoon' is very shallow
By Kimberly Chrlsman
Sumnner Bruin Staff

Stranded by Fate. Aroused by
Desire. Cursed by Redundancy,
not to mention Bad Acting. Sound
famihar? It should. Just when you
thought it was safe to go back in

that beautiful blue water, it's

"Return to the Blue Lagoon," the
PG-13 sequel to the film that

redefined "exploitation." seem-
ingly for all time.

Though everyone who will

admit to being associated with this

soggy enterprise insists that it's not
a remake, "Return to the Blue
Lagoon" features the same brain-

less plot of the original, only
without all that disu^acting nudity.

In case there's anyone out there
who can't remember the 1980
classic (and who could forget?),

the sequel opens with a brief (but

adequate) synopsis. The film picks
up just seconds after the end of the
first one, except in this version
Brooke Shields and Christopher
Atkins are dead.

Their two-year-old son Richard
is not so fortunate. The cherubic
boy is picked up by a passing ship,

which just happens to be carrying
an equally cherubic baby giri, Lilli.

Once aboard, the film quickly
finds an excuse to get the kids off
the ship and on their way to the big
money.

Again, the children are duly
provided with an adult role model
in the person of Sarah, LilU's
mother. Sarah (Lisa Pelikan) is the
widow of a niissioiiaiy, so we re
supposed to assume that she's
well-prepared for this litUe adven-
ture.

Indeed, their skiff has hardly run
aground on the shores of the exact
same island paradise as in the first

film before she's contemplaung
the vegetarian lifestyle and pol-
ishing her spearfishing technique.
Sarah is the type of castaway who
insists on proper table manners
around the campfire but lets her
prepubescent daughter go topless
for no apparent reason, other than
this being Hollywood.

Director Wilham A. Graham
wallows in the obligatory get-

ting-to-know-our-island shtick,
which is presumably supposed to
foreshadow the obUgatory gei-

ting-to-know-our-bodies shtick
that comes later on. The nature-
as-metaphor subtext is further
cheesified by astoundingly boring
visuals, except for some quite
interesting marine life courtesy of
underwater photographers Ron
and Val Taylor.

Graham is not the first director
to use swirling clouds and waves to
represent the passage of time, but
he may be the first to substitute this

device for a plot. Every lime
someone in this movie falls asleep
on an overcast day, they figure to
wake up at least five or six years
older.

Such is the case with Richard
and Lilli. When we next meet
Ihem, the two have (finally)
reached adolescence and settled
into a life of domestic bliss,

complete with environmenully
correct fiatware. Sarah, of course,
has died — but not before engag-
ing in some oh-so-precocious sex
talk with the kids. What little sex
there is in this movie is very
innocent and discreet and thor-
oughly non-stimulating.

Equally non-stimulating are the
new and improved castaways, now
played by Disney Channel veter-
ans Brian Krause and Milla Jovo-
vich (yes. the 15-year-old

supennodel). As Lilli. Jovovich
has that earthy glow that only
comes from plenty of brown
eyeshadow and gallons of condi-
tioner. Her acting isn't exactly

natural, either, depending heavily
on frequent hair-tossing. In her

trendy seashell accessories and
fringed bikini. Jovovich mostly
looks like she's auditioning for the

cover of Sports Illustrated's next
swimsuit issue, and probably is.

As Richard. Krause seems
somehow distracted, as if he's

been smoking too many exotic

island herbs. These days. Richard
spends his time playing with the

sharks, explaining. "It's not silly,

il*s dangerous!" He also goes
slumming with the cannibals (a

cameo appearance by the original

"Lagoon" natives) and even makes
a friend among them — sort of a
kinder, gentler heathen.

Meanwhile. Graham supplies

plenty of sparkling seascapes,

romantic silhouettes and kissing-

underwater shots as the kids fall in

love and eventually get married.

Lilli even wears a new wedding

bikini with a glamorous fishnet

veil, which is more than Brooke

Shields ever got

The iravelogue-cum-romance is

so predictable that it's a major

shock when a ship appears on the

technicolor horizon, carrying a

crew of rowdy sailors with their

captain and his snobby teenage

daughter, Sylvia (Nana Cobum).

"Castaways! How exciting!"

she exclaims, taking a good, long

look at Richard in his loincloth.

Sylvia and the sailors decide to

"rescue" the couple from their

depraved island existence, which

is probably a good idea, since their

dialogue has degenerated into

cliched lines such as "What is the

'Shots' in the dark
Slapstick overwhelms originality
By Kristen Unden

In its parody of larger-than-hfe

flyboy films, the new movie "Hot
Shots!" has promise. Unfortu-
nately, with its grasping at silly

jokes and unoriginal slapstick

humor, the film might better have
been called "Cheap Shots!"

Directed and co-written by Jim
Abrahams (one-third of the Zuck-
er, Abrahams. Zucker team which
created the classic "Airplane!").

"Hot Shots!" has the potential for

success.

The story centers around Sean
'Topper" Hariey (Charhe Sheen),

a maverick pilot who must over-

come his father's legendary dis-

grace at the controls of a fighter

plane twenty years before.

However, he finds this task

complicated by Kent Gregory
(Gary Elwes), the narcissistic

fellow ace who reminds him that

he is "just like his father.** And of
course the competition arena is not
limited to the air. Valeria Golino
plays Ramada Thompson, the
beautiful psychiatrist, equestrien-

ne, sculptor and lounge singer
desired by both men.

In classic movie style, a larger

evil also exists, this time in the

form of Lieutenant Commander
Block (Kevin Dunn). This good-

Milta Jovovich and Brian
Krause play young lovers in

''Return to the Blue Lagoon.**

meaning of 'boring?*** and "A
woman knows these things."

Of course, the lovers finally

realize that civilization basically

sucks, and decide to stay where
they are. Although it leaves far too
much room for another sequel

("Revenge of the Blue Lagoon?"),
this ending is surprisingly enter-

taining and actually makes a lot

more sense than that of the
original, which isn't saying much.

Overall, though. "Return to the
Blue Lagoon** lacks the psycho-
logical depth of its predecessor, if

that's possible, not to mention the

all-important sex scenes. But as a
Kj-13 fantasy, it doesn't disap-
point. Those who pay to see this

film will get the shallow, senti-

mental love story they deserve, and
probably expect.

FlUl: -Return to the Bkie Lagoon

"

Written by Leslie Stevens. Produced
and Directed by William A. Graham A
^-oJumbia Pictures release with Milla

Jovovich and Brian Krause (Rated
rG-13 for nudity and wannabe "adult"
situations; 98 minutes). AJ^ .

apple-tumed-sour has sold out to a
group of treacherous industrialists

intent on sabotaging the mission in

order to sell the Navy defective
superplanes.

Finally, the film would not be
complete without clueless Admiral
'Tug" Benson (Lloyd Bridges), a
veteran of numerous wars whose
various body parts became casual-
ties of the confiicts. Wholesome
but obviously doomed Pete "Dead
Meat" Thompson (William O'Le-
ary), the all-American Jim "Wash
Out" Pfaffenback (Jon Cryer), a
sufferer from Walleye Vision
under stress, and Dawn Kowalski
(Kristy Swanson). a pilot no one
seems to notice is a woman, round
out the "Sleepy Weasel" team.

With well-known actors and
proven successful writers, "Hot
Shots!" could have he^.n an extre-

mely clever high-flying parody.
Unfortunately, it somehow man-
aged to crash and bum without
ever leaving the ground.

The nature of fibns in this genre
almost require the storyline to be
commonplace so the predictability

can be excused. The pathetic jokes,

on the other hand, cannot be.

Some of the ideas are interesting— for example. Topper (also
known as "Fluffy Bunny Feet")

lives as a recluse with Indians at

the beginning of the film in a

parody of "Dances With Wolves."
However, instead of taking
advantage of all die humorous
possibilities, the writers cop out
with "funny" scenes like having
the characters use words like

chihuahua and Winnebago for the

supposed Indian language.

In one of many other trite

examples. Admiral Benson has
had a metal plate put into his head
which acts as a magnet and forces

him to run into everything metal.

Similarly, it seems like every time
Abrahams and co-writer Pat Proft

run out of jokes, they have a
character fall down. Enough
already.

Ultimately, "Hot Shots!" is not

without some humorous moments
mixed in with the plethora of
stupid shtick and inane jokes.

Unfortunately, it's just not enough.
Td recommend giving "Hot
Shots!" the cold shoulder.

FILM: -Hot Shots!" Screenplay by Jim
Abrahams arxj Pat Proft. Directed by
Jim Abrahams. Produced by Bill Bada-
lato and Pat Proft. A PAP Inc. produc-
tion. A Twentieth Century Fox release
with Charlie Sheen. Cary Elwes. Val-
eria Golino and Uoyd Bridges. (Rated
PG-13: mild sexual situations; 80
minutes) Now playing citywide ifir

Wilder, Piyor don't
merit 'Anotiier You'
By Danya Joseph

Gene Wilder and Richard Pryor
have, once again, combined their

talents in the new comedy
"Another You" — it may just be
one time too many.

"Another You" is about two
liars. Richard Pryor plays Eddie, a

con-man with no scruples, who
would sell his friends for a dime.
Gene Wilder plays George, a
pathological liar who is being
released from a mental institution

and desperately wants to lead an
honest life.

George and Eddie's lies are not

the only untruths in the film. The
two get involved in an adventure
that pits them against a host of
dishonest characters and leads

them straight into danger.

"Another You" seems to have
all the right ingredients: It has two
very funny and talented comedians
as its leads, it has offbeat charac-

ters and it has a series of plot twists

that should keep the audience
waiting to see what will happen
next.

Unfortunately, there are so
many things wrong with the movie
that it's hard to appreciate its

strengths.

The script is a major part of the

problem. George is leaving the

institution for the first time in

many years and he's scared to go
out into the real world Eddie, as

part of his forced community
service work, must help George
get adjusted to his new life.

The idea of using a pathological

liar could work, but George's lies

are so outrageous and stupid that

it's hard to believe that anyone

The idea of using a

pathological liar could

work, but George*s lies

are so outrageous and

stupid that it's hard to

believe that anyone

could fall for them.

could fall for them.

Another problem is Pryor and
Wilder themselves, who boUi try

too hard to be funny. Their
performances offer more shtick

dian sincerity and the humor
comes across as forced.

Wilder's George is overly
naive. He lets himself be used by
all of the other characters without
ever having a clue that they are

taking major advantage of him.
As Eddie, Pryor gives an under-

stated performance. However, as
one of the protagonists, Eddie is

not very likeable, especially since

he keeps undermining George.
Mercedes Ruehl gives a touch-

ing performance as Abe's wife.

Elaine, and Stephen Lang is

wonderfully sinister as business
manager and bad guy Dibbs.

Other than these treat perfor-

mances, "Another You" does not
have much going for iL Pryor and
Wilder may have to try again.

FILM: "Another You." Screenplay by
Ziggy Steinberg. Directed by Maurice
Philips. Produced by Ziggy Steinberg. A
Tri Star production with Gene Wilder,
Richard Pryor. Mercedes Reuhl, Ste-
phen Lang and Vanessa Williams
(Rated R: language, nudity, 98
minutes)A*
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Film Concert

The gireat movie debate
LACMA showcases classics from HI — film's best year?

By Aaron Dobbs
Summer Bruin Staff

It's a debate which may never
have a winner — has there been
any one year which can truly be
called the greatest year in film

history?

In 1939, two of the most popular
films of all time— "Gone With the

Wind" and *The Wizard of Oz"—
were released. Accompanying
these two cinematic masterpieces
were Frank Capra's "Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington," William
Wyler's "Wuthering Heights,"
Ernest Lubitsch's "Dark Victory,"

Sam Wood's "Goodbye Mr.
Chips," Gex)rge Cukor's "The
Women," three John Ford pictures

including "Stagecoach" and a

number of other great films.

So how could any other year

compare to 1939? Well with
"1941: Hollywood's Extraordin-

ary Year" the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art hopes to show that

1941 did in fact equal, if not
surpass, 1939.

Screening on Wednesdays, Fri-

days and Saturdays through
November 1, the Museum is

presenting a total of 101 of the 369
feature films which were released

during that year. Each program
usually begins with a cartoon and/
or newsreel while the Wednesday
screenings are single matinees and
the Friday and Saturday screenings

are usually double features.

Some of the pictures the

museum has already screened
since the series began on July 12

include John Ford's masterpiece

Screening on Wednes-

days, Fridays and Satur-

days through November

1, the Museum is pre-

senting a total of 101 of

the 369 feature films

which were released

during that year.

"How Green Was My Valley,"

John Huston's 'The Maltese Fal-

con" starring Humphrey Bogart,"

William Wyler's adaptation of
Lillian Hellman's "The Little

Foxes" with Bette Davis, Sam
Wood's sudsy "King's Row" with
Ronald Reagan, Raoul Walsh's
"High Sierra" starring Humphrey
Bogart and the film which has been
heralded as the greatest motion
picture of all time — Orson
Welles' "Citizen Kane."

But there is still plenty more lo

choose from over the next three

months.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"
starring Spencer Tracy, Ingrid

Bergman and Lana Turner will be
presented with *The Devil and
Daniel Webster" starring Oscar
nominee Walter Huston on August
10. On August 16 the museum will

screen the fabulous 'The Man
Who Came to Dinner."

Two films written by Billy

Wilder and Charles Bracket arc

coming on August 24 when the

museum screens best picture

nominee "Hold Back the Dawn,"
with Charles Boyer and Olivia de

Havilland, and Howard Hawks'
"Ball of Fire" starring Barbara

Stanwyk and Gary Cooper.

The list continues with titles

such as Preston Sturges' "Sulli-

van's Travels" and 'The Lady
Eve," Hawks' multi-nominated

"Sergeant York," Michael Cuniz's

"The Sea Wolf," Alfred Hitch-

cock's "Suspicion." Capra's
"Meet John Doe" and Fritz Lang's
"Man Hunt" and "Western
Union."

The museum is also presenting

three separate day long movie
marathons for which one ticket

will enable you to see all of the

day's films. August 17 is the eight

picture musical marathon which
includes Busby Berkeley's "Babes
on Broadway;" August 31 is the

eight film comedy marathon which
includes the Marx brothers' 'The
Big Store" as well as "The Road to

Zanzibar" starring Bing Crosby
and Bob Hope; and September 21
is the nine movie series film

marathon which includes compi-
lations of some of the best chapter

plays to appear in moviehouses.

FILM: -1941: Hollywood's Extraordin-
ary Year " Presented The Los Angeles
County Museum of Art Film Department
in association with the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Turner
Entertainment Co. and the UCLA Film
and Television Archive. AH screenings
are held in the Leo S. Bing Theater at
LACMA. 5905 Wilshire Boulevard. For
regular and student ticket prices and
showtime information, call LACMA
Ticket Sales at (213) 857-6010 or
Ticketmaster (213) 480-3232.

Musical tribute enchants

at the Hoilyw< • • I Bowl
By Joanne B. Choi

Summer Bruin Staff

The Hollywood Bowl cele-

brated the musical dreamteam of

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham-
merstein with a chronological

survey of the legendary duo.

Along with the vocal talents of

Jodi Benson and Keith Rice, *The
Rodgers and Hammerstein Story"

provided for some enchanted

evening of music and memories
under the stars.

•The hardest thing about tonight

is choosing what not to play," said

conductor John Mauceri. But with

his considerable charm and com-
posure, he eased the audience into

the overture of
"Oklahoma!"(1943), which
proved to be the perfect introduc-

tion for Benson. The voice of Walt

Disney's *The Little Mermaid,"

Benson offered a spirited rendition

of "I Can't Say No!" Fellow

performer, Keith Rice, won hearts

for his awesome and sincere

performance of "Oh What a

Beautiful Momin'."

Those hoping to hear Benson
sing in the same style she used for

the bewitched-by-love-Ariel had
their wish granteid in the form of

"If I Loved You." from
"Carousel"(1949). Benson's
naive, but perceptive Julie Jordan
— along with Rice's rugged Billy

— embodied Rodgers and Ham-
merstein's unparalleled abiUty to

create characterization through a

perfect blend of lyric and music.

A rendition of the title song

from "Allegro"(1947) gave the

audience a chance to hear a lesser

known Rodgers and Hammerstein
piece. It also provided insight into

the works of the duo's successor,

Steven Sondheim who served as

Hammerstein 's assistant

The sweeping poignancy and
melodramatic sweetness of "South

Pacific" (1949) reaffirmed the

power of music. The performances

of "Song of the High Seas" from
"Victory at Sea"(1952) and the

overture from **The King and
I"(1951) sustained the illusion of

drama and majestic grandeur.

In "Me and Julict"(1953) voc-

alist Rice captured the comedic
warm-heartedness that pervaded
Rodgers and Hammerstein colla-

borations.

The dramatic and bittersweet

overture of "Cinderella"(1957) as

well as the woebegone "In My
Own Little Comer" barkened back

to the era of live television

musicals. Lively and vivacious,

Benson became the femme falale

of "Hower Drum Song"(1958)

with "I Enjoy Being a Girl."

Tlie end came too soon with the

tender duet **Edelweiss," from
*The Sound of Music." the last

song written by Rodgers and
Hammerstein.

MUSIC: The Rodgers and Hammers-
tein Story.' Starring Jodi Benson. Keith
Rice, Jonn Maucen and the Hollywood
Bowl Orchestra. Conducted by John
Mauceri. The Hollywood Bowl. For
information call (213) 850-2000.•••

STUDEIVT PARKING
REQUEST FORMS AVAILABLE

NOW!
Student parking request forms for the Fall Quarter are now available at Parking Services,

555 Westwood Plaza - office hours: 7:30 ajn. - 5:30 p.m. (Parking Structure 8, Level 2)

Deadline - Wednesday, August 14, 199L

Results will be mailed out Wednesday, August 22, 199L

For further information or to have a request form mailed to you,

please call Student Parking at 825-987L
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ATTENTION
Tired of having lo get your child lo

school and be ai work on tune- only lo
have lo make an afternoon trip

lo pick them up and gel back lo work?
Then thi£ is for you!

PARENTS
Rely on a responsible driver lo pick-up
your child at home- lake to school- and

return home in the afternoon.

For more Information
Please call

(213)657-6569
Contact Janel or Erin
References AvailaWe*

PROJECT TALMUD
A unique learning opportunity

*HEBREW * BIBLE * TALMUD * LAWS*
*MAIMONIDES * KABALLAH*

Classes on Monday Evenings

Participation is open to all

Chabad House, 741 Gayley Ave.
For more information call Rabbi Begun

(213)208-7511 ext. 103

DIGITAL PEDOMETER
slips onfo belf or woistlxind, adjusfs to walking/jogging stride,

accurately measures distance.

To order moil Si 7.95 Unci, tax and s/h)

via check or nfioney order to:

UNIQUE ENTERPRISES

3530 Carnation Circle

Seal Beach, CA 90740

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

(213)596-7499

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon discussion, Thur Bookstudy, Fri Step
Study. AU 3525 12:15-1:15.

lues Discussion, Wed Discussion NPI
C8538 12:15 1:00

For alcoholics or individuals who
havp rlrinking prnW*>ms

wt;

GET A SLICE OF GREAT BUSINESS...
ADVERTISE!!

classified line 825-2221 display 206-3060

DANCE
TILL

2:00

ISSOTkMltTMt

Mars 103.1 FM
Wednesdays

at The GoldGn Honkoy

Phone 213 576-05S3 $2.00

DRINK
SPECIALS

(CMiMr tr IMU MmMu Bkrl), km* iMca

Complimentary Admission belore 10:00 w/ RSVP

V
^N<v^

7;

en '\''l
(714) ]||f

33 TO FLY ^^
(714) 6S4-8S59
call for video

The most portable, lightest (12 lbs.),

easiest, smallest (backpack size), least

expensive aircraft in the worU!
Now you can soar with birds for

hours. Fly 1st day! Best kxation.

BEFORE ADVERTISING

n summER m lh:
,. ••>,

ADVERTISE

SUNLNICR IN LA!

AFTER ADVERTISING

inSummERinLfli
^AV ^' / w,
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You don't need dental insurance to have a pretty smlle^

SUMMER SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY DENTISTRY f213J475-5598

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Check Up, & Cleaning

v.l.P.

(reg. $180)

new patients with this coupon only

we also accommodate patients

with dental coverages

offer expires 6-29-91

(Up to 4 x-rays

included)
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

1620Westwood Blvd.

*open evenings & Saturdays'
Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no

dental insurance.

Our Patients are Special"

Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

WANNA BE FEATURED IN COSMO?
Women 1 8-28:

Ever accused of a crime you didn't commit-like shoplifting or drug

possession-just because you were in the wrong place at the wrong time, or

in the wrong car? The story of your ordeal-from arrest to release

(if only for a few hours)-is needed for a feature in Cosmopolitan Magazine.

Call Arnie at (21 3) 207-591

2

Miscellaneous 9 Research! Subjects 12 Healtti Services 22

DISCOUNT SALE: used video cannera, VHS-
VCR type, electric Smith Corona typewriter,

sofabeo Anne {213)475-4606.

Personal 10

WANT TO PARTY?
Hot new styles! Get a passionate

response with our pretty, provocative

lingerie! Big student discounts! High

quality, low prices. Send name,

address, and $5 for full color

catalogue to:

26441 189 Avenue Southeast,

Kent. Washington, 98042.

Don't wait! Feel more exciting

and sexy today!

V$ ¥ cf ¥ $ <f ¥
50 LOVING COUPLES

<^ WANTED ^
TO FIELD TEST A NEWSPACE AGE ^¥ CONDOM ¥

50 COUPLES WILL EACH BE PAID $150 _
? TO PARTICIPATE IN A NATIONAL °

INSTITUTES OF HEALTH STUDY ON A

y NEWLY DEVELOPED NON-LATEX ¥
POLYURETHANE CONDOM.
TO PARTICIPATE. COUPLES K/IUST BE ,

• 4G£ 18-50 t^ MONOGAMOUS
^ • WILLING TO REPORT ON 10 ^¥ COITAL EPISODES COMPLETED ^

WITHINA 6 WEEK TIME PERIOD
^ • NOT AT RISK OF PREGNANCY

(CURRENTLY USING ORAL

^ CONTRACEPTIVES. lUD.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne and sunspots. For more info, call Califor-

nia Laser Doctor^s Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 100% Guaranteed.

100% Natural, healthy/low cost way to look

better. (213)285-8410.

THROWING UP
GETTING YOU DOWN?
Eating disorders are my only specialty

Conicfirxlout why

Dr.Mark Berman. Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group appts )

213-655-6730

9

¥

Research Subjects 12

ADULTS, 35 & OLDER WHO EXPERIENCE
BLEEDING WHEN BRUSHING THEIR TEETH,
and/or have tartar deposits on their teeth

r>eeded for study that compares two methods
of measunng gum disease. Eligibility deter-

mir>ed at screening examination that lasts

approximately or\c hour is required Particip-

ants will have teeth clear^ed at the conclusion

of the study. Contact Lynne, Clinical Research
Center (213)825-9792.

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18

and up) on asthma nr>edication r>eeded for

research of new asthma nr»edicalion at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Lan7 at

(213)825-6745, 9am—5pm Answering ma
chir>e available after hours.

BEDWETTING (ENURETIQ BOYS 7-11 years

r>eeded for UCLA research project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation (213)825-0392.

EARN $20 in Pain Perception Study at VA—
Sepulveda. Ages 25-65. Call Leigh at

206-0474

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49

Lender dermatologist supervision Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (213)828-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional pfob-

kms 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation (213)825-0392.

NORPLANT OR ONE PARTNER IS

STERILIZED}

^ For more information please call Laurel "
Beyrer or Margaret Yingsi ai

¥ (21 3)386-561 4. ext.225. or asK for the ¥
Condom Studvj¥9¥<f¥$$

NEWLYWEDS WANTED: Couples marrying in

1991 needed for UCLA project. Participants

receive S50 Call (213)206-6049.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning experience.

(213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS FOR BLOOD PRES-
SURE STUDY. HEALTHY MALE STUDENTS,
18-34, $40. CALL ZANE, (213)825-6475.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON RAPID DEPRESSKDN TREAT-
MENT CONTACT LORl^ EVA AT UCLA
(213)825-5493.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis receded for r>ew research study

Under dermatoligisls supervision Volunteers

will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

WOMEN AGES 35-45 embarking on a profes-

sional career, needed for dissertation on wo-
nr>en in transition. (213)471-5957.

OVERWEIGHT?
North Carolina Pastor loses 76 lbs.

and 14 inches in 3 months using

Nutrition Express Wt. Loss Product

twice daily eating 1 regular meal.

Cost $1. 7b per meal.

CALL FOR FREE 4-Day Supply
See if they work for you.

1-800-927-8046

Help Wanted 30

Wanted 15

IF YOU'VE BEEN A VICTIM OR ACCUSED OF
DATE RAPE, A MA)OR STUDIO PRODLXTER
WOULD LIKE TO SPEAK WITH YOU CALL
MARTHA (818)954-5321.

PARTICIPANTS
SOUGHT
for a study of a

new antihistamine.

You must have mild

asthma &
seasonal nasal allergies.

IF INTERESTED,
PLEASE CALL
(818)397-3383

for more details

M.M. Glovsky, M.D.

Asthma and Allergy

Center

Huntington Hospital

Lost and Found 16

LOST: HEIRLOOM ENGAGEMENT RING
Lett lune 21 , poMJble in Kinsey Hall. Reward!!
Call laurtn (213)859-7644

Egg/Sperm Donor 19

University

Students & Faculty"

Sperm Donors Needed.
Enm $105 00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
I'>i';crcct and Confidential.

In Westw(xxl Village.

i:ALlR>RNIA
CKVO BANK

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, bilingual (En-

glish and Spanish). Full tirne^art time. Call

Marilyn at (213)479-6353.

ATTENTION!!! DANCERS/GYMNASTS/
YOGINIS— Learn how to earn $40VHr.
Teach: QIMAX. Free training. Jim
(213)476-2234.

CALIFORNIA SELF-HELP CENTER/
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT needs assistant

for diversified office duties. Workstudy pre-

ferred but noi neceMary. MacirHoth profi-

ciency preferred. %9.0eAv.. 20hn/wk. Call

(213)625-1799.

CASHIFR RETAIL HARDWARE, flexible hour*,

Brentwood. ExperierKe prefciTcd. Call Jan

476-2864.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for frxHion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experierxie

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

FT CLERICAL,LONG-TERM good phone skills,

computer knowlcge, reliable. Santa Monica,

S7-Mv. (213)453^422.

COMPUTER SYSTEM PROGRAMMER famil-

iar w/ 1-2-3/d-Baae, etc. Needed to write data

base managerDerrt program for hospital man-
agement coff>pany. Richard (213)208-2633.

CREATIVE AND ARTISTIC individual ncedtd
for advertising project. Cootad Mindy Park

(213)e2a22e7, Ext. 130.

DATA ENTRY: Permanent PfT 11-2/12-3,

M-F. $9.1(V^f., Santa Monica. 65 WPM+.
(213)453-6422.

DENTAL RECEPTIONIST: 3-4 dayi/wk Pleas-

ant, energetic Beverly Hills office. Experience

preferred. Ask for Robin (213)550-1511.

(X) YOU KNOW THE LECTURE NOTE SYS-

TEM? If you do, we want you. Kinko's Copies.

(213)475-0789, Tim.

DRIVER for 2 school-aged boys needed, with

own car. 7-6«m and 2.30-4pm. i7/\u.

(213)471-6724.

EXPLOSIVE INTERNATIONAL CO needs help

immediately Earn MtOtyiiOUO/mo PT or

$3,00aS6,000 Imo. FT. (213)285-8410.

FEMALE FIGURE or life drawing models

wanted by photographer. Call Peter at

(213)558-4221.

7 Opportunities 26 Opportunities 26

You Don't RMly Want
A Job When You

Graduate! Do You?
jrou've put a lot of time and hard work into getting a

good education. So, why use your knowledge to put

profits into someone else's pocket?

At The Kessler Exchange, we'll help you put your

education to work for you, by having your own small

business, even if it's just part-time. We'll help you

decide on the right business, learn how to research and

test your market and cut start-up costs.

We've researched small business trends for over 24

years, and our information has been proven successful

by business owners across the country. You'll learn

effective, low-budget advertising, innovative marketing

ideas and time-management to increase productivity

and leisure time.

Membership is only $30 per year, and includes a

monthly 16-page newsletter, access to investors and

research materials, a toll-free helpline,

business-to-business discounts and more. And if you

join by August 27, 1991, you'll receive a/ree copy of

our book "88 Businesses You Can Start With Little or

No Money", regularly $21.

You've spent most of your life in school. Don't let

someone else reap the rewards of your hard work. Call

The Kessler Exchange at 800-648-7888. ext. 2095. and

ask for Greg. We'll help you take that first step towards

becoming an owner, not an employee.

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

MODELS
wanted by Pfotessional Photography

Studio tor up-coming photo assignments

Pro & Non-Pro Male/f-emale.

Call (818)508-8680

8 people needed iio>v
Earn up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
•Full* Part-Ume*

•Fleubl* Houn*
•Lota of Work*

•Men, Women, Studenla, ult. •

Can (213)453-1817

CASTING
COMMERCIAL SCOUTS

Seeks all types,

emphasizing ethnics,

Jocks, and Real Folks.

Call 553-9941

for your FREE

Video Slate session.

M-F 9am-12noon

a$$$$$$$$

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or more deperwJing

on quaiificatiom; Spanis^nglith skills; word
procescing exp.; good typing skills required;

filing, oihef ofRce duties. Law office— Sid

Diamond. (213)475-0481.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs sales/all

around help. Some experierKe r>eces«ary

20-40 hrVweek. Call Marjie 206-4000.

FURNITURE MANUFACTURER, near San
Diego Freeway and Florence Avenue, needs
intelligent person for general office work. 20
Krs/wk. Start %9/hr. f^\ont (213)671-5400.

•—HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE"— who like

having fun needed for part-tinf>e ar>d full-time

work. David (213)399-5994.

HOUSEKEEPING. 20 hrs/wk. $6/hr. Time flexi-

ble Must have car. (213)628-5032.

ITALIAN TO ENGLISH, english to Italian

interpreter needed. Native Italian speaker
rgquifed. Tom )ones (213)826^4240

LAW GRADUATE STUDENTS wanted for PT
clerical duties at CorHinuing Education of the

Bar classes. $9 43A>r Call (213)206-1408 by
an 6^1.

LIVE-IN security position available. 5 min.
UCLA. Weal for grad. student. Room, salary,

benefits. Call (213)471-3860 between
6-1 0pm, Wed-Fri.

MEDICAL OfFia ASSISTANT for lady chiro-

practor: insurance billing and Word Perfect

experience. Some reception and physical ther-

apy Mornings - Mon., Wed., FrI.

(213)450-4555.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v series and
commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am- 5pm.

NURSE CARE COORDINATOR seeks RN.
Qualifications; clinical knowledge & experi-

ence, oncology and discharge planning exper-
ierKe. Flex.hrs. Salary commensurate w/ exp
Call 447-0877 9 AM 12 PM Please send
resume and salary requircmenti to CarKcr
Home Care Referrals 12301 Wilshire Blvd
Suite 500 LA, CA 90025.

I C-oinrncai.il/iiulijNrri.il Ive.il

E>rarc Firni his two crury Icvc-

poMni>ns ,n iil.il^kv Rcsc'.irch

I

\\\>rk with iiKcnriNc Kmkis

pro^r ui> tor ^^KCc^^t(tl,

.^In^lt^tlJ^ v .irKlici.trcs.

(213)829-2900
R.L. Lk».misc Rl\iuir\J

NURSE/RN FOR MD OFFICE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME. TOP SALARY.
FLAL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111.

NURSING ASSISTANT for young paralyzed
female. Experience. Perfect for student. A^V
afternoons, S9/hr. Overnight, $30. Non-
smoker (213)391-0145.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/BOOKKEEPER-PART-
TIME, Monday-Thursday, 12:00-5:00 (some
flexibility). Must type 45wpm accurately.

Computer experience helpful. Filing and gerv
eral office. 1-year bookkeeping experierKe.
Must have cu8tonr>er service experience. Send
Resume and salary history to: Richard Milo,
Century City-Westside TMA 1801 Century
Park East #300, Los Angeles, CA 90067.

ONE-ON-ONE TRAINING CENTER. Fit indivi-

dual. Part-tinr>e. Answer phones, filing. Free

use of gym. (213)479-7778, Michael.

PART-TIME Shoe sales, Beverly Center. Sat,

Sun, Mon -»- 2 to 3 evening^. $6.5(Vhr >
depending on experience. (213)657-5183,
Roz or ciebbie.

PART-TIME BOOKKEEPER DACEASY/lOTUS
1-2-3 required. Flexible hours. Congenial
atmosphere. Tye between 2:30-5:00,
(213)623-3147 non-profit organization.

PART TIME RECEPTK3NISTAYPIST needed
for entertainnr>ent business managenr>ent firm.

Non-smoker with neat appearance. $7/hr.

aficrrtoons and Saturdays beginning Feb.1.

Career opportunity. (213)826^0800.

PART-TIME RECEPTKDNIST. Santa Monica
Law Office. 8:30-12:30, M-F, $7/hr Sharon
450-3214.

PART-TIME FRONT OFFICE WORK West-
wood medical office. Flexible hours. Call Dr.

Linda Wilson 208-2303

PART-TIME POSITK)N, EARN $1Q^R. Inter-

viewing imn^edialely for tutoring position in all

major courses. Minimum of 3.6 GPA required.

No tutoring experience necessary.
(213)841-4475.
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PART-TIME SALESPERSON wanted for wo
men's -contemporary clothing store in Pacific

Palisades. Call (213)454-7044.

PT/FT PERSON FRIDAY for Beverly Hills law
firm. Contact Gail 274-6683.

PT OFFICE HELP, computer experience neces-
sary, 20-25 hrs/wk. $6^r. Apply in person.
1815 Centinella Ave.

PT Receptionist/Typist for gourmet food com-
pany. WordPerfect 5.0 required. Flexible

hours. (213)215-1933, Laurel.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON needed to drop and
pick up 1 4-yr-old from school weekdays. Must
have own car. (213)858-1301.

RN, LVN, or DERM ASSISTANT needed for

Saturdays only. Busy Beverly Hills dermatol-
ogy office. References required. Ask for Diane
(213)273-0467.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $15/hr. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector
up to $20,00(Vyr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964-4166 ext. 22.

SECRETARY. Real Estate Firm. 9-5pm, light

typing. Beverly Hills. Call for appointment.

Jack (213)271-0101.

SENIOR OFFICE ASSISTANT (20 hours/ week):
Provide clerical assistance in areas of admi-
nistration and research grants. Typing, filing,

phonework necessary; computer skills pre-

ferred. Send resume to: The Getty Grant
Program, 401 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1 000, Santa
Monica, CA 90401 -1 455, Attn: Sr. Office Asst.

Search.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN in

Japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko
(213)337-7006 ext.214.

TELEMARKETING SALES. FT- career oppor-
tunity selling healthcare management consult-

ing services to executives. Seeking leadership

and competency. Tracy (213)206-2633.

TEMPORARY JAPANESE INTERPRETER to as-

sist with business conference. 8/1 2-8/1 6. Flexi-

ble hours necessary. (213)824-3332 (day),

(213)470-2862.

US MAIL JOBS. $11.77 to $l4.9(y$9.95 fee.

Now hiring, your area. No experience
necessary. 1-900-288-1888 ext. 1353.

VET. ASST. for busy eye specialty practice.

Typing Required. Med/Vet training preferred.

Excellent opportunity. PA. Dr. Boldy
(213)828-3435.

WANTED: FT PRESCHOOL TEACHER,
8:45am-3pm. Experience or credential neces-

sary. Car necessary. Great benefits: medical,

dental - more. Starting salary, $1 5,000 calen-

dar year. Crestwood Nursery School, West-
side. Ask for Rose, Barbara or Cathy
(213)472-1566.

WLA HI-TECH, MULTIMEDIA COMPANY
looking for full tirr^e Product Testers to view
our titles & write up bug reports. Person(s)

should be very visual, detail oriented & have
good written communications skills. Minimum
40 hrs. a wk. including Sat. and Sun. Call

Angela for orientation date(s) at

(213)444^108.

MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS OPEN

Will tram for Full or Part fme
Good people skills

For more info call Cynthia

(213) 399-3661

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
. or mfofmaiion Cance^ paienrs
Call Anna ihroug*^oui LA t)ene'

i

(818) 986 r'Bea Uon you' parxpai.on

-
f MA

4954 Van Njvt Blvd Shirman Oalis

Senior Secretary
to support Project

Management in the

construction of Getty Center.

Seeking highly motivated and
we 1

1 -organized team player

with su^ong computer skills

and 3-4 years experience.

Interest in arts and
construction a plus.

Send resume and salary

history to:

The J. Paul Getty Trust

1875 Century Park Hast,

Suite 2300
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Attn: Building Program

Job Opportunities 32

•••••AGGRESSIVE COORDINATORS
Advertising, PR, retail, nr^arketing, and promo-

tional positions available. Excellent pay and

training. (213)399-0778.

^ Job Opportunities 32 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent A9 Apartments for Rent 49

LOAN PROCESSOR. Minimum 2 years experi-

ence processing real estate loans from opening
to closing. Piccard Financial, Beverly Hills.

(213)652-5566.

OFFICE ASSISTANT in Century City law firm.

Minimum of 20 hrs per week. $7/hr. Paid
Parking. Must have reliable car and car

insurance. Position available immediately.
Please contact Helen at (213)277-0200.

OUTSIDE SALES: Fast-growing marketing firm

representing Firestone. Looking for outgoing,

energetic people. $15-3(Vhr.; we guarantee
$8/hr. (213)446-1927.

PART-TIME PHLEBOTOMIST needed for re-

search. $50 per draw. Evenings/ nights. UCLA
Med. Center. Barbara (213)825-6817.

Jobs Wanted 33

PHILIPINO LOOKING FOR PTA^T live-out job
as nanny or housekeeper. Good references.

(213)247-9713.

Internstiips 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDANT FILM PRODUCER
seeks student interns to learn script develop-
n>ent activities in office. No pay, but good
opportunity to learn. 213-394-7263.

COMMITTED ENERGETIC INTERN SOUGHT
BY INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER. SCRIPT
COVERAGE AND COMPUTER BACK-
GROUND DESIRABLE. (818)980-0669.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER for 2 year-old boy. 2 eves/wk.
Mar Vista. References required, car a plus. Lisa

(213)459-2750 (day), (213)390-6018, (eve).

MOTHER'S HELPER W/2-yr-old. $7^r. Refer-

ences required. Must have exp. w/ children.

Own car. (213)276-1321.

PART-TIME, 4-year-old girl, 5:30-8 P.M., M-F,
$5/hr.. Culver City. Barbara (213 )280-4323.

SEEKING BABYSITTER: 2 momings/wk. for

friendiv 18-month old. \A/IA. Call Orly (71 3)

935-7114.

STUDENT WANTED FOR WEEKEND CHILD-
CARE at home of clinical professor.

(213)315-0215.

1 -BEDROOM. $60(Vmonth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

2-BEDROOM, $1020 Carpet, stove, refrigera-

tor, second level, walk to UCLA. Please call

208-6265.

424 LANDFAIR, single, garden setting, swim-
ming pool, next to UCLA, will accomodate
two. $695/mo. (213)459-1200.

$500 BACHELOR APARTMENT, 1 -block from

beach. Utilities and parking included. 29
Dudley Ave, 399-0540.

$775. LARGE QUIET modern 1 -bedroom/
1-bath. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, ^c
(213)837-0761. 1426 Barrington.

$995. LARGE QUIET modern 2-bedrooaV
2-bath. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c.

(213)837-0761. 1426 Barrington.

ADJACENT BEVERLY HILLS, $1500,
3-bedroonV2-bath duplex, pool, hardwood
floors, kitchen, dining room, 1-car parking.

(213) 202-9182.

BEST LOCATION IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 + 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A/C, patios and views.

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA + the village. Subterrannean
parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss >
Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.Va BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. (21 3)

839-6294. ^
BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $795-875/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213) 839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

839-6294.

BRENTWOOD PRIME, $825, large 1-bed,

fireplace, intercom, patio, dishwasher, air-

coryj, built-in bookcases, walk-in closet, sub-

garage, cable ready. No pets. 11661 Goshen,
adjacent Wilshire and San Vicente. 820-1 717.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE-

MODELED LUXURY BUILDING. POOL,
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
COATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD, $1100, 3-BED/ 1-BATH,
11651 GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT
APT., PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR AP-
POINTMENT. (213)939-1732.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. $1130. 2-bed/

2-bath. Full kitchen, fireplace, laundry, bal-

cor.y, parking. (213)471-6744, David.

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. $875. Very
bright 1 -bedroom, 2nd floor, laundry
facilities, parking. (213)652-6908.

CULVER CITY $740 2-BED/1-BATH, enclosed
garage, no pets. (213)452-5172.

CULVER CITY— 3846 Prospect Ave.
$1150/mo. large 3-bed/2 bath. Parking, laun-

dry, dishwasher, stove. (213)637-1906.

CUTE CHEERFUL 1 -BEDROOM apartment,

completely redecorated. $640/mo.. Palms.

Laundry, parking. Days 825-1097, eves
(818)981-2304.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM $625, bachelor $475.
Great location, across from Brotman Hospital.

Minutes to Century City ind Westwood. 3775
Hughes 838-6639.

DREAM APARTMENT 2-bed/2-bath, own
was^Vdry, security, view, parking, Jacuzzi,

IVi -block UCLA, MUST SEE! (213)825-2161,
(213)208-2449.

EFFICIENCY 1-BED. Security building, stove,

dishwasher, large closet, balcony, rooftop spa.

Ouiet. $735 and up. (213)836-1559

BRENTWOOD $1100 2-bed + 2-bath, $550
bachelor. Near shops, schools, businesses.

Parking available. (213)410-1499 or
671-8570.

FURNISHED SINGLE, individual balcony,
laundry fascilities, offstreet parking, sundeck,
utilities included. Quiet building, only serious

students need to apply. $565. (21 3)826-7068.

LA, 25 minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath apartment, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957 0697.

LA $685/mo. Large art deco 1 -bedroom. Near
bus. Sublet 1 year beginning 9/1 . Near mu-
seums. (213)857-1637.

LARGE 1 -BEDROOM WESTWOOD/OPHIR
Hardwood floors, parking, bright. $950.
(213)472-5752.

LARGE SINGLE, FULL KITCHEN, DININ-
GROOM & BATH, $675, BACHELOR $500
CAMPUS AREA. 470-5952.

MAR VISTA, 1 -bedroom 1 -bath, lower, stove,

refrigerator, dishwasher, 1 parking spot.

$615/mo., (213)451-4771.

MID-WISHIRE, 2-bed/2-bath from $1150.
Brand new luxurious, spacious apt., great for

roommates, gym, fireplace, walk- in closets,

European kitchen, alarm in each unit, 10 min.
from UCLA. (213)954-9790.

MIRACLE-MILE large lower duplex. 2-^1 1/2,

hardwood floors, stove/refrig. (213)939-4509.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(2 13)839- 1026.

NORTH HOLLYWOOD: unfurnished, deluxe

separated 2-bed/ 2-bath & 1-bed/ 1-bath,

fireplace, 2 balconies, 2 parking spaces. $790
A $600. (213)652-0314.

NOW LEASING \vgfi singles and bachelors.

Utilities paid. Walking distance UCLA. From
$45(ymo. Call Paul (213)624-9754.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overland.(21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS: 1 -bedroom, deluxe upper, $715,
fireplace, locked building, gated entry,

371 7 Cardiss. Available fl/1 5. (21 3)652-0847/
837-5831.

PALMS: 3BDy2BTH. UPPER. Patio, no pets.

$1200. Canfield north of National. (213)

479-1075, (213) 839-1026.

PALMS, $J9b bacnelor, $475 single, $595
1 -bedroom, spacious, mint, new carpets, verti-

cals, enclosed private garage avail. GREAT
VALUE, prime location, 1 -block from Motor
and National. 3351 Vinton. (213)576-5540

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2 BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (81 8) 709-4284

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles. 1 BD. 2BD
$725 ancj up

Ail amenities

^Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

& 2Bath

$1375 and up 2 + 2

Patio, Secure,

Prime Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/lease

10635 Wilshire
(213)470-3006

WEST L.A.
Pnme: 1 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms - Den with pool,

sauna, Jacuzzi, gyni, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-
models open daily

(213)474-1111

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry
facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

What can you land for $350 a month?
Quality Housing in a Jewish Atmosphere
•Newly Renovated Furnished Rooms
•Kosher Meals •Social Activities

•Quiet Study Areas •Rec Room
•Enclosed Parking

Across the street from Campus

CHABAD HOUSE, 741 Gayley Ave. Call 208-751

1

NOW RENTING!
1. 527 MIDVALE AVENUE

• Singles, 1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms, 2 Bath
• Central heatin^Air Conditioning
• Pool, Recreation Room & Outooor Leisure Area
• Balcony or Patio

• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
• Fireplaces

• Sauna, Spa, Fully-Equipped Exercise Room
(213)205^4868

2. 540 MIDVALE AVENUE
• Singles

• One Bedrooo^ne Bath, Two BedroonrVTwo Bath
Central Heatin^Air Corxlitioning
Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
Balcony or Patio

• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
• Fireplaces

(213)208-0064

3. 430 KELTON AVENUE
• 1 Bedrooms

2 BedroomV2 Baths
Central Heating/Air-Conditioning

• Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
• Balcony or Patio

• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
• Fireplaces

(213)824-7409

4. 10980 WELLWORTH
5. 10083 WFIl WORTH

• 1 Bedrooms
• 2 Bedrooms/2 Bath
• Central Heating/ Air-Conditioning
• Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
• Balcony or Patio

• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
• Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

Five
Westwood Village

Apartment
Communities

L 527 MIDVALE AVE,
2. 540 MIDVALE AVE,
3. 430 KELTON AVE.
4. 10980 WELLWORTH AVE,
5. 10983 WELLWORTH AVE.

**We can help you
And a roommate. We
have a situation board.
Please call Midvale 1 at
208-0064 or Midvale II

at 208-4668.

MOVE-IN BONUS. 25%
refund on UCLA tuition per

roommate. Call for details.
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PALMS $615 795. 1 and 2 bedrooms. Af>-
pliances, pool, parking, laundry. 3455 |as-

minc. No pets. 454-4754.

PALMS, $775/MO. Large 2-bedroom. Upper,
new carpel/paint, refrigerator, built-ins, patio,

parkir^g, wasKer/dryer. (213)476-6532.

PALMS, $85(yrTH). beautiful 2-be<V2-balh, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, $895, new 2+2. All amenities. A/C,
fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (213)390-5996.

PALMS, $975, 2BD/2BA, built-in, balcony,
fireplace, laundry, parking, gated bidg. 3626
Err^pire. 213-559-3875, eves/weekend.

PALMS: deluxe 1 -bedroom, $675, palio, fire-

place, locked building, gated entry Available

8/1. (213)652-0847/ 837-5831.

PALMS. Own room in 3 bed/1 Va bath

spacious apartment. 7 miles from UCLA. Own
parking spot. Only $30(ymo. + $350 deposit

Available August 15. (213)204-0937. Ask for

Matt.

PICO/ ROBERTSON, $600, l-bedroorrV
1 -bath, upper, carpet, drapes, stove, refrigera-

tor, newly painted. (213)688-0140,
(21.3)557-0710.

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huge,

Luxury 1 & 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra large closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208^8685

PRIMt LOCATION, between Santa Monica
and Olympic on Bundy. $685, large 1 -bed-
room, stove, refrigerator, nice patio, good
management. (213)820-7049.

RARE FIND: VERY LARGE 2-bed/2-ba. Less
than 2 years old. $1 1 00-1 200. We love UCLA
students. Sepulveda/Pico. (213)479-1405.

SANTA MONICA 2-bed/2-bath. Large, airy,

light upper unit. 1-year sublet. Partially fum-
ished. $950. (213)395-5212.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2f2, $725 and up.
Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 1 3406
Moorpark St. (818)884-6691.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH, $850, Pico-
Robertson area, quiet residential area, new
carpets & drapes, laundry facilities etc. Call

(213)273-8160.

SPACIOUS 1 -BDRM: secured, pool, #6 CC bus
to UCLA. Takeover $600 August. Sublease
with option to lease September onwards. No
move- in cost. ASAP. 390-2880

SUBLEASE large 1 -bedroom apartment near
UCLA. Pool, A/C, refrigerator, dishwasher.
Reduced to $855. (213)826-2521.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.
Month to month rental agreement, fully furn-

ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bearoom for 1 to 3 people
across street from UCLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
208-8798

CASH DRAWING

VENICE, $1140, new 3-bedroom/ 2-bath,

dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-
kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2289.

VENICE $1285. 2-bed/ 2-bath duplex 20ft.

ceilings, garage, fireplace, appliances, washer/
dryer, Spanish tile floor. (213)396-8768.

VENICE BEACH! $850. Large 1 -bedroom
Steps to sand. Appliances, hardwood floors,

parking, no pets. 24 Brooks Ave.
(213)821-4887.

VENICE/MARINA DEL REY. Near beach.
Singles, 2 bdy2 bth. Gas fireplace, central

A/C, dishwasher, garbage disposal, alarm sys-

tem. Gated building. 2724 Abbot Kinney Blvd.

See manager's apartment #101. 822-2524.

WESTWOOD 2-BEDROOW1-BATH $1550.
Single $675. Bright, sunny, hardwood floors,

large rooms, parking. 2-blocks from UCLA.
Days (213)273-7598. Nights (213)286-0980.

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2-bed-
room, $1425. Hardwood floors, new carpet,

laundry, 2<ar parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD $795. Extra large 1-beci/1 -bath.

1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

WESTWOOD, SPACIOUS 2bd/2ba, pool, ja-

cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW,
$129O-$1500/mo Come and see.

(213)477-5108.

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area
$575 -— $950 per month

Call 657-8756

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Huge 2bd/2ba
Dual Master Bdrms

Up to 4 Students Per Unit

Hl-Tech Bldg

Qated Parking

rull Amenities
512 Veteran >Venue Apts.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

555 GLENROCK
Comer of Qlenrock & Levering

Walk to Campus

FALL RENTALS
Studio up to 2 people

1 + 1 for up to 3 people

. 2+2 for up to 5 people

"VsModels Open Daily

^^X 824-9691 y.

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2
Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

FALL RENTALS
Walk to CampusA^illage

Students Preferred

1+1; 1+1+den; 1+2
2 master bdrm + 2

$900 - $1400

•refrigerator»dishwasher»

•controlled entry»A/C»
•elevator*

519Glenrock (213)208-4835

Casablanca West Apts

Short term

1Bd, 1&2 Bath Apts

Quick Walk to UCLA

-

Pool, Sundeck
Gated Parking

530 Veteran Avenue
208-4394

Summer Special $200 of

'

Single, 1 , 2 & 3 BDRM— all close to UCLA—
Perfect for Students or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

GLENROCKAPARTMENTS
824*9691

555 GLENROCK (Comer of Glenrock & Levering)

OPEN DAILY
Mon. -FrL- 10-6 pm

Weekends - Noon - 5 pm

*12 Month Lease

WESTWOOD $925 1 bed, charming, hard-

wood floors, shutters, private patio, 2-car

parkir^fc laundry, outside BBQ. 279-1867

WESTWOOD 70S Gayley. 1 bedroom $850,
quiet, spacious, garden, new carpet, furnished

(21 3)459-561 8,(21 3)474-3626.

WESTWOOD. $985-1 250/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE 1-BD.
UPPER, FRONT, EXCELLENT VIEW, GARDEN
APARTMENT. MIDVALE, NORTH OF LEVER-
ING. (213) 839-6294. •

WESTWOOD $1 1 50 2bed-h1 V» town apt. 1 .2

miles to UCLA, parking on property and street

459-6800

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $532, studio. Sec-
urity, walk to LXILA, 1394 S. Midvale. 1-per-

son only. (213)473-7249.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$575, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, 2bd/1 ba,

$1480. 10990 Strathmore. 213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-
nus special, Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,
(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—206-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

Palms
3-bed/ 3- bath $1300, 2-bed/ 2-bath $950
modern. 4 years new, air. dishwasher,
fireplace, gated parking. 10-min. to UCLA
by bus

838-5039
10737 Palms

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCUV
Bachelors, Singles,

1 Bedroom. 2 Bedroom
Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

CASH DRAWING

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
1-bedroom/1 -bath from $900

2-bedroom/2-bath from

$1500

Oversized apartments

with dining rooms,

newly decorated with

mini/ vertical blinds,

balconies, fireplace,

built-in kitchens.

Gated subterranean parking,

heated pool, elevator.

Walk to campus

691 Levering Avenue

(213)208-3647

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, 1s and 2s

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center, Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

(HiW
oanrr>erB

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

'On Selected Units

An R A B Managed Property EHO

2 Bedroom 2 Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,
central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,
sun deck, 2 car

parking in secure
garage, will allow 4

students per
apartment.
From $1200

2 weeks fi^ee with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

WESTWOOD-1380 VETERAN AVENUE
2-bedroonV2-bath bright, parksview, walking

dlstarKC to UCLA. Rooftop pool and Jacuzzi.

(213)477-5106.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom 1-bath, lower,

stove, parking, $595/mo., (213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD, several 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments available. Landfair, near UCLA. 1

year lease, make offer. (213)277-6813.

WESTWOOD, 2+2 upper with balcony, stove,

refrigerator, parking for one car. $930/mo.,

(213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD. $90(ymo and up. 1-bdrm.,

$150(Vmo and up 2bd/2bth, gym, Jacuzzi.

Walk to
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 206-7483.

WESTWOOD, spacious 2-bed/2-bath, park-

ing, balcony, fireplace, Jacuzzi on the roof.

507 Glenrock #204. (213)624-2251.

WESTWOOD $1 350- $1 650. Terrific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, ^C, patio, micro-

wave. 1711 Malcolm, V« -mile campus.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-BEDROOM,
CHARMING GARDEN APTS. HARDWOOD
FLOORS, DISHWASHER, TILE KITCHEN.
MIDVALE NORTH OF LEVERING. (213)

8396294

SUMMER SPECIAL
Very Practical

5 min Walk to UCLA
2lxJrm 2bath - $800

Private Room & Bath, share kitchen -$400

633 Gayley 208-5920

Ncrthridgc $275 up. 500 unit student
housing facility. Shared or private units,

with or without kitchens. Private baths.
Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation room, 1/2 hour
drive to UCLA. Free brochure.
Northridge Campus Residence, 9500
Zelzah, Northridge, CA, 91325

(818)886-1717

LEVTRING ARMS APTS
Singles an<j 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt
Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

PALM
ROYALE
APTS

$895-$1300/month

Ivuxurious 1+2 bedrooms
with all amenities.

Quiet surroundings.

Perfect

for serious students.

SPECIAL MOVE-
IN BONUS
for more info.

Call 390-7600

3420 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

ACROSS FROM

CAMPUS

uper Discounted

Summer Rates

* pool
* spa
* sauna
* gym
gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

* now accepting

applications for fall term

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Roommates 53 Room for Rent
SN^SVNOOD. X-LARCE 2 4 Ibd., unfurn-

ished. $1 400 & $850. Walk to UCLA & Village.

10966 Roebling Ave. Call 208-4253/
824-2595.

WESTWOOD $1 100 up.Front 2bed/2bath,

carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange. r/inr>iles from UCLA.
213-475-6165.

BEVERLY HILLS, spacious 2-bed/ 2-bath,

$1250. Hardwood floors, pool, security.

(213)276-1671. ___^
WESTWOOD ON WILSHIRE. 2-bed/2-bath.

Furnished/unfurnished. Long/short term. Ava,
(213)565-1819. '

WLA $1 1 25, 2-bed/2-bath, new luxury condo-
style, gated. WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY
$1 250, new luxury condo-style, gated. PALMS
$850—950, 2-bed/1 -bath or 2-bath, security

building, quiet location. (213)471-0883.

WLA. $1 1 50. 2-bed/ 1 V, -bath. Quiet, security,

shutters, refrigerator, cable, sofa, car port.

1323 Carmelina. (213)456-3829.

WLA $1395. 4-bed/1*A-balh. 2 fireplaces,

2-car garage, 10971 National Blvd. 475-1 702,
474-3626.

WLA. 1700 S.Bundy. 3-bcd/ 3.bath, $1200.
2-bed/ 2-bath, $890. Pool, security, dis-

hwasher, bright, sunny. (213)826-2818,
213)276-1671.

WLA, 1-BDRM $685, carpet, stove, conve-
nient location, 1 -month free 1 51 9—21 Purdue
Ave. 10-min. UCLA (213)391-2874.

WLA. 1-BED, $725; 2-BED, $995. Furnished/
unfurnished, refrig., gated, quiet, parking. 5

min. UCLA. (213) 312-3638.

WLA, Ibd/lbth, $65Cymo. 1 parking. Mid-
Wilshire. 2+2, $950, 2 parking. Very private,

quiet . (213)680-9661. (213)935-4739.

WLA, 1 -bedroom 1-bath, upper, stove, re-

frigerator, parking for one car. $640/mo.
(213)451-4771.

WLA: 2-BDy2-BTH., $110(ymo. Spacious
living room, balcony, ^K, fireplace. Nice,
quiet environnr^ent. 1 635 South Brockton Ave.
(213)670-4233, (213)641-4182.

WLA 2-BED/1.BATH $795/mo., Laundry,
parking, easy to UCLA. (21 3)822-6487.

WLA, 2-bedroomV 1 Vi -bath townhouse, sec-

urity, carpets, drapes, refrigerator, pool,

parking, no pets, 1500 Purdue Ave. $1050.
(21 3)477-5256,(21 3)931 -1 1 60.

WLA $460-$465. Large, quiet bachelor. Pool,

laundry, BBQ. Easy bus to UCLA. No pets.

1 621 Westgate Ave. (21 3)820-1 1 21

.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowed, patio. 1412 Brockton Avenue
(818)366-6732, (213)478-6924.

WLA $72Si/MO 1 -BEDROOM. Great location.

Close to UCLA. No pets. 1-year lease.

(213)626-7666.

WLA $750. 1-bed, spacious, carpet, drapes,

refrigerator built-in. Near Wilshire, no pets.

1261 Granville Ave. (213)626-6665.

WLA, $95(yMO 2-bedroom. Upper "penth-

ouse*. Cretf tecatlon, close to UCLA. 1-year

lease, no pets. (213)626-7866.

WLA, SINGLE, $465. Charming. Hardwood
floors. (213)276-1671.

WLA, bachelor, hot plate, refrigerator,

USOtmo., (213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1-BED^-BATH. 5
MIN. WALK TO UaA. FULL KITCHEN, A^,
WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $625—$925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700 (2 1 3)206-8661

.

FABULOUS 2BED/2BATH, $1040, den, ocean
view, jacuni, security. (213)626-5526

WLA, PK:CVLA CIENEGA. $750/mo. 2 bed-

room, stove, refrigerator, carpets. By appoim-
ment (213)279-2002.

Apartments Furnished 50

WESTWOOD: 1 bedroom, furnished,

$71 5-up, parting. Near UaA. 1 1069 Strath-

more, 1367 Midvale, open weekends.
(213)454-6211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/rT>c. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 624-0161.

WLA AREA. $565/nx>. Attractive furnished

single, kieal for students to share. Close to

LICLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4632.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1 AND 2 BEDROOM apartments. Ohio and

Sawtelle. $6S(Vmo. Vh miles to UCLA.
(213)477-5756.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa

Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.

$6e5/mo. 620-7049.

BRENTWOOD 2 Bedroom $850- $91 5. Ap-

pliances. Lease to two Zip 90025. Near

Wilshire UCLA. (213)626-6461.

BRENTWOOD, GIANT 2-bedroonV2-bath

Parking, laundry, a/c, $1200/mo.
(21 3)626-2260.

BRENTWOOD: $600. Sunny 1-bed upper,

balcony, built-ins, refrigerator. 1 1921 Goshen

Ave. Open 9-6. 626-7373.

BRENTWOOD WILSHIRE AREA. $1250
2b<V2ba CONOO. A/C, Fireplace, balcony,

lockMl building ar^l garagi^f?), »pplianrM,

pool, light, quiet. (213)553-6662.

LARGE 2- bedroom/1% -bath Security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

parking. No pets. $1050. 1500 Purdue.

(2 13)477-5256, (213)931 1 160.

OHKD AVENUE 2-bed, $695 Bullt-lns, pool,

quiet, garden-like, close to LXILA on bus route.

(213)477-9955.

PALMS: IBD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2 Bedroom, con-
vient location. $795. Eves (213)254-1565,
(213)275-1427.

SANTA MONICA/WESTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath
$1 100/month-Summer Special $950,
(213)477-8671 BRENTWOOD 2-bed/1-bath
it 2-bed/2-bath $895-950 (213)820-5810.

WESTWOOD, 2-bed duplex, 2-bath. carport.

Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator. 691 Kel-
ton. $1600-up. Open weekends.
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD/BEVERLY GLEN Large upper
2-bed/2-bath $1095. Balcony, refrigerator,

A/C, bright, close to UCLA. 392-9735.

WESTWOOD, 10757'A Wilkins at Selby, 2

stories, 2-bed/ IVa-bath. Great location.

475-4776.

WESTWOOD: 1 -BD. $745. Stove, refrigerator,

parking space. 600 Kelton Ave. Quiet students
welcome. 206-1625.

WESTWOOD, $1 250, 2-bed/2V, -bath. Town-
house style. New carpet/vertical blinds. All

amenities. (213)205-0294, (213)475-1256.

WISTWOOD: 2-BDyi-BTH. $1150. Stove,

refrigerator, parking space. 600 Kelton Ave.
Quiet students welcome. 208-1625.

WLA, large, clean l-bedroorrV 1-bath. Ap-
pliarKes, carpets drapes, refrigerator; near
UCLA, VA, buslines. $650. (213)476-7116.

WLA, 2-bedroom, $950, drapes & carpet,

convenient location, 1 -month free, 1 332 Wel-
lesley. (213)391-2874.

WLA $695 1 -bedroom. Walk to market/bus.

1242 Barry at Wilshire. Close to UCLA
(213)395-2903.

WLA $720 1 -bed/1 -bath. Carpet, drapes, re-

frigerator, balcony. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA. Single, $650/mo. One-bedroom,
$850—87(Vnf>o. Security building, 1 -month
free, parking; walk to UCLA, 1 450 Midvale.
(213)391-2674.

WLA 1 bed $850/mo, drapes, carpet,

parking,. Walk to UCLA 1450 Midvale.

(213)391-2674.

Apartments to Share 52

1 ROOM AVAILABLE IN 2-BED/l-BATH
NEAR WESTSIDE PAVILION. Non-srDoker
preferred. $420 + 1/2 utilities. Frank
475-0312, message.

FEMALE, SECURITY BUILDING, parking, A/C,

fireplace, two balconies, clean & bright.

$65(Vmo. Private room & bath. $325/mo. to

share. 1 2/3 month free. (213)479-4795
Esther.

GRAD STUDENT couple needs roommate to

share huge 2-be(V 2-bath, Brentwood. $550.
Utilities included. (213)626-2280.

PALMS. Own roorr^ath in 2-bedrrom apart-

ment. $425Ano. Security, dishwasher, h/C.

Donna (213)636-8727.

ROOMMATE WANTED: 2-bed/1-bath WEST-
WOOD apt. Spacious, sunny, plus free park-

ing. $512.5(ynr>o. Leave message: 470-8973.

SHARE 2-BED. APT. Ocean view. Sumnr>er

(longer?) Off Ocean Ave. In S.M. Non-smoker.
$450 util. (213)394-4313.

SHERMAN OAKS, $335.00 ^ utilities, own
room, balcony, air, (21 3)973-6054, near 405.

SPACKDUS 2-BED/1-BA, share wAemaie.
Available now, good location, ntu LXIA.
1245 Brockton. (213)820-5489.

UNPRETENTKXJS FEMALE AND CAT seek
female to share large 2-bedroom town apt.

beginning 8^15. Sax>ke o.k., $575/nf>o. 1615
Greenfield. (213)312-1296.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, BH adjacent (Sweet-

zer, north of Melrose). Professional woman
seeks nVf to share sunny, charming, quiet

modem apartment: 2-large bedrooms/2-full

baths with views. Security + parking. $575 >•

utilities. (213)655-2366.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: share large
2-bedroonV 2-bath with environmentalist. Pri-

vate patio, two cats, classical music. $575.
(213)206-3335.

WLA 2-becl2-ba, $387.50 + 'A utilities »
security deposit. Near markets, bus stops, fwys.

Sec bldg. (213)204-4226.

WLA: 3-BEDRC)OM + LOFT. New bldg. Huge
master bedroom. $60(Vmo. Washer/dryer.
Call Yukie 451-9402.

WLA. Non-snrH>king, quiet, responsible per-

son, prefer grad. Own room in 2BD/1BA.
$38(ymo -»^ deposit. (213)479-7294.

WLA. Close to UCLA. Neat non-smoking
female to share large single apartment. Sec-

urity. $295/mo. (213)473-3616.

Roommates 53

2-FEMALE SENKDR students seeking 2 females

to share 2-bedroom furnished apartment. Sec-

urity, 20-minute walk to campus. $365/nfx>.

Karen, 575-3310, 575-3532.

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. Fe-

male to share room. Very large. Security, pool,

laundry. $365, must see (213)620-0187.

BRENTWOOD TOWNHOUSE Large 2-».2, all

amenities, %9^\ir9, private Female, non
smoker. No dogs. $520 • futilities.

(213)620-1120.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2*2, parking, balcony,

female preferred. $33(VnfH>. includes utilities.

Suzanne 207-2766.

FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT looking for

female roommate, 2-bed/2bath, Brentwood
apt., $50(Vmo., Yasmine (213)207-5396

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: 2bd/2blh

apt. in Palms. Own room. Contact Erin at

(213) 280-0197.

FEMALE-STUDENT: Share spacious 1-bed-

r(Jom with 1 -person, jacuzzi/pool. 1 -block

from UCLA. ASAP. $40(Vmo. (21 3)208-51 31

.

FEMALE TO SHARE spacious one-bedroom
apt. w/ two others. Bright, clean, quiet,

furnished. Walk to campus. $307/mo.
208-6851.

LOVELY LARGE 4-BED HOME seeking room-
mates. Near Wilshire busline. All amenities,

full security. (213)965-0585.

MALE NEEDED to share room in 2-bed/ 2-bath

luxury apartment. $285/mo. 473-9038, after

5pm.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE. Rent, $320.00.

No deposit, one-bedroom, near V.A. hospital.

Parking. (213)478-2580, Angelica.

PALMS. Own room. Short term. 3-mile$ from

campus. $366.66/mo. -t- low deposit. Avail-

able Aug.15. (213)837-5949.

QUIET SPACIOUS WESTWOOD apartment

needs 1-male roommate to share 2-bedroom,

1-balh. Prefer grad student or professional.

Vi -mile to campus. $525/mo. + % utilities.

(213)475-1462.

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE to share furn-

ished, spacious condo. Private bedroom w/
balcony, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, tennis, security

parking. $525. (213)838-3521.

SANTA MONICA— own bedroom in large

3-bed apartment. 9 blocks from beach. Tony
458-0953.

SMOKER W/CATS NEEDS ROOMMATE -

room in MarVista townhome.
$387.50-»-util/dep. Available 8/15
213 397 4920

WEST HOLLYWOOD: old Spanish charm.

2-bd/2-bth. Privacy, patio, parking. $60a'nx>.

(213)874-3887. Available September 1.

WESTWOOD-SHARE 2-bed, 2-bath w/2
others. Fully furnsihed, parking. $443.75/mo.
Closest building to campus. (213)208-0200.

WbblWOOL), female non-smoker to share

room in 2-becU 2-bath. Security parking.

$395/mo. Available 9/1. (213)824-7902.

WESTWOOD: 2 males to share 2-bed/2-bath.

Two blocks from UCLA, parking, security,

pool. Available now. Rich (213)824-4678.

WESTWOOD, female to share 1 -bedroom.
Close to campus. $241.67/mo. Move-in
8^1-6/15. (213)624-0643

WESTWOOD- share room in spacious 2-»-2,

furnished, parking, walk UCLA, pool. Female
needed. $356. 206-4290.

YOUR OWN ROOM, WESTWOOD, SEC-
URITY BUILDING, LOCKED GARAGE, 1 FE-

MALE ROOMMATE. DISHWASHER, POOL,
A/C, FEMALES ONLY. $525. MELANIE
206-6135.

Room for Rent 54

2 FURNISHED BEDROOMS FOR RENT in

lovely family honr>e. Full household privileges.

Tennis courts, swimming pool r>earby. 5
minutes LK3.A by car. (213)474-9694.

2 ROOMS AND PRIVATE BATH in large,

3-bed apartment in Westwood. Close to cam-
pus. WXitmo. PH.D/GRAD student prefen'ed.

(213)477-7824.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA house, 624 Hilgard
Have board arvi room for 91-92 academic
year. Call Mrs. Roberts 208-7185.

BEVERLY GLEN AREA. 7 miles to UCLA. In

private honr>e. Separate entrance. Furnished.

Own bath. Microwave ar>d refrigerator. No
kitchen. Ont person only. No smoking. Quiet,

safe, view. $425/mo. (616)763-4525,
evenings.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
w/grad. Students. Kitchen privileges, washer/
dryer, pool. Need car. $450, utilities in-

cluded. Leave message. Abby (616)
763-5151.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent. $35(ymo. Female
only. (213)276-0622 6271 AirdrorT>e St Los
Angeles, CA. Between Robertson and La
Cienega Blvd.

BRENTWOOD, $375, 2-miles from campus,
private room, share bath, private entrance.

Unlimited parking. Quiet. (213)472-7451.

720 Hilgard Ave.
Room and Board for

Women Across the street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid per quarter)

(213)208-4151
CHEAP HOUSING, near campus, food, imme-
diate move-in. Leave message at

(213)624-5403 or (213)206-4914.

CULVER CITY-DOG WELCOMEI Room in

3-bdr/2-bath house. Family environnf>ent.

W/D, fenced yard, housekeeper/gardner. 15
min. commute! Available August 1

(213)627 4262.

FOR RENT: OWN ROOM in huge apt. $400.
ASAP. Close to campus. (2U)47J.2874,
(213)477-9391.

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT w/ private

bath. Use of kitchen, laundry, pool, cable TV.
Weekly cleaning provided. $475/mo.
(213)396-9626.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $90(yquarter. Women students.

Mrs. Solat (213)206-6931.

S4 Sublet 55

LARGE PRIVATE ROOM w^ath. Pool, park-

ing, $400 • utilities. Encino, off 405.
Available now. (818)784-5315.

MARINA DEL REY/VENKIE HOUSE, room for

rent. W/D, walk to beach, restaurants. Single,

$605 plus utilities. Double with private bath,

$700 plus utilities. (213) 578-2137.

OPPOSITE CAMPUS, attractive, quiet room,
refrigerator, private bath, parking, nice home,
mature non-smoking cat-lover. 472-7437.

PALMS room in 3-bed apartment, share bath.

M/F. Non-smoking. $355/mo. 9/1.
(213)836-6124.

PRIVATE HOME, 1-mile campus, room w/
bath ¥ privileges, $40(ymo, including utilities.

(213)470-2208.

ROOKV BATH, walk to UCLA, furnished,

kitchen privileges, no snr>oking, $375 utilities

included. (213)474-9905, am/pm.

ROOM FOR RENT. Furnished or unfurnished.

$45Q/rT»o., including utilities. Share bath, liv-

ing room, and kitchen. Residential area. Han-
cock Park, near 3rd and LaBrea.
(213)937-2124, (213)842-5225 (pager).

ROOM W/ BATH, kitchen privileges. First -•-

last nfwnlhs rent $380 Male onlv 653-7660.

SANTA MONK:a, w/ yard, private bath,

hardwood floors, W/D, cable t.v., parking

available, no smoking, pets. $575
+7. -utilities. (213)453-4115.

SANTA MONICA redecorated 2-bed, $400,

female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(213)394-2175.

SHARE 3-BEDRC)OM house, nice yard, fire-

place, 2738 Westwood Blvd. $45Q/mo, $450
security deposit, % -utilities. (213)470-4577,
Allen Of Denny.

SUMMER RATES available in well-kept frater-

nity house. Albert 208-0984.

SUNNY ROOM IN HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS.
Use of house, appliances, patio. $475/mo.
w/$400 deposit. (213)474-7294.

WESTWOOD, walk UCLA, private room/
bath, new security building parking, kitchen,

laundry. Available immediately. $50(Vmo.
(213)470-9709.

WESTWOOD. SSOO/MO. including utilities,

cable. Private, furnished room with skylight,

FrerKh windows, in beautiful hoor»e with pool.

On-street parking kitchen and laundry pri-

vileges, shared bath. (213)277-7664.

WESTWOOD in private home, furnished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer

close to campus. Male. $450. (21 3)474-71 22.

^^ A, $750. Own room in luxury apt. Valet

parking, 24 hr. security, includes utilities.

(213)441-1633.

430 KELTON. Top floor. Aug. 1 - Sept 1 or mid
Sept. $325. Call Julie (213)824-0693.

BIG FURNISHED ROOM in 3-bed WLA
house. Shared with 2 professionals. August— .

S45(ymo. (213)937-9246.

BRENTWOOD: sublet, large luxury furnished

1-bedroom. 1-3 months, $1100, negotiable.

207-5255.

FEMALE SUBLET to share. August-mid-

September. $325. 940 Tiverton. Medical

Center adjacent. A/C. 208-0603.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in 2-bed/2-bath

apt, Sept-Dec. Walking distance, pool/jacuzzi,

secured. $26(Vmo obo. (714)734-0325.

House for Rent 56

BARRINGTON/SANTA MONICA AREA,
3-bed/2-bath. $1 55(Vmo., Access to all public

transportation. 10-minutes from UCLA.
(213)473-1677, Ken.

BEL AIR. 2-bed/ 2-bath. Separate 1 -bedroom
guesthouse. Pool. Could be shared by students.

%2&0O/mo. (213)734-7989.

CULVER CITY, $1200/mo, 3-bedroom/
Vh -bath, patio, stove, refrigerator. Nice
area-1-block UCLA. Short-term.
(213)639-0796.

CULVER CITY— 3-bed/2V4 -bath, $1250.
Huge backyard and living room, newly remod-

eled, furnished if needed. (714)582-5414 or

(714)546-8657.

SHERMAN OAKS, $1400/MO, rustic

2-f2+den, yard, a/c, fireplace, quiet neighbor-

hood. (213)336-6214 days, (213)474-0313
evenings.

SHERMAN OAKS Prin^ Location. 5-bed/3-full

bath. Geofgcous new 2 story house. 2 car

garage. Monthly rent $2300. After 6pm
(818)784-1620.

VAN NUYS 2-BEDROOM/1 -BATH. New car-

pet, paint, appliances, garage, large yard. Pet

okay. $1 IOC/mo. (213)938-0234.

VENICE, $1250/mo, charming 1-bedroom
house, 4-blocks from beach. Eat in kitchen,

stove, quiet, wide streets. Patio and porch.

(213)301-2423.

MAR VISTA- AUGUST SUBLET, CHEAP,
CLEAN, SAFE, PARKING, LAUNDRY, MARK-
ETS, BEACH, SECURITY 306-7251 OR
839-3859.

MIDVALE PLAZA II: Spacious, pool & Jacuzzi.

Female to share for August. Calljill 208-5883.

NEAR UCLA. 4.weeks. August 19-September

20. 1-bedroom, furnished. $145 per week.

(213)477-5191.

SUBLET FOR SEPT. Steps to beach. MDR
Peninsula. 1 -bed in 2-bed/ 2-bath. Fully furn-

ished, laundry, parking, bart>eque. Non-
smoker, grad/ professional preferred.

$68(Vneg. Vi utilities. Call (213)306-0536.

<Birthdaor

A situation you had trouble hniiQiiuj

into focus loiil year could (all neatly into

place in the year ahead Do not give up
on this endeavor, it could turn out to t>e

siqniticani

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) You may huve lo
(leal with an individual today who tailed

to honor a promise Let bygones t>%kty-
genes and set a good example by (iilflll-

iMQ your commilmeni I eo. treat your-
bolt to a btilhday gift Send (or Leo s

Astro-Graph predictions lor Ihi; year
ahead by mailing $ I 25 plus a long, selt

addressed stamped erwelope to Astro
Graph, c/o this newspaper, PO Box
91428 Cleveland. OH 44101-3428 Be
sure to slate your 2odi<iC sign

VIRGO (Aug. 23-S«pl. 22) Even though
others may consider this a day that
should be devoted to leisurely pursuits,

you re not likely to (eel gralidod unless
you re doing somethir>g productive arnJ

positive.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) You re a good
student today, and what you learn you
will retain lo constructively use at a later
(Idle Cifcumstances and a wise com-
panion will be your teachers

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Continu
ously keep in mind the end results (or

which you re aiming today This will help
you overcome any obstacles thai may
temporarily impede your progress

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23-Oec. 21) l( you
ru&tate your c«»« today, someone
whose cooperation you ve t>ee() seek-
ing but haven't been at>s«) to a<.qutre can
be persuaded to support you.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19) Your
earning polenlial looks good in this cy-
cle, but you must l)e prepared lo work
(or what you hope lo receive Your com-
pensation will be proportionate to Itw
quality ol your pertormance

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20.Feb. 19) You have
good luadersitip qualtiit: > lodny. but
1l»ey are likely lo rwnMio donnani un-
less you are chaiu^nged i( this occurs
youi peers will aulomahcally look lo yo»j
lor direction

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) An oppor
luniiy that may appear lo be ol a limited
nature might come yo«jr w.iy today
through the good aubpicuu ol a Irieiul

Don I treat it indiKerently. il ctnild Imn
out big

ARIES (March 21-April 19) K your

hopes and expectations al this time are

realistic and practical, they II iiave ex
celtent charKes o( t>eing (uKilled Lei the

unproductive do the wishtui Ihinkiruj

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) In your
commercial dealings today, sliive to t>e

both (air and (irm l( you (eel you re end
tied to certain terms or concessions
don t settle (or anything less

GEMINI (May 21Jun« 20) You have
greater lortituJe and tenacity today
than you may reali2e However this will

become evident to you only i( you are
motivated to go alter something you
really want

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Something
beneficial might develop lor you today
by bmng m IhA right place .it thn right

time But even though chance will be a

key (actor, you 11 still have to earn your
reward

V

if.'imimieaivamummimi.Mm
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House for Rent

WLA. 2-bd/l-blh living room, dining room,
kitchen, backyard, garage. Close to UCLA.
$1290. (213)207-4704.

House to Stiore 57

2 MALES NEEDED TO SHARE 3-BEDROOM
HOUSE $258 -^DEPOSIT. CALL 474-3173
FOR INFO.

3-FEMALE STUDENTS NEEDED TO SHARE
4-BEDROOM HOUSE IN WESTCHESTER. (3

ROOMS AVAILABLE). $350-$450
(816)5711546.

SANTA MONICA $625+'A util, 2+2 w/yard,
excellent location, hardwood floors, washer/
dryer, cable TV, parking available, no smok
ing, peLs 453-4115

VENICE furnished, new carpet and nalnt,

washer/dryer, cable, quiet neighborh'jod, big
yard, non-smoker, utilities included. $550
450-2656

House for Sole 58

BEAUTIFUL CONTEMPORARY in Westches-
ter. Excellent condition, park setting like.

Private, spacious 3-bed/ IV4 -bath. $355,000.
Agent Cici (213)292-9085.

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartments, hardwood floors, 2-blocks to

^ c » c h
Santa Monica. Room to add on $495K
395-5212.

CULVER CITY. Great buy. 2-bedroom house +
separate rental unit with V« bath, pool, hard-
wood floor. Moving out of state. $295,000
(213)391-2944.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to
UCLA via Roscomare. 3+2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-
tly re-done. $567,890. Dave (818)783-6875.

WESTWOOD— 1727 Midvale. Walk to
UCLA. Living room with fireplace, den.
3-bed/27i bath, security system, 2-car de-
tached garage. Excellent condition. $755,000
BILL WAGNER (213)479-6919.

WHY COMMUTE? A nearby house for the
price of a condo! 325k for a fast close. 3 + 2 +
2dens. Great home office/studio or use as

S-bedroom. 2272 Overland, North of Pico.
Owner (213)470-8313.

LOOKING FOR A ^
HOME FOR YOUR^

Jj
FRATERNITY OR ^

g ORGANIZATION?
^

g Call 277-6813 g

House Exchange 59

TRADE YOUR LA DWELLING for our Berkeley
home. 9 months +. References
(415)524-1591.

Housing Needed 60

UCLA POST-DOC RESIDENT and wife want
long-term house sitting situation Clean, re-

sponsible, non-smokers, non-drinkers.
(213)441-4046

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD family seeks upper-classman
Of grad-student. Room, board, af>d car for 20
hr^wk. driving, emndi, help with 2 teenagers.

(213)393 4525

UCLA STUDENT TO WORK AFTERNOONS
child-care, driving in exchange for room &
board Private entrarKC & bath Weekends off

Must have car + insurance & references.

655-4963

Room for Help 63

LIVE-IN PT half day houseperson to do er

rands, handiwork in Beverly Hills home Offer

in exchange air-conditioned room, full bath,

furnished, cable t.v., local telephone use,

w/d,pool use, separate entrarKe from patio.

References, driver's licence required.

(213)273 2434, mornings 9am

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT Live in guest-

house Brentwood. 1 2Vi hrs/wk with 14

year old boy Partial board Drivinj^ sports,

helping with homework (213)472-2628

RETIRFD WOMAN NPEUS mature part-time

driver and companion in exchange for private

room, bath, kitchen privileges, use of tennis

courts and pool Four miles from UCLA Car
and references required (21 3)47S 677?

Townhouse for Sole 65

BEST OF WLA Bnnd new Townhouse
2-br+3ba+loft. At Sawtelle and Westminster

Four miles to UCLA AND to beach kieal for 3

adults or family. O^m:*) everyday 2 lu bprn.

472-3495

Townhouse for Rent 66

WESTWOOD: 3 LEVEL TOWNHOUSE
3-bd., 2-1/7 bd>., family room, 1 mile from

UCLA. $)97i^no. (213)472-8631.

56 Condos for Sole

1 -BEDROOM PENTHOUSE, 1 -block from
UCLA, village view, doorman building with
pool. $289,000. Call Broker (213)824-0453.

BRENTWOOD BY OWNER. Montana North
of San Vicente. New carpet, bathroonVkitchen
tile + paint. 1 -bed/1 -bath + den. Walk on to

large patio w/pool. Light -»- airy. $225k.
(213)826-9356.

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1 -bed/ 1 Vi -bath,

security, doorman. Wilshire/ Selby. $255K.
Gail 445-7778.

ONE-BEDROOM CONDO, freeway close to

UCLA. Marina Gateway, large, sunny, clean,

top floor unit in security building. Custom
closet. Euro-kitchen w/ microwave, dish-

washer. 2-parking places. Pool, spa, sauna,

weight room, lush landscaping. $159,000.
(213)398-2900, FS.B.O.

WALK TO UCLA. Wilshire High-Rise. 1-bd.

$159,500. 1+DEN $210,000, pool, doormen.
Agent— Prudence. (213)474-7265.

WESTWOOD, walk to campus, $239,000,
2-bed/ 2-bath, 5th floor. Marilyn
(213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD, $163,000, fabulous 1-bed/
1 -bath. Near UCLA in "The Colony." Must see!

Stark, C.B. (213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD. The Colony. Best value for

1 -bed/1 -bath unit. $147,500. Claire Coldwcll
Banker. (213)451-5471.

WHY PAY RENT? 1 -bedroom condo only

$98,000. 10-minutes to UCLA. Agent Julie

(213)838-1600.

Condos for Shore 68

CONDO TO SHARE WITH FEMALE, own
room and bath. $495/mo. Wilshire and Selby.

470-3082, teave message.

Condos for Rent 69

V» BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 -bed/1 -balh Condo.
Pool , spa, security elevator. $1 350/mo. Broker

(213)824-0453.

/J -lic\^«^N ov-LA. Ldige i-oeoroom. iunny
pool, spa, security, valet, doorman. Perfect

for 3 individuals. (213)931-3811.

SANTA MONICA $675. Condo for lease.

Quiet, sunny, 1 bedroom, new appliances,

private garage, near beach, UCLA. 453-8633

SHERMAN OAKS adjacent, 3+2 condo. Pool,

C/A, security, $1000. (818)766-8253.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/2V, -BA, furnished.

Walk to UCLA, security, parking, pool. $1400
or $750 for single. A.j. (21 3)824-3938.

WESTWOOD, $1500/MO. 2-bed/2-bath
walking distance UCLA. Beautiful, bright,

3 large balconies and more. Security building,

pool, Jacuzzi, sauna. (213) 312-9410.

WLA, $120(VMO., 2-bedroorr\/2 1/4 balh,

central A/C, W/D inside, 1 805 Barrington Ave.
Also available 3-bedroonV2-bath, $1100,
3704 South Bent ley.

Guest House for Rent 70

BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE with rustic

charm, privacy and use of well-maintained
garden. Full kitchen, bath, fireplace. Newly
repainted/ carpeted. Walking distance San
Vicente Blvd. $115(Vmo, includes utilities,

parking and use of washer/ dryer. Diane
(213)653-6190, (213)476-4947.

CHARMING WLA guesthouse 2-rooms, bath,

kitchen, skylights, yard. $1100/mo.
(213)444-9787.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACK3US YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything—
fully equipped— reasonable rates.
(818)785-1028

Misc. Sport Activities 78

RACQUETBALL LESSONS by UCLA racquet

ball instructor. $2CVhr.— group rates. Call Rick

(213)208 7759

Child Core 90

WESTWOOD L/C day care Learn thru play

Meals, FT/PT, eves, weekends. Refs.
(213)4 70-6829

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We all do but auto insurance is

required by law' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510
-— 8EST PRICE IW8 AGEWGV

Movers/Storage 94

IFRRY'S rrwving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able Jerry (213)391-5657.

The Careful Mover
Houses. Apartmonts, Offlcos,

local and Long distance

Small |obt welcome
(213)31^1236——1>——^—

67 Movers/Storage 94 Personal Service

TOM'S MOVING SFRVICF DrPrNHABLC,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

RFSFARCH MFTHOfX)! OCIST. 70 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96 Services Offered 96

P.C. CONFUSION?
Can.

Fi JHELP
Personal Computer Services
SPECIAL RATES
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
AND STAFF!!

V

(bTsT

999-4485
New User Assistance
Software Support & Training
System Setup
Productivity Training
Word Processing
LAN Setup/Admin
Desktop Publishing
Programming
Hard Disk Back-up
Component Purchase Advice
Spread Sheet Design
Hard- / Soft-ware Evaluation
Graphics
Presentations
Forms Design

veil KKPAIIC
VRWIK KSTIMATKS

Also repair Audio, Video & Musical
Instruments

West LA STUDIO SERVICES
(213)478-7917 Visa/MC

BEAR*S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D
(2I3)47(V6662

WRITING, EDITING, TUTORING
RESEARCH

Days, Nights, Weekends
Overnight Service Available
PhD Gives Fast Accurate Help

All Subject Areas

(213)476-0114

Services Offered 96

CLEANING SERVICE. Efficient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

MOR & MOR PAINT- Interior/Exterior paint-

ing. Free estimate. Wall-paper removal.
License #609595 (818)904-5787,
(818)708 0670.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Undergradu-
ate, graduate, PH.D. Any style/requirement.

(213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-4193.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BKXOCY, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages,

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)841-4438.

ENaiSH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-
ciation, reading comprehension, writing.

$2Q^r. (213)393-0510.

FRENCH LESSONS: by -xpcrienced native

teacher. Also: interpreting, translations, voice-
overs, claMcs, and tour guide. (21 3)476-5822

MATH. STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN
ALL LEVELS FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

MATH TUTOR specializing in finite math
instruction (Ma2); LJCLA grad, reasonable
rates. Call (213)396-8617 leave message.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS
FOREIGN LANGUAGES CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747-5118

Tutoring Needed 99

TUTORING WANTED FOR 6 YEAR OLD
BOY ENGLISH (READING & WRITING)
NATIVE SPEAKER. SKVHR. (213)470-0758,
OTAKE.

Typing 100

ABSOLUTELY PROOPFD' Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)788 9885.

ACE TYPIST Speed typing WP, Spellcheck
Laser printer. Fonts. Guaranteed. Sepulveda-
Monfana 7n 476 7R79

A+! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

lion fAX THE WORD PLACE
(213)682 8006, (818)994-1094

(XXTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resiifT>es,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597. fax 470-1064.

Typing 100

AAA-MAZING TYPIST RIGHT in Westwood
Village! Quick, REASONABLE TYPING &
PROOFING— papers, resumes, scripts, ANY-
THING! (213)208-1704.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,
dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303.

PROF. EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations,
term papers, all papers. Long time for UCLA.
Virginia (213)820-0130.

THE FINISHED WORD— papers, theses, re-

ports, dissertations, resumes, cover letters.

Fast, accurate. In Encino. (818)342-9140.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-
wooH(?nuf.6- 7 ftae

.

WORDPROCESSING/ IBM-PC: term papers,
theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/ Sepulveda. (21 3)397-971 1

.

WORD PROCESSINQTYPING/SECRETARIAL
SERVICES- fast-efficient-reliable-reasonable-

punctuation & grammar. FAX available
(818)22^-6444.

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
© Premium Quality Services @

Text & Graphics

(213)298-5309

(213)287-1198

Reasonable Rates »»»»»

Contact
s at™

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly
written by experienced Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES, 2-hr service. Our clients
get resulU. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Trovel 105

LOWEST RT AIRFARES
FROM LAX/MN/BfOON SHORT NOTCt

•8£AnL£$2&o imoaH%m
-HPM YO«K t36S <MGOHtn91^^^ *'•• •fURISA^IfNNA $7M
liiJ'O* M«> FRANKFURT t7h9
•****"L* t^f> •AMSTERa«M $749
•TOKYO tfin •GENEVA/ZURICH tTki

OTHER OOMESTIC/Wri MRISAVAH CALL FOR t WAY

BARNEY'S TRAVFX
(213)382-9161

95 Autos 109

Travel Tickets 106

RT PLANE TICKET. LAX to SFO,
Aug.15-Sept.21. $60. Patty (213)208-1 1 20

'

1
Autos for Sole 109

1977 FORD T BIRD. V^hile and maroon, fully

loaded, excellent running condition, rebuilt
engine $1650. (818)986-1931

1988 MAZDA 626, 4-door, auto, A/C, AM/FM
cassette, new tires, alarm, low mile* (33K)
Original owner, excellent condition
$850(yobo (213)398-4955

'88 SUBARU lUSTY GL 4X4, $450(Vobo.
S-speed. air, sunroof, AM'FM stereo 26k
mWti. (213)206-0423.

ALFA ROMEO SPORT SEDAN 1977, 4-dr

,

sunroof Great condition $3850. Call before
12 noon (213)301-9482

FIAT 174 ^nrt rm,p0. 1971 Rod, excellent
condition $120(yobo. (213)459-9540.

HONDA CIVIC CRX, '85, $3400. Automatic,
good condition (818)843 8214 .

HONDA CRX SI 1988. Red, excellent condi-
tion, 38,000m, 5-sp, VC, sunroof, 1989 FM/
AM^cass., ail service records. $8,500 obo
Call Mike (213) 933-6980

TOYOTA SUPRA 1987. Blue, mint condition.

Low miles. $12,000/obo. Call Jessica

(818)884-2870.

VOLKSWAGON CABRIOLET 1985. 5-speed,

AK, stereo. Excellent condition. $6500.
(213)662-7067.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1971, Red, runs well,

dents, UCLA Instructor must sell. $950 obo
(213)977-0878.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

82' KAWASAKI KL 250 18K miles, good
condition. Must sell! Going back home.
George (213)824-2048 $800!

KAWASAKI EX500 1988. 13k. Immaculate,
$1500. See it, you will buy it. Jeff

(213)208-4512.

Scooters for Sale 115

1983 YAMAHA RIVA 180. Electric start, new
battery, rebuilt carb, freeway legal. $60(Vobo.
(213)454-3496.

1985 YAMAHA RIVA 180Z. Excellent condi-
tion, $1,40(yobo. (213)473-3796.

1986 HONDA AERO 50 low mileage.
$45(yobo. Call Todd (213)207-1485.

1990 YAMAHA 2VMA II. 2-seater, great

condition. Just tuned. Graduated, must sell.

$850/obo. Patty (213)208-2320.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

ELITE 80 1987. Bought new in 1989. Looks,
runs great. Helmet, lock, basket. $800.
479-0014.

ELITE 80, 1987. Great condition. Helmet, lock,

locker, extras $900/obo. (213)208-5505.

HONDA ELITE 150 DELUXE, RED, PERFECT
CONDITION, VERY SMOOTH, VERY FAST.
$1095/OBO. CALL NOW! JIMMY 208-8135.

HONDA ELITE 150, excellent condition, red
new tires, tune-up. Selling w/ basket, helmet.

cover. $140(yobo. (213)459-4810.

RED HONDA ELITE 80, '86, 2-person, w/
helmet. Excellent condition. Must sell.

$80(Vobo. Teny (213)860-4089.

YAMAHA 1252, 1987. 1,861 miles, good
condition, $1200. After 6, weekdays,
(213)774-8166.

YAMAHA ZUMA II, 1990, $1300, excellent

condition, blue, good transportation. Must sell.

(213)973-2182, leave message.

Off-Campus Parking 120

PARKING AVAILABLE FOR ALL YEAR-
excellent deal! (816)344-7162. ,

Furniture for Sale 126

BREAKFAST TABLE, coffee table, couch and
loveseat, and other household accessories.

Perfect corviition Cheryl (213)938-4112.

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290. MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160. (21 3)821-0729

CLEAN REFRIGERATOR, $10C/obo. Comfy
white sofa, $75/obo. (213)208-4908,
(818)998-1468.

FURNITURE FOR SALE: SOFA, DESK, DI-
NETTE SET, BOOK CASE. REASONABLE
(213)825 9677 EXT.822.

HOME/ OFFICE computer table, 48Lx30W,
excellent condition, walnut veneer. $55/obo.
Trina (213)825-0768.

MUST SE L: FUTON MATTRESS & platform
bed. Excellent condition. $50/obo
851-7478.

REFRIGERATOR IV, year old Westinghouse,
17 cubic ft. $350/obo. Laura 208-6364.

TWIN BED, great condition, includes frafT>e,

box spring, mattress. $10(yobo. Must sell. Call
(213)824-0189

TWIN BED, X-LONG MATTRESS, built-in
drawers. Great condition $100/obo Call
Andy (213)208-5042

Misc. For Sale 128

MINOLTA XG9 35mm SLR. 3 lenses- 1 normal
and 2 zooms. Carrying case and strap, plus
many extras Excellent condition. $.30(yobo.
(213)477 9204.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

PANASONK: portable compact disk player,
1991 model SLNP12. Brand new. neyfer used!
$75. (213)477-9204.

Typewriter/Computer 134

EPSON EQUITY \^, 286, 20 MB, loaded with
Microsoft Works, Word Perfect 5 0, Lotus
1-2-3, Publish h. Sidekick, Quicken, with
LQBOn printer. $1100. (213)397 5805.

IBM PV2 MODEL 50. 30MB hard-drive. 1.44
floppy, lots of software ^ printer. $145(yobo.
(213)876-4186.

MACINTOSH PLUS MONITOR, keyboard,
external drive, Imagewriter II, mouse, includ-
ing tofiwarr & plastic cover, jaixv'ubo.
(818)789 9979

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

yourself! ! (818)994-1188

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/nf>o. Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286.
386 systenr>s available, (213)931-4207.
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Ex-Bruin Pugh doubles his tennis pleasure
By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

At first glance, one would be
extremely hard-pressed to classify

the tennis career of Jim Pugh as a
success.

Pugh, who was an All-Ameri-
can at UCLA in 1983-84, is

currently ranked No. 218 in the

world in singles. He has only won
one singles tournament in his six

years on the professional tour.

Yet Jim Pugh is a household
name in tennis circles. Last year he
made over $400,000 in prize

money, and represented the United
States in the Davis Cup, the most
prestigious tennis tournament in

the world.

Fortunately for Pugh, tennis

doesn't consist solely of singles

tournaments. Pugh is one of the top
doubles players in the game, and
along with partner Rick Leach
forms arguably the best doubles
team in the world.

While it*s great having an
incredible doubles career, it can be
hard being tagged as only a
doubles player.

**I have to accept the fact that

many people know me as a doubles
player," Pugh said. "I have been
ranked as high as No. 37 in singles,

which I think is pretty impressive.

"Back then it used to bother me
a little more, but now that I am only
ranked No. 218. I can accept it,"

Pugh added,

Pugh*s doubles career took off

when he paired with Leach, who
played collegiate tennis at USC, at

the 1988 AustraUan Open.
"Rick and I have been friends

since we were kids," said Pugh,
who grew up in Southern Califor-
nia. "We had played a few doubles
tournaments before the Australian
Open, but never consistently.

"Rick and I decided to team up
for the Australian Open, and we
won it, the whole thing. After
winning a grand slam tournament,
we didn't have to wonder about
whether or not we should play
together some more in the future,"
Pugh added.

Since 1988, Pugh and Leach
have dominated the doubles scene
in professional tennis.

They have won two Australian
Open titles, a Wimbledon title,

finished second at the U.S. Open,
and played Davis Cup for two
years in a row.

When asked to explain what
makes Leach and himself such a
successful doubles team, Pugh
seemed at a loss for words.

"I don*t really know. We just
seem to have a sense of knowing
where our partner is going to be,"
Pugh said. "We have reaUy good
communication, and we know
when we need to pump each other
up."

Pugh returned to his collegiate

stomping grounds at UCLA last

week for the Volvo tennis tourna-
ment

The tournament was a typical

one for Pugh. Despite losing in the

first round of the singles, Pugh
advanced into the finals of the

Juublcs competition, which was
held late Sunday night.

However, since Leach had a
prior commitment which pre-

PARI BEAUTY SALON
Remove your unwanted hair

with 1007o Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing $ 3
Half legs wax !"!."."!!!. $10
Underarm '"'

$ 3
Am^ »;»;;"Z";$i2
Up wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10
European Facials .'.* $25

1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325
Open Sundays

JotUntt/ies
^

oru'tllske'^

GENERAL AND
COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
• TOOTH BONDING 478-0363

• Fix chipped,stained or broken teeth
• Nitrous Oxide Laughme ("us

• C>edit Cards, Checks -.wyd hisurancc Forms welcome

Larrv Friedman. D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1442 Wesnvood Blvd. (benveen Wilshire (k Santa Monica)

vented him from playing in the

tournament, Pugh played doubles
with Javier Frana.

"It*s different when Tm not
playing with Rick," Pugh said. **I

know what shots Rick is going to

hit, and he knows what shots I will

hit"

Although Pugh didn't play at the

Los Angeles Tennis Center while
he was at UCLA, he considers this

tournament a homecoming of
sorts.

**Il*s great being back at

UCLA," Pugh said. "The two
years at UCLA were really impor-
tant to me. You need to grow up,

and UCLA developed social skills

for me."

Despite all of the tournament
wins, nothing has meant more to

Pugh than playing in the Davis
Cup.

"Playing in the Davis Cup really

meant a lot to us," Pugh said. "We
were really eager to play, because
that's what you dream about when
you are a kid.

*There is a certain mystique
about the Davis Cup. I consider it

the ultimate honor to represent

your country," Pugh added.

Pugh and Leach will play for the

U.S. againsi: Germany in the

semiHnals of the 1991 Davis Cup
in September.

Despite his lack of success at

singles, Pugh has certainly enjoyed
an impressive career as a tennis

player.

"In college, I was just thinking

about making a living playing
tennis," Pugh said. "This is Uke
hving in a fantasy world."

Jim Pugh, regarded as one of the world's best doubles players,
reached the finals of the Volvo doubles tournament on Sunday.

Summ^*^tiamber festival

O^gCCJgCERTS
^B^^rfigj^^rgKan, Room 1 100

^

^•^ 1 :D0 pra^# Every Monday and Thursday'^

TODAY:

A duo-piano recital with Jo Anne Pearce-Martin
and Gavin Martin. Program will include works by:
Favre, Chopin, Liszt, Rachmaninoff, and Lambert.

FINAL CONCERT THURSDAY, AUGUST 8

Program will include Ragtimes for Percussion
Ensemble, Renaissance Music for Brass, and
Haydn's Emperor String Quartet.

ME HENPY J oWUMAN

Presented by the Henry J Brumon
Educational Foundation. Sunnmer
Sessiorfi, the Center for the
Performing Arts, the Student
Committee for the Arts, the Music
Deportment and the UCLA Librories

Call 825-4401 for more information

SUMMER
CHAMBER

r I

ADVERTISE IN THE

SUMMER BRUIN

825-2161
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Sampras way to championship
Local star beats Gilbert in finals

of Volvo Tournament at UCLA

MEL MIRANDA
Pete Sampras used his booming serve to win the Volvo Tennls/Los Angeles tournament. It was the
fourth career title for the defending U.S. Open champion.

By Greg Jones
and Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

After playing a week of nearly

flawless tennis, Pete Sampras
became the champion of the
Volvo-Tennis Los Angeles louma-
menl at UCLA Sunday afternoon
by defeating Brad Gilbert 6-2, 6-7

(7-5), 6-3.

No.2-seed Sampras, who had
not lost a set in the tournament
until the final match, utilized a
blistering serve and powerful
passing shots to topple No. 4-seed
Gilbert.

"It was an important win for me
today, as my confidence is really

up now,*' Sampras said. "To leave
Los Angeles without losing a
match makes me real happy."

Sampras' powerful serve,
clocked as high as 120 miles per
hour, set the tone in the first set.

While holding serve fairly easily

throughout the first set, Sampras
broke Gilbert twice to lake the set

6-2.

As a result, Gilbert decided to

change his playing strategy in the

second set, and charged the net
more often.

"I was really coming to the net a
lot more. Since I was being
cruised, I figured that maybe I

should try to do something diffe-

rent,*' Gilbert said.

Gilbert's more aggressive style

and lack of total concentration on
Sampras* part resulted in Gilbert's

winning of the second set in a
tiebreaker.

"I breezed through the first set,

and I did let him back into the

match in the second set. I lost my
concentration and the crowd
started pulling for him,** Sampras
said.

However, Sampras came back

strong for the third and final set.

After both players held serve for

the first five games, Sampras used
a pair of backhand passing shots to

break Gilbert and take a 4-2 lead en
route to winning the set 6-3.

In all, it was a very strong

tournament for the pride of Palos

Verdes, who is coming back from
injuries and is currently gearing up
to defend his U.S. Open title.

"I never really had any doubts

about myself because of the

injuries. I've always known that I

have a good game and that I am a

good player,** Sampras said.

Gilbert advanced to the finals by
upsetting the tournament* s top

seed and No. 2 player in the world,

Stefan Edberg, 7-6 (7-2), 6-7 (7-1),

6-4, in the semifinals Saturday.

Edberg played with a sore knee,

which bothered him so much that

he almost defaulted the match
during the second set

Gilbert actually had a match
point on his own serve in the

second set, but Edberg then won
three straight points to break
Gilbert and even the set at 5-5.

In the final set, both players held

serve until the last game. Trailing

4-5. Edberg lost the first three

points on his serve, giving Gilbert

three match points.

Gilbert immediately gave two of
the points back, as he twice missed
easy passing shots, before hitting a
forehand winner down the line to
end the match.

Sampras had a relatively easy
trip to the finals, as the only seeded
player he had to face was eighth

seed Amos Mansdorf in the quar-
terfinals.

In the semifinals Sampras elimi-

nated Stefano Pescosolido, who
had upset No. 3-seed Michael
Chang in the second round.

Henderson ieaves UCIA for national team
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

Bruin midfielder and World
Cup veteran Chris Henderson was
expected to sign a one-year con-
U-acl with the United States Soccer
Federation this past weekend and
will not return to UCLA for his

final two years of college eligibili-

ty.

Henderson, who has been play-
ing with the U.S. National team
since before the 1990 Worid Cup.
said that the multiple responsibih-
ties of pursuing his undergraduate
degree and playing for the Bruin,
Olympic and World Cup programs
was simply too much.

"For my future m soccer and
development as a player, it's best
for me to play on the national
team," Henderson said m a phone
interview from Philadelphia,
where the U.S. team is preparing to

play Sheffield, England, on Wed-
nesday.

"It's really tough to go to school
and play for UCLA and play for

the national team. I can't give l(X)

percent to everything."

Henderson, who would have
been a third-year junior for UCLA

this season, will not be eligible for

college competition under NCAA
regulations after he signs with the

USSF. He had been expected to

start at his familiar left midfield

position for the new season, one in

which the Bruins will defend their

national title.

"I lose my eligibility, and (the

USSF) is my employer for the next

year," said Henderson, who came
to UCLA from Evereu, Wash. "I

have to go whenever I'm called to

play."

Originally, Henderson had
planned to leave UCLA after this

upcoming season to concentrate on
the run to the World Cup with the

national team, but too many
responsibilities were gnawing at

him and diluting his ability to

perform at his highest level in

each.

"It's not his decision but the

timing which is upsetting," UCLA
head soccer coach Sigi Schmid
said. "He has U) do wlial he lliinks

is best for him."

Henderson's older brother, Pat,

has been assisting him in contract
negotiations, which was to be
signed "over the (past) weekend."
Henderson himself was not sure of

his salary for the full year, but he
said that players under contract by
the USSF earn "$25-50,000" per

year.

In Henderson's place, Schmid
said that Paul Ratcliffe or Hender-
son's younger brother Sean may
move into the now-open left

midfielder position.

"When we lose Chris, we lose

his work rate and we lose his

experience," Schmid said. "We
also lose a very effective offensive

weapon. In two years, we've come
to rely on him, and that means that

everyone else has to play better

now."

"He would have been our go-to

guy, and now players like Cobi
Jones and Joe-Max Moore will

have to step up in clutch situa-

tions."

Henderson will retain close

connections with the UCLA prog-
ram. His brother Sean plays on the

Bruin soccer team, and he will be a

sopiioniure this season.

Henderson also said that earning

his degree is important to him, and
he may lake some classes at UCLA
during the fall.

"It's lough, but Sigi (Schmid)
has been really good to me. and

I'm going to miss playing with all

the guys," Henderson said.

**UCLA has the best soccer prog-
ram around."

In Henderson* s first year with
the Bruins, he scored three goals

and notched seven assists and
earned a spot on the Soccer
America All-Freshman team. Last
season, he converted five goals and
added five assists, winning All-

America honors.

Henderson earned a starting

position on the World Cup team
this past December and assisted

America*s only goal in a l-l tie

against Ireland last June. He also
played with former UCLA mid-
fielder Paul Caligiuri in the CON-
CACAF Gold Cup in the Los
Angeles Coliseum last month. The
U.S. upset Mexico, 2-0, en route to
winning the continental champion-
ship against Honduras.

X II

C Chris Henderson
**************

IMMiMlMMMM

1989: 3 goals, 7 assists.

Soccer America All- Freshman Team

1990: 5 aoals, 5 assists.

All-America honors
Starter at left midfielder on NCAA champion
UCLA team. ^

Youngest player on U.S. World Cup team which
qualified for Italia '90.

1991

i

Assisted on U.S. goal in 11 he against Ireland in
June.

^!2;if.^l'?^
midfield for U.S. Nohonol team in

CONCACAF Gold Cup in Los Angeles
Forgoes lost two years of eligibility to sign
contKict with U.S. Soccer Federation, and leaves
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UCLA'S ZBT
2iid in country
UCLA's Zeta Beta Tau

fraternity garnered honors last
month as the second best
chapter out of 1 10 ZBT chap-
ters nationwide.

The fraternity was selected
based on community service,
sports, academic and rush
activities by judges not affil-

iated with the fraternity. The
judges examined applications
submitted by participating
chapters at the end of the
academic year.

UCLA's ZBT won five first-

place awards, including most
improved rush and most out-
standing chapter president for
Jason Matlof, last year's presi-
dent.

Inside

Student media
get educated
The UCLA Alumni Associ-

ation voted to create an educa-
tional program for student
media that will encourage them
to cover their diverse campus
more sensitively.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Hypocrisy isn't

ameritiiadge
Columnist Pei-Chi Chang

takes aim at the Boy Scouts of
America's discriminatory and
dishonest policies.

See page 10

Arts & Entertainment

Van Damme
on Van Damme

Action star Jean-Oaude Van
Damme speaks frankly on his

place in the Hollywood system.
He's still just an economy
model next to Sly and Arnold.

See page 12

Sports

Shooting star
Rehema Stephens was hotter

than hot in Taiwan as she led a

group of Pac-lO all-stars to

third place in an international

basketball tournament.

See page 24
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ASUCLA director to join private firm
By Michael Lawrence
Sumnner Bruin Staff

An ASUCLA director responsi-
ble for overseeing student facili-

ties, including earthquake safety
renovations, announced Tuesday
that he will leave his post at
UCLA.

After serving more than 13
years as student union director,

Mark Panatier said he will step
down in early September to join a
private company.
No details about who will fill

Panatier's position have been
released. And Jason Reed, ASU-
CLA 's executive director, was
unable to comment because he is

involved in "vacation projects."

"It was a very difficult deci-
sion," said Panatier, 41. "It's truly

a terrific place to work. Although I

was not an alumnus, I feel like
one."

Panatier will join A.F. Gilmore,
a firm which owns and operates
Farmer's Market - an open-air
shopping area located in the
Fairfax district.

As student union director,
Panatier oversaw the maintenance,
renovation and construction of all

ASUCLA faciUties such as the
North Campus Student Center,
LuValle Commons and Ackerman
Union.

Although he is leaving at a time
when Kerckhoff Hall and Acker-
man Union are about to undergo
major seismic upgrades, Panatier
said he does not think his departure
will affect construction projects.

See PANATIER, page 9 Mark
SUZANNE STATES/Sumrmr Brutn

A young girl plays a sponge-throw game on IM Field during the Bruin Kid circus last Thursday afternoon.

Kidding around
MEL MIRANDA

Bmin Kids enjoy day^amping dirough

"rm especially proud

of the teen program.

To send O-year-olds

to camp is pretty

tough."

Devon Smith
Project assistant

By Brigltte Brady

If rock climbing or pretend-
ing to be a mad scientist sounds
hke your idea of summer fun,

you have to be under the age of
17 to participate — at least to

participate with the Bruin Kids.

Bruin Kids, a program for

children between the ages of 18
months and 17 years, includes
day camps with various themes.
In one camp, children from

seven to 12 years old play mad
scientists and watch a circus.

"It's fun here. There's a lot of
neat stuff to do, like swimming
and tennis," said Sasha, a
seven-year-old camper.

The program, run by
UCLA's Cultural and Recrea-
tional Affairs Department, also

provides day care, workshops
and lessons for the children of
the UCLA community.

The day camps are designed

summer
for five- to 12-year-olds with
prices ranging from $170 to

$315 depending on the subject
and length of the program. In

Bruin Kids Expo, 13- to 17-

year-olds can attend workshops
ranging from animation to
swimmmg. These classes run
from $45 to $285. Recreation
card holders get a discount.

Bruin Kids has existed as a
non-profit organization since

See KIDS, page 7

Still a long road to

.

Arab, Israeli leaders will both
attend talks, but friction remains
By BIrgit Rasmussen
Summer Bruin Staff

Few people expected key Arab
and Israeli leaders to agree to
attend a Middle Eastern peace
conference one year after Iraq's

invasion of Kuwait started the
furor that became the Persian Gulf
War.

Local community members.

UCLA students and a political

science professor applaud the

move toward communication. But
aiiliough liic icgioii seems closer U)

peace than ever before, they
remain skeptical about ihe pros-

pects of an immediate solution.

Basil Abdclkarim, a Palestinian

student at UCLA, warns that it is

loo eariy to celebrate because the
negotiations will be complex.

strained and lengthy.

A peace agreement might take
many years to materialize, agreed
Steven Spiegel, a UCLA political

science professor. However, "the
fact that the Israelis and the
Syrians are sitting down together is

a big move," he said.

tgypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi
Arabia, the Gulf sutes and even
Syria Israel's staunchest enemy— have all agreed to attend peace
talks. And when Israel found itself

the lone objector, it too agreed to
sit down at the negotiating table.

"(The Arab countries) are lalk-

"The fact that the

Israelis and the Syrians

are sitting down
together is a big move."

Steven Spiegel
Political Science Professor

ing to us, and that recognition is

what we wanted," said Julie
Gruenbaum, editor-in-chief of

See CONFERENCE, page 7
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FRKE .'ARKl.NC. ClSHlOM-I) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENLNGS
CLASSES

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY

(CLEAR/COLOR) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (6 mo supply). ..$79 SET

CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.
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very Monda

TODAY:

Members of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Institute

Program: Renaissance Music for Brass

Ragtimes for Percussion

l-iaydn Emperor Quartet

THANK YOU FOR AHENDJNG THE CONCERTS,
AND PLEASE JOIN US NEXT YEAR.

:i<e HENRY J Di^UMAN

Presented by the Henry j. Bruman
Educational Foundation. Summer
Sessions, the Center for the
Performing Arts, the Student
Committee for the Arts, the Music
Department and the UCLA Libraries.
Call 825-4401 for more information.

SUMMER
CHAMBER
FESTIVAL

Princeton

the first and last

words in LSAT,

GIVIAT, and GRE
preparation.

Review
(213)474-0909
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Axl Rose chained with

assault in July 2 riot

United Press International

CLAYTON, Mo. — Singer Axl

Rose of the rock band Guns N'

Roses was charged Wednesday

with assault and property damage

in last month's riot at a band

concert.

Rose was charged with four

misdemeanor counts of assault and

one misdemeanor count of prop-

erty damage, said SL Louis County

Prosecuting Attorney Robert

McCulloch. Bond was set at

$10,000.

No other members of the band

or its entourage were charged,

McCulloch said.

"These are assaults we've
charged (Rose) with committing

on three members of the audience

and one security guard," McCul-
loch said.

The property damage charge

stemmed from hundreds of dol-

lars* worth of damage to Rose's

dressing room at the Riverport

Amphitheatre in Maryland
Heights, a suburb of St. Louis.

Guns N* Roses left the stage at

the Riverport Amphitheatre during

a concert late July 2, triggering a

riot by thousands of fans that

injured dozens of patrons and
police officers.

The fans became enraged when
Rose, 29, dived into the crowd and
allegedly assaulted a patron who
had been taking his picture, and the

band left the stage. Hundreds of

police were called to quell the riot,

*The assault charge stems from
the dive into the crowd," the
prosecutor said. "(Rose) appa-
rently went into the crowd intend-
ing to assault one of the
individuals, landed on top of
several others and then hit a
security guard on the way back up
to the stage.*'

Maryland Heights Police Chief
Neil Kurlander said he was pleased
charges were filed against Rose.
"He lit the fuse that created this

riot, and only he could have pulled
this fuse out and stopped it,"

Kurlander said "He didn't opt to

do that."

A warrant was issued Wednes-
day for Rose's arrest, McCulloch
said. He said he had spoken to the
singer's attorney in Los Angeles
and told him of the charges, but
that the attorney said he had not
spoken to Rose.

Each of the assault charges
carries a maximum penalty of one
year in jail and a fine of $1,000,
while the property damage charge
is punishable by up to six months
in jail and a $500 fine.

McCulloch said he expected
Rose to return to St Louis County
to £ace the charges.

Police used tear gas and fire

hoses to break up the crowd. The
violence resulted in about
$200,000 in damage to the

amphitheatre, which opened in

June.

Iran enters effort to help
quench Kuwaiti oil fires

United Press International

CAIRO, Egypt — Iranian fire-

fighting experts joined the battle

Wednesday to extinguish hun-
dreds of oil wells set ablaze in

Kuwait by Iraqi troops retreating

from the emirate in the last hours
of the Persian Gulf War.

Iran's Islamic Republic News
Agency, quoting an Oil Ministry
spokesman, said a 47-member
team has been assigned to put out
28 burning wells, all located in the
Burgan area south of Kuwait City,
within a year.

"All necessary equipment and
devices needed by the Iranian
experts have already been shipped
to Kuwait," the spokesman, Mahdi
Husseni, said.

Many of Kuwait's estimated
900 wells were set afire by Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein's sol-
diers as the U.S.-led coalition
began driving them out of the
emirate in late February.
The Iranian spokesman said the

team will "take part in fire-

combatling operations in other
parts of the emirate" if they finish

their initial assignment ahead of
schedule.

Also helping put out the costly

fires across Kuwait are firms from
the United States, Canada, China
and Romania.

Kuwaiti Oil Minister Hmoud
Abdullah al Rugba said Tuesday
that 273 burning oil wells have
been extinguished since firefight-

ing experts began their job in

March of trying to snuff the blazes.

Husseni said crude oil leaking
from each burning well in Burgan,
Kuwait's largest oil field, is

estimated at 100,000 barrels a day.

He declined to give any figure

on what Kuwait will pay for

extinguishing the 28 wells beyond
saying that "it equals with that of
other companies."

Iran fought oil well fires set

during the 1980-1988 Iraq-Iran

war.
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Write Now!
Those interested in being a writer or editor for the Daly Bnin

A 4-unit class
are .v>w required to lake a nov class. CED 117- Introductian

to WiWnt and Reporting on UibanPtiptyMons. The dasswt^^

focus on icxjmalism and the many legal'and ethical issLes

fecine writers tod^ Offered as a credit Ha^.; fry thp flrst qjl':

CED 117 will meet on Mondays and Wednesdays from 2-4 p.m.

While not recommended fcr mton, this dass wi ll help anyone

interestoj in UCLA student media(StudSS^SSf

Enter Sandman

Ashes to ashes, sand to sand. That was the fate

of a huge sand sculpture made last weekend at

Will Rogers State Beach In Santa Monica.
Randy Shortridge of RIKL Associates, an
architectural firm in downtown Los Angeles, puts
the finishing touches on a giant hand, above. The
sculpture was of an architect who has fallen

asleep at his drafting table.

Another participant works on his sand sculp-

ture of a little girl, left.

Photos by Michael Lan

Fonner track
staraiTested

Charges include

rape and robbery

By IVIatt Bail

Summer Bruin Staff

A UCLA senior is pleading not guilty to

charges of rape, robbery and kidnapping
after he and a companion allegedly
abducted a woman and her boyfriend at

gunpoint from the parking lot of an L.A.
restaurant last month.

According to testimony given in a pretrial

hearing two weeks ago, Henry Loyce
Thomas, 26, of Long Beach — a former
UCLA track star who held several class

records in short-distance races — and a
friend approached the couple as they sat in

their parked car outside a Fatburger
restaurant on La Cienega Avenue at 3 a.m.
on June 29.

Thomas is charged with seven counts:
two of robbery, two of kidnapping, two of
kidnapping for the purpose of robbery and
one of rape in concert, which is rape with the
help of someone else.

"Because of the seriousness of the case,

the defendant is pleading not guilty," said

Laura Green, Thomas's public defender.
She would not comment further on the case.

Police have not yet apprehended the
companion.

The woman and her boyfriend testified

Thomas and his companion lapped on their

car windows with guns and told the couple
to get out of their Honda Accord.
The couple did as they were told, and the

two men demanded money from them,
according to their testimony.

Thomas allegedly look $40 and two rings
from the woman, while the companion
struck the man and took $12.
The woman testified that Thomas put a

gun to her side and said, "Be cool." He then
told her to get into the car he and his

companion were driving — a champagne-
colored Honda Accord.
Thomas allegedly told her **Be cool or ni

kill you" and that he just wanted money, and
if the couple cooperated, everything would
be OK. Thomas and the companion
allegedly took the couple to several ATM
machines, where they were told to give their

code numbers so the two men could
withdraw cash from their accounts.

The two men and the couple left in the
two Hondas — the woman and Thomas in

one and the companion and the man in the
other, according to testimony. The two cars
drove around throughout the city and
surrounding areas.

At one point, according to testimony,
Thomas left with the man to withdraw

See THOMAS, page 9

Association won't pull NOMMO ads

''
b II 1

By Tina Chao

The UCLA Alumni Association

decided against imposing eco-

nomic sanctions on the African-

American student newsmagazine
NOMMO at a July meeting.

Instead, the association has

proposed an educational program

geared towards teaching students

about the media's responsibilities

in covering a diverse community
like UCLA.
The alumni group's diversity

committee had considered pulling

its advertisements and other finan-

cial support for NOMMO because

last quarter the newsmagazine
published letters and articles

which were widely criticized for

being anti-Semitic.

"There was consideration to

withdraw advertisement, but we
have decided to continue to sup-

port NOMMO," said John Kobara,

executive director of the alumni

association.

Ava DuVemay, NOMMO's
production manager, said the deci-

sion was useless because the
alumni group did not advertise

much in the newsmagazine any-
way — not at all in the final issue
of the year.

A report released by the alumni
association stated that economic
sanctions would not be **produc-
tive at this time" and "should be
used only as a last resort"
The group said that by with-

holding its advertising from NOM-
MO, it risked losing its connection
with the UCLA African-American
community.

DuVernay and co-editor
Monique Matthews agreed that the

association would have faced great

consequences if it imposed eco-
nomic sanctions because NOM-
MO has great backing from the

African-American community.
They agreed that the sanctions

would have deteriorated ties

between that community and the

"There was considera-

tion to withdraw adver-

tisement, but we have

decided to continue to

support NOMMO."
John Kobara

Alumni Association

College survey finds
fiscal forecast stormy

UCLA alumni group.

While the alumni-proposed
journalism class has not yet been

finalized, the ASUCLA Commu-
nications Board, which oversees

UCLA student media, has been

conducting it:» own uainiiig piog-

ram this summer for newsmaga-
zine editors.

Newsmagazine Advisor Arvh
Ward, who teaches the new full-

time U^ining program, said the

See ALUMNI, page 9

By Janqf Bass
United Press International

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
University of Maryland was forced
this year to temporarily abandon
an educational improvement plan
to gradually reduce the number of
students admitted because state

coffers needed the extra tuition

money.

In the same vein. Temple Uni-
versity's budget cut of $6.6 miUion
last year meant higher tuition,

deferred maintenance projects and
vacant administrative positions.

these mstitutions were among
the hundreds of colleges and
universities that faced budget cuts
affecting course offerings, class

size, tuition and physical plant
improvements, according to a
survey released Monday by the

American Coimcil on Education,

an umbrella organization of higher
education institutions.

*The academic year 1990-1991
may turn out to be a watershed year
in the financial history of Ameri-
can higher education," said the

Campus Trends 1991 report.

"It should be recognized that

many colleges and universities

expect further deterioration in

their financial circumstances.
These survey responses were
obtained in the spring of 1991,
before many campuses knew, the
full details of what their next
vear's budget would be like." it

said.

Of the 359 colleges and univer-
sities responding to the survey, 130
were four-year public institutions,

113 were two-year public institu-

tions and 1 16 were private institu-

See COLLEGES, pago 8
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Briefs
World

Shaken at U.S.

to sell metals
LA PAZ, Bolivia — Mining Minister

Walter Soriano called an emergency
meeting of the Bolivian National Mining
Council Wednesday to study the poten-
tially devastating U.S. decision to sell 40
percent of its mineral reserves.

"At first sight, this would be a
catastrophe for Bolivia." Luis Prado
Barrientos, president of the National
Mining Chamber, said in a telephone
interview.

Bolivia earned $407.2 million in 1990
in mineral exports, or 44.2 percent of its

hard currency earnings of $920 milUon.
The reaction came in response to a

report in the Wall Street Journal that the
U.S. Department of Defense plans to sell

up to 40 percent of its mineral and
strategic reserves in order to earn about
$4.8 billion.

The Pentagon proposal includes large
sales of copper, lead, iron ore, nickel, zinc
and silver from the National Defense
Stockpile built over the past decades to
prevent shortages of strategic materials in
a war situation, the Journal said.

U.N. agk'^emeiit on
Iraq's future nears

UNITIED NATIONS — The five

permanent members of the Security

Council are close to agreement on strict

U.N. control of Iraq's future weapons
program, oil exports and food distribution

for civilians, diplomats said Wednesday.
Among the key issues agreed upon was

allowing Iraq to set aside no more than 30
percent of its future oil revenues toward
reparations arising out of the Persian Gulf

War, including severe damage to Kuwaiti
property and its economy, according to

some diplomats, who requested anonym-
ity.

As for the overall issue. U.S. Ambassa-
dor Thomas Pickering said, "We are very
close." He said final discussions were
being held on draft resolutions on Iraq's

violations of nuclear safeguards and U.N.
control of its research and development of
nuclear programs.

Nation

Rockefeller won't try

for president in '92

CHARLESTON. W.Va. — Sen. John
D. "Jay" Rockefeller IV (D-W. Va.)
abandoned his brief flirtation with run-
ning for president Wednesday and
announced he will not seek the Democra-
tic nomination in 1992.

Rockefeller, who for three months has
been sounding like a possible candidate
by criticizing President Bush for a lack of
a domestic program especially in the field

of health care, said he would not run
because he did not have time to prepare a
solid program to run the government.
The decision further narrows an

already short list of potential Democratic
challengers to Bush.
So far, only former Sen. Paul Tsongas

of Massachusetts has come forward as a
Democratic candidate, although Sen.
Tom Harkin of Iowa and Gov. Bill

Clinton of Arkansas and Gov. Douglas
^^'ilfler of Virginia are exploring the
possibility.

ingkredients in diet

pills banned 1^ FDA
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Food

and Drug Administration moved Wednes-

day to ban 111 ingredients in over-the-

counter diet pills, saying the substances

have not been shown to work in controll-

ing weight.

Substances covered by the ruling

include alcohol ascorbic acid, caffeine,

dextrose, phenacetin, sodium and yeasL

Also targeted was guar gum, an ingredient

the FDA says presents a safety hazard

because it can lead to choking.

Judge rules abortion

law unconstitutional

NEW ORLEANS — A federal judge

Wednesday declared Lx)uisiana's tough

new anti-abortion law unconstitutional,

saying a Supreme Court decision legaliz-

ing most abortions 18 years ago remains

the law of the land.

The Louisiana statute sought to outlaw
all abortions except in cases of rape or

incest or to save the life of the mother.

Etoctors who performed abortions in

violation of the law, which was to be
implemented Sept. 6, could have been
sentenced to 10 years in prison.

U.S. District Judge Adrian Duplantier

said the statute was similar to a Texas law
struck down by the Supreme Court*s Roe
vs. Wade decision in 1973.

Duplantier said the Supreme Court has
had three opportunities in the past two
years to overturn Roe vs. Wade but let it

stand. The judge added he had no
authority to overrule the Supreme Court
but indicated if he had that authority he
might have let the Louisiana law stand.

State

Broad watersaving
^eement unveiled

After years of negotiations, urban

water agencies and environmentalists
announced Wednesday they have ham-
mered out an agreement billed as a
historic statewide water conservation
blueprint

Each of the state's 11 major water
agencies — including Los Angeles'
Dq)artment of Water and Power— have
expressed a commitment to make a
"good-faith" effort to implement the 16
conservation programs included in the
plan.

The conservation programs included in
the plan range fixxn $100 homeowner
rebates for installation of low-flush toilets

to the controversial metering of home
water use in areas where water has
traditionally flowed free at a flat monthly
rate.

Four supremacists on
trial in cro8»lNiming

Four white supremacists were bent on
inciting violence and were armed when
they set three huge wooden crosses afire

in a predominately black neighborhood in

1983. a special prosecutor said Wednes-
day.

In his opening statement in the trial of
the men, prosecutorJohn Phillips also told

jurors that former Ku Klux Klan Grand
Dragon Tom Metzger and the three others
had obtained a fire permit before setting

the 15-foot crosses ablaze on private
property in lake View Terrace, but the
permit sanctioned an open-pit barbecue,
not a cross-burning.

Metzger, 53, Brad Kelly, 29, and Erich
Schmidt, 26 are charged with felony
conspiracy to commit an unlawful burn-
ing and two misdemeanor counts of
unlawful burning and assembly.

From United Press International

ITALIAN

AUTO INSURANCE and .he NERD FACTOR
There is indeed a Tod Rated Domestic Insurer right here in Westwood Village that has exceptionally
low rales for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good drivmg record and reasonable licensed
experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be
positively shocked.

You see, we truly appreciate nerds (or those with ncrdy tendencies). We applaud your commitment to do
well in school because this means that you will most likely do well in life. Let us show you first haixi
that your pursuit of excellence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

Andy & Timy
invite you

to join them in

Lijfht'Hearted

Roman Style Dininjf

SPECIAL DINNERS MON THRU THURS
LUNCH . DINNER • COCKTAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 W Pico Blvd.. W. Lot Angeles • (213) 4740102

tour own body may be vour best weapon

Self-Defense
Worksho

for Womeri*~

SATURDAY, >Vugust

A 4'hour workshop^

J led by the

Los Angeles Commission
on Assaults Against Women
designed to prepare women

psychologically and physically

to deal with assaults.

NEED CASH?

iiign up now

C< ^-sponsored by Ihe WoiDen's

Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.

interostod In taking b Mlf-defena^ workshop, call 206-8240

Resource Center and the Departnnent of Community Safety.

Earn $105.00/wk
Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential
in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA—

—

CRYO BANK
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You don't have to go
to Ralphs to get low
supermarket prices!

Compare & Savf^i ijteadstM Ralphs

Ragu Spaghetti Sauce
Meat - 30 oz.

Best Foods Mayo - 30 oz
Gatorade - 32 oz.
Oscar Mayer bacon - 1 lb
Nissin Cup O'Noodle
Tide LIq. Detergent - 64 oz
villain III I I ia>^ue H pack
Nonfat milk, 1/2 gal
Coors Light, 1 2 pak +CRV

OPEN TIL .

11 PM

$1.99 $2.19

824-9941

• Side Order

• All You Can Drink Soda

$3.99 + tax
ALL THE TIME,

ANYTIME
Mike, Rob, & Damon

Thank You!

10923 Weyburn Ave.
208-1969

SOFT
LENS

$24*

DISPOSABLE
LENSES

$245
##

*SOR MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW-30 DAY *• EYE EXAM, FITTING ft FOUOW UP
EXTENDED WEAR LENS ft 3 MONTHS SUPPLY OF LENSES

(WESTWOOD ONLY)

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
EYE EXAMINATIONS

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optcmefric center

DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.INC.O P ^ O M CJ Rl X
An Optometric Center

10930 WEYBURN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384
•PRICE PER LENS. EXAM, TRAINING FOLLOW UP CARE ADDITIONAL

PAY ONLY FOR MATERIALS & SERVICES NEEDED.

THE WESTWOOD VILLAGE ASSOCIATION
CORDIALLY INVrTES YOU AND YOUR WHOLE FAMILY TO

COUNT
WE5TE
DAYS %
ANDOPEN HgjSE
AUGyST16J7,18/12-7PiA
IN Vf^^QOIiiyiLLAGE

fkee
admission'

J

FtATUI«NG KZLAV
V ^ - dj.JimBrid«b ,

STh^^KHKH RIDES (\<P^^^iS0tbb^^ I

CWIU-OOCW OPF CONTEST*
T PMmCIPATING RESTAUIUNTS

counnfWtaPTERN ouTFffs &•
E EATING OOffTEST OK SAT^SUN

Oouhtry/Westehn music*
CAN »/ & THE TLOWIOY?

PWmmiOO AND PONY MOSS* 4

M ^MatHKBHQ^AHDCUSmnS*

riWIICE LESSOM^IlSQUARailpiC)*

^RTICIPATlN*iTOIttS WIU.*'H/irr»
SPECIAL PROMOtlOm ft OliOOUNTS \
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PARI HAIR SALON
Halrsfyling by a

Vidal Sasson Acadomy Graduate

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25
Full Legs Waxing $20

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

479-9325
473-0066

cdrSpACT Billboard Top 30
DISC-COUNT .

^

^ISM M per most
discs

1000's Of Used CD's

i$1 OFF
I

per title

j
ANY USED CD

! SALES ITEMS EXaUDED

NEED
CASH?
WE BUY

USED CD's

$1 OFF
per title

ANY USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-41 22
10741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIDE PAVILION)

wwrm mmtmmmmmmrm

IWESTWOOD
B I-RITE
DRU

UM*M*M^Mh

We Now Accept

HEALTH -NET •PCS
MEDI-CAL*BLUE CROSS

Paid Prescription Drugs

M-F 9am - 6:30 pm
Sat 9:30 am- 1:30 pm

208-3701

YouTl love this

paperwork.
Whenyou di ink of a job or internship it shouldn't fill your mind with the dread of paper work,
insteadyou should be excited for the prospects of learning, growing, and quickly advancing. The

Daily Bruin Assistant Account Executive Program will put your fears to rest

Spend your time working on ourpapei^ noton paper work.

The DaUy Bruin
Account Executive Internship

Applications are available at The Daily Bruin office, 112 Kerckhoff Hall.
Applications are due by noon on Wednesddv, August 14.

For further informabon please contact Robert Klein at 20W>903 or Delia Deocampo at 206-0901

Whale's death brings

in Humane Society
United Press International

ORLANDO. Fla. — The

Humane Society asked the federal

government Wednesday to sus-

pend all permits authorizing Sea

World to obtain more killer whales

in the wake of the death of Shamu

at it5 Orlando facility.

The pregnant killer whale, who
was called Kenau but performed

under the name Shamu, died at Sea

World Tuesday after becoming

listless the day before.

The death of the animal came
just three months after Sea World

lost another female killer whale at

its San Antonio, Texas park.

It presently holds a permit to

import one killer whale from

Windsor Safari Park in England.

That whale is reportedly destined

for Sea World's San Diego park.

"No more whales should go to

Sea World until the government

determines why so many of these

orcas are dying at Sea World,** said

Ken Johnson, an investigator for

The Humane Society of the United
States* Southeast Regional Office

"Il*s outrageous that whales
keep dying and Sea World keeps
asking for more whales. This has to
stop,*' Johnson continued.

Sea World spokesman Nick
Gollattscheck said the theme park
would not comment on the
Humane Society's demands until it

was formally notified of the
complaint by the National Marine
Fisheries Service, which issues the
permits.

"We*re taking the Humane
Society's request seriously,*' said
Roddy Moscoso, spokesman for
the service. 'The situation at Sea
World and the loss of the animal
(Tuesday) is of very great concern
to us."

Moscoso did not know when the
agency would issue a ruling on the
Humane Society's request.

Shamu was the 19th whale to die
at a Sea World facility since it

began keeping the large mammals
in the 1970s.

Life on planet Mars is

possible, scientists say
By Rebecca Koiberg
United Press International

WASHINGTON, D.C. — With
some atmospheric remodeling and
a lot of waiting, it may be possible

to transform Mars from an appa-
rently lifeless planet into a home
for plants and possibly even
humans, a study showed Wednes-
day.

So far, no signs of life have been
found on Mars and the average
temperature is about minus 76
degrees, compared to Earth*s 60
degrees. But geological forma-
tions indicate that free-running
water once existed on the Red
Planet, suggesting that conditions
may once have been suitable for
life.

For years, scientists and laymen
alike have been fascinated by the
possibility of turning Mars into a
permanent outpost for humans and
other forms of Earth Ufe. Some
have suggested moving comets or
asteroids into collision courses
with Mars to quickly produce an
earthlike atmosphere, while others
have envisioned using giant mir-
rors to warm the planet.

Now, calculations by NASA
and Pennsylvania State University
scientists show it may be feasible
to make the Martian atmosphere
hospitable to plants by using the
greenhouse effect to subtly shift
the planet's environmental condi-
tions.

That conversion could take
anywhere from 100 years to
100,000 years — most likely the
latter — depending partly on the
abundance and availability of key
elements, scientists said.

However, creating an atmo-
sphere to support animal and
human life would be a much more
difficult, if not insurmountable,
challenge, the scientists cautioned!

"We wanted to sec from a purely
academic standpoint whether it

would be feasible to tcrraform
(make suitable for Earth life) Mars
using modem-day technology. Our
conclusion is that maybe, if we arc
very fortunate, wc might be able to
make a plani-habiubic world

-

said Penn State's James Kasting.
co-author of the study published iii

the journal Nature.

However, he added that it "looks

like it would be very difficult to

make a human-habitable world
with present technology."

In the study's scenario. Mars
would be made habitable for plants

by exploiting the warming power
of a **runaway" greenhouse effect
The greenhouse effect occurs
when carbon dioxide or other

gases act like the glass windows of
a greenhouse to trap heat and
prevent it from escaping back into

space.

The major component of Mars'
thin atmosphere is carbon dioxide.

The gas is also believed by many to

be a major component of its ice

caps and permafrost.

Kasting and colleagues from
Ames Research Center in Moun-
tain View. Calif., suggest frozen

carbon dioxide could be freed by
using elements on Mars to make
artificial greenhouse materials like

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). to

boost the temperature of the

planet's surface.

They said increased levels of
carlx)n dioxide in the atmosphere
would warm the planet still furth-

er, eventually pushing its average
temperature above the freezing

point and melting polar ice caps
thought to contain water.

Mars receives only about half as

much sunlight as Earth, but that is

much more than is needed for

plants to grow, the researchers

said.

Unlike plants, which thrive on
high levels of carbon dioxide and
actually prefer oxygen levels well

below those of Earth's atmo-
sphere, humans and other animals
need air rich in oxygen and
nitrogen gases in order to survive.

Scientists expressed doubts over
whether there is enough nitrogen

on Mars to support animal life, but

speculated that one possible source

might be nitrogen in the soil.

Researchers admitted their

analysis is limited because it

assumes that the atmospheric
process that occun on Earth will

also occur on Mars. However, they

said the latest moults suggest that

further investigation of modifying
Mars for Earth life would be

fruitful aiid siiouid be a prime goal

for fiiture expk)rations of the Red
Planet.

CONFERENCE
From page 1

Ha'Am, the UCLA Jewish news-
magazine.

The most important problem
holding back the conference is the
issue of who will represent the
Palestinians, and that has yet to be
ironed out. While Israeli officials
have said they want to approve the
Palestinian representatives, the
Palestinians themselves say that is

an unfair demand.
Since the creation of the Pales-

tine Liberation Organization in

1964, the organization has tried to
draw world attention to the cause
of the displaced Palestinians.

Israel has for years refused to

meet with any representatives of
the PLO, which the Jewish slate

regards as a terrorist group.
Israel also refuses to meet with

Palestinian residents from East
Jerusalem, located in the West
Bank, because it does not want to

signal that it will give up the area in

peace negotiations.

East Jerusalem was the capital

of Palestine and the city where
most Palestinian leaders now
reside. The area is also precious to

Jews because the Western Wall, a
Jewish holy site, is located there.

Neither Israel nor any other

party has the right to select which
people will represent the Palesti-

nians, Abdelkarim said.

However, Palestinians are
expected to get some representa-

tion at the talks as part of the

Jordanian delegation.

Unless Israel negotiates with
representatives picked by the

Palestinians, any peace agreement
will merely rephcate failures such
as 1978's at Camp David, accord-

ing to Salam Al-Marayati, director

of the Muslim Public Affairs

Council in Los Angeles. He said he
believes the accord was a failure

because it was made without any
Palestinian input

The accord created peace
between Israel and Egypt Cur-
rently, Egypt is still the only Arab
country to recognize the state of
Israel.

Arab-Israeli tensions have
plagued the region since the

creation of the Jewish state in

1948.

In 1967, Israel launched a strike

against the Arab forces which
were mobilized along its border.

After six days of war, Israel

pushed back those troops and
occupied the West Bank and Gaza

•

KIDS

Strip. In 1981, Israel also annexed
the Golan Heights, formerly part

of Syria.

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir has balked at the idea of

returning the occupied territories

in exchange for peace.

Some supporters of Israel have
called the pressure on the Jewish
state to exchange land for peace
unfair and rooted in ignorance.

Israel is tiny — about nine miles

wide in some areas — and needs
the security 7X)nes, Gruenbaum
said.

"Any request Israel makes is

seen as ridiculous, but people have
lost sight of how precarious

Israel's position is," she said.

The Palestinians, however, say
that their situation is equally

precarious because they want a

homeland.

The question is whether Israel

has a real choice when it comes to

giving up part of its land. Accord-
ing to Spiegel, it can't afford to get

on America's bad side. With the

heavy influx of Soviet Jews, he
said, Israel needs the continued
economic goodwill of the United
States.

In fact, the area's economic
problems may have driven the

participating countries to the

negotiating table, Spiegel added.
That would explain Syria's sur-

prising announcement that it

would attend the talks.

The erid of the Soviet military

and financial aid to the Syrians

have made it necessary for them to

look to America, Spiegel added
Al-Marayati says the Syrians

are a wild card. Although loyalties

for the Palestinians remain strong

among the Arab people, Syrian
leader Hafez Assad was not popu-
larly elected and may not feel

accountable to his people. As a
result, Assad may agree to desert

the Palestinian cause in return for

the Gaza Strip.

Al-Marayati said that although

Israel has categorically refused
any land-for-peace trades, Palesti-

nian autonomy in the West Bank
could be a compromise that Israel

can make.

But there is a long way from
agreeing to attend a peace confer-

ence to actually signing any
accords, Spiegel said.

"We view each other with

distrust and that is wrong on both

sides," said Murat Ozgar, a UCLA
student and member of the Muslim
Student Association. "Mutual fear

and suspicion remains the biggest

obstacle to peace."

From page 1

1983. And, like each child it takes

care of, the program keeps grow-

ing.

*The program's enrollment has

been fantastic. We're filled for this

summer," said Devon Smith, a

project assistant

More than 850 families enrolled

their children in the program this

year. And about 50 percent of them

are return participants.

Sasha's reason for returning to

the camp stems from one simple

reason: "It's fun."

Hallie. another seven-year-old,

has returned for practical and

personal reasons. "My mom and

dad need to work, and it's fun.'*

Bruin Kids also offers special

events, which are open to all

children who are registered by

someone affihated with UCLA.
Saturday's special event, Foot-

ball Fanfare Day, includes a

pancake breakfast and a day with

UCLA's football players on the

campus intramural field. The chil-

dren will even have an opportunity

to play ball with the big guys.

"We're planning more special

events for the summer and

throughout the year," Smith said.

Although some parents may
think that Bruin Kids is an exciting

way for their children to spend the

summer, their teenagers might
have different desires — like

hanging out with friends.

But Bmin Kids has managed to

entice even skeptical teens by
offering such programs as film

production, in which they can
produce their own movies.

"I'm especially proud of the

teen program. To send 13-year-

olds to camp is pretty tough."

Smith said. "If you can capture

their interest it's a success."

He said he has seen "his kids"

grow more enthusiastic during his

three years with the program.

*The children are really into it,"

he said. "Some have been here

since the beginning. Now they're

getting their adult teeth. Soon
they'll be in the counsclor-in-

training program."

Summing up her experience

with the Bruin Kids, seven-year-

old Davida pinpointed her favorite

partof tlic program: "Everything!"
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Sisterhood Bookstore
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(213) 477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024
M-F 10-8, S & S 10-6

^^eft

STUDENT
SOIUTIONS
The Superior Tutoring Service

Tutoring All

Academic
Subjects
Over 50 lulors servicing

all vour academic needs

("onvenieni and flexible scheduling

Patient & knowlediicable instructors

Private tutors at affordahle rates

Professional services

with results guaranteed

For a free informational pamphlet call (213) 748-7412

Did you know that ... nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her will?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.

w***«***nw*n««*wff*fn-

§^en No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12.-00 - l.-OO p.m. IDoddHall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

STUDENT PARKING
REQUEST FORMS AVAILABLE

NOW!
Student parking request forms for the Fall Quarter are now available at Parking Services,

555 Westwood Plaza - office hours: 7:30 ajn. - 5:30 p.m. (Parking Structure 8, Level 2)

Deadline - Wednesday, August 14, 199L

Results will be mailed out Wednesday, August 22, 199L

For further information or to have a request form mailed to you,

please call Student Parking at 825-987L

x^

/
1 X>
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WESTWOOD DRIVING

iOO] TRAFFICSCHOOL
^^A^ . UCLA + ALL Student Discount

|]^^ F" • TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
rK I "^ • AIR CONDITIONED^ ^^ -SATURDAY COMEDY CLASS
1 093 Broxton Ave. #21

8

824-3991
Westwood Village. Above the Wherehouse

AASHIANA
AN ADVENTURE IN DINING

Hot!! Idsty liiduin Dishes CIoh^ Jt HjikjH

INNER SPECIAL: ^« '" DISCOUNT

^.at'Q'ni^^c Dinner Entrees

•fKcscnl sludcnl I.I).

• •spcddls and (()ni()lotc ditinors not iik ludcd
•iinalul v\ilh olhc^r discouols

LUNCH BUFFET:

Vac: I'arkiMi" Available

All You Can Eat

only $5.95

T CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH Sun I2 i „nly S9.9,-> Y
213«207«5522

]]M''y Wilshiro Hlvd. .Ind Floor (1 1)I(h k cast ol Hariinulon)

DO YOU NEED
NEW CONTACTS?

We feature all

the newest contact

technology: Disposable,

Color, Gas-penneable,
Extended-wear and Daily-

wear lenses.

Dr. Hyman, our experienced
optometrist and our professi-

onal staff will help you select

the right contacts for your vision

needs at the most affordable prices.

We've served the UCLA community with the
highest quality eyewear for over 17 years.

WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRIC CENTRE

918 Westwood Boulevard (Corner of Le Conte)

Westwood Village

Most Vision 208-3913
Insurance rlans ,

,

. . „ ^ « _
Accepted Hours: M-F: 10-5:30 Sat: 10-5:00

^^L ^^L ^E| ^Z|^Z|^E| ^E|^Z|^^^^^L^^LJ^ ^K|M9 ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^V^^V ^^V ^^V^^V^^9 ^^^

^ AIcGhtivism\sH pub*^

Your Place to Be A
St. PATS DAY ^
Sun. March 17th i^

Corned Beef & Cabbage ^
All Day! JjL

Live Entertainment from ^^
the Afternoon On! ^

DAILY BEER SPECIALS^
150 Imported & Ml
Domestic Beers
16 Draught J^

ENTERTAINMENT 2
• Sun-Thurs (Exduain<j Mon) 8PM to Midniqhf

^^
* S utui budius lifiu uameroom
• Spons Channel TV. on An Open Hourt ^^^

. .U.5WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA.
T* 7 Days a week llam-2am (213) 828-9839 ^T'

It's the talk of the summer

IN T«£
sunnzn,
BRUIN
825-2161

Summer Bruin News

.

THAT WAS THEN...
(before tooth bonding)

THIS IS NOW!!!
See Dr. Friedman

PREVENTIVE AND
RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)
• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

•TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide

OPEN DAILY
DINE-IN

Lunch-Dinner

FULL BAR
Home Delivery

Food to Go

BUY ONE GET ONE
^OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE

DINE-IN ONLY
You must preieix thii coupon when
nrdcrinf No! ivtilibie with other

peciaU or coupon offcn.

Expires 8/20/91

CALL THE RIB HOTLINE

820-RIBS
11645 Wilshire Blvd., BRENTWOOD

(Between San Vicente & Barrington)

FREE VALET PARKING AFTER 5 PM

Fast, Free Delivery
100% Real Mozzarella Cheese & Fresh Ingredients

X-Large Pizza

1 -Topping

2-Cokes

Only

Large
Hawaiian Pizza

or 2 other
toppings

Only

Hours: Sunday-Thursday 1M2am Friday.Saturday 11-2am

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd. #10

(t block east of Barrington)

From page 3

tions.

Public schools fared worse than
private schools, but more than a
third of all schools felt the budget
pinch.

Thirty-seven percent of all the
schools surveyed said their 1990-
91 operating budgets either
decreased or did not keep up with
inflation. Half of the public four-
year schools said that was the case
for them.

Midyear budget cuts were
reported by 45 percent of all

colleges and universities, includ-
ing 64 percent of public four-year
institutions, 47 percent of public
two-year institutions and 34 per-
cent of private schools.

The impact of budget cuts
varied among the schools, with
most areas being hit except faculty
salaries, the survey said.

Two-thirds of the institutions

with midyear cuts said they held
off on building and equipment
expenses.

Of the public institutions, half

said they reduced the number of
course offerings or sections of
courses, and a third said they
increased class sizes for introduc-

tory courses. Very few private

schools took those measures.
Also, 45 percent of the public

schools with midyear cuts said

they had to raise tuition and other

student fees.

While faculty salaries generally

were immune from budget freezes

or cuts, administrative hiring,

equipment and supplies and travel

were affected at about half of all

institutions.

Tom Otwell, a spokesman for

the University of Maryland's
College Park campus, said the

school had to return $25 million to

the state— 10 percent of its state-

funded budget. All state agencies

had to make similar cash sacrifices

because of the state's fiscal crisis.

"We had a five-year plan to

gradually reduce the number of
freshmen and undergraduates by
20 percent, with the goal of
improving undergraduate educa-
tion. But we had to put that on hold
because we needed the tuition

money,** Otwell said. "We also had
to come up with a plan to reduce,

eliminate, merge or combine eight

academic programs and two col-

leges.*'

In addition, he said, the univer-

sity decided to hire fewer adjunct

professors and offer fewer courses.

Richard Chant, Temple's asso-

ciate vice president for budget,

said a $6.6 million cut in the

middle of the 1990-91 fiscal year

"came as quite a blow.**

Needed maintenance of the

school's aging physical plant was
deferred, non-essential equipment
purchases were not made and
administrative employees' work
loads increased as vacancies were
not filled. Chant said.

Give your heart

an extra tielping.

Say no to high-fat foods.

^American Heart
Association

PANATIER
From page 1

'

**I don't think there will be a
delay," he said. "It is in the process
right now. The team will carry it

on.**

ASUCLA plans next year to
make Kerckhoff earthquake-safe
by tearing up its bottom fioor and
putting silicon under its pillars to
absorb shock waves. Soon after,
the association is planning to
reorganize the first two floors of
Ackerman, removing the bowling
alley and replacing it with more
student store space.

"All the long-term, long-range
planning has pretty well been
accomplished.** said Glendine
Watt, student store project mana-
ger. "I don*t have any anxiety
about things not continuing. He
knew what his direction was. so he
gave us direction.**

Watt, who worked with Panatier
for more than three years, said he
will be missed by his colleagues.
"He is one of the most, honest

forthright people,** she said. "He*s
just a great person to work with.
When I found out he was leaving, I

had tears in my eyes. It was sure a
shock to me.**

Panatier provided strong leader-
ship. Watt said. 'That's going to be
missed.**

THOMAS
From page 3

money from an ATM while the

companion forced the woman to

perform oral sex on him. She
testified that she tried to stop, but
Thomas returned and used his gun
to push her head back down on his

companion's penis. She testified

that she was later forced to perform
oral sex on Thomas.
Thomas and his companion later

that night told the woman that they
were keeping her for the night, she
testified.

"At that point I opened the door
and ran to some guy's house," she
said. The woman was treated for

bruises at a local hospital.

The companion had by this point

put the boyfriend in the trunk. He
was there for 30 minutes before the

men took him out and transferred

him to some sort of "rubbish

room," he testified. He said that the

men tied his hands and feet,

gagged him and hit him on the head
with a gun and left him there. Soon
after the woman escaped, her

boyfriend was able to untie himself
and fiee.

Thomas was arrested by poUce
that same day. He has never been
convicted of any crime.

Neither of the victims were
UCLA students.

The defense asked that Tho-
mas's baU of $265,000 be reduced.

But Superior Court Judge Elva

Soper refused— ruling that he was
too much of a risk to the commun-
ity.

He is expected to attend a

pretrial conference on Aug. 20
where a date may be set for his

actual trial. Green said.

ALUMNI
From page 3

alumni association has not con-

tacted him about its proposed

class.

The current summer training

program is designed to teach the

basks of how to put out a UCLA
newsmagazine, including writing,

ediung, desigiuiig drid itiaga/inc

administration. Ward said. "U*s to

create a model of editors.**
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Fine Caribbean Dining

METHING NEW
IS COOKING IN

WESTWOOD!
Lunch Dinner

Jerk Chicken 6.25. ..8.25

Chicken Roti 5.00.. .6.50

Coconut Chicken. ..6.00.. .8.25
Tender pieces of chicken braised and
simmered in a sumptuous coconut sauce

ItalDelite 5.00.. .7.00
A celebration of steamed mixed vegetables
prepared with J.C s special herbs.

"YEH MAN"

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

You Can't

The Burger Deal

1 771 WESTWOOD BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90024

(213)575-0707

10% Off on
Major Entrees

w/ Student ID

Hours:

Mon-Thurs. 11am- 10pm
Fri&Sat. 11am- 11pm

1/4 lb cheeseburger

Fries

ALL you can drink

$2.99 + tax
10922 Kinross

208-2424

After 9:00 P.M., Free ALL you can drink beverage

with purchase of any burger or sandwich.

AS M fi^tf"F"E R S T O R E

Back Ti School Bundl

Macintosh

e
Save $300 on

Macintosh LC

$1299
with Apple printer purchase

When you buy a Macintosh LC with an Apple

StyleWriter or Personal LaserWriter LS, you save

$300! An LC with a 40 Mb hard drive and 2 Mb
RAM is $1299 (including the keyboard but not the

monitor). An even more powerful system, with

an 80 Mb hard drive and 4 Mb RAM, is

$1649 (keyboard and monitor extra).

The LC lets you take full advantage of the

Mac's graphic capabilities: It has built-in support for

Apple's color monitors—and it's about twice as fast as

a Mac Classic.

You pay our low educational price for the printer,

too: $379 for a StyleWriter or $829 for a Personal

LaserWriter LS (both with cables included, ink

cartridge or toner).

But remember, this Back-to-School special is available

only to registered UCLA students, faculty, and staff.

(Student eligibility has been expanded: you can now
buy two Macs during your time at UCLA, as long as

you wait at least two years between purchases.)

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCL\ cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check.

University Credit Union Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money
Orders are not accepted. These products are available only to full-time students, faculty, staff with current

UCLA ID, and to \JC\A departments. Purchase must be for the personal, academic or research use of the

eligible person, and the number of purchases is restricted. Please inquire for additional details regarding

digibiliiy. Quaiiiiucs aic linmcd. Prices arc sub|ect to change without notice. All sales arc hnal.
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Viewpoint
Commentary

The wacky world of the hypocritical Boy Scouts
Since it is summertime

and all, I have been
relaxing by watching lots

of very bad television (and I

thought life would change
since I came to college). So it

made perfect sense to tie

today's viewpoint column into

a series of horrible TV shows
that everyone knows and hates.

(Unfortunately, I could not

squeeze in the Lx)ve Connec-
tion,/Boat/American Style no
matter how hard I tried).

Wimess if you will the Boy
Scouts of America. The year is

1991. Unfortunately, the

Scouts* guidelines have
remained virtually unchanged
since the 1950s. They are

hving in the past, in a time

continuum where nothing has

changed. They are about to

find themselves forced into the

present For this is not "The
Twilight Zone," this is some-
thing far, far worse. This is

reality.

The Boy Scouts find them-
selves in a very strange predi-

cament Under current societal

trends of equality for all, the

Scouts are still clinging to '50s

standards of what is "morally

acceptable.** They now find

themselves under legal attack

on three separate issues. Let's

now move onto "World Feder-
ation Wrestling** and embody
each of the three lawsuits into

a triple team tag session

against the Boy Scouts. If any
of the challengers or their

lawsuits should win, the Scouts
will suffer extraordinary dam-
age and be forced to update to

the twenty first century (gasp!).

This is one match whose final

outcome is as yet unclear.

With the help of Don Pardo,

let's meet each of the challen-

gers, shall we?

The first challenger is a

spirited young lass who aspires

to be one of the "Gorgeous
Ladies of Wrestling.*' She is

an individual who wishes to

join the Boy Scouts. She is

fed up with the domestic

activities of the Girl Scouts,

such as awards and commen-
dations for homemaking, and
wishes to engage in more
active activities, such as camp-
ing. It is unfortunate that we
need to teach kids at such an
early age to identify activities

into masculine and feminine

roles. Perhaps if we teach

them to woric together in a

productive environment such as

the Scouts, and not ingrain sex

roles in them, there would not

be such a war of the sexes.

Our second set of challen-

gers are the tag team twins of

Michael and William Randall,

two feisty individuals who
refused to say the word "God"
in the scouting oath. The two
kids were kicked out of the

Scouts for sticking to their

own beliefs and admitting to

being agnostic. The message

Out on Campus

sent out by this act is that the

Scouts will only accept people

who are of similar religious

denominations. So all other

religions, such as Buddhists,

are not welcome by the orga-

nization.

It is not only possible, but

probable in today's society for

people who are not biblically

inclined to have a good sense

of morals. People whose mor-
ality comes from within, and
not out of a book, are the

people who really know who
they are. The two boys are

standing up for what they

believe in, and it is ironic that

the Scouts are persecuting

them for their beliefs (not

unlike what the Romans did to

the Christians).

Our third and the senior

challenger is the gay scout-

master who was kicked out for

admitting nis sexual orientation.

An extremely commended ex-

Boy Scout himself. Tim Curran
had the supjXMt of the local

Scout chapter and the scouts

themselves. However, the

national organization expelled

him on the grounds that he
would be a bad influence on
the scouts. They claim that

despite his long and prestigious

history with the organization,

the fact that he was gay
exempted him for not being
"morally straight.** It must be
true, for Tim Jeal, the founder
of the Boy Scouts himself, was
a repressed homosexual, and
look at where they are now.
(This is true, we are not

jumping back to a *Twilight
Zone" episode).

Wc now switch formats to

"A Current Affair** with Con-
nie Chung*s own personal love
slave, Maurie Povich, for it

seems that the Scouts have a

little dirty laundry of their

own. It has been discovered

that they have infiaicd their

own enrollment to make them-

selves appear more impressive.

In Los Angeles alone, a recent

audit turned up 1800 non-exis-

tent scouts. Have the Scouts

turned into a business enter-

prise? A further twist in the

saga is the fact that a signific-

ant portion of the false enroll-

ment was located in

neighborhoods with a heavy

minority population. This was
done to create the impression

that the Boy Scouts are

recruiting large amounts of

boys of color when they really

are not.

The reason for the low
turnout may not only be due
to different religious beliefs,

but also to the fact that the

Scouts are oriented to activities

that only the middle to upper

class could afford to indulge

their children in.

Part two of "A Current

Affair" deals with the pressure

that the Boy Scouts have been

under from religious fanatics.

Conservative Mormon, Catholic

and other religious sponsors

make up 30 percent of the

Scouts, and they have

threatened to abandon the

Scouts if any compromises are

made. So the issue to delve

into is whether or not the

Scouts are merely puppets for

the fundamentalists of the

country. Are the Scouts really

just a way for these religious

fanatics to indoctrinate and
brainwash youth? If so, then

these children will grow up in

an amiosphere of mistrust and
intolerance and the cycle will

continue when these kids send

their own kids into the Scouts.

So in concluding, let us end
with one of the horrible mor-
ality ridden monologues given
by Geraldo so that he can
impress the women in the

Midwest. He would probably
say something like, "So, ladies

and gentlemen, let's look at

where we stand. What we are

left with is an organization

which is sexist, homophobic,
rehgiously separatist and is

aimed towards the while

middle class mentaUty. To
reach their goals, they are

willing to expel girls, anyone
else with different religious

beliefs and gays. Like a

mega-conglomerate, they are

also wilUng to lie about their

enrollment, especially for peo-
ple of color to increase their

own status. Now here comes
the "$20,000 Quesuon" ~
Who are truly the ones who
are "morally straight?

Chang is a senior majoring in

sociology and psychology.
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Letters

Stupidity

Editor:

On principle stupidity, Ron
Kagan informs a sexually
active college community that
"AIDS is a very inefficient

virus" — inefficient enough to
have infected over a million
Americans and millions more
abroad (Summer Bruin, "On
dispelling the myth of heter-
osexual AIDS," Aug. 5).

The "inefficient" AIDS virus
is spreading through Thailand
and Central Africa's heter-

osexual communities at

epidemic rates. The United
States and Western Europe
have largely been spared due
to intense AIDS education and
a well-funded medical system
that is not forced to reuse
hypodermic needles, as many
Third World countries do, and
that can afford to screen blood
for HIV.

Funding for AIDS research
must continue at present levels

or be increased if a cure or
vaccine is to be found within
the next decade. Cancer
research needs to be funded as
well and has been well-funded
for many years.

Most heart disease can be
prevented by eating right and
getting a little exercise. If

Kagan siiil thinks AIDS is a
divine (or Darwinian) curse on
the sexually "deviant," as the

tone of his piece implies,

perhaps he should consider
heart disease to be God's
revenge on the gluttonous.

John Leiand
Graduate student

Earth and space sciences

Patlietic

Editor:

Damon Dean's commentary
(Summer Bruin, "Street name
protesting: Showdown at the

PC corral," Aug. 1) is perhaps

the most ignorant piece I have
ever encountered in two years

of reading the Daily Bruin.

If one were to delve into

the microfilm at Powell
Library and reread some news-
paper commentaries from early

Nazi Germany, I'm sure you
would find quotes similar to

such gems as "Why is it so
hard to let people be ignorant

for a change? They're the ones
who have to live with their

own stupidity."

Obviously, Mr. Dean has

never been the victim of a gay
bashing. Moreover, I would
guess that he has not thought

too hard as to why gay
bashing exists in the first

place. It is because our society

condones it. During World War
II, Jews changed their names
and hid their identity to protect

their lives. Today, millions of
gay and lesbian people are

forced to do the same.

The renaming of Gay Court
was an incredibly symbolic
event It shows that prejudice
against the gay and lesbian

community is acceptable. Mr.
Dean's commentary is the

voice of an alarming number
of straights that just don't want
to deal with this issue. But
then, I am assuming Mr.
Dean's orientation, and there I

could be wrong. Like the

majority of gays, he could be
closeted I doubt it. A gay
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man would never make such
insensitive and ignorant

remarks, unless of course he
was self-hating. And if that's

the case, it's pathetic.

Matt Durkan
Mechanical, aerospace

and '^UCl'^a*' onninoArinn

Blame
Editor:

Christopher Wysocki's com-
mentary (Summer Bruin,

"Mediocrity in education is the

fault of students, Aug. 1) was
most interesting. However, has

Mr. Wysocki also considered

who allowed them to get that

way?

It's true that a share of the

blame should be laid on the

shoulders of the students. How-
ever, a profusion of permissive

parents, mediocre teachers, •

administrators, politicized

school boards and a society

that rewards success but not

the hard work that goes with

it, must shoulder a majority of
the blame for this situation.

Students are primarily pro-

ducts of their training and
environment Fortunately, some
rise above their circumstances

and excel, whatever their back-
grounds, but the majority will

not.

We need to inject the spirit

of excellence and hard work
back into our society as a

whole in order to change this.

Otherwise, we won't have
much of a society left. History
is full of examples.

As a graduate T.A. and the

father of two college students,

I am more than familiar with
this sad commentary on our
times.

Michael D. Berdine
Graduate student
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Film

Jean-Claude Van Damme tests his acting limits with a double role in

""Double Impact. "*

Oh what a feeling:
Van Damme identifies himself

as the Toyota of action stars

By Kimberly Chrlsman
Sumnner Bruin Staff

Having popularized the macho
art of karate in a string of films hke
"Bloodspon/' "Kickboxer" and
"Lionheart" Jean-Claude Van
Damme is breaking new ground
with "Double Impact"— an action
film designed to appeal to women.
"Over the years I've found out

that Fve got so many female fans,

it's unbelievable," he explains. "I

said to myself, what if I played
twins? One guy who's very spe-
cial, who loves life, loves to talk

and show his emotions— the guy I

am in real life— and another who
is very strong and macho, Uke
Charles Bronson in Asia."

In "Double Impact," Van
Damme stars as Chad and Alex,

identical twin brothers with
nothing in common but their good
looks and considerable martial arts

skills.

'The character of Alex is like a

pan of my personality from before
I made it in the film business," Van
Damme reflects. "Chad is more
Uke the same guy 10 years after-

ward."

Van Damme conceived, co-
wrote and co-produced the ambi-
tious project, which features a
climactic combat scene in which
the former kickboxer fights him-
self.

"We used doubles, split screens,

blue screens and all different types
of technologies," explains Van
Damme, who choreographs and
edits his own fight scenes. "We
used three different fighters— one
guy as a double for my legs who
could kick like me, another guy
who has the same back and
shoulders to look like me from
behind and a third stunt double
who has the same arm and fist

techniques."

The double casting, a challenge
for any actor, is especially unusual
in what Van Damme calls "crack-
ing-bones" movies.

"It's very risky," he agrees. "But
I don't care."

Nor does Van Damme care

about competition from fellow
tough guys such as Stephen Sea-
gal. As the youngest and least

experienced of the international

action superstars. Van Damme
admits that he has much to learn

from his colleagues, and speaks
fondly— reverently, almost— of
such luminaries as Chuck, Seagal,

Sly and Arnold (whom he
describes as a "cutie pie*0.

"I love to compete in life," he
says. "I want more people like

Stallone and Seagal. It's good for

me if they're doing well."

Van Damme dismisses rumors
of rivalry among the stars, main-
taining that there's room at the top

for all of them.

"We're aU different," he insists.

"It's like a Ferrari and a Rolls
Royce. I'm the Toyota. The Ferrari

and Rolls Royce are Stallone and
Arnold."

*Thc newspapers arc saying that

Seagal and Van Damme are the

next Sly and Arnold," he con-
tinues. "It's not true. When a guy
makes 80 to 100 milhon dollars,

he's a superstar. Seagal and I have
a long way to go!"

Though Van Damme' s first

films were low-budget karate
flicks "made in factories in Hong
Kong," they attracted a wide
following in the U.S., allowing
Van Damme to achieve the quality

control he exerts today.

"Sometimes you have to make a
choice between making money
and making good movies," Van
Damme explains. 'They offered
me lots of money to do *Bloodspon
2,' but I said no. I don't want the

money. I just want to do good
movies."

"If you have a good movie, it

will be successful, whether it's a
love story, an action film or a

comedy," he says. "People say that

right now it's the action film, and
in two years it will be the comedy. I

don't believe in that. I believe that

when something is good, some-
thing is good."

Van Damme has been living the

good hfe since 1982— the year he
moved from Belgium to Holly-

wood, where he now lives with his

wife and two young children. The
Brussels native beheves that his

multicultural background has
conuibuted to the intemational

success of his films, which consis-

tently break woridwide box office

records as well as language bar-

riers.

Van Damme also cites the

straightforward nature of the

acuon genre as the key to its

universal popularity.

"Romance in Europe is different

than romance in America," he
observes. "Comedy is different

But a kick and a punch in the face,

everybody understands."

'Doc Hollywood' suffers from terminal
By Danya Joseph

In "The Secret of My Success,"

Michael J. Fox played a small town
broker who makes it big in the Big
Apple. Now, four years later. Fox
is going in the opposite direction.

He plays a big city doctor who
finds his integrity in a small town,

in the amusing but uninspiring

comedy, "Doc Hollywood."

Following the apparent theme of
the '90s, "Doc Hollywood" pro-

fesses throwing away a high

profile, no soul career for some
simple but honest living.

Fox plays Dr. Ben Stone. On his

way to becoming a plastic surgeon
in Beveriy Hills, Stone must pay
his dues to the town of Grady,
South Carolina, squash capital of
the South. There, he falls in love

with a perfect woman. He also

learns to ajjpreciate developing
friendly relationships with his

patients. Will the Doc still head to

Los Angeles after his debt to

Grady is paid?

If only all choices in life could
be as clear cut as the one Fox has to

make in this film! I find it hard to

believe that small towns don't
have their share of depressed
neurotics and that there are no
grounded, happy people in any city

with a population of more than a
couple hundred thousand.

"Doc Hollywood" would have
been much more rewarding if Fox
had had to wade through the ups
and downs of the situation and still

come out making the right deci-

sion. Instead, this film gives us
only the weird phoniness of Los
Angeles and other big, bad cities

"Doc Hollywood"

would have been much

more rewarding if Fox

had had to wade

through his situation

and still come out

making the right deci-

sion.

and gives us only the pure whole-

someness of small town America.

Aside from this flaw, "Doc
Hollywood" is a film that works.

Much of its success comes from
the great performances of the cast
Michael J. Fox manages to bring

out a very caring core to Doc
Stone's obnoxious exterior. Stone
is more than just a mature version

of Alex P. Keaton. He is a
competent, funny and vulnerable

adult

Julie Warner as love interest

Lou is tender but tough. She has
already learned hfe's lessons and
knows where her values lie.

Bridget Fonda and Woody Harrel-

son are hilarious as Grady's more
seedy residents who are curious

about Doc and about the wide
world outside of Grady. David
Ogden Stiers is also good as the
mayor of Grady, who makes it his

mission to convince the doctor to

stay.

The rest of the town's residents

are also very likeable. They are
amused with Doc Stone's superior

attitude and are grateful for his

Dr. Benjamin Stone (Michael J. Fox) is en route to Beverly Hills in -Doc Hollywood'' when his life takes an unplanned detour.

services. It is fun to see how
readily they accept him into their

town and how eagerly he responds

to their enthusiasm.

Michael Caion-Jones' direction

moves the film along well and

keeps the film up-beat He also

creates good tension between
Doc's desire for a big career

elsewhere and his love for Lou in

Grady.

"Doc Hollywood" is worth

Anatomy of

seeing ifyou are looking for a good
chuckle. Just don't expect it to

have anything profound to say.

nUI: -Doc Hollywood." Screenplay by
Jeffrey Price. Peter S Seaman and
Daniel Pyne. Directed by Michael

Caton-Jones. Produced by Michael
Chapman. A Warner Bros, picture with
Michael J. Fox, Julie Wamer, Barnard
Hughes, Woody Harrelson, David
Ogden Sbers, Frar)oes Stemhagen and
Bridget Fonda. (Rated PG-13 lan-

guage, adult situations: 86
minutes)*••

Linklater

By Nick Roberts
Sumnner Bruin Staff

Anyone who has spent time
hanging out at the local coffee

house knows who the slackers are.

Their cryptic discussions of philo-

sophy, politics and popular culture

border on the absurd. They'd much
rather be without a job and be poor
than be miserable. College is just a

way for them to bide their time
while they search for a meaningful
way to live their lives without
compromising their freedom from
commiunent

"Slacker," a refreshingly bizarre

new film by Richard Linklater,

gives us a first-hand look at this

new subculture of the college

population. If the '80s was a time
for the "me" generation to flourish,

weU then, "Slacker" seems to

suggest that the '90s could very
well become the decade of the
"why me?" generation.

Surprisingly though, "Slacker"
doesn't take a negative view of its

subject — in fact, it has a
remarkably upbeat, lived-in feel to

it that could only be a product of
the director's incredible familiari-

ty with campus life in America.
"Slacker" does for the college-

''Slacker'' explores the streets and college hang-outs of Austin
Texas' West Canfipus district.

age coffee house crowd what

Penelope Sphecris* "Decline ot

Western Civilization" did for the

'80s punk culture. Linklater's film

isn't interested in criticizing. Like

the slackers, it would much rather

observe things quietly in the comer
and leave the act of judging to the

audience. It's a quality that con-

sistently works in the film's favor.

Linklater spent several years

noting down the peculiarities of

college life in and around his

hometown of Austin, Texas
(where the film was shot). Forsak-

ing conventional plot structure for

a more appropriate documentary
feel, the film concentrates instead

on its cast of ordinaries, leading us

through the streets of Austin's

West Campus district in an effort

to record the happenings that go on

inside the apartments and hang-

outs frequented by the suburb's

students, drop-outs and resident

oddballs.

Beginning with Linklater's own
dualistic discussion of separate

realities and alternative universes

in the back seat of a taxi cab,

"Slacker" slowly meanders its way

into a series of three-minute

encounters with a gallery of

eccentncs, ail of whom scciu to

have little in common except for

their Austin accents.

Over the course of a 24-hour

period, Linklater's camera comes

into contact with its fair share of

See 'SLACKDI,' page 15

Acting for another team
Bill Nunn scores big

with a role in 'Henry*

By Danya Joseph

Actor Bill Nunn espouses the "Nike" philosophy
when it comes to his career — just do iL

*The more you do, the more chances you have of
being seen and the better you'll become," says Nunn.

This Atlanta-based actor started his career in film

just several years ago, but has already starred in a
string of hit movies, including Spike Lee's "School
Daze" and "Do the Right Thing."

His newest role is in "Regarding Henry," where
Nunn portrays Bradley, a good-natured physical
therapist whose bright sense ofhumor emanates from
Nunn's cheerful smile and strong, friendly laugh.

Nunn's Bradley comes to the assistance of Henry
Turner (Harrison Ford) during the latter's rehabilita-

tion from a head injury. The therapist's help and
encouragement soon put Henry on the road to a
speedy recovery.

"He's a warm compassionate person, very very
strong, very professional about his job." Nunn said of
his character.

In order for the film lo portray Henry's recovery in

an accurate manner. Ford. Nunn and the filmmakers
researched neurological injuries at the Burke
Institute in White Plains, New York, and the Los
Ranchos Clinic in Los Angeles. For Nunn, the time
spent at the clinics was beneficial on two levels.

Technically, the clinics taught the actors the

correct procedures for working with patients. "We
IcariKd how you gel a guy up lo use a waika foi llic

first time," he says.

More importantly for Nunn, he witnessed the close

relationship that forms between the patient and the

therapist

"Friendships develop a lot because it's very

intimate work and it's intense. There's a lot of pain
going on there. It's grueling and it goes on for weeks.

Bill Nunn stars with Harrison Ford In Mike
Nichols' ''Regarding Henry."

months, years." he explains.

When Nunn found out about the role of Bradley, he
was impressed more with the quality of the
production staff than with the specific role.

"When 1 saw (director) Mike Nichols and Harrison
Ford (were doing the movie), I knew (my part)

wasn't gonna be a pimp named 1-eroy, with a fur hat,"

he recalls.

To Nunn, "Regarding Henry" is sweet and simple,
while still remaining thought-provoking— a quality
that he hopes will attract audiences. "I thmk Mike
(Nichols) did a wonderful job because he didn't try to

overcomplicate things. It's a simple film and I think
that's by design."

Nunn got his start in films with the help of Spike
l.ee and roles in such movies as "School Daze."
which offered Nunn his first substantial role.

"Working with Spike is kind of like family," says
Nunn. "It seems kind of like home base. When 1 did

See NUNN, page 15
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$25
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^v^^^ * ^^1 ^^S w/ bikini
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• 208-6840 ^
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Ali's Hair Sal§|j |093 5|»|tton Ave.
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$4. • T«^ BRUIN DEAL
Enjoy your choice of Shrimp Fry, Chicken or Petite Sirloin Steak plus

Potato. Rice or Vegetables and a Green Dinner Salad plus your choice
of non-alcoholic beverage* with bottomless refills. Or choose our new
Buffet Court which includes our All-You-Can-Eat Hot Appetizer, Make

your Own Sundae, Dessert, Hot Pasta, Deli, Tostada, Soup, Fresh Fruit

& Salad bar. Beverage includes all-you-can-dhnk coffee, tea, or soft drink.

Offer Valid After Oi-^^l.^^^
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I
until 8/31/91 \i^U^^M\^9.

^^2 Gayley Ave.
*Coffee, Tea, or Soft Drink [BUFFET CXXJRT & GRILL] sm Westwood Village
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ust be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).
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$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS

I
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Wiishire West Plaza
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Film

Seductiveness Is missing

in Jordan's 'Hie Miracie'

By Matt Landig

When writer-director Neil Jor-

dan C*The Company of Wolves,"

"Mona Lisa") is working in top

form, he can heat up the screen

with strange, sensually charged

images and ]}ace his movie with a

sense of daring and fun.

But his new movie "The Mira-

cle," despite moments of extraor-

dinary, mysterious beauty, is

missing that sense of fun and

lapses into melodrama.

The movie begins promisingly

in a small Irish town where two
teenagers, Jimmy (Niall Byrne)

and Rose (Lorraine Pilkington)

wander the coast, inventing stories

about the townspeople. They're

self-deprecating cut-ups, and the

two young actors (both make their

debuts here) show real charm and
wit. They're perfectly convincing

as best friends with overactive

imaginations. When Jimmy and
Rose catch sight of a mysterious

blonde (Beverly D'Angelo) at the

town's train station, they begin to

fantasize about her past. "She's got

a secret," Jimmy says to Rose.

"She probably killed someone."
As it turns out, she does have a

secret — and it's connected with

Jimmy's father (Donal McCann)— but the secret turns out to be far

l^jss intriguing than murder. Jimmy
and Rose meet the blonde, Renee,
and the two (mainly Jimmy)
become obsessed with her.

The movie's premise could have
provided an opportunity for over-

tones of danger and seductiveness,

but it isn't the entertainingly trashy

thriller it could have been. The
picture gets derailed with tedious

scenes of Jimmy arguing with his

boozer father. Donal McCann
CThe Dead") is overscaled. He
seems much too loud, and almost
all of his scenes seem exactly the

"The Miracle" could

have provided danger

and seductiveness, but

it isn't the entertain-

ingly trashy thriller that

it could have been.

same because he doesn't find

enough shadings for the role.

Things don't improve when Jim-
my begins to bully his father and
Renee because the violence in him
seems false to his character.

In general, Jimmy's scenes with

Renee fall short of enchdntment
The writing goes flat, but more
importantly, the gifted Beverly

D'Angelo ("High Spirits") has
almost no role to play. She looks

dangerously chic, especially in the

first half of the movie, but,

regrettably, the script requires her

to be weepy and wan.

But even though the story

evaporates, the movie has a great

look. Cinematographer Philippe

Rousselot lights the Irish coast

stunningly — each of the seaside

scenes provides a different emo-
tional texture. And there are

charming scenes throughout (such

as Jimmy and Rose walking along
the boardwalk at dawn, with
animals from an escaped zoo
running away to freedom in the

background). But ultimately, *The
Miracle" fades away in the mem-
ory.

FILM: -The Miracle." Written and
directed by Neil Jordan. A Palace/
Promenade Production in association
with Palace Film Four International/

British Screen and Miramax Films with
Beverly DAnaek). Donal McCann, Niall

Byrne and Lorraine Pilkington. (Not
rated; 104 minutes.) Now playing at the
Goidwyn.^A

Literature

'Boogeymen' focuses on
uniilceiy young iiero Wes
By Joanne J. Choi
Summer Bruin Staff

When the character of teenage
genius Wesley Crusher was added
to "Star Trek: The Next Genera-
tion," many Trekkies moaned
while the network prayed for

younger audiences. Eventually,
Wesley, now Ensign Wesley
Crusher, was conveniently sent off
to Star Fleet Academy to the
cheers of some. Perhaps in a
fleeting moment of nostalgia, Mel
Gilden wrote "Boogeymen" cen-
tered around the now null and void
character of Wesley Crusher and
another of his experiments gone
wild. The result ofGilden's fling is

an interminable bore.

In "Boogeymen" Wes seems to
be concerned with two things. The
first is staying out of Captain
Picard's hair (metaphorically,
since Picard is bald.) Secondly,
he's stuck in the mires of some
serious soul searching. Can he ever
command a star ship?

While leadership potential isn't
a hght subject with even Comman-
der William Riker indulging in his
own moments of self-doubu,
We.sley anempts to lest himself.
With the help of Geordi and Data,
Wesley constructs a holodeck
program called "Boogeymen"
designed to test him against his
own fears.

Eric Baldwin, the premiere

Federatiorv specialist in alien life

forms and Picard's academy class-

mate, also fears for his life. But,

instead of trying to face his fears

and weather out professional jea-

lousy, Baldwin tries to erase
himself from Star Fleet computers
by exploiting a recently discovered
computer lifefoim. The trouble
starts when Wesley's Boogeyman
program get loose and causes
havoc with the Enterprise compu-
ters which Baldwin has infected

with the computer lifeforms.

"Boogeyman"'s flaw doesn't lie

so much with its premise as with its

execution. Publishing and editing

time considered, a novel about the
galaxy boy wonder (now defunct)
going through yet another rite of
passage holds promise. Gilden
absorbs most of his talent and time
with a frustrating and cloudy
characterization of Wesley who is

either a homy teenager or an
ovcreager puppy.

Gilden's portrayal of Picard is

even a little less for wear. Except
for brief snapshot glimpses of
humanity, Gilden's Picard fails to

move the audience to either adora-
tion or sympathy. Instead, Picard's

volununous suuggles with tlie

Boogeymen add only pages to an
already lengthy exercise.

BOOK: "Star Trek: The Next Genera-
tion Boogeymen ' Wrinen by Mel
Gilden. Published by Pocket Books.
244 Pages. Paperback: $4.95. A^
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NUNN
From page 13

•Regarding Henry.' I felt like I was
being traded (to a new team), but
it's nice to know that I can still play
for my original team too."

In order to establish himself as

an actor, Nunn participated in as

many plays as possible, especially

during his stay at Moorehouse
College.

Some of the plays in which
Nunn has starred include
"Fences," "Home," "Day of
Absence" and "Macbeth."

"Plays are definitely scarier

than films," he says. "It's the thrill

of working without a net, the

adrenaline thing is much higher

and there's the immediate
response. You know right at the

moment if you bombed."
Even with his initiation into

films, Nunn decided to keep his

home in Atlanta. However, Nunn
admits that there are drawbacks as

well as rewards for living so far

from the industry.

"I'm aware of most big projects

because I have agents here and in

New York, but there's stuff I miss

out on, like doing guest spots on a
series," he says.

Nunn needn't worry about
keeping busy, however. He has
just finished filming "White Lies"
with Gregory Hines, which should
air on the USA network in Septem-
ber.

In the future, Nunn plans to

develop programs for young peo-
ple. "I think there's a void in

programming for young people

... I'd like to do something on a
larger scale. Maybe I'll just get

together with Spielberg."

'SIACKER'
From page 12

frustrated musicians and artists,

embittered lovers, a man who's
convinced that UFO faces appear

on milk cartons and a woman
who's trying to find a buyer for a

vial that supposedly contains an

authentic Madonna pap-smear,

complete with a pubic hair from

the Material Girl herself.

There's also the resident Ken-
nedy conspiracy buff who's in the

process of writing his own book on
the subject, trying to decide

whether to name it "Profiles in

Cowardice" or "Conspiracy A-
Go-Go." Of course, not all of the

people in "Slacker" are as

whacked out as all of these, but

then again, who isn't a little b
strange all the time?

Though the film's long takes

times seem to extend beyond one'

patience threshold, it's the type

direction that allows the film

examine, without prying, the liv

thoughts and feelings of its subj

with a sense of open-eyed wonde
It's the type of film that's guaran

teed to eventually become a cult

classic, to be painstakingly dis-

sected by the slackers in the back

room of one of the local campus
hang-outs after class.

FILM: -Slacker.- Written, directed and
produced by Richard Linklater. An
Ork>n Classics release. (Rated R:

language; 97 minutes.) Now playing at

the Nuart. •••

Keeping your weight at a

moderate level may scale

down your risk of heart at-

tack. So maintain a healthy

diet and lighten up on your

heart.

nsmmuf

!>^"
o^i^'

Italian Grill And Saloon
9389 Wiishire Blvd. (Between Canon and Crescent)-858-1303

Thurs.,Fri., Sat.

8:00pm Dinner Show

Thurs. THE 'ALIVIOST COMEDY"
8/8 COMPETITION AND SHOWCASE

Bill Owyer

George Calfa

Fri. Jimmy Brogan (Tonight Show)

8/9 Leah Krmsky (Comic Strip Live)

Fred Asparagus (Spinal Tap)

Reed Steele

Sat. Robin Roberts (Showtime)

8/10 Steve Epstein (A&E)

David Zaslott (Jazz Manoligist-HBO)

BLUEST
Thurs. 8/8 BLUES KRUSE ,

Fri.Si^ THE PREACHERS
Featuring Smilin' Brian

Sat. 8/10 JJ "BAD BOY' JONES
And His Bad Boys

4w\ m^ JJ 'fiAO BOY" JON€S^

All Star Jam 4:45

Bring your guitar, harper...

Mon. 8/12 FLYING PIG EXPRESS

Tues. 8/13 THE PERSUADERS
Featuring Rick Berthoud

Wed. 8/14 THE ROADHOUSE RIPPERS
With Clayton Goldstein

PIZZA & PITCHER OFBEER

$4.99
Good Monday-Thursday Expires 8/31/91

IVfe
Also TauQhf-

The Oompei'ii'ion.
M m\ to fab your earn}! Tab them viliile (ou are fresli

eol ol »IinI! Seores are jmJ k a few years!

>ilMM)Mil*Mhili.i»M.' H . --X-Ji^v :--^t;h:x»:»afc^ai:;fc;:
:-. > fir.: ji-.-.m

ISATmx 6RE
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TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken After 3:00pnn to close
• Egg 1^oll

• Gyoza
• Fried Rice

• Green Salad w/ 1 free drink ^'^^ ^°^P^"

$3.70
PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

tf-fL.

OPEN:
MQndav-Werinfi<^riay

11:30a.m. toll :30p.m

Thursdav-^^aturriay

11:30a.m. to 2:30a.m.

SPsdALSt
6 Wings, Fries, and
SodallQQ

Turkey

Burger/Chicken

Sandwich
Fries, and Soda
il5Q

978 Gayley Ave.

Westwood, CA. 90024

WINGS (cooked in 100% Canola Oil - 97% Saturatid Fat fr—
)

Chicken Wings small $3.1 ( 1 0) large $5.79 (20)
avaliable in; Plain, Mild. Spicy. SHIPPYS Red Hot. BBQ. Spicy BBQ. Teriyaki,

Hawaiian. Jamaican. Honey Mustard. Honey, A Honey BBQ

SANDWICHES
Boneless Breast of Chk:ken

available in above flavors

w/ cheese
Turkey Burger (93% fat free)

w/cheese
Double Turkey Burger

$2.50

$2.75 (w/chili $3.15)
$2.25

$2 50(w/chili$2.90)

U25

POTATOES
Baked Potatoes w/ butter $1.50

toppinas: broccoli, cheese, sour cream, turkey chili, grilled onions
& ChlCKPh

1 for $.40/2 for $75/3 for $1.00
French Fries (fresh cut daily) $i .00

w/dieese $i 25
w/ turkey chill $i 60
w/ turkey chiU A cheese $l .75

Fresh Potato Chips $ .90
Potato Skins w/ sour cream small $2.99

w/cheese small $3.69
"Beer Battered Onion Rings" $1.25

large $4.50
large $5.25

SALADS
Mixed Greens small $2.25 large $3 25

choice of dressing- ranch, blue cheese, or Creamy Italian

Veggie Platter $2,99
(w/ broccoli, carrots. & celery sticks w/ choice of dressing)'

BEVERAGES (free refills)

Soda-Orange, Root Beer, Coke,

Diet Coke, Iced Tea, Sprite

& Pink Lemonade
Bottled Water

TURKEY CHILI
Bowl of Chili

w/ cheese

DESSERTS
Dough Twists

w/ Powdered Sugar or Syrup
N.Y Cheese Cake
Carrot Cake

small $99(16oz.)
large $1.50 (32 oz.)

$1.25

$1 50
$1.75

2 for $.75

$1.75

$1.75

**Specials Daily**

Yiim Bmit m^

20
«
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Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Research Subjects 12

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon discussion. Thur Bookstudy. Fri Steo
Study, AU 3525 12:15-1:1

5

lues Discussion. Wed Discussion NPI
08538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have dnnking problems

Westwood Friends
(Quakers)

Meeting for Worship
Sunday 10:30 AM
900 Hilgard Ave

(University Religious Conference Building)

"You Don't Need To Have
Dental Insurance To Have

Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning

Jpo"(rag. $1 SO)

new patients wfch this cxxjpon only
MV also accofnmodate patients with
dental covcraffw
oAer<

(up to 4 X-rays)

475-5598
24-Hour Emergency

Service

I tN YOUR SMILE!

Ask US about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home
Sid Soleimanian, D.D.S.

1 620 Westwood Blvd., V\bsl Los Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays

Free Parking In Rear

¥« ^ <f ^ 9
SO LOVING COUPLES

<^ WANTED
TO FIELD TEST A NEWSPACE AGE

CONDOM

<f y

Good Deals DIGITAL PEDOMETER I
Research Subjects 12

GREENCARD LOHERY
Low rates for students

For complete information cal

Michel Clos, esq.

(213)933-2525

Slips onto belt or waistbond, odjusis to walking/jogging stride

occurolely meosures ^ '

distance.

Miscellaneous

lb order moll Si 7.95 find, tax and s/h)

vio check or money order to:

UNIQUE ENTERPRISES

3530 Comation Circle

Seal Beech, CA 90740

SATISttCnONGUARAMTEEO

(213)596-7499

1975 7.UP COMMEMORATIVE BOTTLE
John Wooden UCLA Legacy, unopened $200
(213)514-9455.

DISCOUNT SALE: uMd video camera, VHS-
VCR type, electric Smith Corona typewriter,

«ofak)ed Anne (213)475-4606.

flDUERTISE in the SUnHER BRUIN!

825-2221

ADULTS, 35 & OLDER WHO EXPERIENa
BLEEDING WHEN BRUSHING THEIR TEETH,
and/or have tarUr deposits on their teeth
needed for study that compares two methods
of measuring gum disease. Eligibility deter-

mined at screening examination that lasts

approximately one hour Is required . Particip-

anto will have teeth cleaned at the conclusion
of the study. Contact Lynne, Clinical Research
Center (21 3)825-9792.

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
and up) on asthma medic^ion needed for

research of new asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9anrv-5pm. Answering ma-
chine available after hours.

BCDWETTINC (ENURETIQ BOYS 7-1 1 years
needed for LJCLA research project. SubjecU
will receive $20 and a free developmenUl
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

50 CCXJPLES WILL EACH BE PAID $150 ^
¥ TO PARnCIPAFE IN A NATIONAL ¥

INSTITUTES OF HEALTH STUDY ON A
y NEWLY DEVELOPED NON-LATEX V

POLYURETHANE CONDOM.
TO PARTICIPArE. COUPLES MUST BE: -

t^AGE 18-50 t^ MONOGAMOUS
^ • WILLING TO REPORT ON 10 ^ i

COITAL EPISODES COMPLETED
WTTHINA 6 WEEK TIME PERIOD

^ t^ NOTAT RISK OF PREGNANCY ^
(CURRENTLY U^ING ORAL

^ CONTRACEPTIVES. lUD. aa
NORPLANT. OR ONE PARTNER IS ^
STERILIZED)

o For more information, please call Laurel ^
Bey^e' cy Marga.'e! Yings! at

y (21 3)386-561 4. ©xi.225. or ask for the V
C^ondom Study.

EARN $20 in Pain Perception Study at VA—
Sepulveda. Ages 25-65. Call Leigh at
206-0474.

FEMALES WPTH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to
participate In hair regrowth sUidy. Ages 1 9-49.
Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (213)828-6887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-
lenH 7-11 years needed for UCLA research
project. Receive $20 and a free developmenUl
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NEWIYWEDS WANTED: Couples marrying in

1991 needed for LXIA project. Participants
receive $50. Call (213)206-6049.

CLUB TAKTIX
DANCE DANCE DANCE

THIS THURSDAY
1 geos-i 990's
TOP 40 MUSIC

DJ Keone, Karaoke.

Pool

$2.00 WELL DRINKS
FREE until 10pm

At Kelbo's 1 1 434 \NesX.

PicoBlvd
473-3050

^^^-T
V

VN

(714) ^-
33 TO FLY ^^

(714)654-8559
call for video

The most portable, hghtcst (12 lbs.),

easiest, smallest (bdckpack size), least

expensive aircraft in the world!
No^*' ]^»or! ("an ^r\;^r uAfh N^H*: for

hours. Fly 1st day! Best location.

Place
Your Ad
Here

IMOMaJIIIMIMnffiMfflDlPiyi
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Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted
NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning experience
(213)825-0392.

PAID SUBJECTS NEEDED FOR PSYCH EXPER-
IMENTS. Call 206-4945 to join oor paid
subject pool. Participant$(must be 16-35 years
old) will be called every week or two to be
scheduled for experiments on perception,
nr>enf>ory, and social cognition. Earn $6^r or
fTtore help scientific research.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS FOR BLOOD PRES-
SURE STUDY. HEALTHY MALE STUDENTS
16-34, $40. CALL ZANE, (213)825^475.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON RAPID DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT LORI/ EVA AT UCLA
(213)825-5493.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatoligists supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

WOMEN AGES 35-45 embarking on a profes-

sional career, needed for dissertation on wo-
men in transition. (213)471-5957.

30 Help Wanted

Wanted 15

MUSICIANS WANTED!! Rhythm guitarist/

vocalist seeks bassist, drummer and lead into

classic rock/blues for Fall qtr parties and gigs

Call Patrick (213)208-5438.

Musicians to partake in NEW start up group.
Please contact Paul at BRILLIANT BAND
(818)897-5199.

Egg/Sperm Donor 19

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

C.ALlfORNl.A
c:kyc^ hank

-'9941

Healtti Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY lor pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation arxi removal of

acne arxi sunspots. For more info, call Califor-

nia Laser Doctor's Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 100% Guaranteed.

100% Natural, healthy/low cost way to look

better. (213)285-8410.

THROWING UP
GEHING YOU DOWN?
Eating disorders are my only specialty

CooiC find out why

Or.Mark Berman. Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group appts

)

213-655-6730

OVERWEIGHT?
North Carolina Pastor loses 76 lbs.

and 14 inches in 3 months using

Nutrition Express Wt. Loss Product

twice daily eatino 1 regular meal.

Cost$1 76 per meal.

CALL FOR FREE 4-Day Supply
See if they work for you.

1-800-927-8046

Bulimic?
Do you fool out off control
with ffood or omotlonsT
Counsolliio can holp

old pattoms
call •24-1 1 78

Joanna Young Phd
LIcantad Pfycholoolst

PS4ir»15

Help Wanted 30

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, bilingual (En-

glish and Spanish). Full fime/PitX time. Call

Marilyn at (213)479-8353.

ATTENTION!!! DANCERS/GYMNASTS/
YOGINIS— Learn how to earn $40+/hr.

Teach: QIMAX. Free training, jim

(213)476-2234.

EARN up to

$150 per month
,fiXHELPlN<5 OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

< or inlormalion

Call Anna
(818) 986'>B83-

•< ' M A

Cancer patents

throughou! I A t)cnef i

ifOf^ yOu' pariicipalion

BRIGHT, ENERGETIC individual needed for

WLA office. Excellent verbal communication
skills. To schedule appointments and assist in

seminars. Familiarity with data entry a plus.

Full-tinr>e hours, including alternate Tuesday
evenings and Saturday mornings. Call Lisa

(213)470-4220.

CASHIER RETAIL HARDWARE, flexible hours,

Brentwood. Experience preferred. Call Jan
476-2864.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

FT CLERK:AL,L0NG-TERM good phone skills,

computer knowlege, reliable. Santa Monica,
$7.8/hr. (213)453-6422.

COMPANION. WLAman seeks mature person
for afternoons, 2 hourt^day. Exercise, conver-
sation. $10Air. 474-9860 afternoons.

COMPUTER INSTRUCTOR NEEDED: Wamer
Ave. School. Education degree/experience
with children helpful. Experience with Apple.
Patty Bean (213)474-5719.

COMPUTER SYSTEM PROGRAMMER famil-

iar w/ 1-2- 3/d- Base, etc. Needed to write data
base management program for hospital man-
agement company. Richard (213)208-2633.

CREATIVE AND ARTISTIC individual needed
for advertising project. Contact Mindy Park
(213)820-2287, Ext. 130.

DATA ENTRY: Permanent P/T. 11-2/12-3,
M-F. $9-1 O^r., Santa Monica. 65 WPM-»-.
(213)453-6422.

DENTAL RECEPTIONIST: 3-4 day^\vk. Pleas-

ant, energetic Beverly Hills office. Experience
preferred. Ask for Robin (213)550-1511.

DRIVER for 2 school-aged boys needed, with
own car. 7-8am and 2:30-4pm. $7/hr.

(213)471-6724.

EXPLOSIVE INTERNATIONAL CO. needs help
•mrnediately. Earn $500-$200C^mo. PT or

16,000 -f IrtHi. FT. (213)255-6410.

•—HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE*— who like

having fun needed for part-time and full-tln^e

work. David (213)399-5994.

HIGHLY MOTIVATED, DEDICATED,
PERSONABLE, INTERESTED IN SALES???
BecorDe an Assistant Account Executive Intern

'or the
UCLA Daily Bruin. Applications available at

112 Kerckhoff. Robert 825-2221; Delia
206-0901

FEMALE FIGURE or life drawing models
wanted by photographer. Call Peter at

(213)558-4221.

FILE CLERK. S7A^r. In Westwood. 3-4 hrs/day,

hours flexible. Must be detail oriented. Con-
tactChrissy (213)879-1919.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or irnxe depending
on qualifications; Spanish^nglish skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;

filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid

Diamond. (213)475-0481.

INTELLIGENT ORGANIZED people with good
communication skills. PT/ FT, with great

potential for growth and excellent salary to

work In large Beverly Hills medical practice.

Call Ziba (213)273-4454.

INTELLIGENT INDIVIDUAL who knows about
phobias. Good pay. 9-5, M-F. (818)789-1055.

ITALIAN TO ENGLISH, english to Italian

interpreter needed. Native Italian speaker
required. Tom Jones (213)826-4240.

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN. Private laborat-

ory in Westwood Village has a part-time

position available for Biology student or Gra-
duate with laboratory experience. Please send
resunr>e attention: Agnes. 1015 Gayley Ave.,
Box 439 L.A., Ca. 90024.

LAW GRADUATE STUDENTS wanted for PT
clerical duties at Continuing Education of the
Bar classes. $9.43/hr. Call (213)206-1408 by
8/16/91.

LIVE-IN security position available. 5 min.
UCLA. Ideal for grad. student. Room, salary,

benefits. Call (213)471-3860 between
6-1 0pm, Wed-Fri.

MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT for lady chiro-

practor: insurance billing and Word Perfect

experience. Some reception and physical ther-

apy. Mornings - Mon., Wed., Fri.

(213)450-4555.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am-5pm.

NURSE-CARE COORDINATOR seeks RN.
Qualifications: clinical knowledge & experi-

ence, oncolorv arvJ disrharpp nl;innio0 PvaAr.

lerKe. Flex. hrs. Salary commensurate w/ exp.

Call 447-0877 9 A.M.-1 2 PM Please send
resuPDe and salary requirements to Cancer
Home Care Referrals 12301 Wilshire Blvd.

Suite 500 LA, CA 90025.

NURSE/RN FOR MD OFFICE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME. TOP SALARY,
FULL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111.

NURSING ASSISTANT for young paralyzed
female. Experience. Perfect for student. AAV
afternoons, $9/hr. Overnight, $30. Non-
smoker (213)391-0145.

MANAGEMEirr
POSITIONS OPEN

Will train for Full or Part time

Good people skills

For more info call Cynthia

(213) 399-3661

$$$$$$$$$
C-\imnKivi.il/IiiJuNtri,il I\ciJ

E>t.itc Kiriii li.is r\\oc-iur\ lc\cl

po^lth'IU ,i\,iil,ihk- l\CN«.-.iah

wvrk w ith iiKciUiNt.- I\>mjs

pro^,'r.wn tvr vu».(.c-Nstul.

(213)829-2900

Senior Secretary
to support Project

Management in the

construction of Getty Center.

Seeking highly motivated and
well-organized team player
with strong computer skills

and 3-4 years experience.

Interest in arts and
construction a plus.

Send resume and salary

history to:

The J. Paul Getty Trust

1875 Century Park East,

Suite 2300
Los Angeles. CA 90067
Attn: Building Program

4954 \it\ Noyi Blvd Shirmsn Oaks

HELP
WANTED

:

the
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS
are seeking
DEDICATED
INDIVIDUALS

for the
1991-1992
LINE STAFF

Applications Available
at the

DAILY BRUIN Office
112 Kerckhoff Hall

30 Help Wanted

OFFICE ASSISTANT/BOOKKEEPER-PART-
TIME, Monday-Thursday, 12:00-5:00 (some
flexibilKy). Must type 45wpm accurately.

Computer experience helpful. Filing and gen-
eral office. 1 -year bookkeeping experience.
Must have customer service experience. Send
Resuni>e and salary history to: Richard Milo,

Century City-Westside TMA, 1801 Century
Park East #300, Los Angeles, CA 90067.

ONE-ON-ONE TRAINING CENTER. Fit indivi-

dual. Part-time. Answer phones, filing. Free
use of gym. (213)479-7778, Michael.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONISTAYPIST needed
for entertainnr>ent business managenient firm.

Non-smoker with neat appearance. $7/hr.

afternoons ar>d Saturdays beginning Feb.l.

Career opportunity. (213)626-0600.

PART-TIME SALESPERSON wanted for wo-
men's contemporary clothing store in Pacific

Palisades. Call (213)454-7044.

PART-TIME FRONT OFFICE WORK: West
wood medical office. Flexible hours. Call Dr.

Linda Wilson 206-2303.

PART-TIME BOOKKEEPER. DACEASY/LOTUS
1-2-3 required. Flexible hours. Congenial
atmosphere. Tye between 2:30-5:00,
(213)623-3147 non-profit organization.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST. Santa Monica
Law Office. 8:30-12:30. M-F, $7/hr. Sharon
450-3214.

PART-TIME Shoe sales, Beverly Center. Sat,

Sun, Mon + 2 to 3 evenings. $6.5(Vhr +
depending on experience. (213)657-5183,
Roz or Debbie.

PT/FT PERSON FRIDAY for Beverly Hills law
firm. Contact Gail 274-6683.

PT OFFICE HELP, computer experience neces-

sary, 20-25 hrs/wk. $6/hr. Apply in person.

1815 Centinella Ave.

P/T OFFICE MANAGER'S ASSISTANT. $OA^r.

Century City. Computer experience. (213)

282-6622.

PT Receptionist/Typist for gourmet food com-
pany. WordPerfect 5.0 required. Flexible

hours. (213)215-1933, Laurel.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON needed to drop and
pick up 1 4-yr-old from school weekdays. Must
have own car. (213)656-1301.

RN, LVN, or DERM ASSISTANT needed for

Saturdays only. Busy Beverly Hills dermatol-

ogy office. RefererKes required. Ask for Diane.

(213)273-0467.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $15^r. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector

up to $20,00(Vyr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964-4166 ext. 22:

SECRETARY. Real Estate Finn. 9-5pm, light

typing. Beverly Hills. Call for appointment.
lack (213)271-0101.

SECRETARY ii position open at the UCLA AIDS
Clinical Research Center. Call Jeff Fricks

(213)825-3594.

SENIOR OFFICE ASSISTANT (20 hourV week):
Provide clerical assistarKe in areas of admi-
nistration and research grants. Typing, filing,

phor>ework necessary; computer skills pre-

ferred. Send resume to: The Getty Grant
Program, 401 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1000, Santa
Monica, CA 90401 - 1 455, Attn: Sr. Office Asst.

Search.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN in

Japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko
(21 3)3377006 ext.214.

TELEMARKETINCV SALES. FT- career oppor-
tunity selling healthcare management consult-

ing services to executives. Seeking leadership

and competency. Tracy (213)206-2633.

TEMPORARY JAPANESE INTERPRETER to as-

sist with business conference. (VI 2-fl/l 6. Flexi-

ble hours necessary. (213)824-3332 (day),

(213)470-2862.

US MAIL JOBS. $11.77 to $l4 9(y$9.95 fee

Now hiring, your area. No experience
necessary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

VET. ASST. for busy eye specialty practice.

T)'pi"g Required. MetWet training preferred.

Excellent opportunity. PA- Dr. Boldy
(213)828-3435.

WANTED: FT PRESCHOOL TEACHER,
8:4Sanfv3pm. Experience or credential neces-

sary. Car necessary. Great benefiU: medical,

dental • more Starting salary, $1 5,000 calen-

dar year. Crestwood Nursery School, West-
side. Ask for Rose, Barbara or Cathy
(213)4721566.

WLA HI-TECH, MULTIMEDIA COMPANY
looking for full tin^e Product Testers to view
our titles & write up bug reports. Person(s)

should be very visual, detail oriented & have
good written communications skills. Minimum
40 hrs. a wk. including Sat. ar>d Sun. Call

Angela for orientation datc{s) at

(213)444-6106.

30 Job Opportunities 32

8 people needed novir
Kam up to 9H/hr.

Housecleaners
•Full* Part Uina>

•KIcxibIc Houra*
•LoUofWa-k*

•Utn, Wonan. SUmUoIji. etc •

r'«n(2in)4.'?s 1817

MODELS
v;jiiletl by Piolessional Photogriphy

Studio tor up-connng photo assignments

Pro & Noii-Pio Mdlelonidle

Call (818)508-8680

•••••AGGRESSIVE COORDINATORS*^^*^
Advertising, PR, retail, marketing, and pronfK>-

tional positior^s available. Excellent pay and
training. (213)399-0778.

M.D. (HOLISTIC needed for established na-

tural health center. $100 to $1 35/hr. PT. Call

(213)653-3756 Leslie.

OFFICE ASSISTANT in Century City law firm.

Minimum of 20 hrs per week. S7/hr. Paid
Parking. Must have reliable car ar>d car

insurance. Position available immediately.

Please contact Helen at (213)277-0200.

OUTSIDE SALES: Fast-growing marketing firm

representing Firestone. Looking for outgoing,

energetic people. $15-30/hr.; we guarantee

S8/^r. (213)446-1927.

PART-TIME PHLEBOTOMIST needed for re-

search. $50 per draw. Evening^ nights. UCLA
Med. Center. Barbara (213)625-6817.

Jobs Wanted 33

PHILIPINO LOOKING FOR PT/FT live-out job

as nanny or housekeeper. Good references.

(213)247-9713.

Internstilps 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDANT FILM PRODUCER
seeks student interns to learn script develop-

ment activities in office. No pay, but good
opportunity to learn. 213-394-7263.

COMMITTED ENERGETIC INTERN SOUGHT
BY INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER. SCRIPT
COVERAGE AND COMPUTER BACK-
GROUND DESIRABLE. (818)980-0889.

INTERNSHIP at established modeling and
commercial agerKy for few selected individu-

als. Call for inten/iew (213)469-7224.

Child Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER wanted for 2-month-old. On
campus, 4hrVday (flexible), weekdays. Lucy
X63632, 390-5816.

BABYSlI ILK tor 2 year-old boy. 2 evesAvk.
Mar Vista. References required, car a plus. Lisa

(213)459-2750 (day), (213)390-6018, (eve).

MOTHER'S HELPER W/2-yr-old. $7/hr. Refer-

ences required. Must have exp. w/ children.

CKvn car. (213)276-1321.

PART-TIME, 4-year-old girl, 5:30-8 PM., M-F,
SSA^r., Culver City. Barbara (21 3 )260-4323.

SEEKING BABYSITTER: 2 nrwmings/wk. for

friendly 18-rT>onth old. WLA. Call Orly (21 3)

935-7114. ^
STUDENT WANTED FOR WEEKEND CHILD-
CARE at home of clinical professor.
(213)315-0215.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $60Cymonth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)639-7227.

2-BEDROOM, $1020. Carpet, stove, refrigera-

tor, second level, walk to UCLA. Please call

206-6265.

424 LANDFAJR, single, garden setting, swim-
ming pool, next to UCLA, will accomodate
two. $695/mo. (213)459-1200.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area.

(213)637-9616.

$500 BACHELOR APARTMENT, 1 -block from
beach. Utilities arKJ parking ir>cluded. 29
Dudley Ave, 399 0540.

5-MILES EAST UCLA. North Wilshire, 2-bed-
room, $825 Bachelor, $440. 8pm-10pm.
(213)659-0365.

$775. LARGE QUIET nx>dem 1-bedroonV
l-balh. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, ^c.
(213)637-0761. 1426 BarrinKton.

SUMMER SPECIAL
VefvPraaicai

5 mm Walk to ucla
2bcJrTn 2bath - $800

Pnvate Rcxxn & Batfi. share icttchen $400

6S3 CavleT 208-5920

Casablanca West Apts

Short term

1Bd, 1&2 Bath Apts

Quick Walk to UCLA
Pool, Sundeck
Gated Parking

530 Veteran Avenue
208-4394

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

& 2Bath

$l3/5andup2 + 2

Patio, Secure,

Prime Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/lease

10635 Wilshire
(213)470-3006
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$995. LARGE QUIET modem 2-bedroorTV
2-bath. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c.

(213)837-0761. 1426 Barrington.

ADJACENT BEVERLY HILLS, $1500,
3-bedroonV2-bath duplex, pool, hardwood
floors, kitchen, dining room, 1-car parking.

(213) 202-9162.

BEST LCXATION IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 ^- 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE. A/C, patios and views,
Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA • the village. Subterranncan
parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss +
Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $795-875/MO
2 BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(213) 839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695-765
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.% BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (21 3)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, $1100, 3-BED/ 1-BATH,
11651 CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT
APT., PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR AP-
POINTMENT. (213)939-1732.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. $1095. 2-bed/
2-bath. Full kitchen, fireplace, laundry, bal-

cony, parking. (213)471-6744, David.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE-
MODELED LUXURY BUILDING. POOL,
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD: 2-BD/2-BTH UPPER, $1050
A $1100. 3-BD/2-BTH, $1400. 11661 MON-
TANA AVE. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
(213)472-4462.

BRENTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM secluded guest-

house. Separate large living room, kitchen +
bath. Parking. $750. (21 3)476-8090.

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Huge 2bd/2ba
Dual Master Bdrms

Up to 4 Students Per Unit

Hi-Tech Bldg

Qated Parking

Full Amenities
512 Veteran /Venue Apts.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BFD/1BTH, 11651
CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. $875. Very
bright 1 -bedroom, 2nd floor, laundry
facilities, parking. (213)652-6908.

CULVER CITY— 3846 Prospect Ave.
$115(yrT>o. large 3-bed/2-bath. Parking, laun-

dry, dishwasher, stove. (213)837-1906.

CULVER CITY $740 2-BED/1 -BATH, enclosed
garage, no p<'ts. (213)452-5172.

CUTE CHEERFUL 1 -BEDROOM apartment,
completely redecorated. SMO/mo., Palms.
Laundry, parking. Days 825-1097, eves
(818)981-2304.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM $625, bachelor $475.
Great location, across from Brotman Hospital.

Minutes to Century City and Westwood. 3775
Hughes. 838-8839.

DREAM APARTMENT 2-bed/2-bath, own
wash/dry, security, view, parking, Jacuzzi,

1'A -block UCLA, MUST SEE! (213)824-5143,
(213)208-2449.

FURNISHED SINGLE, individual balcony,

laundry fascilities, offstreet parking, sundeck,

utilities included. Quiet building, only serious

students need to apply. $565. (21 3)826-7068.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath apartment, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

LA $685/mo. Large art deco 1 -bedroom. Near

bus. Sublet 1-year beginning 9/1. Near mu-
seums. (213)857-1637.

LARGE 1-BEDROOM WESTWOOD/OPHIR.
Hardwood floors, parking, bright. $950.

(213)472-5752.

LARGE SINGLE, FULL KITCHEN, DININ-

CROOM & BATH, $675, BACHELOR $500.

CAMPUS AREA. 470-5952.

LARGE UNFURNISHED SINGLE. Private yard,

parking, all utilities. Housepets okay.

5-blocksto Venice Beach. $620 + deposit.

Available Sept.1. (213)778-0822.

MAR VISTA, 1 -bedroom 1-bath, lower, stove,

refrigerator, dishwasher, 1 parking spot.

$615/mo., (213)451-4771.

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 1 BD. 2BD
$725 and up

All amenities

H-Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

WEST LA.
Prime: 1 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den witfi pool,

sauna, Jacuzzi, gym, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-
models open daily

(213)474-1111

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2

Bedroom

501-505 Gayley

208-8505

100 STEPS TO UCLA!

Extra Large Apartments

Newly Renovated
Controlled Entry

Beautifully Furnished

644 & 650 Landfair Ave

Call Maryann
(213)824-0319

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
l-bedrooni/l-balli from $900

2-bedrooni/2-bath from

$1500

Oversized apartments

with dining rooms,

newly decorated with

mini/ vertical blinds,

balconies, fireplace,

built-in kitchens.

Gated subterranean parking,

heated pool, elevator.

Walk to campus

691 Levering Avenue

(213)208-3647

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Mlnutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, 1s and 2s

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center, Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Ookfiod
-osnrrens

3636 S. Seputveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R & B Managed Property EHO

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry
facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

NOW RENTING!
1. 527 MIDVALE AVENUE

Singles, 1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms, 2 Bath
Central heatin^Air Conditioriir^g

Pool, Recreation Room & Outdoor Leisure Area
Balcony or Patio

Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
Fireplaces

Sauna, Spa, Fully-Equipped Exercise Room
(213)208-4868

2. 540 MIDVALE AVENUE
Singles

One Bedroonr^ne Bath, Two BedroonVTwo Bath
Central Heating/Air Conditioning

• Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
• Balcony or Patio

• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
• Fireplaces

(213)208-0064

3. 430 KELTON AVENUE
1 Bed'ooms
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Central Healing/Air^Ionditioning
Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
Balcony or Patio

Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
Fireplaces

(213)824-7409

4. 10980 WELLWORTH
5. 10983 WEILWORTH

1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms/2 Bath
Central Heating/ Air-Conditioning
Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
Balcony or Patio

Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

Five
Westwood Village

Apartment
Communities

1. 527 MIDVALE AVE.
2. 540 MIDVALE AVE.
3. 430 KELTON AVE.
4. 10980 WELLWORTH AVE.
5. 10983 WELLWORTH AVE.

-ki^V/e can help you
And a ix>oiiimate. We
have a situation board.
Please call Mldvale I at
208-0064 or Midvale II

at 20b-4Ht>8.

MOVE-IN BONUS. 25%
refund on UCLA tuition per

roommate. Call for details.

MAR VISTA 1-bed apartment. Security build-

ing, utilities included. $60(Vmo. Available 9/1

.

Ca ll 641-5377.

MID-WILSHIRE, 2-bed/2-bath from $1150.

Brand new luxurious, spacious apt., great for

roommates. Gym, fireplace, walk-in closets,

European kitchen, alarm in each unit, 10 min.

from DCLA. (213)954-9790.

MIRACLE-MILE large lower duplex. 2 ^ 1 1/2,

hardwood floors, stove/refrig. (213)939-4509.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APIS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

NORTH HOLLYWOOD: unfurnished, deluxe

separated 2-bed/ 2-bath & 1-bed/ 1-bath,

fireplace, 2 balconies, 2 parking spaces. $790
& $600. (213)652-0314.

NOW LEASING large singles and bachelors.

Utilities paid. Walking distance UCLA. From
$45(ymo. Call Paul (213)824-9754.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,

furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258 Overland.
(213)837-3013.

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCLA

Bachelors, Singles,

1 Bedroom. 2 Bedroonn

Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

CASH DRAWING

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

1 /v., \~ # ^4t;2

/\»'?T7' IF 455"

C^iS') m- ^4-98

ACROSS FROM

CAMPUS

uper Discounted

Summer Rates

* pool
* spa
* sauna
* gym
* gated parking

Huge singles & 1

bedrooms available

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

* now accepting

applications for fall term
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PALMS. 1 -bedroom, deluxe upper, $715,
fireplace, locked building, gated entry,

371 7 Cardiss. Available 8/1 5. (21 3)652-0847/
837-5831.

PALMS: 3BDy2BTH. UPPER. Patio, no pets.

$1200. Canfield north of National. (213)
479-1075, (213) 839-1026.

PALMS $61 5—795. 1 and 2-bedroorT>s. Ap-
pliances, pool, parking, laundry. 3455 jas-

mine. No pets. 454-4754.

PALMS, $775/MO. Large 2-bedroorY>. Upper,
new carpet/paint, refrigerator, built-ins, patio,

parking, washer/dryer. (213)476-6532.

PALMS, $85(ymo. beautiful 2-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, $895, new 2+2. All amenities. A/C,
fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (213)390-5996.

PALMS, $975, 2BD/2B\ built-in, balcony,

fireplace, laundry, parking, gated bldg. 3626
Empire. 213559-3875, eves/weekend.

PALMS: deluxe 1 -bedroom, $675, patio, fire-

place, locked building, gated entry Available

a/1. (213)652-0847/ 837-5831.

PALMS. Own room in 3 bed/1 % bath

spacious apartment. 7 miles from UCLA. Own
parking spot. Only $30C/mo. + $350 deposit.

Available August 15. (213)204-0937. Ask for

Matt.

PICO/ ROBERTSON, $600, 1 -bedroom/
1 -bath, upper, carpet, drapes, stove, refrigera-

tor, newly painted. (213)688-0140,
(213)557-0710.

PRIME LOCATION, between Santa Monica
and Olympic on Bundy. $685, large 1 -bed-

room, stove, refrigerator, nice palio, good
management. (213)820-7049.

RARE FIND: VERY LARGE 2-bed/2-ba. Less

than 2 years old. $1 100-1 200. We love UCLA
students. Sepulveda/Pico. (213)479-1405.

SANTA MONICA, Large 3-bed/rA -bath
townhousfe. Private laundry + garage. Nice »-

clean. V> Block south of Montana. No pets.

$1800/mo. (213)475-8681 or (213)451-4457.

SANTA MONICA 2-bed/2-bath. Large, airy,

light upper unit. 1-year sublet. Partially furn-

ished. $950. (213)395-5212.

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huge,

Luxury 1 & 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra large closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208-8685

As Close As You Can Get

Charming Contemporary

1&2 bedrooms

Designed for Sharing

Roommate Matching Available

Open Daily

824-3715

475 Gayley

Summer Special $200 of

'

Single, 1 , 2 & 3 BDRM
ail close to UCLA

Perfect for Students or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

PALM
ROYALE
APTS

$895-$1300/month

Luxurious 1+2 bedrooms

with all amenities.

Quiet surroundings.

Perfect

for serious students.

SPECIAL MOVE-
IN BONUS
for more info.

Call 390-7600

3420 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

SHEKMAN OAKS, newer 2+2, $725 and up.
Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 1 3406
Moorpark St. (618)884-6691.

SPACIOUS 1 -BDRM: secured, pool, #6 CC bus
to UCLA. Takeover $600 August. Sublease
with option to lease September onwards. No
move- in cost. ASAP. 390-2680

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH, $850, Pico-
Robertson area, quiet residential area, new
carpets & drapes, laundry facilities etc. Call

(213)273-6160.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.

Month to month rental agreement, fully furn-

ishcd, walk to campus. 625-2293.

VENICE, $1140. new 3-bedroofTV 2-bath,
dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-
kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2269.

VENICE $1285. 2-bed/ 2-bath duplex 20ft.

ceilings, garage, fireplace, appliances, washer/
dryer, Spanish tile floor. (213)396-8766.

VENICE BEACH! $650. Large 1 -bedroom.
Steps to sand. Appliances, hardwood floors,

parking, no pets. 24 Brooks Ave.
(213)821-4667.

VENICE/MARINA DEL RE>'. Near beach.
Singles, 2 bdy2 bth. Gas fireplace, central

A/C, dishwasher, garbage disposal, alarm sys-

tem. Gated building. 2724 Abbot Kinney Blvd.

See manager's apartment #101. 822-2524.

VENKIE: Single with kitchen, eating area.

Murphy bed. Near campus & beach. $450.
(213)575-9643.

WESTWOOD, several 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments available. Landfair, near UCLA. 1

year lease, make offer. (213)277-6613.

WESTWOOD— Close to UCLA— 1 -bed/bath,

sec. BIdg/park, A/C, laundry. $775/mo. Call

Mercy (213)478-8174.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-

nus special, Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,
(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

"

BEVERLY HILLS, spacious 2-bed/ 2-bath,

$1250. Hardwood floors, pool, security.

(213)276-1671.

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people
across street from TOLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
208-8798

CASH DRAWING

690 VETERAN
WALK TO CAMPUS
Spacious Apartments

$500 and up.
Fireplace, Air

conditioning. Cable
T.V., Security, Parking
Spaces, Full kitchens

208-4796

FALL RENTALS
Walk to CampusA^illage

Students Preferred

1+1; l+Udcn; U2
2 master bdrm + 2

$900 - $1400

•refrigerator»dishwashcr«

•controlled entry«A/C*
•elevator*

519 Glenrock (213)2084835

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building.

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, (itnesd

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,

sun deck, 2 car
parking in secure

garage, will allow 4

students per
apartment
From $1200 -

2 weeks free with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue

4774858

WESTWOOD. S900/mo and up. 1-bdrm..

$1500/rT>o and up 2b(V2bth, gym, Jacuzzi.

Walk to
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 206-7483.

WESTWOOD ON WILSHIRE. 2-bed/2-bath.

FumishetVunfurnished. Lon^short term. Eva,

(213)565-1819.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-BEDROOM,
CHARMING GARDEN APTS. HARDWOOD
FLOORS, DISHWASHER, TILE KITCHEN.
MIDVALE NORTH OF LEVERING. (213)

839-6294 _^^
WESTWOOD: X-LARGE 2 & Ibd., unfurn-

ished. $1 400 & $850. Walk to UCLA & Village.

10966 Roebling Ave. Call 208-4253/
824-2595.

WESTWOOD, spacious 2-bed/2-bath, park-

ing, balcony, fireplace, Jacuzzi on the roof

507 Glenrock #204. (213)824-2251.

WESTWOOD Large, luxury 1 -bedroom. A/C,

fireplace, stove, refrig, gated parking, utilities

included. 1 person, $995/mo. (213)444-5528.

WESTWOOD $615 large single. Parquet

floors, stove, fridge, drapes. 477-2777.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to UCLA.
2-bedroom, parking, laundry facilities, hard-

wood floors. $1200. (213)476-8090.

WESTWOOD $1 100 up.Front 2bed/2bath,

carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange. I'Amiles from UCLA.
213-475-6165.

WESTWOOD. Charming & cozy
2-bdrmyi-bath. Near Century City. Quiet

street. Stove, fridge, parking. $1045.
(213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2-bed-
room, $1425. Hardwood floors, new carpet,

laundry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD $795. Extra large 1 -bed/1 -bath.

1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

WESTWOOD $550, $575, Singles. Spanish
style, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes.

(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD. $1 350- $1 650. Terrinc, large 2
& 3-bedrooms. Seoaratpriininprnnm hiiilt.inc

refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C, patio, micro-
wave. 1 71 1 Malcolm, »/« -mile campus.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD, SPACKXJS 2bd/2ba, pool, ja-

cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW,
$1290-$150(Vmo. Come and see.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD 2-BEDROOM/I -BATH $1550
Single $675. Bright, sunny, hardwood floors,

large rooms, parking, 2-block$ from UCLA.
Days (213)273-7596. Nights (213)286-0980.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,
$575, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, 2bd/lba,
$1460. 10990 Strathmore. 213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD. $985-1 250/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $532, studio. Sec-
urity, walk to UCLA, 1394 S. Midvale. 1-per-

son only. (213)473-7249.

WESTWOOD $925-$950 1 bed, charming,
hardwood floors, shutters, private patio, 2-car
parking, laundry, outside BBQ. 279-1887

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE 1-BD.
UPPER, FRONT, EXCELLENT VIEW, GARDEN
APARTMENT. MIDVALE, NORTH OF LEVER-
ING. (213) 639-6294.

WESTWOOD 3-bed, $1600. Walk to UCLA,
very spacious, attractive, hardwood floors,

fireplace, laundry, parking. 279- 1 887.

WESTWOOD-1380 VETERAN AVENUE
2-bedroonV2-bath bright, parksview, walking
distance to UCLA. Rooftop pool and Jacuzzi.

(213)477-5106.

WESTWOOD, $1 1 50, 2 -f 1 'A & $1450, 3 +
2'A . Town Apartments. 1.2 miles near
UCLA.(213) 459-6800.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom 1-bath, lower,

stove, parking, $595/mo., (213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom junior.

Top location. $750, utilities paid.
(213)208-5225.

WESTWOOD. Big 2-bdrm ./2-bath. Near Cen-
tury City. BikeAxis to campus. Fridge, stove,

A/C, parking. $1195/up. (213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD, 2+2 upper with balcony, stove,

refrigerator, parking for one car. %930/mo.,
(213)451-4771.

WLA. $1 1 50. 2-bed/ 1 V. -bath. Quiet, security,

shutters, refrigerator, cable, sofa, car port.

1323 Carmelina. (213)456-3629.

WLA $1395. 4-bed/VA -bath. 2 fireplaces,

2<ar garage, 10971 National Blvd. 475-1 702,
474-3626.

WLA. 1700 S.Bundy. 3-bed/ 3-bath, $1200
2-bed/ 2-bath, $690. Pool, security, dis-

hwasher, bright, sunny. (213)826-2616,
213)276-1671.

WLA, 1-BDRM $665, carpet, stove, conve-
nient location, 1 -month free 1 51 9—21 Purdue
Ave. 10-min. UCLA (213)391-2874.

WLA. 1-BED, $725; 2-BED, $995. Furnished/

unfurnished, refrig., gated, quiet, parking. 5

min. IXIA. (213) 312-3636.

WLA, Ibd/lbth, $65(Vmo. 1 parking. Mid-
Wilshire. 2+2, $950, 2 parking. Very private,

quiet. (213)680-9661. (213)935-4739.

WLA, 1 -bedroom 1-bath, upper, stove, re-

frigerator, parking for one car. $640/mo.
(213)451-4771.

WLA: 2-BDy2-BTH., $110Q/mo. Spacious
living room, balcony, A/C, fireplace. Nice,

quiet environment. 1 635 South Brockton Ave.
(213)670-4233, (213)641-4182.

WLA, 2-bedroomV 1 V» -bath townhouse, sec-

urity, carpets, drapes, refrigerator, pool,

parking, no pets, 1500 Purdue Ave. $1050.
(21 3)477-5256,(21 3)931 -1 1 60.

WLA, $500 + UTILITIES, security, large single

guesthouse with private entries. Non-smoker.
Unfurnished. (213)556-4155.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowed, patio. 1412 Brockton Avenue
(818)366-6732, (213)476-8924.

WLA $725/MO 1 -BEDROOM. Great location.

Close to UCLA. No pets. 1-year lease.

(213)826-7866.

WLA $750. 1-bed, spacious, carpet, drapes,

refrigerator built-in. Near Wilshire, no pets.

1261 Granville Ave. (213)826-8865.

WLA, $950/MO 2-bedroom. Upper "penth-

ouse". Great location, close to UCLA. 1-year

lease, no pets. (213)626-7666.

WLA. $975. 2-bdrm y2-balh. Large, bright,

A/C, refrigerator, patio. Call (213)550-6755.

WLA, SINGLE, $465. Charming. Hardwood
floors. (213)276-1671.

WLA, bachelor, hot plate, refrigerator,

$45(ymo., (213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5
MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,
WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $82S—$925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700.(21 3)208-6861

.

FABULOUS 2BED/2BATH, $1040, den, ocean
view, Jacuzzi, security. (213)826-5526

WLA, PICO/LA CIENEGA. $750/mo. 2-bed-
room, stove, refrigerator, carpets. By appoint-

ment (213)279-2002.

Palms
3-bed/ 3-bath $1300, 2-bed/ 2-bath $950
modern, 4 years new, air. dishwasher,
fireplace, gated parking. 10-min. to UCLA
by bus

838-5039
10737 Palms

Northridge $275 up. 500 unit student
housing facility. Shared or pnvate units,

with or without kitchens. Private baths.
Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation room. 1/2 hour
drive to UCLA. Free brochure.
Northridge Campus Residence, 9500
Zelzah, Northridge. CA, 91325

(818)886-1717

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area
$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt

Walk to School

208-321

5

667 Levering Ave

ADVERTISE
in

SUMMER IN LA!
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Play

6 Barter
10 Dolts
14 Make firm

15 Ghastly
16 Revenuer
17 Represen-

tative

18 Easily

altered

20 Drink maker
22 Vacate bed
23 Plant firmly:

var.

24 Staler

25 Satellite of

Jupiter

28 Pretension
29 Concession
30 Pledgers
35 Hood s

weapon
36 Diving birds
37 Auction group
38 Spread

lavishly

41 Hurry
43 Ceremony
44 Reputable
45 USSR natives
48 W Canadian

river

50 Salad item
51 Diversion
55 Expediter
57 Nomad
58 Nefarious

59 Dialogue
60 Related on

mother s side
61 Carmine and

cerise

62 Pipe joints

63 Obtuse

DOWN
1 Brown shade
2 Latvian

capital

3 Declare
4 Refer to

5 Endeavor
6 Farm tool

7 Forded
8 Having wings
9 Energy
10 Eared seals
11 Scope
12 Not true

13 — at:

belittle

19 Foot parts
21 Cagers

league abbr.
24 Some males
25 Easter items
26 USSR river

27 tat

28 Water body
30 — over:

study hard
3

1

Deer type
32 Further
33 Degenerates
34 Editor's word

fmtEVI

1

0U8 PUZZLE SOLVED
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36 Allows to

39 Journeys
40 Takes on
4

1

Fluttered in

place
42 Sea plant
44 Is owner of

45 Carrier

46 Functioning
47 Mouselike

46 Whiff

49 Lies in wait

51 Grandparental

52 Novelist —
Hunter

53 Catches

54 Grove unit

56 Consumed
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Read the Bruin, ANYWHERE!

Apartments Furnished 50 Apartments Furnlstied 50

CULVER CITY: l-bd., $500At>o Security
building, parking, stove, refrlg., dishwasher,
laundry facilities. (213)391-1311,
(213)398-0706.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- fu.ixil.ed b*.l»eiof,

$52S/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus (213) 8240181.

WESTWOOD: 1 bedroom, furnished,

S715-UP, parking. Near UCLA 1 1069 Stralh

more, 1387 Midvale, open weekends.
(213)454-8211.

WLA AREA $585/mo Attractive furnished

single kieal for students to share Close to

UCLA^JMjgO Ohio Ave (213)477 4832

Apts. Unfurnished «>i

1 BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near SanU
Monica Refrig, large patio, conven shopping
%66S/mo 620-7049

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom $850- $91 5 Ap-
pliances. Lease to two. Zip 90025. Near
Wilshire > UCLA. (213)826-8461.

Apts. Unfurnished

BRENTWOOD-Wll SHIRE AREA $1 7S0
2b<V2ba CONDO. A/C, fireplace, balcony,
locked building and garage(2), appliances,

pool, light, quiet. (213)553-6662.

BRENTWOOD, GIANT 2-bedroom/2-bath
Parking, laundry, a/c, $1200/mo.
(213)826-2280.

BRENTWOOD: $800. Sunny 1 -bed upper,
balcony, built-ins, refrigerator. 11921 Goshen
Ave. Open 9-6. 826-7373.

OHIO AVENUE 2 bed, $895. Built-ins, pool,
quiet, garden-like, close to LICLA on bus route.

(213)477-9955.

PALMS: IBD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2-Bedroom, con-
vient location. $795. Eves (213)254-1565,
(213)275-1427.

*

PALMS, $495. Spacious single. Full kitchen,

appliances, parking, utilities included.
(213)397-8058.

PALMS, $650, single/ junior 1 -bedroom. Up-
per, full bath/ kitchen, A/C, dishwasher. Bal-

cony, cable. (213)397-0405.

PICO/ROBERTSON AREA. Large 3bd/2ba.
Built-ins, new carpets and paint. Large private

patio. $1150/nrH). (213)204-1339

SANTA MONICA/WESTWOOD 2.bed/2-bath
$1 100/month-Summer Special $950,
(213)477-8671. BRENTWOOD 2-bed/1-bath
S, 2-bed/2-bath $895-950 (213)820-5610.

WESTWOOD, $1 250, 2-bed/2V, -bath. Town-
house style. New carpet/vertical blinds. All

amenities. (213)205-0294, (213)475-1256.

WESTWOOD/BEVERLY GLEN. Large upper
2-bed/2-bath $1095. Balcony, refrigerator,

A/C, bright, close to UCLA. 392-9735.

WESTWOOD, 2-bed duplex, 2-bath. carport.

Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator. 691 Kel-

ton. $1600-up. Open weekends.
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD: 1 -BD. $745. Stove, refrigerator,

parking space. 600 Kelton Ave. CJiiiet students

welcome. 208-1625.

WESTWOOD 7-BD/1.BTH $1150 Stove,

refrigerator, parking space. 600 Kelton Ave.
Quiet students welcome. 208-1625.

WLA, 2-bedroom, $950, drapes & carpet,

convenient location, 1 -month free, 1 332 Wel-
lesley. (213)391-2874.

WLA $695 1 -bedroom. Walk to market/bus.

1242 Barry at Wilshire. Close to UCLA
(213)395 2903

WLA $720 1 -bed/1 -bath. Carpet, drapes, re-

frigerator, balcony. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA. Single, $650/mo. One-bedroom,
$850—87(ymo. Security building, 1-nr>onth

free, parking; walk to UCLA, 1 450 Midvale.

(213)391-2874.

WLA 1 bed $850/mo, drapes, carpet,

parking,. Walk to UCLA 1450 Midvale.

(213)391-2874.

Apartments to Share 52

1 ROOM AVAILABLE IN 2-BED/l-BATH
NEAR WESTSIDE PAVILKDN. Non-smoker
preferred. $420+1/2 utilities. Frank 475-031 2,

message.

2-BED/ 2% -BATH townhonr^e, near West-
wood. Washer/ dryer, security parking. M/F.
$50(ymo. 575-4259.

BEAUTIFUL WESTSIDE APARTMENT Big,

bright upstairs, Spanish 2 bedroom. Seek
clean, responsible roommate. Available
Sept.l. (213)820-0130.

BEDROOM, beanr>ed ceilings, 10-ft. closeU,
double bed, 2 bookcases, desk, chair, lamp.
Fully equipped kitchen. Pool, laundry, park-
ing. $485 including utilities. Suitable grad,
professor (213)575-4320.

BEVERLY GLENWILSHIRE. Large, spacious
2-bedroonrV2-bath. Need female roommate to
share. Available Sept.l . Good location. 1 -mile
UCLA. Security building & parking. SMO/mo.
(213) 474-5669 (after 6 PM.)

CENTURY CITY area. Bright, spacious 2-bed/
2-bath. Security building, Westside view, fire-

place, with balcony, excellent location, all

amenities. $650 -» 'A utilities. Non-sfTH>ker,
professional/grad preferred M/f. 288-9634 .

GRAD STUDENT couple needs roommate to
share huge 2-bed/ 2-bath, Brentwood. $550.
Utilities included. (213)826-2280.

MARINA DEL REY, near beach, $575, share
utilities, large, airy 2-bed/ 2-bath, pool/
Jacuzzi. Writer seeks non-smoking female
Sept.l. (213)823-1047.

NEED ON MALE ROOMMATE to share
2 bed/2 -bath, luxury Bel Air condo. No smok-
tng $450/mo. (213)824-9611

OWN ROOM + BATH Brentwood, $50a'mo
FEMALE. Large apt., pool, cable, laundry,

parking. Avail Sept. 1, upperclass or grad.
prcfen^ed. (213)82a6360.

PALMS. Own roonr^ath in 2-bedrrom apart-

rT>em $425/mo Security, dishwasher, A/C.
Donna (213)838-8727.

PARK LA BREA. share beautiful apartrnent,

private bedroom, bath, utilities included, sec-
urity premises. Prefer employed adult. Refer-

ences $400/mo. (213)661-1080,
(213)934-5537 after 5pm.

QUIET MALE TO SHARE 1-bd apartment in

Santa Monica $45(Vnr>o Call (805)871-8169
after bpm.

ROOMMATE WANTED: 2-bed/l -bath WEST
WOOD apt. Spacious, sunny, plus free park-
ing $512.50/nrH). Leave nr>essage: 470-8973.

SHARE 2 BED APT Ocean view Summer
(longer?) Off Ocean Ave. in S.M. Non-snr>oker.

$450 4 util. (213)394-4313.

51 Apartments to Share 52 Roommates 53

SPACIOUS 2-BED/l-BA, share w/female.
Available now, good location, near UCLA.
1245 Brockton. (213)820-5489.

UNPRETENTKXJS FEMALE AND CAT seek

female to share large 2-bedroom town apt.

beginning fl/15. Smoke o.k., $575/mo. 1615
Greenfield. (213)312-1296.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, BH adjacent (Sweet-

zer, north of Melrose). Professional woman
seeks nVf to share sunny, charming, quiet

modem apartment: 2- large bedroom5^2-full

baths with views. Security -»- parking. $575 -f

utilities. (213)655-2366.

WETSWOOD Private, large, luxury roonV
bath, high ceiling, in 2-bed/2-bath. A/C, fire-

place, gated parking. $695/mo.
(213)444-5528.

WLA 2-bed/2-ba, $387.50 + 'A utilities +
security deposit. Near markets, bus stops, fwys.

Sec bidg. (213)204-4226.

WLA: 3-BEDROOM + LOFT. New bIdg. Huge
master bedroom. $60(Vmo. Washer/dryer.

Call Yukie 451-9402.

WLA. Non-snrH)king, quiet, responsible per-

son, prefer grad. Own room in 2BD/1BA.
$38(ymo -f deposit. (213)479-7294.

WLA. Close to LXILA. Neat non-smoking
female to share large single apartnnent. Sec-

urity. $295/mo. (213)473-3816.

Roommates 53

2-FEMALE SENIOR students seeking 2 females

to share 2-bedroom furnished apartment. Sec-

urity, 20-minute walk to campus. $365/mo.
Karen, 575-3310, 575-3532.

3-FEMALE STUDENTS NEEDED TO SHARE
4-BEDROOM HOUSE IN WESTCHESTER. (3

ROOMS AVAILABLE). $350-$450.
(818)571-1546.

BRENTWOOD. Own room in two-story town-
house. Living room furnished. Absolutely gor-

geous. Grad student or professional preferred.

M/F. $70(ymo. Call Eric. (213)207-0363.

BRENTWOOD TOWNHOUSE. Large 2+2, all

anr^enities, secure, private. Female, non-
smoker. No dogs. $520 + 'A utilities.

(213)820-1120.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2+2, parking, balcony,
female preferred. $33(ymo. includes utilities.

Suzanne 207-2766.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
2-BD/2-BTH. Nice & inexp. $237.25/rTK>.
Prkg. available. Sheileen/Kenyetta 479-2703.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: 2bd/2bth
apt. in Palms. Own room. Contact Erin at

(213) 280-0197.

FEMALE-STUDENT: Share spacious 1 -bed-

room with 1 -person, jacuzzi/pool. 1 -block
from LXTLA. ASAP. $400/mo. (21 3)208-51 31

.

FEMALE TO SHARE spacious one-bedroom
apt. w/ tv¥0 others. Bright, clean, quiet,

furnished. Walk to campus. $307/mo.
208-6851.

MALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE 1-BDRM.
Close to campus. Parking, pool, spa. $475/mo.
+ deposit. Steve (213)824-2407.

NEAT FEMALE, NON-SMOKER to %U^e
3-bd/2% -bth. apl. in SanU Monica. $450
includes utilities (213)453-1219.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE. Rent. $320 00.
No deposit, one-bedroom, near V.A. hospital.

Parking. (213)478-2580, Angelica.

NON-SMOKER needs 2 roommates FAST to

share 1 -bedroom apart. $280 + up per person.
Call Chris (213)634-8035, day;
(213)947-0924, after 7pm.

PALMS. Own room. Short term. 3-miles from
campus. $366.6Mno. + low deposit. Avail-

able Aug.15. (213)837-5949.

QUIET, MATURE, norvsnnoking female or
male to share WestvMxxJ condo with quiet,

busy, professional woman ¥vho travels exten-
shrely. Bright 2-be<V2-bath, Security garage,

alarm, washer/dryer, beautifully decorated,
whirlpool bath, fireplace, large patio, gourmet
kitchen, invnaculate. %&00/mo. + 'A utilities.

Call Nancy days (213)670-0800, eves
(213)477-9668.

QUIET SPACKXJS WESTWOOD apartment
needs 1-male roommate to share 2-bedroom,
1-bath. Prefer grad student or professional.

% -mile to campus. $52S/nf>o. + % utilities.

(213)475-1462.

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE to share furn-

ished, spacious condo. Private bedroom w/
balcony, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, tennis, security
parking. $525. (213)838-3521.

ROOMMATE (M/F) to share spacious 3 bed
room Brentwood apartment with 2 grad stu-

dents (IM/IF). Sunny, parking, patio, laundry,
near campus. $475/mo. Starts 8/17
(213)826-9009

SANTA MONKIA— own bedroom in large
3-bed apartment. 9 blocks from beach Tony
458-0953.

SHERMAN OAKS. Roommate wanted, female,
own roonVbath, $450/nr>o. 15 min UCLA
Grace (213)207-8224, day; (818)368-2863,
eves.

SMOKER W/CATS NEEDS ROOMMATE -

room in MarVista townhome.
$387.50+util/dep. Available 8/15
213-397 4920

WESTWOOD SHARt 2 bed, 2-b4lh w/2
others. Fully fumsihed, parking. $443.75/mo.

Closest building to campus. (213)208-0200.

WESTWOOD, female non-smoker to share

room in 2-becV 2-bath. Security parking.

$395/mo. Available 9/1. (213)824-7902.

WLA, own roonV bath in 2-bed/ 2-bath.

Female non-smoker. $450+ *A -utilities. Park-

ing. (213)207-1706.

YOUR OWN ROOM, WESTWOOD, SEC-
URITY BUILDING, LOCKED GARAGE, 1 FE-

MALE ROOMMATE, DISHWASHER, POOL,
A/C, FEMALES ONLY. $525. MELANIE
208-8135.

UCLA STAFF single own, w/6yr/old daughter
looking for single female/single nx>m-$taff, to
share house, duplex or large apartnr>ent in the
greater Fairfax area Respomible. neat e»y
going N/S Heather x68984 W, 650-0047 H.

WESTWOOD- share room in spacious 2+2,
furnished, parking, walk UCLA, pool Female
needed $356 208-4290.

WESTWOOD 2 males to share 2 bed/2-bath
Two blocks from UCLA parking, security,
pool. Available now. Rich (21 3)824-4678.

i

Room for Rent 54

2 FURNISHED BEDROOMS FOR RENT in

lovely family home. Full household privileges.

Tennis courts, swimming pool r^earby. 5

minutes UCLA by car. (21 3)474-9894.

2 ROOMS AND PRIVATE BATH in large,

3-bed apartment in Westwood. Close to cam-
pus. $60(Vmo. PH.D/GRAD student preferred.

(213)477-7824.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA house, 624 Hilgard.

Have board and room for 91-92 academic
year. Call Mrs. Roberts 208-7185.

BEVERLY GLEN AREA. 7 miles to UCLA. In

private home. Separate entrance. Furnished.

Own bath. Microwave ind refrigerator. No
kitchen. One person only. No snrwking. Quiet,

safe, view. $425/mo. (818)783-4525,
evenings.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished rooms, one very

small, large house w/ grad. Students. Kitchen
privileges, pool. Need car. $450-utilities in-

cluded. Leave nf>essage. Abby (818) 783-51 51

.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent. $35Q/mo. Female
only. (213)276-0822. 8271 Airdrome St. Los
Angeles, CA. Between Robertson and La
Cienega Blvd.

BH. ADJACENT. Private bedroom, furnished,

attached deck. Near buses, parking available.

$450 +1mo deposit. (213)858 6959.

BRENTWOOD, $375, 2-miles from campus,
private room, share bath, private entrance.

Unlimited parking. Quiet. (213)472-7451.

CHEAP HOUSING, near campus, food, imrDe-
diate move-in. Leave message at

(213)824-5403 or (213)208-4914.

CULVER CITY-DOG WELCOME! Room in

3-bdr/2-bath house. Family environment.
W/D, fenced yard, housekeeper/gardner. 15
min. commute! Available August 1

(213)827-4282

FOR RENT: OWN ROOM in huge apt. $400.
ASAP. Close to campus. (213)479-2874,
(213)477-9391.

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT w/ private

bath. Use of kitchen, laundry, pool, cable TV.
Weekly cleaning provided. $475/mo.
(213)398-9626.

HILGARD AVE. ContinentaJ breakfast, kitchen
privileges. $90Q/quarter. Wonf>en studenU.
Mrs. Soiat (213)208-8931.

MARINA DEL REY/VENK:E HOUSE, room for

rent. W/D, walk to beach, restaurants. Single,

$605 plus utilities. Double with private bath,

$800 plus utilities. (213) 578-2137.

OPPOSITE CAMPUS, attractive, quiet room,
refrigerator, private bath, parking, nice home,
mature non-smoking cat-lover
(213)472-7437.

PALMS room in 3-bed apartment, share bath.
M/F. Non-smoking. $355/mo. 9/1.
(213)836-6124.

PRIVATE ROOM IN PALMS, $335. Near
National and Overland. Call Mark 837-6071.

ROOM FOR RENT. Furnished or unfurnished.
$45Q^T>o., including utilities. Share bath, liv-

ing room, arxj kitchen. Residential yea. Han-
cock Park, near 3rd and LaBrea.
(213)937-2124, (213)842-5225 (pager).

ROOM W/ BATH, kitchen privileges. First +
last months rent. $380 Male only. 653-7660.

SANTA M0NK:A redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parkins.
(213)394-2175.

*

SANTA MONKIA, w/ yard, private bath,
hardiMood fioors, W/D, cable t.v., parking
available, no smoking, pets. $575
+'A -utilities. (213)453-4115.

SHARE 3-BEDROOM house, nice yard, Hre-
place, 2738 Westwood Blvd. USO/rrw. $450
security deposit, % -utilities. (213)470-4577,
Allen or Denny.

SPACKXJS ROOM 3-BDy2-BTH., 2 story
security apartn>ent. $362.17. Balcony, di^
hwasher, microwave, pool, gym. Rachel
(213)641-4034.

SUMMER RATES available in well-kept frater-
nity house. Albert 2084)984.

SUNNY ROOM IN HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS.
Use of house, appliarKes, patio. $475/mo.
w/$400 deposit (211)474 7294

OLD SPANISH CHARM: WEST HOLLY-
WOOD. Privacy, 1-bdyi-blh, patio, parking.
S^OtVnrH) (213)874 3887.

720 Hilgard Ave.
Room and Board for

Women Across the street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid per quarter)

(213)208 4151
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Room for Rent 54 House for Sale 58 Condos for Sale
WESTWOOD, walk UCLA, private room/
bath, new security building/ parkinj^ kitchen,

laundry. Available immediately. $50(Vmo
(213)470-9709.

WESTWOOD in private home, furnished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer
close to campus. Male. $450. (21 3)474-71 22.

WESTWOOD. SSOO/MO. including utilities,

cable. Private, furnished room with skylight,

French windows. In beautiful honr>e with pool.
On-street parking, kitchen and laundry pri-

vlleges, shared bath. (213)277-7664.

WLA, $750. Own room In luxury apt. Valet
parking, 24 hr. security. Includes utilities.

(213)441-1833.

67 Services Offered

Sublet 55

3-BCy2-BTH. 10 min. from UCLA; Venice and
Bagley. Sublet Nov. thru end of Jan.
(213)839-3505.

430 KELTON. Top floor. Aug. 1 - Sept. 1 or mid
Sept. $325. Call Julie (213)824-0693.

940 TIVERTON. Bed/bath. Clean apartment,
share with roommate. Aug.lO— Sept.l 5.,

$250. Call Ben. (213)824-9686. '

BIG FURNISHED ROOM irf 3-bed WLA
house. Shared with 2 professionals. August—

.

SA50/rno. (213)937-9248.

BRENTWOOD: sublet, large luxury furnished
1 -bedroom, 1-3 nf)onths, $1100, negotiable.

207-5255.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM In 2-bed/2-bath
apt, Sept-Dec. Walking distance, pool/jacuzzi,

secured. $260/nr)o obo. (714)734-0325.

MAR VISTAt AUGUST SUBLET, CHEAP,
CLEAN, SAFE, PARKING, LAUNDRY, MARK-
ETS, BEACH, SECURITY. 306-7251 OR
839-3859.

MIDVALE PLAZA li: Spacious, pool & Jacuzzi.

Female to share for August. Call Jill 208-5883.

NEAR LICLA. 4-weeks. August 19-September
20. 1 -bedroom, furnished. $145 per week.
(213)477-5191.

SIJBIFT FOR SFPT Step? to beach. .MDR
Peninsula. 1-bed In 2-bed/ 2-bath. Fully furn-

ished, laundry, parking, barbeque. Non-
smoker, grad/ professional preferred.
$68(yneg. Vi utilities. Call (213)306-0536.

House for Rent 56

BARRINGTON/SANTA MONICA AREA,
3-bed/2-bath. $1 SSO/nw., Access to all public

transportation. 10-mlnutes from UCLA.
(213)473-1677, Ken.

BEL AIR. 2-bed/ 2-balh. Separate 1 bedroom
guesthouse. Pool. Could be shared by students.

S2&00/mo. (213)734-7989.

CHARMING TRADITK)NAL TWO STORY
2-be<Vl% -bath honr>e. Windows galore over-

looking spacious landscaped yard. 5 minutes
to UCLA. Brentwood Glen. $180(Vmo.
(21 3)459-1108.

CULVER CITY— 3.bed/2% -bath, $1250.
Huge backyard tnd living room, newly remod-
eled, furnished if needed. (714)582-5414 or
(714)546-8657.

CULVER CITY, $1 200/mo, 3-bedroom/
I'A -bath, patio, stove, refrigerator. Nice
area-1-block UCLA. Short-term.
(213)839-0796.

PICO/FAIRFAX AREA, 3-bed/2-ba house
Large front yard, 2-car garage, 9-MJmo lease

$150CVhrH). Call (213)936^)802, ask for Rudy
or Roz.

SHERMAN OAKS, $1400/MO, rustic
2-f2+den, yard, a/c, fireplace, quiet neighbor-

hood. (213)336-6214 days, (213)4744)313
evenings.

SHERMAN OAKS Prime Location. 5-be<V3-full

bath. Georgeous new 2-story house. 2-car

garage. Monthly rent $2300. After 6pm
(818)784-1620

VAN NUYS 2-BEDROOM/l-BATH New car-

pet, paint, appliarKes, garage, large yard. Pet

okay. $110(yW>o. (213)936-0234.

WLA: 2-b(Vl -bth. Livir^ room, dining room,
kitchen, backyard, garage. Close to UCLA.
$1290. (213)207-4704.

House to Stiare 57

2 MAUS NEEDED TO SHARE 3 BEDROOM
HOUSE. $258 DEPOSIT. CALL 474-3173
FOR INFO.

FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, utilities paid. Near
SanU Monica airport. $450. (213)398-8151.

WOODLAND HILLS. View, clean, modern,

garagie, non-«moker. $400, includes utilities,

quiet, all anr>enities. (818)888-8962.

House for Sale 58

BEAUTIFUL CONTEMPORARY In Westches-
ter. Excellertt corxlition, park setting like.

PHvate, spacious 3-bed/ 1% -bath. $355,000.
Agent Oci (213)292-9085

^ LOOKING FOR A
^

Shome FOR your;

§ FRATERNITY OR

g ORGANIZATION?

S Call 277-6813 g

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartments, hardwood floors, 2-blocks to
beach. Santa Monica. Room to add on,
$495K. 395-5212.

CULVER CITY. Great buy. 2-bedroom house +
separate rental unit with % bath, pool, hard-
>*«xxJ floor. Moving out of state. $295,000.
(213)391-2944.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to
UCLA via Roscomare. 3+2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-
tly re-done. $567,890. Dave (818)783-6875.

WESTWOOD— 1727 Midvale. Walk to
UCLA. Living room with fireplace, den.
3-bed/2% bath, security system, 2-car de-
tached garage. Excellent condition. $755,000.
BILL WAGNER (213)479-6919.

WESTWOOD, $163,000, fabulous 1-bed/

1 -bath. Near UCLA in The Colony.' Must seel

Stark, C.B. (213)451-5471.

WHY PAY RENT? 1 -bedroom condo only
$98,000. 10-minutes to UCLA. Agent Julie

(213)838-1600.

96 Typing 100

CoTKlos for StKire 68

CONDO TO SHARE WITH FEMALE, own
room and bath. $495/nH>. Wilshire and Selby.

470-3082. Leave message.

Condos for Rent 69

House Exctiange 59

TRADE YOUR LA DWELLING for our Berkeley
home. 9 months +. References.
(415)524-1591.

Housing Needed 60

MATURE, CAREER-CHANGE, VISITING STU-
DENT SEEKS HOUSE-SIT OR SHARF HOIJSF
WITH ONE OTHER. SEPT-DEC. WILL REIM-
BURSE TO $1000/MO. DONNA
(213)828-3325.

UCLA POST-DOC RESIDENT and wife want
long-term house sitting situation. Clean, re-

sponsible, non-smokers, non-drinkers.
(213)441-4046.

Roonn/Board for Help 62

UCLA STUDENT TO WORK AFTERNOONS:
child-care, driving In exchange for room &
board. Private entrance & bath. Weekends off.

Must have car + insurance & references.

655-4963.

Room for Help 63

LIVE-IN PT half-day houseperson to do er-

rands, handiwork in Beverly Hills home. Offer
in exchange air-corxiitiorwd room, full bath,

furnished, cable t.v., local telephone use,

w/d,pool use, separate entrance from patio.

References, driver's licence required.
(213)273-2434, nxKnings 9am.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live In guest-

house. Brentwood. 12% hr^wk with 14
year-old boy. Partial board. Driving, sports,

helping with homework. (213)472-2628.

Towntiouse for Sale 65

BEST OF WLA. Brand new Townhouse-
2-br-»-3ba-»-loft. At 3500 Sawtellw Ave.
Four miles to LXTLA AND to beach, kieal for 3
adults or family. Open everyday 2 to 6pm.
472-3495.

'/» BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 -bed/1 -bath Condo.
Pool , spa, security elevator. $1 35(ymo. Broker

(213)824-0453.

'A -BLOCK UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom. Sunny
pool, spa, security, valet, doorman. Perfect

for 3 individuals. (213)931-3811.

SHERMAN OAKS adjacent, 3+2 condo. Pool,

C/A, security, $1000. (818)766-8253.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA, penthouse.
2-bedroom/ 2-bath. $138(Vmo, balcony, fire

place, parking, security building. Call Guy,
(213)474-9527.

WESTWOOD, $1500/MO. 2-bed/2-bath
walking distance UCLA. Beautiful, bright,

3-large balconies and more. Security building,

pool, Jacuzzi, sauna. (213) 312-9410.

WLA, $1 200/MO., 2-bedroom/2 1/4 bath,

central AK, W/D inside, 1 805 Barrington Ave.
Also available 3-bedroonV2-bath, $1100,
3704 South Bentley.

Guest House for Rent 70

BEVERLY HILLS, JSOC/MO. Private room, bath

and entrarx:e, furnished. Near buses. 1 -year

lease. Car not necessary. Great deal.

(213)277-3881.

BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE with rustic

charm, privacy and use of wen-maiolaiiivd
garden. Full kitchen, bath, fireplace. Newly
repainted/ carpeted. Walking distance San
Vicente Blvd. SllSC/mo, includes utilities,

parking, arxl use of washer/ dryer. Diane
(213)653-6190, (213)476-4947.

CHARMING WLA guesthouse 2-rooms, bath,

kitchen, skylights, yard. $1100/mo.
(213)444-9787.

PRIME WESTWOOD AREA. Semi-furnished,

female only. $585/mo. (213)247-1550.

A-*. EDITING. Twenty years' professional ex-

perience assures your success- ethically. Rea-
sonable rates. Free estimate. (213)474-2731.

CLEANING SERVICE. Efficient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)396-0411, r ate $12 per hour.

MOR & MOR PAINT- Interior/Exterior paint-

ing. Free estimate. Wall-paper removal.
License #609595 (818)904-5787,
(818)708-0670.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Undergradu-
ate, graduate, PH.D. Any style/requiren>ent.

(213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resume*. Call (213)473-4193.

MOVE OVERSEAS
Auto, professional tools. Personal Effects

Contact IntI Freight Forwarder

Incare Cargo Services

FMC License No. 2400

(213) 670-9360

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Thcscs/Dtsscrtatlons

FYoposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPERS NOT FDR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D
(213)47(K6662

\t II itf:i*\iii

iki:i:f
Also repair Audio, Video & Musical

Instruments
West LA STUDIO SERVICES

(213)478-7917 Visa/MC

Tutoring Offered

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pine*. Close to everything—
fully equipped— reasonable rates.

(818)785-1028.

Towntiouse for Rent 66 *^^^' Sport Activities 78

BRENTWOOD 2-bcjd/r/. -bath townhouse.
2-car garage, security system, newly decor-

ated. $1 1 75. Excellent terms. (21 3)472-3566,

479-0219.

WESTWOOD: 3-LEVEL TOWNHOUSE.
3-bd., 2-1/2 blh., family room, 1 mile from

UCLA. $1975/mo. (213)472-8631.

RACQUFTBALL LESSONS by UCLA racquet

ball instructor. S2G^.— group rates. Call Rick

(213)208-7759.

Insurance 91

ACCOUNTING, BKXOCY, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finar>ce, Foreign languages,
Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-
ciation, reading comprehension, writing.

$2(Vhr. (213)393-0510.

FRENCH LESSONS: by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreting, translations, voice-

overs, classes, and tour guide. (21 3)478-5822.

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN
ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
HNANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

TUTORING IN History, Political Science,

Sociology and English by UCLA graduate

student. Call (213)826-7653.

Condos for Sale 67 I HATE AUTO INSURANCE ) Tutoring Needed 99

1 -BEDROOM PENTHOUSE, 1 -block from

UCLA, village view, doorman building with

pool. $289,000. Call Broker (213)824 0453.

BRENTWOOD BY OWNER Montana North

of San Vicente. New carpet, bathroomAitchen
tile •»- paint. 1-be<Vl-bath •»- den. Walk on to

large patio w/pool. Light -f airy. $225k.
(213)826-9356.

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1 bed/ 1 % bath,

security, doorm«i. Wilshire/ Selby. S255K.
Gail 445-7778.

ONE-BEDROOM CONDO, freeway close to

UCLA. Marina Gateway, large, sunny, clean,

top floor unit in security building. Custom
ckMCt, Euro-kitchen w/ microwave, dish-

wmher. 2-parking places. Pool, spa, %»tjr\»,

weight room, lush larxiscaping. $159,000.

(213)398-2900, FSB.O

SPACIOUS 2-bed^ 1% -bath, heart of Brent-

wood, top floor, bright. Laundry unit.

$269,000. Gail, Robin 445-7778.

WALK TO UCLA. Wihhirc High-Rise. 1-bd.

$159,500. UDEN $210,000, pool, doormen.
Agent- Prudence. (213)474-7265.

WESTWOOD, walk to campus, $239,000,

2-bed/ 2-bath, 5th floor. Marilyn
(21 3)451 -i.4-yi.

WESTWOOD. The Colony. Best value for

1-bed^1-bath unit. $147,500. Claire Coidwell

Banker. (213)451-5471.

We a.' tio Dl.! ;;..:u ".Suuince is

equifea iiy 'aw* So tci a

fREFlOWFR QUOTE call

?13)8b2-/t/b (818)3'1?-1510

BEST PRICE INSAGEMCY

JAPANESE LANGUAGE TUTOR NEEDED;
$12A>r. Walk from campus. (213)575-9304,
please leave message.

TUTORING WANTED FOR 6 YEAR OLD
BOY. ENGLISH (READING & WRITING
NATIVE SPEAKER. $1Q^R. (21 3H70-0758,
OTAKE

Movers/Storage 94

lERRY'S moving ar>d delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experier^ed, arxi reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVCE DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUH
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Typing 100

Personal Service 96

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perier^e. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

Services Offered 96

WRITING. EDITING. TUTORING, RESEARCH
AMY SUBJECT AREA

PtiO GIVES FAST. EXPERT, EXPERIENCED HELP

SUMMER RATES NOW IN EFFECT

SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNTS FOR LARGE PROJECTS

DAYS. NIGHTS. WEEKENDS. OVERNIGHT SERVICE

(213)476-0114

P.C. CONFUSION?
Call

y
HELP

Personal Computer Services

SPECIAL RATES
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
AND STAFF!!

(818)

999-4485
N«w Us«r Assistance
Software Support 4 Traininfl
System Setup
Productivity Training
Word Processing
tAM i»<>iui>/A«iinin

Peaktop Publishing
Programming
Hard Disk Back up
Component Purchase Advice
Spread Sheet Design
Hard- / Soft-ware Evaluation
Qraphics
Presentations
Forms Design

AAA-MAZINC TYPIST RIGHT in Westvwod
Village! Quick, REASONABLE TYPING &
PROOFING— papen, re*ume%, scripts, ANY-
THINGt (213)206-1704.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
*vDrdpfoce«ing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)786-9865.

ACE TYPIST. Speed typing. WP. Spellcheck
Laser printer. Fonts. Guaranteed. Sepulveda-
Montana. 213-476-2829.

Af! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing computer training, resumes, transcrip-

tion FAX THE WORD PLACE.
(21 3)6826006, (818)994 1094.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303

PROF. EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations,

term papers, all papers. Long lime fo# UCLA.
Virginia (213)620-0150.

THE FINISHED WORD— papers, theses, re-

ports, dissertations, resumes, cover letters.

Fast, accurate In Encino (618)342 9140.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

diiaertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes Santa Monica (21 3)626-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2886.

WORDPROCESSING/ IBMPC: term papers,

theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/ Sepukeda. (21 3)397-971 1

.

WORD PROCESSINCynrPING^ECRETARIAL
SERVICES- fast-efficient-reliable-reasonable-

punctuation & grammar. FAX available

(818)222-6444.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierKed Career Cour^selor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (21 3)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)267-2785.

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
O Premiufn Quality Services Q

lext A Graphict

ai3) 298-5309

ai3) 287-1 198

Reasonable Rjtfes »»»»»

Contact

Travel 105

LOWEST RT. AIR FARES
FROM LAX/8ADV8KMM SHORT NOTKX

•SEAHLf t2S0 •LONDON $680
NEW YORK $365 .GLA8GOW$729
•H^OMSAMtSta .P*RI8A/I€NNA$769

i^P^J^ -fRANKFURTSTM

•TOKYO lfiO0 -GENEVA/ZURICH $7S5

OTHER DOMESTONfL fARES AVAiL CALL FOR 1 WAV

BARNEY'S TRAVEL
V (213)382-9161

Amsterdam
Frankfurt

Paris

Tokyo
Hons Kons
Bangkok

$320*
$385*
$389*
$330*
$320*
$420*

Fares are eachwayfromLosAngdcsbased
on a rcxindtnp puchase Restrictions ap-
ply Fares subject to chanae without notice
and taxes not irxrluded

Open Saturdan Item • tpm

Cound Ikaud
1093 Broxton Ave #920
Los Angeles, CA 90024

213-208-3551
Eurailpasses Issued

on the spot!

Travel Tickets 106

RT PLANE TICKET, LAX to SFO,
Auk 15 Sep<.21. $60- Patty (213)208-1120.

Autos for Sole 109

1977 FORD T BIRD. White and maroon, fully

\oi6e6. excellent running condition, rebuilt

engine. $1650. (616)986-1931.

1980 BMW 320i, blue, clean, S-speed.
$2600/obo. Must sell- leaving town.
(213)207-6238.

'84 OLDSMOBH.E CUTIAS, special edition,

2-door, 6 cylinder, excellent condition.
$3100. (213)206-1827, eveninjp.

ALFA ROMEO SPORT SEDAN 1977, 4-df.,

sunroof. Great condition $3850. Call before
12 noon (213)301-9482

AUDI COUPE 1984, 48,000 miles, black/
beige, automatic, sunroof, excellent corxiition,
asking $5400. (213)266-1913.

DODGE ASPEN 1 976, runs well, minor probs,
must sell, $5SQ/obo (213)396-2457.

FIAT, 124 Sport Coupe 1971. Red, excellent
condition. $120(yobo. (213)459-9540.

HISTORICAL US. ARMY JEEP, 1941,
$750Q/obo. Perfect condition. Call Gene at

(213)477-7166.

HONDA CIVIC DX, 1989, 3-door hatchbad!^
automatic, AMA'M, casMtte, alarm, low miles
(19k), excellent condition, original owner.
Moving; must sati $7995/obo
(213)398-4955. '

HONDA CRX SI1968. Red, excellent condi-
tion, 36,00(>w, S-sp, VC, sunroof, 1969 FKV
AM/cass., all service records. $6,500 obo.
Call Mike (213) 933-6960.

NISSAN 200SX deluxe 1984. Excellent condi-
lion. 60,000m., automat< AAI, A^VFM cas-
sette, all-power 4 extras. $3900.
(213)473-2700.
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they are a great audience Sor

your business...
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TRAVELING ABROAD?
• Foreign Currencies, Payments & Drafts

.^^ • Foreign & Domestic Travelers Clieclcs^ COMMISSION FREE WITH THIS AD
France (franc) - .1786
British (pound) - 1 .759

Italian (lire) - .0008032
(all currencies available) (as of 8/5/9 1

)

Associated foreign Exchange. Inc

^ 433 N. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills

1 -800-346-AFEX
Mailing Services Available

Mmns

^^m^Si

A ^
llT.l SAN VICENTE. 61.VD., BKE:NTV\rcKDD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

Autos 109 Scooters for Sole

SUZUKI SAMURAI 1988 5-$peed. silver,

good condition. Need to sell quickly!
SSIOCVobo. (213)842-8987

TOYOTA SUPRA 1987. Blue, mint condition
Low miles. $12,000/obo Call jeislca

(818)884.2870

VOLKSWAGON CABRIOLET 1985 5 -speed,

^K. stereo. Excellent condition. $6500.
(213)662-7067.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1971. Red, runs well,

denU, lXn.A Instructor must sell $950 obo
(213)977-0878

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

82* KAWASAKI KL 250 18K miles, good
cortdition. Must sell! Going back hon>e.

George (213)824-2048 $800!

KAWASAKI EX500 1988 13k. Immaculate,
$1500. See it, you will buy it. Jeff

(213)208-4512.

Scooters for Sole 115

1983 YAMAHA RIVA 180 Electric start, new
battery, rebuilt carb, freeway legal $60(Vobo
(213)454-3496

1966 HONDA AERO SO low mileage
$450/obo. Call Todd (213)207-1485.

1986 HONDA AERO 50, new battery, tune

up. urxier 3(XX) miles, excellent condition.

$40Q^obo (818)349-6623

1990 YAMAHA 2VMA II 2-seater. great

condition. )ust tuned Graduated, must sell.

$85(yobo Patty (213)208-2320.

86' HONDA ELITE $650. Call Jon
(213)824-2236. (818)881-6476.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet Low
miles Call Cynthia 206-5138

ELITE 60, 1 967. Great condition. Helmet, lock.

locker, extras $90(yobo. (213)208^5505.

ELITE 80 1987 Bought new in 1989. Looks,

rurH great Helmet, lock, basket $800
479-0014

HONDA ELITE 80, 1 986, bought new in 1 988.

low mileage, helmet & lock. $80(Vobo. Dennis

(618)5430603.

HONDA ELITE 150. excellent condition, red

new tires, tune-up. Selling w/ basket, helmet.

cover $140(yobo. (213)459 4610.

HONDA ELITE 150 DELUXE, RED. PERFECT
CONDITION. VERY SMOOTH, VERY FAST

$1095/080 CALL NOW! JIMMY 206^8135

RED HONDA ELITE 60, '66. 2-person, w/
helmet. Excellent condition. Must sell.

$80(Vobo Terry (213)860-4089.

Ex-Bruins face off in doubies
By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

Following is a recap of some of
the highlights of the recently

concluded Volvo/Los Angeles
tennis tournament.

Ex-Bruin doubles final:

Jim Pugh and Brad Pearce both
made triumphant returns to
UCLA, as they reached the finals

of the doubles tournament. Pugh
teamed with up Javier Frana to win
the doubles championship, as they

defeated Pearce and Glenn Michi-
bata in three sets.

Pugh and Frana split $ 1 9,400 for

their winning efforts. For Pugh,
who normally teams up with Rick
Leach, it was his 21st professional

doubles title.

Sampras on Sampras:
While Pete Sampras was busy

winning the singles championship,

his older sister Stella was nerv-

ously watching from the stands.

For the elder Sampras, who just

completed her four-year career on

Sumrmr Bruin .._ ^^^
Brad Gilbert lost to Pete Sampras In three sets In the finals of the
Volvo/Los Angeles tennis tournament.

GYMNASnCS
From page 24

gymnasts are as good as our first**

America's gymnastics program
tends to enter a slumber between
the Olympic years, but the team
has rebounded nicely in the past

year. The U.S. had previous lost to

three of the four teams it defeated

in Barcelona at the 1989 World

Championships.

Since 1990, the U.S. placed

second in the Seattle Goodwill
Games, losing to the Soviets, and
beat the traditionally powerful
Romanian national team. The
second place in Barcelona puts the
team in a strong position for

September's World Championship

the UCLA women's tennis team,

watching her brother win was quite

a thrill.

**I was pretty nervous, but I was
also really excited,** said Sampras.
**It*s a great feeling, I love watch-
ing him play.

"Pete played great in the first

set, but he lost his concentration in

the second set. I wasn't too

worried, because I figured that if

he could hold serve in the third set

he would break Gilbert and win the

match," Sampras added.

115 Scooters for Sole 1 1 5 Furniture for Sole

VESPA P200E White, only 1 200 miles. Excel-

lent condition $1500. (213)394-2815.

YAMAHA 125z, 1967. 1,661 miles, good
condition, $1200. After 6, weekdays.
(213)774-8166.

YAMAHA ZUMA II. 1990, $1300. excellent

corxjition. blue, good transportation Must sell.

(213)973 2182, leave message

Off-Campus Parking 120

OFF CAMPUS PARKING AVAILABLE: South
of Wilshire between Veteran ar»d Midvale.

(213)478-6755

PARKING AVAILABLE FOR ALL YEAR
excellent deal! (818)344-7162.

COUCHBED $100, STAIRMASTER $150, full

size bed $100, microwave $90, lamps $50.
Maryann (213)824-0319.

FURNITURE FOR SALE: SOFA, DESK. DI-
NETTE SET. BOOK CASE. REASONABLE
(213)825 9677 EXT.822.

HIGH QUALITY, all unused. Sofa and love-

teat, $595. Leather sofa and loveseat, $1200
Hideabed. $250. Bedroom set. $495. Mattress
and boxsprings, $150. Wardrobe $150.
5 drawer chest. $85. Dinette, $150. 9-piece
diningroom, $1700 RecHner. $200. Futon
$100. Bunkbeds. $150. Daybed. $195. Brass
headboard. $125 Electric beds. $795. Wall
uniU. $150. Desk, $150. Carpeting, $8/ yard
Encyclopedia set 1990, sacrifice $300
(213)393 2338

Celebrities:

The celebrities came out in full

force for the only men's profes-

sional tennis tournament in South-
em California. Among those most
prominent in attendance were
Johnny Cafson, Wilt Chamberiain,
Steve Garvey and Pancho Gon-
zales.

The banished father:

When Brad Gilbert played in the

singles championship, all of his

family was sitting in the player's

box, except for his father.

Barry Gilbert was banished to

sitting in the upper level of the Los
Angeles Tennis Center.

"Dad always has to sit in the

peanut gallery, because Brad gets

really nervous when he sees me
watching him play,*' the elder

Gilbert said. "I don*t mind,
because I get really nervous myself
when I watch Bradley play.**

The younger Gilbert offered his

own reason for why he made his

father sit so far away.
"When I was playing Frana in

the first round, I double faulted,

and I could hear my Dad slapping
his knee, even though he was really

far away," Gilbert said.

Trouble for the Volvo tourna-
ment:

Next year's Volvo field may not
be very strong, as the tournament
will be held during the middle of
the Summer Olympics. Stefan
Edberg, the No. 2 player in the

world, said that he would much
rather play in the Olympics,
because they are only held every
four years. Other top tennis players
arc Ukely to do the same thing.

meet
*The Soviets are still a little

ahead of the Americans, but we
can really compete with the rest"

Keswick said. "We can be the top

two or three in the world if we do
what we're capable of. After the

Soviets, it's a dogfight with China,
Japan and us."

126 Misc. For Sale 128

Furniture 126

BREAKFAST TABLE, coffee table, couch and
loveseat, ar>d other household accessories

Perfect condition. Cheryl (213)936-4112.

BUNKBEDS, NEW. HEAVY DUTY. SOLID
WCX)D $90 NEW BFDROOM SET, BIACK
OR WHITE LACC^ER $290 MAHRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE. QUEEN $200. FULL $175.

TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160. (213)821-0729

HOME/ OFFICE computer table. 48Lx30W,
excellent corxiition, walnut >*er^cfiT. $55/obo
Trina (213)825-0768.

MUSI SELL, single bed mattress, boxspring
w/framt, 20-yr warranty. Brand new $120
i2 13)477-9372.

REFRIGERATOR IV, year old Westinghouse.
17 cubic ft. $35(yobo. Laura 208 6364.

TWIN BED. X-LONG MATTRESS, built-in
dra%vers. Great condition. $100/obo Call
Andy (213)208 5042.

MINOLTA XG9 35mm SLR. 3 lenses- 1 normal
and 2 zooms. Carrying case and strap, plus
many extras. Excellent condition. $30(Vobo.
(213)477-9204.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

PANASONK: portable compact disk player,

1991 modelSLNPU. Brand new, never used.
$75. (213)477-9204.

Typewriter/Computer 134

EPSON EQUITY k, 286, 20 MB, loaded with
Microsoft Works, WordPerfect 5.0, Lotus
1-2-3, Publish It. Sidekick, Quicken, with
LQ600 printer. $1100. (213)397-5805.

IBM PS/2 MODEL 50. 30MB hard-drive, 1 .44
floppy, lots of software -^ printer. $145(Vobo.
(213)876-4166.

MAC PI US, \rr>^gpwr\\rr mniKP, lr«»yhoarr<,

software (MSWord. MacDraw, etc.).

$70Q^obo. Call evcniny (213)208-1423.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

yourself! (816)994-1166.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/mo Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,

366 systems available, (213)931-4207.
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Rousseau leads U.S. water polo to gold medal
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

With just sue ticks on the clock,

Alex Rousseau found himself
face-to-face with the Chinese
goalie, ball in hand, a tied game
and the gold medal on the line.

The former UCLA water polo
Star was now wearing the red,

white and blue of America, repre-

senting his country in the World
University Games at Sheffield
England, and Rousseau hardly
flinched as he prepared to hurl the
sphere toward the net.

*The ball went into the center,
and I knew it was our last shot,"

Rousseau said in Los Angeles. "I
swam as fast as I could to get to it

and whipped it into the goal. The
goalie jumped eariy and I threw it

around him."

USA-6, China-5, and the
American water polo team wins its

first Worid U. gold medal in 12
years.

"Alex is a great offensive
force," said UCLA water poloist

Dan Hackett, a reserve goalie on
the Worid U. team. "He's our go-to
man. If we ever needed a goal, he
was our man."
The victory in England show-

cased the depth of the U.S. water
polo program. The national *A'
team was competing in Barcelona
in the FINA O'ederation Interna-

tionale de Natation Amateur) Cup,
which pits the top eight teams in

the world, and the U.S. national

•B* team was sent to Sheffield

where it came home a winner.
The other countries which did

not qualify for the FINA Cup sent
their top-flight national teams to
the Worid U. Games. The United
States won all seven games it

played, and beat China 15-4 in

their preliminary meeting. Rous-
seau scored six goals in that

contest.

"The tournament was good
because it showed that the national

•B' team can play with anyone,"
Hackett said in Los Angeles. "It

really shows the depth of U.S.
water polo when we can go win a

tournament like that with (our)

national *B' team."

The United States reached the

finals by downing Italy, 6-4.

"Italy is very good, and they
came after us," Rousseau said.

"But we're a good swimming team
and have a deep bench, and I think

we tired them out."

*Thc big difference was that

there arc no timeouts, and you need
a good bench," Hackett said. "You
can't rest your starters, so you need
that dq)th. You have to be able to

substitute liberally, or else you
have to play your starters all the

time."

On the higher plane of interna-

tional competition, Rousseau and
the Americans did have to raise

their level of play, and their

response was golden.

*t)n the international teams, the

players are a little smarter, and
there's more finesse and speed,"

said Rousseau, the leading scorer

in the Sheffield games. "The
referees make it less physical, so
you have to use your head more."

I

•»

>l Q Summar Bruin fil. photo
Aiex Rousseau scored the gold-medal winning goal with six seconds left against China at the World
University Games.
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Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention this ad
when making reservations

All-suite hotel for Bnilns and friends.

Just minutes from the UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, fra' parking, pool & spa.

Rates from $85 • $105 per night. For reservations call

(213) 476-6255

Brentwood SuitesHOTEL
199 North Church I^ne, 1 block W. of San DieKO Freeway, 1 hlock N. of Sunset
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Stephens leads Pae-10 alkstars abroad
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

Rehema Stephens took on the
world last month, and she almost
beat it

The UCLA shooting guard led a
team of Pac-lO All-Stars to a
third-place finish in the William
Jones Cup International Tourna-
ment in Taipei, Taiwan, where
national teams from eight coun-
tries competed.

Representing the United States,

the Pac-10 won five of seven
games and beat Canada, 71-57. in

the bronze-medal game to avenge
an earlier tournament loss.

Korea defeated Japan to capture
the uUe. The Pac-lO was the only
team to beat the 6-1 Koreans,
winning 81-80 in the sixth round.
As for Stephens, she again

assumed her role as a go-to scorer.

At UCLA last season, she aver-

aged more than 2 1 points p)er game
and led the conference in scoring
for the second consecutive year.

In Taiwan, Stephens led the
Pac-lO All-Stars in scoring in five

games, including 16 points in the
win over Canada and 28 against
the host Taiwan A team. Stephens
was also the leading scorer for the

entire tournament, and she was
named to the All-Tournament
team with Stanford*s Val Whiting.
"Rehema played outstanding,"

said Washington Slate's Harold
Rhodes, assistant coach for the
Pac-10 All-Stars. "She scored as
well as she is capable of scoring."

The U.S.-Yugoslavia game, a
84-72 second round victory, was
when Stephens fell completely
into her groove.

"Yugoslavia was her best
game," Rhodes said. "(Stephens)
got the key buckets down the

stretch, and when it was close, she

came through for us."

The Canadian opponents played
a similar game to the Pac-10 All-
Slars with a lot of passing, given
the close geographic proximity,
but the Americans also experience
the Asian nin-and-gun and the
brute force of Yugoslavia.

"(Yugoslavia) had six or seven
players over six-feet tall, and we
had two injuries in the game
against them." Stephens said.

*They were the most physical team
we played . . . They were blatantly

dirty."

Beating a superpower is the goal
of any national sports team, and
Yugoslavia came out with fire in

its eyes.

"For (Yugoslavia), playing the

U.S. is a big thing," Stephens said.

'They were really up for us and
were running up and down the

court. They came in thinking they
were going to kill us, but we
adjusted and ended up running
them into the ground. We started

(fast)breaking on them and won by
1^.

UCLA point guard Nicole
Anderson joined Stephens on the

All-Stars, and the Pac-10 won
every game in which she started.

"Nicole was outsunding,"
Rhodes said. "She did exactly what
we needed. We won five games
with her and lost two when she was
injured. That's an indication of
what she can do."

In the third-place final, Ander-
son tied Stephens for leading-scor-
er honors with 16 points.

"Nicole was so consistent in that

game." Rhodes said. "The
bronze-medal game against Cana-
da was a career-game for her. She
basically controlled both ends.
(Anderson) converted lay-ups and
was able to penetrate their
defense."

The Pac-10 could have won the

gold medal, but the temporary
injuries to guards Anderson and
Tammy Storey of USC left it

without a backcourt commander
for two games.
"We were in a position to win

the gold medal, but the night we
beat Yugoslavia, we lost Nicole to
her injury," Rhodes said. "Then
Tammy Storey was also injured,

and we had to play two games
against Japan and Canada without
a true point guard."

The Jones Cup was the first taste

of international competition for

most of the Pac- 1 players, and the
All-Stars had to cope with interna-
tional rules and the responsibilities

of representing their country.
On the court, the key is wider

along the baseline and offense
players can touch the hall inside
the cylinder, which is goaltending
in the NCAA and NBA. Also, the
player does not need to check the
ball with the referee when
inbounding after a turnover.

In addition, the Americans
couldn't count on the same style of
refereeing.

*The referees let a lot go; there's

a lot of pushing and bumping."
Stephens said. *They also call a lot

of fouls when you try to pick
(steal) the ball."

Opposed to Yugoslavia's physi-

cal approach, the Taiwanese,
Japanese and Koreans have
adopted the fast-break style of play
which utilizes many quick passes
to move the ball.

*The Asian teams run around a
lot and pass the ball really fast,"

Stephens said, "We had to switch a
lot on defense, and that's hard
because it gets you out of sync. The
hardest thing is calling picks when
they pass the ball across the court"

Bfuin file photo

Rehema Stephens was the leading scorer for a Pac-10 all-star
team that finished third in a tournanient in Taiwan.

Bruins anchor national gymnastics team

m««lA lAi II • ^ i_ ^ Sunrrm Bruin fil* pho4o
cnris waller is one of three UCU gymnastics members on the U.S. national team.

By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

UCLA gymnastics made it

happen in 1984, and the Bruin
program might just do it again in

1992.

The United States men's team
won its first ever gold medal at the
Los Angeles Summer Olympics
seven summers ago, behind the

performances of Peter Vidmar,
Mitch Gaylord and Tim Daggett— all products of the UCLA
program.

Now, America begins its run
toward the Barcelona games next
summer, and three more Bniins are
members of the national team —
Scou Keswick, Chainey Umphrey
and Chris Waller.

U.S. gymnastics passed an
important test this month when it

finished second to the Soviet
Union in the Pre-Olympic Invita-
tional in the Barcelona Olympic
arena.

"Our goal was to prepare for the
World Championships (to be held
in Indianapolis this September);
this was a tune-up meet," Keswick
said in Los Angeles. "We hoped to
finish top thrpc and win a medal."
*To go there and beat four of the

lop teams gets the judges thinking
about the U.S. They didn't want us
to peak and be in our best shape,
but rather be ready for the World
Championships. It was very

important for the (U.S. Gymnas-
tics) Federation to have a good
showing.**

The U.S. defeated third-place

Japan by 2.5 points, 568.200-
565.750. with Hungary (562.725).
Spain (555.825) and Germany
(553.975) rounding out the com-
petition.

The winning Soviet team scored
579.175, bettering the U.S. team
by nearing 11 points.

In the individual all-around
competition, Kewick of UCLA
scored 1 14.225 points to earn fifth

place — the best performance of
the American athletes.

Lance Ringnald of Albu-
querque. N.M.. was seventh with
114.000 points, and Bruins Chai-
ney Umphrey and Chris Waller
finished 18th and 19th.

In the battle for the all-around
title, which pitied the top eight
performers. Keswick grabbed
third on the paraUel bars, fourth on
the vault, fifth on the still rings and
seventh in the fioor exercise.

The Soviet gymnasts swept the
top four positions, and number six,

but Keswick defeated the top
Hungarians and Japanese.

"It was probttbiy my biggest
success in international competi-
tion," Keswick said. "The Soviets
are very good, and depth is their

biggest strength. Their lop six

See GYMNASTICS, page 22
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Dean of social

welfare to retire

Leonard Schneiderman has
announced his retirement as

dean of the School of Social
Welfare, effective July 1. 1992.

"It is time for me to get on
with the next phase of what has
been a 40-year effort to try to

understand, and to have some
impact on, the development of
our country's social welfare
system," he said.

Schneiderman will continue
as a professor of social welfare.

Inside

Police recruit

gays, iesliians
Last weekend's Sunset

Junction Festival in Silver Lake
marked the first time that on-
duty Los Angeles police offic-

ers were able to wear their

uniforms while inviting gays
and lesbians to join the 8,400-

member force.

See page 3

Viewpoint

And tiie lieat

goes on . . .

Columnist Brian Smedley
shows how the Rodney King
beating merely opened Pandor-
a's box.

See page 8

Arts & Entertainment

Bad boy bares
both liis diests
"Double Impact" features a

double dose of Jean-Claude
Van Damme, but the film fails

to live up to its name.

See page 10

Sports

Scianra honored
John Sciarra will always be

remembered by Bruin fans for

leading UCLA to a Rose Bowl
win in 1976. His performance
in that game has enshrined him
in the Rose Bowl Hall of Fame.

See page 20

Monday
August 12, 1991

MedStar shutdown draws protest
By Brigltte Brady

With the slogan "Save Lives . . .

Save MedStar," a group ofcampus
nurses, pilots and union officials

gathered Thursday at UCLA
Medical Center for a press confer-

ence protesting the shutdown of
the hospital's emergency air

ambulance program.
Claiming that layoffs stemming

from the shutdown were unfair and
the quality of patient care will

suffer without the university's

flying ambulances, employees of
the MedStar Air Emergency
Transport Service filed a labor
grievance against the hospital on

Dismantlement will hurt

patient care, employees say
July 26.

And they gathered at UCLA last

week to show they are serious

about their grievance. "To elimi-

nate MedStar is a grave injustice to

the people of California," said Bill

McMurray, a program pilot for

nine years.

With a doctor always on board,

the blue-and-yellow MedStar heli-

copter and fixed-wing plane trans-

port organs and critically-injured

patients to UCLA.
The hospital decided to ground

MedStar in early July as part of
$4.5 million in bud^t cuts it has to

make for the nexr fiscal year.

The program will be dismantled

Oct 1, laying off 35 employees.
The first layoffs, however, begin
Thursday.

MedStar employees said they

Dragging their lieels

were never consulted on the

termination of the program — a

move in violation of the Fair Labor
Standards Act

But Raymond Schultze, director

of the medical center, refuted that

in a telephone interview. "We
were assiduous in our adherence to

appropriate labor laws and UCLA
policy. The issue here is where do
you cut the service?"

The hospital simply could not

afford to maintain the program, he
said. "It's a business decision

made on the basis of the financial

viability of the project."

See MEDSTAR, page 2

Melnitz

funding
getsGSA

roval

Two men dress In drag for a party following the premiere of "Paris Is Burning'

GREG FOX

By BIrgit Rasmussen
Summer Bruin Staff

Ending speculation that drama-
tic cost increases might end the

Melnitz Movie Program, graduate
student government Tuesday
decided to expand the program's
funding pending final approval in

the fall.

Attached to this approval is a
request that the program's direc-

tors iron out their working rela-

tionship with the UCLA Film and
Television Archives and try to

regain the right to show films on
Friday nights — which the arc-

hives has reserved for the next two
months.

The program has been providing

free movies on campus for 12
years. In addition to showing
studio production previews, it

offers alternative movies, such as

independent and foreign produc-
tions.

Graduate government and prog-

ram directors began revising Mel-
nitz Movies after inside rumors
that the Department of Film and
Television, which operates Mel-
nitz Theatre, would raise projec-

tion fees by as much as 38 percent
The fees had already doubled the

previous year.

Projection fees pay for the use of
the theater, its projectors and staff

See MELNITZ, page 5

UCLA Foundation elects

president for 1992-94
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

The UCLA Foundation, which
seeks and administers private
contributions for the university,

has named its new president for the
1992-94 term.

The foundation's trustees
elected Robert Wilson, who is a
benefactor of the UCLA Venice
Denial Center and chairman of the
athletic campaign to endow foot-

ball scholarships.

The foundation, a private vol-

unteer organization which works
with the UCLA administration

raising money to meet university

needs, has received a yearly

average of $37 million during the

past five years.

Wilson will replace John Ander-
son, who is the top benefactor to

the Anderson Graduate School of
Management and whose two-year
term ends in June.

See FOUNDATION, page 7

Where UCLA Foundation funds are spent (89-90)

Other 4
Purposes

Instruction ^

$5.5niillion ^^,2 maikm

(14.5% (13.8%),

Student

Support

^ Campus

Improvement

^ Research

/
Deportmental

Support

Out of total of $37 million

SOURCE UCLA Foundation
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|K^ fB • TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK^ I
"^ -AIR CONDITIONED

yr ' ^^ -SATURDAY COMEDY CLASS
1 093 Broxton Ave. #21

8

824-3991
Weslwood Village, Above the Whorehouse

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY

(CLEAR/COLOR) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (6 mo supply) ..$109 SET
ADDITIONAL 6 MONTHS for $99

CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

B&L • WJ • CIBA • AO • B&H • etc.

EYE EXAM $15
W/contact lens 4 eye exam care kit inclu
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Movie Going the £uf Way!
Redeem any Westwood Movie Ticket
for $2.00 off your Food Purchase.

Fajlta Buffet $4.95
Free Non-Alcoholic Beverage with this Ad,
"-F 11-2 p.m.

Fit to be Fried** - Ice Cream that is;
Frea'' with this Ad.

Join th« Fun and Sava a Paao or IWo at tha Waatwood
1109 GI#ndon

Wootwood Village 208-3884
Minimum purchaaa of $5,00 Raqulrad, B a C can ba Comblnad. Raaarvatlona aooaptad.

grocery • produce • dairy • deli • bakery

You don't have to go
to Ralphs to get low
supermarket prices!

Compare & Save! breadstiks Ralphs.

Ragu Spaghetti Sauce
Meat - 30 oz.

Best Foods Mayo - 30 oz
Gatorade - 32 oz.

Oscar Mayer bacon - 1 lb

Nissin Cup O'Noodle
Tide Liq. Detergent - 64 oz
Charmin Tissue 4 pack
Nonfat milk, 1/2 gal

Coors Light, 1 2 pak +CRV

Any 32 oz

Sports Bottle
refill

49

OPEN TIL
11 PM

$1.99 $2.19

2.23 2.37
1.19 1.19
3.19 3.29
.69 .77

4.99 4.99
1.59 1.59
1.21 1.28
7.99 8.15

FREE
PARKING

1057 GAYLEY AVE • 209-1111
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MEDSTAR
From page 1

However, the group assembled

to protest the grounding of Med-

Siar disagreed. They say the

program is very viable.

"Our analysis is the program can

be saved with modification," said

Cliff Fried, president of the Uni-

versity Professional and Technical

Employees Union. "It is in the best

interest of the hospital to keep it"

But keeping the program

involves money the Medical Cen-

ter wants to devote to in-house

patient care.

"We are trying to reduce costs

without reducing service levels,"

Schultze said. "MedStar was an

activity outside of the function of

what normal hospitals do. The

business was simply not there to

make the program an advantage in

our favor."

The air ambulance system is one

of few in the nation that provides

emergency medical care in the sky.

Pilot McMurray disagreed with

Schultze* s assessment. "We are a

break-even profit organization if

you look at the figures."

According to the employees

gathered at the press conference,

MedStar had an 86.3 percent

average collection rate on the

services it provided — meaning

most of the costs to run the

program were recouped, bringing

the program's total intake to more
than $2.5 milUon annually.

But Schultze pointed out that

even these figures show the prog-

ram still loses revenue in the long

run.

"MedStar is an added expense,"

he said. "It does not produce
enough revenue to break even. The
helicopter alone generated
$250,000 in losses a year."

The Medical Center will now
rely on an outside contractor for air

ambulance services. Officials pre-

dict this move will save the

hospital about $800,000 to $1
million a year.

'The risk of keeping the prog-
ram is too great to consider
continuing the service." Schultze
said.

However, the employees offer a
contrasting view of the program's
financial situation. They predict

the hospital would save. $500,000
annually if it used its own service

rather than contracting out.
"UCLA will spend more money
than if MedStar was left in tact,"

Fried said.

Employees also point out the

real people affected by the cancel-
lation of MedStar are the patients.

"In the long run, it's the patients

we could have helped that are
affected," said Anita LeClair, in-

flight MedStar nurse.

The MedStar helicopter was one
of the few air ambulance services

in the country that always flew

with a physician and critical-care

nurse on board. Life Flight, the

helicopter service UCLA will now
use for air transport, is staffed only

by nurses and occasionally a

paramedic.

MedStar employees said that is

an example of the lower standard

of patient care an outside air

transport company will provide.

But Schultze feels service will

be just as good without a physician
on board. "Life Flight has express-

ed to us that if a transport needs a

physician on board it would be
happy to pick a physician up at the

Medical Center."

As of now, hospital officials

have made no moves to stop the

dismantling of the program. The
fixed-wing plane service has

Slopped, the plane has been sold

and employees have received

two-months advance notice of

their lay-off

Correction
In Thursday's article "Association won't pull NOMMO ads," the

publication involved was inaccurately described. NOMMO is

UCLA's African student newsmagazine.
The Bruin apologizes for the error.

NAILS
at Ultlnr.a

SPECIAL

Manicure
& Pedicure
Manicure

fiberqlass

Mon - Sat 10-7
10918 Kinross Ave. • Westvs/ood

For appt. call: (213) 208^015 Or 208 3600

OUCH!
LT. WAITED
TOO LONG TO

SEE THE DENTIST

COSMETIC AND
GENERAI. DENTISTRY

)l For Appointment:
-^ A 478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Fix Chipped, Stiiined. or F^roken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Uughiiifir Gas, Estimates in Writinj?
•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire & Santa Monica)
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Protesters rally at the Federal Building to oppose taxes on snack foods, alcohol and newspapers.

Protesters speak
against tax hikes
By Matt Ball

Summer Bruin Staff

More than 500 people
gathered at the West Los
Angeles Federal Building on
Saturday for a festival-like rally

to protest recent tax increases

on snack foods, newspapers and

alcohol.

The protesters — who
attempted to dress in colonial

and American Indian costumes

in keeping with their Boston

Tea Party theme — sat in the

sun for two hours Hstening to

speakers such as slate Assemb-
lymen Gil Ferguson (R-New-
port Beach), Tom McClinlock
(R-Camarillo) and Richard

Mountjoy (R-Arcadia).

The speakers exhorted the

audience— who carried home-
made placards with slogans like

"Bye Bye American Dream,"
"Michael Dukakis/Pete Wilson
in '92" and *Taxed to Death"—
to use their votes to sweep the

*Tax and Spend" politicians

from office.

The state Legislature
increased California's basic

six-cent sales tax by 1.25 cents

in mid-July in an attempt to

shrink the state's $14.3 billion

budget deficit. It also elimi-

nated tax exemptions for candy,

snack foods, newspapers,
magazines, bottled water and
fuel for ships and airplanes.

The rally was hostile to

politicians in general, and Gov.
Pete Wilson in particular.

Christian talk-show host John
Stewart — who organized the

See TAXES, page 6
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Protesters make their anti-tax stance known with Colonial-

era clothing.

Francis Dean

Prof calls for

a 'new breed
of architect'
By Valerie Rosenberg

The word architecture no longer

merely means design to landscape
architect Francis Dean. In a rapidly

expanding world, he says there needs to

be a new breed of architect — an
environmentally conscious one.

The intemationally-reknown architect

will lecture on *The Future of Landscape
Architecture" at UCLA on Wednesday.
In his talk. Dean will share his 30 years of

experience and discuss the future of the

field, as increasing environmental
awareness changes the perspectives of

landscape architects.

Currently, Dean is a professor emeri-

tus at California State Polytechnic
University. He is also an advisor to

UCLA Extension's four-year program in

landscape architecture. After 30 years of

private practice, Dean says he left his

firm for "the captive audience of
teaching."

Dean tries to bring to students*

attention "the aspects of environmental

issues as they affect urban development
and landscape architecture."

He became more aware of these issues

in 1965, when he did an open space study

for the state of California. While
studying the Santa Ana River, he
realized that landscape architects had to

"look at the bigger picture" instead of
just their projects.

*The field has not come to grips

completely with the value of under-

standing ecological significance," he
said. Architects "produce facilities and
respond to nature around them, but they

don!t see the connection of the natural

vegetation to their project"

See ARCHITECT, page 6

'Deadman's Curve' claims victim
By IMIchael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

A 41 -year-old woman was
killed Friday when her car swerved

into oncoming traffic and colhded

with a van on Sunset Boulevard

near UCLA's Drake Stadium.

The woman, whose name has

not yet been released, was speed-

ing eastbound on Sunset when she

lost control of her car, which slid

across the center divider and was

broadsidcd by a van traveling

westbound, said Los Angeles

Police Det. Dennis Wcuthrich.

The fatal accident, which
occurred at 12:40 p.m., led police

to shut down all lanes of Sunset

from Westwood Boulevard to

Veteran Avenue for more than

three hours. The location of the

accident — known as Dcadman's

Curve — has been the site of

numerous fatal crashes because of

its sharp bend.

The woman was pronounced

dead at the scene, Weuthrich said.

She was not wearing a seatbclt.

The driver of the van, Mark
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A 41-year-old woman died in this crash Friday.

Nelson, 31, of Topanga, was taken

to the UCLA Medical Center

where he was treated for leg

injuries.

Although police have not deter-

mined what caused the woman to

lose control of her 1988 converti-

ble Mustang 5.0, Weuthrich said

"she was clearly exceeding the 35

miles per hour posted speed limit"

before she was hit by the Ford van.

The woman must have suddenly

lost control because "there wasn't

any collision avoidance," said

Officer Michael Zaboski, of West

L.A. uaffic. "By the time she

crossed the oncoming lane, there

was nothing she could do."

On-duty police recruit

gays, lesbians at festival

By Matthew Fordahl

Sumnner Bruin Staff

This time around, it was official.

The men in blue behind the

recruitment booth were on duty, in

uniform and openly gay.

There were also several heter-

osexual officers, but they weren't

getting nearly as much attention,

especially from the horde of

television reporters there to record

what the gay community termed

historical.

One day after the civilian Police

Commission ordered Police Chief

Daryl Gates to staff the booth.

Officers Marc Goodman and Paul

Butler fielded questions, handed
out pamphlets and otherwise did

their best to convey what a career

as a gay cop means.

The Sunset Junction Festival in

Silver Lake marked the first time

that on-duty officers were able to

wear their unifomis while inviting

gays to join the 8,400-member

force.

Earlier this year, several officers

recruited from the gay community
during a West Hollywood parade,

but they had volunteered their time

and Gates reluctantly agreed to

allow them to wear their uniforms.

*The West Hollywood parade
was an off-duty affair," said

Goodman, who made his sexual

orientation public only recently.

'This is the first official recruit-

ment effort in the gay community.
And in a few years, you'll see

hundreds of gay and lesbian

candidates in the Police
Academy."

Sgt. Joseph Peyton, who is

heterosexual, added, "We need
gay and lesbian officers in our
department. We've always had
them, though not always openly
gay. The more open representation

we have in department ... the

better relations we have within the

See POLICE, page 5
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Briefs
World

American one of three

hostages now free

American hostage Edward Tracy was
freed in Beirut Sunday by his Islamic

fundamentalist captors after nearly five

years in captivity and was whisked to

Damascus, Syria where he said he was
"surprised the world was still here."

Tracy was freed hours after kidnappers

released a French relief worker who was
abducted last week. The Frenchman was
seized just hours after the release of
British journalist John McCarthy, who
was freed as a messenger for the

kidnappers. McCarthy delivered the mes-
sage to U.N. Secretary-General Javier

Perez de Cuellar in Britain Sunday.
In Kennebunkport, Maine, President

Bush said, "I know all Americans are

gratified today by the release of Edward
Tracy."

Bush declined to mention Israel speci-

fically, which has come under interna-

tional pressure to free nearly 400 Arabs—
a move seen as a key demand of the

hostage-takers. Ten Western hostages

remain in captivity — five Americans,
two Britons, two Germans and an Italian.

Europeans vie for

loyal but spumed dog
METZ, France — Hundreds of animal

lovers from France, Germany, Luxem-
bourg, Switzeriand and Belgium vied to

lake home a dog that travelled over 620
miles to rejoin his owner only to be
dumped again, the French Society for the

Protection of Animals (SPA) said Sun-
day.

Rex, a 7-year-old, black and while

sheepdog, was fobbed off by his owner on

a nephew who lived near the French
Mediterranean, hundreds of miles from
his home in Metz, eastern France.

When the boy tried to force Rex to into

a prissy, French dressage school, the

sheepdog took off on his long trek home
near the three-way border of France,

Germany and Luxembourg.
Seven months later he greeted his

owner at the front door of the house— but

the panting, tail-wagging dog received not

reward for his loyalty but contempt.
The tale tugged the heartstrings of the

French people when daily newspaper Le
Figaro reported that Rex was being kept in

an SPA cage until owners could be found
for him. News quickly spread across

national frontiers and to Francophone
countries.

But despite the influx of offers, the SPA
announced Sunday it had given Rex to a
family living in the country a few miles

from his first home.

Nation

Nine found dead in

Buddhist temple
PHOENIX, Ariz. — Nine Thai immi-

grants, including seven Buddhist monks,
were shot in the head and killed in a

massacre inside a temple in a small

Arizona town, authorities said Saturday.

Investigators said they have no motive
for the killings.

The victims, all Thai immigrants, were
found lying face down in a room of the

temple in Goodyear, Ariz., by two women
who had arrived to prepare lunch for the

victims, said Duane Brady, a Maricopa
County sheriffs department spokesman.
The victims included seven monks, a

22-year-old man who was visiting the

monks and an elderly woman who may
have been a Buddhist nun. Each had been

shot in the head, said Gondso Lesser, who

attended services at the temple.

Dozens of investigators and other law

enforcement officers swarmed the

temple, located in Goodyear, a sparsely

populated desert community about 10

miles west of Phoenix, going over the

interior and exterior of the temple, Brady

said.

Hail, Atlantis

CAPE CANAVERAL, Ha. — The

shuttle Atlantis glided to the first planned

Florida landing in six years Sunday,

swooping to a flawless touchdown at the

Kennedy Space Center to close out a

"picture-perfect" nine-day flight.

Heralded by two shotgun-like sonic

booms, the $2 billion orbiter raced across

central Rorida, banked sharply over the

coast and descended through a cloudless

sky to a touchdown on the Kennedy Space

Center's 3-mile-long shuttle runway at

8:23 a.m. EDT.
When the black-and-white spaceplane

rolled to a stop, it had completed a 3.6-

million-mile, 142-orbit mission high-

Hghted by the successful launch last

Friday of a $120 million NASA commu-
nications satellite.

state

Anniversary of riots

in Watts rememiieffed

A somber gathering of Watts residents

and activists marked the anniversary

Sunday of the outbreak of six days of fiery

rioting that ravaged their neighborhood a

quarter of a century ago.

The ceremony and community forum at

the Watts Towers was dedicated to the

residents of the South Los Angeles

neighborhood who lost their lives in the

insurrection, said Ron Gihnorc, a 45-
year-old neighborhood activist who lived

through the violent events of 1965.
Organizers, most members of the

Patrice Lumumba Coalition, have held the
politically tinged event intermittently

over the years. Gilmore said.

The remembrance at the Watts Towers
coincided with the muggy August evening
in 1965 that a routine traffic stop by a
California Highway Patrol officer set off

a powder keg of tensions in the economi-
cally depressed community.

A total of 34 people died in the gunfire,

flames and looting that followed.

'Beverly Hills' star

mobbed in Florida mall

PLANTATION, Fla. — At least 20
people were injured when a crowd of
about 10,000 autograph seekers rushed
Luke Perry, star of teen-cult favorite

television show "Beverly Hills, 90210."
Officials were forced to close Planta-

tion Mall for about two hours Saturday,

just after Perry walked onto a makeshift

stage to sign autographs. They said the

autograph party lasted about 90 seconds.
"Vanna White wasn't even this popu-

lar," said security guard Heather Reif,

referring to the game show hostess who
made an appearance at the mall when it

first opened.

Paramedics treated 20 people and sent

13 of them to three nearby hospitals. The
most serious injury was a broken ankle.

When the crowd broke loose Perry was
whisked offstage and rushed into a vacant
room in the adjacent Sheraton Suites

Hotel. A hotel ballroom was converted
into a makeshift emergency room, where
injured fans were placed on stretchers.

Perry later apologized for the incident.
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MELNITZ
From page 1

salary. In the past, the film
department absorl)ed much of that

cost, but can no longer do so as a
result of the university's tight

budget

Fearing similar increases in the

coming years, members of gradu-
ate government and Melnitz rep-

resentatives began discussing their

options— such as slashing weekly
programming to one show, moving
to another theater or cutting the

program altogether.

But at this time, no decision has
been made on projection fee

increases and the current directors,

graduate students David Gardner
and David Pendleton, say they are

hopeful the increase will either be
less than projected or not occur at

all.

**The same sources who origi-

nally warned (the Melnitz Movie
program) that increases might be
coming now feel increases are less

likely," Gardner explained.

That would spell relief for more
programs than just Melnitz
Movies. The archives run other

movie programs in the North
Campus theatre. Dramatic fee

hikes might limit the range of its

programs, said Geoffrey Gilmore,

head of archives programming.
An independent consultant is

analyzing the finances of Melnitz

Theatre, and it remains to be seen

whether there will be "any
increases," said campus spokes-

woman Mary Tokita.

Although Gardner and Pendle-

ton are carefully optimistic that

there will be no fee increase, they

say the possibility cannot be ruled

out yet.

Therefore, the two requested a

30 percent raise in their program-
ming budget from graduate gov-
ernment which approved the funds
— more than $60,000— pending
general approval firom the main
government body in the fall.

''Although (all of that money)
may have to go towards increased

projection fees, we are hoping a lot

of it will go towards expanded
programming," Gardner said.

Graduate government encour-

aged expansion of the program. If

that happens, it will mean a

possible increase in the number of
films shown weekly, as well as the

addition of larger special engage-

ments.

POUCE
From page 3

department and in the communi-
ty.**

Not everyone seemed pleased

by the effort, however.

A man standing a few feet from

the booth near Lucy Street and

Sunset Boulevard held a sign

saying, **If a straight male cop

can't search a female, should a gay

cop search a male?"

The man, who identified him-

self only as Adam, said, *i'm just

asking the question because I think

it needs to be asked."

Other festival -goers seemed

less interested in the controversy

than in simply obtaining informa-

tion about the Police Department

Still others were there to encour-

age the effort

"I just came by the festival to

give them my support," said Peter

Mackler, coordinator of National

Coming Out Day.

Douglas Trazzare, 26, said he

picked up a brochure out of

curiosity as he walked by the

rccuitment booth and spent a few

minutes talking to Goodman.

"I was just walking by. and they

made the effort to talk to me," he

said. "But get real, certain jobs I'm

not interested in."
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ARCHITECT
From page 3

However, they have taken an

important step toward more eco-

logical responsibility, according to

Dean. In the past, architects have

often used exotic plants in land-

scaping. These plants usually

demand much more water than

native plants which can siu^^ive on
less.

But recently, landscapers have

tried to use native plants because
they are more aware of water
conservation. "We're all

influenced by the drought," Dean
said.

He is also proud of a Cal Poly

program, which allows students to

participate in a recycling program
in their own living quarters.

Beginning in the fall, the 16-

acre "Institute for Regenerative

Studies" will house 90 landscape

architect, agriculture, horticulture

and biology students. There, they

will recycle their own waste, grow
their own vegetables, recycle their

water and raise fish as a food

source. "Our mission at Cal Poly is

education, demonstration and
research."

Dean has recently consulted

with the city of San Marcus in San
Diego County on a project which is

a perfect example of the issues he
presents in his teaching.

The project in San Marcus

exemplifies the need to balance the

interests of the city and the

environment. "We have to accom-

modate both interests. . . . I'm a

realist with an understanding of

what an urban society has to do to

accommodate itself to the environ-

ment without feeling diminished."

It is this realism and open-min-

dedness that Dean said is needed

for a landscape architect faced

with the changes in the field today.

"Putting on bhnders separates us

not only from the environment, but

also from each other — if we
continue wearing the blinders,

there's little hope for relationships

in a community that can solve

problems.**

TAXES
From page 3

rally and promoted it during his

afternoon radio show on KKLA-
FM — repeatedly asked people to

visit a "Recall Wilson" campaign

booth at the edge of the crowd.

Spectator Steve Kaminsky, who

wore a tri-comered hat and white-

powdered wig, said that he felt

betrayed by the governor.

"He ought to change his pohti-

cal affiliation because of truth in

advertising," Kaminsky said. "I

think he's going to be a one-term

governor."

"I voted for Pete Wilson and I'm

sorry," agreed Phyllis Carlson,

who sat on a blanket near the
periphery of the crowd.

Others were not so mad at

particular politicians, but higher
taxes in general.

"We feel the tax increase is

unfair and doesn't reflect the will

of the people," said RoseAnn Stire,

who sat with Carlson on the
blanket. "I'm outraged. We're
middle America and we bear the

brunt of the tax increases."

Rally-organizer Stewart said

these are the kinds of responses

that make him think the rally was
like an opening shot in a grass-

roots war against big government.
"My listeners are outraged."
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"I am terribly enthusiastic about
helping UCLA," Wilson said. "I

want to make a positive contribu-
tion."

Wilson, who graduated from
UCLA in 1953 with a bachelor's
degree in business administration,

said he is glad to be back to help the

university.

"I really did stay away," said

Wilson, who became a trustee in

1987. "But I happen to believe in

the theory that if you take a little

out, you've got to give a little back.

I felt that my stature . . . was

greatly heightened by UCLA."
And for other alumni, Wilson

explained why they too should

give back to their alma mater.

Because of stile cutbacks in

educational funding, the university

increasingly depends on private

contributions to maintain its high

quality, he said. Alumni often do
not realize that UCLA's need for

outside funds is so significant, he

added.

The state provides only 33

percent of UCLA's budget, Wil-

son said. **I don't think we can rely
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an optometric center

DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.INC.

Expires 8/31/91

10930 WEYBURN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384
-m-.^jm'^ r"' •<W"»"
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on our state and federal govern-
ment It seems to me that they are

not responding (to our needs)/'

For this reason, the university

must seek out private contribu-

tions, Wilson added. Fortunately,

"people are aware that we are

falling behind in education and
that something has to be done
about it."

Wilson said the foundation's

goal is to tap deeper into the

alumni pool because graduates are

the primary source of UCLA's
donations.

Schools like Harvard, Stanford

and the University of Southern

California are successful fundrais-

ers because they have strong ties

with their alumni, he added.

However, public universities

have not had to launch contribu-

tion campaigns in past years

because they had the backing of
their state governments.

But public university fundrais-

ing campaigns are now more
common. UCLA recently com-
pleted a five-year drive which
raised $373 million. And UC
Berkeley is currently conducting a

similar drive.

However, the success of a

fundraising campaign depends on

the commitment of the volunteers

who run the foundation, Wilson

said. The challenge is to make the

volunteers more active in the

foundation, so they work harder to

find new donors, he explained.

Despite this challenge, the

foundation will have continued

success under the leadership of
Wilson, said James Osterholt, vice

president of the foundation.

"He will be a very supportive

president," Osterholt said. "Bob is

going to be a very strong and
effective leader. He's a 'let's get it

done' kind of guy."

^i©fl THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT &
MEN & WOMEN

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BLOWDRY
$8
$4
$5

$20

Bikini Wax
Lip Wax
Eyebrow
Fuli Leg &
Bildnl Wax
Sculpture Nails

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

HILITE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

CELLOPHANE &
CUT $25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mano's Restaurant

g^^p 9/ ^ 2/91

FUTON & FRAME
LIQUIDATION

SALE FREE! IMPORTED DECORATOR

v.^.. ^A«R^«h PILLOWS WITHANY PURCHASE
YOU uei DOin oF FUTONSAND FRAME

Pieces $50 VALUE.

TWIN

QUEEN

BRAND-NEW
NAME BRAND

TWIN 2 pc. $45
FUU. 2pc. $55

QUEEN 2pc. $75
KING 3pc. $95

FUTON MATTRESSES

'45 '65
TWIN QUEEN

'55 '85
FULL KING

May Co.

Wllshire Bl.

ESTB. 1968

MM
00 I Furniture

AVAILABLE

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
ON ANY IDENTICAL MERCHANDISE

5 PIECE BEDROOM SET

n59 '\ n

YOU GET Maser Dmser. 1 Nightstands, Miiror &. Headboard.

Available in light oak or ctxintrv beech

BUNK OR TWIN BEDS
OX-BOW DESIGN

NOW ONLY
All hardwood 2 1/2" posts. Bunklxd are 2 twin beds.
Includes stepladder and ratlaj Mtttwi—» McluJSg]

THE ACAPULCO
Larg*
••••ction of
colors and
•olid oak
fraiTwa in

atocit

THE DELPHI
PLATFORM BED

Solid
hardwood
availabi* m
black lacquer
or natural
finish

MM FURNITURE
6032 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
V/SA

(1 Block East of Fairfax, Opposite Mav Co.)

(213) 939-1244 • 939-3335
Ma^t^iCotd

OPEN 7 OAYS: Mon-FH 10 a.m. - 7 p.m., Sat/Sun 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

IVIMKDIA I E DKLIVKRY TO ALL LOCATIONS
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Why the
just the
Just when you thought it

was safe to venture out-

side without your video

camera, more tapes and shock-

ing tales of police errors and
abuses of citizens' rights are

emerging. Each reveals African

Americans and other minorities

receiving the bad end of a

double standard of behavior

from police.

Watch the evening news
these days, and you'll get a

taste of what I mean. Another
videotape of police use of

excessive force has come for-

ward, this one showing a

Latino male getting pummelled
over the side of his own porch

by one of L.A.'s finest. The
maker of the tape, an African

American named Anthony
Ennis, claims that he has been
repeatedly and regularly

harassed since the incident by
an officer who was at the

scene. An LAPD spokesperson

stated that this video, as with

the taped beating of Rodney
King, is "very disturbing," and
that the department wants to

"investigate . . . and get it

concluded as soon as possible.**

Sound like an attempt at

damage control for the LAPD*s
reputation? It should. But
there's more.

On August 1, 1988. the

LAPD ransacked four apart-

ments at the comer of 39lh

Street and Dalton Avenue. The
police claimed that they were
looking for drugs, acting on an
anonymous tip. They caused
thousands of dollars of damage
as they ripped a]>art walls and
furniture in the apartments, yet

found only small amounts of

marijuana and cocaine. Resi-

dents of these apartments

recently won a large settlement

(more than $3 million) from
the city to recoup their losses.

The highest-ranking police

officer present during the raid,

Charles Spicer, was suspended

just last week by the LAPD's

Brian
Smediey
Board of Rights for "failing to

adequately supervise" the 80
cops who destroyed the homes
of the apartment residents,

most of whom are African

American. Spicer's sentence: a

measly 44 days without pay.

The Milwaukee Pohce
Department has released the

recorded conversation between
a Milwaukee policeman and a
radio dispatcher, just two
weeks before the grisly

remains of 11 men were found
in the apartment of confessed
killer Jeffrey Dahmer. The
officer had responded to a call

from Dahmer's neighbors, com-
plaining that a boy was being
held against his will by Dah-
mer. and was hurt When
police arrived, they found a

naked, bleeding Laotian boy
trying to escape from Dah-
mer's apartment Dahmer, how-
ever, convinced the police that

the boy was his lover, that

they had just had a spat, and
that there was no need for

police intervention.

The recording of the police-

man*s conversation with the

dispatcher reveals a chilling,

appalling lack of concern for

the boy's well-being. "I can't

do anything about someone's

sexual preferences." stated the

Summer Bruin
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officer, as he insisted that

there was no reason for him to

further investigate the com-
plaint.

As if sexual preferences had
anything to do with protecting

a child from being hurt.

A few days later, detectives

removed parts of the boy's
body from Dahmer's apartment.

Almost all of Dahmer's other

victims were African-American
or Chicano. Almost all of them
were gay. Almost all of Dah-
mer's neighbors, who repeated-
ly called police to alert them
to the unusual goings on and
smells coming from the Dah-
mer apartment, are African-

American.

Rodney King, this ain't. It's

worse.

The victims in each of these

incidents were minorities, gays
or other "undesirables" who
are poorly represented among
the police ranks. Some of them
have had trouble with the law;
others are honest, tax-paying
citizens. None of them
deserved their fate.

What these incidents, along
with the King beating, seem to
indicate is that some elements
among the nation's police are

not only insensitive to protect-

ing the rights and lives of
these people, but they are

downright hostile (or indifferent

at best) to the idea of provid-
ing equal protection under the

law.

Don't get me wrong —
being a police officer is per-

haps one of the most stressful,

demanding jobs that a person
can take on. My hat goes off
to anyone who genuinely
wishes to serve the public
interest by donning a badge.
It's unfortunate that the cops
must battle a negative image
problem brought on by these

incidents.

It's equally unfortunate that

the police are taking a pound-
ing by the media and the

Unsigned adNorials rspretent a majortty opinion of

th« Sunimer Bniin EditorM Board. Ail other
ooHimn«. letters and artvworti r«prea«rtt the opintor>s

of their authors. They do not reflect the views of th

Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCIA
Communications Board. The Bruin oorrplies with

the Commur>ication Board's policy prohtxtmg the
pubNcation of artidea that perpetu«te derogatory
cultural or ethnic stereotypes. Written material

subnritted must be typed or written legibly.
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public for the gross errors of
judgement committed by a few
officers in Los Angeles, Fort
Worth, and Milwaukee. It's

time to recognize, however,
that these incidents are just the

tip of the iceberg; many other

cops regulariy violate or fail to

insure the rights of the poor
and dispossessed without being
caught on videotape. Even
when the police are accused of
poor judgement, it's question-
able whether they arc account-
able to superiors for their

actions.

Part of the problem with
police accountability is that

most departments implicitly and
explicitly require conformity.
Many officers find themselves
torn between their responsibili-

ty to the public and their

loyalty to fellow officers. Walk
like a cop; talk like a cop;
think like a cop. Protect your
fellow officer, even if it means
lying.

Not surprisingly, the police
have been accused of trying to
cover up their mistakes in each
of these incidents. Reports
have been altered, details have
been omiued and facts have
been changed to make it

appear as if the officers

involved were reacting in a
reasonable, responsible fashion— the way the police are
expected to behave in affluent
suburbs.

The problem with the police
who deal with the Rodney
Kings and Anthony Ennises of
the worid, however, is that
these cops are not operating in
a suburb. They are operating
in neighborhoods where, in

All aubmltted material muat bear the authora
nam^addreea, telephone number, regiatratlon

I1!!'^L!L'""'*"**"
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S^irr^^*"*^* '" •'"'•^ '^•^ The Bruin
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**"* ^^* "^^^ information ia
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Information will be kept confidential.
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most cases, they don't live.

They are dealing with people
who, in many cases, are diffe-

rent from them. In a few
cases, they arc dealing with
people who they don't care
about, and even hold contempt
for.

Politicians and other naive
individuals call for **sensitivity

training" for police, as if a
few hours with some half-

baked psychologist or "cultural

sensitivity" expert will change
years of racist socialization thai

have been ingrained in cops
(and indeed, those of us who
are not cops) since birth. More
understanding and exposure to

other groups, they argue, will

help to stem the "double stan-

dard" of behavior followed by
cops who work in poor, non-
white neighborhoods.

The authors of the Christo-

pher Commission report on
racism within the LAPD esti-

mate that as many as five

percent of the police force

have used brutality and exces-

sive force when dealing with

African-American and Chicano
citizens. Many of these officers

practice their club-wielding

routines on a regular basis. No
amount of "sensitivity training"

will stop this ignorant and
dangerous behavior. It's lime
to weed out the bad cops, and
let the good cops protect and
serve all citizens equally, as

they vowed to do when their

badges were first pinned to

their chests.

Smediey is a doctoral student

in psychology.
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Stargazing— In LA. you don 't needa telescope
Rachael and I had stood

in hne under a blazing
sun for an hour and a

half, sweating all the while,
for this moment. We shakily
approached Spike Lee, giving
our copies of his new book to
him so he could autograph
them. He had been signing for
over an hour.

As we got up next to him,
straining to say something —
anything — of meaning to

him, trying to catch his eye,
attempting (in vain) not to

appear like blithering idiots,

aching to hear just some small
word of encouragement or wis-
dom fall from his lips, he
suddenly turned to the woman
next to him and spoke. We
waited with high expectations.

"God, my hand is tired."

It didn't matter, though.

Spike was still Spike. After
signing my book, I lamely held
my hand out to him, which he
shook. "Thanks, Spike." He
nodded, and went on to the

next blithering idiot.

We had just participated in

one of the greatest sports in

L.A. — Famous People
Watching (FPW). FPW offers

hours of amusement, and even,
if those guys selling star maps
are any example, lucrative

employment to hundreds of
Angelenos a day. Everyone
who has lived here for any
amount of time has their own
"Star sighting/meeting/hand

shaking" story and will tell it

to you at a moment's notice.

Even I. in my sheltered

existence, have bumped into

Alan Thicke, who gave us his

Photo Not Available

seat at Ed Debevic's; "Weird
Al" Yankovich, who was
looking at the apartment next
to mine to rent (Can you
imagine having Weird Al as

your neighbor?); Marc Price

(Skippy from "Family Ties"),

buying a sweatshirt down in

Venice; Sara Gilbert, who
glared at me when I stared at

her; Pauley Shore. The Weasel
himself, scurrying around at

MTV's Half-Hour Comedy
Show; and, of course. Spike.

I always grow uncomfortable
around celebrities, which hin-

ders my fTW. I hate to stare,

but I just can't help it. Having
not grown up in California,

I'm just not used to people
that I see on movie screens

walking around in real life.

Before I ever FPWed, I

believed they only lived in a
fantasyland called Hollywood;

they were only two dimension-
al images on television, in

magazines and in the movies.
What I've found, though,

after careful FPW. is that they
are only too human. Alan
Thicke just wanted to grab
some cheese fries and a burger
with his kid. Weird Al needs a

place to live and even Spike's
hand begins to hurt after sign-

ing autographs for a few
hours.

Far from diminishing them
in my mind, seeing them in

person has only increased my
respect for them and has made
FPW paradoxically more intri-

guing and yet less appealing
for me — I still want to see
them, but by doing so, I feel

like I'm invading their private

lives.

Television, movies and, yes.

even the media, have distanced
we the audience from the

performers, blowing them up to

the point where their faces can
fill a huge movie screen.

Unlike theater, where the

actors strut and fret their hour
upon the stage right in front of
an audience, television and
movie actors can be long dead
but we are still able to see
them. Their images transcend

the grave.

In America, it seems that

everyone wants to be rich and
famous. You can't swing a
stick in L.A. without hitting a
struggling actor who has a
dream of making it big. Sean
Penn aside, most rich and
famous people handle it with a
certain amount of grace —
what they gain in notoriety and

Star maps make FPW (Famous People Watching) easy.
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material goods is balanced by
their loss of privacy. The Pee-
wee Herman controversy is a

perfect example of this. Here's
a guy who's an international

star and can't even go to an
adult movie for a little fun

now and then. But I'm getting

off the subject.

We need to think about
whether being rich and famous
and having FPW done to you
is all it's cracked up to be. It

means being subjected to con-
stant scrutiny, glaring at people

that stare at you too long and
even signing autographs for

blithering idiots. It's learning

to deal with driving down
Sunset Boulevard and having
people sell maps to your
house, and it means that

50,0(X) people will be walking
around with their own FPW
story about you.

I think I could deal with it

Saffer, a senior majoring in

theater and dramatic literature,

is the Viewpoint editor.

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut $10
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perm
$30

$25

Straightening

Tint & Style

$25

$20

By Appointment
47^-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
JUST ONE BLOCK
S. OF WILSHIRE

The hotter it gets the more Bruins want to cool off.

Can your business help them beat the heat?

ADVERTISE IN THE
SUMMER BRUIN •825-2161

DO YOU NEED
NEW CONTACTS?

We feature all the newest
contact technology.

Disposable, Gas-permeable,
Extendedwear and Daily-

throw-away lenses.

Dr. Hyman, our
experienced optometrist,

will help you select the
right contacts for your

vision needs at the most
affordable prices.

We've served the UCLA
community with the

highest quality eyewear
for over 16 years.

WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRIC CENTRE
918 Westwood Boulevard (Corner of Le Conte)

Westwood Village . . ^,. , ,

^ /> r» '^^A^ ^*^* Vision Insurance

208-3913 '*'•"* Accepted.

Hours: M-F 10-5:30 SAT: 10-5:00

STUDENT PARKING
REQUEST FORMS AVAILABLE

NOW!
Student parking request forms for the Fall Quarter are now available at Parking Services,

555 Westwood Plaza - office hours: 7:30 ajn. - 5:30 p.m. (Parking Structure 8, Level 2)

Deadline - Wednesday, August 14, 199L

Results will be mailed out Wednesday, August 22, 199L

For further information or to have a request form mailed to you,

please call Student Parking at 825-9871.

/
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Arts ntertainment
Music Film

The Venus Beads have found American audiences more receptive
than audiences in their native England.

Venus Beads try a
vacation at home
By Rob Winfield

Summer Bruin Staff

With the release of their debut

LP "Incision/' British guitar-mon-

gers the Venus Beads are exper-

iencing a most unusual irony in

their musical career.

Having based themselves in

their hometown, Stoke-on-Trent,

England, for the past three years,

the four-piece have discovered that

it's next to impossible to secure a

gig in their native country.

It's so difficult to schedule a

show that on their first visit to the

U.S., which lasted roughly two
weeks, they felt they've spent

more lime performing to American
audiences than to the European
crowd.

In fact, many consider a Venus
Beads concert in the U.K. to be

somewhat of a rarity — including

the members themselves.

"It's not like we're disliked or

anything like that," says vocalist/

guitarist Robert Jones. "I mean, we
get plenty of good press and the

album has received favorable
reviews."

*The problem is," he explains,

"we really haven't had the oppor-
tunity to play, because there's so

many new bands in England at the

moment I mean, it's gotten to the

point where the Venus Beads will

take whatever show it can get
"What happens," the musician

adds, "is that with all these new
acts there's so many new images

«

and genres that suddenly arise.*

And they take precedent over the

other acts that are out there. That
affects bands like us, because the

people who book shows are look-

ing for the popular things at the

moment, and we don't happen to

fall into any of those categories."

One criticism against Jones'

defense is that the Venus Beads
conceivably could fall along the

lines of the numerous psychedelic
guitar-driven bands the public eye
has taken a liking to — acts like

Swervedriver, Ride, Lush, Chap-
terhouse — who strive to expand
the use of the established instru-

ment into unexplored regions of
sound.

But although the similarity

might lie in their choice of instru-

ments, Jones, guitarist Anthony
Price, bassist Stephen Bolt and
drummer Mark Hassall have cho-
sen to focus more on the purer rock
'n' roll elements, rather than

indulge in the overtly experimental

or expansive.

Nevertheless, this doesn't

necessarily mean the Venus Beads
lack the complexities of these

other, more publicized bands. It's

just that they're travelling a diffe-

rent road than the rest of the flock.

"I think that's a good thing,"

admits Jones. "Like those other

bands, we still use a lot of
subtleties in our music.

"It's funny." he adds, "because
when we were recording the

album, I kept thinking, 'Why are

we bothering doing this?' But after

we were fmished with it, I found
with each listen, I would hear

something different that I didn't

notice before. So I suppose, if

music requires a few more listens

before you can fully appreciate it,

it will generally last longer. And I

can't see that being anything Init a

good thing."

With that said, Jones also

reveals that he does have his

grievances with "Incision,"
including the album's rough and
abrasive nature and the fact that

there's so much emphasis on the

guitars that the bass and drums
sometimes lose their effect

However, these problems he
credits to the production of the

material and not to the actual songs
themselves, because "the songs are

as strong as they possibly could
have been before going in the

studio.

"Obviously," the frontman says,

"there's always room for improve-
ment But at the lime, these songs,

and the delivery of them, were
exactly the way we wanted them.

"But as for the production," he
adds, "there's things that I

wouldn't do again. For example,
there's loo many rough edges on
the songs. I don't mind rough
edges at all. But sometimes, you
can go loo far and lose your sound
completely. Fortunately, that

didn't happen to us. But I can see

the places where we brushed close

to ihat So hopefully next time

around, we can refine that part."

And next time around should be

quite soon, as the Venus Beads
have already prepared seven songs

to be recorded in the next few
months, with a release for late

September or early October.
"1 think this material will be

slightly more adventurous than the

record," describes Jones. "It won't
be anything radically different

But It will definitely be an
improvement upon the ground
we've already* covered. Maybe
then, people will see that we're
something unique, and we'll be
able to tour our own country. But
we'll have to wait and see."

Opera

'Double' formula for violence
Van Damme buries

himself in latest film
By Kimberly Chrisman
Summer Bruin Staff

After foiling futuristic Flesh

Pirates in "Cyborg," pounding
pesky prisoners in "Death War-
rant" and taming the entire French

Foreign Legion in "Lionheart,"

Jean-Claude Van Damme is back

to face his toughest enemy yet—
himself

In "Double Impact," the Brus-

sels Muscle stars as identical twins

Chad and Alex, reluctantly reu-

nited after 25 years to avenge the

deaths of their parents, murdered
when the boys were infants. But
motivation is never really an issue

in this recycled "MacGyver" epi-

sode, whose foreign-intrigue-

laden plot is barely secondary to

Van Damme's fancy fistwork and
macho posturing, all in the name of
sibling rivalry.

The gimmick is cute at first, and
allows for some wacky mistaken-

identity hijinks once the Chinese
mafia catches up with the separ-

ated-at-birth brothers. Alex has

grown up chomping cigars on the

mean streets of Hong Kong; Chad
is a hotshot L.A. karate instructor

and certified studmuffin. Neither

character is really developed bey-

ond that— indeed, the only thing

that keeps the two from blurring

together is their distinct fashion

sense.

Having to memorize twice as

many lines as usual was obviously

not a problem for Van Damme,
who also co-wrote the film's

screenplay. The kickboxing kid

seems eager to stretch his limits as

an actor — "Double Impact"
features Van Damme's first fire-

arm, as well as his first love

interest.

Alonna Shaw bares all as secret-

ary/sexpot Danielle Wilde, whose
main functions in the movie are to

scream a lot and puzzle over which
Van Damme is sexier (it's a trick

question, honey). The resulting

love triangle consummates in a

truly tasteless sex scene that, for all

its heavy breathing and atmo-
spheric lighting, has as much place

in this movie as Van Damme does

at the Academy Awards.

But arc two Van Dammes better

than one? When the fists start

flying, they are. Twice as many
muscles means twice as many flght

scenes, the best of which pits

brother against brother in a bril-

liantly edited barroom brawl. Van
Damme also swaps head-butts

with two memorable archrivals,

"Bloodsport"'s Bolo Yeung and
six-time Ms. Olympia Cory Ever-

son.

However, most of "Double
Impact"' s action sequences (cho-

reographed by the Big Cheese
himself and filmed entirely in slow
motion) borrow shamelessly from
just about every successful action

movie of the past decade, as well as

a few unsuccessful ones.

Watch for not-so-subtle visual

references to the "Die Hard,"
'Terminator" and "Lethal Wea-
pon" films, not to mention Alex's
eerie resemblance to Steven Sea-

gal. They shouldn't be hard to

miss, and, next to counting head-

butts, that's the best way to pass
the time once the novelty of the

premise wears off
While the Van Damme-vcrsus-

Van Damme fight scenes are
impressive, and it's nice to see the

big guy having a little fun with his

pretty-boy image, "Double

Samuel Ramey's voice as the devil Is immortalized in Boito's
""Meflstofeie," a new release from Sony Classical

Sony's latest

psickage is brilliant

The Brussels Muscle is back in ''Double Impact, ** but are two
Jean-Claude Van Dammes really worth the price of one admission
ticket?

Impact" lacks the cinematic punch
that could set it apart from its genre

and suffers from dying too hard to

be what it's not This self-congra-

tulatory star vehicle ultimately

offers double the Van Damme, but

with only a fraction of the impact.

FILM: -Double Impact." Written by
Sheldon Leltich ana Jean-Claude Van
Damme. Directed by Sheldon Lettich
Produced by Ashok Amntraj and Jean-
Claude Van Damme. A Columbia
Pictures release with Jean-Claude Van
Damme (Rated R; violence and nudity;
118 minutes), it

Film Archive reviews Hallmarlc's triumplis
By Greg Srisavasdi

If this summer's excessive barrage of
unoriginal movies has left you searching for a

real cinematic experience, then try staying on
campus.

This month, the UCLA Film and Television

Archive is presenting a retrospective on the

Hallmark Hall of Fame program collection.

They will be showcasing such Hallmark
television specials as the Emmy-award-win-
ning productions "Promise" (starring James
Woods) and "Love Is Never Silent" (starring

Mare Winningham).

In honor of Hallmark's 40 years of television

production, the UCLA Film and Television
Archive has been running a summer-long
celebration of its works. The celebration began
June 28 with an evening salute to the Hallmark
Hall of Fame collection. Some of the particip-

ants at the celebration were Glenn Close, James
Woods, James Gamer, Ellen Burstyn, and
Jimmy Stewart, all of whom starred in

Hallmark television specials.

The second part of the celebration ran
through parts of the Archive's Fourth Annual
Festival ot Preservation. During this July

festival, three Hallmark programs, "Hamlet,"
"Little Moon of Alban" and "Victoria Rcgina!"
were shown. Through the restoration process,

audiences were able to enjoy "Hamlet" without
flaws in the movie's color production.

The other two Hallmark movies, which were

Hallmark*s distinct mark of

excellence originates from its

dedication in presenting diverse

themes and issues on television

such as schizophrenia, the

founding of Alcoholics

Anonymous and the problems

on being raised by deaf parents.

shown on July 26, focused on programs
produced and directed by George Schaefcr.
Schaefer's relationship with Hallmark led to

over 60 Hallmark spex^ials. The two films,

"Liule Moon of Alban" and "Victoria Regina"
garnered two Emmy awards for actress Julie

Harris, while also displaying the acting talents

of Christopher Plummer, George Peppard and
Basil Rathbone.

The UCLA Film and Television Archive's
recent retrospective wilf present M of Hall-
mark's 169 television programs. Other movies
being shown during the retrospective are "Pack
of Lies"(starring Ellen Burstyn), "Foxfire"(s-
larring Jessica Tandy), 'The Hunchback of
Notre Dame"(starring Anthony Hopkins), and
"All Quiet on The Western Front" (starring
Richard Thomas).

The UCLA Film and Television Archive's
involvement with Hallmark began more than 20
years ago lo ensure that these specials would be
properly preserved. The Archive's partnership
with Hallmark stems from Hallmark's 40-year
involvement with television and its commit-
ment to making quality programs.

Hallmark's distinct mark of excellence
originates from its dedication in presenting
diverse themes on television.

Some of the issues their specials have tackled

range from the agonies of schizophrenia

("Promise," 1986); the founding of Alcoholics
Anonymous ("My Name is Bill W.," 1989); and
the problems on being raised by deaf parents

("Love is Never Silent," 1985). Hallmark's
presentation last February of "Sarah, Plain, and
Tall" reached 50 million people, its highest

audience ever F^ch of these movies will be

shown during this fctrospective.

"Hallmark has dealt with subject matter

other prcxluciions wouldn't have gone near,"

said Geollrey SUer, head of the Archive's
Developnunt and Public Affairs.

The programs will be screened at Melnitz

Theater on Tuesdays, Wednesdavs and Thurs-

days at /:30 p.m. Tickets arc free, but

contributions are welcome. Tickets will be

given an hour before the showing.

FILM: HallfTiark Hall of Fame Retrospective; continu
ing througt Soptomber 5 Sponsored by UCLA Film

and Telev'^ion Archive For more information, call

(213) 206 8013.

By Kimberly Chrisman
Summer Bruin Staff

When the Metropolitan Opera
opened its 1989-90 season with a
new production of Verdi's "Aida,"
the Act Two scenery earned three

separate rounds of applause.

Technical wizardry aside, one
can't help feeling sorry for the

show's expert cast— a formidable

assembly featuring international

opera sensations Aprile Millo and
Placido Domingo — who were
forced to compete with the camels,
pyramids and multitudes of wail-

ing Egyptian extras that have come
to be synonymous with Verdi's

most ambitious score.

Whether it is "Aida"'s musical
or scenic brilliance that has earned
its place in the permanent reper-

tory, it is clear that the same
conflicts between sound and spec-
tacle exist in lesser-known and less

frequently performed works.

"Mefistofele," for example, is a

psycho-philosophical extravagan-
za by Verdi's longtime collabora-

tor Arrigo Boilo. Based on
Goethe's "FausL" the opera comes
complete with dueling choruses of
cherubs and demons, a climactic

Black Sabbath and a tour-de-force

cameo by Helen of Troy.

But while the increasingly more
elaborate wonders of heaven, hell

and ancient Egypt clamor for

attention onstage, even the most
visually arresting of operas can be
enjoyed in its purest and most
polished form, the compact disc.

Sony Classical recently released

two new recordings of the classic

"Aida" and the rarely-seen

**Mefistofele," finally freeing the

respective productions from the

not-so-special effects and embel-
lishments that they obviously

didn't need in the first place.

James Levine conducts the

Metropolitan Opera production of

"Aida" — the same production

that opened the Opera's 1989

season. Domingo is almost overly
emotional as Radames, the noble
captain of the guards who falls

hopelessly in love with the slave

girl, Aida.

His ultra-lyrical rendition of
"Celeste Aida" is both musically

and dramatically satisfying, and a
perfect complement to the ferocity

of Millo's Aida and the war-hun-
gry chorus.

The "Mefistofele" formula is as

famihar as "Aida"'s, whether it is

interpreted as a pious proverb or an
irreverent look at a sinner's last

days on earth. Boito's version is

neither, focusing on the elevated

themes and fantastically realized

moral and theological imphcations
of the drama.

Domingo is again featured as

FausL the quintessential man of the

Renaissance. Eva Marton gives
two equally moving performances
as Margherita/Elena, making a

smooth, compelling transition

from life to death to immortality.

Giuseppe Patane and the Hun-
garian State Orchestra and Chorus
contribute the glorious grandeur
and scope usually attributed to the

show's spectacular staging.

The new release, the latest of
just a handful of available record-
ings, immortalizes the Mefistofele
of Samuel Ramey, one of the
world's most deservedly
acclaimed basses. Ramey's devil

is an heroic combination of mock-
ery and menace, hissing and
spitting his way through four acts
of dramatic revelations and rever-

sals.

Ramey also appears as Ramphis
in Sony's "Aida."

MUSIC: Vofdis 'Aida (3 CUs. $52).
with James Levine conducting Aprile
MjIIo. Plaado Domingo, Dolora Zajick
and the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra
and Chorus Boito's "Mefistofele" (2
CDs. $32). with Giuseppe Patane
conducting Samuel Ramey. Eva Mar-
ton. Plaado Domingo and frie Hunga
rian State Orchestra and Chorus. Sony
Classical ••*

SUMMER BRUI Nn

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
1002S Undbrook
208-4366

Body Parte (R)

1 :00-3: 15-6 :36-7 45-1000

VIUAQE
948 Braxton

208-5576

OouWt lm|»et (R)

12:15-2:45-6:15-7:46-10:l2

BRUIN
948 Broxlon

208^996

Robin Hood: Prinot of TMmm
1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

WE8TWOO0 RMum To Tho Bli» LMoon (P0-1»
1»0 Gay<«y 800-10:1$
206-7664

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytoy
208-7664

Tht Nitod Qun 2/12 (PG13)
1:15-3:30-5;45-8:00-10:15

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytoy

208-7664

101 Oiimation«<G)

1:30-3:45-600

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytoy

208-7664

City Sfcfcora (PG-13)
1:30-4:15-7:15-1000

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytoy
208-7664

Ragwding Manry (PQ13)
200-4:30-7:00-9:30

REQBff
1045 BroKlon

208-32$«

Pun Luck (PQ)

1O0-3:15-6J0-7:45-10O0

PLAZA
1067 Glandon
208-3097

Ooc Hollywood (P&13)
12 45-3 00-5 15-7 45-10 15

Santa Monica
CRTTERWN Ragarding Hanry (PG13)
1313 3rd S»««t Promana<Ja12OO-2:20-4:45-/20-10O0
396-1599

CRITERKM
1313 3rd St Promanade
396-1590

Tarminator Two (R)

Ddby SR
1:304:30-7:30-10:30

CRTTERKX Robin Hood: Prinoa ol TNova* (PO-IS)
1313 3rd St Pfomanada 1:15-4:45-7:15-10 15
396-1599 No Pauaa

CRfTERKM Bll t Tad'a Bogua Joumay (PQ)
1313 3rd SI Promanada 5 00-9 45
396-1599 Ralum To Tha Bkia Ugoon (P013)

12:30-2:40

CRTERKM
1313 3rd St Promanada
396 1599

Bingo (PQ)

Odby SR
12:15-2 304:50-7:00-9:30

Sal 8 Sui: 11:50«n

CWTERWN a^ SICkara (PO-13)
1313 3rd St Promanada 12:10-2:45-6:15-7 45-1020
3« '599 Sal 4 S«) 11:15

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

UA Coronot
10869 Wahwfti
475-9441

BfH A Tad'a Booua Joumoy
Ddby Storao

1:15^:30-950

Ufa Sbnka (R)

320-7:40

UA CORONET
1OW0 WwhVQnh
47S-M41

UA CORONET
10869 \M9lwort)

47S-9ai

Bingo (PQ)
THX Odby Storao SR Slarao

1:00-3:10-5:25-7:45-9:45

TafMinslof Two
70nwn digitil tlvao sound

1:T0-4:0O-7:00-10:00

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL
11523 S.M. BM.
477-6561

wH Motfia* a
0«ly 5 15-7:30-9:45

'Sal I Su) MalTMa 12:46-300

MUSIC HALL
9036 WItfM
274-6686

Europa Europe
5 0^7 30-9 45

'Sal 8 Sun Malnaa 2:15

RNE ARTS
MUUt liWitiliiODOo vTiinRa

6621330
OiNy (Excapl Wad) 6.00-800-1000

'Sal 8 Sun Malnaa 200400

Santa Monica
MOMCA My Fttwr'a Qtory

1332 2nd SL 546-7 15 9 45
304-9741 'Sal A Stfi Malbtaa 12:15-230

MOMCA An INOEPDIOENT SHOWCASE
1332 2nd SL Mmdalana Virago

394-9741 500-7 30-1000

Sal 8 Sun Malnaa 12:15-2:30

tainn
4 45-715-945

'Sat 8 Sun malnaa 2 15

1332 2nd SI

394-9741

MONICA
1332 2nd Si
394-9741

ERE SHOWCASE
Bn Touta mnocanoa

5:15-' 45-10:00

Sat Sun 2 45

BarlMloy m »w 60'a

Sal-Sun 12:1Sp(n

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA CredH c»d purchacas by rhont

475-071

1

Poini Braak (R)

70mm Odby Starao
11:45-225-5:06-746-10:30

THX Ddby Stereo

12:15-2:4O-5:0O-7 30-9:50

Sun: Myalary Oaia (PG)

7:30

Oalirioua (PQ)
Odby Starao

12;45-255-5:00-7:15-9:30

Beverly Hills
Ba-'arly ConnacKon
La Cianaga at Bavarly Blvd.

Fraa 2 1/? hour vaikjatad pvWng
669-591

1

Cradit C»d
PucbasAs by

Phone: Cail

(213)757-4GEN

Ragarding Hanry(PQ-l3)
THX Odby Starao

12:15-2:45-5:15-7:45-10:15

Ufa Stinka(PG-13)

Starao

1:00-3:10-5:20-7:40-9:50

Hot Shots (PQ>13)
THX Ddby Stereo

12:45-2:00-3:004:15-5:15-6 30-7 30-8 45-9:45

Fn 8 Sat Lata Show: 11.00

njrt Luck (PQ)
THX Ddby Starao

12:30-250-5:05-7 30-9:50

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Canlurv 9ly 14

10250 Sanb Monica Blvd

Gentry Crty Shopping Center
Free Partung:

4 Hours Free Vaidalon
Wilh Puchase d Theale Tickets

(213) 553-8900

Ragarding Hanry (PG-13)

11:50-2;30-5;06-750-10:2S

Ufa SSniis (PQ13)
11:40-2:154:50-7:30-10:00

Tarminator Two (PG-i»
10:004:06-7:10-10:15

Ragarding Hanry (PQ13)
1:554:15-7:00-9:46

Doc Hollywood (PO-13)

146-2:25-5:15-6:15-10:50

Ooc Hollywood (PO-13)

1105-150425-715-9:50
Ralum To Tha Blua Lagoon (PQi3)

10:25-1:10

Thaima A Louiao (R)

10:36-1:404:35-7:45-10:36

Tha Doctor (PQ13)

10:10-1:0Q4:06-7OS-10:10

Pura Luck (PG)
1120-2:05-4 45-7 20-9:55

Paria ia Burning
125-3:25-5:30 -8-00-10:20

TanMnolor Two (R)

10:30-1:304:30-7:35-10:46

Pari* ia Burning
10:06-1210-2:304:40-700-920

Bbao (PQ)
1 0:00-1220-2:4(M55-f20-9.36

Tha Doctor (P0-1X
11:10 2:00^5 00 755-10:46

FESTIVAL
Sat Long Day'a Joumay Into Mghi

10 00am
Sun Whoa AMd of \Arginia Woom

1000am

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.
NUART
11272 Sank Monca Bl

478^79

StactuK

Nl^^y 5:15-730-»46

Sat and Sun 1245-300
Rocky Horror midnight

WEBTSIOE PAV1U0N
OOLOWYN
475^02

101

10:40-12 30-2204;10-«:00

OOLOWYN
475^02

(Muaion
11.00-1:10-3:20-5:30-7:40-9:50

OOLOWYN
475-0202

An Angal At My Tatato

12:45^10-9:15

OOLOWYN
475-0202

Evaiybodya Rna
10:30-3:50

OOLOWYN
475-0202

Tha MbMte
10:50-1 O0-3;10-520-7:30-»:40
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Skirball-Kenis thearter
• I : the playwright's mind

By Kelly O'Donnell

Don't go to the Audrey Skir-

ball-Kenis Theatre's play reading
series expecting to see lavishly

decorated sets, elaborate costumes
or slickly produced Shakespeare.

Instead, prepare to get involved
in the creative processes of a
playwright's mind.
The Beverly Hills-based organi-

zation's focus is helping play-
wrights to see their in-progress
work "in a theatrical framework,"
said Louise O'Halloran, ASK's
marketing manager.

Staged play readings "are an
immense help to playwrights,"

explained O'Halloran. Tradition-
ally, a staged reading is a mini-
malist event, with no props,
costumes or set. The actors read
directly from the script, and only
have five to 10 hours of rehearsal.

After a performance, audience
members offer criticism and sug-
gestions to the playwright and
director, as well as ask for clarifi-

cation on any aspects of the play
they didn't fully understand.

The audience members are
mostly theater lovers, industry
people and other playwrights. As a
result, the post-performance dis-

cussions are helpful to the play-
wrights, who often rewrite their

scripts afterwards.

ASK is selective about the plays
they perform, said O'Halloran.
"We only (stage) about one out
every 30 or 40 scripts we receive,"

she said.

The July 29 performance of
Peter Sagal's "Semi-Sterile" was a

scathing view of modem dysfunc-
tional family life. The play begins
at the ultimate site of mental
anguish and frustration — the

hospital waiting room. There,
family members anxiously await
news of wife, mother and daughter
Ruthie's (Anne Gee Byrd)
worsening condition, while mak-
ing feeble attempts to bond under
the strain.

As the play progresses and the

family members begin to lose

hope, the characters' personalities

are revealed through their
responses to the situation. Michael
(Michael Omstein) spews sarcas-

tic remarks at every turn, infuriat-

ing his uptight father Gerald. It

appears that Michael cares less for

his mother than brothers Stephen
(Gil Gayle) and Daniel (George
Roth) because his acerbic attitude

sharply contrasts with their worry.
But as Ruthie slowly recovers her
menial faculties, it is only Michael
who can connect with her, and it is

then that his love for her surfaces.

The forced cheerfulness dis-

played by the other characters —
particulariy Rachel (Jill Holden)
and the cloyingly optimistic Mrs.
Ensinger — offsets Michael's
sarcasm.

The dialogue was realistic and
believable, and effectively cap-
tured the dynamics of unbalanced
family. Michael's witty com-
ments, in particular, were an
injection of reality into a sea of
worry.

Since the performance was,
after all, a staged reading, the

actors read word-for-word from

their scripts, which interrupted the

flow of the dialogue. But with a

total rehearsal time of about eight

hours, the actors did an excellent

job.

The best aspects of working in a

play-reading context is the artistic

freedom, especially freedom from
producers, Sagal said. Also, there

were funds available to compen-
sate the actors for their efforts.

ASK also suRX)rts the UCLA
theater community with its two
annual awards established at the

UCLA School of Theater, Film
and Television. The $5,000 awards
are given to a graduate student in

the theater writing program and to

the student author of a full-length

play.

In order to promote circulation

of plays among playwrights and
producers, ASK is also starting a

library of unpublished but
already-performed scripts,
O'Halloran said.

With all of these projects run-

ning, ASK is a virtual hotbed of
theatrical activity. Its weekly
reading series is scheduled to

continue through the year — so
skip those mind-numbing West-
wood movies and come here for an
injection of culture. At Uic Audrey
Skirball-Kenis Theatre, theater is

not dead.

THEATER: Audrey Skirball-Kenis
Theatre. 9478 West Olympic
Bh/d.Suite 308. Beverly Hills. Perfor-
mances take place at the Matrix Theat-
re, at 7657 Melrose Avenue. Admission
to the play readina series is free. For
reservations or information, call (213)
284-9027 •••

'Vendetta' continues the
Borg story in 'Star Treic'

By Joanne J. Choi

Summer Bruin Staff

Few Trekkies can forget the

cliffhanger of last season's "Star

Trek: The Next Generation."

With Captain Jean-Luc Picard

manufactured into a cybernetic

monster named Locutus, the Fed-

eration faced its greatest peril as

the Borg came to conquer Sector

(X)01, also known as Earth. Picard

and the Enterprise do end up
defeating the Borg. But with Peter

David's "Vendetta," a die hard fan

can experience another nail biting

season finale.

Set after the Borg defeat, the

story centers around the specula-

tion: "What if the Borg come
back?" They're here . . .

The book opens with a flash-

back into the life of Captain Jean-

Luc Picard as a determined and
ambitious Star Fleet Academy
cadet. We learn that Picard has

always been wry and succinct (and

bald). An Enterprise later, the crew
is sent to answer the distress call of

a planet under attack by the Borg.

By the time the Enterprise

arrives, they're too late. The Borg
in their relentless efficiency and
lust for texrhnological perfection

have already destroyed most of the

planet leaving a handful of bitter

frightened survivors. Closer to

home. Star Fleet remembers Wolf
359 — the only comprehensive
Star Fleet defense to the Borg
which left nearly 50 of Star Fleet's

best ships and crews destroyed.

They are still no closer to counter-

attacking or even defending them-

selves from the Borg.

Unknown to the Federation,

another ghost has come to haunt
the present A bigger and better

Doomsday Machine which nearly

destroyed Captain Kirk and the

original Enterprise crew has sud-
denly become a Borg-killer. Con-
fronted with a new titan whose
motivations and purpose are

unclear, the crew of the Enterprise

sets out to save the Federation.

Kudos to master storyteller

Peter David who knows how to use

the refreshing story lines and
characters of "Star Trek: The Next
Generation" and combine it with

the integrity and grittiness of the

original. The result is an original

idea which is sure to satisfy fans of
both series.

Among David's innovations,

the character of Picard, who faces

character overexposure, is actually

given a face lift David thought-

fully and convincingly has cap-

tured the humor and character of
the Enterprise's leader in his

earlier years. (And, by Freud, he's

even given Picard an id!)

Twists and turns leave the

reader unable to put the book
down. David has thrown in a few
surprises which keep the story

from turning even slightly predict-

able, like a female Borg and a
Ferengi Borg.

Clearly. "Vendetta" is one of the
best of the series.

BOOK: -Star Trek: The Next Genera-
tion — Vendetta." Written by Peter
David. Published by Pocket Books. 399
Pages May 1991 Edition. Paperback
$4.95 •••
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STUDENTS

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

6:30 am - 3:30 am FrI & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

Chili Cheese Burger + Fries

+ Med. Soft Drink for ^:i -|q

Breakfast Special
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(213) 824-7966

936 Broxton Ave
In Westwood
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(*oil frtt dressing)

Fresh Chicken Breast

Sandwich
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$2.99

f
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206-3677
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$40
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Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Men discussion, Thur Bookstudy, Fri Step
Study. AU 3525 12:15-1:15.

Tues Discussion, Wed Discussion NPI
08538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have drinking problems

Good Deals

GREENCARD LOnERY
Low rates for students

For complete information call

Michel Clos, esq.

(213)933-2525

You don't need dental insurance to have a pretty smite,

SUMMER SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY DENTISTRV f2 1 3J475-5598

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Check Up, & Cleaning

V.l.P.

(reg.$180)

new patients with ths coupon only
we also accommodate patients

with dental coverages
otier expires 8-29-91

(Up to 4 x-rays

included)
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.
•open evenings & Saturdays'

Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no
dental insurance.

"Our Patients are Special"

Miscellaneous 9 Researcti Subjects

1975 7-UP COMMEMORATIVE BOTTLE:
iohn Wooden UCLA Legacy, urH>pened. $200.
(213)514-9455.

12 Researcti Subjects 12

ADULTS, 35 & OLDER WHO EXPERIENCE
BLEEDING WHEN BRUSHING THEIR TEETH,
and/or have tartar deposits on their teeth

needed for study that connpares two methods
of measuring gum disease. Eligibility deter-

mined at screening examination that lasts

approximately one Kour is required . Particip-

ants will have teeth cleaned at the conclusion
of the study. Contact Lynne, Clinical Research
Center (21 3)825-9792.

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
and up) on asthma medication needed for

research of new asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9an>—5pm. Answering ma-
chine avai lable after hours.

BEDWETTING (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-1 1 year*

needed for UCLA research project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

EARN $20 in Pain Perception Study at VA—
Sepulveda. Ages 25-65. Call Leigh at

206-0474

WOMEN ACES 35-45 embarking on a profes-

sional career, needed for dissertation on wo-
men in transition. 1213)471-5957.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 1 9 49.
Under detmatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (213)828-8887

DANCE
TILL

2:00

inSTIMttrMt

Mars 103.1 FM
Wednesdays

at The Golden Honkey

Phone 213576-0553 $2.00

DRINK
SPECIALS

(CiPiir ar Saota Maiica Bfvl). SmU MiMri«;«

Complimentary Admission before 10:00 w/ RSVP

V
7/

CaU
(714)

33 TO FLY
(714)654-8559

call for video

The most portable, lightest (12 lbs.),

easiest, smallest (backpack size), least

expensive aircraft in the world!

Now you can soar with birck for

hours. Fly 1st day! Best location.
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Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attenlional prob-
lems 7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research
project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

PAID SUBJECTS NEEDED FOR PSYCH EXPER-
IMENTS. Call 206-4945 to join our paid
subject pool. Participants(musl be 16-35 years
old) will be called every week or two to be
scheduled for experiments on perception,
memory, and social cognition. Earn $6/hr or
more help scientific research.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON RAPID DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT LORI/ EVA AT UCLA
(213)825-5493.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.
Under dermatoligists supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

y^ V cf V $ ^
50 LOVING COUPLES

<^ WANTED ^
TO FIELD TEST A NEW SPACE AGE ^

CONDOM

50 COUPLES WILL EACH BE PAID $150 _
¥ TO PARTICIPATE IN A NATIONAL °

INSTITUTES OF HEALTH STUDY ON A

y NEWLY DEVELOPED NON-LATEX ^
POLYURETHANE CONDOM

__ TO PARTICIPATE. COUPLES MUST BE: -
(y cr

t^AGE 18-50 t^ MONOGAMOUS
^ • WILLING TO REPORT ON 10 mg

COITAL EPISODES COMPLETED ^
WITHINA 6 WEEK TIME PERIOD

^ t^ NOT AT RISK OF PREGNANCY 9
(CURRENTLY USING ORAL

V CONTRACEPTIVES. lUD. ^
NORPLANT OR ONE PARTNER IS ^
STERILIZED}

o For more information, please call Laurel ^
Beyrer or Margaret Yingst at

y (213)386-5614. ex!.225. or asK for the V
Condom Study

Egg/Sperm Donor 19

University

Students & Faculty-'

Sperm Donors Nccclcd.

Earn $105 00/wk
Private Sperm Bank

Discreet and C2onfidcntial.

In Wesrwood Village.

c:alifornia
c:kvo bank

Wanted 15

MUSICIANS WANTED!! RHythrr^ guitarist/

vocalist seeks bassist, drummer ar>d lead into

classic rocK^lues for Fall qtr parties and gi^.
Call Patrick (213)208 5436

Health Services 22

NON-SURCICAL LAS€R THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation ar>d renr>oval of

acf>e ind sunspols. For more info, call Califor-

nia Laser Doctof's Croup. (213)786-0636.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 100% Guaranteed
100% Natural, healthy/low cost way to look

better (213)285-8410.

PSYCHOTHERAPY/ SUPPORT CROUP for

women dealing with childhood sexual abuse-

open ingj now- Westwood- Lorraine Rose,
PhD, MeR Sheehan. (213)737-3554.

CAMPUS EXPRESS drivers wanted. Flexible
hours w/ paid training. Starting at $7.18. Good
driving record a must. Previous varV bus
driving experience preferred. InformatiorV ap-
plication 206-2908.

CASHIER RETAIL HARDWARE, flexible hours,
Brentwood. Experience preferred. Call Jan
476-2864.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377 .

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR- Must be
energetic and love kids. MUST have experi-
ence teaching children 6 months-7 years
required. Terrific opportunity. Part-time
(213)288-0258

FT CLERICAL,LONG-TERM good phone skills,

computer knowlege, reliable. Santa Monica,
S7.B/hr. (213)453-6422.

COMPUTER INSTRUCTOR NEEDED: Warner
Ave. School. Education degree/experience
with children helpful. Experience with Apple.
Patty Bean (213)474-5719.

CREATIVE AND ARTISTIC individual needed
for advertising project. Contact Mindy Park
(213)820-2287, Ext. 130.

DATA ENTRY: Permanent P/T. 11-2/12-3,
M-F. $9-ia/hr., Santa Monica. 65 WPM-»-
(213)453-6422.

DENTAL ASSISTANT, Tues. and Thurs.

8:30am-5:30pm. Pacific Palisades. Pleasant
office, $8^r. (213)454-1061.

DENTAL RECEPTIONIST: 3-4 day*\vk. Pleas-

ant, energetic Beverly Hills office. Experience
preferred. Ask for Robin (213)550-1511.

DOC & BIRD CARE, 7 days a week. Mornings
7-9am, evenings 6pm. Offer in exchange small
room, separate telephone (local), cable t.v.,

pool use, w/d use, in Beverly Hills home.
Drivers license & references needed. Call
nxwnings, 9am, Henry (213)273-2434.

DRIVER: Clean DMV. Full-time. Deliver medi-
cal records. No car needed. %b/hr. Mrs.
Gfiffin.Culver City. 559-8823.

DRIVER for 2 school-aged boys needed, with
own car. 7-8am and 2:30-4pm. S7/hr
(213)471-6724.

EXPERIENCED PERSON, general office duties,

xerox, phones and errands, PT, M-F. $7/hr.

(213)477-3000

FEMALE FIGURE or life drawing models
wanted by photographer. Call Peter at

(213)558-4221.

FILE CLERK. S7/hr. In Westwood. 3-4 hrs/day,

hours flexible. Must be detail oriented. Coo-
tartChrissy (213)879-1919.

FINE ART OR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE, FT/PT. Computer knowledge a
must. Foreign languages helpful. Internship

available (213)820-0498, (213) 820-3578.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7 50 or more depending
on qualificatior»; Spanish/English skills, word
processing exp.; good typing skills required,
filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid
Diamond. (213)475-0481.

••••HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE^^^^ who like

having fun needed for part-time and full-tinr>e

work David (213)399-5994.

HIGHLY MOTIVATED, DEDICATED,
PERSONABLE. INTERESTED IN SALES???
Become an Assistant Account Executive Intern

for the UCLA Daily Bruin. Applications
available at 112 Kerckhoff .

Robert 825-2221; Delia 206-0901

THROWING UP
GETTING YOU DOWN?
Eating dsordert are my only specalty

Corne find out why

Dr.Mark Berman. Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group appts )

213-655-6730

Business Properties 25

MARKETING ORGANIZATION needs leaders

to develop nutritional sales team. Big $$$
Dotenlial (213)473-4950

Help Wanted 30

$300/DAY PROCESSING PHONE ORDERS
People Call You To Order. Will Train.

1-800-735-8197 ext 348A.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, bilingual (En-

glish and Spanish). Full time/Part time. Call

Marilyn at (213)479-8333.

BRIGHT, ENERGETIC individual needed for

WLA office. Excellent verbal communication
skills. To schedule appointments and assist in

seminars Familiarity with data entry a plus

Full-tirr>e hours, irKluding alternate Tuesday
evenings ind Saturday morn\np. Call Lisa

(213)470-4220.

** GENERAL OFFICE **

We ore kx)king tor on energetic and positive

person who likes to talk on the phone (not

telemarketing) Casual, friendly. dynanDic

environment Great ptace to vwork

CallMekx}var453-1817

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
lo'^maiion Cancef patenis
inna ihrooghoui I A benefit

986 "^883 from your participation

1 or inlo'^maiion

Call Anna
(818) 986 ^883

-MA
49M Van Ntfvt Blvd Shtrman Oiks

Senior Secretary
to support Project

Management in the

construction of Getty Center.

Seeking highly motivated and
well-organi/ed team player

with su-ong computer .skill.s

and 3-4 years experience.

Interest in arLs and
construction a plus.

Send resume and sitlary

history to:

The J. Paul Getty Trust

1875 Century Park East,

Suite 23(X)

Los Angeles, CA 9(X)67

Attn: Building Program

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

INTELLIGENT ORGANIZED people with good
communication skills. PT/ FT, with great

potential for growth and excellent salary to

work in large Beverly Hills medical practice.

Call Ziba (213)273-4454.

INTELLIGENT INDIVIDUAL who knows about
phobias. Good pay. 9-5, M-F. (818)789-1055.

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN. Private laborat-

ory in Westwood Village has a part-tirWfe

position available for Biology student or Gra-
duate with laboratory experience. Please send
resume attention: Agnes. 1015 Gayley Ave.,

Box 439 L.A., Ca. 90024.

LAW GRADUATE STUDENTS wanted for PT
clerical duties at Continuing Education of the

Barclasses. $9.43^r. Call (213)206-1408 by
8/16/91.

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE. Dr. Diane
Moseberry, Internal Medicine. 631 7 Wilshire.

Looking for Part-time back office. 1 year

experience. 655-0721

.

MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT for lady chiro-

practor: insurance billing and Word Perfect

experience. Some reception and physical ther-

apy. Mornings - Mon., Wed., Fri.

(213)450-4555.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am-5pm.

NURSE-CARE COORDINATOR seeks RN.
Qualifications: clinical knowledge & experi-

ence, oncology and discharge planning exper-
ience. Flex.hrs. Salary commensurate w/ exp.
Call 447-0877 9 A.M.-12 P.M. Please send
resume and salary requirements to Cancer
Home Care Referrals 12301 Wilshire Blvd.

Suite 500 LA, CA 90025.

NURSE/RN FOR MD OFFICE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME. TOP SALARY,
FULL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/BOOKKEEPER-PART.
TIME, Monday-Thursday, 12:00-5:00 (some
flexibility). Must type 45wpm accurately.

Computer experience helpful. Filing and gen-
eral office. 1 -year bookkeeping experience.

Must have customer service experience. Send
Resunf>e ano salary history to: Richard Milo,

Century City-Westside TMA, 1801 Century
Park East #300, Los Angeles, CA 90067.

ONE-ON-ONE TRAINING CENTER. Fit indivi-

dual. Part-tinr>e. Answer phones, filing. Free

use of gym. (213)479-7778, Michael.

PART-TIME SALESPERSON wanted for wo-
men's contemporary clothing store in Pacific

Palisades. Call (213)454-7044.

PART-TIME FRONT OFFICE WORK: West-
wood medical office. Flexible hours. Call Dr.

Linda Wilson 208-2303.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST. Santa Monica
Law Office. 8:30-12:30, M-F, $7/hr. Sharon
450-3214. ^
PERFORMERS: Musicians (country- western) &
others. Street acts, artists, dancers,
demonstrators, bicycle/ pedicab drivers-

weekends,PT;0/C. (213)208-8898.

PT/FT PERSON FRIDAY for Beverly Hills law
firm. Contact Gail 274-6683.

PT OFFICE HELP, computer experience neces-

sary, 20-25 hrs/wk. $6/hr. Apply in person.

1815 Centinella Ave.

P/T OFFJCE MANAGER'S ASSISTANT. S6/hr.

Century City. Computer experience. (213)

282-6622.

PT ReceptionistAypist for gourmet food com-
pany. WordPerfect 5.0 required. Flexible

hours. (213)215-1933, Laurel.

RECEPTIONIST/ ADMONISTRATIVE assistant.

Medical experience a plus. $6.5Cl^r. Beverly

Hills location, PT or FT, M-F. Lillian,

(213)854-4404.

SALES TRAINEES for expanding international

company. Benefits, travel optional.
(213)399-9309.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $15Air. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector

up to $20,00(yyr Call 24 hr. message for

details; 964-4166 ext. 22.

MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS OPEN

Will tram for Full or Part fme
Good people skills

For more info call Cynthia

(213) 399-3661

30 Apartments for Rent 49

MODELS
wanted by Protcssional Photogriphy

Studio for up-coniiiig photo assignments

Pro & Won -Pro MaTe/FemaTe~

Call (818)508-8680

KARI MICHAELSON
"Katie" from the NBC scries

'GIMMb A BREAK'
(and former Brum)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(213)399-1481 or (818)360-0760

SECRETARY II position open at the UCLA AIDS
Clinical Research Center. Call Jeff Pricks

(213)825-3594.

SECRETARY. Real Estate Firm. 9-5pm, light

typing. Beverly Hills. Call for appointment.

lack (213)271-0101.

SENIOR OFFICE ASSISTANT (20 hours/ week):

Provide clerical assistance in areas of admi-

nistration and research grants. Typing, filing,

phonework necessary; computer skills pre-

fen-ed. Send resume to: The Getty Grant

Program, 401 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1 000, Santa

Monica, CA 90401 -1 455, Attn: Sr. Office Asst.

Search.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN in

Japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko
(213)337-7006 ext.214.

TEMPORARY HELP: remove medical records.

Weekends/evenings $6A»r. Mrs. Griffin. Culver

City 559-8823.

US MAIL JOBS. $11.77 to $l4.90/$9.95 fee.

Now hiring, your area. No experience
necessary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

VET. ASST. for busy eye specialty practice.

Typing Required. MedA/et training preferred.

Excellent opportunity. P/T. Dr. Boldy
(213)828.3435.

WANTED: HP laserjet users. Pays $50. For

more info call TJ at (21 3)333-231 3 or Andy at

(213)333-3140.

'

8 people needed now
Earn up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
•Full A Part-time*

•Flexible Houra*
•LoUofWork*

•Men, Women. Studcnta, etc. •

Call (213)453-1817

$$$$$$$$$
( "omnuTi i.il /lnJiistri.iMvtMl

ENtarc Firm h,is ruocnrrv tt-\v

p(>Mru>n> .uMilihk'. RcNC.uxh

\\\n\< with iiut.'nri\c f\>mjs

j:!roL:r,ini f<>r ^in^xc^^tiil,

.lInhlru>u^ ».,uKlkl.itcs.

(213)829-2900
R.E. Licoiisr Rcqiiircci

Job Opportunities 32

•••••AGGRESSIVE COORDINATORS^^^^*
Advertising, PR, retail, marketing, and promo-
tional positions available. Excellent pay and
training. (213)399-0778.

MD. (HOLISTia needed for established na-

tural health center. $100 to $1 35A)r. PT. Call

(213)653-3756 Leslie.

OFFICE ASSISTANT in Century Qity law firm.

Minimum of 20 hrs per week. $7/hr. Paid

Parking. Must have reliable car and car

insurarKe. Position available immediately.

Please contact Helen at (213)277-0200.

OUTSIDE SALES: Fast-growing marketing f\Tm

representing Firestone. Looking for outgoing,

energetic people. $15-3(]^r.; we guarantee

Sa/hr. (213)446-1927.

PART-TIME PHLEBOTOMIST needed for re-

search. $50 per draw. Evening^ nights. UCLA
Med. Center. Barbara (213)825-6817.

Jobs Wanted 33

PHILIPINO LOOKING FOR PTAT live-out job
as nanny or housekeeper. Good references

(213)247-9713.

Internships 34

102.7 KIIS FM is looking for interns! If you'd
like to start your career in broadcasting at

LA'S #1 Hit Music Station, call Brad Hanes at

KIIS FM Marketing and Promotions
(213)466-8381.

ACTIVE, INDEPENDANT FILM PRODLCER
seeks student interns to learn script develop-
ment activities in office. No pay, but good
opportunity to learn. 213-394-7263.

COMMIHED ENERGETIC INTERN SOUGHT
BY INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER. SCRIPT
COVERAGE AND COMPUTER BACK-
GROUND DESIRABLE (818)980-0889.

INTERNSHIP at established modeling and
commercial agency for few selected individu-

als. Call for inten^iew (213)469-7224.

Child Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER wanted for 2-month-old. On
campus, 4hrs/day (flexible), weekdays. Lucy
X63632, 39a5816.

CHIL(X:ARE PROVIDER in my home 12
hrs/wk. Flexible hours, good pay. Child deve-
lopment experience preferred. Mary
(213)202-1302.

MOTHER'S HELPER W/ 2-yr-old. $7/hr Refer-

ences required. Must have exp. w/ children.
Own car. (213)276-1321.

PART-TIME, 4-year.old girl, 5:30 8 P.M , M-F,
$5/hr

, Culver City. Barbara (21 3 )280-4323.

1 -BEDROOM. $60(ymonth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

2-BEDROOM, $1020. Carpet, stove, refrigera-

tor, second level, walk to LCLA. Please call

208-6265.

424 LANDFAIR, single, garden setting, swim-
ming pool, next to UCLA, will accomodate
two. $695/mo. (213)459-1200.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area.

(213)837-9616.

$500 BACHELOR APARTMENT, 1 -block from

beach. Lltilities and parking included. 29
Dudley Ave, 399-0540.

$650-1 -BEDROOM. International students

welcome. Bus to UCLA. Vi -block away. Some
furniture. 450-2655.

ADJACENT BEVERLY HILLS, $1500,
3-bedroonV2-bath duplex, pool, hardwood
floors, kitchen, dining room, 1-car parking.

(213) 202-9182.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, 1 -bedrooms, 2-bed-

rooms. Unfurnished, $495-$895. Close to

UCLA. Low move-in. (213)558-3573/
557-1588.

BEST LOCATION IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/

unfurnished singles, 1 »- 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, /VC, patios and views,

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA -f the village. Subterrannean

parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss -i-

Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $795-875/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213) 839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2.BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
SlYLE4-PLEX.Vi BLUCK IU PICO BUS. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS, $1000. large l-bedroorrV
1 'A -bath. Large balcony, central heat, A/C.
Walk to Wilshire. (213)278-3938.

BRENTWOOD $1100 2-bed + 2-bath, $550^
bachelor. Near shops, schools, businesses.*

Parking available. (213)410-1499 or
671-8570.

BRENTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM secluded guest-

house. Separate large living room, kitchen --

bath. Parking. $750. (213)476-8090.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION. 1 & 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE-
MODELED LUXURY BUILDING. POOL,
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD: 2-BD/2-BTH UPPER, $1050
& $1100. 3-BD/2-BTH, $1400. 11661 MON-
TANA AVE. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
(213)472-4462.

BRENTWOOD, $1100, 3-BED/ 1-BATH,
11651 GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT
APT., PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR AP-
POINTMENT. (213)939-1732.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT-Walk to UCLA.
Bus stop Big & luxurious 2bd/2.5bth. $1 540 &
up. Washer/dryer, W.B. fireplace, security

alarm. Rooftop spa. 11535 Rochester
479-3118.

BRENTWOOD, $850. Very spacious, sunny
1 -bedroom. Deck, upper front. Quiet building.

Cat okay. Call 541-2093.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. $1095. 2-bed/
2-bath. Full kitchen, fireplace, laurvjry, bal-
cony, parking. (213)471-6744, David.

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1 BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. $875. Very
bright 1 -bedroom, 2nd floor, laundry
facilities, parking. (213)652-6906.

STUDENT WANTED FOR WEEKEND CHILD-
CARE at home of clinical professor
(213)315-021$.

WlUrS so (iREAT

ABOUT (iAYlEV TOWKRS?
JUST ABOIT EVKRYTIIING!!!

(iaylcy 'r(»\v(M> AparlriK-nlN. ihr
choke of discriniinatiriK' stu(|(>nls

who (h'niand a qiiicl study orionU><l
ciiviroiinictit y(i llit' convcMiicMion
of IxMu^r walking closr lo tanipus.

•irKNlsiii;i){)Ki\RRMSiii;i)
Sl.V.I.LSAM) 1OR AI'AK I \1I-.NTS

•Ql IKr.sllDYCONDI Cl\|
ATM()Sl'lli;UI.:

• AFFORDAHLK MONIHI Y
RKN'r...AS Lim^K AS $267
PKRSTl'DKNn

•(()NVi;Mi:\rc:i.()si:T()cAMPrs
I.()I.ATI().\

SOri-r-KVCfKANAPARIAllNrs
- AIRCONDrnoMNG. DisUWASniRS

I KKK (;Ari:i) (,aka(;i. i'arking
m.iA' ivtirinw) i^M M,Kv Koo.vis

MA\A(;i'\if:vi
• ANDI.OISVIORI:..

GAYm' TOWER 4PARTMK\TS
5«r>(;AVI,EY AVENUE

(See our ad on page 4)
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CULVER CITY $740 2-BED/1 -BATH, enclosed
garage, no pets. (213)452-5172.

CUTE CHEERFUL 1 -BEDROOM apartment,
completely redecorated. $64(ymo.. Palms.
Laundry, parking. Days 825-1097, eves
(818)981-2304.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM $625, bachelor $475.
Great location, across from Brotman Hospital.

Minutes to Century City and Westwood. 3775
Hughes. 838-8839.

DREAM APARTMENT 2 bed/2-bath, own
wash/dry, security, view, parking, Jacuzzi,

I'A -block UCLA, MUST SEE! (213)824-5143,
(213)208-2449.

EXTRA LARGE 2-bedroom, new kitchen and
bathroom, high ceiling. Beverly Glenn/ Santa
Monica area. $120C/mo. (213)470-2982.

FURNISHED SINGLE, Individual balcony,
laundry fascilities, offstreet parking, sundeck,
utilities included. Quiet building, only serious

students need to apply. $565. (21 3)826-7068.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath apartment, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

LA $685/mo. Large art deco 1 -bedroom. Near
bus. Sublet 1-year beginning 9/1. Near mu-
seums. (213)857-1637.

LARGE 1 -BEDROOM WESTWOOD/OPHIR.
Hardwood floors, parking, bright. $950.
(213)472-5752.

LARGE SINGLE, FULL KITCHEN, DININ-
CROOM & BATH, $675, BACHELOR $500.
CAMPUS AREA. 470-5952.

MAR VISTA, 1 -bedroom 1-bath, lower, stove,

refrigerator, dishwasher, 1 parking spot.

$615/mo., (213)451-4771.

MAR VISTA 1-bed apartment. Security build-

ing, utilities included. $60(Vmo. Available 9/1

.

Call 641-5377.

MID-WILSHIRE, 2-bed/2-balh from $1150.
Brand new luxurious, spacious apt., great for

roommates. Gym, fireplace, walk-in closets,

European kitchen, alarm in each unit, 10 min.
from UCLA. (213)954-9790.

MIRACLE-MILE large lower duplex. 2 + 1 1/2,

hardwood floors, stove/refrig. 7-closels. Cat
ok. $95(ymo. (213)939-4509.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield
Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

NORTH HOLLYWOOD: unfurnished, deluxe
separated 2-bed/ 2-bath & 1-bed/ 1-bath,

fireplace, 2 balconies, 2 parking spaces. $790
& $600. (213)652-0314.

NOW LEASING large singles and bachelors.

Utilities paid. Walking distance UCLA. From
$450/mo. Call Paul (213)824-9754.

PALMS, $1 200, large 3-bed/ 2-bath, by Bever-
lywood. Good references. Steve
(213)839-1026, Antoine (213)82a0740.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment
with vaulted ceiling. Electronic access lo

building and subterranean parking. $10(X) up.

(213)842-9303.

PALMS: 1 -bedroom, deluxe upper, $715,
fireplace, locked building, gated entry,

371 7 Cardiss. Available 8/1 5. (21 3)652-0847/
837-5831.

PALMS 2-bed/2-bath deluxe. $895. Available

9/1. Locked building, gated entry, fireplace,

A/C, balcony. No Pels. (213)652-0847,
(213)837-5831.

PALMS: 3BDy2BTH. UPPER. Patio, no pels.

$1200. Canfield north of National. (213)

479-1075, (213) 839-1026.

PALMS, $775/MO. Large 2-bedroom. Upper,
new carpet/paint, refrigerator, built-ins, patio,

parking, washer/dryer. (213)476-6532.

PALMS, $85(ymo. beautiful 2-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, $895, new 2-»-2. All amenities. A/C,
fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (21 3)39a5996.

PALMS, $975, 2BD/2BA, built-in, balcony,
fireplace, laundry, parking, gated bidg. 3626
Empire. 213-559-3875, eves/weekend.

PALMS: deluxe 1 -bedroom, $675, patio, fire-

place, locked building, gated entry Available
8/1. (213)652-0847/837-5831.

PICO/ ROBERTSON, $600, 1 -bedroom/
1-bath, upper, carpet, drapes, stove, refrigera-

tor, newly painted. (213)688-0140,
(213)557-0710.

RARE FIND: VERY LARGE 2-bed/2-ba. Less

than 2 years old. $1 100-1 200. We love UCLA
students. Sepulveda/Pico. (213)479-1405.

SANTA MONICA, Large 3-bed/1 'A -bath

townhouse. Private laundry -f garage. Nice -»

clean. 'A Block south of Montana. No pets.

$1800/mo. (213)475-8681 or (213)451-4457.

SANTA MONICA 2-bed/2-bath. Large, airy,

light upper unit. 1-year sublet. Partially furn-

ished. $950. (213)395-5212.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2-»-2, $725 and up.

Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 1 3406
Moorpark St. (818)884-6691.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH, $850, Pico-

Robertson area, quiet residential area, new
carpets & drapes, laundry facilities etc. Call

(213)273-8160.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.

Month to month rental agreenr>ent, fully fum-
ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

VENICE, $1140, new 3-bedroom/ 2 bath,

dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-
kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2289.

VENKIE $1285. 2-bed/ 2-bath duplex 20ft.

ceilings, garage, fireplace, appliances, washer/
dryer, Spanish tile floor. (213)396-8768.

VENKIE/MARINA DEL REY. Near beach.

Singles, 2 bdy2 bth. Gas fireplace, central

^C, dishwasher, garbage disposal, alarm sys-

tem. Gated building. 2724 Abbot Kinney Blvd.

See manager's apartment #101. 822-2524.

VENICE: Single with kitchen, eating area.

Murphy bed. Near campus & beach. $450.

(213)575-9843.

WEST LA- 10 minute drive lo LICLA. Big &
bright 2bd/2bth. $1195 A up. Washer/d^er,
W.B. fireplace, security alarm. Rooftop spa.

11221 Richland 478-3990.

WESTWOOD. $90Q/mo and up. 1-bdrm.,

$1500/mo and up 2bd/2blh, gym, Jacuzzi.

Walk to
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

WESTWOOD. Charming & cozy
2-bdrmyi-bath. Near Century City. Quiet
street. Stove, fridge, parking. $1045.
(213)836-0116.

WESr/v'OOD. Big 2-bdrmy2-bath. Near Cen-
tury City. Bike/bus to campus. Fridge, stove,

A/C, parking. $1195/up. (213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD, $1 1 50, 2 + 1 Vi & $1 450, 3 +
2V» . Town Apartnients. 1.2 miles near

UCLA.(213) 459-6800.

WESTWOOD. $1350- $1650. Terrific, large 2
A 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C, patio, micro-
wave. 1 71 1 Malcolm, % -mile campus.
(213)273-1212.

100 STEPS TO UCLA!

Extra Large Apartments

Newly Renovated
Controlled Entry

Beautifully Furnished

644 & 650, Landfair Ave

Call Maryann
(213)824-0319

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry
facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

Luxury Living

At Student Prices!
• Soocious rieoteo orx3 at ccrortor^eo roomj'

• Pnvote dothfoom ana Showef

• Never more rr^on Two JtixMofS oer room'

• Sofe Quief envuorvTienti

• ^4ew iour>arv and verxjing rrocnmes'

• :]eoofaTe siuov ana TV lourtges'

• CotD*e TV'

• weigr>f Room orxj Gome Poomt

• dcsKerDod ond Votevooi Court*

• P'eoTy or Free Parfcrvg'

• Dorxres corties nnovtej. escaoe tnos

txytMcuM. corcerrs. lectues and more'

It's ail wcxting (or you m beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLA!
The Univereity of Judaism ResiderKe Halls

213-476-9777. ext 259

NOW RENTING!
1. 527 MIDVALE AVENUE

Singles, 1 Bedroorm, 2 Bedrooms, 2 Bath
Central

Pool, Recreation Room & Out
Centra^ heatin^Air Conditioning

Room & Outdoor Le
Balcony or Patio

isure Area

• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
• Fireplaces

• Sauna, Spa, Fully-Equipped Exercise Room
(213)208-4868

2. 540 MIDVALE AVENUE
• Singles
• One BedroomADnc Bath, Two Bedroonr/Two Bath
• Central Heating/Air Conditioning
• Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
• Balcony or Patio
• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal

• Fireplaces

{213)208^X)64

3. 430 KELTON AVENUE
• 1 Bedrooms
• 2 Bedroomv^ Baths
• Central Heating/Air-Condltloning
• Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
• Balcony or Patio
• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal

• Fireplaces

(213)824-7409

4. 10980 WELLWORTH
5. 10983 WELLWORTH

• I Bedrooms
• 2 Bedroomi/2 Bath
• Central Heating/ Air-Condltioning

• Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
• Balcony or Patio

• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal

• Fireplaces

(2li)479-6205

Five
Westwood Village

Apartment
Communities

i. 527 MIDVALE AVE.
2. 540 MIDVALE AVE.
3. 430 KELTON AVE.
4. 10980 WELLWORTH AVE.
5. 10983 WELLWORTH AVE.

^^We can help you
And a roommate. We
have a situation IxMird.
Please call Midvale I at
208-0064 ot IVIidvale II

at 20R4g68.

MOVE-IN BONUS. 25%
refund on UCLA tuition per

roommate. Call for details.

WESTWOOD, SPACIOUS 2bd/2ba, pool, Ja-

cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW,
$129O-$15O0/rTK). Come and see.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD walk to UCLA, spacious 2-bed-

room, $1425. Hardwood floors, new carpet,

laundry, 2-car parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD: SPECIAL THIS MONTH ONLY!
From $1300: 2-bdy2-bth., 2 parking spaces.

Refrigerator, stove, microwave, dishwasher.

Pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. All security.

(213)824-0833.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-BEDROOM,
CHARMING GARDEN APTS. HARDWOOD
FLOORS, DISHWASHER, TILE KITCHEN.
MIDVALE NORTH OF LEVERING. (213)

839-6294

WESTWOOD $750. Extra large 1 -bed/1 -bath.

1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

WESTWOOD $1 100 up.Front 2bed/2bath,

carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange, r/imiles from UCLA.
213-475-6165.

WESTWOOD Large, luxury 1 -bedroom. A/C,

fireplace, stove, refrig, gated parking, utilities

included. 1 person, $995/mo. (213)444-5528.

WESTWOOD $925-$950 1 bed, charming,
hardwood floors, shutters, private patio, 2-car
parking, laundry, outside BBQ. 279-1887

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-
nus special. Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

LICLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,
(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 1 BD, 2BD
$725 and up
All amenities

^Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

Student
Discounts!

Fronn $725*

**MinutesfronaUCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, 1s and 2s

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center, Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

(!l<th/ood

3636 S. Seputveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

•On Selected Units

An R & B Managed Property EHO

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

• pool
• spa
• sauna
•gym
• gated parking

Extra large 1 Bedroonns
also available

Call 208-3818
535 Gayley
X Limited Space for

Fall Term
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $532, studio. Sec-

urity, walk to LXILA, 1394 S. Midvale. 1-per-

son only. (213)473-7249.

NA^STWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to UCLA.
2-bedroom, parking, laundry facilities, hard-

wood floors. $1200. (213)476-8090.

BEVERLY HILLS, spacious 2-bed/ 2-bath,

$1250. Hardwood floors, pool, security.

(213)276-1671.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE 1-BD.

UPPER, FRONT, EXCELLENT VIEW, GARDEN
APARTMENT. MIDVALE, NORTH OF LEVER-

ING. (213) 839-6294.

WESTWOOD- 1380 VETERAN AVENUE
2-bedroorr\/2-bath bright, parksview, walking

distance to UCLA. Rooftop pool and Jacuzzi.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom 1-bath, lower,

stove, parking, $595/mo., (213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD 2-BEDROOM/1 -BATH $1550.

Single $675. Bright, sunny, hardwood floors,

large rooms, parking. 2-blocks from UCLA.
Days (213)273-7598. Nights (213)286-0980.

WESTWOOD 3-bed, $1600. Walk to UCLA,
very spacious, attractive, hardwood floors,

fireplace, laundry, parking. 279-1887.

WESTWOOD. $985-1 250/MO.,
2.BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD: X-LARGE 2 & Ibd., unfurn-

ished. $1 400 A $850. Walk to LXILA & Village.

10966 Roebling Ave. Call 208-4253/
824-2595.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom junior.

Top location. $750, utilities paid.
(213)208-5225.

WESTWOOD 705 Gayley. 1 bedroom $850,
bachelor $500 quiet, spacious, garden, new
carpet, furnished (213)459-5618,
(213)474-3626.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$575, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, 2bd/1ba,

$1480. 10990 Strathmore. 213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD— Close to UCLA -- 1 -bed/bath,

sec. BIdg/park, /VC, laundry. $775/mo. Call

Mercy (213)478-8174.

WESTWOOD, 2-^2 upper with balcony, stove,

refrigerator, parking for one car. $930/mo.,

(213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD ON WILSHIRE. 2-bed/2-bath.

Furnished/unfurnished. Long/short term. Eva,

(213)565-1819.

WESTWOOD, several 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments available. Landfair, near UCLA. 1

year lease, make offer. (213)277-6813.

WESTWOOD, spacious 2-bed/2-bath, park-

ing balcony, fireplace, Jacuzzi on the roof.

507 Glenrock #204. (213)824-2251.

WESTWOOD $550, $575, Singles. Spanish

style, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes.

(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD $615 large single. Parquet

floors, stove, fridge, drapes. 477-2777.

WLA. $1 1 50. 2-bed/ 1 % -bath. Quiet, security,

shutters, refrigerator, cable, sofa, car port.

1323 Carmelina. (213)456-3829.

V^A $1395. 4-bed/1*A -bath. 2 fireplaces,

2-car garage, 10971 National Blvd. 475-1 702,

474-3626.

WLA. 1700 S.Bundy. 3-bed/ 3-bath, $1200.

2-bed/ 2-bath, $890. Pool, security, dis-

hwasher, bright, sunny. (213)826-2818,

213)276-1671.

WLA, 1-BDRM $685, carpet, stove, conve-

nient location, 1 -month free 1 51 9—21 Purdue

Ave. 10-min. UCLA (213)391-2874.

WLA, 1bd/1bth, $650/mo. 1 parking. Mid-

Wilshire. 2+2, $950, 2 parking. Very private,

quiet. (213)680-9661. (213)935-4739.

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Huge 2bd/2ba
Dual Master Bdrms

Up to 4 Students Per Unit

HiTech Bldg

Qated Parking

rull Amenities

512 Veteran yvenue Apts.

Ca» Jane (213)208-2655

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large IBd

& 2Bath

$1375 and up 2 + 2

Patio, Secure,

Prime Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/lease

10635 Wilshire
(213)470-3006

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2

Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
1 -bedroom/1 -bath from $900

2-bedroom/2-bath from

$1500

Oversized apartments

with dining rooms,

newly decorated with

mini/ vertical blinds,

balconies, fireplace,

built-in kitchens.

Gated subterranean parking,

heated pool, elevator.

Walk to campus

691 Levering Avenue

(213)208-3647

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,

sun deck, 2 car
parking in secure

garage, will allow 4
students per
apartment.
From $1200 -

2 weeks free with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

THREE
BLOCKS TO
CAMPUS

GLENROCKAPARTMENTS
824-9691

555 GLENROCK (Corner of Glenrock & Levering)

OPEN DAILY
Mon. -FrL- 10-6 pm

Weekends • Noon - 5 pm

Call for Details

WLA l-bed apartment. Mini-blinds, stove,

refrigerator, parking, laundry. $750.

274.2461

.

WLA, 1 -bedroom 1-bath, upper, stove, re-

frigerator, parking for one car. $640/mo.

(213)451-4771.

WLA: 2-BDy2-BTH., SllOtVmo. Spacious

living room, balcony, A/C, fireplace. Nice,

quiet environment. 1 635 South Brockton Ave.

(213)670-4233, (213)641-4182.

WLA, 2-bedrooms/ 1 'A -bath townhouse, sec-

urity, carpets, drapes, refrigerator, pool,

parking, no pets, 1500 Purdue Ave. $1050.

(21 3)477-5256,(21 3)931-1 1 60.

WLA, $550 + UTILITIES, security, large single

guesthouse with private entries. Non-smoker.

Unfurnished. (213)558-4155.

WLA $650, 1 -bedroom. Stove, refrigerator,

close to everything, 1517 Federal Ave.

826-6957.

WLA, $650, 1 -bedroom, built-ins, pet al-

lowed, patio. 1412 Brockton Avenue

(81 8)368-6732, (21 3)478-8924.

WLA $725/MO 1 -BEDROOM. Great location.

Close to UCLA. No pets. 1-year lease.

(213)826-7888.

Palms
3-bed/ 3-bath $1300, 2-bed/ 2-bath $950
modern, 4 years new, air, dishwasher,

fireplace, gated parking. 10-min. to UCLA
by bus

838-5039
10737 Palms

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt

Walk lo Scfiooi

208-321 5

667 Levering Ave

RENOVATED
Large 1, 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

OAYLEY BIANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bearoom for 1 to 3 people
across street from ifcLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
208-8798

CASH DRAWING

BRENT MANOR APTS
^oid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCLA
Bachelors, Singles.

1 Bedroom. 2 Bedroom

Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

CASH DRAWING

WEST LA.
Prime: 10 min. frcxn UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den with pool,

sauna, Jacuzzi, gym, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-
models open daily

(213)474-1111

As Close As You Can Get

Charming Contemporary

1&2 bedrooms

Designed for Sharing

Roommate Matching Available

Open Daily

824-3715

WLA $750. 1-bed, spacious, carpet, drapes,

refrigerator built-in. Near Wilshire, no pets.

1261 Granville Ave. (213)626-8865.

WLA, $95(VMO 2-bedroom. Upper "penth-

ouse". Great location, close to UCLA. 1-year

lease, no pets. (213)826-7888.

WLA. $975. 2-bdmiy2-bath. Large, bright,

A/C, refrigerator, patio. Call (213)550-6755.

WLA, SINGLE, $485. Charming. Hardwood
floors. (213)276-1671.

WLA BACHELOR APART. 1 minutes West LA
College, 1 5 minutes USC. Non-smoker. Very

quiet surroundings, pool. (213)753-8060.

WLA, bachelor, hot plate, refrigerator,

$450/mo., (213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5

MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $825—$925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700.(21 3)208-8881

.

FABULOUS 2BED/2BATH, $1040, den, ocean

view, Jacuzzi, security. (213)826-5528

WLA, PICO/LA CIENEGA. $750/mo. 2-bed-

room, stove, refrigerator, carpets. By appoint-

ment (213)279-2002.

Northridge $275 up. 500 unit student
housing facility. Shared or private units,

with or without kitchens. Private baths.
Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation room. 1/2 hour
drive to UCLA. Free brochure.
Northridge Campus Residence, 9500
Zelzah, Northridge, CA, 91325

(818)886-1717

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huge,

Luxury 1 & 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra large closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208-8685

FALL RENTALS
Walk to CampusMllage

Students Preferred

1+1; l+l+den; 1+2
2 master bdrm + 2

$900 - $1400

•refrigerator»dishwashcr»

•controlled entry•A/C•

•elevator*

519 Glenrock (213)2084835

Summer Special $200 of

'

Single, 1, 2&3 BDRM
all close to UCLA

Perfect for Students or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2 BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

475 Gayley

Casablanca West Apts

Shiort term

1Bd, 1&2BattiApts

Quick Walk to UCLA
Pool, Sundeck
Gated Parking

530 Veteran Avenue
208-4394
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Apartments Furnished 50 Apartments to Share 52 Roommates 53

$525-FURNISHED SINGLE
$820- 2-BEDROOM. International students
welcome. Closed garage available. After 10
A.M. 450-2655.

CULVER CITY: 1-bd., $50G/rT>o. Security
building, parking, stove, refrig., dishwasher,
laundry facilities. (213)391-1311
(213)398-0706

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
$525/nr>o. LJtilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from cannpus. (213) 824-018 1.

WESTWOOD: 1 -bedroom, furnished,
$715-up, parking. Near UCLA. 1 1089 Strath-

more, 1 387 Midvale, open weekends
(213)454-8211.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished
single. Ideal for students to share. Close to
UCLA^n290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa
Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.
$685/mo. 820-7049.

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE AREA. $1250
2bd/2ba CONDO. A/C, fireplace, balcony,
locked building and garage{2), appliances,
pool, light, quiet. (?1 3)553-6662.

BRENTWOOD: $800. Sunny 1-bed upper,
balcony, built-ins, refrigerator. 1 1921 Gosher'
Ave. Open 9-6. 826-7373.

OHIO AVENUE 2-bed, $895. Built-ins, pool
quiet, garden-like, close to UCLA on bus route
(213)477-9955.

PALMS: IBD. $650. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2- Bedroom, con-
vient location. $750. Eves (213)254-1565,
(213)275-1427.

PALMS, $495. Spacious single. Full kitchen,

appliances, parking, utilities included.
(213)397-8058.

PALMS, $650, single/ junior 1 -bedroom. Up-
per, full bath/ kitchen, A/C, dishwasher. Bal-

rony. rable (213)397-0405.

PALMS, new 2-bedroom/ 2-bath luxury units.

3-car gated parking^ balcony, fireplace, alarm,

high ceilings, microwave, $1095-$1165.
(213)454-3615.

PICO/ROBERTSON AREA. Large 3bd/2ba.
Built-ins, new carpets and paint. Large private

patio. $115(ynrK). (213)204-1339

SANTA MONICA/WESTWOOD 2 bed/2-bath

$1 100/month-Summer Special $950,
(213)477-8671. BRENTWOOD 2-bed/l-bath
A 2 bed/2 bath $895-950 (213)820-5810.

SANTA MONICA. Newer 1 and 2 bedrooms,
g3''*ge, gated, gourmet kitchen, min-orcd
doors, balcony, quiet. Off Wilshire, near 22nd.
From $847 and $1087. Call Connie
(213)828-2448 cxt 344.

WESTWOOD/BEVERLY GLEN. Large upper
2-bed/2-bath $1095. Balcony, refrigerator,

A/C, bright, close to UCLA. 392-9735.

WESTWOOD, 2-bed duplex. 2-bath carport

Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator. 691 Kel-

ton. S1600-up. Open weekends.
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD: 1 -BD. $745. Stove, refrigerator,

parking space. 600 Kelton Ave. Quiet students

welcome. 208-1625.

WESTWOOD: 2-BDyi-BTH. $1150. Stove,

refrigerator, parking space. 600 Kelton Ave.
Quiet students welcome. 208-1625.

WESTWOOD, 1390 VETERAN. Bachelors

$550, 1 -bedroonrts $750 available now. Excel-

lent location. Eves (213)275-1427 or

(213)540-4425.

WESTWOOD, $1250, 2-b€e|/2V, -bath. Town-
house style. New carpet/vertical blinds. All

anr>enitie». (213)205-0294, (213)475-1256.

WLA $1250. Large, quiet upper 2-bdy2-bath.

5 minutes UCLA. Available September.
(213)438-9635, 433 9805.

WLA, 2-bedroom, $950, drapes & carpet,

convenient location, 1 -month free, 1 332 Wel-
lesley. (213)391-2874.

WLA $695 1 -bedroom. Walk to market^us
1242 Barry at Wilshire. Close lo UCLA
(213)395-2903.

WLA $720 1 -bed/1 -bath. Carpet, drapes, re-

frigerator, balcony. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA CHOICES-Sludio, 1 or 2 bedroom
Southwest style luxury. Rooftop pool, spa,

views. Central air, garage. Treat yourself from

$687. Cheviot Hills area. (213)280-0692.

WLA. CUTE, COMFORTABLE, COST EFFEC-
TIVE! One bedroom, courtyard building,

gated, parking, roomy. $632. Call Vicki

(213)288-0692. Small pet/VISA—MC okay.

WLA. Single, $650/mo. One-bedroom,
$850—87(ymo. Security building, 1 -month
free, parking; walk to LXILA, 1450 Midvale.

(213)391-2874.

WLA 1 bed $850/mo, drapes, carpet,

parking,. Walk to UCLA 1450 Midvale.

(213)391 2874.

Apartments to Share 52

2- BED/ 2'/i -BATH townhome, near West
wood. Washer/ dryer, security parking. WF.
$50(ymo. 575-4259.

BEAUTIFUL WESTSIDE APARTMENT. Big,

brigiu, uptiatfft, Spanish i-bedruom. SMk
clean, responsible roommate. Available

Sept.l. (213)820-0130.

BEDROOM, beanr>ed ceilings, 10-ft. closets,

double bed, 2 bookcases, desk, chair, lamp.

Fully equipped kitchen. Pool, laundry, park-

ing. $485 Including utilities. Suitable grad,

professor. (213)575-4320.

BEVERLY GLEN/WILSHIRE. Large, spacious
2-bedroonfV2-bath. Need female roommate to

share. Available Sept.l . Good location. 1 -mile
UCLA. Security building & parking. $300/mo.
(213) 474-5669 (after 6 P.M.).

BEVERLY HILLS, beautiful old building. Share
large apartment, private room and bath, park-
ing. $525/mo. Anne (213)556-8767.

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-balh. 13 ft. ceilings,

wonderful landlady, quiet. 3 maximum.
$1200. (213)826-2280.

CENTURY CITY area. Bright, spacious 2-bed/
2-bath. Security building, Westside view, fire-

place, with balcony, excellent location, all

amenities. $650 + Vi utilities. Non-smoker,
professional/grad preferred. M/F. 288-9634.

GRAD STUDENT couple needs roommate to

share huge 2-bed/ 2-bath, Brentwood. $550.
Utilities included. (213)826-2280.

MARINA DEL REY, near beach, $575, share
utilities, large, airy 2-bed/ 2-balh, pool/
Jacuzzi. Writer seeks non-smoking female.
Sept.l. (213)823-1047.

NEED ON MALE ROOMMATE to share
2-bed/2-bath, luxury Bel Air condo. No smok-
ing. $450/mo. (213)824-9611.

OWN ROOM + V, BATH in 3-bedroom
Westwood apart. 'A mile UCLA. Available

Sept. 1. $435 + % . (213)208-7571.

OWN ROOM + BATH: Brentwood, $508/mo
FEMALE. Large apt., pool, cable, laundry,

parking. Avail Sept. 1, upperclass or grad.

preferred. (213)820-6360.

PALMS. Own roonVbath in 2-bedrrom apart-

n>ent. $425/mo. Security, dishwasher, A/C.
Donna (213)838-8727.

QUIET MALE TO SHARE 1-bd apartment in

Santa Monica $45(ymo. Call (805)871-8169
after 5pm.

ROOMMATE WANTED: 2-bed/l-bath WEST-
WOOD apt. Spacious, sunny, plus free park-
ing. $512.50/mo. Leave message: 470-8973.

UNPRETENTIOUS FEMALE AND CAT seek
female to share large 2-bedroom town apt.

beginning 8/15. Smoke o.k., $575/mo. 1615
Greenfield. (213)312-1296.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, BH adjacent (Sweet-
zer, north of Melrose). Professional woman
seeks nVf to share sunny, charming, quiet

modem apartment: 2-large bedrooms/2- full

baths with views. Security -- parking. $575 +
utilities. (213)655-2366.

WETSWOOD Private, large, luxury roorrV
bath, high ceiling, in 2-bed/2-bath. A/C, fire-

place, gated parking. $695/mo.
(213)444-5528.

WLA 2-bed/2-ba, $387.50 + V, utilities +
security deposit. Near markets, bus stops, fwys.
Sec bidg. (213)204-4226.

WLA: 3-BEDRC)OM -^ LOFT. New bIdg Huge
master bedroom. $600/mo. Washer/dryer.
Call Yukie 451-9402.

WLA. Close to UCLA. Neat non-smoking
female to share large single apartnr>ent. Sec-

urity. $295/mo. (213)473-3816.

WLA, large modem 2 bed/2-bath, share with
male grad student. 3-mile$ UCLA. Security -
parking. $500 -futilities. Brian (818)703-1 584.

Roommates 53

2 FEMALES to share 2-bedroom on Strathrriore/

Levering, $375 -fdeposit. Hardwood floors.

Aug. 30-. Fun and responsible. Dahlia
459-9971

.

2 OPENINGS in large nwdern 3-bedroonV
2-bath, 3-blocks from beach in Playa Del Rey.

Yard, garage, free laundry. Available 1(V1.

$467. Mike (213)306-8005.

3-FEMALE STUDENTS NEEDED TO SHARE
4-BEDROOM HOUSE IN WESTCHESTER. (3

ROOMS AVAILABLE). $350$450.
(818)571-1546.

BRENTWOOD. Own room in two-story town-
house. Living room furnished. Absolutely gor-

geous. Grad student or professional preferred.

NVF. S700/mo. Call Eric. (213)207-0363.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2>2, parking, balcony,

female preferred. %iM/mo. includes utilities.

Suzanne 207-2766.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
2-BD/2-BTH. Nice & inexp. $237.2S/mo.
Prkg. available. Sheileen/Kenyetta 479-2703.

FEMALE-STUDENT: Share spacious 1 -bed-

room with 1 -person. Jacuzzi/pool. 1 -block

from LXILA. ASAP. $40(ymo. (213)208-5131

.

FEMALE TO SHARE spacious one-bedroom
apt. w/ two others. Bright, clean, quiet,

furnished. Walk to campus. $307/n>o.

208 6851

.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Sept. $443.

new/adjacent. Theta Chi/Gayley. Call collect

(415)342 4622.

MALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE 1-BDRM.
Close to campus. Parking, pool, spa. $475/mo.

-t- deposit. Steve (213)824-2407.

NEAT FEMALE, NON-SMOKER to share

3-bd/2Vi -bih. apt. in Sanla Monica. $450
includes utilities. (213)453-1219.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE. Rent, $320 00
No deposit, one bedroom, near V.A. hospital

Parking. (213)478-2580, Angelica.

QUIET, MATURE, non-smoking female or

male to share Westwood condo with quiet,

busy, professional woman who travels exten-

sively. Bright 2-bed/2-bath, Security garage,

alarm, washer/dryer, beautifully decorated,

whirlpool bath, fireplace, large patio, gournf>et

kitchen, immaculate. SfiOO/mo. -f 'A utilities.

Call Nancy days (213)670-0800, eves
(213)477-9668.

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE to share furn-

ished, spacious condo. Private bedroom w/
balcony, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, tennis, security

parking. $450. (213)838-3521.

ROOMMATE (M/F) to share spacious 3 bed-
room Brentwood apartment with 2 grad stu-

dents (1M/1F). Sunny, parking, patio, laundry,

near campus. $475/mo. Starts 8/17.
(213)826-9009.

SHERMAN OAKS. Roommate wanted, female,
own roorrVbath, $450/mo. 15 min UCLA.
Grace (213)207-8224, day; (818)368-2863,
eves.

UCLA STAFF single mom, w/6yr/old daughter
looking for single female/single mom-staff, to

share house, duplex or large apartment in the

greater Fairfax area. Responsible, neat, easy-

going. N/S. Heather x55268 W, 650-0047 H.

WESTWOOD, female non-smoker to share
room in 2-bed/ 2-bath. Security parking.

$395/mo. Available 9/1. (213)824-7902.

WESTWOOD-SHARE 2-bed, 2-bath w/2
others. Fully fumsihed, parking. $443.75/mo.
Closest building to campus. (213)208-0200.

WLA, own room/ bath in 2-bed/ 2-bath.

Female non-smoker. $450+ V» -utilities. Park-
ing. (213)207-1706.

Room for Rent 54

2 FURNISHED BEDROOMS FOR RENT in

lovely family home. Full household privileges.

Tennis courts, swimming pool nearby. 5
minutes UCLA by car. (213)474-9894.

2 ROOMS AND PRIVATE BATH in large,

3-bed apartment in Westwood. Close to cam-
pus. $600/mo. PH.D/GRAD student preferred

(213)477-7824.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA house, 624 Hilgard.

Have board and room for 91-92 academic
year. Call Mrs. Roberts 208-7185.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished rooms, one very
small, large house w/grad. Students. Kitchen
privileges, pool. Need car. $450-utilities in-

cluded. Leave message. Abby (81 8) 783-51 51

.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent. $350/mo. Female
only. (21 3)276-0822. 8271 Airdronr>e St. Los
Angeles, CA. Between Robertson and La
Cierwga Blvd.

B.H. ADJACENT. Private bedroom fiirni*K*»H

attached deck. Near buses, parking available.

$450 -flnw deposit. (213)858-6959.

BRENTWOOD, $375, 2-miles from campus,
private room, share bath, private entrance.

Unlimited parking. Quiet. (213)472-7451.

CHEAP HOUSING, near campus, food, imme-
diate move-in. Leave message at

(213)821-5403 or (213)208-4914.

CULVER CITY-DOG WELCOME! Room in

3-bdr/2-bath house. Family environnr>ent.

W/D, fenced yard, housekeeper/gardner. 15
min. commute! Available August 1

(213)827-4282. _^^
DO YOU NEED A PLACE TO STAY 1 MONTH
f Aug. 1 5- Sept. 1 5. Palms private room, share
bath. $366 + utilities. (213)837-5949.

FEMALE- own furnished roonV bath, parking,

security building. $650/mo. Non-smoker.
I'A -miles UCLA. (213)826-6952.

FOR RENT: OWN ROOM in huge apt. $400.
ASAP. Close to campus. (213)479-2874,
(213)477-9391.

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT w/ private

bath. Use of kitchen, laundry, pool, cable TV.
Weekly cleaning provided. $475/mo.
(213)398-9626.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $90(yquarter. Women students.

Mrs. Solat (213)208-8931.

MARINA DEL REY/VENICE HOUSE, room for

rent. W/D, walk to beach, restaurants. Single,

$605 plus utilities. Double with private bath,

$800 plus utilities. (213)576-2137.

NEXT TO UCLA. Room with private bath.

Limited kitchen. $470. (213)472-1592.

OPPOSITE CAMPUS, attractive, quiet room,
refrigerator, private bath, parking, nice home,
mature non-smoking cat-lover.
(213)472-7437.

OWN ROOM SHARE BATH in three bedroom
apartment in Palms area. $35(yn>o. incl.

utilities. (213)204-6659.

PALMS room in 3-bed apartn>ent, share bath.

M/F. Non-smoking. $355/mo. 9/1.
(213)836-6124.

PRIVATE ROOM IN PALMS, $335. Near
National and Overland. Call Mark 837-6071.

ROOM FOR RENT. Furnished or unfurnished.

$45Q/mo., including utilities. Share bath, liv-

ing room, and kitchen. Residential area. Han-
cock Park, near 3rd and LaBrea.
(213)937-2124, (213)842-5225 (pager).

ROOM IN HOME. Responsible female, sepa-
rate entrance. Bath, kitchen privileges. $375,
$350 without privileges. 474-9854.

ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME near UCLA
Kitchen privileges. $425. Mature male pre-

ferred. No srDoking. (213)271-1658.

ROOM, PRIVATE BATH, fully furnished.

Prime Santa Monica location — north of

Montana Kitchen privileges. Female. $440.
(213)395 2025

ROOM W/ BATH, kitchen privileges. First -f

last months rent. $380. Male only. 653-7660.

SANTA MONICA, w/ yard, private bath,

hardwood floors, W/D, cable t.v., parking

available, no smoking, pets. $575
VA -utilities. (213)453-4115.

SANTA MONKIA redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(213)394-2175.

SHARE 3 BFDRCX>M house, nice yard, fire-

place, 2738 Westwood Blvd. $45(Vmo. $450
security deposit, % -utilities. (213)470-4577,
Allen or Denny

SPACIOUS ROOM 3 BDy2 BTH., 2 story

security apartment. $362.17. Balcony, dis-

hwasher, microwave, pool, gym. Rachel
(213)641-4034.

YouTl love
this paper

work
When you think of a job or internship it shouldn't fill your mind
with the dread of paper work, instead you should be excited for
the prospects of learning, growing, and quickly advancing. The
Daily Bruin Assistant Account Executive Program will put your

fears to rest

Spend your tinie working on our papei;
not on paperwork.

UCLA
DAILY BRUIN

The Daily Bruin

Accoxmt Executive

Internship
Applications are available at The Daily Bruin office, 112 Kerckhoff Hall.

Applications are due by noon on Wednesday, August 14.

For further information please contact
Robert Klein at 206-0903 or Delia Deocampo at 206-0901

Room for Rent 54 House for Rent 56

SUMMER RATES available in well-kept frater-

nity house. Albert 208-0984.

SUNNY ROOM IN HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS.
Use of house, appliances, patio. $47S/rr\o.

w/$400 deposit. (213)474-7294.

OLD SPANISH CHARM: WEST HOLLY-
WOOD Privacy, 1-bdyi-bth, patio, parking.
$600/mo. (213)874-3887.

WESTWOOD in private home, furnished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer
close to campus. Male. $450. (21 3)474-71 22.

WLA, $750. Own room in luxury apt. Valet
parking, 24 hr. security, includes utilities.

(213)441-183.3.

720 Hilgard Ave,
Room and Board for

Women Across the street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid per quarter)

(213)2084151

CHARMING TRADITIONAL TWO STORY
2-bed/lVi -bath home. Windows galore over-
looking spacious landscaped yard. 5 minutes
to UCLA. Brentwood Glen. $1800/mo
(213)459-1108.

CULVER CITY- 3-bed/2% -bath, $1250.
Huge backyard and living room, newly remod-
eled, furnished if needed. (714)582-5414 or
(714)546-8657.

PICO/FAIRFAX AREA. 3-bed/2-ba house.
Large front yard, 2<ar garage, 9-1 2/nrH) lease.

SISOCVmo. Call (213)936-0802, ask for Rudy
or Roz.

SHERMAN OAKS Prime Location. 5-bcd/3-full
bath. Georgeous new 2-story house. 2-car
garage. Monthly rent $2300. After 6pm
(818)784-1620.

SHERMAN OAKS. $1400/MO, rustic
2-»-2+den, yard, a/c, fireplace, quiet neighbor-
hood. (213)336-6214 days, (213)474-0313
evenings.

VENK:E, $1 250/MO Chamiing 1 -bedroom
house, 4-blocks beach, eat- in kitchen, stov«,
quiet wide street. Sunroom & backyard
(213)301-2423.

Sublet 55

WLA: 2-bcVl-bth. Living room, dining room,
kitchen, backyard, garage. Close to UCLA.
$1290. (213)207-4704

3-BD/2-BTH. 10 min. from UCLA: Venice and
Bagley. Sublet Nov. thru end of Jan.

(21.1)839-3505. ^^^
940 TIVERTON. Bed/bath. Clean apartment,
share with roommate. Aug.10— Sept. IS.,

$250. Call Ben. (213)824-9686.

BRENTWOOD: sublet, large luxury furnished
1-bedroom. 1-3 months, $1100, negotiable
2075255

House to Share 57

2 MALES NEEDED TO SHARE 3-BEDRC)OM
HOUSE $258 -fDEPOSIT. CALL 474-3173
FOR INFO.

FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, utilities paid. Near
Santa Monica airport. $450. (213)398-8151.

MAR VISTA- AUGUST SUBLET, CHEAP,
CLEAN, SAFE, PARKING, LAUNDRY, MARK-
ETS, BEACH, SECURITY 306-7251 OR
839-3859.

NEAR UCLA. 4-weeks. August 19-Seplember
20. 1-bedroom, furnished. $145 per week.
(213)477-5191

MAR VISTA. Share adorable 2 bedroom
house. Nice yard, quiet neighborhood. $500,
includes utilities. (213)398-2893.

WOODLAND HILLS View, clean, modern,
garage, non-smoker. $400, includes utilities,

quiet, all amenities (818)888-8962.

House for Sale 56

House for Rent 56

BARRINCTON/SANTA MONICA AREA,
3-bed/2-bath. $1 SStVmo.. Access to all public
transportation. 10-minutes from UCLA.
(213)473-1677, Ken.

BEL AIR 2-bed/ 2-balh. Separate 1-bedroom
guesthouse. Pool. Could be shared by sludenU
$280Q/mo. (213)734-7989.

BEAUTIFUL CONTEMPORARY in Westches-
ter. Excellent condition, park setting like.

Private, spacious 3-bed/ 1% -bath. $355,000.
Agent Cici (213:292-9065.

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartnr>ents, hardwood floors, 2-blocks to
k> e a c h
Santa Monica. Room to «dd on $495K
395-5212.
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House for Sale

SHERMAN OAKS, i>c*f MulJiolldi^d, 6 miles to

UCLA via Roscomare. 3+2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-

tly re-done. $567,890. Dave (818)783-6875.

WESTWOOD— 1727 Midvale. Walk to

UO-A. Living room with fireplace, den.
3-bed/2Vi bath, security system, 2-car de-

tached garage. Excellent condition. $755,000.
BILL WAGNER (213)479-6919.

LOOKING FOR A
^

HOME FOR YOUR:

^FRATERNITY OR
^ORGANIZATION?

j*^ Call 277-6813 g

House Exchange 59

PEDIATRICIAN & WIFE will exchange houses,

between Westwood area and Princeton, N.J.

while son awaits cardiac transplant at UCLA.
(1 yr.) (213)493-3494/(609)924-4199.

Housing Needed 60

MATURE, CAREER-CHANGE, VISITING STU-
DENT SEEKS HOUSE-SIT OR SHARE HOUSE
WITH ONE OTHER. SEPT-DEC. WILL REIM-
BURSE TO $1000/MO. DONNA
(213)828-3325.

Real Estate 61

Deluxe Office Space
Apprroximotely 1000 sq. feel

Full Air, Porlung Lot, Sign

Privileges

10540 Venice Blvd.

(213)390-3713

Room/Board for Help 62

ROOKVBOARD -^ SMALL SALARY in ex-

change for childcare + very light duties. Must
have reliable car, references • strong responsi-

bilty. Foreign students welcome.
(213)559-0603

Room for Help 63

LIGHT CLEANING + PICK-UP grandaughler

from school. Call between 9-1 1am.
(213)454-6757

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest

house. Brentwood. 127i hr^^k with 14

year-old boy Partial board Driving, sports,

helping with homework. (21 3)472-2628.

Housing Service 64

PEDIATRICIAN & WIFE WILL HOUSE/
APARTMENT-SIT while son awaits cardiac

transplant at UCLA (1 yr.)
(21 3)493- 3494A609)924-4 199

Townhouse for Sale 65

BEST OF WLA Brand new Townhouse
2-br*3ba-^loft At 3500 Sawtellw Ave.
Four miles to LJCLA AND to beach Ideal for 3

adults or family. Open everyday 2 to 6pm.
472-3495

Townhouse for Rent 66

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/1 Vi -bath lownhouse
2-car garage, security system, newly decor-

ated. $1 125. Excellent terms. (213)472-3566,

479-0219

BRENTWOOD 1 bed townhouse Hardwood
floors, private patio, laundry, parking, stove,

refrigerator, mini-blinds $875. 274-2461.

HOLLYWOOD Share 2-bd, furnished WA)
Utilities. Non-smoker. $400/mo.
(213)871-8035

MAR VISTA new townhouse, 2-bed/2-balh

Gated parking, kitchen, all amenities Month-
to-nrKK^th from $900. Terry (213)397.1405.

WESTWOOD: 3-LEVEL TOWNHOUSE.
3-bd., 2-1/2 bth., family room, 1 mile from

UCLA $1975/mo (213)472-8631

Condos for Sate 67

1 -BEDROOM PENTHOUSE, 1-block from

UCLA, village view, doorman building with

pool. $289,000 Call Broker (213)824-0453

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1 -bed/ 17, -bath,

security, doorman Wilshire/ Selby $255K.

Gail 445-7778

ONE-BEDROOM CONDO, freeway close to

UCLA Marina Gateway, large, sunny, clean,

top floor unit in security building. Custom
closet. Euro-kitchen w/ microwave, dish-

washer. 2-parking places. Pool, spa, sauna,

we'gM »^oom liish landv-;«ping $159,000

(213)398-2900, FSBO
SPACKXJS 2-be(V 1V« -bath, heart of Brent

wood, top floor, bright. Laundry unit.

$269,000. Gail, Robin 445-7778.

WALK TO UCLA. Wilshire High-Rise 1-bd

$1 59,500 1 4DtN $210,000, pool, doormen
Agent— Prudence. (213)474.7265.

58 Condos for Sale

WESTWOOD, walk to campus, S2J9,OUU,

2-bed/ 2-bath, 5th floor. Marilyn
(213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD, $163,000, fabulous 1-bed/

1 -bath. Near UCLA in 'The Colony." Must see!

Stark, C.B. (213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD, major reduction to $350,000,
dramatic large 3-bed/ 3-bath condo in full

service building. Big livingroom with walls of

glass. Wonderful for entertaining. Quiet north-

east corner location. Valet parking, doorman,
switchboard, security, pool, recreation room,
and gym. Vi -block to Sinai Temple. May be
sold partially furnished. Open House Tues.

8/13, 11am-1 :30pm. 10433 Wilshire, #209.
Sheri Weisbender, Fred Sands Realtors.

(213)473-6156.

WHY PAY RENT? 1 -bedroom condo only

$98,000. 10-minutes to UCLA. Agent Julie

(213)838-1600.

Condos for Share 68

CONDO TO SHARE WITH FEMALE, own
room and bath. $495/mo. Wilshire and Selby.

470-3082. Leave messafie.

Condos for Rent 69

% BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 -bed/1 -bath Condo.
Pool , spa, security elevator. $1 35CVmo. Broker
(213)824-0453.

Vi -BLOCK UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom. Sunny
pool, spa, security, valet, doorman. Perfect

for 3 individuals. (213)931-3811.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA, penthouse.

2-bedroonV 2-balh. $1380/mo, balcony, fire-

place, parking, security building. Call Guy,
(213)474-9527.

Guest House for Rent 70

BEVERLY HILLS, $500/MO. Private room, bath
and entrance, furnished. Near buses. 1-year

lease. Car not necessary. Great deal.

(213)277-3881.

BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE with rustic

charm, privacy and use of well-maintained
garden. Full kitchen, bath, fireplace. Newly
repainted/ carpeted. Walking distance San
Vicente Blvd. $1150/nr>o, includes utilities,

parking, and use of washer/ dryer. Diane
(213)653-6190, (213)476-4947.

CHARMING WLA guesthouse 2-rooms, bath,

kitchen, skylights, yard $1100/mo.
(213)444-9787.

PRIME WESTWOOD AREA. Semi-furnished,

female only. $585/mo. (213)247-1550.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything—
fully equipped— reasonable rates.

(818)785-1028

Misc. Sport Activities 78

RACQUETBALL LESSONS by LXILA racquet

ball ir^tructor. $20^r — group rates. Call Rick

(213)208-7759

Child Care 90

FAMILY DAYCARE, near campus, lovmg, fun

environment. Warm food. Full/ Part-time.

Monica (213)472-3844

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We all do Dut auio insuiance is

required Dy law' So tor a

FREE LOWFR QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

Movers/Storage 94

lERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

rr>overs. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able )errf (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME CALL 24 HRS
(213)301-0137

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHOlX)LOCIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data

(213)559 1890.

Services Offered 96

BEARS EDITING
All subjects. Thcscs/DLsHcrtatlons

f^oposals and liooles.

Foreign »tudcnl» welcome.

PAPERS NOT roR SALE

Sharon Bear, Ph.D

(213)470^662

FKi:i; i:ki 1^1

Also repair Audio, Video & Musical

Instruments
West \A STLDIO SERVICES

(213)478-7917 Visa/MC

67 Sen^ices Offered

CLEANING SEKVICL. Efficient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

MOR & MOR PAINT- Interior/Exterior paint-

ing. Free estimate. Wall-paper removal.

License #609595 (818)904-5787,
(818)708-0670.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. LJndergradu-

ate, graduate, PH.D. Any style/requirement.

(213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-4193.

WRITING. EDITING. TUTORING, RESEARCH
ANY SUBJECT AREA

PhD GIVES FAST, EXPERT, EXPERIENCED HELP

SUMMER RATES NOW IN EFFECT

SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNTS FOR LARGE PROJECTS

DAYS, NIGHTS, WEEKENDS, OVERNIGHT SERVICE

(213)478-0114

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

CHINESE/ ENGLISH speaking tutor, can help

with your Toefl, essays, grammar, conversa-

tion, etc. (213)822-5557, Paula.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-
ciation, reading comprehension, writing.

$20/hr. (213)393-0510.

FRENCH LESSONS: by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreting, translations, voice-

overs, classes, and tour guide. (21 3)478-5822.

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN

ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

PROFESSOR OF MATH WITH 16 YEARS
EXPERIENCE. Basic to higher math. Reason-

able rates! Interested? (213)953-1657.

TUTORING IN History, Political Science,

Sociology and English by UCLA graduate

student. Call (213)826-7653.

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANESE LANGUAGE TUTOR NEEDED:
$12A>r. Walk from campus. (213)575-9304,

please leave message.

TUTORING WANTED FOR 6 YEAR OLD
BOY. ENGLISH (READING & WRITING).
NATIVE SPEAKER. $1(VHR. (213)470-0758,

OTAKE

Typing 100

A-l AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellcheck. (818)752-1980 7 days.

Bam- 10pm. Rushes okay.

AAA-MAZINC TYPIST RIGHT in Westwood
Village! Quick, REASONABLE TYPING &
PROOFING— papers, resumes, scripts, ANY-
THING! (213)208-1704.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)788-9885.

A-i-! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer trainin^^ resun>es, transcr ip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-

(213)939-4303.

PROF EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations,

term papers, all papers. Long time for UCLA.
Virginia (213)820-0150.

THE FINISHED WORD- papers, theses, re-

ports, dissertations, resumes, cover letters.

Fast, accurate In Encino (818)342-9140.

WOKDPROCESSINC specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resufDes Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466 2888

WORDPROCESSING/ IBM PC: term papers,

theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer

National/ Sepulveda. (213)397-9711.

WORD PROCESSINCynrPING/SECRETARIAL
SERVICES- fast-efricient-reliable-reasonable

-

punctuation & grammar. FAX available

(818)222-6444.

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
© Prcfnium Quality Servicet @

Text & Graphics

Contact (213)298-5309
•*"^

(213)287-1198

Reajjoniible RjOes »»»»»

96 Music Lessons

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera, musicals, top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Trove! 105

LOWEST R^T AIR FARES
FROM LAX/8AN/8FOKM SHORT NOTKX

•SEAHLE S2S0 .LONDON $666
.NEW YORK I.K.5 K;IA8G0W$72«
.NEW ORLEANS S260 'PARIS/VIENNA $760
.aORIDA $3S0 4RANKFURT $769
•MANILA $765 'AMSTERDAM $749
.TOKYO $6fl8 .GENEVA/ZURICH $785

OTHER D0ME8TIC/tNrL FARES AVAIL CALL FOR t WAY

BARNEYS TRAVEL
(213)382-9161

London

Amsterdam $320*

Frankfurt $385*
Paris $389*
Tokyo $330*

Hons Kons $320*
Bangkok $420*
Fares are eachwayfromLosAnsdcsbased
on a roundtrip pirchase Restrictions ap-

ply. Fares subject tochansewithout notice

and taxes not included

Open Saturdaff lOam • tpm

Coundilkaud
1093 Broxton Ave #920
Los Anseles, CA 90024

213-208-3551
Eurallpasses Issued

on the spot!

Travel Tickets 106

RT PLANE TICKET, LAX to SFO,
AuR.15-Sept.21. $60. Patty (213)208-1120

Autos for Sole 109

1975 VOLVO 4-DR. $750. Good runnir^g

conditiof^. (213)472-8793.

1980 BMW 320i, blue, clean, 5-speed.

$2800/obo. Must sell- leavmg town.
(213)207-6238.

'84 OLDSMOBILE CUTLAS, special edition,

2door, 6 cylinder, excellent condition.

$3100. (213)208-1827, evening^.

ALFA ROMEO SPORT SEDAN 1977, 4-dr.,

sunroof. Great corxiition. $3850. Call before

12 noon (213)301-9482

AUDI COUPE 1984, 48,000 nniles, black/

beige, automatic, sunroof, excellent condition,

asking $5400. (213)286-1913.

DODGE CHARGER, 1985, 5-speed, hatch-

back, 2.2 litre engine. Runs great. Well-
maintained, clean. $1600. (818)972-9506.

FIAT, 124 Sport Coupe 1971. Red, excellent

condition. $1200/obo. (213)459-9540.

HISTORICAL U.S. ARMY JEEP, 1941,
$7500/obo. Perfect condition. Call Gene at

(213)477-7188.

HONDA CIVIC DX, 1989, 3 door hatchback,

automatic, AMA"M, cassette, alarm, low miles

(19k), excellent condition, original owner.
Moving. must sell. $7995/obo.
(213)398-4955.

HONDA CRX 51 1988 Red, excellent coodi

tion, 38,000m, 5 sp, A/C, sunroof, 1989 f M/
AM/cass , all service records. $8,500 obo.

Call Mike (213) 933-6980.

NISSAN 200SX deluxe 1984. Excellent condi
tion. 60,000m., automatic, AAI, AM/FM cas-

«;pttr all power K extras. $3900.
(213)473-2700.

TOYOTA SUPRA 1987 Blue, mint condition.

Low miles $12,000/obo. Call Jessica
(818)884-2870.

VOLVO, 760 GLE, '83, nr»echanically immacu-
late. $4800. (213)451-0501.

102 Autos 109

VW SUPER BEETLE 1971, Red, runs well,

dents, UCLA Instructor must sell. $950 obo
(213)977-0878.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

KAWASAKI EX500 1988. 13k. Immaculate,

$1500. See it, you will buy it. Jeff

(213)208-4512.

SUZUKI 550, 1983, $650/obo. Never had a

problem. Transferring, must«sell.
(213)208-5315.

YAMAHA SECA 400. Sporty, Midnight Blue,

CLEAN. Definitely Must See. Gotta SELL!

$950. Seung (213)824-2048.

YAMAHA XT 550, '83, street/ dirt bike. $750.
(213)208-4565.

Scooters for Sale 115

1986 HONDA AERO 50 low mileage.

$450/obo. Call Todd (213)207-1485.

1986 HONDA AERO 50, new battery, tune-

up, under 3000 miles, excellent condition.

$400/obo. (818)349-6623.

1990 YAMAHA 2VMA II 2-seater, great

condition. Just tuned. Graduated, must sell.

$850/obo Patty (213)208-2320.

86' HONDA ELITE. $650. Call Jon
(213)824-2236, (818)881-6476.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

BLUE HONDA ELITE 80 only 2400 miles. Runs

like new. $900/obo. 824-4516.

ELITE 80 1987. Bought new in 1989. Looks,

runs great. Helmet, lock, basket. $800.
479-0014.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1 986, bought new in 1 988,
low mileage, helmet & lock. $80(Vobo. Dennis
(818)543-0603.

VESPA P200E. White, only 1 200 miles. Excel-

lent condition. $1500. (213)394-2815.

YAMAHA 1252, 1987. 1,861 miles, good
condition, $1200. After 6, weekdays,
(213)774 8166.

YAMAHA ZUMA II, 1990, $1300, excellent

condition, blue, good transportation. Must sell.

(213)973-2182, leave message.

Off-Campus Parking 120

OFF-CAMPUS PARKING AVAILABLE: South

of Wilshire between Veteran and Midvale.

(213)478-6755.

PARKING AVAILABLE FOR ALL YEAR-
excellent deal! (818)344-7162.

Furniture for Sale 126

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290. MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160. (213)821-0729

COUCHBED $100, STAIRMASTER $150, full

size bed $100, microwave $90, lamps $50.

Maryann (213)824-0319.

HIGH QUALITY, all unused. Sofa and love-

seat, $595. Leather sofa and loveseat, $1 200.

Hideabed, $250. Bedroom set, $495. Mattress

and boxsprings, $150. Wardrobe $150.
5-drawer chest, $85. Dinette, $150. 9-piece

diningroom, $1200. Recliner, $200. Futon,

$100. Bunkbeds, $150. Daybed, $195. Brass

headboard, $125. Electric beds, $795. Wall
units, $1 50. Desk, $1 50. Carpeting, $8/ yard.

Encyclopedia set 1990, sacrifice $300.
(213)393-2338.

MUST SELL, single bed mattress, boxspring
wAranr>e, 20-yr warranty. Brand new. $120
(213)477-9372.

QUEEN SIZE BUNK-BEDS W/ MATTRESSES.
Will separate into two queen beds. $350/$2OO
eaclVobo. Two large wooden desks. $150
each/obo. Mike/Brian (213)824-2182.

REFRIGERATOR IV, year old Westinghouse,
17 cubic ft. $350/obo. Laura 208-6364.

TWIN BED, X-LONG MATTRESS, built-in

drawers. Great condition. $100/obo. Call

Andy (213)208-5042.

Misc. For Sole 128

BRAND-NEW wedding dress, formal, rxever

worn. $40(Vobo. 826-3056

MINOLTA XG9 35mm SLR. 3 lenses- 1 normal
ind 2 zooms. Carrying case and strap, plus

many extras. Excellent condition. $30CVobo.
(213)477-9204.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

PANASONIC portct: le compact disk player,

1991 nrKxiel SLNP12. Brand new, neyer used.

$75. (213)477-9204.

Typewriter/Computer 134

EPSON EQUITY k, 286, 2U MB, loaded with
Microsoft Works, WordPerfect 5.0, Lotus
1-2-3, Publish H, Sidekick, Quicken, with
LQBOO printer $1100. (213)397-5805.

IBM PS/2 MODEL 50. 30MB hard-drive, 1 .44

floppy, lots of software -^ printer. $145(yobo.
(213)876-4186.

MAC PLUS, Imagewriter, mouse, keyboard,
software (MSWord, MacDraw, etc.).

$/0(Vobo. Call evenings (213)208-1423.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

yourself! (818)994-1188.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/nr>o Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,
386 systems available, (213)931-4207.
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Sciarra enshrined in Rose Bowl Hall of Fame
By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

Success has always been a
constant companion of John Sciar-

ra.

Sciarra, who quarterbacked
UCLA from 1973-75, added
another impressive accomplish-
ment to his portfolio when he was
inducted into the Rose Bowl Hall
of Fame on August 8.

Sciarra was named the Most
Valuable Player of the 1976 Rose
Bowl, when he led the Bruins to a
shocking 23-10 upset of Ohio
State.

In that game, Sciarra completed
13 of 19 passes for 212 yards and
two touchdowns.

Sciarra was one of 10 members
inducted into the Rose Bowl Hall
of Fame.

Other inductees included Ohio
State quarterback Rex Kern, USC
coach John McKay, Cal center

Roy "wrong-way" Riegels,
Washington quarterback Bob
Schloredt, Georgia running back
Charley Trippi and Wisconsin
quarterback Ron Vander Kelen.

Inducted posthumously were
Stanford running back Ernie Nev-
ers, Washington & Jefferson end
Russell Stein and Washington
halfback George Wilson.

Sciarra was an option quarter-

back at UCLA, and he still ranks
fourth on the UCLA career total

offense list He earned first-team

All-American honors his senior

season, as he had 2100 yards of
total offense, which is still the fifth

highest single season total in

UCLA history.

Sciarra also returned punts for
the Bruins in 1972-73. Both
seasons he averaged more than 12
yards per return.

Sciarra graduated from UCLA
with a 3.4 grade point average,
which was good enough to earn
him an NCAA post-graduate
scholarship.

After college, Sciarra played
two years in the Canadian Football
League, and won the CFL "Rookie
of the Year" award in 1976.

In 1978, Sciarra signed with the
Philadelphia Eagles in the Nation-
al Football League. He was con-
verted to a defensive back, and
wound up playing in Superbowl
XV.

In 1979, Sciarra led the National
Football Conference in punt return

average. He eventually retired

from football in 1983.

Outside of football, Sciarra is

currently Senior Vice President in

charge of Sales and Marketing for
National Associates.

The induction ceremony, which
look place at the Rose Bowl, also
honored 1991 Rose Bowl Most
Valuable Player Mark Brunell of
Washington. Brunell quarter-
backed Washington to a 46-34
triumph of Iowa.

The master of ceremonies at the

induction was former UCLA head
football coach Dick Vermeil.
Vermeil coached the Bruins to the

1976 Rose Bowl win over Ohio
State, before moving on to coach
the Philadelphia Eagles. Vermeil

coached Sciarra at both the collegi-

ate and professional level of
football.

BRUIN ^213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC (

SCHOOL '

IKKK .'AKKI\(; a SMIO.VKD CH.MKS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I HAPPY PLATE
(•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice

' •Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to ck)se I

I$3.40
with coupon

I

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

]

""*- -=,1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

^1 Dill Westwood Village. CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

PARI BEAUTY SALON
Remove your unwanted hair

with 100% Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing $ 8
Half legs wax $10

I Underarm $ 8

I
Arnn $12

I Lip wax Of chin, or eyebrow $ 6

I
Eyelash tint $10

I
European Facials $25

I 1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

^ Open Sundays

ormation
John Sciarra was a first-team All-American for UCLA in 1975, as he led the Bruins to a Rose Bowl
win.

1 1 worked lor

MOM & POP..

Aclvcrlisc in llic

UCLA Suninicr

Bruin 825-2161 mil SAN VICENTE 8LVD., BKENTWDOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

AUTO INSURANCE a„<. .he NERD FACTOR
There is indeed a Top RiUd l>\m^^\Vi ln>Mr^r nghi here in Westwood Village thai has exceptionallvlow rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensedexperience you w,11 he plea-santly surprised at the savings Tf you also have a B tvaMC. you wiU be
positively shocked. -• • / t»* u^

You see. we truly appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We applaud your commitment to dowell m school because this means that you will most likely do well in life. Let us show you first hand
that your pursuit of excellence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

^ InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548
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LMU star may transfer to UCLA
By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

Loyola Marymount junior cen-
ter Richard Petniska has been
granted a release by the school to

transfer to a southern California

university, which may very well be
UCLA.

In a statement issued Aug. 8,

LMU head basketball coach Jay
Hillock announced that Petniska
had been granted a release ena-
bling him to transfer to two
southern California universities.

One of the universities is

believed to be UCLA, while the

other is unknown.
While both Petruska and UCLA

basketball coach Jim Harrick,

were unavailable for comment,
UCLA sports information director

Marc Dellins confirmed that Pet-

ruska had talked with the Bruins.

"We have been in contact with
him very recently," said Dellins.

"We are interested in recruiting

him."

Petruska, a native of Czechoslo-
vakia, was originally recruited by
UCLA last summer, while he was
playing with the Czechoslovakian
national team. However, when the

Bruins did not offer Petruska a

scholarship, he chose to attend
Loyola Marymount

Last season, Petruska averaged
16.4 points and 7.5 rebounds per
game, while earning first team all-

West Coast Conference honors.

In a game against UCLA,
Petruska scored 21 points and had
nine rebounds while playing only
19 minutes.

After passing on Petruska last

"We have been in con-

tact with (Richard Pet-

niska) very recently."

Marc Dellins

Sports Information Director

year, the Bruins were hurt by the

transfer of Rodney Odom and a

season-ending injury to Ed 0*Ban-
non.

According to the Los Angeles

Times, Harrick said on several

occasions that considering the

circumstances, he probably made a

mistake by not offering Petruska a

scholarship.

If Petruska were to transfer to

UCLA, he would be forced to sit

out one season 6^ to NCAA rules.

As a result of his age— Petruska
will be 23 in January — he will

only retain one season of eligibili-

ty.

Petruska, who is 6-foot- 10 and
weighs 220 pounds, scored a

season-high of 29 points against

San Francisco last year. He shot

.589 from the field, including

making nine of 17 attempts against

the Bruins.

Petruska blocked 55 shots last

year in 28 games, including highs

of 5 blocks against both Oklahoma
and USIU. LMU used Petruska

mainly as a low-post player.

If Petruska transfers to UCLA,
he would team up with fellow

countryman Jiri (Jorge) Zidek, a
seven-footer who signed with
UCLA this year.

According to the Los Angeles
Times, if Petruska doesn't transfer

to one of the two southern Califor-

nia universities, he would be
eligible to remain at Loyola Mary-
mount, although that doesn't

appear to be likely.

"Richard is a fine young man
and a talented basketball player,"

said HiUock. "We wish him weU in

his future endeavors."

Ex-Bruin catcher struggles to make m^ors
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

Major league baseball — it all

begins in Single A with a $7.50
daily allounent in meal money.
The road to the big leagues is

well -traveled and infrequently

completed, but for former UCLA
catcher Paul Ellis, it's a chance of a
lifetime to play a childhood game.
As a junior, Ellis hit 29 home

runs and drove a school-record 83
runs during the 1990 season, one in

which he shared NCAA player of
the year honors and led the Bruins
to within a single game of the

College World Series.

In his first full season in the

minor leagues, Ellis is now exper-
iencing the bumps, slumps and
grinds of professional baseball.

Following his junior year, the

St. Louis Cardinals grabbed Ellis

with the 30th pick in the ensuing
major league draft, and he chose to

forego his senior year of eligibili-

ty. On the day after he completed
finals, Ellis signed his first profes-

sional contract.

The Cardinals immediately
assigned Ellis to their rookie team
in Hamilton, Ontario, and he was
eventually promoted to their farm
team in Springfield, 111., where he
finished the season.

"It's different than college in

that we're playing every day,"

Ellis says. "I think we've only had
six or seven days off the whole
year. \Vs your whole life. At
UCLA, I had classes and other

things to worry about."

Under manager Dave Bialas, the

St. Petersburg Cardinals are stuck

in last place in the Florida State

League. Ellis is batting .210, but

like his days of thunder in West-
wood, he leads the team m home
runs and runs batted in. Ellis was
also selected as a starter in the

F.S.L. All-Star game at Vero
Beach.

Ellis won the catcher accuracy

contest at the all-star game by
hitting the sex:ond-base target in

his first five attempts.

"I was doing real well at first,"

Ellis says of his progress. "My arm
has gotten strong, and I've been
working at my footwork. I'm

definitely a lot better since college.

I've had some good coHisions at

home pblc, which is kind of fun."

There are generally two paths to

the major leagues, the college

route and advancement through

the low minor leagues. In the major
league draft held every Spring,

teams draft prospects from high

school and college. Ellis was not

selected out of high school, but his

three years at UCLA raised eye-

brows among the pro scouts.

'There are different paths for

different people," Ellis says. "For
me, college baseball helped a lot. I

don't think that I was ready out of
high school.

"Some organizations like to take

players right out of high school

when they're 18. In three years,

they'll just be 21 and have been in

the organization getting experi-

ence for those three years. It's a big
change. The high school (pros-

pects) go from living with their

parents in being on their own in a
little town.

"Then they have a lot of
freedom and have to take care of
themselves. For me, it was better to

start my education and live away
from home for awhile, and it

wasn't such a new adjustment
when I came to St. Petersburg. It's

probably better for everyone to do
that."

The fact that Ellis signed after

his successful junior season means
that he had to postpone his

graduation from UCLA. For that

one chance, at what major league

hopefuls call "the show", it's a
venture worth pursuing.

"Baseball-wise, you have some
leverage if you come out after your
junior year because you can
always say that you want to stay in

school," Ellis says. "You'll not get

any money if you wail until your
senior year. For me, it was the best

way. I couldn't go back (to UCLA
baseball) and prove anything else,
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Paul Ellis watched this home run, along with 28 others, leave the park his junior year at UCLA.

and I can still go back later for

school.

"Football players redshirt one
year and go four more. In baseball,

it's a given that if you have a good
year you leave. Most usually sign

after their junior year."

In Pac-10 competition, Ellis

says that most teams had one or

two pitchers and four or five hitters

of professional minor-league
talent. In Single A, you can count
on every player to be as talented as

the top few in college.

The position of catcher carries a
high level of responsibility, espe-

cially in calling the game for the

pitcher.

"Being a catcher, it is mainly a

defensive position," Ellis says.

"Hitting is a bonus, but they don't
expect more from you. The num-
ber one responsibility is handling

the pitchers. Here, everyone is

learning, and you try to call better

games and have to know all the

hitters."

Competition for roster spots and
promotion at the next level of
minor-league baseball is intense,

with every player fighting for

himself.

"Everyone wants to make the

jump to the next level," Ellis says.

"So, it's better for you to do well
and for the team to lose than for

you to do bad and the team to win."

Ellis is unsure whether he will

be promoted to Double A next
year, but he expects to spend
another season in St Petersburg.

The idea of being released is scary,

something which happened to

Ellis' roommate last season.

"It's always in the back of your
mind, especially if you're suiig-

gling," the rookie says. "You have
a lot of time to think here. Will I

have to go back to school and get a
real job? You try to phase it out and
enjoy what you're doing."

When Ellis signed his contract
with the St. Louis organization, he
received a bonus for "being a
Cardinal", and he earned $850.(X)
per month, which is standard for all

players at that entry level. In his

second year, Ellis now earns
$1,050.(X) every month.

"Baseball at UCLA really
helped me a lot," Ellis says. "They
let us go out and play. At USC,
they coach you a lot, the pitchers
are restricted and the coaches call

all the pitches. A lot of UCLA
players do well in the minors. The
big thing is that we're not peons or
robots in college."
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UC Regents fire

Berkeley prof
For the first time in more than

40 years, the University of
California's governing board
directly fired an employee.

Michel Strickmann, an asso-
ciate professor of Oriental
Languages atUC Berkeley, was
fired by the UC Regents in June
after he refused to step down
even after several review
boards determined that he vio-
lated the faculty code of con-
duct regarding sexual
harassment.

"What's really rare here is

that a professor did not choose
to resign, but let the proceed-
ings .. . go all the way," UC
Spokesman Ray Colvig said.

Not since the 1950s have the

regents fired a UC employee.
During the Cold War, they
dismissed several professors
who refused to swear to anti-

communism oaths. They were
later reinstated.

Inside

Are 'quick tan'

methods safe?
Although some Bruins still

desire a deep tan despite the

sun's damaging rays, they
should be cautious about tan-

ning lotions, accelerators, pills

and salons that claim to give
them "safer tans.**

See page 3

Viewpoint

Live from tlie

killing fields
Columnist Damon Dean

looks at PBS station KQED's
bid to televise live executions.

See page 1

1

Arts & Entertainment

Summer flood

at the ix>x office

While the summer movie
market is stalling, the studios

are saturating the theaters with

more and more films. The Bruin

catches up with a few.

See page 12

Sports

Î

They're back
I ed by Tommy Maddox, the

UCXA football team is ready to

begin practice for the 1991

season. Will Tommy and the

Bruins be smiling on New
Ycar*s Day?

See page 24
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Surplus funds n to student groups
By Una Chao

The undergraduate student
council passed its budget for the
upcoming year Tuesday night,
ending up with more than $10,000
left over to reallocate to student
groups.

The $716,000 budget provides
money for the council members
and student advocacy groups on
campus.

The African Student Union, the

Chicano/Latino group MEChA
and Samahang Filipino received
the most money out of all the

student groups — more than
$6,500 each.

Council to allot $10,000

of new budget's leftovers
External Vice President Neera

Tanden received the biggest chunk
of money out of all council
members— more than $33,000—
because her office pays the mem-
bership fees of all UCLA under-
graduates for the University of
California Student Association, a
student lobby group.

Many council members and
student groups did not receive the

amount of money they requested

and have voiced their discontent,

said Steve Gonzalez, undergradu-
ate academic affairs commission-
er.

The council will review appeals
and requests for more money
through Thursday from groups
competing for the $10,000 surplus.

In order to guarantee fairness so
all groups can get a shot at the

money, the council plans on
publicizing through voice mail.

letters and flyers, said General
Representative Andrew Fay6.
"rm 100 percent committed to

contacting all the groups.**

While some council members
said they do not believe groups
will go through the trouble of
creating new requests, Gonzalez
disagreed.

"They*re being optimistic. I

believe we will have a lot of
appeals,** he said.

A member of the Asian Pacific

Coalition said her group is appeal-
ing for more money for postage.
Because they had a misunder-

See BUDGET, page 2

Debate on
prof, class

evaluation

resurfaces

Medical students Felicia Bahadosing and Mark Curzan enjoy their ice cream at last weekend's
nfiedical school orientation.

Club Med
Orientation puts new medical students at ease

By BirgK Rasmussen
Sumoier Bruin Staff

It was a brilliant Saturday in August; scattered
in small groups were young men and women,
laughing and making friends in the balmy shade.
They are the next generation of UCLA medical

students— preparing themselves at an orientation
for the harsh realities of medical school, which
starts Monday.

"I feel a lot more comfortable now. I had
expected a stressful environment, but the older
students were so relaxed and talked about how
much fun they had/' said Rupal Shah, who
graduated from UCLA this summer.

Tliat was exactly what the second-year medical

students, who organized the weekend orientation,
wanted.

"Last year's orientation was pretty nerve-
wracking," said Cal Lin. one of the second-year
students who planned the orientation since April.
"We wanted a more relaxing environment this

year."

The 10-year-old Medical School Orientation
Program is mandatory for all incoming students. It

is planned by second-year medical students and
the Student Affairs office.

The orientation kicked off Friday in Ackerman
Union. Nearly 150 students, alone or with parents.

See ORIENTATION, page 8

By Marina Dundjerski

Student activists are trying to

resurrect a guide rating professors
and courses despite objections of
inaccuracy, which caused the
publication to fold six years ago.
Some professors oppose the

idea of being rated publicly on a
scale of one to nine. But students
feel the guide would be useful.

They want to create an accurate
handbook that satisfies student
inquiries and also earns faculty
approval.

"Before, there was a feeling that

it was a fiasco. There was concern
with biases, but we want to change
that." said Steve Gonzalez, under-
graduate academic affairs com-
missioner, whose office wants to
publish the guide. "One issue that
we are going to have to be able to
guarantee is that (the handbook) is

professional enough."

Currently. Charley Buntrock, a
third-year UCLA student, is spear-
heading the revival of the guide by
digging up information in campus
libraries. She said she hopes to
form a long-term staff to finish off
the research more quickly and
submit the guide to the faculty
senate for approval.

*This is not something that is

going to get done in a day or by
itself." she said.

A student guide, rating both
professors and courses, had been
pubUshed by the undergraduate
Academic Affairs Commission
on-and-off from 1967 until 1984.

Throughout the years, titles and

See PACE, page 7

Newsmagazine training produces 'Con Safes
"The program tries to

present a model for put-

ting together a maga-

zine that editors can

adopt or borrow from."

Arvll Ward
Newsmagazine advisor

By Matt Ball

Sumnner Bruin Staff

A first glance at the newsmaga-
zine Con Safos may suggest that a
completely new smdent publica-

tion has appeared in campus
kiosks.

But Con Safos' editors say the

paper is more than just a novelty
addition to already-existing stu-

dent publications. It represenLs the

newsmagazine editors' desire to

avoid past mistakes while building
a funire on the foundation of solid

journalism, they say.

Con Safos is a magazine written

and designed during the summer
by the editorial staffs of the seven
student newsmagazines — the

biquarterly publications that
address concerns of sjjecific cam-
pus communities. The pubUcation
is also the product of a new
training program that teaches the

staffs how to better produce their

own magazines during the school
year.

The program is mandatory for
the editors in chief, and positions
in the program are also available
for most of the inagaznic stall.

The current issue of Con Safos,
whose title refers to a protective
signature put on graffiti to let

others know the importance of the
message, is available in kiosks this

See CON SAFOS, page 7
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NEW NOSE?
Facial Cosmetic Surgery

•EYELIDS Remove wrinkles, bags
•NOSE Reshape, remove bumps, "touch-ups"

•FACE LIFTS Stamp out wrinkles
•COLLAGEN, CHEMICAL PEELS
•CHIN & CHEEKS / IMPLANTS
•LYPOSUCTION-FACE & CHIN
•LASER TATOO REMOVAL

•LIP AUGMENTATION
INSURANCE/FINANCING AVAILABLE

FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATION
LASER SURGERY

BEFORE

COMPUTER IMAGING
AVAILABLE

EAR,
AFTER

•Nasal breathing problem
•Sinus congestion
•Complete nearing services

•Dizziness & Tinnitve problems •Tonsils
•Problem cases & 2nd opinions •Snoring
•Ear infection •Alleigy Treatment

STEVEN BURRES, M.D. Board Certified 208-7806
100 UCLA Medical PUza, Suite 522 509 N. Sepulveda, Manhattan Beach

bur own body may be your best weapon

Self-Defense

for Women*

A 4'hour workshop
• led by the

Los Angeles Commission
-r—on Assaults Against Wonien

designed to prepare women
psychologically and physically

to deal with assaults.

SATURDAY, >Vugust 17, 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Viign up now in

C( ^sponsored by ^Ue Women's

2 Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.

in interested In taking a self-defense workshop, call 206-8240

Resource Center and fh© Departrnent of Community Safety.

Your
Chance

To

While Saving Lives

.^^%^^;#
^-^-'^c^c.^

The UCLA Blood Donor Center is a ntiopating a blood ihortaRc thi» imnwr.
Your donor appointmrnt and blood donation will aid ftonwone who desperately
needs your blood And from May 20-July 15, the pnmary beneficiary may be

you:

/f
i WIN A TRlFfg

-or- ^
The Qoldtn gate

7^,T**r ^^ Travel IS offenng UCLA student, faculty, and staf blood donors the chance to win frw airfare

^^>iTnl]"^."'ri!"^%' Tn' popular nt.es VxTsi prit/in our random drav^a^« is two roS^d tnp ticlk^ts frJmLos Angeles to New York City ^ea>nd pnze is two round-trip tickets from Los*^Angcles to San iTandiKO •

PLUS - ^ weekly drawing for Dinner for Two at

AND - Each donor receives a discount coupon to 4 hours
Westwood

Ai «lw«yr«, UCLA/ASUCl> employwunduding
Miw». c«»u«l <nd oiMt •tvidtsti" po»ibon»will
r«CHvr tune oM lo donate, pita fotv hour* Itavt^wilh
p«y for e*rh doration UCI> Mudmu a>ntinur lo

'«f»Vf J^l «»«J>^ 'or «U ASUtlA iood (.ahur.

To enter:

1. A donor appoinuneni must be made by caUing JJ25-0850 or 206-
5721. Yo«r name musi appear on our donor Khedule 10 qualify
(AppomimoHS help mimnnize waiun^ ume for our donon.)

2. All blood donauons must meet all regular donor qutfifkationi.**^

Be A Winner! Give Blood! Call now!
UCLA Blocxi Donor Center

825-0850 or 206-5721

.. P"*""
"*"*^*"*" •'« •»« «*»g»Wr lo vmonm tn thm* Artwvm

i^rmnrng ana nanning, and UCI^ Health SdotcM

IS??* '^'^"Tfjgr^r/y ""* "i""'^ '».< hP«»y '•'v" wjtTpay CaU the IXLA Btood Oomt Qm*m for dHaib#M——m <wa agnyutarf dtmort arr not rtflMt far fm* drawu^
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1991-1992 USAC Budget Breakdown

The undergraduate student govemm«nt budget for fiscal year

1991-1992 was approved on Tuesday. The total budget is

broken down Into spending on the many organizations, offices

and commissions sponsored by the government.

USAC Organization .^"^9*^

Internal Vice-President $1 1 ,230

General Representatives Office $7,629

Campus Events Commission $8,456

Cultural Affairs Commission $5,1 65

Financial Supports Commission $3,340

African Student Union $7,760

Armenian Students Association

Gay and Lesbian Association

International Students Association

Jewish Sudent Union

Muslim Students Assodatbn

iligiiiiiiiiiii^

Panhelienic

ll^iiljifqili^l
Samahang Pilipino

;:;ij!ii||||i^

Union of Students With Disabilities

SOURCE: Rick Un. budget review director

$2,380

mmm
$4,740

mmm
$5,045

mmm
$5,910

mmm
$5,373

?sy<*::':

iNV.*.V.V.',

$4,683

$7,150

$5,381

Vj»i^

KEVIN BALLUFF/Sunvnar Bnjin

BUDGET
From page 1

standing about who allocates that

money, APC members originally

asked for less money than they

needed, said Alyssa Kang, the

group's community outreach coor-

dinator.

This additional allocation pro-

cess will give groups who may not

have asked for enough money the

first time around another chance,
Fayd said.

"It will be good for a lot of
groups." Kang agreed. "A lot of
groups were allocated a small

portion of what they asked for. It

will be good because groups can
get more money that they need."

In the original budget, prepared
by the government's budget
review committee chaired by Rick
Lin, the Women's Coahtion was
the only group to receive more
money than it requested.

*The Women's Coahtion group
came to us and admiued they did
not know what they were doing,"
Lin said. 'They didn't ask for

enough money to even function."

However, government members
amended the budget Tuesday night
so that the Women's Coalition
would not receive the additional
$784 allocated to it by the budget
committee.

"As a matter of principle, we
can't give groups more money
than they requested," said General
Representative Steve Daetz.

This appeal process will be
more fair for groups like the
Women's Coalition because they
can ask for more money, Fay6 said.

However, the Women's Coali-
tion has not yet set up a campus
phone number and may not even
have an office, and Lin said he
fears they wiU not be contacted

because he does not have their

summer phone numbers.
If government members do not

reach the Women's Coalition, the

group will not be informed to make
a request for more money.

However, government members
said they will allow the group to

transfer fiinds from one category to

another within their current
approved budget, Lin said.

"A lot of groups were

allocated a small por^

tion of what they asked

for."

Alyssa Kang
Asian Pacific Coalition

Mark F^ilido, the finance com-
mittee chairman, will first review
and prepare all the requests and
appeals for the government mem-
bers to vote on at their Aug. 27
meeting. As members of an elected

body, they have the final say as lo

where all the money goes.

The members voted on the

budget in absence of student body
president Danette Martin, who was
at a national suident government
conference in Wisconsin.

"I know she didn't have a real

objection." Gonzalez said. "We
discussed this earUer on the budget
review committee, and we didn't

want to see the budget rip^xxi apart

hnc by line."

Martin, Gonzalez, Pulido. Gen-
eral Representative Manny Lopez,

and Adminisu^tive Assistant Mar-
garet Snow served on the commit-
tee.

We're Making a
Difference.

Annertcan Heart
AssociationV

TenPercent editor in ciiief Darin Soler i^signs
By Valerie Rosenberg

Darin Soler has resigned his

position as this year's TenPercent
editor in chief in order to fulfill his

dream of living in San Francisco.

TenPercent is the UCLA news-
magazine that focuses on the gay,
lesbian and bisexual community.

"I really did want to do TenPer-
cent, but I've wanted to go to San

Francisco," said Soler, who made
his decision two weeks ago.

**There were both professional and
personal advantages for me to go
to San Francisco. TenPercent was
the only advantage in Los
Angeles."

Soler said he is interested in

working in the radio industry and
has chosen San Francisco because
that city has more professional

opportunities. He said he will

probably enroll in a community
college up north and eventually try

to transfer to UC Berkeley.

Even though he is leaving the

newsmagazine, Soler said he will

continue to pursue his interest in

gay publications in the Bay Area.

"I have always been working
within the gay community, and I

always will be."

The ASUCLA Communications
Board, which oversees student

media, is expected to appoint

Wendy Dale to the magazine's top

post during their meeting Wednes-
day. She is the only candidate.

As editor in chief, Soler had
planned to implement many
changes in TenPercent. *The pap-

See EDITOR, page 9

Nisei Weeic

Members of the Japanese communi-
ty participate In a parade in Little

Tokyo to commemorate Nisei Week,
above. Dancers wear Japanese
gowns for the festivities, right.

Photos by Greg Fox

Gas leak found near Campus Comer eatery
Faulty pipe to be

replaced by Friday

By Brigitte Brady

A UCLA maintenance worker discov-

ered a gas leak last weekend under Bruin

Walk near the Campus Comer eatery,

authorities said.

Inspectors called out to investigate the

pungent odor first found a damaged pipe

elbow, but after further probing, realized the

whole section of gas line had lo be replaced

from Campus Comer to Kerckhoff Hall.

Crews will work aruund the clock to

install the new pipe by Friday. Insiead of

tearing up Bruin Walk to replace the pipe,

workers are digging undemeath the walk-

way.

"We have to dig underneath Bruin Walk
in order not to ruin the walk," said Project

Manager Ernie Rios. "It takes a little longer,

but we want to disrupt the walk as hitle as

possible."

He admitted the construction is a bit

noisy, but said the disruption is justifiable.

"It's a little inconvenient, but it's belter than

having a fire."

The gas lines were last replaced before

the 1984 Olympic Games, Rios said.

Total costs for the installation have not

been dctcniiiiied.

The pipe's replacement comes at a time
when other construction is occurring around
Bruin Walk.

The other construction involves creating

a wheelchair-accessible path through the

area.

"1 have always been

working within the gay

community, and I

always will be."

Darin Soler
Former TenPercent editor

Healthwatch

Take cover:

tannings aids

may not be
safe enough
By Laurel Eu
Student Health Services

Despite warnings about the sun's
damaging effects on the skin, some Bruins
still feel a tan is attractive and a symbol of
fun.

"I like being somewhat tan," said UCLA
senior Tanya Machnick. "I think it looks

nice and gives people a healthy glow.

"Besides, I like the way it feels. Getting a

tan has a warming effect. It's nice when
people get a tan from doing enjoyable

activities."

Dental student Brian Dunn also admits
that it is nice to have some color, but worries

about getting too much sun. He said he is

fortunate lo spend enough time outdoors to

acquire some tan, but he uses sunscreen.

"Tanning accelerators are a

nice concept since many peo-

pie want tans, but many der-

matologists are not convinced

that the products work."

Howard Murad
UCLA dermatology professor

In the past few years, there have been a

growing number of products designed for

consumers who want tans but are concemed
about sun ixotection.

For example, sunscreens with a low sun
protection factor (SPF), which allow for

some tan, are the most popular at the

ASUCLA Country Store.

Sunless tanners are another such product
in demand. A cosmetic salesperson at

Bullock's department store in Westwood
Village reported sales of more than 100

bottles of sunless tanners a month and
predicted other cosmetic counters had
similar sales volume of these products.

However, consumers cannot assume that

these products really provide "a safer tan."

"Low SPF (2 to 4) products offer only
minimal protection and may give the user a

false sense of security," said Howard
Murad, assistant clinical professor of
dermatology at UCLA. He added that low
SPF products use few of the chemicals that

filter the sun's rays.

Users should also be aware that reappli-

caiion of a sunscreen ensures dependability,

but does not extend the time. Thus, if one
lends to bum quickly, using a sunscreen
with SPF 2 or 4 will allow tanning — even
tHiming— depending on how long one slays

in the sun.

Products called tanning and sun protec-
tion agents may not actually provide much
protection at all. These tanning agents may
contain aloe, mineral, baby or coconut oil to

soothe and moisturize the skin, but may not
offei any UV protection.

Other tanning enhancer products called

tanning accelerators or magnifiers often

contain amino acids. Manufacturers claim
that applying these acids topically will

See TANNING, page 8
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Briefs
World

Peru investigates

diiid siavery deatlis

LIMA, Peru — Peruvian officials say
ihey have found the bodies of children—
perhaps up to 50 — who are believed to

have died while enslaved in the Amazon
gold mining trade.

Labor Ministry official Victor Salorio

and Tombopata province District Attor-

ney Hugo Concha said in reports pub-
lished Wednesday in the newspaper
Expreso that the children, between the

ages 10 and 14, died of disease, malnutri-

tion or gunshot wounds while working in

the mines.

Salorio, who led a commission that

uncovered the bodies Monday, said the

children were "semi-enslaved" because

they were sold or given by their parents to

traders and did not receive payment for

their work.

Nation

'Bung* the diabetic

orangutan dies at 35
PHILADELPHIA — A diabetic oran-

gutan who was trained to give himself
daily insulin shots has died of cancer at the

Philadelphia Zoo, officials said Wednes-
day.

Bung, a 35-year-old Sumairan orangu-
tan, was put to sleep Tuesday when it was
discovered he had inoperable colon
cancer. He had been a favorite at the zoo
since 1962 and had fathered seven
offspring.

Bung has been administering insulin

shots to himself since 1986, when he was
diagnosed with diabetes. His exploits led

to his being named junior Poster Child for

the American Diabetes Association and
he was later featured in a video promoting
Diabetes Awareness Month.

No Art allowed at
Paul Simon concert

Art Garfunkel is a bit miffed that

former partner Paul Simon didn't ask him
to take pan in his Thursday night concert

in Central Park.

"I'm not good enough to be invited,"

Garfunkel told The New York Times.
"My guess is that it would hurt his sense of
stature."

Garfunkel, his wife, actress Kathryn
Cermak, and their 8-month-old son James
visited Simon's Long Island home during
the weekend but Garfunkel passed up the

chance to ask Simon about the snub. "Paul
and I communicate as if we almost know
what the other one's thinking and there's

just the occasional need to clarify," he
said. "I just sensed that he wasn't going to

ask me to sing in the show."

'Bungee mooner'
receives citation

GALVESTON, Texas — A 32-year-

old man has been charged with disorderly

conduct for allegedly baring his backside
while hanging upside-down from a

bungee jumping cord.

James Fedigan of Houston faces a fine

of up to $100 plus court costs for the

incident last weekend. Fedigan is accused

of dropping his swimming trunks several

times after jumping from a crane platform

on the beach with a bungee cord tied

around his ankles.

Galveston litter control officer James
Puccetti issued the citation to Fedigan
after watching the construction worker
slip off his trunks.

"I put disorderly conduct on the ticket

but when he asked what the ticket was for,

I said, 'Bungee mooning,'" Puccetti said

Tuesday. "He got a laugh out of it and he

shook my hand and thanked me for not

having him arrested.

Where there's an
Elvis, there's a will

POMPANO BEACH, Fla. — BeUy

Johnson isn*t happy Elvis Presley is dead,

but she is making a killing on his demise.

About three weeks ago, Johnson got the

idea that there may be a market for copies

of the rock 'n' roll king's will.

Johnson, who operates a Pompano
Beach courtroom records business, took

out an ad in USA Today offering copies of

the 13-page will for $22. Her initial cost

for the will was a $35 coiirt fee and she has

received 300 orders so far from as far

away as England and Australia.

The document, which is full of legal

jargon, contains all the appropriate Mem-
phis markings and Presley's signature but

Johnson said she's found skeptics in

Hawaii "because he's supposed to be

living there, you know."
Steve Marshall, a spokesman for

Graceland, said guardians of Elvis 's

estate are not thrilled with Johnson's new
business.

The will is a public document, and
authorities said Johnson's new business is

perfectly legal.

state

Police use of 'pain

compliance' upheld
SAN DIEGO — A federal magistrate

has upheld the use of a martial arts

weapon and **pain compliance" grips and
holds by police to break up demonstra-
tions, including those by abortion foes.

Magistrate Roger Curtis McKee said

that, under the San Diego Police Depart-
ment's pain compliance policy, demon-
strators taking part in sit-ins or blockades

at family planning clinics are given the

option of moving along before police put
their hands on them.

*The policy allows the option of using

pain compliance techniques, but did not

mandate the use of any specific degree of
force," McKee said in his five-page ruling

in a civil suit filed by six anti-abortion

demonstrators who took part in a 1989
Operation Rescue blockade of a birth

control clinic in San Diego.

Rick James' request
for lower bail denied
SAN FERNANDO— A judge refused

Wednesday to lower the $1 million bail

for funk singer Rick James, held on sexual

assault and torture charges, but did reduce
the bail for the musician's girlfiriend.

Municipal Court Judge John C. Gunn
denied the request to lower James' bail

despite his defense lawyer's contention

that the bail was set higher than the

allegations warranted because James is a
celebrity.

Gunn lowered the bail for James* co-

defendant and girlfriend, Tanya Ann
Hijazi. 21, from $500,000 to $200,000.

James, the 42-year-old "King of Funk"
whose real name is Leroi Curwall
Johnson, and Hijazi allegedly imprisoned

a 24-year-old woman in his Hollywood
Hills home for three days, torturing her

with a hot cocaine pipe and forcing her to

perform sex acts.

From United Press International
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Janitor accused of selling Dahmer report to paper
United Press International

MILWAUKEE. Wise. — A janitor has
been suspended for allegedly taking confi-
dential reports about the Jeffrey Dahmer
serial killing case from a prosecutor's desk
and providing copies to the New York
Times.

Stephen Sessions. 29. told police he took
information about the Dahmer investigation
from the desk of a deputy Milwaukee
County district attorney in a locked office in

his assigned cleaning area of the Safety
Building, copied it, and gave the material to
a "non-county employee," said a memo
from Deputy District Attorney Herman
John.

Sessions was suspended from his job with

the county on Monday after signing a

confession made to the Milwaukee Police

Department's internal affairs division.

Thurmon Dansby, county deputy director

of public works and development, said a

report on the matter would be given to the

county corporation counsel's office and a

decision would be made whether to fire

Sessions.

"He was approached by some reporter for

a New York newspaper," Dansby said. "He
went back to the place he cleans, observed
documents, copied them and gave them to

the reporter for a fee. I heard it was $200."

New York Times spokeswoman Nancy
Neilsen denied the paper paid any money

for the information.

"We did nothing inappropriate. Our
policy is, we do not purchase news from
news sources," Neilsen said. "In this

specific case we did not pay for the report

nor were we asked to pay for it."

District Attorney E. Michael McCann
said the matter was a serious breach of

security. He criticized the New York Times
for using the material, which was included

in a front-page story about Dahmer pub-

lished Aug. 4 and a follow-up psychological

analysis published Aug. 6.

"Shame on the New York Times,"
McCann said. "While the extensive media
attention given to this case is understand-

able, every professional ought to act

responsibly.

'The public has a right to know, but it also

has a right to believe fair trials will not be

thwarted and criminal investigations will

not be compromised by overzealous
media."

McCann said release of the report did not

harm his office's investigation into the

Dahmer case.

The Times story included a report that

Dahmer allegedly fried the biceps of a

victim in vegetable oil and ate it Dahmer
also was quoted as telling police he killed

his victims because he did not want them to

leave him.

Buddhist temple murderers may have been after
By Eric Kramer
United Press International

PHOENIX, Ariz. — Greed-driven gun-
men who killed nine people in a Buddhist
temple staged a well-planned attack that

may have been a drug rip-off, investigators

said Wednesday.
The killers, probably wearing latex

gloves, searched the living quarters of the
monks extensively, but did not touch small
amounts of cash or a safe containing

valuables.

*The reason this happened was they were
looking for something," said Capt. Jerry

White, the chief investigator. 'They either

were looking for something or they wanted
us to think they were."

Maricopa County Sheriff's Department
spokesman Duane Brady said the killers

may have been looking for dnigs.

Although the crime involves religious,

racial and diplomatic sensitivities, police

were beginning to work with Thailand to

identify the victims and check into their

backgrounds.

"The Thai ambassador is assisting us and
the Thai government is helping us do
background profiles on all the victims who
were Thai citizens," said Sgt. Russ Kimball.

He said Thai authorities are trying to

determine what the monks did in Thailand

before they entered the religious life. He
said they also want to learn about the

families of the victims.

"Right now we don't know why they

were killed," White said. "We do know that

it was neatly done and . . . whoever killed

these people are capable of killing anyone."
Soon after the bodies were discovered

Saturday, they were identified as six monks,
a nun and a 16-year-old high school student

studying to become a monk.
Sometimes identified as an acolyte,

members of the temple say the 21 -year-old

was not a religious figure. They have
identified him as either the grounds keeper,

a visitor or a tourist
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kland Tribune fights closure

foundation lieips solve debt
By Ken O'Toole
United Press International

OAKLAND — The publisher of the financially

strapped Oakland Tribune announced Wednesday
that the newspaper, the only major black-owned

publication in the nation, "is here to stay" after

resolving its debt problems with Gannett Co. Inc.

•The Tribune is saved. . . . Our prayers have been

answered/* publisher Robert Maynard said of the

last-minute reprieve as wild cheering broke out in the

newsroom, packed with employees and reporters

from other media who had gathered for the

announcement
Word of the deal to spare the Tribune came after an

around-the-clock negotiating session that ended with

a 5:20 a.m. agreement to retire $3 1 million in debt to

Gannett, the newspaper's former owner, for about 25

cents on the dollar.

The agreement— a reversal of ill-fortune over the

past decade for the 117-year-old newspaper— was
announced after former Gannett CEO Allen H.

Neuharth*s Freedom Forum foundation offered its

financial assistance.

It gives Gannett $5.5 million in preferred stock in

the Tribune and a $2.5 million cash payment financed

by the foundation.

Neuharth, appearing with Maynard, said his group
— the nation's largest media-oriented foundation—
would infuse "several hundred thousands of dollars**

of financial support immediately "to meet the

Oakland Tribune's current operating needs and to

settle with other creditors as it has done with

Gannett/*

"If those negotiations can be completed in the next

30 to 60 days, we are prepared then to invest several

million dollars in operating capital so that this major
newspaper can survive and thrive,*' Neuharth said.

A statement from Gannett at its headquarters in

Arlington, Va., said only that the media giant agreed
with the content of Maynard 's announcement.

Veteran poUce reporter Harry Harris, an employee

at the Pulitzer Prize-winning paper for 26 years, said:

"Six hundred jobs have been saved, (aiid) a
newspaper is saved in a city that badly needs a piece
of good news.**

But the good news for Oakland came with some
bad news as another large employer, Nabisco,
announced Wednesday that it was closing its plant in

the city, which would put some 100 people out of
work.

Alameda County Supervisor Don Pcrata said plant
closings such as Nabisco*s and the threatened closing
at the Tribune were just what he and a coalition of
business leaders formed to fight.

"We are trying to recharge our economy," he said,

and the Tribune's revival came as "a nice surprise"
after days of doubt
Maynard last Thursday announced that the paper

would publish its fmal edition Wednesday if the debt
could not be restructured. He said his offer of $2.5
million in payment for the debt was turned down by
Gannett last week, jeopardizing a tentative agree-
ment with an unnamed investor who was willing to
rescue the newspaper by buying the note and infusing

much-needed capital.

Had the Tribune folded, Oakland would have
become the nation's largest city without a daily
newspaper.

The Freedom Forum, with over $670 million in

assets, was started in 1935 as the Frank E. Gannett
foundation. Last July 4, it changed its name to the
Freedom Forum and is dedicated to issues including
free press.

The Arlington-based non-profit group supports
programs and publications related to First Amend-
ment rights and operates the Freedom Forum Media
Sttidies Center, the nation's leading institute for the
advanced study of mass communications and
technological change, at Colombia University in

New York.

Maynard and his wife, Nancy, bought the Tribune
in 1983, making it the only daily newspaper in the
nation published by a black family.

Atom switch may open new era
IBM team discovers key

to future memory devices

By Rebecca Kolberg
United Press International

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A tiny switch made of
just a single atom may lay the foundation for an
amazing new generation of miniature electronic

devices, scientists said Wednesday.
In microscopic experiments, researchers from

IBM's Almaden Research Center in San Jose, Calif.,

found they could start and stop the flow of an electric

current by moving an atom of the gaseous element,
xenon, between two tiny electrodes.

. The accomplishment, reported in the British

scientific journal Nature, is "conceptually equivalent
to turning electric lights on and off by flipping a wall
switch," IBM said in a statement.

Donald Eigler, head of the IBM team, emphasized
it is impossible to predict if the laboratory wonder
can be converted into commercially practical
applications like computer switches.

"But my hope is that our fundamental research will
lay the scientific foundation for future generations of
very small electronic devices, including those thai
may someday be mass-produced on an atomic scale,"
Eigler said.

C.F. Quale of Stanford University in Palo Alto,
Calif, agreed the work opens the prospects for
building electronic devices with atomic dimensions.
The clusters of atoms on one silicon computer disk
12" in diameter would have the potential to store the
entire contents of the Library of Congress, he said.

However, speed appears to be the limiting factor!
he said.

Even if scientists could create 10 million
"memory" clusters of 1 ,000 atoms each per second, it

would take 230 days to fill a 12"-diamctcr computer
disk and another 230 days to read the information
Quale said.

'The solution will be to work towards massively

parallel reading and writing systems," Quale said in

an editorial accompanying the study.

Another challenge will be to adapt the atomic
s A'itch, which in the study was operated in a super-

cooled vacuum, so it can function under everyday,
room temperature conditions.

To make the switch, the IBM leam employed a
device called a scanning tunneling microscope,
which uses an ultra-fine, electronic needle to "feel"

atoms on an object's surface in a manner reminiscent
of a finger feeling the raised dots of Braille script.

Since its development in 198 1 by IBM scientists in

Switzerland, the scanning tunneling micrc)scope has
yielded important advances, including the first direct

images of deoxyribonucleic acid — the genetic
blueprint of all life.

Recently, scientists have started using the device
for purposes other than passive imaging, including
using voltage changes to precisely transfer atoms.

In their work, Eigler's team positioned a xenon
atom between two electrodes: the microscope's
narrow Uingsten tip and a single crystal of nickel.

When a short voltage pulse was applied to either

electrode, the resulting electric current caused the

xenon to jump across the small gap to the opposite
electrode.

When the xenon atom was sitting on the nickel

surface, researchers found electrical conductance
was low or "off" But if the atom was made tojump to

the microscope lip, electrical conductance was high
or "on."

The atom could be made to hop in either direction— repeatedly Hip "off and "on" — by simply
reversing polarity of the voltage pulses, researchers
said.

Eigler said xenon was chosen for the switch
because his team had previous experience working
with the element, but other atoms from other

elements probably also could be used for switching.

Currently, the IBM team is trying to nail down the

precise mechanism that makes the minuscule switch
work. It is also investigating whether it may be

possible to make similar switches by trapping atoms
in cage-like molecules.

Stop Smoking.

American Heart
Association

PACE
From page 1

formats varied. But generally,
these guides included a summary
of student ratings from evaluation
forms they fill out the last week of
classes each quarter.

They also contained professors'

course syllabi and some included a
summary of students' written
comments taken from the evalua-
tion forms.

The most recent handbook.
Professors and Course Evaluations
(PACE), stopped publication after

the 1984-85 issue because of
various problems, including inac-

curacies and claims of bias.

Buntrock said the guide was not
always accurate. At one point, a
visiting professor's evaluation was
mixed up with that of a professor

emeriuis.

Also, the guide was not exten-

sive enough, she said. Because
ratings of professors could be
included only after they signed a
release, very few classes were
represented. And sometimes entire

departments were omitted because
they had internal evaluation sys-

tems.

On top of that, a great deal of

pressure to discontinue the guide
came from distinguished faculty

members who were insulted by the

pubhcation, she said. *They feel

it's too bmial."

Nathaniel Grossman, a mathe-
matics professor, opposed PACE
because he found it unscientific.

"It's anonymous, uncalibrated.

There have never been any studies

to validate it against any known
precedent of teaching," he said.

"By and large, it is made up of

collections of gossip and hearsay

that can sometimes be libelous."

But Grossman feels that the

major concern lies beyond the

publication itself and within the

evaluation system that the guide

uses as its basis of information. He
said the ratings have "no real

meaning" because they have
nothing to be compared with, and

CON SAFOS

they cannot measure the abstract

notion of excellence in teaching.

However, David Kaplan, chair-

man of the faculty senate, said

people should not confuse the

suidents* perception of teaching

with the university's.

He added that a single com-
prehensive guide containing a

year-long schedule of classes,

evaluations and coiu'se informa-

tion could be helpful to students.

"Students do the best they can

to no rating at all. "Although it's

not always clear that the person
with the nine is better than the

person with the six or seven, a low
score like a three is a pretty good
signal that there is something
wrong," he said.

Currently, there are other
resources for students to use. For
example, the economics depart-

ment makes the results of their

evaluations available to all stu-

dents.

"It*s anonymous, uncalibrated. There have never

been any studies to validate it against any known
precedent of teaching. By and large, it is made up

of collections of gossip and hearsay that can some-

times be libelous."

Nathaniel Grossman
Mathematics professor

using intuition, resources, gossip

and other sources to select

courses," he said. "I feel that the

university does not provide them
with nearly enough information to

do that in a rational way."
Kaplan said there should be no

objection to adding this informa-

tion to the material students

already use. "Students are already

asking their friends, and that way
instead of getting a semi-scientific

survey, you're getting an opinion

from one or two people."

Students seem to agree. Joseph
Hong, a UCLA senior majoring in

history, said he asked many people

about professors when he trans-

ferred to this campus. "I think

(PACE) would help a lot, definite-

ly in a large school like this."

Bryan Ellickson, undergraduate

vice chairman of the economics
department, remembers using the

guides when he was in school.

And he said that as poor as the

guides may be, he still prefers them

And the UCLA Alumni Associ-
ation recently published "The
Smdent Guide to UCLA Profes-

sors," in which professors give

their philosophy on teaching.

Keith Brant, director of student

alumni relations, created the alum-
ni guide. "A lot of students don't

get to know their professors, and
this is a way of letting them know a

little about them beforehand."

However, Brant said that

although this guide was published,

the association did not have good
response from the professors. Only
haljf of the faculty responded.

And he perceives that PACE
will have an even more difficult

time. "PACE is a good idea, but the

problem is there is not consensus
among faculty to make their

evaluations public."

The Alumni Association guide

is being distributed to orientation

smdents and is also available at the

ASUCLA Sttidenis' Store.

From page 1

week. The second and final issue is

slated to come out during the fu-st

week of September.

The magazine features stories

about Latino day laborers, gay
militants, Viemamese refugees

and Los Angeles public transpor-

tation, as well as columns by the

various writers and editors.

According to a statement on Page

3, the magazine's goal was to focus

on Los Angeles in a way that the

mainsD'cam media does not.

While working on Con Safos,

the editorial staffs of the newsma-
gazines learned the mechanics of

putting together a newsmagazine
— and got to know each other

better— while earning a stipend of

$240 per week that allows them to

spend the majority of their time

producing the magazine and
attending workshops.

The stipends are being funded

by a $60,000 grant from ASU-
(XA's governing board.

The training program has two

goals, according to adviser Arvli

Ward. First, the staffs of the

newsmagazines leam the tech-

niques essential to good journal-

ism, such as editing and writing

skills.

*Thc program tries to present a

model for putting together a

magazine that editors can adopt or

borrow from/' Ward said. "I really

think we'll see some differences

(in next year's newsmagazines)."

Sheila Moreland, editor in chief

of Together, UCLA's feminist

newsmagazine, said she defmitely

learned a lot of important lessons

about putting together a magazine.

Her opinion was echoed by all the

editors.

Second, the staffs are encour-

aged to get to know one another as

people. While working on Con
Safos, the staffs of the newsmaga-
zines were divided up into groups
composed of several members
from each newsmagazine to tackle

different tasks.

"I think you can see that we have
built a rapport here," said Jaime
Maldonado, editor in chief of La
Gente. UCLA's Chicano/Latino
and Native American newsmaga-
zine, as staff members from
Pacific Ties, the Asian Pacific

newsmagazine, wandered casually

into his office.

"I've always talked to jxjople in

other magazines, but for some
reason people tend to isolate

themselves (in their respective

magazines), and if you don't know
them already, it's difficult to get to

know them," he said.

Other staff members agreed that

the second goal of the program had
been a success.

"When the class first started, all

the groups were in their own
comers. Now when we meet, we
just sit anywhere," said Wendy
Dale, candidate for editor in chief

of TenPercent, UCLA's gay, les-

bian and bisexual newsmagazine.
In a way, the program takes a

roundabout path toward avoiding

the sort of conflict between news-
magazines exemplified by last

year's dispute between NOMMO,
the African student newsmagazine
and Ha'Am, the Jewish student

newsmagazine, over NOMMO
articles that the Jewish community
called anti-Semitic.

The philosophy is that if the

newsmagazine staffs work
together, they will get to know
each other and form better working
relationships which will ultimately

lead toward understanding each

other. Ward said.

However, not all the staff

members feel that this is what the

program accomplished, or was
designed to do.

"I don't think we really under-

stand each other better," said Isaac

Bialik, associate editor of Ha'Am.
"I think a lot of what happened is

people had to cover up vital issues

to preserve the peace."

But as far as the program
creating better journalists, he was
more optimistic. "I think we've
done that."
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1007 BROXTON AVE Upper Legs & Bikini $15

^^^2^?-?m'^'^^ Full Legs & Bikini $20

Regular size }(

r^ yogurt or

ice-cream
'^ - (offer cxprcs 8/25/91)

Always a 10% Discount to

UCLA studenis/faculty with I.D,

(regular price iletni only)

not good with any other discount

Baslun(^Robbins
Icetremmo iotmrt

208-8048 Westwood Village

NEED CASH?
Earn $ld5.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

824-9941

vP

>H
,Xxx\^

iov>

Personalized Pet Care

& Home Sitting

References Insured

B.J. Weaver

(800)834-4969

WESTWOOD
Bi-RITE
DRU

^i^w

We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET.PCS
MEDI-CAL*BLUE CROSS

Paid Prescription Drugs

M-F 9am - 6:30 pm
Sat 9:30 am- 1:30 pm

208-3701

men
$55 Spiral / Peain &. Cut Exp 9/6/91

1 O cut &< blow

$50
women
cut &v blow

root pemi
$45
Perm &< Cut

1419 Westwood Blvd. OPEri 7 Days
479^625/478-9316
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TANNING
From page 3

decrease the time needed to tan.

Because of the shortened exposure

time needed to tan, manufacturers

may advertise that the product is

"safer."

"The question is whether the

amino acids are absorbed when

applied on lop of the skin," Murad

said. *Tanning accelerators are a

nice concept since many people

want tans, but many dermatolo-

gists are not convinced that the

products work."

Those who do not want to be in

the sun, but still want a tan may
consider cosmetic tans. Cosmetic

coloring agents called bronzers are

becoming more popular, accord-

ing to Murad, who said he would

rather see people use bronzers than

spend a day in the sun.

He noted that today's bronzers

have improved much from the

older preparations which often

imparted yellow or orange tones.

The advantage— as well as the

disadvantage — of bronzers are

that they are water soluble, do not

chemically react to the skin, and

need to be reapplied after bathing.

Murad also cautioned that bron-

zers often have no UV protection

property.

A slightly more permanent
cosmetic tan can be obtained from
sunless tanners. These products

often contain dihydroxyacetone

(DHA) or naphthoquinones that

chemically interact with the pro-

teins on the skin's surface, dark-

ening the upper layer in about three

hours.

Repeat applications deepen the

color which fades as cells fall off.

Reapplication is necessary every

three or four days to maintain the

color.

Sunless tanners arc said to be
much better than older prepara-

tions and are formulated for a

range of skin types. Users should

do a patch test to check the color

ORIENTATION

and their sensitivity to the product.
Consumers should check

whether they need a sunscreen
since some sunless tanners do not
offer any UV protection.

While sunless tanning skips
some of the steps involved in
natural tanning— resuldng in skin
thickening and production of pro-
teins and pigment— sunless tans
do not provide the same UV
protection as a natural tan, accord-
ing to Murad.

Some tanning alternatives, such
as tanning pills, are dangerous.
The pills, which may contain
Vitamin A, synthetic beta carotene
(found in many fruits and veget-
ables) and an ingredient called
canthaxanthin, are classified as
illegal by the Food and Drug
Administration.

Although canthaxanthin is

approved at very low levels for
coloring some foods and drugs, it

has not been approved at any level

for tanning purposes.

Another tanning alternative that

has been criticized by health

officials are tanning salons, which
were formerly promoted as pro-
viding "safe tans" via lower-ener-

gy UVA rays.

Dermatological research has
shown that UVA rays can pene-
trate more deeply, weakening the

skin's connective tissue, affecting

the immune system and aging the

skin.

Research strongly suggests an
association between UVA and
allergic reactions and eye damage,
including corneal bums, retinal

damage and cataracts.

Although the research is excit-

ing, the effectiveness of many
"safer tan" products is still in

question. Consequently, consum-
ers should continue to make
protection from the sun a top

priority.

From page 1

wives and children gathered for

welcome speeches by four deans

from the UCLA Medical School.

Afterward, the students split

into smaller groups with older

students and faculty members,
while their families received a tour

of the campus.

After breaking the ice with
various games, the new students
had a chance to ask questions. And
they got advice they would never
have found in any catalog — like
the advantage of choosing male
cadavers because they have a
lower percentage of body fat,

which complicates anatomical
work.

The students spent their second
day with the older students. Ice
cream sundaes in hand, the new
students asked more questions and
enjoyed the last relaxing Saturday
they will have for a long time.

Sunday was devoted to light
sociaUzing between the new stu-
dents and the professors who teach
first-year courses.

But the scope of the program
will not be Umited to this thrce-day
weekend. The 42 older students

who organized the orientation

have each paired up with three or

four of the new students.

During the upcoming year, these

"big siblings" will keep in contact

with their "little siblings" through

monthly lunches and an always-

outstretched hand.

*«i
'It is important to me that they

feel that there is someone they can

call," said big sibling Vema Porter.

A UCSB graduate said he had

been worried that UCLA Medical

School would be very impersonal.

"Now I'm just excited to start,"

said Steve Potter.

Like most of the other freshmen.

Potter said he would like to be a big

sibling next year to pass on this

year's good experience.

The organizers decided to split

this year's orientation into three

days because last year's was

crammed into one long day, and

that was too much.

This time around, the new
students had more time to form

social bonds with their classmates.

And their only complaint was that

the orientation should have been

even longer.

We offer over 1 5 lines of Hair Products!

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

Sewage closed

2,400 beaches
in last 2 years
United Press International

Raw sewage and other toxic
contaminants werc responsible for
the closure of at least 2,400
beaches in 10 states — including
CaUfomia— in the past two years,
a study released Wednesday said.

In California, at least 252
beaches were closed in Monterey
in 1990, by far the largest number
of closures in the state. Trouble-
some Santa Monica Bay, the focus
of a federal clean-up plan, logged
at least 22 closures in the two year
time period, the report by the
Natiiral Resources Defense Coun-
cil said.

"What this means is that when
people go to the beach, they may
find their beaches closed, or if

open, they may run the risk of
swimming in polluted waters,"
said Sarah Chasis, a lawyer with
the environmental group.

The report said the pollution is

primarily linked to overloaded or
inadequate sewage systems and
treatment plants. But contamina-
tion sources also include industry,

road spills, septic tanks and boats
as well as urban runoff.

According to the federal Envir-

onmental Protection Agency,
those who swim in contaminated
waters can be exposed to many
illnesses caused by bacteria and
viruses, including intestinal disor-

ders, skin rashes and fevers.

The study examined coastal

areas in California, Maine, Massa-
chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecti-
cut, New York, New Jersey,

Delaware, Maryland and Florida.

Roughly half of all beach
closures occurred in New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut,

according to the report, which
studied entire coastlines in some
states and selected locales in

others.

California areas studied
included Los Angeles, San Diego,
Monterey, Mendocino and San
Mateo counties.

Chasis said the statistics on
Santa Monica Bay may be slightly

misleading because the beaches in

the area are probably not closed as

often as they should be.

EorroR
From page 3

er, in the past, has been too

conservative. We've been target-

ing a closeted audience rather than

a more informed audience. (The

closeted) audience is a significant

one, but it limits what we can do in

our work."

Soler also wanted to expand
TenPercent's off-campus distri-

bution, such as sending issues to

high school counselors who deal

with gay and lesbian youth. "Part

of TenPercent's goal is bringing

the outside world into campus as

well as covering campus issues."

Like Soler, Dale said she hopes

to change the direction of the

publication.

"I would like to present a more

mature paper, and deal with the

issues instead of just glossing them

over," Dale said. "I would also like

to show that there is not only one

gay lifestyle. There are a lot of

subcultures. I'd like to show a

world outside UCLA."
Soler said he is confident Dale

will move forward with TenPer-

ccnt in the direction the newsma-

gazine needs to go.

Arvli Ward, adviser to UCLA's
seven newsmagazines, is just as

confident in Dale. "We're sorry to

see Darin go, but I think Wendy

will be a great editor. She's proven

to be a very talented writer."

DO YOU NEED AN
EYE EXAM ?

An annual checkup will assure

you of good vision now and
longer lasting sight in the future.

A thorough eye exann with our
optometrist, Dr. Hyman, and our

professional staff can be

arranged to fit your schedule.

Same day service is available for

contacts and glasses in

most cases.

Good vision is worth the time

you take to care for it.

Westwood
Optometric Centre

918 Westwood Boulevard(Comer of Le Conte)

Westwood Village

208-3913
Most Vision

Insurance Plans
Accepted

Hours: M-F 10-5:30 Sat: 10-5:00

TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

$3.70

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken After 3:00pm to close
• Egg 1?oll

• Gyoza
• Fried Rice

.'_S[^Li.l^i^^ Ji/J-tL^£ -diiih- ri!-^^™ -

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE "fOr"pTcI<Up"
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

e-iu

Attention
All Student Organizations ! !

!

ASUCLA Board of Directors Programming Fund Proposals

are now available in the USAC President's Office, 304 KH.

Proposals are due Thursday, 8/22 by 5:00 pm in the USAC
Programming Committee Office, 312B KH.

Remember when turning in proposals to sign up for a hearing

time on 8/28.

For more information, please call x55017 and ask for Rick
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Commentary

Homosexuals should not receive special treatment
Next week, the California

Senate Committee on
Appropriations will con-

sider a very controversial and
dangerous bill which seeks to

amend the Fair Employment
and Housing Act (FEHA) to

grant special minority status to

the homosexual and bisexual

communities within California.

In fact, this legislation.

Assembly Bill 101, was the

honorary grand marshall at

both the Los Angeles and San
Francisco gay pride parades

earlier this year.

Actually, AB 101 seeks to

include sexual orientation

within the unlawful basis for

discrimination in housing and
employment under the FEHA.
In fact, what the bill is really

about is granting the

homosexual and bisexual com-
munities in California special

minority status based upon
alleged historical discrimination.

However, it sets a very

dangerous precedent to afford a

special interest group such as

the gay and lesbian community
legal protection against discri-

mination. Some may disagree

with my assumption that gays
and lesbians are not a tradi-

tional minority, but are simply
an interest group seeking to

obtain a disproportionate

amount of legal protection.

Why is the homosexual com-
munity not a minority worthy
of special protection under the

law? Simple. There is no way
for a landlord or prospective

employer to know a person is

gay unless that person volun-

teers the information to his

future employer. Whether a

person be homosexual, bisexual

or heterosexual, it is clear that

any employer might feel

uncomfortable hiring a person
who so openly professes his or
her sexual orientation. This

Christopher
Wysocki
seems to be basic human
nature at work, not any type

of discrimination against one
group by another.

There are some people who
would charge that my opposi-

tion to AB 101 means that I

feel gays and lesbians should

stay in their sacred closet Eto

not misunderstand me on this

issue. If people wish to

express their sexual preferences

10 the general public, then by
all means I salute them for

their passion and courage.

However, in the workplace,

there is no room for free

expression of sexual orienta-

tion. I say this not because I

am homophobic, but because

we live in a litigious society

where claims of sexual harass-

ment are of great concern to

any employer who is consider-

ing a prospe<:tive employee.

Some fellow employees may
view a proclamation of sexual-

ity (be it homosexual or heter-

osexual) as sexual harassment
Simply put, sexuality is not a

factor in the workplace.

Aside from pragmatic rea-

sons for opposing AB 101,

there is a higher standard

against which this legislation

must be judged. What this

piece of legislation seeks to do
is mandate that people get

along and feel good about each

other. By making AB 101

solely a gay issue, leaders of

the homosexual community
have actually stumbled upon a

clever tactic to mandate that

people feel happy with one
another all the time. While
appealing to the ear, mandated
cooperation and harmony does

not work and never will work
in a society where choices

have to be made every single

day.

Do not get me wrong. It is

my sincerest belief that sup-

porters of this bill truly believe

the homosexual community has

been historically discriminated

against and are deserving of

special legal protection in Cali-

fornia. However, it is my
belief that homosexuals in this

state are certainly treated as

equals along with heterosexuals

in both professional and social

circles from the Mexican bor-

der to the state line of Oregon.
What is so frustrating is the

fact that lesbians and gays

already tend to have higher

than average rates of employ-
ment in areas where a large

gay community is located. Gay
men and lesbian women have
not historically been discrimi-

nated against in the housing

and employment market in

California. To witness this fact,

one only need to look at the

large and active gay communi-
ties in the major cities of this

state.

I think I have spent too

much time on illustrating that

homosexuals are not a minority

worthy of special treatment

under the law. The facts are

relatively clear The large and
vocal gay community in Cali-

fornia has garnered much
political power in both state

and municipal governments.

Politically, homosexuals are

probably represented proix>r-

tionally to their population.

Socially, it is no longer a

stigma in California to be

identified as a homosexual.

How, then, can a bill such as

AB 101 be seriously consid-

ered?

The answer is extremely

clear. Members of powerful

groups such as ACT-UP and

Queer Nation have simply hon-

ed in on the political correct-

ness movement Let it be

known that I fully expect this

article to be judged as politi-

cally incorrect. However, my
opposition to this legislation is

real and solidly based upon my
firm belief that the activist

homosexual groups are not

searching for equality under

the law, but they are rather

searching for special and sac-

red treatment for their own
interests.

I do not condemn groups

such as ACT-UP for actively

attempting to get legislation

such as AB 101 signed into

law. What I do resent is their

assertion that they are entitled

to more equality than other

groups. Truth be known,
homosexual activists are equal-

ly guilty as any person who
may discriminate against them.
In society, sexual orientation is

generally a non-issue until

somebody forces it Groups
such as ACT-UP have used
their influence to divide society

rather than improve it It has
been my observation that peo-
ple generally do not react

positively to any self-pro-

claimed statement of sexual

preference. What groups such
as ACT-UP and supporters of

AB 101 seek to accomplish is

to have sexuality become a
factor in the decision to hire

or not hire a particular person.

Pardon my bluntness, but the
perceived problem between the
gay and non-gay community is

generally not fostered by heter-

osexuals. It has been my
observation that gay activist

groups attempt to cloak them-
selves in the role of a victim
to the evils of society. By
claiming to be discriminated

against and by playing the part
of the persecuted, these groups
are seeking to exclude them-
selves from the world rather

than take part within it. AB
101 is one way to begin a
very dangerous division in

society.

When the Senate Appropria-
tions Committee hears testi-

mony on AB 101 next week,
it is my assumption that it will

be passed and sent to the full

Senate. It will probably pass
the Senate, as well as the

Assembly. It is my hope that

Gov. Wilson would veto any
bill which seeks to afford

sexual orientation any special

treatment

Now that I have put my two
cents worth into the debate
over AB 101, I am sure that

some may not hold positive

feelings for me. However, if

anybody does not like this

column, my point is proven:

Sometimes people just don*t

agree or gel along, and it has

nothing to do with sexuality. It

has to do with a disagreement
over the fundamentals of gov-
ernment God help us all when
we lose our rights to disagree

with one another.

Wysocki is a senior majoring
in political science.

Counterpoint

shows a frigMening lack of empathy
By Bruce Olstad

At the very least, Ron Kagan's
arguments on AIDS (Summer Bruin,

"On disp)elling the myth of heterosexual

AIDS," Aug.5) are myopic and ill-con-

ceived. At the worst they are bigoted

and frightening in their attempt at

rationality and their complete lack of
human compassion.

Mr. Kagan's readiness to accept the

pseudoscientific diauibes of Michael
Fumento highlights an alarming trend

towards the AIDS crisis — namely, a

backlash toward a status-quo conservat-

ism which seeks to relegate the disease

once more to the underground world of

back-alley needle sharing and promiscu-

ous homosexual sex. It sadly illustrales

an increasing willingness to believe

anything, no matter how blatantly

misinformed, as long as it allows us to

put certain fringe groups back where
they belong — on the fringe. Ah,
progress.

Let us begin by examining Mr.
Kagan*s arguments themselves. A quick
look reveals an immediate dichotomy.
He claims to be talking about the

spread of AIDS but uses as evidence
statistics concerning actual reported

cases of the disease. But AIDS can
take up to 10 years to manifest itself

after initial contamination with the HIV
virus occurs. Therefore, the virus could
be rapidly spreading through any group
without an immediate increase of
reported AIDS cases within that group.

Next we must examine the "scien-

tific,** anatomical arguments presented.

No well-infomied person would dispute
the facts as presented, such as the anus
being less resistant to rupture than the
vagina. One might however, question
the relevance of such facts. There is

only one fact worth remembering: If a
person in any way exchanges bodily
fluids with an HIV-infected individual,
that person becomes at risk of infec-

tion. Because infection is easier for

some groups such as homosexuals is

no reason to believe that infection

through heterosexual intercourse is not
happening.

But the insidious, potentially damag-
ing aspect of Mr. Kagan's article is

not the arguments themselves, which
readily show their shoddiness and lack
of coherence. Rather, it is the message
behind the words which particularly

disturbs me. Even if we were to

eschew all rationality and agree with
the Kagan/Fumento allegation that

AIDS is still confined to the

homosexual, drug-abusing and hemo-
philiac populations, what conclusion are
we to draw from this? That it's safe to
Slop worrying again? That "normal"
folks can sleep tight knowing that only
queers and addicts are dying?

Should we, as Mr. Kagan intimates,
cut back or eliminate funding for AIDS
research in favor of more tasteful

diseases such as cancer? The basic
reality behind the "scientific," pseudo-

rational posturing is this: bigotry and
prejudice. It is as ugly in this form as

in any other.

The truth is. we don't yet know the

extent to which the AIDS epidemic has

touched the heterosexual population.

We do know that heterosexual trans-

mission of the HIV vims is not only

possible, but is occurring at an
increasing rate. In matters of medicine

and public health, isn't it better to err

on the side of precaution than to lose

lives needlessly through denial?

The tragedy of the full scope of the

AIDS epidemic will sadly be played

out over many years, even decades, to

come. I can only hope that the future

of biomedical research does not lie in

the hands of those like Mr. Kagan and

Mr. Fumento, whose veneer of scien-

tific rationality masks a deep-seated

and frightening lack of humanity.

Olstad is an alumnus of UCLA.
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Are live executions television 's next big tiling?
I*m

not sure what it is, but
the news coming out of
Northern CahfcMTiia seems

to be far more interesting these
days. Kiss-ins in suburbia,
protesting over volleyball courts
in Berkeley and now, as if

things needed to get any weir-
der, live executions on public
television. Welcome, my
friends, to the legacy of the

1990s.

Actually, the controversy sur-

rounding public television sta-

tion KQED has been going on
for some time now. It seems
that our good friends at the

Public Broadcasting System
have decided that it would be
wonderfully beneficial to soci-

ety, not to mention a helluva
ratings boost, to broadcast
executions on the old TV.

This latest broadcasting gem
comes from the network that

brought us such classics as
"Sesame Street," "The Electric

Company," a few million tele-

thons and *The MacNeiVLehrer
News Hour," which might as

well be death live on televi-

sion. OK, cheap joke, I admit
it.

So here we are, at the

beginning of the Hnal decade
of the twentieth century, faced
with one of the most unique
questions the broadcasting com-
munity has seen in the past

couple of weeks at least To
kill or not to kill, so to speak.

As you can well imagine, a lot

of people don't like the idea

of executions on television. It's

not exactly the kind of thing a
family needs to share while
they're eating dinner every
night. Even more importantly,

what kinds of products do you
advertise during an execution

show? Life insurance, maybe?
The rationale, according to

KQED, is twofold. First, under
the first amendment, KQED
claims that they should be able

to cover whatever kind of

news they would like, with

little to no government interfer-

ence. Second, KQED contends
that these executions could be

used as a tool to teach the

He Said What?!

Damon
Dean
country's youth that violence is

not an acceptable form of
social behavior.

Now before you get too

riled up over this and decide
to write letters to your con-

gressman, or worse yet, me, let

me assure you that the wari3ed

intentions of one PBS station

are not necessarily those held

by this columnist. However,
this does present a wonderful
opportunity to look at the

thoroughly degenerated state of
television in America and have
a little fun at the same time.

There has been an alarming

trend in the last few years

concerning TV broadcasting.

Television programming has

always been, at best, fair to

mediocre. Public Broadcasting,

however, has always been the

antithesis of mainstream corpo-

rate television. You remember
corporate television? They're

the ones who brought us such
memorable favorites like "A
Current Affair," "Cop Rock,"
"America's Funniest Home
Videos," The Beaver and
"Battlestar Galactica."

"Sesame Street," in contrast,

has been the industry standard

for teaching our children how
to grow up and understand

who they are. It is one of the

most widely respected shows
on television, and the company

Alktime low
Editor:

Pei-Chi Chang stooped to an
all-time low in his attack on
the Boy Scouts (Summer
Bruin, *Thc wacky world of

the hypocritical boy scouts,

Aug. 8). As a Girl Scout of

five years, I can attest that

both Boy and Girl Scout

troops are beneficial for the

youth of America.

Scouting organizations are

often the only places where
children spend quality and

quantity time with adults.

Scouts offer children experi-

ences that they might not

normally have, such as camp-

ing and travelling. More
importantly, they learn how to

socially interact with children

their own age as well as

adults.

Secondly, just because 1 was

a Girl Scout did not mean that

I stayed in the kitchen! My
Girl Scout troop went camping,

learned wilderness survival and

worked on badges, most of

which had nothing to do with

homemaking. If Chang had

been a scout, he would have

known that not all Girl Scouts

are learning to be sul)servient

wives. Single-sex organizations

allow girls to take responsibil-

ity in leadership positions that

they might not have in coed
organizations.

Certainly the Scouts are not

without their problems. Howev-
er, it is a shame that Chang
had to pick on the Boy Scouts
when there are a multitude of
organizations that he could
have chosen on our own cam-
pus that contain the very same
problems that Chang accuses

the boy scouts of fostering.

Rachael King
Junior

Englisti

Offensive
Editor:

I am writing in response to

Pei-Chi Chang's recent

Viewpoint commentary (Sum-
mer Bruin, *The wacky wodd
of the hypocritical boy scouts,"

Aug. 8). I will skip over the

fatuous TV metaphor running
throughout the article and focus

my tiilicisni on two issues.

In the first place, I'd like to

refute Chang's attack on the

Boy Scouts of America (BSA).
Chang accuses the BSA of

adhering to "guidelines (which)

have remained virtually

which produces the show has

taken painstaking care to keep
the show "politically correct"

over the years. Score one
brownie point to PBS.

In addition, PBS brought us

'The MacNeil/Lehrer News
Hour," quite possibly the most
unbiased look at the daily

news. Granted, it's about as

appealing as Roseanne Ban*

(easy target) in a tutu, but it

is an effective way of report-

ing the events that shape our
world. Score point two to PBS.

Nonetheless, none of these

events are going to keep public

television afloat. It's a well

known fact that public televi-

sion stations across the country
have fallen on hard times.

People don't have the kind of
expendable cash to be shovel-

ing out on spiffy programs like

the "Mating and Sexual Pat-

terns of the Ivory Coast Skunk
Beetle," no matter how kinky
it may sound.

In an environment where
viewers are absolutely key, the

answer, according to KQED, is

simple. Give the viewing publ-

ic something that no other

network can give them — for

free. And give it to them in

the name of "educational prog-
ramming." Americans have a
twisted and demented thirst for

this kind of stuff. If we didn't,

how could we ever explain the

existence of four Rambo
movies, five Rocky movies.

"The A-Team" and seven

pastel-laden seasons of "Miami
Vice?" A phase? Somehow, I

don't think that's gonna wash
with the historians of the 21st

century.

Of course, KQED would
never confirm what I just

suggested. Believe me, I tried.

Nevertheless, let's look at their

stated rationales. First amend-
ment protects the rights of a
free and uninhibited press.

Fine. Following that line of

thinking, if CNN wanted to

televise the activities of our

congresspeople in the rcstrooms

of the Capitol, they should go
right ahead and do it I don't

think so. Plus, who really

wants to know Alan Cranston's

pottie talk anyway?
KQED also sees this as a

wonderful opportunity to show
the children and the adults in

this country that violence is

not only wrong, but abhorrent

So, let me get this straight. A
public television station wants
to show its viewers that vio-

lence is bad (a la George
Bush) by broadcasting capital

punishment live, an act which
itself is pretty much morally

contemptible. Now, I don't
really feel the need to label

our PBS friends with the big

"H" word here because I think

all of us get the picture.

The scariest thing about all

of this is that it would prob-
ably be a huge success. Ima-

gine, if you will, the

possibilities of prime-time

executions. The show would
necessarily have some sort of

cutesy name like the "Wheel
of Torture," where a lucky fan

from the viewing audience

could spin a wheel to decide

the fate of the unlucky convict

There would be a pre-game
and a post-game wrap up,

filled with all the exciting

highlights from the execution.

Of course, there would be a

some really sleazy hosts, may-
be Richard Dawson. Wait, is it

just me again, or is this

beginning to sound a lot like

'The Running Man," one of

Mr. Schwarzenegger's more
prominent films?

Barbarism vs. Barbarism.

What a wonderfully nifty con-
cept, even by American stan-

dards. Hopefully, the courts

will do the right thing by
giving KQED a polite slap on
their wrists and telling them to

go back to their "Return of the

Jedi Made Just for the Tele-

thon Specials." And, if PBS is

smart, they'll diversify a bit

Cable, it seems, is much more
suited for this kind of thing.

Imagine The Execution Net-
work! Fewer commercials and
as much violence as you can
stomach, 24 hours a day.

Dean is a senior majoring in
political science.
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unchanged since the 1950s." I

for one resp)ect the Scouts for

having weathered the 1960s
without having lost their

respect for solid virtues like

patriotism, loyalty, public ser-

vice, thrift arid reverence.

Rather than hold their heads in

shame, the BSA should wear it

as a badge of honor that they

still remain a bulwark of the

kind of virtues worth instilling

in our youth. At least there is

one group not committed to

the flabby self-indulgence of
today's MTV generation.

More specifically, Chang
shakes his judgmental finger at

the Scouts for trying to

exclude girls, atheists and
homosexuals. As for the girls,

I sympathize with them if the

Girl Scouts aren't tough

enough. Nevertheless, I think

there is a legitimate role for a

single-sex institution for adoles-

cents. The Scouts involve boys
in their formative years. Is it

so pernicious for them to have
some all-male activities? Does
Chang propose the elimination

of eveiy all-lemaie acovity?

As for the atheists, Chang is

wrong to imply that Buddhists

or other non-Christians or

non-Jews are not welcome. The
BSA must be the most latitudi-

narian organization in the

nation. All they arc asking for

is an affirmation of what is on
everyone's money: "In God
We Trust" This is a belief

held by the majority of Ameri-
cans, people who wish to pass
that faith on to their children.

Furthermore, the BSA is a
private organization that is free

to set its own standards. If

you don't like what the Boy
Scouts has to offer, go some-
where else. The same goes for

the issue of homosexuality. A
lot of parents do not want
homosexual role models for

their sons.

Secondly, beyond the narrow
issue of the rights of the BSA
to determine its own member-
ship, I think Chang's offensive

and condescending tone

throughout the article demands
an apology.

It is surprising that someone
who purports to be so open-
minded can, in fact, exhibit

such gross prejudice and nar-

row-mindedness. Chang's off-

the-cuff insults strike at nearly

everyone. All Chnsuans, Jews
and Moslems, for instance —
people who adhere to religions

"out of a book" — are con-
temptuously dismissed as peo-
ple who don't "really know
who they are." Apparently the

only religious persuasion that

suits Chang is some sort of
New Age mysticism that "com-
es from within."

More specifically, Chang
labels Mormons, (Tatholics and
other "conservative" religious

groups as "religious fanatics."

This is nothing short of
McCarthyism. What issues

Chang cannot carry with the

force of his logic, he attempts
to win with mudslinging. As if

the label of "fanatic" weren't
enough, Chang says that these
parents "indoctrinate and brain-
wash" their children. Don't
flatter yourself so much,
Chang, on your intellectual

superiority. It is all too conve-
nient for you to denounce the
Catholics and Monmons as
lunatics rather than to confront
their arguments honestly.

As a final judgement, Chang
denounces the BSA as "sexist,

homophobic and religiously

separatist" Yet behind these
shibboleths, it is clear that

Chang is the one suffering
from religious intoleiaiice, sex-
ism and dogmatic and uncom-
promising views on sexuality.

Johnathan D. Sassi
Graduate student

History
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Falling Short: Ture Luck' polluted with nonstop pratfalls

Britain's EMF were upstaged last Friday at the Palladium by Pop
Will Eat Itself, the opening act.

EMF show turns
unbelievably bad
By Rob WInfleld

Sumnner Bruin Staff

What possibly could have hap-

pened to the promising British

five-piece EMF?
Why wasn't a more experienced

U.K. act like Pop Will Eat Itself

placed in the headlining slot?

Although neither of these tech-

no-based overseas outfits offered

anything overwhelming — or
surprising, or inventive, or inter-

esting — in the way of musical
memorabilia Friday evening at the

Hollywood Palladium, the swarms

of ready-to-dance youth didn*t

concern themselves with either of
these important questions.

Rather, the capacity crowd ate it

all up — especially EMF— with
hips moving, arms swaying,
mouths singing along, digesting

the mundane show like pop music
had no tomorrow.

This is a rather unfortunate

statement to make, considering

that both groups are highly rep-

resentative of the next evolution-

ary step in the commercially viable

field of alternative music.

See EMF, page 15

By Aaron Dobbs
Summer Bruin Staff

About two-thirds of the way
through the new film "Pure Luck"
during an argument between the

picture's two main characters,

Martin Short says, "This is getting

boring."

Boy was he right.

"Pure Luck" is Short's movie
not because he steals the show but

because the entire film is simply 85

minutes of Martin Short pratfalls.

In fact, that's all there is because

after the story is established in the

fu^t 10 minutes, it disappears.

Herschel Weingrod and
Timothy Harris' dull screenplay

centers around two men searching

for a lost woman in Mexico.
Valerie Highsmith (Sheila Kelley)

is the daughter of one of the richest

men in America. She is also

possibly the unluckiest woman
alive, and on a trip to Mexico she

manages to fall off her hotel

balcony (landing safely on an
awning), get mugged and get

kidnapped all in one day.

Valerie's father does everything

possible to find his daughter, but

after a month he has nearly given

up hope when his company's
psychiatrist. Dr. Monosoff (Harry

Shearer), comes up with an idea. It

'Bingo' barks up the right tree

**Blngo'* updates the traditional story of a boy
(Robert J. Steinmiller, Jr.) and his dog.

By Danya Joseph

"There was a boy who had a dog andBingo was his

name-0."
This popular children's song is the premise for

"Bingo." one of the more entertaining family films of
the summer.

Yes, this is another boy-and-his-dog movie (or,

more accurately, dog-and-his-boy movie), but Bingo
is one cute pooch. He's also more intelligent than
most of the human characters in the film and this

fearless canine can read, drive, skateboard and dial a

phone.

"Bingo" is a fun movie to watch, especially for

children, not only because of the cute dog stunts, but
also because "Bingo" doesn't lake itself too
seriously. This keeps it from getting overiy corny
(although a little com never hurt anyone).
When Bingo rescues 10-year-old Chuckie EJcvlin

(Robert J. Steinmiller, Jr.) from a bear, the two

become inseparable pals. Of course, they are
separated almost immediately when Chuckle's father

(David Rasche), a punter for the Denver Broncos, is

u^aded to the Green Bay Packers. Bingo is left behind
and must trek across the country to find his long lost

Chuckie.

On his journey Bingo encounters many bizarre

individuals, including two football-betting felons—
the environmentally aware Lennie (Kurt Fuller) and
the impatient Eh (Joe Guzaldo). Bingo gets Lennie
and EU arrested for kidnapping, but the thugs escape
and come after the canine informant and Chuckie.

Director Matthew Robbins* most successful
moments in the fihn come in the interaction between
Bingo and Chuckie. Bingo's dedication to finding
Chuckie is so cute that the audience is compelled to

let out a few "aawww's."
However, Robbins tries to amuse older genera-

tions by parodying other dog movies. The film gels so
caught up in what Bingo can do that it gets
sidetracked from its original intent of finding
Chuckie. When it does this, the picture not only loses
much of its interest, but much of its plausibility.

When Bingo is the sole witness in court against Eh
and Lennie, he comes across more in the image of
Scooby Doo than of Lassie.

Robbins' parody not only falls on Bingo, but also
on the DevUn family. Here, Robbins and screenwriter
Jim Strain are more successful. The Devhns arc a
football family deluxe, pledging their loyalty first to
the Broncos and then the Packers by color-scheming
their clothes, sheets, phone, car and flowers.

David Rasche r*Sledgehammer") is amusing as
the totally self-absorbed punier who heads the Devlin
family. Cindy WUliams ("Laveme and Shirley") also
succeeds as Chuckic's caring but clueless mother and
Robert J. Sicinmiiier, Jr. is reasonably cute as
Chuckie.

Kurt Fuller and Joe Guzaldo are also funny as the
two frustrated hoods. Bingo, of course, steals the film
playing herself (yes, /»£ is a 5/i€ in rcal life).

Luckily for "Bingo," there are very few good
family films playing this summer, giving this one a
better chance than it might usually have. Still. Lassie
and Benji, watch out!

Written by Jim Strain Dirocted by MatthewFllil: "Bingo " wntten by ^
Robbins Produced ty Warren Carr A Tn Star release witfi
Cindy Williams. David Rasche, Robert Steinmiller. Jr and
Bingo (Rated PG: mild violence, 87 minutes) Now playing
atywide •*• ^ / »

seems that a man in Highsmith's

accounting department named
Proctor (Short) is quite possibly

the unluckiest man alive, and

Monosoff beheves that if they send

him after Valerie, he would be

unlucky enough to stumble right

over her.

Of course, they can*t send

Proctor alone so Highsmith rehires

Campanella (Danny Glover) who
was the original private detective

on the case. The problem is,

Campanella doesn't believe in

Monosoff's theory and Highsmith
orders him to allow Pnxtor to

think he is in charge of the

investigation.

The entire picture is based on
this idea that bad luck will attract

bad luck which unluckily for the

audience makes the movie much
too predictable. The fihn's story

takes a back seat to the gags so it

never gets interesting.

The writers also attempt to give

a buddy element to the film which
never materializes. These two
totally different men are supposed
to slowly become friends, but

there's nothing slow about it.

It's too bad the screenplay is so

awful because Short once again

gives a wonderful comic perfor-

mance. He is the movie's only
asset, but this is primarily because

all the picture does is go from
Proctor choosing the one broken
chair in a room to bumping into an
automatic glass door to getting
stung by a bee and sweUing up to
amazing proportions. Short gives a
capable performance and provides
the only laughs in this film, but it is

wasted beyond beUcf on a terrible

script.

Glover seems to have caught on
to the quahty of the script during
shooting because throughout at

least the first half of the film he
seems bored. Glover has to play
the straight man to all of Short's
slapstick and his character doesn't
go anywhere. The scary part of all

this is that in many ways Cam-
panella is the protagonist of the
film. He is the only character who
changes or learns anything— or at

least is supposed to —- but the
character has no depth whatsoever.

"Pure Luck" is meant to be pure
fun, but it's not. Instead, it should
have been called "Pure Dumb and
Dull."

FILM: -Pure Luck." Written by Herschel
Weingrod & Timothy Harris. Directed by
Nadia Tass. Produced by Lance Hool
and Sean Daniel. A Universal Pictures
release of a Sean Daniel Company
production with Martin Short and Danny
Glover. (Rated PG: mild language; 95
minutes) Now playing citywide. it

Martin Short, center, is helped by Danny Glover, right, and a paramedic after being stung by a bee
in "Pure Luck."

Film

Candy's comic talents

sour in 'Delirious' film
By Aaron Dobbs
Summer Bruin Staff

The bottom of the poster for the new
movie "Delirious" says, "Sec it soon. It

won't be on cassette for months."
I wouldn't be too sure of that.

"Delirious" is the story of soap opera
writer Jack Gable (John Candy), the head
writer and producer of "Beyond Our
Dreams." He is in love with the jM-ogram's
star Laura (Emma Samms) who is almost as
big a bitch in real Ufe as her character
Rachel Hedison is on TV. During an
episode of real-life drama involving Laura
and her boyfriend and co-star (David
Rasche), Jack inadvertently knocks himself
unconscious.

Jack wakes up to find himself in a
hospital in Ashford Falls. There's only one
problem — Ashford Falls is the fictional
town which he created for "Beyond Our
Dreams."

He soon learns that he can control the
events in the town simply by writing them
with his typewriter. He begins to set up a
plan to assume the identity ofone of his new
characters for the show and make Rachel
fall in love with him.

Does this make sense? Is it too confus-
ing? Does it sound funny? Is it funny?

No. Yes. Son of. Nope.

"Dehrious" is a big disappointment. It's

not that the entire idea is bad. It's just badly
wriuen. Throughout the entire film the
audience just goes from gag to gag waiting
for the next laughline. There are a number of
funny moments, but there's nothing in the
story to back them up.

The entire Ashford Falls scenario doesn't
go far enough. If that pan of the film was
supposed to show us what "Beyond Our
Dreams" is actually hke, then it showed us
how bad a show it is. It seems that
screenwriters Uwrence J. Cohen and Fred
Freeman tried to place so many jokes into
the script that they didn't spend enough time

making the picture like a soap opera while
director Tom Mankiewicz ("Dragnet")
doesn't seem to add anything at all.

The screenplay pokes fun at the ste-

reotypical plotlines of daytime television

yet fails to provide storylines that remotely
resemble any found in real soaps. It does not
allow the melodrama to be funny on its own
and instead exaggerates everything.

The performances in the picture don't
hurt, but they also don't add anything.

Candy is playing the exact same character

he's played in most of his films. Although
the story is different, the situations Jack

fmds himself in are nearly identical to those

of Uncle Buck and Harry Crumb. He's

suave yet clumsy, intelligent yet clueless.

He tries to play the "everyman" who always

comes out on top in the end, and although he
always manages to bring on a few laughs, it

seems the comedic talents he presented on
television's "SCTV" have been wasted

once again.

Namewise, the rest of the cast looks

fantastic, but the characters arc so one-

dimensional that the actors can't do
anything with them. Even real soap opera

characters arc more complex than the ones

shown in "Delirious." It's unfonunate

because joining Samms and Rasche are

Charles Rocket, Dylan Baker and Raymond
Burr. The entire cast docs the best it can

with the material and much of the time when
the movie is funny, it is due to the

performances more than the script

"Delirious" does have its laughs and in a

few isolated points can be hilarious with the

audience roUing in the aisles. But if you've

seen the previews for the film on TV or in

the ilicatas. you've prcUy much seen it all.

FILM- "Delirious "Written by Lawrence J Cohen &

Fred Freeman Directed by Tom Mankiewicz

Produced by Lawrence J Cohen & Fred Freeman

and Doug Claybourne A MetrchGoWwyn Mayer

release with John Candy Mariel Hemingway and

Emma Samms (Rated PG mild anguage. 90

minutes) Now playing citywide. */,

Surviving on 'Trast' alone
Hartley^s latest film

bores from lack of

heart or passion

By Shalmall Pal

Imagine David Lynch 's "Wild at Hean"
without the graphic sex, explicit violence,

snakeskin jacket and Georgia asphalt What
you have left is Hal Hartley's "Trust"
With his second feature, the writer/

director of *The Unbelievable Truth" takes

another look at the sheer oddity of human
nature, especially in his hometown. Long
Island.

Big-haired high schooler Maria (Adrien-

ne Shelly) is dumped by her jock twyfriend,

kills her father with the news of her

impending motherhood and is thrown out of
the house within a matter of minutes. She's

rescued by computer wizardAveirdo Matth-

ew Slaughter (Martin Donovan), an unlike-

ly knight in shining armor.

As a result, Maria trades her spandex

miniskin for a homey, blue frock — in

which she reads the dictionary — while

Maahew sheds his antisocial behavior and

Quirkiness has its limits and

Hartley seems so intent on

presenting the minuscule per-

versities of everyday life that

he's willing to sacrifice the

story itself.

pfoposcs marriage. Tlic two 2»pciid Uic icsi

of the movie trying to figure out if their

mutual trust respect and admiration is

equivalent to love despite meddling by

Matthew's abusive father (John MacKay)
and Maria's possessive mother (Merritt

Nelson).

The biggest obstacle with Hartley's work

Matthew Slaughter (Martin Donovan)
disagrees with his father. Jim (Jim
MacKay) in "Trust.

**

is that his attempt to be strange borders on
contrite. Everything is just so damn bizarre

that it gets rather tiresome — the relation-

ships meander, the story unfolds at u^ffic

jam pace, the cUmax takes too long to

happen and the entire atmosphere is

pervaded by a we'll-just-mosey -along-

and-see-what-happens-mentality. Quirki-
ness has its limits and Hartley seems so
intent on presenting the minuscule perver-

sities of everyday life that he's wilUng to

sacrifice the story itself

*Trust"'s more positive offerings include

the peiformances by Shelly and Donovan,
who strike a much-needed balance between
the bizarre and the commonplace. Matthew
may carry a hand grenade "just in case," and
Maria may be obsessive about a baby-
snatcher but like all good protagonists who
elicit sympathy, the odd couple are just

misunderstood.

At one point Maria explains that she is

drawn to Matthew because he is "dangerous

and sincere." Untortunately, **Trust" is so

sincere it's dangerously tedious.

FILM: Trust" Written and directed by Hal
Hartley. Produced by Bruce Weiss. A Fine Une
Features release with Adrienne Shelly, Martin
Donovan, Merritt Nelson and John MacKay.
(Rated R: language, violence; 100 minutes]
Opens Friday. A A
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Fii « Sat Lale Show: 11:00

Puro Luck (PQ)
THX Odby Stereo

12 30 250-5:06-7:30-9:50

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Canbry aty 14

10250 SanH Monica Bivd

Cenlirv City Shoppr^ Center

Free PirWng:

4 Hours Free Vaidalon
Witi Purd)ase d ThoaN Tickelt

(213) 553^600

Bbno (PQ)
10:00-1220-2:40^5:40

Hanry (PO-13)

5:06-750-10:2$

Tbo CoRiHMiiMnls (R)

11:15 2 06-5:00-755-1056

TIm CoNimiimenia (R)

1015-1:104:10-705-10.00

Regarding Hsnry (PQl3)
1025-1 :fl54:15-7:00-ft40

Doc HoNywood (PQ-13)

11:56-2:255:25-8:15-10:56

Doc Hdl
1

«c HoNywood (PO-13)

1-05-150-425-7:15-9:50

Thskno A Louiso (R)

11.00-2:105:40-755-1046

Ths Doctor (PQ13)

06 7'05-1O101010-1004

Puro Ludi (PQ)
100-3:20-5 50-8:15-1046

Pvis w Burning
1056-1.00-3:15-5304.-00-10.2

TanmnBtar Two (R)

1020-120420-725-10:36

io Burning
10:06 1 2: 1O2:254:40-7K)04:15-1 1 15

Puro Lud[ (PQ)

11:46-2:154 56 730-10:06

Tho Doctor (PO-13)

11:00-2:00^:10-8^1056

FESTIVAL
Sat Day For Mght Soi: Ls Dsioo Vlfe

lOOOaw looOom

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West l„A.
NUART

1122.^* **'^ * '•**y 5:15-7:30-9:46
47M379 <U< ««(i Sir < 2 45 3 00

Fri: Pit Wtts Big Advwiturt Midnight

WOTMDE PAVIUON
QOLOWYN
47S-020e

101

11 10-105-300-456

OOLOWYN
47M202

Oskiiion
11:00-1:1 0-3:20530-7:40-9:50

QOLOWYN
47^0202

An Angri At My TM*
6:36

Ewsrybodys Rns
9:36

QOLOWYN
47^0202

Trust

1130-2:00430-7:00-9:30

OOLOWYN
47S-O202 1050-1 00-3:10-5 20- 7:3O-ft40

No 7:30 on Tu. Wsd, Thu
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Linklater peers into the 'Slacker generation'
By Nick Roberts
Summer Bruin Staff

Director Richard Linklater appears as if

he*s just stepped out of his own movie. He*s
got that typical still-in-college look —
washed-out jeans, green T-shirt, black
Converse All-Stars and a Beatles-esque
mop of hair which hangs comfortably down
below his ears. But unlike the characters

that populate "Slacker," his first feature

film, Linklater seems to have his act

together. At least for the moment, anyway.
After settling down comfortably on the

couch in his hotel room, the 29-year-old

filmmaker begins to talk not only about his

film, but about a hundred different other

things that pop up in his mind every several

minutes.

One gets the feeling that Linklater spends
a lot of time just sitting around and thinking.

Not really doing anything, mind you— just

thinking. And watching. It's the type of
activity that undoubtedly inspired him to

make "Slacker,** a film that explores the

thoughts and attitudes of a new generation

of college students dedicated to just hanging
out.

"Fve traveled to colleges all across the

country and Tve seen the atmosphere
around these places,** he says. "Fve hung
out, you know. What you do is just sit

around and talk and see little things going
on. I always knew there was a movie there.

There's so much energy in that world. (The
students*) minds are so active, and they*re

not aligned with any one profession or stuck

on selfish interests. Their minds are open to

anything. It's such an optimistic world.**

Optimistic? It's a word not usually

associated with the growing number of

discontented youth in America, but some-
how, in a subliminal way, "Slacker** is able

to communicate through its voyeuristic

camera shots and off-the-wall snippets of

conversation a sense of contentedness

"IVe traveled to colleges all

across the country and IVe

seen the atmosphere around

these places. IVe hung out,

you know. What you do is just

sit around and talk and see

little things going on. I always

knew there was a movie

there."
Richard Unklater
Director, "Slacker"

despite the fact that many of Linklater*

s

subjects seem to be wandering their way
aimlessly through life, spouting out insane

bits of wisdom to anyone who will hsten.

"Even in the early script stage of the film,

people thought, 'Well. God, what are you
saying about these people? You're gonna
make them look stupid,*** he explains. "I

said, *No, no, no, that*s not my attitude.*

Maybe they*rc very obsessive, maybe even
schizo, and they're paranoid, and they've

got this rant, but as long as they don't have a

gun in their hand, I mean, you can usually

come away with something after listening to

what they're saying.

"I think we're too quick to label

everyone,*' he continues. "Even the term

'slacker* is like this little accusation. It*s

real derogatory. It*s like, *Oh, he*s a

slacker, he*s unproductive, he*s not really

doing anything.* My attitude* s almost the

flip-side of that. There*s all this time and
energy and all these ideas. It's productivity

on a certain level, but it just doesn't have a

market value right now. It might eventuaUy
or it might not It's hard to make a

commodity out of people's ideas that

haven't materialized yet, but it's an impor-

tant phase to go through. It's the period

somewhere between college and *the real

world,' It's dead space to the outsiders, but

while you're in it, you're imagining your
own ideal world."

"Slacker" is not your average featiu*e film

debut. Shot in Austin, Texas during the

summer of 1989 for a cost of $23,000, it

quickly became a favorite on the festival

circuit after being premiered at the USA
Film Festival in Etollas last year. Then Orion
Pictures got ahold of it, made a distribution

deal with Linklater, and it was released this

year in theaters all over the country to

favorable reviews. Not a bad start, you
might say. for a self-taught fihnmaker who
spent two years in college studying litera-

ture and drama before dropping out to work
for awhile in the Texas offshore oil industry.

"It kind of fell together rather quickly,"

says Linklater, about the deal he struck with
Orion. "It*s kind of weird. You have a
fmished film and you*re just like, *Well,

what now?* Especially if you*re from
Texas. It took a lot of time just to get it

accepted at different festivals ... we
opened it ourselves at a theater in Austin

where it did really well. That gave me the

confidence that the film really did have an
audience. I always hoped that it would. I

mean, I was really trying to communicate
and make somewhat of a watchable movie
without pandering at the same time.

*The ideal audience you always have in

mind is that they*re real demanding,** he
adds, with a laugh. *That's my ideal

audience, you know, intelligent, demand-
ing, the no-bullshit- factor kind of thing. I

wanted to make a challenging film that Td
like to see, and my only hope was that there

were people like me around everywhere.

"I was lucky that at the right time, at the

right place, the right people saw it and liked

it. A lot of their attitude towards the film

was that it would be a fun thing to distribute

it. They didn't talk about money that much,
they just thought it would be fun to

distribute the film, and that's all I wanted to

hear."-

To finance the film, Linklater borrowed
money from Mends, family members and
credit cards, and then was lucky enough to

sell it to a West German television

company, giving him enough money to

fmish the film in three months without
having to lose a day of shooting. He admits

that filming "Slacker" was quite a jump
from the Super-8 films that he made when
he was first starting out, but if he had to go
through it again, he would, just to preserve

his attitude towards the cinema.

"It takes a little longer (to make it as an
independent filmmaker), but I think ulti-

mately it's a little more pure," he says. "Fve
never had any real criticism of my work. It

was always too personal. At an early age,

my first film had 25 people in it I didn*t

necessarily know, but we were on the same
wavelength judging it I think that (formal

film training) can start to corral you into a

certain idea of what cinema can be. If I

would have done that, I probably woidd
never have made a movie like *Slacker.*"

Put it in ink- -Advertise in the Summer Bruin

ITALIAN ^^^RESTAURANT

Hospitaliano Hour!

BRUIN ^213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL '

IKKH J»AKKI.\(. (Jl SJlIlOMil) CllAIKS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CL\SSES

2 ? 1 Pizza
Cheese with 1 topping

$4.00 pitchers of Beer

THURSDAYS
4-7 pm
Lower Level Lounge

936 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, 90024 ^213)824-7588 Un SAN VICENTE 81>VD„ BKENTWOOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

From page 12

However, for both groups'
tiour-long sets, ttie general tone
was flat and uninspired, the tiype

coming strictly from the audience
and not from the stage, the
appropriate origin for such things.

EMF*s problem tended to lie in

its lack of variation within the
songs, mostly taken from their

EMI Records debut LP "Shubert
Dip.**

With the eye and ear-opening
introduction of "Children.** EMF*s
show, described by a KROQ DJ as
their largest ever in the States,

began with the right punch. The
band was tight and vocalist James
Atkin looked like he was on an
adrenaline high, ready to deliver
one heck of a performance. The
song had just enough kick to rope
the listener in and make him or her
want to hear more.

But hearing more was what
occurred — more of the same
beats, more of the same keyboard
bits, more of the same Atkin
pouncing around on stage, more of
the same everything. Sadly, the

show reached the point where a

yawn was a more appropriate

response than the clapping of
hands and a yell of approval.

Even the No.l single "Unbe-
lievable.** although offering a
pleasant break from a wave of
redundancy, lacked the punkish
attitude that lifted it above the rank
of pop novelty.

If one managed to see their L.A.
debut at the Whisky A Go-Go last

spring, one would know that EMF
is a talented bunch of lads with a
great deal of youthftil rebellion,

lending a fresh enthusiasm and
vibrancy to their music.

But apparently, that rebellion

has switched from a genuine
emotion to a career requirement,

diminishing the band's creative

spark to nothing more than that of
being ordinary.

Perhaps. EMF is one of those
bands that has hit fame and fortune

too soon, not having found the time

to develop into the powerhouse
pop machine its music so blatantly

promises.

As for PWEI, who have roughly
two years experience over EMF, it

wasn't the complexity and depth of
the music that interfered with their

performance, so much as the

numerous technical and sound
problems that marred the excite-

ment
When their half of the show was

delayed by faulty equipment,
vocalist Clint Mansell said it best— "Fucking technology sucks!"

Being a band based in such
instrumentation — keyboards,
drum machines, sequencers,
samplers, etc. — PWEI was
undoubtedly cursed by these
words, presenting a well-groomed
set that had the unfortunate char-

acteristic of sounding like it was
muffled by being underwater.

Given this, it didn*t really

matter that their music was more
entertaining and less repetitive

than EMF*s offerings, or that the

audience politely ignored it. Such
things tend to put a damper on any
concert going experience.

Maybe, if they were headlining,

as their experience and musician-

ship warrants, these problems
wouldn*t have occurred. But that

leads one to a question of popular-

ity, not developed creative talent

And judging from the crazed

reactions of audience members, it

was clear who won this battle,

although one must remember that a

good crowd does not a good
concert make.

CONCERT: EMF and Pop WHI Eat
Itself at the Hollywood Palladium.
Friday. August 9. 1991 A Goldenvoioe
production. *A

The Summer Bruin reaches an audience of
about 42,500 readers, which means if

you advertise in the Summer Bruin you
reach an audience of about 42,500

consumers, and that can add up to a lot

of business.

SUMMER BRUIN
ADVERTISING 825-2161

TPsaiaBWiBHitsfi^-tAri 3 /, ,^-ssdui- .^»i.-^

COMPACT Billboard Top 30
DISC-COUNT

.B^fflHl * per most
discs

1000's Of Used CD's

PARI HAIR SALON
Hairstyllng by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Higiilight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25
Full Legs Waxing $20

$1 OFF
per otle

ANY USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

CASH?
iWEBU^
USEOCO's

$1 OFF
per title

ANY USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-4122
10741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIOE PAVILION)

c

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

479-9325
473-0066

AASHIANA
AN ADVENTURE IN DINING

^ER SPECIAL:
^'''' DISCOUNT

^:':'\,:,^;V:;r\w- Dinner Entrees' <^^ '" f'

'

Dinner Fnti\AIIT l',\KKI\(-,
IVIIIIILr Cllll

•pti'soil sUidrnl I.I).

•sfHci.ils ,uifl (omplrlL' dinners nu\ nullified
•invalid v\ ilh ollui disi oiinis

\',i ( ; l'^•^ nj. Av.n .111

LUNCH BUFFET: All YoiJ Can Eat

V.m; l'^^^ OK Av.i' .11 M UMiy ^:).j.>

T CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH Sun u , onK s*) ^r>

21>2()7T>:)22
\](y\> VViUhiu lilvd .Ind I Nxu i) hhx k cms! (,| liariinj;t(<M)

OPEN DAILY
DINE-IN

Lunch-Dinner

FULL BAR
Home Delivery

Food to Go

onvtll shje"^

GENERAL AND
COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
• TOOTH BONDING 478-0363

• Fix chipped.stained or broken teeth
• Nitrous Oxide. Laughinc Gas
• Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1442 Westwood Blvd. ibenveen Wilshire & Santa Monica)

BUY ONE GET ONE
,0F EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE

DINE-IN ONLY
Yoa must preaent this coupon wbon
ardBrinf. Not avtilsfale with otim

specials or conpon oCEos.

ExpirM 8/27/91

CALL THE RIB HOTLINE

820-RIBS
11645 Wilshire Blvd., BRENTWOOD

(B«tWMn San Vicente & Barrlngton)

FREE VALET PARKING AFTER 5 PM

Andy & Timy
invite you

to join them in

Lijjht'Hcarted

Roman Style Dinin/f

SPECIAL DINNERS MON THRU THURS
LUNCH . DINNER • COCKTAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 W Pico Blvd.. W. Lot Angeles • (213) 4740102

»• . -^i \
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INFO: (213) 825-2221 FAX: (213) 206-0528
TTifnrianagemenUTservestheccnt irxilngrtqrttocfiige.r^la^
reJertarvciassiftedatVertisementrotnieetlngthestandarTfcoftheCiaity

CLASSIREP RATES
Oaihr. 15 wofdi or Ims (4 60
Daily. MCh additional word $0 X
WMkly l5wordsorlM9 S1600
Weekly, each addHtonal word Si 10
Display adt itudent rala/ool -Irch $8 50
Dtsplay ad« beat rate/col Inch $10 05

DEADUNESCHEDULE
Classified Line Ade:

1 working day In advance tyy noon
Classified Display Ads:

2 vvorking days In advanot by noon
f-l*i>ct»0< sc»>^l«totheua>Dsi ly&\jln

T>>^ASIXLACo^^ww>wo^ior^^So^rdl^^»^|pportit«^l>^»v<^^^o<Cll»o^^t^^»^o^Clronnqntf<H^t^r<«

ton No mm^um ihiM ocoopt m*»mUmmm>ti «hi^ pr«o«nl pvoono of any on^, raoo. rolifian. •• «
oo«uo<OftonU>flwwo^ow<oorw|wwyg»np>y>MittUyaftm«»dlopo»toio.oop«bii—.fCJooofrtiaio
«« oocMty Noi«w tM Oaiy kun nor t)« ASUCLA C€mmvncm*<rm Board ho* in^oi|oli< any of Vm
iiKm if i aHieduifnailiiw Iioaiarniiaaanliitu fiiaiaain ftny|iginn tirtriTrnfiat mi
»»Me>aam»»c<>ladtioBoartf»pofccycnno>-^toaiw>a>onalBlodhaiaa>#»oUdoaw

«<wi^te*»oSu»naaaM«»for. Daily Swan. M2>UrdJw>lfMaa.3MWtealwoo<WaM.Lo><^o>n.CA
90024 Foraaatalanco«Mt»KaM>tf tfaawwnaionproWanw.ctftwlCLAHauamf 0)lc«aia35^4«eioi

cdl tw WaalMdo r«r MouMnf OAoa al 47S^e«71

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Campus Happenings 1

Campus Services 2
Campus Recruitment 3
Study Corner 4
Sports Tickets 5
Concert Tickets 6
Good Deals 7
Free 8
Miscellar>eous 9
Personal 10
Research Subjects 1

2

Rides Offered 13
Rides Wanted 14
Wanted 15
Lost & Found 16

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Sperm Donors 19

Pregnancy
Salons

Health Sen/Ices

20
21

22

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted 30
Temporary Agencies 31
Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33
Internships 34
Child care wanted 35

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50

Apartments Unfurnished 51

Apartments to Share 52
Roommates 53
Room for Rent 54
Sublet 55
House for Rent 56
House to Share 57
House for Sale 58
House Exchange 59
Housing Needed 60
Real Estate 61
Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Housing Service 64
Townhouse for Sale 65
Townhouse for Help 66
Condos for Sale 67
Condos for Share 68
Condos to Rent 69
Guesthouse for Rent 70

RECREATIONAL ACTIYITES
Health Clubs 75
Dar>ce / Physical Fitness

Sporting Events

Miscellaneous Activities

76
77
78

RENTALS
sporting Equipment
Electronk: Equipment
Furniture

85
86
87

Misc. Rentals 88

SERVICES
CNId Care
Insurance

Legal Advk;e

Loans
Movers / Storage

90
91

92
93
94

Personal Servk:e 95
Servk^es Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 100

For Rent 101

Music Lessons 102

Graduate Exam Prep 103

Resumes 104

TRAVEL
Travel 105
Travel Tk:kets for Sale 106
Resorts / Hotels 107

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 110

Bk:ycles for Sale 113
Motorcycles for Sale 114
Scooters for Sale 115
Scooter / Cycle Repair 1 16

PARKING
Off-Campus Parkirig 1 20

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 1 25
Furniture 1 26
Garage Sales 1 27
Miscellaneous 1 28
Musical Instruments 1 29
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 3

1

Sports Equipment 132
OfficeEquipment 133
Typewriters / Computers 1 34

Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Research Subjecfs 12

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Men discussion, Thur Bookstudy. Fri Step
Study, AU 3525 12:15-1:15.

Tues Discussion, Wed Discussion NPI
08538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have drinking problems

^<^: "You Don't Need To Have
Dental Insurance To Have

A Pretty Smile''

Dental Exam & Cleaning

Westwood Friends
(Quakers)

Meeting for Worship
Sunday 10:30 AM.
900 Hilgard Ave

(Unrverslty Religious Conference Building)

qJ^y{T9g. $180)

nm^ patients with this coupon only
w« aho •ccofnmod^te patienU with
dental coveraKs
oAer (

(up to 4 X-rays)

475-5598
24-Hour Emergency

Service

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

'

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home

RESEARCH SUBJECTS FOR BLOOD PRES-
SURE STUDY. HEALTHY MALE STUDENTS
TAKING CLASSES, 18-34 yrs. $40.00 - Call

Zane 213-825-6475.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON RAPID DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT LOR|/ EVA AT UCLA
(213)825-5493.

Sid Soleinrianian, D.D.S.

1 620 Weslwcxxi Blvd., \Afest Los Angeles

Open Evenings & Saturdays

Good Deals 7 Miscellaneous 9 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

GENEROUS PRIVATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND
GRANTS AVAILABLE. Anyone can qualify.

Guaranteed. Sanr> or Joanne Sved.
(213)655-8453.

1975 7-UP COMMEMORATIVE BOTTLE:
John Wooden UCLA Legacy, urtopcned. 5200.
(213)514-9455.

Research Subjects 12

GREENCARD LOHERY
Low rates for students

For complete information call

Michel Clos, esq.

(213)933-2525

ADULTS, 35 & OLDER WHO EXPERIENCE
BLEEDING WHEN BRUSHING THEIR TEETH,
arxVor have tartar deposits on their teeth

needed for study that compares two methods
of nr>easuring gum disease. Eligibility deter-

mir>ed at screening examination that lasts

approximately one hour is required . Particip-

ants will have teeth cleaned at the conclusion

of the study. Contact Lynne, Clinical Research

Center (213)825-9792.

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
arxi up) on asthma niedication needed for

research of new asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9anr>—5pm. Answering ma-
chir>e available after hours.

BEDWETTING (ENURETKZ) BOYS 7-1 1 years

needed for UCLA research project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a irr^ developmental
evaluation (213)825-0392.

EARN $20 in Pain Perception Study at VA—
Sepulveda. Ages 25-65. Call Leigh at

206-0474.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.

Urxler dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (213)828-8887

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18—35,
needed for positron Imaging of the brain or

heart. Injection of Radioactive Isotope. Bloods
will be taken. Call (213)825-1118.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-

lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

^^ V CT ¥ $ d"

50 LOVING COUPLES

<f WANTED ^
TO FIELD TEST A NEW SPACE AGE ^

¥ CONDOM

50 COUPLES WILL EACH BE PAID $150

$ TO PAFTriCIPATE IN A NATIONAL ¥
INSTITUTES OF HEALTH STUDY ON A

M NEWLY DEVELOPED NON-UVTEX ^
POLYURETHANE CONDOM.

, TO PARTICIPATE. COUPLES MUST BE: -

• AG£ 1850 f^ MONOGAMOUS
-- • WILLING TO REPORT ON 10 ^

COITAL EPISODES COMPLETED
"

WITHINA 6 WEEK TIME PERIOD
O ^ NOT AT RISK OF PREGNANCY ^

(CURRENTLY USING ORAL
^ CONTRACEPTIVCS. lUD. ^

NORPLANT. OR ONE PARTNER IS ^
STERILIZED)

<f For more information, please call Laurel ^
Beyrer or Margaret Ymgst at

y (213)386-5614. ext.225, or ask for the V
Condom Study.

^^^
v
W

CaU
(714)

33 TO FLY
(714)654-8559

call for video

The most portable, lightest (12 lbs.),

easiest, snnallest (backpack size), least

expensive aircraft In the worki!
Now yrv) ran soar with NrHs for

hours. Fly 1st day! Best location.

CLUB TAKTIX
DANCE DANCE DANCE

THIS THURSDAY
1 960'&1 g9QS
TOP 40 MUSIC

DJ Keone. Karaoke,

Pool

$2.00 WELL DRINKS
FREE until 1 0pm

AtKelbo's 11434 West
Pico Blvd

473-3050
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Research Subjects 12 Opportunities 26 Opportunities

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
wiH^lnea Pedis needed for new research study.
Under dermatoligists supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS FOR A STUDY on r^arital

satisfaction. Married couples needed for a 20
minute questionnaire (213)460-4322.

WOMEN ACES 35-45 embarking on a profes-

sional career, needed for dissertation on wo-
men in transition. (213)471-5957.

Wonted 15

MUSICIANS WANTED!! Rhythm guitarist/

vocalist seeks bassist, drummer and lead into

classic rock/blues for Fall qtr parties and gigs.

Call Patrick (213)208-5438.

Egg/Sperm Donor 19

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and C2onfidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:alifornia
e:RYO BANK

Salons 21

EUROPEAN FACIALS. Regularly $40. Now
$20. Grand opening special. Call for appoint-

mcnt. Century City. (213)785-0205.

Health Services 22

NON-SURCICAl LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation artd removal of

acne and sunspots. For n>ore info, call Califor-

nia Laser Doctor's Croup. (213)786-0636.

LOSE WEICHT NOW! 100% Guaranteed.

100% Natural, healthy/low cost way to look

better. (213)285-8410.

PSYCHOTHERAPY/ SUPPORT CROUP for

wonf>en dealing with childhood sexual abuse-
openings now- Westwood- Lorraine Rose,

Ph.D, Meg Sheehan. (213)737-3554.

THROWING UP
GEniNG YOU DOWN?
Eating doorders are my only specialty

Conicdrxloutwhy

Dr.MarkBerman, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group appts

)

213-655-6730

Bulimic?
Do you fool out off control
with ffood or omotlonsT
Counsoiing can holp

old Mttomi
call 024-1 178

Joanna Young Phd
Llcansad Psychologist

PS4irt1S

Business Properties 25

MARKETING ORGANIZATION needs leaders

to develop nutritional sales team. Big $$$
potential. (213)285-6622.

Help Wanted 30

SUMMER POSITION
AVAILABLE

Secretary Wanted
EXCELLENT PAY

Bright, dependable, quick-

learner wanted for full-time

Executive Secretary position

in Brentwood July through

September

Must be computer literate.

Microsoft WORD expertise

preferred.

Lotus 1-2-3 helpful.

Secretarial experience

helpful.

Please send letter or

resume describing

qualifications to:

Personnel

Summer Secretarial Position

P.O. Box 49042

Los Angeles, CA 90049

You Don't i?efl//v Want
A Job When You

Graduate, Do You?
'bu've put a lot of time and hard work into getting a

good education. So, why use your knowledge to put

profits into someone else's pocket?

At The Kessler Exchange, we'll help you put your

education to work foryow, by having your own small

business, even if it's just part-time. We'll help you
decide on the right business, learn how to research and

test your market and cut start-up costs.

We've researched small business trends for over 24
years, and our information has been proven successful

by business owners across the country. You'll learn

effective, low-budget advertising, innovative marketing

ideas and time-management to increase productivity

and leisure time.

Membership is only $30 per year, and includes a

monthly 16-page newsletter, access to investors and
research materials, a toll-free helpline,

business-to-business discounts and more. And if you
join by August 27, 1991, you'll receive dfree copy of

our book "88 Businesses You Can Start With Little or

No Money", regularly $21.

You've spent most of your life in school. Don't let

someone else reap the rewards of your hard work. Call

The Kessler Exchange at 800-648-7888, ext. 2095, and
ask for Greg. We'll help you take that first step towards

becoming an owner, not an employee.

Help Wanted
$30(yDAY PROCESSING PHONE ORDERS.
People Call You To Order. Will Train.

1-800-735-8197 ext. 348A.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, bilingual (En-

glish and Spanish). Full time/Part lime. Call

Marilyn at (213)479-8353.

'admin. SECRETARY, PT. Diversified position,

phones, filing computer: LOTUS, Wordper-
fect. Hours 1-5, flexible. $10+ depending
upon experience. Sydeile (213)390-1094.

ASSISTANT NEEDED 5 hrvWeek-typing, edit-

ing, etc. -P.O. Box 24470 LA, CA 90024.

CAMPUS EXPRESS drivers wanted. Flexible

hours w/ paid training. Starting at $7.18. Good
driving record a must. Previous varV bus
driving experience preferred. InformatiorV ap-

plication 206-2906.

CASHIER RETAIL HARDWARE, flexible hours,

Brentwood. Experience preferred. Call Jan
476-2864.

•CASTING EXTRAS' for motion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Eam up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR Must be
energetic and love kids. MUST have experi-

CfKe teaching children 6 months- 7 years

required. Terrific opportunity. Part-time

(213)288-0258

FT aERICAL,LONG-TERM good phone skills,

computer knowlegc, reliable. SanU Monica,
$7-aA>r. (213)453-6422.

COMPUTER SCHOOL ASSISTANT. Light typ-

in|^ bookkeeping phor^es. Must have car. 9-2,

M-F $7S0^r (213>47(Mi600

COMPUTER INSTRLJCTOR NEEDED: Warner
Ave. School. Education degree/experience
with children helpful. Experience with Apple.

Patty Bean (213)474-5719.

CREATIVE AND ARTISTIC individual needed
for advertising project. Contact Mindy Park

(213)820-2287, Ext. 130.

DATA ENTRY: Permanent PA. 11-2/12-3,

M-F. $9-1 Q^., Santa Monica. 65 WPM-f.
(213)453 6422.

DENTAL ASSISTANT, Tues. and Thurs.

8:30am-5:30pm. PaciFic Palisades. Pleasant

ofRce, %8Ayr. (213)454-1061.

IXNTAL RECEPTIONIST: 3-4 days/wk. Pleas-

ant, energetic Beverly Hills office. Experience
prrfmrrpti A«k for Robin (213)550-1511.

CXX; & BIRD CARE, 7 days a week. Mornings
7-9am, evenings 6pm. Offer in exchange small

room, separate telephorte (local), cable t.v.,

pool use, w/d use, in Beverly Hills home.
Drivers liceme & references needed. Call

morning*, 9am, Henry (213)273-2434.

DRIVER: Clean OMV. Fulltinf>e. Deliver rT>edi-

ral records No car needed $M>r Mn
Griffin.Culver City. 559-8823.

DRIVER for 2 school- aged boys needed, with

own car. 7-8am and 2:30-4pm. $7/hr.

(213)471-6724.

EXPERIENCED PERSON, general office duties,

xerox, phones and errar>ds, PT, M-F. %7/hr.

(213)4773000.

30 Help Wanted 30

FEMALE FIGURE or life drawing models
wanted by photographer. Call Peter at

(213)558-4221.

FINE ART OR INTERNATKDNAL BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE. FT/PT. Computer knowledge a
must. Foreign languages helpful. Internship

available. (213)82(MK98, (2 13) 820-3578.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or more depending
on qualificatiorw; Spanish/English skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;

filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid

Diamond. (213)475-0481.

GAL-FRIDAY $fiAHR-PT Close to UCLA. Flexi-

ble hours. The right person for this job would
be out-going, with good organizational &
phone skills, & available to assist at dinner

parties from time to time. Must have car.

476-1510.

•—HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE*— who like

having fun needed for part-time and full-time

work. David (213)399-5994.

HOTEL NEWS/ GIFT shop looking for FT/PT
day, evening, and weekend associate. Beverly

Hills area. (213)788-7890.

ParKing

VALETS
Aoa PafVing a seeking friendly, outgong.

p^opleKHAnted valets. Gal Lehel at

(213)395-1147

ACE PARKING

EARN up to

$150j>«r month
BY HELPING 75THERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
, Of intorrnai'Or Cancc pa: en!s
Call Anna t^'Oug^ooi I A tKjneM
(818) 986^883 t'orr you' panicipat.on

49;>4 Vin Nuvi Blvd Shirman Oaks

Senior Secretary
to support Project

Managemcni m the

construction of Getty Center.

Seeking highly motivated and
well-organized team player

with strong computer skills

and 3-4 years experience.

Interest in arts and
construction a plus.

Send resume and salary

history to:

The J. Paul Getty Trust

1 875 Century Park East,

Suite 2300
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Attn: Building Program

26 Help Wanted

INTELLIGENT ORGANIZED people with good
communication skills. PT/ FT, with great

potential for growth and excellent salary to

work in large Beverly Hills medical practice.

Call Ziba (213)273-4454.

INTELLIGENT INDIVIDUAL who knows about
phobias Good pay. 9-5, M-F. (818)789-1055.

LA TIMES NOW HIRING Consumer & Tele-

marketing positions. Flexible hours. Please
call Melanie or Tom. 392-3223.

LAW GRADUATE STUDENTS wanted for PT
clerical duties at Continuing Education of the

Barclasses. $9.43^r. Call (213)206-1408 by
8/16/91.

MAR VISTA RECREATION CENTER in WLA
seeks responsible, hardworking person for

weekend and weeknight supervision of recrea-

tion center. Also requires light office work.
$7.29/hr. Call 398-5982.

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE. Dr. Diane
Mosebcrry, Internal Medicine. 631 7 Wilshire.

Looking for Part-time back office. 1 year
experience. 655-0721.

MtDICAl OFFICE ASSISTANT for lady chiro-

practor: insurance billing and Word Perfect

experience. Some reception and physical ther-

apy. Mornings - Mon., Wed., Fri.

(213)450-4555.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am-5pm.

NURSE-CARE COORDINATOR seeks RN.
Qualifications: clinical knowledge & experi-

entx, oncology and discharge planning exper-
ience. Flex. hrs. Salary commensurate w/ exp.
Call 447-0877 9 A.M.-12 P.M. Please send
resun>e and salary requirements to Cancer
Home Care Refen-als 12301 Wilshire Blvd.

Suite 500 LA, CA 90025.

NURSF7RN FOR MD OFFICE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME. TOP SALARY,
FULL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/BOOKKEEPER-PART-
TIME, Monday-Thursday, 12:00-5:00 (some
flexibility). Must type 45wpm accurately.

Computer experience helpful. Filing and gen-
eral office. 1-year bookkeeping experience.
Must have customer service experience. Send
Resume and salary history to: Richard Milo,
Century City-Westside TMA, 1801 Century
Park East #300, Los Angeles, CA 90067.

PART-TIME FRONT OFFICE WORK: West-
wood medical office. Flexible hours. Call Dr.
Linda Wilson 208-2303.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST. Santa Monica
Law Office. 8:30-12:30, M-F, S7Ayr. Sharon
450-3214.

PART-TIME SALESPERSON wanted for wo-
men's contemporary clothing store in Pacific

Palisades. Call (213)454-7044.

PART-TIME SALES POSITK3N: must be avail-

able Sat , S'j"., or>c weekday. Ketsii chiidren's

store. Salary -f commission. Start imn>ediately.

Will train. Call Margo (213)447-5407.

PERFORMERS: Musicians (country- western) &
others. Street acts, artists, dancers,
demonstrators, bicycle/ pedicab drivers-

weekends,PT;Q/C. (21 3)208-8898.

PT/FT PERSON FRIDAY for Beverly Hills law
firm. Contact Gail 274-6683.

P/T OFFICE MANAGER'S ASSISTANT. $8/hr.

Century City. Computer experience. (213)
282-8622

PT OFFICE HELP, computer experience neces-
sary, 20-25 hrs/wk. U^r. Apply in person.

1815 Centinella Ave.

PT Receptionist/Typist for gourmet food com-
pany. WordPerfect 5.0 required. Flexible

hours. (213)215-1933, Laurel.

RECEPTK)NIST/ADMONISTRATIVE assistant.

Medical experience a plus. $6.5(Vhr. Beverly
Hills location, PT or FT, M-F. Lillian,

(213)854-4404.

RELIABLE PERSON, HOUSEHOLD HELP,
EARLY AFTERNOON, PART-TIME. WEST
HOLLYWOOD. PREFERABLE WITH CAR
(213)652-1054, 12-5 OR EVENINGS.

RESTAURANT Westwood Village Japanese
restaurant hiring lunchtime servers.
(213)206-7781.

SALES TRAINEES for expar>ding international

company. Benefits, travel optional.
(213)399-9309

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $15/hr. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

8 people needed now
Bern up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
*Ktiil* Part UnM*
•nwiM* Hours*

•Mma, Wmmi. atu4«U. at*. •

€•11(213)453 1817

30 Help Wanted 30

•* GENERAL OFFICE **

We are kxjking for an energetic and positive

person who likes to talk on the phone (not

telemarketing) Cosuol, friendly, dynamic
environment Great piece to work.

Call Melody at 453- 181

7

MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS OPEN

Will train for Full or Part t'me

Good people skills

For more info call Cynthia

(213) 399-3661

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector

up to $20,00(Vyr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964 4166 ext. 22.

SECRETARY/CLERICAL, 3—5pm or later,

M—F. Knowledge of Word Perfect 5.1 , typing

65 wpm, and clerical duties. (213)312-9900.

SECRETARY II position open at the UCLA AIDS
Clinical Research Center. Call Jeff Fricks

(213)825-3594.

SENIOR OFFICE ASSISTANT (20 hours/week):
Provide clerical assistance in areas of admi-
nistration and research grants. Typing, filing,

phonework necessary; computer skills pre-

ferred. Send resume to: The Getty Grant
Program, 401 Wi Ishire Blvd., Suite 1 000, Santa

Monica, CA 90401 -1455, Attn: Sr. Office Asst.

Search.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN In

Japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko
(213)337-7006 ext.214.

TEMPORARY HELP: remove nr>edical records.

Weekend^evenings $6/hr. Mrs. Griffin. Culver

City 559-8623.

US MAIL JOBS. $11.77 to $14.9(y$9.95 fee.

Now hiring, your area. No experience
necessary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

VET. ASST. for busy eye specialty practice.

Typing Required. Med/Vet training preferred.

Excellent opportunity. P/T. Dr. Boldy
(213)828-3435.

WANTED: HP lascrjet users. Pays $50. For

more info call TJ at (21 3)333-231 3 or Andy at

(213)333-3140.

MODELS
wanted by Professional Photography

Studio for up-coining photo.assignnients

Pro & Non-Pro Male/Female

Call (818)508-8680

Job Opportunities 32

•••••AGGRESSIVE COORDINATORS**—
Advertising, PR, retail, marketing, and promo-
tional positions available. Excellent pay and
training. (213)399-0778.

FOX- BASE MAC PROGRAMMER needed Ex-

perienced FOX—BASE MAC programmer
needed fpr medical programming. Ask for

Shelley (213)657-9841 days.

FUN-LOVING: looking for 3 motivated wo-
men to help in local expansion. PT^T manage-
ment positions available. International possi-

bilities. Stephanie (213)399-4021.

M.D. (HOLISTK:) needed for established na-

tural health center. $100 to $1 35/hr. PT. Call

(213)653-3756 Leslie.

OUTSIDE SALES: Fast growing marketing firm

representing Firestor>e. Looking for outgoing,

energetic people. $15-3(yhr.; we guarantee
S8A^r. (213)446-1927

PART-TIME PHLEBOTOMIST needed for re-

search. $50 per draw. Eveningj^ nights. UCLA
Med. Center. Barbara (213)825-6817.

MARKETING
COMMISSION -»• BONUS
HOME OR OFFICE
EXPERIENCED

TRAINING IS AVAILABLE
213-657-5830

TREMENDOUS
MONEY

TO BE MADE
THIS FOOTBALL

SEASON
Distribute our football

game contest cards to

sports fans everywhere

and share in the profits.

No selling required.

702-876-2056
24 hour message.

Internstiips 34

102.7 KIIS FM is looking for intem»l If you'd
like to start your career in broadcasting at

LA'S #1 Hit Music Station, call Brad Hanes at

KIIS FM Marketing and Promotion*
(21 3)466-8381

.

ACTIVE, INDEPENDANT FILM PRODLXIER
seeks student interns to learn script develop-
nrMsnt activities in office. No pay, but good
opportunity to learn. 21 3-394-7263.

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR! Prolific

independent film co. seeks bright, motivated
interns. Unpaid, but a great opportunity to
learnall angles of the business. Jackie
(213)8206733.

INTERNSHIP at established modeling and
conrvT>ercial agency for few selected individu-

als. Call for interview (213)469-7224.
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Internshlps

INTERN WANTED PART-TIME for college

credit. Cuuid po&sibiy lead lo paying posiitoM.

To assist owner/ producer of motion picture,

television, arnJ record company. Must be good
with figures. Call Stephanie (213)474-4521,

between 10am-6:30pm. Position available

rww.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER WANTED. Live-in for 2yr old

boy, Beverly Hills. Must be fluent in English -f

drive. Some flexibility a must. Frer>ch or Italian

speaking a plus. (213)659-9740.

CHILDCARE, PT, Mar Vista/ Venice, one child

nine months, welcome wife of foreign student

from China. Limited english o.k.

(213)392-6652.

CHILDCARE/ HOUSEKEEPER- kind, depend-
able, caring, fun, organized, good cook- for

boy and girl, 5 4 7. M-F, live-in/ out. Good
english, driver's license, long-term refererKes,

legal. Nice family, nice neighborhood, good
pay. Santa Monica. Special ed background
helpful. (213)281-3307.

CHILDCARE PROVIDER in my home. 12
hrs/wk. Flexible hours, good pay. Child deve-

lopment experience preferred. Mary
(213)202-1302.

HOUSEKEEPER/ CHILCX^RE, live-in or out,

$150/week, Marina Del Rey area.
(213)396-0121.

MOTHER'S HELPER W/ 2-yr-old. $7/hr. Refer-

ences required. Must have cxp. w/ children.

Own car. (213)276-1321.

NANNY, energetic, responsible, non-smoker
with sense of hunrwr to care for two children

after school and some evenings. Fluent Engl-

ish, own car. $6/hrH-gas. (213)459-0514.

34 Child Care Wanted 35 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

NANNY FOR 4-YR. OLD BOY. Afternoons.

SCiir'hr. About 5 hours a day. Must have car.

Near Santa Monica Airport. (213)391-1613.

PART-TIME, 4-year-old girl, 5:30-8 P.M., M-F,
$5/hr.. Culver City. Barbara (21 3 )280-4323.

STUDENT WANTED FOR WEEKEND CHILD-
CARE at home of clinical professor.
(213)315-0215.

WANTED: responsible, kind childcarc for

9-yr-old boy. Hours: 3- 7pm, M-F. Need car.

(213)825-3234 (days), (213)459-3695 (eves).

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $600/n>onlh, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

2-BEDRC)OM, $1020. Carpet, stove, refrigera-

tor, second level, walk to UCLA. Please call

208-6265.

424 LAN DFAIR, single, garden setting, swim-
ming pool, next to LXTLA, will accomodate
two. $695/mo. (213)459-1200.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area.

(213)837-9616.

$500 BACHELOR APARTMENT, 1 -block from
beach. Utilities and parking included. 29
Dudley Ave, 399-0540.

5-MILES EAST UCLA. North Wilshire, 2-bed-

room, $825. Bachelor, $440. 8pm-10pm.
(213)859-0365.

$650-1 -BEDROOM. International students

welcome. Bus to UCLA. Vi -block away. Some
furniture. 450-2655.

ADJACENT BEVERLY HILLS, $1500,
3-bedroonV2-bath duplex, pool, hardwood
floors, kitchen, dining room, 1-car parking.

(213) 202-9182.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, 1 -bedrooms, 2-bed-

rooms. Unfurnished, $495-5895. Close to

UCLA. Low move-In. (213)558-3573/
557-1588.

BEAT THE SEPTEMBER RUSH! WLA, 1 -bed-

room, $675/ single, $620. Bus or bike to

campus. (213)477-0725.

BEAT THE SEPTEMBER RUSH! WLA, $1250,

3-bedroom/ 2-bath. Home-like. Enclosed

backyard. Bus or bike to campus.
(213)477-0725.

BEST LOCATION IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/

unfurnished singles, 1 + 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A/C, patios and views,

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA -f the village. Subterrannean

parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard

(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss -»-

Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $795-875/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213) 839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695-765.

1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. V. BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS, $1000, large 1-bedroonV

V/t -bath. Large balcony, central heat, VC.
Walk to Wilshire. (213)278-3938.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. $1095. 2-bed/

2-bath. Full kitchen, fireplace, laundry, bal-

cony, parking. (213)471-6744, David.

BRENTWOOD $1100 2-bed + 2 bath, $550

bachelor. Near shops, schools, businesses.

Parking available. (213)410-1499 or

671-8570.

BRENTWOOD; 330 South Barrington. 2 &
3-bd. From $1150. 471-3357 (Marjorie).

WLA: 680 Kelton Ave. 1 & 2-bd. From $950.

208-5456 (Lori). Near UCLA.

BRENTWOOD, $1100, 3-BED/ 1-BATH,

11651 CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT
APT., PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR AP-

POINTMENT. (213)939-1732.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT, luxury 2-bed-

rooms, renovated, gated building, dishwasher,

2 parking spaces. $925 and up.

(213)479-1131.

BRENTWOOD: 2-BD/2-BTH UPPER, $1050

& $1100. 3-BD/2-BTH, $1400. 11661 MON-
TANA AVE. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
(213)472-4462.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT-Walk to UCLA.

Bus stop. Big & luxurious 2bd/2.5bth. $1 540 &
up. Washer/dryer, W.B. fireplace, security

alarm. Rooftop spa. 11535 Rochester

479-3118.

BRENTWOOD, $850. Very spacious, sunny

1 -bedroom. Deck, upper front. Quiet building.

Cat okay. Call 541-2093.

BRENTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM secluded guest-

house. Separate large living room, kitchen -t-

bath. Parking. $750. (213)476-8090.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE-

MODELED LUXURY BUILDING. POOL,
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-1340.

NOW RENTING!
1. 527 MIDVALE AVENUE

• Singles, 1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedroonns, 2 Bath
• Central heating/Air Conditioning
• Pool, Recreation Room & Outdoor Leisure Area
• Balcony or Patio

• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
• Fireplaces

• Sauna, Spa, Fully-Equipped Exercise Room
(213)208-4868

2. 540 MIDVALE AVENUE
• Singles

• One Bedroom/One Bath, Two Bedroom/Two Bath
• Central Healing/Air Conditioning
• Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
• Balcony or Patio

• Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
• Fireplaces

(213)208-0064

3. 430 KELTON AVENUE
• 1 Bedrooms

2 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Cenirai Heaiing/Air-Cor>ditioning

Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
Balcony cr Patio

Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
• Fireplaces

(213)824-7409

4. 10980 WELLWORTH
5. 10983 WELLWORTH

1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms;2 Bath
Central Heating/ Air-Conditioning
Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
Balcony or Patio

Dishwasher, Gas Range, Refrigerator, Disposal
Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

Five
Westwood Village

Apartment
Communities

1. 527 MIDVALE AVE.
2. 540 MIDVALE AVE.
3. 430 KELTON AVE.
4. 10980 WELLWORTH AVE.
5. 10983 WELLWORTH AVE.

**We can help you
find a roommate. We
have a situatloii board.
Please call Mldvale I at
208-0064 or Midvale II

at 208^868.

MOVE-IN BONUS. 25%
refund on UCLA tuition per

roommate. Call for details.

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH, 11651

CORHAM AVC, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,

PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CFNTliRY CITY ADJACENT $875. Very
bright 1 -bedroom, 2nd floor, laur)dry

facilities, parking. (213)652-6908.

CULVER CITY, 2-bed/ 1-bath apartment,

$750. Clean. Near bus A shopping. 968-1 557.

CULVER CITY $740 2-BED/1 -BATH, enclosed

garage, no pets. (213)452-5172.

CUTE CHEERFUL 1 -BEDROOM apartment,

completely redecorated. $64(Vmo., Palms.

Laundry, parking. Days 825-1097, eves

(818)961-2304.

DREAM APARTMENT 2-bed/2-bath, own
wash/dry, security, view, parking, Jacuzzi,

1'A -block UCLA, MUST SEE! (213)824-5143,

(213)208-2449.

EXTRA LARGE 2-bedroom, new kitchen and
bathroom, high ceiling. Beverly GlenrV Santa

Monica area. $1200/mo. (213)470-2982.

FURNISHED SINGLE, individual balcony,

laundry fascilities, offistreet parking, sundeck,

utilities included. Quiet building, only serious

students need to apply. $565. (21 3)826-7068.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath apartment, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

LA $685/mo. Large art deco 1 -bedroom. Near
bus. Sublet 1 -year beginning 9/1 . Near mu-
seums. (213)857-1657.

LARGE UNFURNISHED SINGLE. Private yard,

parking, all utilities. Housepets okay.

5-blocksto Venice Beach. $620 -f deposit.

Available Sept.1. (213) 778-0822.

MAR VISTA 1-bed apartment. Security build-

ing, utilities ir>cluded. $600/mo. Available 9/1

.

Call 641-5377.

MATURE
YOUNG ADULTS

Live in luxury
Very large 2-bedroom

2-baths

Pool & Jacuzzi,

mucho amenities

(213)470-1513

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
1 -bedroom/1 -bath from $900

2-bedroom/2-bath from

$1500

Oversized apartments

with dining rooms,

newly decorated with

mini/ vertical blinds,

balconies, fireplace,

built-in kitchens.

Gated subterranean parking,

heated pool, elevator.

Walk to campus

691 Levering Avenue

(213)208-3647

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

Spacious

Jr/1 Bdrms avail!

• pool
• spa
• sauna
•gym
• gated parking

Extra large 1 Bedrooms
also available

Call 208-3818
535 Gayley

^ Limited Space for

Fall Term
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MAR VISTA 2BDRKV2BATH unfurnished apt.

1 1 732 Avon includes appliances, parking;

security, cleaning fee. $850/mo
(213)337-9207.

MAR VISTA. $980-Deluxe 2-bd./2-bth
$825-Oeluxe l-bdVl-bth. Intercom, air

(213)390-9430, 826-6907.

MAR VISTA, 1 -bedroom 1 -bath, lower, stove,

refrigerator, dishwasher, 1 parking spot
$615/mo., (213)451-4771.

MID-WILSHIRE, 2-bed/2-balh from $1150.
Brand new luxurious, spacious apt., great for

roommates. Gym, fireplace, walk-in closets,

European kitchen, alarm in each unit, 10 min.
from UCLA. (213)954-9790.

MIRACLE-MILE large lower duplex. 2-I-1 1/2,

hardwood floors, stove/refrig. 7-closets. Cat
ok. $950/mo. (213)939-4509.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield
Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

NOW LEASING large singles and bachelors.

Utilities paid. Walking distance UCLA. From
$525/mo. Call Paul (213)824-9754.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overland.(21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS, $1 200, large 3-bed/ 2-bath, by Bever-

lywood. Good references. Steve
(213)839-1026, Antoine (213)828-0740.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment
with vaulted ceiling. Electronic access to

building and subterranean parking. $1000 up.

(213)842-9303.

PALMS: 1 -bedroom, deluxe upper, $715,
fireplace, locked building, gated entry,
371 7 Cardiss. Available fl/1 5. (21 3)652-0847/
837-5831.

PALMS 2-bed/2-bath deluxe. $895. Available
9/1. Locked building, gated entry, fireplace,

A/C, balcony. No Pets. (213)652-0847,
(213)837-5831.

PALMS: 3BDy2BTH. UPPER. Patio, no pets.

$1200. Canfield north of National. (213)
479-1075, (213) 839-1026.

PALMS, $625, deluxe 1 -bedroom, decorator
blinds/ carpets. Bring this ad and get S50/mo
discount for 6-months. (213)838-8839, 3775
Hughes.

PALMS, $775/MO. Large 2-bedroom. Upper,
new carpet/paint, refrigerator, built-ins, patio,

parking, washer/dryer. (213)476-6532.

PALMS, $850/mo. beautiful 2-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, $895, new 2+2. All amenities. A/C,
fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (213)390-5996.

PALMS, $925, 2BD/2BA, built-in, balcony,
fireplace, laundry, parking, gated bidg. 3626
Empire. 213-559-3875, eves/weekend.

Northridge $275 up. 500 unit student
housing facility. Shared or private units,

with or without kitchens. Private baths.

Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation room, 1/2 hour
drive to UCLA. Free brochure.
Northridge Campus Residence, 9500
Zelzah, Northridge, CA. 91325

(818)886-1717

Palms
3-bed/ 3-bath $1300. 2-bed/ 2-balh $950
modern. 4 years new, air, dishwasher.
fireplace, gated parking. 10-min. to UCLA
by bus

838-5039
10737 Palms

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry
facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

Luxury Living

At Student Prices!
Sooaous. neoted or>d cw conortoned rocnsf

Privote Sotrifoom ona Shower

'

Never more fr>an two stuoenrs oer room'

Safe, Quiet environmenf

New kaunary and vending mocrunes'

Seooroie study ond TV loungesi

• Cowe TV!

• W^ignt «oom <ryi Gome Room'

• ttoskdttxM and VoaeyOol Court >

• Plenty of Free Part(r>g"

• Donees parries movies, escape tors.

Cx»t5ecue$ concerts, lectures orKJ rrtore-

It's all waiting for you m beautiful Bel Air. only twelve minutes from UCLA!
The U^lversl^y of Judaism Residence Halls

213-476-9777. ext 259

100 STEPS TO UCLA!

Extra Large Apartments

Newly Renovated
Contfotted Entfy

Beautifully Furnished

644 & 650 Landfair Ave
wm II 1111*111 Miiuagi— M|iM|«i II j^ iiiuMy Ill III! MHi iii i iiiii mil im imim mi —mi—

Call Maryann
(213)824-0319

PALMS, adj. Beverly Hills. $400 OFF MOVE-
IN COST. Rent w/ excellent credit. Featuring

beautiful heated svimming pool, gated park-

ing, and recreation roonf>. 1 -bedroonns starting

at $650. (213)836-3800.

PALMS: deluxe 1-bedroonn, $675, patio, fire-

place, locked building, gated entry Available

8/1. (213)652-0847/837-5831.

PALMS LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath duplex, available

8/1 7. Fenced yard, laundry roonn in building.

$875. (213)479-2368.

RARE FIND: VERY LARGE 2-bed/2-ba. Less

than 2 years old. $1 100-1200. We love UCLA
students. Sepulveda/Pico. (213)479-1405.

SANTA MONICA, Large 3- bed/1 'A -bath

townhouse. Private laundry + garage. Nice -f

clean. 'A Block south of Montana. No pets.

$1800/nr)o. (213)475-8681 or (213)451-4457.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2-»-2, $725 and up.

Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 1 3406
Moorpark St. (818)884-6691.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH, $850, Pico-

Robertson area, quiet residential area, new
carpets & drapes, laundry facilities etc. Call

(213)273-8160.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH apartment with
pool, spa. Security building. Lease Sept. 1.

$1600/mo. Joanna (213)393-3466.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.

Month to nrwjnth rental agree nr>ent, fully fum-
ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

VENICE, $1140, new S-bedroorrV 2-bath,

dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-
kup, 1-mile beach (213)479-2289.

VENICE/MARINA DEL REY. Near beach.

Singles, 2 bdy2 bth. Gas fireplace, central

^C, dishwasher, garbage disposal, alarm sys-

tem. Gated building. 2724 Abbot Kinney Blvd.

See manager's apartment #101. 822-2524.

VENICE: Single with kitchen, eating area.

Murphy bed. Near campus & beach. $450.
(213)575-9843.

WEST LA- 10 minute drive to UCLA. Big &
bright 2bd/2bth. $1195 & up. Washer/dryer,

W.B. fireplace, security alarm. Rooftop spa.

11221 Richland 478-3990.

WESTWOOD, several 1 and 2 bedroom
apartnr>ents available. Landfair, near UCLA. 1

year lease, make offer. (213)277-6813.

WESTWOOD $615 large single. Parquet

floors, stove, fridge, drapes. 477-2777.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-

nus special, Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,

(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

WESTWOOD-LARGE 1 -BEDROOM. Nice,

QUIET building on Veteran. Parking,
$950/mo. (818)382-1350.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to UCLA.
2-bedroom, parking, laundry facilities, hard-

wood floors. $1200. (213)476-8090.

WESTWOOD, SPACKXJS 2bd/2ba, pool, Ja-

cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW,
$1290-$150(Vmo. Come and see.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD. $985-1 250/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, 2-f2 upper with balcony, stove,

refrigerator, parking for one car. $93(ymo.,
(213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$575, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, 2bd/lba,

$1480. 10990 StrathnrH>re. 213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE 1-BD.
UPPER, FRONT, EXCELLENT VIEW, GARDEN
APARTMENT. MIDVALE, NORTH OF LEVER-
ING. (213) 839-6294.

WESTWOOD $1 100 up.Front 2bed/2bath,

carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange. 1%mile$ from UCLA.
213-475-6165.

WESTWOOD- 1380 VETERAN AVENUE
2-bedroonV2-bath bright, parksview, walking

distance to UCLA. Rooftop pool and Jacuzzi.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD, 1 -bedroom l-bath, lower,

stove, parking, %595/mo., (213)451-4771.

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Huge 2bd/2ba
Dual Master Bdrms

Up to 4 Students Per Unit

Hi-Tech Bldg

Qated Parking

Full Amenities
512 Veteran A/enue Apts.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

WEST LA.
Prime: 10 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den with pool,

sauna, Jacuzzi, pym, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-

models open doily

(213)474-1111

FALL RENTALS
Walk to CampusA^illage

Students Preferred

1+1; l+Uden; 1+2
2 master bdrm + 2

$900 - $1400

•refrigerator'dishwasher*

•controlled entry«A/C«
•elevator*

519 Glenrock (213)208-4835

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,

sun deck, 2 car
parking in secure

garage, will allow 4
students per
apartment.
From $1200 -

2 weeks free with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, 1s and 2s

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center, Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Mtxx^
oarmens

3636 S.Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R & B Managed Property EHO

ON ALL
FALL

RENTALS*

THREE
BLOCKS TO
CAMPUS

GLENROCKAPARTMENTS
824*9691

555 GLENROCK (Corner of Glenrock & Levering)

OPEN DAILY
Mon. • Fri. > 10-6 pm

Weekends - Noon - 5 pm

[ Call for Details
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WESTWOOD. $1600. Walk to UCLA. 3-bed.
Very spacious and bright, fireplace. Hardwood
floors, laundry, parking. (213)279-1887.

WbSrwODD 705 Cayley. 1 bedroom $850,
bachelor $500 quiet, spacious, garden, new
carpet, furnished (213)459-5618,
(213)474-3626.

WESTWOOD $750. Extra large 1 -bed/1 -bath.

1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

WESTWOOD, spacious 2-bed/2-bath, park
ing, balcony, fireplace, jacu22i on the roof.

507 Clenrock #204. (213)824-2251.

WESTWOOD. $1 350- $1 650. Terrific, large 2

it 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C, patio, micro-
wave. 1 71 1 Malcolm, V. -mile campus.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD. BIG 2-bdrm./2-bath .

$1 195/up. Near Century City, close to UCLA.
All appliances, parking. (213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $532, studio. Sec-
urity, walk to UCLA, 1394 S. Midvale. 1-per-
son only. (213)473-7249.

WESTWOOD, $11 50, 2 .^ 1 V, & $1 450, 3 »-

2%. Town Apartments. 1.2 miles near
UCLA.(213) 459-6800.

WESTWOOD: X-LARCE 2 & Ibd., unfurn-
ished. $14004 $850. Walk to UCLA & Village.

10966 Roebling Ave. Call 208-4253/
824-2595

WESTWOOD: SPECIAL THIS MONTH ONLY!
From $1300: 2-bdy2-bth., 2 parking spaces.
Refrigerator, stove, microwave, dishwasher.
Pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. All security.

(213)824-0833.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY $900 Single

w/lofl. New luxury, gated condo.
(213)471-0883. 1969 S Beverly Glen.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-BEDROOM,
CHARMING GARDEN APTS. HARDWOOD
FLOORS, DISHWASHER, TILE KITCHEN.
MIDVALE NORTH OF LEVERING. (213)
639-6294

O^STWOOD $550, $575, Singles Spanish
sjyle, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes
(il 3)477-2777

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt

Walk to School

208-321

5

667 Levering Ave

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huge,

Lijxur>' 1 &i 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra hiT^c closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entr> and parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208^8685

Excellent

Opportunity!

Very practical- 5miri. walk

to UCLA
1-2BDRM-2BATH for $K)0()

'i-private room & bath, share

kitchen for $45()

633 Gayley Ave
208-5920

Casablanca West Apts

Short term

1Bd, 1&2 Bath Apts

Quick Walk to UCLA
Pool, Sundeck
Gated Parking

530 Veteran Avenue
208-4394

Summer Special $200 of'

Single, 1,2&3BDRM
all close to UCLA

Perfect for Students or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rush
'^

'(213) 479-^

WfcSlWCXJD Large, luxury 1 -bedroom. A/C,
fireplace, stove, refrig, gated parkmg, utilities

included. 1 person, $995/mo. (213)444-5528.

WESTWOOD. $925. Walk to UCLA Very
bright, spacious upper. 1 -bedroom wA'iews.
Carpets and drapes, kitchen appliances, 2-car

parking, laundry. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD ON WILSHIRE. 2-bed/2-bath

Furnished/unfurnished. Long/short term. Eva,

(213)565-1619.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom junior.

Top location. $750, utilities paid.
(213)208-5225.

WESTWOOD $925-$950 1 bed, charming,
hardwood floors, shutters, private patio, 2-car

parking, laundry, outside BBQ. 279-1887

WESTWOOD 3-bed, $1600. Walk to UCLA,
very spacious, attractive, hardwood floors,

fireplace, laundry, parking. 279-1887.

WESTWOOD. $900/mo and up. 1-bdrm.,

$1500/mo and up 2bd/2bth, gym, jacuui.
Walk to
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

WESTWOOD— Close to UCLA— 1 -bed/bath,
sec. BIdg/park, A/C, laundry. $775/mo. Call

Mercy (213)4 78-8174.

WESTWOOD. Charming & cozy
2-bdrm./1-bath. Near Century City. Quiet
street. Stove, fridge, parking. $1045.
(213)836-0116.

WLA $1395. 4-bed/1*A -bath. 2 fireplaces,

2-car garage, 1 0971 National Blvd. 475-1 702,
474-3626.

WLA, 1-bed apartment, $600/mo, hardwood,
yard, laundry, security; and large house:

2-bed/ 2-bath. $1160/mo. 839-8553.

WLA 1-bed apartment. Mini-blinds, stove,

refrigerator, parking, laundry. $750.
274-2461

.

^
WLA, 1 -bedroom 1-bath, upper, stove, re-

frigerator, parking for one car. $640/mo.
(213)451-4771.

WLA: 2-BDy2-BTH., $n00/mo. Spacious
living room, balcony, A/C, fireplace. Nice,

quiet environment. 1635 South Brockton Ave.

(213)670-4233, (213)641-4182.

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCLA

Bachelors, Singles,

1 Bedroom, 2 Bedroom

Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

CASH DRAWING

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Be(Jroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 2BD
$725 and up

All amenities

+Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

& 2Bath

$1375 and up2 + 2

Patio, Secure.

Prinrie Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/lease

10635 Wilshire
(213)470-30()(>

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

WLA, 2-bedroomV IVi -bath lownhouse, sec-

urity, carpets, drapes, refrigerator, pool,

parking, no pets, 1500 Purdue Ave. $1050.
(213)477-5256,(213)931-1160.

WLA, $550 -» UTILITIES, security, large single

guesthouse with private entries. Non-smoker.
Partly furnished. (213)558-4155.

WLA $650, 1 -bedroom. Stove, refrigerator,

close to everything. 1517 Federal Ave.
8266957.

WLA, $71(ymo, 1 -bedroom. Appliances, extra

closets, sundeck, parking, #1 bus. Ready now.
New carpets. (213)474-5419.

WLA $725/MO 1 -BEDROOM. Great location.

Close to UCLA. No pets. 1-year lease.

(213)826-7888.

WLA, $950/MO 2-bedroom. Upper "penth-
ouse". Great location, close to UCLA. 1-year
lease, no pels. (213)826-7888.

WLA. $975. 2-bdrmy2-bath. Large, bright,

A/C, refrigerator, patio. Call (213)550-6755.

WLA BACHELOR APART. 1 minutes West LA
College, 15 minutes USC. Non-smoker. Very
quiet surroundings, pool. (213)753-8060.

WLA- Barrington/ Wilshire/ near bus. Cozy
1 -bedroom. $695/mo. Pool/ Quiet
Atmosphere/ small pets. John 477-5139.

WLA, bachelor, hot plate, refrigerator,

$450/mo., (213)451-4771.

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5

MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $825—$925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700.(21 3)208-8881

.

FABULOUS 2BED/2BATH, $1040, den, ocean
view, Jacuzzi, security. (213)826-5528

WLA; near Santa Monica, upper 2-bedroom/
2-bathroom, $890. Walk-in closets, stove,

patio, 5-unit building. (213)826-8818.

WLA/PALMS: $925. 2-bed/r/i -bath, ap-

pliances, A/C. 3359 Menlone. BEVERLY HILLS
ADJ.: $995 2-bcd/2-bath. 1501 S. Beverly Dr.

(213)471-0883.

WLA, PICO/LA CIENEGA. $750/mo. 2-bed-
room, stove, refrigerator, carpets. By appoint-

ment (213)279-2002.

WLA, Pico/ Bundy, $650/mo, 1 -bedroom/
1-balh. Quiet, 8-minutes UCLA.
(213)750-1227.

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bearoom for 1 to 3 people
across street from UCLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
208-8798

CASH DRAWING

As Close As You Can Get

Charming Contemporary

1&2 bedrooms

Designed tor Sharing

Roommate Matching Available

Open Daily

824-3715

475 Gayiey

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waitirig list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2

Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

690 VETERAN
WALK TO CAMPUS
Spacious Apartnnents

$500 and up.

Fireplace, Air

conditioning. Cable
T.V., Securify, Parking

Spaces, Full kitchens

208-4796

$525-FURNISHE[:) SINGLE,
$820-2-BEDRC)OM. International students

welcome. Closed garage available. After 10

A.M. 450-2655.

CULVER CITY: 1 bd., $500/mo. Security

building, parking, stove, refrig., dishwasher,

laundry facilities. (213)391-1311,
(213)398-0706.

MARINA DEL REY. $395/mo. includes utili-

ties. Liveaboard SMALL sailboat. Microwave,
fridge, telephone. Use of MARINA bathroom
facilities nearby. (213)820-8247.

PALMS 1-BD.: $670-5725. Utilities included.

Quiet, redecorated, air, pool, recreation room,

laundry, parking. (213)559-4808.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WESTWOOD: 1 -bedroom, furnished,

$715-up, parking. Near UCLA. 1 1089 Strath-

more, 1387 Midvale, open weekends.
(213)454-8211.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1 AND 2-BEDROOM APTS. Ohio-Sawtelle

I'A miles UCLA. Stove, refrigerator. 650-935.

477-5758.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa

Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.

$685/mo. 820-7049.

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE AREA. $1250.
2bd/2ba CONDO. A/C, fireplace, balcony,

locked building and garage(2), appliances,

pool, light, quiet. (213)553-6662.

BRENTWOOD: $925. 2-bdy2-bath., patio,

newly decorated. By appointment only. 1 1 728
Mayfield Apt. #3. (213)271-6811.

BRENTWOOD: $800. Sunny 1-bed upper,

balcony, built-ins, refrigerator. 11921 Goshen
Ave. Open 9-6. 826-7373.

OHIO AVENUE 2-bed, $895. Built-ins, pool,

quiet, garden-like, close to UCLA on bus route.

(213)477-9955.

PALMS: IBD. $635. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2- Bedroom, con-
vient location. $750. Eves (213)254-1565,

(213)275-1427.

PALMS, $495. Spacious single. Full kitchen,

appliances, parking, utilities included.
(213)397-8058.

PALMS, $650, single/ junior 1 -bedroom. Up-
per, full bath/ kitchen, A/C, dishwasher. Bal-

cony, cable. (213)397-0405.

PALMS, new 2-bedroonV 2-balh luxury units.

3-car gated parking balcony, fireplace, alarm,

high ceilings, microwave, $1095-$1165.
(213)454-3615.

PICO/ROBERTSON AREA. Large 3bd/2ba.

Built-ins, new carpets and paint. Large private

patio $n50/mo (213)204 1339

SANTA MONICA/WESTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath

$1 100/month-Summer Special $950,
(213)477-8671. BRENTWOOD 2-becl/l -bath

& 2-bed/2-bath $895-950 (213)820-5810.

SANTA MONICA. Newer 1 and 2 bedrooms,
garage, gated, gourmet kitchen, mirrored
doors, balcony, quiet. Off Wilshire, near 22nd.
From $847 and $1087. Call Connie
(213)828-2448 ext 344.

WESTWOOD, $1 250, 2-bed/2V. -bath. Town-
house style. New carpet/vertical blinds. All

amenities. (213)205-0294, (213)475-1256.

WESTWOOD, 1390 VETERAN. Bachelors

$550, 1 -bedrooms $750 available now. Excel-

lent location. Eves (213)275-1427 or
(213)540 4425.

WESTWOOD, 2-bed duplex, 2-bath. carport.

Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator. 691 Kel-

ton. $1600-up. Open weekends.
(213)454-8211

WtSTWCX)D: 1-BD $745 Slovc, refrigerator,

parking space. 600 Kelton Ave Quiet students

welcome. 208-1625

WESTWOOD: 2-BDyi-BTH. $1150. Stove,
refrigerator, parking space 600 Kelton Ave
Quiet students welcome. 208-1625.

WLA $1250. Large, quiet upper 2-bdy2-bath
5 minutes UCLA. Available September.
(213)438 9635, 433-9805.

WLA, 2-bedroom, $950, upper $985. Drapes
A carpet, convenient location, 1-rTK)nlh free,

1332 Wellesley. (213)391-2874.

WLA $480 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA $695 1 -bedroom. Walk to market^us.
1242 Barry at Wilshire. Close to UCLA
(213)395-2903.

WLA $720 1-bcd/l-bath. Carpet, drapes, re-

frigerator, balcony 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA CHOICES Studio, 1 or 2 bedroom
Southwest style luxury. Rooftop pool, spa,
views Central air, garage Treat yourself frorri

$687 Cheviot Hills area. (213)280-0692.

WLA CUTE, COMFORTABLE, COST EFFEC-
TIVE! One bedroom, courtyard building,
gated, parking, roomy $632. Call Vicki

(213)288 0692. Small pct/VISA MC okay.

WLA Single, $650/mo One-bedroom,
$850 «70/mo. Security building, 1 month
free, parking; walk to UCLA, 1450 Midvale
(21.3)391-2874.

WLA 1 bed $850/mo, drapes, carpet,
parking,. Walk to UCLA 1450 Midvale
(213)391 2874.

2 BED/ 2Vi -BATH townhome, near West-

wood. Washer/ dryer, security parking. M/f.

$500/mo. 575-4259.

BEAUTIFUL WESTSIDE APARTMENT. Big,

bright, upstairs, Spanish 2-bcdroom. Seek

clean, responsible roommate. Available

Sept.1. (213)820-0130.

BEDROOM, beamed ceilings, 10- ft. closets,

double bed, 2 bookcases, desk, chair, lamp.

Fully equipped kitchen. Pool, laundry, park-

ing. $485 including utilities. Suitable grad,

professor. (213)575-4320.

BEVERLY GLEN/WILSHIRE. Large, spacious

2-bedroorT\/2-bath. Need female roommate to

share. Available Sept.l . Good location. 1 -mile

UCLA. Security building & parking. $300/mo.
(213) 474-5669 (after 6 P.M.).

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath. 13 ft. ceilings,

wonderful landlady, quiet. 3 maximum.
$1200. (213)826-2280.

BRENTWOOD: Male to share room in 2-be'V

1-bath. Pool, laundry, easy parking. $283/mo.
(213)471-6271.

CENTURY CITY area. Bright, spacious 2-bcd/
2-bath. Security building, Westside view, fire-

place, with balcony, excellent location, all

amenities. $650 + % utilities. Non-smoker,
professional/grad preferred. M/F. 288-9634.

CLOSEST TO CAMPUS- share bedroom in

beautiful, luxurious, huge apartment. All

amenities, parking. $437.50. Male preferred.

Available Sept.l. 208-0200.

FEMALE- own furnished room/ bath, parking,

security building. $650/mo. Non-smoker.
V/i -miles UCLA. (213)826-6952.

HOLLYWOOD. Shane 2-bd, furnished. W/D.
Utilities. Non-smoker. $400/mo.
(213)871-8035.

MALE ROOMMATE-share room in large clean
WLA apartment. $312.5C/mo. Call Dennis/
Victor 477-1913.

MARINA DEL REY, near beach, $575, share
utilities, large, airy 2-bed/ 2-bath, pool/

jacu22:i. Writer seeks non-snr>oking female.

Sept.l. (213)823-1047.

NEED ON MALE ROOMMATE to share
2-bec|/2-bath, luxury Bel Air condo. No smok-
ing. $450/mo. (213)824-9611.

OWN ROOM + V, BATH in 3-bedroom
Westwood apart. 'A mile UCIA. Available

Sept. 1. $435 V» . (213)208-7571.

OWN ROOM + BATH: Brentwood, $508/mo
FEMALE. Large apt., pool, cable, laundry,

parking. Avail Sept. 1, upperclass or grad.

preferred. (213)820-6360.

PALMS. Own room/bath in 2-bedrrom apart-

ment. $425/nr>o. Security, dishwasher, MI.
Donna (213)838-8727.

PARK LA BREA, share beautiful apartment,
private bedroom, bath, utilities included, sec-

urity premises. Prefer employed adult. Refer-

ences $400/mo. (213)661-1080,
(213)934-5537 after 5pm.

QUIET MALE TO SHARE 1-bd apartment In

Santa Monica $45C/mo. Call (805)871-8169
after 5pm.

ROOMMATE WANTED: 2-bed/1-bath WEST-
WOOD apt. Spacious, sunny, plus free park-
ing. $512.50/mo. Leave message: 470-8973.

UNPRETENTIOUS FEMALE AND CAT seek
female to share large 2-bedroom town apt.

beginning 8/15. Smoke ok., $575/mo. 1615
GreenHeld. (213)312-1296.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, BH adjacent (Sweet-
zer, north of Melrose). Professional woman
seeks nVf to share sunny, charming, quiet
modem apartment: 2-large bedrooms/2-full
baths with views. Security -- parking. $575 -f

utilities. (213)655-2366.

WETSWOOD Private, large, luxury roonV
bath, high ceiling, in 2-bc<V2-bath. A/C, fire-

place, gated parking. $695/mo.
(213)444-5528.

WLA: 3-BEDROOM + LOFT New bidg. Huge
master bedroom. $60(Vmo. Washer/dryer.
Call Yukie 451-9402.

WLA. Close to IXTLA. Neat non-smoking
female to share large single apartnr>ent. Sec-
urity. $295/nH). (213)473-3816.

WLA, large modem 2-bed/2-bath, share with
male grad student. 3-miles UCLA. Security
parking $S00 + utilities Brian (818)703-1584.

Roommates 53

2 FEMALES to share 2-bedroom on Strathmorc/
Levering, $375 -t-deposit. Hardwood floors.

Aug. 30-. Fun and responsible. Dahlia
459-9971.

2 OPENINGS in large nr>odern 3-bedroofTV
2-b3th, 3 blocks from beach in Playa Del Rey
Yard, garage, free laundry. Available 10/1.

$467. Mike (213)306-8005.

3-FEMALE STUDENTS NEEDED TO SHAkE
4-BEDROOM HOUSE IN WESTCHESTER. (3

ROOMS AVAILABLE). $350-$450.
(818)571-1546.

BRENTWOOD. Own room in two-story town-
house. Living room furnished. Absolutely gor-

geous Grad student or professional preferred.

M/f. $700/mo. Call Eric. (213)207 0363.

BRENTWOOD prefer female law/graduate
student Own room, bath, and parking. Sec-

urity, near direct bus. $52.5/mo. '/• utilities.

(213)865-8967.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
2-BD/2-8TH Nice & inexp $237.25/mo
Prkg. available. Sheileen/Kenyetta 479-2703.

FEMALE-STUDENT: Share spacious 1 bed-
room with 1 -person, jacuzzi/pool. 1 -block

from UCLA. ASAP. $400/mo. (213)208-5131.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Somewhat wet
5 Incline

9 Violin-maker
14 •— Ben

Adhem
15 Lamb's pen

name
16 Type of wood
17 German

phiiosopher
18 Tie

19 Rhythm
20 Invite

21 Eastern
Canadian

23 Put back
25 Formerly
26 Cape — . Mass.
27 Some

relatives

29 Youngster
32 Roam
35 Blind part

36 Barn adjunct
37 Apostle
36 Office copies:

abbr.
39 Tie the —
40 Associate
41 Screwballs
42 Unpressed
43 T of AT&T
44 Sup
45 Stopped

standing
46 Gumbo, e.g.

48 Littered

52 Expos
address

56 Summer drink
57 Delight

58 Minor deity

59 Of ears
60 US missiles
61 Mine opening
62 Ten: pref

63 Busy ones
64 Commies
65 Showily

aesthetic

DOWN
1 Capital of

Senegal
2 Humble
3 Monastery
inmates

4 Place
5 Revived
6 Existent

7 Old Greek
com

8 Writing

tablets

9 Cast memt>ers
10 Runs into

1

1

Owning up to

12 Bark cloth

13 Appliance
2

1

No part

22 Some coins
24 Score
27 Schedule
28 Gram
30 Easy as fall-

mg off

31 Discolored
32 Pit

33 Man or boy
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34 A reptile

35 Astonish
36 Glide on ice

38 Wading bird

42 Expose
44 Force
45 Tricks
47 Fur source
48 Ten-armed sea

creature
49 — cooler

50 Ruling

51 Deteriorate

52 Repair

53 Mishmash

54 In the
distance

55 Encumber

59 Harem room
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Roommates 53 Roommates 53

FEMALE TO SHARE spacious of>e-bedroom

apt. w/ two others. Bright, clean, quiet,

furnished. Walk to campus. $307/nx).

208-6851.

FEMALE TO SHARE extra largf apartnM>nt in

HarKock Park. Own room bath, non-

smoker. $475/mo. (213)933-6017.

HAPPY, FEMALE, N/S to share large 3 bed. in

Brentwood Great location, $400. Trish/ Deb
447-0372.

MALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE 1 BDRM
Close to campus. Parking, pool, spa. $475/mo

f deposit. Steve (213)824-2407.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Sept $443

new/adjacent. Theta Chi/Gayley. Call collect

(415)342-4622.

MAR VISTA: large bedroom, double cloMt-

share both, large kitchen In 2-«-1 apartnf>ent.

$430i/month •* 7* utilities. Call David

396-9615.

NEAT FEMALE, NON-SMOKER to share

ybd/r/t -bth. apt. in Santa Monica. $450
includes utilities. (213)453-1219.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE. Rent, $320.00.
No deposit, one-bedroom, near V.A. hospital.

Parking. (213)478-2580. Angelica.

OWN FURNISHED BEDROOM in 2-bed/

1-bath house. Utilities, food, phone irKluded.

$55(ynr>o. Must like dogs. (213)452-2697.

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE to share furn

ished, spacious coodo. Private bedroom w/
balcony, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, tennis, security

parking. $450. (213)838-3521.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 2 be<V2-bath

apaftmcfu. Bev. Glen^ilshtrc area. $30U/mo.
Security building, great area. Available Sept.l

Quiet, large, and spacious. Kimberly
(213)474 5669.

ROOMMATE WANTED Young, female ex-

ecutive seeking Japanese speaking profes-

sional or grad student to share apartment

Female preferred Karyn (213)802-7718 day,

(213)933-9049.

Roommates

ROOMMATE (M/F) to share spacious 3-bed-
room Brentwood apartment with 2 grad stu-

dents (INVlF). Sunny, parking, patio, laundry,

near campus. $475/mo. Starts 8/17.
(213)826-9009.

SHERMAN OAKS. Roommate wanted, female,

own room/bath, $450/mo. 15 min UCLA.
Grace (213)207-8224, day; (818)368-2863,
eves.

UCLA STAFF single mom, w/6yr/old daughter
looking for single female/single mom-staff, to

share house, duplex or large apartment in the

greater Fairfax area. Responsible, neat, easy-

going. N/S. Heather x5526e W, 650-0047 H.

WESTWOOD, female non-smoker to share

room in 2-bed/ 2-bath. Security parking.

$395/mo. Available 9/1. (213)824-7902.

WLA, own room/ bath in 2-bed/ 2-bath.

Female non-smoker. $450-i- 'A -utilities. Park-

ing. (213)207-1706.

Room for Rent 54

2 FURNISHED BEDROOMS FOR RENT in

lovely family home. Full household privileges.

Tennis courts, swimming pool nearby. 5

minutes UCLA by car. (213)474-9894.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent. $350/mo. Female
only. (213)276-0822. 8271 Airdrome St. Los
Angeles, CA. Between Robertson and La
Cienega Blvd.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished rooms, one very
small, large house w/ grad. Students. Kitchen
privileges, pool. Need car. $450-utilities in-

cluded. Leave message. Abby (81 8) 783-51 51

.

B.H. ADJACENT. Private bedroom, furnished,

attached deck. Near buses, parking available.

$450 -1-1 mo deposit. (213)858-6959.

BRENTWOOD: SINGLE STUDIO WITH
BATH. $600/mo. 15 min. UCLA.
(21 3)945-471 3/morning$,
(213)472-7771/evenings. Ask for Jack.

CULVER CITY-DOG WELCOME! Room in

3-bdr/2-bath house. Family environment.
W/D, fenced yard, housekeeper/gardner. 15
min. commute! Available August 1

(213)827-4282.

FOR RENT: OWN ROOM in huge apt. $400.
ASAP. Close to campus. (213)479-2874,
(213)477-9391.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $90(yquarter. Women students.

Mrs. Solat (213)206-8931.

LARGE ROOM, own bath, 1 or 2 females,

kitchen privileges. $60(ymo. Near bus route to

UCLA. (805)640-0816.

LOVELY ENVIRONMENT, Pico/ Beverly Glen,
bath, patio, private entrar>ce, kitchen pri-

vileges, laundry, security parking, $45(yn>o.

(213)201-0317.

MARINA DEL REY/VENKTE HOUSE, room for

rent. W/D, walk to beach, restaurants. Single,

$605 plus utilities. Double with private bath,

$800 plus utilities. (213) 578-2137.

NEAR LCLA, large room in private home,
limited kitchen, ideal for UCLA student/ fa-

culty, non-smoker, $485/mo. (213)476-2068.

NEXT TO LXTLA. Room with private bath.

Limited kitchen. $470. (213)472-1592.

OWN ROOM SHARE BATH in three bedroom
apartment in Palms area. $35(ymo. incl.

utilities. (213)204-6659.

PALMS room in 3-bed apartment, share bath.

M/F. Non-smoking. $355/mo. 9/1.
(213)836-6124

ROOM FOR RENT in house, share bath and
kitchen, non-snwker, prefer vegetarian. Short-
tcrm, possibly long-temi. S4O0/mo. 398-1055.

ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME near UCLA
Kitchen privileges. $425. Mature male pre-

ferred. No smoking. (213)271-1658.

ROOM, PRIVATE BATH, fully furnished.

Prime Santa Monica location — north of

Montana. Kitchen privileges. Female. $440.
(213)395-2025.

SANTA MONICA redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parklnc.
(213)394-2175.

SANTA MONICA, w/ yard, private bath,

hardwood floors, W/D, cable t.v., parking

available, no smoking, pets. $575
VA -utilities. (21 3)453-41 1 5.

SHARE 3-BEDROOM house, nice yard, fire-

place, 2738 Westwood Blvd. $45(VnrH), $450
security deposit, % -utilities. (213)470-4577,
Allen or Denny.

SPACIOUS ROOM 3-BDy2-BTH., 2 story

security apartnnent. $362.17. Balcony, dis-

hwasher, microwave, pool, gym. Rachel

(213)641-4034

SUMMER RATES available in well-kept frater-

nity house. Albert 208-0984.

SUNNY ROOM IN HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS.
Use of house, appliances, patio. SA7S/mo.
w/$400 deposit (213)474-7294.

OLD SPANISH CHARM: WEST HOLLY
WOOD. Privacy, l-bd/l-bth, patio, parking.

%bO0/mo. (213)874 3887.

720 Hilgard Ave.

Room and Roarcl for

Women Across the street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid per quarter)

(213)208-4151

53 Room for Rent 54

WESTWOOD in private home, furnished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer
closejo campus. Male. $450. (21 3)474-71 22.

Sublet 55

3-BD/2-BTH. 10 min. from UCLA: Venice and
Bagley. Sublet Nov. thru end of Jan.
(213)839-3505.

940 TIVERTON. BedA)ath. Clean apartment,
share with roommate. Aug.10—^ Sept.l 5.,

$250. Call Ben. (213)824-9686. '

BRENTWOOD: sublet, large luxury furnished
1 -bedroom. 1-3 nnwiths, $1100, negotiable.

207-5255.

FEMALE TO SHARE master bedroom in large

apartment, w/high ceilings -f balconey. Own
bathroom and fun roommates. $300/mo.
Available Sept.3. (213)478-2815.

NEAR LXZLA. 4-weeks. August 19-September
20. 1 -bedroom, furnished. $145 per week.
(213)477-5191.

House for Rent 56

ALPINE CABIN IN THE CITY! Walking dis-

tance to Westwood Village. 3 bedroom v'1 'A

baths, spacious living room w/ hardwood
floors, fireplace, carport, enclosed garage,

huge patio: $2200/mo. 1347 Greenfield Ave.
(213)382-8281.

BARRINGTON/SANTA MONICA AREA,
3-bed/2-bath. $1 SSQ/nw., Access to all public

transportation. 10-minutes from UCLA.
(213)473-1677, Ken.

BRENTWOOD: $2200. 3-bd. -i- 2-bth. Hard-
wood floors, flreplace, laundry, enclosed yard/
garage. (213)826-6907.

CHARMING TRADITKDNAL TWO STORY
2-bed/r/» -bath home. Windows galore over-

looking spacious landscaped yard. 5 minutes
to UCLA. Brentwood Glen. $1800/mo.
(213)459-1108.

CULVER CITY— 3-bed/2»/. -bath, $1250.
Huge backyard and living room, newly remod
eled, furnished if needed. (714)582-5414 or

(714)546-8657.

MALIBU. UNFURNISHED HOUSE. Private

beach. Near Las Flores. 1-year lease.

$280(ymo. 3-bdy2-bath, 2-car garage, deck,
patio. (213)456-9391.

PICO/TAIRFAX AREA, 3-bed/2-ba house.
Large front yard, 2-car garage, 9-1 2/mo lease.

$1500/mo. Call (213)936-0802, ask for Rudy
or Roz.

SHERMAN OAKS Prime Location. 5-bed/3-full

bath. Georgeous new 2-$tory house. 2-car

garage. Monthly rent $2300. After 6pm
(816)764-1620.

SHERMAN OAKS, $1400/MO. rustic
2-t-2-Kien, yard, a/c, fireplace, quiet neighbor-
hood. (213)336-6214 days, (213)474-0313
evenings.

VENICE, $1250/MO. Charming 1 -bedroom
house, 4-block$ beach, eat-in kitchen, stove,

quiet w^de street. Sunroom & backyard.
(213)301-2423.

WLA: 2-b<Vl-bth. Living room, dining room,
kitchen, backyard, garage . Close to UCLA.
$1290. (213)207-4704.

House to Stiare 57

FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, utilities paid Near
Santa Monica airport. $450. (213)396-6151.

MAR VISTA. Share adorable 2-bcdroom
house. Nice yard, quiet neighborhood. $500,
includes utilities. (213)396-2693.

WOODLAND HILLS. View, clean. rTXjdern,

garage, non-smoker. $400, includes utilities,

quiet, all anf>enities. (618)686-6962

House for Sate 58

BEAUTIFUL CONTEMPORARY in Weslchev
ter. Excellent condition, park setting like.

Private, spacious 3-k*d/ IV. -bath. $355,000.
Agent Cici (213)292-9085.

CONDO ALTERNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartments, hardwood floors, 2 -blocks tobeach
Santa Monica. Room to add on, $495K
395-5212

NEAR WESTWOOD/ PICO 3-bedrooms, den,
2-baths. 2-rireplace$. Exceptionally bright!

Large yard, $349,000. (213)477-9966.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LCLA via Roscomare. 3-»-2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-

tly re-done. $567,890. Dave (616)783-6875.

LOOKING FOR A
^

HOME FOR your;

J[
FRATERNITY OR

S ORGANIZATION?

Call 277-6813 «

House Exctiange 59

PEDIATRKTIAN & WIFE will exchange houses,
between Westwood area and Princeton, N.J.

while son awaits cardiac transplant at UCLA.
(1 yrj (213)493-3494/1609)924-4199.

Real Estate 61

Deluxe Office Space
Amrroximotely 1000 u. fett

rull Air, Poridng Lot, Sgn

Privileges

10S40 Venice Blvd.

(213)390-3713

Room/Board for Help 62

RESPONSIBLE UNDERCRAD SEEKING
GUEST/PRIVATE ROOM in exchange for ne-

gotiable help with children & meals.

(213)824-2251.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON wanted exchange for

light housekeeping and childcare. Flexible

hours. Car required. Eves (816)906-1349.

ROOM/BOARD + SMALL SALARY in ex-

change for childcare -- very light duties. Must
have reliable car, references + strong responsi-

bilty. Foreign students welcome.
(213)559-0603.

WLA. STUDENT TO LIVE IN. Room & board in

exchange for light housekeeping and babysit-

ting 2 boys, 4 & 6. Prefer a driver with own
car. No smoking. Available Sept. 10.

(213)391-7230.

Room for Help 63

LIGHT CLEANING -^ PICK-UP grandaughter

from school. Call between 9-1 lam.
(213)454-6757.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-

house. Brentwood. 12V. hn^k with 14

year-old boy. Partial board. Driving, sports,

helping with homework. (213)472-2628.

WOMAN NEEDS mature driver/companion.

Twice a week in exchange for furnished room,
private bath, kitchen privileges. 4-miles north

UCLA. Must have insured car, references.

(213)475-6272.

Housing Service 64

PEDIATRICIAN & WIFE WILL HOUSE/
APARTMENT-SIT while son awaits cardiac

transplant at UCLA (1 yr.)
(213)493-3494A609)924-4199

Towntiouse for Sale 65

BEST OF WLA. Brand new Townhouse-
2-br+3ba-»-loft. At 3500 Sawtellw Ave.
Four miles to LXTLA AND to beach, kieal for 3

adults or family. No down for VA's. 472-3495.

Towntiouse for Rent 66

BRENTWOOD 1 -bed townhouse. Hardwood
floors, private patio, laundry, parking, stove,

refrigerator, mini-blinds. $875. 274-2461.

BRENTWOOD 2 -bed/ 1
'A -bath townhouse.

Front. 2-car ga'age, security system, newly
decorated. $1225. Excellent terms.
(213)472-3566, 479-0219.

MAR VISTA new townh9use, 2 -bed/2 -bath.

Gated parking, kitchen, all amenities. Month-
to-nwnth from $900. Terry (213)397-1405.

WESTWOOD: 3-LEVEL TOWNHOUSE.
4-bd., 2-1/2 bth., family room, 1 mile from

UCLA. $2075/mo. (213)472-6631.

WLA, $1600, 2-bed - den/ 2-balh. Large

townhouse, 1650 sq. ft., hardwood floors,

fireglace,_priyacy. (213)826-6907.

Condos for Sale 67

1 -BEDROOM PENTHOUSE, 1 -block from
UCLA, village view, doorman building with
pool. $269,000. Call Broker (213)624-0453.

BRENTWOOD. 1 -BED/1 -BA. 2 POOLS , SPA
• MORE ON 4-acres of land. 2-mile$ to LXTLA.
472-3495.

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1 -bed/ 1 7. -bath,

security, doorman. Wilshire/ Selby. $255K.
Gail 445-7776.

MAR VISTA, fabulous penthouse with city

views! Bright 2-bedroom -flofl 2-balhs in

almost new building. 18-foot ceilings. Quiet
rtv corner location. Immaculate condition

with many upgrades. $269,000. 12016
Washington Place, #316. Open House: Thurs.

6/15, 1 :30pm-3:30pm and Sun. 8/16,
2:0Opm-S:0Opm. Sheri, Fred Sands Realtors.

473-61 56.

ONE BEDROOM CONDO, freeway close to

UCLA. Marina Gateway, large, sunny, clean,

top floor unit in security building. Custom
closet. Euro-kitchen w/ microwave, dish-

washer. 2-parking places. Pool, spa, sauna,
weight room, lush landscaping. $159,000.
(213)396-2900, F S.B.O.

SPACKXJS 2-be<V IV. -bath, heart of Brent-

wood, top floor, bright. Laundry unit.

$269,000. Gail, Robin 445-7778.

WALK TO UCLA. Wilshire High-Rise. 1-bd.

$159,500. UDEN$210,000, pool, doormen.
Ager»t Prvdencc. (21 3)474 7265.

WESTWOOD, walk to campus, $239,000,
2-bed/ 2-bath, 5th floor. Marilyn
(213)451-5471. '

WESTWOOD, $163,000, fabulous 1 bed/
1 -bath. Near UCLA in "The Colony." Must seel

Stark, C.B. (213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD, $11 5K STUDIO. Pool
(213)473-0936.

Condos for Rent 69

Vi BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 -bed/1 -bath Condo.
Pool , spa, security elevator. $1 35(yaK). Broker
(213)824-0453.

% -BLOCK LXTLA. Large 1 -bedroom Sunny
pool, spa, security, valet, doon^an. Perfect
for 3 individuals. (213)931-3811.
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From page 24

lot of experience ... It was
outstanding for her to come in and
play a lot as a freshman like she
did."

Roque played middle blocker
for two of Banachowski's teams,
but she transferred to Utah State
for her junior year.

"I skipped my senior year at

Santa Monica (High School)
because 1 wanted to go to UCLA/'
Roque says. "I had a full ride as a
1 7 -year-old. I got kind of lost in the
big city and the big classes.**

An incredible influx of money
since 1987 has made volleyball a
legitimate livelihood. Four years
ago, the sport's total prize money

Condos for Rent

LARGE SUNNY 3-bed/ 2-bath condo, near
S.D. & San Marina freeways. Pool, exercise
room, security building. (213)645-4166.

VS^STWOOD. Walk to UCLA, penthouse.
2-bedroonV 2-bath. $138(ymo, balcony, fire-

place, parking, security building. Call Guy,
(213)474-9527.

Guest House for Rent 70

2-BLC)CKS OFF SUNSET, $AO0/mo, includes
utilities. (213)851-4781.

BEVERLY HILLS, $500/MO. Private room, bath
and entrarx:e, furnished. Near buses. 1-year
lease. Car not necessary. Great deal
(213)277-3881.

BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE with rustic

charm, privacy and use of well-maintained
garden. Full kitchen, bath, fireplace. Newly
repainted/ carpeted. Walking distance San
Vicente Blvd. SllSO/mo, includes utilities,

parking, and use of washer/ dryer. Diane
(213)653-6190, (213)476-4947.

CHARMING WLA guesthouse 2-rooms, bath,

kitchen, skylights, yard. SllOO/mo.
(213)444-9787.

PRIME WESTWOOD AREA. Semi-furnished,

female only. $585/rrK). (213)247-1550.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything—
fully equipped— reasonable rates.
(818)785-1028.

Child Core <?0

FAMILY DAYCARE, near campus, loving, fun

environment. Warm food. Full/ Part-time.

Monica (213)472-3844

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE

feoi. 'eji); i.r.v' So'o- a

FREE LOVVfR QUOTE cjll

213)852-71/5 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INSAG[NCV

Movers/Storage 94

lERRY'S rrwving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, expcrier>ced, and reli-

able, lerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 MRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH MfTHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex

perience. Can help on Research Project,

PlirUtion, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

CLEANING SERVICE Efficient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)3960411, rMe $12 per hour.

MOR & MOR PAJNT- Intcrior.txtcnor paint-

ing. Free estimate. Wall-paper renr>oval.

License 0609595 (818)904-5787,
(818)706-0670.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Urtdergradu-

ate, graduate, PH.D Any style/requirement.

(213)871-1333.

Mli Ki;i*\iic

—

I iti:i; i:s I i>i /

Also repair Audio, Video & Musical
LnstrumenU

West LA STUDIO SKKVICES
(213)478-7917 Visa/MC

amounted to less than $50,000. But
in 1991, $805,000 in winnings is

on the line, due mainly to the

television contract with ESPN.

On a given weekend, $30,000 is

at stake. But throw in the cable
sports giant, and that increases the
purse 33 percent to the $40,000
range. Tournaments in Japan have
even posted $100,000 in prize
money.

A top ten athlete like Roque
pulls in $50-75.000 annually from
sponsors and performance shares.

Roque is sponsored by Jag, a

sportswear company, and it pro-

vides her with what is essentially a

salary. Each month, she receives a
check from her sponsor which is

not based on performance.
In 1990. Roque earned $31,550

in prize money and scored 340
points, which placed her in fourth

place on both the money and point
standings.

Roque played in the Italian pro
leagues following college, which
first exposed her to the concept of
play-for-pay.

"It was weird to think that

someone owned the rights to my
abilities.*' Roque says. "At first,

being a professional was tough. I

felt that I carried more than just my
hitting ability on my back.

"I grew to understand it was a
part of life. The idea of training is

different; not only do I train for

^ ai

69 Services Offered

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to
assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-4193.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH, TUTOR-
ING. PhD GIVES EXPERT HELP FAST. ACCU-
RATE. LOW RATES. DAYS, EVENINGS.
(213)476-0114.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses /DissertJitlons

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE

Sharon Bear, Ph.D
(213)470-6662

MOVE OVERSEAS
Auto, professional tools, Personal Effects

Contact IntI Freight Forwarder

Incare Cargo Services

FMC License No. 2400

(213) 670-9360

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BKXOGY, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages,

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS
The Sciperiof Tutor iai Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

CHINESE/ ENGLISH speaking tutor, can help
with your Toefl, essays, grammar, conversa-
tion, etc. (213)822-5557, Paula.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-
ciation, reading comprehension, writing.

$20^r. (213)393-0510.

FRENCH LESSONS: by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreting, translations, voice-

overs, classes, and tour guide. (21 3)478-5822.

GERMAN quality instruction in grammar,
reading, writing, conversation by native

speaker w/ PhD. (818)247-0625 leave
message.

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYS»CS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN
ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
816-500-4021

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL jIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

PROFESSOR Of MATH WITH 16 YEARS
EXPERIENCE. Battc to higher math. Reason-
able rates! Interested? (213)953-1657.

TUTORING IN History, Political Science,

Sociology and English by UCLA graduate
student. Call (213)826-7653.

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANESE LANGUAGE TUTOR NEEDED
$12A>r. Walk from campus. (213)575-9304,
please leave message.

TUTORING WANTED FOR 6 YEAR OLD
BOY ENGLISH (READING & WRITING
NATIVE SPEAKER. $1(VHR. (213)47(W)758,
OTAKE

Typing 100

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellcheck. (818)752-1980 7 days,

8am- 10pm. Rushes okay.

AAA-MAZING TYPIST RIGHT in Westwood
Village! Quick, REASONABLE TYPING &
PROOFING— papers, rcsunies, scripts, ANY-
THING! (213)206-1704.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
vMxdprocessing- Anything. Editing available

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David

(213)788-9885

'document preparation^
© Premium Quality Services Q

Text A Graphic!

Contact a 13) 298-5309
•*"^

ai3) 287-1 198

ReasoDable RiUee »»»»»

96 Typing

A+! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)882-8006, (818)994-1094.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303.

PROF. EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations,

term papers, all papers. Long time for UCLA.
Virginia (213)820-0150.

THE FINISHED WORD— papers, theses, re-

ports, dissertations, resumes, cover letters.

Fast, accurate. In Encino. (818)342-9140.

WORD PROCESSINCyTYPINCVSECRETARIAL
SERVICES- fast-efficient-reliable-reasonable-

punctuation & grammar. FAX available

(818)222-6444.

WORDPROCESSING/ IBM-PC: term papers,

theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/ Sepulveda. (213)397-9711.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

CELLO, PIANO, THEORY LESSONS FOR ALL
AGES AND LEVELS. EXPERIENCED, RESPON-
SIBLE. PLEASE CALL (21 3)822-5557 SHAUN.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. Alt levels/ styles.

NY. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierKed Career Counselor. Also

college admiuion essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2.hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

T 1

London

Amsterdam $320'

Frankfurt $385*

Paris $389*

Tokyo $330*

Hons Kons $320*

Banskok $420*
• Fares arc eachwayfromLos Angelesbased
on a rourKltrip purchase Restrictiom ap-

ply fares sObject to change without rxatice

and taxes not included

Open Saturdayt Item - tpM

CoundlTkaiid
1093 Broxton Ave #990
Los Anscles, CA 90024

213-208-3551
Euraiipasses Issued

on the spot!

myself to be a better player, I have
a financial responsibility to my
sponsor and my partner to train and
prepare myself for each weekend."

Roque, 31. has also finally

found her first sit-down job after a
lifetime of activity on the sand and
hardcourts. At Santa Monica Col-
lege, she is a first-year teacher in

the physical education department
and learns as much as she contri-

butes.

"I love it. I never thought that I

would," says Roque after her first

year teaching. 'The opportunity to

interact and have an input on
people's lives is great. I have an
adaptive P.E. class with hand-
icapped students, and they are so
inspiring, more inspiring than any
athletes Tve played with.*'

FOOTBALL
From page 24

At comerback, Dion Lambert and
Cariton Gray wiU start together for

the third year in a row, making the

secondary the toughest and most
experienced area of the UCLA
defense.

The kicking game is the part of
the team that must be giving Terry

EKMiahue fits. None of the return-

ing place kickers have ever kicked

a collegiate field goal.

The pieces are in place for an
improved year this year for the

Bruins, and they could conceivab-

ly challenge Washington and USC
for the Pac-10 title. But for now,
the only challenge is the start of

practice on Saturday.

100 Travel 105 Scooters for Sale 115

LOWEST R.T AIRFARES
FROM IAX/8AN/SFO0N SHORT NOTICE

•SEAHLE $2S0 •LONDON IfiBfl
•NEW YORK $365 -GLAMOWS^J
•NEW ORLEANS $296 -PAR^NNASTM
•****'"-* »7M 'AMSTERDAM $746
•TOKYO $600 •GENEVA/ZURICH $785

OTHER DOMESTIC/INrL FARES AVAIL CALL FOR 1 WAY

BARNEY'S TRAVEL
(213)382-9161

Travel Tickets 106

NEWARK/NY from LAX-OW-Aug. 30lh. $1 50.

(213)390-6190.

Autos for Sale 109

1970 VOLKSWAGEN BUG 38k miles on
rebuilt engine. Great Buy. Excellent. Reliable.

$1200. (213)392-4307.

1975 VOLVO 4-DR. $750. Good running
condition. (213)472-8793.

1979 HONDA ACCORD, silver hatchback
with sunroof. $1000 firm. Call Bev
(213)206-3184 days, (213)258-9962 eves.

1980 BMW 320i, blue, clean, S-speed.
$2800/obo. Must sell- leaving town.
(213)207-6238.

'84 OLDSMOBILE CUTLAS, special edition,

2-door, 6 cylinder, excellent condition.
$3100. (213)208-1827, eveninj^

.

ALFA ROMEO SPORT SEDAN 1977, 4-dr.,

sunroof. Great condition. $3850. Call before
12 noon (213)301-9482

AUDI COUPE 1984, 48,000 miles, black/
beige, automatic, sunroof, excel lent condition,
asking $3900. (213)286-1913.

CHEVROLET CAVALIER 1 985, black, sunroof,
stereo. Excellent running condition.
(213)453-4202.

DATSUN 210, 1980, $1 SOO/obo, excellent
mpg, great engine, new tires, AK. Good
stereo. Olivier (213)206-2751.

DODGE CHARGER, 1985, 5-speed, halch-
back, 2.2 litre engine. Runs great. W^ll-
maintained, clean $1600. (818)972-9506.

DODGE OMNI 1984 Very good condition
$1600 (213)829-0676. MUST SELL
IMMEDIATELY-BEFORE AUGUST 20TH.

FIAT, 124 Sport Coupe 1971. Red, excellent
condition $120(yobo. (213)459-9540.

HISTORICAL U.S. ARMY JEEP, 1941,
$750(Vobo. Perfect condition. Call Gene at

(213)477-7168.

HONDA CrVKT DX, 1989, 3-doof hatchback,
automatic, AM/TM, cassette, alarm, low miles
(19k), excellent condition, original owner.
Moving-must sell. $7995/obo
(213)396-4955.

HONDA CRX SI 1966 Red, excellent condi-
tion, 36,000m, 5-sp, NC, sunroof, 1989 FM/
AM/cass., all service records $6,500 obo
Call Mike (213) 933^960

NISSAN 200SX deluxe 1964. Excellent condi-
tion. 60,000m., automatic. A^, AWFM cas-
sette, all-power & extras. $3900
(213)473-2700.

TOYOTACELICAGT -84, 67K miles, 5-speed,
sunroof, AM/FM cas«ene, A^, electronic fuel
injection, cruise control, alarm. $3950
398-1055

1986 HONDA AERO 50 low mileage.
$45(yobo. Call Todd (213)207-1485.

1990 YAMAHA 2VMA II. 2-seater, great

condition. )ust tuned. Graduated, must sell.

$85(Vobo. Patty (213)208-2320.

86' HONDA ELITE. $650. Call jon
(213)824-2236, (818)881-6476.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

BLUE HONDAELITE80only2400mile5. Runs
like new. $90(Vobo. 824-4516.

ELITE 80 1987. Bought new in 1989. Looks,
runs great. Helmet, lock, basket. $800.
479-0014.

HONDA ELITE 150 DELUXE, RED, PERFECT
CONDITION, VERY SMOOTH, VERY FAST.
$1095/OBO. CALL NOW! JON 478-4426.

VESPA P200E. White, only 1 200 miles. Excel-

lent condition. $1500. (213)394-2815.

YAMAHA 125z, 1987. 1,861 miles, good
condition, $1200. After 6, weekdays,
(213)774-8166.

YAMAHA JOG, 50cc, 1986, $350. Red with
basket. Looks/runs great. (21 3)841 -6827 (after

6 P.M.).

YAMAHA ZUMA II, 1990, $1300, excellent
corniition, blue, good transportation. Must sell.

(213)973-2182, leave message.

Off-Campus Parking 120

OFF-CAMPUS PARKING AVAILABLE: South
of Wilshire between Veteran and Midvale.
(213)478-6755.

Furniture for Sale 126

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTV, SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290. MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160. (213)821-0729

COUCH $50, BOOKSHELF $20, king-size bed
$20, stereo, TV. (213)824-3829

COiXIHBED $100, STAIRMASTER $150, full

size b«i $100, microwave $90, lamps $50.
Maryann (213)824-0319.

HIGH QUALITY, all unused. Sofa and lov«.
leat, $595. Leather sofa and loveseat, $1200.
Hideabed, $250. Bedroom set, $495 Mattr«M
ind boxsprings, $150. Wardrobe $150.
(-drawer chest, $85. Dinette, $150. 9-piece
Jiningroom, $1200. Recliner, $200. Futon,
ilOO. Bunkbeds, $150. Daybed, $195. Brass
teadboard, $125. Electric beds, $795. Wall
units, $1 50. Desk, $1 50. Carpetint, $6^ yard.
Encyclopedia set 1990, sacrifice $300.
(213)393-2338.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phon«
orders accepted (213)372-2337

REFRIGERATOR Vh year old Westinghouse,
17 cubic ft. $350/obo Laura 206-6364.

TWIN BED, X-LONG MATTRESS, built-in

drawers. Great condition. $100/obo. Call
Andy (213)208-5042.

Misc. For Sale 128

TOYOTA SUPRA 1967 Blue, mint condition.
Low miles. $12,000/obo. Call Jessica
(816)664-2870.

VOLVO, 760 GLE, '63, mechanically immacu
late. $4800 (213)451-0501.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1971. Red, runs well,
dents, UClA instructor must sell. $950 obo
(213)977-0878

BRAND-NEW wadding dress, formal, r^y^t
worn. $40(yobo 826^3056.

MINOLTA XC9 35mm SLR. 3 lenses- 1 normal
and 2 zoonw. Carrying case and strap, plus
many extras. Excellent condition. $30(Vobo
(213)477-9204.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1

3

1

PANASONIC portable compact disk player,

1991 model SLNPI^. Brand new, never used.
$75. (213)477-9204.

Motorcycles for Sale 114 Typewriter/Computer 134

HONDA CB 350 FOLIR, 1974. great condi-
tion, 7,000 miles, chronr^, $675. Suzanne
(213)312-0065.

SUZUKI 550, 1963, $«(Vobo Never Kar< a

problem. Transferring, must sell
(213)206-5315.

YAMAHA SECA 400. Sporty, Midnight Blue,

QEAN. Definitely Must See Gotta SELL!
$950 Seung (213)624-2046.

YAMAHA XT 550. '63. street/ dirt bike. $750.
(213)206-4565.

EPSON EQUITY k, 286, 20 MB, loaded with
Microsoft Works, Word Perfect 5.0, Lotus
1-2-3, Publish h. Sidekick. Quicken, with
LQeOO printer. $1100. (213)397-5805.

IMAGEWKI ILK II, excellent condition, plus
extras!! %250hkto Call (213)820-7277.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

yourselfl (818)994 1 186.

RENT IBM complete computer system,

$9Vmo. Search Orion, write papers, etc. 266,
366 systems available. (213)931-4207.
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Po finds quick success on pro tennis tour
By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

It took Kim Po all of one week
as a professional tennis player to

win her first tournament.

Although it wasn*t exactly
Wimbledon, when Po captured a
$25,000 satellite tournament in

Evansville, Indiana last month, her
tennis career took a giant leap

forward.

Back in May, Po closed out her
UCLA tennis career by finishing

second in the NCAA doubles
tournament with Stella Sampras.
At that point, Po had already
decided to forgo her final two
years of collegiate eligibility.

The Evansville tournament was
Po*s first tournament since she
decided to turn professional. After
winning that tournament, Po was
able to enter in the qualifying
draws of major tournaments.

"I originally planned to play
satellites for a while until I got
enough points to start qualifying
for regular tournaments," Po said.

*Then I won at Evansville, so I

didn't even have to play any more
satellites.**

After Evansville, Po was able to

enter the qualifying draw of the

Mazda tournament at La Costa.
Po won all three of her qualify-

ing matches to reach the main
draw. She then defeated Peanut
Louie Harper in the first round, 6-

3, 6-3.

In the second round Po had to

face a slightly tougher opponent,
the No. 9 player in the world,

Manuela Maleeva.

"I was a little bit nervous in the

first set," Po said. "Before the

match I was telling myself not to

get blown off the court**

Po overcame her nervousness to

win the first set in a tie-breaker.

"After I won the first set, I knew
that I had a chance to beat her,'* Po
said. "I got tired in the last two sets,

and she was able to beat me.*'

Maleeva rebounded to win the
final two sets, 6-3, 6-2, but the day
wasn't a complete loss for Po.

"It showed me that I was able to

play with someone of her calibre,"

Po said. "She didn't hit the baU aU
that hard. It was a really good
experience for me, because I had
been wondering how I would play
with the top players.**

»

"I learned a great

deal firom my first loss."

Kim Po
Tennis player

After the Mazda tournament, Po
headed to the Virginia Slims of
Albuquerque. She reached the

finals of the qualifying draw,
before losing to Nicole Arendt,
whom Po has beaten before.

This past week, Po received a
wildcard entry into the main draw
of the Virginia Slims of Los
Angeles tournament. On Tuesday,
Po lost her first-round match, 6-1,

6-1 to Alexia Dechaume.
*That was probably my worst

day as a professional," said Po. "I

was a little nervous playing at

home, and I just didn't play well."

After only five weeki as a

professional, Po has already
improved her ranking to No. 182 in

the world. That means that she will

be able to enter at least the

qualifying draw of most main
tournaments.

However, Po isn't ranked high
enough to get into the U.S. Open,
which is in two weeks.

"I am trying really hard to get a
wild card into the Open," said Po.

So far, life on the pro circuit has
been kind to Po.

'They take really good care of
you at the big tournaments," Po
said. "When I was in Evansville,

there was nothing, not even ice.

"At La Costa, they even gave
you a car to drive around in once
you made the main draw," Po
added.

The financial aspects of profes-

sional tennis are also working out
for Po, who has made more than

$11,000 in prize money.
"I'm working on getting a

sponsor to pay for my racquets and
shoes." Po said. "I am gc»ing to talk

to Wilson, because I wear Wilson
shoes and play with a Wilson
racquet."

Now that she is playing in major
tournaments. Po knows that she
will probably be losing most of her
matches.

"You have to make the best out
of losing," Po said. "Even the best

players don't win a lot of their

matches, so you have to learn

something from your losses.

"Right now I am more con-
cerned with learning than I am
with winning. I learned a great deal
from my first loss.

"I really need to work on my
serve, and I need to be more
consistent I am also working on
using more of my shots, I have to

improve my shot selection," Po
added.

In just five weeks on the pro circuit, Kim Po Is already ranked No.
182 in the world, and has won over $11,000.
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#K^ P • TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
3| I f5 • AIR CONDITIONED
N^ ^^ -SATURDAY COMEDY CLASS
1 093 Broxton Ave. #21 8 824-3991

Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

|or shades of gray

SkmunerM Mfeitisiiif can (to A all/

Call825-2161...NOW
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Italian Grill And Saloon
9389 Wilshire Blvd. (Between Canon and Crescent)-8S8-1303

Thiirs Fri Sat

8 OOpiTi Dinner Show

Thurs THE ALMOST COMEDY
8/15 COMPETITION & SHOWCASE

Moon Jones & Lisa Forrester

Fri Rjtt Henn (Or Dimento and
8/16 Rhino Records). Lotus

Weinstock. David Zasloff. Reed

Steele <Hollywood-USa,

Entertainer of the Year)

Sat Leah Krisky (A&E at the Improv),

8/17 Lotus Weinstock. The Mooney

Twins. Oanni Klein

Thurs 8/15 BLUES KRUSE

Fri.8/16 THE PREACHERS
Featuring Smilin Brian

Sat 8/17 JJ BAD BOY JONES
And His Bad Boys

Sun 8/18 JJ "BAD BOY" JONES
All Star Jam 4:45

Bnng your guitar, harp or...

Men. 8/19 BACK PAGE BLUES BANO~

Tues.8/20
THE PERSUADERS
Featuring Rick Berthoud

^^^^'^^
THE ROADHOUSE RIPPERS
With Clayton Goldstein

CARLTON HAIR
IINTERPiATIONAL

UCLA Special
usL be presenLed to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT & BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

I
Valid Sunday - Thurscld>

Exp. a/ 13/91

WESTWOOD
Wilsliire West Plaza

234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

1 PROCESS

MVST SHOW UCLA STUDEUT ID.

OR EMPLOYEE ID. WITM COUFOTI
Wt rmervt A* n^ t$ r^mt mtWc U any

PIZZA & PITCHER OFBEER

$4.99
Good Monday-Thursday Expires 8/31/91

^M HATE HIDDEN COSTS!
mm *thal*t why all oT my confact l«nt

packoQM or» compter*. You wont
tMi MirprtMd by un«xp«ct«d r«M

— DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care
• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-col vy/elcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

COMPIIIYE Cikftl' *319-9999»
% Villi Wh I ll %Milmlt 1531 Wilshire Blvd Santo Monica

(Gomer of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)
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opons
Pigskin season returns to WestW' • II
Bruins will begin practice on Friday

as they prepare for BYU
By Mark Brubaker

As the UCLA football team
looks forward to a new year,
everyone is wondering which team
will show up for the 1991 season.
Will it be the Bruins who upset No.
2 Washington in Seattle, or the
Bruins who lost to USC for the
fourth time in five years and
finished 5-6?

The answers to these questions
and others will be addressed soon,
as the Bruins start fall practice on
Saturday, with the season opener
against BYU just three weeks
away.

One area nobody is questioning
is the position of quarterback.
Under sophomore Tommy Mad-
dox, UCLA averaged nearly 400
yards per game in total offense and
it stands to reason that the 6*4"

Texan will be flying high again
this year.

In order to be successful, Mad-
dox will have to rely on his
offensive line. The tackles figure
to be the strongest part of the line,

with sophomores Craig Novitsky
and Vaughn Parker anchoring it

Depth may be a problem, though,
and some freshmen could see
playing time.

Starting at fullback for the
Bruins will be senior Kevin Smith.
Last year Smith scored five touch-
downs and had the most yards for a
Bruin fullback since 1984. Behind
Smith there is still a question at the
tailback position. Ricky Davis is

tentatively listed as the starter, but
Kevin Williams has looked good
in drills.

The receiving corps will be led

by junior Sean LaChapelle, who
was second on the team in recep-
tions last year behind the gra-
duated Scott Miller. Sophomores
Michael Moore and Bryan Adams
give the Bruins a strong base and
speedy senior Paul Richardson
will probably start opposite
LaChapelle.

With Tommy Maddox at the
helm, the offense should be able to

put points on the board, as it

averaged nearly 28 points per
game last year. But the defense
will have to improve from a season
ago for the Bruins to be successful.

On the defensive line, junior
Mike Chalenski should be fully

recovered from off-season shoul-
der surgery. The Sporting News
rated Chalenski as the sixth best
defensive lineman in the nation.

Starting again at nose guard will be
Emmanuel Onwutuebe, who led
all down linemen in tackles last

year.

At inside linebacker, Arnold
Ale. a disappointment in his first

season after transferring from
Notre Dame, will start along with
either Stacy Argo or Nkosi Little-

ton.

The real problem, though, is at

outside linebacker, with only one
upperclassman on the roster. This
could be the weakest part of the

defense, since nobody on the team
has a significant amount of experi-

ence here.

Matt Darby will start at strong
safety for the fourth consecutive
year. Darby has a legitimate shot at

first team Ail-American this year.

1991 UCLA Football Tentative Lineup

KeviRSir^,Sr, TOffi«qfl«SKi*^x,$0. f^D3N$.8o,

Offense

|

iMOa^Jr. fart Richflwteor^ Sr. SeanUOiap0ite,jf.

Vaugftft Parker, So. M»e wilder,^< Aion QkJeonjr. $c(^Spaj(ft)g,Sr. Cmig Novitsky, So>

V
I^Cliafenste; ^. Emmarajel Orwiftjluebe, Sc ^ firlan Kelly, Sf,

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 [ III

Defense

|
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Randy Cole, St Arnold Afe, Jr. l^acyArgo, Sr.

See FOOTBALL, page 22

Ga^ei Greedy^ $o«

Carllort Gr^% A, Matt Darby, Sr. Othello Hencferson. So. OiO« l«ttt)ert St
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I I iue spikes way to volleyball success

WPVA

Elaine Roque exhibits the blocking form that has enabled her to
beconDe one of the top beach volleyball players in the world.

By Jay Ross
Sumnoer Bruin Staff

Greg Norman. The Brooklyn
Ekxlgers. The Minnesota Vikings.
The common thread is second

best. Although each of these
athletes and teams have performed
at the highest levels, they have also

found extreme success in almost
winning.

If someone had ever established

a hall of fame for second-place
finishers, Elaine Roque would
have been a charter member.
Roque, a former UCLA AU-
American, had fmished second in

thirteen tournaments entering the

pro beach volleyball finals last

August
Second place is nothing to

ignore. The runners-up put in the

same time and effort as the

winners, but circumstances in the

final match leave them feigning a

smile and trying to mask their

disappointment.

In 1990, though, Roque and her
partner Nina Matthies finally

ended that stingy streak by defeat-

ing the team of Angela Rock and
Rita Crockett-Royster to win the

World Championships in I augh-
lin, Nevada.

"Coming so close and missing
was frustrating, and that made
winning the tournament fantastic/*

Roque remembers. "To work so
hard and so long and to realize

your dreams is so great That's
something that I will always have
now, and no one will ever be able
10 take it away.**

Roque and her teammate for

1991, Janice Opalinski-Harrer,

placed fourth at the California

Hardware Santa Cruz Open on
June 15-16, and this summer
season she is shaping up for

another run at the world title.

For Roque to simply step on the

sand and feel the hot grains of the

volleyball court is already an
accomplishment. In the fall, doc-
tors performed surgery on her
shoulder and knee, and those
injuries could have sidelined her
career. But Roque has bounced
back nicely, and she and Opalins-
ki-Harrer have bumped, set and
spiked their way to nine final four
finishes in their first eleven tourna-
ments.

Roque started her successful
beach volleyball career as a young-
ster in Malibu and continued at

Santa Monica High School, from
where future UCLA AU-American
and U.S. Olympian Liz Masakay-
an followed.

"Most of the girls used to play
tennis or vollpyhall. and a few wild
ones used to surf,*' Roque recalls.

"At Malibu Park, I got really mto
it. They had open gym at night, and
I learned a lot there.**

At Samohi, Roque*s just-miss
streak continued. Her Viking team

won the Bay League twice and
fmished third twice in the CIF
playoffs. Roque won the league
most valuable player award as a
junior and skipped her senior year
to attend UCLA on a fiill scholar-
ship.

Roque has always been pre-
pared for a higher level of volley-
ball before she reached the pro
circuit As a ninth-grader, volley-
ball star Patty Bright asked her to
play on the U.S. VolleybaU Asso-
ciation open team. Roque, as a
teen, was the youngest athlete on a
squad consisting of 30-year-old
international competitors.

*There were a lot of well-known
players on that team, and they
picked me up as an extra,** Roque
says. "They gave me a start that I

wouldn't have had otherwise.**

Then, when she made the jump
for high school to college, Roque
didn't miss a serve and was named
Ail-American three years at
UCLA and Utah State. The Bruins
finished third in the nation in 1977
and second in 1978, and the streak
continued in full force.

"I remember that Elaine was a
very natural and fluid athlete,**

UCLA volleyball coach Andy
Banachowski says. "She had a lot

of volleyball experience coming
out of high school, and that's at a
time when kids didn't really get a

See ROQUE, page 22

80th Year, No. 17
Circulation: 11,000

Ecology attracts

celebs to UCLA
Glenn Close, Woody Harrel-

son, Jill Eikenberry, Michael
Tucker and a host of other
celebrities came to Royce Hall
on Sunday for the Earth Com-
munications Office*s (ECO)
third annual entertainment
industry conference, "Our
Energy Future — Our Chil-
dren*s Future.**

**Energy is one of the most
important issues of the '90s,"
said Bonnie Reise, ECO found-
er.

Henry Kendall, president of
the Union of Concerned Scien-
tists, delivered the keynote
address on the burning oil wells
in the Middle East.

Inside

Taming the hills

ofWestwood
"Election HiU** will sport a

gentler slope -- allowing peo-
ple who use wheelchairs to

travel the path bordering
UCLA*s main walkway.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Can you really

learn culture?
An alumna writes true cultur-

al understanding is a long, hard
road.

See page 9

Arts & Entertainment

VI 1*

A little bit

of Dublin soul
Alan Parker's latest film,

*The Commitments," is yet

another story about making it in

the music world, but at least this

time it's got a heart to it.

See page 10

Sports

Terry Donahue
speaks out

Entering his 16th year as

head football coach, Terry
Donahue expresses his opinions

^about the 1991 Bruins.

See page 20

University of California, Los Angeles

Monday
August 19, 1991

Prof released on $240,000 bail
By Matthew Fordahl
Summer Bruin Staff

A UCLA professor and four of
his relatives indicted on charges of
embezzling more than $1 million
in state, federal and private grants
were released on bail Friday after

brief appearances in federal court
A federal grand jury, in a 23-

count indictment issued Wednes-
day, said electrical engineering
Professor Cavour Yeh placed his

two sisters and brother on the
payroll of research projects in

which they did no work and
eventually kicked the money back

Federal grand jury indicts

UCLA prof, family for fraud
to him with the help of a
brother-in-law.

The indictment also stated Yeh
created a company, EMtec Engi-
neering Inc., to sell equipment to

UCLA and the federal government
at highly inflated prices.

Yeh and his four relatives

entered the courtroom Friday
handcuffed and chained. All sur-

rendered to authorities after the

indictment was released.

Yeh, a specialist in fiber-optics

communications and a tenured
professor, received $1.9 million in

grants between 1980 and 1989,
according to the indictment Some
of the funding sources included the
U.S. Army, the National Science
Foundation and the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency.

U.S. Magistrate Robert M.

TK« Fl -r-.-^ \i i^ ^a- .
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The El Tore Varsity Cheerleaders perform a cheer at Drake Stadium during Saturday nighfs
competition. / & ••

^

Cheering up
Fledgling cheerleaders pompon away at UCLA camp

By Matt Ball

Summer Bruin Staff

During a 12-hour day, the fresh-faced young
recruits will line up in ranks, yell in unison on
command, twist and whirl their bodies in

complicated drills and present themselves to their

leaders for evaluation.

Welcome to chcci leading cajup.

Since last summer, the National Chccricading
Association (NCA) has organized a two-session
checrleading camp at UCLA. The cheerleaders,
who come from around the stale and as far away as
Japan, pay $199 for camp enlistment, which
includes billets in the dormitories, mess in the

cafeteria and constant drilling in Drake Stadium.
The last session began Wednesday, and the
recruits were discharged Sunday.
The NCA sponsors checrleading camps all over

the United States. But UCLA is one of the best
locations to have the camp because the university
has good dorms, a good place to drill and good
food, said Sandce Wilkinson, director of the
camp.

Drake Stadium has served as a parade ground
for a toul of 1,100 bouncing, dancing, chanting,
cheering, pomponning soldiers and their com-
manders this year.

See CHEERLEADERS, page 2

Stone on Friday set Yeh's bail at

$240,000. Assistant U.S. Attorney
Nathan J. Hochman had argued
that the bail should be at least

$750,000.

Both sisters and the brother

were released on $50,000 bail

each. Yeh*s brother-in-law, Alan
Hsia, is charged with conspiring
with the professor in the kickback
scheme. He was released on
$50,000 bail.

Yeh's attorney, Brian 0*Neill,

claimed his client is not guilty.

"His work was satisfactorily done

See PROFESSOR, page 2

students
lobby for

new Asian
» I urses

By Marina DundjerskI

After banding together for
almost a year, students working to

have more Asian languages taught
at UCLA will be a step closer to

their goal when they meet with one
of the university's top administra-
tor's at summer's end.

The students are trying to

establish courses on Hindi, Taga-
log. Thai and Vieuiamese lan-

guages and cultures because they
say the Asian languages UCLA
offers do not adequately represent
the Asian communities of South-
em California.

Although UCLA offers about 95
languages, only four — Japanese,
Korean, Mandarin Chinese and
Sanskrit — are Asian.

In the beginning, separate clus-
ters of students were working to
get the university to teach various
languages. But in fall 1990, they
grouped together under the banner
of diversity to form the Asian
Pacific Languages and Cultures
Committee.

Although these students say
adding the languages is a vital step
toward maintaining a culturally
diverse atmosphere at UCLA,
administrators say there are no
funds to support more languages.

"If the university had to teach
200 languages, I think they would
be glad to do it. It's a matter of
prestige," explained faculty senate
Chairman David Kaplan. But the
problem, he says, lies in the lack of
resources.

Humanities Dean Herbert Mor-
ris agreed. If these languages were
taught, it would be done at the
expense of other programs, he
said.

"When we talk about introduc-
ing new curriculum, we talk about
shifting resources, not new resour-
ces being given to us," he said.
*That involves some very difficult

decisions."

Even though students say they
have received much positive feed-
back and gained the support of
some faculty and administrator,
they have yet to hear any official

word.

That means their meeting with
College of Letters & Science
Provost Raymond Orbach on Aug.

See LANGUAGES, page 6

\
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#K^ F" -TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
JK I "5 -AIR CONDITIONED
N^ ^^ -SATURDAY COMEDY CLASS
1 093 Broxton Ave. #21 8 824-3991

Westwcxxj Village, Above the Wherehouse

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY

[CLEAR/COLOR) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (6 mo supply) ..$109 SET
ADDITIONAL 6 MONTHS for $99

CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

B&L • WJ • CIBA • AO • B&H • etc.

EYE EXAM $15
W/contact I

(213)842-6094 (800)266-6094
Coatlira Cinropraetc

Mwihatwi Oamti MS «ail T»»fip«utie maiiag* ISSAy

JwH THE HAIR SALON

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
$MEN& WOMEN

Bikini Wax
^^k Lip Wax
^^^P Eyebrow^^^ Full Leg &

Bikini Wax $20

$8
$4
$5

Sculpture Nails

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

HILITE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$35

CELLOPHANE &
CUT $25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant gj^p g/^g/gi

FUTON & FRAME
LIQUDATION

SALE FREE! IMPORTED DECORATOR
PILLOWS WITHANY PURCHASE
OF FUTONSAND FRAME.
$50 VALUE.

You Get Both

QUEEN

BRAND-NEW
NAME BRAND

TWIN 2 pc. $45
FULL 2pc. $55

QUEEN 2pc. $75
KING 3pc. $95

_ r Jt

ESTB. 1968

AVAILABLE

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
ON ANY IDENTICAL MERCHANDISE

FUTON MATTRESSES

FROM:

^45 '65
TWIN QUEEN

$55^85
FULL KING

5 PIECE BEDROOM SET
n59 '\

YOU GET Mjskt Dresser. 2 Nightstands, Mirror &. Headboard.

AvaiJabie in Ughi oak or oounory beech

BUNK OR TWIN BEDS I
the acapulco

OX-BOW DESIGN
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

• !•

Large
•election of
colore and
•oltd oak
Iramee in

etock

THE DELPHI
PLATFORM BED

NOW ONLY
All hardwood 2 1/2" potts. Bunkbed are 2 twin beds.
Includes stepladder and raHs| M|ittf»«s»s fhclM<gg3

SolM
hardwood
available in

black lacquer
or natural
finiah

MM FURNITURE
6032 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

(i Block East of Fairfax, Opposite May Co.)

(213) 939-1244 • 939-3335
V/SA

OPEN 7 DAYS: Mon-Fri 10 a.m. - 7 p.m., Sat/Sun 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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Professor's 1989 Response to Charges
A Daily Bruin reporter interviewed Professor Cavour Yeh shortly after

the DC Board of Regents filed a $500,000 lawsuit against him. The

following are excerpts taken from that interview.

On the lawsuit:

"I don't know what to say I'm quite shocked by the allegations It was like

being hit by a hammer They don't understand what I was doing."

On employment of relatives:

"I won government research contracts based on my work. That's why It is

so important that I deliver And I did , I have to have my work done in the

fastest way possible, and I have to use people who I know and trust, people

who can do work cheaply. They were people I trusted."

On overbllling:

(Yeh cited a "special gadget on the forefront of communications techn-

ology") "Basically, I invented it, so I was unable to buy it anywhere else. It

cannot be bought, and it cannot be sold. Period .... I subsequently took it

upon myself to have it made at a cost 10 times than what It woudi cost if I had

to go through a regular vendor channel.

SOURCE: Daily Brum. March 16. 1989

MATTHEW FORDAHL/Summer Bruin

PROFESSOR
From page 1

and the equipment he was con-

tracted to construct or acquire was

in fact produced and was satisfac-

tory."

O'Neill refused to comment
further on the case.

The Yeh family allegedly began

the elaborate scheme as early as

1978, Hochman said. The relatives

allegedly falsified UCLA employ-

ment applications and created

scripts to read when questioned by
UCLA authorities, he said.

"All the money ended up in one
of (Yeh*s) bank accounts. It*s

classic money laundering,** Hoch-
man said.

From March 1981 to October

1987, Yeh allegedly paid his

brother, Richard Wei Yeh of Palos

Verdes, abnost $160,000. In his

UCLA employment application,

Richard Yeh said he had quit his

other full-time job, although he

continued to work full-time for an
engineering company.

According to the indictment,

Cavour Yeh provided his brother

with a script to read should he be
questioned by authorities.

On March 1, 1988, Richard Yeh
allegedly used the script when he

told UCLA Internal Audit officials

he was only a friend of Cavour
Yeh, whom he had met at a party.

His sister, Dorothy Wei Li of
Los Angeles, was paid more than

$220,000 from June 1981 to

January 1988. Another sister,

Victoria Wei Yeh Hsia of Los
Angeles, received paychecks from
April 1982 through April 1986
totaling more than $77,000.
*The relatives did not do any of

the work they were hired to do,*'

Hochman said. *t)n her applica-
tion, one of the sisters claimed to

have credentials. She was a typisL

CHEERIEAPERS
From page 1

Both groups take their work
very seriously.

Consider what a day in the
program is like for the 14- to 17-

year-old recruits:

After fmishing a hygiene and
breakfast regimen that begins as
early as 4:30 a.m.. campers file

into Drake Stadium four hours
later for a half-hour of "Cheerob-
ics,** stretching and aerobic exer-
cises designed to prevent injuries

during the grueling day.
After that, the campers split up

into two groups. The rank-and-file
cheerleaders go to classes on
chanting, jumping (beginner,
intermediate and advanced classes
are offered) and building human
pyramids. Their day is filled with
coaching, dance routines and per-
formance cheers.

The other group is called "the
pompon girls.** And they spend
their day learning songs, dances
and the correct usage of the
pompons, which were invented by
L:R. He«kimeyer, the founder of

"Another sister claimed she was
an assistant professor at a Taiwan
university. She was not,** he said.

Although required to do so by
university regulations, Yeh*s
research associates never
informed UCLA officials of their

relation to Yeh, UCLA spokeswo-
man Darlene Skeels said.

After the relatives received their

university paychecks, they
returned a percentage to Yeh as a

kickback, the indictment stated.

In addition to hiring his rela-

tives, Yeh*s company, EMtec,

allegedly overbilled the university

and the government for high-tech

equipment
•The defendant did not tell the

university he was affiliated with

EMtec,** Hochman said. "He
ordered 11 interfaces at $1,100 to

$8,500 each.

*They were black boxes. They
really cost about $150.**

Yeh and his relatives will return

to court for an arraignment hearing

Aug. 27.

The professor, who is charged
with conspiracy, mail fraud and
perjury, faces up to 115 years in

prison and a $5.75 million fine if

convicted.

Yeh also faces a $500,000 civU

suit filed by the UC Board of

Regents in March 1989, and
disciplinary action by the UCLA
faculty senate, UCLA spokeswo-
man Skeels said.

Both actions have been delayed
pending the outcome of the federal

govemment*s case against him.

Payment of the professor*s

$89,600 annual salary was stopped

in May 1990.

Reports from Michael Lawrence
and United Press International

the NCA.
In the evening, the commanders

evaluate both the cheerieaders and
the pompon girls on how much
they remember and how well they

perform the routines they learned

that day. Cheerleading activities

last until 8:30 p.m.

And then, according to one

cheerleader, in the hours before 1

1

p.m. — when they have to be in

their beds with the lights off —
some cheerleading squads spend

another hour or so going over the

routines they learned during the

day.

"You want to look good,** said

Brandy Kratcoski, a cheerleader

from Point Loma High School in

San Diego. "You want to look

good and show how spirited you

are. You practice and practice until

you gel it right.**

Director Wilkinson echoes and

supports this attitude.

"Cheerieaders arc no longer the

See CHEERLEADERS, pagTs

Wacky weather: Clouds may bring a wetter winter and cleaner air

By Michael Lamence
Summer Bruin Staff

Sunbathers have not been able to break
out the tanning lotion quite so often this

summer.

Although the sky was blue and the sun
bright over the weekend, the dark grey
clouds that have been sitting above Los
Angeles for the last two months may
continue to hang around — perhaps all

summer, according to meteorologists.
The temperature will also stay unusually

cool. While there may be an occasional
sunny day, weather forecasters say it may
seem as if our summer has vanished.

"What*s making the cloudiness so per-
sistent during the day is a low pressure
trough off the United States coast,** said
James Murakami, a UCLA atmospheric
researcher. "To have low pressure troughs
continue on and on, week after week, is

unusual.**

Despite widespread rumors, the massive
explosion of Mt. Pinatubo, the volcano in

the Philippines, cannot be blamed for the

bad weather. Normally the high-flying

particles take at least several months to join

together and grow large enough to block out
sunlight — causing global changes, Mura-
kami said.

In fact, the foul weather has been caused
by a more local phenomenon — a low
pressure mass off the coast of California.

When there is low pressure, air rises into

the atmosphere. As it rises, the air cools and
causes the moisture in it to condense and
form clouds.

As for the chilly summer temperatures,

Murakami said the coldness can be attri-

buted to colder-than-normal ocean waters.

Coastal waters are several degrees colder

than they have been in previous summers,
and this has cooled the air, said David
Gomberg, a meteorologist for the National

Weather Service.

The weather has been different than

previous years because in recent months
there have not been powerful high pressure

masses in the vicinity to push away the

clouds, Gomberg said.

"It*s a battle over which is going to be

Cloudy and Cool Summer Weather - In L.A.?

Los Angeles has been experiencing many days of cloudy and cool
weather this summer. A high pressure dome normally shifts from
over the Rockies to the Southem California coast and keeps the
weather sunny and warm. However, it did not move this year,

allowing the jet stream to dip, pulling cool, moist air down from the
Gulf of Alaska, into Southern California.
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See WEATHER, page 7 SOURCE: James Murakami. UCLA Atmospheric Sciences

'• Dashed lines show
normal weather activity.

- Solid lines show current

weather activity.
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Catch of the day

SUZANNE STATES/Sumrmr Bruin

Brad Anderson, a fifth-year economics nnajor, plays Frisbee near Janss Steps with a fraternity

brother.

Ramp to make campus more accessible
By Brigltte Brady

People trekking up and down
Brum Walk cannot help but notice

the fenced-off area where workers

busily dig and tractors roll. But

come December, people who use

wheelchairs will be able to travel

up and down the hill bordering

UCLA*s main walkway.

Workers arc paving a ramp that

will zigzag through Election Hill,

the area between Janss Steps and

Bruin Walk. It will have a gentle

slope that makes it longer, but not

so steep.

**It has been known for quite

some time that anyone using the

campus and trying to get from the

cast to west end has a difficult time
in a wheelchair," said Douglas
Martin, a campus compliance
officer who tries to prevent discri-

mination against people with disa-

biUties.

"(The ramp) is part of the

campus* effort to create a more
hospitable environment for all

students — including students

with disabilities,** said Martin,

who uses a wheelchair himself.

Currently, people who use
wheelchairs can only travel down a

narrow, winding ramp from Pow-

ell Library to Kerckhoff Hall.

Getting to places hke Westwood
Plaza poses a problem. Mobility-

impaired people have to go
through buildings and take eleva-

tors in order to get there from the

northeast end of campus. And
when campus buildings are closed,

they have to take even more
roundabout routes.

IIuACva, tlic path is not created

exclusively for wheelchair users,

Martin said. "It is a pathway for

everyone.**

The new ramp is scheduled to be

See BRUIN WALK, page 7

Grad students provide
orientation for peers
By Birgit Rasmussen
Sunnmer.BruIn Staff

Graduate students from all over
campus are helping their incoming
peers figure out the daunting nuts

and bolts they will encounter at

UCLA.
Unlike undergraduates who can

attend university-wide orienta-

tions throughout the summer,
graduate students only receive an
orientation from their depart-

ments.

But current graduate students

say those programs are both
limited and inconsistent Now,
they are giving incoming students

what they themselves had to

acquire through years of mistakes
and frustration.

"It is important that students at

the beginning of their graduate
career get off to a good start,** said

Edwin Tisdale, a computer science

graduate student

Along with other volunteers

from the graduate computer sci-

ence program, Tisdale is organiz-

ing short, two-hour classes at the

beginning of fall quarter to help

new students use the department's
equipment

"Ideally the department should
be doing this,'* he said, "But with
the budget cuts, there is neither the

money nor the staff.**

Because changes in computer
software and hardware happen so
fast that many professors — who
also have to teach and do research
— are unable to keep up, the

graduate students, who use the

systems to conduct their own
research, will teach new students

the ropes.

These student-am orientations

— taking place in departments
ranging from computer science in

the south of campus to the Ander-
son Graduate School of Manage-
ment in the north — are designed
to supplement the departmental
orientations.

Since the departmental prog-
rams are usually one-day affairs,

students feel they are loo short to

be in-depth and too department
specific to cover the general
campus. "Some of the depart-

ments, like the law school, are very

good," said graduate president

David Lee. "But others are not so

good."

Graduate government members
are also increasing efforts to give
new students a broad and consis-

tent orientation to what the campus
offers graduate students.

Also, members of the Graduate
Student Association are putting

together a graduate guide that will

be the first of its kind.

Written by current graduate

students, it collects pertinent infor-

mation, including grievance pro-

cedures for teaching assistants and
the average time graduate students

take to complete their doctoral

requirements.

The guide also contains general

campus information such as
medical services and entertain-

ment It will be distributed to all

graduate students this fall and to all

incoming graduates in the future.

In the meantime, however, the
university as a whole remains
passive about orienting its gradu-
ate students. Last year, Enghsh
Graduate Advisor Adele Butter-
field strongly encouraged the
graduate division to arrange one
big orientation for all graduate
students. The Graduate Student
Affairs office explored that possi-
bihty last year, but has since put it

to rest

...>... MIRANDA
Construction work along Bruin Walk to Innprove campus access Is
scheduled to be completed by December.
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Briefs
World

Neo-Nazis incite

violence in Germany
BONN, Germany — Packs of neo-

Nazis ransacked and set ablaze refugee
shelters in eastern Germany, while sever-

al hundred neo-fascists clashed with
leftist groups in violent battles in western
Germany, police said Sunday.

Police arrested 29 primarily young
people in four attacks against homes for

people seeking political asylum in eastern

Germany.

Police arrested six in the city of Zittau,

after 20 to 30 skinheads smashed win-
dows and spray-painted swastikas and
slogans like "Foreigners out" onto the

walls of a shelter for Romanian refugees,

officials said.

Fiery biast rodcs

Panamanian tanlcer

BEIRUT, Lebanon — A deafening
explosion rocked a tanker ship off
northern Lebanon Sunday, sparking roar-

ing fires, killing five people and injuring

10 others, a radio report and medical
sources said.

The Voice of the Nation radio station,

quoting witnesses in Tripoli 42 miles
north of Beirut, said gasoline was being
unloaded from the Panamanian ship Betla
Menerva some 2 miles off the city harbor
when the blast struck.

A big cloud of black smoke appeared
over the water as rescuers hurriedly
dispatched casualties to rehef teams along
the beach, the radio said. The rescue
operation continued as darkness fell.

It was not immediately known what
caused the explosion.

Mexican polls open
in test of democracy
MEXICO CITY — Polls opened

Sunday in Mexico in an election that will
be closely watched internationally for
signs that the administration of President
Carlos Salinas de Gortari is pushing his

country closer to democracy.
Nearly 36 miUion Mexican voters in 31

states and the Federal District, which
includes Mexico City, were eligible to
cast votes for 32 federal senators and 500
deputies.

The election also is important to the

future of a free-trade agreement now
being negotiated by Mexico, the United
States and Canada. Economist Roberto
Salinas Leon said allegations of PRI
electoral fraud could be used by U.S.
congressional opponents of the free-trade
agreement to kill it

Nation

Firm banned from
Treasury auctions
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Treas-

ury Department Sunday withdrew the

right of Salomon Brothers Inc. to partici-

pate in treasury auctions pending investi-

gation of "irregularities" at the prominent
Wall Street firm.

In a brief statement, the department
said the action against Salomon would
remain in effect "until appropriate steps

are taken to address irregularities and
pending the results of ongoing investiga-

tions."

Salomon, one of the oldest and most
prominent Wall Street firms, has been the

center of a growing scandal since revela-

tions last week that it violated rules in the

course of its multi-billion dollar trading in

Treasiuy securities.

Dmg use widespread

among Texas parolees

HOUSTON — Parole officers for the

first time are testing the majority of the

state's 74,000 parolees for illegal drug

use, and one in three is testing positive.

The Houston Post reported in a copyright

story Sunday.

Critics of the testing program, includ-

ing some Harris County parole officers,

suggest far more parolees are using drugs

than the numbers show. They also say the

urinalysis tests are useless because parole

officers are helpless to punish parolees for

using drugs.

The tests are given during regularly

scheduled meetings, which means paro-

lees can beat the clock by abstaining from
most drugs three days before their visits.

New York street
artist shot to death
NEW YORK— A street arUst working

on a sketch in front of a Midtown
Manhattan hotel was shot to death eariy

Sunday before a horrified crowd of
onlookers, police said.

According to wimesses at the scene, the

2 a.m. shooting in front of the Milford
Plaza Hotel may have been sparked by a
chicken bone being flung at the artist

while he was at work.
Lin Lin, 34, Harlem, was shot once in

the chest and was pronounced dead at the

scene, said SgL Ed Bums, a police
spokesman.

Arrested soon after the attack was the
alleged gunman, James Skinner, 21, and
Michael Slater, 19, also of Brooklyn,
Bums said. Two accomplices still were
still being sought, he said.

A neighbor who knew Lin said he was a
graduate of a renowned art school in

Shanghai, China.

state

Beaches reopen
after diesel spill

HUNTINGTON BEACH — An 8 'A -

mile-long stretch of beach was reopened
early Saturday after a fuel believed to be
diesel that washed ashore quickly dissi-

pated, authorities said.

Swimmers were allowed to enter the
water at 5 a.m., said Colleen Keith, a
spokeswoman for the Huntington Beach
Fire Department. The beach had been
closed about 4 p.m. Friday.

No injuries to humans or damage to

sealife was reported, Keith said.

Two quakes rattle

Northem Califbmia
CRESCENT CITY — Two

strong earthquakes hit the Northem
Califomia coast Saturday, measuring 5.8
and 6.9 on the Richter scale, rattling

residents but causing no major damage or
injuries, authorities said.

The second quake, measuring 6.9 on
the Richter scale, hit at 3:17 p. m. PDT
Saturday and was fell in Humboldt and
Del Norte counties in Califomia and in
Josephine County in Oregon, said a
spokesman for the United States Geologi-
cal Survey.

The epicenter for the 6.9 quake was 65
miles west of Crescent City, near the
Oregon border, said USGS geophysicist
John Minsch with the National Earth-
quake Center in Golden, Colo.
The first quake, measuring 5.8 on the

Richter scale, struck near the small
mountain community of Garberville at
12:30 p.m. Saturday. The epicenter was
40 miles south of Eureka, Minsch said.
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CHEERLEADERS
From page 2

court jesters of l)asketball and the
fluff of football," Wilkinson said.

"Cheerleading is considered a
sport now.**

Wilkinson is like a colonel in the
cheerleader army, overseeing and
commanding the 24 drill-sergeant

staffers who instruct the Uioops on
the finer points of pompon waving
and school spirit. Like a high-level
officer, she also requisitions
supplies and makes sure every-
thing conforms to NCA regula-
tions.

She switched over to a career in

the NCA from the position of Vice
Commissioner of Cahfomia Youth
Football, and she has never looked
back. Now, she says, she can
hardly walk through a Califomia
mall without being hailed by one
of her young charges.

Out of650 campers, 10 or 1 1 are

male, and they are instructed a

little differently than the female
majority. For instance, male
cheerleaders are taught more stunt

work and lifting, with less empha-
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sis on dancing and projecting

school spirit.

The camp also offers encour-
agement and support to the young
men, who are sometimes teased
ruthlessly about their chosen sport.

"I get a lot of trouble from my
friends," said Casey Popp, a male
cheerleader from James Madison
High School in San Diego. "I just

tell them to shut up. I can play
football better than most of them
anyway."

As for the drill-sergeant staffers,

their average age is about 2 1 . All of
them either coach theirown squads
during the school year when NCA
camps don't operate or cheer on

their college squads. And they are

all recruitexl by NCA.
No one can just apply to be an

NCA staffer. *The staff looks for

people that kind of stand out," said

Jamie Fox, a camp staffer.

Fox is a top drill sergeant at the

camp. She's been with NCA for 13

years.

She confides that NCA staffers

probably make more money than

most cheerieaders, except for

possibly the ones that cheer for the

Dallas Cowboys.
The NCA offered her a staff

position after she was judged one
of the top seven cheerleaders in the

United States at a cheerleading
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competition. And she jumped at

the chance.

"When people ask me what I do
and I tell them, T run cheer
camps,' they say, 'Oh, that sounds
like fun,* and it is, but we also
work really hard," Fox said.

She looked down at the Drake
Stadium field where hundreds of
arms and legs were moving in snap
unison.

"It looks so beautiful from up
here," Fox said. This reporter

remarked that it looked a little like

the Marine Corps.

"I never really thought of it that

way. But this is maybe a little more
fun than boot camp."
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LANGUAGES
From page 1

27 is a key step.

"No words are official until we
talk to the provosu*' said Quy
Huong Bao, a political science

junior.

Since early June, the students

have gathered more than 1.500
signatures in support of leaching

the languages.

The students will also meet with

the Chancellor's Community
Advisory Committee to find a way

of involving community members
in the proceedings.

"We are basically working
within the system, and it proves to

be fruitful so far,** said fifth-year

history student Quynh Nguyen,,
who helped found the group.

She said the four Asian lan-

guages UCLA offers do not adequ-
ately reflect the communities of
Southern California and UCLA.
"With Southern Cahfomia hav-

ing the largest Indian and
Viemamese populations outside of
their own countries . . . there is

lack of course representation on

campus," Nguyen said.

But Morris says he feels that

certain subjects, despite low stu

dent enrollment, are central to

what the university is about.

"Student fluctuation is not in itself

determinative of where the univer-

sity dedicates its resources."

One of the languages— possib-

ly Hindi — may have a trial run

this year, Morris said. "It's always

possible as long as you can take

resources from one place to

another."

However, change may be on the

way for languages at UCLA.

Morris said he is contemplating

setting up an advisory task force

made up of faculty and admini

strators to investigate the whole
issue of UCLA's foreign language

instruction and also to tackle the

question ofhow to teach languages

more effectively.

The students are thinking about

forming their own task force —
comprised of faculty, students,

alumni and community members.

This group would study the availa-

bility of resources as well as

research the East Asian Languages

and Cultures Department

Because the students hope they
will have direct input into any
administrative decision, ratlier

than an "advisory role," Bao said
the group would like to tie their

task force into any one the admi-
nistration might form.

Although Nguyen does not think
it's realistic to hope all the
languages will be taught next year— her last at UCLA — she says
she hopes students in the near
future, including her younger
brother who may come to UCLA,
will be able to benefit from a more
diverse array of languages.
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BRUIN WAIK
From page 3

six to eight feet wide with a curb on
the edge of its downslope sides.

This generous width will "allow
adequate room for pedestrians to

pass with ease and allow two-way
traffic in chairs," he said.

The renovation that began two
weeks ago will cost about
$400,000. but it is a worthy
investment, Martin said. It is the

largest single effort to make a part

of campus more accessible to

people with disabilities. Last year.

the university spent $677,000 on
handicapped access improve-
ment.
*The fact that it is being done

sends a message that the university

is interested in making the campus
as accessible as it possibly can,"

said Kathy Molini, director of the

Office of Students with Disabili-

ties.

Most of the noise from tractors,

jackhammers and other power
tools will only last for the next few
weeks while workers remove
existing asphalt and excavate the

area, according to Project Manager
Steve Wu.

WEATHER

BRUIN (213) 474-6267
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From page 3

stronger — high pressure or low
pressure," he said. 'This summer,
the low pressure has been stron-

ger."

But for sun worshipers who feel

cheated, they can take comfort in

knowing that this lousy weather
has reduced smog levels, Mura-
kami said. L.A. smog forms when
car and factory emissions interact

with heat and sun.

"It*s been pretty good so far,"

said Paula Levy, a spokeswoman
for the South Coast Air Quality

Management District *'It*s better

because of the cloudiness. There's

less cooking."

She said that, unlike previous

years, there have been fewer First

Stage smog alerts— a quality level

which the AQMD considers very

unhealthy. So far this year, there

have been 18 First Stage alerts. At
this rate, Los Angeles will fall

below the recent annual average of

about 50 to 70.

As for when sunbathers can

head back out to the beaches again,

they will just have to wait and see.

Murakami said that cloudy skies

show little sign of disappearing, so

Angelenos can expect to see little

of the sun for at least a week.

However, he said that there is

one bright spot in all this gloom. If

the low pressure mass over Los
Angeles stays until December, it

may put an end to the five-year

drought that has dried up the

region. "We'd have a wet winter."
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• Tuesdays
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$4.00 pitchers of beer

All You Can Eat

Breadsticks!
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4:00 - 7:00 pm
2 drink minimum night

comes with 1 free pizza
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Commentary

Science's opponents want a return to the DarkAges
In 1953, James Watson and

Francis Crick discovered

the structure of DNA. the

molecule that encodes the

genetic information of all liv-

ing organisms. Today we are

beginning to reap the fruits of
a new technology spawned by
this discovery.

At the heart of this technol-

ogy is the ability to manipulate
the genetic blueprint encoded
in the DNA of all living

things. These kinds of manipu-
lations have the ix)wer to

provide answers to fundamental
questions about the nature of
Hving things: Why does one
cell develop into a hver cell,

and another cell into, say, a

muscle cell? Why do cells die?

Medical applications of
genetic engineering promise to

eradicate many human genetic

diseases. It is now possible to

clone defective human genes
such as the gene that causes

muscular dystrophy and it may
soon be possible to repair the

defect. A similar "gene ther-

apy" may be able to cure

many forms of cancer.

In spite of genetic engineer-

ing's potential for furthering

human welfare, it is coming
under attack from the environ-

mental movement. This may
seem odd^ given the potential

uses of genetically engineered
organisms to clean up oil spills

and toxic wastes. However, it

should not come as a surprise

when viewed in the context of
the environmental movement's
longtime hostility to many
other life-enhancing technolo-
gies such as agricultural pesti-

cides and nuclear power.
What is the source of this

hostility? In his 1989 environ-

mental work, *The End of
Nature," Bill McKibben wrote
that "It is the simple act of
creating new forms of life that

. . . puts us forever in the

deity business." In other words,
we should abandon the attempt
to shape nature to fit our
needs and passively accept it

as it is. The last epoch in

which this view dominated was
known as the Dark Ages.

In "Green Rage," another

popular environmental work,
Christopher Manes also gives

voice to this Medieval fear of
science and technology. Refer-

ring to the use of Frostban. a

genetically engineered microbe,
he states: "The entire landscape
of the northern hemisphere
may be altered as a result of
this one company's marketing
scheme."

The most vociferous of the

environmental opponents of
biotechnology is Jeremy Rifkin.

He has singled out biotechnolo-

gy because he can easily

capitalize on the public's wide-
spread ignorance of science.

He conjures up fantasies such
as a society based on "biologi-

cal caste systems" ruled by
those who have been prog-

On Principle

rammed to have "superior

genetic traits." He then offers

up these fantasies to the public

as real possibilities.

Like many leading environ-

mentalists, Rifkin is opposed to

science and technology as such
and to the Western civilization

which gave rise to science and
technology. He bemoans the

fact that "we inform inquiring

young minds that there is only
one objective reality that can
be understood solely by the

rational mind" and he thinks

that "the evil, if there is any,
is the human compulsion for a
better way of life."

He advocates that instead of
using our technology to "inflate

ourselves beyond our natural

biological limits" we should
devote our efforts "to join

with, to become one with all

of the rest of creation." Well,
the men of the Dark Ages
were not "inflated beyond their

natural biological limits." The
dead (sic) have joined with
and have "become one with all

of the rest of creation," and
they have no "compulsion for

a better way of life."

His onslaught of legal

attacks and political maneuver-
ing are aimed at destroying the

biotechnology industry. A case
in point is Riflcin's campaign
to ban the use of bovine
somatotropin (BST), a geneti-

cally engineered hormone
which can increase milk pro-

duction in cows by as much as
15 percent.

A review in the journal

Science summarizing 120
research papers concluded that

BST is biologically inactive in

humans and that it does not
effect the nutritional quality of
milk. Yet John Slauber, a

spokesman for Riflcin's Found-
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adamantly asserted that BST is

harmful to human health: "We
view these studies as weapons
to be used by the companies
in a propaganda war promoting
BST."
No amount of scientific evi-

dence will convince Riflcin that

genetically engineered products

are safe. Debating the safety of
biotechnology with him is

rather like debating the scien-

tific merits of Galileo's tele-

scope with the Inquisition.

Rifkin opposes genetic engi-

neering on philosophic grounds
and his claims that it is unsafe
are aimed at misleading the

public.

Although its opponents have
not yet succeeded in disman-
tling the American biotechnolo-

gy industry, it is not too
difficult to see a bleak future

for the industry and for today's
life science students if ideas

Uke McKibben's, Manes' and
Rifkin *s continue to gain

acceptance.

I find the widespread support
of environmentalism among my
fellow graduate students and
colleagues to be quite ironic,

for they are selling the rope
that will be used to hang
them. In Germany, for exam-
ple, biotechnology firms have
virtually slopped recruiting

molecular biology graduates
because the German environ-
mental party, The Greens, suc-
ceeded in enacting crippling

anti-biotechnology measures.
Rifkin is correct to assert

that "the battle between bioen-
gineering and ecology is a
battle of values." The environ-
mental movement upholds
"making ourselves more vulner-
able so that the rest of exis-
tence can become more
secure."

Biotechnology upholds the
goal of science and technology
to beuer human life. Its future
rests on the willingness of
researchers to speak out in its

defense, for all that Riflcin and
his ilk require to win is our
silence.

Kagan is a graduate student in

biochemistry.
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Counterpoint

Cultural understanding
means facing the facts
By Mariah C. Wilkins

^^

Reading Susan Rinderle*s column on
"cultural understanding" (Summer
Bruin, "Overcoming the obstacles to
cultural understanding," July 29) made
me fully realize that we, as African
Americans, have more to fear from the
so-called liberal sects than we do from
the conservatives who don't beat
around the bush when they want to
oppress us.

Rinderle, who claims to "know"
African-American history/culture —
after all, she has attended, and let me
quote, "several lectures, films, concerts
and events sponsored by groups of
color" — said, with liberal dismay, we
won't let her into our "club." To call

blackness a club is to trivialize and
degrade the lived experiences, cultures
and histories (Yes, there is more than
one) of millions of African-American
people.

"Blackness," to Rinderle, can be
reduced to its "entertainment value."
She talks about going to see shows,
movies and dances; however, she never
gets beyond this poinL Perhaps she
wouldn't be so excited to join if she,
like the character in the fUm "Water-
melon Man" (or perhaps, too, like

Gregor Samsa) awoke one morning
only to find herself an African-Ameri-
can person. Would she really think it

so "neat" to be stereotyped, oppressed
and degraded by a society?

How can someone who speaks for
"cultural" understanding make the false

assumption that the plight of Pecola
Breedlove in any way parallels her
(Rinderle's) supposed rejection by the

African-American community? How can

4

i

she not "understand" that she, daring to
talk about African-American women's
hair in the Daily Bruin, is causing
more damage than anything those two
African-American women could have
done or said?

Her type of "understanding" repre-

sents the worst type of cultural

voyeurism around. She, and her liberal

comrades, are willing to tap their feet

at the local jazz clubs, dance to the
music of Bob Marley (while wearing
their "He who feels it knows it" T-
shirts) and to yell with "anger" and
"disgust," "Down with apartheid!" (or

any other politically correct slogan that

happens to be "in").

But where are they when AAP needs
more space? I never see their faces at

any of the rallies. Do they have any
sleepless nights thinking about the

attrition rates of African-American stu-

dents at UCLA? Or are they too busy
wondering why their younger brothers
and sisters are not getting into "presti-

gious" schools and then screaming,
"Reverse discrimination"? Are they
ever upset about the portrayals of
African-American women and men in

films? Do the effects of crack on the

African-American community incense
them? Have they ever attended a
Chicano studies rally? Judging from the
turnout, I think not

Let me now address some issues
Rinderle failed to understand and which
attests to her complete lack of under-
standing of the African-American
experience.

First of all, her comment about the
"trying to be" syndrome. She said it is

absurd to say that singers like Lisa
Stansfield are trying to be African

AFTER OCRIHOROm CAtCUCATfOMS,OtJR FINAL COIMf /S... CB^ 56^,
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American. Let's look at the history of
African-American music. White people
have consistently taken African-Ameri-
can music traditions, whether it be
jazz, blues or soul, modified them, and
then proceeded to call them their own.
The obvious results are that whiles

have reaped enormous cultural and
financial benefits while African Ameri-
cans have been, for the most part, left

out in the cold. African-American
music has been denied its place in

American, if not world, musical his-

tory. To deny that white musicians are

using African-American techniques,

styles and traditions is what is utterly

absurd.

The next, and perhaps the most
disturbingly ignorant, statement in Rin-
derle's commentary is one that suggests
African Americans constantly go around
saying, "Euh, white people." And let

me quote from Rinderie again. She
said, "I might add that, as an Anglo, I

can attest to the fact that few Anglos
go *Euh, black people.* I'm sure they
must be somewhere, but I don't know
them."

I do know them. They are called the

Klan; they are the professors and
students at UCLA who get upset when
a person of color is included in a
syllabus; they are the neighbor who
tells me that I "don't act like a black
person"; they are those who perpetuate
the stereotypes of African-American
men as rapists and African-American
women as whores.

Frankly, I would prefer "Euh, black
people."

If you really want to help and
understand African-American people,
your interests need to extend beyond
attending one or two social events.

You need to support us at rallies.

(Support us vs. speaking for us.) You
need to get upset about attrition rates

and the senseless killing of African
Americans. You need to talk to people
in your communities rather than eaves-
dropping on conversations on Bruin
Walk.

And most of all, you need to stop
writing columns, which, under the

guise of "unity," degrade the experi-
ences and feelings of people of color.

Wilkins is a UCLA alumna.
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Arts
Music

Presence (or The Presence — they can't decide) will be bringing
their joyous" pop sound to two shows this week.

Ex-Cure keyboardist
hasjoyous Presence
By Rob Winfield

Summer Bruin Staff

Joyful is the appropriate
description to communicate veter-
an keyboardist Laurence Tol-
hurst's current frame of mind.

Best known for helping to
establish the longtime alternative

band The Cure wiili Robert Smith
and working within these confines
for roughly 14 years, Tolhurst now
has a new pop and dance-oriented
project titled The Presence to keep
himself occupied, and in better
spirits.

"For the last few years in The
Cure, I wasn't that happy,"
explains Tolhurst, who is currently
in Los Angeles shopping around
for an American record deal and
gearing up to play some introduc-
tory shows in the area with an
estimated 15 new songs. The
Presence will perform at The
Scarlet Letter at Spice on Wednes-
day and Club Truth at the Park
Plaza Hotel on Saturday.

"Things were getting a bit

distorted," he elaborates. "It didn't
seem to have the joy it had in the
early days — the joy of actually
makmg something and creating
something, you know, the intensity

of it all."

Leaving The Cure in January
'87 for these very reasons, Tol-
hurst chose to take a much needed
vacation, devoting his time to just
making sure he "got up in the
morning ... to lake care of the
daily chores."

However, after roughly six

months of doing "nothing," he
knew that this wasn't going to suit

him. In other words, his musician
instinct, fuelled by 14 years of
mtcnse submersion in a band, was
quickly reigniting, with a need to
be channelled into some creative
endeavor.

Calling up his old friend Gary
Biddies who had done some vocal
work previously in various pro-
jects, Tolhurst decided it was time
to get the ball rolling again — in

which direction, he wasn't sure,
but he knew it had to involve some
form of songwriting.

Thus, the seeds to The Presence
were sown, the two jotting down
their ideas while picking up vari-

ous musicians along the way to

make those ideas come to fruition.

Within a few months' time, the

keyboardist and Biddies had four
additional members — guitarist

Rob Slcen, bassLsl Roberto Soavc
keyboardist Chris Youdell and
drummer Alan Burgess.
•They were basically friends or

friends of friends," says Tolhurst.
"I've always thought that was the
best way to make a band. Because

they're people that believe in the

same things and people you can get
on with. That's the way it hap-
pened in The Cure. So why
shouldn't it happen this way and
work with The Presence?"
From here, it seemed like

Tolhurst's new band — which he
insists is going to be a long-term
endeavor — quickly put their

talents to work, recording and
releasing two singles, "In Won-
der" and "All I See," on their own
Reality Records in Britain.

And .when word seeped out that

The Cure's ex-keyboardist was
going through a resurrection, all

ears were ready to see what this

veteran musician could produce.
"I think some people were

thinking that they could get The
Cure Mark 2," illustrates Tolhurst

Acknowledging this legacy of
the past, he admits that reactions
were at first mixed with people not
quite knowing what to make of this

unexpected "joyous" pop after the

musician's two year absence.
"Obviously," the keyboardist

says, "I was expecting this to
happen. But it doesn't particulariy

bother me. Because the members
of The Presence are comfortable
with what we've done so far.

"When we were in our intensive
writing period," he continues, "we
found ourselves feeling the sheer
joy from doing something we all

believed in, and felt good about,
coming out in the music. And
that's what music is for anyway.
It's the universal language and it

should make you feel something
positive.

"As I said before," the musician
adds, "I had lost some of that with
my past work. I mean, a lot of the
things we did in The Cure made me
feel positive. But the way it was,
there was a definite Cure way of
doing things, of approaching
another album and approaching
another tour. There's some things
The Cure do. and there's some
things The Cure don't do, and will

never do. And The Presence has
enabled me to get rid of those rules,

just throw it all up in the air and sec
what comes down."

Although his parting with the

longstanding British alternative

act wasn't necessarily on amiable
terms, Tolhurst feels fortunate to

be able to examine his past without
any biuemess or undying regrets.

As he states, "At the end of the

day, if you feel bitter, it only hurts
you. I hate to sound like a bum
again Christian, but bitterness and
regret arc a waste of my time.
There's things that weren't done
right and I won't say they were.

Film

'Commitments' breathes with heart and soul
By Kimberly Chrisman
Summer Bruin Staff

Based on Roddy Doyle's 1987 cult novel, "The
Commitments" traces the fairy-tale evolution of "the
World's Hardest Working Band," a fictional,

modem-day Dublin ensemble more ironically known
as "the Saviors of Soul."

Armed with a cast of fresh-faced newcomers and a
soundtrack of hard-hitting R&B standards, director
Alan Parker has translated this darkly humorous opus
into a characteristically sHck-yet-raw production
worthy of its rock 'n' roll roots.

Parker, having proved his musical savvy with
"Fame" and "Pink Floyd: The Wall," displays
nothing short of genius here, capturing the familiar
sound and look of the genre without the familiar
aftertaste. "The Commitments" definitely has soul,
but, more importantly, it has a heart.

Though its premise is simplistic — formulaic,
even — "The Commitments" retains a sense of
belonging to a larger, more cosmic stream of
consciousness. The band serves as a metaphor for
thousands like it, at least half of them, apparently,
also in Dubhn. Even their music speaks of something
higher, something unattainable.

Whether the Commitments succeed or fail in their

quest for the big break — for any break — is

ultimately irrelevant. It's the getting there that

counts, and that's what makes "The Commitments"
so much fun.

The plot incorporates the usual rivalries between
all the usual suspects — an intense, idealistic

manager, a pig of a lead singer, a head-banging
drummer/bouncer and a trio of well-toned "Commit-
ment-cttes" on backup. The 10-piece ensemble is

completed by an assortment of likeable young
slackers and a philosophizing, has-been trumpeter

How to survive

on a 'Mystery
Date' from hell

The Commitments aren't outsiders,

nor are they insiders for that matter.

They're just local kids driven by

boredom and frustration as often as

talent and ambition.

Director Alan Parker explores the power of soul music in his latest film, "The Commitments."

who may or may not have jammed with Elvis and
Otis back in the good old days.
The Commitments aren*t outsiders, nor are they

insiders for that matter. Thcy*rc just local kids —
disenchanted members of Dublin*s disenfranchised
youth culture— driven by boredom and frustration as
often as talent and ambition. The Commitments can*t
spell "heroin" (some of them can*l even spell 'The

Commitments") but they're all well-acquainted with
the nasty side effects of poverty and urban squalor.

It is this squalor which balances the stylized fluff
of much of the rest of the film. Parker's Ireland has a
claustrophobic, near-apocalyptic atmosphere, with-
out a speck of green in sight. Set in and around the
crumbling concrete tenements of the not-working
class, "The Commitments" isn't pretty, but at least

it's not "Come See the Dubliners."
Parker fills his ultra-gritty landscape with a bevy

of talented young musicians, most of whom have no
prior acting experience. Many of them possess
genuine star quahty, most notably Robert Arkins as
the group's visionary manager and Andrew Stt-ong as
its phenomenal lead singer. Alas, Parker can't help
showcasing his adorable finds — even their heavy
Dublin accents seem somewhat pre-packaged.

But the group's enthusiasm is catching, even if its

motivation gets temporarily lost in all the excitement.
The Commitments' speedy U'ansition from garage
band to local stardom is as enjoyable as it is

improbable, with the m.usic more than making up for

any shortcuts to reality.

It's hard to resist singing along with such classics
as "Mustang Sally," "Hard to Handle" and *Try a
Little Tenderness." especially as delivered by Strong,
the youngest and most talented of the bunch. You'll
wish you were in a band, and, for one magic moment,
you'll feel like you are in one. •••

FILM: "The Commitments." Written by Dick Clement Ian La
Frenais and Roddy Doyle. Based on the novel by Roddy
Doyle. Directed by Alan Parker. Produced by Roger
Randall-Cutler and Lynda Myles. A Twentieth Century Fox
release with Robert Arkins, Andrew Strong. Johnny Murphy
and Bronagh Gallagher. (Rated R: language; llZipinutes)
Now playing dtywide.

See PRESENCE, page 12

By Aaron Dobbs
Summer Bruin Staff

Poor Tom McHugh. All he
wants to do is make a good first

impression on his dream dale with
Geena Matthews and with the help
of his older and supposedly wiser
brother, he thinks he'll be able to

pull it off.

Of course this is a movie and the
movie is called "Mystery Date."
The title should sort of clue you in

to the fact that this movie has
something to do with a date, which
it does. So if the film is about a
date, then it would be a boring film
if everything went smoothly.
Never fear — it doesn't
If you've ever had a crush on

another person to the point where
you couldn't even talk to them and
if you've ever had a bad date,

"Mystery Date" should help you
forget it Everything that can go
wrong for Tom (Ethan Hawke)
does go wrong.

First he gets mistaken for his
older brother and many different
women seem to want to hurt him.
Then he almost gets arrested by a
cop, but the cop accidentally gets
killed. Then he is getting chased by
ihe Chinese mafia for a vase which
his brother stole. In fact, every-
thing is due to the fact that Tom
tries so hard to follow his brother
Craig's (Brian McNamara) advice
and be just like him that cvcrylKxiy
thinks poor liulc Tom is evil

grown-up Craig.

All of this happens while Tom is

on his date with Geena (Ten Polo)
and the entire time the audience
watches Tom go crazy while he

star of 'Trust' isn't just acting
Shelley underscores

her life as a film star

Ethan Hawke, right, plays a smitten fool desperately trying to
impress his date (Terl Polo).

tries to hide everything from
Geena, but once they almost gel
killed by the head of the Chinese
mafia, James Lew (B.D. Wong),
she starts to catch on.

"Mystery Date" is one of the
new fonns of teenage comedies. It

is not a sexploiution picture and it

actually has a story while at the
same time it deals with the dating
problems every teenager and
young adult experiences. Parker
Bennett and Terry Runte's
screenplay may seem a little

outlandish at limes and it may
seem too outrageous most of the
time, but overall it is a satisfying
and funny story.

Director Jonathan Wacks
("Powwow Highway") capably
moves the picture along. His
camera work is smooth and some
of the shots make the picture more
exciting. He shoots the film as if
It's a cartoon which allows the
unrealistic outrageousness to gain
sonic fuini ol credibility.

The performances, however, are
what really make the film. Hawke
("Dead Poets Society") is fantastic
as Tom, and although the audience
really feels for Tom, it can't help
but laugh at all the problems he

experiences.

Polo (television's "Phantom of
the Opera") has what is probably

the most difficult role in the picture

because she has to play a straight

character the entire time all this

craziness is going on around her.

She capably handles the job and
never allows Geena to seem stupid

even though she is clueless to the

events surrounding her.

McNamara and Wong give solid

performances and provide much of
the comedy. But the funniest one
of them all is actually a character

who isn't directly involved in the

main plot Fisher Stevens plays a

flower delivery boy named Dwight
who ke^ps going after Tom
because Craig never gave him a

tip.

Dwight is similar lo Wile E.

Coyote in the Roadrunner cartoons

in the sense that every time he goes

after Tom he gets hurt — physi-

cally— but then bounces ri^ht up.

Stevens is hilarious in the role, but

since he has nothing to do with the

story, Dwight seems useless and

like a waste of space. Maybe if the

character were meant lo lighten up

See 'MYSTERY/ page 12

By Shalmali Pal

A special message to Holly-
wood: Adrienne Shelly wants to be
known as an actress, not a movie
star.

"I'm not going to be an actress
for the rest ofmy life," explains the
prougonist of Hal Hartley's
'Trust" "I see what happens to a
lot of people who become very
successful and that's not what I

want in my life."

Shclly's life began 26 years ago
on Long Island, where 'Trust"
lakes place. The story of Maria—
a self-centered teen confronted by
an unwanted pregnancy, a dead
father, possible marriage to some-
one as confused as herself and
other aspects of real life— *Trust"
traces her need to grow beyond the
perimeters of the island. It's a
desire that Shelly understands
personally.

"I couldn't wait lo escape,"
Shelly says of her teenage years in

Jericho. "I think the film is really
an exaggeration of that feeling. A
feeling that everybody around is

stifling your individuality."

'Trust" is Shelly 's second out-
ing with a HarUey film having
portrayed the malcontent-tumed-
modcl Audrey in "The Unbeliev-
able Truth." Although both Maria
and Audrey are icenapers looking
tor an out from their restrictive
lives. Shelly believes the similarity
stops there.

"Audrey was a lot more know-
ledgeable. She was fully aware of
the fact that she was surrounded by
lemmings," the actress states.

Adrienne Shelly wears a lot of
lipstick and has a lot of hair as
Maria Coughlin in ''Trust"

Maria, on the other hand, "starts

from a complete point of ignor-

ance. She has lo struggle lo

become a woman with choices."

Despite having been a graduate
from the school of teen angst for

eight years. Shelly has no qualms
about tackling the world of the

post-pubescent, as long as they're
interesting people.

"I was watching cable — I'll

watch anything on cable — and
there was some teenage, bimbo,
volleyball, keg-party movie on . . .

I don't think I can really play a
teenager in movies like that," she
muses.

Besides, **playing a teenager in a
Hal Hartley movie is like playing
an adult in another movie."

Perhaps it is twists such as this

that have some calling Hartley's

accessibility into question —
opinions that Shelly is aware of.

"Hal's been criticized for mak-
ing for himself. I'm sure he doesn't
but at the same lime. I don't think
he says 'Well. I hope a lot of
people like this.'"

It's a philosophy that can be
extended lo Shclly's theater com-
pany. Missing Children, which
produces original works. Declar-
ing "I'd like to be able to make
films to support my theater habit,"

the New York resident is well-ver-
sed in the stale of the stage.

"My company is off-off Broad-
way. You don't expect lo make any
money so you don't have to have
something that's accessible. You
know you're being esoteric."

For Shelly, her theatrical work
can only serve lo enhance a
cinematic career. "I think theater

trained actors are better actors,"

she says. "A lot of film actors are

never formally trained. It has a lot

more lo do with the way they look
than with their passion for what
they do."

But the actress has no intention

of letting her passion blind her lo

the harsh realities of the male-
dominated movie industry.

"For every picture made that's

better, there's six made that are

worse," she says, referring to the

supposed improvement in

women's roles. "I mean. *V.I.

Warshawski? Killer eyes. Killer

legs. Killer instincts.' Thai's bet-

ter?"

No matter how enthusiastically

Hollywood beckons, Adrienne
Shelly has plans beyond its reach.

"I have goals that I dream about
and one of them is to direct a short

film by the time I'm 30. I'd also

love to study pla>'W'riting at Yale.

And someday, I'd like U) have a

child.

"What I would really love to do
is be in a 'Tenninator' movie,"
jokes the five foot one and a half,

former dancer and petite model.

"Kick some ass!"
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Profile

Bingo, trainer discuss new sta I I

By Danya Joseph

The actress greets her public
with great energy and enthusiasm,
prancing around the room, oblig-

ingly displaying her many talents.

Impressive behavior for a star.

She is Bingo, the heroic pooch
of the movie "Bingo," and she is

out with her trainer, Boone Narr,
owner of Hollywood Animal Rent-
als, Inc., to promote her new film.

As Narr calls out commands.
Bingo poses for the cameras,
grabbing her tail, running on two
legs, covering her eyes and per-

forming other stunts that were used
in the film. After a while, she
seems to be getting tired. Never-
theless, she obediently shakes
hands and jumps about as Nan-
talks about her role in the film.

"Bingo" tells of a dog's
encounters as he follows his young
owner across the country. As the

main star of the film and its most
intelligent character. Bingo is the

central figure around whom the

movie is based.

With this in mind, the filmmak-
ers spent many hours with Narr to

make sure that the dog they found
would be right for the part.

"I met with the producers and
director about a year and a half

ago. First, I brought in dog books
with pictures of dogs I had. We
also viewed other dogs in other

movies. The filmmakers wanted to

come up with a unique dog for

their film," says Narr.

Director Matthew Robbins soon
discovered what he didn't want,
but finding the right dog was no
easy task. "Like with actors, the

director was looking for a dog with

"The director was

looking for a dog with

certain traits, while I

was looking for a dog

that works well. It had

to be a dog that could

be anybody's pet, an

AH'American dog."

Boone Narr
Trainer, "Bingo"

certain traits, while I was looking
for a dog that works well. It had to

be a dog that could be anybody's
pet, an All-American dog," the

trainer explains.

After an extensive search of
about 5,000 dogs, Bingo was
finally found in a dog shelter. Part

border collie, part collie, and pan
"we don't know what else," Bingo
was so important to the look of the

movie that she "had casting

approval with the boy."

Narr then took six months to

train Bingo for the film. He started

with the basics — sit, come and
stay, and then moved on to the

more complicated behaviors.

"fl have to go slowly because) I

don't want to destroy the person-

ality of the dog," says Narr. *The
personality is what got the dog the

part in the first place."

To get Bingo used to the

commotion of working on a set,

Narr look her to places with large

crowds, such as shopping malls,

the LAX baggage claim and other

studios where he was working with

other animals.

"Most trainers can train their

dogs from right here next to them,"
he says. "I have to do it from a

distance, off the camera." As an
incentive to do her best, Narr fed

Bingo treats — pepperoni and
turkey dogs.

The filming of "Bingo," as with
all movies with animals, was under
the guidance of the American
Humane Society, who had a

representative on the set the whole
time. "I've never had any prob-

lems (with them) because we
eliminate potential problems
before filming," Narr says.

Now that filming is over. Bingo
is living with Narr and the stock of
dogs he keeps in the house with

him, but she will probably be
placed with a loving family like

most of Narr's animals. "I place

them in a home under the condition

that I can get them back if they get

another part," he says.

With his partner, Paul Reynolds,

Narr owns a ranch with indoor and

outdoor stables in Frazier Park,

California. He has ten trainers

there and hires more from other

companies depending on the needs

of the project on which he is

working.

"I'm always wrapped up in the

animal I'm with. They each have

something unique. Like with chil-

dren, it's a 24 hour job," he says.

In addition to the typical

domestic animals, Narr has work-

ed with tigers, cougars, chimps,

camels, and African lions.

"Wilder animals are harder to

train because they aren't domesti-

cated," he says. "You have to have

patience and respect for the ani-

mal. You can't go out there with a

whip and a chair."

However, Narr, who's been the

animal trainer in such movies as

"Indiana Jones and the Last Cru-

sade," *Tarzan," "Edward Scissor-

hands" and "Dances With
Wolves," claims that there is little

difference in the way he handles all

the animals.

"I train them to work with other

people because they have to look

like they belong with those people.

I don't just teach animals certain

moves, but I teach them good
learning habits. I'll start with a

certain behavior and then change
things about it," he says.

For now, Narr's work with

Bingo is finished. Should she be
needed for a sequel or for another

project, Narr would not hesitate in

working with her again. Like the

filmmakers, Narr says he was very

impressed with Bingo's talents.

"We got far more out of Bingo
than we ever thought we would."

'MYSTERY'
From page 10

an otherwise heavy script it would
have some justification but the

entire film is a comedy. Still,

Stevens' performance makes the

role valuable.

"Mystery Date" is by no means
a sophisticated film and it's not the

most intelligent film out there.

Still, it is a lot of fun and could
possibly help you to forget that

really awful date in your own past

FILM: -Mystery Date." Written by
Parker Bennett and Terry Runte.
Directed by Jonathan Wacks. Produced
by Cathleen Summers. An Orion Pic-
tures release with Ethan Hawke, Terl
Polo. Brian McNamara, Fisher Stevens
and B.D. Won9. (Rated PG-13: lan-
guage, mild violence; 100 minutes)
Opens Friday citywide.

PRESENCE
From page 10

But on the other hand, just because
I'm mad about something, I'm not
going to say everything was
rubbish. Because it wasn't There
were some really good times and
there were some really good things
that were done.

"So life goes on," he surmises.

"I've got to do something else and
go somewhere else. I hope The
Presence will go as far as it can.

And that's not meant to be a

nebulous statement I really feel

good about what we're doing and I

can see something long-term in the

future.

MUSIC:The Presence, featuring ex-
Cure keyboardist Laurence Tolhurst at
The Scarlet Letter at Spice on Wednes-
day, August 21, and club Truth at the
Park Plaza Hotel on Saturday, August
24. For more info call The Scarlet Letter
at (213) 969-4965 and Club Truth at
(213) 550-1947.

Valid Sunday - Thursday"
Exp. 9/13/91
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• ^
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I
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& Home Sitting
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"RELATIONSHIPS"
presented By: 94^rs. O^otlqi Touger

InurnationaUy Tenozimed educator, Ucturer, and outfwr ofseveraC Books
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You don't need dental insurance to have a pretty smile,

SUMMER SMCLE SPECIAL
FAMCLV DENTISTRV f2I3J475-5598

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Check Up, & Cleaning

V.LP.

(reg.$180)

new patients with the coupon onty
we also accommodate patients

with dental coverages
otIerexpiresS 29 91

(Up to 4 x-rays

included)
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.
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Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon discussion. Thur Bookstudy, Fri Step
Study. AU 3525 12.15-1:15.

Tues Discussion, Wed Discussion NPI
C8538 12:15-1.00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have drinking problems

Miscellaneous

Good Deals

Good Deals 7

GENEROUS PRIVATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND
GRANTS AVAILABLE. Anyone can qualify.

Guaranteed. Sam or Joanne Sved.
(21 3)655-8453.

GREENCARD LOHERY
Low rates for students

For complete information call

Michel Clos, esq.

(213)933-2525

1975 7-UP COMMEMORATIVE BOTTLE:
lohn Wooden UCLA Legacy, unopened $200.
(213)514-9455.

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMATICS, PAJD VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
and up) on asthma medication needed for

research of new asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9an>—5pm. Answering ma-
chir>e available after hours.

BEDWETTING (ENURETIQ BOYS 7-11 years

needed for UCLA research project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

FEMALES Wrm HAW LOSS NEEDED to

participate In hair regrowth study. Ages 1 9-49.
Uryier dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (213)828-8887

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18—35,
needed for positron Imaging of the brain or
heart, injection of Radioactive Isotope. Bloods
wjll be taken. Call (213)825-1118.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-
lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research
project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3- 1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS FOR BLOOD PRES-
SURE STUDY. HEALTHY MALE STUDENTS
TAKING CLASSES, 18-34 yrs. $40.00 - Call

Zane 213-825-6475.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.
Under dermatoligists supervtsion. Volunteers

" be paid for info. (213)828-8687.wi

VOLUNTEERS FOR A STUDY on marital

satisfaction. Married couples needed for a 20
minute questionnaire. (213)460-4322.

WOMEN AGES 35-45 embarking on a profes-
sional career, needed for dissertation on wo-
men in transition. (213)471-5957.

Wanted 15

MUSICIANS WANTED!! Rhythm guitarist/

vocalist seeks bassist, drummer and lead into

clastic rockA>lues for Fall qtr parties and gig$

Call Patrick (213)208-5418

LIVE" AT THE GOLDEN MONKEY
WEDNESDAY AUGUST 21

V
7;

CaU
(714)

33 TO FLY
(714)654-8559

call for video

The most portable, lightest (12 lbs.),

easiest, snnallcst (backpack size), least

expensive aircraft In the worki!

Now vou can soar with birds for

hours, hly 1st day! Best iotxiiioii.

RECORDING STARS

VAN DAMME
WITH THEIR HIT

RIGHT
NOW
klife4

WITH SPECIAL GUEST
APPEARANCE
BY E.G. DAILY

13EI1 Third SUeetPmnienaile (Comer of Santa KonicaBlii'ISantiHonici

Complimentary Admission t}e(or« 10.00 w/RSVP Phuntt 2J3 576-055^

Students

bUsiness

Mo' Money

sErvices

bRuins

in

Los Angeles

flDVERTISEi!

625-^161
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Egg/Sperm Donor 19 Help Wanted

Salons 21

EUROPEAN FACIALS. Regularly $40. Now
$20. Grand opening special. Call for appoint-
mcnt^_Century City. (213)785-0205.

IHealtti Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and renx)val of
acne and sunspols. For more info, call Califor-

nia Laser Doctor^s Croup. (213)766-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY/ SUPPORT CROUP for

women dealing with childhood sexual abuse.
Openings now- Westwood. Lorraine Rose,
Ph.D (213)824-9942; Meg Sheehan, Ph.D
(213)737-3554.

THROWING UP
GEHING YOU DOWN?
Eating disorders are my only specialty

Con.e (iPdoutwfTy

Dr.MarkBerman, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group appts

)

213-655-6730

Business Properties 25

MARKETING ORGANIZATION needs leaders

to develop nutritional sales team. Big $$$
potential. (213)285-6622.

Help Wanted 30

$30(VDAY PROCESSING PHONE ORDERS.
People Call You To Order. Will Train.

1-800-735-8197 ext. 348A.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, bilingual (En-

glish and Spanish). Full time/Part tinr>e. Call

Marilyn at (213)479-8353.

ADMIN. SECRETARY, PT. Diversified position,

phones, filing computer: LOTUS, WordPer-
fect. Hours 1-5, flexible. SlOf depending
upon experience Sydelle (213)39ai094.

CAMPUS EXPRESS drivers wanted. Flexible

hours w/ paid training. Starting at $7.18. Good
driving record a must. Previous varV bus
driving experience preferred. InformatiorV ap-
plication 206-2906.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed Call today (816)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR- Must be
er^ergetic and love kids. MUST have experi-

ence teaching children 6 nx>nlhs-7 years

required. Terrific opportunity. Part-lime
(213)288-0258

COMPUTER INSTRLXITOR NEEDED; Warner
Ave. School. Education degree/experience
with children helpful. Experience with Apple.
Patty Bean (213)474-5719.

COMPUTER SCHOOL ASSISTANT. Light typ-

ing, bookkeeping phones. Must have car. 9-2,

M-F. $7.5CVhr. (213)470-8600.

EARN up to

$150 oer month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
. ot mformaiion Cancer pabenis
Call Anna throughou! I A t)enetii

(818) 966 r'Sea Uor-y your part .cpat ion'

-MA
49M Vsfl Nms Bivd ShtrmiA Oaks

Senior Secretary
10 support Project

Management in the

construction of Getty Center.

Seeking hiehlv motivated and
well -organized team player

with strong computer skills

and 3-4 years experience.

Interest in arts and
construction a plus.

Send resume and salary

history to:

The J. Paul Getty Trust
1875 Century Park East,

Suite 2300
, Los Angeles, CA 90067

Attn: Building Program

DENTAL ASSISTANT, Tue$. and Thurs.
8:30am.5 :30pm. Pacific Palisades. Pleasant
office, $a^r. (213)454-1061.

DENTAL RECEPTIONIST: 3-4 daysAvk. Pleas-

ant, energetic Beverly Hills office. Experience
preferred. Ask for Robin (213)550-1511.

DOC & BIRD CARE, 7 days a week. Mornings
7.9am, evenings 6pm. Offer in exchange small
room, separate telephone (local), cable t.v.,

pool use, w/d use, in Beverly Hills home.
Drivers license & referertces needed. Call

mornings, 9am, Henry (213)273-2434.

DRIVER: Clean DMV. Full-time. Deliver medi-
cal records. No car needed. $6/hr. Mrs.
Griffin.Culver City. 559-6823.

EXPERIENCED PERSON, general office duties,

xerox, phones and en^ands, PT, M-F. $7/hr.

(213)477.3000.

FEMALE FIGURE or life drawing models
wanted by photographer. Call Peter at

(213)558-4221.

FINE ART OR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE, FT/PT. Computer knowledge a
must. Foreign languages helpful. Internship
available. (213)820-0498, (213) 820-3578.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or more depending
on qualifications; Spanish/English skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;

filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid
Diamond. (213)475-0481.

FULL-CHARGE BOOKKEEPER WANTED FOR
WESTSIDE RESTAURANT OPERATION. FAX
resume to (213)207-1 261/mail to 12100 Wil-
shire Blvd. LA, CA 90025. ATTN: Janet
Williams.

•—HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE**** who like

having fun needed for part-time ar>d full-time

work. David (213)399-5994.

HOSTAHOSTESS POSITION AVAILABLE.
Days & evening^. Flexible hours. Outgoing
personality & highly nx)tivated. Good pay.
More info: 473-8533.

HOTEL NEWS/ GIFT shop looking for FT/PT
day, evening, and weekend associate. Beverly
Hills area. (213)788-7890.

HOUSEKEEPING. 20 hrs/wk. $6^r. Time fiexi-

ble. Must have car. (213)628-5032.

INTELLIGENT INDIVIDUAL who kno%vs about
phobias. Good pay. 9-5, M-F. (818)789-1055.

INTELLIGENT ORGANIZED people with good
communication skills. PT/ FT, with great

potential for growth and excellent salary to

work in large Beverly Hills medical practice.

Call Ziba (213)273-4454.

LA TIMES NOW HIRING Consumer & Tele-

marketing positions. Flexible hours. Please
call Melanie or Tom. 392-3223.

MAR VISTA RECREATION CENTER in WLA
seeks responsible, hardworking person for

weekend and weeknight supervision of recrea-

tion center. Also requires light office work.
$7.29^r. Call 398-5982.

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE. Dr. Diane
Moseberry, Internal Medicine. 631 7 Wilshire.

Looking for Part-time back office. 1 year
experience. 655-0721.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am- 5pm.

NURSE/RN FOR MD OFFICE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME TOP SALARY,
FULL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111.

PART-TIME FRONT OFFICE WORK: West-
wood medical office. Flexible hours. Call Dr.

Linda Wilson 206-2303.

PART-TIME SALES POSIT KDN: must be avail-

able Sat., Sun., one weekday. ReUil children's

store. Salary -f commission. Start imn>ediately

Will train. Call Margo (213)447-5407.

PART-TIME ON CALL driver position to car-

pool 3—4 children M—F from 3—7pm.
$100/wk., $.25/mile. Contact Carolyn
285-2370

8 people needed Tio\«r
K»ni up u» tfVhr

Houseeleaners
•Full 4 Part-bni«*

•Flmbte Houra*
•IxUiTWark*

•Men, Woman, StudMiU. aU. •

Call (213)4531817

** GENERAL OFFICE **

We are looking for an energe^c ond positive

person who likes to lolk on the phone (not

felenrwkettng) Casual, friendly, dynormc
envtronmenr Greet ploce to work.

Coll Melody of 453-1817

MODELS
wanted by Prolessioiial Pholography

Studio lof ijp-coiiiing photo assignments

PfO& Non-Pfo Male'Female

Call (818)508-8680

30 Help Wanted

KARI MICHAELSON
"Katie" from the NBC series

*GfMME A BREAK*
(and former Brum)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(213)399-1481 or (818)360-0760

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST. Santa Monica
Law Office. 8:30-12:30, M-F, $7/hr. Sharon
450-3214.

P/T OFFICE MANAGER'S ASSISTANT. SQ/hr.

Century City. Computer experience. (213)

282-8622.

PA RECEPTIONIST WITH MEDICAL INTER-
EST for busy Beverly Hills OBCYN office.

Mon. evenings 4-10 P.M. and some Sun. 9
A.M. -6 P.M. Call 274-8353 between
9:30-12:00 P.M. and 2:30-5.30 P.M.

RECEPTIONIST/ ADMONISTRATIVE assistant.

Medical experience a plus. $6.5CVhr. Beverly

Hills location, PT or FT, M-F. Lillian,

(213)854-4404.

Real Estate Assistant/Receptionist, PT, for com
mercial Real Estate Company. Call Ken at

21 3-470-6200.

SA1.ES TRAINEES for expanding international

company. Benefits, travel optional.
(213)399-9309.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $15/hr. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector

up to $20,000/yr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964-4166 ext. 22.

SECRETARY/CLERICAL, 3—5pm or later,

M—F. Knowledge of Word Perfect 5.1 , typing

65 wpm, and clerical duties. (213)312-9900.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS. $15-$18/hr.
Certified and/or experience preferred. Flexible

hours; into Fall. Happy Swimmers
(213)207-2937.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN in

Japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko
(213)337-7006 ext.214.

TEMPORARY HELP: remove medical records.

Weekends/evenings $6/hr. Mrs. Griffin. Culver
City 559-8823.

US MAIL JOBS $1 1 .77 to $14.90/512 fee. Now
Hiring Your Area. No Experience Necessary.
1-900-288-1888 ext. 1353.

VET. ASST. for busy eye specialty practice.

Typing Required. MedA'et training preferred.

Excellent opportunity. P/T. Dr. Boldy
(213)828-3435.

Job Opportunities 32

•••••AGGRESSIVE COORDINATORS'***'
Advertising, PR, retail, marketing, and promo-
tional positions available. Excellent pay artd

training. (213)399-0778.

FOX-BASE MAC PROGRAMMER needed. Ex-

perienced FOX—BASE MAC programmer
needed fpr medical programming. Ask for

Shelley. (213)657-9841 days.

FUN-LOVING: looking for 3 motivated wo-
men to help in local expansion. PT/R manage-
ment positions available. International possi-

bilities. Stephanie (213)399-4021.

MD. (HOLISTIC needed for established na-

tural health center. $100 to $1 35^r. PT. Call

(213)653-3756 Leslie.

MARKETING
COMMISSION »• BONUS
HOME OR OFFICE
EXPERIENCED

TRAINING IS AVAILABLE
213-657-5830

internstilps 34

102.7 KIIS FM is looking for interns! If you'd
like to start your career in broadcasting at

LA'S #1 Hit Music Station, call Brad Hanes at

KIIS FM Marketing and Promotions
(213)466-8381.

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR! Prolific

irHieper>dent film co. seeks bright, motivated
interns. Unpaid, but a great opportunity to

learnall angles of the business. Jackie
(213)820-6733.

INTERNSHIP at established modeling and
commercial agency for few selected individu-

als. Call for interview (213)469-7224.

INTERN WANTED PART-TIME for college

credit. Could possibly lead to paying position.

To assist owner/ producer of motion picture,

television, and record company. Must be good
with figures. Call Stephanie (213)474-4521,
between 10am-6:30pm. Position available

now

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER WANTED. Live-in for 2yr old

boy, Beverly Hills. Must be fluent in English *
drive. Some flexibility a must. French or Italian

speaking a plus. (213)659-9740.

BAbYSIITEK. SAT. EVENINGS. $6/hr. Non-
snrHjking. Warm, responsible & energetic. Must
have own tramportation. & references. Call

Mrs. Philipson (213)556-1220 after 7 P.M.

CHILDCARE, PT, Mar Vista/ Venice, one child

nine months, welcome wife of foreign student

from China. Limited english o.k.
(213)392-6652.

CHILDCARE, 9-YR-OLD BOY, afternoons -f

some evenings. Must have car. Close to UCLA.
(213)477-3254.

CHILDCARE PROVIDER in my hofT>e. 12
hn/wk. Flexible hours, good pay. Child deve-

lopment experience preferred. Mary
(213)202-1302.

30 Child Care Wanted 35 Apartments for Rent 49

CHILDCARE/ HOUSEKEEPER- kind, depend-
able, caring, fun, organized, good cook- for

boy and girl, 5 & 7. M-F, live-in/ out. Good
english, driver's license, long-term references,

legal. Nice family, nice neighborhood, good
pay. Santa Monica. Special ed background
helpful. (213)281-3307.

ENERGETIC PERSON WHO LIKES KIDS &
DRIVES. 4 days/wk. 3-7 P.M. $8/hr. Start Sept.

Sandy (213)858-7430.

HOUSEKEEPER/ CHILDCARE, live-in or out,

$150/week, Marina Del Rey area.

(21.3)396-0121.

MOTHER'S HELPER W/2-yr old. $7/hr. Refer-

ences required. Must have exp. w/ children.

Own car. (213)276-1321.

NANNY, energetic, responsible, non-smoker
with sense of humor to care for two children

after school and some evenings. Fluent Engl-

ish, own car, $6^r-^gas. (213)459-0514.

NANNY FOR 4-YR. OLD BOY. Afternoons.

$6^r. About 5 hours a day. Must have car.

Near Santa Monica Airport. (213)391-1613.

RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER. 3 children, ap-

proximately 20 hrs/wk. Flexible hours, refer-

ences required. Near UCLA. (213)475-2091.

STUDENT WANTED FOR WEEKEND CHILD-
CARE at home of clinical professor.

(213)315-0215.

WANTED: responsible, kind childcare for

9-yr-old boy. Hours: 3-7pm, M-F. Need car.

(213)825-3234 (days), (213)459-3695 (eves).

Apartments for Rent 49

11353 NORTH VENICE. 1 -bed/1 bath, patio.

(818)8790784.

1 -BEDROOM. $60(ynr>onth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area.

(213)837-9616.

$650-1 -BEDROOM. International students

welcome. Bus to UCLA. % -block away. Some
furniture. 450-2655.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, 1 -bedrooms, 2-bcd-
rooms. Unfurnished, $495-$895. Close to

UCLA. Low move-in. (213)558-3573/
557-1588.

BEAT THE SEPTEMBER RUSH! WLA, $1250,
3-bedroom/ 2-bath. Home-like. Enclosed
backyard. Bus or bike to campus.
(213)477-0725.

BEAT THE SEPTEMBER RUSH! WLA, 1 -bed-
room, $675/ single, $620. Bus or bike to

campus. (213)477-0725.

BEST LOCATK^N IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 -»- 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A/C, patios and views.

Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA -»- the village. Subterrannean
parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss -t-

Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $795-875/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213) 839-6294.

Palms
3-bed/ 3- bath $1300, 2- bed/ 2-bath $950
modern, 4 years new, air, dishwasher.
fireplace, gated parking. 10-min. to UCLA
by bus

838-5039
10737 Palms

Northridge $275 up. 500 unit student
housing facility. Shared or private units,

with or without kitchens. Private baths.
Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation room, 1/2 hour
drive to UCLA. Free brochure.
Northridge Campus Residence 9500
Zelzah, Northridge, CA, 91325

(818)886-1717

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huge,

Luxury 1 & 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra large closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208-8685

ffll
m

Luxury Living

At Student Prices!

'/

«/

-4'

• Soocous. rieoteo end at coroitoned rocnsi

• Prtvote Baihfoom and Shower'

• Never more Thcjn two jtudents oer room!

• Safe Quiet envirorvnent?

• New lounary ono vending mocNnes"

• Seoarore stuOv orx3 TV lounges!

• Cowe TV!

• w^r^t Qoom ond Gome Room!

• BasketDoi and voMeytxai Court!

• Plenty of Free PorVmg!

• Oancei. oorties. nnovtej. escape tncjs.

boroecues. concerts, lectures orxa more'

it's all wailing lor you in beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLA!
Th« University of Judaism Residence Halls

213-476-9777. ext 259

100 STEPS TO UCLA!

Extra Large Apartments

Newly Renovated
Controlled Entry

Beautifully Furnished

644 & 650 Landfair Ave
jiuuuu< uauuf^au -.>

Call Maryann
(213)824-0319
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BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695-765
1 -BDRM, HARDNVCXJD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE4-PLEX.'A BLOCK TO PICO BUS (213)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, 2-bed/ 2-bath,

$1070. New luxury, central air, balconies
(213)550-1531.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO
3.BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST (21 3)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS, $1000, large 1 -bedroom/
IVi-bath. Large balcony, central heat, A/C.
Walk lO Wilshire. (213)278-3938.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT, luxury 2-bed-
rooms, renovated, gated building, dishwasher,
2 parking spaces. $925 and up!
(213)479-1131.

BRENTWOOD: 2-BD/2-BTH UPPER, $1050
& $1100. 3-BD/2-BTH, $1400. 11661 MON-
TANA AVE. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
(213)472-4462.

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 miletoUCU\

Bachelors, Singles,

1 Bedroom. 2 Bedroom

Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

CASH DRAWING

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 2BD
$725 and up

All annenities

-»-Securecl Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

1 Xv^ K # ^^:z

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

•pool
•spa
• sauna
•gym
• gated parking

Extra large 1 Bedrooms
also available

Call 208-3818
535 Gayley

^ Limited Space for

Fall Term

BRENT>A/OOD: 330 South Barrington. 2 &
3-bd. From $1150. 471-3357 (Marjorie).

WLA: 680 Kelton Ave. 1 & 2-bd. From $950
208-5456 (Lofi). Near UCLA.

BRENTWOOD ADjACENT-Walk to UCLA.
Bus stop. Big & luxurious 2bd/2 5bth. $1 540 A
up. Washer/dryer, W.B. fireplace, security
alarm. Rooftop spa. 11535 Rochester
479-3118.

BRENTWOOD $1100 2.bed + 2-bath, $550
bachelor. Near shops, schools, businesses.
Parking available. (213)410-1499 or
671-8570.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1 -bd/1 % -bth:
$775/mo. Single: $660/mo. V. off 1st month.
Laundry. 1241 Granville, next to Pavillions
Market. 208-4868; after 5: 473-3726.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE-
MODELED LUXURY BUILDING. POOL,
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.
(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD, $850. Very spacious, sunny
1 -bedroom. Deck, upper front. Quiet building.

Cat okay. Call 541-2093.

BRENTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM secluded guest-

house. Separate large living room, kitchen +
bath. Parking. $75a (2n)476-ftC>90.

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

BUNDY, near Santa Monica, $685, large
1 -bedroom. Excellent management.
(213)820-7049.

CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. $875. Very
bright 1 -bedroom, 2nd floor, laundry
facilities, parking. (213)652-6908.

CULVER CITY $740 2 BED/1 -BATH, enclosed
garage, no pets. (213)452-5172.

CULVER CITY, 2-bed/ 1-balh apartment,
$750. Clean. Near bus & shopping. 968-1 557.

EXTRA LARGE 2-bedroom, new kitchen and
bathroom, high ceiling. Beverly Glenn/ Santa
Monica area. SMOO/mo. (213)470-2982.

FAIRFAX AREA. Quiet, private large bachelor
w/Ioft. Partially furnished. Excellent

location (213)933 3050.

FURNISHED SINGLE, individual balcony,
laundry fascilities, offstreet parking, sundeck,
utilities included. Quiet building, only serious
students need to apply. $565. (21 3)826-7068.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath apartment, all amenities,
1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

LA $685/nr>o. Large art deco 1 -bedroom. Near
bus. Sublet 1-year beginning 9/1. Near mu-
seums. (213)857-1637.

LARGE UNFURNISHED SINGLE. Private yard,

parking, all utilities. Housepets okay.
5-blocksto Venice Beach. $620 + deposit.

Available Scpt.1. (213)778-0822.

MAR VISTA 2BDR/W2BATH unfurnished apt.

1 1 732 Avon includes appliances, parking;

security, cleaning fee. $850/mo.
(213)337-9207.

MAR VISTA. $980-Deluxe 2-bd./2-bth.
$825-Deluxe 1-bd./1-bth. Intercom, air.

(213)390-9430, 826-6907.

MAR VISTA 1-bed apartment. Security build-
ing, utilities included. $60(ymo. Available 9/1
Call 641-5377.

MID-WILSHIRE, 2-bcd/2-bath from $1150.
Brand new luxurious, spacious apt., great for

roommates. Gym, fireplace, walk-in closets,

European kitchen, alarm in each unit, 10 min.
from UCLA. (213)954-9790.

MIRACLE-MILE large lower duplex. 2 1 1/2,

hardwood floors, stove/refrig. 7-closets. Cat
ok. $95(ynrH). (213)939-4509.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Can field

Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

NOW LEASING large singles and bachelors.

Utilities paid. Walking distance UCLA. From
$525/mo. Call Paul (213)824-9754.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overland.(21 3)837-301 3.

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people
across street from ifcLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
208-8798

CASH DRAWING

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

& 2Bath

$1375andup2 + 2

Patio, Secure,

Prime Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/lease

10635 Wilshire
(213)470-3006

FALL RENTALS
Walk to CampusA^illage

Students Preferred

1+1; Ul+den; l-f-2

2 master bdrm + 2
$900 - $1400

•refrigerator»dishwasher«

•controlled entry«A/C»
•elevator*

519 Glenrock (213)2084835

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,
mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry

facilities. Beautifully landscaped
Ask for Jim

824^807

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central
heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,

sun deck, 2 car
parking in secure

garage, will allow 4
students per
apartment.
From $1200 -

2 weeks free with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

1 MONTH FREE RENT
LOW MONTHLY RATES
Large Furnished 1 Bedrooms
(1-11/2-2 Baths

)

3 Persons Occupancy OK
2 Person Discount Special

Extra large Closets, Pool, Sundeck,
Parking, Some or All Utilities Included,

Quiet Academic Building

CASABLANCA WEST APTS
208-4394 530 Veteran Ave
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PALMS, $1200, large 3-b«V2-balh, by Bever-
lywood. Good references. Steve
(213)839-1026, Antoioe (213)828-0740.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment
with vaulted ceiling. Electronic access to

buijding and subterranean parking. $1000 up.
(213)842-9303.

PALMS: 1 -bedroom, deluxe upper, $715,
fireplace, locked building, gated entry,

371 7 Cardiss. Available 8/1 5. (21 3)652-0847/
837-5831.

PALMS 2-bed/2-bath deluxe. $895. Available

9/1. Locked building, gated entry, fireplace,

A/C, balcony. No Pets. (213)652-0847,
(213)837-5831.

PALMS $615—815. 1 and 2-bcdrooms. Ap-
pliances, new carpet, pool, parking, laundry.

3455 Jasmine. No pets. 454-4754.

PALMS, $625, deluxe 1 -bedroom, decorator
blinds/ carpets. Bring this ad and get $5(ymo
discount for 6-months. (213)838-8839, 3775
Hughes.

PALMS, $850/mo. beautiful 2-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)628-0740.

PALMS, $895, new 2+2. All amenities. VC,
fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (213)390-5996.

PALMS, $925, 2BD/2BA, built-in, balcony,

fireplace, laundry, parking, gated bidg. 3626
Empire. 213-559-3875, eveVweekend.

PALMS, adj. Beverly Hills. $400 OFF MOVE-
IN COST. Rent w/ excellent credit. Featuring
beautiful healed swimming pool, gated park-
ing, and recreation room. 1 -bedrooms starting

at $650. (213)836-3800.

PALMS: deluxe 1 -bedroom, $675, patio, fire-

place, locked building gated entry Available

a/1. (213)652-0847/837-5831.

PALMS LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath duplex, available

a/17. Fenced yard, laundry room in building.

$875. (213)479-2368.

RARE FIND: VERY LARGE 2-bed/2-ba. Less

than 2 years old. $1 100-1 200. We love UCLA
students. Sepulveda/Pico. (213)479-1405.

MATURE
YOUNG ADULTS

Live in luxury
Very large 2-bedroom

2-baths

Pool & Jacuzzi,

mucho amenities

(213)470-1513

Summer Special $200 of"

Single, 1,2&3BDRM
all close to UCLA

Perfect for Students or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

^
Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2

Bedroom

501-505 Gayley

208-8505

Special Student

Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. 1s and 2s

•Pool. Spa, Fitness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Cloh^xi

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6 No Pets

•On Selected Units

An R & B Managed Property E HO

SANIA MONICA, Large i-bed/l 'A -bath
townhouse. Private laundry + garage. Nice +
clean. 'A Block south of Montana. No pets.

$1800/mo. (213)475-8681 or (213)451-4457.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2-»-2, $725 and up.
Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 13406
Moorpark St. (818)884-6691.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH apartment with
pool, spa. Security building. Lease Sept. 1

.

$1600/mo. Joanna (213)393-3466.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH, $850, Pico-
Robertson area, quiet residential area, new
carpets & drapes, laund^ facilities etc. Call

(213)273-8160.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.

Month to month rental agreement, fully fum-
ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

VENICE, $1140, new 3-bedroom/ 2-bath,

dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-
kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2289.

VENICE/MARINA DEL REY. Near beach.
Singles, 2 bdy2 bth. Gas fireplace, central

A/C, dishwasher, garbage disposal, alarm sys-

tem. Gated building. 2724 Abbot Kinney Blvd.

See manager^s apartment #101. 822-2524.

VENICE: Single with kitchen, eating area.

Murphy bed. Near campus & beach. $450.
(213)575-9843.

WEST LA-10 minute drive to UCLA. Big &
bright 2bd/2bth. $1195 & up. Washer/dryer,
W.B. fireplace, security alarm. Rooftop spa.

11221 Richland 478-3990.

WESTWOOD $750. Extra large 1 -bed/1 -bath.

1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

WESTWOOD-1380 VETERAN. AVENUE
2-bedroonV2-bath bright, parksview, walking
distance to UCLA. Rooftop pool and Jacuzzi.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY $900 Single

w/loft. New luxury, gated condo.
(213)471-0883. 1969 S. Beverly Glen.

WESTWOOD $1 100 up.Front 2bed/2balh,
carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-
Grange. TA miles from UCLA.
213-475-6165

WESTWOOD $615 large single. Parquet
floors, stove, fridge, drapes. 477-2777.

690 VETERAN
WALK TO CAMPUS

Specious Apartments

Singles S700,

1bedroom+loftS1200,

2 bedroom $1300

Rreplace, Air Conditioning, Coble, lY.,

Security, Parking Spaces, Full Kitchens

208-4796

WEST L.A.
Prime: 1 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacicxjs 2 & 3
becJrooms + Den witfi p<x)l,

sauna, Jacuzzi, gyrri, hi-

ceilrngs, A/C, frpTc, in-unit

security alarm & wash/dryer;

11711 Ohio Avenue-
models open daily

(213)474-1111

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Huge 2bcl/2ba

Dual Master Bdrnis

Up to 4 Students Per Unit

Mi-Tech Bldg

Qated Parking

Full Amenities
512 Veteran ^enue Apts.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
1 -bedroom/1 -bath from $900

2-bedroom/2-bath from

$1500

Oversized apartments

with dining rooms,

newly decorated with

mini/ vertical blinds,

balconies, fireplace,

built-in kitchens.

Gdttd subterranean parking,

heated pool, elevator.

Walk to campus

691 Levering Avenue

(213)208-3647

WESTWOOD, SPACIOUS 2b<V2ba, pool, Ja-

cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW,
$1290-$150(Vmo. Come and see.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD. $925. Walk to UCLA. Very
bright, spacious upper. 1 -bedroom wA'iews.
Carpets and drapes, kitchen appliances, 2-car

parking, laundry. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD ON WILSHIRE. 2-bed/2-bath.

Furnished/unfurnished. Long/short term. Eva,

(213)565-1819.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$575, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, 2bd/1ba,
$1480. 10990 Strathmore. 213-395-2903.

WESTWCX)D. $1600. Walk to UCLA. 3-bed.
Very spacious and bright, fireplace. Hardwood
floors, laundry, parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD, $1150, 2-bed/1Vi -bath Town
Apartment. $1 485, 3-bed/2-bath, private yard.

1.2 miles near UCLA.(213) 459-6800.

WESTWCXDD, spacious 2-bed/2-bath, park-

ing, balcony, fireplace, Jacuzzi on the roof.

507 Clenrock #204. (213)824-2251.

WESTWOOD. Charming & cozy
2-bdrmyi-bath. Near Century City. Quiet

street. Stove, fridge, parking. $1045.
(213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD/BEVERLY GLEN, luxurious,

extra-large 2-bed/2-bath with Jacuzzi, A/C,

large balcony. $1395. 392-9735.

WESTWOOD. BIG 2-bdrm./2-bath.
$n95/up. Near Century City, close to UCLA.
All appliances, parking. (213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD Large, luxury 1 -bedroom. A/C,

fireplace, stove, refrig, gated parking, utilities

included. 1 person, $995/mo. (213)444-5528.

WESTWOOD. $985-1 250/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom junior.

Top location. $750, utilities paid.
(213)208-5225.

WESTWOOD 705 Gayley. bachelor $500.
CJuiet garden apartment, furnished. Utilities

paid. (213)459-5618, (213)208-1491.

WESTWOOD-LARGE 1 -BEDROOM. Nice,

QUIET building on Veteran. Parking.
$950/mo. (818)382-1350.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-BEDROOM,
CHARMING GARDEN APTS. HARDWOOD
FLOORS, DISHWASHER, TILE KITCHEN.
MIDVALE NORTH OF LEVERING. (213)
839-6294

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE 1-BD.
UPPER, FRONT, EXCELLENT VIEW, GARDEN
APARTMENT. MIDVALE, NORTH OF LEVER-
ING. (213) 839-6294.

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt
Walk to School

208-321

5

667 Levering Ave

Excellent

Opportunity!

Very practical- 5mln. walk
to UCLA

1.2BDRM-2BATH for $1000
3-private room & bath, share

kitchen for $450

633 Gayley Ave
208-5920

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

As Close As You Can Get

Charming Contemporary

1&2 bedrooms

Designed for Sharing

Ruoiiifiiate Mdlcliing Avaiidbie

Open Daily

824 3715

WESTWOOD: X-LARGE 2 & Ibd., unfurn-

ished. $1 400 & $850. Walk to UCLA & Village.

10966 Roebling Ave. Call 208-4253/
824-2595.

WESTWOOD $925-$950 1 bed, charming,

hardwood floon, shutters, private patio, 2-car

parking, laundry, outside BBQ. 279-1887

WESTWOOD 3-bed, $1600. Walk to UCLA,
very spacious, attractive, hardwood floors,

fireplace, laundry, parking. 279-1887.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-

nus special, Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

LXILA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,

(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

WESTWOOD. $1350- $1650. Temfic, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate dinlngroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, AK, patio, micro-

wave. 1711 Malcolm, V* -mile campus.
(213)273.1212.

WESTWOOD- Close to UCLA— 1 -bed/bath,

sec. BIdg/park, A/C, laundry. $775/mo. Call

Mercy (213)478-8174.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to UCLA.
2-bedroom, parking, laundry facilities, hard-

wood floors. $1200. (213)476-8090.

WESTWOOD, several 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments available. Landfair, near UCLA. 1

year lease, make offer. (213)277-6813.

WESTWOOD: SPECIAL THIS MONTH ONLY!
From $1300: 2-bdy2-bth., 2 parking spaces.
Refrigerator, stove, microwave, dishwasher.
Pool, jacu2zi, laundry room. All security.

(213)824-0833.

WESTWOOD $550, $575, Singles. Spanish
style, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes.
(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD. $90(ymo and up. 1-bdrm.,
$150(ymo and up 2bd/2bth, gym, Jacuzzi.

Walk to
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

WLA, $1 1 50, 2-bed/ 1 % -bath, quiet, security,

frost-free refrigerator, cable service,
shutters. 1323 Carmelina Ave. Santa Monica
adjacent. (213)456-3829.

WLA $1395. 4-bed/1»A -bath. 2 fireplaces,

2<ar garage, 10971 National Blvd. 475-1 702,
474-3626.

WLA 1-bed apartment. Mini-blinds, stove,

refrigerator, parking, laundry. $750.
274-2461

WLA, 1-bed apartnr>ent, $600/mo, hardwood,
yard, laundry, security; and large house:
2-bed/ 2-bath. $116(ymo. 839-8553.

WLA: 2-BDy2-BTH., $n0(Vmo. Spacious
living room, balcony, A/C, fireplace. Nice,
quiet environment. 1 635 South Brockton Ave.
(213)670-4233, (213)641-4182.

WLA, 2-bedroomi/ IVi -bath townhouse, sec-
urity, carpets, drapes, refrigerator, pool,
parking, no pets, 1500 Purdue Ave. $1050.
(21 3)477-5256,(21 3)931-1 160.

WLA, $550 + UTILITIES, security, large single

guesthouse with private entries. Non-snx>ker.
Partly furnished. (213)558-4155.

WLA $650, 1 -bedroom. Stove, refrigerator,

close to everything. 1517 Federal Ave.
826-6957.

WLA, $71Q/mo, 1 -bedroom. Appliances, extra

closets, sundeck, parking, #1 bus. Ready now.
New carpets. (213)474-5419.

WLA $725/MO 1 -BEDROOM. Great location.
Close to UCLA. No pets, l-year lease.

(213)826-7888.

WLA, $95(yMO 2-bcdroom. Upper "penth-
ouse". Great location, close to LICLA. l-year
lease, no pets. (213)826-7888.

WLA, $975, 2-bed/ 2-bath townhouse. Air,

garage, small quiet building. (213)550-1531.

WLA. $975. 2-bdrmy2-bath. Large, bright,

VC, refrigerator, patio. Call (213)550-6755.

WLA: BACHELOR APT., furnished, utilities

paid, free laundry, free monthly cleaning,
parking. Non-smoking, no pets. Private, quiet.
2.5 miles UCLA. Available August 25
$430/mo (213)478-3694, after 5 P.M.

WLA BACHELOR APART. 1 minutes West LA
College, 1 5 minutes USC. Non-snwker. Very
quiet surroundings, pool. (213)753-8060.

WLA- BarringtorV WIshire/ near bus. Cozy
1-bedroom. $695/mo. Pool/ Quiet
Atmosphere/ small pets. )ohn 477-5139.

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH 5
MIN WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C
WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY $825 - $925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS,$700.(2

1 3)206-8881

.

WLA; near Santa Monica, upper 2-bedroorn/
2-bathroom, $890. Walk-in closets, stove,
patio, 5-unlt building. (213)826-8818

WLA/PALMS: $925 2-bed/1V. bath, ap-

pliances, A/C. 3359 Mentonc. BEVERLY HILLS
AD).: $995. 2- bed/2 bath 1 501 S. Beverly Dr.

(213)471-0683.

WLA, PICO/LA CIENEGA. $75(ymo. 2-bed-
room, stove, refrigerator, carpets By appoint-
ment (213)279 2002

WLA, Pico/ Bundy, %bSO/mo, 1-bedroom/
1-bath. Quiet, 8-minutes UCLA.
(213)750-1227.

Apartments Furnistied 50

$525 FURNISHED SINCLC,

475 Gayley

$820-2 BEDROOM International students
welcome Closed garage available. After 10
AM 450-2655

CULVER CITY 1 -bd , $50(yfTH> Security

building, parking stove, refrig., dishwasher,

laundry facilities. (213)391-1311,
(213)398-0706

MARINA DEL REY. $395/mo. includes utili-

ties. Liveaboard SMALL sailboat. Microwave,
fridge, telephone. Use of MARINA bathroom
facilities nearby. (213)820-8247.

PALMS 1-BD.: $670-$725. Uilities included.

Quiet, redecorated, air, pool, recreation room,
laundry, parking. (213)559-4808.

WESTWOOD. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Parking.

2-3 persons. Near UCLA, small building. $875
up. 11099 Strathmore. (213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WESTWOOD: 1-bedroom, furnished,

$715-up, parking. Near UCLA. 1 1089 Strath-

more, 1387 Midvale, open weekends.
(213)454-8211.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. kJeal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.
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1 AND 2-BEDRC)OM APTS. Ohio-Sawtelle
1'A miles LJCLA. Stove, refrigerator. 650-935.
477-5758.

1-BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa
Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.
$685/mo. 820-7049.

BRENTWOOD: $800. Sunny 1-bed upper,
balcony, built-ins, refrigerator. 1 1921 Goshen
Ave. Open 9-6. 826-7373.

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE AREA. $1250.
2bd/2ba CONDO. A/C, fireplace, balcony,
locked building and garage(2), appliances,
pool, light, quiet. (213)553-6662.

BRENTWOOD: $925. 2-bdy2-bath., patio,

newly decorated. By appointment only. 1 1 728
Mayfield Apt. #3. (213)271-6811.

OHIO AVENUE 2-bed, $895. Built-ins, pool,
quiet, garden-like, close to LX:LA on bus route.

(213)477-9955.

PALMS: IBD. $635. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2- Bedroom, con-
vient location. $750. Eves (213)254-1565,
(213)275-1427.

PALMS, $495. Spacious single. Full kitchen,

appliances, parking, utilities included.
(213)397-8058.

PALMS, $650, single/ junior 1-bedroom. Up-
per, full bath/ kitchen, A/C, dishwasher. Bal-

cony, cable. (213)397-0405.

PALMS, new 2-bedroom/ 2-balh luxury units.

3-car gated parking, balcony, fireplace, alarm,

high ceilings, microwave, $1095-$1165.
(213)454-3615. ^
PICO/ROBERTSON AREA. Large 3bd/2ba.
Built-ins, new carpets and paint. Large private

patio. $115(ynx>. (213)204-1339

SANTA MONICA/WESTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath

$1 100/month-Summer Special $950,
(213)477-8671. BRENTWOOD 2-bed/1-balh
A 2-bed/2-bath $895-950 (213)820-5810.

SANTA MONICA. Newer 1 and 2 bedrooms,
garage, gated, gourmet kitchen, mirrored
doors, balcony, quiet. Off Wilshire, near 22nd.
From $847 and $1087. Call Connie
(213)828-2446 ext 344.

WESTWOOD, 2-bed duplex, 2-bath. carport.

Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator. 691 Kel-

ton. $1600-up. Open weekends.
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD: 1 -BD. $745. Stove, refrigerator,

parking space. 600 Kelton Ave. Quiet students

welcome. 208-1625.

WESTWOOD: 2-BDyi-BTH. $1150. Stove,

refrigerator, parking space. 600 Kelton Ave.
Quiet students welcome 208-1625.

WESTWOOD, 2-bedroom duplex, hardwood
floors, stove and refrigerator, parking, near

UCLA. $1300 up. 1385 Midvale.
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, 1390 VETERAN Bachelors
$550, 1 -bedrooms $750 available now. Excel-

lent location. Eves (213)275-1427 or
(213)540-4425.

WLA $1250. Large, quiet upper 2-bdy2-bath.

5 minutes UCLA. Available September.
(213)438-9635, 433-9805

WLA, 2-bedroom, $950, upper $985. Drapes
6 carpet, convenient location, 1 -month free,

1332 Wellesley. (213)391-2874.

WLA $480 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA $695 1-bedroom. Walk to market^us.
1242 Barry at Wilshire. Close to UCLA
(213)395 2903.

WLA $720 1 -bed/1 -bath. Carpet, drapes, re-

frigerator, balcony. 1833 Corinth 826-6907.

WLA. $850-$900. Charming Ul and 2+1.
Excellent area. Parking. Laundry. Close to

buslines. 1331 Wellesley Avenue.
(213)965-7644.

WLA CHOICES Studio, 1 or 2 bedroom.
Southwest style luxury. Rooftop pool, spa,

views Central air, garage. Treat yourself from
$687 Cheviot Hills area. (213)280 0692.

WLA. CUTE, COMFORTABLE, COST EFFEC-
TIVE! One bedroom, courtyard building,

gated, parking, roomy. $632. Call Vicki

(213)288-0692. Small pcl/VlSA—MC okay

Wl A Singlo, S6Sn/mo One bedroom,
$850 87Q/mo Security building, 1 -month
free, parking, walk to UCLA, 1450 Midvale.
(21.3)391-2874.
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1 ROOM AVAILABLE IN 2-BED/1-BATH
NEAR WESTSIDE PAVILION. Non-smoker
prefen-ed. $365+1/2 utilities. Frank 475-031 2,
message.

2- BED/ 2Vi -BATH townhome, near West-
wood. Washer/ dryer, security parking. ^VF
$50Q/mo. 575-4259.

BEAUTIFUL WESTSIDE APARTMENT. Big,

bright, upstairs, Spanish 2-bedroom. Seek
clean, responsible roommate. Available
Sept.1. (213)820-0130.

BEDROOM, beamed ceilings, 10-ft. closets,

double bed, 2 bookcases, desk, chair, lamp!
Fully equipped kitchen. Pool, laundry, park-
ing. $485 including utilities. Suitable grad,
professor. (213)575-4320.

BEVERLY GLEN/WILSHIRE. Large, spacious
2-bedroonV2-bath. Need female roommate to

share. Available Sept.1 . Good location. 1 -mile

UCLA. Security building & parking. $30(ymo.
(213) 474-5669 (after 6 P.M.).

BRENTWOOD APT.: 1-2 roommates needed
to rent MASTER bdrm; own bathroom, great

location, & quiet neighborhood. $65(ymo.
Call leannie (213)472-9642.

BRENTWOOD: Male to share room in 2-bed/
1-bath. Pool, laundry, easy parking. $283/mo.
(213)471-6271.

BRENTWOOD beautiful large apartment.
Share room, bath. Furnished, cable, pool,

transportation nearby. $360. Female.
(213)447-2505.

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath. 13 ft. ceilings,

wonderful landlady, quiet. 3 maximum.
$1200. (213)826-2280.

.

CENTURY CITY area. Bright, spacious 2-bed/
2-bath. Security building, Westside view, fire-

place, with balcony, excellent location, all

amenities. $650 + Vi utilities. Non-smoker,
professional/grad preferred. M/F. 288-9634.

CLOSEST TO CAMPUS- share bedroom In

beautiful, luxurious, huge apartment. All

an>enities, parking. $437.50. Male prefen-ed.

Available Sept.1. 206-0200.

FEMALE- own furnished roonV bath, parking,

security building. $65(Vmo. Non-snx>ker.

IVt -miles UCLA. (213)826-6952.

HOLLYWOOD. Share 2-bd, furnished. W/D.
Utilities. Non-smoker. $400/mo.
(213)871-8035.

MALE ROOMMATE-share room in large clean

WLA apartment. S2M.50/mo. Call Dennis/

Victor 477-1913.

MARINA DEL REY, near beach, $575, share

utilities, large, airy 2-bed/ 2-bath, pool/

Jacuzzi. Writer seeks non-smoking female.

Sept.1. (213)623-1047.

NEED ON MALE ROOMMATE to share

2-be<V2-bath, luxury Bel Air condo. No snfK>k-

ing. $45(ymo. (213)824-9611.

NON-SMOKING FEMALE preferred to share

w/ female professional. Charming, contempor-
ary, spacious 2-bedroom w/ fireplace. West-
wood. $660/nHi. Victoria (213)473-3489.

OWN ROOM + 'A BATH in 3-bedroom
Westwood apart. V« mile UCLA. Available

Sept. 1. $435 + V» . (213)206-7571.

OWN ROOM + BATH: Brentwood, $508/mo
FEMALE. Large apt., pool, cable, laundry,

parking. Avail Sept. 1, upperclass or grad.

preferred. (213)620-6360.

QUIET MALE TO SHARE 1-bd apartment in

Santa Monica $45(Vnx>. Call (805)871-8169

after 5pm.

WETSWOOD Private, large, luxury room/
bath, high ceiling, in 2-be<V2-bath. A/C, fire-

place, gated parking. $695/mo.
(213)444-5526.

WLA: 3-BEDROOM + LOFT. New bldg. Huge
master bedroom. $60(Vmo. Washer/dryer.

Call Yukie 451-9402.

WLA, large modem 2-be<V2-bath, share with

male grad student. 3-miles UCLA. Security +
parking. $500 utilities. Brian (81 8)703-1 584.

YOUNG GRADUATE STUDENT WHO
OWNS HIS OWN LUXURY CONDO AT
WESTWOOD HIGHRISE wants to share it with

a female student who would have her own
private bedroon^athroom. Cost negotiable

for qualified person. Call Al at (21 3)474- 7764

.

Roommates 53

WLA 1 bed $850/mo, drapes, carpet,
parking,. Walk to LXILA 1450 Midvale.
(213)391 2874.

2 FEMALES to share 2-bedroom on Strathmore/

Levering, $375 +<ieposit. Hardwood floors.

Aug.30-. Fun and responsible. Dahlia
459-9971

2 OPENINGS in large modern 3-bedroonV
2-bath, 3-blocks from beach in Playa Del Rey.

Yard, garage, free laundry. Available 10/1.

$467. Mike (213)306-6005.

3-FEMALE STUDENTS NEEDED TO SHARE
4-BEDROOM HOUSE IN WESTCHESTER. (3

ROOMS AVAILABLE). $350-$450.
(816)571-1546.

BIG ROOM TO SHARE. FALL ONLY Female
•Quiet 2-bdy2-bth. Hardwood, fireplace, gar-

age, cable. $350. 474-6902.

BRENTWOOD prefer female law/graduate

student. Own room, bath, and parking. Sec-

urity, near direct bus. S52S/mo. + V* utilities.

(213)865-8967.

BRENTWOOD Own room in two-story town-

house. Living room furnished. Absolutely gor-

geous. Grad student or professional preferred.

MT. $70(ymo. Call Eric. (213)207-0363.

FEMALE (NONSMOKER); Share with same ^

dog. Quiet. Private bedroom + bathroom;

Security/parking. $325-futilities.
(818)965-1223

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
2-BD/2-BTH. Nice A inexp. S237.2S/mo.
Prfcg. available. Sheileen/Kenyetta 479-2703.

FEMALE-STUDENT: Share spacious 1-bed-
room with 1 -person. Jacuzzi/pool. 1 -block
from UCLA. ASAP. $400/mo. (213)208-5131

.

FEMALE TO SHARE extra large apartment in

Hancock Park. Own room + bath, non-
smoker. $475/mo. (213)933-6017.

HAPPY, FEMALE, N/S to share large 3-bed. in

Brentwood. Great location, $400. Trish/ Deb.
447-0372.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Sept. $443.
new/adjacent. Theta Chi/Gayley. Call collect

(415)342-4622.

MAR VISTA: large bedroom, double closet-
share both, large kitchen in 2+1 apartment.

$430/month + % utilities. Call David
398-9615.

NEAT FEMALE, NON-SMOKER to share
3-bd/2% -bth. apt. in Santa Monica. $450
includes utilities. (213)453-1219.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE. Rent, $320.00.
No deposit, one-bedroom, near V.A. hospital.

Parking. (213)478-2580, Angelica.

OWN FURNISHED BEDROOM in 2-bed/
1-bath house. Utilities, food, phone included.

$55(Vmo. Must like dogs. (213)452-2697.

ROOM FOR RENT IN 3-BD. APT. Walking
distance from UCLA. $40G/mo for own room &
bathroom & own entrance. Start Sept. 1.

(708)253-8301 , until Aug. 21 , (21 3)824-0635,
after Aug. 21

.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 2-bed/2-bath
apartment. Bev. Glen/Wilshire area. $30(Vmo.
Security building, great area. Available Sept.1

.

Quiet, large, and spacious. Kimberly
(213)474-5669.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Young, female ex-

ecutive seeking Japanese speaking profes-

sional or grad student to share apartment.
Female prefened. Karyn. (213)802-7718 day,

(213)933-9049.

ROOMMATE (M/D to share spacious 3-bed-
room Brentwood apartment with 2 grad stu-

dents (IM/IF). Sunny, parking, patio, laundry,

near campus. $47S/mo. Starts 6/17.
(213)826-9009.

SHERMAN OAKS. Roommate wanted, female,

own roonVbath, $450/mo. 15 min UCLA.
Grace (213)207-6224, day; (818)366-2863,
eves.

UCLA STAFF single mom, w/6yr/old daughter
looking for single female/single mom-staff, to

share house, duplex or large apartment in the

greater Fairfax area. Responsible, neat, easy-

going. N/S. Heather x55268 W, 650-0047 H.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. $27(yMO. Female
grad student looking for 2 female students to

share 2-bed garden apt. Balcony, pool, laundry

facilities. Non-smoker with cats.
(213)654-6455.

WESTWOOD. 10 minute walk to campus.
Fully furnished, sundeck, prime location.

$35(ymo. (213)208-2501, Rob.

WESTWOOD/WLA. Professional male seek-

ing i/m roommate(s). Prefer professionals or

students, non-smoker. Available Sept.

(818)356-2039, (818)766-4530.

WESTWOOD, female non-smoker to share
room in 2-bed/ 2-bath. Security parking.

$395/mo. Available 9/1. (213)824-7902.

WLA, own room/ bath in 2-bed/ 2 bath.

Female non-smoker. $450+ 'A -utilities. Park-

ing. (213)207-1706.

Room for Rent 54

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent $35(ymo. Female
only. (213)276-0822. 8271 Airdrome St. Los
Angeles, CA. Between Robertson and La
Cienega Blvd.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished rooms, one very
small, large house w/ grad. Students. Kitchen
privileges, pool. Need car. $450-utilities in-

cluded Leave message. Abby (818) 783-51 51

.

B.H. ADJACENT. Private bedroom, Tumished,
attached deck. Near buses, parking available.

$450 +1nr>o deposit (213)858-6959.

BRENTWOOD: SINGLE STUDIO WITH
BATH. $600/mo. 15 min. UCLA.
(21 3)945-471 3/mornings,
(213)472-7771/evening5. Ask for Jack.

CULVER CITY-DOG WELCOME! Room in

3-bdr/2-bath house. Family environment.
W/D, fenced yard, housckeeper/gardner. 15
min. commute! Available August 1

(213)627-4262.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $90(Vquarter. Women students.

Mrs. Solat (213)208 8931.

LARGE ROOM, own bath. 1 or 2 females,

kitchen privileges. $60(Vmo. Near bus route to

UCLA. (805)640-0816.

LOVELY ENVIRONMENT, Pic<V Beverly Glen,

bath, patio, private entrance, kitchen pri-

vileges, laundry, security parking, S450/rrto.

(213)201-0317.

NEAR LX^LA, large room in private home,
limited kitchen, ideal for UCLA student/ fa-

culty, non-snrH)kef, $485/mo. (213)476-2066.

NEXT TO IX:LA. Room with private bath.

Limited kitchen. $470. (213)472-1592.

OWN ROOM SHARE BATH in three bedroom
apartment in Pairm area. $350^mo. incl.

utilities. (213)204-6659

ROOM & BATH IN 2-bed. Brentwood apart

ment. Near UCLA bus. Quiet non-smoker.

$450. (21 3)620-4242.

ROOM FOR RENT in huuke, shaie baih aihJ

kitchen, ry>n-smoker, prefer vegetarian. Short-

term, possibly long-term. S400/mo. 398-1055.

ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME ntv UCLA.
Kitchen privileges. $425. Mature male pre-

ferred. No smoking. (213)271-1656.

54

ROOM, PRIVATE BATH, fully furnished.

Prime Santa Monica location — north of

Montana. Kitchen privileges. Female. $440.

(213)395-2025.

SANTA MONICA, w/ yard, private bath,

hardwood floors, W/D, cable t.v., parking
available, no smoking, pels. $575
+'/» -utilities. (213)453-4115.

SANTA MONICA redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(213)394-2175.

SANTA MONKZA: $450. Room for rent. Laun-
dry & kitchen privileges. Includes utilities. Call

after 6, (213)453-6548.

SHARE 3-BEDROOM house, nice yard, fire-

place, 2738 Westwood Blvd. $450/mo, $450
security deposit, Vj -utilities. (213)470-4577,
Allen or Denny.

SPACIOUS ROOM 3-BDy2-BTH., 2 story

security apartment. $362.17. Balcony, dis-

hwasher, microwave, pool, gym. Rachel
(213)641-4034.

SUMMER RATES available in well-kept frater-

nity house. Albert 208-0984.

OLD SPANISH CHARM: WEST HOLLY-
WOOD. Privacy, 1-bdyi-bth, patio, parking.

$580/mo. (213)874-3887.

WESTWOOD in private home, furnished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer
close to campus. Male. $450. (21 3)4 74-71 22.

WLA, 2-bedroonrv' 2% -bath townhouse. Share
with gay man. Fully furnished. $45(Vmo plus

% -utilities. $450 security deposit. Tom
447-2724.

Sublet 55

3-BD/2-BTH. 10 min. from UCLA: Venice and
Bagley. Sublet Nov. thru end of Jan.
(213)639-3505.

940 TIVERTON. Bed/bath. Clean apartment,
share with roommate. Aug.10— Sept.1 S.,

$250. Call Ben. (213)624-9666.

FEMALE TO SHARE master bedroom in large

apartment, w/high ceilings + balconey. Own
bathroom and fun roommates. $300/mo.
Available Sept.3. (213)478-2815.

House for Rent 56
ALPINE CABIN IN THE CITY! Walking dis-

tance to Westwood Village. 3 bedrooms/1 'A

baths, spacious living room w/ hardwood
floors, fireplace, carport, enclosed garage,

huge patio: S2200/mo. 1347 Greenfield Ave.
(213)382-8281.

BARRINCTON/SANTA MONICA AREA,
3-b€d/2-bath. $1 SSCVmo., Access to all public
transportation. 10-minutes from UCLA.
(213)473-1677, Ken.

BRENTWOOD: $2200. 3-bd. + 2-bth. Hard-
wood floors, fireplace, laundry, enclosed yard/
garage. (213)826-6907.

CHARMING TRADITIONAL TWO STORY
2-be<VlVi -bath honr>e. Window* galore over-

looking spacious landscaped yard. 5 minutes

to UCLA. Brentwood Glen. $1800/mo.
(213)459-1106.

CULVER CITY— 3-bed/2% -bath, $1250.
Huge backyard and living room, newly remod-
eled, furnished if needed. (714)582-5414 or

(714)546-8657.

MALIBU. UNFURNISHED HOUSE. Private

beach. Near Las Flores. 1-year lease.

$280(ymo. 3-bdy2-bath, 2-car garage, deck,
patio. (213)456-9391.

PALMS. 3-bec^2-bath, family room, huge yard.

$170(Vobo. Possibly to share with 1 female.

(213)478-0775.

PICOA^AIRFAX AREA, 3-bed/2-ba house.
Large front yard, 2-car garage, 9-1 2/mo lease.

$150(Vmo. Call (213)936^)602, ask for Rudy
or Roz.

SHERMAN OAKS Prime Location 5-bed/3-full

bath, Georgeous new 2-story house. 2-car

garage. Monthly rent $2300. After 6pm
(816)784-1620.

SHERMAN OAKS LEASE. 3-bedroom Spanish,

hardwood floors, large yard, $185(ymo. Jay
Belson (816)907-7790.

VENICE, $125(yMO. Charming 1-bedroom
house, 4-blocks beach, eat- in kitchen, stove,

quiet wide street. Sunroom & backyard
(213)301-2423.

VENICE. $950. 2-bedy2-bth. Large fenced

yard. Double garage. 6-blocks from beach.
Pets okay. 709 5th Avenue. Drive by first.

(213)456-9076.

WLA: 2-b(i/l-b(h. Living room, dining room,
kitchen, backyard, garage Close to UCLA.
$1290. (213)207-4704.

House to Share 57

FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, utilities paid. Near

Santa Monica airport. $450. (213)396-6151.

MAR VISTA. Share adorable 2-bedroom
house. Nice yard, quiet neighborhood. $500,
includes utilities. (213)396-2693.

WOODLAND HILLS View, clean, rY>odern,

garage, non-smoker. $400, includes utilities,

quiet, all amenlti«t. (818)888-8962.

/^
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House for Sale

CONDO AITFRNATIVE, four ? bedroom
apartments, hardwood floors, 2-blocks to
beach. Santa Monica. Room to add on,
$495K. 395-5212.

NEAR WESTWOOCV PICO. 3-bedrooms, den,
2-b*lK« 2-fireplac«. Exceptionally bright!

Large yard, $349,000. (213)477.9966.

SHERMAN OAKS HILLS 8min to UCLA, com-
pletely remodeled in 1990, 3bed^-3bath, di-

ningroom, family room, new gourmet kitchen,

approx.2500 sq.ft, unobstructed view, move-
in condition, $695,000, (818)784-6001

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LX:LA via Roscomare. 3-f2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-
tly re-done. $567,890. Pave (818)783-6675.

^LOOKING FOR A
^

HOME FOR YOUR;

JJ
FRATERNITY OR

^ORGANIZATION?

Call 277-6813 «

House Exchange 59

PEDIATRICIAN & WIFE will exchange houses,
between Westwood area and Princeton, N.J.

while son awaits cardiac transplant at UCLA.
(1 yr.) (213)493-3494/(609)924-4199.

Housing Needed 60

OUT OF STATE student needs housing. Will

work/pay for a place to stay. Call Dave.
1-800-852-1406

Real Estate 61

Deluxe Office Spo<e
ApprroxJmately 1000 sq. feet

rull Air, Parking Lot, Sign

Privileges

10540 Venice Blvd.

(213)390-3713

Room/Board for Help 62

BABYSIT 3 and 6-yr-olds, private bedroonV
bath, close to campus, flexible hours (various

afternoons ind evenings), one-year commit-
ment desired, non-smoker, car and references

required. (213)559-5990

RESPONSIBLE PERSON wanted exchange for

light housekeeping and childcare. Flexible

hours. Car required. Eves (818)906-1349.

RESPONSIBLE UNDERGRAD SEEKING
GUEST/PRIVATE ROOM in exchange for ne-

gotiable help with children & meals.

(213)824-2251.

ROOKVBOARD -»- SMALL SALARY in ex-

change for childcare -f very light duties. Must
have reliable car, references -f strong responsi-

bllty. Foreign students welcome
(213)559-0603

WLA. STUDENT TO LIVE IN Room & board in

exchange for light housekeeping ar>d babysit-

ting 2 boys, 4 4 8. Prefer a driver with own
car. No smoking. Available Sept. 10.

(213)391-7230.

Room for Help

CHILDCARE FOR SYR-OLD BOY, afternoons

f some evenings. Must have car. Own room -f

kitchen tnd laurxiry privileges. Close to

L^CLA. (213)477-3254

WOMAN NEEDS mature driver/companion.

Twice a week in exchange for furnished room,
private bath, kitchen privileges 4-miles rx>rth

UCLA. Must have insured car, references.

(213)475-6272.

Housing Service 64

PEDIATRICIAN & WIFE WILL HOUSE/
APARTMENT-SIT while son awaits cardiac

transplant at UCLA (1 yr.)

(213)493-3494A609)924-4199

Townhouse for Sole 65

BEST OF WLA Brand new Townhouse-
2-br-f3ba4loft. At 3500 Sawtellw Ave.

Four miles to LXILA AND to beach, kieal for 3

adults or family No down for VA's. 472-3495

Townhouse for Rent 66

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/rA -bath townhouse.

Front. 2-car garage, security system, r^ewly

decorated. $1225. Excellent terms.
(213)472 3566, 479 0219.

BRENTWOOD 1-bed townhouse. Hardwood
floors, private patio, laurvJry, parking, stove,

refrigerator, mini-blinds $875. 274-2461.

MAR VISTA new townhouse, 2-be<i/2-b«th.

Gated parking kitf+v»n_ all arrx»r>itt« Month
to-month from $900. Terry (213)397-1405.

WESTVy«X)D: 3-LEVEL TOWNHOUSE.
4-bd., 2-1/2 bth , family room, 1 mile from
UaA. $2075/nr>o. (213)472-8631.

WLA, $1600, 2-bed 4 derV 2-bath. Large

townhouse, 1850 sq. ft., hardwood floors,

fireplace, privacy. (213)826-6907.

58 Condos for Sale

1-BtUKOOM PENTHOUSE, 1 -block from
UCLA, village view, doorman building with

pool. $289,000. Call Broker (213)824-0453.

BRENTWOOD. 1 -BED/1 -BA. 2 POOLS , SPA
+ MORE ON 4-acres of land. 2-miles to UCLA.
472-3495. ^
COMPLETELY REMODELED 1-bed/ IV. -bath,

security, doorman. Wilshire/ Selby. $255K.
Gail 445-7778.

ONE-BEDROOM CONDO, freeway close to

UCLA. Marina Gateway, large, sunny, clean,

top floor unit in security building. Custom
closet. Euro-kitchen w/ microwave, dish-

washer. 2-parking places. Pool, spa, sauna,

weight room, lush landscaping. $159,000.
(213)398-2900, F.S.B.O.

SPACIOUS 2-bed/ 1V« -bath, heart of Brent-

wood, top floor, bright. Laundry unit.

$269,000. Gail, Robin 445-7778.

WALK TO UCLA. Wilshire High-Rise. 1-bd.

$159,500. UDEN $210,000, pool, doormen.
Agent— Prudence. (213)474-7265.

WESTWOOD, walk to campus, $239,000,
2-bed/ 2-bath, 5th floor. Marilyn
(213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD, $11 5K STUDIO. Pool.
(21 3)473-0936.

Condos for Rent 69

Vi BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 -bed/1 -bath Condo.
Pool , spa, security elevator. $1 350/mo. Broker
(213)824-0453.

LARGE SUNNY 3-bed/ 2-bath condo, near

S.D. & San Marina freeways. Pool, exercise

room, security building. (213)645-4166.

S.M. NEAR BEACH. Furnished 2-bed/2-bath
condo. Pool/spa, suana, tennis, sundeck, pri-

vate patio. $1865. (213)276-0880.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA, penthouse.

2-bedroonV 2-balh. $1380/mo, balcony, fire-

place, parking, security building. Call Guy,
(213)474-9527.

Guest House for Rent 70

2-BLC)CKS OFF SUNSET, $400/mo, includes

utilities. (213)851-4781.

PRIME WESTWOOD AREA. Semi-furnished,

female only. $585/mo. (213)247-1550

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything—
fully equipped— reasonable rates.

(818)785-1028

Child Care 90

FAMILY DAYCARE, r>ear campus, loving, fun

environment. Warm food. Full/ Part-time.

Monica (213)472-3844.

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We all do t)i<t auto insuiance is

regu'^ej Oy law' So tor a

FREE I OWFR QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

^ Movers/Storage 94

JERRY'S nx>ving arxi delivery. The careful

awvefs. Free estimates, experierKed, arxi reli-

able. lerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVCE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS
(213)301-0137

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOIOCIST, 20 years ex

perierKe. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data

(213)559-1890

Services Offered 96

CLEANING SERVICE. Efficient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Urniergradu-

ate, graduate, PH.D. Any style/requirement.

(213)871-1333

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses /DisscrLiitlons

Proposals and Books.

Foreign students welcome.
PWKRS NOT TOR %AIF.

Sharon Bear, Ph.D

(213)470^662

Also repair Audio, Video & Musical
InslrumcnU

West \A STUDIO SERVICES
(213)478 7917 Visa/MC

67 Services Offered

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-4193.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH, TUTOR
INC. PhD GIVES EXPERT HELP FAST. ACCU-
RATE. LOW RATES. DAYS, EVENINGS.
(213)476-0114.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

CHINESE/ ENGLISH speaking tutor, can help

with your Toefl, essays, grammar, conversa-

tion, etc. (213)822-5557, Paula.

FRENCH LESSONS: by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreting, translations, voice-

overs, classes, and tour guide. (21 3)478-5822.

GERMAN quality instruction in grammar,
reading, writing, conversation by native

speaker w/ PhD. (818)247-0625 leave
rr>essage.

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN

ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

PROFESSOR OF MATH WITH 16 YEARS
EXPERIENCE. Basic to higher math. Reason-
able rates! Interested? (213)953-1657.

TUTORING IN History, Political Science,

Sociology and English by UCLA graduate

student. Call (213)826-7653.

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANESE LANGUAGE TUTOR NEEDED:
$12/hr. Walk from campus. (213)575-9304,

please leave n'>essage.

Typing 100

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellcheck. (818)752-1980 7 days,

Sam- 10pm. Rushes okay.

AAA-MAZING TYPIST RIGHT in Westwood
Village! Quick, REASONABLE TYPING &
PROOFING— papers, resumes, scripts, ANY-
THING! (213)208-1704.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED? Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)788-9885.

ACE TYPIST. Speed typing. WP, Spellcheck.

Laser printer. Fonts. Guaranteed. Sepulveda-
Montana . 2 1 3-4 76-2829

.

A+f FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

lion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

FABULOUS WORD-PROCESSOR! Quick, ac-

curate, efficient, arxj reasonable. Term-papers,
reports, resumes, etc. (818)753-0332.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303.

PROF. EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations,

term papers, all papers. Long time for UCLA.
Virginia (213)820-0150.

THE FINISHED WORD- papers, theses, re-

ports, dissertations, resumes, cover letters.

Fast, accurate. In Encino. (818)342 9140.

WORDPROCESSING/ IBM-PC: term papers,
theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/ Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertation, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2888

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
© Premium Quality Services ©

Text & Graphics

Contact (213) 298-5309
'"^

ai3) 287-1 198

««««« Reasonable Rates »»»»»

Music Lessons 102

CELLO, PIANO, THEORY I FSSONS FOR ALL
AGES AND LEVELS. EXPERIENCED, RESPON-
SIBLE. PLEASt CALL (21 3)822-5557 SHAUN

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

kin (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera, musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experier>ced Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785

96 Travel

LOWEST R.T AIR FARES
FROM LAX/SAN/SfCVON SHORT NOTCf

WvOHK$36S JlaSoWiSb
:tl^S?>.^.^*^ .f*RI8/VIENNA$769

!f^fS "i*.^*," •FRANKFURT $7Bg
•MANIU $7W •AMSTERDAM $74g
•TOKYO $«« •GENEVA/ZURICH $785

OTHER OOMESTIC/Wn MRE8 AVAII CAL L FOR 1 WAY

BARNEY'S TRAVEL
(213)382-9161

r ^

London

Amsterdam $320*

Frankfurt $385*
Paris $389*
Tokyo $330*

Hons Kons $320*
Bangkok $420*
• Fares are eachwayfromLosAnsdesbased
on a roundtrip pttchase. Restrictions ap-

ply Fares subject to chanse without notice
and taxes r»ot included

Open SaturcUrf itam • tpm

Goundilkaud
1093 Broxton Ave #220
Los Anscles.CA 90024

213-208-3551
Eurailpasses issued

on the spot!

Travel Tickets

NEWARK/NY from LAX-OW-Aug. 30th. $1 50.
(213)390-6190.

SEATTLE FROM LAX. One way. Male or
female. August 26. $95/obo. (213)298-1277.

Autos for Sole 109

1970 VOLKSWAGEN BUG 38k miles on
rebuilt engine. Great Buy. Excellent. Reliable.

$1200. (213)392-4307.

1975 VOLVO 4.DR. $750. Good running
condition. (213)472-8793.

1979 HONDA ACCORD, silver hatchback
with sunroof. $1000 firm. Call Bev
(213)206-3184 days, (213)258-9962 eves.

1980 BMW 320i, blue, clean, 5-speed.

$2800/obo. Must sell- leaving town.
(213)207-6238.

1987 FORD MUSTANG LX. White, air, auto-

matic, cruise, stereo. Must sell, graduated.
$4.000/obo. (213)470-1629.

'84 OLDSMOBILE CUTLAS, special edition,

2-door, 6 cylinder, excellent condition.
$3100. (213)208-1827, evenings.

ALFA ROMEO SPORT SEDAN 1977, 4-dr.,

sunroof. Great condition. $3850. Call before

12 noon (213)301-9482

AUDI COUPE 1984, 48,000 miles, black/
beige, automatic, sunroof, excellent corniition,

asking $3900. (213)286-1913.

CHEVROLH CAVALIER 1985, black, sunroof,
stereo. Excellent running condition.
(213)453-4202.

DATSUN 210, 1980, $1 SOtVobo, excellent
mpg, great engine, new tires, A/C. Good
stereo. Olivier (213)208-2751.

DODGE CHARGER, 1985, 5-$pe«d, hatch-

back, 2.2 litre engine. Runs great. Well-
maintaincd, clean. $1600 (818)972-9506.

DODGE OMNI 1984 Very good condition.

$1600. (213)829-0676. MUST SELL
IMMEDIATELY-BEFORE AUGUST 20TH.

FIREBIRD ESPRIT 1973 FULLY LOADED Call
Gloria (213)285-6222, (805)296 91 1 7.

HISTORICAL U.S. ARMY jEEP, 1941,
$750Q/obo. Perfect condition. Call Gene at

(213)477-7188.

NISSAN 200SX deluxe 1984. Excellent condi-
tion. 60,000m., automatic, A/C, AA^FM cas-
sette, all-power & extras. $3900.
(213)473-2700.

NISSAN SENTR\ 1983, AM/fM stereo cas-
sette, new clutch, excellent condition. Must
sell: $2000/obo (213)82 5-3818
(213)824 7948

SUZUKI SIDEKICK, 1989, convertible
5 speed, mint green, extended warranty. Fun
to drive $6500, Sonia 202-0845 cxt. 102.

TOYOTA CELKTACT -84, 67K miles, 5-speed,
sunroof, AAVFM cassette, A/C, electronic fuel

injection, cruise control, alarm. $3950
398- 1 05^^

VOLVO, 760 GLE, '83, mechanically immacu-
late $4800 (213)451 0501.

105 Motorcycles for Sole 114

HONDA CB 350 FOUR, 1974, great condi-

tion, 7,000 miles, chrome, $675. Suzanne
(213)312-0085.

SUZUKI 550, 1983, $65(Vobo. Never had a
problem. Transferring, must sell.
(213)208-5315.

YAMAHA SECA 400. Sporty, Midnight Blue,

CLEAN. Definitely Must Sot-. Gotta SELL!
$950. Seung (213)824-2048.

VW CABRKXET 85. 59K, white, automatic,

stereo, mint condition. $6500.
(213)649 4625.

VW RABBIT, 1979, 92,000 miles. Good con
dition 4 runs great. $750. 208-0555.

Scooters for Sole 115

1986 HONDA AERO 50 low mileage.
$45Q^obo. Call Todd (213)207-1485.

1986 WHITE ELITE 80 scooter. White helmet
included. Basket at-rear. 3200 miles. Immacu-
late. $750. Louis (213)478-7570.

1990 YAMAHA 125, 2500 miles, red, excel-

lent condition. With basket, helmet, lock.

$1 500. (21 3)472-0634- returning to Germany.

86' HONDA ELITE. $650. Call Jon
(213)824-2236, (818)881-6476.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

'89 HONDA ELITE ES with basket and helmet.
Great condition. SSSO/obo. (213)447-1074.

BLUE HONDA ELITE 80 only 2400 miles. Runs
like new. $900/obo. 824-4516.

ELITE 80 1 987. Bought new in 1 989. Looks,
runs great. Helmet, lock, basket. $800.
479-0014. ^
HONDA 80, 1989, red, low mileage, excellent

shape. $750. 5 5 1 - 568 7-d ays,
478-3694-nights.

HONDA ELITE 150 DELUXE, RED, PERFECT
CONDITION, VERY SMOOTH, VERY FAST.
$1095,OBO. CALL NOW! JON 478-4426.

VESPA P200E. White, only 1 200 miles. Excel-

lent condition. $1500. (213)394-2815.

YAMAHA CW50W Scooter 1990, 533 miles,

like new. $900. Kim (213)464-2775.

YAMAHA JOG, 50cc, 1986, $350. Red with
basket. Looks/runs great. (21 3)841 -6827 (after

6 P.M.).

Off-Campus Parking 120

OFF-CAMPUS PARKING AVAILABLE: South
of Wilshire between Veteran and Midvale.
(213)478-6755.

106 Furniture for Sale 126

2 BOOKSHELVES $40/EACH. DESK $60.
COFFEE TABLE $30. 2 white filing cabinets

$2(Veach. Canvas chair $10. 208-0555.

B-FOOT SOFA SLEEPER, queen, french blue,

like new. $250. 472-1407.

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290. MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160. (213)821-0729

COUCH $50, BOOKSHELF $20, king-size bed
$20, stereo, TV. (213)824-3829.

CCHJCHBED $100, STAIRMASTER $150, full

size bed $100, microwave $90, lamps $50.
Maryann (213)824-0319.

HIGH QUALITV, all unused. Sofa and love-

seat, $595. Leather sofa and loveseat, $1 200.

Hideabed, $250 Bedroom set, $495. Mattress

and boxsprings, $150. Wardrobe $150.
5-drawer chest, $85. Dinette, $150. 9-piece

diningroom, $1200. Recliner, $200. Futon,

$100 Bunkbeds, $150. Daybed, $195. Brass

headboard, $125. Electric beds, $795. Wall
units, $1 50. Desk, $1 50. Carpeting, $8/ yard.

Encyclopedia set 1990, sacrifice $300.
(213)393-2338.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phorte

orders accepted (213)372-2337

TWIN BED $75/OBO including boxspring &
frame. TA years old, perfect corvJition Must
sell, moving. Jason (213)824-2242.

TWIN BED, X-LONG MATTRESS, built-in

drawers. Great corniition. $10Q/obo. Call

Andy (213)208-5042.

Misc. For Sale 128

BRAND-NEW wedding dress, formal, never

worn. $40(Vobo. 826-3056.

MINOLTA XG9 35mm SLR. 3 lenses- 1 normal

arxi 2 zooms. Carrying case and strap, plus

many extras. Excellent condition. $30(Vobo.
(213)477-9204.

Stereos/^s/Radios 1 3

1

PANASONK: portable compact disk player,

1991 nf>odel SLNP12. Brand new, never used.

$75 (213)477-9704

Typewriter/Computer 134

9600 BAUD EXTERNAL MODEM compatible
with any computer. 6-months old, 5-year
warrantee Sacrifice at $4S(Vobo. 478-7570.

IMAGEWRITER II, excellent condition, plus

extra*!! $230/obo. Call 1213)820-7277.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount arKi teach you to assemble it

yourself! (818)994-1188.

RENT IBM complete computer system,

$95/mo. Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,

386 systems available, (213)931-4207.
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New Chevy prototype paces racing
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

The Chevrolet Intrepid that

Tommy Kendall crashed earlier

this summer was one of two
prototypes which will pace the

development of racing in upcom-
ing years.

Jim Miller, a Chicago business-

man and racer, joined with fabri-

cator Gary Pratt, to construct a car

for the Chevrolet racing team that

uses all of the latest technology,
including parts from the space
shuttle.

The Intrepid made an immediate
and noticeable impact in its first

races.

In its debut, Wayne Taylor
drove the car to a second-place
finish last March in the Grand Prix

of Palm Beach, Fla., in which it

also clocked the race's fastest lap.

Kendall's Intrepid also won pole

position and finished fourth.

Tommy Kendall is recovering from injuries suffered in a severe

racing accident, In which he broke both of his ankles.

The Intrepid' s best result was
Taylor's victory at New Orleans.

Taylor also won pole positions in

Miami and Laguna Seca, where he

set a qualifying record. Taylor

fmished 1 1 th at the Miami race and
dropped out of Laguna with

mechanical problems.

The Intrepid prototype is a one-

of-a-kind car, similar in design to

the Formula One racers at the 24
Hours of Lc Mans.
*The car is really close to Indy

cars in terms of speed," Kendall

said. 'The main difference is that

the wheels of Indy cars are not

close to the body."

Speed is the name of the game in

racing, and the Intrepid has a top

speed of 207 m.p.h. With a six-

liter, eight-cylinder engine that

puts out 670 horsepower at 7,400
rotations per minute, the Intrepid'

s

acceleration and braking abilities

are even more startling.

*The car can go from zero to 60
(miles per hour) in just under two
seconds," Kendall says. "And it

can go from zero to 100 and back to

zero in five seconds."

Kendall says that the car gen-

erates enough force while
aiming to cause blood to rush to

the driver's head and distort his

face.

The design and build of the

Intrepid is 100 percent American
in construction, an oddity on the

track where Nissan, Mazda, Mer-
cedes and Porsche are highly

competitive.

In addition, the car is made of a

composite material of carbon
fibers, which are lighter and
stronger than the traditional steel

and aluminum components. The
Intrepid weighs just 1,800 pounds.

half as much as a typical produc-
tion car.

The Intrcpid's body design
gives it superb handling and allows

the car to maintain high speeds in

the turns. The body is shaped like

an inverted airplane wing, causing
the Intrepid to be pushed into the

track.

With its own wings on the back
and a steep hood, t!ic car generates

4,000 pounds of pressure at lop

speeds. So, as the Intrepid enters

the curves, the downward weight
holds it to the track and prevents

the centrifugal force from flinging

it into a wall.

*Thc faster the car goes, the

harder it's pushed into the

ground," Kendall says. "It's stuck

to the track and tricks physics.

That's why the car is so close to the

ground."

At 100 miles per hour, there is

enough force pushing down on the

Intrepid that it could be driven

upside down. The 4,000 pounds of
force will cancel and then
supersede the 1,800 pounds of
force generated by gravity.

Pratt & Miller Engineering and
Fabrication of Wixom, Mich., was
formed to build the Intrepid, and
the two founders recruited Taylor
and Kendall to drive and develop
the prototype from behind the

wheel.

"After driving for nearly 20
years, it feels very strange to watch
someone else drive this car, my
car," Miller says. "But for this car

to be totally successful, I couldn't

build this team, drive the car and
attend to my own business. We
needed full-time drivers, and I

think we have two of the best."

KENDALL
From page 20

off the stickers they paste onto
their cars, sometimes making them
look like billboards.

Kendall is also sponsored by
ICI, a British chemical company,
and EDS, an electronic data
company of H. Ross Perot. Ken-
dall said that the Formula One
champion makes $15 million in

that year, and drivers at his level

can earn "$400,000 to $800,000"
annually.

"I had to get through

school any which way I

could. Certain teachers

were good— most of

them were good. But

every once in awhile Td

run into one who had a

problem. Those would

just say, *Be there or

not. If not, you fail.

Period.'"

Tommy Kendall
Race Car Driver

Struggles aside, Kendall made it

out of Westwood intact, and
although his degree isn't exactly

applicable to his line of work, he

was committed to remaining in

Westwood until graduation day.

"I never give it a second
thought, getting my degree was
important to me," Kendall says. "It

was something I had started and
just kept doing it"

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut $10
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perm
$30

$25

Straightening

Tint & Style

$25

$20

By Appointment
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westv^ood Blvd.

Westv^ood, CA 90024
JUST ONE BLOCK
S. OF WILSHIRE

The hotter it gets the more Bruins want to cool off.

Can your business help them beat the heat?

ADVERTISE IN THE
SUMMER BRUIN • 825-2161

DO YOU NEED
NEW GLASSES?

Improve your vision.

Update your look...

with new glasses and
our designer frames.

We have someching
for every caste and
every vision need.

An eye examination,

vision correction, sun,

work or sport glasses.

We feature

experienced optomecric

services with Dr. Hyman
plus an on-site 6auhion

consultant to help you
look your very best-

WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRIC CENTRE
918 Westwood Boulevard (Comer of Le Conte)

Westwood Village ^^ y^ j,,.,,,^

208-3913 '•'™Ac«,««i.

Hours: M-F 10-5J0 SAT: 10-5:00

Your
Chance

To

\\

o<^^V^
While Saving Lives!

<:^e^?v*^^
^ rc;^'

^<<>
.^j^

o">^

The UCLA Blood Donor Cct>tcr is antiapatir^^ t blood shortay this aumxnpr.

Your donor appointnwnt and blood donation will atd someone who desperately

needs your blood. And from May 20-July 15, the pnmary beneficiary may be

YOU!

(
["win A TRIP TO:))

n rS f

The Big Apple

— or—
J Tfu Qotdtn gatt

L

Thomas Cook Travel is offering UCLA student, faculty, and staff blood donors the chance to win free airfare
to two of our country's most popular cities. First prtu in our random drawing is two round-trip tickets from
Los Angeles to New York City, becond prize is two round-trip tickets from Los Angeles to San Francisco.*

PLUS - ^ weekly drawing for Dinner for TVvo at

AND - Each donor receives a discount coupon to

A* <lw«/s. UCLA/ASUCLA employeM-indudiiM
potiuon* win

Westwood

cttuti and moat tludtnt" ,

r«c«iv« • mMl bckd (or all ASUCLA iood (aolibc*
with eadi donatian

4« cancr, cttuti and moat tludtnt po*

1^ /'V't •% ^*<r* raosvc bote aC to dam«t«, pha four hour* I

I I I 1 II I 7> p*y fuf c*^h don*Ujn 'JCIA »laaei.li ^

To enter: >

\. A donor appointment must be made by cailu^ 825^)6)0 or 206-

S72I. Your name must appear on our donor schedule 10 qualify.

(Appoiniments help minimize waiung ume for our donon.)

2. All blood donations must meet all regular donm guaiificauons.***
/

Be A V^nner! Give Blood! Call now!
UCLA Blood Donor Center

825-0850 or 206-5721
* ApprcKimitcrrtJil vilur erf ttrlinrtickru !A NY. $1,100, t> SfvS300 RaMrldian* ipply to both awtrd* El fcOo Lonsdinnvivtall value, SlLOGk
coupon rritU value, $4 29 F.inployen at thr U( IA Blood Bank. UCLA Medical Ccniv MarkcMng and Planning and UCIVK Health SctcncM
Ceafuntaiicabona arc not (li|pM« io w\n pruir* in th<»* drawii«ca

•* So«<e rtudewt ipio
y
—a may not quality << 4 hou^* laavc wiS» pay Call Ike UCLA Bktod Donor Caitar for detail*.

***AtMoknom and deeignated donor* are not eligible for prUc drawwga
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Donahue kicks off 1991 football season

Tommy Maddox will lead the Bruins with his family at his side.
His parents just moved from Texas to Burbank so they could be
with their son during the season.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

When last seen the UCLA
football team was milling about
the Rose Bowl Uirf in a daze
following their dramatic loss to

use.
The 1991 UCLA football squad

made their first appearance of the

season Friday at Spaulding Field,

as they began fall practice.

The day was dubbed media day,
and head coach Terry Donahue
held a press conference to discuss
his squad.

"It's an old adage, but to be a

good team we have to play good
defense," Donahue said. "If we
stay healthy on defense, we will be
much improved."

Key players coming off injuries

include starling defensive lineman
Mike Chalenski and inside line-

backer Arnold Ale.

"Chalenski really needs to be on
the practice field, not in the

trainer's room," Donahue said.

"I feel much beuer than last

year." said Chalenski, who had
off-season surgery to repair a
separated shoulder. "Last year I

was handicapped, and this year I

won't be giving anything away."
Ale "was really hampered last

year by an ankle injury. He is a real

outstanding linebacker, and he is

far and away our best inside

hnebacker if he slays healthy,"

Donahue said.

Injuries aside, the coach sees an

improved defensive line.

"We are quicker on defense than

we have been the past two years,"

Donahue said. "I really feel that we
will be a better defensive team."

Another big concern for the

Bruins is the apparent lack of a
running game. Donahue outlined

his game plan for the running
backs.

"If the season started tomorrow,
we would start Kevin Smith at

fullback, and split Shawn Wills

and Ricky Davis at tailback,"

Donahue said. "We also plan to

play Wills and Kaleaph Carter at

fullback. Other than those four

guys, everyone else is just trying to

make the team."

Of course the Bruin offense will

be focused around quarterback
Tommy Maddox.

"You have to lead with your best

foot forward, and right now that is

Tommy Maddox," Donahue said.

"We would love for someone to

emerge and become a 1,000-yard
rusher, but we have an array of
receivers to give Tommy the

support he needs.

"We will be going out of the

shotgun formation a lot this year,

because the shotgun is comfortable
for Tommy," Donahue said. "We
are also going to try to use Wills
and Davis out of the backfield this

year, because they are both good
receivers."

Perhaps the biggest question
mark for the Bruins is the place-

kicking position. No one on the
roster has ever attempted a field

goal in a collegiate game.
"Right now. Brian Steger is

currently ahead of Dominic San-
difer for place-kicker," Donahue
said. 'Their kicking ranges are

both very comparable, although

they are medium-range kickers.

Neither of them have the leg

strength of Brad Daluiso.

"Our kickers are going to be
fine. I have confidence that who-
ever the kicker is will come
through for us." Donahue said.

After two seasons without going
to a bowl game, Donahue stressed

the importance of postseason
action.

"Bowls have built the UCLA
football tradition," Donahue said.

"I really believe that if we had
made a bowl game last year, and
we weren't that far away from
doing that, that 1989 would have
been dismissed as an aberration. If

we make a bowl this year, it will

give us instant credibility."

The mood on the team appears
to be extremely positive, and
perhaps Maddox summed it up
best

4«1*We have got a lot of enthu-
siasm, and we don't have as many
doubts as we did last year at this

Ume."

The Bruins are practicing twice
a day, as they prepare for their

season opener against Brigham
Young University on Sept 7.

Kendall speeds from UCLA to racetracks
By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

Tommy Kendall needed seven
years to complete his undergradu-
ate suidies at UCLA.

During that time, the astute

student juggled the demands of
classes with his work schedule,

which required that he leave
campus almost every weekend.

In those years, Kendall had to

deal with unsympathetic profes-

sors who would not give him a

break when it came to reschedul-

ing finals and returning to campus
in time for Monday's classes.

Kendall finally graduated in

spring 1991, and that allowed him
to work full time at his job.

Kendall's profession is a bit

different from most
You see, Kendall, 24, is a

professional race car driver. This
Bruin graduate zooms around the

track at more than 200 miles per
hour, and he races for Chevrolet in

their hottest car on the Grand
Touring Prototype (GTP) circuit.

Kendall has also won five

national racing championships in

the past (iwe years and been named
three times to the prestigious Top-
12 All-American team selected by
the American racing media.
Only a handful of drivers have

done that.

Kendall had been racing for Jim
Miller's MTI racing team and had
competed in 12 GTP races this

year. But in Watkins Glen, N.Y.,
his season ended when he
slammed mto a wall ot tires and
destroyed his car.

The forged hub connecting the

left rear wheel to the chassis of his

No. 65 blue and yellow Chevrolet
Intrepid sheared, breaking off the

wheel assembly.

In one of the hardest impact
crashes in memory, the car was
sent spinning into the tire barrier at

140 mph and disintegrated on
impact Kendall broke both ankles,

his left tibia and right femur.

Kendall, fortunately, did not

hurt his back, neck or head. The
injuries are not believed to threaten

his driving career.

From his hospital bed in India-

napolis, where he was taken after

the accident, Kendall explained his

hectic early career.

"When I first started, I was
racing some of the weekends,"

Kendall says. "It was a case wherc
I would run off on Thursday for a

race and get back on Sunday.

"I then had greater demands on
my time as I started winning, with

all the media activity. In my last

three years, I was on the road close

to 200 days each year.

"I had to get through school any
which way I could. Certain teach-

ers were good — most of them
were good. But every once in a
while, I'd run into one who had a

problem. Those would just say,

'Be there or not. If not, you fail.

Period.'"

Because his sport is not sanc-
tioned by the UCLA Athletic

Department, nor at any NCAA
school, Kendall did not receive the

special treatment accorded typical

Bruin athletes. His accomplish-

ments all came on his own time

and effort

"It was different because racing

isn't a collegiate sport," Kendall

says. "I couldn't go to the athletic

department for anything. I wasn't
asking for any freebies. just a
couple of breaks."

Kendall began dabbling in rac-

ing at age 15 with go-carts, and he
has graduated to the top-of-the-

linc Chevrolet Intrepid 10 years
later.

The Intrepid is made of all-car-

bon fibers, rather than steel, and it

has a top speed of 207 miles per
hour. The car, which is all-Ameri-
can in construction, can accelerate
from to 60 miles per hour in just

under two seconds, and Chevy
paid big bucks for it

Kendall's father. Charles, who
also attended UCLA, was his

sponsor in his early years and
assisted him financially as long as

Tommy Kendall races the brand-new Chevy Intrepid GTP to another victory. The Intrepid can go from
zero to 100 miles per hour and back to zero in five seconds.

he remained in school.

After his first year as an
independent, sponsors began to

recruit Kendall, and he was able to

pay his own way. He signed with
Maz.la racing and then jumped to

Chevrolet, where he has stayed for

four years.

Kendall has improved greatly in

the past four years — to a point
wherc he is considered one of the

world's three or four lop young
drivers.

In Kendall's sophomore year at

UCLA, he won two national
championships, and was the
youngest driver ever to do so.

Kendall is also a three-time
International Motor Sports Associ-
ation Camel GTU champ, winning
in 1986. 1987 and 1988.
Then in 1990, Kendall captured

the Sports Car Club of America
Trans Am title, winning six and
placing second in four more of the
16 races.

Before his crash, Kendall had
been elected to the International

Race of Champions team for 1991.
One of 12 drivers selected, Ken-
dall joined drivers such as Dale
Earnhardt and Al Unser Jr.

Last February Kendall finished
a strong fifth in the first IROC race

al Daytona. Also. Kendall and his

Intrepid won pole position with the

fastest qualifying times at races in

West Palm Beach, Lime Rock and
Mid-Ohio. He finished fourth, fifih

and third respectively. His qual-

ifying mark at the Grand Prix o.

Palm Beach broke Ihc li-ack record.

As for his salary, Kendall is paid
by his racing team and he keeps a

percentage of the prize money he
wins.

Auto racers also make money

See KENDALL, page 19
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By Michael Collins

United Press International

MOSCOW— The coup against
Mikhail Gorbachev collapsed in its

third day Wednesday and he flew
home to resume his post as
president Tanks left the capital;

the KGB chief was reported
arrested; and criminal proceedings
were begun against other conspira-
cy leaders.

Gorbachev arrived back in the
Soviet capital shortly after 2 a.m.
Thursday from the Crimea vaca-
tion house in the south of the
country, where he had been held
under house arrest since the coup
Monday.
He was accompanied by Rus-

sian republic Premier Ivan Silaev
and the republic's vice president,

Alexander Rutskoy, who were
representing Boris Yeltsin's Rus-
sian government that led resistance

to the coup.

The Presidium of the U.S.S.R.
Supreme Soviet declared the
takeover by hard-liners in the

government— including the vice
president, KGB chief, defense
minister, interior minister and
premier — unconstitutional and
invalidated all decrees of the State

of Emergency Committee, rein-

slating Gorbachev as Soviet presi-

dent.

Four of the eight leaders of the

coup, including KGB Chairman
Vladimir Kryuchkov. went to

Gorbachev's vacation home in the

Crimea to meet with the Soviet
leader before he returned to Mos-
cow.

The independent Interfax news
agency quoted Rutskoy as saying
Kryuchkov had been arrested and
his co-conspirators would be
detained soon.

*'They will all be brought to

justice," Rutskoy said.

Also traveling to the Crimea for

meetings with Gorbachev were
Supreme Soviet Chairman Anato-
ly Lukyanov and two top members
of the president's National Sec-
urity Council — former Soviet
Interior Minister Vadim Bakatin
and Gorbachev adviser Yevgeny
Primakov.

As soon as he was freed from the

custody of 30 KGB officials at his

vacation home Wednesday, Gor-
bachev resumed contact with a
variety of world leaders, including

President Bush, Yeltsin and others.

Bush said Gorbachev appeared to

be in good health.

The collapse of the State of
Emergency Committee became

See COUP, page 5

Days of Tumult in Soviet Union
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seen as primary
But experts foresee problems

between him and Gorbachev
By Michael Lawrence
Sunnnier Bruin Staff

Now that the three-day coup
against Soviet President Mikhail

Gorbachev has failed. UCLA
political analysts are trying to

figure out what that means for the

nation's future.

While these analysts are unsure
of the long-term consequences of

the blundered coup, they predict

that Boris Yeltsin, the Russian

republic president, will now hold

greater political influence in his

dealings with Gorbachev.

"Yeltsin has clearly come out

the winner," said Professor Andrej

Korbonski, director of the UCLA
Center for Russian and Eastern

European Studies. "He has been
able to generate the enthusiasm

that Gorbachev could never gen-

erate."

Yeltsin defended the concept of

democracy and constitutional gov-
ernment in the face of military

might, agreed Richard Anderson, a
political science professor. "He
became a symbol of defiance.

'There is no difference between
Yeltsin facing the gun and George
Washington standing up in the

rowboat" crossing a river to attack

the mightier British forces during
the American Revolution, he
added.

And Yeltsin's powerful image
puts Gorbachev in a position

where he has to negotiate.

Yeltsin's hand is further
strengthened because the coup
leaders — conservative Commun-
ists — have been discredited by
their failed plot.

Coup leaders committed a terri-

ble miscalculation when they
assumed the "cold, hungry and
tired" public would remain
apathetic during the takeover.

"There is no difference

between Yeltsin facing

the gun and George

Washington standing

up in the rowboat."

Richard Anderson
Political scierxie professor

Anderson said.

Yeltsin helped break the coup
by inspiring Muscovites to resist

the troops in the streets.

Although the coup leaders accu-
rately beUeved the public had
become disenchanted with Gorba-
chev's reforms and the breakup of
the Soviet Union, they falsely

assumed the public would allow
the conservative Communists to

return to power.

The coup leaders underesti-

mated the will of the people to rally

behind democracy and freedom,
Anderson said. The Russian peo-

See FUTURE, page 6

Back to the U.S.S.R.
EAP students resume trip plans

By Gwen Goldbloom

Five days ago, UCLA senior

Brooke Burbridge was preparing

to go to the Soviet Union to study
Russian in Leningrad and observe
firsthand the extraordinary demo-
cratization President Mikhail Gor-
bachev had orchestrated in Soviet

society.

Four days ago, however, a coup
temporarily replaced Gorbachev
with a hard-line conservative

committee, threatening the
achievements of glasnost within

the Soviet Union and plunging
Burbridge and her mother into a
tense 72-hour wait which would
detennine the fate of her plans.

**I really wanted to be there,"

said Burbridge, who will go to the

Soviet Union through the Educa-
tion Abroad Program. *'If only (the

coup leaders) could have waited a

week, it would have been really

exciting. I'm impressed with the

coup— everyone got together and
fought for freedom behind Boris

Yeltsin.**

Burbridge's mother, Heidi
McGuire, was prepared to allow
her daughter to board her plane
despite the coup. But she breathed
a sigh of relief upon learning it had
failed.

'This morning, when I found
out that the coup had failed, it was
like, •Yahoo!*" McGuire said

Wednesday. "I knew that Brooke
really wanted to go. and now it will

really be a fantastic opportunity to

learn even more about what's
going on."

The fate of the fall EAP program
to Leningrad was in Umbo during
the last three days as organizers in

Santa Barbara monitored the vola-

tile events and dealt with the

concerns of program participants

and their families.

"We received worried phone
calls from parents and students,"

said John Marcum, systemwide
EAP director. "Some of them

^e EAP, page 6

Massive blockades kept Gorbachev from leaving Crimea
By Gerald Nadler

United Press International

MOSCOW — Mikhail Gorbachev tried to fly to

Moscow from his Crimean vacation resort Monday,
but the airport was ordered closed by three generals,

and two giant trucks took the presidential jet in tow,

according to an account released Tuesday of

Gorbachev's detention.

Sixteen warships cruised the waters off Cape
Foros, Goibachcv's vacation) iipol, di)d itic du^pacc

was closed off as well as all the land approaches, said

Sergei Stankevich, Moscow's former deputy mayor
and now an aide to Russian President Boris Yeltsin.

Gorbachev, whose whereabouts were not known,
had been scheduled to briefly leave his vacation

resort on the tip of the Crimea and fly to Moscow for
the signing of a landmark Union Treaty on Tuesday
with five republic presidents.

But the conspirators went into action at 4 a.m.

Monday when Gen. Maltsev, whose first name was
not given, ordered Bclbcrg airfield at Foros on the tip

of the Crimean peninsula shut down. The other two
generals were identified only as Denisev and Boikoh.

Two giant aircraft towing vehicles then drew up to
the presidential TU-134 twin -cngiiK jet, Suiikcvich
said. Gorbachev's personal helicopter was also
blockaded and not allowed to move.

At 4:30 p.m., all sea and air approaches to Cape

See BU>CKADES, page 6

Two hours after all

Gorbachev's aircrafts

were immobilized, iso-

lating the Soviet presi'

dent . . . Vice President

Oennndy Yanayev said

he was taking over the

presidency because

Gorbachev was ill.

Mikhail Gorbachev
msmailonal
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The Centerfor Afro-American Studies

is saddened to announce

the passing of

Henry F. Jackson
Visiting Professor of Afro-American

Studies and Political Science

May 2, 1939 - August 15, 1991

Memorial Service

2pin-4pm
August 23, 1991

314 Royce Hall

Forfurther information, contact

the Centerfor Afro-American Studies

160 Haines Hall

825- 7403

Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention this ad
when making reservations

All-suite hotel for Bruins and friends.

Just minutes trom the UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, free parking, p(X)l & spa.

Rates from $85 - $105 pc^r night. For resenations calL

(213) 476-6255

Brentwood Suites

iT O T E L

199 North Cluircii I^iu-, 1 block W. of San Die^o Freeway, 1 block N. of Sunset

UCLA senior killed in

bicycling accident
By Brigltte Brady

UCLA senior Holly Ehret spent

the last hours of her life doing

exactly what she will be remem-

bered for — helping others while

having fun.

Ehret died Monday afternoon in

Virginia after the driver of an 18-

wheel truck slammed on his brakes

too late, and the truck skidded into

her and three other bikers, knock-

ing them off the highway. Ehret

had just turned 21.

The group left Portland, Ore. on

June 14 for a two-month bike ride

across the country for the charity

BikeAid, an organization that

raises money for Third World
countries and local communities in

need.

Ehret was one day away from

reaching the fmal destination of

Washington, D.C. when she was
killed. Her parents, Howard and

Irene Ehret, were expecting their

daughter to return to their Sonoma,
Calif, home today.

"She was like a bright, shining

comet that streaked through our

sky,** her mother said, crying. "She

was a bright shining light that we
were lucky to have had for 21 years

and two days.**

This trip marked the second

summer Ehret had participated in

the bike ride. Last year, she raised

more than $2,000 for the charity.

Ehret was described by her

friends and family as vibrant,

caring and generous. She was a

communications studies major, a

member of Alpha Phi sorority, a

peer health counselor and a former
editor for the Daily Bruin.

Alpha Phi President Linda Mar-
tin knew Ehret for the two yean
Ehret was a member of the

sorority.

"She was always such a happy,
really cheerful person,** Martin
said. "I can just picture her face.

She had such a good attitude about
life. She was just a really good
person with a big heart.**

Michael O'Connor, who work-
ed with Ehret on The Bruin *s

production team for two years,

remembers her as open, giving and
hard-working.

The production staff used to

have good-natured, but heated
political debates. But Ehret "was
not intimidated by the strong

characters,** 0*Connor said. "She
fit right in. She would even bring
candy in for the crew.*'

But Ehret*s life came to a close

at 4:20 p.m. on Monday when the

truck driver, attempting to pass the

"She was like a bright,

shining comet that

Streaked through our

sky. She was a bright

shining light that we
were lucky to have had

for 2 1 years and two

days."

Irene Ehret
Holly Ehrefs mother

group of bicyclists, knocked them
off the road. The group was
traveling with the flow of traffic in

the right lane of a Virginia state

highway when the truck driver,

also in the right lane, was trying to

change lanes.

A car in the left lane blocked
him firom making the move, and he
braked to avoid hitting the bicy-

clists. But the brakes locked, and
he was unable to prevent the truck

from skidding into the four bikers.

Ehret and Andrew Appleton of
Massachusetts were killed. The
other two bicyclists were critically

injured.

The truck driver, a 42-year-old
man from Richmond, Va. is being
charged with reckless driving.

According to police, he was
driving at the 55 miles per hour
speed limit when he hit the group.

Memorial services will be held

for Ehret in Sonoma on Saturday at

the First Congregational Church.
She is survived by her parents

and 17-year-old brother Steve.

UCLA philosophy prof

dies of cancer at 58
By Marina Dundjerski

Montgomery Furth, a UCLA
professor and internationally
known expert in Greek philoso-
phy, died Aug. 2 after battling

cancer for almost three years. He
was 58.

*The university has lost one of
its most distinguished professors,"
said Robert Martin, assisunt
humanities dean and Furth*s friend
of 16 years. 'The philosophical
world has lost a profound and
original thinker. And I and many
others have lost a beloved friend.**

Known to his colleagues, stu-

dents and friends as "Monty,** he
was committed to learning. So,
when his larynx was removed in

December 1988 due to cancerous
growths, he learned how to use
esophageal speech and was able to
resume leaching in the winter of
1990.

A year later, however, he had to
stop because of a recurrence of his
cancer. lie ictiicd iliai June.

His dedication and continued
effort to teach students even after
his illness had taken away his
voice created lasting impressions
on all of his friends.

"He maintained a high level of

spirit. He was an inspiration really

to all of us,** said fellow philoso-

phy professor David Kaplan, who
knew Furth for 25 years.

**That*s something characteris-

tic about his philosophy on life,**

said Richard Adams, Furth *s col-

league for 20 years. "He knew life

had dealt him a piece of bad luck,

but on the whole he had a very

positive outlook and felt fortunate

with his hfe.**

Adams and his wife Marilyn,

also a philosophy professor, were
both recruited into the department

by Furth and remained his close

friends for 20 years.

"Monty . . . loved life and
wanted to be as much as he could,**

said Adams.
He was very committed to

intellectual life while, at the same
time, he valued friendships and
family, added Marilyn Adams.

Furth was bom and raised in

New York. He attended various

universities, including Haverford

College diid Oxford Uiiiveisily ds

a Rhodes Scholar. He received his

doctorate from UC Berkeley in

1964 and then spent the remainder

of his career at UCLA.

See FURTH, page 5

South African student prepares for homeward journey
Sowazi to use UCLA education

to build 'different' South Africa

By Valerie Rosenberg

It becomes obvious after one
glance into Nkululeko Sowazi*s
apartment that his passions lie in

his homeland of South Africa.

Posters and banners glorifying

the African National Congress
adorn the walls and seem to be his

only efforts to personahze the

apartment

His furniture is the kind used by
people who do not plan to stay

long. But the drabness of the room
in no way reflects the character of
its occupant As Sowazi recounts

the past few years of his life, the

testimony of his struggle fills the

room with the energy that brought

him here and the resolve that will

take him home.
For Sowazi, a black South

African who plans to return home
in a few months after receiving his

master* s degree in urban planning

from UCLA, the word "education"

has a meaning far deeper than the

typical American student can ever

understand.

To Sowazi, education means
responsibility.

When he was at a university in

Johannesberg, it meant accepting

the responsibility of the small

percentage of blacks allowed to

receive an education with the

whites. It meant making demands
on the university and being politi-

cally active in the struggle against

apartheid— even if it resulted in a

pre-dawn arrest in his dorm room.
And when he is at a university in

the United States, it means taking

advantage of the rare opportunity

for equal education, so he may one
day return home with knowledge
and practical skills.

He plans to use his education to

develop a better South Africa.

Right now, his country is under-

going a radical transformation
from serving the interests of a

white minority to beginning to

recognize black South Africans as

the rightful majority.

Sowazi first faced the responsi-

bility of education in South Africa
when he was accepted into a white

liberal university. His acceptance
was rare because only one to two
percent of the 20,000 students are

allowed to be "coloreds.**

Summsr Bruin fils photo

Uniquecamp
Unicamp gives needy kids chance to have fun

By Marina DuncUertki

For needy children who never had the chance to

go hiking, fishing or fall asleep in the great

outdoors, there is UCLA*s UniCamp.
Located in the San Bernardino Mountains near

Big Bear, UniCamp will host about 1,200 children

and 300 student volunteers this summer during its

nine weekly sessions.

Founded in 1935, UniCamp is UCLA*s
longest-running tradition and official charity.

The camp's seventh annual open house gave
campus community members the opportunity to

become UniCampcrs and spend a day with the

children Tuesday.

The children adore the activities, but they

especially enjoy meeting new friends. "lt*s really

fun,** said a little girl, nicknamed Smiley. "You go
swimming, canoeing and you learn how to respect

people and make friends.**

Upon arrival, each child is dubbed with a

nickname. "We use camp names for the children

because it gives them a chance to be someone else

for a week and leave behind all the pressures and
any baggage they might be bringing with them,"
said Tony Walker, executive director of Uni-
Camp.
The campers* ages range from eight to 14 in the

younger division and 15 to 17 in the older division.

Not only will they be able to swim, canoe, and
participate in archery, arts and crafts, nature study

and many more activities, but they also learn to

clean up after themselves, do their own laundry
and dishes — all with a big smile, cheers and a

song.

"1 think it*s great that we psyche them out and
teach them that the dirtiestjob is the best job." said

Vicky Luc, a camp counselor and lifeguard, who

See UNICAMP, page 9

"Pm under no illusion

that the tasks facing us

in South Africa can be

easily solved, or will

even be solved, in our

lifetime. But not to do

our best would be the

most unpatriotic thing

to do."

NI(uluiel(o Sowazi
South African UCLA student

*These institutions were little

islands,** Sowazi explains. "They
were immune to the realities of the

situation in South Africa. Not only
did the black students have a duty

to educate, but we forced them to

acknowledge ^ •hit was going on in

their own back yard.**

See SOWAZI, page 7

Beloved, worlckenowned
UCLA scholar dies at 52
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

UCLA students and professors

lost a close friend and international

scholar last week when Henry
Jackson died.

Jackson, an influential African-

American professor and renowned
expert on African politics, will be
deeply missed.

"He has left a vacuum and I

don*t know who will fill it," said

Fred Smith, a political science and
history undergraduate who took
several courses with Jackson.

"Someone should carry on his

work that was left undone . . .

otherwise his efforts were a

waste.**

Jackson, 52, was a visiting

professor at UCLA. He died on
Aug. 15 of toxoplasmosis, kidney
failure and pneumonia in a Los
Angeles hospital after becoming il!

earlier this year.

"He wasn*t like other teachers,"

Smith said. "He used to come to

me and ask me questions. He
respected the views I gave him.*'

Jackson inspired students to

succeed. Smith added. "He told

me, 'You can do something. You
can be the best scholar.' He made
me see special gifts that I did not

see I had.**

Others agree that Jackson's
interaction with his students was
most important "He had a passion

for teaching . . . that showed in the

ways students reacted with him,"

said M. Belinda Tucker, the former
acting director of the Center for

Afro-American Studies (CAAS).
Students sent him letters telling

him he was the best lecturer they

ever had. Tucker said. In fact,

some even brought their parents to

class to hear him speak.

Jackson frequenUy pretended to

be the leader of various countries

and spoke with their accents when
he presented different political

Henry Jackson

perspectives. Smith said.

That was Jackson's way of
showing students that there are two
sides to every issue.

"He was a warm, giving per-

son," Tucker said. "He really

seemed to approach life with

exuberance. As ill as he was in

May, he still managed to bring me
flowers for my birthday."

The recent recipient of a Ful-

bright fellowship, Jackson had
planned to conduct research on
prospects for peace in South Africa

by working at a Johannesburg
university.

The author of two books, Jack-

son also recently signed a contract

with a pubhsher to write a third

book — on "South Africa After

Apartheid."

"I'm so sad tiiat he did not finish

that book," said SmiUi, who was
asked by Jackson to travel with

him to South Africa to conduct the

research. "It*s difficult for me to

accept that he never did complete
that project"

Jackson, who came to UCLA
last year from Hunter College in

New York City, specialized in die

subject of American foreign policy

in Africa and the Middle East

"He was the only one who could
put politics and those areas

See JACKSON, page 8

NOMMO receives anonymous telephone death threat
By Leila Ansarl

Summer Brufn Staff

Staff members of NOMMO, UCLA's
African student newsmagazine, routinely

switched on their answering machine

Wednesday afternoon. But what they heard

was not routine. It was an offensive death

threat that lasted about a minute.

Receiving a death threat should not be

routine for anyone, but a NOMMO manager

said she was not surprised when she heard

the deep voice of the male caller, who
identified himself only as a history student

She even thought it was funny because

the message began with noises which she

assumed was a mimicking of African

chants.

However, after Ava DuVemay, NOM-
MO *s production manager, played the

message again, the threat, which ended with
"Goddamn it, we are going to start killing

you left and right,** was not so funny
anymore.

This threat— the only one this summer
— was not surpnsing to NOMMO stalt

members, who had grown accustomed to

receiving death threats on a daily basis last

spring when they published anti-Semitic

articles.

"It*s not rare. We are not really sur-

prised,** DuVemay said. *This was the first

(death threat) in a while, but it is nothing

new."

NOMMO staff members said they are not

scared by the threat and attribute it to

ignorance. Even though they know that

some people share the caller's beliefs, the

staff members said most of them do not

verbaUze their anti-African feelings.

"He still believes all that rubbish," said

Nyaniso KaHotep, an Atncan Student

Union coordinator. "It*s a common occur-

rence, but people don*t say it."

Newsmagazine Adviser Arvli Ward said

the caller*s offensive message seemed to

last 10 minutes, and he could not understand

why NOMMO would be getting threats now

because the magazine is not even publishing

during the summer. "It*s amazing that

people actually have the time and the

volition to do that," he said.

Because DuVemay, like the caller, is a

history major, she said the man could be
anyone sitting next to her in a lecture. "That
could have been anybody," she said.

The caller did not specifically address

any editor or reporter at NOMMO, but

African-American males in general.

Threatening to hunt them down and fight

them in the streets, the caller said he and
others like him have Marine Corps training.

See NOMMO, page 8
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Briefs
World

16 Salvadorans die

in assault on rebels

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador —
The army said Wednesday thai 16
combatants died during major assaults on
rebel strongholds by government troops in

northern and eastern El Salvador.

'The armed forces are operating in the

eastern and northern zones of the country,

inflicting several casualties on the terror-

ists and capturing arms,*' an army
spokesman said. *The operations are big

in Morazan and Cabanas" provinces.

The army refers to all members of the

leftist Farabundo Marti National Libera-

tion Front, or FMLN, as terrorists.

The army said seven guerrillas and four

soldiers died Tuesday in fighting near San
Fernando, Morazan, 71 miles east of San
Salvador.

More than 1,000 government troops

have been sweeping through the rebel

stronghold of northern Morazan province

since last weekend in operation Task
Force Morazan. Rebels based in the

remote mountainous region control the

area between army operations.

Suttan of Brunei is

riciiest man in world
The Sultan of Brunei, with net worth of

$31 billion in oil and gas reserves, real

estate and investments, remains the

richest person in the world. Fortune

Magazine said Wednesday in an annual
report

The second-richest person of 1991 is

Wal-Mart Stores Inc. founder Sam Wal-
ton, who with his family has net worth
estimated at $21 billion.

Fortune said its list of biUionaires grew
to 202 this year from 182 in 1990. The list

included 41 newcomers — including

Donald and Doris Fisher, who founded
the Gap store chain. Another 26 people

were dropped.

The United States has the most billion-

aires, 60, followed by Germany and
Switzerland with 23 each.

Fortune said its estimates of net worth

were based upon published information or

appraisals of asset values.

On this date:

In 1911, the "Mona Lisa" was stolen

from the Louvre Museum in Paris. It was
recovered four months later.

In 1968, Pope Paul VI arrived in

Colombia, becoming the first pontiff ever
to visit South America.

Nation

Hunicane Bob killed

16 on East Coast
BOSTON — Hurricane Bob is being

blamed for at least 16 deaths as it tore up
the East Coast and through New England
early this week, knocking out power to

thousands and causing more than $1

billion in damage.
The remains of the once-mighty hurri-

cane limped into oblivion off the Cana-
dian Maritimes Wednesday as residents

along the East Coast cleaned up and utility

crews worked to restore electricity.

Bob at its height hurled winds of 125

mph at the New England coast and

knocked out power to more than 1 million

people from Long Island to Maine.

Cuban inmates take
10 hostages in prison

TALLADEGA, Ala.— Cuban inmates

took control of a prison unit and seized at

least 10 hostages Wednesday at the

Federal Correctional Facility in Tallade-

ga, authorities said.

Peter Whiuenberg, a spokesman for the

U.S. Bureau of Prisons, said Cuban

inmates overpowered guards at about 10

a.m. and seb.ed 10 hostages, including

seven members of the prison staff and

three members of the Immigration and

Naturalization Service assigned to the

Cuban section.

One staff member suffered a minor

injury during the takeover, but he was

treated and released. No Cuban prisoners

were injured.

Prison officials were negotiating for the

release of the hostages, but Whittenberg

said he was aware of no demands by the

prisoners.

Of diamond dust
and dinosaur deaths

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Diamond

dust discovered in Canada appears to

bolster the theory that an asteroid impact

may have wiped out the dinosaurs some
65 million years ago, scientists reported

Wednesday.
The microscopic diamonds, found in 65

miUion-year-old claystone in Alberta*s

Red Deer Valley, were present at concent-

rations indicating they may have origi-

nated in a carbon-bearing comet or

asteroid, researchers said.

A debate over what killed the dinosaurs

and many other life forms at the end of the

Cretaceous period has raged since 1980,

when Nobel Laureate Luis Alvarez and

his son Walter proposed the cause was a

huge asteroid or comet slamming into

earth.

Evidence amassed in support of the

"killer** asteroid theory include larger

than normal quantities of the metal

iridium in rocks dating back to the end of

the Cretaceous, as well as a worldwide

layer of soot and glass fragments typical

of those formed when asteroids strike

Farth.

Top U.S. cities

NEW YORK — Here arc the ciUcs
listed as the best places to live in the
United States by the fifth annual Money
Magazine survey:

1. Provo-Orem, Utah

2. Bremerton, Washington

3. Bryan, Texas

4. Boise, Idaho

5. Lubbock, Texas

6. Billings, Montana
7. Fayetteville, Arkansas

8. Madison, Wisconsin

9. Austin, Texas

10. Lincoln, Nebraska

300 cities were ranked. The top city in

California was San Francisco, No. 38. Los
Angeles-Long Beach was No. 95.

state

Wilson to rescind
free newspaper tax
SACRAMENTO— Gov. Pete Wilson

will sign legislation to repeal a new state

sales tax on free newspapers and periodi-

cals because the revenues were never part

of the budget-balancing plan, a spokes-

man said Wednesday.
The tax was imposed July 15, but the

first payments won't be due until October.

**The state never anticipated receiving

revenues from free newspapers," said

Franz Wisner, one of Wilson's spokes-

men.

Eliminating the revenue will not affect

the budget compromise to balance the

new spending plan, he said.

From United Press International
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COUP
From page 1

evident when an overnight curfew
was lifted in the capital and
restrictions clamped on the media
were rescinded.

In announcing the lifting of
press restrictions, the official

Soviet news agency Tass, which
had been publishing only the coup
leaders* decrees since Gorba-
chev's overthrow Monday,
referred to the junta as the "former
Emergency Committee.*'

Nursultan Nazarbaev. the leader

of the republic of Kazakhstan who
spoke by telephone with the Soviet

leader, said Gorbachev told him
waiting in his summer home's
reception room were Kryuchkov,
Defense Minister Dmitri Yazov,
Oleg Baklanov and Alexander
Tizyakov — four of the leaders of

the failed coup.

The Soviet procurator general,

Nikolai Trubin, said he was insti-

tuting criminal proceedings
against the coup leaders led by
Vice President Gennady Yanayev,
charging them with a "state

crime.**

Gorbachev issued a statement
saying he was **in complete control

of the situation" and that he would
fire the leaders of the **right-wing

military coup,** the official Soviet

media said. 'The adventurists will

bear full responsibility,** he told

Soviet television.

Foreign Minister Alexander
Bessmertnykh, who had not been
heard from since the takeover, held

a news conference Monday to

denounce the coup as unconstitu-

tional and declare that Soviet

foreign policy would not change.

Russian Premier Ivan Silaev and
Rutskoy, as well as Lukyanov,
chairman of the Soviet Parliament,

also flew to the Crimea to meet
with Gort)achcv, who had been

isolated since the takeover.

Diplomats from the United
States and the European Com-
munity had planned to fly with

them, but were held up at the

airport gate and the plane left

without them after Yeltsin ordered

forces loyal to him to try to slop the

hard-line coup leaders from flying

out of a VIP airport outside

Moscow.
Yeltsin, who has been holed up

at his government's headquarters

since Monday to lead the resis-

tance against the coup, told the

Russian Parliament that he ordered
the Vnukovo airport outside Mos-
cow closed to intercept junta

members, who he said were trying

to flee.

The Soviet leader told Nazar-

bayev that 30KGB agents had kept
him in complete isolation at his

vacation home since Monday.

The U.S.S.R. Ministry of
Etefense at its morning meeting
ordered all troops out of Moscow.
Soon afterward, the mechanized
force that had moved into the

capital began leaving, clogging the

main roads out of the city through-

out the day.

The Defense Ministry also said

all troops would be returned to

where they had been stationed

when the coup leaders seized

power early Monday. This would
apply to those sent to Leningrad,

the second largest Soviet city, and
the independence-minded Baltic

republics of Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia.

When Tass announced the lift-

ing of press restrictions, Russian
Television, a relatively new broad-

cast outlet controlled by Yeltsin *s

government, immediately returned

to the air after having been banned
since the coup was announced.

The independent radio stations

Echo Moscow, forcibly shut down
Wednesday morning by paratroop-

ers, also resumed broadcasting in

the late afternoon.

Yeltsin told his legislature that

KGB chief and junta participant

Vladimir Kryuchkov had tele-

phoned him proposing a flight to

Foros in the Crimea to see Gorba-

chev satisfy Yeltsin*s demands.
Fearing a trap to lure Yeltsin out

of his Parliament bastion, the

deputies voted instead to send Vice

President Alexander Rutskoi, a

decorated Afghan war hero, and
Ivan Silayev, Russia*s seasoned

premier and a group of legislators.

In Kennebunkport, Maine, Bush
said he had spoken to Gorbachev
by telephone and that the newly
restored Soviet leader told him he

planned to return to Moscow on
Wednesday or Thursday.

The Soviet leader told Bush that

"freedom and democracy have

prevailed*' in his country, the

president said. "It was a good call.**

Bush said Gorbachev sounded
in good physical condition.

In Brussels, Belgium, NATO
foreign ministers held an emergen-
cy meeting on the Soviet crisis and
issued a demand for "the immedi-
ate restoration** of Gorbachev to

his office." The Western alliance

ministers also said they were
**encouraged and heartened" by
reports that the coup was collaps-

ing.

The collapse of the eight-mem-
ber junta began to appear inevit-

able Wednesday morning when a

new split opened at the top of the

Communist Party structure, with
Deputy General Secretary Vladi-

mir Ivashko demanding an imme-
diate meeting with Gorbachev,
who is also the general secretary of
the party.

Ivashko demanded that Yanay-
ev, the nominal head of the eight-

man junta, set up the meeting.

Ivashko said that without the

meeting, the party has no right to

define its political course and give
the party's 16 million members a
full and objective account of the

situation.

As the coup entered its third day,

the first deaths in the streets were
confirmed — at least four civi-

lians, three of them crushed under
armored carrier treads and one shot

in* the head.

Sporadic automatic weapons
fire was heard overnight and in

some instances tanks tried to break

through barricades in downtown
Moscow, but the Kremlin's troops

never took the initiative against the

civilians protecting the Russian
government headquarters.

The four civilians were killed

when an armored personnel carrier

tried to ram through a barricade of

buses, said Viktor Samoilev, head
of the defense committee of the

Russian republic. It was met by
resistance fighters armed with

Molotov cocktails.

Thousands of Russians who
kept an all-night vigil at their

Parliament were jubilant as dawn
broke. The incongruous sound of
Western rock music was piped
over megaphones after the Russian

Parliament vowed that the junta

"will be brought to trial.**

RJRTH
From page 2

Furth was chairman of the

philosophy department from
1970-74 and then again from 1988

until fall 1989, when he resigned

due to his illness. "His loss is

irreparable. He was one of the

wisest and most central figures in

the development and the growth of

the department,** Kaplan said.

Furth *s main work was a book

called, "Substance, Form, and

Psyche: An Aristotelian Meta-

physics.**

But he was also widely recog-

nized and praised for his research

on three philosophers in different

time eras: the pre-Socratic phil-

osopher Parmenides, 17th-century

Leibniz and 19th-century Frege.

He lectured at universiues all

over the world, including Peking

and Oxford universities.

At UCLA, Furth taught under-

graduate and upper division

courses, as well as graduate semi-

nars in Greek philosophy.

His lectures were always well-

received, said Marilyn Adams. He

was so dramatic in his lecturing

that he made philosophy come

alive for students, she said.

"His work on Aristotle was

beyond just explanation," said

Yvonne Allison, a graduate philo-

sophy student.

But it was not only his brilliance

that created a learning environ-

ment — it was his manner of

teaching.

"I learned that no question is a

stupid question," she said.

"Whenever 1 was scared to ask a

question, he was always encour-

aging with a smile, body language

and his face. You could tell he was
excited and patient, waiting for

you to get (the question) out**

Students learned more than

Greek philosophy from Furth, said

Laurie Pieper, a graduate student

who was also one of his teaching

assistants.

"He was an incredible role

model. And he loved what he was
doing so much," she said. "I

always think of him standing in the

doorway of his office and talking

and laughing with everyone who
went by— havmg something witty

to say."

Furth was indeed a well-round-

ed person. He played the harpsi-

chord and organized 'The Friends

of the Sequoia Quartet,** an inter-

nationally famous musical quartet

He was an avid athlete until he

became ill, working out in the gym
and riding his bicycle four miles to

school regularly.

He loved Shakespeare and
would often attend plays at the

Globe Theater in San Diego.

He also was a caring individual.

Allison said while Furth was
working at UCLA during his

ilhiess, he wrote open memos to

everyone in the department
"because he didn't want us to be
emotionally unprepared for his

death or for us to be taken by
surprise.**

But AlUson said his death still

took her by surprise because she

was accustomed to him fighting

and being full of energy. "He was
prepared to die, but I don't think

many of us were," she said.

At his funeral a student read a

segment from Plato's Socrates in

which the philosopher is prepared

for death, but his students want
him to run away from it "I think it

was very apt because he was
prepared to die, had come to terms

with It, certainly in a way 1. and
other students, hadn't" Allison

said.

Furth is survived by his wife

Charlotte, daughter Isabella, son
David and grandson Andy.
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EAP
From page 1

thought we should cancel, but we
are sending the faculty director for

Leningrad ahead on Saturday to

meet with university people lo

inform us that everything is okay."

He said he expects to send the

students on Thursday at the earliest

— 10 be safe.

"We expect that everything will

be the same when they arrive,

except the students might miss a

few classes/* he added.

The EAP program to Leningrad,

which had scheduled 33 particip-

ants, had one cancellation since the

start of the coup — from a UC
Berkeley student But that was
attributed to health problems

rather than recent political events.

Six UCLA students are sche-

duled to participate in the program

FUTURE

this fall. Senior Judith Chase, who
also spent fall quarter in Leningrad
on EAP. traveled to Leningrad
three weeks ago to visit friends and
was in the Soviet Union *s sec-
ond-largest city when the coup
occurred.

"Judith said that everything was
okay in Leningrad and that she
heard in person one of the first

speeches made by Mayor Sobchak
in support of Gorbachev,** said

Warren Chase, her father.

The four other UCLA students

who will join Chase and Burbridge
in Leningrad arc senior Janel

Lardizabel, who is now in Helsinki

where she awaits the rest of the

group, and sophomores Jennifer

Forimeier, Josh Hunt and Chris
Dargis.

From page 1

ple*s willingness to fight the

hard-liners means the last nails

have been hammered into the

coffin of communism.
With the conservatives out, the

power struggle now centers around

Yeltsin and Gorbachev, Anderson
said.

Previously, Yeltsin challenged

Gorbachev to introduce even more
radical reforms. That created a

conflict with Gorbachev, who
feared that if he carried out

Yeltsin *s proposals, he would
further alienate the hard-liners and
provoke them to revolt.

Gorbachev now resumes his

post without having to play games
with the conservative Communists
who opposed his reforms. Most
have been arrested for "state
crimes,** related to the failed coup.

Before the coup, Gorbachev
quelled the opposition of the
hard-line Communists by intro-

ducing reforms bit by bit— never
indicating how far he intended to

reshape his nation, Anderson
explained.

The conservatives often found
themselves forced to accept Gor-
bachev's reforms out of fear that
an even more liberal reformer,
namely Yeltsin, would throw out
the entire communist system, he
said.

To this day, Gorbachev —
unlike Yeltsin— is stiU a member
of the Communist party, Korbons-

BLOCKADES
From page 1

Foros were ordered closed,
according to Stankevich*s
account, which was read to the
multitude of coup resisters
gathered at the Russian Parliament
on Tuesday.

Apparently Gorbachev had
decided to Hy back to Moscow, not
on the TU-134, but on a larger IL-
68 airbus. Gorbachev ordered the
airbus to fly to Foros as early as
Saturday, but the IL-68 was never
moved from Vnukovo airfield in
Moscow, Stankevich said.

Two hours after all Gorbachev*s
aiicrafts were immobilized, iso-
lating the Soviet president, the
coup was announced by Vice
President Gennady Yanayev who
said he was taking over the
presidency because Gorbachev
was ill.

Some confusion apparently
ensued at Cape Foros. There was
an aaempt to have the TU-134 fly
hack to Moscow at 6:43 p.m. with
nine soldiers aboard, but Gen.
Dcnisov of the army *s general slalf
called off the flight

At 7:38, the TU-134 departed.
can7ing away Gorbachev's per-
sonal bodyguard and his two
personal secretaries. Stankevich
said, AU of Gorbachev's means of

ki added
But once the communists real-

ized Gorbachev's reforms would
undermine their "good life** and
end their privileged position in

society, Korbonski said it became
"a matter of self-defense. Put
yourself in the position of a party

bureaucrat who gets a summer
home and food that doesn*t smell.**

Now, the conservatives are
being flushed out because they
sided with coup leaders.

However, Gorbachev*s job is

hardly secured. Korbonski said.

Before the coup, the Soviet
leader was not a popular man in his

country. In a recent Times Mirror
poll, only 27 percent of the Russian
people approved of Gorbachev *s

performance.

Major problems still loom for

the Soviet leader — like the

collapse of the economy and the

secession of several Soviet
republics. Korbonski said.

"Victory over the coup sounds
good, but not much might change.**

he said. **None of the problems
have disappeared.**

With Yeltsin *s increased popu-
larity, he could easily demand to

run the country alone, forcing

Gorbachev out. Korbonski said.

"They arc both ambitious men.
How long will this friendship last?

... I strongly suspect the Soviet

Union is too small for these two
guys.**

communications were tossed
aboard before the takeoff, cutting

the president off from the world.

There apparently was some high

drama when Gorbachev *s close

adviser and friend from his college

days. Gyorgy Shaknazarov. who
was also at Foros. tried to get to

Gorbachev apparently to warn him
or give him some message, the

account said, giving no details.

But it did say that Shakhnazrov,
one of the gentlest and kindest of
Gorbachev's aides who always
found time for reporters, was
forcibly detained with Gorbachev
and his wife, Raisa.

Stankevich*s account left little

doubt that Gorbachev was still

under house arrest despite
accounts by the Russian Informa-
tion Agency and the Interfax news
service that Gorbachev had been
moved to the outskirts of Moscow.

Stankevich said that Gorba-
chev *s close adviser Gennady
Pnmakov, who gained fame for his

trips to Baghdad to try to avert the

Gulf War. also was in the Crimea,

but flew back to Moscow later

Monday. Primakov Tuesday
called for Gorbachev to be allowed

to address the Soviet people.

SOWAZI
From page 3

Sowazi was part of a movement
within the university, made up
primarily of black students and
school workers.

He and other activists demanded
the university be shut down to

commemorate the June 16. 1976
Soweto uprisings. Also, when
people were massacred by the

state, the activists demanded the

school pay for the transportation of
students wishing to attend the

funeral services.

The students fought to have
their demands met — though not

without sacrifice. Sowazi spent

eight months in a South African
prison after he was seized in his

dorm room one morning as punish-

ment for his political activism. He
was just one of the 40,000 blacks
imprisoned in his country as a

result of the political unrest
A few months after Sowazi was

released, colleagues advised him
to leave the country before he was
arrested again.

After one year in exile, during

which he sought political asylum
in other African countries, Sowazi
applied to many universities

around the world. The first one to

accept him was the International

University in San Diego, which he
chose to aaend.

"I couldn*t wait to resume my
education.** he said.

With scholarship help from the

African American Institute in New
York. Sowazi completed work on
his bachelor*s degree in Interna-

tional Relations in one year.

And during that time, he had to

adjust to a radically different

setting than the one he left in

Africa.

"It was frustrating for me to

come from a highly politicized

country and continent I found that

a lot of the students, people in

general. weren*t too worldly.** he

reflects. But "some people were
interested in exchanging ideas and
learning from each other, and I was
interested in learning about the

place which I was now living in. so

I made a few friends.**

Sowazi also became involved

with the Southern California

chapter of the African National

Congress.

"It was wonderful that I could

learn how the anti-apartheid move-
ment was working here." he said.

"I also saw that other South

Africans were in worse situations

than me— some had left home 30

years ago. Some had lost close

relatives.**

In 1989, Sowazi began his

master's program at UCLA in

urban planning. "I wanted to

receive a master's that could give

me a skill in something to imple-

ment my ideas.*'

He is not the only black South

African to come to the United

States for an education. Another

South African UCLA student.

Duke More, went on from a

bachelor's degree in political

science to pursue a master's in

urban planning.

More also thought of his home
country when he decided to seek a

degree in urban planning. "Almost

everyone is politically active in

South Africa." he said. "I don't

think that the people are in dire

need of political thinkers more

than they need people with practi-

cal skiUs."

More, who received a scholar-

ship irom the United Nations, also

feels that his education carries with

it a responsibility.

"South Africans should go back

home if they had gotten scholar-

ship. They can contribute to the

reconstruction of our country."

More is still completing his

master's dcyet, but once he gets

it, he plans to apply for a South

African visa, so he can follow in

his friend Nkululeko's footsteps.

The responsibilities that Sowazi
and More face are not limited to

South Africans. African students

in U.S. universities also carry a

responsibility to the African com-
munity here and in Africa.

Africans in America have
responded to that responsibility by
forming organizations such as

NOMMO. UCLA*s African stu-

dent newsmagazine. But Sowazi
feels that these publications need

to change their direction.

"I think the idea to have a

student newspaper with an African

perspective is a very good one, and
my views are meant to build the

African community at UCLA, but

I feel ... the anger amongst some
(black students) is understandable

and justified, but it is the same kind

of anger that we in South Africa

feel," he said.

"It was frustrating for

me to come from a

highly politicized coun-

try and continent. I

found that a lot of the

students, people in gen-

eral, weren't too world-

ly."

Nkululeko Sowazi

"If we are led by our feelings of
anger and bitterness, our responses

will not reflect how we feel about

issues in terms of policy, ideologi-

cal agendas and a political analys-

is.

"Putting yourself as the most
militant is an outdated political

strategy, if you do not deliver

results."

Sowazi is anxious to go home
and help with the planning of a

different South Afiica; he said he

will look for a job in a develop-

ment agency.

"rm under no illusion that the

tasks facing us in South Africa can
be easily solved, or will even be
solved, in our lifetime." he said.

"But not to do our best would be
the most unpatriotic thing to do."

Professor Edward Solja has

known Sowazi for two years as his

advisor in urban planning. Solja is

sure that Sowazi. and others like

him. will be very important to

South Africa.

"South Africa has been planned

for the last several hundred years

with a small European population

in mind." he said. "If things

change, there's going to be a

tremendous need for planners to

guide the development in a diffe-

rent direction."

Solja is confidant that Sowazi
will have a big impact in his home
country.

"He's very pragmatic, with a

strong political commitment in his

vision of the future." he said. *This

is a figure that could go very far in

the future of a free South Africa, as

a political leader."

As other UCLA students start

their fall quarter courses. Sowazi
will pack up his posters and return

home. Now that the African

National Congress has been legal-

ized. Sowazi can hang his posters

in his South African home as a

reminder of the struggles of the

past and what needs to be done m
the future.

Armed with his education, he

faces a new struggle— helping lay

the foundation for a new South

Africa based on freedom and
equality.
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JACKSON
From page 3

together/* said Cherie Francis,

assistant to the CAAS director.

"He touched all ethnic and reli-

gious groups. He just made you
smile."

Bom to a jxwr farming family in

a segregated town in Georgia,

Jackson used to secretly watch the

Ku Klux Klan on its midnight rides

when he was a child. From this

experience, he once wrote, "I

developed a keen sense of national

politics, as well as insights into

race and racism that today are

useful in my work on South
Africa."

Despite these conditions, Jack-

son went on to become a scholar of
political science and Afro-Ameri-
can studies at such institutions as

Columbia University, UC Berke-
ley and the University of Algiers in

Afirica.

Capable of speaking French,

Spanish and Arabic, Jackson lec-

tured abroad in numerous univer-

sities in Europe, Asia and Africa.

Among his greatest achievements,

Jackson was the first American
ever invited to deliver a lecture at

the Academic des Sciences d*Out-

re-Me 'n France. He was also the

second African American to

become a member of the presti-

gious academic society.

Outside of his academic career,

Jackson served as a consultant to

the United Nations in 1983 where
he advised the secretariat on
conditions in Tanzania, the United

Arab Emirates and Malaysia.

He also served as a commenta-
tor for National Public Radio, a

consultant to Warner Communi-
cations and the Africa-region

editor of a New York-based
publication produced by the Finan-

cial Times of London.
Jackson is survived by his

stepsisters, Vanessa Brown and
Valerie Davis, both of whom live

in Anniston, Alabama.
A memorial service will be held

Friday in 314 Royce Hall at 2 p.m.

NOMMO
From page 3

He also said that police woiild be
on his side if violence ever broke
out between them and African

Americans.

'The part about the police is

true," DuVemay said. *The Afri-

can community has been enduring

injustices by the police for as long

as the ]X)lice have been in exis-

tence."

The beating of motorist Rodney
King in March may have revealed

that injustice to the public eye, but

African Americans have been
Uving with it forever, she said.

As far as calling the police about

Wednesday's death threat, the

answer is no. NOMMO staff

members called the police last

spring when they received a bomb
threat. But they are not doing that

now because they say nothing

would come out of it They added

that they do not have the time to

react to ignorance when they

should be serving their communi-
ty.

*That is why NOMMO is here

— to serve the African community
— not to react to nonsense."

DuVemay said.

BE A GCX)D

Volunteer

\]^American Heart Association

8 officers

wounded in

By Dan Jacobson
United Press International

NEW YORK— Shotgun blasts
wounded eight police officers
trying to keep order on the racially
embattled streets of Brooklyn
Wednesday, hours after Mayor
David Dinkins was booed down by
a crowd of blacks.

The wounded officers were only
slighUy hurt, police said. Eighteen
civilians and 35 other officers also
were injured, none seriously, in the
second full day of violence.

Dinkins and Police Commis-
sioner Lee Brown went to Kings
County Hospital in Brooklyn to
visit the wounded officers.

Blacks were furious that the
Hasidic Jew who struck and killed

a black child Monday night with
his car has not been arrested.

Dinkins visited the Brooklyn
neighborhood to calm infiamed
passions and encourage dialogue,
but his attempts to talk to the

crowd were drowned out by boos
and chants of "Arrest the Jew" and
"No justice, no peace."

Dinkins and Brown met with
about 25 neighborhood youths at a
local school, but outside, scores of
mostly blacks threw rocks and
botdes and overturned at least one
police car.

About 11 p.m.. police said

injuries included at least 43 offic-

ers and 18 civilians, including one
television news cameraman who
was hospitalized with a head
wound.

UNICAMP
From page 3

is a UCLA senior majoring in

psychology.

Redwood, nicknamed for her

auburn hair, said, "We learn to

follow rules from someone that we
never knew before."

And there are many changes in

the children, say camp leaders. "It

makes a big impact on the kids not

because it*s way up in the moun-
tains, but because they see role

models and are given a chance for

self-growth." said alumnae Barba-

ra Matias, a UniCamp spokeswo-
man.

Redwood has set high goals for

herself: she wants to attend UCLA
in the future and become a pediat-

rician.

Each of the children have their

favorite activity, but mostly, as a

boy called Wolfman said, they like

"Everything!"

But Wolfman*s personal favo-

rites are archery "and the nature

stuff where you learn how you*re

supposed to protect the trees."

A boy named Magic, who wants

to become a basketball star, said

the children also leam other

lessons such as they are not

supposed to fight. "Yeah,"
quipped Luigi, who likes to play

the Mario Brothers video game,

"and you leam not to throw rocks."

The older chiUlreii, Walker says,

have a different perspective about

spending tlie week at camp. "They

are more hardened simply because

they are older and have exper-

ienced more out of life," he said.

On the day of the open house, /4 of

the younger children and all of the
,

older ones, were out hiking.

Of course, there are also bad

sides to spending a week in the

great outdoors. The children sum it

up best in their song called "Flea"

— "Calamine! Calamine! Cala-

mineir*

Ftne Caribbean Dining

&METHING NEW
IS COOKING IN

WESTWOOD!
Lunch Dinner

Jerk Chicken 6.25. ..8.25

Chicken Roti 5.00.. .6.50

Coconut Chicken. ..6.00. ..8.25
Tender pieces of chidien braised and
simmered in a sumptuous coconut sauce

ItalDellte 5.00.. .7.00
A celebration of steamed mixed vegetables
prepared with J.C s special herbs.

"YEH MAN"
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LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90024
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Sports Channel TV on An Open Hours
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VN^AXINC^
Bikini Wax $8
Eyelash Tint $10
Lip/Chin, Eyebrows Wax. ..$5

S Underarms $8

Half Legs $10

1 Arms $12
1007 BROXTON AVE Upper Legs & Bikini $15
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p^^,. Legs & Bikini $20

OPEN DAILY
DINE-IN

Lunch-Dinner

FULL BAR
Home Delivery

Food to Go

BUY ONE GET ONE
,0F EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE

DINE-IN ONLY
You must preaent this coupon when
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Expires 8/27/91
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The Supreme Court's potential Prince ofDarimess

Guest Columnist

David Gibson

We are in trouble. Serious trouble.

Our nation, built on the foundation

of justice, liberty and freedom for all,

is now being threatened by a new enemy. An
enemy that instills fear into the hearts of

women; an enemy that yearns to take the

power out of the hands of the people; an
enemy that feeds on the unfortunate, preys on
the oppressed and relishes on the helpless.

There might not be any cure for this

monster. Why, you may ask? Simple, because
we created it. The enemy is not a human —
it*s the Supreme Court.

With the recent retirement of longtime fair

and equitable Justice Thurgood Marshall — a

well-respected cornerstone of the Court and
former Warren Court member — President

George Bush has been given another opportun-

ity to fill the shoes of a retired liberal with

those of a young conservative.

After a week of speculation last month. Bush
announced that he would select Judge Clarence

Thomas — a 43-year-old conservative African

American — as Marshall's replacement.

Currently, with the recent appointments of
David Souter and Anthony Kennedy, the

pendulum has swung to at least a six-lo-three

conservative majority, possibly seven-to-two.

And with the appointment of Thomas or

another young conservative to the nation's

highest Court, national issues such as abortion,

affirmative action and freedom of speech are

all now placed in serious jeopardy.

If Thomas can withstand his fast-approaching

hazing by the U.S. Senate — which at this

time appears likely — then Bush and former
President Reagan will have succeeded in

transforming the once-balanced Supreme Court
into a conservative right-wing power.
Roe vs. Wade, you wonder. Well, kiss it

goodbye. Equal employment? See you later.

Freedom of speech? No, sir, not in this

lifetime. What about affirmative action? Are
you kidding? Not a chance.

All of these issues — issues that affect us

and the power we have in controlling our own
lives — have now been placed in the

endangered species category.

And what's worse is that Bush thinks he can
get away with his conservative nominee by
giving the spot to a token. Thomas is too
young. Thomas is loo inexperienced and
Thomas is too undecided to warrant the

distinction of being a Supreme Court Justice.

He's only 43 years old. He's served just 16
months on the bench.

By no means is Clarence Thomas the most
qualified person for the job. The only thing in

his favor is the color of his skin. Clarence
Thomas is African-American and Bush hopes to

appease the masses by appointing an African

—

American conservative to replace an African-
American liberal. Replacing a legend — who
had a major impact on the decisions of
desegregation, freedom of speech, equal oppor-
Uinity and abortion — with a virtual unknown
that almost every African-American national

organization strongly opposes.
Smart strategy.

Obviously, Bush believes that the African-
American community can't argue about replac-
ing Marshall with one of their own. But at the
same time, the white conservative republicans
have to applaud the naming of a fellow
conservative. It's a can't lose situation. At least
for Bush, that is. For the open-minded liberals
who believe in freedom, independence and
equality for all, Thoma.s could become the
Prince of Darkness, the Darth Vader of our
legal system.

Replacing Marshall with a token African
American is a slap in the face to everything
this country was built on. Additionally, by
fdling the "black seat" on the court. Bush is

completely contradicting his own stand on
fiUing quotas.

A worried Marshall even counselled Bush on
this subject As Time magazine reports it, the

73-year-old former lawyer told the president

that race should not be used as "an excuse for

doing wrong . . . picking the wrong Negro and
saying, *Vm picking him because he's a
NegiD.'"

If Thomas is the only hope for the African-
American community, then there is no hope. If

Thomas is the only answer to the question of
Roe vs. Wade, then we have a serious problem.
If Thomas is the only medicine for the

sickness that paralyzes our economic sphere,

then there is no cure. No hope. No chance. No
way.

But before we Americans throw in the towel
and give up on equal opportunity, freedom of
speech and equal rights for all people, we must
fu^t put up a fight. However dim as it may
appear, there is still a glimmering hope, still a

chance — a slight one at that — to evade this

doom.

Clarence Thomas, no matter how confident
he (and Bush) may appear, has not yet gotten

the Senate's stamp of approval. Until he does,

he will not be a Supreme Court Justice.

Remember the uproar when Robert Bork was
nominated by Reagan? And what about Gins-
burg and his marijuana days? Well, Thomas
has admitted to smoking his share of narcotics

and now a little dirt has been dug up about
some possible conflicts of interest

Now we're getting somewhere.
Once under the scrutinizing eye of the

media, there is no way anyone can keep a lid

on their past; everyone has at least one
skeleton hidden in his closet But if we are to

save the last link of the Warren, Marshall and
Douglas reign, the last few American liberals

must locate the graveyard of skeletons that

Thomas has so cleverly buried.

And once we do, we must do to Thomas
what he has done to his sketchy past — bury

him. Then, and only then, will we be able to

appoint a judge who will work for the people
and not against the people.

Gibson is a senior communications major.
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Outsider's view of tlie Scouts is flawed and onesided
By Scott Mcintosh

If fairness is a goal of the Daily
Bruin, and I believe it is, then it

should be obvious that Pei-Chi Chang's
one-sided commentary (Summer Bruin,
*The wacky world of the hypocritical
boy scouts," Aug. 8) deserves and
warrants a rebuttal. In Chang's com-
mentary, it becomes obvious that

Chang was never a Boy Scout, or else
he would have been doing something
far more constructive than watching the
"horrible TV shows" upon which he
bases his weak analogies.

Although Chang's argument may
appeal to a sense of fairness and
equality in the uninformed reader, any
sociologist could tell you that his

article was written from an "outsider's"
perspective. As a Boy Scout for almost
six years, I feel far more qualified to

evaluate the Scouts.

Should females be allowed to join

the Boy Scouts? I think not The Boy
Scouts were not designed to be a sex-

education class, but I am afraid that

would be the unfortunate outcome of a

Unisex Scouts of America. As for the

Girl Scouts focusing on homemaking,
Chang will be happy to learn that

every good Boy Scout earns his

cooking merit badge. If all the Girl

Scouts want to become Boy Scouts,

then maybe the problem is that the

Girl Scouts need to reform to appeal
to girls.

As for the two agnostic boys and
their "holy crusade" against the Boy
Scouts, I wonder why they would want
to join an organization that has religion

as a major pillar in its structure. I

wonder if they know that besides the

word "God" in the Scout Oath, the

Scout Law requires that Scouts promise
to be "reverent." And it is not by
coincidence that a majority of troops

meet at churches.

Frankly, though, I am appalled that

Chang would compare these boys'
situation to the Romans' persecution of

the Christians. And if our blasphemous
Chang is himself a Christian, I am
doubly surprised at his careless triviali-

ARASH TIRGAR/Summer Bruin

Columnist Pei-Chi Chang

zation of this persecution.

I do commend Chang for leaving the
TV long enough to read the L.A.
Times article about the inflation of
minority members in the Boy Scouts,

but I note that he neglected to mention
that those who inflated the figures

were removed from their positions and
that the Boy Scouts apologized for this

act of deceit.

To complete the refutation of
Chang's "Swiss cheese style" argument,
the Boy Scouts are not a clique of
middle to upper-class boys as he would
have us believe. My troop had many
single-parent boys from the lower to

lower-middle income brackets. Most
Boy Scout troops collect cans and
newspapers in order to defray camping
costs; membership dues for a year are

probably less than what Chang makes
in two hours of work.

It's a shame that the Boy Scouts of

America, one of the pillars of Ameri-
can society, has become for some
frustrated Americans the latest scape-

goat for all that is wrong and evil in

society.

Mcintosh is a junior majoring in

political science/international relations.

Letters

Plain blind

Editor:

Christopher Wysocki's state-

ment in his article about
Assembly Bill 101 (Summer
Bruin, "Homosexuals should

not receive special treatment,"

Aug. 15) that "homosexuals in

this state are certainly treated

as equals along with heter-

osexuals" shows how ignorant

or just plain blind he is.

(Thris, don't tell me you've
never heard a derogatory joke

about "fags." Don't tell me
that gay bashing is just a myth
dreamed up by gay activists to

enrich our political power. And
don't you dare tell me that

such vicious and backward
attitudes aren't held by people

who are landlords, employers,

legislators or even commentary
writers.

Wysocki's argument that we
"only need to look at the large

and active gay communities in

the major cities" to prove that

homosexuals haven't been his-

torically mistreated in Califor-

nia is a weak one at best.

Since when is a group's being

organized to work for change

evidence that no change is

needed?

If Wysocki really thinks

gays and lesbians haven't been
historically discriminated

against, he should go back to

school. Why does he think

there was a closet to come out

of in the first place?

Society has long attached

shame to homosexuality. I'm

surprised I need to tell that to

a university senior.

Eric Thomas
Senior

Mechanical Engineering

Faulty

Editor:

In Christopher Wysocki's
commentary (Summer Bruin,

"Homosexuals should not

receive special treatment," Aug.
15), his arguments against

Assembly Bill 101 are based
on certain faulty assumptions.

In the first place, he claims

^that this bill would give spe-

cial rights to just another

special interest group. Since

when is equal and fair housing
and employment special treat-

ment? I do not see how this

bill will give gays and lesbians

"more equality."

Furthermore, it is interesting

that Wysocki tries to justify

discrimination against gays and
lesbians by equating overt

identification of sexual orienta-

tion with overt sexual activity

or sexual harassment Many
people hold this point of view
without stopping to look at all

of the overt signs of heter-

osexuality in the workplace and
in society at large. Many
employees wear wedding bands
and/or have a photo of their

spouse at their desk. When the

company picnic rolls around,

they can feel free to bring

Lheir spouse.

Could these possibly be seen

as sexual advances towards

other employees? Unprofession-

al conduct? Homosexual indivi-

duals often feel the need (as

anyone else would) to interact

on a social level with their

co-workers, but, unfortunately,

many of them are too afraid

of being ostracized or, worse

yet, terminated if they were to

be genuine about who they

are.

The same type of arguments
apply to one's housing situa-

tion. You don't have to be an

oversexed pervert for your

building manager to discover

your sexual orientation. Your
home should be where you can

be yourself, and gays and
lesbians do not want to have

to choose — every time the

manager drops by — between
hiding all signs of homosexu-
ality and being kicked out of

the apartment

If people don't like

homosexuals, that is their own
concern, but that does not give

them the right to discriminate

against them in employment or

housing. When gays and les-

bians can be just as open —
not more — in public as

heterosexuals are, without fear,

then I will agree that there is

no discrimination against them.

Michael Galant
Graduate student

Romance linguistics

and literature

Superficial

Editor:

I was disappointed by
Damon Dean's superficial com-
mentary on KQFD's decision

to broadcast live executions

(Summer Bruin, "Are hve
executions television's next big

thing?" Aug. 15). He gives the

issue an inexcusably one-sided

analysis, refusing to examine
the underlying issue: the con-

stitutionality of the death pen-
alty.

Dean makes the mistake of

confusing the broadcast of
executions with typical TV
violence. Unlike the examples
he gives (Rambo, 'The A-
Team," etc.). KQED is not
glorifying violence; it is mak-
ing us look at the real thing

— straight in the eye. In

broadcasting the executions,-

KQED is putting a mirror to

our society, showing us what
our government deems as an
acceptable means of punish-

ment If the act of execution is

too brutal and barbaric for the

average television viewer to

witness, maybe we should re-

examine whether or not it may
be considered cruel or unusual
punishment

I'm curious as to whether
Dean also opposes the broad-
cast of war footage in which
people are shown being killed

or, if you will, executed.

Should we be kept visually

ignorant of what our govern-
ment is doing? Is a court's

decision to censor the very
result of a previous decision
(to put a man to death) really

the "right thing" to do? Out of
sight, out of mind, Mr. Dean?

One of the bigger mistakes a
society can make is to close
its eyes to what their govern-
ment is doing, especially when
its citizens have the right and
ability to contest its policies. If

some people see the executions
and arc shocked and disgusted
by what they see, maybe it

will motivate them to write a
letter to their congressional
representatives, senators or the
President instead of KQED.
And that might not be such

a bad thing.

Eric Canale
Senior
English
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Citizen Branagh
Director/star of 'HenryV goes American

By Jason S. Stewart
Summer Bruin Staff

In Paramount Pictures' new film

"Dead Again," Kenneth Branagh
directs himself in dual roles as a

modem day Los Angeles private

eye and a famous late- '40s com-
poser. The film's premise revolves

around the possibility that people
may actually have lived previous
lives that somehow parallel their

current existences.

Does Branagh believe in his

movie's assertion? Maybe . . .

maybe not — but he is certain of
one thing: if it is true, he knows
where he would have wanted to be.

"I'd like to think sometimes . . .

that if I was in a previous life, that

it was in some wonderful age of the

actor," muses Branagh. "I'd have
loved to have been around in 1750
. . . when London was full of
theaters and it was all kind of
wildly violent and cut-throat and
exciting — when people threw
things and the theater was aUve!"
Not a surprising response from

the British Shakespearean actor

who took the American critical

community by storm less than two
years ago with his U.S. film debut
as the auteur and star of "Henry
V," for which he was nominated
both for Best Actor and Best
Director. Almost immediately the

young actor was being compared
to Laurence Ohvier, who was
bestowed an honorary Oscar for

his similar role in the 1944
adaptation of the same history.

Now, no doubt, the comparisons
will shift to another great cinema-
tic figure — that of Orson Welles
(admittedly one of Branagh 's

influences). Not only is he one of
the hottest Hollywood imports at

the moment, but he also imitated

Welles* loyalty to his fellow

thespians by including his wife
Emma Thompson and fellow

Shakespearean actors Derek
Jacobi and Richard Easton, as well

as a number of others from his

"Henry V" crew and his Renais-

sance Theatre Company, in his

first studio project. But, according

U) Branagh, his motives for casting

his friends were less personal than

professional.

"(Emma) is in (the film) because
I really admire her as an actress

and because 1 have a real rapport

with her as an actress. The same is

true for Derek Jacobi — and that

was important I knew that in order

to bring off this essential little

triangle (referring to the relation-

ships between the three characters)

that I would need lo feel 1 was
aware of how these people work-
ed.

"So the decision to (use them)
was based on a much more selfish,

professional thing than 'jobs for

the boys.'"

The fact that Branagh chose lo

take on the dual challenge of

directing and starring in his first

Hollywood production is also

similar to the "Citizen Kane"
director (at least one scene for

**rd like to think some-

times that if I was in a

previous Ufe, it was in

some wonderful age of

the actor."

Kenneth Branagh
Director/star, "Dead Again"

"Dead Again" was even shot on
the same stage as parts of "Kane"
were). Some— make that many—
actors and directors find the double

duty particularly taxing and chal-

lenging, but Branagh admits he

found certain advantages to the

situation.

"I had to develop a facility for

going from one thing to the other.

It's all to do with a great deal of

preparation . . . (which required

that I) built up some rapport and
trust between people and to really,

really put some roots down with all

the characters. . .

.

"(With all that done), for me—
especially in the context of being a

director— acting in a picture like

this was a great release. Because,

while I was doing that, no one (was
allowed to) ring me, no one could

ask me about the costumes for next

week's party sequence, (etc.) ... I

was just acting and enjoying it—
getting a lot of genuine fun out of

it. And it stops you from wonying
too much."

One of Branagh 's parts was very

well suited for his classical back-
ground: the role of an Austrian

See BRANAGH, page 14

Lane finds his 'Trae identity'
By Joanne J. Choi
Summer Bruin Staff

Playing an oversexed makeup
whiz in *True Identity," which he

also directed, Charles Lane is the

first to admit his smoking habit is

symbolic. Although he slyly

refuses lo comment on its phallic

implications, he readily admits,

"Smoking helps me through over-

whelming situations."

Things have been a bit over-

whelming lately for this Manhat-

tan kid. His debut feature,

"Sidewalk Stories," which he

starred in, wrote, directed and co-

produced, won the illustrious Prix

du Publique Award at the Cannes

Film Festival. He describes the

"Charles Lane Sump" which

impressed the cinematic world at

Cannes as "visual filmmaking in

the style of Alfred Hitchcock."

Since then, Charles has been

dwelling in fantasyland as a

pioneering African-American

director for Walt Disney Studios.

Thus far his experience with

Hollywood has been "exciting.

There's a kind of glamour lo it I

suppose. •* Yet Lane disunces

himself from the Hollywood
game. "There's a degree of games-

manship in every business. But I

live in New York and intend to live

in New York. That keeps me
honest."

"Disney interested me
because it gave me a

good opportunity to

make comedy and com-

mentary about racial

relations."

Charles L^ne
Director, "True Identity"

The irony of being one of the

few people of color in a power
position in a predominantly
Caucasian corpKH-ation is not lost

on him. But like his Touchstone

comedy "True Identity" which
explores the differences between
life as a black man and as a while

man, Lane approaches life at

Disney with conviction and
humor. "Disney interested me
because it gave me a good oppor-

tunity lo make comedy and com-
mentary about racial relations."

He describes Disney chairman,

Jeffrey Katzenberg as a "straight

shooter" and remembers thinking

at their first meeting, "We're the

same size." Questioned about

Disney's reputation for control.

Lane confirms the intense involve-

ment of the Disney executives as

well as acknowledging their posi-

tive impact "They forced me to

mind my Ps and Qs. They're

tough. It's not executives on the set

telling me how to direct but there

were aspects which were decided

by committee like lines of dia-

logue, costumes and angle. Initial-

ly, it was troublesome because I

had never worked that way. It

interfered with my sensibilities as

an independent filmmaker. Being
from that kind of school, it was
discombobulating to a large

degiee. But once 1 began to show
them what was good, they felt a

sense of trust in me, and the grips

started lo loosen. Ultimately, they

gave me a free hand."

The experience has served him
well. Having signed a I wo-feature
deal with Disney, Lane already has

See LANE, page 14

'Fink' oozes dark satire, offlieat iiumor
By Kristen Linden

Barton Fink is Everyman.
"Barton Fink," on the other hand,

is not Everymovie.

In a welcome relief from the

brainless slapstick films and vio-

lent action epics of the summer,
this winner of the Pahne d'Or

(Best Picture) prize at the presti-

gious Cannes Film Festival creates

a delightfully twisted view of

Hollywood in the early 1940s.

In their latest film the Brothers

Coen (Joel and Ethan of "Raising

Arizona" fame) again succeed in

transforming rather grim everyday

reality into an even grimmer satiric

nightmare.

Mousy Barton Fink (John Tur-

turro who also won Best Actor at

Cannes) forsakes his niche in New
York as a budding **playwright of

the masses" to earn the big bucks
in Hollywood as a screenwriter.

However, everything doesn't go
quite according to plan and this

voice of the common man finds

himself trapped in some very

uncommon circumstances, sur-

rounded by some very uncommon
people.

In an attempt to stay close to his

subject. Barton makes his first

mistake by checking into a dilapi-

dated hotel with oozing walls. His

second soon follows in the form of
next-door-neighbor Charlie Mea-
dows (John Goodman). A door-

to-door insurance salesman, Char-
lie not only dominates the room
with his bulky frame and loud

voice but commands the conver-
sation as well.

And just when Barton thinks he
can escape to the studio lot for

some sanity, he meets studio chief
Jack Lipnick (Michael Lemer). A
classic caricature of the know-
nothing-power-tripping top
executive. Jack orders Barton to

write a wrestling picture, oblivious

to his writer's protests of knowing
nothing about wrestling or
screenwriting.

Wearing the end of his rope.

Barton counts his blessings when
he meets famed Southern author
WP. Mayhew (John Mahoney)
vomiting his liquor into a toilet

bowl. Although this Faulkner-
inspired character never sobers up
enough to help him. Barton does
find some solace in Mayhew 's

secretary/lover Audrey (Judy
Davis).

Not wanting to spoil the grisly

surprise. I'll just say the Coens
have created a strange tale full of
bizarre characters and leave the

plotline at that.

The combination of excellent

acting and superb surreal direction

put this film over the lop. As the

quiet Barton who can come alive

only through the pain of his work,

Turturro is wonderful. Goodman
succeeds marvelously in breathing

likeability into the troubled lunk-

head Charlie. And Lemer elicits

the biggest laughs of all in his

overblown portrayal of Jack.

Director Joel Coen undoubtedly

deserves the Best Direction prize

Concert

Bugs and friends hit

tiie 'Broadway' stage
By Danya Joseph

Bugs Bunny cartoons which
filled movie theaters in the 1950s
have been on television ever since.

But with last Friday's "Bugs
Bunny on Broadway" perfor-

mance at the Greek Theater, the

"rascally rabbit" took to the stage

with a 50-piecc Uve orchestra in

George Daugherty's tribute to the

creative genius of Chuck Jones'

and Friz Freleng's classic car-

loons.

The Warner Bros. Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Daugh-
eriy, performed the background
music of some of Warner Bros.*

most memorable Merrie Melodies
cartoons while the cartoons were
displayed above on a big screen.

The performance was part of the
show's national tour, which
included a three-week stint on
Broadway (hence the name, "Bugs
Bunny on Broadway*0.
Geared toward families and

Loony Toons fans of all ages,
"Bugs Bunny on Broadway"
incorporated some of the finest

Bugs Bunny cartoons, including
"Baton Bunny," in which Bugs
conducts the orchestra himself
with hilarious results.

Other classics included 'The
Rabbit of Seville," a parody of
Rossim's opera, which has Bugs
marrying Elmer Fudd, and
"What's Opera, Doc?" in which
Elmer chants his famous "Kill the
Wabbit" line to Wagner's *The

Ride of the Valkyries."

One of the main highlights of

the concert Friday night came
when Daugherty brought out Bugs
Bunny's creators. Friz Freleng and
Chuck Jones. Amid the audience's

overwhelming standing ovation,

Freleng and Jones offered insight

into how the cartoons got started.

Throughout the concert, the

genius and inspiration of the

original cartoons shone through

the amphitheater. With their

whimsical slapstick humor, it was
clear how these cartoons have

entertained generation after gener-

ation.

However, these moments of

genius were loo few during the

concert. Only a few of the cartoons

incorporated the orchestra with the

film being shown. During the rest

of the concert, the original car-

toons were shown, taped music

and all.

In the end, though, the original

hilarity of the characters' antics

made the chps entertaining, but not

worth going out lo see. With so

many of these classics on video,

the slight increase in the cartoons'

entertainment value just wasn't

enough. Only "High Life." based

on "The Blue Danube." really fit in

with the live concert's vigor.

Daugherty's orchestrated tri-

butes without the cartoons seemed

to be out of place. With the number

of families and small children in

the audience, these sets inappro-

priately slowed the pace of the

Barton Fink (John Turturro), left, deals with oozing walls and a slimy movie mogul (Michael Lerner).

he received at Cannes for this

creative masterpiece. Whether it's

the hotel's long, quiet hallways

filled with pairs of shoes or the

oozing wallpaper sUming off the

walls before our very eyes, Coen
constantly provides interesting

shots and angles.

And finally, credit must be

given to the wonderful *40s era set

design and costuming. From the

grimy deserted hotel to Jack's

magnificent sprawling mansion,
the visuals are fascinating.

"Barton Fink" may not be the

generic blockbuster movie of the

summer, but it certainly deserves

the patronage of anyone interested

in a unique view of Hollywood life

in the Studio Era. •••/a

RLM: "Barton Fink." Saeenplay by
Ethan Coen and Joel Coen Directed by
Joel Coen. Produced by Ethan Coen for

Circle Films. A Twentieth Century Fox
release with John Turturro, John Good-
man and Michael Lerner. (Rated R;
violence; 115 minutes) Now playing
dtywide.

Dining

"Bugs Bunny on Broadway"
is an orchestral tribute to the
Loony Tunes cartoons.

show. The music, written by Carl

Stalling and Milt Franklyn, was
geared specifically to accompany
animated action. Without the car-

loons to back up the music, the

audience felt like it was missing
the punchline to the joke.

By mixing music with anima-
tion, "Bugs Bunny on Broadway"
could be a highly entertaining

concert, taking Disney's brilliant

"Fantasia" one step further. How-
ever, Daugherty should have
waited until he had a more com-
plete selection of cartoons and live

music to come up with a fun-

packed, properly entertaining
show, •••/a

CONCERT: 'Buys bunny on broad-
way " Friday, August 16 at the Greek
Theater With George Daugherty. con-
ducting the Warner Bros Symphony
Orchestra Created and produced by
George Dauaherty Music by Carl
Stalling and Milt Franklyn Animation
directed l)y Chuck Jones. Fnz Freleng.
^^obert McKimson and Robert Clam-
pett.

Classy St. Mark's is

a hot spot in Venice
By Laura Roman

When 1 think of the commotion
and clutter of the boardwalk and
what a bitch it is to find parking,

class is hardly the word 1 would
use to describe Venice Beach
(unless, of course, I'm missing a
class to be there).

But only a httle way from the

ocean (and far removed from the

chaotic boardwalk) is St Mark's,
featuring nightly live jazz, a

subdued decor and an extensive

wine list to match its unique
culinary offerings. St. Mark's
encompasses enough class to

counterbalance what the rest of
Venice lacks.

Done in blacks, black marble
and forest greens, 1 found St
Mark's one-level spread to be

rather efficient. Adjacent to the

entrance is an ample bar to

accommodate more than the

"cocktails only" crowd, and practi-

cally every table in the premiere

dining area boasts a view of the

stage and dance floor — essential

for when the band hits the stage

around 9:30 p.m.

We started the evening with two
glasses of chardonney from St.

M«u^k*s abuikUnt wiiic list. Vin-

tages from Italy, France, and
California are priced reasonably

($15-$35 average) and if you've

got the bucks to spare, it's possible

to indulge in a 1983 Louis R(xxler-

er champagne for $175. If you're

an indecisive (not to mention

Featuring nightly live

jazz, a subdued decor

and an extensive wine

list, St. Mark*s encom-

passes enough class to

counterbalance what

the rest of Venice lacks.

broke) wine aficionado, St. Mark's
"wine-by-the-glass" ($4-$7)
enables you to experience different

vintages at a lesser price.

In perfect accordance with its

variegated wine list is St. Mark's
offering of salads, pizzas, pastas

and jazz food, a unique cuisine

consisting of BBQ baby back ribs,

leg of lamb, and a mixed rolisserie

griU.

And though you may be done
with dinner, 1 urge you stay for the

jazz. St. Mark's features promi-
nent musicians in nightly live

performances. And as the people
on the dance fioor can aptly attest

to, the music is pretty dam
jumpin'.

Everything considered. St.

Maik's makes tor a fun evenmg.
Dinner is do-able (price-wise) and
combined with the jazz, St, Mark's
is a great deviation from the

Westwood scene. ^^^
Dining: St. Mark's Restaurant 23
Windward Avenue, Venice. CA. For
reservations, call (213) 452-2222.
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304-0741 4:46-7:46-1000

Sot -Sun. 1:46

irtMl^f fei Iw 60^
Sol-Sun I^ISpm

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA OtdK card pucKaoas by phona
mih. at Westwood 757-4GEN
475^711

THX Ooiby Storao Tnjo idandly (R)

12:30-2:404:50-7:15^0:30

Dolby Starao

12:lS2:4O4:00-7:3&O:S0

THX Ddby Storao Myatory Date (PQ)

12:3O-2:5»«:1O-7:4O-10:00

Beverly Hills
Bowarly Connoclon Cradit C»d
La Ctonaga at Bavarty Blvd. Puchasa* by
Fraa 2 1^ hour vaiidatad parking Phona: Cai\

660-5911 (213)7574GcN

Tnjo Mon«^ (R)

THX Ddby Starao

1.00-3:15-5:25-7:40-9^6

FH 6 Sat Lata Shoar 12:00

Rvto lo Burning

THX Storao

12:45-2:404:30-6:2^6:15-1 0:10

Fri 6 Sol Lata Show 12:00

Hot BMO (PQ-13)

THX Ool>y Storao

12:46-300-5: 15-f30-9:45
Fri A Sol Lato Sho«r 11:50

^ro Luck (PQ)
THX Dot>y Storao

325-7:46 Fri A Sal Lato 12:00

Myatory Oito (PQ)
1:15-635-9:55

Tho Commilmanto (R)

12.00-1:30-2:354.00-5:1^6:30-7:45-9:00-10:20

Fri A Sal Lato Show 11:40

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Canlwy aiy 14

10250 Santo Monica Blvd

CankjrvC^y Shopping Cantor

4 Hours Raa VaMalon
W* PurchoM of Thaata fidiato

(213) 553-6000

DMd AgHn (R)

100-2:15-5:15-805-10:50

Hw CoMMllMnto (R)

11:10-2.00-6.00-750-10:46

Tho CoMoMnanto (R)

10:15-1.004.06-7:00-0:5^

Rogordkn Hann (PQiS
11:15-1if4:36-/l5-10:fl6

Doc Hollywood (PQ-13)
11:56-2:30-5:20-6:10-10^

oc Hollywood (PO-13)

105-1:46425-7:20-9:50

Doc
1

ivton FM (R)

11:00-1:504:40-730-10:30

Tho Doctor (PQ13)
10:30-1:154:15-7:10-10:10

Pivo Luck (PQ)

1:00-3:20^:50-815-10 36

Piria ia Burning
10:50- 1.00-3: 15-5.30-8 15-10.40

Tarmnotor Two (R)

10 20 1:204:20-735-10 40

Barton FMi (R)

10:15-1064:10-700-046

Luck (PQ)
t1:46-2:104:46-725-lO:0()

10:40-1:30420-706-0^
Aaton(R)
)-706-S

FESnVAL
Sat IlKtioO) Su>:

lOOOarn
lOOOotn

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West LA.
NUART Vk A|9Bi
11272 Santo Monioa BL MMy 5.46-7:30-0:15

47M37B _Sat. ar>d Sw. 2:154.00

Sat Rocky Horror RddNght
Fri: Pao Wao a Bn A^ronMo ONdraf^t

Sal A Sun Btop Tho CHurdJ^onQMOo Untiod Haw

WEBT80C PAVIUON
QOL0WYN
475^202

101

10:46 12 30-210-3:50^:46

OOLOWYN
47V0202 1100-1:10-320-7:40-0(50

QOLDWYN
475-0202

lHo
5:30-7:15

020

OOLOWYN
47V02O2

Trufll

1130-2:00430-700-030

OOUMrVN
47SO202 10:50-1 00-3: 10«20-^30-ft40
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'Home Alone' racks
up 9 million preorders

"Home Alone,*' the third-highest

grossing movie of all time, has finally left

movie theaters as FoxVideo readier for a

retail blitz to sell the home video version

of the film.

"Home Alone," which hit stores on
Thursday at a suggested price of $24.98,

has already racked up more than 9 million

preorders, industry sources have said.

If the reorders for the comedy are

strong, "Home Alone" could even chal-

lenge the trio of best-seUing videos: "E.T.

The Extraterrestrial" (12 million); "Bat-

man" (11 mUUon) and "Bambi" (10.5

milUon).

Janis Joplin play
closes prematurely

A play about the late *60s singer Janis

Joplin had a premature closing brought on
by legal threats from Joplin's family.

"Janis" was to have run through Sept. 8

in Seattle with Duffy Bishop in the lead

role, but producers James Allen and Gaye
Anderson decided to close it last weekend
on the advice of their attorney.

A complaint filed in federal court by
Joplin *s estate charges copyright infringe-

ment, unfair competition and unauthor-

ized commercial exploitation.

The producers* lawyer says Joplin

Enterprises, made up of members of
Joplin's family, said the suit would be
dropped only if the producers and
playwright Susan Ross pay about $10,(XX)

in attorneys* fees and acknowledge they

had no right to produce the play.

The lawyer added that Joplin Enter-

prises is planning its own play and movie
about Janis Joplin next year.

From United Press International

Kenneth Branagh on the set of ''Dead
Again.''

BRANAGH
From page 12

composer who flees his homeland for the

States during the war. This character is soft

spoken, charming and reserved. But Bra-

nagh *s other part — that of a street-wise
Southern California orphan turned P.I. —
gave the Belfast-bom, English-raised actor

the chance to explore new ground.

"Mike Church (gave me) the delicious

chance to be a little more expressive — a

kind of version of what I would call an
American quality: the emotions a httle

closer to the surface . . . (someone who is)

moved a little more easily," explains

Branagh. Church, he continues, was his

tribute to the detective character of '40s

films: a hard-biting wiseguy with a sensitive

side just under the surface. But, just as fun as

the personality was the opportunity to try his

hand at an American accent.

"It was fun trying to be an American in

this town. I went around before (the film) to

movie theaters and shopping malls to try

and get rid of that English reticent stuff ... I

tried to make it rather generic ... I had tried

to make it rather specific, but then I went to

a few cinemas during pre-production and
would try it out, asking for Coke or popcorn.

and the jjeople behind the counter were
actually Mexican or (Asian). So the

(specific) version of llie American accent
was kind of lost in the melting pot."

If all Branagh*s interests in the project

sound a bit too personal, it's to be
understood. He is the first to admit his logo
is: "To thine own self be true.*' It was this

philosophy that convinced him at 16 to lake

his life-long fascination with film and his

recent experience in school theater and
pursue a professional acting career.

At 18 he was accepted into the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Arts, where he
eventually graduated with the school *s

highest honor. This soon led him to the

prestigious Royal Shakespeare Company,
where he quickly made a name for himself,

particularly for his lead in their production
of "Henry V.**

Soon after, though, he resigned from the

company— which he charged as being too

bureaucratic— to organize his own troupe,

the Renaissance Theatre Company, with the

.

mission of giving Shakespeare back to the

masses (a noble purpose that garnered the

patronage of Prince Charles). The Renais-
sance Film production of "Henry V" was
the next logical extension of his vision.

His vision may be personal, but it*s also

noble. Already Branagh is in the process of
negotiating his next film, a Shakespearean
comedy (he won't reveal which work).
While he does not plan to exclusively do
works of the Bard, he certainly intends to

continue to balance his work between
Shakespearean and other films and stage
productions. It is this personal commitment,
in fact, that has contributed to preventing
him from accepting a potentially lucrative

long-term studio contract.

"(The studios) know that I require artistic

independence. I want to be able to cast
pictures the way I want, direct them the way
I want and have the final cuu And I like

working in the theater, so it's unhkely that

what I wish to do would coincide with what
a Hollywood studio would wish me to do.

"Besides, I quite like being not quite what
they expect."

LANE
From page 12

I

a script in mind for his next picture. In 1978,

he wrote "Skins'* which took a comedic look

at interracial relations and which was
intended as his next project after "Sidewalk

Stories." *True Identity" has given him fuel

for his next project "Bigotry appalls me.
Ignorance appalls me. With *True Identity*

in that vein, I will be better equipped."

With the controversy surrounding films

by Spike Lee, Mario Van Peebles and other
young African-American directors. Lane
admits his anger. "Unfortunately, these
films get a bad rap for things that happen
outside the film. I think it's the people who
want an excuse or they'll create one. These
films are the vehicle." Commenting on the

media*s role. Lane attributes racism to the

notoriety that these films have acquired.
*There was the report that someone was
shot during ^Godfather III.* It was reported,

but nobody said that incited violence.**

To the naysayers that attribute the rise of
Afirican-American filmmakers to a trend.

Lane disagrees. He thanks the movie
industry for its concern for money. 'The
bottom line is box office and dollars. For
those that think that it*s a trend, it ain't a
trend. What we have here is a plethora of
talent, a plethora ofpeople unlike in the '70s
and the black exploitation films where you
had white films and white products that you
put black faces on. That*s faddish. That has
little to do with the number of black writers,

those making decisions behind the camera.
We never had that before.**

Lane emphasizes the importance of
filming the African-American experience,

"rm a proponent of 'the bigger the variety

of films the better. * We cannot have all films

like 'Boyz in the Hood.* Then, it would be a
trend. Black films have to be as vast as all

our life experiences are. As long as we have
variety, we have a voice.**

AUTO INSURANCE «„<. ,he NERD FACTOR
There is indeed a Top Rated Domestic Insurer right here in Westwood Village thai has exceptionally
low rales for you even if you are under 25 If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensed
experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be
positively shocked.

You see, we truly appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We applaud your commitment to do
well in school because this means that you will most likely do well in life. Let us show you first hand
that your pursuit of excellence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UCLA + ALL Student Discount

|H^ P • TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
2K I f^ -AIR CONDITIONED
N^ ^^ -SATURDAY COMEDY CLASS
1 093 Broxton Ave. #21

8

824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

IS

AASHIANA

VERTISE
AN ADVENTURE IN DINING

\ Un'.! /.?s/\ //}(//. jn Dishes ( /osr jf H^iikIH

.ER SPECIAL:
^^^ '' DISCOUNT

'.".'\ :,VV:;j;,r.., Dinner Entrees
D.i.iy v.u) 10 |).n Dinner Fnt

rK[( -H \ \i[T i'AKKi\(.
i^miiLF cm

•ptrsiDl sludriil I.I).

•sf)c'( i.ils And (uinpii-U" dinners n(»| in(lu(Kd
•iin.ilid v\ ilh i)lht>r dis( oimK

"p^ iM^ne Oii<^nm4xUi^ C(uU: 825-2l6l

LUNCH BUFFET: All You Can E.H r
M""i- 111.' 10 „„|^ <t.- q.-

Y CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH Sun ij ', „„lv S<».9-, T

Mo" I • }() .' {()

$55 Spiral / Peim &v Cut cxp. 9/13/91

21 >207»3:)22
llf)r) VVilshir* lilvcl .\\m\ II()(U il l)l()( k c.isl ol Hjriin^loD)

TRAVELING ABROAD?

1^ men
U cut &. blow

$50
root perm

11^ women
D cut &< blow

$45
Perm &< Cut

1419 Westwood Blvd. OPtn 7 Days
479-8625/478-931

We offer over 1 5 lines of Hair Products!

• Foreign Currencies, Poymenh & Drafts

k ^ • Foreign & Domestic Travelers Checks^ COMMISSION FUME WITH Tt^lS AD
France (franc) - .1695

British

Italian

(franc) -

(pound) - 1 .695

(lire) - .000772
(all currencies available) as of 8/19/91

W /A
Associated Foreign Exchange. Inc.

433 N Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills

1-800-346-AFEX
Mailing Services Available
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4
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5
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HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
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Pregnancy
Salons
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20
21

22

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted 30
Temporary AgerKies 31
Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33
Internships 34
CNId care wanted 35

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50

Apartments Unfurnisf>ed 51
Apartments to Share 52
Roommates 53
Room for Rent 54
Sublet 55
House for Rent 56
House to Share 57
House for Sale 58
House Exchange 59
Housing Needed 60
Real Estate 61
Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Housing Service 64
Townhouse for Sale 65
Townhouse for Help 66
Condos for Sale 67
Condos for Share 68
Condos to Rent 69
Guesthouse for Rent 70

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITES
Health Clubs 75
Dance / Physical Fitness 76
Sporting Events 77
Miscellaneous Activities 78

RENTALS
Sportirig Equipment 85
Electronic Equipment 86
Furniture 87
Misc. Rentals 88

SERVICES
CNId Care 90
lnsurarx:e 91
Legal Advice 92
Loans 93
Movers / Storage 94

Personal Service 95
Servk^es Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 100
FofFtent 101

Music Lessons 102
Graduate Exam Prep 103
Resumes 104

TRAVEL
Travel 105
Travel Tk:kets for Sale 106
Resorts / Hotels 107

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 1 10

Bk:ycles for Sale 113
Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

Scooters for Sale 115
Scooter / Cycle Repair 1 16

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 1 25
Furniture 1 26
Garage Sales 1 27
Miscellar>eous 1 28
Musical Instruments 1 29
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 3

1

Sports Equipnr>ent 1 32
OfficeEquipment 133
Typewriters / Computers 1 34

Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Research Subjects 12

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon discussion, Thur Bookstudy. Fri Step
Study. AU 3525 12:15-1:1

5

Tues Discussion, Wed Discussion NPI
C8538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have drinking problems

Westwood Friends
(Quakers)

Meeting for Worship
Sunday 10:30 A.M.
900 Hilgard Ave

(University Religious Conference

indsj

! Building)!

"You Don't Need To Have
Dental Insurance To Have

A Pretty Smile^^

Dental Exam & Cleaning
(up to 4 x-rays)

475-5598(too
^S^K^ ^^^(reg. $180)

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

'

Ask US about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home

WOMEN W/ BULIMIA/ doctoral research

project on txjiimia & sexuality issues. Looking
for participants. $1 5 compensation for time, +
helpful info to work w/ in your recovery/

therapy. Please call Alison (213)821-6016.

new patients with this coupon only
wt also acoommocUte patients with
dental a>vcrai{es

otta I

24-Hour Emergency
Service

Sid Soleimanian, D.D.S.

1 620 Westwood Blvd., \AA?st Los Angeles

Open Evenings & Saturdays

Acne Study
Free treatment for Acne using a
new "Fruit Acid" solution to improve
acne and acne scarring.

Call (213) 670-3878

Good Deals 7 Miscellaneous

GENEROUS PRIVATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND
GRANTS AVAILABLE. Anyor>e can qualify.

Guaranteed. Sam or Joanne Sved.
(213)655-84S3.

1975 7-UP COMMEMORATIVE BOTTLE:
John Wooden UCLA Legacy, unopened. $200.
(213)514-9455.

9 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Rides Wanted 14

MAR VISTA 2 bed/1 bath, stove, refrig, w/d,
garden included. Small pets ok. $950
(213)391-9557.

GREENCARD LOHERY
Low rates for students

For complete information call

Michel Clos, esq.

(213)933-2525

Personal 10

PT/FT MARKETING REPRESENTATIVES
needed immediately for International Com-
pany. Call (213) 478-6755

Research Subjects 12

Free 8

CARPETING 60 sq. yards. Yours for the

renwving. 42 yards teal green, 21 yards light

pink. (213)636-8757.

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTFERS (ages 18

arvi up) on asthma n>edication needed for

research of r>ew asthma rr^edication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9am—5pm. Ar^wering ma-
chir>e available after hours.

BEDWETTING (ENURETIO BOYS 7-1 1 years

needed for UCLA research project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 1 9-49.

Urvier dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (21 3)828-8887

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18—35,
needed for positron Imaging of the brain or

heart. Injection of Radioactive Isotope. Bloods
will be taken. Call (213)825-1118.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-

lerrw 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS FOR BLOOD PRES-
SURE STUDY. HEALTHY MALE STUDENTS
TAKING CLASSES, 18-34 yrs. $40.00 - Call

Zane 213-825-6475.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEETl. Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Uryier dermatoligists supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (21 3)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS FOR A STUDY on marital

satisfaction. Married axjples needed for a 20
minute questionnaire. (213)460-4322.

WOMEN AGES 35-45 embarking on a profes-

sional career, needed for dissertation on wo-
men in transition. (213)471-5957.

Wanted 15

MUSICIANS WAN.ID!! Rhythm guitarist/

vocalist seeks bassist, drummer and lead into

classic rockA>lues for Fall qtr parties and gigs.

Call Patrick (213)208-5438.

Lost and Found 16

ATTN: FRATERNITY MEMBERS SSCVwk for

delivering flyers to wttk\y fraternity meeting^.

Easy PT work. Call me now (213) 493-7576.

Salons 21

EUROPEAN FACIALS. Regularly $40. Now
$20 Grand opening special. Call for appoint-
ment. Century City. (213)785-0205.

CLUB TAKTIX
DANCE DANCE DANCE

THIS THURSDAY
1 960'S-1 990*S
TOP 40 MUSIC

DJ Keone, Karaoke,

Pool

$2.00 WEU. DRINKS
FREE until 1 0pm

AtKelbo's 11434 West
Pico Dlvd

473-3050

TELL THE PEOPLE WHAT'S
GOING ON

ADVERTISE!!!!!!!

SUMMER IN LA

* d at
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Egg/Sperm Donor 19 Help Wanted

University

Students & Faculty^-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:.'\LlhORNlA
c:rvo hank

Heoltti Sen^lces 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne and sunspots. For more info, call Califor-

nia Laser Doctor^s Croup. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY/ SUPPORT CROUP for

wonr>en dealing with childhood sexual abuse.
Openings now- Westwood. Lorraine Rose,
Ph.D {213)824-9942; Meg Sheehan, Ph.D
(213)737-3554.

THROWING UP
GEHING YOU DOWN?
Eating disorders are my only specialty

Come find out why

Dr.Mark Berman, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group appts )

213-655-6730

Bulimic?
Do you fool out off control
with ffood or omotlonsT
Counsoling can holp

old pattoms
call 824-1178

Joanna Young Phd
LIcansad Psychologist

PS4ir91S

Business Properties 25

MARKETINC ORCANIZATON needs leaders

to develop nutritional sales team. Big $$$
potential. (213)285-6622.

Help Wanted 30

$30(yDAY PROCESSING PHONE ORDERS
People Call You To Order. Will Train.
1-800-735-8197 exl. 348A.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, bilingual (En-

glish and Spanish). Full time^art tinr>e. Call
Marilyn at (213)479-8353.

ASSISTANT BOOKKEEPER needed Computer
knowledge very helpful. Flexible hours. Must
be accurate. Call (213)658-1320, ask for Liz.

BICYCLEyPEDKIAB DRIVERS in Westwood
P/T, weekends or evenings, flexible hours,
average S5— $9A>r. (213)208-8898

CAMPUS EXPRESS drivers wanted Flexible

hours w/ paid training. Starting at $7.1 8. Good
driving record a must. Previous va/V bus
driving experience preferred. Information/ ap-
ptication 206-2906.

•CASTING E)rrRAS* for nxXion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR- Must be
erwrgetic ar>d love kids. MUST have experi-

ence teaching children 6 nr>onths-7 years

required. TerrlHc opportunity. Part-time

(213)286-0258

COMPUTER INSTRUCTOR NEEDED: Warner
Ave. School. Education degree/experience
with children helpful. ExpericrK:e with Apple.
Patty Bean (213)474-5719

COMPUTER SCHOOL ASSISTANT. Light typ-

ing, bookkeeping phor>et. Must have car. 9-2,

M-F. $7.5(Vhr (213)470^8600

KARI MICHAELSON
"Katie" from the NBC series

'GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Brum)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to ha\/e fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(213)399-1481 or (818)360-0760

** GENERAL OFFICE **

We are looking fcx on energetic ond positive

person who liKes to talk on the phone (not

telemarketing) Casual, friendly, dynamic
environment Great place to work.

Call Melody at 453- 18 17

MODELS
wanted by Piotessioiidl Photography

Studio foi up-coining photo assignments

Pro&l\loii-Pio Malefemale

Call (818)508-8680

8 people needed now
Earn up to tfVhr.

Housecleancrs
•Full & Part Ume'
•Flexible Houra*
•LoUofWark*

•Men, Women, Suidcnta, etc. •

Call (213)453-1817

DENTAL ASSISTANT, Tues. and Thurs.
8:30am-5:30pm. Pacific Palisades. Pleasant
office, $a/hr. (213)454-1061.

DCX: & BIRD CARE, 7 days a week Mornings
7.9am, evenings 6pm. Offer in exchange small
room, separate telephone (local), cable t.v.,

pool use, w/d use. In Beverly Hills home.
Drivers license & references needed. Call
mornings, 9am, Henry (213)273-2434.

(5RIVER: Clean DMV. Full-tirT>e. Deliver medi-
cal records. No car needed. Sd/hr. Mn.
Griffin.Culver City. 559-6823.

DRIVER NEEDED with own car for two boys.
7-8am, 2:30-4:30pm, M-F. S7/hr.
(213)471-6724.

EXPERIENCED PERSON, general office duties,

xerox, phones and errands, PT, M-F. S7Ayr.

(213)477-3000.

FEMALE FIGURE or life drawing rTK)dels

wanted by photographer. Call Peter at

(213)558-4221.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.50 or rrwe depending
on qualifications; Spanish/English skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;
filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid
Dianix>nd. (213)475-0481.

FULL-CHARGE BCOKKEEPER WANTED FOR
WESTSIDE RESTAURANT OPERATION. FAX
resume to (21 3)207-1 261 /mail to 12100 Wil-
«hire Blvd. LA, CA 90025. ATTN: Janet
Williams.

GLADSTONES NOW HIRING! Hostess/
Waiting and expediting positions. Interviewing

Mondays 9-1 lam. For information
(213)459-8592.

GRAPHIC ARTIST, PT, must be UCLA student,

$6.63/hr. 825-5781.

•—HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE*— who like

having fun needed for part-time and full-time

work David (213)399-5994

HOST/HOSTESS POSITION AVAILABLE.
Days & evenings. Flexible hours. Outgoing
personality & highly nrnXivaled. Good pay.

More info: 473-6533.

HOTEL NEWS/ GIFT shop looking for FT/PT
day, evening, and weekend associate. Beverly
Hills area. (213)786-7690.

HOUSEKEEPING. 20 hrs/wk. $6/hr. Tirr^e flexi-

ble. Must have car. (213)628-5032.

INTELLIGENT ORGANIZED people with good
communkalion skills. PT/ FT, with great

potential for growth and excellent salary to

work in large Beverly Hills medical practice.

Call Ziba (213)273-4454.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

)NATE BLOOD'
PLATELETS SAFELY

. Of information Cance' patients
CatI Anna
(818} 966 .'^463

- f M A

fhfOug^oui I A t)ene»'t

(rom you' participation

49M Van Kuvf Bl«0 Shirm»n Oait

INTELLIGENT INDIVIDUAL who know^ about
phobias. Good pay 9-5, M-F. (816)789-1055.

LA TIMES NOW HIRING ConsurT>er & Tele-

marketing positions. Flexible hours. Please
call Melanie or Tom. 392-3223

MAR VISTA RECREATION CENTER in WLA
seeks responsible, hardworking person for

weekerxl arnj weeknight supervision of recrea-

tion center. Also requires light office work.
S7.29/hr Call 398-5962

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE. Dr. Diane
Moscberry, Internal Medicine. 631 7 Wilshire.

Looking for Part-tin^ back office. 1 year
expertefKe. 655-0721

.

MEDICAL RESEARCHERS, FT, fiexible hours.

Research nutritional ingredients for bi-

monthly medical journal. Prefer nutritional

backgrourxj or interest, creative, innovative

thinker. Pre-nr>ed experience helpful. Cynthia
(213)305-9228.

MEDKIAL TRANSCRIBER Experienced, FT for

a busy allergy group. Macintosh word process-

ing helpful, excellent benefits. Call Jeanice

312-5050 ext. 211.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am-5pm.

NURSE/RN FOR MD OFFICE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME TOP SALARY,
FULL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111.

PAINTERS NEEDED: Work outside, with other

stLxients $6—fl^r. Experiernie preferred but

rx)t r>ecessary. Able to work until school starts

in late Sept. Student Painteni 1-800-426-6441

Parker

PART-TIME SALES POSITION: must be avail-

able Sat., Sun., one weekday Retail children's

store. Salary > commission. Start immediately.

Will train. Call Margo (213)447-5407.

PART-TIME ON CALL driver position to car

pool 3—4 children M—F from 3—7pm.
$100/wk., $.2S/mile. Contact Carolyn

30 Help Wanted

P/T OFFKTE HELP. 20-25 HRS^WK. $6/hr.

Comptiter experience necessary. Apply in

person: Santa Monica Athletic Club. 1815
Centinella, Santa Monica.

P/T OFFKTE MANAGER'S ASSISTANT. %8A^r.

Century City. Computer experience. (213)
282-8622.

PA RECEPTIONIST WITH MEDKIAL INTER-
EST for busy Beverly Hills OBGYN office.

Mon. evenings 4-10 P.M. and some Sun. 9
A.M. -6 P.M. Call 274-8353 between
9:30-12:00 P.M. and 2:30-5:30 P.M.

RECEPTIONIST/ ADMONISTRATIVE assistant.

Medical experience a plus. $6.50^r. Beverly

Hills location, PT or FT, M-F. Lillian,

(213)854-4404.

RECEPTIONIST, PA. Light filing. Flexible

hours. Extremely casual working environment.
Excellent opportunity to study between phone
calls. $5.50/hr. Bruin Traffic School.
(213)474-6267.

Real Estate Assistant/Receptionist, PT, for com-
mercial Real Estate Company. Call Ken at

21 3-470-6200.

SALES TRAINEES for expanding international

company. Benefits, travel optional.
(213)399-9309.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $15/hr. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector
up to $20,00(yyr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964-4166 ext. 22.

SECRETARY/CLERICAL, 3—5pm or later,

M—F. Knowledge of Word Perfect 5.1, typing

65 wpm, and clerical duties. (213)312-9900.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS. $15-S18/hr.
Certified and/or experience preferred. Flexible

hours; Into Fall. Happy Swimmers
(213)207-2937.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN in

Japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko
(213)337-7006 ext.214.

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shop in WLA.
S5A»r. -«> commission, PT only. Must have great
phone personality and good typing skills. For
interview call (213)559-8241 Jim

TEMPORARY HELP: remove medical records.

Weekends/evenings %b/hr. Mrs. Griffin. Culver
City 559-6823.

THE UCLA FOOTBALL Administrative Staff is

looking for student-volunteers. Call 206-61 1

5

for information. Ask for Jon or Kelly.

USMAILJOBSSI 1.77lo$14.9(y$12fee. Now
Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Necessary.

1-900-266-1686 ext. 1353.

ENERGETIC PEOPLE wanted as greetersAicket-

writers/cashier$(FA-PA) Apply in person.
Good pay. (213)478-9274. David/Grant.

WORD-PROCESSING. Must know Word Per-

fect very well & have gd Eng skills. Pt-tinr>e Tu,

Thurs, Fri. Call Rose 451-2251. $10-1 2/hr.

Job Opportunities 32

35K-60K-»-. Immediate FT^ openings. Experi-

ence helpful, but not r>ecessary. Full training.

Michael at (213)399-2651.

CASHIER, full and part-time available. Two
positions, 7am-3pm or 3pm. 11pm. Call for

interview, 9am to 1pm. (213)477-3216.

FOX- BASE MAC PROGRAMMER needed. Ex-
perienced FOX— BASE MAC programmer
needed for medical programming. Ask for

Shelley. (213)657-9841 day».

FUN-LOVING: looking for 3 motivated wo-
men to help in local expansion. PT^T manage-
ment positions available International possi-

bilities. Stephanie (213)399-4021.

MD. (HOLISTC) needed for established na-
tural health center. $100 to $1 35/hr PT. Call

(213)653-3756 Leslie

PT LEGAL SECRETARY. WordPerfect. 65wpm,
1-2 legal experience. Hours MWF. Call

Cynthia or Pamela, (213)393-5000.

STAFF RESEARCH Associate I: Full tirT>e casual
position for Dept of Psychology- Design
experinr>ents and perform data collection and
analysis for corKeptual and language develop-
ment studies. Must have valid driver's license

and use personal auto to visit various schools
to recruit research subjects. Perform various
clerical functions as needed. B.A. or B.S. in

related field preferred Call 21 3-426-91 86 and
leave n>essage. Forward resume to: 22638
Franz Hall/mail code: 156304. Salary:
S25,956/yr.

30 Internshiips 34 Ct>ild Care Wanted 35

INIEKN -needed for marketing promotion dept

at Delicii4<s Vinyl Records. 3 times a week.
Please cali Truly. (213)464-1761.

INTERNSHIP at established modeling and
commercial agency for few selected individu-

als. Call for interview (213)469-7224.

INTERN WANTED PART-TIME for college

credit. Could possibly lead to paying position.

To assist owner/ producer of motion picture,

television, and record company. Must be good
with figures. Call Stephanie (213)474-4521,
between 10am-6:30pm. Position available

now.

RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER. 3 children, ap-

proximately 20 hrs/wk. Flexible hours, refer-

ences required. Near UCLA. (213)475-2091.

TUTOR/COACH FOR 9-YEAR-OLD BOY after

school: 3 day/wk. Male prefen^ed. References.

(213)472-7343.

WANTED: responsible, kind childcare for

9-yr-old boy. Hours: 3- 7pm, M-F. Need car.

(213)625-3234 (days), (213)459-3695 (eves).

MARKETING
COMMISSION -»• BONUS
HOME OR OFFICE
EXPERIENCED

TRAINING IS AVAILABLE
213-657-5830

Internstiips 34

.2PW37.q.^....^,,. »»«' 4« «»•

102.7 KIIS FM is looking for interns' If vou'ri

like to Stan your career m broadcasting at

LA'S #1 Hit Music Station, call Brad Hanes at

KIIS FM Marketing and Promotions
(213)466^381.

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR! Prolific

independent film co. seeks bright, motivated
interns. Unpaid, but a great opportunity to

learnall angles of the business. Jackie
013)820-6733. ....»«•.••«%

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER. SAT. EVENINGS, $6^r. Non-
smoking. Warni, responsible & energetic. Must
have own transportation. & references. Call

Mrs. Philipson (213)556-1220 after 7 P.M.

BABYSITTER WANTED. Live-in for 2yr old

boy, Beverly Hills. Must be fluent in English --

drive. Some flexibility a must. French or Italian

speaking a plus. (213)659-9740.

BABYSITTER/ MOTHER'S HELPER for 2-yr-old

boy. Flexible hours, 1-2 eveningsAvk. Refer-

ences a must. UCLA area. (213)472-1405.

BABYSITTER NEEDED. Hours flexible, for

4-year-old boy. A5/hr. Must love to play.

(213)474-5539.

CHILDCARE PROVIDER in my home. 12
hrsAvk. Flexible hours, good pay. Child deve-
lopment experience preferred. Mary
(213)202-1302.

CHILIXIARE/ HOUSEKEEPER- kind, depend-
able, caring, fun, organized, good cook- for

boy and girl, 5 & 7. M-F, live-in/ out. Good
english, driver's license, long-term references,

legal. Nice family, nice neighborhood, good
pay. Santa Monica. Special ed background
helpful. (213)261-3307.

CHILDCARE, 9-YR-OLD DOY. afternoons +
sonr>e evenings. Must have car. Close to UCLA.
(213)477-3254.

energetk: person who likes kids &
DRIVES. 4 days\vk. 3-7 P.M. %8/hT. SUrt Sept.
Sandy (213)656-7430.

EXPERIENCED responsible babysitter for per-

sonable 1% -year-old boy. Selected evenings
and weekly on Saturday nights.
(213)556-3299.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for

babysitting. Would prefer individual with In-

terest in child development/special education.
Close to UCLA and transport. 556-4470.

HOUSEKEEPER/ CHILDCARE, live- in or out,

$150/week, Marina Del Rey area.
(213)396-0121.

MOTHER'S HELPER W/ 2-yr.old. $7/hr. Refer-

erKes required. Must have exp. w/ children.

Own car. (213)276-1321.

NANNY, energetic, responsible, non-smoker
with sense of hunxx to care for two children

after school arKi some evenings. Fluent Engl-

tsh, own car. $Mir-fgas. (213)459-0514.

NANNY FOR 4-YR. OLD BOY. Afternoons.

$6Av. About 5 hours a day. Must have car.

Near Santa Monica Airport. (213)391-1613.

PERSON TO LIVE-IN HOUSE TO TAKE
8-YEAR-OLD LITTLE GIRL TO & FROM
SCHOOL. Babysitter duties at night &
weekends. Home in Westwood. Good refer-

ences. Please call 474-8042 for live-In

arrangements.

_ Aportments for Rent 49

CULVER CITY
1 -bedroom, stove, refrigerator, new
carpet, drapes, quiet and clean —

$575/mo.
(213)390-6035 (805)523-8%8

(call collect)

2 Bedroom 2 Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security bLiilding,

central air & central
heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,
sun deck, 2 car

parking in secure
garage, will allow 4

students per
apartment.
From $1200 -

2 weeks free with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. 1s and 2s

•Pool, Spa. Fitness Center. Sauna
•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

(Hoh^
"Oanmens

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R & B Managed Property BHO

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,
mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry

facilities. Beautifully landscaped
Ask for Jim

824-4807

HUCLA
OUSING

University Apartments
For Rent

for single students

Month to month rental agreements
One bedrooms at several locations
All units liilly ffiirnLshed
Five minutes walk to campus

NOW AVAILABLE:
One Bedrooms at Westwood Chateau!

With: • Microwave
•Dishwasher
•Fireplace
• Balcony
•Parking
•Air conditioning
•laundry facilities

•Rcx>ftop Fool and Jacuzzi

Inquire at 625 I^ndfair #1
Sam to 5pin, Mon.-Fri.,

Qr.C^U; 825-2293
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11353 NORTH VENICE. 1 -bed/1 -bath, patio
(818)8790784.

WLA 1 -BEDROOM, $725, furnished/
unfurnished, gated, parking, refridge., niinutes

to UCLA. Imo. free lease. (213)312-3638.

1 -BEDROOM. $60(ymonth, first rr^onth 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

2-BED/1-BATH, $750. WLA, NEAR CAMPUS.
STOVE, REFRIGERATOR, FIREPLACE, BACK-
YARD, POOL, CARPORT. WELL-
MAINTAINED. BARRINCTON
(213)479-7559.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area
(213)837-9616.

$595, HUGE 1-BED. Gated parking, pool.

Frwy close to class. SHemnan Oaks. 5444
Sepulveda. (818)909-2215.

$650-1 -BEDROOM. International students

welcome. Bus to UCLA. V* -block away. Some
furniture. 45a2655.

• $1250 2-bedroom2-bath •
Stove, refrigerator, central air, newer

building, security building.

(213)444-9002

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
1-bedroom/1 -bath from $900

2-bedroom/2-bath from

$1500

Oversized apartments

with dining rooms,

newly decorated with

mini/ vertical blinds,

balconies, fireplace,

built-in kitchens.

Gated subterranean parking,

heated pool, elevator.

Walk to campus

691 Levering Avenue

(213)208-3647

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

• pool
• spa
• sauna
•gym
• gated parking

Extra large 1 Bedrooms
also available

Call 208-3818
535 Gayley

^ Limited Space for

Fall Term

BACHELORS, SINGLES, 1 -bedrooms, 2-bed-
rooms. Unfurnished, $495-$895. Close to
UCLA. Low move-in. (213)558-3573/
557-1588.

BEVERLY HILLS, $1000, large 1 -bedroom/
1% -bath. Large balcony, central heal, iVC.
Walk to Wilsliirc. (213)778-3938

BEAT THE SEPTEMBER RUSHI WLA, $1250,
3-bedroom/ 2-balh. Home-like. Enclosed
backyard. Bus or bike to campus.
(213)477-0725.

BEAT THE SEPTEMBER RUSH! WLA, 1 -bed-
room, $675/ single, $615. Bus or bike to
campus. (213)477-0725.

BEAUTIFUL BACHELOR. $525. All utilities

included. 5-minute$ from UCLA. 477-3036,
Minju.

BEST LOCATION IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 + 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A/C, patios and views.
Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA + the village. Subterrannean
parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss ••

Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Reduced rent for

managerial duties: $750. Air, balcony.
(213)550-1531.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.Vi BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, 2-bed/ 2-bath,

$1070. New luxury, central air, balconies.

(213)550-1531.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $98S/MO.
3-BDRM/2.BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, $850. Very spacious, sunny
1 -bedroom. Deck, upper front. Quiet building.

Cat okay. Call 541-2093.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT-Walk to UaA.
Bus stop. Big & luxurious 2bd/2.5bth. $1 540 &
up. Washer/dryer, W.B. fireplace, security

alarm. Rooftop spa. 11535 Rochester
479-3118.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE-

MODELED LUXURY BUILDING. POOL,
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD: 330 Sooth Barrington. 2 &
3-bd. From $1150. 471-3357 (Marjorie).

WLA: 680 Kelton Ave. 1 & 2-bd. From $950.
208-5456 (Lofi). Near UCLA.

BRENTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM secluded guest-

house. Separate large living room, kilchien +
bath. Parking. $750. (213)476-8090.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. $1085. 2-bed/
2-bath. Full kitchen, fireplace, laundry, bal-

cony, parking. (213)471-6744, David.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1 -bd/l'/i-bth:
S77S/mo. Single: $660/mo. 'A off Ist month.
Laundry. 1241 Granville, next to Pavillions

Market. 208-4868; after 5: 473-3 726.

BRENTWOOD: 2-BD/2-BTH UPPER, $1050
& $1100. 3-BO/2-BTH, $1400. 1 1661 MON-
TANA AVE. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
(213)472-4462.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. $495. Bachelor,
bright, refrig., microwave, all utilities paid.

(213) 471-6744.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $795^75/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PKIO BUS.
(213) 839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $1100 2-bed + 2-balh, $550
bachelor. Near shops, schools, businesses.
Parking available. (213)410-1499 or
671-8570.

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2
Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

WEST LA.
Prinne: 10 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den witfi pool,

sauna, Jacuzzi, gym, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unif

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-
models open daily

(213)474-1111

Excellent

Opportunity!

Very practical- 5mln. walk
to UCLA

1-2BDRM-2BATH for $1000
1-prlvate room & bath, share

kitchen for $400

633 Gayley Ave
208-5920

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT, luxury 2-bed-
rooms, renovated, gated building, dishwasher,

2 parking spaces. $925 and up.
(213)479-1131.

Summer Special $200 of

'

Single, 1 , 2 & 3 BDI^
all close to UCLA

Perfect for Students or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rusK

(213)479-1581

You could be home at

475 Gayley

Charming Contemporary

1&2 bedrooms

Designed for Sharing

Roommate Matching Available

Open Daily

824-3715

690 VETERAN
WAIK TO CAMPUS

Spocious Apartments

Singles $700,

lbedroonrH-loft$1200,

2 bedroom $1300

Rreplace, Air Conditioning, Cable, IV.,

Security, Parking Spoces, Full Kitchens

208-4796

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

& 2Bath

$1375andup2 + 2
Patio, Secure,

Prime Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/lease

10635 Wilshire
(213)470-3006

MATURE
YOUNG ADULTS

Live in luxury
Very large 2-bedroom

2-baths

Pool & Jacuzzi,

mucho amenities

(213)470-1513

NEED HELP FINDING...

• GREAT ROOMMATES
• SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
COME TO OUR OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY. AUGUST 24th

1:00 P.M. -3:00

MEET POTENTIAL ROOMMATES
SIGN UP FOR OUR FREE ROOMMATE SERVICE
FREE PARKING, FUN & GREAT FOOD

555 GLENROCK, AT LEVERING
824-9691

Dear Dad-
I live in a loft in a tower...

Your Princess K

•Furnished or unfurnished
•Apartments and lofts

•Across ft'om campus
•FREE gated parking
•Professional on-site management
•A/C and dishwasher, laundry

Starting as low as

$26/ per month
per student

Gayley Towers Apartments
565 Gayley • 824-0836
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BRENTWCXDD, $820. 2BED/1BTH, 11651
CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

BUNDY, ntir Santa Monica, $685, large
1 -bedroom. Excellenl management.
(213)820-7049.

CULVER CITY, 1 -bedroom, S575/mo, stove,

refrigerator, new carpet, drapes, quiet, clean.

(213)390-6035, (805)523 8968 (call collecQ.

CULVER CITY, 2-be<V 1-bath apartment,
$750. Clean. Near bos & shopping. 968-1 557.

EXTRA LARGE 2-bedroom, new kitchen and
bathroom, high ceiling. Beverly Glenn/ Santa

Monica area. SMOO/mo. (213)470-2982.

FAIRFAX AREA. Quiet, private large bachelor
w/loft. Partially furnished. Excellent

location (213)933-3050.

FURNISHED SINGLE, individual balcony,
laur^dry fascilities, offstreet parking, sundeck,
utilities included. Quiet building, only serious

students need to apply. $565. (21 3)826-7068.

LA, 25-minutes to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-be<V 2-bath apartment, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

LARGE UNFURNISHED SINGLE. Yard, park-

ing, utilities. Pets. 5-blocks to Venice Beach.
$600 -f deposit. Open Sunday 1-4.

(213)778-0822.

MAR VISTA 1-bed apartment. Security build-

ing, utilities included. $eO0/rr\o. Available 9/1

.

Call 641-5377.

MAR VISTA 2BDRM^2BATH unfurnished apt.

11732 Avon includes appliances, parking;

security, cleaning fee. $850/mo.
(213)337-9207.

MAR VISTA. $980-Deluxe 2-bd./2-bth.

$825-Deluxe 1-bdyi-bth. Intercom, air.

(213)390-9430, 826-6907.

LONDON, U.K.- Two bedroom apartment in

South Lorxlon available now for short or long
term letting. For more information please call

(213)208-7618 or (213)206-0369.

MID-WILSHIRE, 2-bed/2-bath from $1150.
Brand new luxurious, spacious apt. 2-months
free with lease. Gym, fireplace, walk-in

closets. Alarm in each unit, 10 min. from
UCLA. (213)954-9790.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfleld

Ave, WLA, $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

NOW LEASING large singles and bachelors.

Utilities paid. Walking distance UCLA. From
$525/mo. Call Paul (213)824-9754.

OLYMPKVSEPULVEDA 2-beci/1 -bath, upper.

2 person occupancy, no pets. Light, bright,

quiet, garden. $1025. (213)277-0604.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overland.(21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS. $1 200, large 3-be(V 2-bath, by Bever-

lywood. Good re'erences. Steve
(213)839-1026, Antoine (213)828-0740.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment

with vaulted ceiling. Electronic access to

building and subterranean parking. $1000 up.

(213)842-9303.

PALMS: 1 -bedroom, deluxe upper, $725,
fireplace, locked building, gated entry,

371 7 Cardiss. Available fl/1 5. (21 3)652-0847/
837-5831.

PALMS 2-bed/2-bath deluxe. $895. Available

9/1. Locked building, gated entry, fireplace,

A/C, balcony. No Pets. (213)652-0847,
(213)837-5831.

PALMS $615—815. 1 and 2-bedrooms. Ap-

pliarKes, r>ew carpet, pool, parking, laundry.

3455 Jasmine. No pets. 454-4754.

PALMS, $625, deluxe 1 -bedroom, decorator

blinds/ carpets. Bring this ad and get $5(Vmo
discount for 6-months. (213)838-8839, 3775
Hughes.

PALMS, $675 -»-$850. U2 bedrooms. Big

rooms. Move in bonus. 10 min. to UCLA.
(818)377-2668.

PALMS: $775. Large, modern 1-bd. Security

bidg. Fireplace, dishwasher, refrigerator, patio,

A/C. 836-5311/837-0761.

PALMS, $895, new 2-»-2. All amenities. A/C,

fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (213)390-5996. •

PALMS, $925, 2BD/2BA, built-in, balcony,

fireplace, laundry, parking, gated bIdg. 3626
Empire. 213-559-3875, eves/weekend.

1 MONTH FREE RENT
LOW MONTHLY RATES
Large Furnished 1 Bedrooms
(1-11/2-2 Baths

)

3 Persons Occupancy OK
2 Person Discount Special

Extra large Closets, Pool, Sundeck,
Parking, Sonne or All Utilities Included,

Quiet Academic Building

CASABLANCA WEST APTS
208-4394 530 Veteran Ave

10 MONTH
LEASES

AVAILABLE

THREE
BLOCKS TO
CAMPUS

GLENROCKAPARTMENTS
824*9691

555 GLENROCK (Corner of Glenrock & Levering)

OPEN DAILY
Mon. - FrI. - 10-6 pm

WMKenos - Noon - 5 pm

*Call for Details

PALMS: $975. Large, modern 2-bdy2-bth.
Security building. Patio, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher, fireplace, A/C. 836-531 1/837-0761

.

PALMS, adj. Beverly Hills. $400 OFF MOVE-
IN COST. Rent w/ excellent credit. Featuring

beautiful heated swimn^ing pool, gated park-

ing, and recreation room. 1 -bedrooms starting

at $650. (213)836-3800.

PALMS LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath duplex, available

8^1 7. Fenced yard, laundry room in building.

$875. (213)479-2368.

PALMS. Nice 2-bed/2-bath upper, laundry,

A/C. $875/mo. 3719 Delmas Terrace.
(213)837.1742.

RARE FIND: VERY LARGE 2-bed/2-ba. Less

than 2 years old. $1 100-1 200. We love UCLA
students. SepulvedVPico. (213)479-1405.

SANTA MONICA, Large 3-bed/1'A -bath
townhouse. Private laundry -f garage. Nice -f

clean. Vi Block south of Montana. No pets.

$180Q/mo. (213)475-8681 or (213)451-4457.

SANTA MONICA, sublease 2-bed/ 2.bath

apartment, scml-furnished. Perfect for 2 stu-

dents to share. Abe 829-3600.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2-»-2, $725 and up.

Gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 1 3406
Moorpark St. (818)884-6691.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH apartment with
pool, spa. Security building. Lease Sept. 1.

$1600/mo. Joanna (213)393-3466.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.

Month to nrtonth rental agreement, fully fum-
ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

VAN NUYS, 20-30 minutes to campus
2-bed^rA -bath, $700. 3-bed/2% -bath, $910.
Townhouse style, nice area. Security, new
paint, c/a. (213)865-3801.

PALMS. Own bedroom in B^bed/I % bath
apartment. 1 miles from IXTLA. Parking. Near
but. Available rwwi. $30(Vmo aryJ $350
deposH. Leave me«a§e for Matthew at (21 3)

204-0937.

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedrooni for 1 to 3 people
across stj'eet from LJCLA

walk bo Village

729 Gayley Ave
208-8798

CASH DRAWING

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huge,

Luxury 1 & 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra large closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entry anu parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208^8685

WALK TO UCLA/WESTWOOO
SINGLES, ONE & TWO BDRMS.
GATED GARAGE. BALCONY.
POOL/JACCU2ZI. FIREPLACE.
WALK-IN CLOSETS, FULL
KITCHEN, DISH WASHER, REC.
ROOM. POOL TABLE, VIDEO
GAMES, LAUNDRY FACILITY.

GAS & WATER PAID. FROM $800,

ROOMMATES AVAILABLE.

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)206-1976

VENICE, $1140, new S-bedroorrV 2-bath,

dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laurxiry hoo-

kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2289.

VENICE, 1 -bedroom, $780, near beach in

quiet area, nice view, private laundry &
parking. (213)396-1549.

VENICE/MARINA DEL REY. Near beach.

Singles, 2 bdy2 bth. Gas fireplace, central

/VC, dishwasher, garbage disposal, alarm sys-

tem. Gated building. 2724 Abbot Kinney Blvd.

See manager's apartment #101. 822-2524.

VENICE: Single with kitchen, eating area,

Murphy bed. Near campus & beach. $450.
(213)575-9643.

WALK TO UCLA, single, 1 -bedroom, 2-bed-
room, fireplace, A/C, full kitchen, balcony,

pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room, laundry room, gated
garage, gas -t- water paid. From 4800. 515
Kelton. (213)208-1976.

WEST LA-10 minute drive to UCLA. Big &
bright 2bd/2bth. $1195 & up. Washer/dryer,
W.B. fireplace, security alarm. Rooftop spa.

11221 Richland 478-3990.

WESTWOOD $1 100 up.Front 2bed/2bath,
carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange. I'Amiles from UCLA.
213-475-6165.

PALMS. Own bedroom in 3-bed/l % bath

apartment. 1 miles from UCLA. Parking. Near

bus. Available nowl. $30(Vmo and $350
deposit. Leave message for Matthew at (21 3)

704-0937.

WESTWOOD/BEVERLY GLEN, luxurious,

extra-large 2-bed/2-bath with Jacuzzi, MI,
large balcony. $1395. 3929735.

WESTWOOD- 1380 VETERAN AVENUE
2-bedroonV2-bath bright, parksview, walking

distance to UCLA. Rooftop pool and Jacuzzi.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD. $1600. Walk to UCLA. 3-bed.

Very spacious and bright, fireplace. Hardwood
floors, laundry, parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD. STUNNING 2.BD/2-BTH.

FIREPLACE, STEP-DOWN LIVING ROOM.
BRAND NEW CARPETS, SHUTTERS,
KITCHEN APPLIANCES. PRIVATE PATK).

NEAR EATING PLACES, TRANSPORTATION
& UCLA. $1150. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD, $550, $615, Singles. Hard-
wood floors, stive, fridge, drapes.
(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD Large, luxury 1 -bedroom. A^,
fireplace, stove, refrig, gated parking, utilities

included. 1 person, $995/mo. (213)444-5528.

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCU
Bachelors, Singles,

1 Bedroom, 2 Bedroom

Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

CASH DRAWING

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

100 STEPS TO UCLA!

Extra Large Apartments

Newly Renovated
Controlled Entry

Beautifully Furnished

644 & 650 Landfair Ave

Call Maryann
(213)824-0319

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent
WESTWOOD, Wllshire Corridof, $1 500, fully

furnished, l-bedroonV 2-balh, lOlh floor,

24.hr security. Days (213)475-7533, eves
(213)659-4834.

WESTWOOD $925-5950 1 bed, charming,
hardwood floors, shutters, private patio, 2-car
parking, laundry, outside BBQ. 279-1887

WESTWOOD. Charming & cozy
2-bdrTnyi4)ath. Near Century City. Quiet
street. Stove, fridge, parking. $1045
(213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to UCLA.
2-bedroom, parking, laundry facilities, hard-
WDod floors. $1200. (213)476-8090.

WESTWOOD, $1150, 2-bed/1V. -bath Town
Aparlmentf. $1485, 3-bed/2-bath. Private
yard. 1 .2 miles near UCLA. (213) 459-6800.

WESTWOOD. $1 350- $1 650. Terrific, large 2
& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins
refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C, patio, micro-'
wave. 1711 Malcolm, V, -mile campus
(213)273-1212

.

WESTWOOD 705 Gayley. bachelor $500.
Quiet garden apartment, furnished. Utilities

paid. (213)459-5616, (213)206-1491.

WESTWOOD $750. Extra large 1 -bed/1 -bath.
1917 Overland Ave. 207-5230.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,
$575, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, 2bd/1ba
$1480. 10990 Strathmore. 213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD— Close to UCLA— 1 -bed/bath,
sec. Bidg/park, A^, laundry. $775/mo. Call
Mercy (213)478-8174.

WESTWOOD. BIG 2.bdrm./2-bath.
$1 19S/up. Near Century City, close to UCLA.
All appliances, parking. (213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD: SPECIAL THIS MONTH ONLY!
From $1300: 2.bdy2-bth., 2 parking spaces.
Refrigerator, stove, microwave, dishwasher.
Pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. All security
(213)824-0833.

49 Apts. Unfurnished

WESTWOOD. $900/mo and up. 1-bdrm.,
$150Q/rTH) and up 2bd/2bth, gym, Jacuzzi
Walk lo
UCLA. 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

WESTWOOD 3-bed, $1600. Walk to UCLA,
very spacious, attractive, hardwood floors,

fireplace, laundry, parking. 279-1887.

WESTWOOD-LARGE 1 -BEDROOM. Nice,
QUIET building on Veteran. Parking!
$95Q/mo. (818)382-1350.

Northridge $275 up. 500 unit student
housing faality. Shared or private units,
with or without kitchens. Private baths.
Pod. Jacuzzi, recreation room, 1/2 hour
drive to UCLA Free brochure.
Northridge Campus Residence. 9500
Zelzah. NorthrklQe. CA. 91325

(818)886-1717

Palms- Quiet Apartment
3 bcd/3 bath $1275 2 bcd/2 bath $875

modem. 4 ycarm new. air.

dishwasher, fireplace. f{ated parking
lOmln. to UCLA by bus

(213)838-5039
10737 Palms

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt

Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 2BD
$725 and up

All amenities

^Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

WESTWnon vhiagf iarcc ibd
UPPER, FRONT, EXCELLENT VIEW, GARDEN
APARTMENT. MIDVALE, NORTH Of LEVER-
INC. (213) 839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-BEDROOM,
CHARMING GARDEN APTS. HARDWOOD
FLOORS, DISHWASHER, TILE KITCHEN
MIDVALF NORTH OF LEVERING. (213)
839-6294

WESTWOOD. $98 5-1 2 50/MO
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom junior.
Top location. $750, utilities paid
(213)208-5225.

WESTWOOD. $925. Walk to UCLA. Very
bright, spacious upper. 1 -bedroom w/views.
Carpets and drapes, kitchen appliances, 2-car
parking laundry. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD, several 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments available. Landfair, near UCLA. 1

year lease, make offer. (213)277-6813.

WESTWOOD, walk to UCLA, very spacious
1 -bedroom with separate dining room/den,
$950. Hardwood floors, kitchen appliances'
parking, laundry. Desirable location
(213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1-bed-
room junior. $725, utilities and parkine in-
cluded. (213)475-7533.

WEST>MDOD/CENTURY CW/ $900 Single
w/loft. New luxury, gated condo.
(213)471-0883. 1969 S. Beverly Glen.

WESTWOOD, SPACIOUS 2bd/2ba, pool, ja-
cuzzl on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW
$129O-$1500/mo. Come and see.
(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-
nus special. Furnished/unfurnished, singles,
one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to
UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,
(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

WLA, $1 1 50, 2-bed/ 1 'A -bath, quiet, security,

frost-free refrigerator, cable service,
shutters. 1323 Carmelina Ave. SanU Monica
adjacent. (213)456-3829.

WLA $1395. 4-bed/1'A-bath. 2 fireplaces.

2-car garage, 10971 National Blvd. 475-1 702,
474-3626.

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Muge 2bd/2ba
Dual Master Bdrms

Up to 4 Students Per Unit

HiTech Bldg

Qated Parking

Pull Amenities
512 Veteran A/enue ApLs.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

FALL RENTALS
Walk to CampusA^illage

Students Preferred

1+1; l+l+den; 1+2
2 master bdrm + 2

$900 - $1400

•rcfrigerator»dishwashcr»

•controlled entry»A/C»
•elevator*

519 Glenrock (213)208-4835

Luxury Living

At Student Prices!
• Soocous rteotvd and or ccnoitontd rocns*

• f^vote Bothroom ana ShCNfr*

t N9v«( mor« than two itudtnii o«f roomi

• Safe. qu«t enwonmeotl

• New laundry ond v^ndnQ mocfwwst

• Seporote study orxl rv lounges'

• CootB ry/«

• weight Room ond Gome Room!

• tkiiktitUH and VoMyOOl CourtI

• Plenty oH Free Parttog!

• Oorxres parties, movies, escape trips.

borOecuM. cory:erts. lectures and more*

It's all waiting for you in beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLAI

The Un^*riity of Judaism Resktonc* Halls

213-476-9777. •«! 259

WLA ).bed apariinent. Mini-blinds, stove,
refrigerator, parking, laundry. $750.
274-2461.

[

WLA, 1-bed apartment, $60(Vmo, hardwood,
yard, laund^, security; and large house:
2-bec</ 2-bath. SllSCVmo. 839-8553.

WLA: 2-BDy2-BTH., SllOVmo Spacious
living room, balcony, A/C, fireplace. Nice,
quiet environment. 1635 South Brockton Ave.
(213)670-4233, (213)641-4182.

WLA 2-BED/2-BATH, $995. Furnished/
unfumished, gated, parking, refrigerator, mi-
nutes to UCLA. (213)312-3638.

WLA, 2-bedrooms/ 1
'/» -bath townhouse, sec-

urity, carpets, drapes, refrigerator, pool,
parking, no pets, 1500 Purdue Ave. $1050.
(213)477-5256,(213)931-1160.

WLA, $550 +utilities, security, large single.

Guesthouse with private entries. Non-smoker.
Partly furnished. (213)558-4155.

WLA $650, 1 -bedroom. Stove, refrigerator,

close to everything. 1517 Federal Ave.
826-6957.

WLA, $71Q^mo, 1 -bedroom. Appliances, extra
closets, sundeck, parking, #1 bus. Ready now.
New carpets. (213)474-5419.

WLA: $750. 1426 Barrington. Large 1-bd.
Carpets, drapes, stove, dishwasher, A/C, re-

frigerator. 837-0761.

WLA: $950. 1426 Barrington. Large
2-bd/r/i -bth. Carpets, drapes, stove, dis-

hwasher, A/C, refrigerator. 837-0761.

WLA, $975, 2-bed/ 2-bath townhouse. Air,

garage, small quiet building. (213)550-1531.

WLA. $975. 2-bdrmy2-bath. Large, bright,

A/C, refrigerator, patio. Call (213)550-6755.

WLA: BACHELOR APT., furnished, utilities

paid, free laundry, free monthly cleaning,
parking. Non-snr>oking, no pets. Private, quiet.

2.5 miles UCLA. Available August 25.
SAyp/mo. (213)478-3694, after 5 P.M.

WLA BACHELOR APART. 1 minutes West LA
College, 15 minutes USC. Non-$nry>ker. Very
quiet surroundings, pool. (213)753-8060.

WLA- Barrington/ Wilshire/ near bus. Cozy
1 -bedroom. $695/mo. Pool/ Quiet
Atmosphere/ small pets. John 477-5139.

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5
MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, AK,
WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $825—$925. SUMMER SUBLETS, RENT
DISCOUNTS, $700.(21 3)208-8881

.

FABULOUS 2-BED/2-BATH, $1040, sundeck
and Jacuzzi w/ocean view, balcony, laundry
fascilities, security. Great location.
(213)826-5528

WLA; near Santa Monica, upper 2-bedroom/
2-bathroom, $890. Walk- in cloceU, stove,
patio, 5-unit building. (213)826 8818.

WLA/PALMS: $925. 2-bed/1 'A -bath, ap-
pliances, A/C. 3359 Mentone. BEVERLY HILLS
ADJ.: $995. 2-bed/2-bath. 1501 S. Beverly Dr
(213)471-0883. '

WLA, PK:0/LA CIENEGA $75(ymo 2-bcd-
room, stove, refrigerator, carpets. By appoint-
ment (213)279-2002.

WLA, PiaV Bundy, $65(ymo, l-bedroonV
1-bath. Quiet, 8-minutes UCLA
(213)750-1227.

WLA: Spacious 3-bdy2-bth. $1200. Stove,
laundry, 2 parking spaces. Close to campus.
(213)820-3479.

Apoftmet-its Furnished 50

$525-FURNISHED SINGLE,
$820-2-B£DROOM. International students
welcome. Closed garage available. After 10
AM. 45a2655.

BACHELOR $45tVmo. Hotplate, refrigerator. 5
miles east UCLA Near bus, museum. North of
Wilshire. (213)a59-0365eves.

CULVER CITY: 1-bd., S500/rryo. Security
building parking, stove, refrig., dishwasher,
laundry facilities. (213)391-1311,
(213)398-0706.

MARINA DEL REY $395/mo. includes utili-

ties. Liveaboard SMALL sailboat. Microwave,
fridge, telephone. Use of MARINA bathroorri
facilities nearby. (213)820-8247.

PALMS 1-BD.: $670-$725. Uilitieii included.
Quiet, redecorated, air, pool, recreation room,
laundry, parking. (213)559-4808.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$52SiATW. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WESTWOOD Spacious 1 bedroom Parking.

2-3 persons. Near UCLA, small building. $875
up. 11099 Stralhnwe. (213)454-8211.

51 Apartments to Stiare 52

WLA AREA. $58S/mo. Attractive furnished
single. Meal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS Ohio-Sawtelle
I'A miles UCLA. Stove, refrigerator. 650-935.
4775758.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa
Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.
$685/imo. 820 7049.

BRENTWOOD BACHELOR. $595/MO. Up-
per with halrony 11738 Dartincton §S.
(213)826-2920. Leave message.

BRENTWOOD WILSHIRE AREA. $1250.
2b<y2ba CONDO. A/C, fireplace, balcony,
locked building and garage(2), appliances,
pool, light, quiet. (213)553 6662.

BRENTWOOD: $800. Sunny 1-bed upper,
balcony, built-ins, refrigerator. 1 1921 Goshen
Ave. Open 9-6. 826-7373.

BRENrwOOD: $925. 2-bdy2-bath., patio,
newly decorated. By appointment only. 1 1 728
Mayfield Apt. #3. (213)271-6811.

PALMS: IBD. $635. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254 2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2- Bedroom, con-
vient location. $750. Eves (213)254-1565
(213)275-1427.

PALMS, $495. Spacious single. Full kitchen,
appliances, parking, utilities included.
(213)397-6058.

PALMS, $650, single/ junior 1 -bedroom. Up-
per, full bath/ kitchen, A/C, dishwasher. Bal-
cony, cable. (213)397-0405.

PALMS, new 2-bedroonV 2-bath luxury units.

3-car gated parking, balcony, fireplace, alarm,
high ceilings, microwave, $1095-$1165.
(213)454-1615.

PICO/ROBERTSON AREA. Large 3bd/2ba.
Built-ins, new carpets and paint. Large private
patio. $1 ISO/mo. (213)204-1339

SANTA MONICA. Newer 1 and 2 bedrooms,
g»^*ge, gated, gourmet kitchen, mirrored
doors, balcony, quiet. Off Wilshire, near 22nd.
From $847 and $1087. Call Connie
(213)828-2448 ext 344.

WESTWOOD: 2-BDyi-BTH. $1150. Stove,
refrigerator, parking space. 600 Kelton Ave.
Quiet students welconr>e. 208-1625.

WESTWOOD, 2-bedroom duplex, hardwood
floors, stove and refrigerator, parking, near
UCLA. $1300 up. 1385 Midvale.
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, 1390 VETERAN. Bachelors
$550, 1 -bedrooms $750 available now. Excel-
lent location. Eves (213)275-1427 or
(213)540-4425.

WESTWOOD: 1 -BD. $745. Stove, refrigerator,

parking space. 600 Kelton Ave. Quiet students
welcome. 208-1625.

WLA $1250. Large, quiet upper 2-bdy2-bath.
5 minutes UCLA. Available September
(213)438-9635, 433-9805.

WLA, 2-bedroom, $950, upper $985. Drapes
6 carpet, convenient location, 1332 Welle-
sley. (213)391-2874, (213)479-3623.

WLA $480 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA $695 1 -bedroom. Walk to market^us.
1242 Barry at Wilshire. Close to UCLA
(213)395-2903.

WLA $720 1 -bed/1 -bath. Carpet, drapes, re-

frigerator, balcony. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA. $850-$900. Charming 1+1 and 2+1.
Excellent area. Parking. Laundry. Close to

buslines. 1331 Wellesley Avenue.
(213)965-7644.

WLA CHOICES- Studio, 1 or 2 bedroom.
Southwest style luxury. Rooftop pool, spa,
views. Central air, garage. Treat yourself from
$687. Cheviot Hills area. (213)280-0692.

WLA. CUTE, COMFORTABLE, COST EFFEC-
TIVE! One bedroom, courtyard building,
gated, parking, roomy. $632. Call Vicki
(213)288-0692. Small pet/VISA—MC okay.

WLA. Single, $650/mo. One-bedroom,
W50—87Q/mo. Security building, parking,
walk to UCLA, 1 450 Midvale. (21 3)391 -2874
(213)479-3623.

aOSCST TO CAMPUS- share bedroom In

beautiful, luxurious, huge apartment. All

amenities, parking. $437.50. Male preferred.
Available Sept.1. 208-0200.

FEMALE- own furnished roonV bath, parking,
security building. $65(ymo. Non-snrwker.
VA -miles UCLA. (213)826-6952.

HOLLYWOOD. Share 2-bd, furnished. W/D.
Utilities. Non-smoker. $400/mo.
(213)871-8035.

MARINA DEL REY, near beach, $575, share
utilities, large, airy 2-bed/ 2-bath, pool/
jacurzl. Writer seeks non-smoking female.
Sept.1. (213)823-1047.

NEED ON MALE ROOMMATE to share
2-bed/2-bath, luxury Bel Air condo. No srrwk-
ing. $450/mo. (213)824-9611.

NON-SMOKING FEMALE preferred to share
w/ female professional. Charming, contempor-
ary, spacious 2-bedroom w/ fireplace. West-
wood. $660/n»o. Victoria (213)473-3469.

OWN ROOM + % BATH in 3-bedroom
Westwood apart. 'A mile UCLA. Available
Sept. 1. $435 + % (213)208-7571.

OWN ROOM + BATH: Brentwood, $508/mo
FEMALE. Large apt., pool, cable, laundry,
parking. Avail Sept. 1, upperclass or grad.
preferred. (213)820-6360.

" OWN ROOM - in converted 2-bed/2-bath.
Pool, security, gym, suana. $35(yn>o, includ-
ing utilities. (213)472-7465.

PALMS— own bed/bath. Free gateed parking,
security building, near markets, bus, freeways.
$387.Stymo. also $250 security deposit + 'A

utilities. 204-4226.

QUIET MALE TO SHARE 1-bd apartment in

Santa Monica $45(yn>o. Call (805)871-8169
after 5pm.

WESTWOODAVILSHIRE luxury 2-bed/2-bath,
non-snf>oker. Rooftop pool/spa. Full amenities,
security, parking, view,furnished, balconies.
$725—795. (213)474-0074.

WESTWOOD Private, large, luxury roorrV
bath, high ceiling. In 2-bed/2-bath. A/C, fire-

place, gated parking. $695/mo.
(213)444-5528.

WLA, large modem 2-bed/2-bath, share with
male grad student. 3-miles UCLA. Security +
parking. $500 utilities. Brian (81 8)703-1 584.

WLA. Neat, quiet female to share brand new
luxury 2+2. Starting 9/1 . $600/mo.
(213)575-3621.

YOUNG GRADUATE STUDENT WHO
OWNS HIS OWN LUXURY CONDO AT
WESTWOOD HICHRISE wants to share it with
a female student who would have her own
private bedroon^>athroom. Cost negotiable
for qualified person. Call Al at (21 3)474-7764.

Roommates 53

Apartments to Stiare 52

2.BE0/ 2'A-BATH townhome, near West-
wood. Washer/ dryer, security parking. M/f.
SSOCVmo. 575-4259.

$355/MO. Male non-smoker to share 1 -bed-
room furnished ap^rXmeri, 1% -miles UCLA.
Seojfity building & parking, quiet neighbor-
^^o«^. 2 cats, excellent bus connections
575-1503.

527 MIDVALE. View 2-bedroom completely
furnished nr>odem apartment. 1 person to share
$425. Pool/|acuzzi. Call Brad (213)208-8518.

BEAUTIFUL WESTSIDE APARTMENT. Big,
bright, upstairs, Spanish 2-bedroom. Seek
clean, responsible roommate. Available
Sept.1. (213)820-0130.

BEDROOM, beamed ceilings, 10-ft. closets,
double bed, 2 bookcases, desk, chair, \m^p.
Fully equipped kitchen. Pool, laundry, park-
ing. $485 including utilities. Suitable grad
professor. (213)575-4320. '

BEVERLY CLEN/WILSHIRE. Large, spacious
2-bedroorT>/2-bath. Need female roomnr^ate to
share. Available SepC.l . Good location. 1 -mile
UCLA. Security building & parking. SMO/mo.
(213) 474-5669 (after 6 PM.).

BRENTW(X>D on Montana. Room, private
bath, security building/ garage; on busline. No
smoking. Near UCLA. $6S0/mo.
(213)826-1991.

BRENTWOOD 2-bcdroom available 9/1.
$40S/mo. Females only, must love caU. Good
credit please 826-2225.

BRENTWOOD APT.: 1-2 roommates needed
to rent MASTER bdrm; own bathroom, great
location. S, quiet neighbnrKood. $650k^O.
Call Jeannie (213)472-9642.

BRENTWOOD 2-bec^-b«th. 13 ft. ceiling,
wonderful landlady, quiet. 3 maxinnim.
$1200. (213)826-2280.

1394 S. MIDVALE APT. 201. 2 large
bedrooms/2 baths. Great location. Maggie/
Sam (81 6)358-4248/[81 6)796-9766.

2 FEMALES to share 2-bedroom on Slrathrrwre/
Levering, $375 ^deposit. Hardwood noors.
Aug. 30-. Fun and responsible. Dahlia
459-9971

.

2 OPENINGS in large modern 3-bedroonV
2-bath, 3-blocks from beach in Playa Del Rey.
Yard, garage, free laundry. Available 10/1.
$467. Mike (213)306-8005.

BEAUTIFUL TOWNHOUSE, BEVERLY HILLS.
Master bedroom. W/D, full-leng^ min-ored
closets, parking, sundeck. hardwood floors.

Available Sept. 1. %bO0/mo. (213)285-3427
(Tina) (213)201-4914 (Karen).

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APARTMENT Fe-
male to share room. Very large. Security, pool,
laundry. $365. must see. (213)820-0187.

BIG ROOM TO SHARE FALL ONLY. Female.
Quiet 2-bdy2-bth. Hardwood, fireplace, gar-
age, cable. $350. 474-6902.

BRENTWOOD prefer female law/graduate
student. Own room, bath, and parking. Sec-
urity, nev direct bus. $525/mo. + 'A utilities

(213)865-8967

BRENTWOOD 2+2 Own room. Must like
dogs. $498/mo. 11748 Mayfield.
(213)826-2920.

BRENTWOOD. C^(vn room in two- story town-
house. Living room furnished. Absolutely gor-
geous. Grad student or professional preferred.
M/f. $70Q/mo Call Eric (213)207-0363.

BRENTWOOD: ROOMMATE WANTED. Gi-
gantic 2-story apartnient. Own roonVbath.
$650. Furnished, modern. Lenore
(213)207-5695.

FEMALE (NONSMOKER): Share with same
dog. Quiet. Private bedroom + bathroom;
Security/parking. $325+utilities.
(818)985 1223.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
2-BCV2-BTH Nice A inexp $237 25/mo.
Prkg. available. SheileerAenyetta 479-2703.

FEMALE ROOMMATE IN Nia CONDO.
$375/nx). Walking distance from UCLA
(213)391-2877.

FEMALE TO SHARE extra large apartment in
Hancock Park. Own room + bath, non-
smoker. $47S^>o. (213)933-6017.

BRENTWOOD beautiful large apartment.
Share room, bath. Furnished, cable, pool,
transportation nearby. $360. Female
(213)447-2505.

LOVELY LARGE 4-BED HOME seeking room-
mates. Near Wilshire busline. All arrwnities,
full security. (213)965-0585.

BRENTWOOD. Own room $55(VWx>. In-

cludes parking & utilities. Pool, sauna, gym,
security. 472-7465.

CENTURY CITY area. Bright, spacious 2-bed/
2-balh. Security building, Westside view, fire-

place, with balcony, excellent location, all

amenities. $650 + 'A utilities. Non-snf>oker,

pfofiMional/grad preferred. M/f. 288-9634.

MALE ROOMMATE NFFOfO Sept $443
new/adjacent. Theta Chi/Cayley. Call collect

(415)342-4622.

MALE ROOMMATE share room in large clean
WIA apartment. $312.5<yWw. Call DenniV
Victor 477-1913.

NEAT FEMALE, NON-SMOKER to share
3-bd/2'A -bth. apt. in SanU Monica. $450
includes utilities. (213)453-1219.
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ADVERTISE IN THE BRUIN!!!!

Room for Rent 54 Room for Rent 54

NEEDED: 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO LIVE
WITH 2 GIRLS IN AN EXECUTIVE SINCa.E.

Rent: $283. (213)206-0789.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE Rent, $320.00.
No deposit, one-bedroofn, near V.A. KospitaL

Parking. (213)478-2580, Angelica.

OWN FURNISHED BEDROOM in 2-beti/

1 -bath house. Utilities, food, phone included.

$55C/mo Must like dop. (213)452-2697.

ROOM FOR RENT IN 3-BD APT Walking
distance from UCLA. %400/rr\o for own room &
bathroom & OMm entrance. Start Sept. 1.

(708)253-8301, until Aug. 21, (21 3)824-0635,
after Aug. 21.

ROOMMATE NEEIXD to share 2-bed/2-bath
apartment. Bev, ClerVWilshire area. $30(ynrK).

Security building great area. Available Sept.1

.

Quiet, large, and spacious. Kimbcrly
(213)474-5669

ROOMMATE WANTED. Young, female ex-

ecutive seeking Japanese speaking profes-

sional or grad student to share apart nr>ent

Female preferred. Karyn (213)802-7718 day,

(213)933-9049.

ROOMMATE if^) to share spacious 3-bed-
room Brentwood apartment with 2 grad stu-

dents (1KV1F) Sunny, parking, patio, laundry,
near campus. $475/mo. Starts 6/17.
(213)826-9009

ROOMMATE NEEDED $27Vmo Share 1

bdrm. Plenty of privacy. Clean, Responsible

wonrwn seek same. 1 -block from campus. No
parking. )eannctte 824 3037

SHERMAN OAKS. Roommate wanted, female,

own roon^)ath, $45(Vmo. 15 min UCLA.
Grace (818)393-0963, (816)366 2863

UCLA STAFF single mom, w/6yr/old daughter
looking for single female/single nwnv-staff, to

share house, duplex or large apartment in the

greater Fairfax area. Responsible, neat, easy-

going. hVS. Heather x55266 W, 650-0047 H.

VENICE BEACH, private room, phone, park-

ing, w/d. Safe area, buslines. Studious,

friendly, non-smoker. $420/mo.
(213)452-7272.

WEST HOLLYWOOD $27Q/MO Female
grad student looking for 2 female students to

share 2-bed garden apt. Balcony, pool, laundry
facilities Non-smoker with cats
(213)654-6455.

WESTWOOD. 10 minute walk to campus
Fully furnished, sundeck, prime location.

$35Q^mo (213)206-2501, Rob.

WEST>A«X)D/WLA Professional male seek-
ing i/m roommaleis). Prefer professionals or

students, non-smoker. Available Sept.
(818)156 2039. (818)768 4530.

$425 MAR VISTA area. Woman non-smoker.
Large sunny room with huge walk-in closet,

balcony, share kitchen and bath in honr>e in

quiet residential r^eighborhood. Near buses.

Available Sept.8. Call Marsha Sunday a.m.
through Friday noon. (213)390-9007.

ALONG CANAL IN MDR. 1 block from beach.
Huge duplex, own room. $300. Female only.

(213)306-7423. Available 9/1.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished rooms, one very

small, large house w/grad. Students. Kitchen
privileges, pool. Need car. $450-utilitles in-

cluded. Leave message. Abby (818) 783-51 51

.

B.H. ADJACENT. Private bedroom, furnished,

attached deck. Near buses, parking available.

$450 -t-lmo deposit. (213)856-6959

BRENTWOOD AREA large private room/bath,
non-smoker, light duties, pels, utilities in-

cluded $375 deposit. (213)393-6171.

BRENTWOOD: SINGLE STUDIO WITH
BATH. $600/mo. 15 min. UCLA
(21 3)945-471 3/mornings,
(213)472-7771/eveninB5 Ask for Jack.

ENCINO, private room -f bath, pool, parking,

$400. No pets. Marta (818)784-5315.

HILGARD AVE. ContlnenUl breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $90(Vquarter. Women students.

Mrs. Solat (213)208-8931.

LARGE ROOM, own bath, 1 or 2 females,

kitchen privileges. SdOO/mo. Near bus route to

UCLA (805)640-0816

LOVELY ENVIRONMENT, Pic<V Beverly Glen,

bath, patio, private entrance, kitchen pri-

vileges, laundry, security parking $45(Vmo
(213)201-0317

MAR VISTA: $AO0/MO INaUDES UTILITIES.

Kitchen privilege, parking. Quiet area, close to

everything. (21 3)621 -6974.days,
(213)313-1990-eves.

NEAR UCLA, furnished roon^ath in private

home, limited kitchen, ideal for UCLA
student, non-smoker, $485/mo.
(213)476-2088.

NEXT TO UCLA. Room with private bath.

Limited kitchen $470. (213)472-1592.

OPPOSITE CAMPUS, attractive, quiet room,

refrigerator, private bath, parking nice home,
mature non-smoking cat-lover.
(213)472-7437.

OWN ROOM SHARE BATH in three bedroom
apartment in Palms area. SibOjmo. incl.

utilities. (213)204-6659.

WESTWOOD Female, 2-bed new luxury
apartment on Gayley. $433/mo.
(213)206-3936

WLA, own roonV bath in 2-be<V 2-bath.
Female non-smoker $45af % -utilities. Park-
ing. (213)207-1706.

720 Hilgard Ave.

Room and Board for

Women Across the street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid per quarter)

(21 3)208-415

1

Room for Rent

ROOM FOR KLNf in house, share bath ^r\d

kitchen, norvsnr^oker, prefer vegetarian. Short-

term, possibly long-term. $40(ymo. 396-1055.

ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME near UCLA.
Kitchen privileges. $425. Mature male prc-

ferred. No snrwking. (213)271-1658.

ROOM, PRIVATE BATH, fully furnished.

Prime Santa Monica location — north of

Montana. Kitchen privileges. Female. $440.

(213)395-2025.

SANTA MONKIA: $450. Room for rent. Laun-
dry & kitchen privileges. Includes utilities. Call

after 6, (213)453-6548.

SANTA MONICA redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(213)394-2175.

SANTA MONKIA, w/ yard, private bath,

hardwood floors, W/D, cable t.v., parking

available, no smoking, pets. $575
VA -utilities. (213)453-4115.

S.M. ARTISTS HOUSE, north of Montana.
Charming room + bath, private, large, hard-

%VDod floors, fireplace. $840. (213)394-5839.

SPACKXJS ROOM 3-BDy2-BTH., 2 story

security apartment. $362.17. Balcony, dis-

hwasher, microwave, pool, gym. Rachel
(213)641-4034.

SPACKXJS ROOM: 3-bd/2-bth. 2 story sec-

urity apt. $362.17. Balcony, dishwasher,
microwave, pool, gym. Rachel (213)
641-4034.

OLD SPANISH CHARM: WEST HOLLY-
WOOD. Privacy, l-bdTl-bth, patio, parking.

$58(ymo. (213)874-3887.

WESTWOOD in private honr>e, fumished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer
close to campus. Male. $450. (21 3)474-71 22.

WLA, 2-bedroonV 2V» -bath townhousc. Share
with gay man. Fully fumished. $45(VnrH} plus

% -utilities. $450 security deposit. Tom
447-2724.

PALMS. Own bedroom in 3-be<Vl 'A bath
apaitmem. 10 milct from UCLA. Parking. Near
bus. Available nowf. SdOOfmo and $350
deposit. Leave message for Matthew at (21 3)
204-0937.

3-BD/2-BTH. 10 min. from UCLA: Venice and
Bagley. Sublet Nov. thru end of Jan.
(213)839-3505.

940 TIVERTON. Be<Vbath. Clean apartment,
share with roommate. Aug.lO— Sept.1 5.,

$250. Call Ben. (213)824.9666.

FEMALE TO SHARE master bedroom in large
apartment, wA^igh ceilings + balconey. Own
bathroom and fun roommates. $30(Vmo
Available Sept.3. (213)478-2615.

NEED TEMPORARY HOUSING? SEPT. 1-14.
Own bath, bed in luxury 2-bed/2-balh.
$12Vwk. Luxury 2-be<V2-bath, Sept. 7-14
$25QM(. WLA: 1541 S. Bundy. Heather
447-3074.

House for Rent 66

ALPINE CABIN IN THE CITY! Walking dis-

tance to Westwood Village. 3 bedroom^VA
baths, spacious living room w/ hardwood
floors, fireplace, carport, enclosed garage,
huge patio: S22O0/mo. 1347 Greenfield Ave.
(213)362-8281.

BARRINGTON/SANTA MONICA AREA,
3-be<V2-bath. $1 55(ymo., Access to all public
transportation. 10-minutes from UCLA.
(213)473-1677, Ken.

BRENTWOOD: $2200. 3-bd. + 2-bth. Hard-
wood floors, fireplace, laundry, enclosed yard/
garage. (213)826-6907.

CHARMING TRADITK3NAL TWO STORY
2-bed^l'A -bath home. Windows galore over-

looking spacious landscaped yard. 5 minutes
to LK:LA. Brentwood Glen. $1800/mo.
(213)459-1106.

MALIBU UNFURNISHED HOUSE. Private

beach. Near Las Flores. 1-year lease.

S2B00/mo. 3-bdy2-b«lh, 2-car garage, deck,
patio. (213)456-9391.

PALMS. 3-be<V2-bath, family room, huge yard.

$1 70Q^obo. PoMibly to share with 1 female.

(213)478-0775.

PICO/FAIRFAX AREA, 3-bed/2-ba house.
Large front yard, 2<ar garage, 9-1 2/mo lease.

$150(Vmo. Call (213)9364)802, ask for Rudy
or Roz.

SHERMAN OAKS LEASE. 3-bedroom Spanish,
hardwood floors, large yard, $185(Vmo. Jay
Belson (818)907-7790.

VENKIE. $1035. 2+1, 5 blocks to beach. Pets,

yard, utilities. Open Sunday, 1-4.

(213)776-0622.

VENK:E, $125(VMO. Charming 1 -bedroom
house, 4-blocks beach, eat- in kitchen, stove,

quiet wide street. Sunroom & backyard.

(213)301-2423.

VENKIE. $950. 2-bed 72 bth Large fenced
yard. Double garage. 6-blocks from beach
Pets okay. 709 5th Avenue. Oive by first.

(213)456-9076

House to Shore 57

FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, utilities paid. Near
Santa Monica airport. $450. (213)398-6151

MAR VISTA. Share adorable 2- bedroom
hou^ Nice yard, quiet neighborhood $SOO
includes utilities (213)396-2893.

SANTA MONKIA AREA. 4-bedroom house
with 3 rooms available immediately $470,
$400, $340. Call evenings .396-9145

WOODLAND HILLS View, clean, modern,
garage, non-smoker. $400, includes utilities,

quiet, all amenities. (616)666-8962.

54 House for Sale

CONOO ALIIRNATIVE, four 2-bedroom
apartnr>ents, hardwood floors, 2-biocks to
beach. Santa Monica. Room to add on, $495K
395-5212.

HOUSE FOR SALE by owner. 1 mile from
UCLA. 3-bed/rA bath, hardwood floors.

$350,000. (213)206-1305.

NEAR WESTWOOD/ PICO. 3-bedrooms, den,

2-baths. 2-fireplaces. Exceptionally bright!

Large yard, $349,000. (213)477-9966.

SHERMAN OAKS HILLS 6min to UCLA, com-
pletely remodeled in 1990, 3bed+3bath, di-

ningroom, family room, new goumf>et kitchen,

approx.2500 sq.ft, unobstructed view, move-
in condition, $695,000, (616)764-6001

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA via Roscomare. 3-»-2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-
tly re-done. $567,890. Dave (618)783-6875.

WESTWOOD COUNTRY HOME for SALE.
Great location. Terrific value. For details pis.

call Annie 477-6291 ext 210. Prudential Calif

Realty.

House Exct)ange 59

PEDIATRICIAN & WIFE will exchange houses,
between Westwood area and Princeton, N.j.

while son awaits cardiac transplant at UCLA.
(1 yr.) (213)493-3494A609)924.4199.

Housing Needed 60

OUT OF STATE student needs housing. Will

work/pay for a place to stay. Call Dave.
1-800-852-1406.

Real Estate 61

Deluxe Offue Spa<e
Apprroximoteiy 1000 sq. feet

Full kit, Porking Lot, Sign

Privileges

10540 Venice Blvd.

(213)390-3713

Room/Board for Help 62

BABYSIT 3 and 6-yr-olds, private bedroonV
bath, close to campus, flexible hours (various

afternoons and evenings), one-year commit-
ment desired, rK>n-smoker, car and refererKCS

required. (213)559-5990.

FREE ROOWBOARD IN BRENTWOOD to a

responsible female in exchange for PT help.

jasmine (213)471-4417.

FREE ROOM + BOARD in lovely home in

Pacific Palisades, in exchange for babysitting

after 3:30pm -»- Sat. 10 minutes bus for UCLA.
Private, separate entrance. (213)417-4791.

MORNINGS M—f to help take care of child

ren. 10-minutes from campus. Private room/
bath. 472-3844.

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH. I'A blocks from
UCLA (WYTON). In exchange for P/T child-

care, babysitting, driving and son^ household
duties. Use of pool/spa. (213)470-4662.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON wanted exchange for

light housekeeping and childcare. Flexible

hours. Car required. Eves (818)906-1349.

RESPONSIBLE UNDERCRAD SEEKING
GUEST/PRIVATE ROOM in exchange for ne-

gotiable help with children & meals.

(213)624-2251.

ROOM/BOARD > SMALL SALARY in ex-

change for childcare -f very light duties. Must
have reliable car, refererKes -f strong rcsponsi-

bilty. Foreign students welcome.
(213)559-0603.

ROOM. BOARD AND SALARY in beautiful

Westwood home in exchange for help with 2

teenage girls. Call Heather 470-7944 leave
message

Room&Board in Exchange for child care, light

housekeeping Near by UCLA. Must have own
car. Two boys age 641 1 . Must enjoy playing
with children. Flexible schedule. One year

commitment. (213) 559-71 66. Leave message.

WLA. STUDENT TO LIVE IN. Room & board in

exchange for light housekeeping and babysit-
ting 2 boys, 4 & 6. Prefer a driver with own
car. No smoking. Available Sept. 10.
(213)391-7230.

58 Towntiouse for Rent 66

BKENIWUOD 2-bed/l*/i-bath townhouse.
Front. 2-car garage, security system, newly
decorated. $1195. Excellent terms.
(213)472-3566, 479-0219.

BRENTWOOD 1-bed townhouse. Hardwood
floors, private patio, laundry, parking, stove,

refrigerator, mini-blinds. $875. 274-2461

.

MAR VISTA new townhouse, 2-bed/2-bath.

Gated parking, kitchen, all amenities. Month-
to-n>onth from $900. Terry (213)397-1405.

SHARE BEAUTIFUL FURNISHED TOWN-
HOUSE, BRENTWOOD AREA. MaleAemale,
non-snrH)ker. Very neat. Own bed, own bath.

Kosher kitchen. Pool -f private parking.

$60Q^nrH>. (213)312-9996.

WESTWOOD: 3-LEVEL TOWNHOUSE.
4-bd., 2-1/2 bth., family room, 1 mile from

UCLA. S2075/mo. (213)472-8631.

WLA, $1600, 2-bed + derV 2-bath. Large

townhouse, 1850 sq. ft., hardwood floors,

fireplace, privacy. (213)826-6907.

Condos for Sale 67

Room for Help

CHILDCARE FOR 9 YR OLD BOY, afternoons
•f sonr>e evenings. Must have car. Own room +
kitchen and laundry privilege- Close to
UaA. (213)477-3254.

FEMALE PREFERRED, furnished room in ex-
change for housework Nire private room/
bath. Near UCLA. (213)474-0336.

PACIFK: palisades. Female preferred to help
with 3 girls in exchange for room. Own car
454-0107.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-
house. Brentwood. 12Vi hrs/wk with 14
year-old boy. Partial board. Driving, sports,
helping with honr>cwork. (213)472-2628.

Housing Service 64

PEDIATRICIAN & WIFE WILL HOUSE/
APARTMENT-SIT while son awaits cardiac
transplant at UCLA (1 yr )

(21 3)493-3494A609)924 4199.

1/2 BLK from UCLA. 2-bd. 1 1 /2-bth. luxury

condo w/terrace. Beautiful view. Pool, spa,

doorman, security elevator. $345,000. Call

broker (213) 824-0453.

1 -BEDROOM PENTHOUSE, 1 -block from
UCLA, village view, doorman building with
pool. $289,000. Call Broker (213)824-0453.

BRENTWOOD. 1 -BED/1 -BA. 2 POOLS , SPA
+ MORE ON 4-acres of land. 2-miles to UCLA.
472-3495.

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1-bed/ 1% -bath,

security, doorman. Wilshire/ Selby. $255K.
Gail 445-7778.

ONE-BEDROOM CONDO, freeway close to

UCLA. Marina Gateway, large, sunny, clean,

top floor unit in security building. Custom
closet. Euro-kitchen w/ microwave, dish-

washer. 2-parking places. Pool, spa, sauna,

weight room, lush landscaping. $159,000.
(213)398-2900, F.S.B.O.

SPACIOUS 2-bed/ IV. -bath, heart of Brent-

wood, top floor, bright. Laundry unit,

$269,000. Gail, Robin 445-7778.

WALK TO UCLA. Wilshire High-Risc. 1-bd.

$159,500. 1+DEN $210,000, pool, doormen.
Agent— Prudence. (213)474-7265.

WESTVS«X)D, walk to campus, $239,000,
2-bed/ 2-bath, 5th floor. Marilyn
(213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD, $159,500, fabulous 1-bed/

1 -bath. Near UCLA in "The Colony." Reduced
price. Stark C.B. (213)451-5471.

Condos for Rent 69

'A BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 -bed/1 -bath Condo.
Pool , spa, security elevator. $1 35(Vmo. Broker
(213)824-0453.

BEL AIR, $1950, 2-bed/ 2-bath, fumished, w/d,
tennis courts, swimming pool, sauna, Jacuzzi.

Canyon view. (213)471-0117.

LARGE SUNNY 3-bed/ 2-bath condo, near
S.D. it San Marina freeways. Pool, exercise

room, security building. (213)645-4166.

SANTA MONICA 2-bedroom/ 2V, -bath. Large
luxury cof>do. Private garage. Mature family.

$1650. (213)829-9056.

S.M. NEAR BEACH. Furnished 2-bed/2-bath
condo. Pool/spa, suana, tennis, sundeck, pri-

vate patio. $1865. (213)276-0880

WESTWOOD, WALKING DISTANCE TO
UCLA. Deluxe 2 + 2 condo. $150(Vmo.
Fireplace, wetbar, security building.
(213)391-2677.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA, penthouse.
2-bedroonV 2-bath. SM80/mo, balcony, fire-

place, parking, security building. Call Guy,
(213)474-9527.

Guest House for Rent 70

2-BLC)CKS OFF SUNSET, S400/mo, includes
utilities. (213)851-4761.

PRIME WESTWOOD AREA. Semi-furnished,

female only. $58VrT>o. (213)247-1550.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACK3US YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything—
fully equipped— reasonable rates.
(618)785-1026.

63 Ctiild Care 90

FAMILY DAYCARE, near campus, loving, fun
environment. Warm food. Full/ Part-time.

Monica (213)472-3644.

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We all do but auto msuiance is

required Dy law' So fof a

FREFLOWFROUOTf call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510—-4ifcSl Wi^ INS AO^N"^

Movers/storage 94

JERRY'S amoving and delivery. The careful

fDovers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

MADDOX
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more of each other*s idiosyncra-

sies and traits, which can only
make them better football players.

Whatever their post-UCLA
plans may be. both players are
eagerly anticipating the 1991 sea-

son where they can work some
more of their magic.

Maddox for one realizes that he

is on the field to have fun first and
foremost, and to him sometimes
it's just like he*s playing catch

with a friend. The important thing

he says, is to keep a sense of

humor.

"It*s great. I think that's the

reason we were successful last

year, is that we have a lot of fun

playing together,*' Maddox said.

Movers/Storage

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

CLEANING SERVICE. Efficient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Undergradu-
ate, graduate, PH.D. Any style/requirement.

(213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resurT>es. Call (213)473-4193.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH, TUTOR-
ING. PhD GIVES EXPERT HELP. FAST. ACCU-
RATE. LOW RATES. DAYS, EVENINGS.
(213)476-0114.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses /Disscrtiitions

Proposals and Books.

Foreign students welcome.
PAPFSS NOT TOR SAIi:

Sharon Bear, Ph.D

(213)470-6662

\c It Ki:i*\IK
I i(i:i: i:sTiM

Also repair Audio, Video & Musical

Instruments
West LA STUDIO SERVICES

(213)478-7917 Visa/MC

MOVE OVERSEAS
Auto, professional tools, Personal Effects

Contact IntI Freight Forwarder

Incare Cargo Services

FMC License No. 2400

(213) 670-9360

aiii;ntion
Tired of having to eet your child to

school and be al won on time- only to

have to make an afternoon thp
to pick them up and get hack to woric?

Then thia is for you!

PARI-NTS
Rely on a responsible dnver to pick-up
your child at nome- ukc lo school- and

return home in the afternoon.

For more Infoimalion

Please call

(213)850-4461
Contact Janet or Erin

•References Available*
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"Sometimes I do things and he
comes back laughing at me, and
sometimes I laugh at him. I think
when you can laugh at your players
and they can laugh at you and have
fun, it*s going to be a benefit for

you.**

Laugh if you will, but these two
continue to develop and improve
as football players.

"Every day we get better and
better. I see him improving and I

think Fm improving," LaChapelle
said. *The connections that we*re
making just seem to flow."

If that's the case, this tandem
could easily flow right into the
Bruin football record books.

94 Tutoring Offered

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

PROFESSOR OF MATH WITH 16 YEARS
EXPERIENCE. Basic to higher nnalh. Reason-
able rates! Interested? (213)953-1657.

TUTORING IN History, Political Science,
Sociology and English by UCLA graduate
student. Call (213)826-7653.

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANESE LANGUAGE TUTOR NEEDED:
$12^r. Walk from campus. (213)575-9304,
please leave message.

LATIN TUTOR for 14-year.old boy. Home in

Brentvvood. (213)472-2628.

Typing 100

A-l AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellcheck. (818)752-1980 7 days,

8am- 10pm. Rushes okay,

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)788-9885.

ACE TYPIST. Speed typing. WP, Spellcheck.

Laser printer. Fonts. Guaranteed. Sepulveda-
Montana. 213-476-2829.

A+! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

lion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094.

(XXTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

FABULOUS WORD-PROCESSOR! Quick, ac-

curate, efficient, and reasonable. Term-papers,

reports, resumes, etc. (818)753-0332.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-

(213)939-4303.

PROF. EDIT AND REWRITE: Dissertations.

term papers, all papers. Long time for UCLA.
Virginia (213)820-0150.

THE FINISHED WORD— papers, theses, re-

ports, dissertations, resumes, cover letters.

Fast, accurate. In Encino. (818)342-9140.

WORDPROCESSING/ IBM-PC: term papers,

theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/ Sepulveda. (213)397-9711.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

DOCUMENT PREPARATTOhf
© Premium Quality Services ©

Text A Graphics

a 13) 298-5309

ai3) 287-1198

Reasoiuible Rites »»»»»

Contact
8

Tutoring Offered ^3 Music Lessons 102

ACCOUNTING, BKXOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/

Composition, Finance, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Sutistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

CHINESE/ ENGLISH speaking tutor, can help

with your Tocfl, essays, grammar, conversa-

tion, etc. (213)822-5557, Paula.

FRENCH LESSONS: by experienced native

teacher. Also: Interpreting, translations, voice-

ovcn, classes, and tour guide. (213)478-5822.

GERMAN quality Instruction in grammar,
reading, writing, conversation by native

speaker w/ PhD. (818)247-0625 leave

nrwssage.

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN

ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
818-500-4021.

CELLO, PIANO, THEORY LESSONS FOR ALL
AGES AND LEVELS. EXPERIENCED, RESPON
SIBLE. PLEASE CALL (21 3)822-5557 SHAUN
GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UaA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera, musicals, top supper clubs

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierKed Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get resulU. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY

(CLEAR/COLOR) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (6 mo. supply) ..$109 SET
ADDITIONAL 6 MONTHS for $99

CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

B&L • WJ • CIBA • AO • B&H • etc.

EYE EXAM $15
W/contact lens & eye exam care kit inclu

4WTHOI»lf:1100W («SfC«A»B WHimf H: 1S1i1 f WHIITf RiLVO
IMIC»AC»t MlJi nnsi LAX:ui««CirV: JIOOS lEPULVfQA

I

FUUinTQH: »n F CHAPMAN VAM NUVf iWIEPUiyEQA

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213)842-6094 (800)266-6094
Coailina Oiropranc

PARI HAIR SALON
Halrstyling by a

Vidal Sasson Acadomy Graduate

Perm Special
Hair Cut & Blow
Fantastic Highlight

Hair Coloring

European Facials

Full Legs Waxing

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bf.

479-9325
473-0066

98 Travel 105 Autos 109 Scooters for Sole 115

LOWEST R.T AIRFARES
FROM LAX/SAN/^OON SHORT NOTICE

•8£Ani£ t2S0 -LONDON $668
•NEW YORK S36S •GLASGOW $726

rfi%.?S!"^*^ •PARI8A/IENNA $769

!2£?i^*^° •FRANKFURT $769

T^jr.ll? •AMSTERDAM $749
•TOKYO $600 -GENEVAyZURICH $785

OTHER D0ME8TIC/INTL FARES AVAIL CALL FOR 1 WAY
BARNEY'S TRAVEL

(213)382-9161

London

Amsterdam
Frankfurt

Paris

Tokyo
Hons Kons
Banskok

$320*
$260*
$360*
$330*
$320*
$370*

Fares are eachwayfromLosAnqdesbased
on a roundtrip pixchase Restrictions ap-

F>ly. Fares subject to chan3€wittxxjtnobcc
and taxes not included.

Op«ii Saturdays lOani • tpm

CoundTkaud
1093 Broxton Ave #220
Los Angeles, CA 90024

213-208-3551
Eurailpasses issued

on the spot!

Travel Tickets

N€WARK/NY from LAX-OW-Aug. 3ah. $1 50.

(213)390-6190.

TlCXrr TO NYC. $100. For Monday, Sept. 2.

Call Page (213)281-1191.

Autos for Sale 109

1970 VOLKSWAGEN BUG 38k miles on
rebuilt engine. Great Buy. Excellent. Reliable.

SI 200. (213)392-4307.

1975 VOLVO 4-DR. $750. Good running
condition. (213)472-8793.

1979 HONDA ACCORD, silver hatchback
with sunroof. $1000 firm. Call Bev
(213)206-3184 days, (213)258-9962 eves

1980 BMW 320i, blue, clean, 5-speed.

S2800/obo. Must sell- leaving town.
(213)207-6238.

1987 FORD MUSTANG LX. While, air, auto-

matic, cruise, stereo. Must sell, graduated.
SA,000/obo. (213)470-1629.

'84 HONDA HATCHBACK, S-speed, radio,

low mileage, original owner. (213)472-2146;
(213)472-8153 (messages) Best offer.

'84 OLDSMOBILE CUTLAS, special edition,

2-door, 6 qrllnder, excellent condition.

$3100. (213)208-1827, evening.

90 CIVK: EX 4-door, 5-speed, loaded Balance
of loan or take over payments of $27(Vmo.
(213) 826-2280.

AUDI COUPE 1984, 48,000 miles, black/

beige, aul'jmaitc, sunrool, excellent condition,
asking $3900. (213)286-1913.

BUKX CENTURY '89, 4-doof, 34,000 miles.

$8000. Excellent condition (213)247-«201,
247-8205.

DATSUN 210, 1980, $1 500/obo, excellent
mpg, great engine, new tires, A/C. Good
stereo. Olivier (213)208-2751.

DODGE CHARGER, 1985, 5-speed, hatch-
back, 2.2 litre engine. Runs great. Well-
maintained, clean. $1600. (818)972-9506.

FIREBIRD ESPRIT 1973. FULLY LOADED. Call
Gloria (213)285-6222, (805)296-9117.

HISTORICAL U.S. ARMY JEEP, 1941,
$750Q/obo. Perfect condition. Call Gene at

(213)477-7188.

HONDA CIVIC LX 1 991 . Brown S-speed, /VC.
$12,50(yobo. (213)391-0241.

NISSAN 200SX deluxe 1984. Excellent condi-
tion. 60,000m., automatic, A/C, AM/FM cas-
sette, all-power & extras. $3900.
(213)473-2700.

SUZUKI SAMURAI 1987, $4700. Fully
loaded. White with tan interior. Convertible
(213)395-9217.

SUZUKI SIDEKICK, 1989, convertible.
5-speed, mint green, extended warranty. Fun
to drive. $6500, Sonia 202-0845 ext. 102.

TOYOTACELK^GT -84, 67K miles, 5-speed,
sunroof, AM^M cassette, A/C, electronic fuel

injection, cruise control, alarm. $3950.
398-1055.

VOLVO, 760 GLE, '83, mechanically immacu-
late. $4800. (213)451-0501.

VW CABRIOLET 85. 59K, white, automatic,
stereo, mint condition. $6500.
(213)649-4625.

VW CABRIOLET '84, black convertible. Fully

loaded. $4500. (213)395-9217.

Motorcycles tor Sale 114

HONDA CB 350 FOUR, 1974, great condi-
tion, 7,000 miles, chrome, $675. Suzanne
(213)312-0085

HONDA REBEL 250, 1986. Blue(garagfd 2
yrs), runs great. $1000. (213)479-7299.

SUZUKI 550, 1983, $65<yobo. Never had a
problem. Transferring, must sell.
(213)208-5315.

YAMAHA SECA 400. Sporty, Midnight Blue,

CLEAN. Definitely Must See. Gona SELL!

$950. Scung (213)824-2048.

105 Scooters tor Sale 115

1986 HONDA ELITE 80 SCOOTER. 2,490
miles, white. Great condition. $700.
(213)376-2051.

1986 WHITE ELITE 80 scooter. White helmet
included. Basket at-rear. 3200 miles. Immacu-
late. $750. Louis (213)478-7570.

1990 YAMAHA 125, 2500 miles, red, excel-

lent condition. With basket, helmet, lock.

$1 500. (21 3)472-0634- returning to Germany.

'86 HONDA AERO. Excellent condition. Fully

serviced. New battery, while, helmet.
$55(yobo. (213)470-8157.

86' HONDA ELITE. $650. Call Jon
(213)824-2236, (818)881 6476.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

'89 HONDA ELITE ES with basket and helmet.

Great condition $85(Vobo. (213)447-1074.

CHEVROLET CAVALIER 1985, black, sunroof,

stereo. Excellent running condition.
(213)453-4202.

BLUE HONDA ELITE 80 only 2400 miles. Runs
like new. $900/obo 824-4516

HONDA 1 50 Deluxe, '87, $90(yobo Going to

law school- must sell. Runs fantastic.

(818)752-2082.

HONDA 80, 1 989, red, low mileage, excellent

shape. $750. 5 5 1 - 568 7 - days,
478-3694-nighto.

HONDA ELITE 150 DELUXE, RED, PERFECT
CONDITION, VERY SMOOTH, VERY FAST
$109SA3BO. CALL NOW! fON 478-4426.

HONDA ELITE 150. Excellent condition, low
miles, $1000( including helmet, lock).

(?n)^T? 7465, leave mesta^c.

RED HONDA ELITE 80 1985 $650. Call

Wendy (213)208-4289.

VESPA P200E. White, only 1 200 miles. Excel-

lent condition. $1500. (213)394-2815.

YAMAHA 1 25, $90tyobo (includes two hel-

mets, rear wire basket, front trunk, kryptonile

lock. Call lune (213)208-2311.

YAMAHA CW50W Scooter 1990, 533 miles,

like new. $900. Kim (213)464-2775.

YAMAHA JOG, SOcc, 1986, $350. Red with
basket. Looks/runs great. (21 3)841 -6827 (after

6 PM.l

Off-Campus Parking 120

OFF-CAMPUS PARKING AVAILABLE: South
of Wilshire between Veteran and Midvale.
(213)478-6755

Furniture tor Sale 126

a-FOOT SOFA SLEEPER, queen, french blue,

like new. $250. 472-1407.

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290. MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160. (213)821-0729

CONTOUR CHAIR AS ADVERTISED BY ART
LINKLETTER. BRAND NEW. TREADMILL.
BEST OFFER ON EACH. (213)474-4373.

COUCH $50, BOOKSHELF $20, king-size bed
$20, stereo, TV. (213)824-3829.

COUCHBED $100, STAIRMASTER $150, full

size bed $100, microwave $90, lamps $50.
Maryann (213)824-0319.

DESK large, white, modern executive. $55.

(213)208-3048.

FOR SALE: 2 refrig. $50 each (24-x32-); 1

refrig. $25 (1 1 "xl 8'); coffee table $30 great for

studio? Jeffrey 207-3891.

FRIDCE-Hot Point, Frost-free, Energy Saving,

Great Condition MUST SELL BY 6^30. $180.
(213)575-3720.

HIGH QUALITY, all unused. Sofa ind love-

seat, $595. Leather sofa and loveseat, $1 200.

Hideabed, $250. Bedroom set, $495. Mattress

and boxsprings, $150. Wardrobe $150.
5-drawer chest, $85. Dinette, $1 50. 9-piece

diningroom, $1200. Recliner, $200. Futon,

$100. Bunkbeds, $150. Daybed, $195. Brass

headboard, $125. Electric beds, $795. Wall
units, $1 50. Desk, $1 50. Carpeting, $8/ yard.

Encyclopedia set 1990, sacrifice $300.
(213)393-2338.

LOVESEAT, dining room table and 4 chairs,
buffet, futon/frame, filing cabinet, small
dresser, poorman's desk. (213)826-2280

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (213)372-2337

REFRIGERATOR, ALMOST NEW, 18 cubic
feet. $45(yobo. Beautiful sleeper sofa, $200.
Full Futon with frame, $100. Heather
447-3074.

REFRIGERATOR. Good condition, large.

$200. (213)826-6482

TWIN BED $75/OBO including boxspring &
frame. I'A years old, perfect condition. Must
sell, moving. Jason (213)824-2242.

TWIN BED, X-LONG MATTRESS, built-in

drawers. Oeat condition. $10(Vobo. Call
Andy (213)208-5042.

Misc. For Sale 128

BRAND-NEW wedding dress, formal, never
worn. $40(Vobo. 826-3056.

Office Equlpt. for Sale 1 33

WALNUT RIGHT-HAND return 4-drawer plus
file drawer, with hi-back chair, $250. Excd-
lentcondition. (213)247-8201. 247 8205.

Typewriter/Computer 134

9600 BAUD EXTERNAL MODEM compatible
with any computer. 6-nrH)nihs old, 5-year
warrantee. Sacrifice at $45(yobo. 478-7570.

BROTHER WORDPROCESSOR Built in letter

quality printer and disk drive. 70,000 word
dictionary. Ideal tor writers/students.
$30(yobo. (213)824-4554

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

yourself! (818)994-1188.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
%95/mo. Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,
386 systenn available, (213)931-4207.
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Masakayan returns home to coach
Daily Bruin Sports

E^ Jay Rots
Summer Bruin Staff

After six years on the U.S.
national team and a summer on the

professional beach volleyball cir-

cuit, Liz Masakayan is coming
home.

Masakayan is returning to Pau-
ley Pavilion, where she won
battles as a player against USC,
Hawaii, and the collegiate volley-
ball powers of the early 1980*s.
This time, she will be a rookie
assistant under UCLA head
women's volleyball coach, Andy
Banachowski, who is preparing to

defend the national title the Bruins
won last year.

**I think that Liz can add a lot of
her own style and fire,** Bana-
chowski said. "She is a little closer
in age to the players than (the other
coaches) are, and maybe she can
communicate some of the things

with which she has found success.*'

Masakayan had not graduated
from UCLA when she completed
her eligibility in 1985 and headed
for the international game. After
more than half a decade as an
amateur and pro, she returns to

Westwood to finish her sociology
degree and coach her former team.

"Hopefully I will be able to

share some of the things that I have
learned,** Masakayan said. "I
haven *t done this before, so 1*11 see
where I can help.

"I picked up so much on and off
the court. I probably learned a lot

more off the court,** Masakayan
added.

In her days as a Bruin she was
called "Flyin* Masakayan**, as she
rained down spikes from her
position of outside hitter. Masa-

kayan came to UCLA in 1982 from
the volleyball hotbed of Santa
Monica, where her high school
won the state title her senior year,

and by the time she was done, she

led the Bruins to a national crown
in 1984.

"We just played well together as

a team,** Masakayan said. "It was
one of UCLA*s really good years,

not as an individual-versus-indivi-

dual, but as a team."
In that championship season,

Masakayan and company knocked
off Stanford in the NCAA finals lo

cap a 33-6 season.

Masakayan also garnered indi-

vidual acclaim, earning All-
American status in both 1984 and
1985.

"Liz was very competitive, she
always played hard,** Banachows-
ki said. "She was sometimes
erratic, but she always came
through with big plays when we
needed them. She was always
going hard to win.**

The pinnacle of Masakayan*s
career came in the 1988 Seoul
Olympics in which she represented

her country on the volleyball

hardcourt

The United States finished a

disappointing seventh, behind
world powers China, the Soviet

Union, Cuba and Peru, one reason

why Masakayan continued to play

on the national team following the

games.
"It was a good experience,

although we didn*t do as well as

we wanted to,** Masakayan said.

"Maybe that*s why I stayed on.

Something was not fulfilled. We
expected to do better. We weren*t
top three, but maybe fourth or fifth— better than seventh.

"We were really inexperienced,
and that showed. We had been
playing together for only six or
seven months, when other teams*
starting lineups had been together
for two years."

Playing the world*s best allow-
ed Masakayan to take a peek at

other culuires and Ufestyles. Her
volleyball career has taken her to

countries like China, the Soviet
Union and Czechoslovakia.

"Getting to know different

cultures was a neat thing,** Masa-
kayan said. "I saw a lot of
communist countties, and that

makes me appreciate what I have.**

Masakayan also explained that

one of the more difficult tasks of
international volleyball is defeat-

ing the state-supported system that

runs most of the world. In Ameri-
ca, the United States Olympic
Federation trains its athletes with
mainly private contributions,

rather than doling out plentiful

government funds.

"An amateur athlete in America
has to give up a lot,*' Masakayan
said. "In a lot of counoies, their

lives are all set before and after

they play. It's sad, but that*s the

way it works. We have to snuggle
so much just to produce a team.**

Masakayan said that USA vol-

leyball assists the athletes in

obtaining jobs during their stints as
amateurs, but the professional

circuit is still more lucrative.

Playing for pay is a new concept
to Masakayan, but she does not
feel that money is more motivation
than desire to win.

"If it*s going to pay the bills, it

makes some difference, but I

haven't noticed any change in

intensity,** Masakayan said.
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Liz Masakayan has made volleyball her life since her playing days
at UCLA. Now she Is returning to Westwood as an assistant
coach under Andy Banachowski.

Masakayan said she has "basi-

cally retired" from the national

team and has no regrets after six

years of hustling and spiking.

"I think it was a great experi-

ence, I learned a lot," Masakayan

said. *The national team is a
different lifestyle with a lot of
practicing and a big commitment
What it is is a commitment. You do
it or you don*L Thai*s the only way
you survive."
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LaChapelle and • 11 IX •K I nnect on the field
By Mark Brubaker

In baseball, it's the special

relationship between pitcher and
catcher. In golf, that relationship

develops between player and cad-

die. It's when both people are on
the same page and seem to make
each other better.

For the UCLA footbaU team,

that partnership is between quar-

terback Tommy Maddox and wide
receiver Sean LaChapelle. Their

exploits last year, when
LaChapelle was the third wide
receiver, have hopes riding high

for an even better showing this

season.

LaChapelle wound up with 39
catches last year, the second most
ever for a Bruin sophomore (cur-

rent Dallas Cowboy Mike Sherrard

holds the record with 48). He also

averaged abnost 16 yards per
reception, a figure boosted by his

ability to make the long catch as

well as the short one.

The way they both burst on to

the Pac-10 scene last year, one
would think that the special rela-

tionship developed during that

1990 season. But like anything

else, it look time. In fact, the

relationship started when Maddox
first arrived in Westwood two
years ago.

"I feel more comfortable with
Sean than I do anybody. I feel that I

know where he*s going to go,**

Maddox said. "When I was a

freshman and he was a redshirt

freshman we used to jack around
out here all the time (on the

practice field), because he wasn't
playing and I knew I wasn*t going
to play, and before practice that

was the best time of the day lo play
catch and jack around.**

LaChapelle also took an imme-
diate liking to Maddox.

"Ever since Tommy got here we
hit it off,*' the 6-4 junior said. "At
the beginning of practice he and I

would warm up together. I didn*t
catch with (former Bruin quarter-
back) Bret Johnson, not because I

had anything against him, it's just
that when Tommy and I met we
really hit it off."

In addition lo all the time they
spend together on the field, Mad-
dox and LaChapelle are often
together off the field. In fact, they
are rooming together during
two-a-day practices this pre-sea-
son.

As a result of their fiiendship.

Maddox and LaChapelle now read
each other and play off each other.

A lot of times college quarter-

backs and receivers are not all that
famihar with each other.

The advantage that LaChapelle
and Maddox have is their youth.
They first got the chance to show
their stuff last year when Maddox,
as a freshman, beat out junior Jim
Bonds for the starting job at

quarterback.

LaChapelle. only a sophomore
himself, worked his way into the

receiving rotation, and made an
immediate impact. He was the

starter in the season opener against

Oklahoma and ended up with three

catches for 34 yards, even though
the Bruins lost the game.

If both players stay atUCLA for

their entire careers, they will have
three years together to learn even

See MADDOX, page 21
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Sean LaChapelle caught this pass, along with many others, fronn Tommy Maddox last year.
LaChapelle and Maddox are also good friends off the field.
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Sports
Bruins lead U.S. soccer to Pan Am gold
By Jay Ross
Sunnnner Bruin Staff

This time, America was the

champ.
In what is now becoming a

commonplace event, the United

States took on the world in soccer

and returned home victorious.

Well, maybe not the whole
world, but at least one hemisphere.

First came an unexpected win
this summer in the Gold Cup for

the continental title and then a

"dominating** fifth place in the

World University Games.
Now, the United States has

conquered Mexico to capture the

gold medal in the Pan American
Games.
And again, UCLA was there.

Former Bruins Paul Caliguiri and
Chris Henderson are starting with

the Worid Cup team, which won
the continental championship last

month in the Gold Cup. And this

time, four more UCLA products

led the charge to another American
soccer first.

Bruin midfielder Joe-Max
Moore scored the winning goal in

overtime to give the United Stales

a 2-1 victory and its first-ever Pan
American title.

Previously, the best American
finish had been a silver medal in

1959.

**I thought that we would do
good, but I didn't think we were
going to win,** Moore said. **This

was a big win for the U.S. . . .

People are recognizing that we are

doing better and are competing

belter with the world.**

Moore, Gobi Jones, Brad
Friedel and Mike Lapper repre-

sented UCLA on the team, which
heads to Haiti this week for an

Olympic qualifying match.

"It*s great that the U.S. wins its

first soccer gold medal and there

are four UCLA players there,**

UCLA head soccer coach Sigi

Schmid said. *That*s more than

any other school.*'

The American and Mexican
teams that clashed in Cuba consist

of the athletes who will most likely

represent their respective coun-

tries in the 1992 Barcelona Sum-
mer Olympics.

Schmid said the Mexican team
dominated the final, but America
brought home the win and the gold

medal.

*The game helps establish in the

mind of Mexico as one particular

country, that the U.S. is here now,

that we*re not a fluke,** Schmid
said, "We arcn*t lucky anymore
when we win. We're a force to be

reckoned with.**

Moore* s winning goal came
when he converted a free kick from

20 yards out in the fourth minute of

overtime.

"(Mexico) didn*t have its wall

right,** Moore said. *Their man
was even with the post, and usually

most teams play one or half a man
over. I put some spin on the ball

and curved it up and over. It hit the

crossbar and went in.**

Friedel, who started on last

season *s national championship

team, earned the starting position

for the Pan Am final, and he came
up with three clutch saves to hold

the slim lead in overtime.

"Brad played great the whole
game,** Moore said. "He had a lot

of good saves that were key and
kept us in it**

Following the match, a scuffle

broke out between the American
and Mexican teams, a result of the

physical tempo of the game.
"It was a good game, it was a

battle," Moore said, "Mexico is a

good team, and they were physical.

"Mexico likes to play short stuff

with the ball, lots of one-two
combinations. They like to work it

up in the midfield. We like to play

back and knock the ball into a

comer for a cross.**

For Moore, his winning kick

marked his return to the Olympic
team, the second-highest level of
the United States Soccer Federa-

tion, below the national *A* team.

Moore had previously played with
the national *B* team, the third-

level team, this summer in Korea
and at the World University
Games in England.

Moore had also competed with
the Olympic squad in the past, but

he was not called up to the team
until his five-goal performance in

the World University Games last

month.

"rm very happy, I want to play

in the Olympics,** Moore said.

The United Slates reached the

gold medal match with Mexico by
beating the host nation of Cuba, 2-

1, in the semifinals.

"Cuba played a good game, they

have a lot of skilled players,**

Moore said. *They are like Mexico
in that they like to do short passing

combinations.**

The United States also downed
Surinam, Canada and Honduras en
route to the gold medal.

Summer Bruin file pholo

Joe-Max Moore (with ball) scored the winning goal for the United
States in the gold nnedal match at the Pan American games.

Fernando' leads golden U.S. performance
Bruin ace hurls no-hitter at Pan Am games

Summ»r Bfuln ftto photo

Uta Fernandez was virtually unhlttable at the Pan Am games, as

she led the United States to the gold medal in softball.

By Greg Jones

The summer months usually

bring most UCLA athletes a

much-deserved break from the

great pressure and stress of NCAA
competition.

However, for UCLA's Ail-

American Softball star Lisa Fer-

nandez, this summer has been
anything but relaxing.

Along with competing in the

American Softball Association

summer league and the United

Slates Olympic Festival, Fernan-

dez represented the United States

in the recent Pan American games
in Cuba last week.

Indeed, "Fernando" served her

country well, as she was an
integral part of the United States

learn that easily won the gold

medal. She gave up only three runs

in a number of appearances, Hred a

no-hitter and was the winning

pitcher in the gold medal match
against Canada.

'The Pan American games and

Cuba were great. Since I've been

exposed lo international competi-

tion before, I wasn't intimidated

about anything," Fernandez said.

"But, of course you're going to be

nervous when a lot is on the line,

and you arc representing the

USA."
In essence, things were easy for

Fernandez and the United States,

who rolled over the competition.

*This competition definitely

isn't good (compared to NCAA

opponents) until you actually get

to some of the countries that play

ball, such as Canada," Fernandez

saidu "Other teams, like Antilles

for example, don't have anybody
who is experienced in softball and

don't have anybody to teach them
how to play.

"But, of course youVe

going to be nervous

when a lot is on the

line, and you are repre-

senting the USA."

Lisa Fernandez
Softball Player

*Thc teams that we played were
probably comparable to maybe a

division III school. I'm not saying

that they are bad or anything, but

they just aren't as developed as

division I or travel ball (ASA
league)."

Despite the easy competition,

Fernandez did gain more valuable

experience from her stay in Cuba,
where she was able to play with the

best players in the United States.

Ex Bruins Debbie Doom. Dot
Richardson, Sheila Cornell and
Karen Walker, and current NCAA
standouts such as Cat's Michelle

Granger, Arizona's Julie Slander-

ing and Fresno StaUi's Julie Smith
all teamed together to create an

extremely talented squad.

"We were all qualified ball

players that put our rivalries aside

that we had during school ball, and
came to do what we love to do, and
that is to play softball," Fernandez
said. "We put our grudges away,
even though Julie Slandering of
Arizona won the College World
Series by beating us."

Fernandez was also able to join

up with Doom, who threw three

no-hitters in Havana, to form a
very formidable pitching duo.

"I know Debbie very well and
she is defmitely a very effective

pitcher," Fernandez said. "I've

talked to her a little bit, here and
there, and I always try to pick up
whatever I can from whoever I can

and I figure that will make me a

better pitcher."

Fernandez's next goal for inter-

national com[)etition is to compete
in the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta.

Softball was added as an Olympic
sport just last month, and Fernan-

dez is already thinking about the

possible Olympic experience.

"Ever since I was little, I was
hoping that softball would be

added," said Fernandez. "The
Olympics, of course, would be the

highest experience that I could

ever be in.

"It's one thing to shoot for, but

it's kind of far off in the future. I

like to go year by year, and

improve and get better and better

and better, and I feel that if I do
that, I'll be there in 1996."

SOthYear, No. 19
Circulations 11,000

UCLA Internship

Progtfam turns 25
The UCLA Internship Prog-

ram celebrated its 25th anniver-

sary with a fundraising
reception at a private Brent-

wood home Sunday.

Created in 1966, the program
provides opportunities for stu-

dents to work with elected

officials, government agencies,

public interest groups, interna-

tional organizations and a broad

range of public and private

enterprises. Now the largest in

the nation, the program has

enabled more than 4,000 UCLA
students to serve internships.

Proceeds from the reception

will go to the UCLA Internship

Association and a scholarship

fund in the name of Alexander

White III, founding director of

UCLA's EXPO center, which
oversees the internship prog-

ram. White retired earlier this

year.

Inside

Right-to-vote

anniversary
About 2,500 people

defended a woman's right to

have an abortion at the West-
wood Federal Building on
Saturday, on the 71lh anniver-

sary of the 19th Amendment
granting women the right to

vote.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Viewpoiiit comes
under scrutiny

As the Summer Bruin begins

to wind down, students get in

their last licks at our columnists

and writers.

See page 8 and 9

Arts & Entertainment

'Dead Again'

is aiive and well

British phenomenon Ken-

neth Branagh's first American

film, "Dead Again," revives a

lost genre.

See page 10

Sports

New hoops star

Bruin basketball coach Jim

Harrick must be smihng trom

ear to ear after center Richard

Petniska announced he will

transfer to UCLA from LMU.

See page 20
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Wilson expected to OK remains bill
By IVIarlna DundJerskI

A bill demanding the repatria-

tion of Native American skeletal

remains housed at universities and
museums throughout California

was approved by the stale Senate

on Thursday.

Assembly Bill 12, which passed

by a vole of 34 to 1, targets all

existing collections now held in

Cahfomia, including UCLA's.
The University of California

currently abides by a federal law

requiring it to return skeletal

remains by a set deadline. But

Native American activists say that

if the state bill becomes law, it will

UC^s repatriation process

must speed up, activists say
state bill becomes law, it will force

the university to move faster with

its repatriation efforts.

Assemblyman Richard Katz,

D-Sylmar, who introduced the bill

last year, expects Gov. Pete Wil-

son to sign it into law because of

lack of strong opposition.

"Wilson has been supportive in

the past," Katz said. "And discus-

sions have been generally posi-

tive."

In 1989, when the governor was
a U.S. senator, he supported the

federal law which currently gov-

erns UC repatriation.

If A.B. 12 becomes law, Katz

said the first step would be

repatriating some 194,000 remains

held by the California State

Department of Parks and Recrea-

tion in a Sacramento warehouse.

And the second step, he said,

"would be 10 go after the Univer-

SUZANNE STATES/Sumrnef Brum

Orientation counselor Jeanle Branham, a senior mass communications major, jokes with her

tired freshman charges.

'Sity slickers
Freshman orientation a joy for counselors

By Birglt Rasmussen
Sumnr»er Bruin Staff

All summer long, new batches of freshmen

gather at UCLA's Hedrick Hall for three days of

campus orientation, academic advice, fun and

games at the caring hands of about 40 counselors.

But the freshmen arc not the only ones learning.

For the counselors, working for the Freshman

Orientation Program can be a way to learn more
about their university and themselves.

"I've learned a lot about myself. Like leader-

ship skills ... I didn't know I had any," said

Andrea Brewer, an English major who graduated

from UCLA this summer.

Like Brewer, many of the counselors decided lo

lake this summer job because they wanted U) give

something back to an institution that has given

ihcm a great college expeiicnce.

"When 1 came to UCLA I was very excited,"

"Every year, it*s new students and

a new staff and I keep learning

more. When that changes is when

I wouldn't work (at freshman

orientation) anymore."

Tim Ramirez
Freshman ohentation counselor

said Sarah Naylor, a senior majoring in psycholo-

gy. "1 wanted lo show the opportunities and get

(the freshmen) to be just as excited."

The program hires counselors at the end of

winter quarter each year. For five hours a week
throughout spring quarter, ihcy are trained lo give

See ORIENTATION, page 2

sity of California." The assembly-
man said the university is hiding

behind the federal law which
grants it a drawn-out deadline.

"We're going to have to add
additional pressure lo the Univer-
sity of California by continuing on
legal procedures and public pres-

sures," he said.

Currently, UCLA officials are

taking inventory of the Native
American skeletal remains housed
in the Fowler Museum of Cultural

History, and they expect lo be done
well before the five-year federal

deadline.

See REMAINS, page 2

ework
to change
classroom
scheduling
By Brlgitte Brady

UCLA officials are now trying

to schedule classes around the

earthquake safety renovations that

will close down Moore Hall

starting winter quarter— diverting

hordes of students from the build-

ing's large lecture hall.

The renovation of Moore Hall,

scheduled for January 1992, has

stirred conU'oversy despite the

much-needed safety it will bring.

The debate does not focus on its

$11.5 million cost — but on the

havoc resulting from scheduling

changes and consuiiciion noise.

"The renovation will

take classrooms out of

use and also affect con-

ditions in adjacent

classrooms because of

noise.
»

Malcolm Nicol

Chemistry professor

For UCLA students and faculty,

it will mean more classes sche-

duled at odd hours and hearing the

noise of equipment used lo make
Moore safe enough to endure
earthquakes.

'The renovation will take class-

rooms out of use and also affect

conditions in adjacent classrooms

because of noise," said Malcolm
Nicol, a UCLA chemistry profes-

sor. "Students and faculty will

have lo make wider use of all five

days of the week."

More afternoon classes may be
scheduled on Mondays, Wednes-
days and Fridays. But during the

fall and winter quarters, a signific-

ant number of students cannot
attend 5-6 p.m. classes on Friday,

Nicol said.

But Thomas Lifka, assistant

vice chancellor of student
academic services, said the reno-

vations will cause minimal incon-

venience for the average student

"We are only losing a big lecture

hall — Moore 100," Lifka said. "It

means going to new buildings.

Faculty and students alike must
spend a lilUe more time on campus.

See RENOVATIONS, page 2
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"We're making good progress,"

said Christopher Donnan, the

museum's director. "By Jan. 1, we
hope to have a basic inventory and

a map with all the locations of

where the native materials are

from, so they can determine in

whose tribal area these sites are

found, and repatriation can be

requested."

But students say the inventory

procedures are not moving fast

enough. "We don't think that

they're doing much at all," said

James Kawahara, a UCLA law

school graduate. "They kind of do

things at their own pace, dragging

their feet A statewide law would

be helpful because it would put

more momentum on the UC."
The new law would be a great

step for California because it

would speed things up, said Walter

Echo-Hawk, an attorney for the

Native American Rights Fund in

Boulder, Colo.

"Right now the repatriation

process is starting to get under-

way," he said, adding that the

Smithsonian Institution has

already returned the remains of

about 140 Native Americans and

will repatriate 800 more this fall.

"But while some institutions,

such as the Smithsonian, are fully

embracing the intent of the federal

law, others such as the University

of California are delaying until the

last possible moment," Echo-
Hawk said.

Katz said the UC urged former

Gov. George Deukmejian to veto a

similar state repatriation bill last

September.

RENOVATIONS
From page 1

in other words, spending time

before nine in the morning and
after three in the afternoon."

The policy of using all available

daytime hours — 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
— is not a new one, according to

Scheduling Supervisor Clifford

Ramirez. But he admits that option

is not necessarily a desirable one.

Scheduling planners are consid-

ering using Dickson and Fowler
lecture halls more fully and even
opening up Schoenberg Hall for

general lecture use. Currently,

Schoenberg, home to the music
department, is the site of perfor-

mances rather than general lec-

tures.

However, as Ramirez points

out, some professors and students

will not be happy with the alterna-

tives because they are not centrally

located.

"Dickson and Fowler are gener-

al assignment space on the edge of
campus," he said. "Professors

sometimes do not want to schedule
classes there, and some students

ORIENTATION

But when the federal law was
enacted two menths later —
requiring all federally funded
institutions to take an inventory of

their collections and return

remains and cultural items to the

Native American groups request-

ing them — the UC was forced to

establish its own repatriation poli-

cy.

Now, it is supporting the state

repatriation bill as well.

"We are in support of this bill, as

it is consistent with both federal

and UC policy," said UC Spokes-

man Mike Alva. "And as we come
into compliance with the federal

law, we will also be in accordance

with the state law."

If this bill becomes law, Alva
said the university will proceed in

its current manner — taking

inventory and holding discussions

with the parties involved.

Currently, UCLA holds the

remains of about 1,300 people.

This campus' museum is second in

the UC system only to Berkeley's

Lowie Museum, which houses

about 10,000 remains.

The combined holdings of the

five UC campuses that house

skeletal remains comprise the

largest collection of the pre-agri-

cultural series of homo sapiens in

existence.

And Katz said he will not stop

fighting until the university stops

dragging its feet and moves faster

with the repatriation. "As long as

people treat human remains as

property, we're going to have a

problem."

cannot get across campus within

ten minutes."

However, the only people who
will be directly affected by the

evacuation of Moore Hall are the

staff, faculty and graduate students

of the Graduate School of Educa-
tion, which is housed in the

building.

The graduate school will most
likely move to the Maxxam build-

ing, a high-rise on Wilshire Boule-

vard, according to Norma
Feshbach, the school's interim

dean.

Moore Hall, built in 1929, wiU

be completely shut down until the

renovations end in May 1993. The
upgraded building will be rein-

forced with shear walls that will

strengthen it against temblors.

Other buildings scheduled for

earthquake safety renovations are

Math Sciences and Bunche Hall in

summer 1992 and Powell Library

in spring or summer of 1992. All

renovations will be completed in

seven to eight years.

From page 1

academic and personal counseling
to incoming freshmen and transfer

students.

Although they get paid for their

efforts, the counselors agreed that
money was not the motivation for
taking the job.

For some of the counselors,
working the freshmen orientations
meant having a job immediately
after graduation. Tim Ramirez,
who graduated from UCLA with a
degree in civil engineering, has
been with the program for four
years.

After working as a counselor for
several summers while in college,
he got a full-time job after gradua-
tion last year.

"Every year, it's new students
and a new staff and I keep learning

more." he said. "When that

changes is when I wouldn't work

(at freshman orientation) any-

more."

Even if it does not lead directly

to a job, working with the fresh-

men has given some counselors a

direction to follow when deciding

on a career.

Before being an orientation

counselor. Brewer never seriously

considered teaching because she

believed that teachers were both

pooriy paid and undervalued by

society. Now she realizes that

there are other factors to consider.

"I've seen the other aspect —
the personal satisfaction you get

out of helping people. I am
definitely considering teaching

and counseling." she said.

Rally honors Women's Equality Day
By Tina Chao

With cheering speakers and a high-spir-
ited mood, about 2.500 people gathered at

an abortion-rights rally at the Westwood
Federal Building on Saturday.

The rally was officially held in honor of
Women's Equality Day— the 7 1 th anniver-
sary of the 19th Amendment granting

women the right to vote — to discuss
women's rights and violence against
women.
The main attraction at the rally, however,

was keeping abortion legal.

The rally hosted about 25 speakers,

ranging from political figures such as State

Controller Gray Davis and Congresswoman
Maxine Waters to celebrities such as Kelsey
Grammer from the television series

"Cheers" and Gloria Allred, a well-known
feminist lawyer.

While some abortion-rights activists sat

and listened to the speakers, many demon-
strators lined both sides of Wilshire

Boulevard, soliciting honks from passing

cars with their large "Keep Abortion Legal"
signs.

Abortion "seems to be the main issue

people are willing to get up for," said,

Tammy Bruce, president of the Los Angeles
chapter of the National Organization for

Women, which co-sponsored the rally. "It is

the issue that will make us able to change the

face of government"
As purple, white and yellow balloons —

the colors representing women's suffrage

— dotted the Federal Building lawn, a

speaker said. "A woman is like a tea bag.

She doesn't know her strength until she is in

hot water— friends we are in hot water. We
need to be strong."

But although the theme of abortion may
attract people to the rally, once they are

there, they will learn about rape statistics as

well. Bruce said.

"(The) women's issue is women's right

to choice." said Roslyn Cooperman, vice

president of the Los Angeles National

Council of Jewish Women (NCJW), which
also co-sponsored the event

At the NCJW display table, supporters

could sign letters opposing the nomination

of conservative federal Judge Clarence

Thomas to the Supreme Court or write their

grievances to President Bush on a large

poster to be sent to him.

Both organizations want to legalize

RU486, known as the abortion pill, which
can also be used to treat breast cancer and
other diseases.

Among the many abortion-rights ralliers,

two anti-abortion demonstrators displayed

signs with their own messages, such as

"Save Unborn Babies."

"We don't mind the pro-choice suppor-

ters who may flip us off as they drive by,"

said Joel Farris, a Cal State Long Beach
student "We're Christians, and you got to

do what you have to do as Christians. It's

like a love— you know God's on your side

and that's all you need."

PARISA FARROHI

Danielle Durkin defends legalized abortion at the Westwood rally Saturday.

Healthwatch

UV rays can
cause severe

eye damage
By Laurel Eu
Student Health Services

Unfortunately for sunlovers, the sun's

ultraviolet rays appear to damage the eyes
as well as the skin.

However, eyes do not reveal the effects of
solar radiation because they do not tan. So
people may not suspect that they are

suffering from cumulative eye damage until

it is too late.

Just Uke the skin, the eyes show signs of
aging or disease after many years of sun
exposure.

Macular degeneration — a deterioration

of the retina that reduces vision — is the

leading cause of serious visual deficiency in

the elderiy. Other people suffer visual loss

from cataracts — a clouding of the eye's
lens.

The sun's rays appear to accelerate

deterioration of people's vision. Clinical

studies suggest that solar radiation may
contribute to the kind of retinal damage
evident in macular degeneration.

These studies also suggest a higher
incidence of cancer on the eyes and eyelids

of people who do not protect their eyes from
sunlight according to Wilson Wu, a
physician in UCLA's Jules Stein Eye
Institute.

Protection from the sun's rays may delay
the onset of cataracts. A study— in which,
fisherman either wore caps, sunglasses and
caps or no protective apparel — indicates

that the better the protection, the lower the

risk, Wu said.

Other soidies show that people living in

areas with a high intensity of ultraviolet

light have a higher incidence of cataracts

than people who live where UV rays are less

intense.

Although UV rays can damage corneal

cells, the cornea can usually repair itself in a
few days. But prolonged exposure to

extremely bright conditions can cause the

cornea to become "sunburned" — a
condition characterized by swelling, blurred
vision, tearing and night blindness.

People have to protect their eyes, even if

their eyes do not appear to need protection.

Sunglasses reduce the chances of long-term
damage as well as short-term discomfort
Fortunately, just as tans are associated with

beauty, sunglasses have been used to make
fashion and glamour statements.

However, the Food and Drug Admi-
nistration (FDA) urges consumers to read
labels on sunglasses.

"Different makes of sunglasses vary in

protection effectiveness," Wu said. "It's

definitely wise to have UV screening and to

check labels for how much UV protection

See VISION, page 7

Newsmagazines ask Board for more • •

By Gwen Goldbloom

For the first time, six of the seven UCLA
newsmagazines may get their own offices.

That is what the Communications Board, which

oversees the campus media, will consider at its

Wednesday meeting.

A subcommittee of the board met last week to

discuss proposals for reallocation of space from the

newsmagazine staffs and the publications director.

At the meeting, the constant problem of insuffi-

cient space in ASUCLA facilities erupted into an

hour of bitter debate about staff versus student needs.

At issue was the effect of limited office space on

the privacy and productivity of the seven newsmaga-

zines, advisers and the publications director. It even

prompted an attack accusing the Communications

Board of fostering divisiveness among students.

But at the hour's end, the committee chose to

recommend the publications director's proposal —
which includes office space for the original six

newsmagazines — to the full board.

Although committee members commended the

magazines for unifying behind a joint proposal, they

said it might result in rendering the advisers

ineffective.

"I commend (the newsmagazines) for coming

together and making a proposal rather than pitting

yourselves against each other," said Amal Abu-Rah-

ma, who chairs the subcommittee. "Your advisers are

there to help you and if you cramp their style, you in

turn might gel cramped."

The newsmagazine staffs suggested that the

newsmagazine adviser and the media adviser, who
currently have their own offices, share Publications

Director Terence Hsaio's office. Hsiao would then

move to an executive cubicle within the Daily

Bruin's allocated space, thus allowing the newsma-
gazines to occupy the advisers' offices.

But because the cost and inconvenience to advisers

were seen as disadvantages, the committee decided

against that proposal.

Currently, the campus' four oldest newsmagazines
— dealing with African, Chicano/Latino/Native-

American. gay/lesbian/bisexual and Jewish students

— have their own offices. The Asian Pacific Islander

publication shares an office with the feminist

newsmagazine and the one-year-old Muslim student

newsmagazine has space in Hsiao's office.

In previous meetings, the committee determined

that it would use the criteria of magazine staff size,

numlxjr of pages and growth patterns as its basis for

See MEETING, page 6

Wilson to sign exemption
bill for free newspapers
By Michael Lawrence
Sumnier Bruin Staff

A six-week-old slate tax law
that threatens to cripple college

newspapers may soon be rewrit-

ten.

Gov. Pete Wilson announced
Wednesday that he will sign a bill

exempting the state's free news-
papers — which include college

papers — from paying taxes on
their paper and ink.

Wilson's announcement
delighted college editors who
unsuccessfully lobbied the state's

lax board for an exemption.

These editors fear that unlike

for-cost newspapers that can pass

the tax alonp to their readers, free

papers would have to cut staff or

increase advertising rates in order

to pay the tax. They say that would
drive away advertisers and leave

their papers with less money.

The tax. which was approved

July 15. charges all Cahfomia
newspapers 7.25 percent on their

printing materials — ending an

exempted status they have enjoyed

since 1945.

The authors of the tax were
trying to help the state solve its

$14.3 billion budget deficit but

they never intended to include the

state's 140 free newspapers, said

Assembl>'man John Burton, D-San
Francisco, who introduced the

exemption bill.

The language of the tax law was
too broadly written, he explained.

"It's a tax that was never meant to

be enacted. No funding from this

tax figured into the budget solu-

tion."

If Wilson does not sign the

See TAX, page 7
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Briefs
World

Fighting in Yugoslavia

despite cease-fire

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia— Yugoslav
army troops, tanks, jet planes and river

warships fought alongside Serbian guer-

rillas Sunday against Croatian security

forces in some of the heaviest fighting

since a cease-fire was declared nearly

three weeks ago, Croatian officials said.

The clashes involving Croatian forces,

Serbian guerillas and the federal army,
which is supposed to be a buffer between
the warring sides, raged in many Serb-

dominated enclaves of the breakaway
republic, leaving at least four people
killed and many wounded.

Fighting has escalated sharply since a

truce was called Aug. 7, and about one-
third of Croatia is in Serbian rebel hands.

Croatian declared Thursday it would
announce a general mobilization unless

the federal army returned to its barracks

and the Serbians disarmed by Aug. 31.

More than 400 people have been killed

since Croatia declared independence,
along with the republic of Slovenia, June
25.

Iran attacics Mideast
peace conference
CAIRO, Egypt — Iran's spiritual

leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei lashed out
Sunday against the U.S.-sponsored peace
conference on the Middle East that is

proposed for October, and he called on
Muslims worldwide to foil the plan.

*The Satanic plan intends to force the

Palestinian people into a compromise in

order to guarantee the security of the

(Zionist) regime occupying Qods (Jeru-

salem)," Iran's Islamic Republic News

Agency quoted him as saying.

IRNA, monitored in Cairo, said

Khamenei was addressing leaders of tlic

extremist Islamic Jihad for Palestine who
are visiting Tehran. The group is believed

to be holding a number of Western

hostages kidnapped in Lebanon.

President Bush and Mikhail Gorbachev
called for the peace conference during

their Moscow summit last month in order

to solve the more than four-decade-old

Arab-Israeli conflict and the Palestine

question.

On this date:

In 1883, the Dutch East Indies volcano
Krakatoa began an explosive eruption that

destroyed two-thirds of the island and
killed 36,000 people. The blast was heard
thousands of miles away.

In 1920, American women won the

right to vote as the 19th amendment to the

U.S. Constitution took effect

Nation

University murder
cases still unsolved
GAINESVILLE, Ra. — Monday's

beginning of the fall semester at the

University of Florida also marks the first

anniversary of the brutal unsolved killings

of five college students.

Police say they are ready to take their

case to a grand jury for indictments

against Danny H. RolUng, 37, a Louisiana

drifter, and Edward Humphrey, 19, an

emotionally troubled former UP student.

The grand jury is to convene Nov. 4 but

despite a task force's 120,700 man hours

on the case and the $4.7 million spent, no
clear end is in sight

Police say they do not know how— or

if— the two suspects collaborated in the

murders. No murder weapon has been

found and no witnesses have surfaced.

Tliat forces auUioritics to rely on circum-

stantial and laboratory evidence.

Quasar discovered

PRINCETON, NJ. — Astronomers

have detected a quasar that may be the

oldest, most distant object yet discovered,

an enigmatic powerhouse bom less than 1

billion years after the birth of the universe,

it was announced Sunday.

"Nothing is certain in this business, but

that's almost certain," said Donald

Schneider, of the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton. "We're seeing it when
it was very young. When you look back at

these great distances, you're looking very

close to the beginning."

Schneider, James Gunn of Princeton

University and Maarten Schmidt of the

California Institute of Technology
announced their discovery in the Septem-

ber issue of 'The Astronomical Journal."

Marriage rates down
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Fewer peo-

ple are taking the plunge into holy

matrimony as marriage rates tumbled for

the fourth consecutive year, the govern-
ment said Sunday.

Despite the marriage dip, there were
still 2,395,926 couples who exchanged
vows in 1988, the year of the most recent

data released by the National Center for

Health Statistics.

The 1988 rate of 9.7 marriages per

1,000 people continued a four-year

downward spiral and was lower than it has

been since 1967, 'when it also was 9.7.

Among the states, IlHnois had the

fewest brides and grooms in 1988 — 6.7

marriages per 1,000. Nevada had the most
with 111.3 per 1,000.

state

Singer Rick James
released on bail

Singer Rick James, arrested on charges
of imprisoning and torturing a woman
with a hot cocaine pipe at his Hollywood
Hills home, was released on bail Satur-

day.

James, 43, the Grammy-winning "King
of Funk" of the 1980s, walked out of the

Men's Central Jail Facility at 9:40 p.m.,

sheriffs SgL Larry Lincoln said.

"I just hope the phrase *innocent till

proven guilty' is true." James told

reporters. "I've found in here it's 'guilty

till proven innocent'"

The singer, who was originally held on
$1 million bail, had his bail reduced to

$500,000.

One hour after James' release, his 21-

year-old girlfriend Tanya Anne Hijazi

was released from the Sybil Brand
Institute, a woman's jail. Deputy John
Ashley said.

Rodney King filmer

has 'how-to' video
George HoUiday. the amateur camera-

man who videotaped Los Angeles police

beating Rodney King, has signed an
agreement to promote a "how-to" video

for other camera buffs who stumble onto
news events.

The $39.95 video, "Shoot News and
Make Money With Your Camcorder."
shows how to shoot a news event, how to

copyright it and how to get paid. The "how
to get paid" part is especially important for

HoUiday, since he originally sold the tape

to a local television station for a paltry

sum.

From United Press International
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Dentistry

ON CAMPUS
UCLA School of Dentistry

.\'

Check-ups

Fillings

Crowns

Cleaning

Cosmetic Dentistry

Root Canals

Dentureis

Extractions

Bridges

Implants

Simple Cleaning $27 • Fillings $30-$45 • Crowns $215-$270 • Root Canals $l85-$265

(213)206-3904
Treatment Provided by Dental Students

Simple Cleaning $45 • Fillings $50-$85 • Crowns $500 • Root Canals $225-325

(213)825-9295
Treatment Provided by Graduate Dentists
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Medieval Fantasy

& Science Fiction

Gaming
Convention

• Game Tournaments
• 24-hr Non-stop Movies
• Crafts, Gifts & Wares
• Live Weapons Demonstrations
• Pony Rides
• Art Show
• Seminars/Lectures/Workshops
• Live Entertainment

• Collectors' Auction
• Costume Bail & Banquet
— O^nang 4 dminQ (dinner extra cost)

• Excalibur Night
— An evening of mock gembUng.

\Mnprizesl

• Convenient Parking
• Discount Hotel room rates

Phoenix
Celtic Fusion Band

The Magic of ZARAED
Bob & Gypsy's '*Fowl Tales'

LABOR DAY WEEKEND
AUGUST 30-31 & SEPTEMBER 1-2, 1991

LAX Sheraton Plaza Hotel
6101 W. Century Blvd. • Inglewood, CA

Call for apMlai Hotel discount room rates: 213-642-1111
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ORAGOffS PLAY Vl TICKETS SOLD DAILYAT THE GATE

J^^!:^kJ^r ^^ ^-^ STUDENTS & SENIORS- $9.00
CHILDREN -$5.00 (with I.D.)

(5 12 years old) CONVfcN I ION PASS— $25.00
For Advance tickets A Info, call: 213-395-0063

For advance Gama Tournamant raaervatlona: 818-709-4263

Soviet Union found to dissolve in democracy
By Gerald Nadler
United Press international

MOSCOW — The Soviet
Union raced toward a breakup
Sunday, with the Baltic republics
gaining initial recognition as inde-

pendent stales and other republics

debating their future in the after-

math of the failed coup that left the
country without a real central

government

Mikhail Gorbachev, restored

Wednesday to his Soviet presiden-

cy after a 72-hour resistance

thwarted the hard-line Communist
putsch, had planned to sign a new
union treaty with nine republics,

but parliaments in the republics

were acting on their own.
Lithuanian leader Vytautas

Landsbergis said he expected a

vote in the U.S.S.R. Supreme
Soviet Monday on Baltic indepen-

dence, but he said Soviet power in

the republic had already collapsed

in the republic after the coup.

"We are already free," Land-

sbergis said in an interview with

wire service correspondents in

Vilnius Sunday. "We have always

felt free in our minds, and now we
feel secure for the future."

Moves for independence fol-

lowed quickly the announcement
that Gorbachev had resigned as

general secretary of the Commun
ist Party and urged the dissolution

of the party's Central Committee,
the body that governed the Soviet

Union for 74 years.

The recognition of Estonian and
Latvian independence on Saturday

by Russian Federation President

Boris Yeltsin, hero of the resis-

tance, accelerated the movement.
Yeltsin, who had recognized

Lithuanian independence before

the coup, urged Gorbachev to

recognize Baltic independence and
begin negotiations.

Lithuania said il had an agree-

ment under which the Soviet

customs agents and border guards

manning posts in the republic

would turn over their functions lo

Lithuanian control at midnight

Sunday. The republic also said it

would issue its own visas as an

independent state.
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MEETING
From page 3

space reallocations.

Al Talib, the Muslim publica-

tion approved for sponsorship in

January 1990, is ineligible for

space reallocation because its

approval was contingent on wait-

ing for an office until the comple-

tion of Kerckhoff Hall earthquake

renovations, scheduled for 1992.

Under the successful proposal,

Newsmagazine Adviser Arvli

Ward would join Hsiao in his

office, and Al Talib would be

given space in the publications

area.

"Student interests come first and

that*s why I'm willing to give up

my office," Ward said. "I'm

willing to compromise the condi-

tions 1 work in to an extent ... My
ties are to the quality of the

newsmagazines, not the view from

my office."

But staff of the feminist news-

magazine Together objected that

the doorless newsmagazine advis-

er's office would limit their priva-

cy, and its adjacency to the

production area would mean con-

stant intrusions.

"Together not having a door is a

problem," said Melanie Goldstein,

the newsmagazine's managing
editor. *The issues we discuss can

be very sensitive. Women are

coming in to discuss rape and
sexual harassment"

The committee adopted the

proposal with the provision that a

noise-abating partition be consid-

ered because fire codes prohibit a

standard door at that location. The
proposal also includes a request to

AUTO INSURANCE ,„.. ,he NERD FACTOR

There is indeed a Top Rated Domestic Insurer right here in Westwood Village that has exceptionally

low rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensed

experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be

positively shocked.

You see, we truly appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We applaud your commitment to do

well in school because this means that you will most likely do well in life. Let us show you first hand

that your pursuit of excellence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548
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Oscar Mayer bacon - 1 lb
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Tide Liq. Detergent - 64 oz
Charmin Tissue 4 pack
Nonfat milk, 1/2 gal

Coors Light, 1 2 pak +CRV
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2.23
1.19

3.19
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FREE
PARKING
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ASUCLA*s governing board to

find additional space to accommo-

date Al Talib.

The reallocation issue prompted

attacks on the Communications

Board *s execution of its responsi-

bility to students.

'The Communications Board is

causing infighting (among student

groups) that will spill out onto the

campus and the students must pick

up the trash," said Danettc Martin,

undergraduate president "I really

stress that the Communications

Board not cause stress and chaos

within the student population . .

.

It's not fair how the publications

are bemg treated, having to take a
back seat in their own facilities."

But committee members vehe-

mently objected to the accusation.

*Tm sitting on this board for

(the students), not for me," Abu-
Rahma said. "We're deahng with a
lot of people. You can never satisfy

all the people ... I would take it

personally if anyone left the room
saying that the Communications
Board is not doing what it can for

(the smdents)."
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at Ultinr-.Q

SPECIAL
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(*oU free dressing)
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$3.75
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I
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|

I

I
$3.40

with coupon
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From page 3

you are actually buying.*'

For prescripuon sunglasses,
consumers must usually specify
that they want a UV protective
coating, which costs about $10 to
$20. Clear UV coating can also be
added to regular prescription glas-
ses, he said.

Even contact lenses with pro-
tective coating are available.
"However, this offers protection
only against damage to vision,"
Wu said.

For nonprescriptive sunglasses,
labels give information about the

protection against the longer, more
penetrating UVA rays and the
shorter wavelength UVB rays.

The labels also describe recom-
mended uses — cosmetic, general

purpose or special purpose —
based on guidelines of the Ameri-
can National Standards Institute.

General purpose sunglasses
block 60 to 92 percent of visible

light, at least 95 percent of UVB
and 60 percent of UVA.

Cosmetic sunglasses provide
less protection, blocking less than

60 percent of visible light, at least

70 percent ofUVB and 20 percent

of UVA.
And special purpose sunglasses

offer the most protection by
blocking at least 97 percent of
visible light, at least 99 percent of
UVB radiation and 60 percent of
UVA.
However, these descriptions

may not give the whole protection

picture.

*The sunglasses may not pro-

vide the amount of protection

claimed on the label because a

significant amount ofUV radiation

can enter through the sides of the

frame,** Wu said. "Sunglasses with
the best protection are wrapar-
ounds or goggles which screen the

light that would otherwise enter

from outside the frame.**

Other factors that may influence

the purchase of sunglasses arc

color, tint and glare reduction.

Medium or dark gray tints interfere

the least with color perception,

according to the American
Optometric Association.

Lenses that are too dark may cut

vision and contribute to accidents.

Although they block out UV rays

well, gradient lenses that are

darker at the top may not be good
for the beach and the fluctuations

in brightness may be annoying.

TAX
From page 3

exemption bill, the tax on free

newspapers would generate $20
million. And $500,000 of that

would come from college papers.

But "the state never anticipated

receiving revenues from free

newspapers,** said Franz Wisner, a

spokesman for the governor. "In

any budget, some things need to be

ironed out and this is one of them."

Lobbyists fighting to repeal the

tax expect Wilson to approve the

bill, but they will not rest easy until

he does.

"We're just holding our breath

until it*s actually signed,** said

Richard Reed, general manager for

UC Berkeley *s Daily Califomian.

When the bill is approved, free

newspapers will be able to con-

tinue serving their communities in

an effective manner, said Terence

Hsiao, UCLA's publications

director. "Students can continue to

work on the paper without making

enormous sacrifices.**

The state Senate is scheduled to

debate the exemption bill Monday.

The California Assembly
approved it by a vote of 73-0 last

week.

". ••.•.'.• •../..'••.••':•.•.•..•.'•'.*•.•.•.'.•".•.•.• •'••.•'•*.'•*•;.".'•'•'•.'. •.'•^ •.•"•.••.•.*•..
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Viewpoint
Letters

Counterpoint

Omissions and fauity

tliinlcing iiurt anaiysis
By Hillary Anger

Congratulations to Christopher Wysocki for a commentary
(Summer Bruin, "Homosexuals should not receive special

treatment," Aug. 15) which, unlike that of Ron Kagan (Summer
Bruin, "On dispelling the myth of heterosexual AIDS," Aug. 5),

did not rely on half-truths for the sake of its argument, but

rather found substance within its own omissions and contradic-

tions.

I assume that there is something about Assembly Bill 101 that

Wysocki isn*t telling us; otherwise, his words are wasted. His
only description of the bill is that it "seeks to include sexual
orientation within the unlawful basis for discrimination in housing
and employment" Later he writes that he beheves that

"homosexuals in this state are certainly treated as equals along
witK heterosexuals in both professional and social circles."

Clearly, Wysocki is not an open homosexual, or he would
realize that this isn't true. But let us assume for a moment that
it is. By his own description, AB 101 affords homosexuals no
special treatment. If indeed homosexuals are not the objects of
discrimination, then AB 101 is merely superfluous and not
"dangerous" as Wysocki warns. Why doesn't he explain at any
point in his long article what makes AB 101 dangerous instead
of merely unnecessary?

By his own admission, Wysocki is "frustrated" by the "higher
than average" rates of employment and housing of homosexuals
in certain areas. If his true concern is not that homosexuals have
already been included completely, but rather that heterosexuals
are being excluded in the state of California, then perhaps he
should be comforted that AB 101 would preclude this sort of
discrimination as well.

After smugly dismissing critics by writing that their disagree-

ment proves his point, he writes that "sometimes people just

don't agree or get along, and it has nothing to do with sexuali-

ty." This is true, but sometimes it does have to do with sexuali-

ty and that is precisely what AB 101 addresses. And when it

doesn't, the bill has no effect on the situation.

Wysocki writes that the only way for a landlord or prospective

employer to know that a person is gay is for that jDerson to

"volunteer the information." But if homosexuals are truly treated

as equals, that includes accepting their permanent life partners on
the same level as heterosexual spouses, and it follows that it is

as natural to refer to one's homosexuahty during a job interview

or apartment search as it is to mention one's marital status. It is

only because spouses are considered absolutely acceptable that

people don't consider the act of mentioning them to be a
"profession of sexuaUty," but it is.

Even ignoring such natural reasons to volunteer the information
during corresponding heterosexual situations, it is simply not true

that one needs a verbal confession in order to know someone's
sexual orientation. A landlord is especially able to see who you
bring home; co-workers generally ask you about the status of

your love life; anyone can catch a glance of you holding hands
with someone on the street.

These don't amount to the soapbox confessions Wysocki seems
to have in mind when he talks about professing sexuality. It is

true that you can hide these things, but heterosexuals aren't

forced to do the same and we are talking about honest, equal

u^eatmenL

Furthermore, Wysocki is suspicious of "powerful" groups like

ACT-UP and Queer Nation because they are "playing the part of

the persecuted . . . and seeking to exclude themselves from the

worid rather than take part within it"

This bizarre and ironic — Wysocki wouldn't know why —
accusation is only true if one defines the "worid" as the solely

heterosexual world. And even if it were true, I still would not
understand Wysocki's vehemence. Why should he care if

homosexuals want to cloister themselves? Perhaps he feels

excluded In any case, it has nothing to do with the central

question of whether there is anything wrong with preventing

discrimination against homosexuals.

Wysocki writes that this central question "has nothing to do
with a disagreement over the fundamentals of government." I

agree wholeheartedly, and yet fear struck my heart when I read

that he is majoring in pohtical science. That heterosexuals arc

able to lake so many things for granted is the only excuse possi-

ble for commentaries like his.

Anger is a junior majoring in physics at Harvard University.
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Counterpoint

Kagan retreats from open debate
By Curtis Guenler

I found Ron Kagan *s com-
mentary (Summer Bruin, "Sci-

ence's opponents want a return

to the Dark Ages," Aug. 19)

objectionable on several

accounts. Kagan is wrong to

associate fear of science with

the Dark Ages. The term "dark
ages" is a vast oversimplifica-

tion that arose primarily to

support a modem idea of
progress based largely on mod-
em science, of which the

middle ages was simply ignor-

ant

Another problem with

Kagan's commentary is that he
never presents Jeremy Rifkin's

(the opponent of science and
technology that he cites) case.

Instead, Kagan commits the

classic fallacy of resting his

argument on his opponent's
wrong motives. The main rea-

son, according to Kagan, that

we shouldn't Ustcn to Rifkin is

that "he has singled out

biotechnology because he can
easily capitalize on the pubhc's
widespread ignorance of sci-

ence;" that his "onslaught" is

"aimed at destroying the

biotechnology industry;" and

ARASH TIRGAR/Summsr Bruin

Columnist Ron Kagan comes
under fire.

that "his claims that it is

unsafe are aimed at misleading
the public."

Arguments by imputive
motive only short circuit

rational dialogue. Kagan only
brings political correctness to
science and fails to join the
fundamental debate about what
constitutes a good life and

what will most likely bring

that life about
This retreat from open, hon-

est debate indicates a lack of

the very capacity for self-cri-

ticism that would help me trust

a scientist such as Kagan.

Thus, he is exactly wrong in

saying that by their "wide-

spread support of environmen-
talism" his fellow graduate

students "are selling the rope

that will be used to hang

them." That rope is not envir-

onmental ism, but uncritical

enthusiasm, and Kagan is the

one selling it

Indeed, by his reference to

"the public's widespread ignor-

ance of science," Kagan seems

to plunge non-scientists into

the real Dark Ages of ignor-

ance and asks us to trust the

experts blindly. In order to win

my trust, scientists need instead

to convince me that they

respect the risks of technology

as well as its benefits and to

discuss rationally the philo-

sophic, social and spiritual

issues implicit in their work.

Gruenler is a graduate student

in medieval and renaissance

literature.
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Inept

Editor:

Jay Ross' article on Tommy
Kendall, the UCLA alumnus
and professional race driver

(Summer Bruin, "Kendall
speeds from UCLA to racet-

racks," Aug. 19), was insulting.

Jay. here's a tip: Get the
facts straight. Don't try to fake
it. Ross' manufactured details

are obvious to the informed
reader and reflect badly on the

entire newspaper.

Ross described the Intrepid

as "similar in design to the
Formula One racers at the 24
hours of Le Mans." Did he
dream this? The Intrepid is

vastly different from any type
of formula racer. Secondly, the

Formula One series does not

even race at Le Mans because
Le Mans is part of the FIA
world endurance series.

Your description of Mer-
cedes and Porche as "highly

competitive" is also interesting

since Mercedes does not even
field a car in the IMSA GTP
series and "obsolete" is a word
more apt to the privateer

Porche 962s. Your description

of Nissan was marginally accu-
rate, but what about Jaguar?

Or Toyota? They have been
the Intrepid 's main competition.

Does Ross have any ethics?

Or does he just write whatever
comes to mind? Your disregard

for accuracy proves something
I have long suspected of the

Daily Bruin staff: You're inept.

Andrew Harding
Junior

English

Naive
Editor:

Not for the first time. I

recently heard a group of

African-American students

laughing and calHng each other

"nigger." This really disturbed

me, because I had naively

hoped that we in tiiis country

were moving towards an end
to racial discrimination and yet

few words are more calculated

to incite racism than that one.

This is not a plea for

politically correct speech, but

only for an end to hypocrisy.

If I. a Caucasian, used the

term "nigger." I would justi-

fiably be branded a racist That
word has the same meaning
and associations when used
between African Americans as

it does in any other context, of
that I am certain.

The double standard used by
African Americans is unique,

in my experience, to that

minority group. I do not hear

Jews calling each other "kikes"

or Chicanos calling one another

"greasers." Perhaps the lan-

guage of many popular Afri-

can-American comedians

encourages this behavior.

This letter is not primarily

addressed to all or even most
African-American students, but

only to a few who think that

the struggle for equality is

over. The fight is far from
over and every time anyone, of

any color and in any situation,

calls a person of color a

"nigger." they are laughing at

all those who have fought and
continue to fight in the hope
that someday the attitudes asso-
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ciated with such language will

forever disappear.

David Fetterman
Senior

English/political science

NaiTow-minded
Editor:

In regards to Ron Kagan*s
commentary (Summer Bruin,

"Science's opponents want a
return to the Dark Ages," Aug.
19) and, in part, to most
Viewpoint columnist articles

published in the Daily Bruin, I

would like to say that the

point of the Viewpoint section

should not be to grandstand.

The "Return of the Dark
Ages," although an attention-

grabbing headline, is hardly an
intelligent way to write about
a serious issue. Whether it is

biotechnology, racism, oppres-

sion, abortion or even (gasp!)

student government, it would
be well to keep in mind that a
mindless diatribe really convin-

ces no one that would not

have already agreed with that

position. Many Viewpoint arti-

cles, such as Kagan's, take

great pains to stale, "I'm right

and you're wrong."

I would like to state that

opposition, any opposition how-
ever "misguided" it appears to

be, is healthy and is so

because it makes people take a

closer look at what they are

advocating. Consider, for exam-
ple, the biotechnology issue

that Kagan wrote about.

To him, it is a clear choice
between science and ignorance.

Citing numerous studies about
the safety of a particular hor-

mone, he states that it is not a

danger to humans. Indeed, it

may not be, but it is unreason-

able to assume that this exten-

sive testing would have taken

place were it not for the

opposition of certain environ-

mental groups.

I find it very narrow-minded
to state that espousal of envir-

onmentalism will be the "rope
that will hang" those who do
and that the "ilk" — defined

as whoever is in opposition to

Kagan at that particular time— deserve only our silence.

Any position is open for

criticism. This, in fact, is the

ostensible purpose of The
Bruin's Viewpoint section. But
there is a difference between
intelligent disagreement and the

spewing forth of invective. I

would ask that the Viewpoint
columnists show a little respect
for opinions that are not their

own.

Christopher Stanley
Senior

Biology
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Running at a
Subtlety, poise

help Horse to

avoid the corral

gall • I

By Rob Winfield

Summer Bruin Staff

**i
*It's nice to be able to look back

upon your own work and appreci-

ate the good and bad qualities of

it," states Horse McDonald, voc-

alist and songwriter for the Scot-

tish sextet of the same first name.

Considering that Horse — the

band, that is — have had nearly a

year to contemplate the success

and failures of their first and only

LP "The Same Sky" on Capitol

Records, this statement comes
across with a bit of optimism
towards the longevity of the

group's intricately crafted music.

And right now, since many have

not yet heard their cerebral brand

of pop songcraft, which has

endured since the inception of the

band in '87, the ability to embrace
the past with an objective view can

be considered somewhat of an

asset

"I think it definitely shows thai

we're ready for the long haul,"

says McDonald.
**I mean, it's obvious that The

Same Sky' won't take off in a

major worldwide sense," she

explains. "But, say, somewhere
down the line, when we release a

second or third album, if people

decide to discover our first release,

we won't be embarrassed about

them doing so. Because we're

quite proud of it And despite a few
flaws that only we seem to notice,

we know in our hearts this is the

most we were capable of doing at

the time."

Released late last October, it

seems unusual to be speaking of an

album nearly a year old — one
which managed to catapult the six

members (guitarist/songwriter

Angela McAlinden, bassist Gra-

ham Brierton, guitarist George
Hutchison, keyboardist Brian

McNeill and drummer Steve

Grantley rounding out the band) to

the lop of the European charts with

four highly praised singles, but

accomplish htlle elsewhere in the

realm of popularity.

However, given Horse's present

outlook, this isn't such a detri-

mental thing. In fact, from a certain

point of view, it's quite good.

Because upon their own re-exami-

nation of the material on "The
Same Sky," they've found that the

music is capable of withstanding

the test of time — a quality which
numerous pop-oriented bands tend

to fail so miserably at.

In other words, says MacDo-
na Id, in ten years they feel the

record will still be as fresh and
exciting as it was when it was first

released.

"I think that's a good descrip-

tion of what all of us like to do," the

musician comments. "We find

ourselves interested in music that

you can still listen lo many years

down the hne. And I think that

shows on the album.

"Because it's not immediate,"

she continues, "it takes more than

one listen— sometimes more than

two, three or four — lo really

figure out what we're doing. And
that comes out of not being able to

"It takes more than one

listen to really figure

out what we're doing.

That comes out of not

being able to find a

category to place the

music in.
»>

Horse McDonald
Vocalist for Horse

find a convenient category to place

the music in. We do make pop
music. But you can't really say that

we sound like this style or that

style."

With subsequent listens of *The

Same Sky," this tends lo be the

case, as their music lends to

combine numerous genres into an

indefinable, but cohesive whole.

And each song requires the

listener lo take an active role in the

music, working alongside the song

to decipher the intricacies within

the material, rather than just

passively absorbing it for immedi-

ate gratification.

This philosophy in check,

McDonald attributes some of their

disap]X)inting international sales to

this very aspect of the band. For

example, since the LP's release,

they've found that many critics

and radio stations are unsure of

what to do with the record, so they

ultimately end up doing liule, or

nothing, at all.

"A lot of people are very lazy

when it comes lo gelling a record

out to the public," the musician

says. "They'll say that it sounds

like this or that and fling it in a little

pigeonhole. You know, they ask,

*What do I do with this record?'

The solution, 'Well, I think it will

fit in here rather nicely.' But the

problem is that any band that

doesn't fit very easily into a

category is only going lo last one or

two singles, and maybe just one

album."

She pauses, then emphatically

adds, "But we're talking about

Horse doing a lifetime worth of

albums."

Now, after having plenty of lime

to reflect on the past. Horse looks

to the future with its head held

high, and mane flowing freely in

the turbulent wmds that surround

them.

Currently at work on a new
album, which they hope lo have

out early next year. McDonald
offers this piece of optimism lo the

years ahead. "We'll get our lime

and our day will come, and we will

go from there.'*

'Dead' on
Branagh succeeds 'Again'

By Jason S. Stewart
Summer Bruin Staff

Don't let the name fool you— Kenneth Branagh *s

"Dead Again" is anything but In fact, by reintroduc-

ing to the studio the concept of sophisticated yet witty

storytelling, "Dead Again" deserves credit of

rejuvenating an almost lost genre of film.

Most often these days it seems far too easy to

categorize movies into neat, convenient formulas

(which are given false respectability with the title

"genre"). There's no question how to label "Die

Hard" or ^Terminator"— the action is the star, with

actor charisma placing second and plot, direction,

acting and writing running dead last (no pun

intended).

Just the opjx)site is true of "Dead Again** — the

story is interesting and unpredictable, the dialogue is

superb and the acting is top notch. It can loosely be

categorized as a romantic thriller, but there is also a

fair amount of action, drama and comedy— but not

an overpowering share of any one of these elements.

Despite all of these rich ingredients, though, there

is very little theme or noticeable message. But that

doesn't matter, because ultimately "Dead Again" is

just an interesting piece of fiction beautifully

orchestrated on celluloid.

The story revolves around Los Angeles P.I. Mike
Church (Branagh) and his latest chent/charity case, a

beautiful young woman who has lost her memory
(Emma Thompson). Grace, as he has chosen to call

her, is suffering from terrible nightmares. When a

curious antique dealer^ypnolist (Derek Jacobi)

shows up to help Mike, he concludes that Grace's

visions are really of her past life as Margaret Strauss,

the wife ofRoman Strauss, a famous 1940s composer

who was sent lo the electric chair for her murder.
In the beginning Church and Grace are very

skeptical, but as more and more clues seem to verify

the strange story, first Grace and then even Mike start

to believe. In the meantime, someone is trying to

make sure that Grace— or is it Margaret?— ends up
dead again.

Oh, and one more thing: Grace and Mike arc

falling for each other.

The acting is simply a cut above. Unlike many
stars whose personal charisma seems to define their

characters, both Branagh and Thompson (who are

actually married) play two distinct characters each,

all of which seem unique and full of life, and none of

which probably reflect much about the actual

performers. Jacobi, who like Branagh and Thompson
is a classically trained Shakespearean actor, is also

excellent

Both Andy Garcia (whose billing is too high for the

size of his role) and Robin Williams turn in

interesting performances in very rich supporting

roles. But while each will be a part to remember for

the actors and their fans, the movie really belongs to

the dynamic British trio.

Equally notable is Branagh's distinct direction.

Only his second fihn— his first, of course, being the

Oscar-nominated "Henry V," which he also starred

in — "Dead Again" clearly demonstrates that his

creative vision is not limited to adaptations of

Shakespeare. Of particular note is the wonderful pace

and a few fascinating montages.

And if any single individual deserves credit

besides Branagh it would have to be screenwriter

Scott Frank whose script not only inspired Bra-

nagh's, WilUams* and Garcia's participation, but

demonstrated that a good script, no matter how off-

Kenneth Branagh and wife Emma Thompson star as lovers in Paramount Pictures' "Dead Again.

Ipeat and frivolous, can inspire a good film. In other

words, you don't need a formula.

But one warning: this film will have you thinking

and talking when you leave the theater— and while

that's a good sign, it also will prove a bit frustrating.

Because in the end there are a few things that just

don't seem lo add up, particularly in the relationship

between Grace and her visions. Unfortunately I can't

really addiess these loose ends without spoiling some

interesting plot twists, but who cares — it's fun

anyway. ***/4

FItM: "Dead Again." Written by Scott Frank. Directed by
Kenneth Branaqn. Produced by undsay Doran and Charles
H. Maguire for Mirage. A Paramount Pictures release with

Kenneth Branagh, Emma Thompson. Derek Jacobi and
Andy Garda. (Rated R: language and violence; 105 minutes)
Now playing dtywide.

'Date' •- • star Teri Polo
is back in class again

Glenn Plummer, left, and William Russ star as two relief pitchers

in "Pastime.**

'Pastime' destined
for minor ieagues
By Danya Joseph

Baseball! It's America's favo-

rite pastime, right up there with hot

dogs and apple pie. From 'The Bad
News Bears" lo "Field of
Dreams," l)aseball films idealize

the American dream: work hard

and practice and your dreams will

come true.

Unfortunately, not everyone is

star material, and sometimes prac-

tice isn't enough. This theme is

explored when an aging player in

the minor leagues must come lo

terms with his failing abilities in

the overly sentimental film "Pas-

time."

"Pastime" tells the story of Roy
Dean Bream (William Russ), a

relief pitcher for the Steamers in

the '50s, who, for one brief game,

played in the majors. Roy Dean
genuinely loves baseball. It's his

life. He cheers on the other players.

offers his support wherever he
thinks it's needed and waits for his

chance lo play.

But Roy Dean*s enthusiastic

attitude rubs the Steamers' full-

time pitcher Keever (Scott Plank)

the wrong way. Keever sees Roy
Dean as an embarrassment lo the

team and wants him gone. So does
the team's owner (Jeffrey Tam-
bor). Only the Steamers' coach
(Noble Willingham) respects Roy
Dean and wants lo keep him
around. But there is no avoiding
the fact that Roy Dean is getting

rusty.

Roy Dean's life starts lo change
when he befriends the Steamers'
new black relief pitcher, Tyrone
Debray (Glenn Plummer). Roy
Dean suddenly finds a new pur-

pose in his life by personally
training Tyrone, who has Big

See 'PASTIME/ page 12

By Aaron Dobbs
Summer Bruin Staff

For someone who is only 22

years old, Teri Polo has already

liad a long journey simply in trying

to break into the film industry.

Although her first movie "Mystery

Dale" (now playing citywide) has

her co-starring with Ethan Hawke,
Brian McNamara, B.D. Wong and

Fisher Stevens, the truth of the

mailer is that Polo began not as an

actress, but as a dancer.

She began dancing when she

was six years old. After dancing

for 10 years. Polo decided that she

wanted to pursue a career in dance

and performance so she dropped

out of school. After having a

p)roblem with a teacher at the dance

school she wanted to attend, she

turned her thoughts lo another

form of performance. "I had

decided, 'Well, if I don't get into

this school I'm going to quit

dancing.'"

Polo moved lo New York and

began auditioning for stagework.

She also began to audition for

television roles and landed a part in

the short-lived high school social

drama "TV 101." She was also in

the television movie "The Phan-

tom of the Opera" in which she

starred opposite Burt Lancaster.

After all this work and all these

auditions, she finally landed the

lead role in "Mystery Dale."

With the advent of her first

major studio release. Polo is now

in thai perilous position where she

doesn't want lo turn down major

roles but she also doesn't want to

portray characters that she feels

are exploitive.

"I was extremely worried that

(my character in *Mysiery Date')

would come across as a dingbat—
not paying attention and just

accepting that this guy is kind of

screwing her over and being a jerk

and that she would just put up with

it all night. I pushe*1 for (a strong

female character)."

Polo is a beautiful, young,
blonde actress and although she

doesn't want lo be typecast her

entire career, she isn't worried

about it at this point However, she

is careful before she accepts any
role.

"I've said no to a couple of

things that I just didn't want to go
in on because I didn't want to

degrade myself or whai-have-
you," Polo says.

Polo would love to play some-
one who doesn't fall into the young
and blonde stereotype. "I'd love to

play a dramatic role and I'd like to

shave my head bald and be really

dirty and grungy. In * Mystery
Date,' I'm an object It's because
of the lack of imagination in

Hollywood these days. The first

thing they're attracted to is long

blonde hair. But say I walked in

with my head shaved and I was
dirty and disgusting, wearing no
makeup. Then of course they

would say, *Oh she's disgusting.

How dare she present herself to us

that way?' So it's this Catch-22

situation.

"My whole point of life is just to

be you. Be who you are. If I just

walked in as I am, just normal,

because of their lack of imagina-

tion they would never consider me

See POLO, page 12

Miles Pope (Lenny Harry), left, avoids the mob disguised as an

Italian-American hit man in "True Identity."

Ciiaries Lane ioses

liimseif in 'identity'
By Joanne J. Choi

Summer Bruin Staff

Combining the talents of come-

dian Lenny Henry and director

Charles Lane, Touchstone's "True

Identity" brings a different type of

Disney film to the screen.

With a strange mix of social

commentary and makeup wizar-

dry, 'True Identity" follows the

madcap adventures of Miles Pope

(Henry). While Hying to audition

for the part of a raisin in a cereal

commercial. Pope, a Shakespea-

rean aficionado, meets business

mogul Leland Carver (Frank

Langella). Hoping to get an audi-

tion in Carver's "Othello", Pope
only ends up pissing off Carver, a

snobbish and lightly veiled racist

When turbulence convmces the

passengers that the end is near,

C!arver reveals that he is actually

mob boss Frank Luchino, who

Apart from its admir-

able tenets, "True Iden-

tity" fails to deliver

either comedy or a

social message. Instead

it takes an easier route

requiring cheap laughs.

supposcxily die<1 escaping the FBI.

When the plane lands. Miles

realizes he's in danger and uses

makeup to disguise himself as the

white hit man who Luchino has

hired to kill him.

Unlike its closest comparison,

"Soul Man." in which C. Thomas
Howell becomes "black" to accept

a "black" scholarship and finds out

See iDENTlTY/ page 12
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MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
10025 Undbrock

20M366

Showdown In UHto Tokyo (R)

1:30-3:30-5 :30-7:4&-10«0

Fri & Sat Lata Show 12:00

VILUQE
94e Broxtori

208-6576

Doubt* Impact (R)

2:00-4:45-7:30-10«0

BRUIN
940 Braxton

2094986

Robin Hood: Princo of Thitvoa

1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

WE8TWOO0
1060 Gaytoy

208-7664

Doc Hotiywood (Pai3)

1:45-4: 15-7:00-9:36

WEsrrwooo
1050 Gaytoy

208-7664

Pwfi la Burning

1:15-3:15-5:15-7:30-9.45

WESTWOOD
1060 Gaytay

208-7664

Puia Lucfc (PQ)

1:15-3:15-6 45

WESTWOOD
1C60 Gaytey

208-7664

aiy SIckara (PQ>13)

5:15-7:45-10:15

WESTWOOD
1060 Gaytay

206-7664

Ragarding Hanry ]PQ1ding Hanry (PQ13)
1:15-3^0^06-10:15

REoerr
1045 Brotrton

2083259
l:00-3:15-6:30-7:45-10«0

PLAZA
1067 Oandon
208-3097

Oa«l Again (R)

12«O-2:30-6 00-7:45- 10 30

Santa Monica
CRTTERION Ragarding Hanry (P013)
1313 3fd Skaat Promanada1250-2:20-4:45-/20-10.O0
396-1598 Myaivy Data (PQ)

12:00-220

CflfTERION

1313 3rd St PromaruKle

396-1598

Tarminatar Two (FB

Ddby SR
1:30-4:3O-7:3O-10:30

CRrrERION Robin Hood: Prinoa of TMavaa (PQ-13|

1313 3fd St Promanada 1:15<4:46-7:15-10:15

396 1598 No Pauat

CRTTERKM Oaad Again (R)

1313 3rd St Promanada 1 1:50-2:1 (M:36-fl0-9:45
396-1598

CRrrERKMHartay Davfdaon and «M llirnwro Man

S1313 3rd St Promanada Ooiby
396-1598 12:15-2:30-4:40-7:00-930

CRTTERKM Citf SIckara (PO-13)

1313 3fd St Promar^da 12:10-2:46-6.15-7:45-1020

UNITED ARTISTS— THEATREf

Westwood
UA CoroTMt
10889 Walwonh
475-9441

Bill 4 Tad'a Booua Joumay
Ddby Stareo

1.00-3.15-515

Point)int Braak (R)

7:30-10:lS

UA CORONETHahay Davidaon and iha MvtMro ktoi

10868 Walworti THX Dofcy Storao SR Sterao

475-9441 12:46-3:00-5:15-7 45-10:10

FrI i Sat Lata Show 12:30

UA CORONET
10888 Walwort)
475-9441

TanMMlor Two
70nMn digltil slwao aound

1:10-4:00-7:00-10:00

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL
11523 &M. BM.
477-6561

My Molhar'a Caala

My 5:15-7:30-9:45

'Sat I Sun Matktaa 1^46-3.00

MMIC HALL
9036 Wlitwa
274-6689

Euiopa Etfopa

5:00730945
'Sal 6 Sui Mainaa 2:15

RNE ARTS
8666 WlWwa
862-1330

600-A001000
'Sat A Sun Mainaa 2:00-400

Santa Monica
MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
394-9741

My Fattwr a Qtory

446 7 1594&
'Sat 6 Sijn Ma»>aa 12 15 2 30

9 45am

MOMCA AH MOEPENOENT SHOWCASE
1332 2nd SL Qoino to Chicago

394-9741 500-7:30-1000

Sat 6 Sun Mainaa 12:15-2:30

MONICA
1332 2nd St

394-9741

4:45-715-»4

'Sat 6 Sun mainaa 2:30

MONK-A
1332 2nd SL
394-9741

Aiaarican Bkja Noli

4 45 7 45-10 00

Sal Sun 1 45

Barfcatay in iha M'a
Sal-Sun 12:15pfn

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO ONEMA CradM card purchacat by phona

Wit) at Wastwood 757-4GEN
475-0711

THX Ddby Starao Trua Idantf^ (R)

1 2:30-2:404:50-7: lSh9:30

Dolby Starao

l2:l5-2:4O-5:0O7:30-9-50

THX Ddby Slarao Myatory Dato (PQ)

12:30-2:$O^:1O7:40>10:00

Beverly Hills
Bavarly Connaclon Cradtt Card

La Oenaga at Bavarty Blvd Purcfusaa k>y

Raa 2 \f2 hour validatad parking Phona: Call

669^5911 (213)757-4GEN

Trua Idanli^ (R)

THX Ddby Starao

1:00-3-15-5:25-7 40-9:55

FrI 6 Sat Lata Show 12:00

Rvia la Burning

THX Starao

12:45-2:404:30-6:20-8:15-10:10

FrI 6 Sat Lato Show 12:00

Hot Shota (PO-13)

THX Ddby Stereo

12:45-3OO-5:15-7:30-9-.45

Frt & Sat Lata Show; 11:50

Pura Luck (PC)

THX Ddby Starao

3:25-7:45 Fri & Sat Late 12:00

Myalary Dato (PG)
1:15-6:35-9:55

Tha Comfflilmanto (R)

1200-1:30-2:35-400-5:1^6:30-7:45-9:00-10:20

Fri 6 Sat Lali Show 11:40

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Canlury Qly 14

10250 Santa Monica Blvd

Canary C4iy Shopping Cantar

Fraa Parkirig:

4 Hours Raa Vafdalon

WHh Purchasa d Theate Tidcats

(213) 553-8800

Daad Again (R)

1:00-2:15-515-805-10:50

Tha CoNiffliimanto (R)

11:10-2:00-5:00-750-10 46

Hw Contmilmanto (R)

10:15-1:00405-7 00-9:55

Ragardku Hanry (PG13)
11:15- 1:564:35-/ 15- 10 06

Doc Hollywood (PQ-13)

11:56-2 30-5:20-8:10-10:46

Doc Hollywood (PO-13)

11O5-1:40425-7:2O-»50

Barton Fink (R)

11:00-1:504:40-7:30-1030

Tha Doctor (PQi3)

1O30-1 15-4 15 7 10-1010

Pura Luck (PQ)

1:00-3:20-550-8:15-1036

Paha ia Burning
10:50-100-3:15-5:30-8:15-10:40

Tanninator Two (R)

10:20-1204 20-7:35-10:40

(R)

10:15-1:064:10-7:00-ft45

Pura Luck (PQ)
11:46-2:104:46-725-10:00

Daad AgaM) (R)

10:40-1 30420- 7:06-9:50

FESTIVAL ^
^^ iterteii Sun: oaiwo

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.
NUART Via Appto

11272 Santa Monica Bl M^ 5 45-7 30-9:15

478^79 SaL ««d Sun. 2:154:00

Sat Rocky Horror midnight

Fri: Paa Wta'a Big Advankira mtin^t
Sat 6 Sun Stop Tha ChurdvTonguaa UnHad 11am

WE8TSIDE PAVIUON
QOLOWYN
475^02

101 Daliwltona

10.46-12:30-2:10-3:50-5 46

QOLOWYN
47M202

Oakiiion

11 00-1:10-320-7 40-950

QOLOWYN
475-0202

Tha Mracto

9:20

UOiOWYN
47V0202

Trual

11:30-2:004:30-7:00-9:30

<*!•''

QOLOWYN
47^0202 10.50-1 00-3:10-520-7 30-»40
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Albums

The top 10 albums, based on
Billboard's survey of retail sales*

1. "Metallica" — Metallica

2. "Unforgettable" — Natalie

Cole

3. "Color Me Badd" — C.M.B
4. "Luck of the Draw" —

Bonnie Raitt

5. "Cooleyhighharmony" —
Boyz 11 Men

6. "Gonna Make You Sweat"—
C&C Music Factory

7. "For Unlawful Carnal
Knowledge" — Van Halen

8. 'Time, Love and Tenderness"
— Michael Bolton

9. "Spellbound"— Paula Abdul
10. "Heart in Motion" — Amy

Grant

IDENTITY'

Singles

The top 10 pop singles, based on
Billboard's survey of retail sales

and broadcast play:

1. "I Do It for You" — Bryan
Adams

2. "Fading Like a Flower" —
Roxetie

3. "It Ain't Over 'Til It's Over"
— Lenny Kravitz

4. "Wind of Change" — Scorp-

ions

5. "The Promise of a New Day"
— Paula Abdul

6. "Every Heartbeat" — Amy
Grant

7. "3 a.m. Eternal" — The KLF
8. "I Can't Wait Another

Minute" — Hi-Five

9. "Motownphilly" — Boyz II

Men
lO.'Things That Make You Go

Hmmm ..." — C&C Music
Factory

From United Press International

From page 11

about life as the "wrong color,"

'True Identity" hyperbolizes the

superficiality of color.

Apart from the admirable tenets

of the film, *Tnie Identity" fails to

deliver either comedy or a social

message. Instead it taikes an easier

route requiring cheap laughs. The
plot fails to address the real issues

at the film's heart.

In his motion picture debut,

British comedian Lenny Henry
reflects his expertise in comedy.
His impersonations of James
Brown and rendition of Othello

prove to be the film's highlights.

However, as the hit man, Henry's
rolling eyes earn a laugh, but his

acting fails to be worthy of the

social value of the film. The real

acting in the film is done largely by
the supporting cast of Langella

0-eland Carver) and Anne-Marie
Johnson (Pope's love interest).

Writer Andy Breckman can be

partially blamed for the wooden-
ness of the script Breckman, who
wrote much of Eddie Murphy's
material, is unable to stop writing

schtick and write a screenplay that

requires acting. While Henry may
be the United Kingdom's answer
to Steve Martin and Eddie Mur-
phy, "True Identity" is unable to

bridge the gap between imperso-

nation and acting, ifiir

FILM: "True Identity." Screenplay by
Andy Breckman. Directed by Charles
Lane. Produced by Carol Baum and
Teri Schwartz for Touchstone Pictures,

in association with Silver Screen Part-

ners IV. A Buena Vista release with

Lenny Henry, Frank Langella and
Anne- Marie Johnson. (Rat^ R: lan-

guage, violence, adult situations; 96
minutes) Now playing citywide.

Terl Polo stars in ''Mystery
Date" as a blonde who is not a

bimbo.

POLO
From page 11

for (an unattractive) role. They
think Tm loo pretty, which Tm
not. That's ridiculous. I mean, if I

walked in at seven o'clock in the

morning with no makeup on, Td bo

pretty scary.**

Since Polo dropped out of

school when she was 16 and has

been constantly working and audi-

tioning since then, it would seem
that she has missed out on the

social life that most college-age

people enjoy. But Polo insists that

she's had her taste of partying and
doesn't really miss it much. She's a

workaholic right now and her

career is her top priority.

Her obsession with work is

apparent Polo is also in "Bom to

Ride" (with John Stamos) which
opens later this year and currently

she's hitting the pavement, audi-

tioning. After stage and television

and now moving into movie
houses with two studio pictures, it

seems that Polo's long journey to

"making it" may have finally

ended.

TASTIME'
From page 10

l^^igue potential. "Pastime" jux-

taposes Tyrone's rise to greamess

with Roy Dean's inevitable

decline.

Roy Dean begins his first

relationship when he meets Inez

(Deirdre O'Connell), the local bar

tender. In the past, Roy Dean had

felt that dating was unfair to a

woman because she would always

come second to his baseball career.

Inez is special, tliough, and the

inexperienced Roy Dean takes

their courtship at a slow and unsure

pace.

Russ plays Roy Dean as an

openly generous guy with depth.

Roy Dean's excessively good-
natured attitude does not prevent

him from being tense or feeling

insecure. He shows that even
someone who is enthusiastically

easy-going can become disap-

pointed, despondent and disillu-

sioned.

As Inez, O'Connell is enter-

taining as the aging bar lender. She
is down to earth and gentle,

without coming across as too

perfect. It is to her credit, as well as

writer D. M. Eyres' and director

Robin Armstrong's, that she
doesn't become the typical movie
dream-woman.
Plummer's Tyrone is timid and

quiet, but the script doesn't give us

very much insight into what
motivates him. Plummer hints that

there is a driven, interesting

personality inside that is too shy to

come out.

"Pastime" is a very "human"
story in that it quietly shows Roy
Dean's torment as he faces the

inevitable. Nature is "Pastime"*s

only true villain in that for Roy

De>an, it is very cruel. Even tlie

spoiled brat, Keever, has concerns

with which we can relate, even
though we deplore them. The rest

of the characters sometimes seem
spiteful, but the audience can see

that they mean well, and are only

immature.

However, the low key senti-

mentality that gives "Pastime" its

charm is unfortunately the thing

that causes the movie to fail. Every
scene is so blatantly poignant that

the film fails to be thought-pro-

voking. "Pastime" needs more
subtleties and complexities to

make it compelling.

The other problem is that this is

almost solely Roy Dean's story.

Even with the depth that Russ
brings to him, Roy Dean is still a

pretty straightforward character.

"Pastime" should have focused

more on Tyrone's character. It

never explains why he is so shy, or

why he is so interested in baseball.

In addition, the '50s was not the

most socially integrated era. Yet
"Pastime" barely hints at any racial

tensions or discrimination that

Tyrone almost definitely would
have faced. By not exploring this

issue, the film not only fails to

make an interesting statement, but

it has copped out of accurately

portraying the reality of the times.

"Pastime" tells of one man's
struggle in a sensitive and unique
manner. However it gets mired in

sentimentality and fails to take

advantage of one of its most
compelling aspects. **

FILM: "Pastime." Screenplay by D. M.
Eyre. Directed by Robin B. Armstrong.
Produced by Eric Tvnan Young and
Robin B. Armstrong. A Miramax picture
with William Russ, Glenn Plummer,
Deirdre O'Connell. Scott Plank, Noble
Willingham and Jeffrey Tambor. (Rated
R: language; 98 minutes) Now playing
dtywide.

Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention this ad
when making reservations

All-suite hotel for Bruins and friends.

Jusl minutes from the UCLA campus, an all-suilc hold with full kitchens, free parking, [xx)! tk spa.

Rates from $85 - $105 per night. For reser\'ations call

(215)47M255

Brentwood SuitesHOTEL
199 North Ctiurch lane, 1 block W. of San Dict;<) Freeway, 1 block N. of Sunset

PARI BEAUTY SALON
Rennove your unwanted hair

with 1007o Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing $ 8
Half legs wax $10
Underarm $ 8
Arm $12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10
European Facials $25

1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325
Open Sundays

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wL
Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
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In Westwood Village
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Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Mon discussion, Thur Bookstudy. Fri Step
Study. AU 3525 12.15-1:15.

Tues Discussion. Wed Discussion NPI
C8S38 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have drinking problems

Good Deals

GENEROUS PRIVATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND
GRANTS AVAILABLE. Anyone can qualify.
Guaranteed. Sanr^ or Joanne Sved
(21 3)655-8453.

You don't need dental Insurance to have a pretty smile,

SUMMER SMILE SPECIAL
FAMCLV OENTISTRV f2 1 3J475-5598

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Check Up, & Cleaning

V.l.P.

(reg.$180)

new patients with ths coupon only

we also accommodate patients

with dental coverages
otter expires 8 2Q-91

(Up to 4 x-rays

included)
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open evenings & Saturdays'
Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no

dental insurance.

"Our Patients are Special"

Researcti Subjects 12

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
and up) on asthma medication needed for

research of new asthma rT>edication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Larry at

(213)825-6745, 9anr»—5pm. Answering ma-
chine available after hours.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIO BOYS 7-1 1 years
needed for UCLA research project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate In hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.
UrxJer dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (213)826-8887

HEALTHY FEMALE AND MALE, 1 8-24 yrs old.

$120. IV calcium infusion. Lila
(21 3)206-6987.

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18—35,
needed for positron Imaging of the brain or

heart. Injection of Radioactive Isotope. Bloods
will be taken. Call (213)825-1118.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-
lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research
project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluatiof^. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS FOR BLOOD PRES-
SURE STUDY. HEALTHY MALE STUDENTS
TAKING CLASSES, 18-34 yr». $40.00 - Call

Zane 213-825-6475.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Tobacco
smokers needed for a lung study at UCLA
Medical Center. Eligible subjects will receive

$70 for two visits. Call Chris or Wesley at

(213)206-0396.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEETl. Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for r>ew research study.

Under dermatoligists supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS FOR A STUDY on marital

satisfaction. Married couples needed for a 20
minute questiuinaire. (213)460-4322.

WOMEN AGES 35-45 embarking on a profes-

sional career, needed for dissertation on wo-
men In transition. (213)471-5957.

WOMEN W/ BULIMIA/ doctoral research

project on bulimia & sexuality iscues. Looking
for participants. $1 5 compensation for time, -»

helpful info to work w/ in your recovery/

therapy Please call Alison (213)821^018.

Egg/Sperm Donor 19 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

University

Students & Faculty"

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

CALIFORNIA
C:RY0 hANK

-9941

Salons 21

EUROPEAN FACIALS. Regularly $40 Now
$20. Grand opening special. Call for appoint-

ment. Century City. (213)785-0205.

Heoltti Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation ar>d rerTH>val of

acne »nd sunspots. For more info, call Califor-

nla Laser Doctor^s Croup. (213)786^0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY/ SUPPORT GROUP for

women dealing with childhood sexual atxjse.

Openings now- Westwood. Lorraine Rose,

PhD (213)824-9942, Meg Sheehan, Ph.D
(213)737-3554.

THROWING UP

GEHING YOU DOWN?
Eating disorders are my onty specialty

Con le find out why

Dr.Mark Bertnan, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group jppts

)

213-655-6730

$IVHR. SECRETARIAL WORK IN A COMPU-
TER COMPANY. Afternoons starting 1 2 or 1

PM. Experience not necessary but interest in

computers helpful. Possible full-time work
during vacations and summers. Realtinr>e Com-
puter Corp. 225 Santa Monica Blvd. SM.
393-3767.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, bilingual (En-

glish and Spanish). Full tinr>e/Part time. Call

Marilyn at (213)479-8353
.

ASSISTANT BOOKKEEPER teeded. Computer
knowledge very helpful. Fl xible hours. Must
be accurate. Call (2 1 3)658- 1

J
•>0. ask for Liz.

BKIYaEyPEDK^B DRIVERS in A»stvwood.
P/T, weekeids or evenings, flexible hours,
average $5— $9/hr. (213)208-8898.

CAMPUS EXPRESS drivers wanted. Flexible

hours w/ paid training. Starting at $7.18 Good
driving record a must. Previous var^ bus
driving experience preferred. Infomnation/ ap-
plication 206-2906.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, ar>d television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR- Must be
energetic and love kids. MUST have experi-

erxre teaching children 6 months-7 years

required. Terrific opportunity. Part-time
(213)288-0258

COMPUTER SCHOOL ASSISTANT. Light typ-

ing, bookkeeping phones. Must have car. 9-2,

MF. $7.5(yhr. (213)470-8600.

COUNTER PERSON: Hard -working, honest,
caring. FT & PT. Brentwood Cafe. Call Lana at

826-)AVA.

DENTAL ASSISTANT, Tues. and Thurs
8:30am-5:30pm. Pacific Palisades. Pleasant

office, $fl/hr. (213)454-1061.

DOG & BIRD CARE, 7 days a week Mornings
7-9am, evenings 6pm. Offer ir^ exchange small

room, separate telephone (local), cable t.v.,

pool use, w/d use, in Beverly Hills home.
Drivers license & references r>«eded. Call

rrwmings, 9am, Henry (213)273-2434.

DRIVER NEEDED with own car for two boys.

7-8am, 2:30-4:30pm, M-F. $7/hr.
(213)471-6724.

EXPtRIENetU KtKMJN, general oftice duties,

xerox, phones and errarxk, PT, M-F. $7/hr.

(213)477-3000.

FEMALE FIGURE or life drawing rrxxlels

wanted by photographer. Call Peter at

(213)558-4221.

FEMALE INDIVIDUAL with sonr>e behavior

nrnxiirtcation experience to work with autistic

client in Pacific Palisades home. 10-15 hrsAvk.

Share job. Evenings Sat & Sun. $1G^r. Please

call 756-8321 ask for P.j.

FLEXIBLE FOURS, $7.50 or more depending
on qualifications; Spanis^nglish skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;

filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid

Dianf>ond. (213)475-0481.

FULL-CHARGE BOOKKEEPER WANTED FOR
WESTSIDE RESTAURANT OPERATKDN. FAX
resume to (21 3)207-1 261/Wiail to 12100 Wil-

shire Blvd. LA. CA 90025. AHN: Janet

Williams.

GLADSTONES NOW HIRING! Hostess/

Waiting ind expediting positions. Interviewing

Mondays 9-1 1am. For information
(213)459 8592.

GRAPH K: artist, PT, must be LKILA student,

$6 63/hr. 825-5781.

•—HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE*— who like

having fun needed for part-time and full-tirT>e

work. David (213)399-5994.

HOTEL NEWS/ GIFT shop looking for FT/PT

day, evening, and weekend associate. Beverly
Hills area. (213)788-7890.

INTELLIGENT INDIVIDUAL wfn) knows about
phobias. Good pay. 9-5, M-F. (818)789-1055.

Business Properties 25

825-^161

Acne Study
hree treatment tor Acne using a
new "Fruit Acid" solution to improve

acne and acne scarnng

Call (213) 670-3878

MARKETING ORGANIZATK3N needs leaders

to develop nutritional sales team. Big $$$
potential. (213)285-6622.

Help Wanted 30

$30(yDAY PROCESSING PHONE ORDERS.
People Call You To Order. Will Train.

1-800-735-8197 ext. 348A

KARI MICHAELSON
"Katie" from the NBC series

*GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Brum)

^ocUng: S 10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(213)399-1481 or (818)3600760

LA TIMES NOW HIRING Consumer & Tele-

marketing positions. Flexible hours. Please
call Melanic or Tom. 392-3223.

LAWRY'S THE PRIME RIB RESTAURANT
Host/hostess position available; evenings only.

20-25 hr»ywk. $6.5(Vhr. Apply in person (2-4

P.M.) 55 N. La Cienega Blvd. Beverly Hills.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
. or ntormalion Cancer pai en!s
CaM. Anna... .«Muxt vntHmtighau\ .Uk^^mmH
(8181 986 "^883 from your participaiion

LOOKING FOR ENGLISH/MATH/ART
TEACHER starting Sept. 9. M-TH, 4 P.M.-6
P.M. Dr. Kim. (213)965-9168. Salary
negotiable.

MAR VISTA RECREATION CENTER in WLA
seeks responsible, hardworking person for

weekend and weeknight supervision of recrea-

tion center. Also requires light office work.
$7.29/hr. Call 398^5982.

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE. Dr. Diane
Moseberry, 6317 Wilshire, needs part-time

back office, 25-30 hrs/wk; BP's, blood draw-
ing, 1-year experience. 655-0721.

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE. Dr. Diane
Moseberry, Internal Medicine. 631 7 Wilshire.

Looking for Part-time back office. 1 year
experience. 655-0721

.

MEDKTAL RESEARCHERS, FT. flexible hours.

Research nutritional ingredients for bi-

monthly medical journal. Prefer nutritional

background or interest, creative, innovative

thinker. Pre-med experience helpful. Cynthia
(213)305-9228.

MEDKTAL TRANSCRIBER. Experienced, FT for

a busy allergy group. Macintosh word process-

ing helpful, excellent benefits. Call Jeanice

312-5050 ext. 211.

NEEDED DRIVER AND TUTOR for 1 2-year-

old boy. 2-3 hrs. afternoons. Call Lickie

(213)477-2784.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
commercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am- 5pm.

NURSE/RN FOR MD OFFKIE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME. TOP SALARY,
FULL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111.

PACIFIC PALISADES real estate firm seeks PT
receptionist, $7/hr. Teresa Scala
(213)454-1111.

PAINTERS NEEDED: Work outside, with other

students. %&~8/\yr. Experience preferred but
not necessary. Able to work until school starts

in late Sept. Student Painters 1 -800-426-6441
Parker.

PART-TIME SALES POSITION: must be avail-

able Sat., Sun., or>e weekday. Retail children's

store. Salary -f commission. Start immediately.
Will train. Call Margo (213)447-5407.

PART-TIME ON CALL driver position to car-

pool 3—4 children M—F from 3—7pm.
$100/wk., $.25/mile. Contact Carolyn
285-2370.

PT/FT MARKETING REPRESENTATIVES
needed immediately for International ConfV
pany. Call (213) 478-6755

P/T OfPKIE HELP. 20-25 HRS^WK $6/hr.

Computer experience necessary. Apply in

person: Santa Monica Athletic Club. 1815
Centinella, Santa Monica.

P/T RECEPTIONIST WITH MEDKIAL INTER-
EST for busy Beverly Hills OBGYN office.

Mon. evenings 4-10 P.M. and some Sun. 9
AM -6 P.M. Call 274-8353 between
9:30-1 2«) PM. and 2:3a5:30 P.M.

8 people needed now
Earn up to $8/hr.

Housecleancrs
•Kull * Put Um«*
•Flexible Houn*
•LoUof Work*

•Men, Women. StudviU. etc •

Call (213)453-1817

4141 GENERAL OFFICE '*"

\Ar« u(« (oiMitiy loj an energenc ana positive

parson \Mho likes to talk on the phone (not

Weaxirketing) Cosuol, friendly, dynomk:
environment. Great pkKe Id work.

Call MekxJy 01453-1817.
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Help Wanted 30 Internships

REaPTIONIST. P^". Light filing. Flexible

hours. Extremely casual working environment.

Excellent opportunity to study between phone
calls. $5.50/hr. Bruin Traffic School.
(213)474-6267.

RECEPTIONIST/ ADMONISTRATIVE assistant.

Medical experience a plus. $6.5(yhr. Beverly

Hills location, PT or FT, M-F. Lillian.

(213)854-4404.

RESTAURANT, WESTWOOD VIL-
LAGE,)apanese restaurant hiring servers. Full

time/part-tin>e. Call 206-7781

Real Estate Assistant/Receptionist, PT, for com-
mercial Real Estate Company. Call Ken at

213-470-6200.

SALES TRAINEES for expanding international

company. Benefits, travel optional.
(213)399-9309.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $15/hr. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector
up to $20,00CVyr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964-4166 ext. 22.

SECRETARY/CLERICAL, 3—5pm or later,

M—F. Knowledge of Word Perfect 5.1 , typing
65 wpm, and clerical duties. (213)312-9900.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS, $15-$18^r.
Certified and/or experier>ce preferred. Flexible
hours; into Fall. Happy Swimmers
(213)207-2937.

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shop in WLA.
S5/hr. + commission, PT only. Must have great
phone personality and good typing skills. For
interview call (213)559-8241 Jim

THE UCLA FOOTBALL Administrative Staff is

looking for student-volunteers. Call 206-61 1

5

for information. Ask for Jon or Kelly.

TYPIST P/T. $9A^R Will train on word proces-
sor. Non-sn>oker. Marina area. Mr. Battle (21 3)

306-4625.

US MAIL JOBS. $11.77 to $l4.9CyS9.95 fee.

Now hiring, your area. No experience
necessary 1 900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

ENERCETK: PEOPLE wanted as greetersAicket-

writers/cashiers(F/T-P/T) Apply in person.
Good pay. (213)478-9274. David/Grant.

MODELS
wanted by Ptotessional Photography

Studio tor up-coming photo assignments

Pro & Non-Pro Male/Female

Call (818)508-8680

Job Opportunities 32

35K-80K-f. Immediate fl/FJ openings. Experi-

ence helpful, but not necessary. Full training.

Michael at (213)399-2851.

CASHIER, full and part-linr>e available. Two
positiofH, 7am-3pm or 3pm-11pm. Call for

interview, 9am to 1pm. (213)477-3216.

FOX- BASE MAC PROGRAMMER needed Ex-

perienced FOX— BASE MAC programmer
r>eeded for medical programming. Ask for

Shelley. (213)657-9841 days.

FUN-LOVING, looking for 3 activated wo-
nr>en to help in local expar>sion. PTAT manage-
ment positions available, international possi-

bilities. Stephanie (213)399-4021.

ILLUSTRATOR NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. Uiil-

ize both condentional drawing and computer
techniques. Experience with Macintosh Plus
computer desirable Long-term position, hours
arranged. For additional infomiation call

Diane at (213)825-7378

PT for selling physical therapy equipment to

doctors and chiropractors. Appointn>ent$
made by main office Salary plus commission.
Excellent opportunity (213)479-1050.

PT LEGAL SECRETARY WordPerfect, 65wpm,
1-2 legal experience. Hours MWF. Call

Cynthia or Pamela, (213)393 5000.

STAFF RESEARCH Associate I: Full time casual
position for Dept of Psychology- Design
experin^nls and perform data collection and
analysis for cor>ceptual ar>d language develop-
ment studies. Must have valid driver's license

and use personal auto to visit various schools

to recruit research subjects. Perform various

clerical functiom as needed. B.A. or B.S. in

related field preferred. Call 21 3-826-91 86 and
leave nr^essage. Forward resume to: 2263B
Franz Hall/mail code: 156304. Salary:

$25,956/yf.

34 Apartments for Rent 49 Apcirtments for Rent 49 Apartrr^ents for Rent 49

MARKETING
COMMISSION *- BONUS
HOME OR OFFICE
EXPERIENCED

TRAINING IS AVAILABLE
2 13-657 -5830

INTERN needed fof marketing promotion dept
at Delicious Vinyl Records. 3 times a week.
Please call Truly. (213)465-2700.

INTERNSHIP at established modeling and
commercial agency for few selected individu-
als. Call for inten^iew (213)469-7224.

INTERN WANTED PART-TIME for college
credit. Could possibly lead to paying position.
To assist owner/ producer of motion picture,

television, and record company. Must be good
with figures. Call Stephanie (213)474-4521,
between 10am-6:30pm. Position available
now.

Internstiips 34

102.7 KIIS FM is looking for interns! If you'd

like to start your career in broadcasting at

LA'S #1 Hit Must: Station, call Brad Hanes at

KIIS FM Marketing and Promotions
(213)46641381

CFT YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR' Prolific

ir>deperHlent film co. seeks bright, nrtotivated

interns. Unpaid, but a great opportunity to

learnall angles of the business. Jackie

(213)820^733.

Child Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER WANTED. Live-in for 2yr old
boy, Beverly Hills. Must be fluent in English +
drive. Some flexibility a must. French or Italian

speaking a plus. (213)659-9740.

BABYSITTER/ MOTHER'S HELPER for 2-yr^)ld
boy. Flexible hours, 1-2 evenings/wk. Refer-
ences a must. UCLA area. (213)472-1405.

BABYSITTER. SAT. EVENINGS. S6/hr. Non-
smoking. Warm, responsible & energetic. Must
have own transportation. & references. Call
Mrs. Philipson (213)556-1220 after 7 P.M.

BABYSITTER NEEDED. Hours flexible, for

4-year-old boy. S5/hr. Must love to play.

(213)474-5539.

CHILDCARE/ HOUSEKEEPER- kind, depend'
able, caring, fun, organized, good cook- for

boy and girl, 5 & 7. M-F, live-in/ out. Good
english, driver's license, long-term references,
legal. Nice family, nice neighborhood, good
pay. Santa Monica. Special ed background
helpful. (213)281-3307.

CHILDCARE, 9-YR-OLD BOY, afternoons +
Sonne evenings. Must have car. Close to UCLA.
(213)477-3254.

CHILDCARE PROVIDER in my home. 12
hrs/wk. Flexible hours, good pay. Child deve-
lopment experience preferred. Mary
(213)202-1302.

ENERGETK: PERSON WHO LIKES KIDS &
DRIVES. 4 days/wk. 3-7 P.M. $6/hr. Start Sept.

Sandy (213)858-7430.

EXPERIENCED responsible babysitter for per-

sonable 1 '/» -year-old boy. Selected evenings
and weekly on Saturday nights.
(213)556-3299.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for

babysitting. Would prefer individual with in-

terest in child development/special education.
Close to UCLA and transport. 556-4470.

HOUSEKEEPER/ CHILDCARE, live-in or out,

$150/week, Marina Del Rey area.
(213)396-0121.

MOTHER'S HELPER W/2-yr-old. %7/hr. Refer-

ences required. Must have exp. w/ children.

Own car. (213)276-1321.

NANNY, energetic, responsible, non-$nx)ker
with sense of hunxK to care for two children
after school arxJ sonr>e evenings. Fluent Engl-

ish, own car. $6»/hr-»-gas. (213)459-0514.

NANNY FOR 4-YR. OLD BOY. Afternoons
$6A>r. About 5 hours a day. Must have car.

Near Santa Monica Airport. (213)391-1613.

PERSON TO LIVE- IN HOUSE TO TAKE
8-YEAR-OLD LITTLE GIRL TO & FROM
SCHOOL. Babysitter duties at night &
weekends. Honr>e in Westwood. Good refer-

ences. Please call 474-8042 for live- in

arrangen>ents.

PK:k up TWO GIRLS at school, M—F,
5pm—7pm, car and references required. Near
UCLA. (213)282-2490 (days), (213)474-5346
(eve).

RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER. 3 children, ap-
proximately 20 hrs/^*^. Flexible hours, refer-

ences required Near UCLA. (213)475-2091

RESPONSIBLE, COMMITTED LOVING PER-
SON NEEDED TO DRIVE KIDS M-F, 3-5 P.M
Sonr>e Saturdays. Excellent pay. Must have own
car. (213)390-1761.

TUTOR/COACH FOR 9-YEAR.OLD BOY after

school: 3 dayA*k. Male preferred. References.

(213)472-7343.
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11353 NORTH VENKTE. 1-be<V1-bath, patio

(818)879-0784

1 -BEDROOM. $60(ymonth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

WLA 1 -BEDROOM, $725, furnished/
unfurnished, gated, parking refridge., minutes
to UCLA Inw free lease. (213)312-3638

2 Bachelor apartn>ents. $450/nx>. Westood
Village (213) 932-1857. (213) 471-4417

2-BED/1.BATH, $750 WLA, NEAR CAMPUS
STOVE, REFRIGERATOR, FIREPLACE, BACK
YARD, POOL, CARPORT WELL
MAINTAINED. BARRINGTON
(213)479-7559.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area
(213)837-9616.

$49S/$S95 Sherman Oaks. Single and large

orte bedroom. Gated parking. Fwy close to

class. Equal housing opportunity. 5444 Se-

pulveda. 818-909-2215

$595, HUGE 1 BED Gated parking, pool
Frwy close to class. Sherman Oaks. 5444
Scpulveda. (818)909 2215.

$650-1 -BEDROOM. International students

welcon>e. Bus to UCLA. V» -block away. Some
f.irnitiifii 4S0 76S.S

BAO^ELORS, SINGLES, 1 -bedrooms, 2 bed
rooms. Unfurnished, $495-$a95 Close to

UCLA. Low move-in. (213)558-3573/
557-1586.

BEAT iHk btPlfeMBtR RUSH! WLA, $1250,
3-bedroonV 2-bath. Home-like. Enclosed
backyard. Bus or bike to campus.
(213)477-0725.

BEAT THE SEPTEMBER RUSH! WLA, 1-bed-
foom, $675/ single, $615. Bus or bike to

campus. (213)477-0725.

BEAUTIFUL BACHELOR. $525. All utilities

included. 5-minutes from UCLA. 477-3036,
Minju.

BEST LOCATION IN WESTAVOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 + 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A^, patios and views.
Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA the village. Subten^annean
parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss -«-

Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $795-875/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213) 8396294.

BEVERLY HILLS, $1000, large l-bedroorrV
1%-bath. Large balcony, central heat, A/C.
Walk to Wilshire. (213)278-3938.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Reduced rent for

managerial duties: $750. Air, balcony.
(213)550-1531.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, 2-bed/ 2-bath,

$1070. New luxury, central air, balconies.
(213)550-1531.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

8396294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.% BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (21 3)

839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. $1085. 2-bed/
2-bath. Full kitchen, fireplace, laundry, bal-

cony, parking. (213)471-6744, David.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT & WLA,
$795-$l495. 1,2,3 bedrooms. 5-minutes to

UCLA. Parking, built-ins. (213)477-8189.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1 -bd/1 % -bth:
$775/mo. Single: $66(Vmo. V» off 1st month.
Laundry. 1241 Granville, next to Pavillions

Market. 208-4668; after 5: 473-3726.

BRENTWOOD: 330 South Barrington. 2 &
3-bd. From $1150. 471-3357 (Marjorie).

WLA: 680 Kelton Ave. 1 & 2-bd. From $950.
208-5456 (Lori). Near UCLA.

BRENTWOOD $1100 2-bed + 2-bath, $550
bachelor. Near shops, schools, businesses.

Parking available. (213)410-1499 or
671-8570.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT-Walk to UCLA.
Bus stop. Big & luxurious 2bd/2.5bth. $1 540 &
up. Washer/dryer, W.B. fireplace, security

alarm. Rooftop spa. 11535 Rochester
479-3118.

BRENTWOOD, New building, singles,

1 -bed/2-ba, 2-bed/2-ba, $550 up. Best deals.

508 Barrington. (213)934-5000.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2

BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE-

MODELED LUXURY BUILDING. POOL,
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT, luxury 2-bed-

rooms, renovated, gated building, dishwasher,

2 parking spaces. $925 and up.
(213)479-1131.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. $495. Bachelor,

bright, refrig., microwave, all utilities paid.

(213) 471-6744.

BRENTWOOD, $850. Very spacious, sunny
1 -bedroom. Deck, upper front. Quiet building.

Cat okay. Call 541-2093.

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

BUNDY, near Santa Monica, $685, large

1 -bedroom. Excellent management.
(213)820-7049.

CULVER CITY, 1 -bedroom, $575/mo, stove,

refrigerator, new carpet, drapes, quiet, clean.

(213)390-6035, (805)523-8968 (call collect).

CULVER CITY, 2-bed/ 1-bath apartment,

$750. Clean. Near bus & shopping. 966-1 557.

1 MONTH FREE RENT
LOW MONTHLY RATES
Large Furnished 1 Bedrooms
(1-11/2-2 Baths

)

3 Persons Occupancy OK
2 Person Discount Special

Extra large Closets, Pool, Sundeck,
Parking, Some or All Utilities Included,

Quiet Academic Building

CASABLANCA WEST APTS
208-4394 530 Veteran Ave

10 MONTH
LEASES

AVAILABLE

THREE
BLOCKS TO
CAMPUS

GLENROCKAPARTMENTS
824*9691

555 GLENROCK (Corner of Glenrock & Levering)

OPEN DAILY
Mon. - FrL- 10-6 pm

Weekends - Noon - 5 pm

Xall for Details
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EXTRA LARCF 2-bedroom, new kitchen and

bathroonn, high ceiling. Beverly Glenn/ Santa

Monica area. SUOO/mo. (213)470-2982.

FAIRFAX AREA. Quiet, private large bachelor

w/loft. Partially furnished. Excellent

location (21 3)933-3050.

FURNISHED SINGLE, individual balcony,

laundry fascilities; offstreet parking, sundeck,

utilities included. Quiet building, only serious

students need to apply. $565. (213)826-7068.

LA, 25-nninutes to cannpus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-be(V 2-bath apartment, all amenities,

1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

LARGE UNFURNISHED SINGLE. Yard, park-

ing, utilities. Pets. 5-blocks to Venice Beach.

$600 -f deposit. Open Sunday 1-4.

(213)778-0822.

LONDON, U.K.- Two bedroom apartment in

South London available now for short or long

term letting. For more information please call

(213)208-7618 or (213)206-0369.

FREE
Roommate Matching Service

493-9072

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. 1s and 2s

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center, Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

dkhml
-oartTT^ens

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R & B Managed Property EHO

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,

sun deck, 2 car

parking in secure

garage, will allow 4

students per
apartment.
From $1200

2 weeks fi*ee with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue

477-0858

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

• pool
• spa
• sauna
•gym
• gated parking

Extra large 1 Bedrooms
also available

Call 208-3818
535 Gayley

if Limited Space for

Fall Term

MAR VISTA. $980-Deluxe 2-bd./2-bth.
$825-Deluxe 1-bdyi-bth. Intercom, air.

(213)3909430, 826-6907.

MAR VISTA 2BDR\V2BATH unfurnished apt.

1 1 732 Avon includes appliances, parking;

security, cleaning fee. $850/mo.
(213)337-9207.

MID-WILSHIRE, 2-bed/2-bath from $1150.
Brarni new luxurious, spacious apt. 2-months
free with lease. Gym, fireplace, walk-in
closets. Alarm in each unit, 10 min. from
UCLA. (213)954-9790.

NOW LEASING large singles and bachelors.

Utilities paid. Walking distance UCLA. From
$525/mo. Call Paul (213)824-9754.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overland.(2n)837-3013.

PALMS, $1 200, large 3-bed/ 2-bath, by Bever-

lywood. Good references. Steve
(213)839-1026, Antoine (213)828-0740.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2 BATH. Spacious apartment

with vaulled ceiling. Electronic access to

building arxJ subterrar>ean parking. $1000 up.

(21.'<)842-9303.

PALMS, Ibdrm, $675. Large, sunny, great

closets, quiet building. Days: 2' 3-273-7598.

Eves: 213-286-0980.

PALMS: 1 -bedroom, deluxe upper, $725,

fireplace, locked building, gated entry,

371 7 Cardiss. Available 8/1 5. (21 3)652-0847/

837-5831.

PALMS 2-bed/2-bath deluxe. $895. Available

9/1. Locked building, gated entry, fireplace,

A/C, balcony. No Pets. (213)652-0847,

(213)837-5831.

PALMS $615—«1 5. 1 and 2-bedrooms. Ap-

pliances, new carpet, pool, parking, laundry.

3455 Jasmine. No pels. 454-4754.

PALMS, $625, deluxe 1 -bedroom, decorator

blinds/ carpets. Bring this ad and get $50/mo
discount for 6-monlhs. (213)838-8839, 3775
Hughes.

PALMS, $675 +$850. 1 -2 bedrooms. Big

rooms. Move in bonus 10 min. to UCLA.
(818)377-2668.

PALMS: $775. Large, modern 1-bd. Security

bidg. Fireplace, dishwasher refrigerator, patio,

A/C. 836-5311/637-0761.

PALMS, $785/MO. Large 2-bedroom. Upper,
new carpet/paint, refrigerator, built-ins,

patio, parking, washer/dryer on premises.

(213)476-6532.

PALMS, $895, new 2-»-2. All anr>enities. A/C,

fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy free-

way access. (213)390-5996.

PALMS, $925, 2BD/2BA, built-in, balcony,

fireplace, laundry, parking, gated bIdg. 3626
Empire. 213-559-3875, eves/weekend.

PALMS: $975. Large, modern 2-bdy2-bth.

Security building. Patio, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher, fireplace, A/C. 836-531 1/837-0761

.

PALMS LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath duplex, available

a/1 7. Fenced yard, laur>dry room in building.

$875. (213)479-2368.

PALMS, adj. Beverly Hills. $400 OFF MOVE-
IN COST. Rent w/ excellent credit. Featuring

beautiful heated swimming pool, gated park-

ing, and recreation room. 1 -bedrooms starting

at $650. (213)836-3800.

PALMS. Nice 2-bed/2-bath upper, laundry,

A/C. $875/mo. 3719 Delmas Terrace.

(213)837-1742.

RARE FIND: VERY LARGE 2-bed/2-ba. Less

than 2 years old. $1 100-1 200. We love UCLA
students. Sepulveda/Pico. (213)479-1405.

SANTA MONICA, sublease 2-bed/ 2-bath

apartment, semi-furnished. Perfect for 2 stu-

dents to share. Abe 829-3600.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH apartment with
pool, spa. Security building. Lease Sept. 1.

$1600/nr>o. Joanna (213)393-3466.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.

Month to month rental agreement, fully fum-
ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

FALL RENTALS
Walk to CampusA^illage

Students Preferred

1+1; 1+1+den; 1+2
2 master bdrm + 2

$900 - $1400

•refrigerator»dishwasher«

•controlled entry«A/C*
•elevator*

519 Glenrock (213)208-4835

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2
Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles. 2BD
$725 and up

All amenities

+Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
Singles. 1 Bdrms and 2 Bdrms
From $800, Gated Garage.

Fireplace. AirCon, Full Kitchen,

Breakfast Bar. Dishwasher.

Balcony. Pool/Jacuzzi. Rec
Room, Pool Table & Video

Games. Laundry Facility. Gas &
Hot water Paid For.

ROOMMATES AVAILABLE
208-1976 515 Kelton
^mmmmm ^^WfWW wi^^m

YOU CAN'T BEAT
OUR PRICES
$745- 1 Bedroom
$1075- 2 Bedroom

600 KELTON
Adjacent to UCLA
Campus Shuttle Spot

Quiet Building

208—1625

WALK TO UCLA
Very Practical

Only 2 Left

1 - 2BDRM,
2-BATH for $1000

1 - Private Room & Bath
Share Kitchen for $400

632 Gayley
208-5920

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry

facilities. Beautifully landscaped

Ask for Jim

824-4807

NEED HELP FINDING..

. GREAT ROOMMATES

. SPACIOUS APARTMENTS

COME TO OUR OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, AUGUST 30th

1:00 P.M.-4:00

MEET POTENTIAL ROOMMATES
SIGN UP FOR OUR FREE ROOMMATE SERVICE
FREE PARKING, FUN & GREAT FOOD

555 GLENROCK, AT LEVERING
824 9S01 .

Luxury Living

At Student Prices!
• Soocious necrteO ana at corxartoned rocnj!

• Prfvote Soihroom arxj Showe<'

• Never mofe than two sTudenrs oef room'

• Safe Quiet environment'

• New lourxjrv orxl venoing macnines'

• iecxwore stlOv cxxa rv lounges'

• Cocne IV'

• w<»<3nt Room cfxi Gome Room'

• daskdtDott ana voHeyoaN Court!

• Wenry of Free Portcmg'

• Donees Dorties. movies, escooe 'nos.

Dortsecues. concerts, lectures orxa mofe-

It's all waiting for you in beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLA!
Th« University of Judoism Residence Halls

213-476-9777. ext 259
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VAN NUYS, 20-30 minules lo campus.

2-bed/l 'A - balh, $700. Townhouse style, nice

area. Security, new paint, c/a, cable ready.

(21 3)865-3801

.

VENICE, $1140. new 3-bedroonrV 2-bath,

dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-

kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2289.

VENICE, 1 -bedroom, $780, near beach in

quiet area, nice view, private laundry &
parking. (213)396-1549.

VENICE/MARINA DEL REY. Near beach.

Singles, 2 bdy2 bth. Gas fireplace, central

AK., dishwasher, garbage disposal, alarm sys-

tem. Gated building. 2724 Abbot Kinney Blvd.

Sec manager^s apartment »101. 822-2524.

WALK TO UCLA, single, 1 -bedroom, 2-bed-

room, fireplace, A/C, full kitchen, balcony,

pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room, laundry room, gated

garage, gas -»- water paid. From $800. 515

Kelton. (213)208-1976.

WEST LA- 10 minute drive to UCLA. Big &
bright 2bd/2bth. $1195 & up. Washer/dryer,

W.B. fireplace, security alarm. Rooftop spa.

11221 Richland 478-3990.

Summer Special $200 o(
*

Single, 1 , 2 & 3 BDRM
all close to UCLA

Perfect for Students or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

WESTWOOD, walk to L CLA, very spacious
1 -bedroom with separate dining roorrVden,

$950. Hardwood floors, kitchen appliances,

parking, laundry. Desirable location.

(213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD. STUNNING 2-BD/2-BTH.
FIREPLACE, STEP-DOWN LIVING ROOM
BRAND NEW CARPETS, SHUTTERS,
KITCHEN APPLIANCES. PRIVATE PATIO.

NEAR EATING PLACES, TRANSPORTATION
& UCLA. $1150. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD, SPACIOUS 2bd/2ba, pool, Ja-

cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW,
$1290 $150(ymo Come and see.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD. BIG 2-bdrm./2-bath.
$1 195/up. Near Century City, close to UCLA.
All appliances, parking. (213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD-1380 VETERAN AVENUE
2-bedroonrv/2-bath bright, parksview, walking
distance to UCLA. Rooftop pool and Jacuzzi.

(213)477-5108.

MATURE
YOUNG ADULTS

Live in luxury
Very large 2-bedroom

2-baths

Pool & Jacuzzi,

mucho amenities

(213)470-1513

Walk to Campus
$1575/up Per Month

Huge 2t)d/2ba

Dual Master Bdrms
Up to 4 Students Per Unit

Mi-Tech Bldg

Gated Parking

Full Amenities

512 Veteran /Venue Apts.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

WEST L.A.
Prime: 10 min. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den witfi pool,

souno, Jacuzzi, flyni/ hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unil

security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-

models open daily

(213)474-1111

rDearl)ad
I live In a loft In a tower...

Your Princess

• Directly across from campus
•Single and loft style apartments
•Quality FURNISHED or unfurnished

•A/C and dishwasher, laundry
•FREE gated parking garages
•Professional on-site management

Startina as low as

$26/ per month
per student

Cayley Towers Apartments
565 cayley • 82a-0836

100 STEPS TO UCLA!

Extra Large Apartments

Newly Renovated
-Controlled Entry—

_

Beautifully Furnished

644 & 650 Landfair Ave

"<JaH MaryaniT^

(213)824-0319

•KASSfmi^^Vf^xXtariK

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-BEDROOM,
CHARMING GARDEN APTS. HARDWOOD
FLOORS, DISHWASHER, TILE KITCHEN.
MIDVALE NORTH OF LEVERING. (213)

839-6294

WESTWOOD, several 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments available. Larxifair, near UCLA. 1

year lease, make offer. (213)277-6813.

WESTWOOD: SPECIAL THIS MONTH ONLY!
From $1300: 2-bdy2-bth., 2 parking spaces.

Refrigerator, stove, microwave, dishwasher.

Pool, jacu72i, laundry room. All security.

(213)824-0833.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE 1-BD.

UPPER, FRONT, EXCELLENT VIEW, GARDEN
APARTMENT. MIDVALE, NORTH OF LEVER-

INC. (213) 839-6294.

WESTWOOD-LARGE 1 -BEDROOM. Nice,

QUIET building on Veteran. Parking.

$950^mo. (818)382-1350.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-

nus special. Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and two bedrooms. Walk to

LXTLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,

(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

WESTWOOD, $550, $615, Singles. Hard-

wood floors, stive, fridge, drapes.
(213)477-2777.

WESTVy«X)D, Wilshire Corridor, $1 500, fully

furnished, 1-bedroonV 2-bath, 10th floor,

24-hr security. Days (213)475-7533, eves

(213)659-4834. "^

Northridge $275 up. 500 unit student
housing facility. Shared or private units,

with or without kitchens. Private baths.

Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation room, 1/2 hour
drive to UCLA. Free brochure.
Northridge Campus Residence. 9500
Zelzah. Northridge, CA. 91325

(818)886-1717

BRENT MANOR APTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCUV
Bachelors. Singles,

1 Bedroom, 2 Bedroom

Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

CASH DRAWING

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Bedroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area

$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bearoom for 1 to 3 people
across street from UCLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
208-8798

CASH DRAWING

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
l-bedroom/l-bath from $900

2-beclroonn/2-bath from

$1500

Oversized apartments

with dining rooms,

newly decorated with

mini/ vertical blinds,

balconies, fireplace,

built-in kitchens.

Gated subterranean parking,

heated pool, elevator.

Walk to campus

691 Levering Avenue

(213)208-3647

WESTWOOD. $985-1 250/MO.
2-BDRM,/2-BATH.. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)639-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-

room junior. $725, utilities and parking in-

cluded. (213)475-7533.

WESTWOOD, $1150, 2-bed/1Vi -balh Town
Apartments. $1485, 3-bed/2-bath. Private

yard. 1.2 miles near UCLA. (213) 459-6800.

WESTWOOD. $900/mo and up. 1-bdrm.,

$150(Vmo and up 2bd/2bth, gym, Jacuzzi.

Walk to
LX:LA. 520 Kelton. 208-7483.

WESTWOOD. $1600. Walk to UCLA. 3-bed.

Very spacious and bright, fireplace. Hardwood
floors, laur>dry, parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD. $925. Walk to UCLA. Very

bright, spacious upper. 1 -bedroom w/views.

Carpets and drapes, kitchen appliances, 2-car

parking, laundry. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY $900 Single

w/loft. New luxury, gated condo.
(213)471-0883. 1969 S. Beverly Glen.

WESTWOOD 705 Gayley. bachelor $500.

Quiet garden apartment, furnished. Utilities

paid. (213)459-5618, (213)208-1491.

WESTWOOD. $1 350- $1 650. Ten-ific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, ^C, patio, micro-

wave. 1 71 1 Malcolm, V« -mile campus.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$575, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, 2bd/1ba,

$1480. 10990 Strathmore. 213-395-2903.

WESTWOOD $1 100 up.Front 2c)ed/2bath,

carpets, refrigerator, parking. 10745 La-

Grange. IVi miles from UCLA.
213-475-6165.

WESTWOOO/BEVERLY GLEN, luxurious,

extra-large 2-bed/2-bath with Jacuzzi, A/C,

large balcony. $1395. 392-9735.

WESTWOOD PLAZA APTS
Pool •Jacuzzi* Sauna
JrlBd — from $895
2Bd2Ba from $1400

Stove, Refrigerator, Dishwasher
Fireplace, Secured Parking — 2 Spaces

1441 Veteran/Ohio

478-0051

Palms- 9uiet Apartment
3 bcd/3 bath $1275 2 bed/2 bath $875

modem. 4 years new. air.

dishwasher, fireplace, gated parking.

lOmln. to UCLA by bus

(213)838-5039
10737 Palms

• $1250 2-bedroom 2-bath •

Stove, refrigerator, central air, newer

building, security building.

(213)444-9002

CULVER CITY
1 -bedroom, stove, refrigerator, new
carpet, drapes, quiet and clean —

$575/mo.
(2 1 3)390-6035 (805)523-8%8

(call collect)

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt

Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huge,

Luxury 1 & 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra large closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entry anti parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208^8685

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1Bd

& 2Bath

$1375 and up2 + 2

Patio, Secure,

Prime Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/lease

I0635 Wilshire
(213)470-3006

Westood adjascent. $1,325 2bedroom/2batH

plus loft. Fire place, wet bar, air conditior^ing,

dish washer, security parking. Nice quiet

street. (213) 395-8912.

WLA, $1 1 50, 2-bed/ 1 'A -bath, quiet, security,

frost-free refrigerator, cable service,

shutters. 1323 Carmclina Ave. Santa Monica

adjacent. (213)456-3829.

WLA $1395. 4-bed/VA -bath. 2 fireplaces,

2-car garage, 10971 National Blvd. 475-1 702,

474-3626.

WLA 1-bed apartment. Mini-blir>ds, stove,

refrigerator, parking, laundry. $750.

274-2161.

WLA, 1-bed apartn^ent, $60(Vmo, hardwood,

yard, laundry, security; and large house:

2-bed/ 2-bath. $1160/010. 839-8553.

WLA: 2-BDy2-BTH., $1100/mo. Spacious

living room, balcony, ^C, fireplace. Nice,

quiet environment. 1635 South Brockton Ave.

(213)670-4233, (213)641-4182.

WLA 2-BED/2-BATH, $995. Furnished/

unfurnished, gated, parking, refrigerator, mi-

nutes to UCLA. (213)312-3638.

WLA: 2-BED.-»- DEN, 2-beds, A/C, dishwasher,

carpet, drapes. Phone manager
(213)202-6832.

WLA $650, 1 -bedroom. Stove, refrigerator,

close to everything. 1517 Federal Ave.

826-6957.

WLA, $710/nno, 1 -bedroom. Appliances, extra

closets, sundeck, parking, #1 bus. Ready now.

New carpets. (213)474-5419.

WLA: $750. 1426 Barrington. Large 1-bd.

Carpets, drapes, stove, dishwasher, AK, re-

frigerator. 837-0761.

WLA: $950. 1426 Barrington. Large

2-bd/1Vi -bth. Carpets, drapes, stove, dis-hwasher^
WLA, $975, 2-bed/ 2-bath townhouse. Air,

garage, small quiet building. (213)550-1531.

WLA BACHELOR APART. 1 minutes West LA

College, 15 minutes USC. Non-smoker. Very

quiet surroundings, pool. (213)753-8060.

WLA- BarringtorV Wilshire/ near bus. Cozy
1-bedroom. $695/mo. Pool/ Quiet
Atmosphere/ small pets. John 477-51 39.

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5

MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $840—$940. (213)206-8881.

FABULOUS 2-BED/2-BATH, $1040, sundeck

»nd Jacuzzi w/ocean view, balcony, laundry

fascilities, security. Great location.

(213)826-5528

WLA; near Santa Monica, upper 2-bedroonV

2-bathroom, $890. Walk- in closets, stove,

patio, 5-unit building. (213)826-8818.

WLA/PALMS: $925. 2-bed/1 'A -bath, ap-

pliances, A/C. 3359 Mentone. BEVERLY HILLS

ADJ.: $995. 2-bed/2-bath. 1501 S. Beverly Dr.

(213)471-0883.

WLA, PICO/LA CIENEGA. S750/mo. 2-bed-

room, stove, refrigerator, carpets. By appoint-

mcnt (213}279-?002.

WLA, Pico/ Bundy, $65(Vmo, 1 -bedroom/

1-bath. Quiet, 8-minutes UCLA.
(213)750-1227.

WLA: Spacious 3-bdy2-bth. $1200. Stove,

laur>dry, 2 parking spaces. Close to campus.

(213)820-3479.

Apartments Furnistied 50

$S25-FURNISHED SINGLE,
$820-2-BEDROOM. International students

welcome. Closed garage available. After 10

AM. 450-2655.

MARINA DEL REY. S29S/mo includes utili-

ties. Liveaboard SMALL sailboat. Microwave,
fridge, telephone. Use of MARINA bathroom
facilities nearby. (213)620-0247.

PALMS 1-BD.: $670-$725. Utilities included.

Quiet, redecorated, air, pool, recreation room,
laundry, parking. (213)559-4806.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/fTX). Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WESTWOOD Spacious 1 -bedroom Parking.

2-3 persons. Near UCLA, small building. $875
up. 11099 Strathmore. (213)454-8211.

WLA AREA. $58SAtk>. Attractive furnished

single, kieal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

1 AND 2-BEDROC)M APTS Ohio-Sawtelle

1 'A miles LKILA. Stove, refrigerator. 650-935.
477-5756.

1 BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa
Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.

$6e5/mo 62a 7049.

BRENIWOOD: $800 Sunny 1-bed upper,

balcony, built-ins, refrigerator. 1 1921 Goshen
Ave Open 9-6. 626-7373.

BRENTWOOD BACHELOR. $595/MO. Up-
per with balcony. 11736 Darlington #5.

(213)826-2920 Leavff message.

BRENTWOOD: $925. 2 bdy2-bath ,
patio,

newly decorated By appoinln>ent only. 1 1 726
Mayfield Apt. #3. (213)271-6611.

BRENTWOOD WILSHIKE AREA. $1250.
2bd/2ba CONDO A/C. fireplace, balcony,

locked building ar>d garage(2), appliarKes,

pool, light, quiet. (213)553-6662.

CULVER CITY, $795, unfurnished, spacious, 2

bedroorrVl bathroom. Pease call James (213)

556-1513.

Apts. Unfurnished

SANTA MONICA 2-BEDROOM/l-BATH.
Halfway between beach and UCLA. $1 250
(213)396-0300.

SANTA MONICA. Newer 1 and 2 bedrooms,
garage, gated, gourmet kitchen, mirrured

doors, balcony, quiet. Off Wilshire, near 22nd.
From $847 and $1087. Call Connie
(213)828-2448 ext 344.

WESTWOOD, 2-bedroom duplex, hardwood
floors, stove and refrigerator, parking, near

UCLA. $1300 up. 1385 Midvale
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, 1390 VETERAN. Bachelors

$550, 1 -bedrooms $750 available now. Excel-

lent location. Eves (213)275-1427 or
(213)540-4425.

WESTWOOD: 1 -BD. $745. Stove, refrigerator,

parking space. 600 Kelton Ave. Quiet students

welcome. 208-1625.

WESTWOOD: 2-BDyi-BTH. $1150. Stove,

refrigerator, parking space. 600 Kelton Ave.

Quiet students welcome. 208-1625 .

WLA $1250. Large, quiet upper 2-bdy2-bath.

5 minutes UCLA. Available September.
(213)436-9635, 433-9805.

WLA, 1432 Barry Ave, 1 -bed/1 -bath, brand

new carpets, close excellent transportation.

Available immediately. $740. Ken
(213)473-1677.

WLA, 2-bedroom, $950, upper $985. Drapes
6 carpet, convenient location, 1332 Welle-

sley. (213)391-2874, (213)479-3623.

WLA $480 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinth. 826-6907.

WLA $695 1-bedroom. Walk to market^us.

1242 Barry at Wilshire. Close to UCLA
(213)395-2903.

WLA $720 1 -bed/1 -balh. Carpet, drapes, re-

frigerator, balcony. 1633 CoritUh. 826-6907.

WLA. $850-$9O0. Charming 1+1 and 2+1.

Excellent area. Parking. Laundry. Close to

buslines. 1331 Wellesley Avenue.
(213)965-7644.

WLA CHOKTES-Studio, 1 or 2 bedroom.
Southwest style luxury. Rooftop pool, spa,

views. Central air, garage. Treat yourself from

$687. Cheviot Hills area. (213)260-0692.

WLA. CUTE, COMFORTABLE, COST EFFEC-

TIVE! One bedroom, courtyard building,

gated, parking, roomy. $632. Call Vicki

(213)288-0692. Small pet/VISA^-MC okay.

WLA. Single, $650/mo. One-bedroom,
$850—870/mo. Security building, parking;

walk to tJCLA, 1 450 Midvale. (21 3)391-2874,

(213)479-3623.

Apartments to Share 52

1 ROOM AVAILABLE IN 2-BED/1 -BATH
NEAR WESTSIDE PAVILION. Non-smoker
preferred. $355+1/2 utilities. Frank 475-031 2,

message.

$355/MO. Male non-smoker to share 1 -bed-

room furnished apartment, I'A -miles UCLA.
Security building & parking, quiet neighbor-

hood, 2 cats, excellent bus connections.

575-1503.

527 MIDVALE. View 2-bedroom completely

furnished modern apartn^r^l. 1 p«:rM>r^ lu !»hart:

$425. Pool/jacuzzi. Call Brad (213)206-6516.

FURNISHED BEDROOM, beamed ceilings,

10-ft. closets, double bed, desk, lamp. Fully

equipped kitchen. Pool, laurvJry, parking.

$485 including utilities. Suitable grad, profes-

sof. (213)575-4320.

BRENTWOOD APT.: 1-2 roommates needed

to rent MASTER bdrm; own bathroom, great

location, & quiet neightx>rhood. $650/nr>o.

Call Jeannie (213)472-9642.

BRENTWOOD on Montana Room, private

bath, security building garage, on busline. No
smoking. Near UCLA. $650/mo.
(213)826-1991.

BRENTWOOD beautiful large apartment.

Share room, bath. Furnished, cable, pool,

transportation nearby. $360. Female.
(213)447-2505.

BRENTWOOD 2-bedroom available 9/1.

$405/mo. Females only, must love cats. Good
credit please. 826-2225.

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath. 13 ft. ceilings,

worvierful landlady, quiet. 3 maximum.
$1200. (213)826-2280.

BRENTWOOD: Male to share room in 2 bed/

1-bath. Pool, laurxiry, easy parking. $283/mo.

(213)471-6271.

BRENTWOOD. Own room $550/0X1. In-

cludes parking & utilities. Pool, sauna, gym,

security. 472-7465.

CLOSEST TO CAMPUS- share bedroom in

beautiful, luxurious, huge apartment. All

amenities, parking. $437.50 Male preferred.

Available Sept.1. 206^200

FEMALE- own furnished roorrV bath, parking,

security building. %bSO/rno. Non-snx>ker.

I'A -miles UCLA. (213)626-6952.

HOLLYWOOD. Share 2-bd, furnished. W/D
Utilities. Non-smoker. $400/mo.
(213)671-6035.

MASTER BEDROOM: $505 Large, sunny,

airy, balcony facing east. Great view. Call

Pasha (213)276-3172.

NON SMOKING FEMALE preferred to share

w/ female professional. Charming, contempor-

ary, spacious 2 bedroom w/ fireplace West

wood $660/mo Victoria (21 3)473 3489.

• OWN ROOM ' in converted 2-bed/2 bath.

Pool, security, gym, suana. $350/nx), includ-

ing utilities. (213)4/2-7465.

PALMS— own becVbath. Free gateed parking,

security building, near markets, bus, freeways.

$367.50^0. alio $250 security deposit + 'A

utilities. 204-4226.

51 Apartments to Share 52 Roommates 53 Roommates

SHERMAN OAKS. Own room in 3-bed/3-bath.
$320/ utilities. 15 minutes UCLA. 560 bus.
Manuel (818)501-3006.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE luxury 2-bed/2-bath,
non-smoker. Rooftop pool/spa. Full amenities,
security, parking, view.furnished, balconies.
$725-795. (213)474-0074.

FAIRFAX/PICO area, $675, bright upper
1-bedroom. Patio carpets, drapes, stove,

fridge. Gated parking. (213)839-8800.

LARGE 2-BED. fireplace, balcony, 3 parking
spacer. All utilities paid (except electricity.

$1700 (5 roommates allowed). Beautiful

building. 10919 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

PALMS: 1BD. $635. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(805)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2-Bedroom, con-
vient location. $750. Eves (213)254-1565,
(213)275-1427.

PALMS, $625, large single/ junior 1-bedroom.
Upper, full bath/ kitchen, A/C, dishwasher.
Balcony, cable. (213)397-0405.

PALMS, new 2-bedroom/ 2-bath luxury units.

3-car gated parking^ balcony, fireplace, alamn,
high ceilings, microwave, $1095-$1165.
(213)454-3615.

WESTWOOD BUSINESS MAN seeks non-
snH)king female to share 2bed/2bath luxury
furnished apartment. Security parking. Pool.
$450 including utilities. (213) 470-2211.

WLA, large modem 2-bed/2-bath, share with
male grad student. 3-miles UCLA. Security +
parking. $500 h utilities. Brian {818)703-1 584.

WLA. Neat, quiet female to share brand new
luxury 2+2. Starting 9/1. $600/mo.
(213)575-3621.

YOUNG GRADUATE STUDENT WHO
OWNS HIS OWN LUXURY CONDO AT
WESTWOOD HIGHRISE wants to share it with
a female student who would have her own
private bedroorrVbathroom. Cost negotiable
for qualified person. Call Al at (21 3)474-7764.

Roommates 53

2 FEMALES to share 2-bedroom on Strathmore/

Levering, $375 -KJeposit. Hardwood floors.

Aug. 30-. Fun and responsible. Dahlia
459-9971.

2 OPENINGS in large modern 3-bedroonV
2-bath, 3-blocks from beach in Playa Del Rey.

Yard, garage, free laundry. Available 10/1.

$467. Mike (213)306-8005.

BEAUTIFUL TOWNHOUSE, BEVERLY HILLS.

Master bedroom, W/D, full-length mirrored

closets, parking, sundeck, hardwood floors.

Available Sept. 1. $600/mo. (213)285-3427
(Tina) (213)201-4914 (Karen).

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. Fe-

male to share room. Very large. Security, pool,

laundry. $365, must see. (213)820-0187.

BEVERLY HILLS. Female/non-smoker to share

largff 2-bedroom, 1 -bath. (Own room). Forplex

building. $575. Available Oct. 1 or earlier.

(213)289-6719.

BIG ROOM TO SHARE. FALL ONLY. Female.

Quiet 2-bdy2-bth. Hardwood, flreplace, gar-

agc, cable. $350. 474-6902.

BRENTWOOD 2+2. Own room. Must like

dogs. $496/mo. 11748 Mayfield.
(213)826-2920.

BRENTWOOD prefer female law/graduate

student. Own room, bath, and parking. Sec-

urity, near direct bus. $525/mo. + 'A utilities.

(213)865-6967.

BRENTWOOD ROOMMATE WANTED. Gi-

gantic 2-story apartment. Own roorr^ath.

$650. Furnished, modern. Lenore
(213)207-5695

FEMALE (NONSMOKER): Share with same +
dog. Quiet. Private bedroom + bathroom;

Security/parking. $325 + utilities.

(618)985 1223.

FEMALE ROOMMATE IN NKIE CONDO.
$375/mo. Walking distance from UCLA.
(213)391-2677.

FEMALE TO SHARE extra large apartment in

Hancock Park. Ovn room + bath, norv

smoker. $475/mo. (213)933-6017.

LOVELY LARGE 4-BED HOME seeking room-

mates. Near Wilshire busline. All amenities,

full security. (213)965-0565.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Sept. $443.

new/adjacent. Theta Chi/Gayley. Call collect

(415)342-4622.

MALE ROOMMATE-share room in large clean

WLA apartn>ent. $312.5(ymo. Call Dennis/

Victor 477-1913.

NEEDED: 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO LIVE

WITH 2 GIRLS IN AN EXECUTIVE SINGLE.

Rent: $263. (213)206-0769.

OWN FURNISHED BEDROOM in 2-bed/

1-bath houte. Utilities, food, phone included.

$550/nrK) Must like dogs. (213)452-2697.

ROOM FOR RENT IN 3-BD. APT. Walking

distarx:e from UCLA. $425 for own room &
bathroom & own entrarKe. Avail, immedi-

ately Call (213)824-0635.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. $275/mo. Share 1

bdrm. Plenty of privacy. Clean, Responsible

women seek same. 1 -block from campus. No
parking Jeannette 824-5037

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 2-bed/2-bath

apartment. Bev. Gler^A^lshire area. $30(Vmo.
Security building, great area. Available Sept.1

.

Quiet, large, and spacious. Kimberly
(213)474-5669.

KOOMMAlb WAN 1 ED. Young, temaie ex-

ecutive seeking Japanese speaking profes-

sional or grad student to share apartment.

Female preferred Karyn. (213)602-7718 day,

(213)933-9049.

SHERMAN OAKS Roommate wanted, female,

own roonrVbath, $43(ymo. 15 min IXLA.
Grace (818)393-0963; (616)366-2863.

VENICE BEACH, private room, phone, park-

ing, w/d. Safe area, buslines. Studious,

friendly, non-smoker. $420/mo.
(213)452-7272.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. $27Q/MO. Female
grad student looking for 2 female students to

share 2-bed garden apt. Balcony, pool, laundry

facilities. Non-smoker wrth cats.
(213)654-6455.

WESTWOOD. 2 females needed to share

GREAT 2-bd. apt. w/ parking! Close lo cam-
pus! $350. 208-3048.

WESTWOOD/WLA. Professional male seek-

ing f/m roommate(s). Prefer professionals or

students, non-smoker. Available Sept.

(213)858-1500, John Krambeer.

WESTWOOD— Female, 2-bed new luxury

apartment on Gayley. $433/mo.
(213)206-3936.

WESTWOOD. 10 minute walk to campus.
Fully furnished, sundeck, prime location.

$35Q/mo. (213)206-2501, Rob.

YOUR OWN ROOM, WESTWOOD, SEC-
URITY BUILDING, LOCKED GARAGE, 1 FE-

MALE ROOMMATE, DISHWASHER, POOL,
A/C, FEMALES ONLY. $525. MELANIE
208-61 35.

Room for Rent 54

2 FURNISHED BEDROOMS FOR RENT in

lovely family home. Full household privileges.

Tennis courts, swimming pool nearby. 5

minutes UCLA by car. (213)474-9894.

$425 MAR VISTA area. Woman non-smoker.

Large sunny room with huge walk-in closet,

balcony, share kitchen and bath in home in

quiet residential neighborhood. Near buses.

Available Sept.8. Call Marsha Sunday a.m.

through Friday noon. (213)390-9007.

ALONG CANAL IN MDR. 1 block from beach.

Huge duplex, own room. $300. Female only.

(213)306-7423. Available 9/1.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished rooms, one very

small, large house w/ grad. Students. Kitchen

privileges, pool. Need car. $450-utilities in-

cluded. Leave message. Abby(818) 783-5151.

BRENTWOOD AREA large private roomA)ath.

non-smoker, light duties, pets, utilities in-

cluded. $375 + deposit. (213)393-6171.

BRENTWOOD: SINGLE STUDIO WITH
BATH. $600/mo. 15 min. UCLA.
(21 3)945-471 3/mornings.
(213)472-7771/evenings- Ask for Jack.

ENCINO, private room + bath, pool, parking,

$400. No pets. Marta (818)784-5315.

FURNISHED ROOM IN WESTWOOD. Private

bath. Kitchen & laundry privileges. Female
student prefen-ed. $450. (213)475-5548.

HILGARD AVE Continental breakfast, kitchen

privileges. $90G/quarter. Women students.

Mrs. Solat (213)208-8931.

LARGE ROOM, own bath, 1 or 2 females,

kitchen privileges. $60G/mo. Near bus route to

UCLA. (805)640-0816.

LOVELY ENVIRONMENT, Pico/ Beverly Glen,

bath, patio, private entrarK:e, kitchen pri-

vileges, laur>dry, security parking, $45G/nH>.

(213)201-0317.

MAR VISTA: $400/MO. INCLUDES UTILITIES.

Kitchen privilege, parking. Quiet area, close to

everything. ( 2

1

3)62 1 -6974-days;
(213)313-1990-eves.

NEAR UCLA, furnished roonVbalh in private

home, limited kitchen, ideal for UCLA
student, non-smoker, $465/mo.
(213)476-2066.

NEXT TO UCLA. Room with private bath

Limited kitchen. $470. (213)472-1592.

OPPOSITE CAMPUS, attractive, quiet room,

refrigerator, private bath, parking, nice home,
mature non-smoking cat-lover.
(213)472-7437.

OWN ROOM SHARE BATH in three bedroom
apartment in Palnm area. $350/mo. incl.

utilities. (213)204-6659.

ROOM FOR RENT in house, share bath and
kitchen, non-smoker, prefer vegetarian. Short-

term, possibly long-term. $400/mo. 398-1055.

ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME near UCLA.
Kitchen privileges. $425. Mature male pre-

ferred. r4o smoking. (213)271-1658.

ROOM, PRIVATE BATH, fully furnished.

Prime Santa Monica location ~ north of

Montana. Kitchen privileges. Female. $440.

(213)395-2025.

SANTA MONICA, w/ yard, private bath,

hardwood floors, W/D, cable t.v., parking

available, no smoking, pets. $575
+'A -utilities. (213)453-4115.

SANTA M0NK:A redecorated 2-bed, $400,
female, non-smoker, pm parking.
(213)394-2175.

SANTA MONICA: $450. Room for rent. Laun-

dry & kitchen privileges. Includes utilities. Call

after 6, (213)453-6546.

720 Hilgard Ave.

Koom and Board for

Women Across the street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid per quarter)

(213)208 4151

53 Real Estate

SANTA MONICA-OWN BEDROOM in large

3-bedroom apt. 9-blocks from oeach. Tony
f?ni<';B09r.3

S.M. ARTIST'S HOUSE, north of Montana.
Charming room + bath, private, large, hard-

wood flo«-»s, fireplace $840. (21 3)H94-5839.

SPACIOUS ROOM: 3-bd/2-bth 2 story sec-

urity apt. $362.17. Balcony, dishwasher,

microwave, pool, gym. Rachel (213)
641-4034.

OLD SPANISH CHARM: WEST HOLLY-
WOOD. Privacy, 1-bdyi-bth, patio, parking.

$58Q/mo. (213)874-3887.

WESTWOOD in private home, fumished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer

close to campus. Male. $450. (21 3)474-71 22.

WLA, 2-bedroonT/ 2'A -bath townhouse. Share

with gay man. Fully fumished. $450/mo plus

'A -utilities. $450 security deposit. Tom
447-2724.

Sublet 55

FEMALE TO SHARE master bedroom in large

apartment, w/high ceilings + balconey. Own
bathroom and fun roommates. $300/mo.
Available Sept.3. (213)478-2815.

NEED TEMPORARY HOUSING? SEPT. 1-14.

Own bath, bed in luxury 2-bed/2-bath.

$125/wk. Luxury 2-bed/2-bath, Sept. 7-14,

$250/wk. WLA: 1541 S. Bundy. Heather
447-3074.

SANTA MONICA: Furnished 2-bd./l-bth.

Close to beach. 1 -year sub. $1100. 392-5212.

House for Rent 56

ALPINE CABIN IN THE CITY! Walking dis-

tarKe to Westwood Village. 3 bedroom^l'A
baths, spacious living room w/ hardwood
floors, fireplace, carport, enclosed garage,

huge patio: $220(ymo. 1347 Greenfield Ave.

(213)382-8261.

BARRINGTON/SANTA MONICA AREA,
3-bed/2-bath. $1 550/mo., Access to all public

transportation. 10-minutes from IJCLA.
(213)473-1677, Ken.

BRENTWOOD: $2200. 3-bd. + 2-bth. Hard-

wood floors, flreplace, laundry, enclosed yard/

garage. (213)826-6907.

MALIBU. UNFURNISHED HOUSE. Private

beach. Near Las Flores. 1-year lease.

$280G/mo. 3-bdy2-bath, 2-car garage, deck,

patio. (213)456-9391.

MAR VISTA 2 bed/1 bath, stove, refrig, w/d,

garden included. Small pets ok. $950
(213)-391-9557.

PALMS. 3-bed/2-bath, family room, huge yard.

$1 70(yobo. Possibly to share with 1 female.

(213)478-0775.

SHERMAN OAKS LEASE. 3-bedroom Spanish,

hardwood floors, large yard. $185(Vmo. Jay

Belson (818)907-7790.

VENICE. $1035. 2+1. 5 blocks to beach. Pets,

yard, utilities. Open Sunday. 1-4.

(213)778-0822.

VENKZE, $125(]/MO. Charming J-bedroom
house, 4-blocks beach, eat-in kitchen, stove,

quiet wide street. Sunroom & backyard.

(213)301-2423.

House to Share 57

MAR VISTA. Share adorable 2-bedroom
house. Nice yard, quiet r>eighborhood. $500,

includes utilities. (213)398-2893.

SANTA MONKIA AREA. 4-bedroom house

with 3 rooms available immediately. $470,

$400, $340. Call evenings 396-9145.

House for Sale 58

Culver City. Charming 4bedroonV3bath. Tot-

ally redor>e with walk-in closet. New copper
plumbing. 1926 sq.ft. Must See. $335K (21 3)

391-2944.

HOUSE FOR SALE by owner. 1 mile from

UCLA. 3-bed/1V. -bath, hardwood floors.

$350,000. (213)206-1305.

NEAR WESTWOOD/ PICO 3-bedrooms, den,

2-balhs. 2-flreplaces. Exceptionally bright!

Large yard, $349,000. (213)477-9966.

SHERMAN OAKS HILLS 6min to UCLA, com-
pletely remodeled in 1990, 3bed+3bath, di-

ningroom, family room, r>ew gourmet kitchen,

approx.2500 sq.ft, urH>bstructed view, rTx>ve-

in condition, $695,000, (616)784-6001

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA via Roscomare. 3+2, formal dining, den,

pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-

tly re-done $567,890 Dave (818)783-6875

WESTWOOD COUNTRY HOME for SALE.

Great location. Terrific value. For details pis.

call Annie 477-8291 ext 2'i0. Prudential Calif

Realty.

House Exchange

PEDIATRKTIAN & WIFE will exchange houses,

between Westwood area ar>d Prir>ceton, N.J.

while son awaits cardiac transplant al UCLA.
(1 yr.) (213)493-3494/1609)924-4199.

Housing Needed 60

OUT OF STATE student needs housing. Will

work/pay for a place to stay. Call Dave.

1-600652-1406.

61

Deluxe Offue Space
Apprroximately 1000 so. feet

Full Air, Parking Lot, Sign

Privileges

10540 Venice Blvd.

(213)390-3713

Room/Board for Help 62

BABYSIT 3 and 6-yr-olds, private bedroonV
bath, close to campus, flexible hours (various

afternoons and evenings), one-year commlt-
nr>ent desired, non-smoker, car and references

required. (213)559-5990.

FREE ROOM + BOARD in lovely home in

Paciflc Palisades, in exchange for babysitting

after 3:30pm + Sal. 10 minutes bus for UCLA.
Private, separate entrance. (213)417-4791.

MALE/FEMALE live-in: to drive kids, light

errands, 15-20hrVwk. Separate room + baih,

$200 monthly allowance. No child care. Must
have car + insurance. Close to campus.
(2 13)2 78-9307,work; (213)472-7269, home.

MORNINGS M—F to help take care of child-

ren. 10-minutes from campus. Private room/
bath. 472-3844.

P. PAL., Free Room& Board. Home for afters-

chool care, girl 9, 1 2. Own car required.

(213)454-2006.

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH. I'A blocks from

UCLA (WYTON). In exchange for PfT child-

care, babysitting, driving and some household

duties. Use of pool/spa. (213)470-4662.

RESPONSIBLE PERSON wanted exchange for

light housekeeping and childcare. Flexible

hours. Car required. Eves (818)906-1349.

RESPONSIBLE UNDERGRAD SEEKING
GUEST/PRIVATE ROOM in exchange for ne-

gotiable help with children & meals.

(213)824-2251.

ROOM, BOARD AND SALARY in beautiful

Westwood home in exchange for help with 2

teenage girls. Call Heather 470-7944 leave

message

ROOM/BOARD + SMALL SALARY in ex-

change for childcare + very light duties. Must
have reliable car, references + strong responsi-

bilty. Foreign students welcome.
(213)559-0603.

Room&Board in Exchange for child care, light

housekeeping. Near by UCLA. Must have own
car. Two boys age 8&1 1 . Must enjoy playing

with children. Flexible schedule. One year
commitment. (21 3) 559-71 86. Leave message.

WLA. STUDENT TO LIVE IN. Room & board in

exchange for light housekeeping and babysit-

ting 2 boys, 4 & 8. Prefer a driver with own
car. No smoking. Available Sept. 10.

(213)391-7230.

Room for Help 63

CHILDCARE FOR 9-YR.OLD BOY, afternoons

+ some evenings. Must have car. Own room +
kitchen and laurxiry privileges. Close to

UCLA. (213)477-3254

FEMALE PREFERRED, furnished room in ex-

change for housework. Nice, private roonV
bath. Near UCLA. (213)474-0336.

PACIFK: palisades. Female preferred to help
with 3 girls in exchange for room. Own car.

454-0107.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-

house. Brentwood. 12'A hrVwk with 14
year-old boy. Partial board. Driving, sports,

helping with homework. (213)472-2626.

Housing Service 64

PEDIATRICIAN & WIFE WILL HOUSE/
APARTMENT-SIT while son awaits cardiac

transplant at UCLA (1 yr.)
(2 1 3)493-3494/(609)924-41 99.

Townhouse for Rent 66

BRENTWOOD 1 -bed townhouse. Hardwood
floors, private patio, laurxiry, parking, stove.

refrigerator, mini-blinds. $875. 274-2461.

MAR VISTA new townhouse. 2-bed/2-bath.

Gated parking, kitchen, all amenities. Month-
to-fT>onth from $900. Terry (213)397-1405.

SHARE BEAUTIFUL FURNISHED TOWN-
HOUSE, BRENTWOOD AREA. MaleAemale,
non-snx>ker. Very neat. Own bed, own bath.

Kosher kitchen. Pool + private parking.

$600/mo (213)312-9998.

WESTWOOD: 3-LEVEL TOWNHOUSE.
4-bd., 2-1/2 bth., family room, 1 mile from

UCLA. $2075/n>o. (213)472-8631

WLA, $1600, 2-bed + derV 2-bath. Large

townhouse, 1850 sq. ft., hardwood floors,

flreplace, privacy. (213)626-6907.

59 Condos for Sale 67

1/2 BLK from UCLA. 2-bd. 1 1/2-b(h. luxury

cofxio wAerrace. Beautiful view. Pool, spa,

doorman, security elevator. $345,000. Call

broker (213) 824-0453.

1-BEDROOM PENTHOUSE. 1 -block from
UC! A. village view, doorman building with
pool. $289,000. Call Broker (213)824-0453.

BRENTWOOD. l-BED^I-BA. 2 POOLS , SPA
+ MORE ON 4-acres of land. 2-miles lo UCLA.
472-3495.



TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Failure

5 Skin problem
9 Consecrate
14 Miss Home
15 Nevada city

16 Slow: music
17 Eternally

18 Servant
19 Absolute
20 Region
22 Watch part

23 Ivory source
24 Double agent
25 Shackles
28 Pull apart
32 Injures

33 Nagging
woman

34 Wander
35 Out of line

36 Sedate
37 Equal, pref.

38 Small carpet
39 Outset
40 Running wild

41 Prominence
43 Pedestal base
44 — Stanley

Gardner
45 Scheme
46 Rock

fragments
49 Look skyward
53 Freshen
54 Insect

55 Irish lake
56 Love
57 Glass item
58 Overstuff
59 Blooper
60 Is in hock to

61 Arrest

DOWN
1 Absconded
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2 Jacob's son
3 Greenbacks
4 Less than 40
hours a week

5 Careless
6 Sad word
7 Comedy act

8 Coal
container

9 Sunday-closing
regulation

10 Type of

message
11 Grafted, in

heraldry

12 British gun
13 Kind
2

1

Hose defects
22 Drugged
24 Be worthy of

25 Titleholder

26 Biblical

slave

27 Range ridge

28 Portion

29 Once more
30 — cards
31 Nurse Cavell

33 Step
36 However
37 Regal one
39 Litterbug

40 Alda or King
42 Strict

43 Tableware
45 Aircraft

46 Seize
47 Perform again
48 By and by
49 Eat away
50 E of QED
51 In the

direction of

52 Chick's sound
54 Mail ctr.
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Condos for Sale 67 Child Care 90 Services Offered

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1 -bed/ TA -bath,

security, dcx)rman. Wilshire/ Selby. $21 5K.
Major reduction. MUST SEE! Gail 445-7778.

ONE-BEDROOM CON DO, freeway close to

UCLA. Marina Gateway, large, sunny, clean,

top floor unit in security building. Custom
closet. Euro-kitchen w/ microwave, dish-

washer. 2-parking places. Pool, spa, sauna,
weight room, lush landscaping. $159,000.
(213)398-2900, FS.B.O.

SPACIOUS 2-bed/ IV. -bath, heart of Brent-

wood, top floor, bright. Laundry unit.

$2b9,OQO. Gail, Kobin 445-7778

WALK TO LX:LA. Wilshire High-Rise. 1-bd.

$159,500. UDEN $210,000, pool, doormen.
Agent— Prudence. (213)474-7265.

WESTWOOD. 2-BED/2-BATH. $219,000
Parquet floors, tile kitchen, fireplace, A/C.
2-car parking Why rent? Tim (213)399-5214.

WESTWOOD, $159,500, fabulous 1-bed/
1 -bath. Near UCLA in 'The Colony " Reduced
price. Stark C.B. (213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD, walk to campus, $239,000,
2-bed/ 2-bath, 5th floor. Marilyn
(213)451-5471

96 Services Offered 96
FAMILY DAYCARE, r^ear campus, loving, fun

environment. Warm food. Full/ Part-lime.

Monica (213)472-3844.

ktii

Movers/Storage 94

JERRY'S movmg and delivery. The careful

moven. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able )erry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

BEAR'S EDITING
/Vll subjects. Theses/DissertiiUons

FYoposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE

Sharon Bear, Ph.D
(213)470-6662

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH, TUTOR-
ING. PhD GIVES EXPERT HELP. FAST. ACCU-
RATE. LOW RATES. DAYS, EVENINGS.
(213)476-0114.

Tutoring Needed 99

Insurance 91

yen Kfr:i*AiK

i: KSTIi^lATFS
Also repair Audio, Video & Musical

Instruments
West LA STUDIO SERVICES

(213)478-7917 Visa/MC

LATIN TUTOR for 1 4-year-old boy. Home in

Brentwood. (213)472-2628.

Typing 100

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE ] Tutoring Offered 98

Condos for Rent 69

We all do but iluio insurance is

teqjired by law' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICF INS AGENCY

7. BLOCK FROM IXILA. 1 -btd/^ -bath Condo
Pool , spa, tecurity elevator. SI 35(Vmo. Broker

(213)624-0453.

BEL AIR, $ 1 950, 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished, w/d,
tennis courts, swimming pool, sauna, Jacuzzi.

Canyon view. (213)471-01 17.

LARGE SUNNY 3-bed' 2-bath corvio, near

S.O. & San Marina freeways. Pool, exercise

room, security building. (213)645-4166.

SANTA MONICA 2-bedroorrV 27. -bath. Large

luxury cornk} Private garage Mature family

$1650 (213)829 9056.

S.M. NEAR BEACH. Furnished 2-bed/2-bath

condo. Pool/spa, suana, tennis, suryJeck, pri-

vate patio $1665 (213)276^0880

WESTWOOD, WALKING DISTANCE TO
UCLA. Deluxe 2 -t> 2 corvio. $150(Vmo.
Fireplace, wetbar, security building.

(213)391 2677.

Personal Service 96

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890

MOVE OVERSEAS
Auto, professional tools. Personal Ettects

Contact IntI Freight Forwarder

Incare Cargo Services

FMC License No 2400

(213) 670-9360

Guest House for Rent 70 Services Offered 96

ACCOUNTING, BKXOCY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, FinarKC, Foreign languages,

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics STUDENTS SOLUTIONS
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)746-741 2.

CHINESE/ ENGLISH speaking tutor, can help

with your Toefl, essays, grammar, corwersa-

tion, etc (213)622-5557, Paula.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreting, translations, voice-

ovefs, classes, and tour guide. (21 3)476-5622

GERMAN quality instruction in grammar,
reading, writing, conversation by native

speaker w/ PhD. (618)247-0625 leave
message.

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR-
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN
ALL LEVELS FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
816-500-4021.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747-51 18.

PROFESSOR OF MATH WITH 16 YEARS
EXPERIENCE. Basic to higher math. Reason-

able rates! Interested? (213)953-1657.

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellcheck. (618)752-1960 7 days,
6am- 10pm. Rushes okay.

AAA-MAZINC TYPIST RIGHT in Westwood
Village! Quick, REASONABLE TYPING &
PROOFING— papers, resumes, scripts, ANY-
THING! (213)206-1704.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer. Near campus.
9anfv9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)766-9665.

ACE TYPIST. Speed typing. WP, Spellcheck.
Laser printer. Fonts. Guaranteed. Sepulveda-
Montana. 213-476-2629.

A^-! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing
editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)662-6008, (816)994-1094

DOCTOR WORD. T>>esii/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

FABULOUS WORD-PROCESSOR! Quick, ac-
curate, efficient, and reasonable. Teravpapers,
feporu, resun>es, etc. (616)753-0332.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939 4303

THE FINISHED WORD- papers, theses, re-

ports, diSMrtatiorw, resumes, cover letters.

Fast, accurate. In Encino. (618)342-9140.

2-BLOCKS OFF SUNSET, $4O0/mo, includes

utilities. (213)651-4761.

BEL-AIR. Spacious private room & bath in

beautiful home. $45(Vnfx>. Kitchen & laundry

privileges. Roberta 476-1927, message.

WESTWOOD. Bright, modern, private single.

For or>e, quiet, non-srTK>king person, w/o pets.

Walk to UCLA. One year lease. $535. Call

Arthur 476-8476

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrourxied by p\nei. Close to everything—

fully equipped— reasonable rates.

(616)765-1028.

AiriiNTION
Tired of having to Kct your cnild to

school and be at worK on tome only lo

have to make an afternoon tnp
to pick them up and get hack to work?

Then thi« is for you!

pari;nts
Rely on a responsible dnver lo pick-up
your child at nome- take to school- and

return home in the afiemoon.
I'ui iiiuic iiilonii^Uoii

Please call

(213)850-4461
Contact Janet or Erui

•Reference* Available*

Services Offered 96

CLEANING SERVICE. Efficient, responsible,

and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Uryiergradu

ate, graduate PH D Any style/requirement

(213)671-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resunr>es. Call (213)473-4193.

WORDPROCESSING/ IBM-PC: term papers,
theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/ Sepulveda. (213)397-9711.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

disaertalions, transcription, manuscripts,
resunr>es. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2868.

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
© Premium Quality Seivices @

Text & Graphics

Contact (213) 298-5309

' '^"^
ai3) 287-1198

««««« Reasonable Rates »»»»»

Music Lessons 102

CELLO, PIANO, THEORY LESSONS FOR ALL
AGES AND LEVELS. EXPERIENCED, RESPON-
SIBLE. PLEASE CALL (21 3)622 5557 SHAUN.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (213)476-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

r 1

London

Amsterdam $320*

Frankfurt $260*

Paris $360*
Tokyo $330*

Hons Kens $320*

Banskok $370*
Fares are eachwayfromLosAnsdesbased
on a roundtrip purchase. Restrictions ap-

ply. Fares subject tochange without notice

and taxes not included.

Open Saturdays 10am • tpm

Coundi Ttaud
1093 Broxton Ave #920
Los Anscles, CA 90024

213-208-3551
Eurailpasses Issued

on the spot!

LOWEST R.T. AIRFARES
FROM LAX/SAN^OON SHORT NOTKX

•SfcAdUSZM •LONDON SMS
4<CW YORK $365 -GiASGCfHtm
•NEW ORLEANS t2«8 •PARISA/IENNA S7S8
•fLOfllDASaSO •fRANKFURT $7W
•MANILA $7S6 •AMSTERDAM $749
•TOKYO 1600 •GENEVA/ZURICH $/BS

OTHER OOMESTIC/INFL FARES AVAIL CALL FOR ) WAY

BARNEY'S TRAVEL
^ (213)382-9161

Autos for Sole 109

1970 VOLKSWAGEN BUG 38k miles on
rebuilt engine. Great Buy. Excellent. Reliable.

$1200. (213)392-4307.

1975 VOLVO 4-DR. $750. Ck)od running
condition. (213)472-6793.

1979 HONDA ACCORD, $ilver hatchback
with sunroof. $1000 firm. Call Bev
(213)206-3184 days, (213)258-9962 eves.

1 984 TOYOTA COROLLA SR5 HATCHBACK.
5HpMd, A^, AA^M tape, excellent coodU
tton. NEW TIRES. $300Cyobo. (21 3)207-0301

.

'84 HONDA HATCHBACK, 5-speed, radio,

km mileage, original owner. (213)472-2146;
(213)472-6153 (messages) Best offer.

90 CIVIC EX 4-door, S-speed, loaded. Balance
of k>an or take over payments of $27(Vmo.
(213) 626-2280.

BUICK aNTURY '89, 4.door, 34,000 miles.

$8000 Excellent condition. (213)247-8201,
247-6205.

CHEVROLET CAVALIER 1985, black, sunroof,

stereo. Excellent running condition.
(213)453-4202.

DATSUN 210, 1980, $1 SOO/obo, excellent

mpg, great engine, new tires, A^. Good
stereo. Olivier (213)208-2751.

DODGE CHARGER, 1985, 5 speed, hatch-
back, 2.2 litre engine. Runs great. VA^II-

maintained, clean. $1600. (818)972-9506.

FIREBIRD ESPRIT 1973. FULLY LOAIXD. Call
Gloria (213)265-6222, (805)296-9117.

HONDA CIVIC LX 1 991 . Brown 5-speed, AAI.
$12,50(yobo. (21 3)391 0241.

HYUNDAI EXCEL GL '89, 36,500 miles,

$3300, AM/FM cassette, radio, player, blue.

276-6786

lETTA GLI, '91. Must sell. Only 2,000 miles.

Fully loaded. Alpine CD. $15,800.
(213)475-6535.

SUZUKI SAMURAI 1987, $4700. Fully

loaded. White with tan interior. Convertible.

(213)395-9217.

SUZUKI SIDEKICK, 1969, convertible.

S-speed, mint green, extended warranty. Fun
to drive. $6500, Sonia 202-0845 ext. 102.

Summer Baiin Sports Monday, August 26, 1 991 19

Football plays scrimmage
UPI Top 25

The UPI preseason Top 25
college football ratings, with

1990 recor(js an(j first-place

votes in parentheses ancj

total points (based on 25
points for first place. 24 for

secon(j, etc.). UCLA is

rankeci 25th.

t Florida State (42) (10-2) 1,690

2. Michigan (9) (9-3) 1.557

3. Washington (7) (10-2) 1,497

4. Georgia Tech (3) (11-0-1) 1.435

5. Miami (1) (10-2) 1,370

6. Notre Dame (5) (9-3) 1.321

tPenn State (9-3) 1,287

8. Houston (2) (10-1) 1.210

9. Tennessee (9-2-2) 1 ,028

10. Colorado (11-1-1) 1,019

11. Florida (9-2) 981

12. Oklahoma (1) (8-3) 981

13.Clemson(10-2)915

14. Texas (10-2) 709

15. use (8-4-1) 670

16. Nebraska (9-3) 640

17. Iowa (8-4) 568

18. Michigan State (8-3-1) 560

19. Auburn (8-3-1) 530

20. Ohio State (7-4-1)

21. Syracuse (7-4-2) 424

22. Alabama (7-5) 416

23. Brigham Young (10-3)

24. Texas A&M (9-3-1) 279

25. UCLA (5-6) 272

SOURCE: UPI

KEVIN BALLUFF/Summer Brum

By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

With its season opener against

BYU less than two weeks away,
the UCLA football team held its

first intrasquad scrimmage Satur-

day at the Rose Bowl.
As the offense squared off

against the defense, it was appa-
rent that the defense got the upper
hand. Only one touchdown was
scored, and that came late in the

scrimmage on a three-yard touch-
down pass from Tommy Maddox
to tight end Steve Blinn.

Yet despite the poor execution
on offense, head coach Terry
Donahue seemed pleased with his

team's performance.

"I thought we played with
excellent intensity," said Donahue.
"We played really hard, and our
spirits are high. We didn't have
any injuries today, and that

delighted me."
Maddox got off to a sluggish

start, and wound up completing 13
of 24 passes for a total of 124

yards, with one touchdown and
two interceptions. However, sev-

eral of Maddox 's passes were
dropped by open receivers.

Backup quarterback Jim Bonds
completed seven of 14 passes for

75 yards, with one interception.

Running back Kevin Williams
led a strong Bruin rushing attack,

as he carried five times for 38
yarcl^. Williams, who at the start of
fall practice wasn't even men-
tioned by Donahue as one of four

running backs to already be on the

team, was pleased with his after-

noon.

"I'm a little rusty, but I feel

eally good." Williams said, "It

gives me a drive when people

forget about me."

Donahue seemed pleased with

the overall performance of the

running game.

"Our running backs stood out as

a group today," Donahue said.

When Maddox was on the field,

the Bruins consistently lined up in

a no-huddle offense, with Maddox
calling the plays at the line of

scrimmage.

"We want to have the capability

of running a no-huddle offense,"

Donahue said. "It also gives us a

good chance to practice our two-

minute drill. Tommy (Maddox)
has a good feel for the no-huddle

offense, and it will be part of our

attack."

The competition for place-kick-

er got more confusing, as the

number-one kicker on the depth

chart, Brian Steger, quit the team.

In the scrimmage, junior college

transfer Louis Perez was success-

ful on a pair of 42-yard field goals.

Dominic Sandifer made one of two
42-yard attempts, while Mike
Merrill missed his only field goal

opportunity.

*There is a lot of competition for

place-kicker," Donahue said.

"Brian (Steger) apparently quit

because he felt we had predeter-

mined our kicker.

"I feel better about our kicking

game now than I did at the start of

lall practice. The injection of Perez

into the competition has been a big

plus," Etonahue added.

On the defensive side of the

field. Matt Darby, Carlton Gray,

Marvin Goodwin and Carl Green-

wood all had interceptions.

"I think that we are a little bit

better defensively than we have

Summer BruJn file photo

Shawn Wills, above, will be returning kickoffs for the Bruins this

year along with fellow senior Paul Richardson.

been the past two years," Donahue
said. "We are a step quicker and
more physical."

After the scrimmage, Donahue
said that several true freshmen had
an excellent chance of making the

traveling squad. The freshmen
Donahue mentioned were James
Christiansen at backup center,

Jamir Miller at outside linebacker,

Teddy Lawrence and Tommy
Bennett as defensive backs and
Sale Isaia at nose guard.

Several Bruins did not play in

the scrimmage due to minor

injuries. Tight end Brian Allen,

linebackers Stacy Argo, James
Malone and Rod Smalley, nose

guard Emmannuel Onwutuebe,
wide receiver Michael Moore,
defensive back Michael Williams

and defensive lineman Cory Way-
land all didn't play, but are

expected to be ready for the season

opener against BYU on Sept. 7 at

the Rose Bowl.

"I would consider this a highly

successful scrimmage," Etonahue

said

You can have

PPGUMS
COSMETIC and

GENERAL DENTISTRY
478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Rx Chipped, Stained, or Brolcen Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas, Estimates in Writing
Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

Jmfl THE HAIR SALON

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
MEN & WOMEN

eiklnl Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20
Sculpture Nails

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONCHTIONER

$35

HILITE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

S35

CEkl-OPHANE &
CUT S25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Manos Restaurant

gj^p 9/26/91

Now is the time to Advertise in the Summer Bruin

f 825-2161 f
Autos 109 Scooters for Sale 115 Furniture for Sale 126 Furniture 126 Misc. For Sale 128

TOYOTA CELICA CT "84, 67IC miles, 5-$peed,

sunroof, AAVFM cassette, VC, electronic fuel

injection, cruise control, alarm. $3950.

398-1055.

VOLVO, 760 CLE, '83, mechanically immacu-

late S4800. (21 3)451 0501.

VW CABRIOLET '84, black convertible. Fully

loaded. $4500. (213)395-9217.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

HONDA CB 350 FOUR, 1974, great condi-

tion, 7,000 miles, chrome, $675. Suzanne

(213)312-0065.

HONDA REBEL 250, 1986 Blue(garaged 2

yrs), runs great, $1000. (213)479-7299.

SUZUKI 550, 1983, $65(Vobo Never had a

problem. Transferring, must sell.

(213)208-5315.

YAMAHA SECA 400. Sporty, Midnight Blue,

CLEAN. Definitely Must See. Gotta SELL!

$950. Seunx (213)824-2048.

Scooters for Sale 115

1990 YAMAHA 125, 2500 miles, red, excel-

lent condition. With basket, helmet, lock.

$1500. (21 3)472-0634- returning to Germany.

'86 HONDA AERO. Excellent condition. Fully

serviced. New battery, white, helmet.

$55(yobo. (213)470-8157.

87 HONDA ELITE $850 with helmet. Low
miles. Call Cynthia 208-5138.

'89 HONDA ELITE ES with basket and heln>et

Great condition. $850/obo. (213)447-1074.

BLUE HONDA ELITE 80 only 2400 miles. Runs

like new. $90(yobo. 824-4516.

HONDA ELITi 1 50. Excellent condition, low

miles, $1000( including helmet, lock).

(213)472-7465, leave nr>essage.

HONDA ELITE 80, new tires, tune-up, brakes

$875 with helmet, basket, lock. Catherine

(213)550-7218

HONDA ELITE 150 (XLUXE, RED, PERFECT
CONDITION, VERY SMOOTH, VERY FAST

$1095/080 CALL NOWt )ON 478-4426

RED HONDA ELITE 80 1985 $650. Call

Wendy (213)208-4269.

YAMAHA CaSOL 1984 Scooter Blue, 2,600
rni'w <100/obo CjII lan'ce 575 1441.

YAMAHA CW50W Scooter 1990, 533 miles,

like new. $900. Kim (213)464-2775.

YAMAHA IOC, 50cc, 1986, $350 Red with

basket Looks/runs great. (21 3)841 -6827 (after

6 P.M.).

5-FOOT REFRIGERATOR $125; Dinette set

$40; Couch $20; Chair $1 5; Coffee table $1 5;

Pole lamp $1 5. Tom 206-1 71 5 or 838-7739.

B-FOOT SOFA SLEEPER, queen, french blue,

like new. $250. 472-1407.

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90 NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290 MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $140, DINNETTE $160 (213)821-0729

COMPUTER TABLE •»- cabinet $60; double bed
$40; bureau 420. (213)470-2612.

CONTOUR CHAIR AS ADVERTISED BY ART
LINKLETTER. BRAND NEW. TREADMILL
BEST OFFER ON EACH (213)474-4373.

CCXX:h $50, BOOKSHFl F $20, king-size bed
$20, stereo. TV. (213)824-3829.

FOR SALE: 1 double bed w/ frame, box, almost

new. $6(Vobo. Phone 208-3707.

FOR SALE: 2 refrig. $50 each ilA'xW); 1

refrig. $25 (1 1 'xl 8'); coffee table $30 great for

studio! Jeffrey 207-3891.

FRICXUE-Hot Point, Frost-free, Energy Saving,

Great Condition. MUST SELL BY IV30. $180.

(213)575-3720.

HIGH QUALITY, all unused. Sofa and love-

seat, $595. Leather sofa and loveseat, $1200.
Hideabed, $250. Bedroom set, $495. Mattress

and boxsprings, $150 Wardrobe $150.
5-drawer chest, $85. Dinette, $150. 9-piece

diningroom, $1200. Recliner, $200. Futon,

$100. Bunkbeds, $150. Oaybed, $195. Brass

headboard, $125. Electric beds, $795. Wall
units, $1 50. Desk, $1 50. Carpeting, $fl^ yard.

Encyclopedia set 1990, sacrifice $300.
(213)393 2338

LOVESEAT, dining room table and 4 chairs,

buffet, futon/frame, filing cabinet, small

dresser, poorman's desk. (213)826-2280.

MATTRESS SETS twin $45. full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (213)372-2337

REFRIGERATOR Good condition, large

$200. (213)826-6482.

REFRIGERATOR, ALMOST NEW, 18 cubic
feet, $45(Vobo Beautiful sleeper sofa, $200.
Full Futon with frame, $100. Heather
447-3074.

TvViN HtU $75A>BO i.x.tuding buxkpring A
fi'ame. 1% years old, perfect corxiition. Must
sell, nr>oving \ason (213)824-2242.

TWIN BED, X-LONG MATTRESS, built-in

drawers. Great condition. $100/obo. Call

Andy (213)208-5042.

BRAND-NEW wedding dress, formal, ntvtr
worn. $40(Vobo. 826-3056.

Office Equipt. for Sale 133

WALNUT RIGHT-HAND return 4.drawer plus

file drawer, with hi-b«ck chair, $250. Excel-

lentcondition. (213)247-8201, 247-8205.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

9600 BAUD EXTERNAL MODEM compatible
with any computer. 6-months old, 5-year

warrantee. Sacrifice at $45(Vobo. 478-7570.

BROTHER WORDPROCESSOR. Built-in letter

quality printer »nd disk drive. 70,000 word
dictionary. Ideal for writers/students.

$300/obo. (213)824-4554.

PUT TOGETHER YCHiR OWN IRM« We seM
discount and teach you to assemble it

yourself! (818)994-1188.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$9S/mo Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,
386 systems available, (213)931-4207.



Sports
UVIU center Petraska transfers to UCLA
By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer Bruin Staff

Richard Petruska, a 6'10" cen-

ter, announced that he will transfer

to UCLA from Loyola Mary-
mount, after he signed a grant-in-

aid on Thursday.

Petruska, who will have to sit

out the 1991-92 basketball season,

will have one year of eligibihty

remaining.

•*I have made my decision to

transfer to UCLA and I am very

excited," Petruska told the UCLA
sports information department. **I

was recruited by UCLA last year,

and then decided on Loyola
because of coach Paul Westhead. I

want to play in the NCAA tourna-

ment, and I feel I will reach that

goal at UCLA. I wish the players

and coaches at Loyola well.'*

In his first season at Loyola
Marymount last year, Petruska

was second on the team in scoring

and led the team in rebounding, as

he averaged 16.4 points and 7.6

rebounds per game.

Petruska earned first-team All-

West Coast Conference honors last

year, as he also led LMU in

blocked shots, with 55 in 28
games. Petruska, who weighs 240
pounds, shot .589 from the field,

and .683 from the free throw line

last season.

In a game against UCLA,
Petruska scored 21 points and

pulled down nine rebounds in only

19 minutes of action, although

UCLA beat LMU, 149-98.

Petruska was recruited by

"I have made my deci-

sion to transfer to

UCLA and I am very

excited."

Richard Petruska
Basketball player

UCLA last summer, until Ed
O'Bannon announced he would
attend UCLA instead of UNLV.

After 0*Bannon went down with a

season-ending knee injury. Bruin

head coach Jim Harrick reportedly

said it had been a mistake not to

offer Petruska a scholarship.

"Richard will be a good addition

to our squad,*' said Harrick. "We
liked his style of play last summer,
but when Ed (O'Bannon) commit-
ted, it became a question of how
many minutes Richard would get.

"He is a fine post player who
will help our younger players in

practice this year and I expect him
to be a major contributor during

the 1992-93 season," Harrick
added.

Petruska is a native of Czecho-
slovakia, and he played four years

on the Czechoslovakian National

team, as well as attending college

in his home country for two years.

Petruska will not be the only
Czech in the Bruin frontcourt, as

UCLA also signed seven-footer

Jiri (Jorge) Zidek, who will be a

freshman this season.

In effect, when Petruska trans-

ferred to UCLA, it completed an
interesting "trade" of players, as

former Bruin Zan Mason
announced earlier this year that he
was transferring to LMU.

When Petruska joins the Bruins

in 1992, he will help replace Don
MacLean in the frontcourt, as this

will be MacLean's senior season at

UCLA.

fullback Smith Is trae scholar/athlete
NFL

By Mark Brubaker

During the time of Leonardo da
Vinci in Italy, a Renaissance man
was someone who was intelligent,

artistic and otherwise well-round-

ed. This was what people admired
and aspired to be.

In modem-day college football,

that well-rounded man is stiU the

ideal, although the qualities are a

bit different. Blocking, running

and receiving have replaced the

other attributes, but these are no
less admirable.

And UCLA has its own version

of this Renaissance man. Call him
Kevin da Westwood.

Senior fullback Kevin Smith has

developed into one of the top

players in the country at his

position, and is entering only his

second season as a starter for Terry
Donahue's Bruins.

Smith surprised everyone last

year, bursting onto the scene and
posting the most yards rushing for

a UCLA fullback since 1984. Even
Smith didn't expect such a perfor-

mance.

"I did surprise myself. I was real

Hred up coming into the season last

year. But 1 was surprised I was
getting so many carries, plus I was
getting so many yards per carry."

Smith said. "I'm just glad that

when it was time for me to play, I

UCLA Sportt Information

Kevin Smith runs for several of his career-high 105 yards against
San Diego State last year.

was ready to play and I played
weU."

Play well he did, and Smith
returns for his senior season as one
of the constants in a backfield full

of questions. Smith's running and
blocking skills are undeniable. At

"Pm just glad that when

it was time for me to

play, I was ready to play

and I played well."

Kevin Smith
Football player

6 feet 4 /a inches and 260 pounds.

Smith can put quite a lick on a

defender while opening up a hole

big enough for WiUiam "the

refrigerator" Perry to run through.

As a ball carrier Smith really

came into his own last year. He
averaged four yards per carry, with

a career high 105 yards against San
Diego State, and was the Bruins

go-to guy in short yardage situa-

tions.

"I'm just glad that when we got

to third and one or fourth and one, I

was able to come in and pick up the

first down," he said. "When we get

in those situations (short yardage),

1 would like to think that I am the

man. I just feel good in the fact that

they can depend on me."
The one area where Smith

would like to expand his role is in

the passing game. He caught 10

passes for 52 yards last year, but he

would like to see his role expand.

It can be frustrating to play

fullback in a pass oriented offense,

especially for a big fullback. When
the Bruins actually did throw to the

fullback position last year it was to

Shawn Wills, who at 5' 11" and
180 pounds has a little more
quickness and agility tlian Smith.

Donahue would insert Wills into

the offense on passing downs,
leaving Smith on the sidelines,

longing to be involved in a pass

play.

"I really want to be more
consistent this year, and be incor-

porated more into the passing

game," he said. "I think that's a big

goal for me, to be more well-

rounded as a fullback, more mark-
etable."

Quarterback Tommy Maddox
said he would like to sec Smith
running some patterns as well.

"I think it's scary for some DB's
I'll tell you that much. If he turns it

upfield it could be trouble," Mad-
dox said in a Texas drawl. "He's
very talented and looking at him
you would think he's too big to do
some of the things he does. He
could catch a lot of people off

guard with his receiving ability

and hopefully we'll be able to use

him through the year. This was
what people admired and aspired

to be."

Maddox is right about the fright

factor of someone the size of Smith
in the open field. One can almost
imagine the look on the face of a

defensive back as he alone stands

between Smith and the goal line,

especially when that DB reaUzes

that Smith outweighs him by 75
pounds or so.

One visitor to a recent Bruin
practice session noted that Smith
looks like an offensive lineman
compared to the other running
backs on the team, but surprising-

ly. Smith doesn't think his size is

his most important quality.

He also has 4.7 speed in the forty

yard dash, quite impressive fOr

someone with his frame, but he

"I think about the pro*s

sometimes, but my goal

right now is to go to

graduate school."

mature."

In fact. Smith has been around
football his entire life. His father

Charles Smith was a running back
with the Oakland Raiders from
1968 to 1974. The elder Smith
tried to warn his son off from
football, but luckily for UCLA,
was unsuccessful.

"My father didn't want me to

University of California, Los Angeles

Kevin Smith
Football player

doesn't think that is the reason for
his success either.

"When I first started playing
football, I was a lot stronger and
faster than the other players, but I

think it more has to do with skill,"

he said. **lf you have size and
strength and speed, and you don't
know how to use it, it doesn't help
you at all. I think that my maturity
as a fullback has helped mc more
than the size and strength.

"You've got to have Uxhni^uc
and skill to go along with it, and
that comes with time. I'm just now
playing and I've been here for four
years, so it takes a while lo

UCLA Sportt Information

Kovin Smith

play football at all because he had
been through it from Pop Warner,
high school, college and pro. He
was telling me all through high

school that it was such a rough
sport, and he wanted me to play

basketball," Smith said.

"During that time I guess I was
naive— I wanted to hit— I didn't

want to play basketball. Once I did

start playing football he taught me
to be a better running back, and
that's helped me through my years
here," he said.

Now Smith has a chance to

follow in his father's footsteps.

NCAA College Football Magazine
rated him as the sixth best fullback

in the country before this season
and the pro scouts are taking

notice.

The funny thing is. Smith has

other aspirations.

"I think about the pro's some-
times, but my goal right now is to

go to graduate school," he said.

"Pro football would be nice. . .but
if I could get something stable after

graduate school, I think that's

niore sontcihmg to shoot for tiian

just a short football career."

People like Kevin Smith could

bring the Renaissance back into

style.
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Reallocation of
funds postponed

Undergraduate government
postponed until its next meeting
a decision on how to reallocate

$10,000 in left over funds
among the various student
groups and government offices.

The council originally
planned to make a decision by
SepL 1, when all the accounts
open for the academic year. But
government members felt they

did not have enough time and
information to make a decision

at their meeting Tuesday night.

Inside

SAT scores drop
to alMJme low
A month before President

Bush meets with state gover-
nors and the future of education
in America, scores on the

scholastic aptitude test have
reached an all-time low, the

college board announced.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Y'all come back
now, ya hear?
Columnist Damon Dean and

Editor Dan Saffer pen some
final thoughts on activism and
on the worid of Bruin journal-

ism as the Summer Bruin draws
to a close. Word.

See pages 12 and 13

Arts & Entertainment

Is Emmy show
out of date?

Behind all the glitz and
glamour of this year's Emmy
ceremonies lies a storm of
controversy over the academy's
resistance lo changing times.

See page 14

Sports

Soccer aims at

second title
Mike Lapper and the Bruins

prepare to defend their NCAA
crown.

See page 27
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Bill may slasli UC, Cal State reg fees
$220-million oil antitmst

settlement would fund cuts
By Michael La%vrence
Summer Bruin Staff

A state bill that would signific-

antly roll back this year's Univer-
sity of Cahfomia registration fee

increase was introduced this week

in the state Legislature.

If the bill becomes law, reg fees

would only climb 10 percent
instead of the approved 40 percent
— a savings of $489 a year.

Students who have already paid

their fees would receive a rebate.

At the request of Lt Gov. Leo
McCarthy, a state senator intro-

duced the bill to scale down the fee

increases by using part of a $220-

million settlement obtained by the

state in a lawsuit against major oil

companies.

McCarthy also asked that the

California State University fee

increases be trimmed from 20 to 10

percent and that all funding cuts to

See BILL, page 9

"Everybody and their

mother wants that

money. That money is

needed in lots of

places."

Michael Rase
Spokesman for William Brown

Spokeswoman Delays, pain

force patients

from liospitais,

study reveais

i

By Brigltte Brady

People are leaving the second largest

L.A. County hospital's emergency room
without treatment at alarmingly high rates— not only because of the long wait, but
because they are in too much pain.

According to a study by doctors at the

Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, patients

"Our findings validate what

physicians and nurses in the

emergency department sus-

pected— that many people

who leave are too sick to

wait.
»»

David Baker
Assistant Professor of Medicine

i^- *-»»-

SUZANNE STATE S/Summer Brum

Janet Goodwin walks her bicycle up De Neve Drive on Wednesday.

who left the emergency room without even
being treated waited an average of 6.4 hours

before deciding to leave.

*There is a large number of people who
need basic medical care, but people are

See STUDY, page 1
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Law student part of reverse discrimination suit
By Michael Lawrence
Summer Bruin Staff

As America awaits the confir-

mation hearing of conservative

Supreme Court nominee Clarence
Thomas, a federal court may soon
test the boundaries of affirmative

action programs.

While many fear Thomas
intends to scale back affirmative

action on the high court, others are

trying to do the same in a lower
court.

Currently, a federal judge is

deciding whether or not to hear a

case from seven white students
from across the country, including

a UCLA law student, who have
launched a reverse discrimination

lawsuit

They charge that the govern-
ment's policy of allowing cam-
puses to set aside money for

specific historically underrepre-

sented groups — without regard
for other factors— is carried out at

the expense of white students.

However, civil liberties groups
counter that minority scholarships

are necessary for ensuring that

students of color are adequately

represented in the nation's col-

leges.

But this argument does little to

comfort white students who feel

their fuiancial needs are being

overlooked.

"It is a form of racism,** said

Daniel Young, a third-year UCLA
law student. "When awarding
financial aid, it shouldn't be based

on your race, but based on your
need."

Young said he mistakenly
applied for a grant reserved for

African Americans, but was later

denied it when the financial aid

office discovered he was white.

"Clearly, they thought I had
economic need," Young said. "1

guess I was the wrong color."

Although society as a whole has
mistreated minorities, he said that

See LAWSUIT, page 10

South Africa: Grad student hopes trip film will educate others

By Vaidfle Rosenberg

In the past few years, American
students have learned about major
changes taking place in Soulli

Africa by watching the news or

reading the paper.

They have learned about the

release of black South African

leader Nelson Mandela from pris-

on and the official recognition of

the African National Congress by
the South African government
They have also seen President

Bush express his confidence in

South Africa's leadership by lift-

ing economic sanctions.

Some students have even
attended anti-apartheid rallies and
heard speeches by the leaders of
the liberation movement.

But only five students partici-

pated in Nana, or "beginnings." a

project that sent them to South
Africa to live with families and
film a documentary about their

time there.

Amie Williams, a graduate

See FILM, page 8

"I was interested in . . .

what parallels are there

between a young person

growing up in Los

Angeles and a young

person growing up in

'South Africa."

AmIe Williams
Graduate student

\
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Did you knozv that ... nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual
contact against her will?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.

When No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty
WW|WTW!!W?T7?Tp^5;»5f«T^

IM- 2:00 p.m. IDoddHall 206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

The newspaper is used OU /o more than
other forms of media for obtaining
entertainment information.

E)o YO T J
want business?

(data: market opinion research, June 1989.) ADVERTISE

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE

BOOK DEPARTMENT

Temporary position for Fall rush period,

possibly leading to regular status.

^MUS^

'UCLA

Neighbors angered over

Houston fraternity fracas

United Press International

HOUSTON — University of

Houston (UH) officials are investi-

gating an incident in which a

woman's finger was nearly bitten

off at a fraternity house.

Parties at the Sigma Alpha

Epsilon (SAE) house have gotten

so out of control that, in addition to

hiring armed security guards,

some neighbors send their families

to hotels on nights the fraternity

schedules events, residents said.

Carrin Huber, 22, a UH student,

told The Houston Post she is

considering filing charges against

a fraternity member in the inci-

dent, Sunday.

Fraternity ofHcials were not

available for comment on the

weekend incident.

Elwyn Lee, UH interim vice

president for student affairs, said

university officials were aware of

the fraternity's history and this

most recent incident.

"WeWe got to find a resolution

to this atmosphere," Lee said. "It's

intolerable. I'm determined to do
something and I'm not going to

take a long time doing it."

"But I don't think we've ever

faced an incident quite like this,"

university spokesman Eric Miller

said. "It's been things like loud

parties, those sorts of issues, but

never a . . . biting incident. It's

rather unusual."

Lee said the university's

authority over the fraternity is

hmited because it is a private

organization. But he said the

school is responsible for the

conduct of its students, and did not

rule out the use of sanctions

against the fraternity.

Houston police also are investi-

gating the weekend incident

Paul Pendleton, who lives next
door to the fraternity house, said he
went to the SAE property Sunday
when he heard a woman scream-
ing.

*This girl had gotten the bottom

of her finger ripped off or bitten

off," he said. "She kept saying

bitten off. She was scared to death,

hysterical. There was blood every-

where."

Pendleton said Huber' s date,

Kevin Schramm, claimed frater-

nity members would not allow him
back into the house to summon
help. Schramm appeared to have
been beaten, Pendleton said.

"WeVe got to find a

resolution to this atmo-

sphere. It*s intolerable.

Tm determined to do

something and Tm not

going to take a long

time doing it."

Elwyn Lee
Vice President, student affairs

The couple was taken to Pend-
leton's house and an ambulance
was called.

The Sunday morning clash was
not the first between residents and
SAE. The South MacGregor Civic

Club has filed hundreds of com-
plaints with police in the last few
years.

The civic association claims

fraternity party-goers park on their

lawns, urinate on their homes and
cause other property damage.
The group hired constables to

police their homes during the

Saturday night party, but the fight

in which Huber was injured

occurred after the constables had
left.

*These folks have been terror-

izing the neighborhood for years,

and have been doing it with some
impunity," Pendleton said. "With
this being the first party of the

school year, it looks like we're in

for a very rough time here."

Write Now!
Those Interested in being a writer or editor for t^e Dally Bmin

A 4 -unit class
are now required to take a new dass, CED 117- !nt;oductJon

to WHtIng and Reportlr^ on Urtan Popiiabons. T> le dass wtti

now re«uired
focus on Journalism and the many iegai and ethu al issues

fadng writers today. Offered as a credit dass for \^ e first time,

to vfritp for
CED 117 will meet on Mondays and Wednesdayp from 2-4 p.m.

While not recommended for senk)m» this dass will help anyone
The Daily Bruin

interested in UCLA student media (Student newsmagazines, etc.).
*H ilXili

Make a

contribution to

life after death:

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSdIATlON

MEMORIAL PROGRAM

.
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American H^artAssociatkyiA
This space provided as a public service

Orientation program welcomes profs to campus
Agenda includes resources,

UCLA's academic philosophy
By Marina DundJerskI

New and visiting faculty will

have the opportunity to leam more
about campus resources and uni-

versity life when they take part in

an orientation geared just for them^
on SepL 22.

The four-hour program, spon-

sored by the chancellor and the

faculty senate, will welcome the

professors to the campus and the

many resources available to them.

Because of an increase in

faculty recruitment over the years,

new professors should learn

UCLA*s educational philosophy

right from the outset, said Richard

Sisson, senior vice chancellor for

academic affairs.

*There seems to be a need to

have a forum like this," he said.

"It's a welcoming embrace to new
faculty from the UCLA communi-
ty."

Although new faculty eventual-

ly familiarize themselves with the

university and their colleagues,

they are not formally acquainted

with the campus, said Connie

Chittick, executive officer for

academic administration, who is

helping coordinate the event.

Daniel Solorzano, a professor in

the Graduate School of Education,

attended the orientation last year

and felt that it was a worthwhile

event

"It was an information-sharing

event I learned about resources to

continue my research," he said. "I

used them a lot during the school

year and continue using them."

The orientation will introduce

the professors to such resources as

the Office of Contracts and Grants

and the Office of Instructional

Development, both of which can
help them carry out their research.

The professors will leam about

health benefits, faculty housing,

child care, cultural and recreation-

al activities and tenure and promo-
tion policies.

Diversity in the UCLA com-
munity will also be discussed,

Sisson said. "There is a sense of

commitment at UCLA to expand
diversity and the cultural richness

of our community. And there is an
importance to discuss sensitivity

with regards to these issues."

Faculty also appreciate the

direct attention from administra-

tors. Solorzano said that it was nice

to be able to connect names with

faces and have informal talks with

high-ranking university officials.

The orientation is also an
opportunity for the professors to

Just push it

SUZANNE STATESSummer Bruin

Scott Wiesner, Sean Combs and Mitch Culllns, left to right, push a stalled jeep to the side of Gayley Avenue on Wednesday.

UCLA prof, kin plead not guilty to fraud charges
Yeh, relatives released on bail,

await 1993 court appearance

By Tina Chao

A UCLA professor and four of

his relatives pled not guilty Mon-
day to charges of bilking the

university and state and federal

governments of more than $1

million.

Cavour Yeh, an electrical engi-

neering professor at UCLA since

1967, and his family members

have all been released on bail and

are awaiting their March 1993 trial

date, said Nathan Hochman, an

assistant U.S. attorney who is

prosecuting the case.

According to a 23-count indict-

ment issued earlier this month,
Yeh hired three of his family

members to work as research

assistants without informing

UCLA officials of their relation to

him. The family members then

kicked t)ack a percentage of their

UCLA paychecks to Yeh with the

help of a fourth family meml»r,
according to the indictment.

Yeh also purchased high-tech

equipment for UCLA at inflated

prices from a company he set up
himself, the indictment charged.

But Brian O'Neill, Yeh*s attor-

ney, says his client is innocent
'*His work was satisfactorily done
and the equipment he was con-

tracted to construct or acquire was

in fact produced and was satisfac-

tory,** the attorney said earlier this

month.

If convicted, Yeh faces up to

115 years in prison and $5.75

million in fines. His brother and

sister, Richard and Wei Li Yeh,

each face 70 years in jail and $3.5

million in fines. And another

sister, Victoria, and her husband,

Alan Hsia, face 50 years in prison

and a $2.5 million flne.

Yeh has t)een on leave without

pay from the university since

May 1990.

"There seems to be a

need to have a forum

like this. It's a welcom-

ing embrace to new

faculty from the UCLA
community."

Richard Sisson ,

Academic Affairs Vice Chancellor

raise questions about their expec-

tations and hopes while teaching at

UCLA, Sisson said.

See ORIENTATION, page 9

Graduate
students
to join L&S
committee
By Birgit Rasmussen
Summer Bruin Staff

At the invitation of a top UCLA
administrator, graduate students

will soon be represented for the

first time on the head committee of

UCLA's largest college.

The executive committee of the

College of Letters & Science,

which sets general policies for all

programs in the college, is made up
of faculty members, administra-

tors and, until now, only undergra-

duates.

"Much of what (the executive

committee) does concerns gradu-

ates," said Provost Raymond
Orbach, who oversees the college.

"I think it is a wonderful idea.**

After encouragement from
Orbach earlier this year, graduate

President David Lee decided to

seek graduate student representa-

tion on the committee.

*The college has the greatest

number of graduate students and
any decisions made by the execu-
tive committee have direct impact
on the majority of graduate stu-

dents,** Lee said. About one-third

of UCLA*s graduate students are

enrolled in the college.

The committee itself has to

approve the representation, but the

provost did not foresee a problem
with approval in fall quarter. "I

don't control the committee, but I

urge them to approve.**

Pending that final approval, the

graduate president has nominated
his current chief of staff, James
Papp, to serve on the committee.

See COMMITTEE, page 8

Silver opportunities: EXPO center celebrates 25 years o( valuable internships

By Marina DuncUerskI

Celebrating the UCLA Internship Prog-

ram*s silver anniversary at a private

residence in Brentwood on Sunday, prog-

ram directors and past interns traveled down
memory lane and recalled 25 years of

personal experience.

Created in 1966 to give students a chance

to work with elected officials, government

agencies, public interest groups, interna-

tional organizations and a broad range of

public and pnvaic entcipnscs, the prugmin

has grown to be the largest in the nation.

Over the years, more than 4,000 students

— their ages ranging from 16 to 56— have

gotten internships through the program.

"It really changed my life,** said Sharon

Kaplan, who interned for state Senator

Alberto Rodda in Sacramento in 1972. "It

gave me an understanding of how things

work and exposure to different people,

including Gov. Jerry Brown. But most of all

it gave me exposure without having to be

tied to it.**

And there are definitely opportunities to

leam the ropes of certain professions and
meet influential people, said Elayne Bery-

Wilia, who interned with Gerald Ford in

1970 when he was minority leader in the

U.S. House of Refxesentatives.
*

i would never have believed he would
become President. The whole experience

was really a wonderful opportunity and we
had a lot of fun as well,** she said.

Most internships are served in the United

States, where students can choose to work in

New York, Sacramento, San Francisco or

Washington, D.C., depending on whether
they wish to work for the government,

business, the media, the arts or other areas.

However, the program has t)een expand-
ing and offers some opportunities in foreign

countries. For example, 15 UCLA gradu-

ates recently left for Japan to be assistant

English teachers. One student will be
serving a Peace Corps internship in South

Africa, and another is interning at the U.S.

Embassy in Vatican City.

*The program will continue to do
internships, increase the number of students

in the program and try to get more diverse

groups involved, especially as we are

expanding abroad,** said Darrio Bravo,

acting director of the Extramural Programs
and Opportunities (EXPO) Center, which
runs the internship program.

"The program will continue to

do internships, increase the

number of students in the

program and try to get more

diverse groups involved."

Darrio Bravo
Extramural Programs arxj Opportunities

Students have a wide array of reasons for

interning. Most feel it is a way to develop

career options, but some go for different

reasons.

See EXPO, page 9
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Briefs
World

Goibachev, Yeltsin

to appear on ABC
NEW YORK — Soviet President

Mikhail Gorbachev and Russian Presi-

dent Boris Yeltsin will appear hve on
American television and answer ques-
tions from studio audiences in a number of
U.S. cities, it was announced Wednesday.
The Soviet and Russian leaders will

appear on an ABC News Town Meeting,
moderated by Peter Jennings, to air

Monday, Sept. 2, following Monday
Night Football.

Live audiences in a number of cities, as

yet unnamed, will take part in the

program, which will give people a chance
to ask questions and voice concerns to

Gorbachev and Yeltsin.

The broadcast will be shown to viewers
in the Soviet Union through the facilities

of Gostelradio, the state television and
radio authority.

IRA bomb explodes
in Northern Ireland

BELFAST, Northern Ireland — Irish

RepubUcan Army guerrillas detonated a
l,(XX)-pound bomb in a Northern Irish

town Wednesday, damaging hundreds of
buildings and killing nearly 800 farm
animals, police and witnesses said.

A soldier and a woman were slightly

injured in the blast in the village of Market
Hill, 45 miles west of Belfast, a Royal
Ulster Constabulary spokesman said.

A warning from the IRA minutes
before the blast allowed police to evacu-
ate the area around the police station, the

spokesman said.

The IRA seeks to end British rule over
Northern Ireland.

Buy yourself a little

piece of history
ANTONIO -- The merchant of Venice

would be interested to hear about a Texan
who is seUing square inches of William
Shakespeare's home county.

Wentworth formed the Stratford Land
Co. at his San Antonio home and this

spring began advertising "a piece of
Shakespeare's county just 5 minutes from
his birthplace" for $19.95.

Wentworth said more than 40 people
from around the world have responded to

the advertisement to buy a one-inch piece

of land.

The English farm plot was purchased
and registered for sale in square-inch lots

for what amounts to $117,600 at the

current exchange, he said.

About 6,271,600 square inches of the

one-acre registered lot remain to be sold,

leaving more than $120 million in

potential sales at the advertised price.

On this date:

English philosopher John Locke was
bom in 1632; author and poet Oliver

Wendell Holmes in 1809; and pop singer

Michael Jackson in 1958.

In 1533, Atahualpa, last of the Inca

rulers, was strangled under orders of
Spanish conqueror Francisco Pizarro. The
Inca empire died with him.

Nation

Three states line up
for hurricane aid
WASHINGTON, D.C. — President

Bush Wednesday declared a major disas-

ter in Maine, clearing the way for a third

New England state to receive federal aid

in the aftermath of Hurricane Bob,

authorities said.

The states of Massachusetts and Rhode

Island have already been declared disaster

areas in the wake of last week's storm.

Connecticut requested federal aid this

week, but a final decision had not been

made Wednesday, authorities said.

The hurricane caused an estimated

$780 million in damage as it raged up the

East Coast, toppling trees and power lines

and hurting boats from their moorings, the

New York-based American Insurance

Services Group said earlier this week.

UPI service files for

bankruptcy protection

NEW YORK— United Press Interna-

tional, the nation*s largest independent

wire service. Wednesday filed for protec-

tion from its creditors under Chapter 1 1 of
the Federal Bankruptcy Code for the

second time in six years.

In the filing made in U.S. Bankruptcy
Court for the Southern District of New
York, the company listed assets of $22.7

1

million and liabilities of $65.24 million.

The company also informed the court it

had sufficient cash to cover a projected

$417,000 cash-flow shortage for its next

30 days of operation. UPI said its

expenses for the 30-day period would
include $1.27 million to meet the payroll

and social security payments and $1.83
million in operating costs.

Advanced solar plant

planned in Mohave
Three California utilities announced

plans Wednesday to build a nearly $40-

million solar ]X)wer plant in the Mojave
Desert billed as the most advanced non-

polluting producer of electricity in the

world.

"We think this plant has the best shot at

making solar technology competitive,"

said William von Kleinsmid of Southern
California Edison, the project's lead

agency.

The plant, to be located at the site of a

shut-down solar facility about 140 miles

northeast of Los Angeles, will use more
than 1,800 20-by-20-foot sun-tracking

mirrors to heat molten salt to 1,050

degreqj. The salt will then be used to heat

water, producing steam to drive a tur-

bine-generator.

Subway derailment

kills six in New Yoric

NEW YORK — A subway train

derailed as it arrived at the Union Square

station early Wednesday, shearing one car

in half and killing at least six people,

officials said. More than 175 were
injured.

The train's motorman was missing

immediately after the wreck but was
questioned later by authorities. WCBS
radio, quoting a source, said a crack
cocaine vial was found in the motorman 's

cab, which was undamaged by the

accident.

The derailment occurred about 12:20
a.m. when the Brooklyn-bound down-
town train on the IRT Line jumped the

track as it crossed firom an express rail to a
local line about 50 feet north of the

Manhattan station. Mayor David Dinkins
said.

Subway service on New York's sec-

ond-most heavily traveled line was
expected to be out for at least 24 hours.

Some 425,000 people travel the line

during the rush hour.

From United Press International
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STUDENTS
LONELINESS &
DEPRESSION
Temporary loneliness is very

common, especially among new
Students. Starting at UCLA can be

overwhelming. If you have any

questions, or are just lonely, call us.

It took a lot of hard work to get to

UCLA. As a result of studying so much
your social skills may not be at the level

you would like. This can cause you to

isolate yourself and become depressed.

If you know someone who is

depressed remember-A PERSON
WHO IS DEPRESSED NEEDS SOMEONE
TO HEAR THE PAIN, AND TO
UNDERSTAND THE FEELINGS OF
HOPELESSNESS AND ANGER.
BE PATIENT AND LISTEN.

Ultimately a lonely person must be

willing to take the risk of rejection. The
risk is real and can be high for most first

attempts. There is time and difficulty in

developing a social life. If you see

someone who may be lost or lonely, reach

out and say hello. Who knows, you may
make a friend for life.

Some people don't like joining

clubs, others do. If you are interested in

being involved with any of the 600

organizations on campus call The Center

for Student Programming at 825-7041.

STUDENT
PSYCHOLOGICAL

SERVICES
FREE PROFESSIONAL
COUNSELING FOR

ALL UCLA STUDENTS

Call Mon.-Fri. Sam to 5pm
Mid-Campus: 825-0768

4223 Math Sciences

South-Campus: 825-7985

A3-062 Center Health Svcs.

Individual sessions scheduled.

Apply for group sessions the

first week of each quarter.

CALL
UCLA

HELPLINE
825-
HELP

7 Days A Week

5pm-Midnight

Further information

on stress and suicide

is available at our
orientation tables.

HELPLINE

SUICIDE
WARNING SIGNS

• PROLONGED DEPRESSION, PAIN

AND/OR HOPELESSNESS.

• LOW SELF-ESTEEM/ISOLATION.

• EXTREME GUILT OR SHAME.

•SUICIDAL THREATS.

• PREVIOUS SUICIDE AHEMPTS.

• DRAMATIC CHANGES
PERSONALITY OR BEHAVIOR.

• PERSON APPEARS TO BE MAKING
FINAL ARRANGEMENTS, AS IF HE

OR SHE IS GOING ON A JOURNEY.

80% of people who attempt suicide

communicate their intentions to someone
first. If you l<now someone you feel is at

risk, make a pact with him/her. Ask that

they promise not to kill themself that

day/night. Let them know you care.

Express the pain you will feel with them
not being in your life. Explain to them that

these feelings are not their fault and that

there is hope, there is help available.

Call Student Psychological

Services or Helpline. If it is after midnight

stay up with the person until they fall

asleep. Make sure to follow up on this the

next day, show you truly do

care.

UCLA
HELPLINE
825-HELP
SERVING UCLA SINCE 1971.

FALL TRAINING SIARTS OCT. 8

OPEN TO Aa UCLA STUDENTS,

FACULTY, AND STAFF. PUT

THEORY INTO PRACTICE AND
LEARN TO HELP OTHERS. CALL

FOR INFORMATION.

PAID FOR BY ASUCLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS PROGRAMMING FUND

I
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Verbal SAT
"The declines in the

averages for all students

this year are a further

sign that we must take

drastic measures."

Donald Stewart
College Board President

H • sink to all-time low, math scores also drop

Thursday, August 29, 1 991 7

By Janet Bass
United Press International

WASHINGTON. D.C. — The
average score on the verbal portion
of the 1991 Scholastic Aptitude
Test sank to an all-time low of 422
while the average math score
(lipped for the first time since 1980
to 474, the College Board said
Monday.
Each section has a possible

score of 800, combining for a

perfect score of 1600 on the

college entrance exam.
The dismal results on the col-

lege entrance exams come a month
shy of the second anniversary of

President Bush's education sum-
mit with the nation's governors,

who set ambitious national goals

for the year 2000.

*The declines in the averages

for all students this year are a

further sign that we must take

drastic measures if we are to meet

the educational goals set by Presi-

dent Bush and the nation's gover-

nors," College Board President

Donald Stewart said.

The College Board also said the

group of students who took both

the SATs and subject-specific

Achievement Tests had average

SAT scores of 515 verbal and 584

math — about 100 points higher

than the 422 verbal and 474 math

average scores. Many of the more

selective universities require

Achievement Tests.

"If this kind of dichotomy
continues, we could evolve into a
nation divided between a small
class of educational elite and an
underclass of students academi-
cally ill-prepared for the demands
of college or the workplace,"
Stewart said.

Another significant indicator
will come Sept. 30, when the

ft

See SAT, page 10
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The UCLA Blood Donor Center is anticipating a blood shortage this summer.
Your donor appointment and blood donation will aid someone who desperately
needs your blood. And from May 20-July 15, the primary beneficiary may be
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UCLA Student Committee for the Arts proudly presents

MESABLUEMOONALL STARS
Featuring: UNCLE FESTIVE with GRANT GEISSMAN & TOM BORTON
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student in the UCLA film school,

organized the trip to the country to

film her dissertation project

On the trip, these students

learned about South Africa firs-

thand. They saw that the country is

chipping away at apartheid but has

a long way to go before it can boast

of racial equality. They learned

that the core of political activism

lies in the hearts of the African

students.

They lived with the people of

South Africa, experiencing the

same day-to-day life, enduring the

same sacrifices in the struggle for

racial equality.

"I was interested in what brings

about political consciousness at

that age, and how we start forming
our world view — what parallels

are there between a young person

growing up in Los Angeles and a

young person growing up in South
Africa,** Williams said.

She began a search for a multi-

ethnic group of prominent high

school students to participate in

Nana. After two challenging years

of fundraising and contacting

media, the most dedicated students

stuck with the project, and this

summer, five of them went to

South Africa.

Before embarking on the pro-

ject, the group considered the

academic and cultural boycott that

is still observed by anti-apartheid

activists to show that they are not

satisfied with the present govern-

ment
With the endorsement of the

ANC and the South African
Council of Churches, they decided

to circumvent the boycott because
the project was "student-run and
cross-cultural,** Williams said.

"I learned a lot from the

questions that black

South Africans asked

me. I told them about

institutional racism . . I

felt the yearning to

learn more about his-

tory— there are so

many untold stories."

Serena Kim
Student on field trip

"It was not a project that was
about commerce ... it was about
bringing an understanding
between young Americans and
young South Africans,** explains

Marco Williams, the co-producer
of the documentary who is finish-

ing his degree in the producers*

program at the UCLA film school.

The group finally left Los
Angeles on July 3.

The first two weeks of the trip

consisted of visits with community
leaders, grass-roots organizations

COMMITTEE

and various community groups.

The students also met with two

older ANC leaders, Govan Nbcki

and Roy Mhlaba, who had been in

prison with Nelson Mandela. They

felt the strength of the ANC
leaders who have been fighting

apartheid for many years.

"It was a powerftil moment to

listen to these men who had

withstood it and looked at the

struggle as a continuum,** Amie
Williams recalls.

Martin Deeb, a Native Ameri-

can graduate of the Los Angeles

County School of the Arts, was
also moved by the meeting with

these older men. "I was in awe that

But the students noticed that the

colored school was much nicer. It

was set on concrete foundation, the
children wore nicer uniforms and
had more options for subjects of
study than the blacks, who just got
the basics, said Serena Kim, who
graduated from Fairfax High
School last year.

But despite the lower quality of
their schooling, the black students

seemed to be more politically

aware than the colored students.

"Everywhere we went, the kids

could sing a whole litany of
freedom songs — there would be
political speeches and toi-tois. The
toi-toi became the alternative

"It was not a project that was about commerce . .

it was about bringing an understanding between

young Americans and young South Africans."

Marco Williams
Co-producer of documentary

I was sitting next to a man who has

done so much for what he believed

in . . . to the *old guard,* things are

just simply another obstacle to

move around.**

In these first few weeks, the

group heard firsthand accounts

about how many black South
Africans feel about the changes
made by their government, as well

as the role of the United States.

"Everyone was against lifting

the sanctions and they thought the

so-called changes were cosmetic,*'

Williams said. "They were not

changes we saw in the street —
blacks are still separated from
whites — they still don*t have the

means to shape their destiny.**

After two weeks, the students

began their stay with their host

families in the black township
Grahamstovm.

It was there that they estabhshed
personal connections with the

South African blacks and felt the

impact of their visit because the

township had never been visited by
Americans before.

"We were put on a pedestal,**

Deeb said. "I would meet people
and they would introduce me to

their parents and their families.**

The American students visited

different schools in the township.
They saw that the education of
blacks was very different from the

education of coloreds (South Afri-

cans of mixed heritage who were
in separate townships) even
though both groups are mostly shut
out of white education.

They found the black students*

schools in a sad stale of disrepair.

"There was not one pane of
unbroken glass, and barely enough
desks, though the students were
well disciplined,*' Deeb said. ^The
toilets were nonfunctional, the
plumbing ancient The students
had to walk toa beerjoint to use the
restroom.-

education,** Amie Williams said.

The toi-toi is a popular freedom
song sung at anti-apartheid mar-
ches and rallies.

Many of the households lacked
electricity — either because the

families could not afford it or
because they chose to boycott the

government-owned utilities. That
meant that radio or television was
not an option for entertainment.

There was also no hot water or
telephone at the household, said

Kim, who was grateful that "they

always made sure we were warm.**

Kim found the whole experi-

ence to be educational for her and
for the South African students she

talked to. "I learned a lot from the

questions that black South Afri-

cans asked me. I told them about
institutional racism ... I felt the

yearning to learn more about
history— there arc so many untold

stories.**

Now, Amie Williams and Mar-
co Williams are back at UCLA,
facing the new challenge of trans-

forming the film footage into a
feature-length documentary that

they hope to distribute among
schools in the Los Angeles Unified

School District

The students will continue their

lives in the American society with

a slightly different perspective.

They will appreciate a curriculum
that includes more than just math
or history classes. And when they

hear about events in South Africa,

they will remember the struggle of
their black South African friends.

Although they came as close as

an American possibly can to

understanding the lifestyle of a

South African student Amie Wil-

liams concludes, "we only
scratched the surface— the South

African context is so complex and

so deep that for an outsider to grasp

the meaning is almost impossible

unless they had grown up there.**

From page 3

The current commissioner of academic affairs,
Danny Wan, was named as an alternate.

Lee said he nominated Papp because of his
background as a former academic affairs commis-
sioner, his experience as a leaching assistant and the
fact that he is enrolled in the College of Letters &
Science.

Papp, who met with Orbach on Monday, is ready
for the challenge.

"I don*t look forward to any committee, but I look
forward to (graduate students) being part of (the
executive commiiiee; and forward to any effect we
may have on poUcy making,*' Papp said.

Both the executive committee*s advice on budget
issues and its decisions regarding undergraduate
curriculum affect the number of teaching assistant
jobs available for graduates, he said.

Because graduate government currently works
mainly with the chancellor and the faculty senate,

graduates are only informed about policies and
changes through those channels. Papp said.

Hoping to improve communication between
graduate sDidents and pohcy-making administrators,

graduate government has also recommended a

sttucture to enhance communication between the

graduates in each department and the deans of

humanities, social, physical and biological sciences.

Each de^artmenr has a council of graduate

sttidents. The presidents of these councils would act

as liasons to the four deans.

Orbach was very supportive of the idea. 'The
graduates have a wonderful network there, and the

feedback this would give the committee would
benefit us as well as the graduates.**

BILL
From page 1

primary and secondary public
schools be restored.

While the bill has the over-
whehning support of the UC*s
sUident lobby group— the Univer-
sity of California Student Associ-
ation— it has little visible support
in Sacramento.

Already, Gov. Pete Wilson has
lashed out at the proposal. And
both Speaker of the Assembly
Willie Brown, D-San Francisco,
and Senate Leader Barry Keene,
D-Vallejo, are hesitant to take a
stand.

••Everybody and their mother
wants that money,** said Michael
Rese, Brown*s press secretary.

**That money is needed in lots of
places.**

In particular, because the state

faces a $14.3-billion budget defi-

cit, the governor believes this

money should be put in an
emergency fund rather than spent
now, said Franz Wisner, a spokes-
man for Wilson.

About $76 million is needed to

scale back the UC fee increase for

all 166,(X)0 students.

"In terms of necessity, a lot of
people need this money to live—
the elderly, the handicapped and
the disadvantaged,*' Wisner said.

•The UC system is stiU a tremend-
ous bargain.**

However, supporters of the bill

disagree.

**You*ve got to remember that

it's not just Sttidents affected by
this increase,** said Lee Butter-

field, UCSA executive director.

••Families are also affected by
this.**

While there are lots of ways to

spend this money, giving it to the

UC seems the best way, he said.

Higher education is the avenue to a

ORIENTATION
From page 3

Introduced last year as an all-

day event the orientation origi-

nally included discussions, a cam-
pus tour and a barbecue at the

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center.

This year, the scope of the

program has expanded to include

both visiting professors whose stay

at UCLA will last at least a year

and new faculty who missed the

orientation last year.

But "the program will be shor-

ter, more concentrated and more
concise this year,** said Seymour
Feshbach, chairman-elect of the

faculty senate. And it will give

them "a simplified picture of what
is a very diverse and complicated

campus.**

Orientation planners will tty to

boost attendance rates this year

because the turnout last year was
not as large as they wanted. A total

of about 25 to 30 new faculty

EXPO

better life for all people.

••With high tuition, you close the

California dream,** Butterfield
said. '*This is a way to open it**

The lieutenant governor voiced
a similar opinion when he asked
state Senator Gary Hart, D-Santa
Barbara, to intt-oduce the bill.

••Let*s show the people of
California we*re worried about
educating their children, and that

we know how hard it is to put a kid
through college," McCarthy said
in a prepared statement. "This was
money that should have been
available for critical programs like

education."

The state Legislattire raised UC
fees well above the limits set by the
Long Term Sttident Fee Policy—
which prohibits yearly reg fee
hikes of more than 10 percent, said
Ron Gray, McCarthy's press sec-

retary. "It is a very small amount of
money for the entire budget"
The state budget this year is

$56.4 billion.

California's $220-million set-

tlement originated from a 16-year
lawsuit against five major oil

companies in the state. Charged
with conspiring together to fix

prices on oil pumped in Long
Beach, four of the companies
agreed last week to pay settle-

ments.

Although they never admitted
they were wrong. Chevron Corp.,
SheU Oil Co., Texaco Inc. and
Mobil Corp. each agreed to pay
$45 million to the state in

exchange for being dropped from
the antiunst suit

Today, the Assembly Ways and
Means Committee will examine
the bill. If the committee approves
the bill, it will be sent to the floor of
the Assembly for approval.

members attended last year.

Invitations were mailed out two
weeks ago, and already about 25
new professors have already

responded. And since the response

deadline is Sept 5, more profes-

sors are expected to respond.

Those who do not will receive a

phone call reminding them of the

event and urging them to attend.

Additional forums, which will

be more specific, may be held foi

all faculty members during the

academic year to target subject

areas that are not covered during

the orientation.

"We want to do everything we
possibly can to make the faculty

feel at home with their teaching

and research life at UCLA,** Sisson

said.

The orientation will be held

from 1 to 5 p.m. on Sept. 22 in the

Fowler Museum auditorium.

From page 3

Laurie Porter, who interned for

U.S. Senator Alan Cranston (D

—

California) in 1978, said she did

not intern to bolster her law school

application or to raise her political

voice. ''It was to find out if

Washington and politics were as

corrupt as I thought."

Once there, she found herself

reading three newspapers a day—
and the answer to her question. "I

learned if I was going to continue

this cynical attitude, it had to be an

informed one."

Damon Moore, who interned in

Sacramento with the Speaker*s

Office of Majority Services in

1988, is now a legislative aide to

state Senator Ralph Dills (D—
Gardena). He found the UCLA
EXPO center to be '•the one place

where the commuter met the

dormie. the African American met
the Arab, Latino and Jew.

••What I came out of it with was
a real love for UCLA, a real love

for the governmental process and a

real love for this program," Moore
said.

Other former interns agreed.

"You definitely get a lot more than

you give," said Nancy Kapitanoff,

who interned in Sacramento in

1972.

Internships generally last eight

to 10 weeks and can be either full

or part-time. And arrangements

can be made to earn credit for

additional scholastic work. For
more information, contact the

EXPO center, located on the A

-

level of Ackerman Union.
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the financial aid office is making
him pay for society's injustices.

When you are poor, "whether
you're black or white, you can't go
to school," he added.

In the suit. Young and the six

students allege that the govern-
ment has failed to enforce the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 by allowing
colleges and universities to ear-

mark money only for historically

underrepresented students.

Although the act was originally

created to protect African Ameri-
cans in universities and the work-
place, the seven students now wish
to use the act to protect themselves.

While they have little to gain as

individuals. Young said they hope
a reversal of U.S. Department of
Education policy will force col-

leges and universities to put an end
to minority scholarship programs.

That does not mean that histori-

cally underrepresented students

should not receive financial aid,

but that the aid should be awarded
on the basis of need, he said. If

students of color happen to be the

most needy, they would get the

most aid.

Currently, about 750 American
colleges and universities —

including UCLA — set aside
money for historically underrepre-

sented students, the suit claims.

However, critics of the suit say
that a ruling, which abolishes

minority scholarships, may make
historically underrepresented stu-

dents feel that financial barriers

are insurmountable and either

discourage them from attending
school or cause them to drop out

"Clearly, they thought I

had economic need. I

guess I was the wrong

color."

Daniel Young
UCLA law student

Minority scholarship money is

a visible and unmistakable sign"

that universities support those

students, said Helen Hershkoff,

assistant legal director of the

American Civil Liberties Union.
"Minority scholarships are

needed to achieve racial equahty,"

she said. If these scholarships were
removed, "members of minority

it,

/scored
well on the

believe Iowe
it all to

L.T., Los Angeles

And Our

AndMCAT
"ourses

—

^

Get Rave
Reviews, Too!

xtwrcrcOfixMr*

groups may perceive that they are

not invited or welcome to attend

such universities.**

Furthermore, the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 has been repeatedly

interpreted by both Congress and

education experts to mean the law
authorizes affirmative action prog-

rams, she added.

However, supporters of the suit

contend that racial equality should

not be achieved by discriminating

against whites.

Richard Samp, chief counsel for

the Washington Legal Foundation
which represents the seven stu-

dents, argues that these special

allocations violate the rulings of
the Supreme Court
Samp cites the 1978 Bakke v.

Regents of the University of
California case, in which the high

court ruled that admissions com-
mittees cannot use special quotas

to achieve racial equality.

In the case, the court argued that

a white medical school applicant

could not be denied admission to

the university so that it could fill an
exact number of spaces with
historically underrepresented stu-

dents.

"I think Bakke is very much on

"Minority scholarships

are needed to achieve

racial equality. (With-

out them) members of

minority groups may

perceive that they are

not invited or welcome

to attend such universi-

ties.
»

Helen Hershkoff
ACLU assistant legal director

point,** he said. Setting money
aside for a specific group is similar

to a quota.

But regardless of the outcome of
this particular case. Samp said he
believes this matter — like Tho-
mas* controversial views on affir-

mative action — will continue to

spark debates.

"I think that the issue ofhow far

race may be taken is an unsettled

part of the law,** he said. *The
Supreme Court is going to have to

setUe this issue in years to come.*'

TflERI-S STILL TLME TO PREPARE FOR THE
OCTOBER GRADUATE ENTRANCE EXAMS!

K:iplan, # 1 in test prep and the world's largest icsi

prep organization has designed a curriculum to

prepare you for the all-new LSAT This isn't a cut
version. You receive the same number of hours of live

instruction. ..same number of classes... all in time to
take the October 5th LSAT It's a last-chance course
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the LSAT.
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the exam at all.

'

'

K K , Chicago

It's Kaplan for preparation for the LSAT, GMAT,
ORE and MCAT too. Free diagnostic tests, specialized
courses to help you with all the skills and strategies
you need to succeed, plus an "advance look" at exam-
type questions before you face them. And there's still

time to enroll, now, before the October e.xams.

' 'Kaplan helped me boost my CMAT score by 120
points
TO . Minncjpoli.s

' 'Kaplan gave me the confidence I needed to achieve
excellence

'

'

J K. Washington. DC.

Kaplan test preparation doesn't end in the
classroom, cither. With these Kaplan courses, you
receive an acclaimed home study resource packet
plus specialized study aids. And you can review
course materials and take sample tests during our
convejnicnt study hours at any Kaplan TEST-N-
7APE® audio study lab. No other test preparation
company gives you all this back-up and support.

WIN nooO!
Taking the LSAT, GMAT, GRE, or MCAT again?

The student whose actual test score shows the
greatest improvement over his or her proious score
wins SIOOO! No purchase necessary. Ask Kaplan for
details.

Don't miss Kaplan's ScoreFcsi!
Enrollment for fall classes is filling

up fast So look for your Kaplan
campus rep wearing this T-shirt, or
call Kaplan today:

S STANLEY H. KAPLAN
.i.i:DUCA1IONAL CHMHK 1. 1 1>

Classes starting SOON!
Locations throughout So. Cal.

CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST

SAT
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results of the National Assessment
of Educational Progress tests, or
the Nation*s Report Card, arc
announced. They will be viewed as
the first t)arometer of progress
toward achieving the six educa-
tional goals.

Bush, attempting to soften the
blow, told the National Governors*
Association convention earlier this

month to expect a poor showing on
those tests. He explained it takes
time to achieve educational change
and excellence.

Education Secretary Lamar
Alexander conceded the SAT
scores show that even the best
students "don't know enough."
He used the opportunity to push

the administration's proposal for a
voluntary national exam for stu-
dents in the fourth, eighth and 12th
grades.

**These American Achievement
Tests in core subjects — math,
science, history. English and geo-
graphy— would be tied to world-
class standards that would tell

teachers, parents and students.

*Here's what you know and here's
what you need to know to compete
in the world,*" Alexander said.

With 1600 being a perfect SAT
score, the average verbal score of
422 in 1991 was 2 points worse
than in 1990 and 41 points worse
than in 1969, when scores were at

their peak.

"We could evolve into

a nation divided

between a small class of

educational elite and an

underclass of students

academically ill-pre^

pared."

Donald Stewart
College Board President

The average math SAT score of
474 in 1991 was 2 points lower
than in 1990 and 19 points worse
than in 1969.

Males did better than females on
the verbal and math portions.

On the verbal test, males aver-

aged 426, while females averaged
418.

On the math test, males aver-

aged 497, while females averaged
453.

Iowa students had the nation's

highest average scores — 515
verbal and 578 math.

South Carolina students had the

nation's worst average verbal

score, 395. while District of

Columbia students had the

nation's worst average math score,

435.

When comparing racial and
ethnic groups. African Americans
show the most improvement
between 1976 and 1991 in both

verbal and math scores. Their

verbal scores rose 19 points —
from 332 to 351 — and their math

scores improved 31 points— from

354 to 385.

American Indians' scores

improved over the past 1 5 years by
5 points on the verbal test— 388 to

393 — and 17 points on the math
lest -— 420 to 437.

I^itinos' verbal scores jumped 6
points during the 1 5-year period on
the verbal test, from 371 to 377.

and 17 points on the math test,

from 410 to 427.

Asian-American students saw a

3-point drop in their verbal scores

during the period, from 4 14 to 4 1 1

,

but a 12-point improvement in

their math scores, from 420 to 437.

And Puerto Ricans' verbal

scores fell 3 points — 364 to 361
— but their math scores improved
by 5 points — 401 to 406.
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(equal or lesser value)

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
I (213) 828-9839 (-piease see ad)

BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL ^

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

jujji-, The Ho>r Salcn

WAXINC^
Bikini Wax $8
Eyelash Tint $io
Lip/Chin, Eyebrows Wax. ..$5

Underarms $8
_- Half Legs $io

I
Arnns $12

w?q?xy^Ann?/^.'^XI ^PP®^ ^^9^ & Bikini $15WESTWOOD VILLAGE c, .n i ^^, o ni • • a^^

PARI HAIR SALON
^ -l^flf^^^

dS^^

!|m
iuH.\ j^^m

Halrstyling by a
Vidal Sasson Acadomy Graduate

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight

Hair Coloring.

European Facials

Full Legs Waxing

479-9325
473-0066

$30
$15
$25
$20

WHAT'S
We offer all the

latest in vision

technology:

Line-less Bifocals,

Scratch and Glare-

proof lenses are

just a few.

We feature the

newest styles in

fashionable frames
from designers like

Liz Claiborne, Police,

Benetton and Guess.

You'll get individualized

attention & careful eye exams
with our optometrist, Dr. Hyman

•

So why not express yourself with
new frames just right for you!

WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRIC CENTRE

918 Wcstwcxxl Boulevard (Corner of Le Conte)
Westwood Village

208^3913
Hours: M-F 10-5:30 SAT: 10-5:00

Most Vision Insurance

Plans Accepted.

SUMMER
BRUIN
SPECIAL

I

Cut & Blow
Permanent Wave 8c Haircut
Highlite

Highlite & Haircut
Cellophane 8c Haircut

-UCLAstudente. faculty & stafT

-with this ad expires 8/21/91

CARLTONSALON
MARQUIS

Westwood Marquis Hotel
930HilgardAve

208-4477
• We Validate Parking •

$20
$75
$55
$75
$40

-good monday thru Saturday only

TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

j
CHICKEN SPECIAL

I
• Chicken After 3:00pm to close

I
• Fried Rice ^^•/ U

I • Green Salad w/ 1 free drink
"^'^^ *'°"P°"

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
1121 Clendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

H
pflpLiMEy

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

You Can't

The Burger Deal

f-/t.

1/4 lb cheeseburger

Fries

ALL you can drink

$2.99 + tax
10922 Kinross

208-2424

After 9:00 P.M., Free ALL you can drink beverage,

with purchase of any burger or sandwich.

STUDY
From page 1

leaving without being seen," said
David Baker, a UCLA assistant
professor of medicine and main
investigator in the study. *The
standard assumption was that
people who were leaving were
simply not that sick. Our study
shows that they are leaving
because they are too sick."

Fifty-three percent of those who
left the emergency room reported
pain and discomfort as the main
reason for leaving.

Harbor-UCLA Medical Center,

located in Torrance, was the site of
the study, conducted during two
two-week periods in spring 1990.
It showed that 46 percent of the

patients who left before receiving

care were reported to be in

immediate need of medical atten-

tion. Almost 30 percent needed
care within 24 to 48 hours. And 1

1

percent needed to be hospitalized

within one week, compared to 9
percent who waited around to be
hospitalized.

These results pose a serious

question about overcrowding and
the quality of care at emergency
rooms in general, according to

Baker, who has worked at Har-
bor-UCLA for more than four
years.

'"Overcrowding in county hos-
pital emergency departments has
become an increasing problem in

most large metropoliun areas
around the country," Baker said in

a press release. "Our findings

validate what physicians and
nurses in the emergency depart-
ment suspected — that many
people who leave are too sick to

wait."

Baker and the other researchers

also found that patients who
waited for treatment had as severe
a medical condition as those who
left. Those who stayed for treat-

ment reported waiting about 6
hours for medical care.

"Hospitals simply do not have
the facilities to handle so many
patients," Baker said. "Those who
leave end up coming back to the

hospital in even more serious

conditions."

A staff physician at Harbor-
UCLA, Carl Stevens, was co-
investigator for the study. And he
has seen conditions change during
his career at the hospital.

"What we have seen is the
number of patients grow from
about 80,000 patients to 110,000
patients," he said. "We are satur-

ated now. We cannot let any more
through. The overflow of patients
are not being treated."

Baker says patients do not
receive prompt care mainly
because they do not have health
insurance, and seeking care in

county emergency rooms is their

only hope of receiving treatment

"Often the emergency depart-

ment is the only place those
without medical insurance can get
primary medical care," he said.

Primary care includes basic
health care for non-emergency
situations. And Baker points out
that private doctors and clinics will

not treat uninsured patients in most
cases — leaving the county hospi-

tals overburdened.

His long-term goal is to increase

awareness of the serious lack of
health insurance. Nearly 37 mil-
lion Americans are uninsured.

"We have an oversupply of beds
and dociore in diis country and yet
15 percent of Americans that do
not have health insurance struggle
to get basic health care," Baker
said. "Our long-term goal is to
make sure everyone has health
insurance."
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Viewpoint
Connimentary

Passionate activism is our liest education

He said what?!

Damon Dean

I
caught myself wandering by UCLA*s

Meyerhoff Park the other day. I say

"caught" because Meyerhoff is one of those
places I try to avoid in my usual trek around
campus. These days, though, amidst a sea of
detours and roads to nowhere, there isn't much
chance of avoiding it.

As I stared at the lifeless podium, I became
acutely aware that I was laughing out loud to

no one in particular. How peaceful and quiet it

all seemed. The grass, somewhere near death
only a few months earlier, had sprung back to

hfe. In fact, the lawn needed a trim. All in all,

it was quite the eerie sight.

So much of my tenure (Is that a bad word
to use in a column at this university?) at

UCLA has been sp)ent appreciating and/or
mocking so many Meyerhoff speakers who
have done their best to bring to life the trials

of an insane world.

So much talk. So much emotion. So much
pain. Year after year, the powerful potential of
those who chose to participate in the construc-
tion of their world, our world, grows, merely
by expressing themselves. That we provide such
a forum for debate is admirable. That it gets

used is even more remarkable.

There is inherent beauty in passion. Not
passion as in physical love. But, rather, passion
for something; a belief, a cause; you get the

idea. We get a glimpse of that almost every
day at this university. It is an asset that is

uniquely ours, no matter how we choose to

look at it. Meyerhoff Park is a sight for

education, plain and simple. Biased as it may
or may not be, it is education.

I don't necessarily agree with everything that

goes on in the park. Quite to the contrary, I

think a lot of those people have a couple of
screws loose. But that's not the point It isn't

so much what people have to say, it's that

they can say it. The idea is what's important
here. Even if only one person shows up to a
raUy, protest, etc. and goes away having
learned something new, then we, yes, a

collective we, have succeeded.
Now, I know that may sound like a

sentimental and somewhat irrational thought, but
so what? Nobody said logic was the end all or
the be all of our existence.

OK, so what's your point, you ask?
It's far loo easy to get caught up in what

we choose to do with our lives. Sometimes,
more often that not, the bigger picture gets lost

in the moment. Take, for example, the UCLA/
use game at the Rose Bowl last season.

Nearly 100,000 screaming fans on the edge of
their seats for three hours, part of one big
human mass which had descended on the Rose
Bowl.

Now, lake that same stadium, empty, in the

middle of the summer. So calm and quiet you
could hear your voice echo off the surrounding
mountainside if you were to yell loud enough.
It's the same stadium; the only thing that has
changed is the perspective. Two different

moments, two different perspectives.

Here at UCLA, activism is a war — chaos
if you are feeling a little Hobbcsian. Summer
at UCLA represents a cooling off period where
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the battlefield remains, for the most part,

empty. Sure, behind closed doors strategists and
planners are calling on their forces for the

battles of a new year but, for now, all is quiet

on the construction laden firontier.

Still, you can*t escape the short, old and
incredibly quick socialist guy handing out flyers

on Bruin Walk. I guess that would be asking

for too much.

OK, so I'm still waiting for the big picture,

you protest

Not that I necessarily need to have some
huge monolithic point, but I have a couple

ideas hanging around. One month from today,

the school year begins anew, starting the cycle

which has been repeated over and over again

for as many years as one cares to remember.
Many of the same battles will be fought

again: a "-tion" here, an "ism" there. Just that

quickly. Meyerhoff Park will be teaming with
new life and new vigor, poised once again to
be the beacon for activism at UCLA. And so
it should be. As long as Meyerhoff continues
in the tradition of constructive activism, we
will all benefit from its existence. If, however,
we fall into the activism for activism's sake
syndrome, a la People's Park in Berkeley, then
we've taken some large steps in the wrong
direction.

My words are not a call or a warning,
merely an observation. It's not my place to tell

any person how to fight his battles. That would
be like sticking a rather tight noose around my
neck. Nonetheless, as we wait patiently at the

crossroads of history, maybe it's time to lake a
step back and look at the bigger picture for a
couple of moments.

Three hundred thousand people demonstrating
in the streets of Moscow for democracy. A
27-nation coalition committed to halting the
violent fantasies of a madman. The possibility

of a Middle East peace conference.

No, ours is not a perfect world. For those
three steps forward, any pessimist could find

just as many steps in the opposite direction.

Still, activism is inspired by the possibility for
change.

Guess what Here's change, staring us right

in the face. For those of you who saw "What
About Bob?" today's world is a serious case of
baby steps. For those of you who missed the
movie, let me ask you this: Can we walk
before we crawl?

As the summer drags to a close. I eageriy
await the beginning of the new school year, in

a way that is strange for me. For the past two
years, I have dreaded the beginning of school— the inundation of flyers, movie passes and
preachers of all religious denominations; the

word "diversity" thrown around like it was a
cheap rug that everybody liked to step on.

After three years, it's far loo easy to just get
bitter, rather than listen to what anybody else

has to say.

This year, though, I think it just may be
different I look forward to a change in

attitude, of vision and of cooperation, on
everybody's part Why? Simply because we've
got some good examples of the power of
cooperative efforts to use as our guide in the

coming months. Maybe that's a dreamy vision,

but who said dreaming was against the rules?

Ours is a unique opportunity, living in the
world of today. We must proceed with caution
and care, but most importantly, with respect
And. above all else, we must never lose sight

of the world around us. for fear that someday
it could pass us by as well. Just ask Mikhail
Gorbachev about that one.

There's the point, just in case you happened
to miss it

Dean is a senior majoring in political science.
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Jumping through
Commentary

• • I at the media

Photo not Available

Dan Saffer

"The time has come,"
said the carpenter,

"to talk of many things:

of shoes, of ships, of sealing wax,

of cabbages and kings."—^Lewis Carroll

Did you ever have one of those times
when you feel like you're swimming in

the news? And you try to keep up,
diligenUy watching TV news programs, pain-
stakingly reading the newspaper and preparing
"off-the-cuff' statements on the current world
situation? But the more you do these things,

the more endless it all seems?
If you have, then welcome to the wonderful

world of journalism. August, 1991.
In the past two weeks, the news stories from

Russia have come rapid-fire: Gorbachev is "ill."

The right-wing is in command. Yeltsin is on
top of a tank. The coup is overthrown.
Gorbachev is back, but Yeltsin wields the true

power. And now it seems that the dissolution
of the Russian empire is fast approaching.
You'd need your own wire service to keep up
with it all. But even for those that do, like

The Bruin's staff, it's been tough.

It's been a bizarre situation for the media:
writing stories that become obsolete as soon as
they're written, watching cartoons become
unfunny and dated, reading editorials that have
been written laughably wishy-washy because the
pendulum might have swung any which way

Letters

Judge Thomas
Editor:

David Gibson's characteriza-

tion of Supreme Court nominee
Clarence Thomas (Summer
Bruin, 'The Supreme Court's

potential Prince of Darkness,"

Aug. 22) exemplifies the worst

brand of demagoguery; his

description of Justice Thomas
as "the Prince of Darkness"

and "the Darth Vader of our

legal system" demonstrates how
easy it is for some people to

jump to hasty conclusions.

Gibson's arguments against

the appoinunent of Judge Tho-

mas to our nation's highest

court are liuered with potshots

like "token" and "loo inexper-

ienced." Short of calUng him a

"sellout," Gibson has attempted

to portray Judge Thomas ks an

intellectual lightweight or a

useful shadowy figure of the

Bush Administration. These
portrayals of Thomas conve-
niently overlook the fact that

Thomas' record demonstrates
his independence on many
issues. As EEOC chairman
during the Reagan Administra-

tion, he attacked the admi-
nistration's enforcement of the

Voting Rights Act, despite

jeopardizing his reappointment
to a second term to the

position.

As for the question of Tho-
mas' judicial experience, we
should note that when Earl

Warren was appointed to the

bench by President Eisenhower
he had no previous judicial

experience. Thomas' relative

youth is also an irrelevant

matter. Being 43 years of age
does not and should not dis-

ovemighL Even some television news programs
were reduced to just listing, physically on
screen, the events of the day. TV, for one
brief moment, became a newspaper. It was
pretty amusing.

In many ways, I feel kind of privileged to
have had a ringside seat at this media circus

this summer, gleefully chuckling at reporters

clutching their computer keyboards, trying to

keep the world from falling off them. As the
UPI stories rolled in, their computer monitors
might as well have been Etch-a-Sketches; it

would have saved time in deleting — just a
quick shake of the monitor and the story's

gone!

A close friend of mine made the comment
that she feels like we're all "living through
history" and, indeed, we are. It's hard enough
to catch your breath and to get a look around
on the roller coaster ride that the worid has
been the past few weeks, not to mention trying
to report on it What started out as such a
slow news summer really built to a bang.
Remember when the biggest news item was
Pec-wee Herman masturbating in an adult

movie theater? It seems so distant now . . .

Not that news has been the only thing

happening this summer. Even here in Viewpoint
we've had our share of controversy and
conflict ranging from debates on the abortion
pill to breeching the cultural gap. We've
argued over live executions on television and
televised police beatings. We've exchanged
words on Assembly Bill 101 and might have
laughed for a moment at L.A. stargazing or at

.some pointed cartoons. All in all, not a bad
summer.

With as much as the media, and specifically

The Bruin, comes under fire, it still seems that

we must be doing something right — if our
readers' letters and comments are any indica-

tion. We may not be doing it exactly right, but
at least we're doing it. We, too, are only
human. And, after all. The Bruin is supposed
to be a learning experience. We make mistakes,
but who doesn't? *Treat all men to their

desserts and who shall 'scape whipping?" says
Hamlet.

On another related note, I've enjoyed being
the summer Viewpoint editor, but now it's time
to hang up my chief figurehead hat and put on
my assistant figurehead jester's cap and become
the assistant Viewpoint editor for the school

year. Next year promises to be both interesting

and thrilling — hope to see you there.

It's been very exciting and challenging for

me to head a public forum where students

meet and discuss their views. I'll even have
fond memories of "Danpoint," as I affection-

ately call my little cubicle. I hope that the

ideas we've presented here have angered you,
gotten you to think about something in a
different light, made you laugh or cry out in

horror or just plain pissed you off. Otherwise,
what's a Viewpoint section for?

With our world in such a turmoil, we need
a media — and a Viewpoint section — that

will be there for us, just as the media needs
listeners to hear its message and to keep it

honest. You keep reading. We'll keep writing.

Keep the faith.

Saffer, the Viewpoint editor, is a senior

majoring in theatre and dramatic literature.
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qualify him from the job; in

many respects, his youth is a

good indication of his ability

to remain a healthy and active

member of the High Court
Although, perhaps to our guest

columnist's lament it also sug-

gests that Thomas would have
a very long tenure on the

Supreme Court as well.

Gibson's attempt to vilify

the Supreme Court as "an

enemy that yearns to take

power out of the hands of the
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people" is absurd and ridicul-

ous. Although the Supreme
Court has abandoned the "judi-

cial activism" that characterized

the Warren Court throughout

the 1950s and 1960s, it is

highly unlikely that any future

court will dismantle or reverse

the major decisions of the

previous decades, and Thomas'
appointment to the bench
would not jeopardize that poli-

cy.

There is nothing inherently

dangerous about the appoint-

ment of another "conservative"

to the Supreme Court because
the High Court has proven

time and time again to main-
tain a high degree of indepen-

dence from other branches of
government Most of the mem-
bers of the Supreme Court of
the past three decades were

appointed by Republican presi-

dents including Earl Warren,
William Brennan and Harry

Blackmun.

Blackmun, a Nixon appoin-

tee, authored the 1973 Roe v.

Wade ruling and was among
the court dissenters in the 1978
Bakke case which ruled that a

quota system favoring racial

ininoriiics was uuconsuiuuonal.

Conversely, Byron White, a

Kennedy appointee, has often

voted wiih the court's conser-

vatives.

If Gibson wants to believe

that the court is moving to the

right then how does he
explain the recent court ruling

that flag-burning is a protected

form of political protest?

What Gibson fails to recog-

nize is that regardless of the

appointing president the

Supreme Court will not always
make the most popular deci-

sions and rulings, but that does
not make the Supreme Court a

"monster," nor does it make
Clarence Thomas a "Prince of

Darkness" if he is appointed.

As for the suggestion that

people opposing his nomination
should try to dig up some
skeletons in order to defeat the

Thomas nomination . . . Well,

that's really scratching the

bottom of the barrel, isn't it?

John K. Chang
Senior

Political science

Correction:

Hillary Anger's counter-
point in Monday's paper
contained an error. The fu"st

sentence of the last para-
graph should read: **Wvs-
ocki writes that this central

question *has to do with a
disagreement over the fun-
damentals of government.'"
The Bruin regrets the error.
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Arts Enteita'nment
Music

Stan Ridgway'sjunk
experiment goes wild

By Rob Winfield

Summer Bruin Staff

Proclaiming himself "the Harry
Dean Stanton of music," soloist

and ex-Wall of Voodoo vocalist

Stan Ridgway leans toward the

amusingly bizarre, and little ack-
nowledged, world of underground
pop culture.

It's a world where finding an
equilibrium between obscured
storytelling and philosophical
humor produces what many deem
art.

The Los Angeles-based musi-
cian has always been somewhere
between a rock star and a hard
place. Like Stanton, who's
appeared in such celluloid cult

classics as "Repo Man" and "Wild
at Heart," Ridgway is steeped in

eclecticism, crafting clever stories

of human interaction that appear
too skewed to be real. He remains,
however, squarely in the here-
and-now.

If all of this sounds somewhat
ambiguous, creatively chaotic,

humorously bent or just plain
weird, that's sort of what Ridgway
is about. His third and latest LP,
"Partyball," confirms this notion!

While Ridgway's intention was
to make a "party record" for a
soiree he and his friends might
throw, he found upon its comple-
tion that "it didn't exactly turn out
that way."

Although he encountered the

"fun mood" he was searching for,

and the end result of a record he
could listen to "all the way
through," the new material once
again took a detour into cartoon
mayhem and schizophrenia.

While it contains his songcraft
trademarks — scathing, storytell-

ing lyrics and the hallucinogenic

quality of his back-roads melodic
travails — "Partyball" features an
array of uncategorizable instru-

mental interiudes. Many of them
add an aura of confusion — albeit

intentional confusion — to the

Stan Ridgway

work as a whole.

"I like stuff like that," admits
Ridgway. "I look at myself as a
junk collector I like to . . .

look at a room full of junk that no
one is going to be able to use. To
me, this is the basis for ideas,

sounds, or whatever. And these

interludes came from such a form
of junk."

The junk took the form of
several instruments Ridgway had
rented but never used. He fiddled
around with them in his spare time,

and ended up with something he
thought possessed an identity of its

own.

It seems that Ridgway's eclectic

means are producing an adequate,
and somewhat admirable, end. As
"Partyball" continues to circulate

on college and alternative com-
mercial radio stations, tracks like

"I Wanna Be a Boss" and "Jack
Talked (Like a Man on Fire)" are
quickly finding their place in the
Ridgway hall of obscured fame.
It's a place where his work is

recognized, praised and some-
times understood, but he still can't
seem to step beyond the bounda-
ries of cult status.

In the months ahead, though,
this could change if Ridgway has
his way. He admits that he's grown
"a little bored" with doing things
solo. It's time, he says, for a
change.

TJpse
By Joanne J. Choi
Summer Bruin Staff

Despite the self-congratulatory theme of the 1991
Primetime Emmy Awards, criticism was rampant.
The reproach focused on the Academy of Television Arts

and Sciences, which presents the Emmys, and the networks
responsible for the cancellation of some of the award-win-
ning programs.

The Academy came under attack from the artists

connected with "The Simpsons," a comedy series that airs
on Fox Television. The group contended that its two-time
Emmy award-winning program ought to be judged and
nominated with such live-action comedy shows as "Cheers**
"Golden Girls" and "Murphy Brown."

'The Simpsons" has become one of the most popular
series on television since first being created to fill the
breaks between comedic skits on the now defunct "Tracy
Ullman Sliow." The show's success was confirmed last year
when 'The Simpsons" challenged NBC's most successful
comedy, 'The Cosby Show." and shook the networks' grip
on a seemingly unbeatable Thursday primeume lineup.

Despite industry-wide recognition of the popularity of
Fox's show, "Simpsons" producer Larina Jean Adamson
claimed the Academy failed to recognize the show's
innovation in television programing.

"Let us compete where we deserve to compete," she
said. The group said it was made to play second fiddle to
comedies that use human actors rather than animated
figures.

Harry Shearer, the voice of Homer Simpson's boss,
summed up the group's feeUng by wearing tennis shoes and
a sports jacket rather than the usual black tie affair. "If
this was the real Emmys. I'd wear real shoes."
Academy President Leo Chaloukian responded to the

See EMMY, page 16
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'Pope' proves pretty predictable
By Matt Landig

British filmmaker Peter
Richardson's latest comedy. 'The
Pope Must Die" is a cut above the

"Naked Gun" movies, but it's

almost as stale as its Zucker
predecessors.

The plot of 'The Pope . .
."

suggests black comedy. The Pope
has just died, and the order of
cardinals must choose a new
leader. The shifty, brash Cardinal
Rocco (Alex Rocco) is eager to
find a new Pope as ineffective and
naive as the last one so he can
continue to embezzle funds with
the help of his Mafia business
partner. ViUorio Corelli (Herbert
Lom).

To the rescue comes portly,

bumbling Father Dave Alhin/i
(Robbie Colu-ane) — the new
Pope. Initially a hopeless stand-in.
Father Dave soon discovers Rocco
and Corelli's evil intentions and,
after /fnany misundersundings,
outwits the scheming papal bad

Richardson is one of

the pioneers of a new
dreaded genre— comic

cheesiness.

guys and saves the Vatican from
utter chaos.
The picture doesn't have the

surprise or wit of, say, "A Fish
Called Wanda." and halfway
llirough, it starts to suffer from the

John Candy blahs as it runs out of
surprises. This is Peter Richard-
son's third try as a feature film

director (he also made "Super-
grass" (1984) and "Eat the Rich"
(1987)— films not released in the

U.S.). His lack of CApcricncc
probably accounts for the fiaccid

slapstick set-ups and the slight

letdowns in timing.

Occasionally he hits his comic
target A cloister of cardinals
argues about who is to be the next

Pope and end up pelting each other
with goblets and Bibles — it's a
terrific background sight gag. But
more often than not, the jokes and
routines seem tired and the camera
poorly placed.

Robbie Coltrane redeems parts

of the movie with his dry comic
timing and his quick double-lakes.

The role could have been a groaner
(sweet, innocent, and devoted to

orphans), but Coltrane makes you
laugh at the sneaky little-boy

thoughts that Hash on his face.

However, most of the other cast

members, including Beverly
D'Angelo, Alex Rocco, Paul Bar-
tcl and Balthazar Geuy, either

overplay or get lost in the shuffie.

Richardson and his "Naked
Gun" cohorts are the pioneers of a
new dreaded geiirc — comic
cheesiness. With a more skilled

director. *The Pope Must Die"
could have had the sustained
Dadaist nuttiness of the Monty
Python movies instead of just

wilting on the screen. ••

'Defenseless' is clueless

Robbie Coltrane stars as an
unlikely Pope In Peter Richard-
son's controversial new film,
"The Pope Must Die."

nUI: The Pope Must Die Screenp
lay by Peter Richardson and Pete
Richens. Directed by Peter Richardson
Produced by Stephen Wodley A

Miramax release with Robl)ie Coltrane
^^erly DAngek). and Hert)eft Lom'
(Rated R: language, sexual situations
97 minutes) Opens atywide tomorrow'

By Aaron Dobbs
Sumnier Bruin Staff

"Defenseless** is supposed to be

a mystcry-suspense-thriller with

twists and turns and even a

message. Instead, it is just another

example of why Hollywood needs

better writers.

Barbara Hershey stars as an

attorney named T.K. Katwuller.

She represents a businessman
named Steven Seldes (JT. Walsh)

in a case involving one of his real

estate holdings, a warehouse in

which pornographic movies using

underage girls are being filmed.

Seldes also happens to be T.K.'s

lover.

After T.K. discovers that Ste-

ven's wife (played by Mary Beth

Hurt) is an old friend of hers, she

tries to break up the affair and ends

up stabbing him in the arm after a

quarrel. Unexplicably. Steven is

killed the same night after T.K.

leaves him. and the blame is placed

on the lawyer.

Here begins the big mystery, but
the audience knows so much by the
last 25 minutes of the film that the
big twist in this huge production is

anything but climactic. Everything
writer James Hicks puts in the
script is predictable except for

several stupid things that occur.
It's a shame because the acting
isn't bad.

Walsh gives a good perfor-

mance, but Sam Shepard's role as

Detective Beulel is wasted. She-
pard is a dry actor, but Beutel is

simply a dull character. Hurt's

performance as Steven's wife was
ilie most believeable of the lot. but
again the writing, which paints her
as a whining, bored housewife.
gives her Utile 'ficcik>m. Sadly.
"Defenseless** is Hershey*s movie
— sadly, because this great
actress's part is so unmemorable.

Even director Martin Camp-
bell's camera work docs little

8ood. In the fight scene which

precedes the murder, there is no
doubt that someone else is in the

room the entire time. In a film that

needs as much help as possible

from its director, all Campbell
docs is help give the mystery away.

FILM: "Defenseless" Written by
James Hicks. Directed by Martin Camp-
bell Produced by Renee Missel and
David Bombyk A New Visions Pictures
release with Barbara Hershey. Sam
Shepard. Mary Beth Hurt and JT.
Walsh. (Rated R; nudity, violence,
language; 104 minutes) Now playing
dtywide.

Sam Shepard stars as a police detective determined to uncover
the truth behind a child prostitution ring In ''Defenselest."
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MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
10025 Undbnx*
206-4366

S^wwdown In UHto Tokyo (FQ

1:30-3:30-5:30-7 4-9:42

VILLAQE
94a Broxton

206-6576

BRUIN
948 Broxton

206-6996

WE8TW000
1060 GayWy
206-7G64

WEsrrwooo
1060 Gaytoy
206-7664

WE8TWOO0
1060 GayWy
206-7664

WE8T¥fO00
1050 Qaytoy
206-7664

Th*rlw Pom llMl O* (R)

1:00-3:r5-630-7:45-10«0

noMn Hood: Pilnet of TMmm
1:154:15-7:15-10:15

Doe Hoifywood (PQi3)
1:45-4:15-7:00-9::

Mtyv of •»of •» RoUortoya (R)

00-2:15^50-7:4^10:15

OouMo Impact (R)

1:15-5:30-10«0

C(^ SfdMra (P0.13)

7:46-10:15

WE8TW0O0
1050 Gaytay

206-7664

Rie«tfng (PQl3t
:f5.6i3

REoarr
1045 BroRtan

206^259
2:15-4:15-7:3M0:2

PLAZA
1067 Ci«ntfoi

206-3097

OMd AfMrin (n
12«0-2:30.6«0-7!4^10-30

Santa Monica
CHI1ERK)N BnalHMlW (PQIX

l«'i.^ ^••^ Prom«»d8 11:50-2:104:36-710-942
•'*'^

IHrolirY Qm (PQ)

12:00-220

CRTTERKM
1313 3rd SI PronMnad*
396-1598

Odby SR
1:30-430-730-10:30

CRrrERKMRoMn Hood:
1313 3rd S( Prom«niRl«
396-1599

Of TNiVM (PO-ia
1:30-420-7:15-10:15

No Pi

^^'*^'*^ OMd Aflin (fB
ni3 Vd St Prom«nadt

11:45-2:15-4:45-7!20^10fl<l
JW-i599

CRTERKMH^Iiy OwldMn Md tM Mvlboro Mn
^13 >d SI fVom«d, odtjy S
'*-^M9 12:15-2J<M:40-7!00-9JO

1313 3rd St Prun«wd« 1^10-2:46-6:15-7:4-1020

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA COTOMt
lOflBB WMWorf)
475-9441

i A Tod-a Begua Jaimar
I>afcy SlwM

12:504:20-10:06

Petit hmk (R)

255-730

UA CORQNrmartay Oaindaon and •» IkrtMro Ita
10669 WMworti THX Odby Storw SR Starw
<75-9441 1:15-320-6:30-7 46 10:10

UA CORONET^
0689 Watworf)
475-9441

TQnmi
T^

dUM tiwao aoHNi
lTo-4.DO-7.«-10cl|

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beveriy Hills
NOTAL
11523 &M BM
477«5ei

THa Story of Boya and QMa
Odiy 5.15-7 30-945

'S« A Sui Mattw 1^46^.<K)

MUSIC HALL
9036\MM*a
274-6689

RNE ARTS
6656 Wh»*a
662-1330

Etffopa Europa

5:00-7M-9:46
Sal 6 Su) MainM 2:15

My Matiar-a CaaSa
4:46-7:00-9:15

'Sal A Stf) Matiaa 12:15^J0

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood

47M711
^/-^utN

THX Odby Slarao Tnia ManH^ (R)

Odijy Stvao CMM'a Play 3 (R)

l24S^1»«:3a7:«-lO:06

THX Odby Sttrao BaMi
12:00-2:31^5:00-7:90-

Beverly Hills

(PQIS)

10:1$

Bawarty Connaefon
La Ciarwcui at Bavarty BMl.
Ftaa 2 l)? hour validatad parfcina
669-5911 ^

CradR Card
PurchaM* by

Phona: ci
(213)757-4G£N

THX Odby Storao Trua Mand^ (R)

1:003: lM:25-7:4a4i6
Frt A Sit Lata Show 12:00

THX Stereo Pwla ta
,

l2:46-24(M:3fr«:2M:i5-10:l{
m A Sat Lala Show 12:00

Santa Monica
MOIiCA
1332 2>« SL
3944741

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
394-9741

HOMKLA

304-9741

My Fatwra Qlory
4:46-715-945

'Sal I Sort 230

An BfOCPENDOfT SHOWCASE
SpIN

5«0-7:30-10«0
Sat A Sun Mafttaa 1215-2 30

EaSrn
1 4«i 7 '5 <>«;

'Sat A Sun malnaa 2:15

MOMCA
1332 2nd SI
394-9741

PREMERC SHOWCASE
Sana of iia EMi

515 746-10:00

SaL-Sun. 1215-2:46

Bartmay K •« STa
Sal-Sun IMSpai

THX Odby Starao

THX Odby Starao

Hot SholB (P0.13)

12:«-3«<W:15-7-30-»:46
Fd A Sal LHa Sho«r 11:50

Tha Popa MMt Ola (R)

-,, , . . .
1:30A4M:45.7:SM«(

Fri A Sat Lata Show 12:00

.*^ ... - ^^ ComaUiaianiB (R)
12«)-1:30-2:40-4.OO-5:1^6:30-7:45-9:00-10:10

Fri A Sat Laii Show 12:00

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Caniury Qty 14

10250 Santi Monica BM
Canljfy City Shoppmg Caniar
Fraa Partung:

4 Hour* FfM Vaidakn
Wlti PtfchaM d Thaa»a T1d(ati

(213) 553-6900

Oaad Aaam (R)

10JO-1 00^:15-710-9:50

Tha Commitnanta (R)
11:46-2:30^:20-6:15-10^6

Tha ConaMManlB (R)

10:15-1 30-4.107:06-9:56

RiMrtfna Hmvy (PQt3)
11:15-1:55-4:36-/15-10:06

Doc HoUywood (PG-13)
< 1:56-2 30-5:20-6:10-10:46

Dec Hollywood (PO-13)
11«5-1 46-425-7 10-9-50

B«tan FM (R)

11«)-1:46^:36-7:30-10:»

Tha Doctor (PQtS)
10:15-1:15-4 06-700-10:00

1i»-3:2^6504:15-10:
(PQ|

OX

Pwla ia Bumino
10.50-1:10-320-5 30-800-1015

Two (R)

1020-1:204 30 736-1040

'219:10-1 KI6-4i)6-7:00-9c

Of Sia RoMartoya (R)
12:00 2204:10-60^10:46

1120-2104.^-7^6-10:40

Sat Tha Mwi
FESTIVAL

Mm Would Ba Kh^
10:00w)

Sue MpStai
lOOOan

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.
NUART Tha 2M TeumM of AramaAon
11272 SanW Uonloa Bl }%f4h 5 15-7:30-9:46

47B«79 Sat Sun iyion. 12:46-3.00

Sac Hociiy Horror midrtght
Ffl: Na Wlw'a Big Advantura midrjgN

Sal BpM of '76 nadnigM

WEST8I0E PAVIUON
QOLOWYN
47W)202

101 CMmaliona
1045-12:30-2:10-3:504:46

OOLOWYN
47S-0202

QOIOWVN
475^)202

11O0-1:10-320-7.40-9cS0

Iha
5:30-7:15

9:20

OOLOWYN
47V0202

Tnial

11:30-2:00-4:30-7:00-9:30

QOL0WYN
47S^)202 1050-1 «0-3:104 20-7 3O-»40
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criticism by promising changes. After the ceremony, Chaloukian said he
had invited *The Simpsons*' group to attend the awards committee
meeting in order to "answer the questions raised."

Television Academy founder Syd Cassyd applauded the controversy.
*The word *academy * is controversial, and that's the way it's supposed to
be." He called the present strife in the 45-year-old institution "a healthy
situation."

The artists of *The Simpsons" were not the only critics of the night.
Several Emmy winners such as "Equal Justice"'s Thomas Carter, winner
of the Emmy for outstanding directing in a drama series, also criticized
the Academy's system of awarding the Emmys.

While all of its members vote for the winners of general categories, a
"blue ribbon panel" comprised of peers vote for individual achievement.

Chaloukian defcded the use of the blue ribbon panels in which artists
are judged by their peers. 'There are thousands and thousands of hours of
television, and we have aR)roximately 6000 (Academy) members. Is

there anyone in their right mind who can say each member watched every
single program?"

Apart from the controversy surrounding the Academy, there was a
prevalent feeling of nostalgia and disappointment for the cancellation of
multi-Emmy award winning programs like ABC's "China Beach" and
"thirtysomething" and "Equal Justice," which some feel signal the death
of the hour-long drama. David E. Kelley, Emmy award-winning writer
and producer of "L.A. Law," recognized that "quality is not enough."

Carter applauded ABC for "the most imaginative programing in
years." However, he predicted that future programing would become
safer, something which could be "the death of television."

"I feel like we're starting to reprogram shows from the 1970s. The net-

works are screaming that they're losing their audience to cable. But, 1

don't think the solution is in safe and mundane programing but rather

bold imaginative programing that's not afraid to fail.

"If people don't get excited about television, they won't watch
television," he said.

The cancellation of "thirtysomething" made Timothy Busfield's
Emmy for outstanding supporting actor for a dramatic series category
"bittersweet," he said. Patricia Wettig, winner of outstanding actress for a
dramatic series and former co-star admitted, "I'm sad over the death of
the hour-long drama."

Their sentiments were echoed by the producers of one of television's
most successful series, "L.A. Law." Producer David Kelley wondered
about his program's futtire. "I don't know why we've lasted when so
many other quality shows have been canceled," he said. Producer Rick
Wallace called for "the networks to be imaginative and take some
chances with the hour drama. Let's hope the future is bright."

Film

'Beastmaster 2' is for the
By Aaron Dobbs
Summer Bruin Staff

In 1982, a movie called *The Beastmaster" was
released in movie theaters across the nation. It wasn't
a major box office success, but it has become a cult
favorite as one of the top-rated movies on cable and a
best-selling video. Now, 10 years later, it has
spawned a sequel.

It's too bad, though, that after 10 years, the sequel
does not live up to its name.
*The Beastmaster" is not a magnificent movie by

any means, but it is a lot of fun. It is a good fantasy
film with a simple story about a warrior who has the
power to communicate with the animals. The best
thing about the first movie, though, was that it treated
its story seriously and did not make fun of itself.

The same cannot be said of the new "Beastmaster
2: Through the Portal of Time." Marc Singer returns
as Dar (the Beastmaster) in a movie which has
virttially no continuity from its prequel, has a much
weaker story and transplants half of the story to
modem day Los Angeles.
The movie opens with Dar held captive by the evil

Arklon (Wings Hauser) who turns out to be Dar's
long-lost older brother— a brother never mentioned
in the first film.

Arklon, who controls the land of Arok, meets the
sorceress Lyranna (Sarah Douglas) who teUs him of a
portal to "Ell Aye" (L.A.) in a parallel universe. In
L.A., Arklon could find a nuclear detonator with
which he could control the worid.

Meanwhile, in L.A., Jackie Trent (Kari Wuhrer) is

in a high speed chase with the cops. All of a sudden,
she turns into a dead-end alley and instead of
crashing into the wall, she goes through it for this
wall is the location of the portal. She finds herself in
Arok. Of course, since this is a primitive worid,
Jackie runs out of gas by the time she meets Dar.

Arklon, Lyranna and Jackie eventually rettim
through the portal to Los Angeles, foUowed by Dar
and his animal friends.

Whew! The story isn't really that complicated, it's

just a little suipid. The story could be interesting, but
the screenwriters do not take the story or the genre
seriously. The staple jokes of a time tt-aveller being

Marc Singer reprises his role as the ''Beast-
master" In the sequel to the 1982 cult film.

amazed by modem technology are all used and
reused. The story constantly makes fun of itself. For
example. Jackie and Dar pass a movie theater with
the words "Beastmaster IIP on the marquee.
The script is also based on the previous movie, but

loses a lot of continuity. The beginning of the film

provides the impression that the new story takes
place a very short period after the first film, yet Tanya
Roberts* character from the first movie — who ran
off with Dar at the end~ isn't even mentioned, and
Singer, of course, looks much, much older. The
animals are also totally different. Both the tiger and
the eagle in the first film were black, but suddenly
Ruh has stripes and Sharak is sort of an off-beige.

Still, with all that is wrong and with all of the
hokiness exhibited in the Los Angeles scenes,
"Beastmaster 2" has some funny and-some exciting
moments. The special effects, for example, are quite
good. Hopefully, however, when "Beastmaster ID"
does appear in theaters in a few years, they will have
managed to write a beaer screenplay. **

FILM: •Beastmaster 2: Through the Portal of Time " Written
by R.J. Robertson, Jim Wynorski, Sylvio Tabet. Ken Hauser
& Doug Miles. Directed and produced by Sylvio Tabet for
Films 21

.
A New Line Cinema release with Marc Singer. Kari

Wuhrer. Wings Hauser and Sarah Douglas. (Rated p6-13:
mild language, violence; 105 minutes) Opens Friday
citywide.
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A S U C L A

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

JOIN

12:00 Noon, Friday, August 30, 1991
2412 Ackerman Union

AUGUST MEETING

ON THE AGENDA LAST MONTH

The August agenda includes the

following action and infoimation items

and reports:

• Report on Electronic Mai and Backbone
Connectbn

• Bfuin GtokJ Card Expansion to the

Country Store

• Proposal to Create the Student

Interacton Fund

• Discussbn oT the ASUCLA Support

Services and Student Govemnient

• Notice of Proposed Changes to

By-Laws

AttheJuly12, 1991 regular meeting, the

Board of Directors took the following actbns
in addition to receiving reports on a number
of matters:

• Approved the Ackerman Unbn^erckhoff
Hal Seismic Life Safety: Off-Campus

Space Lease

• Created the Ad Hoc Committee for

Proposals on Planning Major Projects

• Approved the Allocation for the

Southwest Ackerman Office Expansion

• Created the Ad Hoc Committee on
Operatbnal Principles and Polcies

,.\'

INDOORX)UTDOOR FAIRE

Medieval Fantasy

& Science Fiction

Gaming
Convention

• Game Tournaments
• 24-hr Kk)n-stop Movies
• Crafts, Gifts & Wares
• Live Weapons Demonstratbns
• Pony Rkies
• Art Show
• Seminars/Lectures/Workshops
• Live Entertainment

• Collectors* Auctbn
• Costume Ball & Banquet
— Dandng A dkmg (dinrm 9xtra cost)
• Excalibur Night
— Anmmiingofmockgmibtkm.

\Mnpriz0Bt
• Convenient Parking
• Discount Hotel room rates

It

The BoanJ of Directors is the student-mafontyboard thatsets policy

tor the S6i-VK,6i, ^f.dEtitetfuiaes oiASUCLA, including the Students

'

Store andFood Sen/ice AllBoard ofDirectors meetings are open to

thepublic, andmembers ofthecampuscommunityare invited to attend

Phoenix The Mag Ic of ZARAED
Celtic Fusion Band Bob & Gypsy's "Fowl Tales'

LABOR DAY WEEKEND
AUGUST 30-31 & SEPTEMBER 1-2, 1991

LAX Sheraton Plaza Hotel
6101 W. Century Blvd. • Inglewood, CA

Call for sfMcial Hotel discount room rates: 213-642-1111

ORAGOffS PLAY ^91 T1CKFTS SOLD OAiLYAT TH£GATE

Cm^PH ^'l^
STUDENTS & SENIORS- $9.00

CHILDREN— $5.00 (with I.D.)
(5-12 years old) CX)NVENTION PASS— $25 00

For Advance tickete ft Info, cell: 21 3-395^)063
For advanca Game Tournament reeervatlone: Sia-709-4263
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Film

Chucky takes
another stab
By Stephen Leeds

Look who's stalking. That's right
Chucky's back and "Child's Play 3" does
not disappoint, especially if the campy
horror i;enre is your cup of tea.

Though you can expect more humor than
horror in this third installment of the
tongue-in-cheek series about a homicidal
doll, the wit and audacity of this film is

bound to delight the most skeptical of
audiences.

In this film, eight years have passed and
the resurrected Chucky tracks down a
teenage Andy (Justin Whalin) at mUitary
prep school. Chucky sends himself through
the mail to Andy but the package is stolen by
young Tyler (Jeremy Sylvers). The usual
havoc ensues.

From an inhercnUy ridiculous premise,
the film proceeds to take cheesy genre
cliches to their most absurd levels. The
actors* performances are often melodrama-
tic and it is hard to tell if this is part of the
parody or simply bad acting. Justin Whalin
as the teenage Andy is decent but unin-
spired. Female prepster De Silva (Andy's
love interest) is played by Perrey Reeves
who looks about ten years too old for the
parL

'Boys and Girls' weds family
matters without prying deeply

"Child's Play 3" reintroduces Chucky
the doll, a homicidal toy with a thirst for

blood.

Ultimately, it is Chucky who steals the
show. Producer David Kirschner success-
fully "toyed" with the idea of expanding
Chucky's role in this film. With this newest
release, Chucky is the unquestionable star
and it works to the film's advantage.

This is no "Nightmare on Elm Street."
But for an audience that appreciates the
humor of sarcasm, "Child's Play 3"

deserves a look. •••

RLM: -Child's Ray 3." Written by Don Manclnl. Directed
by Jack Bender. Produced by Robert Latham Brown. A
Universal Pictures release with Justin Whalin. Perrey
Reeves and Jeremy Sylvers with Brad Dourif as the voice
of Chucky. (Rated R: vtolence) Opens dtywide tomorrow.

By KImberly Chrlsman
Summer Bruin Staff

**The Story of Boys and Girls" isn't

nearly as scandalous or revealing as its

titillating title would suggest. Rather, this

feature-length vignette from sunny Italy

tells a story that is timeless, straightforward
and, ultimately, all too familiar.

Mayhem ensues when two large and
radically different families gather in a
rambling hillside farmhouse to celebrate the
engagement of Angelo, the studly scion of
an aristocratic Bolognese family, and
Silvia, his rustic bride-to-be.

The highlight of the festivities (and of the
movie) is a traditional Tuscan feast, served
up with all the solemnity of a major
religious ceremony — sort of like a
provincial Last Supper.

Writer/director Pupi Avati (best known
in the U.S. for 1984's "Revenge of the

Dead") balances twentysomething dinner
guests and at least as many delectable
courses with the finesse of a seasoned
maitre d*.

His Donatello Award-winning screenp-
lay accurately captures all the subtle
intrigue of your average family reunion
while managing to avoid blatant sentimen-

tality, which isn't too much of an accom-
plishment among relatives and near-
relatives who despise (or, alternately, lust

after) each odier and aren't afraid to admit
it.

But instead of developing one or two
strong characters or themes, Avati unfortu-
nately attempts to address every skeleton in

the proverbial family closet, from rape and
child molestation to good old-fashioned
sibling rivalry.

He crowds his crumbling estate with all

the usual suspects — cute kids, lecherous
old men, scheming aunts, battered wives
and plenty of nubile ingenues. Caricatures

all, these immediately-recognizable types
come to seem almost interchangeable by the

film's bittersweet denouement.

Despite the flavorless celluloid garnish,
or perhaps because of it, too much of
Avail's "Story" is left untold, and we're
mostly left wondering how the poor
unsuspecting couple ever hooked up in the
first place. *•

RLM: "The Story of Boys and Girls." Written and
directed by Pupi Avati. Produced by Antonio Avati
An Aries Film release with Davide Bechini and
Lucrezia Lante Delia Rovere. In Italian with
English subtitles; 92 minutes. Opens tomorrow.

FAST, FREE DELIVERY

207-5900
100% Real Mozzarella
& Fresh Ingredients

11628 Santa Monica #10
(1 Bik Est of Barrington)

COMPACT Billboard
DISC-COUNT - -

Top 30

Sunday- Thursday
11-12am

Friday-Saturday

11-2am

,g^Slll m per most
discs

1000's Of Used CD's

$1 OFF
per Dtle

ANY USED CO
SALES ITEMS EXCLUOEO

NEED
CASH?
WEBUY

USED CD's
I

Tl OFF
per ode

ANY USED CO
SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

Princeton

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-4122
10741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA i^crcss from westsioe pavilon)

the first and last

words in LSAT,

GIVIAT, and GRE
preparation.

LOOK GOOD
•L GOOD

And when vou feel good you look good.

That IS our belief. It's why we employ stylists

iQQ instead of haircutters. And$9

Review
(213)47^1-0909

why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feehng just a little better about

themselves. No appointments necessary.

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(BeNveen Santa Monica & Wilshir^ Bivd

)

470-1558
MF 8 9 Sat 8-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SUPBICUTS

-t
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CLASSIRED RATES
Daily. 15 wofdt or Ims %4 60
Daily. «ach additional «vord SO 30
WMk»y 15«vordsoflMS $16 00
We«tily. each additional word St 10
Display adtttudent rata/ool Inch S8 50
Display ads local rata/col Incti $ 1 05

DEADLINE SCHEDULE
Classined LIna Ada:

1 working day In advance by noon
Classified Display Ads:

2 working days In advance by noon
M*«^J»<}« spe/ailetottwuaADW VOrvitn

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Campus Happenings 1

Campus Services 2
Campus Recruitment 3
Study Corner 4
Sports Tickets 5
Concert Tickets 6
Good Deals 7
Free 8
Miscellaneous 9
Personal 10
Research Subjects 1

2

Rides Offered 1

3

Rides Wanted 14
Wanted 1

5

Lost & Found 16

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Sperm Dorx)rs 19

Th« ASUCLA CoMmtneMkons Soard luly Mppor* #«• Uiwarwty ol Callan««'»falcy on nendk«cr«nra
tan Md mmdum tMt acoapl A(«ta«ii«ili whN^t prM«n« paraorw of any onyn, raoa. ralyow. •m «
a—ua<onw<taton«<a<awaarir>t wa>gawy*ytMitt»ayalm<adlDpoai»ona.ia^)aMi>aa.fo*aaoi>lama
m aooaty Nai«w •>• Da«y Rrwn rtot tta ASUCi> CoMMnuraoatona Soard Has W'i»aii|ala< «iy o« tta

a»ywaarf»ar>aadot»>aat»»ar%aa»afapraaan>idwtwaiaaua AnyparaonbitawwgtMHawa
««»tMiaauawaialadt>aBoar(ftpsiic)rannan-^tocnNit>a»analiaadhara«t«>oiMooHwiuracala4

a<w»ianfiDt»aSuawaaaM»iafat.DarfyBwaw.112Katct«N)WMaa.30>W(>wfc»oedP>aM.Loail^fi>ai.CA
«»24 For aaatalanoa««tNaua««t«aowHna»anpr«Mama.ci«tw UCLA HauaH>fOf»caal«»^44«t«
ciN tM WaMMta raa Houamf Ofkoa al 47S M71

Pregnartcy

Salons

Health Services

20
21

22

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted 30
Temporary Agencies 31
Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33
Internships 34
CNId care wanted 35

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50

Apartments Unfurnished 51
Apartments to Share 52
Roommates 53
Room for Rent • 54
Sublet 55
House for Rent 56
House to Share 57
House for Sale 58
House Exchange 59
Housing Needed 60
Real Estate 61
Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Housing Service 64
Townhouse for Sale 65
Townhouse for Help 66
Condos for Sale 67
Condos for Share 66
Condos to Rent 69
Guesthouse for Rent 70

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITES
Health Clubs 75
Dance / Physical Fitness 76
Sporting Events 77
Miscellaneous Activities 78

RENTALS
sporting Equipment 85
Electronic Equipment 86
Furniture 87
Misc. Rentals 88

SERVICES
CNId Care 90
Insurance 91
Legal Advice 92
Loans 93
Movers / Storage 94

Personal Servk:e 95
Servtees Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutorir^g Needed 99
Typing 100
For Rent 101

Music Lessons 102
Graduate Exam Prep 103
Resumes 104

TRAVEL
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 106
Resorts / Hotels 107

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 110

Bicycles for Sale 113
Motorcycles for Sale 1 1

4

Scooters for Sale 1 1

5

Scooter / Cycle Repair 1 16

PARKING
Off Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 1 25
Furniture 1 26
Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instruments 129
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 31

Sports Equipment ; 132
OfficeEquipment 133
Typewriters / Computers 1 34

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals

Westwood Friends
(Quakers)

Meeting for Worship
Sunday 10:30 A.M.
900 Hilgard Ave

(University Religious Conference Building)

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings

Men discussion. Thur Booksiudy, Fri Step
Study. AU 3525 12:15-1:15.

Tues Discussion, Wed Discussion NPI
C8538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuals who
have drinking problems

GENEROUS PRIVATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND
GRANTS AVAILABLE. Anyone can qualify.

Guaranteed. Sam or Joanne Sved.
(213)655-8453.

7 Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12

Personal 10

9ie)|C9|e)|e)|e)|C9|e)|c4c4»ic9|ea|c9|C9|c9|e9|c^9|e9|e9tc)|e9|c9|e9|c99e9ic9|e^

MADAME CATHY, PSYCHIC & PALM READ-
INGS, WILL TELL YOU ALL YOU WANT TO
KNOW ABOUT YOUR PAST, PRESENT &
FUTURE. HELP IN ALL AFFAIRS. WILL LIFT

YOU OUT OF ALL DARKNESS & LEAD YOU
ON YOUR WAY TO HAPPINESS. YOU MAY
CALL FOR ONE FREE QUESTION.
(818)966-3230.

ASTHMATICS, PAID VOLUNTEERS (ages 18
and up) on asthma medication needed for

research of new asthma medication at UCLA
Medical Center. Contact Beth, Jill or Lan7 at

(213)825-6745, 9am—5pm. Answering ma-
chine available after hours.

BEDWETTING (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11 years

needed for UCLA research project. Subjects
will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (213)828-8887

HEALTHY, ACTIVE MEN, 18-20, for fitness

evaluation study. $100. (213)662-5978.

HEALTHY FEMALE AND MALE, 1 8-24 yrs old.

$120. IV calcium infusion. Lila
(213)206-6987.

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18—35,
needed for positron Imaging of the brain or

heart. Injection of Radioactive Isotope. Bloods
will be taken. Call (213)825-1118.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-

lems 7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

WATCH SUPERSTARS TEAM UP
For basketball

•«uSjC1|«.|V|Srt)H

I

J
i
>

2

I

Sunday, SEPTEMBER 15, 7:00 pm

at GERSTEN PAVILION,

LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY, LOS ANGELES

ROCK N' ROLLERS, TV, FILM and
NBA STARS APPEARING LIVE!*

[7jafii

Vlade Divac (Los Angeles Lakers)

Ron Harper (Los Angeles Clippers)

Kevin Johnson (Phoenix Suns)

Magic Johnson (Los Angeles Lakers)

Reggie Miller (Indiana Pacers)

Chris Mullin (Golden State Warriors)

John Salley (Detroit Pistons)

Spud Webb (Sacramento Kings)

Color Me Badd

Flea (Red Hot Chili Peppers)

Marky Mark & The Funky Bunch

Will Smith ( Fresh Prince of Bel Air)

Donnie Wahlberg (New Kids on the Block)

And more!

ON SALE MOW
AT THE TrCXde^A^SITBri

MUSIC PLUS ' MAY COMPANY TOVI/En
(213) 480-3232 • (714) 740-2000
(905) 563 8700 • (SI 9) 278 TtXS

TICKET PRICE $12.50

*AII athletes and artists arr

scheduled to appear

Proceeds from this

charity game will

benefit the Pediatric AIDS Foundation.

LOCATION
ON
CAMPUS

Game to air November 2 and 3 on
inw

CLUB TAKTIX
DANCE DANCE DANCE

THIS THURSDAY
1 9B0'S-1 990'S
TOP 40 MUSIC

DJ Keone, Karaoke,

Pool

$2.00 WELL DRINKS
FREE until 1 0pm

At Kelbo's 1 1 434 West
Pico Blvd

473-3050

TELL THE PEOPLE WHAT'S
GOING ON

ADVERTISE!!!!!!!

SUMMER IN LA

Cannpus Happenings i Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals Help Wanted 30

SORORITY

RUSH
flEGISTER now

deadline August 31

for more info

contact:

Office of

Fraternity and

Sorority Relations

118 men's Gym

"You Don't Need To Have
Dental Insurance To Have

Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning

new patients wilh this coupon onJy
>*• also accommodite patients with
dental coverages
often

reg. $1 80)

(up to 4 X-rays)

475-5598
24-Hour Emergency

Service

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!'

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home
Sid Soleimanian, D.D.S.

1 620 Weslwood Blvd., VVfesl Los Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays

FEMALE FIGURE or life drawing models
wanted by photographer. Call Peter at

(213)558-4221.

FEMALE INDIVIDUAL with some behavior
modification experience to work with autistic

client in Pacific Palisades home. 1 0-1 5 hrsAvk.
Share job Evenings Sat & Sun. $1(Vhr. Please
call 649-0499 ask for P.J.

FLEXIBLE HOUliS, $7.50 or more depending
on qualifications; Spanish/^nglish skills; word
processing exp.; good typing skills required;
filing, other office duties. Law office— Sid
Diamond. (213)475-0481.

FULL-CHARGE BOOKKEEPER WANTED FOR
WESTSIDE RESTAURANT OPERATKDN. FAX
resume to (21 3)207-1 261/mail to 12100 Wil-
shire Blvd. LA, CA 90025. ATTN: Janet
Williams.

Egg/Sperm Donor 19 Help Wanted

Research Subjects 12

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Tobacco
smokers needed for a lung study at UCLA
Medical Center. Eligible subjects will receive
$70 for two visits. Call Chris or Wesley at

(213)20&.0396.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.
Urvier dermatoligists supervision. Volunleers
will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS FOR A STUDY on marital
sjtfisfaction Married couples neetied for a 20
minute questionnaire. (213)460-4322.

WOMEN AGES 35-45 embarking on a profes-
skxial career, needed for dissertation on wo-
mtn in transition. (213)471-5957.

WOMEN W/ BULIMIA/ doctoral research
project on bulimia & sexuality issues. Looking
for participants. $1 5 compensation for lime, -f

helpful info to work w/ in your recovery/
therapy. Please call Alison (213)821-6018.

University

Students & Faculty^

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, bilingual (En-

glish and Spanish). Full time/Part time. Call

Marilyn at (213)479-8353.

ASSISTANT BOOKKEEPER needed. Computer
knowledge very helpful. Flexible hours. Must
be accurate. Call (213)658-1320, ask for Liz.

ASSISTANT MANAGER- PT, 3-day5/wk. Big
Chill. Ask for Diane or Mike (213)475-1070.

BANQUET SERVERS WANTED. PT, exper-
ienced. $7-a^r. Call (213)653-0646.

30 Help Wanted 30

BEST SUMMER K3B...Eam $7/hour plus bo-
nus. We train. ..You gain. Flexible hour^ avail-

able. Call UCLA Annual Fund (21 3)206-2050.

BKIYCLEyVEDKZAB DRIVERS in Westwood.
P/T, weekends or evenings, flexible houn,
average $5— $9^r. (213)208-8898.

Health Services 22

PSYCHOTHERAPY/ SUPPORT GROUP for

women dealing wilh childhood sexual abuse.
Openings now- Westwood. Lorraine Rose,
PhD (213)824-9942, Meg Sheehan, Ph.D
(213)737-3554.

•CASTING EXTRAS' for motion pictures and
commercials. Call now. (213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed Call today (818)563-2021.

COUNTER PERSON: Hard-working, honest,
caring FT & PT. Brentwood Cafe. Call Lana at

826-JAVA.

COUNTER PERSON. TOP PAY. PHOTO
STORE. (213)473-7604.

CUSTOMER SERVK:E REPRESENTATIVE. Du-
lies include cashier, copying and related
customer service activities, some data process-
ing. Must be personable, organized, well-
groomed. Also good attitude, plus a healthy
and happy smile. All shifts available, part-time

& full-tirT>e. $5-6/hr. Call Kinko's Copies
(213)479-0789-Tim or Steve.

DATA ENTRY/ computer operator for fast

growing LA finn. Evening shift. 10 key by touch
preferred- FT position. Competitive comperv
salion package, bonus & benefits. Resumes
only. ODS 2038 Armacost, WIA, CA 90025.

DENTAL ASSISTANT, Tues. and Thurs.
8:30am-5:30pm. Pacific Palisades Pleasant
office, $a/hr. (213)454-1061.

DRIVER NEEDED wilh own car for two boys.
7.8am, 2:30-4:30pm, M-F. $7/hr.
(213)471-6724.

Acne Study
Free treatment for Acne using a
new "Fruit Acid " solution to improve
acne and acne scarring.

Call (213) 670-3878

THROWING UP
GETTING YOU DOWN?
Eating disorders are my only specialty

Conie find out why

Or.MarkBerman, Clinical Psychologist
(Indiv and group ^ppts )

213-655-6730

aUBHOUSE ATTENDANT- Duties include
rryxiitoring facility and taking reservations for

exercise equipment. Study tin>e available.

Hours needed: Sat/Sun 9-S«) P.M. Salary
$6^r. (213)475-7812.

COMPUTER SCHOOL ASSISTANT Light typ.
ing, bookkeeping, phones. Must have car. 9-2
M-F. $7 5(Vhr. (213)470^600.

DYNAMK: SALESPERSON NEEDED! High
commission for magazine ad sales. Experience
preferred. Unlimited income potential
(818)906-7500.

EXPANDING GIR STORES chain hiring ma-
lure manager, assistant managers, cashiers,

sales clerks, and stockers. Flexible hours,
PT/FT Apply at AAH'S 1083 Broxton Ave.
Westwood.

Lost and Found 16

ATTN: FRATERNITY MEMBERS $5(Vwk for

delivering fiyers to weekly fraternity meeting*
Easy PT work. Call me now (21.3) 493-7576.

Salons 21

EUROPEAN FACIALS Regularly $40 Now
$20. Grand opening special. Call for appoinl-
oeiM. Lemury City. (2U)/85-OiOS.

Help Wanted 30

#1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternity, sorority, or other campus
group can earn between $500-1000 in lets

than 7 days. You pay absolutely nothing

Call; 1-800-735-2077. Exl.3.

$a/HR SECRETARIAL WORK IN A COMPU-
TER COMPANY. Afternoons starting 12 or 1

P.M. Experience not necessary but interest in

computers helpful. Possible full-tirT>e work
during vacations and summers. Realtime Com-
puter Corp. 225 Santa Monica Blvd. S.M.
393-3767.

*« GENERAL OFFICE mm

We are looking for an energetic and positive

person who liK«s to talk on me phone (not

fBlefTWfketing) Casual, friendly, dynamic
environment Greet place to work.

Coll Melody 01453-1817

8 people needed now^
Earn up to tfl/hr.

Houseeleaner8
•Kill! * Part uma*
•KleuMi Hours-
•lAiUaf Work*

*Merv. Woman. Studatili>. etc. •

Call (213)453-1817

GLADSTONES NOW HIRING! Hostess/
Waiting and expediting positions. Interviewing
Mondays 9-1 1am. For information
(213)459 8592.

GRAPHIC ARTIST, PT, must be UCLA student,
$6 63Air. 825-5781.

••••HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE'— who like

having fun needed for part-time and full-time

work. David (213)399-5994.

HOTEL NEWS/ GIFT shop looking for FT/PT
day, evening, and weekend associate. Beverly
Hills area. (213)788-7890.

INTELLIGENT INDIVIfXiAL who knows about
phobias Good pay 9-5, M-F. (818)789-1055.

INTELLIGENT INDIVIDUAL WHO CAN
WRITE ABOUT snr>oking-alcoholism-obesity-

vitamins-caffeine-heartA cholesterol-yoga
exercises-vegetarian cooking-stress. Call Ste-
phen or Pam (818)789-4981.

LA TIMES NOW HIRING Consurr^er & Tele-
marketing positions. Flexible hours. Please
call Melanie or Tom. 392-3223.

LAWRY'S THE PRIME RIB RESTAURANT.
Host/hostess position available; evening only.
20-25 hrs/wk. $6.5(Vhr. Apply in person (2-4
P.M.) 55 N. La Cienega Blvd. Beverly Hills.

LOOKING FOR ENGLISH/MATH/ART
TEACHER starting Sepl. 9. M-TH, 4 P.M.-6
P.M. Dr. Kim. (213)965-9168 Salary
negotiable.

MAR VISTA RECREATION CENTER in WLA
seeks responsible, hardworking person for

weekend and \weknight supervision of recrea-
tion center. Also requires light office work
$7.29^r. Call 398-5982.

MEDICAL BACK OFFICE. Dr. Diane
Moseberry, 6317 Wilshire, needs part-time
back office, 25-30 hrs/wk, BP's, blood draw-
ing, 1-year experience. 655-0721.

MEDKTAL RESEARCHERS, FT, flexible hours.
Research nutritional ingredients for bi-
monthly medical journal. Prefer nutritional
background or interest, creative, innovative
thinker. Pre-med experience helpful. Cynthia
(213)305-9228.

Health Services 22

NON.SURGKJ\L LASER THERAPY for pain-
lets facial skin rejuvenation and renrnival of
*cne and sunspots. For more info, call Califor-

nia Laser Doctor's Group. (213)786-0636.

IVIODELS""-*^
wanled l)y iMofessional Pholography

Studio foi iip-coining pholo assigiinienls

Pfo& Non-Pro Mdle/kmale

Call (818)508-8680

ClASSIFED SALES
ASSISTANT NEEDED.

Entry level position. Responsibilities include collections,

teleinarkoting. antd niisc. support sei-vices. Car is a must.
Salary plus bonuses. Minimum hours 32 per week.
Contact:

The Los Angeles Business Journal

(213)385-9050 Ext.209 or 211

WE BREED SUCCESS
I.I .\K\

i:\*IIKI \I\MI \| Ml s|(

IM HI.K Kll \N()\S

luUiii .ii nijior I' K linn in

1 loIK wood ( -riMl

opporluiiilx lo Ir.nn .tiul

gain liisih.inJ i'\|H-rKMKv.

Call Aiidry

(213) 6S9 6400
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Internships

MEDICAL TRANSCRIBER. Experienced, FT for

a busy allergy group. Macintosh word process-
ing helpful, excellent benefits. Call jeanice
312-5050 ext. 211.

MULTI-LEVEL NETWORK MARKETING. Cor-
poration looking for personable and efficient

customer service representative who will
handle phone inquiries regarding product
information and order problems. 8:30am-1 pm
or 1pm-5:30pm. Mon-Fri. Contact Kendall
Cho (213)446-4300.

NEEDED DRIVER AND TUTOR for 1 2-ycar-
old boy. 2-3 hn. afternoons. Call Lickie
(213)477-2784.

NEEDED, EXTRAS for film, t.v. series and
coma>ercials. Call (213)467-5122, between
9am-5pm.

NURSE/RN FOR MD OFFICE NEAR BEVERLY
HILLS. FULL OR PART-TIME. TOP SALARY
FULL BENEFITS. (213)939-2111. '

PACIFK: PALISADES real estate firm seeks PT
receptionist, $7/hr. Teresa Scala
(213)454-1111.

PAINTERS NEEDED: Work outside, with other
students. $6—ft'hr. Experience preferred but
not necessary. Able to work until school starts

in late Sept. Student Painters 1-800-426-6441
Parker.

PART-TIME SALES POSITION: must be avail-

able Sal., Sun., one weekday. Retail children's
store. Salary + commission. Start immediately.
Will train. Call Margo (213)447-5407.

PART-TIME ON CALL driver position to car-
pool 3--4 children M—F from 3—7pm.
$100/wk., $.25/mile. Contact Carolyn
285-2370. ^ '

PT, 3 MORNINGS. General office help includ-
ing answering phones, must type accurately,

WordPerfect required. In a gourmet food
company. Laurel (213)215-1933.

PT/FT MARKETING REPRESENTATIVES
needed immediately for International Com-
pany. Call (213) 478-6755

34 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

rrPlST P/T. $9/HR Will train on word proces-
sor. Non-snr>oker. Marina area. Mr. Battle (21 3)
306-4625.

WAIT PERSON for popular Westside Restaur-
ant. 2 years local experience. Apply in person,
between 3-5pm. 12217 Wilshire Blvd., LA.

ENERGETK: people wanted as greetersAicket-
writers/cashiers(FA-P/T) Apply in person.
Good pay. (213)478-9274. David/Grant.

WEST>AO?LD ELECTRONIC GAME CENTER
HAS A CASHIER POSITION AVAILABLE
STARTING AT $6/HR. CALL DAVE AT
824-3677 M—f, 11—6.

YOUNG, INNOVATIVE health care company
located in Beverly Hills seeks part-time data
entry and system management support person.
Position offers good salary with flexible hours;
minimum of two hours per day work schedule.
Knowledge of computers, with programming
and database experience required. Experience
with networks and report writing software a
plus. Please call Managed Care Providers at

(213)966-2644 to schedule an interview.

I

KARI MICHAELSON
"Katie" from the NBC series

*GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Brum)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious
individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fuil-lime.

(213)399-1481 or (818)360-0760

PT, MWF $10 -f/hr. Santa Monica. Must have
Mac experience. Call Mary (213)390-1205.

P/T OFFICE HELP. 20-25 HRSAVK. Sb/hr.

Computer experience necessary. Apply in

person; Santa Monica Athletic Club. 1815
Centinella, Santa Monica.

P/T RECEPTIONIST WITH MEDICAL INTER-
EST for busy Beverly Hills OBGYN office.

Mon. evenings 4-10 P.M. and sonDe Sun. 9
A.M. -6 P.M. Call 274-8353 between
9:30-12:00 P.M and 2:30-5:30 P.M.

QUICK, MOBILE INDIVIDUAL needed for

on-campus flyering, part-time, paid cash. Call
Dan (213)453-7600.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT. Accounting and
word processing experience necessary. 1 -year
commitment, $7/hr. 10 hrs./wk
(213)826-6957

RESTAURANT, WESTWOOD VIL-
LAGE,japar>ese restaurant hiring servers. Full

time/part-timt. Call 208-7781

Real Estate Assistant/Receptionist, PT, for com-
n>ercial Real Estate Company. Call Ken at

213-470-6200.

SALES TRAINEES for exparyiing international

company. Benefits, travel optional.
(213)399-9309. ^^^
•SAT TUTORS WANTED Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $15/hr. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(213)821-4343.

SCHOLARSHIPS available from private sector
up to $20,00(yyr. Call 24 hr. message for

details: 964-4166 ext. 22.

SECRETARY/CLERICAL, 3—5pm or later,

M—F. Knowledge of Word Perfect 5.1, typing
65 wpm, and clerical duties. (213)312-9900.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS. $15-$18/hr
Certified ancVor experience preferred. Flexible

hours; into Fall. Happy Swimmers
(213)2072937

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shop in WLA
S5/hr. -¥ commission, PTonly. Must have great
phone personality and good typing skills. For
interview call (213)559-6241 Jim

THE UCLA FOOTBALL Administrative Staff is

looking for student-volunteers. Call 206-61 15
for information. Ask for )on or Kelly.

EARN up to

I

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
I Of intormaiion Cancer paiienrs
[Call Anna ihroughou! I A beneUi
(818) 986/^883 Irom you' pariic^pation

" ,M A

4954 Van Nuyi Blvd Sharmtn Oaks

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE

NOW HIRING
BOOK DEPT. CASHIERS

Temporary position for Fall

rush period, possibly

ieiidiiig iu regular status

Apply at ASUCLA Personnel

Kerckhotf Hall 205, M-F 8-5pm

TELEMARKETING
•No Experience necessary«$6/hr

guaranteed»Paid training^Great

commission plan/ bonus»Sell

office supplies 6am-12:30 and

have rest of day to yourself^

For More Info. Call 837-0902

Located in Culver City

GET A JOB
Part-time. Rexible hours.

On campus, $8.03/hr.

Operate audio-visual

equipment

Audio Visual Services

15 Powell Library

(213)206-6591

Job Opportunities 32

35K-80K4. Immediate FT/PT opening^. Experi-
ence helpful, but not necessary. Full training.

Michael at (213)399-2851.

COUNTER PERSON. TOP PAY. PHOTO
STORE (213)473-7604.

FOX- BASE MAC PROGRAMMER needed. Ex-

perienced FOX—BASE MAC programmer
needed for nr>edical programming. Ask for

Shelley. (213)657-9841 days.

FUN-LOVING looking for 3 motivated wo-
men to help in local expamion. PT/FT manage-
ment positiom available. International possi-

bilities. Stephanie (213)399-4021

PT for selling physical therapy equipnr>ent to

doctors and chiropractors. Appointments
made by main office. Salary plus commission.
Excellent opportunity. (213)479-1050.

PT LEGAL SECRETARY WordPerfect, 65wpm,
1-2 legal experience. Hours MWF. Call
Cynthia or Pamela, (213)393-5000.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST. Entertainment
business management firm. Full-time. Word
Perfect required Excellerrt erwironnient and
opportunity. Ask for Kathy (213)278-2303.

MARKETING
COMMISSION -»- BONUS
HOME OR OFFICE
EXPERIENCED

TRAINING IS AVAILABLE
213-657-5830

Jobs Wanted 33

EUROPEAN WOMAN, reliable, speaks Engl
•sh, own car, CDL, excellent referer>cef.

(818)880-8665/ (213)337-7864.

Internships 34

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE OOORI Prolific

independent film co. seeks bright, motivated
interns. Unpaid, out a great opportunity to

Itarnall angles of the business. Jackie
(213)620-6733.

INTERN needed for marketing promotioo dep(
at Delicious Vinyl Records. 3 times a week
Please call Truly. (213)465-2700.

INTERNSHIP at established rtxxielinB and
commercial agency for few selected individu-

als. Call for interview (213)469-7224.

INTERN WANTED PART-TIME for college
credit. Could possibly lead to paying position.

To assist owner/ producer of motion picture,

television, and record company. Must be good
with figures. Call Stephanie (213)474-4521,
between 10am-6:30pm. Position available
now.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER/ MOTHER'S HELPER for 2-yr-old
boy. Flexible hours, 1-2 eveningi^Mc. Refer-
ences a must. UCLA area. (213)472-1405.

BABYSITTER WANTED. Live-in for 2yr old
boy, Beverly Hills. Must be fluent in English
drive. Some flexibility a must. French or Italian

speaking a plus. (213)659-9740.

BABYSITTER NEEDED. Hours flexible, for

4-year-old boy. $5^r. Must love to play.

(213)474-5539.

BABYSITTER. SAT. EVENINGS. $6/hr. Non-
smoking. Warm, responsible & energetic. Must
have own transportation. & references. Call
Mrs. Philipson (213)556-1220 after 7 P.M.

BABYSITTER/ MOTHER'S HELPER/ BASIC
NUTRITIONAL COOKING. Flexible hours
usuallly 3pm—7:30pm, five days/week. Possi-

ble extended hours. Carpooling and simple
errands. Two children, 5 and 10. Must have
perfect driving record. 5 minutes from campus.
Experienced and reliable. (213)472-0296.

CHILDCARE/ HOUSEKEEPER- kind, depend-
able, caring, fun, organized, good cook- for

boy and girl, 5 & 7. M-F, live-in/ out. Good
englisli, driver's license, long-term references,
legal Nice family, nice neighborhood, good
pay. Santa Monica. Special ed background
neipiui. (213)261-3307.

CHILDCARE, 9-YR-OLD BOY, afternoons -^

some evenings. Must have car. Close to UCLA
(213)477-3254.

ENERGETK: PERSON WHO LIKES KIDS &
DRIVES. 4 dayVwk. 3-7 P.M. $6y^r. Start Sept.
Sandy (213)858-7430.

EXPERIENCED responsible babysitter for per-
sonable 1 V. -year-old boy. Selected evenings
and weekly on Saturday nlehts.
(213)556-3299.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for

babysitting. Would prefer individual with in-

terest in child development/special education.
Close to UCLA and transport. 556-4470.

HOUSEKEEPER/ CHILDCARE, live-in or out,

$150/weck, Marina Del Rey area
(213)396-0121.

MOTHER'S HELPER W/2-yT-old. $7/hr. Refer-
ences required. Must have exp. w/ children.
Own car. (213)276-1321. ^^^
NANNY, energetic, responsible, non-sn>oker
with sense of humor to care for two children
after school and some evenings. Fluent Engl-
ish, own car. $6/hr-^^. (213)459-0514.

NANNY FOR 4-YR. OLD BOY. Afterr>oons.
$6A^r. About 5 hours a day. Must have car.
Near Santa Monica Airport. (213)391-1613.

PERSON TO LIVE-IN HOUSE TO TAKE
8-YEAR-OLD LITTLE GIRL TO & FROM
SCHOOL. Babysitter duties at night &
weekends. Honrw in Westwood. Good refer-

ences. Please call 474-8042 for live-In
arrangements.

PKIK UP TWO GIRLS at school, M-f,
Sp***—7pm, car and references required. Near
UCLA. (213)282-2490 (days), (213)474-5346
(eve).

RESPONSIBLE, COMMITTED LOVING PER-
SON NEEDED TO DRIVE KIDS M-F, 3-5 PM.
Some Saturdays. Excellent pay. Must have own
car. (213)390-1761.

RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER. 3 children, ap-
proximately 20 hn/wk. Flexible hours, refer-

ences required. Near UCLA. (213)475-2091.

TUTOR/COACH FOR 9-YEAR-OLD BOY after

school: 3 day/wk. Male preferred. References
(213)472-7343.

Apartments for Rent 49

11353 NORTH VENICE. 1 -bed^l -bath, patio.

(818)679-0784.

WLA 1 -BEDROOM, $725, furnished/
unfurnished, gated, parking, refridge., minutes
to UCLA. Imp free lease (213)312-3638.

1 -BEDROOM $60(ymonth, first month 50%
off. Carpels, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(713)839-7227

2 Bachelor apartments. $450/mo. Westood
Village (213) 932-1857. (213) 471-4417.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area
(213)837-%16.

$49 5/$ 59 5 Sherman Oaks. Single and large

or^ bedroom. Gated parking. Fwy close to

class. Equal housing opportunity. 5444 Se-

pulveda. 818-909-2215.

$595, HUGE 1-BED Gated parking, pool
frv/y close to class. Sherman Oaks. 5444
Sepulveda (818)909-2215.

$650 1 BEDROOM International students

welcome. Bus to UCLA, 'A -block away. Sonr>e

furniture. 450-2655.

$745, .-BtUKCXJM. r'oui, o-b-q, w/d, park-

ing UCLA shuttle, quiet. Yr. lease discount.

11090 Strathmore. 206-3797.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, 1 -bedrooms, 2 bed
rooms. Unfurnished, $495-$895. Close to

UCLA. Low move-in. (213)556-3573/
557-1566.

BEAT THE SEPTEMBER RUSH! WLA, $1250,
3-bedroom/ 2-bath. Home-like. Enclosed
backyard. Bus or bike to campus
(213)477-0725

BEAT THE SEPTEMBER RUSH! WLA, 1 -bed-
room, $675/ single, $615. Bus or bike to
campus. (213)477-0725.

BEAUTIFUL BACHELOR. $525. All utilities

included. S-minutes from UaA. 477-3036,
Minju.

BEST LOCATKJN IN WESTWOOD. $600
BONUS SPECIAL. Spacious furnished/
unfurnished singles, 1 + 2bdrms. APPOINTED
WITH FIREPLACE, A^, patios and views.
Pool, sauna, locked building. Walking dis-
tance to UCLA + the village. Subten-annean
parking and elevators. 870 Hilgard
(213)824-0703. Managed by Moss +
Company.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $695-765
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.V. BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (21 3)
839-6294.

• $1250 2-bedroom 2-bath •
Stove, refrigerator, central air, newer

building, security building.

(213)444-9002

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $985/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, 2-bed/ 2-bath,

$1070. New luxury, central air, balconies.

(213)550-1531.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Reduced rent for

managerial duties: $750. Air, balcony.
(213)550-1531.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $795-875/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213) 839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1300. Approx. 3-miles
to Westwood. 2-bedroom/2-bath, luxury
building, rec room, spa, sauna, gym. 1484 5.

Beverly Drive (213)556-2606.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. $495. Bachelor,
bright, refrlg., mlaowave, all utilities paid.

(213) 471-6744.

BRENTWOOD, New building, singles,
l-bed/2-ba, 2-bed/2-ba, $550 up. Best deals.

508 Barrington. (213)934-5000.

Palms- Quiet Apartment
3 bed/3 bath $1275 2 bcd/2 bath $875

modem, 4 years new, air,

dishwasher, fireplace, gated parking.
lOmln. to UCLA by bus

(213)838-5039
10737 Palms

FREE
Roommate Matching Service

493-9072

CULVER CITY
1 -bedroom, stove, refrigerator, new
carpet, drapes, quiet and clean —

$575/nno.

(213)390-6035 (805)523-8968
(call collect)

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
Singles. IBdrms and 2 Bdrms
From $800, Gated Garage.

Fireplace. AirCon. Full Kitchen.

Breakfast Bar. Dishwasher,
Balcony. Pool/Jacuzzi, Rec •

Room, Pool Table & Video
Games. Laundry Facility. Gas &

Hot water Paid For.

ROOMMATES AVAILABLE
208-1976 SISKelton

690 VETERAN
WALK TO CAMPUS

Spocious Apartments

Singles S700,

1 l)edroom+loftSl200,

2 bedroom $1300

fireplace, Air Conditioning, Cable, IV.,

Security, Parking Spaces, Full Kitchens

208-4796

Luxury Living

At Student Prices!

M,

Soocious. heotea ano or conarfioned rayns'

Prrvote Bothfoom ond Showef

'

Never more than two snjoenrs oer room'

Safe. Quiet envirorvnenti

New louryjrv end vendtfig mochir>ej!

Seporore study ond rv loungesi

• Catte IV!

• weigrtt Room end Gdme Poom!

• BoskertxaB and Voiievtxsi Court!

• K^nty f)t Free PorVing'

• Donees, oorties. movies, escape fnps.

t>oroecue$. concern, lectues and mofC'

It's all waiting for you in beautiful Bel Air. only twelve minutes from UCLA!
Th« University of Judaism Residence Halls

213-476-9777. ext 259

100 STEPS TO UCLA!

Extra Large Apartments

Newly Renovated
Controlled Entry

Beautifully Furnished

644 & 650 Landfair Ave
.TXKXfjcoLtJxrvrjt^^Ltw.

Call Mafyann
(213)824-0319

CKCJ^'X*u tjm:e:"^{ -jcwtzx «*.-i •
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BRENTWOOD. 330 South Barrington. 2 &
3-bd. From $1150. 471-3357 (Marjorie)
WLA: 680 Kelton Ave. 1 & 2-bd. From $950
206-5456 (Lori). Near UCLA.

BRENTWOOD/WLA. 1 -bd/1 V, -bth-
$775/nrK). Single: $66Q/nrH). 'A off l$t month.
Laundry. 1241 Granville, next to Pavillions
Market. 208-4«66; after 5: 473-3726.

BRENTWOOD ADjAaNT. $1085. 2-bed/
2-bath. Full kitchen, fireplace, laundry, bal-
cony, parking. (213)471-6744, David.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, 1 & 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY RE
MODELED LUXURY BUILDING POOL
CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDERGROUND
GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST
(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD, $850. Very spacious, sunny
1 -bedroom. Deck, upper front. Quiet building
Cat okay. Call 541-2093.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT, luxury 2-bed-
rooms, renovated, gated building, dishwasher,

2 parking spaces. $925 and up'
(213)479-1131.

Westwood Plaza
ACROSS FROM UCLA
-from $550 furnished

-Summer Sublets

-Fall waiting list from now
-Bachelor,. Single, 1&2
Bedroom

501-505 Gayley
208-8505

PRIME LOCATION
Across from campus Huge,

Luxury 1 &. 2 Bedrooms central

air, extra large closets, fireplace,

wet bar, refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

433 Kelton Avenue

(213)208^8685

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
l-bedroom/l-bath from $900

2-bedroom/2-bath from

. $1500

Oversized apartments

with dining rooms,

newly decorated with

mini/ vertical blinds,

balconies, fireplace,

built-in kitchens.

Gated subterranean parking,

heated pool, elevator.

Walk to campus

691 Levering Avenue

(213)208-3647

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

•pool
• spa
• sauna
•gym
• gated parking

Extra large 1 Bedrooms
also available

Call 208-3818
535 Gayley

^ Limited Space for

Fall Term

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

BUNDY, near Santa Monica, $685, large
1 -bedroom. Excellent management
(213)820-7049.

CULVER CITY, 2-bed/ 1 bath apartment,
$750. Clean. Near bus & shopping. 966- 1 557^

CULVER CITY, 1 -bedroom, $575/mo, stove,
refrigerator, new carpet, drapes, quiet, clean.
(213)39a6035, (805)523-8968 (call coJiecQ.

EXTRA LARGE 2-bedroom, new kitchen and
bathroom, high ceiling. Beverly Glenn/ Santa
Monica area. Si20(ymo. (213)470-2982.

FAIRFAX AREA. Quiet, private large bachelor
w/loft. Partially furnished. Excellent
location (21 3)933-3050.

FAIRFAX/SAN VICENTE. $465, Quiet 1 -bed-
room, unfurnished, stove, refrig. Blue bus or
carpool available. (213)938-2838.

LA, 25-minute$ to campus, $800 and up, new
luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath apartment, all amenities,
1210 North Las Palmas Ave, (213)957-0697.

WALK TO UCLA
Very Practical

Only 1 Left

1 - 2BDRM.
2-BATH for $1000

1 - Private Room & Bath
Share Kitchen for $400

633 Gayley
208-5920

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, LARGE 2-BED. fire-

place, balcony, 3 parking spaces. All utilities

paid (except electricity. $1700 (5 roommates
allowed). 10919 Strathanye. (213)395-2903.

LARGE UNFURNISHED SINGLE. Yard, park-
ing, utilities. Pels. 5-blocks to Venice Beach.
$600 - deposit. Open Sunday 1-4
(213)778-0822.

MAR VISTA. $980-Deluxe 2-bd./2-bth.
$825-Deluxe 1-bd./l-bth. Intercom, air.

(213)390-9430, 826-6907.

MAR VISTA 2BDRNV2BATH unfurnished apt.
1

1 732 Avon includes appliances, parking;
security, cleaning fee. $850/mo.
(213)337-9207.

MID-WILSHIRE, 2-bed/2-bath from $1150.
Brand new luxurious, spacious apt. 2-nwnths
free with lease. Gym, fireplace, walk-in
closets. Alanm in each unit, 10 min. from
UCLA. (213)954-9790.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM ARTS., 31 22 Canfield
Ave, WLA. $1 250 up. Security parkine, Steve.
(213)839-1026. ^ r B'

MATURE
YOUNG ADULTS

Live in luxury
Very large 2-bedroom

2-baths

Pool & Jacuzzi,

mucho amenities

(213)470-1513

NOW LEASING large singles and bachelors.
Utilities paid. Walking distance UCLA. From
$525/nr>o. Call Paul (213)824 9754.

WESTWOOD: 2-bed/l -bath, upper. 2 person
occupancy, no pets. Light, bright, quiet, car-
den. $950. (213)277-0604.

PALMS $650 Superdupcr 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City
and Westwood. 3258
Overland.{21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS 2-bed/2-balh deluxe. $895. Available
9/1 Locked building, gated entry, fireplace,

A/C, balcony. No Pets. (213)652-0847,
(21 3)83 7. 5831.

PALMS. $550, bright upper 1 -bedroom, ap-
pliances, utilities included, (213)397-8058.

PALMS, $1 200, large 3-bed/ 2-bath, by Bever-
lywood. Good references. Steve
(213)839-1026, Antoine (213)826-0740.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious ar>?irtment

with vaulted ceiling. Electronic access to
building and subterranean parting. $1000 up
(213)842 9303. ^

PALMS, Ibdrm, $675. Large, sunny, great
closets, quiet building. Days: 213-273-7598
Eves: 213-286-0980.

PALMS: 1 -bedroom, deluxe upper, $725,
fireplace, locked building, gated entry,
371 7 Cardiss. Available 8/1 5. (21 3)652-0847/
837-5831.

YOU CAN'T BEAT
OUR PRICES
$745- 1 Bedroom
$1075- 2 Bedroom

600 KELTON
Adjacent to UCLA
Campus Shuttle Spot

Quiet Building

208—1625

I

PALMS $815. 2-bed/l '/.-bath, upper. Ap-
pliances, pool, parking, laundry. 3455 jas-

mine. No pets. (213)454-4754.

PALMS, $625, deluxe 1 -bedroom, decorator
blinds/ carpets. Bring this ad and get $50/mo
discount for 6-months. (213)838-8839, 3775
Hughes.

PALMS, $675 -»-$850. U2 bedrooms. Big
rooms. Move in bonus. 10 min. to UCLA
(818)377-2668.

PALMS: $775. Large, modern 1-bd. Security
bidg. Fireplace, dishwasher, refrigerator, patio,

A/C. 836-5311/837-0761.

PALMS, $785/MO. Large 2-bedroom. Upper,
new carpet/paint, refrigerator, built-ins,

patio, parking, washer/dryer on premises.
(213)476-6532.

Summer Special $200 of'

Single, 1, 2 & 3 BDRM
all close to UCLA

Perfect for Students or

Faculty

Avoid the fall rush

(213)479-1581

RENOVATED
Large 1 , 2, and 3

Be(jroom Apts.

Pico / Robertson Area
$575 — $950 per month

Call 657-8756

2 Bedroom 2 Bath

Deluxe Apartment

All security building,
central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness

rooms, saunas, Jacuzzi,
sun deck, 2 car

parking in secure
garage, will allow 4

students per
apartment.
From $1200 -

2 weeks fi*ee with
lease

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

1 MONTH FREE RENT
LOW MONTHLY RATES
Large Furnished 1 Bedrooms
(1-11/2-2 Baths

)

3 Persons Occupancy OK
2 Person Discount Special

Extra large Closets, Pool, Sundeck,
Parking, Some or All Utilities Included,

Quiet Academic Building

CASABLANCA WEST APTS
208-4394 530 Veteran Ave

-i/K« p^
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PALMS, $895, new 2-^2. All amenllies. A/C,
fireplace, balcony, gated parking. Easy iree-

way access. (213)390-5996.

PALMS, $925, 2BLV2BA, built-in, balcony,
fireplace, laundry, parking, gated bidg. 3626
Empire. 213-559-3875, eves/weekend.

PALMS: $975. Large, nr>odern 2-bdy2-blh.
Security building. Patio, refrigerator, dis-
Kwasher, fireplace, A/C. 836-531 1/837-0761

.

PALMS AREA. 2-BD./2-BTH. UPPER.
$850/mo. Canfield north of National
(213)479-1075, 839-1026.

PALMS AREA SSSO/MO. 1 -BEDROOM +
DEN/1 -BATH UPPER. AIR CONDITIONING
SECURITY SYSTEM, BUILT-INS, FIREPLACe'
CARPORT, PARKING. (213)937-0589.

PALMS AREA $120(yMO. 3-bdy2-blh. Can-
field north of National. (213)479-1075
839-1026.

As Close As Ybu Can Get

Charming Contemporary

1&2 bedrooms

Designed tor Sharing

Roommate Matching Available

Open Daily

824-3715

49
PALMS, adj. Beverly Hills. $400 OFK MOVE-
IN COST. Rent w/ excellent credit. Featuring
beautiful heated swimming pool, gated park-
ing, and recreation room. 1 -bedrooms starting
ai $650. (213)836-3800.

PALMS LARGE 2-bed/l-bath duplex. Fenced
yard, laundry room in building. $860.
(213)479-2368.

PALMS. Nice 2-bed/2-balh upper, laundry,
A/C. $875/mo. 3719 Delmas Terrace.
(213)837-1742.

PICO/ ROBERTSON, $580, 1 -bedroom/
1 -bath, upper, carpet, drapes, stove, refrigera-

tor, newly painted. (213)688-0140,
(213)557-0710.

RARE FIND: VERY LARGE 2-bed/2-ba. Less
than 2 years old. $1 100-1200. We love UCLA
students. Sepulveda/Pico. (213)479-1 405.

475 Gayley

Wilshire Manor
WWD $995 Extra large 1 Bd

& 2Bath

$1375andup2 + 2

Patio, Secure,

Prime Location

Utilities paid; bonus w/lease

10635 Wilshire
(213)470-3006

SANTA MONICA, sublease 2-bed/ 2-bath
apartment, semi-furnished. Perfect for 2 stu-

dents to share. Abe 829-3600.

SANTA MONICA. 2-bed/2-ba, $1050. Fire-

place, plushly furnished. Near all transport

(213)395-5212.

SINGLE LUXURY APT. New. $750. Pool, spa,
gym. 553-RENT. 3701 Overland at Center Pt.

SPACIOUS 2-BED/2-BATH apartment with
pool, spa. Security building. Lease Sept. 1.

$1600/mo. loanna (213)393-3466.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT for single students.
Month to month rental agreement, fully fum-
ished, walk to campus. 825-2293.

VAN NUYS, 20-30 minutes to campus.
2-bed/1 'A - bath, $700. Townhouse style, nice
area. Security, new paint, c/a, cable ready.
(213)865-3801.

VENICE, $1140, new S-bedroorrV 2-bath,
dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, laundry hoo-
kup, 1-mile beach. (213)479-2289.

BRENT MANOR ARTS
Avoid Westwood rents

1 mile to UCLA
Bachelors. Singles,

1 Bedroom, 2 Bedroom

Pool

1235 Federal Ave
477-7237

CASH DRAWING

HURRY
Rent Now for Fall

One Block to UCLA
HUGE, Clean 1 Bedroom and Singles

free parking, balconies, new stoves, and full-size refrigerators,
mini and vertical blinds, large windows, laundry

facilities. Beautifully landscaped
Ask for Jim

824-4807

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 2BD
$725 and up
All amenities

+Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

J

NEED HELP FINDING...
•GREAT ROOMMATES
•SPACIOUS APARTMENTS

COME TO OUR OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY. AUGUST 30th

1:00 PM -4 ;00

MEET POTENTIAL ROOMMATES
SIGN UP FOR OUR FREE ROOMMATE SERVICE
FREE PARKING. FUN & GREAT FOOD

555 GLENROCK. AT LEVERING
824-9691

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, Is and 2s

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center, Sauna
•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Oohtfooc^
'-oanrre'^

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

An R & B Managed Property EHO

RENTALS

THREE BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS

APARTMENTS
824-9691

555 GLENROCK (Glenrock & Uvering)

OPEN
DAILY

Mon. - Fri.

10 - 6PM
Weekends

Noon - 5 PM

10 Moittli

12 Mondi LeasesS

VENICE, 1 -bedroom, $780, near beach In

quiet area, nice view, private laundry &
parking. (213)396-1549.

VENICE/MARINA DEL REY. Near beach.
Singles, 2 bdy2 blh. Gas fireplace, central

/VC, dishwasher, garbage disposal, alarm sys-

tem. Gated building. 2724 Abbot Kinney Blvd.

See managers apartment #101. 822-2524.

WALK TO LK:L\ single, 1 -bedroom, 2-bed-

room, fireplace, A/C, full kitchen, balcony,

pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room, laundry room, gated
garage, gas + water paid. From $800. 515
Kelton. (213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD, SPACK3US 2bd/2ba, pool, Ja-

cuzzi on the roof, beautiful PARK VIEW,
$1290 $150(ymo. Come and see.

(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD- 1380 VETERAN AVENUE
2-bedroonV2-bath bright, parksview, walking
distance to UCLA. Rooftop pool and Jacuzzi
(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD PLAZA APIS
Pool • Jacuzzi • Sauna
Jr1Bd — from $895
2Bd2Ba from $1400

Stove, Refrigerator, Dishwasher
Fireplace, Secured Parking — 2 Spaces

1441 Veteran/Ohio
478-0051

WESTWOOD. S900/mo and up. 1-bdrm.,

$150(ynx) and up 2bd/2bth, gym, Jacuzzi.

Walk to
LX:LA. 520 Kelton. 206-7483.

WESTWOOD 705 Gayley. bachelor $500.
Quiet garden apartment, furnished. Utilities

paid. (213)459-5618, (213)208-1491.

WESTWOOD $1500 large 2-bdrm/2 bath.

Large closets, wetbar. Luxury building. 1420
CarrvJen Avenue. (213)473-3882.

WESTWOOD. 2-bachelors: $475, 1-bd. apt.

$1000. With parking, stove, refrigerator.

932-1857, 471-4417.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2-BEDROOM,
CHARMING GARDEN APTS. HARDWOOD
FLOORS, DISHWASHER, TILE KIICHEN.
MIDVALE NORTH OF LEVERING. (213)
839 6294

WESTWOOD. $1600. Walk to UCLA. 3-bed.
Very spacious and bright, fireplace. Hardwood
floors, laundry, parking. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD. Large 1 -bd. $850. 1 -block from
UCLA & Village. Pool, security. 10966 Roe-
bling. 208-4253, 824-2595.

VMb

WEST L.A.
Prime: 10 nn in. from UCLA,

near bus lines, spacious 2 & 3
bedrooms + Den witfi pool,
sauna, Jacuzzi, gym, hi-

ceilings, A/C, frpTc, in-unit
security alarm & wash/dryer:

11711 Ohio Avenue-
models open daily

(213)474-1111

Northridge $275 up. 500 unit student
housing facility. Shared or private units,
with or without kitchens. Private baths.
Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation room, 1/2 hour
drive to UCLA. Free brochure.
Northridge Campus Residence, 9500
Zelzah, Northridge, CA, 91325

(818)886-1717

FALL RENTALS
Walk to CampusA^illage

Students Preferred

Ul; l+Uden; U2
2 master bdrm + 2

$900 - $1400

•refrigerator*dishwasher»

•controlled entry»A/C«
•elevator*

519 Glenrock (213)208-4835

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2 BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213 ) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Sept. Move in Bonus
$1500/up Per Month

Huge 2bd/2ba
Dual Master Bdrms

Up to 5 Students Per Unit

WALK TO CAMPUS
Qated Parking

Pull Amenities
512 Veteran iVenue Apts.

Call Jane (213)208-2655

I live in a loft in a tower...

Your Princess

• Directly across from campus
•Single and loft style apartments
•Quality FURNISHED or unfurnished
•A/C and dishwasher, laundry
•FREE gated parking garages
•Professional on-site management

Starting as low as

$26/ per month
per student

Gayley Towers Apartments
565 Gayley • 824-0836

HUCLA
OUSiNG

University Apartments
For Rent

for single students

Month to month rental agreements
One bedrooms at several locations
All units fully furnished
Five minutes walk to campus

NOW AVAILABLE:
One Bedrooms at Westwood Chateau!

With: • Microwave
•Distiwastier

•Fireplace

•Balcony
•Parking
•Air conditioning
•Laundry facilities

•Rooftop Pool and Jacuzzi

Inquire at 625 Landfair #1
Sam to 5pm, Mon.-Fri.,

Or Caa- 825-2293

Your chances for success In the year
ahead look extremely promising Your
ambition and drive will be supplement-
ed by Lady Luck at various critical
stages
VIRGO (Aug. 23Sepl. 22) If you neglect
your responsibilities and duties until the
last minute today, you could create
problems for yourself. Unfortunately
your agenda has its limitations. Trying
to patch up a broken romance? The As-
tro-Graph Matchmaker can help you
understand what to do to make the rela-
tionship work f^ail $2 plus a long self-
addressed, stamped envelope to
Matchmaker, c/o this newspaper P Q
Box 91428. Cleveland. OH 44101 '3428
LIBRA (Sepl. 23-Oct. 23) If youre going
to take any gambles on anyone today
lake them on yourself and your abili-
ties. Dont give yourself too little credit
and others too much
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Your mate
wont be totally without blame today but
could be falsely accused of something
you caused. Try not to use loved ones
as scapegoats for your mistakes
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Doc. 21) Try to
attend to your most ihiportant matters
early on today. Toward sundown, your
thoughts might not be as crisp as they
were in the morning
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) You
must be very careful today when it

comes down to the final stages of con-
summating a business deal. If youre
going to blow it. It will happen then
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Usually,
you re a rather cooperative person But
today you might be so focused on doing
things your way that you'll be oblivious
to the concerns of others
PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) Since we
are not perfect ourselves. It is pure folly
to expect perfection In others If you
want to be accepted as you are. accept
others as they are.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Conditions
in general are reasonably favorable for
you today, with the exception of your fi-

nancial involvements. Make an effort
not to spend more than you should
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) It s Impor-
tant that today you return the favor to
individuals who have gone out of their
way to help you Without acknowledg-
ment, they may not be eager to help a
second time.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Guard
against the inclination to negatively pre-
judge situations today If you anticipate
defeat or trouble, you may behave in

such a way that brings them Into beirtg.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Don t use
your participation in a social involve-
ment as a forum for discussing business
today Reserve that for another time
and place
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Even though
concerned friends may offer you con-
structive suggestions today, it Is highly
probable you'll Ignore what they have to
say and do something you know Is

wrong
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West L.A.-Palms
New 1 -bedroom $785.
2-bcdroom $1025

Gated garage. Intercom entry. A/C.
cable ready

(213)202-8935

WESTWOOD, walk to UCLA, very spacious
1 -bedroom with separate dining roonVden,
$950. Hardwood floors, kitchen appliarx:es,

parking, laundry. Desirable location.
(213)279-1887.

LEVERING ARMS APTS
Singles and 1 Bedroom
2 in Single ok

2 Parking spaces w/ Apt

Walk to School

208-3215

667 Levering Ave

GAYLEY MANOR APTS
Singles for 1 or 2 people

1 Bedroom for 1 to 3 people
axDross street from ifcLA

walk to Village

729 Gayley Ave
208-8798

CASH DRAWING

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY $900 Single
w/loft. New luxury, gated condo.
^213)471-0663. ]969 S. Beverly Glen.

WESTWOOD, 2-bed in 4-plex, hardwood
noors, 6-month lease, negotiable rent,
$l30(ynio. 1 -block from UCLA. 824-5528.

WEST>A/OOD, several 1 and 2 bedroom
«partfT>ents available. Landfair, near UCLA. 1

ye«f lease, make offer. (213)277-6813.

WESTWOOD, $1150, 2-bed/1'A -balh Town
Apartments. $1485, 3-bed/2-bath. Private

yard. 1.2 miles near UCLA. (213) 459-6600.

WESTWOOD, walk to UCLA, very spacious
1 -bedroom with separate diningroom/den,
$950. Hardwood floors. Kitchen appliances.
Parking. Laundry. Desirable location.
(213)279-1687.

WESTWOOD-LARGE 1 -BEDROOM. Nice,
QUIET building on Veteran. Parking.
$95(ynr>o. (818)382-1350

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor,

$575, unfurnished 1 -bedroom $895, 2bd/1bai
$1460 10990 Strathmofe. 213-3952903.

WESTWOOD/BEVERLY GLEN, luxurious,
extra-large 2-bed/2-bath with Jacuzzi, /VC,
large balcony. $1395. 392-9735.

WESTWOOD. BIG 2-bdrm./2 bath
$1 195/up. Near Century City, close to UCLA.
All appliances, parking. (213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD AREA, ilartiog $595-$1395
Singles, 1 -bedroom, 2-bedroom, 3-bedroom.
5 minutes drive from campus. Sunny apart-

nf>ents with swimming pools. (213)463-9399.
Some furnished A parking ir>cluded.

WESTWOOD. $1 350- $1 650. Terrific, large 2
* 3-bcdrooms Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, AAI, patio, micro-

wave. 1711 Malcolm, V« -mile campus.
(211)273 ? 21 2.

WESTWOOD, Wilshire Corridor, $1 500, fully

furnished, 1 -bedroom/ 2-bath, 10th floor,

24-hr security. Days (213)475-7533, eves

(21 3)659-4834

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-

room Junior. $725, utilities and parking in-

cluded. (213>475-7533.
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WESTWOOD: SPECIAL THIS MONTH ONLY!
From $1300: 2-bdy2-bth., 2 parking spaces.
Refrigerator, stove, microwave, dishwasher.
Pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. All security.

(213)624-0833.

WESTWOOD. STUNNING 2-BD/2-BTH.
FIREPLACE, STEP-DOWN LIVING ROOM.
BRAND NEW CARPETb, SHUTTERS,
KITCHEN APPLIANCES. PRIVATE PATIO.
NEAR EATING PLACES, TRANSPORTATKDN
A UCLA. $1150. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD $625 -- 675 single(s) in quaint
building. Quiet. Walk to campus 470-5952.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE 1-BD.
UPPER, FRONT, EXCELLENT VIEW, GARDEN
APARTMENT. MIDVALE, NORTH Of LEVER-
ING. (213) 839-6294.

WESTWOOD, $550, $615, Singles. Hard-
wood floors, stive, fridge, drapes.
(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD. $985-1 250/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. $600 bo-
nus special. Furnished/unfurnished, singles,

one, one and den, and hvo bedrooms. Walk to

UCLA, A/C, pool, elevator. 415 Gayley,
(213)208-6735. 555 Levering,
(213)—208-7634. Managed by Moss and
Company.

Westood adjascent. $1,325 2bedrDOfTV2bath
plus loft. Fire place, wet bar, air conditioning,
dish washer, security parking. Nice quiet
street. (213) 395-8912.

WLA, $1 1 50, 2-bed/ 1 Vi -bath, quiet, security,

frost-free refrigerator, cable service,
shutters. 1323 Carmelina Ave. Santa Monica
adjacent. (213)456-3829.

WLA $1395. 4-bed/l*A-bath. 2 flrepiaces,

2-car garage, 10971 National Blvd. 475-1 702,
474-3626.

WLA 1 -BEDROOM FURNISHED. $65(ymo.
Drapes, rug, stove, refrigerator. Newly decor-
ated. No pets. (213)207-2097.

WLA, 1-bed apartment, $60(ymo, hardwood,
yard, laundry, security; and large house:
2-bed/ 2-bath. $116(yrTH). 839-8553.

WLA: 2-BDy2-BTH., $1100Ano. Spacious
living room, balcony, A/C, fireplace. Nice,
quiet environment. 1635 South Brockton Ave.
(213)670-4233, (213)641-4182.

WLA 2-BED/2-BATH, $995. Furnished/
unfurnished, gated, parking, refrigerator, mi-
nutes to UCLA. (213)312-3638.

WLA: 2-BED.+ DEN, 2-beds, A/C, dishwasher,
carpet, drapes. Phone manager
(213)202-6832.

WLA 2 BEDROOM, $900. Stove, refrigerator.

Close to all. 1517 Federal Ave. #9.
(213)626-6957.

WLA, $550 -». utilities, security, large single.

Guesthouse with private entries. Non-smoker.
Partly furnished. (213)558-4155.

WLA $685 1 BDR. buill-ins. 1412 Brockton
Avenue, LA 90025. (818)368-6732.

WLA, $71 0/mo, 1 -bedroom. Appliances, extra
closets, sundeck, parking, #1 bus. Ready now.
New carpets. (213)474-5419.

WLA $725/MO 1 -BEDROOM. Great location.

Close to UCLA. No pets. 1-year lease
(213)826-7888.

WLA: $750. 1426 Barrington. Large 1-bd.
Carpets, drapes, stove, dishwasher, MI, re-

frigerator. 637-0761.

WLA: $950. 1426 Barrington. Large
2-bd/l % -bth. Carpets, drapes, stove, dis-

hwasher, AK, refrigerator. 837-0761.

WLA $95(yMO 2-bedroom/1-balh. Upper
"penthouse". Great location, close to UCLA.
1-year lease, no pets. (213)826-7868.

WLA, $975, 2-bed/ 2-bath townhouse. Air,

garage, small quiet building. (213)550-1531.

WLA- Barrington/ Wilshire/ near bus. Cozy
1-bedroom. $695/mo. Pool/ Quiet
Atmosphere/ small pets. John 477-5139.

WESTWOOD D'ELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH 5
MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,
WATER PAID, PARKING, AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $640- $940 (213)208-6681.

FABULOUS 2 BED/2-BATH, $1040, sundeck
and Jacuzzi w/ocean view, balcony, laundry
fascilities, security. Great location
(213)826-5528

WLA, near Santa Monica, upper 2-bedroorrV
2-bathroom, $890. Walk- in closets, stove,

patio, 5-unit building. (213)826-8618.

WLA/PALMS: $925. 2-bed/1 V, -bath, ap-
pliances, A/C. 3359 Mentone BEVERLY HILLS
ADJ.: $995. 2-bed/2 bath. 1501 S Beverly Dr
(213)471-0683.

WLA/PALMS Bachelor $395, single $475.
Spacious, excellent condition Convenient lo-

cation 1-blk from Motor & National. 3351
Vinton. No pets. (213)576-5540.

WLA PKIO/LA CIENEGA. %7S0/mo. 2-bed-
room, stove, refrigerator, carpels. By appoint-
ment (213)279-2002.

WLA, PictV Bundy, $65(ymo, l-bedroorrV
1-bath. Quiet, 8-minules UCLA
(213)750-1227.

WLA/WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY ADV.
IBEDROOM $750 NEAR EVERYTHING
Laundry. Bright. Almost homelike.
Quiet. Dining area. Carpets and draper
(213) 474-1172.
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$525-FURNISHED SINGLE,
$820- 2-BEDROOM. International students
welconr>e. Closed garage available. After 10
A.M. 450-2655.

MARINA DEL REY. $39Vmo. includes utili-'

ties. Liveaboard SMALL sailboat. Microwave,
fridge, telephone. Use of MARINA bathroorn
facilities nearby. (213)820-624 7.

PALMS 1-BD.: $670-$725. Uilities included.
Quiet, redecorated, air, pool, recreation room,
laundry, parking. (213)559-4608.

WESTWOOD. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Parking.
2-3 persons. Near UCLA, small building. $875
up. 11099 StrathnHxe. (213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 624-01 81.

WLA AREA. $585/nr>o. Attractive furnished
single, kieal for students to share. Close to

U£tAJ_1290Ohio Ave. (213)477-4632.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1 AND 2-BEDROOM APTS. Ohio-Sawtelle
1 'A miles LXILA. Stove, refrigerator. 650-935
477-5758.

1 -BEDROOM, spacious. Bundy, near Santa
Monica. Refrig, large patio, conven. shopping.
S6e5/mo. 820-7049.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $725, 1-bedroom.
Exceptionally beautiful, bright, spacious. Se-
parate diningroom. Hardwood floors. 5-miles
campus. (213)652-2699.

BRENTWOOD: $800. Sunny 1-bed upper,
balcony, built-ins, refrigerator. 1 1921 Goshen
Ave. Open 9-6. 826-7373.

BRENTWOOD: $925. 2-bdy2-bath., patio,
newly decorated. By appointment only. 1 1 728
Mayfield Apt. #3. (213)271-6811.

BRENTWOOD 1 AND 2 BEDROOM, unfurn-
ished deluxe, built-ins, $650 and up with
lease. (213)550-1228.

BRENTWOOD BACHELOR. $595/MO. Up-
per with balcony. 11738 Darlington #5.
(213)826-2920. Leave message.

CULVER CITY, $795, unfurnished, spacious, 2
bedroonVl bathroom. Pease call James (213)
558-1513.

aOSEST TO CAMPUS- share bedroom in

beautiful, luxurious, huge apartment. All

amenities, parking. $437.50. Male preferred.

Available Sept.l. 208-0200.

FEMALE- own furnished roonV bath, parking,
security building. $65(ynrH>. Non-smoker.
1% -miles UCLA. (213)826-6952.

HAVE YOUR OWN ROOM IN BEAUTIFUL
MID-WILSHIRE APT. Next to bus. $40tVmo
Sheila 208-7376. WeVe nice.

NON-SMOKING FEMALE preferred to share
w/ female professional. Charming, contempor-
ary, spacious 2-bedroom w/ fireplace. West-
wood. $660/nH). Victoria (213)473-3489.

OWN ROOM in Palms. Responsible person to
share 2-bedroom/1 -bath. Pool, carport laun-
dry. Buses 12 and 6. $41(ymo. including
utilities. (213)399-5670 Clifford.

PALMS: 2-BCV2-BATH $350, Includes utilities

A parking. September only. Call Tonya
(213)559-5286, (213)824-7328.

PALMS— own bed/bath. Free gateed parking,
security building, near markets, bus, freeways.
$387.5Q/mo. also $250 security deposit 'A

utilities. 204-4226.

SHARE SPACKXJS 1-BEDROOM WITH ONE
OTHER. 3 miles to campus. Parking, laundry.
$290/mo. + deposit (negotiable).
(213)559-6253.

SHERMAN OAKS. Own room in 3-bed/3-bath.
$320/ utilities. 15 minutes UCLA. 560 bus.
Manuel (818)501-3008.

FAIRFAX/PICO area, $675, bright upper
1-bedroom. Patio, carpets, drapes, stove,
fridge. Gated parkinj;. (213)639-6600.

PALMS: IBD. $635. Stove, refrig. Days
(213)956-5943. Evenings, weekends
(605)254-2403.

PALMS, $625, large single/ junior 1 -bedroom.
Upper, full bath/ kitchen, A/C, dishwasher.
Balcony, cable. (213)397-0405.

PRIME WLA, near UCL\ buslines. Carpet,
drapes, refrigerator. 1-bedroom, $650.
2-bedroom/2-bath, $950. Lease
(213)476-7116.

SANTA MONICA 2-BEOROOM/l-BATH.
Halfway between beach and LXILA. $1250.
(213)39M)300.

WESTWOOD: 1 -BD. $745. Stove, refrigerator,

parking space. 600 Kelton Ave. Quiet students
welcome. 206-1625.

WESTWOOD: 2-BDyi-BTH. $1150. Stove,
refrigerator, parking space. 600 Kelton Ave.
Quiet students welcome. 206-1625.

WESTWOOD, 2-bedroom duplex, hardwood
floors, stove and refrigerator, parking, near
UCLA. $1300 up. 1385 Midvale.
(213)454-8211.

WLA $1250. Large, quiet upper 2-bdy2-balh.
5 minutes UCLA. Available September
(213)438-9635, 433-9605.

WLA, 1432 Barry Ave, 1 -bed/1 -bath, brand
new carpets, close excellent transportation.

Available immediately. $740. Ken
(213)473-1677.

WLA. 2-bed/2-balh. Bright, A/C, refrig. $750.
1620 S. Brockton. (213)273-9744.

WLA, 2-bedroom, $950, upper $965. Drapes
it carpet, convenient location, 1332 Welle-
sley. (213)391-2674, (213)479-3623.

WLA $460 bachelor. Carpet, drapes, refrigera-

tor, quiet. 1833 Corinth. 626-6907.

WLA. $65a$900. Charming Ul and 2+1.
Excellent area. Parking. Laundry. Close to

buslines. 1331 Wellesley Avenue.
(213)965-7644.

WLA. Single, $650/mo. One-bedroom,
$850—87(yn>o. Security building, parking;
walk to UCLA 1 450 Midvale. (21 3)391 -2874
(213)479-3623. '
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$355/MO. Male non-smoker to share 1 -bed-
room furnished apartment, IVi -miles UCLA.
Security building & parking, quiet neighbor-
hood, 2 cats, excellent bus connections
575-1503.

527 MIDVALE View 2-bedroom completely
furnished modem apartment. 1 person to share
$425. Pool/jacuzzi. Call Brad (213)206-6518.

FURNISHED BEDROOM, beamed ceilings,

10-ft. closets, double bed, desk, lamp. Fully

equipped kitchen. Pool, laundry, parking.

$465 including utilities. Suitable grad, profe».
sor. (213)575-4320.

BRENTWOOD on Montana. Room, private
bath, security building garage; on busline. No
smoking. Near UCLA. $650/mo.
(213)826-1991.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE luxury 2-bed/2-bath,
non-smoker. Rooftop pool/spa. Full amenities,
security, parking, view, furnished, balconies.
$725—795. (213)474-0074.

WESTWOOD BUSINESS MAN seeks non-
smoking female to share 2bed/2bath luxury
furnished apartment. Security parking. Pool.
$450 including utilities. (213) 470-2211.

WLA. Neat, quiet female to share brand new
luxury 2-1-2. Starting 9/1 . $600/mo.
(213)575-3621.

YOUNG GRADUATE STUDENT WHO
OWNS HIS OWN LUXURY CONDO AT
WESTWOOD HIGHRISE wants to share it with
a female student who would have her own
private bedroom/bathroom. Cost negotiable
for qualifled person. Call AI at (21 3)474-7764.

Roommates 53

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES needed ASAP. 2-bdrm
condo for price of apartn>ent. $40(Vnx> ea.

Fireplace, balcony, Jacuzzi. Call
(213)459-5691 until 9/7 or (213)206-5572.

2-8EDROOM APARTMENT in Brentwood. By
UCLA bus stop. No smoking. Quiet. $425/mo
(213)620-4242.

BEAUTIFUL TOWNHOUSE, BEVERLY HILLS.
Master bedroom, W/D, full-length mirrored
closets, parking sundeck, hardwood floors.

Available Sept. 1. %600/mo. (213)265-3427
(Tina) (213)201^914 (Karen).

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. Fe-
male to share room. Very large. Security, pool,
liundry. $365, must see. (213)6200187.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT
Share huge, tastefully decorated, 2+2%
townhouse/condo. Every amenity. Security.
Close to all Westside shopping, restaurants and
cultural activities. Female preferred
$70Q/mo.+'A utilities. Kaye (213) 655-7983
after 6 pm.

BEVERLY HILLS. Femal^hon-smoker to share
large 2-bedroom, 1 -bath. (Own room). Forplex
building. $575. Available Oct. 1 or earlier

(213)289-8719.

BIG ROOM TO SHARE FALL ONLY. Female.
Quiet 2-bdy2-bth. Hardwood, fireplace, gar-
age, cable. $350. 474-6902.

BRENTWOOD prefer female law/graduate
student. Own room, bath, and parking. Sec-
urity, near direct bus. $525/Whj. + % utilities

(213)865-8967.

BRENTWOOD 2+2.
dogs. $498/mo.
(213)826-2920.

Own room. Must like

11748 Mayfield.

BRENTWOOD: ROOMMATE WANTED CI,
ganCic 2-stofy apartrT>ent. Own roorrvbalh.
$650. Furnished, modern. Lenorc
(213)207-5695.

FEMALE (NONSMOKER): Share with same +
dog. Quiet. Private bedroom + bathroom;
Security/parking. $325 +uti lilies.
(618)965-1223.

FEMALE ROOMMATE IN NKTE CONDO.
$37S/mo. Walking distance from UCLA
(213)391-2877.

FEMALE TO SHARE extra large apartment in

Hancock Park. Own room + bath, non-
smoker. $47S/mo. (213)933-6017.

FEMALE TO SHARE 1-bed on Gayley
$298/mo. (213)206-2311, ask for Shrina o^
Vanessa.

BRENTWOOD 2-bedroom available 9/1.
$40S/rT>o. Females only, must love cats. Good
credit please. 826-2225.

BRENTWOOD APT: 1-2 loorr^mates needed
to rent MASTER bdrm; own bathroom, great
location, & quiet neighborhood. $65(Vmo.
Call leannie (213)472-9642.

BRENTWOOD beautiful large apartment.
Share room, balh. Furnished, cable, pool,
transportation nearby. $360. Female
(213)447-2505.

FEMALE TO SHARE 2-BDy2-BTH. Walking
distance to UCLA. $375 per/mo.
(213)624-2636.

GRANADA HILLS ADJ. Beautiful 3 + 2.

Renwdeled. Big yard. 2 car garage. CIom to
405 Freeway. Drastic ReductionI $178,000
Call (818)366-6684. Owner/Broker.

LARGE 3 BEDROOM, 2-BATH, close to beach
in Playa del Rey. Yard, garage, fireplace frp^

laundry. Avail icyi. $467. Mike 306-6005.

LOOKING FOR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES to
i^*rt large 1-bed apartment 2 Mocks from
campus. $320/mo. Call Christine
625-2795(w), 824-2646(h).

LOVELY LARGE 4-BED HOME seeking room-
mates. Near Wilshire busline. All amenities
full security. (213)965-0585.
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Room for Rent 54 Room for Rent 54 House for Rent
NEAR LMU, own room in 3-bed/2-balh,
$475/nx). + lecurity and utilities. Two profes-

sional n>ales seeking non-snH)ker. BokV)ohn
(213)645-8772.

NEEDED: 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO LIVE
WITH 2 GIRLS IN AN EXECUTIVE SINGLE
Rent: $283. (213)206-0789.

OWN FURNISHED BEDR(X>M in 2-becl/
1-bath house. Utilities, food, phone Included.
$55Q/mo. Must like ctogt. (213)452-2697.

ROOM FOR RENT IN 3-BD. APT. Walking
distance from UCLA. $425 fof own room &
bathroom & own entrance. Avail. Immedi-
ately. Call (213)824-0635.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 2-bed/2-bath
apartment. Bev. GlenAVilshire area. $30(ymo.
Security building, great area. Available Sept.1

.

Quiet, large, and spacious. Kimberly
(213)474-5669.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Young, female ex-
ecutive seeking Japanese speaking profes-
sional or grad student to share apartment.
Female preferred. Karyn. (213)802-7718 day,
(213)933-9049.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. $27S/mo. Share 1

bdrm. Plenty of privacy. Clean, Responsible
wonr>en seek sanr>e. 1 -block from campus. No
parking, jeannctte 824-5037

ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
2-BDy2-BTH BRENTWOOD APT. $80Q^mo.
(213)820-2311.

SHARE SPACIOUS 1 -BEDROOM WITH ONE
OTHER. 3 miles to campus. Parking laundry.
$290/mo. + deposit (negotiable).
(213)559-6253. ^^^
SHERMAN OAKS. Roommate wanted, female,
own roomA>ath, SASO/trto. 15 min UCLA.
Grace (818)393-0963; (818)368-2863.

SHERMAN OAKS. To share 2-bed-2-bath, own
room. $375. April (818)906-1214.

VENKZE BEACH, private room, phone, park-
ing, w/d. Safe area, buslines. Studious,
friendly, non-smoker. $420/mo
(213)452-7272.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. S270/hAO. Female
grad student looking for 2 female students to
share 2-bed garden apt. Balcony, pool, laundry
facilities. Non-smoker with cats
(213)654-6455.

WESTWOOD- Female, 2-bed new luxury
apartment on Cayley. $433/mo.
(213)208-3936.

WESTWOOD. 10 minute walk to campus.
Fully furnished, sundeck, prime location.

$35(ymo. (213)208-2501, Rob.

WESTWOOD^WLA. Professional male seek-
ing i/m roommate(s). Prefer professionals or
students, non-smoker. Available Sept
(213)858-1500, |ohn Krambeer.

WESTWOOD. 2 females needed to share
GREAT 2-bd. apt. w/ parking! Close to cam-
pus! $350. 208-3048.

WLA 2 or 3 roommates wanted, 2-be<^2-bath,
security parking, r>ew building, $275 sharing
room OR $500 own bedroom/bath
(213)826-1921.

YOUR OWN ROOM, WESTWOOD, SEC-
URITY BUILDING, LOCKED GARAGE, 1 FE-

MALE ROOMMATE, DISHWASHER, POOL
A/C. FEMALES ONLY. $525. MELANIE
208-81 35

Room for Rent 54

1 BLOCK FROM Ua^ double occupancy,
MEALS, utilities. Pool, cable t.v. included.
OPEN NOW $410/mo Mike, (213)206-2359.

ROOM W/OWN BATH AND ENTRANCE. 4
miles from campus $400. (213)472-8269,
aftcf 6 PM

2 FURNISHED BEDROOMS FOR RENT in

lovely family home. Full household privileges.

Terwiis courts, Mvimming pool nearby. 5
minutes UCLA by car. (213)474-9894.

3 Bedroom house, hardwood floors, share

' o o m
$258 or yourown WW <r Pico (2 13) 260-0656

$425 MAR VISTA area. Woman non-smoker.
^'^ sunny room with huge walk-in clocct,

balcony, share kitchen and bath in home in

quiet residential neighborhood Near buses
Available Sept.8 Call Marsha Sunday a.m.
through Friday noon. (213)390-9007.

ALONG CANAL IN MDR 1 block from beach
Huge duplex, own room. $300. Female only.

(213)306-7423. Available 9/1.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished rooms, one very
small, large house w/ grad. Students. Kitchen
privileges, pool Need car $450- utilities in-

cluded. Leave message. Abby (61 6) 763-51 51

.

BRENTWOOD AREA large private roorr\A)alh,

non-snK)ker, light duties, pets, utilities in-

cluded $375 deposit. (213)393-6171.

BRENTWOOD: SINGLE STUDIO WITH
BATH. $600/mo. 15 min. UCLA.
(21 3)945-471 3/mornings,
(213)472-7771/«veninff. Aak for jack.

BRENTVSOOD $400 room for rent6, private

entrance, no cooking fascilities.
(213)472<8269.

720 Hilgard Ave.

Room and Board for

Women Across the street

from UCLA $434/month
(paid p)er quarter)

(213)208-4151

ENCINO, private room + bath, pool, parking,
$400. No pets. Marta (818)784-5315.

FURNISHED ROOM IN WESTWOOD. Private
bath. Kitchen & laundry privileges. Female
student preferred. $450. (213)475-5546.

HILGARD AVE. Continental breakfast, kitchen
privileges. $90Q/quarter. Women students.
Mrs. Solat (213)208-8931.

HILGARD AVE room and board for women. 3
meals/day, across from campus. Call Mrs.
Roberts (213)208-7V65.

LARGE ROOM, own bath, 1 or 2 females,
kitchen privileges. S6O0/mo. Near bus route to

UCLA. (805)640-0816.

LIVE like a princess. Rent a room in an ultra
new townhouse by beach S.M. Washer/dryer,
gara«e w/remote. High-tech everything. Live-
in maid. S&OO/mo. Call (21 3)285-8634, leave
message.

LOVaV ENVIRONMENT, Pico/ Beverly Glen,
bath, patio, private entrance, kitchen pri-

vileges, laundry, security parking, $45(ymo.
(213)201-0317.

LOVELY PRIVATE ROOM WALKING DIS-
TANCE TO CAMPUS. NON-SMOKER
(213)475-4726.

MAR VISTA: $40Q/MO. INaUDES UTILITIES.
Kitchen privilege, parking. Quiet area, close to
everything. (2 1 3)62 1 -6974.days;
(213)313-1990-eves. '

NEAR UCLA, furnished roonr>A>ath in private
home, limited kitchen, ideal for UCLA
student, non-smoker, $485/mo
(213)476-2068.

OWN ROOM, AIR, BALCONY, $335/MO. +
UTILITIES, in Sherman Oaks near fwy
973-6054

POINSETTIA NEAR MELROSE-Share bath, liv-

ing, dining room, and kitchen. No smoking/
pets. Adult only. $45(Vmonth. (213)937-2124
or jenny 642-5225.

ROOM FOR RENT in house, share bath and
kitchen, non-smoker, prefer vegetarian. Short-
tenn, possibly long-term. %AO0/mo. 398-1055.

ROOM FOR RENT WITH PRIVATE BATH.
Nice family. Windsor Village. Easy Wilshire
access. (213)938-4278.

ROOM, PRIVATE BATH, fully furnished.
f*rime Santa Monica location — north of
Montana. Kitchen privileges. Female. $440.
(213)395-2025.

SANTA MONICA: $450. Room for rent. Laun-
dry & kitchen privileges. Includes utilities. Call
after 6, (213)453-6548.

SANTA MONICA, w/ yard, private bath,
hardwood floors, W/D, cable t.v., parking
available, no smoking, pets. $575
VA -utilities. (213)453-4115.

SANTA MONICA-OWN BEDROOM in large

3-bedroom apt. 9-blocks from beach. Tony
{213)458-0953.

S.M. ARTIST'S HOUSE, north of Montana.
Charming room ^ bath, private, large, hard-
wood floors, fireplace. $640. (213)394-5639.

S.M. New, bright, large, airy Kosher Shonr>er

Shabbos home. Meals optional, private or
shared. (213)396-0243.

SPACIOUS ROOM; 3-bd/2-bth. 2 story sec-
urity apt. $362.17. Balcony, dishwasher,
microwave, pool, gym. Rachel (213)
641-4034.

MALIBU. UNFURNISHED HOUSE. Private
beach. Near Las Flores. 1-year lease
$280(ymo. 3-bdy2-bath, 2-car garage, deck
patio. (213)456-9391.

PALMS. 3-bed/2-bath, family room, huge yard.
$1 70(yobo. Possibly to share with 1 female
(213)476-0775.

SHERMAN OAKS LEASE. 3-bedroom Spanish,
hardwood floors, large yard, $1850Ano. Jay
Belson (818)907-7790.

VENICE. $1035. 2+1, 5 blocks to beach. Pets,

yard, utilities. Open Sunday, 1-4.
(213)778-0822.

VENKIE, $125(VMO. Champing 1 -bedroom
house, 4-blocks beach, eat-in kitchen, stove,
quiet wide street. Sunroom & backyard
(213)301-2423. '

WESTWOOD $350Q^mo. Large traditional

2.story, 3-bedroom, den, -» full maid's
quarter, 3-baths. Pool, exercise room,
fireplace, modem kitchen, kieal family and or
faculty members to share. Across from Century
aty & close to UCLA. (213) 475-8681,
(213) 479-5230.

House to Shore 57

MALE, Non-smoker, no pets, student. Share 2
bed house In Brentwood. $500/mo
(213)826-1370.

SANTA MONICA AREA. 4-bedroom house
with 3 roonw available immediately. $470,
$400, $340. Call eveninns 398-9145.

— House for Sole 58

Culver City. Charming 4bedroonV3bath. Tot-
ally redone with walk-in closet. New copper
plumbing. 1926 sq.ft. Must See. $335K (213)
391-2944.

HOUSE FOR SALE by owner. 1 mile from
UCLA. 3-bed/l% -bath, hardwood floors.

$350,000. (213)206-1305.

NEAR WESTWOOD/ PICO. 3-bedrooms, den,
2-bath8. 2-flreplaces. Exceptionally bright!
Large yard, $349,000. (213)477-9966.

•REDONDO NO DOWN!* new
4-bedroonV2'A -baths, family and dinning
rooms, yard, $9k closing cost, $369,900 (or no
down, equity share for lower payments.)
AnastasI Realtors. (213)374-5657 or
(213)372-7177.

SHERMAN OAKS HILLS 8mln to UCLA, com-
pletely remodeled in 1990, 3bed+3bath, di-

ningroom, family room, new 90um>et kitchen,
approx.2500 sq.ft, unobstructed view, mov^
in condition, $695,000, (616)764-6001

SHERMAN OAKS, ney Mulhoiland, 6 miles to
UCLA via Roscomare. 3+2, formal dining, den,
pool. Great view. Hardwood floors, all recen-
tly re-done. $567,890. Dave (816)783-6875.

WESTWOOD COUNTRY HOME for SALE.
Oeat location. Terrific value. For details pis.

call Annie 477-8291 ext 210. Prudential Calif
Realtv.

House Exchange 59

PEDIATRKIIAN & WIFE will exchange houses,
between Westwood area and Princeton, N.j.

while son awaits cardiac transplant at UCLA
(1 yr.) (213)493-3494A609)924-4199.

SUNNY ROOM IN HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS
Use of house, appliances, patio. $47S/mo.
w/$400 deposit. (213)474-7294.

WALK UCLA. Private entrance, furnished,

phone line, kitchen privileges, ample parking.

$455/mo including utilities. Female.
(213)474^188.

Housing Needed 60

OUT OF STATE student needs housing. Will
work/pay for a place to stay. Call Dave
1-800-652-1406.

OLD SPANISH CHARM: WEST HOLLY-
WOOD. Privacy, l-bd/l-bth, patio, pariting
$S8(ymo. (213)874-3887.

^

WEST>VOOD in priwMe home, fumished room
with private bath. Parking, washer/dryer
dose to campus Male $450. (21 3)474-71 22.

WESTWOOD, Lh« with terrific adult family.
Beautiful erwironment. Fumished bedroom
and bath. Separate entrance, use of yard,
kitchen, own cable t.v., laundry. No srrwking
Walk to campus. Call after 6pm. $575.00
(213)275-9420.

WESTWOOD. Central Villj^e. Old World
diarmf Cable TV, fully fumished $200/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens (213)206-2241.

WLA, 2-bedroonV 27. -bath townhouse Share
wfth gay man. Fully fumished. S450/mo plus
'A -utilities. $450 security deposit. Tom
447-2724

Real Estate 61

Deluxe Office Spoce
Apprroximotaiy 1000 u. feet

Full Air, forking Lot, Sigii

Privilege

1 0540 VMke Blvd.

(21 3)390-37 13

56 Room/Board for Help 62 Condos for Rent 69

Sublet 65

FEMALE TO SHARE master bedroom in large

apartment, wAiigh ceilings • balconey. Own
bathroom and fun roommates. $30(Vmo.
Available Sept. 3. (213)476-2615.

NEED TEMPORARY HOUSING? SEPT. 1-14
Own bath, bed in luxury 2-bed/2-bath.
$123^^. Luxury 2-be<V2-balh, Sept. 7-14,

$2SQMc. WLA: 1541 S. Bundy Heather
447 3074.

SANTA MONICA. Fumished 2-bdyi-bth.
Ck»e to beach. 1 -year sub. $ 1 1 00. 392-521 2.

House fof Rent 56

ALPINE CABIN IN THE CITY! Walking dis-

tance to Westwood Villaj(e. 3 bedrooms/lV.
baths, spacious living room w/ hardwood
floors, fireplace, carport, erKlotcd garage,
huge patio: $220(VnrK>. 1347 Greenfield Ave
(213)382-6261.

BRENTWOOD: $2200 3-bd 4 2-bth Hard
wood floors, fireplace, laundry, enclosed yarcV
garage (213)826-6907.

Room/Board for Help 62

BABYSIT 3 and 6-yr-olds, private bedroom/
bath, close to campus, flexible hours (various
afternoons arxi evenings), one-year commit-
ment desired, non-smoker, car arxi refererKes
required (213)559 5990.

CHILDCAREAIGHT HOUSEKEEPING FOR
YOUNG COUPLF IN EXCHANGE FOR
ROOM AND BOARD BEAUTIFUL WEST
WOOD HOME-5-MINUTE WALK TO UCLA
FLEXIBLE HOURS (213)474-6607.

FREE ROOM 4 BOARD in lovely home in

Pacific Palisades, in exchange for babysitting
after 3;30pm ^ Sat. 10 minutes bus for UCLA.
Private, separate entrance. (213)417-4791.

MALEAFMALE live-in: to drive kids, light

errands, 15-20hrs/wk. Separate room -f bath,
$200 monthly allowance. No child care. Must
^ave car + insurance. Close to campo*
(2 13)276-9307,work; (213)472-7269, horne

MORNINGS M-F to help take care of child-

ren. 10-minutes from campus. Private roonV
bath 472 3644

P. PAL
, Free Room&Board. Home for afters-

chool care, girl 9, 12. Own car required
(213)454-2006

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH i 'A blorkr. frorr

UCLA. In exchange for P/T childcare, babysit
ting, driving and some household duties. Use
of pool/spa. (213)470-4662.

RESPONSIBLE UNDERGRAD SEEKING
GUEST/PRIVATE ROOM in exchange for ne
gotiable help with children & meals
(213)824-2251.

RESPONSIBLE PEKSONi Wanted exchange for

light housekeeping and childcare. Flexible
hours. Car required. Eves (616)906-1349.

ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for part
time childcare. V» -hour from campus. Must
have own car and excellent references
295-7131.

ROOM .». BOARD PRIVATE, spacious room
and board in exchange for babysitting and light

house work. Chinese cooking and math tutor-
ing is a plus. Female, non-smoker. Near
campus. Dal la 474-4629

ROOM, BOARD AND SALARY in beautiful
Westwood home in exchange for help with 2
teenage girls. Call Heather 470-7944 leave
message.

Room&Board in Exchange for child care, light

housekeeping. Near by UaA. Must have own
car. Two boys age 8&1 1 . Must enjoy playing
with children. Flexible schedule. One year
commitment. (21 3) 559-71 66. Leave rT)essa£e.

WLA. STUDENT TO LIVE IN. Room & board in

exchange for light housekeeping and babysit-
ting 2 boys, 4 & 6. Prefer a driver %vilh own
car. No smoking. Available Sept. 10
(213)391-7230.

Room lor Help 63

CHILDCARE FOR 9-YR-OLD BOY, afternoons
+ some evenings. Must have car. Own room +
kitchen and laundry privileges. Close to
UaA. (213M77.3254.

FEMALE PREFERRED, furni.hed room in ex-
change for housework. Nice, private room/
bath. Near UCLA. (213)474-0336.

PACIFK: palisades. Female prefen-ed to help
with 3 girls in exchange for room. Own car.
454-0107.

PERFECT FOR MALE STUDENT. Live in guest-
house. Brentwood. 12% hn/wk with 14
year-old boy. Partial board. Driving, sports,
helping with hon^ework. (213)472-2626.

WARM, SENSITIVE, CARING PROFESSIONAL
MALE GRADUATE; K-6 teacher, gardener,
chauffeur, housekeeper/sitter, animal atten-
dant wishes to offer skilled services for family
in exchange for quiet, simple, small living

space. References, resume, background his-

tory upon request: IVAN CROW
(213)674-4260.

Housing Service 64

PEDIATRICIAN & WIFE WILL HOUSE/
APARTMENT-SIT %vhile son awaits cardiac
transplant at UCLA (1 yr.)
(213)493-3494A609)924-4199.

Towntiouse for Sale 65

SHARE ROOM w/ parking for only $375/mo.
Locatgdon^Gayley Call Tony (619)463-4656.

Towntiouse for Rent 66

SHARE BEAUTIFUL FURNISHED TOWN-
HOUSE, BRENTWOOD AREA. MaleAemale,
non-smoker. Very neat. Own bed, own bath.
Kosher kitchen. Pool -» private parking
$60(ymo. (213)312-9996.

WESTWOOD: 3-LEVEL TOWNHOUSE.
4-bd., 2-1/2 bth., family room, 1 mile from
UCLA. $2075/mo. (213)472-6631.

WLA, $1600, 2-bed -t- den/ 2-bath. Large
townhouse, 1650 sq. ft., hardwood floors,

fireplace, privacy. (213)626-6907. '

WLA. Beautiful 2-bdJT/i bth. Security bidg., 2
parking spots. Remodeled Fireplace & bal-
cony. W/D & refrigerator included. Re-
j"Cgd^^T^05^mo. (616)366-6664. BKR

Condos for Sale 67

$0 DOWN ALL VETS, 3% down non-vets and
fisrt time buyers. Purchase lease. Call Broker
Bob (213)470-1761.

1/2 BLK from UCLA. 2-bd. 1 1/2-bth. luxury
condo wAerrace. Beautiful view. Pool, spa,
doorman, security elevator. $345,000.' Cali
broker (213) 624-0453.

1-BEDROOM PENTHOUSE, 1 -block from
UCLA, village view, doormyi building with
pool. $269,000 Call Broker (213)624-0453.

BRENTWOOD IBED/l BA 2 POOLS , SPA
f MORE ON 4acres of land. 2-miles to UCLA
472-3495.

BRENTWOOD BY OWNER Montana North
of San Vicente. New carpet, bathroom/kitchen
tile "f paint. 1 -bed/1 -bath ^ den Walk on to
large patio w/pool. LigN -• airy. $21 5k
(213)626-9356

COMPLETELY REMODELED 1 -bed/ IV, -bath,
security, doorman. Wilshire/ Selby. $21 5K
Major reduction MUST SEE! Gail 445-7776.

ONE-BEDROOM CONDO, freeway close to
UCLA Marina Gateway, large, sunny, clean,
top floor unit in security building. Custom
closet. Euro-kitchen w/ microwave, dish-
washer. 2 parking places. Pool, spa, sauna,
weight room, lush landscaping. $159 000
(213)396-2900, FSBO
SPACOUS 2-bed/ 1% -bath, heart of Brent-
wood, top floor, bright. Laundry unit
$269,000 Gail, Robin 445-7778.

WALK TO UCLA. Wilshire High-Rise 1-bd
$159,500. UDEN $210,000, pool, doonnen
Agent— Prudence. (213)474-7265.

WESTWOOD. $159,500, fabulous 1 -bed/
1 -bath. Near UCLA in "The Colony - Reduced
price. Stark C.B. (213)451-5471.

WESTWOOD. 2 BED/2 BATH $219,000
Parquet floors, tile kitchen, fireplace, AA"
2 car parking Why rent? Tim (213)399-5214

WESTWOOD, walk to campus, $239 000
2-bed/ 2-bath, Sth floor. Mar'ilyr!
(213)451-5471.

^

% BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 -bed/1 -bath Condo.
Pool , spa, security elevator. $1 35(ymo. Broker
(213)624-0453. ^
BEL AIR, $1950, 2-bed/ 2-bath, fumished, w/d,
tennis courts, swimming pool, sauna, Jacuzzi.
Canyon view. (213)471-0117.

CENTURY TOWERS, IMPEI Building, 2-bed/
2-ba. Contemporary, pied-a-tene, ocean to
city view, tennis, pool, gym, valet. $250(ymo.
(213)274-1977.

LARGE SUNNY 3-bcd/ 2-balh condo, near
S.D. & San Marina freeways. Pool, exercise
room, security building. (213)645-4166.

SANTA MONKIA 2-bedroom/ 2Vi -bath. Large
luxury condo. Private garage. Mature family.

$1650. (213)829-9056.

S.M. NEAR BEACH. Furnished 2-bed/2-bath
condo. Pool/spa, suana, tennis, sundeck, prl-

vate patio. $1665. (213)276-0660.

WALK TO UCLA. 2-bedroom/1 -bath. Pool,

doorman, indoor parking. Available now.
$1500/month. (213)206-7595.

WESTWOOD, WALKING DISTANCE TO
UCLA. Deluxe 2 + 2 condo. $150(ymo.
Fireplace, wetbar, security bulldins.
(21 3)391 .2877. *

WESTWOOD. Walk to \JCLA, penthouse.
2-bedroom/ 2-bath. $1380/mo.(for 2),
$160QATH).(for 4). Balcony, fireplace, parking,
jgcurity^uHdlng. Call Guy, (213)474-9527.

Guest House for Rent 70

2-BLOCKS OFF SUNSET, $40(Vmo, includes
utilities. (213)851-4781.

BEL-AIR. Spacious private room & bath In

beautiful home. $45(ViT>o. Kitchen & laundry
privileges. Roberta 476-1927, message.

BRENTWOOD. Furnished bedAR combina-
tion. 1 person occupancy. All conveniences
(W/D). Quiet. View, l-year lease. $75(ymo.,
utilities included. (213)472-5394.

WESTWOOD. Bright, modem, private single.
For one, quiet, non-smoking person, w/o pets.
Walk to UCLA. One year lease. $535. Call
Arthur 476-8478.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMFTE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything—
fully equipped— reasonable rates.
(616)785-1028.

Insurance 91

HATE AUTO INSURANCE

fequi'f'j !)y i.i'.v' So fc a

FREF lOWFRQUOfecail
213)852-7175 (818)34?-lb10

BEST PRICE INSAGtNCY

Movers/Storage 94

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rell-

able, jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVKIE. DEPENDABLE
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,
Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data
(213)559-1890.

MOVE OVERSEAS
Aulo. professional tools. Personal Effects

Contact IntI Freight Forwarder

Incare Cargo Sen/ices

FMC License No. 2400

(213) 670-9360

Services Offered 96

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Thcscs/DLsHcrUiUons

lYoposals and liooks.

Foreign students welcome.
PAPHB NOT tnu SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D

(21.T)I7(V6662

\( It iii:i>Aiic

I Ki:i-: »:si i>i VI i;s
Also repair Audio, Video & Musical

Instruments
West LA STUDIO SKRVICES

(213)478 7917 Visa/MC

Vni NTION
Tired of having to aci your child lo

school and be at wore on ume- only lo
have lo make »n afternoon inp

to pick them up and get back to work?
Then thia ia for you!

pari-:n'js
Rely on a retpontible dnver to pick-up
your child at home lake lo school- and

return home in the afternoon.
For more Infomiation

Please call

(213)850-4461
Conuct Janet or Erin
*Referencea Available*
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SCRIMMAGE
From page 28

deeper tlus year because no one is

hurt," Donahue added.
Wednesday's scrimmage was a

situational scrimmage. As the
offense squared off against the
defense. I>onahue created situa-
tions for the scrimmage, such as
giving the offense the ball at the
40-yard line with two minutes left

trailing by four points.

The first touchdown scored by
the offense came on a touchdown
pass from Tommy Maddox to Sean
LaChapelle. LaChapelle was able
to beat his man to the end zone on a
fade pattern, as the play covered
approximately 15 yards.

Maddox also threw a tliree-yard

touchdown pass to reserve tight

Services Offered

aEANINC SERVICE. Efficient, responsible,
and dependable. Call Tim Bowler
(213)396-0411, rate $12 per hour.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics,

research proposals, studies etc. Undergradu-
ate, graduate, PH.D. Any style/requirement
(213)671.1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to
assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;
dissertations; resumes. Call (213)473-41 93.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH, TUTOR-
ING. PhD GIVES EXPERT HELP. FAST ACCU-
RATE. LOW RATES. DAYS, EVENINGS
(213)476-0114.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages.
Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

ENGLISH TUTOR: ESUComposition/Editing.
Duke graduate. Experienced. Call johanria
McCloy (213)265-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS: by experienced native
teacher. Also: Interpreting, translations, voice-
overs, classes, and tour guide. (21 3)476-5822.

GERMAN quality instruction in grammar,
reading, writing, conversation by native
speaker w/ PhD. (616)2470625 leave
message.

HIGH SCHOOLATOLLEGE MATH TUTOR
patient and understanding. Pre-Algebra, Al-

gebra, Geometry, Calculus, etc. Call
(213)836-0308

MATH, STATISTICS, AND PHYSICS TUTOR
ING BY UCLA MATHEMATICIAN. EXPERT IN
ALL LEVELS. FOR BEST TUTORING CALL
618-500-4021.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (ARITHMETIC
THRU CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, COMPUTERS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES. CALL JIM MADIA
(213)747-5118.

RUSSIAN: tutoring, translating, interpreting,

consulting by native-speaker with Master's In

Russian. (213)652-7309.

Tutoring Needed 99

LATIN TUTOR for 14-year-old boy. Home in

Brentwood. (213)472-2626.

SPANISH TUTOR WANTED FLEXIBLE
HOURS. BARRY (213)275-6410.

Typing 100

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellcheck. (616)752-1980 7 days,
8am. 10pm. Rushes okay.

AAA-MAZING TYPIST RIGHT In Westwood
Village! Quick. REASONABLE TYPING &
PROOFING— papers, resumes, scripts, ANY-
THING! (213)206-1704

.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFEDI Speedy
wordprocescing-Anything. Editing available.

Computer, laser printer Near campus.
9am-9pm Call Ani (213)312-3332 or David
(213)766^9665.

ACE TYPIST. Speed typing WP, Spellcheck.

Laser printer. Fonts. Guaranteed. Sepulveda-

Montana. 213-476-2629.

A-f! FAST, PROfFSSK^NAL word processing/

editing computer training, resumes, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE
(213)662-6006, (816)994 1094.

IXXTTOR WORD Thesis/doctoral, reiufT>e$,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

FABULOUS WORD-PROCESSOR! Quick, ac-

curate, efficient, and reasonable. Term papers,
reports, resunr>es, etc. (616)753-0332.

DOCm.4ENT PREPARATIO!^
© Premium Quality Services @

Text St Oniphici

a 13) 298-5309

ai3) 287-1 198

*••<» ReMonaMe Rates »»»»»

end Steve Blinn.

Although Daron Washington
and Chris Alexander both scored
touchdowns on the ground,
Donahue was not pleased with his
running backs, as they fumbled
several times.

"The running backs weren't
highlights like they were in the last

scrimmage," said Donahue.
"However, we are making prog-
ress with our running backs, and
the depth chart hasn't changed
appreciably."

If that is true, then Shawn Wills
and Ricky Davis would still be
vying for the starting tailback
position. Despite suffering a minor
shoulder pointer during the scrim-
mage. Kevin Smith will be the
starting tailback.

Donahue appears to be closer to

setUing the kicking game, although

he hasn*t officially announced his

starters.

"If we were playing BYU
tomorrow. I would probably say
that Dominic Sandifer would
handle kickoffs. and Luis Perez
would handle field goals and
PATs," Don^^hue said. "However,
we still have the weekend to
decide, although that is the way I

am leaning."

In the scrimmage. Perez made
one oftwo field goal attempts, with
both attempts coming from
approximately 40 yards.

At quarterback. Maddox played
for nearly the entire 75-play
scrimmage. Backup Jim Bonds
played in only one brief series,

although he did hold on the field

goal attempts.

On several occasions. Maddox

ran bootlegs in goal line situations,

something which Donahue is try-

ing to incorporate into the offense,

despite the risk of injury to

Maddox.

"We like to run bootlegs."
Donahue said. "More quarterbacks
get hurt suying in the pocket tlian

do while running out of the pocket

*Tommy has been real durable,

although we have been sensitive to

how valuable he is. When we play
other teams, they won't take it easy
on him." Donahue added.

Overall, Donahue was very
upbeat following his squad's final

scrimmage of the year.

"It was a real exciting scrim-
mage, and the players really got
into it." Donahue said. "Now we
will begin getting ready for BYU
and Tennessee."

VOIJL£YBALL
From page 28

top outside hitters in the country.
Evans and Youngs (who missed
last season due to a knee injury)
have both been named as AU-
Americans in recent years.

Other veterans include junior
middle blockers Marissa Hatchett
and Lisa Hudak and sophomore
Irene Renteria. All three provide
the team with solid experience.

Hatchett was an honorable men-
tion All—American last season,
and Hudak and Renteria both
played in the United Sutes
Olympic Festival in Los Angeles.

The Bruins will also have
experience at the setter position
this season.

96 Typing 100 Autos for Sale 109 Motorcycles for Sale 114 Furniture for Sale 126

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,
dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathrvn-
(213)939-4303.

WORDPROCFSSING/ IBM-PC: term papers,
theses, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer!
National/ Sepulveda. (213)397-9711 .

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (2 1 3)828-6939, Hoi ly-

wood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

aLLO, PIANO, THEORY LESSONS FOR ALL
ACES AND LEVELS. EXPERIENCED, RESPON-
SIBLE. PLEASE CALL (21 3)822-5557 SHAUN.
GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
lean (213)476-4154. ^^
VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

1970 VOLKSWAGEN BUG 38k miles on
rebuilt engine. Great Buy. Excellent. Reliable.

$1200. (213)392-4307.

1979 HONDA ACCORD, silver hatchback
with sunroof. $1000 firm. Call Bev
(213)206-3184 days, (213)258-9962 eves

1983 CELICA-GT hatchback, 5-$pd., power
everything, a/c, Aiwa pull-out, alarm, mag-
wheels, very clean. $2,950. 213/206-0246,
805/379-2310.

1984 TOYOTA COROLLA SR5 HATCHBACK.
5-speed, A^, AM/FM tape, excellent condi-
tion. NEW TIRES. $3000/obo. (213)207-0301

.

1987 NISSAN SENTRA. Excellent condition,
S-speed, radio, a/c, grey wAinted windows.
$4500. Call April or Andy (213)207-3069.

'84 HONDA HATCHBACK, 5-speed, radio,

low mileage, original o%vner. (213)472-2146;
(213)472-8153 (messages). Best offer.

'89 VOLKSWAGEN Golf-GL. 44K miles, auto,
air. $650Q/obo. Excellent condition. Moving,
must sell. (213)821-0715.

90 CIVK: ex 4-door, 5-speed, loaded. Balance
of loan or take over paynr»ents of $27Cymo
(213) 826-2280.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly
written by experienced Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

£et_results^^pcn 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

MALE TRAVEL COMPANION wanted for

southwest auto trip. Early Oct. Call Don
(818)989-2781.

LOWEST RT AIR FARES
FROM LAX/8MMFOCN SHORT NOTCE

•StAHlf t2S0 .LONDON $680
4<€W YORK 1365 ^iLASGOW $729
"ttPM ORLEANS S260 •MRlft/ViFMMA t7iu>

^!l;r.l2r •Amsterdam $74g
•TOKYO S6O0 -GENEVA/ZURICH $78S

OTHER OOMESriC/WrL FARES AVAU. CALL FOR t WAY
BARNEYS TRAVEL

(213)382-9161

ACURA INTEGRA LS, '87 S-DOOR. Very low
miles. As new. Auto, power steerin^xakes/
door locks/windows. PHONE, CD PLAYER
(213)471-5065.

AUDI FOX '79. Sunroof, AM-FM, 480k, new
parts. Great condition. $1950. 957-1268 .

BMW 320i, 1979, $3200, 119k, silver, good
condition. Slick shift, sunroof, pull-out stereo
(213)475-5548.

BUICK CENTURY '89, 4-door, 34,000 miles.

$8000. Excellent condition. (213)247-8201
247-8205.

CHEVROLET CAVALIER 1985, black, sunroof,
stereo. Excellent running condition
(213)453-4202.

FIREBIRD ESPRIT 1 973. FULLY LOADED. Call
Gloria (213)285-6222, (805)296-9117.

HONDA ACCORD '82. 91 K miles, 5-speed,
4-door, A/C, excellent condition.
(818)905-6569.

HONDA CIVIC LX 1 991 . Brown 5-speed. A/C.
$12.50(yobo. (213)391-0241.

London

Amsterdam
Frankfurt

Paris

Tokyo
Hons Kens
Bangkok

$320*
$260*
$360*
$330*
$320*
$370*

HONDA CMC 82 SEDAN, 4-doors, 5 speed,
a/c, minor body damage, 108km, rur» great,

$1200/obo, MUST SELL. Paolo
(213)447-0350, (213)825-8191.

HYUNDAI EXaL GL '89, 36,500 miles,

$3300, AM/TM cassette, radio, player, blue.
276-6788.

lETTA GLI, '91
. Must sell. Only 2,000 miles

Fully loaded. Alpine CD. $15,800.
(213)475-8535.

• Fares arc eachw«/fromLosAnadesbased
on a noundtnp purchase RcstnctKxts af>
ply FaressLibjecttochanacwithoutnotkc

arxj taxes not included

0|»€ii Saturdaff Item • tpni

Cound Ikaud
1093 Bfoxton Ave #990
Los Anseles, CA 90094

213-208-3551
Eurailpasses Issued

on the spot!

MERKUR XR4Ti 1987, S-speed. Fast, moon-
roof, A/C, powwr windows, locks, 64,000
miles. $720(yobo. (213)208-7258.

MITSUBISHI STARON TURBO 1985 Auto-
matic, air, full power, cruise control,
excellent ondition. $3795. (213)205-7911.

SAAB 900 TURBO 1988, 42,000m iles, black/
tan. Special performance package. Leather.
Excellent shape. $15,000. (213)453-4737.

SUZUKI SAMURAI 1987, $4700. Fully
loaded. White with tan interior. Convertible
(213)395-9217.

SUZUKI SIDEKICK, 1989, convertible
5-speed, mint green, extended warranty. Fun
to drive. $6500, Sonia 202-0645 ext. 102.

TOYOTA CELKIA GT '84, 67K miles, S-speed,
sunroof, AAVFM cassette, MT, electronic fuel

injection, cruise control, alarm. $3950.
398-1055.

VOLVO, 760 GLE, '83, mechanically immacu-
late. $4800. (213)451-0501.

Travel Tickets 106

2 ROUNDTRIP TICKETS; Chicago, Detroit,

Nashville, etc. Opan dates. No restrictions.

$325i/rt. $175AiW. 445-0090.

RT LANYC $385 Sept. 15-22. (213)

202-6746.

VW CABRKXET '84, black convertible. Fully

loaded $4500 (213)395 9217.

VW )ETTA, '88. Low miles, many extras. JVC
Sicrco, P/L, P/W, autofYtatie. Mint conuilion.

$7200. (213)372-2136.

VW RABBIT convertible, 1982, S4O00/cbo.
102k. Looks, runs great. New clutch, tires, a/c.

One owner. (213)664-6698.

VW RABBIT GTI '84 New clutcfV brakes,

sunroof, air, naw tires, $2500. Call Roberto
(213)464-8848.

HONDA CB 350 FOUR, 1974, great condi-
tion, 7,000 miles, chrome, $675. Suzanne
(213)312-0085.

HONDA REBEL 250, 1986. Blue(garaged 2
yrs), runs great, $1000. (213)479-7299.

Scooters for Sole 115

1990 YAMAHA 125, 2500 miles, red, excel-
lent condition. With basket, helmet, lock.

$1 500. (21 3)472-0634- returning to Germany.

'86 HONDA AERO. Excellent condition. Fully
serviced. New battery, white, helmet.
$550/obo. (213)470-8157.

'89 HONDA ELITE ES with basket and helmet.
Great condition. $85(yobo. (213)447-1074.

HONDA ELITE 150 '87. Runs great Well-
maintained. Moving, must sell. $675.
(213)487-5403.

HONDA ELITE 80 1989 with lock. Low miles,

$1200/obo. )eni (213)546-3068. '

HONDA ELITE 80, '89, 2100 miles. Looks
great! Lock, helmet, basket. Must sell!

$1200/obo. Ruth (213)208-7597.

HONDA ELITE 150. Excellent condition, low
miles, $1000( including helmet, lock).

(213)472-7465, leave message.

HONDA ELITE 150 DELUXE, RED, PERFECT
CONDITION, VERY SMOOTH, VERY FAST
$1095/080. CALL NOW! K>N 478-4426

LARGE REFRIGERATOR- A3AP good condi-
tion, white, $30. Beta VCR, excellent condi-
tion, $50. Must sell- 858-8331.

LOVESEAT, dining room table and 4 chairs,

buffet, futon/frame, filing cabinet, small
dresser, poorman's desk. (213)826-2280.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (213)372-2337

MOVING, MUST SELL. Couches, dresser,
chairs. Call for a good deal. Matt/Mike
478-1173.

REFRIGERATOR, white, perfect condition,

$30(yobo. (213)478-2330.

REFRIGERATOR, ALMOST NEW, 18 cubic
feet, $45(Vobo. Beautiful sleeper sofa, $200.
Full Futon with frame, $100. Heather
447-3074.

SKY BLUE sofa/sleeper and love seat, like new,
$695 both. Country kitchen table and 4 chairs,
like new, $650. (213)826-9102.

TWIN BED $75/OBO including boxspring &
frame. 1 'A years old, perfect condition. Must
sell, moving, jason (213)824-2242.

TWIN BED, X-LONG MATTRESS, built-in

drawers. Great condition. $10(Vobo. Call

Andy (213)208-5042.

RED HONDA ELITE 80. 1985. $650. Call
Wendy (213)208-4289.

YAMAHA 180z. Black, freeway legal, excel-
lent condition. $1250. Debra (213)473-3796.

YAMAHA 50 RED 1985, 3500 miles, $350.
(213)208-7457 or (213)396-6731.

YAMAHA CaSOL 1984 Scooter Blue, 2,600
miles. $300/obo. Call )anice 575-3441.

YAMAHA CW50W Scooter 1990, 533 miles,
like new. $900. Kim (213)464-2775.

Y/\N\.\HA JOG, 50cc, 1986, $350 Red with
biskot. Looks/runs great. (21 3)841 -6827 (after

6 PM).

Off-Compus Parking 120

COT THE QASSESf NOW GET THE PARK-
ING!!! Beat the fall rush for monthly parking'

BULLOCK'S WESTWOOD has covered/
uncovered parking for $6€*'mo. Call Brigette or
Cynthia (213)208-0664.

OFF-CAMPUS PARKING AVAILABLE ALL
YEAR ROUND: South of Wilshire between
Veteran and Midvale. (213)478-6755.

?- Misc. For Sole 128

Furniture for Sole 126

8-FOOT SOFA SLEEPER, queen, french blue,

like new. $250 472-1407

BUNKBEDS, NEW, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID
WOOD $90 NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK
OR WHITE LACQUER $290. MATTRESS SETS
IN PACKAGE, QUEEN $200, FULL $175,
TWIN $1 40, DINNETTE $160. (21 3)821 0729

CHAIR-$25, walnut wood side table and
coffee lable-$25; chair w/ ottoman, almost
new-$l 75; dining table w/ 4 chair*. $20(yobo
Helen 820-3407.

COMPUTER TABLE > cabinet $60; double bed
$40; bureau 420 (213)470-2612.

CONTOUR CHAIR AS ADVERTISED BY ART
LINKLETTER. BRAND NEW. TREADMILL.
BEST OFFER ON EACH. (213)474-4373.

COUCH $50. BOOKSHELF $20, king size bad
$20, stereo, TV. (213)824-3829

DAYBED FOR SALE $40 o bo. (213)
824-1379

FOR SALE. 1 double bed w/ frame, box, almost
new. $6(yobo Phone 208-3707.

FULL SIZED MATTRESS SET. $75. Call April or
Andy (213)207-3069.

HIGH QUALITY, all unused. Sofa and love-
seat, $595. Leather sofa and loveseat, $1 200
Hideabfcd, $i jO. Beoroum set, $495. Mattress
and boxsprings, $150. Wardrobe $150.
5-drawer chest, $85. Dinette, $150. 9-piece
diningroom, $1200. Recliner, $200. Futon
$100. Bunkbeds, $150. Daybed, $195. Brass
headboard, $125. Electric beds, $795. Wall
units, $150. Desk, $150. Carpeting, $fl^yafd.
Encyclopedia set 1990, sacrifice $300
(213)393-2338.

COCOA BUTTER, FEMININE SHAVE CREAM/
CLEANSING CREAM OFFER! A $10.00 bar-

gain. Seryd $10.00 mo. to 1 128 N. Larrabee

»5, West Hollywood, CA 90069.

HAIROBICS (TRI-SET) OFFER! Get 802.
shampoo/ conditior»er/ Quickstyle Plus for

both men and women. Send SlOm.o. to 1 128
N. Larrabee #5, W. Hollywood, CA 90069.

INTERFACE FOR MEN, a daily face cleaner

$8.00/8 02. introductory offer. Send m.o. to

1128 N. Larrabee #5 W. Hollywood, CA
90069. ^__
TWO ELECTRO FREEZE 1986 yogurt ma-
chines for sale. 115 volt. $3000.00 ea.

(213)850-8513.

Office Equipt. for Sole 133

WALNUT RIGHT-HAND return 4-drawer plus
file drawer, with hi-back chair, $250. Excel-

lentcondition. (213)247-8201. 247-8205.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

9600 BAUD EXTERNAL MODEM compatible
with any computer. 6-nfx>nths old, S-year

warrantee. Sacrifice at $45(yobo. 478-7570

APPLE II CS with memory expansion card, 3.5
tnd 5 irnrh disk drives, color monitor, Image-
Writer II printer aiid software. $1100/ooo
Please call 559-0838 eves, or leave message
5594004. ^
BROTHER WORDPROCESSOR. Built-in letter

quality printer and disk drive. 70,000 word
dictionarv. Ideal for writers/students.

$30(yobo. (21 3)824-4554.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

youfselfl (818)994-1188.

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$95/mo Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,
386 systems available, (213)931-4207.

WHY BUY A 'CLONE- WHEN YOU CAN GET
AN IBM PS-2 MODEL 30-286 WITH: 1 .44 Mb
disk-drive, 20 Mb hard-drive, 4 Mb RAM,
Mouse, VGA card and Monitor! Software
included! $120(Vobo. (213)558-1174.

BROTHER WORDPROCESSOR Built in letter

quality printer and disk drive 70,000 word
dictionary. Ideal for writers/students
$30(yobo. (213)824-4554.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it

vourvIO (8181994-1188

RENT IBM complete computer system,
$9S/mo. Search Orion, write papers, etc. 286,
386 systems available, (213)931 4207.

WHY BLIY A -aONE' WHEN YOU CAN GET
AN IBM PS-2 MODEL 30-286 WITH: 1 .44 Mb
disk-drive, 20 Mb hard-drive, 4 Mb RAM,
Mouse, VGA card and Monitorl Software
included! $120(yobo. (21 3)556-1 174.
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BYU
From page 28

quite a feat Jim McMahon, Steve
Young and Marc Wilson are just

three former Cougar signalcallers

who have started for NFL teams.
The Bruins are fond of the pass

too, but show slightly more mod-
eration than BYU. Maddox only
attempted 327 passes last season
and tallied 2,600 yards.

In prc-season scrimmages this

year. UCLA has been starting from
the shotgun formation, a favorite

of Maddox. and experimenting
with the no-huddle offense.

The Bruins will use the shotgun
a good amount, but if head coach
Terry Donahue implements the

no-huddle, Maddox will get even
more attempts per game, though
not as many as Detmer.
BYU*s season starts with

tonight*s Disneyland Pigskin
Classic against top-ranked Florida

State in Anaheim.
Some people would consider it

an advantage for BYU to have
started one week earlier, but
Donahue thinks that the advantage
is minimal.

"If you talk to most coaches they

would tell you they would rather

be the team that has already played

a game,** Donahue said. "It gives
you a chance to get the glitches out
of your system. On the other hand,
we*ll be able to scout them, and
we'll also be fresher.**

In addition to scouting the
Cougars, UCLA*s defense will

already have seen an offense
which hkes to throw the ball— its

own.

"Our own offensive style helps
us prepare for BYU," Donahue
said. "Our defense gets a lot of
practice against that type of
offense (in scrimmages).**

Also concerning Donahue are

the defenses which Maddox will

see when he finally plays against

an oj>ponent rather than his own
team.

"We'll probably see a lot of
deep zones, and a lot less heat on
the quarterback,** Donahue said.

"Last year people tried to pressure

our freshman quarterback but that

didn*t work.**

The Cougars could have prob-
lems supporting Detmer this year.

On offense, BYU returns only
three offensive starters from last

year*s team, which finished first in

the Western Athletic Conference.
The defense returns only five

starters and has only one defensive
lineman who has ever been a

letter-winner.
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UCLA soccer " •mmences drive for second title

Matt Darby (No. 43) has been picked as a pre-season All-Amerlcan by several publica\"ions'"'and will
be one of the keys for the Bruins if they want to beat BYU.

I ll/imii llllrl/bll VwwIWi be turprtsdd by un^xpect^d rees_^ - DR. ROSS J. SOMERS. OPTOMETRIsT^"'^'"'^'*'''^^
'""''>*"

, ^, ^ CONTACT LENSES^ ,

,

V^^^S^^'^'S • complete evTrr [^ '^^SSfC* iV^^.

^"^

>JQ I '

^""^
• Computerized contact lens fitting ^^7 \i9

^3^ -^^T • 6 months follow-up care ^

—

\^^k ^^oa^ • Service agreement (like insurance)

Visior^ plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments mode 24 hours o'doyl

COMPIIIYE CAM* ®319-9999»
%lrllll Wh I h %Milmli 1 53 1 Wilshlre Blvd. Sonto Monica^ (comer of I6lh Street, next to Crown Books)

NOW OPEN
At North Campus

Great Western Bank's New

24-Hour Money, 7 Days a Week

We'll always be there.

Call 208-0195 for account information

or stop by our branch at 10901 Wilshire

(Wilshire & Westwood)

GREATWESTERN BANK
A Federal Savings Bank

NEED CASH?
Earn $105*00/wL
Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential

In Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

824-9941

SnnnMWN,

Member

FDIC amttja
3^ HOISOfl

SUZANNE STATTS^Sum^ner Bruin

Junior Dan Beaney will start at sweeper for the 1991 UCLA soc-
cer team as It defends Its NCAA title.

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UCLA + ALL Student Discount

#K.4 £ • TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
H|

I ^ -AIR CONDITIONED
N^ ^^ -SATURDAY COMEDY CLASS
1 093 Broxton Ave. #21

8

824-3991
__^_ Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

ATHEISTS UNITED
Meet your fellow thinkers at the Burton

Chace Park Community Building

(at the West end of Mindanao Way)

Marina Del ^ey on

SUNDAY, SEPT 22 1:00pm
This Month: "Creationism vs.

Evolutionism"

Speaker: Steven ^^orris, Ph.D.

in-:? SAN VICEN :E 8I.VD,, BRENTWOOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

Dro jHerlock
FIND A CAVITY?

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACmNG
•Fix Chipped. Stained, or Broken Teeth

•Nitrous Oxide/I^aughing Gas, Estimates in Writing

•Credit Cards. Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

By Jay Ross
Summer Bruin Staff

The defending national champ-
ion UCLA soccer team lakes its

first step toward a repeat season
when it opens Tuesday night
against Westmont College at El
Camino College.

Soccer America has denoted tfie

Bruins as the team to beat in 1991,
by virtue of the No.- 1 ranking in its

preseason poll.

"(The No.-l ranking) is what we
expected, and now we have to play
to those expectations," UCLA
head coach Sigi Schmid said.

"(TheNo.'l ranking) is

what we expected, and

now we have to play to

those expectations."

Sigl Schmid
UCLA Head Soccer Coach

Several Bruin individual players

are returning from a summer of
intense international competition
— playing for the Olympic and
National *B' teams — and have
gained valuable experience that

could provide the edge in Novem-
ber's playoff games, which are

often tied in the waning minutes.
Schmidts recruiting class of

1990, in just its second season, will

shoulder much of the load.

Sophomore sensation Joe-Max
Moore has to be considered a

leading candidate for All-Ameri-
can and Player of the Year honors.

Last season, Moore jumped right

into the offensive-midfielder posi-

tions and pumped in 11 goals,

second on the team to Adidas

Player of the Year Billy Thomp-
son.

Moore understands the term
clutch, too. Six of those goals were
game-winners, including in the

playoffs against the University of
San Diego.

Moore also scored five times in

the World University Games (in

which the United States finished

fifth), one shootout away from the

inedal round. Following his per-

formance in England, Moore was
promoted to the Olympic team and
promptly scored the winning goal
against Mexico to win the Pan
American Games gold medal.
"Joe-Max Moore has to be a

serious contender for national

player of the year," Schmid said.

"If possible, we*d like to see even
more goals and assists from him,

"He*s more mature than last

year, due to his summer experi-

ences. I think hc*s very much
overlooked by opposing coaches. I

don't know how he was not a
Soccer America MVP last season.

No other offensive-midfielder in

the country produced on par with
him."

Also in Moore's class is goalk-

eeper Brad Friedel, who preserved

the slim lead against Mexico in the

Pan American Games. Friedel

gave up just 14 goals in 21 starts,

an average of 0.56 per game.
The 1991 Bruins received an

expected shock when All-Ameri-
can left midfielder Chris Hender-
son chose to forgo his final two
years of college eligibility and
signed a contract with the United
States Soccer Federation to play on
the World Cup team.

In his spot, Paul Ratcliffe and
Sean Henderson will compete for

Men's Soccer Top 20

The NCAA men's soccer
preseason rankings, followed
by last season's records.

1. UCLA (19-1-4)

2. North Carolina St. (17-4-2)

3. Virginia (12-5-7)

4. Rutgers (20-3-2)

5. Clemson (16-4-1)

6. Portland (12-6-1)

7. Evansvllle (24-1-2)

8. Santa Clara (13-4-3)

9. Duke (12-6-1)

10. North Carolina (13-7-0)

11. South Carolina (14-5-2)

12. St. Louis (18-5-2)

13. SMU (18-4-1)

14. Indiana (16-4-2)

15. San Diego (16-3-5)

16. Dartmouth (14-2-2)

17. Richmond (16-6-1)

18. Hartwick (107-3)

19. Columbia (11-3-3)

20. Wisconsin (16-4-2)
SOURCE: Soccer Amenca

the starting job. Schmid said

Ratcliffe, a junior, is currently in

practice playing the best soccer of
his career and is "100-percent
healthy" after i leg injury.

Henderson, another 1990
recruit, is Chris' younger brother,

and Schmid said he was impressed
with his work rate and fitness.

The defending champs lost only
two starting seniors, Thompson
and sweeper Ray Fernandez. Dan
Beaney, who has NCAA Final
Four and national team experience
at sweeper, wUl step into Fernan-
dez's spot, and Mark Sharp and
Zak Ibsen, also from the class of
1990, will battle for Thompson's
striker position.

Game lime is 8 p.m. Tuesday
night at El Camino College.

Jor shades of gray

SmmBiwnMmS^misHM
Call825-2161,..NOW

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday
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CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT &t BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza ^^^^ ^"^^ ^^^ swDEirr /.a

1234 Westwood Blvd.
OR EMFLOYEC ID. WITtI COUFOH
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Writing » Algebra « Critical Reading « }>tudy Skills

Can ^<H VVum A\ "A" Pai'ikj
Success in college depends on your ability to write clear , concise,

well developed and well argued papers.

Engineers, Business majors. Social scientists.

ALL must write efTectiveiy!

*•••

The Sylvan Clear Writinc; Pr(k;ram can help!

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

DAY & EVENING CLASSES 829-0797
jrW Sylvan

2932 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #210 SanU Monica, CA 90403

Learning

Center®
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F I • tball prepares for opener with BYU
By Mark Brubaker

When the UCLA footbaU team
opens the season against Brigham
Young University on Sept 7, the
Rose Bowl will probably look
more like the Miramar Air Show
than a football stadium.

With Heisman trophy-wmning
quarterback Ty Detmer com-
manding tlie Cougars, and Pac-10
offensive leader Tommy Maddox
holding the reins for the Bruins,
don't expect either team to set any
NCAA rushing records.

Detmer led the Cougars to a 10-

3 record last year while racking up
over 5,000 yards passing. He
attempted 562 passes last year. Do
the math. That's over 43 attempts
per game.
The senior also tossed 4 1 touch-

downs, along with 28 interceptions
and has passed for more than 300
yards in 24 consecutive regular
season games.

There's a good chance that
Detmer will break the NCAA
record for career passing yards
against UCLA. He needs only 426
yards to knock former San Diego
Slate Aztec Todd Santos from the
top of the list

With pass-happy head coach
LaVeil Edwards, Detmer could put
that record out of reach for years to

come before he leaves Provo.
Detmer already holds all of the

BYU passing records, along with
42 NCAA marks, and considering
some of the quarterbacks that have
previously played in Provo, that's

Tommy Maddox should roll up some impressive numbers against a soft BYU defense
See BYU, page 26 opener for UCLA.

mm»f Bruin nm photo

In the season

By Aaron Lowenberg
Summer BruIn Staff

You could almost sense Terry
Donahue's big sigh of relief.

The UCLA head football coach
was feeling very relieved follow-
ing the Bruins' final scrimmage on
Wednesday, as his squad appa-
rently escaped two weeks of
intense practice without any major
injuries.

*The most pleasant thing about
practice is that, with a normal
amount of hitting, we haven't had
any serious injuries," Donahue
said. "We may have a few guys
who won't quite be ready for

BYU, but no one is crippled."

One of those guys who may not
be ready is starting center Aron
Gideon, who injured his left ankle
and knee during Wednesday's
scrimmage.

"If my center (Gideon) is OK, I

feel great," Donahue said. 'The
trainer was optimistic about
(Gideon), it's not like he said we
needed to do surgery."

With the season opener against
BYU only nine days away,
Donahue is feeling upbeat about
his team.

"We were a little lucky this year,
in that so far we haven't had any
surgeries," Donahue said. "The
last few years we have always had
several surgeries, which hurts us in

several ways.
"It's depressing for me, for the

coaches and for tJie kids who get
hurt Also, we will be a little

See SCRIMMAQE, page 25

Volleyball begins bid for anotlier crown
Volleyball Tod 20

The NCAA women's
volleyball preseason
rankings, as determined by
the American Volleyball

Coaches' Association. First

place votes are In

parentheses.

1. UCLA (47)
2. Stanford

3. Nebraska (1)

4. Hawaii

5. Pacific

6. Long Beach St
7. Texas
8. LSU
9. BYU
10. New Mexico
11. Illinois

12. UCSB
13. Wisconsin
14. Ohio St.

15. Pepperdine

16. PennSt.
17.SDSU
18. use
19. San Jose St
20. Texas Tech

SOURCE; AVCA

By Greg Jones
Summer Bruin Staff

The top-ranked UCLA
women's volleyball team will

begin its quest towards a second
consecutive NCAA title this com-
ing weekend when it participates

in the All-Cal tournament at

Berkeley.

Although the games will not
count in the Bruins' season lecord,
the tournament will give the team
valuable practice against good
competition.

*This weekend's games will

basically be a scrimmage, a prac-
tice for us," coach Andy Bana-
chowski said. "We will look at a
bunch of different combinations
and try out players in certain

positions."

The Bruins will test several

players who would not have been
able to get significant playing time
otherwise. Three of UCLA's top
players — Natalie Williams, Julie

Bremner and Elaine Youngs —
returned recently from the Pan
American competition in Havana,
Cuba and will not travel to

Berkeley.

in addition, two of the Bruins'
top outside hitlers. Jenny Evans
and Laurie Jones, arc injured and
may not see extended playing time.

"It's a position that we arc
strong at, but that we are pretty thin

right now because of the injuries,"

Daiiachowskj said.

UC Santa Cruz, UC Riverside,
San Jose Sutc, UC San Diego,
Portland Slate and California will

challenge the Bruins at Cal.
Although none are ranked in the

national Top Ten, the competition
will allow the coaching staff to
make some important decisions
regarding some players.

"I was really hoping to look at

different combinations and try

some different lineups, but (with
the absences of the three players), I

think that we are going to look
more at individuals than to assess
total team cohesion. These match-
es may give us some answers as to
what some individuals can do in

certain situations," Banachowski
said.

Despite this temporary shortage
of players, the Bruins should be at
full strength for the Hawaii Tour-
nament on September 5-7, which
opens the regular season. UCLA is

Slacked with some of the best

talent in the country and has been
overwhelmingly chosen as the top
team in the country in both the
AVCA Coaches Poll and Volley-
ball Monthly Poll.

UCLA returns ten players from
last year's 36-1 national champ-
ionship squad that breezed through
the regular season and dominated
post-season play.

Headlining this year's squad is

junior outside hitter Natalie Wil-
liams. Williams' list of accolades
from last season is very impress-
ive, including Volleyball Monthly
Player of the Year, MVP of the

NCAA tournament. First Team
All-American and named to the

Pac-10 All-Conference, NCAA
All-West Region and AVCA West
Regional Teams.

UCLA also has two of the other

See VOLLEYBALL, page 25
Player of the Year Natalie Williams Is expected to lead UCuT
second consecutive national championship.
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